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NEW

1

Ostrer States

Foreign
S.

Pictures

BY MARK OSTRER
Corp., Ltd.

my

prediction that the complete
internationalization of motion pictures
will

accom-

be

plished in 1936.
Just as we in

Allied Looks 1935 Gain in
Askance Upon Film Stocks
Warner Move $162,862,375

Hollywood
turning

out

product with a
definite universal

and

stamp

wise policy
will continue to
predominate.
greater interchange of
this

A

artistic

Washington,

and tech-

be effected and there
be a notable increase in the number of foreign-produced films released

nical talent will
will

n the U. S. A.
From abroad will come productions
)f high box-office value, devoid of any
drawbacks for American consumption.
Picture-making in England will hit its

Our company,

for one, will
produce films especially suitable for
America; pictures that any exhibitor
stride.

j

nywhere

will welcome.
believe that 1936 will be a banner
ear for every branch of the industry.
I

fudge

Bondy Signs

RKO

>rofits

of

the

extending to
tgreement under which

>etition

from

Film issues of major companies
Ascap gained $162,862,375 in market value

would still stand to lose in case
those affiliates demand an increased
royalty for the right publicly to perform their music.
"The music situation is complicated,
but this does not justify the muddy
thinking that is being indulged in retors

(Continued on page 2)

Warners Say 143
Stations Signed

and the
Aug. 31 an
Service

Up

managerial

radio

Tuesday

143 independent
throughout the coun;ervices for the Radio City house, try had accepted the new music licensfhe agreements were scheduled to ing contract offered by Warners and
'xpire Dec. 31.
covering the first three months of the
Under the first agreement, which New Year, it was stated by Warners.
vas originally made Sept. 1, 1934,
The independent stations accepting
nd is now extended for two months the revised contract will be licensed by
o complete an 18-month computation Music Publishers' Holding Corp., a
>asis, RKO and RCA jointly are to
Warner subsidiary, to broadcast music
eceive $750 per week from the initial published by Harms, Inc., M. Witperating profits of the Music Hall mark & Sons, T. B. Harms Co., Revailable on Feb. 29. An initial rent mick Music Corp., and their subsidiar-orp.

performs

certain

(.Continued on page 11)

in

1935 to a total of $565,835,500, as
with $402,973,125 at the

close of

ies,

to

stations

all

owned by Warners.

to

substantial increase, that issue jumping from $281,250,000 at the end of
'34 to $388,750,000 at the end of '35,
or a gain of $107,500,000.
Next in
(Continued on page 8)

James V. Bryson
Dies in London

—

London, Jan. 1. James V. Bryson
died here yesterday at University College Hospital of a fractured skull,
suffered in an accident on Christmas
Day. Bryson was dealing in European
films, and had attempted studio deals
here since his unsuccessful suit against
Universal for alleged wrongful dismissal in 1933.
He was 52.
Bryson first joined Laemmle in
Minneapolis,
playing an important
part in developing Universale American distribution system. Some years
ago he was transferred to London, as
managing director of Universal Pictures, Ltd.
Following his dismissal
from the company, he brought the
which

failed.

to

Rentals Here
Called

Move

Protective

Pending Settlement
Local exchanges are beginning the
collection of the two per cent city
sales tax on film rentals, effective as
of yesterday.
Exhibitors in

New

up-state New York, as
well as those within the city limits,
received notice early in the week that
the tax would be added to their film

Jersey

and

rentals.

Spokesmen for the exchanges said
that the action was being taken as a
"protective" measure and that the
funds collected from exhibitors for
the tax would be segregated and refunded

the

in

event

the

distributors

were successful in their efforts to have
the tax on film rentals declared illegal.
The exchangemen pointed out
that
effect

the city sales tax has been in
since Dec, 1934, and that ef(Continued on page 11)

"Informer" Top on
N. Y. Critics' List

more pros-

perous times and the added strength
accorded the financial structures of
principal
companies through reorganizations apparently reflected new

Tax

Sales

1934.

The gradual return

action,

Branches

ExchangesAdd

compared

For even if
have been premature.
Ascap should reduce its charges by
an amount proportionate to the deple- confidence in film securities on the
part of the investing public.
tion of its repertoire, due to the withEastman Kodak showed the most
drawal of Warner affiliates, the exhib-

Hall

RKO

—Allied views

tives of philanthropy," the bulletin
"The chortles which greeted
reads.
the so-called breakup of Ascap may

RCA

Music

1.

"with suspicion," says the latest bulletin from Abram F. Myers' office.
"The withdrawal was not from mo-

ElKO-RCA-M.H.Pact
Federal Judge William Bondy on
Tuesday signed the petition extendng to Feb. 29 the agreement under
which
participate in
and

Jan.

withdrawal

Warners'

in All

TEN CENTS

England

are
making pictures
world-wide
for
appeal, so is

the In

1936

NRA

Appeal

Chairman of Board, G.B. Picture
It is

2,

Nineteen thirty-five was an interesting and important year in
the industry. Kaleidoscopic in its changes, as always, the story,
in quick resume, is re-told this morning, culled from the day-byday headlines of Motion Picture Daily on pages 9, 10 and 11.
Pointing the way to days immediately on the horizon, the industry last year began to smile once more, for business generally
took a decided turn for the better. Grosses at large reflected an
improvement, measured, of course, by the calibre of the product.
The year marked the demise of the
code and saw no substitute arrive by which the industry might regulate itself. The
year also witnessed the anti-trust trial in St. Louis and complete
victory for Warners, Paramount, RKO and a number of its high
executives.
Many changes in personnel of the major companies also took
place. Among them, John E. Otterson became president of Paramount, Leo Spitz, president of RKO. Al Lichtman resigned as
president of United Artists to join M-G-M. Twentieth Century
merged with Fox and Winfield Sheehan retired from the production helm to make way for Darryl F. Zanuck.

Pictures Near
With U.

YORK, THURSDAY, JANUARY

The Headline Parade of 1935

International

Sees

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti

VOL.

Alert,

They're out

—those besta of the besta

the New York
New Year can get

selections
the

of

Now

critics.

started.
best pic-

"The Informer" was the
ture.

Charles Laughton did the two best

male performances of the year in
"Mutiny on the Bounty" and "Ruggles of Red Gap."
Greta Garbo turned in the best
feminine
performance
in
"Anna
Karenina" and Katharine Hepburn
got

a

minority

vote

"Alice

for

Adams."
John Ford did the best directing
job on "The Informer." And Alfred
Hitchcock

got

a

minority

vote

for

(Continued on page 11)

Merging Denied in
Suit Against 306
Justice Bernard Shientag on Tuesday denied the application of eight
I.
T. O. A. members for leave to

consolidate

their

total of $650,000

actions

seeking

a

damages from Local

306 for business losses allegedly suffered as a result of the extensive
picketing and other activities in the
operators' union controversy of last
spring and summer. The court ruled,
however, that the plaintiffs could
bring a consolidated action by first
(Continued on page 2)

—

.
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1

Warner Move

Editor

garding it. The breaking up of Ascap
without an efficient substitute can not
be a good thing and has never been
advocated by Allied. So long as the
copyright law allows a separate and

JAMES

CRON

A.

Advertising Manager

Published daily except Sunday
holidays by Quigley PubInc., Martin Quigley,
president; Colvin Brown, vice-

and

lications,

president and treasurer.
Publication Office: 1790 Broadway, New York. Telephone Circle 7-3100.
"Quigpubco, New York." All
address
Cable
contents copyrighted 1936 by Quigley Publications, Inc.

the

correspondence to
Other Quigley pubPicture Herald, Bet-

Address

New York

all

Office.

Motion
Pictorb
Theatres, The Motion
ter
Almanac and The Box-Office Check-Up.

lications,

royalty for the public performance of music, there must be a
central agency through which exhibitors, broadcasters, etc., can be licensed.
Ascap served the purpose admirably
it was too
in every respect save one
grasping.
The prospect of obtaining
separate licenses from and paying
separate fees to a large number of
copyright owners is appalling. Unless
prompt action is taken by those in
a position to act, chaos will soon pre-

Hollywood Bureau: Postal Union Life
Vine and Yucca Streets, Boone
Mancall, Manager; Chicago Bureau: 624
South Michigan Avenue, C. B. O'Neill,
Manager; London Bureau: Remo House, vail.
W. 1,
London,
Street,
Regent
310
"A fair solution would be for the
Bruce Allan, Representative. Cable address
producers with the cooperation of WarBureau:
Berlin
London";
"Quigpubco,
Berlin Tempelhot, Kaiserin - Augustastrasse ner Brothers to take advantage of
28, Joachim K. Kutenberg, Representative;
the weakened condition of Ascap and
Paris Bureau: 19, Rue de la Cour-desNoues, Pierre Autre, Representative; Rome work out an arrangement whereby the
Bureau: Viale Gorizia, V ittorio Malpassuti, public performing rights for music
Representative; Sydney Bureau: 600 George used in motion pictures will be barMexRepresentative;
Clitf Holt,
Street,
same
Bureau: Apartado 269, James gained for and obtained at the
City
ico
Lockhart, Representative; Glasgow Bureau: time as the recording rights and roy86 Dundrennan Road, G. Holmes, Repre- alties, so far as the exhibitors are
sentative; Budapest Bureau: 3, Kaplar-u, concerned, be included in the film renBudapest, II, Endre Hevesi, RepresentaThe producers acting together
tals.
tive; Tokyo Bureau: 47 Higashi Gokencho
Ushigome-Ku, H. Tominaga, Representative. in this fashion, could bring about a
matter,
Entered as second class
January great reformation which would end,
4, 1926, at the Post Office at New York
once and for all, the music racket. As
City, N. Y., under Act of March 3, 1879.
Subscription rates per year: $6 in the a small, compact group they could
Americas, except Canada $15 and foreign be relied upon to bargain for fair rates
Single copies: 10 cents.
$12.
in behalf of the entire industry.
Building,

Tubman Goes to New

RKO

Post in Canada

Toronto, Jan. 1.
development in the

—An

important

supervision

of

RKO

theatres in the Dominion has
taken place in the appointment of T.

Ray Tubman
manager
quarters at

Ottawa as district
Manitoba with headWinnipeg, effective Jan. IS.
of

"In the meantime, the Warner pub-

who has managed the
Capitol at Ottawa for the past
seven years, will have charge of theaTubman,

RKO

Winnipeg, Brandon, Fort William and Port Arthur. He made his
start 16 years ago at Calgary, where
he was manager of the Allen, and
later went to Sault Ste. Marie, Ont,
and finally to Ottawa where he has
been prominent in community activi-

tres at

ties.

Reels Restricted,

Ban Rose Bowl Game
Virtually all newsreels made no
provision to cover the Rose Bowl
football game on the coast yesterday,
following the action of the Board of
Athletic Control of Stanford and the

Tournament

of

Roses Ass'n

other plan can be formulated
until the fog has been dispelled and
the effects of the powerful opposition
of the broadcasting companies have
become apparent. Allied is watching

developments carefully and will
have a plan of action as soon as we
know exactly what we will have to
contend with."

Merging Denied

gave them in bringing money ir
their box-offices by way of a proi
exploitation of every film they rui
Judges in the contest will be: P.

ing the reels to 100 feet of film on the
game. This is the first time such restriction has been exercised. It was
Tuesday that Universal,
indicated

Pink."

Baltimore Feb. 3, and the product
committee will meet here Feb. 6.
Congress will have been in session
a month when the meetings are held
and the Pettengill-Neely bill and the
Duffy bill will be discussed along with
plans for other legislative moves.

in

Suit Against 306
(Continued from page 1)

withdrawing their present suits and
instituting the new one.
Plaintiffs in the action, as reported
in Motion Picture Daily of Dec.
14 are the Globe, Central, Times
Square, Liberty and Park, in Manhattan; Colony, in Queens, and Globe,
Brooklyn.

Joseph Basson, president of Local
306, who is named as a defendant in
the suits, described them as "a cleancut admission of the powerful effect
and great success of the peaceful
picketing conducted by Local 306.
They are also clear evidence that the
general public enthusiastically supported the local in its fight against
the 'bosses.' The union regards these
suits as nuisance suits and attempts
to hinder the local," Basson said.

Wall Street
Gains Mark Year End
43J4

SM
Consolidated,

Eastman
Eastman,

pfd. 1854
Kodak. 156J4
pfd ... 160

52%
10J4

Paramount
Paramount

80

1 pfd.
2 pfd.

Pathe Film

.

RKO

.

12J4
SVs

5/8

20th Century- Fox 2354
20th Century, pfd. 32
Universal, pfd .
52
Warner Bros. . .
10
.

43'A
554
18
156
160

sm
9M
77
1154

8
5
2254

31M
50

m

4354
5J4
1854
1565i
160

52
1054

78
12

+1

+ 54
+ Va
+a
+a
+&
+154
+ 54

8
5

2254
32
52

9%

4-2

+a

Curb Issues Up
Net
High Low Close Change
2
.

18^

.

354

2
18

2

18^
354

+

v%

+ Vs
+%

Bonds Show Substantial Increases
Net
High Low Close Change
General Theatre

Directors to Meet Feb. 4-5
Jan. 1. The annual
meeting of Allied directors will be
held here Feb. 4 and 5, so that memPathe, Paramount and Hearst Metro- bers of the board who wish to attend
tone had agreed on non-coverage. The the session of eastern directors and
reels concentrated instead on the Sugar the product committee can do so withBowl game in New Orleans and the out facing conflicting dates.
The eastern meeting will be held
Orange Bowl game in Miami.

Washington,

—

6s '40

•

19*6

18

l%i

+154

19

1854

19

+1

95

+2%

General Theatre
6s *40 ctf
F.
6s '46

Keith B.

Loew's

Paramount

Warner

95

95

6s '41

.103M

10344

92

91Vs

92

8654

8554

85%

103J4

Pict.

Bros. 6s
.

Cochrane, Universal A-Mike Vog
Motion Picture Herald; Epes S;
gent, Variety; Chick Lewis, Sho
men's Trade Review; and Lou G
;

mond,

+ Vi
+%
+%

(Quotations at close of Dec. 31)

Box O ffice.

Penn

MPTO Intact
Lewen

Says

Pizc

—

Philadelphia, Jan. 1. There n
have been a merger in Philadelpl
but the M.P.T.O. of Eastern Pei
sylvania, Southern New Jersey £

Delaware

Lewen

is

still

functioning,

s;

Pizor.

"The M.P.T.O.

of Eastern Pei
an incorporated organi
tion," he says, " and has been
existence for more than 15 years.

sylvania

is

June, 1934, a few disgruntled me
bers of this organization, solely
selfish personal reasons, left the
ganization to form a new one
Protect!
Exhibitors'
Independent
Ass'n.
Now in 1935, a few m|
members, led and influenced by
tain

Net
High Low Close Change

all

in limit-

coveri:

in

Me

after "Strike

"It is obvious that the Duffy Bill,
which looked pretty good a year ago,

"No

Laemmle

:

Amendment Necessary

will not accomplish much in the presMerely repealing the
ent situation.
penalty clause will not do the trick,
although it will mitigate the danger.
To be really effective the bill will
have to be amended to include the
Allied amendments' above referred to.
As soon as the Patents Committee
is organized for the session Allied will
reconnoiter and ascertain the chances
of accomplishing this.

statement by

the plan reads
"The object of tl
contest is to stimulate the inten
of exhibitors in getting the utmc
out of every picture that they pU
by way of box-office returns. Ve
frequently, in the rapidity of movii
picture life,
real opportunities
f
making money at the box-office £
overlooked. With conditions of bu
ness improving all around us, I f(
that it is entirely in order to set
an incentive to managers and th
exploitation men to use the brains G

for

Bill

A

announce "Pony Boy," a
story by Harry Selby, will be
his next for Samuel Goldwyn
he'll

-

have indicated that
lishing houses
they will demand a charge for the performance of their music. The broadcasters have countered by ordering the
music of those houses deleted from
The exhibitors, havtheir programs.
ing to play the pictures delivered
under their contracts, can exercise no
such discrimination.

Universal is to celebrate Carl Laei
mle's 30th anniversary in the bu
ness by making a series of exploit
Hon awards to theatre managers a:
exploitation men during the peri
from Jan. 6 to April 4.
Three prizes : First, $250 ; secot
$150, and third $100, are to be p
up, and in addition there will be fi
$50 and 10 $25 awards.

internal pressure in the car
made the train coast all the
way across Arizona.
When he gets calmed down

distinct

—

morning

lows who work out radio programs.
In Chicago Cantor said the

Editor-in-Chief and Publisher

MAURICE KANN

roll into

in a private car with Parkyakarkus, some of his daughters (Cantor's, not Parkyakarkus's), and 14 of those fel-

Martin Qoicley
(Continued from page 1)

this

19

2,

"U" Offers Prizes
For Exploitatio:

Cantor Rolls In
Eddie Cantor will

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)

Vol.

Thursday, January

members

of

this

organizatii

who

desired to wear a badge, on I
19 formed an organization known
the Independent Motion Picture T
atre Owners of Eastern Pennsylva'

Southern New Jersey and Delaw
and in doing so joined hands v
certain

members

of

the

I.E.P.

which organization had no treasi
and had difficulty holding members.

"The same men are attempting
spread propaganda for the purf
of endeavoring to disrupt, break do
and destroy the M.P.T.O. of E.
S. N. J. and Del., Inc., of whic

am

president, which I will prese
I will continue to battle tl
destructive forces against our org
ization."

and

"Obsession" Book Oil
Gulick and Joe Weil I
turned out a striking press book
"Magnificent Obsession." It is unu
both in appearance and shape, the
ers being in black and gold and_
measurements being 26 in. x 13 i
number of the ad cuts are
drawings and seven pages of ad »
are done with an eye to art value:
tended to suggest the type of pro

Paul

i

A

tion.—J. M.

J.

j

I

Because

DAVIS

1

il

as

is,

Variety Daily

best achievement'

pre-release

engagement

.

it is

the Rivoli, N. Y... because

says,

'BETTE

because in its first
being held over at

. .

its

supporting cast in-

cludes such noted stars as Franchot Tone, Alison

Skipworth, Margaret Lindsay, and John Eldredge
...because

come back
and
is

a

its

story of 'the

to'

discussion,

will cause

Warner

welcome New

woman men always
tremendous comment

Bros.'

"DANGEROljj

Year's present to

the nation. Released January 4th.

UNIVERSALIS FIRST

1936
TO THE WORLD'S BOX OFFICES!

T
THE

GIFT

OF

OBSESSION
PICTURE WITH

A

HEART!

SO WE TOOK THE 2 MILLION
DOLLARS and PUT CANTOR in a
PICTURE -THE LIKE OF WHICH
YOU'VE NEVER SEEN BEFORE!" |
It's

got everything that every Cantor Picture

and then some!

has given you
that takes

got a story

Eddie through the maddest adven-

tures he's ever experienced
.

It's

chased by a regiment

on the screen

of beautiful girls

bewitched by torchy Ethel Merman
fuddled by Parkyakarkus
all

.

.

.

^eJfc^

comedy
leave
or

be-

.

happen

to

him

where

all

other

that starts

off!

.

.

bewildered by

the goofy things that

in a

.

.

Most hilarious comedy of

t\

any other year!
Hear Eddie sing "Calabash Pip

"The Lady Dances."
Merman's torchy

You Have Me

Me

with

lyrics

by

renditi*

High,

Low!" "Shake

It

Tfc

OI

SALLY EILERS-PAi
MERMAN
LEW BROWN
HAROLD ARLEN

ETHEL

Music and

Thrill

•

and

Dance ensembles by

1

[LION

•

Directed

by

NORMAN TAUROG

•

Released thru

UNITED ARTISTS

.
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line on the plus side was Loew's, Inc.,
common, with a gain for 1935 over
1934 of $23,625,000. Third was Warner common, which gained $18,625,000. That company's preferred showed

market

valuation

of

Number

Curb Exchange 1935

the

traded

shares

of

Exchange

the

Stock

was

9,169,000,

comparing

"Am

with

10,-

keeping

I

of next
before he

it all

year?", he asked
could be asked.

turnover was 1,958,625 shares.
Nineteen thirty-tliree ended with curb
In 1932 they were
sales of 495,850.

"What do you think?",
came his own reply.

367,905.

The bond market last year,
more active than 1934's.

was

too,

Rites for Harry Swartz

Sales to

Boston, Jan.

1.

—Funeral

in 1931.

9,169,000 Shares Sold Across "Big

Board"

— Censor

life

hi

Government retired J. C. Boylen aft
the latter had held the office for ma
At that time the board w.
years.
reduced from six to three membe
chairman.
the
including

Harry Swartz, theatre man, were
held yesterday morning.
Burial was
at Brighton.
In addition to his theatre activities Swartz was manager
of the Crawford House.

with $11,172,000 in 1933, with $17,708,000 in 1932 and with $1,165,000

1.

_

services

for

year

881,440 in 1934.
In 1933 the total
was 8,573,864; in 1932 sales bulked

Toronto, Jan.

stopped at 80 for J. B. HardwiclThe octogenarian has retired as chai
man of the Ontario board in a secoi
reorganization plan of the Provinci.
Har
Government within a year.
wicke, who had been a member of t
board for seven years, has been su
ceeded by O. J. Silverthorne who h
had less than 12 months' experien*
Miss M. Canning is the only oth;
present member of the tribunal.
Hardwicke became censor chairm
spring when the new Libei.
last

1936.

were made,
on a value of $65,126,000
comparing with $43,704,000 in 1934,

in

the

for

sales

the

far

$3,064,250.

Censor, Is Retire

Ken Serkowich, press agent
the Capitol, checked up
on domestic problems yesterday and as suddenly as all
this realized his room number
at
the Park Central was
for

were 919,960 shares, a very sizable
total
for
1934,
increase over the
which was 230,100. As a matter^ of
fact, trading activity on this exchange
was the most active since 1931, when

(.Continued from pa<jc 1)

19!

2,

Hardwicke, Ontario
Lucky Ben

earlier.

$162,862,375

increased

1931 the tally ended at

what was largely a selling market which followed in the
wake of the depression of two years

28,462,000, in

On

an

In

9,367,262.

1935 Gain in
Film Stocks

Thursday, January

1933

in

1935
-A.
t

Stock and Dividends

Consolidated Film pfd.

(154B)

Sales

.

...

...

Radio- Keith-Orpheum (D)

High

Date

Low

Date

81

8
July
Dec. 10

Jan. 16
Dec. 21
31

312,700
1,200
237,200
296.800

..

6.000
2,220
1,393.000
28,000
1,030,750
140,600
695,200
234,200
1.509.500

6,910

A— Plus

stock extras;

B— Paid

this

4974
7'/2
2254
17254
164
9054
5574
108?4
12
10154
1454
854

6
2444
32

Tan.

16

3454
4354
354

Feb.

15

14%

Nov.

18

11054
141

Jan.
Jan.

34
3154
102

Mar.

July 26
Oct.

Nov.

23
25

Oct.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

19
19
18

Dec.

31

Oct.

21

18

73

Nov. 29
Nov. 29
Nov. 25

1054
52

Dec. 10
Dec. 9

year (dividends in arrears);

8

67
954
474
154
13

May
May

4

1

Aug.
Nov.
Aug.

28
30
28

Oct.

29
254
1454

Aug.
Mar.
Mar.

1054

88
12
8

3

Mar.
Aug.

+19
+4854:

+1754

+

'34
'34

654
474
254
2254 not listed '34
3154 not listed '34
52
+1654
974
554

13

28
3
3

cash extras;

D— Reported

120

20

154
1

1674
254

4654
854
3174

15

I

by Stock Exchange to be

in

454
listed
1
254
3554
10454

1474

not
554
1154
8774
125
30
3754
80

,

not isted
not listed

+2954

51

79

454

+

15
13

m

1054

Low

High

654
not listed
154
554
14%
574
46
8954
110
130
8
25
854
3654
35
7854
not listed
not listed
not listed
not listed
1
554 .
not listed
not listed
10
35
554
954
1554
2454

not listed
not listed
not listed

'34

+
+

Low

High
28

2054
72
not listed

254

not listed
not listed
not listed

2154

654
2054
11654
147
3754
37
105

m
+4354

-

80
52
107

7
7

Feb.
Feb.

2454

C— Plus

16

Low

not listed

-

1854
15654
160

High
4154

1931

1932

1933

1934

+

4354
Wi
4854 not listed '34
554
54

17

Oct.

Net
Change

Last

7
1354

39

not listed
not listed
354

15

754
77
103
10

1874
18554
135
10154
6354
98

not
not
not
not

listed
listed
listed
listed
7%
154
not listed
not listed
50
1054
454
4
20

Low

High

2374
56

not
not
not
not

listed
listed
listed
listed

254

4

not listed
not listed
24
254
854

5754
2054
4054

receivership or bankruptcy under Section

77.

Curb Exchange Sales Total 919,960
1935
A

Stock and Dividends

Sales
1,960
33,600

Trans-Lux

A— Paid

DPS

657,600
222,800
4,000

(.20A) (B)

this year;

B —Listed;

High
73
74
27
454

8

Date
Nov. 26
Nov. 19
Tune 4
Nov. 12
Nov. 25

Low
38
54

1154

2
2

Date

Last

Jan.
Tan.
Jan.

18

Apr.

11

Aug.

7

4254

10

54
1854
354
654

18

Net
Change

+ 754
+1/16
+ 554
+
+ 354

1934

High

1

1933

Low

High

2454

35
54

54

1454
354
554

754
154
3

354

854
54
254
154

4

1

14
1

f

Low

2754
54

1932

1931

High Low
454
54

15
1

554
354

54

6

1

High

Low

23

354
54
154
154
4

354
1554
1354
754

others unlisted.

Bond

Reach $65,126,000

Sales for Year
1935

Bond and Maturity

Sales

General Theatre Equip. 6s '40 (A).. $29,988,000
General Theatre 6s '40 ctfs. (B)
9,828,000
Keith 6s '46
1,452,000
Loew's 6s '41
1.200,000

Paramount 6s '55
Paramount-Broadway 554s '51 ctfs..
Radio-Keith-Orpheum 6s, '41 (A)...
Warner Brothers 6s '39

A — Defaulted

12,098,000
2,088,000
444,000
8,028,000

High
1954
1954

9554
106
9754
63

8854
8954

Date

Low

2
Dec.
Dec.
2
Dec. 26
Feb. 27

654
654
6754
10354
8454
5454
2654
4854

Sept. 24
Sept. 24
Oct. 14

Nov.

15

Date
Mar. 20
Mar. 29
Feb. 25

Aug. 20
Nov. 29
Nov. 29
Mar. 11
Mar. 13

Last

Net
Change
+11

1954
19
+1054
95
+2054
1
10354
92
not listed '34
5654
974
7754
+3654
+2754
8574

—
+

matured bonds; trading permitted by stock exchange pending further investigation;

Eastman Kodak
Eastman Kodak

pfd

Keith-Albee-Orpheum pfd
Loew's, Inc
Loew's, Inc. pfd

Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Universal Pictures pfd
Warner Brothers
Warner Brothers pfd

Approx. Shares
Outstanding
145,000
530,000
400,000
2,500,000
60,000
60,000
1,500,000
150,000
2,500,000
20,000
3,900,000
103,000

Close.
1934

3874
574
1974
11254
141

3154
3454
10454
254
3854
454
2154

1154
7354
10554
47
41
67

High
954
754

354
3
85
30
1854
4074

Low
1
1

2954
48
89
not listed
38
2754
30
854
12
48
61

51

not listed

B— Interest

Comparison of Valuations of Stock
Stock
Columbia Pictures vtc
Consolidated Film
Consolidated Film pfd

13

Low

.

1931

1932

1933

1934

High

High

Low

High
74

754
6
63

24
64

90

7854

99%

1454
954

40

2

35
70

not listed
not listed
not listed

not listed
not listed
19

Low

not listed

1

7454

25

in default.

Issues,

1934-1935

Close

Valuation
$5,636,875
3.113,750
7,950,000
281,250,000
8,460,000
1,890,000
52,125,000
15,618,750
5,937,500
765,000
18,037,500
2,188,750

$402,973,125

1935

Valuation

40
554
1754
15554
159
80
5054
107
474
58

$5,800,000
2,782,500
7,100,000
388,750,000
9,540,000
4,800.000
75,750,000
16,050.000
12,187,500
1,160,000
36,662,500
5,253,000

$565,835,500

Net Change

+

—
—

156

54
174

+43
+18
+4854
+1554

+ 274
+ 254
+1954
+ 4%
+2954

+
—
—
+

N

$163,125
331,250
850,000
107,500,000
1,080,000
2,910,000
23,625,000
431,250
6,250,000
395,000
18,625,000
3,064,250

+$162,862,375

I

'
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Headlines Re-Live Story of 1935
Thursday, January 2,

1936

January
—

2
Code Authority's legal staff works
on amendment covering selective buying
Washington interests opposed
contracts.
to code contact members of Congress to
launch investigation of voluntary agree-

Ian.

ment

clause.

— Drastic

control bill introduced
Albany legislature calling for censorship of scripts and classification of
films for children and adults.
Jan. 4
"The Little Minister" established
a house record at the Music Hall, New
film

Jan. 3
in the

—

York, grossing $110,000.
Tan. 5
Frank C. Walker and George J.
Schaefer mentioned for election to the
Paramount board.
President's new recovery plan held an aid in restoring lagging box-office attendance by making jobs
to replace relief funds.
6
Tan.
St.
Louis grand jury asks for
complete records of the past four years
for investigation of 'product situation involving Missouri and Ambassador the-

—

—

atres.
7

St. Louis probe seen as test of
anti-trust laws with films as experimental
Treasury Dep't refuses to permit
case.

importation of "Ecstacy."
Combining of Fox
9

—Metropolitan

Theatres with
Fox
again urged at hearing
in receivership trial of former.
10
an.
Indictments against major companies and individuals reported sought by
the Dept. of Justice as St. Louis grand
an.

—

jury

goes

into

closing

phase.

Motion Picture Daily

an. 11

exclusively reports U. S. Grand Jury is considering nation-wide series of probes centering
around violation of anti-trust laws.
Officers and executives of Waran. 12
ners,
and Paramount indicted by
the grand jury in
St.
Louis, charged
with "unlawfully engaging in conspiracy
in restraint of trade."
an. 14
M.P.T.O. expected at annual convention next month to back far-reaching
changes in the code.
Estimated annual
savings of two major New York circuits
under proposed basic wage scale set up
by
fact-finding committee put at
$530,400.
an. 15
Millions required for reorganization of
and no financially responsible group has proposed plan, is statement made by Carl Newton of counsel for

—

RKO

—

NRA

—

RKO

RKO

plans for
fact-finding

committee.

Actors' Guild disturbed over
Academy-producer effort to agree on new
standard form of contract.

Feb. 4

— With

Los Angeles zoning accepted

efforts get underway in other
to set up zoning schedules for offiDrastically reduced rates
for domestic recording of "dubbed" versions, foreign versions and trailers made

by Campi,

cities

approval.

cial

Erpi_ with Paramount and Warners.
Negotiations with other companies to be

by

started soon.

—

5
Emanuel Cohen dropped as Paravice-president in charge of production.
Ernst Lubitsch to be named his
successor.

Feb.

mount

6

— Henry

bitsch

Cohen

—

Herzbrun

take

to
at

over

and Ernst Lumantle of Emanuel

Paramount studios.
Austin C. Keough named

Feb. 7
vicepresident of Paramount's producing subsidiary.

Feb. 8

—Way

seen for the disposal of clear-

ance in other spots since adoption of Los
Angeles plan.

—Warners

Feb. 9
ance.

win coast fight on clearGeorge Browne moves to overhaul
Chicago operator's union.
Feb. 11
Radio may try new idea in production by turning out pictures without
producer credits.
12
Feb.
Control of
Chicago
operators'
union taken over by George Browne,

—

—

_

president of IATSE.
Feb. 13
Warners to keep entire circuit
and theatre personnel intact although district managers to be granted wider operating authority; no decentralization under

—

way.
Feb. 14—-Joseph M. Schenck negotiating
as individual for Fox Metropolitan Playhouses.
Sidney E. Samuelson re-elected
head of Allied at the annual meeting of
board in Washington.
Feb. 15
United Artists and the Music

—

Hall reported on verge of deal whereby
theatre becomes outlet of first run U. A.
product.
16 Wage and hour provisions of
Feb.
studio labor contracts revised in agreement reached by Pat Casey and unions.

—

—Film

18

Feb.

of anti-trust
result secret

York.

—U.

Feb. 19
appeal

of

Minnesota

probe of possible violation
laws to be undertaken as
meeting of ITOA in New

S. Supreme Court dismisses
Fox Film from decision of
Supreme Court holding stan-

dard contract to be illegal.
Feb. 20 Reorganization of Allied Owners,
large Paramount Publix creditor, given
preliminary approval in New York Fed-

—

eral

court.

—

Feb.

21
President
gress to extend
years.

Feb.

23—Joseph M.

Roosevelt

NRA

for

urges

Con-

two

more

Schenck becomes president

Playhouses.
of latter.

—

Feb. 25 Ed Kuykendall to be reelected
president of M.P.T.O.A. at convention in
New Orleans.

—

Feb.
26.
Coupled
with
anti-trust
suit,
I.T.O. of Kansas prepares to seek probe
of local trade practices.
Ed Kuykendall
reelected at M.P.T.O. convention in New
Orleans.
Loew's completing plans for
invasion of Chicago with 10 houses in
answer to alleged refusal of Essaness and

Schoenstadt circuits to purchase M-G-M
product except on a flat basis with no preferred time designated.
Feb. 27
Reports persist deal is on for purchase of controlling interest in Universal;
Carl Laemmle denies.
28 Threats
Feb.
of state
investigation
made by Ohio Governor Davey at annual
banquet of I.T.O. M.P.T.O.A. code discussion seen as strategic move for revi-

—

—

sion
or
clauses.

Feb.

28

elimination

— "It

awarded

five

of

objectionable

Happened

One
Night"
Academy honors.

of the

producer-distributor dispute
to come before local Campi for settlement
heard by committee comprised of Austin

Paul

Burger

and

—
—

Paramount expressed by Percy H. Johnston of Chemical Bank & Trust Co. at
hearing on reorganization.
an. 20
Flare-up over protection imminent
in Kansas City.
Independent exhibitors
demanding ITO take action, protesting
against Fox Midwest which they charge
is favored by distributors.
an.
22 Representative
Sirovich preparing legislation requiring filing of all pat-

—

—

ent

pool

and

license agreements.
23
il.
suit ended and way paved
for filing
of
reorganization.
14,552
houses in this country operating, or gain
of 816 over previous year.
an. 24
Los Angeles zoning plans halted
when distributors refuse to accept admission prices as basis.
Investigation of Erpi definitely
f- ,25
indicated with introduction in Senate by
Senator Wheeler (Montana) of resolution providing $750,000 for use by Federal Communications Commission in inquiry into A. T. & T.
n. 26
Independents in Kansas City de-

—FWC

—

—

—
termined

to take

Government on

to

protection situation
ground it is violation

local

of anti-trust laws.
n.

—

tory

in

28 Financial interests in Paramount
Publix reorganization win sweeping vic-

weekend meetings at which comand presumably final makeup of ini-

plete
tial

board of directors

is

resolved.

—

March 1 Revamping of Campi to
M.P.T.O.A. convention decides.
petition

weeks.

delays

reorganization

be asked

F.W.C.
two

for

—

March 2 Morris Ernst opposes approval
of Paramount setup.
March 4 Chill reported on J. M. Schenck's
Fox Met deal. Campi awaits direct forms

—

of criticism prior to revision of code.
5
U. S. Supreme Court voids William Fox's Tri-Ergon patents. Pathe's
plan for new setup gets approval.
March 6 William Fox has one more
chance to apply for patent rehearing.
March 7 Possible abandonment of
now envisioned.
March 8 Paramount setup gets general
creditor aid.
Washington says
codes will stay.
William Fox may ask
for a rehearing on his patent cases.
March
Pettengill
anti-block
booking
seen as Allied sponsored.
John Maxwell
of B. I. P. says he will acquire more

March

—

—
—
—

NRA

NRA

9—

theatres.

March 11— Fox Met
dollar

March

for bonds.
13
Universal

—

Huey Long,

offer

is

75c

on

the

—

—

try

16

will

quit

Block

taxes.

to

booking

bill

hearings

will be asked.

— Kansas City showmen
on the fake claim
20 — Loew's
launch a worldtheatre building program.
21 — Harry
Brandt
I.T.O. A.

March
fight

March
wide

March

19

join

racket.

set

zation factors.

— Copies of
home
—
Committee
pointed

30
reach

in.

31

im.

St.

Louis

indictments

offices.

of

labor leaders apby Campi
to discuss
Sunday
shows with Code Authority of legitimate
_

theatre.

—
—

—

post as Pathe head.
K-A-O will bid for
Fox Met, court is told.
April 17 Popular Pictures, new firm, to

—
—

produce 18.
April 18
Giveaways
protest.

New York

in

stir

—

April 19 General Hugh S. Johnson defends working of code.
Darryl F. Zanuck would, end B films and halve output.
April 20 Michael Balcon feels British and
American entente has begun. Si Fabian's
buying of F'ox Met's notes is heard in

—

court.

—
—
—

NRA

Future of
seen drifting torocks.
23
Producers and exhibitors out of
the code seen as possible.
April 24 Atlas Corp. to make offer for all
of new Paramount issue.
California's
corporation tax advanced.
April 22

ward

April

—

25
Stanley Bergerman out at Uniunit system adopted. Paramount's
board accepts Atlas' finance offer.
April 26 Say Missouri can prosecute Bank
Night.
K-A-O's share of Fox Met to be
about 25 percent.
April 27
Paramount disclosed as a possible
Fox Met bidder.
Senate moves to hold

April

versal

;

not

sold

not even to

NRA

the

April 29
Night.

until

— Post

March

1.

ads on Bank
Paramount
new stock in
Famous Players Canadian. B. P. Schulberg and Ralph Kohn join Columbia as
office

stops
after

executives.

—William

30

April

named banker

in

Fox linked, with unnew Fox Met offer.

of

moves

to end duals and raise prices in
York.
Pennsylvania legislature
passes 10 percent tax bill.
March 22 Loew's to aid in move for dual
stoppage in New York.
March 23 Loew's to get three Allied
owner houses. The Missouri two percent
tax passage seems likely.
March 25 Robert Lynch to set Loew Chicago deals.
Start of Lent cuts takes in
leading kev cities.
March 27— Will H. Hays predicts more
classics win appear on screen.
Canadian
music fee increase stirs uproar.
Early
trial
of
Government's monopoly
suit

New

—

—

—

—
—

March 28 Skouras expected to buy
Fox Met.
March 29 William Fox wavering on
Tri-Ergon court appeal.

into

Majors agree

his
to

duals in Kansas City houses.

—William
hearing

March 30

Fox

petitions

for

re-

in Tri-Ergon case.
Bill introduced in Senate calling for extension of
NRA for two years.

Two

—

—

12
April
Cancellation
to
increases
be
fought by majors.
April 13
British producers to receive production code data.
April 15
Cancellation uppage to be pushed
Ed.
Kuykendall
by
for
M.P.T.O.
M.P.T.O.A. sees restriction on music fees.
April 16
Stuart W. Webb resigns from

to

against Ascap sought.

Father Coughlin and GenJohnson, says Carl Laemmle.
March 14 Loew aims at 20 houses in Chicago move.
W. Ray Johnston again
elected to head Monogram.
March 15 Saul E. Rogers' Fox Met bid
to await the Schenck plan.
High rentals
stir agitation in Great Britain.
eral

—Louis B. Mayer says induscoast
avoid
March 18 — Report Loew peace move from
Chicago.
March

management

men, Adolph Zukor and
George Schaefer named,
in.
29 Complete elimination of Kuhn,
Loeb & Co. from Paramount affairs seen
as brought about by important reorgani-

—

—

Joseph

18
Gaumont British may distribute
for British International in United States.
19
an.
"Great confidence" in future ot
an.

—
—
—

—

— First

C.
Keough,
Seider.

—
—
—
—
—
—

1
George J. Schaefer again boomed
as new Paramount head.
April 2 Fox loses his last move on TriErgon.
April 3 Allied talks fight on Loew's Chicago theatre move.
April 4 Confirmations of Paramount plan
expected.
April 5
New Paramount setup approved;
court supervision ends.
April 6 Early call to be issued for Paramount elections.
See code's fate hanging upon Schechter poultry test case.
April 8
Pools in offing for all sections; revival set for beginning of new season.
April 9 Loew's seen developing a national
radio network.
April 10 United Artists theatre expansion
in England seen.
Erpi to reach a decision soon on general theatre servicing.
April 11
of
Dove
peace seen soaring over
K-A-O.
California's footage tax meets

April

defeat.

Schenck and Fox The-

atres Corp. each acquire 50 percent of new
stock of reorganized Fox Metropolitan

trustees.

16

an.

—

2
Two new booth cost
New York submitted to NRA

Feb.

Feb.

—

an.

—

Feb. 1
Preliminary approval of plan for
reorganization of Paramount given by
Judge Coxe.

— New per cent gross tax up
—A
on
Republic and
Mascot merger.
May — Paramount creditor groups favor

May

1

in

1

California.
May 2
dicker

for

3

Zukor regime.

Theatre profits for '33
put at $6,639,000.
May 4 M-G-M expected to hold to 52 features again.
Time is extended on submitting of Fox Met offers.

—

—

May

6
Dual billing clauses hang on U.S.
court appeal. Last of F.W.C. units taken
out of bankruptcy.
May 7 Paramount to make bid of four
million for Fox Met.
May 8 Ascap offers present pacts to end
of year.
Carl Milliken and Martin Quigley begin London production code talks.
May 9 Missouri to act on sales tax dispute.
Canadian ticket tax raised unexpectedly.

—
—
—

May

10—Joseph M. Schenck's Fox Met
plan given approval of court.
11
Frank F. Kolbe says Pathe will
continue support of First Division.
May 13 Loew's talking partnerships in

—
—
Chicago
May 14 — Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus
on European deals for Technicolor.
May
— New move afoot
May

Events are listed in the order in which they
appeared in MOTION PICTURE DAILY
and not always in their chronological sequence.

territory.

is

15
costs in

a

May

new
16

year

to

New

York.

settle

busy
booth

Pennsylvania has

Sunday shows.
Will H. Hays signs a new

plan for

—

contract

as

MPPDA

Motion Picture Daily

five-

president,
reports.

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

10

Thursday, January

Highlights: End of NRA,
— Paris

May

20

shutdown

tax
theatre
field.
Allied convenes in Atlanta; code
and block booking to be taken up.
May 21 Sol. A. Rosenblatt says he will
Allied will
qviit his
post in month.
concentrate fire on M-G-M's building pro-

facing

Marked gains shown

fight.

—

in

in

NRA

Legal ban on Loew Chicago move

gram.
sought.

— Local 306 men ask for extended
supervision.
— Allied votes seek W. H. Hays'
theatre
"aggressions."
aid
end
May 24 — Allied drops Hays' aid idea and
May

22

LA.T.S.E.

May

23

to

to

Plans revived
try litigation.
pooling in New York.
May 27 Allied moves to fight

for

will

—
—
Artists

Bank Nights stir problems
on percentage engagements.
10
Theatres
urged to buy half
Fox
Tilly
M. Neville Kearney of the
of Fox Met.
English Film Group says British require
premiums.

—

Hays

a

up—Theatres
hard by
New York.
July 12 — John Hertz denies Lehman Bros.
Paramount and RKO.
seeks merger
Louis
July
— Government's case
holds over
July
Brandt
coming
back;
seen
Joe
—
First Division.
July 16 — Allied and Hays issues seen
July 17 — Circuits seek contract ban on
cut

July

in

11

of

13

in

until

M. Schenck quits United
to take Twentieth Century over to
Fox.
declared unconstitutional.
May 29 Washington in turmoil as NRA
Campi suspends all work.
is no more;
May 31 Sales heads for keeping present
Industry has eyes on
code contracts.
Voluntary
Washington for guidance.

NRA

—
—

codes seen as a stop gap.

St.

fall.

15

in

close

solution.

duals,

Northwest.
May 28 Joseph

floods

hit

state

to

RKO

organization.

may

Senate Committee

rates.

probe the Paramount fee claims.
July 18 Winfield Sheehan
leaves
Fox;
Darryl F. Zanuck to succeed.
Court
paring of Paramount fees looked for.
July 19 Twentieth Century-Fox to be the
new name of the merged companies.
July 20— "Guild Shop" is objective of
screen writers.
July 22 Distributors shy clear on duals
and giveaways contract move.
July 23— The
policy of week stands

—

—

—

—
paign

of "raids" without heed to talent
pacts.
Considers all talent whose contracts are about to expire as "property
of the field."
Aug.
Allied hits at Columbia's sales
plans socking at percentages and quality.
Winfield Sheehan will get $375,000 under

26—

settlement with Fox.
27 New stay aimed at the Fox
merger.
Aua. 28 Film bills forgotten as the 74th
Congress adjourns.
Aug. 29 Warner circuit votes thumbs
down on Columbia due to percentage
terms.
Paramount theatre partnerships
to be renewed.
Aug. 30 Ascap begins move to fight Georgia taxes; regarded as start of national
battle.
Operator wage scale talks re-

New York

—

sumed.

Aug.
ing

31

— RKO

June
M. Schenck

industry.
July 25
One-tenth
half of all Fox
hits

—Joseph
Fox studio

June

1

be

FWC

says

—

Seattle

pool

will

John Ham-

"coordinator."

rick and
holdings.
June 4 United

he

and Portland

heads divided on
Al Lichtman; Douglas Fairbanks mentioned as Schenck's successor.
June 5 John E. Otterson quits Erpi to
head Paramount; George J. Schaefer
Artists

—

July

Code revival held

—
—
29 — Revival
Film
30 — Move begun
of

to

mittee
eral.

in

group

Boards seen due

to

Twentieth

probe

merger;

seek

— Sidney

July 31

stockholders' comof the attorney gen-

aid

R.

Kent declares Fox

is

proud of its merger; will meet any stockholders on issue, he says.

—

possible

New

in fall.

July

—

—

of

common

nority of the Fox Met stock.
to study British quota seen.

Century-Fox

6
Edgar S. Bloom will head Erpi
as president.
Darryl F. Zanuck to be
one of the Big 3 in Twentieth CenturyFox.
June 7 "Universal still owns itself' -body,
soul and breeches."
Cochrane.
R. H.

—

—

preferred and onegoes to Twentieth Century in merger.
26
July
Tax jumps in sight on film profits.
July 27 Joseph M. Schenck may get mi-

stays as vice-president.

June

Washing-

—Retention NRA standards
—End of
NRA seen as brake
on mergers.
June
—M-G-M peace pact foreseen
Chicago.
June 12 —Voluntary code delayed by
doubts.
June
— Al Lichtman be new United

June

pre-

of

dicted.
June 10

in

trade's

legal
13

the
to
Artists head.
June 14 Allied heads talk to W. H. Hays
on theatre "aggressions."
June 15 Ernst Lubitsch to stay on at
Paramount with Henry Herzbrun as studio associate.
Skourases sign contract
with National Theatres.
June 17 New Federal film probes stirring.
Loew decides on giveaways;
shies off.
June 18 Receiver's move in Pathe ended.
Otterson lauds Paramount men; prom-

—

—
—

RKO

—

no change.
June 19 David O. Selznick to quit MG-M to join United Artists.
SEC is
studying workings of Paramount setup.
June 21 Fox name is to be kept, says
ises

—

—
—
—
upheaval.
June 25 — London
Schenck.

June 22 Film leaders mourn the loss of
Lee Ochs.
June 24 Films escape California's legal

move

hails

service.

ported as having given up

its

for

New

Atlas resurvey of

RKO.

June 26 Arthur and David Loew resign
from Loew directorate.
June 28 Fox Met's plan given full sanction

to

— New

court.

Anderson, formerly with
goes to Paramount.
N. B. C.
build new radio station in Hollywood.
E.

York

Independents join to
fight major circuits and form 72 theatre
chain.
Sixty other operators to study
1

project.

Aua.

— Stockholders'

2

"B"

committee asks Fox
same exchange value as
in merger terms.
Local 306 wage scale to be

shares get

"A"; change sought
Aug.

3

— New

completed next week.

Circuit heads are
for 2,000 foot reel.
5
Weekly film payment plan is gaining headway here.
Aug. 6 Bronx police close down on giveaways on reported order issued by Commissioner of Licenses Moss.
Aua. 7 New York legitimate actors want
double pay for Sunday performances.
Aua. 8 William Fox sues Fox Film. Fox
Theatres, G. T. E. and Chase for $20,958,333 charging agreements of original
sale had been violated.
Aug. 9 Last minute compromise on operators' strike situation seen.
St. Louis
court refuses quick hearing on Govern-

Aug.

—
—
—
—

—

ment case.
Aug. 10— Dept. of Labor
Aua.

11

—

—

RKO

—
—

police.

15— Fox ready for merger, but pending suits may delay approval.
Aug. 16 Twentieth Century-Fox merger
overwhelmingly approved.
Opposition is
spirited, but represents on.lv 2.000 shares.
Aua. 17 Will Rogers and Wiley Post killed
in airplane crash in Alaska.
Aug. 19 Hollywood flies flags at half mast
as it mourns Rogers.
Merger nears between the Allied M. P. Operators and
Aug.

—

July
July

1

—Paramount

rule.
Aug. 15
St. Louis trial.

finally

free

of

court

looms as the date for the

—M-G-M
Chicago subsidJuly
—Industry seen facing Government
probe and perhaps Federal
July
—Resignation of Arthur and David
Loew
July

2

battle

in

ing.

3

control.

5

accepted.

New York

City moves to

get sales tax on film rentals.
July 6 Paramount counsel fees
$3,222,226.
July 8
theatres
to shy

—

—RKO

jump
clear

to

of

—
—

Empire.
Aug. 20 M-G-M not yet set on producing
in Europe, says J. Robert Rubin on re-

—

turn.
21
Warners selling to independents
in New York.
Century circuit gets first
contract following Warner break with

Aug.

RKO.

—

—

Aug. 22 Mourning for Will
sumes national proportions.

Rogers

as-

leaders

in

Government's

trial
Louis for trial..
in
St.
product deal with Essaness bringsi
Loew's theatre invasion talk to close.

October
—

Music licensing agreements be1
tween exhibitors and Ascap expire. Ascap;
says none are cancelled and all that lapsedi

Oct.

hold unless voided.

—

St. Louis trial off for one day.
2
fees totaling $876,011 go before
the court today.

Oct.

Fox Met

1,749 films seen by
banned.
Jury picked
Slight hope held for new
Louis.
industry code; M. P. T. O. A. sentiment
veers to regional control.

3

—Warners

and
Deal

RKO

—

—
—

co seek control in St. Louis.
Sept. 10
Indicted film heads face anti-trust
trial suit in St. Louis.
Preliminary battle
aims to prevent an injunction.
Sept.
1 1
Trial
in
St.
Louis postponed
until Oct. 1.
Moves begun for merging
Local 306 with Allied.
New York picketing ends pending further negotiations.
Sept. 12 ;Atlas is again eyeing RKO. Representative Pettengill says new block booking bill will be pressed at next Congress.
13
Sept.
George Skouras sues Fox and
on New York zoning.
The 81st
St.
and the Riverside involved.
"Top
Hat" hits roof at Radio City Music Hall
with $244,700 in two weeks.
Russell
Hardy, special assistant district attorney
files particulars in Government's case in

—

—

—

RKO

Louis; details charges against
and Ned E. Depinet.
16
Sept.
Paramount theatre partnerships
to be kept.
Renewals scheduled after
Sept. 28.
B. & K. start moves to alter
clearance in Chicago.
Sept. 17
Major and independent pools set
for the new season.
Several operating
deals end but Fox theatres lead with new
St.

—

—

Sept.
of

18

— Irving
KRS

bines.

Sept. 19
delays.
Sept. 20

Thalberg scotches reports
pact.

opposition

— Circuits
— Circuits

British
to

exhibitors

booking

chafing over booth

and union

set up
scale for circuits or

comscale

$1.86
a cut

per hour wage
of 26 cents an hour.
Government seeking $3,566,583 in income tax from William Fox.
Palace. New York, one time goal
Sept. 21
of all vaudeville players soon goes to all-

—

film policy.
U. S. Department of Justice
studying single bill contract requirements.
Sept. 23
Status of chance games goes before New York courts on Oct. 17.
Clearance in Kansas City remains in dark:

—

details lacking

—

St.

5

denies plea for mistrial
of Harry C.
Arthu:

on Fox Mid-West deals.

Sept. 24
M. P. T. O. A. warns unrestrained competition is proving ruinous
and finds standards are succumbing.
Sept. 25.
Paramount to sign new theatre
partnershins 90 days.
New York I. T. O. A. moves to
Sept. 26
sue over film delays, charging 1934-35
features being held up.
Industry turns
out at Ampa luncheon to pay tribute to
Martin Ouigley on his 20th anniversary
as publisher.
Sept. 27
Seven different groups reported
Paramount renews theafter the Roxy.
atre partnerships with Wilby and Kincey

—
—
—

and Lucas and Jenkins.

St.

Louis

Arthur is first Government witness.
Oct. 7
Verbal clash of opposing attorneys
marks day in St. Louis; defense lawyei
Leisure voices dislike of Hardy's proce
dure; Arthur testifies of meetings witl

—

RKO

officials.

— Fanchon

8

and Marco in St. Loui.
against call for records.
Britisl
Industries, Ltd., reveals stocl
Technicolor.
buy in
Oct. 9
Al Lichtman to quit post witl
United Artists as president. In tiff witl
Samuel Goldwyn. Defense attorneys scort
a point at St. Louis trial.
Oct. 10
"A Midsummer Night's Dream'
opens simultaneously in New York anc
Oct.

1

fights

Gerrard

—

—

Frederick H. Wood of Warnei
battery grills Harry C. Arthur ir
cross-examination at St. Louis.
Defense
charges Arthur sought a monopoly.
Oct. 11
Arthur W. Kelly and Harry D.

London.
legal

—

Buckley moved up to fill Lichtman spot
at U.
A.
David L. Loew quits his
Loew's post to become vice-president with
Hal Roach.
Oct. 14
Quick revamping of RKO seen
with M. H. Aylesworth at the top. Atlas
and Lehman purchase 50 per cent of RCA
interest, including management and two
year option on remainder.
15
Oct.
In St. Louis. RKO attorney
George S. Leisure makes new move for
dismissal. Mary Pickford named president
of United Artists.

—

—

— Representative

Oct. 16
fishing

expedition

Sirovich
patents

into

launches
in

New

Motion Picture Daily points out
David G. Berger, committee's counsel, is

York.

counsel in six damage suits against
A. T. and T. totaling $27,000,000.
17 Patent probe in a stew on lawyer
status.
Russell Hardy attacks Herman
Starr's part in St. Louis theatre deals.
Oct. 18
Floyd B. Odium names Peter N.
Rathvon to revamp RKO. In St. Louis,
Ex-Senator Reed charges John S. Leahy
with coercing Ned Depinet.
Oct. 19
The Sirovich patent probings come
also

—

Oct.

—

—
—

an unexpected halt.
21
Government winding up case at
Defense will ask court for
St.
Louis.
Reorganization methods of ciracquittal.
to

Oct.

new M-G-M

study

Louis
—— Testimony

4

opens Russell Hardy's attack in

—

RKO

St.

Oct.
Oct.

get together
on film buys.
national in scope.
ITO and Allied look for showdown on
Columbia.
They oppose sales policy and
seek action.
Sept. 4
New season starts with rush. Boxoffice
takes up.
Attendance hits 1929
peak.
Sept. 5
Competitive practices in exhibition
stir moves for control.
Complaints and
pleas pour in; chance games and duals
are big problem.
Alexander Korda named fifth proSept. 6
ducer-owner in United Artists and elected
to board.
"Top Hat" at $131,200 establishes new high for Radio City Music
Hall.
Sept. 7
New York circuits back to chance

Sept.

12 of
— Only censors

3

Oct.

New York

September

pacts.

steps into operasituation in New York.
Booth scale meetings resumed.
Temporary truce declared and strike delayed.
Aug. 12 Ascap to keep its present fees for
another year.
Fox and
may arbitrate product buys in New York.
Aug. 13 Local 306 resumes picketing as
talks are resumed.
Circuits make charges
of discrimination.
Aug. 14 Loew's drops chance games in
eight houses; action taken to ward off
tors'

York production code

—
—
of
June 29 — R.
Erpi,

.

I

Aug.

— Rim

M-G-M

at

—
—

August

the

11

bill-

York.

games. Loew's and Consolidated plan resumption. In Washington George Browne
refuses to end Local 306 strike ban.
Sept. 9
Warners charge Fanchon and Mar-

ton.

8

follows Loew's in dual

New

in

starts in fall.

—

bar.

1

30
Sept.
anti-trust

—

—
—

RKO

in

—

28 Mickey
Mouse celebrates his
seventh birthday today.
In Washingtoni
little chance seen for voluntary industry
code; collective bargaining clause held ai

Sept.

contract

Aug.

—

July 24
Code affairs end July 31: refunds due.
Swift spread of giveaways

1936

Louis

St.

Auq. 23 Last rites for Will Rogers viewed
by over 100,000 people.
Aug. 24 David O. Selznick to start cam-

2,

get study of

cuits to
Oct. 22

—Hardy

delays

Sabath committee.
closing St. Louis

case.
Both sides score. Trial enters 15th
day.
23
Oct.
Prosecution closes case in St.
Louis.
England is contender for Hollywood honors, savs Winfield Sheehan.
Al Lichtman gets a high M-G-M
Oct. 24

—

j

I

—

I

post.
Duties undefined but expected to
Government reto concern special sales.
sumes case in St. Louis for two hours.

25

I

P.
— ClaytonFox.

Sheehan quits foreign
Frederick H. Wood,
asks a verdict for the
defense in St. Louis.
Oct. 26
B. & K. reported dropping fight
for greater clearance until next year.
Oct. 28
Court to rule today on the plea
for acquittal.
Defense is ready to start
if St. Louis plea_ denied.
29
Court denies defense plea for disOct.
Oct.

sales

post at
counsel

Warner

—
—
—

missal.

Ed Kuykendall

sees

danger

of-;

Federal rule.
30
Warners win point in St. Louis;
testimony in suits by Harry Koplar admitted.
The industry honors David L.
Loew at dinner marking retirement from
Loew's.
Oct. 31— George J. Schaefer_ may take Paramount theatre post; angling for Minne-

Oct.

sota

—

Amusement

ban on

"G Men"

Co.
films.

Hays

office

places

I

'

———

——

— —

——
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Year Brought Shifts and Changes

i

Theatre

November
1

!

Starr at

made

threats

of

St.

Louis, denies
witnesses.

by

Warner official supported in his stand by
Paramount renews theGradwell Sears.
atre contract with George W. Trendle for
Detroit.
Nov, 2 Universal gives option to buy in
financing deal with Standard Capital and

'

'

—

Option date to run out
C. R. Rogers.
Warners and Paramount finish
Feb. 1.
their defense in St. Louis.
Nov. 4
St. Louis jury may get case within
10 days.
Defense ends with
to-

—
morrow.
—New

RKO

England

5

file
10
anti-trust suits.
Morse and Rothenberg circuit asks $1,000,000 from major
companies.
Nov. 6 Defense rests in St. Louis as Ned
Depinet and C. E. Smith testify.
Philadelphia leads the way in voting for Sunday films in Pennsylvania.
Nov. 7
C. R. Rogers not to join Universal
unless option is exercised.
Report that
Standard Capital has already acted is

\'ov.

exhibitors

new

—

—

denied.

—

tNov. 8 Leo Spitz, Chicago lawyer and
I former power in Paramount, elected presiI
dent of RKO; M. H. Aylesworth becomes
1 board chairman as David Sarnoff resigns.
Summations in the St. Louis case
|Vot/. 9
I finished. Jury to be charged Monday and
In New York,
I verdict expected then.
I
United Artists finishes arguments on city

—

1

sales tax.
11
Standard Capital not to develop
film interests now beyond possible Uni-

—

fNov.
I

may do so later, says J.
Cheever Cowdin.
St. Louis jury acquits defendants
Vov. 12
H. M. Warner, Gradin anti-trust case.
versal buy but

—

Herman

well Sears,

George

net,

J.

Paramount and

RKO

other cases

E. Depi-

Warners,

and

freed after the jury

—

to

Ned

Starr,

Schaefer

deliberates 34 minutes.
Nov. 13 Defeat at St.

ernment

Louis

stirs

Gov-

new study; begins survey of
to make them impregnable. In

St.
Louis defense seeks to disqualify
Judge Moore and seeks to hold injunction

hearing

>

equity

in

case

before

—

—

p

stitution.

—Joseph
Fox Met.

15

new

M. Schenck now
Through

jRKO-RCA-M.H.Pact
{Continued from page 1)

participation of $1,050,000 then is payRockefeller Center, after
to
able
which a second joint payment of $36,and
000 per year is made to
to be applied to retirement of
RCA's advances of working capital
for the Music Hall during 1933 when

RKO

RCA

being operated by RKO.
Thereafter, Rockefeller Center is entitled to an additional $150,000 a^
rent and if funds then remain over
operating costs a first $300,000 is divided on the basis of 60 per cent to
Rockefeller Center and 40 per cent
to
and RCA, and a second
$300,000 would be divided 50 per cent
to Rockefeller Center and 50 per

was

still

RKO

and

—

—

set.

—

Nov. 27- George J. Schaefer resigns at
Paramount.
Neil F. Agnew named sucSchaefer's plans not set; theatre
deal is off.
Warners quit Ascap to deal
independently.
11
Will withdraw its
music subsidiaries Dec. 31.
Nov. 29 Neil F. Agnew to keep his sales
post in his new position as Paramount
vice-president.
Board vacancy to be kept
open.
New drive on chance games in
New York starts soon.
Nov. 30 I. A. T. S. E. puts ban on work
with the IBEW; refuses to allow rival
union in theatres.
No action on Universal
sale seen for month.
cessor.

—

—

RCA.

No

split-up of

was made

at the

Music Hall
end of the

year of the agreement despite the
fact that earnings were more than
sufficient to pay Rockefeller Center
its initial $700,000 rent participation.
Without a split-up and with the extension of the agreement for a total
of an additional six months, all participation terms were automatically
increased by one-half.
No split-up can be made now until
first

signs Felix F. Feist to new
stays as general sales head.
Legion of Decency films to be listed in
one national list out of New York.

—

—

Pathe's name may replace First
7
Division.
William Fox to face contempt
of court charges on Dec. 13.

—RKO

may take two Radio City
Move part of the settlement
About 90 perof the Rockefeller claim.
cent of New York theatres using chance

Dec. 9
houses again.

games,

-

major and independent

including

circuits.

Dec. 10

— I.A.T.S.E.

given closed shop and

studio jurisdiction again.

Ed

Kuykendall,

MPTOA

Strike averted.
head, demands

cut in Ascap tax.

Dec.

11

—

Studio labor pact for five years
must have their
All
crafts
I.A.T.S.E. cards by Jan. 1; I.B.E.W. influence wanes.
Radio ban on Warner
music studied.
George Ormsby and W.
signed.

A. Parker join Loew board.

—

Dec. 12 Exhibitors for new 2,000-foot reel.
Theatre grosses hit new high in 30 key
Total, $1,766,910 for 30 cities. •
spots.

— Sydney Cohen, former
known exhibitor association

Dec. 13
ally

S.

succumbs to heart attack.
Quick
sought in St. Louis. Government
for early hearing on equity case.

nationleader,
action
presses

—

16

east.

—Laboratory
I.A.T.S.E.

December

—
18 — Film

seeks closed shop
and studio control

in
is

Dec. 17 Exchanges ask for new hearings
on city sales tax.
Dec.

—

company changes draw study

Jurisdictional Union fight threatens
national theatre strike of operators.
Chicago theatres close and reopen.

of Sabath committee.
Walter J. Hutchinson made foreign head for Fox; fills C. P.

Feb. 29 at the earliest. Indications
are that none will be made until a
Rockefeller
Center's
settlement of
has
$8,207,000 claim against
been agreed upon, at which time
RKO's accrued participation in the
Music Hall earnings would probably
be applied as a discount against the
claim. In the event
made new
leases on the Music Hall and Center
the claim could also be reduced by

assessment based on the grounds that
they are obliged to receive their film
from the New York exchanges because it is the only film service center in their territory. They will claim
that this circumstance, entirely outside their control, should not make
them liable for a purely local tax

Dec. 2

RKO

RKO

approximately $6,000,000.
Under the second agreement
Service Corp. received approximately

RKO

$1,500 per month for its management
services for the Music Hall. The fee
is based on a percentage of the average weekly gross receipts of the house.

Sales

To

Tax Added
Rentals Here

{Continued from page 1)
forts are being made by the city to
assess the exchanges
on the full
amount of their film rental receipts
from that date forward. As a result,

was said, the eight major exchanges
here are incurring a possible liability
to the city of approximately $16,000
a week.
it

New

Jersey exhibitors and others
outside the city limits are preparing
an independent protest against the

Sheehan's vacancy.

levied by the city of

The

eight

New

major

York.

exchanges

here

are continuing their fight against the
application of the city sales tax to
film rentals by uniting in opposition
to the assessment already levied by
the city against the United Artists'
exchange revenue. This assessment,
the only one made so far by the city,
is being made a test case. Arguments
against the application of the tax
to film revenue have already been
made by the exchanges before representatives of the city finance department, and a new hearing, based on
additional arguments, has been set
for Jan. 10. If the city continues to
hold film rentals to be subject to the
tax following this hearing appeals
will be taken to the state courts.

Meanwhile,

exhibitors

all

serviced

New York

exchanges will have
the two per cent tax added to their
film bills from Jan. 1 on.
out of

"Boulder"
Hollywood,

Dam"
name

has
for

New —Title

1.
"Boulder
been picked as the new

Jan.

Warners' "Backfire."

—

Radio men get warning upon use
music; flare-back of Warner-Ascap
No I.B.E.W. men to be hired in

19.

of

row.

circuit theatres.

—

20 Sam Briskin goes to Radio as
head of production; Spitz to be president
of picture company and J. R. MacDonough, vice-president. Optimism is keynote
at annual Ampa Christmas party given

Dec.

The Film Daily's Relief Fund at
Ascap rates stay as is; publishers
renew membership for five years.
Disfor

Astor.

tributors not to quit Mexico.

—

Government vs. Ascap trial taken
Future moves indefinite.
Joseph D. Basson's election to Local 306
presidency said to be pushing union
merger.
Dec. 23 Department of Justice says dropping of Ascap case is merely postponement.
Legal battle on merger of New
York unions seen.
24 Expansion
Minnesota
Dec.
the
by
Amusement Co., Paramount northwest
subsidiary,
planned.
20th Century-Fox
closing with Chase for latter's stock in
National Theatres and will become 100
per cent owner.
Dec. 26 RKO creditor claims cut to $2,Dec. 21

off the calendar.

—

—

—

618,198.
Stipulations are subject to approval of court.
Defense will ask for dismissal in St. Louis.

—

27 Walter Vincent, exhibitor, made
'board chairman of Republic. John Golden

Dec.

named

—

to

Paramount

directorate.

Dec. 28 Shirley Temple, box-office ace, independent exhibitors of America vote in
Motion Picture Herald's ballot.
Lenox
Riley Lohr succeds M. H. Aylesworth as
head of NBC; Aylesworth becomes vice-

chairman of board.
Budd Rogers and
Jack Fier to divide Republic sales.
Dec. 30 Government bulwarking its equity
counsel for St. Louis; to have staff of

—

eight.

national
emergency
meet and take stand on music

Exhibitors'

committee

Dec. 14 Watterson R. Rothacker made head
of Paramount studio. Ernst Lubitsch and
Henry Herzbrun are associates. Equity
case in St. Louis set for Jan. 6.
Dec.

The terms of the extension are 50
more than those of the original agreement which was made for
receipts

—M-G-M
He

5

contract.

Dec.

—

per cent

one year.

status;

Paramount to
discrimination in studios.
make 65 next year, says J. E. Otterson.

—

RKO

cent to

its

—

—

controls
United Artists

Bondy Signs

[Judge

seeks assurance on
—I.A.T.S.E.
men's
wants protection against any

4

Dec.

Dec.

new

pany heads.

Dec.

aim.

f
1

INov.

—

Dec. 3 I.A.T.S.E. ends strike moves pendIt holds off until
ing an industry parley.
George Browne airs situation with com-

Dec. 6 Government said to have frowned
on Atlas-Lehman move to buy Chase
Bank's Twentieth Century-Fox holdings.
Foreign plans of M-G-M not ready, says
Arthur Loew.
Production abroad stays
as in the past, he says.

another

argues about value
Small spots uncerof Sunday shows.
Expected in
tain; circuits are pleased.
Louis
Moore
will accept subSt.
Judge

it

proceed despite loss of anti-trust case.
New York City seeking a levy
film rentals.
Skouras pool with
Loew talked for Astoria and upper Broadway.
Nov. 19 Philadelphia jubilant over Sunday
shows.
Despite storm, over 200,000 attend first showings.
Nov. 20 Karl Hoblitzelle's operating agreement with Paramount extended to year's
Distributors approve 2,000 foot reel
end.
except Universal. Effective date, April 1.
21
Nov.
Governor Davey assures Ohio I.
T. O. three per cent tax will stay.
This
dispels fear of return of 12 per cent levy.
New General Theatre Equipment plan
gets court approval.
Nov. 22 Government marking time; eyeing
equity case.
The Department of Justice's
future film course hinges on outcome in
Warner-Ascap break seen as
St. Louis.
imminent.
Nov. 23 Warners will seek new deal or
break with Ascap. Pittsburgh starts Sun
day shows tomorrow.
Nov. 25 Balabans get seven year pact with
Paramount. Operating deal includes percentages.
Warners on black side of
ledger.
Net for fiscal year is $674,158.
Nov. 26 Allied's plan to produce far from

Nov. 18
upon all

14

<lVov.
|

cent.

H.

—-Philadelphia

judge.

I

Circuit he buys remaining 50
Leo Spitz formally succeeds
Aylesworth as RKO president.
Aylesworth now chairman of board.
Nov. 16 Paul M. Lazur and Herbert Bayard Swope resign from the RKO board.
Further shifts seen.
Justice Dep't sees
no halt in equity case in St. Louis. Will

per

M.

—

—Herman

Nov.
charges

,

!

II

to

tax situation.
J. P.
reorganization picture

Kennedy
only

as

in

RCA

temporary

assignment, he asserts.
Dec. 31

—Warner

music firms launch nego-

tiations for individual deals with radio
stations on use of their catalogue. Plans
for theatres not yet completed. Karl Hoblitzelle's pact as Paramount theatre part-

ner continues; parent company not exercising buy-back privilege. Louis M. Sagal,
Poli circuit executive, dies.
Pope Pius
felicitates American bishops on progress
in
film
betterment through Legion of
Decency.

"Informer" Top on
N. Y. Critics' List
(Continued from page 1)

"39 Steps" and

"The Man

Who Knew

Too Much."
At the request

of Covici, Friede
the critics recommended "The Scoundrel" as the most readable script, an
original by Ben Hecht and Charles

MacArthur.
Those

voting were
Regina Crewe
— American;
Bland Johaneson Mir:

Cameron Nezvs; Richard
Herald-Tribune ; Leo Mishkin Morning Telegraph; Andre Senwald Times; Thornton Delehanty
Post; Rose Pelswick Journal; William Boehnel World-Telegram; Martin Dickstein
Brooklyn Eagle; Seymour Roman
Brooklyn Timesror; Kate

Watts

—

Union.
Eileen Creelman of The Sun refused to participate, she said, "because of the statement, constantly reiterated, that the group had been
formed because of 'dissatisfaction with
the

Academy

awards'.

"Neither I nor The Sun have any
quarrel with the Academy," she said,
"and I see no purpose in an attempt,
however obviously futile, to 'oust' it."

Florida Theatre Burns
Madison, Fla., Jan. 1.
was destroyed by fire Dec.

—The
28.

Ritz
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All

the glamour

and excitement
of the Big Top
in
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drama

of un-

tamed passions!
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NEW

2

films Target
jOf

Many Bills

InWashington
'Hi

Drives Impend
At New Session

ntrol

By

CLARENCE LINZ

Washington,

Jan.

2.

— New control

Not

YORK, FRIDAY, JANUARY

So, Says Spitz

Hollywood,

Jan.

president
Spitz,
stated today there
chance" of B. P.

—Leo

2.

RKO,

of

was "not a

Schulberg
and Emanuel Cohen joining

company as unit producers, as reported reliably in

3,

session

of

Congress

New York.
He also hit

at published re-

Pandro S. Berman
would leave. Spitz declared
the latter remains with Radio
in his current status as an
ports

Sale

Tax Levy

!

i

I

.

As the result of an arrangement deeloped by him with three leading
-ondon income tax firms, American
layers and technicians, working in
England, will save substantially on
he income taxes due the English
overnment on their earnings there,
ccording to Major Roger Marchetti,
oast attorney and representative of
Marchetti reroducers and stars.
urned Tuesday after two weeks in
The savings on the tax,
.ondon.

K. C. Studies Shift
In Xmas Week Trend
Kansas

—

City, Jan. 2. Checking
to learn a cause for low Chistmas
week grosses, both in first run and
subsequent run houses, which were
lower than even bad weather should
have made them, the 10-year development of a trend toward increasing
grosses the week preceding and decreasing grosses the week succeeding
Christmas was discovered in Kansas
City and its territory.
In spite of Christmas shopping, bus(Continued on page 12)

(Continued on page 11)

Wisconsin Circuit
Fixes Goal at 100
Milwaukee,

Jan.

2.

— Forty-five the-

tres strong now, Wisconsin Amuseient Enterprises, a Fox subsidiary, is

lapping plans for expansion keyed to
round 100 houses. Harold J. Fitzerald will be at the helm.

Branches

HOLIDAY GROSSES
UP, CIRCUITS SAY
Wisconsin's
Gains Start

New Theatres

associate producer.

Jersey Allied
To Protest on

Pax Saving to Aid
Players in England

in All

the

Invalidation of the recovery code is
xpected to be seized upon by proonents of film legislation as the basis
new demands for anti-blockpr
ooking legislation and the creation
f a Federal motion picture commisConcentration of holdings of
ion.
atents important to the industry in
le hands of a few strong organizaons will be the foundation for legisProtests against the collection of
ation designed to make the use of
the two per cent city sales tax on film
royalty
on
all
a
available
to
atents
rentals from exhibitors will be made
jasis, without discrimination,
at a meeting of Allied of New Jersey
anticiis
legislation
New copyright
on Tuesday at the Lincoln Hotel,
lated as a result of the split in
where the subject is scheduled for disiscap, and it is believed the bill
cussion, Lee Newberry, president of
assed last session by the Senate and
Allied unit, said yesterday.
ow pending before the House of theIndications are that the organization
Lepresentatives will be enacted.
will formulate its policy of opposition
survey of Senate and House
to payment of the tax at the time of
alendars shows that a number of picThe sentiment of exthe meeting.
are pending, some with
[ure bills
hibitors whose theatres are located
trong backing. Little was done with
outside the New York city limits is
espect to film legislation at the last
that the levying of a city sales tax is
ession because of the pressure of
unfair to them because they cannot
ther business. During the term about
obtain their film supply any place but
3 open, however, it is expected little
at the New York exchanges, although
gislation will be demanded by the
(Continued on page 12)
(Continued on page 16)

A

the In

TEN CENTS

opening

riday.

Intelligent

1936

rives against the industry will feature
fie

Alert,

Skouras-Fox Action
Is Again Postponed
Skouras Theatres
of
the
Trial
breach of contract action against
81st St. and Twentieth Century-Fox,
which was scheduled for Jan. 13, was
postponed yesterday to March 2 by
agreement of both sides. Meanwhile,
an examination before trial of the de-

RKO

(Continued on page 2)

This is the first of a series of surveys on the outlook in the field for
Others will follow in succeed1936.
ing issues.

—

Milwaukee, Jan. 2. Reports of
improved business here and throughout Wisconsin during the past year
are reflected in a revival in theatre
construction with at least eight new
houses completed or started for openIn addition, there
ing early in 1936.

was hundreds

of thousands of dollars
spent in remodeling and renovation of
otder theatres.
Milwaukee saw the opening in 1935

Times and Sherman, new neighborhood houses, while new state theaof the
tres

included

those

Dodgeville,

in

Newald, Omro, Ripon,
still under construction

with
in

houses

Beloit and

Cedarburg.
General opinion among exhibitors
is that if payroll and job indices continue to climb as they have during
1935, the next 12 months will show
continued improvement.
In Milwaukee, employment for 1935

was

at the highest point since early in
The local employment index
for November, latest month for which

1930.

have been compiled, stood
according to the Wisconsin
Industrial Commission, or only 3.8
points
below the 1925-27 average
which is used as a base.
The payroll index in Milwaukee
stood at 84.8 for November, the best
statistics

at

96.2,

(Continued on page 11)

Bernstein Cuts His
Loew Stock Holdings

—

Washington, Jan. 2. Reduction of
the holdings of Loew's, Inc., common
stock by David Bernstein, to 1,890
shares during November through the
making of a gift of 10,000 shares is
shown in the semi-monthly report of
the Securities and Exchange Commission.
The report also shows that J. Robert Rubin, also a director, disposed of
1,000 shares of Loew's common during
the month and acquired 1,500 shares,
making a new increase in his holdings
of 500 shares.
At the end of the
month he held 2,500 shares. Rubin
(Continued on page 11)

Loew's Gains 28% Over
Last Year; Others'
Increases Vary
National circuit operators smilingly
reported Christmas-New Year's week
business and grosses rolled up on the
final day of the year were substantially ahead of the comparable week
and day in 1934, thereby lending further strength to the widespread acknowledgment that conditions had improved and theatre receipts with them.
The Loew theatres out of New
York, according to Joe Vogel, reflected a 28 per cent increase for the week
as compared with last year.
In virtually all situations out of New York,
the attraction was "A Tale of Two
Cities"
last year it was "Forsaking
All Others."
The new Harlow film,
"Riffraff," opened the day before New
;

Year's in 36 towns to "terrific" business, the circuit executive added.
In

70-odd units of the circuit in
Greater New York and environs, New
Year's Eve grosses ran to extremely

the

heavy

figures.

The week ran

considerably ahead of
year's in the Paramount houses
computed at large throughout the nation, it was reported in that direction
early last evening.
The South was
last

hurt

somewhat

by

a

heavy

storm

(Continued on page 11)

Warner Signs with
24 More Stations
An

additional 24 independent radio

stations yesterday signified a definite
intention of accepting the revised music licensing contract offered them by

Warners, according to a statement
from that company. An additional 69
stations "were heard from by tele-

gram or telephone

to the general efthey desire to accept the proposed contract provided details can be
worked out," the Warner statement
fect that

said.

Previously, 143 independent stations
notified Warners of their intention
(Continued on page 11)

had

Para. Asks Quashing
Of St. Louis Case
St.

Louis, Jan.

2.— Following

the

same general, arguments pursued by
Warners and RKO, Paramount has
a petition in Federal court here
seeking a dismissal of the Government's application for a preliminary
filed

(Continued on

page

11)
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Studio Deal

Effective Yesterday
2.

—The

I.

A. T.

S. E. studio agreement became effective here today, with hundreds who
left their jobs two years ago during
the strike returning to their posts.
I. A. officials said the reinstatement of

their

members

was

proceeding

smoothly.

George Browne, I. A. president,
and John P. Nick, vice-president,
will remain here until Jan. 10, then
proceed to the I. A. meeting in Miami.
Pat Casey, studio labor representative,

work with

here yesterday

arrived
officials

Parker and Ted Gamble

to

on the reinstate-

ment.
He said it was taking effect
an orderly manner.

in

of

of

headquarters.

tain Blood."

•

Ike Geller also mine host

Gladys Swarthout
wood today and after

leaves

Holly-

concert

engagements in Chicago
Columbus en route is scheduled
arrive here next Wednesday.
radio

and
and
to

•

•

Mel

reopening
Park.

of

his

renovated

at the

Walnut

Virginia MPTO Meet
Is Set for January 14

—

Richmond, Jan. 2. The annual
meeting of the M.P.T.O. of Virginia
will be held at the John Marshall,
Jan. 14, according to Elmer H. Brient,
president.
Legislative problems will be distwo-men-in-a-booth bill is
cussed.
expected to appear in the Legislature
which convenes Wednesday, and there
also has been some talk of a ticket

A

tax.

Heymann

of

M-G-M

the

publicity department
and his
leave for Havana and Nassau
couple of days.

wife
a

in

•

Nate Manheim's

stay abroad is
taking on the aspects of an extended
affair.
His family is on the way over
to join him.

•

Services for Klebanow

from a heart ailment.

Klebanow was well known

in local

bizon Plaza.

•

Guthrie in King's List
London, Jan.

—

Connop Guthpromoted to a baronetcy in the
King's New Year list.
He represented British shipping in the United
2.

Sir

C.

Weisman

John Fellony

to

—

Marry

Boston, Jan. 2. John Fellony,
booker for Twentieth Century-Fox,
will be married Feb. 22 to Evelyn
Kelly of M. & P. Theatres Corp.
Joseph Burke, auditor of the same
exchange, and Evelyn Fitzgerald of
the office staff have just announced
their engagement.

due back
visit on

•

rie is

States during the war.
Currently, he
is associated with the Prudential Life
Assurance Co. and is a director of
United Artists (British and American) as well as of London Films.

is

from a lengthy Hollywood
Monday.

Sam

Sonin

is

having difficulty
Trouble with

Skouras-Fox Action
Is Again Postponed
(Continued from page 1)

fendants which was to have been begun several days ago has been postponed to Feb. 4.
In its action, which was brought in.
state supreme court here, Skouras alleged that the terms of its franc 'v*
1

with

Fox had been breached when

\
with the
81 /
St. which permitted the house to play,
Twentieth Century-Fox product day
and date with three Skouras houses
in the same neighborhood.
The complaint alleged that the operators of the
81st St. were aware that the terms of
the franchise held by Skouras gave the
company's houses one week's protec-

RKO

latter closed a deal

tion

Funeral services were held at the
Park West Memorial Chapel yesterday for Leo Klebanow, president of
Knickerbocker Press, who died at his
home in the Bronx New Year's Day

Sylvia Sidney is slated to appear film circles, his establishment servon the Lux Radio Theatre program ing as printer for pressbooks for a
next Monday playing in "The Third number of film companies including
Degree."
United Artists.
He was a charter
•
member of the old Motion Picture
Nathan Liebeskind, in charge for Club and only recently had been decWarners in Brazil, reached New York orated by the Government with a Disyesterday on the Pan America.
tinguished Service Cross and Oak
Leaf Cluster for valor under fire
•
John D. Clark leaves for Miami's during the World War.
He was 40 years old and is surshores tomorrow, there to be a house
vived by his widow and three children,
guest of M. B. Shanberg.
Norman, Isabel and Adeline, as well
•
as his mother, two brothers, Isadore
Joseph Callela is coming east as
and Joseph, and a sister, Mrs. Rose
soon as he finishes work in "Tough
Horowitz.
Guy" for M-G-M.
Among those at the services were
•
Harold Rodner, Joe Hornstein, HerAntonio Moreno will be among bert R. Ebenstein, Harry D. Buckley,
the passengers on the Bremen when it Hal
Home, Joseph Bernat, Emil Jensails tonight.
sen, Max Stuart, Jack Alicoate, Mar•
vin Kirsch, Paul Benjamin, Herbert
Eddie Halperin and the missus are Berg
and Ed McNamee.
Approxiin town from Hollywood. At the Barmately 600 attended.

Milton

the theatre's safe. After
they left, investigation revealed that all they got was
$50, overlooking another $2,000 in a rear compartment.

"A Mid

Bob White opened his new Ala
meda with a trade showing of "Cap-

safeblowing.

a
tied

of

J.

Comerford circuit, probably will spend
most of his time in Scranton, circuit

City,

Hollywood, Jan.

J.

j.

of

up the portters and used five charges
of nitroglycerine on the door

Parker Theatres, went to
Hollywood to arrange for the opening

the

Picture
Alice White is due in town shortly
Theatres, The Motion
ter
Almanac and The Box-Office Check-Up. on her way to England to make a
Lite
Union
Postal
Bureau:
Hollywood
picture for
G.
B.
Major Roger
Building, Vine and Yucca Streets, Boone
Mancall, Manager; Chicago Bureau: 624 Marchetti closed the deal recently
South Michigan Avenue, C. B. O'Neill, while in England.
Manager; London Bureau: Remo House,
•
W. 1,
London,
Street,
Regent
310
Jack Mersereau of G. B., who
Bruce Allan, Representative. Cable address
Bureau: has been spending the holidays here,
Berlin
London";
"Quigpubco,
Berlin - Tempelhof, Kaiserin - Augustastrasse will return to England
next Wednes28, Joachim K. Rutenberg, Representative;
Paris Bureau: 19, Rue de la Cour-des- day on the Aquitania.
Noues, Pierre Autre, Representative; Rome
Bureau: Viale Gorizia, Vittorio Malpassuti,
Representative; Sydney Bureau: 600 George

scene

Cracksmen

tieth

JAMES A. CRON
Advertising Manager

Brockton, Jan. 2.—The Colonial here, a link in the Interstate
circuit,
was the

Portland

.

John Nolan, borrowed from TwenCentury-Fox by Frank C. at the Mayfair, Jan. 17,
Walker, who is again running the summer Night's Dream."

Editor

IATSE

.

J.

•

MAURICE KANN

.

I93<i

Blow Brockton Safe

today to resume duties with the Hal
Roach organization which he recently
joined as a vice-president.
•

new

Editor-in-Chief and Publisher

Friday, January 3,

in

induced

the neighborhood when they
Fox to make the deal with

the 81st St.
Efforts to settle the litigation out of

court were begun some time ago and
are still under way.
Meanwhile, an
injunction obtained by Skouras is m\
force.

Chesterfield Films
To F. D. in Boston

—

Boston, Jan. 2. First Division today began to take over Chesterfield
product from the American Film Exchange, acting for Pathe, which won'
a recent litigation.
tures are involved.
office

It is said

18 fea-

Gene Gross, F. D.
manager, today was making a

record of Chesterfield bookings at
American. Harry Segal, F. D. New
England manager, retains a financial
interest in American, with which he
was associated before joining F. D.
Officials of American say the action
will not effect the operation of the exchange.

Charter of Boston
Friars Is Voided

—

Huber's Mother Dies
Boston, Jan. 2. The charter of the
Hollywood, Jan. 2— Hugh Huber, Boston Friars' Club, a social and
auditor at the Roach studios, flew to charity group formed Dec. 11, 1934,
Versailles,
funeral.

O., to attend his mother's

by local film men, has been declared
W. Cook, Secretary

void by Frederic

navigating these days.

of the

his hip.

Commonwealth.

The reasons

for

Cook's action

in-

Mrs. C. A. Hahn Buried
eluded a notice from the Police ComEddie Cantor and all of the daughChicago, Jan. 2. Funeral services missioner "that a person has been conters arrived from Hollywood yester- were held yesterday for Mrs. C. A. victed
of illegal gambling on the
day.
Hahn, wife of C. A. Hahn, general premises."
The club changed its
•
manager of the McAuley Mfg. Co., quarters from the Touraine to the
Errol Flynn and Lily Damita who died last week after a long ill- Statler without obtaining written
(Mrs. Flynn) have left for the coast. ness.
permission from the Police Commis•

—

•

sioner, according to

Florinne McKinney is
coast.
At the Warwick.

in

from the

—

•

Sam

Jaffe,

coast

during a scene of "Colleen"
in which he was dancing with Ruby
Keeler and sustained a hip injury.
It is not serious, although production
is being slightly delayed.
slipped

agent,

is

in

town.

David Loew leaves

Draper Injures Hip
Hollywood, Jan. 2. Paul Draper

for

Hollywood

Cook.

Re-Sign Anne Shirley
Hollywood, Jan. 2.—Anne

who

Shirley

has just completed "Chatterbox"
for Radio has been signed to a new
contract.

j

j

j

j

j

"STAR-BRIGHT!"

is

the only

Century -Fox 1936 product.

It's

to describe the

20th

Typical are the pictures an-

nounced on the next 7 pages
next 3 months.

way

a story that

... all

will

released within the

make your eyes pop!

LREADY YOU

KNOW HOW

TRUE THIS

IS!

The records now being

•

made by "The

Littlest

Rebel"

are the proof of a promise
fulfilled.

And

as you play the

pictures outlined on the

lowing

six

fol-

pages, the promise

they hold for your future

also be demonstrated

will

in

terms of outstanding grosses
at

your box

office!

M ?\

T E

i

m

ITTLEST REBEL
JOHN BOLES
KAREN MORLEY

ACK HOLT
•

Associate Producers
Directed

fdVm

OevM

by

Burke

•

F.

§« G.

Butter

-

ROBINSON
D«Sylv«

Screen play by

From the ploy by Edward P#»Ie

A FOX
Dorryi

B ILL

Zanuck

in

PICTURE

Charge

THE KEYSTONE OF

of Production

YOUR FUTURE

20th Century-Fox holds the spotlight of the industry!

HE KING OF CASTS IN THE KING OF SHOWS
to start your

•

The show

that's

New

Year with a resounding smash

happier

than a drama. ..more dramatic

than a comedy... funnier than

a

girl

show... peppier than a

spectacle

.

. .

more spectacular

than a musical.

A new

different entertainment

and

KIN

thrill

from 20th Century-Fox!

WARNER BAXTER
ALICE FAYE

JACK OAKIE
ARLINE JUDGE
MONA BARRIE
GREGORY RATOFF
DIXIE DUNBAR

WALLER
NICK LONG, JR.
KENNY BAKER

FATS

Associate Producer. Kenneth

Directed

by Sidney

Mocgowon

lanfi.ld

PffMi the «fory ktf Vln« Delmar

A FOX
Dairy!

F.

PICTURE

Iftnuek In Charge of Production

THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE

IMELY AS

The

•

star

Glory".

.

.

of

"What

author of "Lady for a
.

.

the

.

.

Day

the director of "China

Seas".

and

Price

the sensation of

"David Copperfield".

.

..

united

in

uproarious

drama

^zfeMcLAGLEN

a rollicking

BARTHOLOMEW

adventure

as palpitating as a

machine gun's staccato

human

A RADIO FLASH!

.

.

in

.

as a big brother's love!

PROFESSIONAL
it

SOLDIER
with

GLORIA STUART
CONSTANCE COLLIER

MICHAEL WHALEN
C. HENRY GORDON
a

DARRYL

20th

F.

ZANUCK

CENTURY PRODUCTION

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck
Associate Producer: Raymond Griffith
Directed by Tay Garnert. Screen play
by Gene Fowler and Howard Ellis Smith.
Based on a story by Damon Runyon

THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE

Trust

20th Century-Fox

to

pep up the industry!

NSPIRED

•

George

SHOWMANSHIP BRINGS THESE TWO TOGETHER!

Raft... satin-suave,

dangerous as dynamite.
Rosalind Russell
lessly

.

.

.

gowned, out-sparkling

her brilliance

in

"China Seas"

and "Rendezvous."
star

breath-

A new

LL

team double-charged

with romantic appeal ...
crackling

modern drama

in

a

in

with

a load of fun on the side.

HAPP
L E

O
ARLINE JUDGE
ALAN DINE HART
ASTRID ALL W YN

DARRYL
20th

ZANUCK

F.

CENTURY PRODUCTION

Presented by Joseph M, Schenck
Associate Producer:

Directed by

Howard

Ellis

Raymond

Griffith

Roy Del Ruth. Screen play by
Smith and Kathryn Scola. Based

on the story "Canavan" by Rupert Hughes

THE KEYSTONE OF

20th Century-Fox

.

.

.

YOUR FUTURE

your box-office's best friend!

.

t^VENTURE THAT THRILLS..STARS THAT PULL!
• With a

title

word

hundreds of

this

to

blazing

and love
by a

is

that's

a household

drama

millions

.

.

of heroism

thrillingly

enacted

T

triple-starred cast!

BEERY-

STANWYCK
in

A MESSAGE
TO GARCIA
with

JOHN BOLES
ALAN HALE

MONA BARRIE
HERBERT MUNDIN
a

"A

natural for pictures!".

.

.

but

20th Century-Fox thought of

it

first!

AHOY!

HIRLEY,
• "The
Littlest

Colonel". ."The

Little

.

Rebel"... both deeply-

loved American classics given
the breath of

now topped

life

by

Shirley...

as she brings out

the tenderness, the courage,
the

heartache and

childish

TEMPLE

the laughter of "Captain
January".

.

.

another

classic

in

... as

only

she

can do

CAPTAIN
JANUARY

it.

with

GUY

KIBBEE

SLIM SUMMERVILLE
June Lang
Sara Haden

Buddy Ebsen

•
•

Jane Darwell

Associate Producer:
Directed by David Butler

B.
•

G.

DeSylva

Screen play by

Sam Hellman, Gladys Lehman and Harry
Tugend * Based on a story by Laura E. Richards

A FOX
Darryl

F.

Zanuck

in

PICTURE
Charge of Production

THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE

Bask

in

the

'star' light

.

.

.

with 20th Century-Fox releases!

HE GREATEST YOUNGSTERS IN THE

WORLD

BRING YOU THE GREATEST BOX OFFICE

ATTRACTION YOU EVER SAW!

DIONNE QUINTUPLETS
Yvonne

Emelie

Annette

Cec/7e

Marie

Photographed under the personal supervision of

ROY DAFOE

DR. ALLAN

©NEA
in

THE COUNTRY DOCTOR
with

DOROTHY PETERSON
LEWIS STONE

JEAN HERSHOLT

•

Associate Producer: Nunnally Johnson
Directed by Henry King.

Screen Play

by Charles Blake and Sonya Levien

A FOX
Darryl

THE KEYSTONE OF

F.

Zanuck

in

PICTURE

Charge

of Production

YOUR FUTURE

DON'T ENVY 20th CENTURY-FOX EXHIBITORS... BE ONE!
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Wisconsin's
Gains Start

Baltimore Off to a Roaring
Start; Talk of Bonanza Year
Baltimore, Jan. — The New Year got away to such a walloping
business in the downtown houses that managers can't restrain
their enthusiasm. They're talking about a bonanza year.
After two and a half big weeks with "The Littlest Rebel" at the
New, Morris A. Mechanic switched to "King of Burlesque" for
the midnight show and packed 'em in. The grosses were so much
better than the closing weeks of 1934 that he says better times are
already here.
J. Lawrence Schanberger at Keith's didn't wind up his New Year
show until seven o'clock in the morning. He says that it was like
the good old days.

{Continued from page 1)

May,

1930,

when

was

it

\verage weekly earnings of

90,7.

factory

workers in Milwaukee in November
;ame to $23.57, best for that month
since 1930, when the average earnngs amounted to $23.87. In Novem1929, the figure was $28.40.
On a yearly basis the employment
ndex for Milwaukee for the first 11

was

92.3, against
30.6 for all of 1934, 67.4 for 1933 and
Pay rolls for 11 months
59.0 for 1932.

of

1935

Christmas that I am convinced they
are going to have enough for entertainment. Department and other store
sales were much greater than they
were a year ago. And pictures are
coming this season that are better
than any ever produced before."

Warner Signs with
24 More Stations

(Continued from page 1)
1935 stood at 77.6, compared with
of accepting the contract.
Assuming
the entire year 1934, 43.0 for
that the 69 in the "doubtful" list beThe weekly
1933 and 37.0 for 1932.
come licensed, a total of 216 independearnings average in 1935 was $22.60,
ent stations, of the 563 in this counjgainst $20.03 in 1934, $17.30 in 1933
try, would be in the Warner fold at
md $16.97 in 1932.
the outset of its independent licensing
For Wisconsin at large the index
policy. This number may be increased
ior November was 88.2, a slight dein advance of the legal deadline, Warcline from the 89.1 the month be(Continued from page 1)
ners having given eastern stations unfore and from the year's peak of 92.3 which
normally runs approximately til Jan. 5 and western stations until
in July, but the best November since
25 per cent, are seen as opening the Jan. 10 to accept the company's re1929, when the index was 98.6, and way to an increase in the number vised music licensing
agreement.
far above the depression low of 57.3 of American players willing to accept
reached in January, 1933.
contracts with English companies.
Average per capita weekly earnMarchetti plans to negotiate a numings in the entire state in November ber of distribution deals here for Engagainst
$21.79 the lish product, representing a group of
totaled
$21.68,
St.
imonth before and $22.01 two months English producers.
He will also ar(Continued from page 1)
{previous.
range for the interchange of talent,
Retail sales in the Milwaukee re- and has opened an office in London. injunction based on the charge the
ita.il area during 1935 were the largest
He foresees an extremely good year company has refused to service the
since 1931.
This increase in buying in England, with gains in attendance F. & M. houses here.
(is reflected also by expansion in numHe has
and production activity.ber of credit reports furnished retail placed under contract Diana Ward,
Louis Phillips and his assistant,
istores during the last year. The credit young singing and dancing
actress Irving Cohen, left for
St. Louis yesbureau of the Milwaukee Ass'n of playing in the London stage produc- terday
for
preliminary conferences
Commerce furnished 114,141 reports tion of "Anything Goes," and Lady with Paramount's local attorneys,
in 1935, compared with 104,596 re- Queensbury, an artist, whom he hopes
Samuel W. Fordyce and William R.
ports for 1934, a gain of 9,545, or to place with a coast studio.
He is Gentry. The equity case is slated to
nine per cent.
representing Herbert Wilcox Prod., come to trial Monday.
Bank clearings, considered a good B. & D., B. I. P., British Lion, C. M\
barometer
of
business
conditions, Woolf of General Film, Percy Rareached the highest level in four years phael of Helgal Films, Max Schanck
in
Milwaukee during 1935.
The of Capitol, Garrett and Klement, Ju)f

59.8 for

Tax Saving to Aid
Players in England

I

Para. Asks Quashing

Of

Louis Case

j

Revelation

according to Milwaukee
Clearing House figures, with the last
seven business days of December esyear's

total,

timated,

was

lius

Hagen and Monty Banks.
leave

Marchetti plans to
coast on Saturday.

for

the

$831,965,002.

While, because of the diversified
nature of Milwaukee's industry, recovery for the city has not been uniform, there is practically no line that
has not extended to some extent the
gains of 1934.

Harrisburg on Upgrade

—

Bernstein Cuts His
Loew Stock Holdings
(Continued from page 1)

also reported that his holding company
at the end of November held 350
shares of $6.50 cumulative preferred
stock.
report for June was filed with

Harrisburg, Jan. 2. Business is
A
definitely on the upgrade here in the
opinion of the city's two leading thea- the commission by Jack Cohn, showtre men, C. Floyd Hopkins, Harris- ing the acquisition of seven shares of
burg representative ior Wilmer & common stock in Columbia, bringing
Vincent's three houses, the Colonial,
State and Victory, and Sam Oilman,

Loew's Regent manager.
"Since conditions are improving in
other lines I am certain they will improve in our lines as well," says Hopkins.

"Money

which means

it

much

freer now,
is going to be spent
as well
other
as

is

amusements
things. Another important reason why
for

anticipate better business
that superior pictures are
leased."
I

Gilman

is

the fact

being re-

even more optimistic. He
business will be the best
is

predicts
since 1929.

"People are spending more money,"
"They spent so freely over

he states.

Circuits Say
(Continued from page

which

cut

into

theatre

1)

business

in

Atlanta and other cities and towns in
the
southeast,
but not alarmingly.
New Orleans was deluged with a fourinch rainfall which doused grosses at
the

same

time.

RKO,

ber,

months

Show a Jump,

2.

New Theatres
ince

Holiday Takes

the achis holdings to 321 shares
quisition of 611 shares of common
through voting trust certificates and
the disposition by gift of 600 shares, a
new increase of 11 shares, bringing
Cohn's
his holdings to 25,089 shares.

May Try

Making Films Here

Revelation Films, Ltd., of London,
producer of industrial pictures for the
British market, may produce advertising reels in this country, according
to Stanley Neal, head of the company,
who described his current visit here
as being in that connection.
Neal said that Revelation would offer 27 industrial films next season,
Six of these will be cartoons made
here by Celebrity Prod. He said that
the advertising reel was an accepted
business factor in exhibition abroad
and that royalties paid to exhibitors
by his company last year approximated $750,000.

;

report also showed that he held 55
shares of convertible preferred stock.

Cincy Theatre Damaged
Cincinnati,

Jan.

2.

— Damage

of

Salesmen's Party a

Wow

Everybody's happy among members
of the Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc.
The New Year's party at the Plaza
came up to expectations in every way,
they say, and the association's charity
fund was helped in a big way. It was
the 16th annual affair.

Townsend,

Portland
$f00 was caused to the Dixie Theatre
Portland, Jan. 2.—Townsendites
building, a subsequent run house in
the downtown district, by a fire result- turned out in force for the opening
ing from an overheated gas heater in of Episode No. 9 of March of time,
the sign room on the third floor. The in which the Dr. Townsend and his
theatre was unoccupied at the time.
associates are shown.

Hit

according to Nathaniel Jerome Blumberg, general operator of
that circuit, did well durin^ the holiday week with grosses running in
advance of the same period in 1934.
The pre-Christmas week, however,
was not as substantial as the preceding
year.

The

Warner

circuit reported an
experience.
While refusing
to comment on the percentage of increase, it was pointed out that, on a
national basis, the circuit was comfortably ahead of last year during the
holiday week.

identical

The U.

S.

Department

of

Commerce

estimates

that the film industry will
spend
$110,000,000
for
advertising
throughout the world during 1936,

most of
zines.

it in newspapers
and magaApproximately $77,000,000 of

the total will be spent in this country,
the department estimates, $60,500,000
of which will be for newspaper and
magazine space, $8,250,000 on billboards and the remainder on incidental media.

Paramount opened its new advercampaign yesterday with large

tising

display space in daily newspapers. The
campaign involves the expenditure of
$500,000 for newspaper advertising
during the first three months of the
year.

Art Directors Ask
Award Rule Change
Hollywood, Jan. 2.—
committee
representing the art directors' section
of the Academy has submitted to the
awards committee revisions in the
rules for nominations up for the annual art award.

A

Under the new setup, the committee
recommended that each ballot must
contain at least one nomination of a
picture for which another art director
is responsible.
All ballots not containing this nomination shall be disqualified.
Whether or not the art director
submits one of his own pictures for

consideration is optional.
It was also recommended that,
in
cases of joint credit in which more
than one art director submits the same
picture, these nominations shall
be

combined and counted as one

vote.

Start First Production
Hollywood,

Jan.

2.— The

initial

production of the newly formed Pickford-Lasky company went before the
cameras here yesterday. The film is
"One Rainy Afternoon." Francis Lederer and Ida Lupino are starred.

To Raze Opera House
Boston, Jan. 2.—The Grand Opera
House on Washington St. is to be
torn down.
This 2,600-seat theatre,
built in 1888, is one of the oldest
in
the city.

"
.
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Sale

Tax Levy

Friday, January

Looking 'Em Over

I936

3,

1

Flag Bill In

—

Boston, Jan. 2. Display of
the American flag in theatres

demanded

is

in

a

filed

bill

with the clerk of the House
of Representatives by Repre-

'Sylvia Scarlett"

(Radio)
sentative Thomas E. Barry of
These are the ingredients: Katharine Hepburn as star; Brian Aherne,
East Boston and Lawrence P.
McHugh of Jamaica Plain.
Carj Grant and Edmund Gwenn in the support; Pandro S. Berman,
(Continued from page 1)
the white-haired boy among Radio's producing forces, and George
their own places of business are not ('uknr, the man who directed "David Copperficld."
There is also to
located within the city. They contend consider a story
in which this array of talent would find something to
Rivkin Going West
that it would be injurious to their
do. Yet, assuming the story was not the strongest or the best knit, the
Joe Rivkin, talent scout for the
business to attempt to pass on to their
Roach studio in the east, goes west
patrons in New Jersey and up-state chances are the results, drawn from histrionics and from direction,
tomorrow on a new assignment.
would
be
pretty
good.
"Sylvia
Scarlett,"
however,
is
hardly
that.
It
solely
for
designed
York
tax
a
New
is a diffused and rambling assortment of scenes which have some bearlocal relief within New York City.
Hollywood, Jan. 2. Joe Rivkin is
The city finance department ruled ing on each other, but not much.
being considered for the post of castProbably it was because the producer saw in "Early Life and Ad- ing director at the Roach studio,
several weeks ago that the tax would
but!
apply to all revenues of the New York ventures of Sylvia Scarlett," by Compton MacKenzie, an opportunity Henry Ginsberg, vice-president
and!
exchanges, regardless of whether they for Miss Hepburn to play a boy most of the way that decision was general manager, declares
no decision,
originated with theatres located outreached to produce the novel. The story tells of her devotion to her has been made.
Early this week
side the city limits.
father, Edmund Gwenn, a worthless, absconding Englishman who is
the exchanges notified all exhibitor
accounts that the two per cent sales forced to flee France and the star's decision to travel with him as a boy
tax would be added to film rentals in the belief the pair will attract less attention. They join Cary Grant,
beginning Jan.
1.
The exchanges a cheap crook, and embark on a career of petty larceny until Miss Heppointed out that if the city was suc- burn hits on the idea of organizing a theatrical company on a tour of
cessful in its efforts to prove the tax the English countryside. There is nothing, meanwhile, to indicate any
Universal High Gain on Stocks
was applicable to film rentals, although of the three had had experience or the talent to so perform.
Net
High Low Close Change
distributors are contending that it is
Gwenn
meets Dennie Moore, a servant girl, and marries her. Cross- Columbia
not, they would be liable for a tax of
44% 43 Vs.
+
thinks his young wife unfaithful and results in Consolidated
—%
SJi
SYt,
5Ji
ii
almost $900,000 for the 13 months the conflict develops as he
Consolidated,
pfd.
W%
18
18J4
Hepburn
across
Brian
meantime
Miss
runs
sales tax has been in effect.
The ex- Gwenn's suicide. In the
Eastman Kodak .158
+1S/S
156^5 157}4
changes asserted that in adding the Aherne, a sterling actor singularly uninspired here, and falls in love. Loew's, Inc
52& 52% 52'% + %2
10& 10
]0§^
tax to the film rentals now they were The love counterpoint is provided by Natalie Paley, who eventually runs Paramount
-f- •>£
Paramount 1 pfd. 81 % 79%
-j-2
80
doing so as a protective measure and off with Grant, leaving the road clear for the clinch between Miss Hep- Paramount 2 pfd.
12^ 11% 12%2 + y2
the money collected would be returned burn and Aherne.
Pathe Film
8
7% -%
7Ji
RKO
5'/s
5
5%
to exhibitors if their efforts to prove
+ y,
The
dialogue stresses the British accent. The comedy, including 20th Century-Fox. 23^ 22VS 21%. + 3%
that the tax could not be applied to
20th
Century,
pfd.
32
3V%
32
.....
chases up and down stairs and drunk scenes, are in the same mood and
film rentals were successful.
Universal, pfd ..55
54
55
+3
amazingly unfunny. There are sequences, separated by long stretches Warner Bros
10
9% 10
+
The next hearing on the distribu'A
Warner, pfd
50
50
—1
50
celluloid, which are charming and sincere. They, however, happen
tors' protests against the tax is sched- of
along too infrequently to relieve the general dullness of the production
Sentry Lone Curb Gain
uled for Jan. 10.
It is believed that

—

Wall Street

with theatres outside the
organize their own op-

exhibitors
city will

now

as

it

now

Net

stands.

Production Code Seal No. 1,697.

Running

position to the levy.

time, 96 minutes.

High Low Close Change

"G."

K.

Sentry Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor

%

...

Trans-Lux

K. C. Studies Shift
In Xmas Week Trend
(.Continued

from page

1)

week preceding Christmas

iness

the

was

better

for

—

all

Kansas City the-

and is reported so for theatres
the territory than the week immediately following, which in former
years furnished the best takes of any
week in the year.
atres

—

in

Observers assign several reasons for
For one thing, people are
the trend.
shopping a little earlier each year.
This was particularly noticeable in
Kansas City this year.
People go

downtown

the last week before the
holiday now, apparently, only to pick
up a few last minute things, and have
time to go to a show.

During Christmas week

itself,

peo-

ple apparently are doing more visiting, attending" private parties, etc. Repeal may have had something to do

with

this.
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HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW
{Republic)

—A

Hollywood, Jan. 2.
murder mystery, interpolated by comedy
characterizations, and not anything resembling a prison story is the
theme of this feature. Differently contrived so that the mystery motive
is made evident in the first sequence, the yarn's dramatic suspense and
romantic contrast are held together by menace of what the murderer
may do next and how the smart detective and his comedy partner will
trap him in the act.

2

2

18%

\%y.

3%

3y2

314

,

r
General -ru
Theatre
GlL'rTl Theatre"
Keith'

B.f.

"*

19

^

19

94

57H

.Paramount B'way
3s

'55

..........
Paramount Pict.

RKO

6s

Warner
'

39

wd

Ml pp.. 77
Bros. 6s
S6'/2

box-office

records,

it

reported, bear testimony to a decreasing Christmas business, and a
is

slightly
business.

better

M-G-M

pre-Christmas-week

Signs Fodor

—

2.
M-G-M has
Fodor for four
Ladislaus
originals. The playwright, who lives
in Budapest, will do the writing job

Hollywood, Jan.

signed

home.
He wrote "The Church
Mouse," "I Loved An Actress" and
"The Kiss Before the Mirror" among
at

other plays.

Close Change

m

+*
+™

94

94

—1

57%

S7&

~
+V/2

767/s

77

-3

86

86%

+%

(Quotations at close of Jan.
2)

Stricken from List
The

folio-wing stocks
° f ***

were removed from

N K

Stock Ex <>™W
dnring 193 S
Columbia, •y.t.c old which reached
their
high of 81 on July 8. Total
sales, 290,600.

f

'

Erin O'Brien-Moore, wife of Financial Tycoon Frank Sheridan, conwith Doctor Donald Cook to kill her husband before he can
change his will and cut her off with a meager inheritance. Cook has on July 15. Total sales, 639,000
e
G d yn eferred
™* °"
trained a monkey so that when he whistles "Old Black Joe" the monkey Jan r" &. eI, 9 3P»b
Paramount Publix certificates.
climbs up on a fixture and turns on the gas. Sheridan is killed in this
High,
SVi on Aug 7.
Sales. 1.447.300.
manner and his death is made to appear accidental or suicidal.
e
X C lange
High
2
°"
Detective Norman Foster and his dumb, funny partner, Warren Sa^s, 25f, 0O
P h E an e
High
°»
Hymer, assigned to investigate the case, sense something more vicious 2. Sa Ie S ls, i of ^
than suicide. Much of the ensuing action, following the everyone-aH gh
suspect line, builds to where Miss O'Brien-Moore and Cook want to 6454 on Aug. 27. Sales.'
$625?COC
0adw
get rid of Aunt Maude Eburne, who, with Hymer, has carried the
1951
certifi7'
cafe^'S
cates.
M:/ on Aug. 21.
High, 64J4
Sales, $603,show's comedy content. She, suspicious of Cook and Miss O'BrienP m n t P ubli 5lAs 19S filed.
Moore, confides her fears to Foster. A trap is set and Cook falls into it.
°>
High
10S on
™ Sept.. 3., S'Sales, $4,933,000
108
On a promise of justice being done, Foster wins Jean Rouveral.
.Paramount Publix, 5^s 1950 a «t w;„l,
SS '' H gh
Of average entertainment value and providing little that is new, 60 o„ June 25. Sales, $21,000
PU Iix 5 2S 1950 certificates.
the picture is benefited by good names. Featured players, Cook, Rou- High,
A
hIT'ZT
107^ on April
26.
Sales, $2,411 000
veral, Foster,
O'Brien-Moore, Sheridan, Eburne and Hymer turn
ra
Unt Famo " s La sky. 6s 1947, filed.
H,Vh 106
iT on Sept. 3. Sales,
High,
in acceptable performances.
Based on the novel by Anna Katherine
$1,170,000.
Paramount Famous Lasky, 6s 1947 certiGreen, the screen play is by Albert Demond and Sidney Sutherland,
H gh 106 °" SePt 3 Sa eS $2'"
380000'
directed by Lewis D. Collins.
Pathe Exchange, 7 1937.
High, 104 on
Production Code Seal No. 1,834. Running time, 65 minutes. "G."
March 1. Sales, $347,000.
spires

^

-

'

-

rate,

Net

Low

Hlsrh
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*

'

,

At any
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Bonds Gain Steadily

6s

"The Leavenworth Case"

+%

Vs

2

18^
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ASK RADIO CITY
MUSIC HALL ABOUT

THE FIRST FOUR
DAYS' CLEAN-UP
ON UNIVERSALIS

MAGNIFICENT

OBSESSION

!

The Whole Trade is
Talking About It!

"Bette Davis. ..once again gives
startling evidence of being

one

of the most talented actresses

on the Warner
Hollywood

. . .

lot, if

not

in all

Genuine, moving

drama... There are few words
in

which to describe the bitter

intensity that Miss Davis puts
into that part.. .A solo perform-

ance of

first

rank importance

...eminently worth

— Morning

..Hot* tyow
It's

Bette

seeing."

Telegraph

fkqm C*med,Qirts!dldd I

on the manhunt again

—and

this

time she really turns on the power -throws the
notch, as the glamorous star

switch to the

last

of Broadway

who became the

evil star

of men.

stops pulling her punches, shows 'em

r

A DRAMA TO WRITE HO
Ner performances with Paul Muni
Brent in "Front Page

in

"Bordi

Woman '—were

only a

The story of
Look whom Bette's teamed
with for the first time—

''the

wo

FRANCHJ
No Wonder

WARNER

It's

Held for a

BROS.' 3rd

Se<

HOLDG

.

"Bette Davis superb...Keeps
Rivoli

audiences

pense. Her work

in

cellent.. .even better
in 'Of

"Bette

sus-

par ex-

is

than

Human Bondage'".

—

Eve. Post

Davis triumphs in

'Dangerous'. Her

out-

standing performance

dominates the

. .

screen."

— Daily News

T>om!

k't Botk in

>AVIS
\,

lets

lUT

t

go with

all

she's got, in

WITH ASTERISKS

Howard in "Of Human Bondage"-~Ceorge
she really is with the heat turned on... in

lat

10US

(always

come back

to!

TONE
Meek at the N.

Y. Rivoli!
With Margaret Lindsay

DN BROADWAY NOW!

Alison Skipworth
John Eldredge

•

Dick Foran

Directed by Alfred

E.

Green

:

:
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has purchased the property on the
northeast
corner
Palafox
of
and
iarden Sts., now occupied by the
Isis.
N. L. Carter, secretary of the
corporation, confirmed the sale but refused to comment on future plans for
the property.

Year's Close

Friday, January 3,

Films Target

1

Discloses Big

Theatre Gains
Nineteen thirty-five closed with more
activity in the theatre construction and
renovation field than during any 12-

month period

years.
Construction, which has been on the
increase for months, attained a new
momentum with the Warner announcement that six new neighborhood
houses are planned in Washington to
take care of the increasing population
there.
F. W. C, now National Theatres,
has resumed expansion moves with a
number of new alignments in the
northwest, and in the southwest Inin

the

last

Paramount

terstate,

five

affiliate,

is

ex-

panding.

Long delayed renovation and modernization are also picking up speed.

Form United Amusement

—

Dover, Del., Jan. 2. United Amusement Co. has been formed here by
George W. Lilly, Elizabeth A. Lilly
and Helen Sokol.

Close Rivoli at

Bantam

—

Conn., Jan. 2. Herman
Foster has closed the Rivoli for the
winter after a short-lived attempt to
keep the house going one night a week.

Bantam,

Rebuild Cleveland Grand
Cleveland, Jan. 2. Frank Gross

—

N. E. Changes Continue
Boston, Jan. 2. Theatre changes
continue in New England. The Park
at Woonsocket, R. I., has been opened
by Bernard Levy, who operates the

—

Central in Manville.
Louis Angler and Joseph Walsh
have darkened the recently reopened
Metropolitan in Providence.
new
400-seater, the Princess in Rockville,
has been put into lights by F. Mann.
The State, Portland, M. & P. house,
is
back on double features after a

A

fling at singles.

Start New Detroit House
Detroit, Jan. 2. Ground has been

—

broken for a new 1,500-seat theatre
for United Detroit Theatres Corp.,
at Grand River Ave. and Archdale.
S. Sloan & Co. is building the house
from plans prepared by H. A. Payne,
architect.
This house is understood
to be the first of five which will be
added to the United Detroit management within the next year.

(Continued from patjc 1)
Administration and members of Congress will have time free for the conparticusideration of other matters
larly of types which may be valuable
aids in the coming campaign.
Control measures designed to carry
on in a modified way the work of the
defunct
are pending in Congress
and are expected to be urged by President Roosevelt in one of the several
messages which he will write during
These bills provide for
the session.
the adoption of the 30-hour week by
and the acquisition of
all industry
Federal licenses by all corporations

—

NRA
"

—

favor of distributor-owned
energetic effort also will
be made to secure action on bills providing for the creation of a Federal

W. H. Hall, ination
moving here from San Anto- houses.

Dixie, will be opened by
is

nio.

It will

is

be

known

as the Rialto.

volving the giving of information as
what transpired at such trial.
S. 2285, by
Senator Barbour of
New Jersey To remove the ban on

to

:

Of Many Bills
In Washington

engaged in interstate business. Concerns engaged solely in intrastate
business will not be affected by this
legislation, but a movement is on foot
to compel them to comply with the
30-hour week measure and with any
labor provisions which may be incorporated in the licensing bill by
denying the use of the mails to those
Kerrville to Get Two
Kerrville, Tex., Jan. 2.
The who do not conform.
Strong pressure will be brought to
Kerrville Amusement Co., owner of
the Arcadia, will rebuild completely bear during the next few months for
the old Dixie, dark for the past six the consideration of one of the several
bills
pending which would prohibit
years.
Another new theatre, adjoining the block and blind booking and discrim-

who

1936

in

An

fight films.

H.R. 2999, by Representative Culkin

New York

of

To

create a Federal
to protect the industry against unfair trade
practices and monopoly, to provide
just settlement of complaints of unfair dealings, and to provide for the
production of wholesome pictures.
Senator Neely of West
S. 3012,
Virginia
To prohibit block and
blind booking.
H.R. 4523, Representative Sirol
vich
Providing for recording of
patent pooling agreements with tha
Commissioner of Patents.
H.R. 4757, Representative Culkina
Prohibiting block and blind booking
and making the Clayton Act applicable to film license agreements and
:

Motion Picture Commission,

:

:

leases.

H.R. 6472,
gill

Representative

To

of Indiana
blind booking.
:

Pettenprohibit block

and
H.R. 6507, Representative Quinn of
Pennsylvania
To remove the ban on
:

fight films.

H.R.

Quinn:

Representative

6536,

Removing fight film ban.
H.R. 8877, Representative
Prohibiting

Celler:

block and blind

booking

and discrimination.

Wometco Managers

Shift

—

Miami, Jan. 2.
Wometco Theatres have made 10 changes in personnel.
Sonny Shepherd, who has
been

in

charge of the Mayfair,

manager
Beach.

the
Stanley
of

the Capitol,

is

now

is

new

Lincoln, Miami
Stern, formerly of

assistant manager.

Mark Chartrand, Jr., formerly manwhich
commission
motion
picture
Seek New Hamden Site
ager of the Tower, succeeds Shepherd
would,
in effect, enjoy all the priviNew Haven, Jan. 2.
Adolph
at
the Mayfair, and Earl Potter,
Johnson and Al Robbins, present op- leges of censorship despite the soft- former chief of staff for the theatre,
applied
been
to
pedaling
which
has
erators of the Strand, Hamden, are
is assistant to Chartrand.
Takes Over Denver Sun
that phase.
Ira McKinney, formerly assistant
Denver, Jan. 2. Roy Wennberg, negotiating for a site directly across
the street for the construction of a
No New Taxes Loom
at the Capitol, was transferred to the
Denver restaurant man, has taken
new 1,000-seat house, to be equipped
Grove, as manager, succeeding Burton
over the Sun, a 420-seat house

the Grand Theatre.
The
alterations include a new lobby. Approximately 280 seats will be added.

rebuilding

—

—

Little is to be expected in the way
of tax legislation.
The Administration is anxious to keep taxes out of
To
Remodel
at
Akron
Oppose Sunday Opening
after the presidential
Akron, Jan. 2.
The Allan, 15- the picture until
Anniston, Ala., Jan. 2.
Sunday
President
campaign.
re-elected,
If
year-old
downtown
house,
to
be
is
movies have bcten voted down by
Roosevelt is expected to slap a heavy
remodeled
by
the
Cleveland
Akron
&
703 to 623, with more than half the
tax bill on in the 1937 session.
Theatre Co.
city's electors staying away from the
Of the considerable number of picSchine will remodel the Athena at
polls.
ture bills pending, few other than
Athens, O., by installing a balcony
those which have been referred to are
with 400 seats.
Charter Asheville Firm
expected to secure any consideration.
Asheville, N. C, Jan. 2. CardiRepresentative Sirovich of New York,
Theatre Firm Formed
nal Amusement Co. of Asheville has
industry to
Washington, Conn., Jan. 2. The too well known to the
been incorporated by C. R. Bamford,
need introduction, has a few bills
Washington
Theatre
Corp.
has
been
Charles G. Lee and H. Kenneth Lee,
which he will talk about, but aside
formed here with Joseph F. Reed as
ail of this city.
from patent legislation, they will not
president and Marie J. Reed as secreHe is sponbe considered seriously.
tary and treasurer.
Both reside in
Build at Prentiss, Miss.
soring, among his many other activiWashington
Depot.
Prentiss, Miss., Jan. 2.
modties,
an investigation of the "silent
ern theatre is being erected here by
and sonant'' picture industry and the
Form
Miami
Playhouse
B. C. Griffith, merchant. He has not
establishment of a Department of SciMiami, Jan. 2. Miami Playhouse,
announced plans for operation of the
ence, Art and Literature as part of the
Inc.,
with capital of 100 shares, par
new house.
Federal establishment.
$100 each, has been chartered to conBills pending in Congress affecting
duct amusements. Incorporators are
C. H. Kaimann to Build
the industry are as follows
St. Louis, Jan. 2.
Clarence H. J. J. Southerland, F. E. Drews and
H.R. 142, Representative Celler of
Kaimann, operator of a circuit of H. M. Hicks.
New York To prohibit block bookneighborhood houses here, intends to
ing and discrimination in distribution.
Form Southeastern, Inc.
build a 700-seat house on Florissant
H.R. 143, Representative Celler To
Ave. to cost about $75,000.
Jacksonville, Jan. 2.— Southeast- repeal the fight film ban.
ern Theatres, Inc., with authorized
H.J. Res. 220, Representative Sirocapital of 50 shares, no par, has been
To Open at Bazine, Kan.
To establish a
vich of New York
formed.
R. E. Gibbon, V. Gibbon and Department of Science, Art and LitKansas City, Jan. 2.— Ralph Larned, who operates the Paramount at P. H. Crossman are the incorpora- erature.
La Crosse, Kan., will open the Jewel tors.
H.Res. 339, Representative Siroin Bazine, Kan., which never before
vich
To investigate "business irhas had a film house.
Plan Burlesque House
regularities and illegal actions" in the

here,

and

is

operating

it

with giveaways.

for vaudeville.

—

—

—

—

—A

—

—

Clark, who becomes
Rosetta, Little River.

manager

of the

Thaxton Hammock, formerly assistmanager of the Mayfair, has been
promoted to assistant manager of the
Capitol.
Ray Toemmes, formerly
ant

assistant to

Chartrand at the Tower,

now manager

of that house, with
Charles Salzer, formerly of the May-

is

fair,

as

assistant

Turbiville

is

at

Shannon

manager.

Graham

the

new

Is

Promoted

Lincoln.

—

Pittsburgh, Jan. 2. Charles Shannon, two-time winner of the Quigley
Plaque for exploitation, has been promoted to the managership of the Belmar by Warners. He replaces William
C. Powelson, who has been transferred
to Tarentum, Pa.

Shannon started as a showman four
years ago as an usher at the Stanley
and was subsequently an assistant at
the Manor, South Hills and Holly-

wood

theatres.

:

:

:

Retitle "Apple Sauce"

—

Hollywood, Jan. 2. Warners once
more have changed the title of the
play "Apple Sauce" which they are
filming
with Ross Alexander and
Anita Louise in top roles. Now it is

"Brides

Are Like That."

:

Kansas
Saengers Buy Land
Pensacola, Fla., Jan. 2.

—

City,

Jan.

2.

— M.

L.

Hanover and George J. Katz of New
The York have leased the Empress, which

Saenger Corp. of New Orleans, op- has been dark several years, and
erators of the Saenger and Isis here, open it as a burlesque house.

will

Harding Film Retitled
Hollywood, Jan. 2. The next Ann
motion and sound picture industry.
S. 2224, Senator Duffy of Wiscon- Harding picture will be released by
sin
To make it unlawful for jurors Radio as "The Lady Consents," inwho have served in criminal trials to stead of as "The Indestructible Mrs.
give public performances for profit in- Talbot."
:

—

\o^ et

\

art

:
RY
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"Mutiny" Goes "Rebel" with
Big in Frisco; Show $22,000

2.—
Jan.
Terre
Haute,
Benny Van Borsum, owner of
the Savoy, remembered the

—

San Francisco, Jan. 2. "Mutiny
on the Bounty" was the only attraction in town to make much of a
showing during the Christmas slump.
It reached $9,000, up by $2,000, at the

Francis.

Rebel" was §1,500 to the
good on a take of $22,500 at the Warheld.
"Mr. Hobo" and "Alan of
Aran" just managed to get into the
profit column at the Embassy on a
take of $3,750, and the Fox reached
"Littlest

with

$6,000,

par,

combination

a

of

"Kind Lady," "Nevada" and the
Louis-Uzcudun fight pictures for two
Other houses were in a bad
days.
way.
Total

Average

run business was $68,750.

first

—

Average

SCROOGE"

$4,000.

15c-25c-35c,

GOLDEN GATE— (2,850),
Gross:

Gross:

(Average, $4,500)

(Col.)
25c-65c,
(2,907),
(Average, $12,000)

MEMORIAL—
$8,000.
"WHIPSAW" (M-G-M)
GENTLEMAN"
PERFECT
"THE

KEITH'S
7

days.

7

"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE" (Radio)
"MARCH OF TIME" (Radio)
days. Stage: Band.
age, $14,500)

(Para.)

"CRIME AND PUNISHMENT"

(Average. $3,600)

$3,750.

$80,500.

FENWAY— (1,382), 30c-50c, 7 days.

Week Endinq Dec. 24:
"MR. HOBO" (G. B.)
"MAN OF ARAN" (G. B.)

EMBASSY— (1,400),

is

Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 27
"MILLIONS IN THE AIR" (Para.)

$71,600.

is

Estimated takings

Gross:

—

Boston, Jan. 2. Shirley Temple
demonstrated that she has what it
takes to beat out a Christmas slump
accompanied by zero weather.
The
gross at the Metropolitan, with a
stage show, was $24,000, which is
$2,000 over par.
Perfect
"Whipsaw"
and
"The
Gentleman" also made a good showing at Loew's Orpheum on a gross
of $14,000 and at Loew's State with
$13,500, but all other houses hoped
and nights.
for better days
Total first run business was $74,500.

25c-35c-40c,

7

(Aver-

$13,000.

"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET (20th-Fox)
"MORALS OF MARCUS" (G. B.)

PARAMOUNT — (2,740),

Gross:

davs.

(M-G-M)

LOEW'S ORPHEUM— (2,970),
cays.

Gross: $14,000.

25c-55c.

7

(Average, $12,000)

"WHIPSAW

days. Stage: "Santas on Parade," Fabien
Sevitzky, Elida Ballet, Nelson Dancing
Elephants, etc. Gross: $24,000. (Average,

$9,000)

$22,000)

Week Endinq Dec. 26:
"KIND LADY" (M-G-M)
"NEVADA" (Para.)
LOUIS-UZCUDUN FIGHT (2 days)
FOX— (5,000), 10c-25c-35c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average. $6,000)
$6,000.
"MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY" (M-G-M)
FRANCIS —

ST.
days.

Gross:

$9,000.

(1,470),

"LITTLEST REBEL"

WARFIELD — (2,680),
days. Stage: Band.
age, $21,000)

15c-30c-40c,

(Average,

(Average,

$2,500.

6 days.

$9,000)

"Three Kids and a Queen" and
"East of Java," was the only first run
house to stand up under a severe preholiday slump. It grossed $8,500, topping par by $2,500 in a week of cold
and snowy weather.
"In Person" was $300 to the good
at the Great Lakes with a gross of
dual,

$7,600.

Average

is

run business was $35,000.

$38,400.

Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 23

"WHIPSAW" (M-G-M)

BUFFALO—
Gross:

$9,500.

30c-50c,
(Average. $12,000)
(3,000).

days.

7

"THE PERFECT GENTLEMAN"
(M-G-M)

HIPPODROME— (2,100).
Gross:

$4,000.

Gross:

$6,000.

(Para.)

25c-50c,

7

30c-50c,

(Average. $7,300)

7

days.

RKO BOSTON— (3,246),
Gross:

$5,000.

25c-50c,

7

$6,000)

Dual Hit in
Kansas City
—

Kansas

City, Jan. 2. Christmas
before the holiday, and zero

shopping
weather
darkened
first run

and snow on and after it,
the Christmas cheering of
managers.
Even so, two bills did a holiday job
"The Littlest Rebel" and "Your Uncle
Dudley" at the Uptown, and "The

with

which

"Bride,"

is

$3,500

over

Indianapolis Lead
Indianapolis, Jan.
— Christmas

—"The

Littlest

Warners' Hippodrome to a $13,000
gross against heavy weather odds and
the pre-Christmas shopping competi-

RKO

"Miss Pacific Fleet" at the
Palace, the only other seven-day picture of the week, made a fair showing;
"Hollywood
with
the
at
$13,000
Cabaret" Revue as the stage attrac-

"Rendezvous"

tion.

took

$6,500,

"The Virginia Judge" at Loew's
Stillman stood up as well ae could be
expected at this season.
Total first run business was $37,000.
Average

is

$42,000.

ALLEN —
Gross:

(Col.)
30c-35c-42c,
(Average, $3,000)

$2,750.

"RENDEZVOUS" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,400), 30c-35c-42c,
Gross:

days.

Gross:

5

ing Dec. 28:

"LITTLEST REBEL"

(20th-Fox)
Gross:

APOLLO— (1,100), 25c-40c, 7 days.
(Average, $4,500)
$4,500.
"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE"
"SCROOGE" (Para.)
CIRCLE— (2,600), 25c-40c, 6 days.

$3,000.

(Radio)

The Tower take dropped $700 below average of $7,000 with "The Calling of Dan Matthews" and a stage

Average

Total

Average

first
is

is

$8,000.

run business was $34,100.

$36,400.

(Para.)
25c-35c,

5
,

(Average, $4,000)

$2,500.

"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W.

RKO PALACE —

B.)

30c-42c-60c,

(3,100),

7

Stage: "Hollywood Cabaret" Revue.
(Average, $15,000)
$12,000.
"THE LITTLEST REBEL" (20th-Fox)

days.

HIPPODROME —

WARNERS'

30c-35c-42c, 7 days.

Gross:

(3,800),

(Aver-

$13,000.

age, $8,000)

"Two-Fisted"

Top

In Montreal Pickup

—

Montreal, Jan. 2.
Holiday
more than made up for

ceipts

Estimated takings

pre-Christmas

$2,900.

(Average,

NEWMAN — (1,900),

Gross: $10,500.

25c-40c,

LOEWS— (3,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average. $4,500)
"BROADWAY HOSTESS" (W.B.)

$3,000.

Stage: Vaude(Average,
$7,000.

25c-40c.

of the sales staff.

days.

"THE CALLING OF DAN MATTHEWS"

TOWER— (2,200).

(Col.)
25c-35c, 7 days.

Stage:

Joe Kelso & Co., Heller & Riley. Powell &
Nedra, Kiddie Revue. Gross: $6,300. (Average, $7,000)

Week Ending Dec.
"THE LITTLEST REBEL"
"YOUR UNCLE DUDLEY"

27:

lull.

Loew's

re-

the

stepped

UPTOWN—

Kalver Gets B.

the Capitol, drew $11,000, well above
par.
The Princess played a dual

headed

& K. Leave

—

Chicago, Jan. 2. Roy Kalver of
the Roosevelt has secured a leave of
absence from B. & K. and will go to
Decatur, Ind., to help his father, I. A.
Kalver, operate his houses there. He
plans to be away at least six months.

RKO

Columbus, Jan. 2.
The
Majestic, which closed as a first run
house concurrently with opening of
the new
Grand early in October,
reopened Christmas Day as a second
run stand, playing a split week policy.

RKO

is

$41,500.

"PETER IBBETSON" (Para.)
"MILLIONS IN THE AIR" (Para.)

CAPITOL— (2,547),
Gross:

days.

$11,000.

25c-35c-40c-50c-6Cc.

(Average,

7

$9,500)

"FORBIDDEN HEAVEN" (Republic)
"MARIE DES ANGOISSES" (French)
IMPERIAL— (1,914), 20c-29c-34c, 7 days.
Stage: "Melody in Madness." Gross: $5,000.
(Average, $3,500)
FISTED" (Para.)
"THE VIRGINIA JUDGE" (Para.)

"TWO

LOEW'S —

(3,115),

Stage:

Gross:

Columbus Majestic Open

Last Night?"

Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 28

days.

—

by "Remember

three days only and a take of
$3,000 to get a fresh start on Christmas Day with a new attraction.
Hockey matches formed the chief opposition for the week, the legitimate
theatres being closed.
Total first run business was $44,000.
for

Average

(20th-Fox)
<20th-Fox)
Gross:
(2,000). 25c-40c, 9 days.
(Average, 9 days, $4,200)

Gross:

"BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.)
INDIANA— (3,100). 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $6,000)
$4,500.
"HE COULDN'T TAKE IT" (Col.)
"CRIME AND PUNISHMENT" (Col.)

member

7

(Average, $7,000)

(Average, $4,000)

LYRIC— (2,000),

$8,000)

Week Endinq Dec. 26:
"THE BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.)

$7,400.

,

(Average, $10,000)

$6,500.

"THE VIRGINIA JUDGE"
LOEW'S STILLMAN— (1,900),
days.

1

days.

4

(3,300),

Gross:

Circle and at
Loew's were down.
Total first run business was $22,000.
Average is $26,000.
Estimated takings for the week end-

!

Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 27
"ESCAPE FROM DEVIL'S ISLAND"

at the

$7,000 for the Lyric.
Twin bills at the

\

ai

mal week's

"Littlest Rebel"
business.
Apollo did $4,500 and "Broadway Hostess" on the screen, with
Henry Armetta on the stage, did

I

non-profit figure at Loew's State.

up to $12,500 with a mixed bill topped
Week Ending Dec. 24:
by "Two-Fisted." The Palace touched
"IT'S IN THE AIR" (M-G-M)
MIDLAND — (4,000), 25c-40c, 6 days. the same mark on "Metropolitan" and
Gross: $7,000. (Average. 6 days, $10,200)
"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE" (Radio) "Your Uncle Dudley."
"Peter Ibbetson," first feature at
MAINSTREET— (3,100), 25c-40c, 7 days.

holidays hit local theatres with the result that only two houses did a nor-

I

Gross:

par.

days.

"Rebel" at $4,500

—

(Average.

"Rebel" Atop

days.

(Average, $11,000)

2.

tion.

"It's In the Air" at Loew's Midland
grossed $7,000 in six days, compared
with an average of $10,200 for the
"Seven Keys to Baldpate"
period.
took $2,900 at the Mainstreet in seven

(Average, $7,000)

"FRECKLES" (Radio)
"EAST OF JAVA" (Univ.)

Cleveland, Jan.

Rebel" was the big hit of the week,
going $5,000 over the $8,000 average)
at

fire.

show.

ville,
7
Gross:
days.
"IN PERSON" (Radio)
GREAT LAKES— (3,000). 25c-40c, 7 days. $7,000)
Gross: $7,599. (Average, $7,300)
"THE PAYOFF" (W. B.)
Holquist Joins Red Devil
"MOONLIGHT ON THE PRAIRIE"
(W. B.)
Chicago, Jan. 2. Harry Holquist,
CENTURY— (3.000). 25c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $5,800)
$5,100.
formerly associated with Quigley Pub"THREE KIDS AND A QUEEN" (Univ.) lications, has accepted a position with
"EAST OF JAVA" (Univ.)
LAFAYETTE— (3.300), 25c. 7 days. Gross: the Red Devil Products Co. He is a

$8,500.

stroyed by

days.

2.

2.

first

PARAMOUNT— (1,793),

8

7

(Aver-

"Three Kids" Dual
$8,500 in Buffalo
Buffalo, Jan.
—The Lafayette's

Total

"MILLIONS IN THE AIR"
"SCROOGE" (Para.)

35c-65c,

(20th-Fox)
$22,500.

Week Endinq Dec. 27:
"PEASANTS" (Amkino)
CLAY— (1,200), 15c-25c-35c-40c-55c,
Gross:

METROPOLITAN — (4,332),

7,000)

25c-35c-40c-50c,

Gross:

7

contribute to this fund at
Christmas time. Some years
ago the old Crescent, owned
by Van Borsum, was de-

(M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,537), 25c-55c, 7 days. was $7,400 in nine days, compared
with an average for that period of
Gross: $13,500. (Average, $12,000)
"THE LITTLEST REBEL" (20th-Fox)
The Newman took $10,500
$4,200.

25c-35c-40c,
6
days. Gross: $9,500. (Average, $11,500)
"MIMI" (First Division)
(1,200). 15c-25c-35c(Average,
40c-55c, 6 days. Gross: $2,500.

UNITED ARTISTS—

fails to

Comes Home" at the Newman.
Both were held. The Uptown take

"THE PERFECT GENTLEMAN"

Hits $8,000

fireman's pension fund.

Bride

(M-G-M)

In Cleveland

local fire department Christmas by sending a check to the

Van Borsum never

I93(]

3,

Temple Film

No Chances

Takes

Gets $9,000 Boston Draw

St.

Friday, January

$12,500.

30c-34c-40c-5qc-60c,

"Joy Bells" vaudeville

7

unit.

(Average, $10,500)
(20th-Fox)

"METROPOLITAN''

"YOUR UNCLE DUDLEY* (20th-Fox)
PALACE— (2,600), 25c-35c-40c-50c-65c.
days.

Gross: $12,500.

"REMEMBER LAST NIGHT?"

(Univ.)

"EAST OF JAVA" (Univ.)
PRINCESS — (2,272), 30c-35c-50c-65e.

davs.
$7,000)

Gross:

$3,000.

7

(Average, $11,000)

(Average, for

7

3

days,

'

"Hollywood Reaching
For Actual Control

Of Film Business"
By

TERRY RAMSAYE

OP

MOTION

PICTURE HERALD

—

MOTION PICTURE
Picture
Industry

NO.

39.

NEW
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Batcheller's

Hope

RKO

YORK, SATURDAY, JANUARY

Claims

BY GEORGE

R. BATCHELLER
President, Chesterfield

The New Year has in store for us
much as we put into the New

lonly as

Year.

There

is

no fac-

the industry deserving of
jmore encouragejment and support
than independent
in

amount has been reduced now to
than $34,000,000 and additional
reductions in large amounts are more
less

production and
distribution.

We, who have
been striving for

proper

recog-

nition in the inde-

pendent

field,

are

most gratified
with the reception
that we are receiving from ex-

throughout the entire world.
There is no question that pictures
released by independents are constantly improving in quality and that indehibitors

pendents

are

constantly striving to
create pictures with the box-office as
their objective.

or less certain to be effected. The
largest reductions made up to date resulted from the amending of claims
filed.
Reductions of this kind totaled
$15,720,125. Claims amounting to $4,641,386 were withdrawn and stipulations on 17 claims totaling $3,212,283
were recently made, effecting a reduction of approximately $600,000 on that
amount. Other reductions have been
made through payments toward the
retirement of the
six per cent
(Continued on page 4)

RKO

Census Amusement
Canvass Is Begun
Washington, Jan.
— Canvassers
3.

Two

Cities" Hits

$71,000, Capitol
"A Tale
fine

of

Two

take at the

Cities" garnered a

Capitol

last

week,

$71,000, indicating a minimum of three
weeks for the picture.
Plans for reinstating vaudeville with "Riffraff"

of the U. S. Census Bureau yesterday
began their task of surveying theatres
and
other
places
of
amusement
throughout the country for the 1935
census of business, initial reports on
which are expected to be made available sometime next summer.

Mindful

of the inadequacies of a
census taken two years ago,
officials
of the bureau are making
every effort to assure complete cover-

similar

have been dropped for the time being.
The Roxy on nine days with "If You
Could Only Cook" and Paul Ash on age of the amusement industries.
The survey will show the number of
the stage ended with $62,000.
The Music Hall, with "The Littlest theatres in each state by types of
(Continued on page 2)
Rebel," got $60,000 in the last four
(Continued on page 2)

Editor Says Spain
Likes Film Cleanup
Washington,

Jan.

3.

— Improve-

ment

in films reaching Spain since
the Legion of
Decency drive has
pleased the public in that country, ac-

cording to a letter received by William F. Montavan, director of the
legal
department of the National
Catholic Welfare Council, from Jose
Torre de Rodas, editor of Filmor.
Filmor is the official film paper of
(Continued on page 4)

M-G-M

Expect Congress to Bar
Thorny Problems

still to

heard from before the
Saturday midnight deadline.
Mr. Browne will meet with
cinematographers on Sunday.
be

RKO

this

Held Keynote

Bert
men's

wardrobe

nies with only

Court Expected
Creditors'
claims which were, filed
against
in the company's reorganization proceedings have been reduced by approximately $21,750,000,
it was disclosed in a computation completed yesterday.
The total claims against the company amounted to $55,104,721. Thus,

agreement.
of

group claimed close to 100%
representation in all compa-

Sees Independent Films' Additional Reductions by

Quality Improving

Of President

crafts here today following
the successful negotiation by
George Browne of the IATSE

Offord

By

Outlook with
Cheerful Air
Second instalment of a field survey
on the outlook for 1936.

—

Jan. 3. New Year prophevary from extreme conservafrank assertions that new
to

cies here

tism
records

are

in

prospect.

They

all

have one thing in common, however
an absence of the pessimism that has
been apparent for three years or more.

Omaha
states.

It

is
is

a trade center for three
a barometer for a far-

flung territory.
Roger Babson has
already made the assertion that it has
been only a little behind the rest of
the country in rate of recovery.
The city is the center of 10 rail
'lines, it is the world's greatest butter
producer and a trucking center. Big
things in 1936 were predicted generalwhen interly by business leaders

viewed by the

Some

local

press.

made

public at that
time indicated that the 1935 improvement in new car sales had been 116
statistics

(Continued on page 2)

Strike in Mexico

Seen Ending Soon

Final Voting Nears
For Quigley Awards

By JAMES

BERTRAM

Washington,

Omaha Views

Omaha,

Branches

No Tax Stand

Pact

—

five-year

in All

TEN CENTS

Hollywood, Jan. 3. Optimamong film
reigned
ism

Is for

the In

1936

4,

IATSE

Cut Nearly
22 Million
Indie Support

jtor

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti

VOL.

Alert,

F.

Jan.

3.

LINZ

—President

Roosevelt's statement to Congress tonight that he does not consider new
taxes "necessary or desirable" at this
time is held by observers to be a keynote for this session.
With a Presidential campaign in
prospect and his party in control of
both branches, it is believed that as
many controversial subjects as possible, including films, will be avoided.
The President's decision to deliver
his address in the evening, when, incidentally, more people were at home
to listen to it over the radio, set a
peace-time precedent. The only previous night delivery that can be recalled was President Wilson's call
for

war with Germany

in

1917.

Legislation dealing with the film
industry is not expected to be brought
up for several weeks, until after

Congress has

settled

down and more

(Continued on page 4)

Lawyers, Film

Meet

Men

at St. Louis

—

St. Louis, Jan. 3. Counsel for the
Government, Warners and Paramount
have arrived from Washington and

New York for preliminary
tions for the equity hearing
day

before

Federal

prepara-

on MonJudge Joseph

Molyneaux.
RKO attorneys
due from New York Sunday

West
are

night.

Russell Hardy, Walter Rice and
William R. Benham, representing the
Government, arrived from the Capitol Thursday, the same day Robert
W. Perkins and I. Levinson of the
Warner legal staff came on from
(Continued on page 2)

LOCKHART
Jan. 3. — A settle- See

Wage
Demand

Mexico City,
Increase
December ment of the strike of employees
in
have completed their voting in a day against eight major American disChicago, Jan. 3. Prospects of a
or two, arrangements are to be made tributors, which has lasted since last
for the selection of the two 1935 win- September, is expected shortly by the demand for a 20 per cent wage inners of the Grand Awards in the Federal Labor Department, following crease for operators when existing

As soon

as

judges

for

Chicago

—

exploitation contests conducted by the

Managers' Round Table Club of
Motion Picture Herald.
As was done last year a representative committee taken from the lists
of the 1935 judges will decide upon
the two theatremen to be given the
(Continued on page 4)

the resumption of conversations be- contracts with local theatres expire
tween employers and employees.
Jan. 11 are seen here.
Some department officials have inTheatre operators oppose an indicated that the strike may be settled crease and some observers see a disnext week, which would mean the im- pute of serious proportions in prosmediate release of the major company pect. The first negotiations between
films, withheld from this market since the union and the exhibitors will be
the

strike began.

held early next week.

—

)
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Motion

Picture

The

Hal Horne, Al

Bauer,

Thorgeson, Harry Lawrenson, Lew
Lehr, Neil F. Agnew, Joe Unger,
Milt Kusell, Charlie Reagan,
Chester Erskine, Charles B. Paine,
and Ralph Poucher glimpsed at The
Tavern yesterday.
•

Motion

back to the coast to start work on
new Walter Wanger production
for Paramount, "The
Moon's Our

a

Almanac and The Box-Office Check-Up.

•

Hollywood Bureau: Postal Union Life
Building. Vine and Yucca Streets, Boone
Mancall, Manager; Chicago Bureau: 624
South Michigan Avenue, C. B. O'Neill,
Manager; London Bureau: Remo House,
310
Regent
Street,
London,
W.
1,
Bruce Allan, Representative. Cable address
"Quigpubco,
London";
Berlin
Bureau:
Berlin Tempelhof, Kaiserin - Augustastrasse
28, Joachim K. Rutenberg
Representative;
Paris Bureau:
19,
Rue de la Cour-desNoues, Pierre Autre, Representative; Rome
Bureau: Viale Gorizia, Vittorio Malpassuti,
Representative; Sydney Bureau: 600 George

George W. Weeks and Arthur A.
Lee of G. B. left last night for Buffalo.
They are on a "good will" tour
and

Cliff Holt,
Representative;
MexCity
Bureau: Apartado 269, James
Lockhart, Representative; Glasgow Bureau:
86 Dundrennan Road, G. Holmes, Representative; Budapest Bureau: 3, Kaplar-u,
Budapest,
II,
Endre Hevesi, Representative: Tokyo Bureau: 47 Higashi Gokencho
Ushigome-Ku, H. Tominaga, Representative.
Entered as second class matter, January
4,
1926, at the Post Office at New York

Street,

ico

N. Y., under Act of March 3, 1879.
Subscription rates per year: $6 in the
Americas, except Canada $15 and foreign
City,

Single copies:

$12.

10

cents.

their itinerary includes Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Pittsburg

and Philadelphia.

a

Oscar Serlin, recently named
Paramount production post in

—

died at his home here yesterday. He
was 80 years old. He had resided
here for 11 years and had been ill
for some time.
Burial will be at
Flushing, L. I.
In addition to William, Fox is survived by his widow, Mrs. Rose Fox,
two other sons, Aaron and Maurice,
and three daughters, Mrs. Herman

Livingstone and Mrs. Billie Fried of
New York, and Mrs. Henry Dunn of
Los Angeles.

leaves today
for a vacation in

with Mrs.

east,

Mexico

Serlin

City.

Arthur M. Loew, Joe Bernhard
and Sigmund Romberg lunched at the
Astor yesterday, but not alone, you
understand.

•

Charles Caballero

Plymouth, Worcester, and Art, Springfield, Mass., was in town yesterday.

•

Harry Egert of Progressive Poster and Rex Premiums has returned
Miami.

in

Olga Baclanova has completed
work on a musical Vitaphone short at
the

Brooklyn

plant.

•

Rowland

William
Ritchie

Cham plain

for
today.

sail

and

London

Robert
on

the

•
Rubinoff without his violin ambling down Sixth Ave. yesterday afternoon, unnoticed.
•
Bel Villar, Paramount manager
for Chile, is here for a visit at the

—

—

home

office.

Harry M. and Albert Warner

are

or 20 days in jail, in Special
Sessions for featuring a game in the
theatre. The case will be appealed.
Douglas Fairbanks will arrive on the
Zimmetbaum held that about 250
Aquitania on Tuesday.
He will fly theatres in the borough play games
directly
to
Hollywood,
and
put and he was being made "the goat."
$250,

Fairbanks Due

"Marco

Polo"

into

work

immedi-

Hays, Jr., a Speaker
Hollywood. Jan. 3. Will H. Hays,
Jr., is a member of the Wabash Col-

—

lege Speakers' Bureau, and
ering talks on Hollywood.

is

deliv-

Shirley Grey Married
London, Jan.
married today
English actor.

3.

to

— Shirley

Grey was
Arthur Margetson,

P. T. O.
His selection,
is due
to the fact that he
happens to be located in the trade
center of the territory.

H.

S.

Tammen, Yankton,

S.

D..

is
chairman of the execuboard, which also includes Dale
Goldie, Cherokee, la.
Jennie Wickman, Tekaniah, Neb. R. F. Kehrberg,
Sheldon, la. H. F. Kennedy, Broken

exhibitor,
tive

;

District
Attorney Foley contended
the exhibitor ignored repeated warnings to discontinue the practice.

To Extend

WPA

Neb.

Mone

;

Thompson,

St.

Paul, Neb., and O. C. Johnson, Falls
City,

the

of

Shows
WPA

Although appropriations now on
hand are sufficient to carry the
theatre project up to June only, plans
are now being made to assure its continuance thereafter, Hallie Flanagan,
national director of the project, told
an Actors' Equity meeting yesterday.
The project definitely will not be discontinued in June, she said.

1936

Omaha Views
Outlook with
Cheerful Air
(Continued from page 1)

per

cent

Nebraska

in

over

1933.

Electricity consumption had increased
five million kilowatts
dividends of
;

$1,000,000 were paid by seven
building and loan associations; Omaha
newspapers reported a gain of 1,000,000 lines construction of homes nearly doubled during 1935; the population of 214,006 was nearly
10,000
above the 1930 census figure.

over

;

Charles
the

Williams,

E.

M.P.T.O.

of

president

oft

Nebraska and West-'

ern Iowa,

among

is one of the conservatives
the prophets.

"I can see nothing at all that will
prevent 1936 from being as good as
1935," Williams said.

"At

moment,

are

exhibitors

the present

confronted

changing weather conditions
always a bane to showmen in the
with

prairie

states."

total

Lawyers, Film

membership.

Meet

Men

at St. Louis

"Two

(Continued from page
Cities" Garners
New York. Louis Phillips and
$71,000 at Capitol Cohen
of Paramount arrived
1)

(Continued from page

1)

days of an 11-day run. The first seven
days were good for $86,000.
"Magnificent Obsession," which succeeded
Shirley Temple, chalked up a gross of
$62,000 in the first four days, the
opening day getting $13,000.
"The
Perfect Gentleman" at the Center was
mild at $6,000 and the first week of
"Ah Wilderness" brought jubilant
smiles to the management with $32,000.
"The Bride Comes Home" and

Glenn Gray and the Casa Loma Orchestra at the Paramount tallied $50,000 for the first week.
"Fang and
Claw" at the Rialto for the first week
took in around $12,000, while the Palace with "I Dream Too Much" and
"Another Face" ended with about $8,-

The first week of "Captain
Blood" at the Strand ended with approximately $40,000 and the initial
seven days of "Dangerous" at the Rivoli tallied around §26,000.
All Broadway houses jumped admis000.

sions for

New

Year's Eve.

Roslyn House Loses
In Equipment Case
A

4,

Neb.

At present there are 22 members in
organization.
All new members
come in only on a three-fourths vote

the

of

Dallas, Jan. 3.— T. E. Laird, man- basking under the Miami sun these
ager of the Sack Amusement Enter- days.
prises Dallas office, was the winner
Bronx Theatre Fined
of an all-expense trip to Pasadena to
see the New Year football game. The
Bernard Zimmetbaum of the Tredrive began early in December.
mont, Bronx, yesterday was fined

atelv.

has any connection

M.

the

•

•

Laird Wins Coast Trip

NIDEA

that

with the
he says,

Bow,
to

the

•

Hot Springs, Ark., Jan. 3.
Michael Fox, father of William Fox,

Charles E. Williams, who also is
president of the M. P. T. O. unit, is
business manager of the new organization.
He says this fact does not

;

•

from a vacation

Michael Fox Passes

cies set.

;

-

,

Ass'n., has been selected and officers
have been named.
A contract form is to be drawn
up for presentation to distributors,
but its details are being withheld
until the executive board gets its poli-

Henry Fonda, who arrived here
Monday for a vacation, had to fly mean

Home."
Picture

—

for
the new group NIDEA
NeSaland. braska, Iowa and Dakota Exhibitors'

HARNEY, Nat

T/"l\(. L
Martin Quicley

—

Omaha, Jan. 3. Plans for the
buying combine in this territory have
progressed to the point where a name

—

3

Editor-in-Chief and Publisher

New Midwest Buying
Group Picks a Name

Purely
Personal

DAILY

Saturday, January

for $4,537 was filed
the
N. Y. Supreme
Court in favor of General Talking
Pictures Corp. against Emil T. Rinas,
who formerly operated the Tower in
Roslyn, L. I. The judgment was for
rental of equipment.
The defendant set forth that the
theatre was destroyed by fire on March
18, 1931. The plaintiff "contended that
the apparatus
was undamaged and
offered to install the same apparatus
in another theatre so that Rinas could
continue the contract. The court refused to absolve Rinas from the contract, since the apparatus remained
intact and said there was no provision
in the contract as to possible destruction of the theatre by fire. Rinas was
held to the terms of the agreement.

judgment

yesterday

in

Irving
today.

William Mallard, chief counsel for
RKO Radio Pictures, and Gordon E.
Youngman are due from New York
by plane late Sunday evening. Pressure of business is keeping Mallard
in the east, while Youngman, who has
been vacationing in Miami, returned
to his headquarters late today.

A. C. Thomas, general counsel of
Warners, flew in from South Ameri-

He

is the first out-of-town witsubpoenaed by the Government
to arrive.
Gradwell Sears is en route
from New York and is making a
few stopovers on the way. Cresson
Smith,
western and southern
division sales manager, arrives Sunday.
Jules Levy also is expected to
leave New York tomorrow.
Harry
Arthur,
Irving Lesser and Jack
C.
Partington are slated to arrive Sunday afternoon from New York, while
Milton B. Arthur is due from the

ca.

ness

RKO

coast the

same day.

Neil F. Ao-new is expected to plane
in from the east Sunday night. Major
Isaac E. Lambert, general counsel for
KAO, is expected to attend the last
few days of the hearings.

Census Amusement
Canvass Is Begun
(Continued from page

1

shows, box-office receipts, number of
employes, wages paid and other valuable information. Its outline will be
based upon that of the 1934 survey,
covering the business of the preceding
year, so that comparisons may be
made showing the extent of recovery
in the past two years.
The current census, like the first
taken, is purely experimental but if
it
proves feasible it is probable an
effort will be made to secure legislation for the making of such surveys at
stated periods.

COMPLETE
UNPARALLELED
speed

.

them

all. It is

.

.

fine grain

sired,

— Eastman

the complete

Agreeing that

film.

photographic quality...

it

Super

modern

X

has

negative

leaves nothing to be de-

cameramen and producers

in the bulk of today's

feature

are using

it

productions.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
(J.

E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort Lee,

New

York, Chicago, Hollywood.)
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No Tax Stand

Looking 'Em Over

Of President
Held Keynote
(Continued from page

1)

or less mapped out a program.
Insiders declare that the threat of adverse legislation is very faint.
They
base their belief on the fact that this
is
election year and the services of
the industry will be sought by the
Administration.
In discussing taxes the President
said "Restoration of national income,
which shows continuing gains for the
third successive year supports the

Saturday, January

:

—

;

—

—

Some
among them

are expected,

perennials
censorship

and admission of minors. Arthur K.
Howard of Allied and Joseph Brennan
of the M.P.T.O. are watching the
situation.

World's Fair Bills at Albany

Albany,

Jan.

commission to

3.— Creation
tie

in

the

of a state
state with

progress
of
the
New York
World's Fair of 1939, and authorization of a $5,100,000 bond issue by the
city of New York for such purpose
are the subjects of two bills introthe

duced

in the legislature at

Albany.

Editor Says Spain
Likes Film Cleanup
(Continued from page

1)

the Catholic Parents' Assn. in Spain.
The letter follows
"We congratulate you most heartily
on the news reports that you have
sent us which are evidence that there
has been noticeable improvement in
the morality of pictures that are being publicly exhibited in your country.

"We

are happy also to report that
Spain we, too, have noticed
that in all motion picture productions coming from the United States
there is a marked improvement."

here in

Karen Morley Recovering
Hollywood,

—

MOTION PICTURE DAILY*

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

(Continued from page

notes held by Consolidate
Film Industries.
The secured debt of
is $13,
968,500 and approximately $19,500,
000 of other claims probably will b
ultimately allowed by the court sub
ject to further reduction.
Many o
the claims in the latter classification
can be offset by provisions for thei

RKO

allowance
plan

:

RKO

talization

approximately

of

£27,

500,000.

The

capitalization

of

Paramoun

outstanding upon the consummation o:
the
company's
reorganization
wai
$61,441,806 and 1,610,452 shares
common stock, by comparison.

Final Voting Nears
For Quigley Awardt
(Continued from page 1)
free air trips to Hollywood via
where the Grand Awards are to b<
presented, some time in February oi

TW/

Report Virginia Deal
Reports are
Jan. 3.
Dominion
that
the
current
here
Amusement Corp., headed by Elmer
H. Brient, is negotiating for four

Los Angeles

houses

—

Petersburg and Richmond.

Fifth

Week

"The Making

for "King"

of a King" with Emil
Jannings being held for a fifth and
final week at Krellberg's Bijou. General Foreign Sales Corp. is the distributor here.

j

March.
It is expected that ranking production executives, stars and directors
will attend the award ceremonies. Ar!

entertainment program for the visiting theatremen during their Hollywood stay is also being formulated.

Wall Street

giving that patronage opportunity to laugh at the "wise" city folks. It
has been smartly conceived and intelligently directed and acted.
Romance, drama and suspense are given a hokum twist, with action.
Marguerite Churchill, teacher, is in love with William Gargan, small
town reporter. She admires the bad men of history, with "Chic" Sale,
old gunfighter, amusingly aiding that admiration. Ricardo Cortez, gangster, breaks jail, and is pursued by a trainload of G-Men and star reporters.
Miss Churchill, succumbing to his sentimental pleas, hides
him. Gargan is made to appear a fool to the pursuers, but overhears
Cortez and his gang plan the robbery of a local bank. Unable to convince Russell Simpson, sheriff, or G-Man chief Addison Richards,
Gargan and Miss Churchill start a run on the bank. The gang finds
it empty, and the law arrives for the capture after Sale blows their tires
with his quick shooting. Gargan, with his big scoop, is offered big city
jobs but decides to stay home with Miss Churchill.
The two leading players are capable, with Sale and Maude Eburne
supplying lively comedy. Cortez is good as the gangster. William
Clemons' direction portrays the small towner as smarter than the city
man. Roy Chanslor's screen play from Earl Baldwin's story is clever.
The folks who are heroized in it should like the film.
Production Co'de Seal No. 1,783. Running time, 65 minutes. "G."

in

in

Among

tbl
most important of such claims is thai
of Rockefeller Center, amounting t
$8,207,000. Provisions for this clain
could be made in a plan of reorgani
zation which would reduce it by fron
$4,000,000 to $6,000,000.
From this
unofficial
estimates are made tha
could reorganize with a capi

—

Richmond,

amounts

reduced

at

reorganization.

of

Warners)
Hollywood, Jan. 3. A comedy, this satirizes G-Men and big shot
newspaper reporters, and evidently was produced for the small town,
(

1)

secured

"Man Hunt"

Jan. 3. Karen Morley
is recovering in a hospital here from
an emergency operation for appendicitis.
She was stricken yesterday
while working on a picture at the
airport.

Cut Nearly
22 Millior!

—

mations, with the beer spigots opened in time to the music, the glasses
raised with flourishes and the gunmen embroidering beer mugs on
the wall with their six-shooters.
Miss Swarthout calls her vigilantes with songs and they answer in
massed choruses. John Boles strides up to the bar of a frontier saloon
whistling and the faro and roulette players join in melodiously. Even
Charles Bickford joins in a full-throated duet with Boles after inviting
him to join his gang of night-raiders. This may explain why cowboys
wear high heels and fancy handkerchiefs just a charming old Spanish
normal and logical policies under custom.
which agriculture and industry are
Between raids there is a fiesta, during which Miss Swarthout sings
returning to full activity. Under these
and dances and just before the final big raid on Don Pascual Castro's
policies we approach a balance of the
ranch there is another party with music. It's full of music.
national budget.
National income inThe story is based on David Belasco's play and is set in the days
creases tax receipts, based on that income, increase without the levying of after the Mexican War when the Spanish landholders were the victims
new taxes. That is why I am able of American adventurers, who were stealing their lands because the
to say to this, the second session of proud Spaniards refused to register them.
Bickford is the leader of
the 74th Congress, that based on ex- the American adventurers, Miss Swarthout is Rosita Castro, daughter
isting laws it is my belief that no
of Don Pascual Castro (H. B. Warner) in the day time and Don
new taxes, over and above the present
Carlos, leader of the vigilantes, at night. Boles is a G-Man of the 1852
taxes, are advisable or necessary."
Devoting himself chiefly to a dis- vintage. He foils the bandits and wins the girl in a final duet.
Willie Howard, as a Jewish-Mexican caballero, and Herb Williams
cussion of war thoughts abroad and
to a challenge to those whom he as the first insurance agent on the coast, furnish all of the laughs.
declared would undo all that has been
Don Alvarado, Harry Woods, Grace Bradley, Charlotte Granville,
accomplished by the Administration Minor Watson, Pedro de Cordoba, Russell Powell
and others are in
in the past three years, the Presithe cast. It is a strong assemblage of talent
strong enough, in fact,
dent divulged little of his plans for
to support a good story if there were one.
legislation.
The photography is excellent, the direction by Marion Gering is
better than in most westerns, and the cutter did a good job in preventFew Bills Thus Far in Mass.
Boston, Jan. 3. Film bills have ing the action from interfering with the music.
Production Code Seal No. 1,463. Running time, 82 minutes. "G."
been scarce among the batch of 295
measures handed in to the clerks of
the Senate and House which got

underway yesterday.

RKO Claims

"Rose of the Rancho"
{Paramount)
"Rose of the Rancho" is unique it is the first western with a Met
ropolitan Opera star and the first one to have thieving outlaws of the
Gold Rush days stop their raiding long enough to sing in chorus for

193]

4,
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in All
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1936

the Bench

Defense Move

Argued First
At St. Louis

Steady Pickup, Gain in Reported Move Aftermath
Employment Cited
Of IATSE Deal

Dismissal Motions Come
Before Judge Today

Third instalment of a survey

)ie

on

outlook in the field for 1936.

Philadelphia, Jan.

5.

— Encouraged

the revival of attendance in 1935
ind the Sunday show vote, exhibitors
pere are almost unanimous in predicting that 1936 will be the brightest
irear since 1930.
"New year forecasts," one exhibitor
but it, "are usually 90 per cent wishulfillment and plain optimism, but
fight now we have more than airy
\y

Promise to go on. The year just endj:d
showed a steady pickup and the
outburst of holiday trade in the deoartment stores, which averaged 10
:o 20 per cent better than 1934, plus
most extravagant New Year's
l:he
celebration in the theatres and
flight clubs that Philadelphia has seen
since pre-prohibition days, are sure indications that there is more money to
spent by the amusement loving
ibe
portion of the public."
[Eve

A. R. Boyd and Frank

\

YORK, MONDAY, JANUARY

the

Agrees 1936 In Drive for
Outlook Good
Closed Shop

'

|

Intelligent

DAILY

Motk

'OL.

Alert,

W.

Buhler

(Continued on page 8)

•

Introduces Alien

Congress
— The only
Jan.

Bill in
Washington,

5.

measure directly affecting the industry introduced into Congress at the
opening session was a resolution, submitted by Representative Dickstein of
New York, to regulate the entry of
alien musicians and actors.

The

resolution requires that all such
persons, unless of conspicuous ability
or engaged for positions of superior
talent, before embarking, obtain per(Continucd on page 6)

Hutchinson Cheerful
On the 1936 Outlook
Walter
pointed

J.

Hutchinson, recently ap-

general

foreign

Twentieth Century-Fox,

mism

for the
in store

new

year.

manager

reflects opti-

He

Wisconsin Has 399
Open, Report Shows
Milwaukee, Jan. — There are 399
5.

theatres open in the Wisconsin territory, representing a total seating capacity of 242,471, according to the
1936 annual guide for Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan issued from the local
Film Board of Trade.
This figure
was the same at the start of 1935.

The guide shows 62

affiliated

houses

the territory and 444 indenendent,
of which 399 are in Wisconsin.
in

—

St. Louis, Jan. 5.
Preliminary to
hearing the Government's application
for a temporary injunction against

sees this

;

St. Louis, Jan.

Molyneaux, who

5.

—Judge Joseph W.

preside at the
equity hearing here on a preliminary
and
injunction against Warner,
Paramount for alleged refusal to sell
film to F. & M. houses, is from MinneBorn at Bellevue, Ky., Dec.
apolis.
12, 1862, he studied at Miami Univerwill

RKO

sity,

Oxford, O., and graduated from

the University of Cincinnati law school
He started practicing in
in 1882.
Minneapolis in 1884.
He served for
12 years, from 1913, as a judge in
In
the district court of Minneapolis.
1925 he was named to the U. S. District court there, serving in that court

957,000,000 Total
British Attendance

—

London, Jan. 5. Attendance at the
4,305 theatres in Great Britain during 1935 reached 957,000,000, an average of 18,500,000 weekly, the total
admission expenditure for the year
reaching £40,950,000 (approximately
$200,000,000), according to the report
of an industry survey given by Simon
Rowson before the Royal Statistical
Society here.
Nearly £7,000,000 went to the GovThe
ernment as entertainment tax.
average number of seats per theatre
In
is 900, according to the report.
London there is one seat for every
Rowson declared
14 of population.
the danger of overseating is serious,
(Continued on page 6)

"Pictures of truly international apwill reap the greatest benefit.
America, of course, has the international pictures and the machinery for
turning them out."

Schaefer About Set
Say Detroit United
On New Connection
After More Houses
George
resigned

J.

as

Schaefer, who recently
vice-president in charge

of sales at Paramount, is expected to
announce his new affiliation during the

week.
Schaefer,

it

is

understood, has not

been

subpoenaed for the St. Louis
equity action which starts today before
Federal Judge Joseph

W.

Molyneaux.

RKO

Warners,

of

"The general business recovery
which started in 1934 should continue
throughout the world in 1936 in this
general world recovery the motion
picture business should get its share.
peal

—

Hollywood, Jan. 5. The Screen
Actors' and Writers' Guilds here are
said to be setting the stage for a concerted drive for the closed shop, which
would replace the present Academyproducer pacts, if successful, following the feverish drive of all film crafts
to gain producer recognition and establish lOO per cent closed shop in the
studios, as the result of the I. A. T.
S. E. five-year agreement with studios.
Bert Offord of the wardrobe men's
group said the basic closed shop agreement does not affect wages. Wage
problems probably will be adjusted at
a series of meetings scheduled by unrecognized groups during February
in New York.
This is the first time
the wardrobe group has ever approached a closed shop agreement in
the studios.
It is understood the assistant directors have revived their A. F. of L.
affiliation in a step toward the closed
shop.
Painters, makeup artists and
laborers are taking action similar to
It is understood
that of the guilds.
George Browne, I. A. president, has
closed the doors of his organization to
first cameramen, who are all A. S. C.
reported, however,
members.
It is
that the cameramen are bending every
effort to obtain I. A. cards.

—

Detroit. Jan. 5. United Detroit
Theatres are reported seeking more
neighborhood theatres, some of them
probably in competition with the
Schreiber, Smilay and London circuit.
United, through George Trendle, on
Jan. 1 took over the Regent and
Rosedale which formerly had been
operated by Mrs. Ida Katz.

and Paramount for assertedly refusing to sell their product
to F. & M., Federal Judge Joseph
West Molyneaux of Minneapolis on
Monday will hear arguments by counsel for the three distributors to dismiss the equity proceedings. Countering these pleas will be argument by
Russell Hardy, representing the Gov-

ernment.
Attorneys for Warners, Paramount
and
will contend, as they did in
separate petitions filed within the last
two weeks in Federal Court here, that
the phases covered in the civil action
were disposed of on Nov. 11 when a
jury unanimously acquitted Harry M.

RKO

Warner,

Herman Starr,
(Continued on page 6)

Gradwell

Hardy Refuses

to

Agree to a Delay
—

St. Louis, Jan. 5.
Russell Hardy,
Government attorney, has refused to
join
with Cravath, de Gersdorff,
Swaine & Wood in a move for a
postponement of
the
civil
action

against

Paramount

Warners,

and

RKO,

scheduled for hearing on Monday in Federal Court before Judge
Joseph W. Molyneaux.
The delay
was sought because Frederick H.
Wood is in bed with the grippe in

New York.
Wood was

co-counsel with ex-Sena-

James A. Reed in representing
Warners in the criminal action last

tor

(Continued on page 6)

Goldwyn Plans Eight
Costing $10,000,000

—

Hollywood, Jan. 5. Samuel Goldwyn will spend more than $10,000,000
on eight pictures

this

year,

said

to

be his biggest as an independent producer.
His first will be Sinclair
for
"Dodsworth,"
bought
Lewis'
$160,000.
The rest of the program includes
Edna Ferber's "Come and Get It,"
"Hurricane," to be filmed in the South
"Perfectly Good Women," to
Seas
Star Miriam Hopkins, Billie Burke
;

and David Niven
Eddie Cantor in
"Pony Boy," a Merle Oberon starring
vehicle and two stories to be selected.
;

_

;;
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Charles Reagan leaves today for
swing of Paramount western ex-

changes under his supervision.
•
Betjlah Livingstone, despite an
injured arm, is attending to her duties
as usual at Universal.

•

Herman Weinberg
from

Baltimore

•

Dave Bader

Nell and Lynn Farnol

in the rules for nominafor the cinematography award
this year, according to John Arnold,
chairman of the photographic section
of the Academy Technicians' Branch.
The rules provide that each cameraman in the industry will be invited to
submit for consideration the names of
his two best productions during the
year. From this list a committee consisting of laboratory and camera department heads will choose the three
productions to be nominated for the
award. In choosing the three nominees, the committee will probably project the top 25 or 30 productions,

Spyros Skouras
St.

Milton

B.

without sound, to give complete concentration on photographic values, as
year.

—

dis-

the 18th floor of the Schroeder Hotel

which

expects to occupy about
Feb. 15. The local chapter has been
located for the past year in the Plankinton hotel. It is planned to hold a
dinner dance some time in February
at the Schroeder.
it

Arthur

Eric Linden due

by plane for

arrives in St.

in

from the coast

•
.

.

;

;

Harry

Altshuler,
Kansas City, treasurer, and G. C. McGinnis, secretary.
The ladies' auxiliary of the club
Strassburg,
Mrs.
Juanita
elected
Kansas City, president Mrs. Gertrude
Allen, Leavenworth, Kans., Mrs. Mary
Francis, St. Louis, and Mrs. Viola
vice-presidents
Fairley,
Houston,
Mrs. Etta Smith, secretary, and Mrs.
Helen B. Smith, treasurer.
Chapters from other cities represented at the convention were Los

vice-president

;

spending

sister of

two

Kath-

months

in

work at the Hull House.
William K. Hollander and Mrs.
Hollander have left for Mexico City

for

three-week vacation and plea-

a

sure trip.

Sam Clark is handling the campaign for the opening of "A Midsummer Night's Dream" in downstate
houses.
at

Universal, leaves this week for Hollywood to spend the winter. She plans
to return in May.
Jean Goldfarb of the Fox exchange
is enroute to California by way of the
Panama Canal.

John Kneebone,

sales

•
.

Louis,

Relief Theatre in
K. C. Gets $15,000

—

City, Jan. 5. The Works
Progress Administration has allotted
$15,000 for the relief of unemployed
actors, actresses, and stage hands in
Jackson County (Kansas City, Mo.,
and environs).
Under William B. Stone, assistant
director, approximately 31 persons connected with the stage now out

Kansas

WPA

of unemployment began Jan. 3 to
receive salaries ranging from $58 to
$79 a month for rehearsing and presenting plays at such public instituas the
County Poor Farm,
tions
charity hospitals and public gather-

The employment will last about
months, and will benefit actors,
stagehands, an electrician, carpenter,
property man and wardrobe mistress.

RKO Men End

Confabs

Traveling

of
the
representatives
Distributing Corp. home office
concluded their annual round-table
discussions here on Saturday. Attending the sessions were A. A. Schubart.
P.
contract department manager
J.
Skelly, in charge of branch operations
M. G. Poller, in charge of the
play date department, and the following traveling representatives William
McShea, Elmer Sedin, Ned Clarke,

RKO

;

:

Emmett Chasman, Ray O'Brien,

T.

J.

Schnitzer and R. E. Helms.

manager

of
Wilding Pictures closed several deals
for features in St. Louis.
The company will move to the old Essanay
studios this month.
.

St.

;

Evelyn Ehrenborg, PBX-pert

.

Chicago,

;

six

Marion Hepburn,
is

Angeles, Mrs. A. K. Kline
Mrs. John R. Castle, and
Mrs. Catherine Oliver.

Cites

Alexander Korda, Rene Clair,
Robert Donat, Sir Connop Guthrie
and C. M. Woolf presented to Queen
Mary at the Leicester Square charity
premiere of "The Ghost Goes West."
Robb Lawson, late publicity chief
United Artists, free-lancing, and
handling press work for the Lumiere
anniversary celebration at Polytech-

—

in 1936 will

amount to more
1935, and "for

$600,000 over
years more our taxes will
steadily increase even under existing
laws."
He pointed out that. unless
business increases the added cost will
have to be borne by employes and
stockholders eventually.

than

several

of

Warners Buy

decision in a move to amend the
of complaint in a case involving

—

bs
tl

Reliance
Theatre,
Inc.,
Lockpoi
against Schine Theatres, Inc., Glover
ville, and most of the larger distribu
ing
companies.
The suit is f<
$300,000 damages, allegedly receive
from a conspiracy in restraint of trac
in violation of the anti-trust

law

In his decision, Judge Knight grante
the plea of the defendants, who argue
their case early in December, ths
paragraphs one to 25 of both the orif
inal bill of complaint and a previous!
amended bill be stricken out. The;
paragraphs attack the defendants £
violators of the
code, since tH
suit was started before that body e>
pired, and also allege that defendant
tried to deprive Reliance of lease
property by conspiring with lessees.In the latter case, Judge Knight d<
cided that insufficient evidence ha
been produced to sustain any charg;
He rejected a plea to strike out th
rest of the bill of complaint, deal in
with a conspiracy to violate anti-tru;
laws, but set no future date for hearin

NRA

the case.

The complete

list

of defendants

ir

Schine Theatre:
Inc., Dominion Operating Co. Ino
Schine Theatrical Co., Inc., J. Mye
Schine, Louis W. Schine, Vitagrapl
Inc.,
First National Pictures Dis

eludes,

the

besides

;

MGM

Corp.,
Distributing Corp., Fo
Film Corp., Paramount Pictures Dis'
Corp., United Artists Corp., Columbi
Pictures Corp., Universal Film Ex

change, Inc., and

RKO

Corp.

Kusell Closes First
Local Circuit Dea
The

first

of three local independen,
been closed by Mil

circuit deals has

New York

Kusell,

state district

mani

ager of Paramount, with the signing
o*f a two-year contract by the A. H
Schwartz Century circuit. After oni

week

of negotiation a deal was close<
first picture dated
The pact provides for 100 per cen
output and includes theatres pooler,
with Century in Huntington Station
Floral Park and Queens, L. I.
last

Friday and the

Discussions with George Skouras
are expected to wind up today or tomorrow. Kusell has had no negotiations with Joseph Seider of the Prudential circuit, but it is expected tha
this group will close shortly after th*

Skouras deal.
This is the first time Paramount has
closed an important independent circuit deal so late in the season.

Poole Denies Deal
H. W. Poole, in a letter to Motion
Picture Daily, emphatically denies
he

turned

has

over

Klamath Falls, Ore.,
of San Francisco

his theatres in
to George Mann
as
reported on

Nov. 9.
Poole

operates the Liberty, Pine
Tree, Chiloquin, Orpheus and Pelican
in the

in Florida

Reliance-Schin

—

Frank W.
Jan. 5.
Lovejoy, president of Eastman Kodak,
declared here that the taxes of the

company

London

Tax Increase

Rochester,

I

Buffalo, Jan. 5. Federal Judj
John Knight has handed down a spi

ings.

Chicago

.

Move

Milwaukee, Jan. 5. Variety Club
taking new and larger quarters on

here,

left

shortly.

social service

is

on a

Louis yesterday.
•

arine,

to

sail

•

tion

Milwaukee Club

Hollywood

then back to

;

four weeks' cruise along the Spanish
Main in a few days.

no changes

be
tributed within the next week.

leaves for

a couple of weeks
London.
•

in

5.

will

look

to

foreign film situation.

Louis today by plane from the coast.
•

For Camera Awards
Hollywood, Jan. — There will be

ballots

today
over the

arrives

On

John R. Castle, Shreveport, La., president John R. Francis, East St. Louis,
George Howk,
111., first vice-president
Kansas City, second vice-president
David Stevens, Kansas City, third and

;

•

1879.
in the
foreign

No Change Planned

was done last
Nomination

has called a special
T. O. A. for Wed-

tend.

3,

Subscription rates per year: $6
except Canada $15 and
Single copies: 10 cents.
$12.

Americas,

and

session of the I.
nesday to discuss the organization's
ball to be held at the Astor on Jan.
11.
About 1,000 are expected to at-

Ku, H. Tominaga, Representative.
Entered as second class matter, January
4,

will

business and optimistic prospects was
the theme of the five-day convention
of the Heart of America Showmen's
Club at the Coates House here.
The circus and carnival men elected

193

6,

Ruling Made

Split

5.

and Milt Kusell
leave tomorrow for Albany and

.

Optimistic

At Kansas City Meet
— Improved
Kansas City, Jan.

UNGER

J.

J

Martin Quigley

Showmen

Purely
Personal

i

No. 4

1936

Monday, January

Oregon

city.

Miami Beach, Jan. 5. It has been
Set Short Release
George reported here that Harry and Albert
Mexico City, Jan. 5.— Tom Mix Busby of
Celebrated Pictures' third issue of
British off to Warner have purchased ocean front
was a sensation here on his visit as Canada and Hollywood for location property for the purpose of erecting the "New York Uncensored" short
honor guest of the Mexican Cowboys' shots and casting deals for the residences. It is understood approxi- series will be ready for release Feb.
Ass'n,
Rouben Mamoulian is here Maureen O'Sullivan and Richard mately $200,000 was paid for 400 feet 1, under the title, "Secret Operator
also.
Arlen vehicle, "The Barrier."
28 1/2."
of beach frontage.

Tom Mix

in

Mexico

nic,

Feb. 20.

Geoffrey

Barkas
Gaumont

and

Thank heaven

Another big Cosmopolitan Production coming January 25th, starring

didn't quffe

it

role

is

feeling,

CLICK AT ANY
to the act.on
HIS BEST, WILL
peal being limited
this one can
BOX OFFICE.
houses and dates,
Zero
while a picture play anywhere. ''Ceiling
Every once in a

of he bg
reminds one of some
foe
Zero" does war pictures except that the
holds you; "Ceiling
picobstacles. Cagney
of those big
is weather
that. It is one
leading
O'Brien play the
with you, one

comes along that

tures that lingers

just grips

Cagney

and

and

that makes
a point to see. roles with a sincerity
that you make
carr.es
cons.d- for reality. Stuart Erwin
When good pictures are
Frank
plenty of most of the comedy.
ered,this one deserves
success
the stage
the mot.on Wead wrote
consideration. From
and he also did
down to the of the same title
picture palaces
The picture
it

screenplay.
box-office. the
shooting galleries it's
work Howard
intense speaks for his
suspense,
of
Loaded with
deserves the h.ghest
comedy, and Hawks
sentiment,
directand
drama,
for producing
carries a praise
that grips
a story that really
work
a piece of
ing
though
Even
punch, it can't miss.
picture does.
wise one as this
the
of
one
plays

Cagney

JAMES

toned

LOADED gU y types, his regular state.
PICTURE
BIG
A
to a more
ACTION AND down
a more serious
WITH SUSPENSE,
Instead there is
AT
CAGNEY
apEMOTION, WITH
and instead o the

I

O'Brien
With

June

Travis

•

Stuart

Erwin

MacLane • Henry Wadsworth
Martha Tibbetts • Isabel Jewell
Barton

Directed

by
A

First

HOWARD HAWKS
National Picture

MULTIPLY THIS BY FIFTEEN
and you'll have a rough estimate of the
amazing volume of preview cheers handed to this show! Further details soon.

!

LISTEN TO THE
"ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT PICTURE
OF THE YEAR"
.

.

.

Motion

Picture Dail

"OPENED WITH CROWDS STANDING IN LINE..
STRIKES HOME TO THE HEARTS OF PEOPLE"
.

.

.

Eileen

Creelman, N.

Y.

Su

"A WOMAN'S PICTURE AND A WOMAN'S PICTUR
IS A BOX OFFICE PICTURE
WILL RATE HIGH It
FIRST TEN PICTURES OF THE YEAR"!
.

.

.

.

A. C.

.

.

Hayman, Lafayette

Theatre, Buffah

UNIVERSALIS

MAGNIFICENT

.

!

GRAND CHORUS!
Ii

MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION SURE-FIRE BOX

OFFICE PICTURE

7

'!
.

.

.

Hollywood Reporter

TO DELIGHT FEMININE PICTURE FANS
SATISFYING EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCE ... A

'SURE
\

FIRST

. .

RATE MOVIE"!
.

.

.

Blond Johaneson, N.

Y.

Mirror

'ONE OF GRANDEST PICTURES HAVE EVER SEEN
ANTICIPATE MARVELOUS BOX OFFICE"
I

.

.

lohn Hamrick, Hamrick Theatres, Seattle

/

OBSESSION
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Defense Move

Argued
At St. Louis
First

(Continued from page 1)

Sears, Ned E. Depinet, George J.
Schaefer and the various companies
with which they are identified, of indictment charges.
Summonses have been issued for approximately 50 witnesses from New

York

and the local area.

Those who

have been served will appear in court
Included on the subpoena
Monday.
are John E. Otterson, Leo Spitz,

list

Austin C. Keough, A. C. Thomas, Ned
E. Depinet, Neil F. Agnew, Spyros
Cresson E.
Skouras, Jules Levy,
Smith, the Arthur Brothers, Jack

Sam B. JefHerman Starr, Gradwell Sears,
Thomas M. Dysart, M. A. Rosenthal,
Partington, Irving Lesser,

fries,

Fred Wehrenberg, John S. Leahy,
David Levinson, Frederick H. Kreismann, Jacob Chasnoff, Joseph Grand,
Frederick W. Strauss, Allen L. SnyMauder, Hall Walsh, J. M. Ulmer,
Clarence D. Hill,
rice Schweitzer,
Clayton D. Lynch, Joseph Garrison,
Ben B. Reingold, William Feldstein,
Charles Kurtzman, Edmond T. Koeln,
Harry Greenman and Dinty Moore.
The jury trial on indictment charges
took six and a half weeks during
which many witnesses spent considerable time in the court
being called.

room without

Thomas on Hand
In the criminal trial, the period covered was three years to Jan. 11, the
date the indictments were handed
down. The equity case extends this
time to the present and, therefore,
gives the Government additional latitude for introduction of new evidence

and exhibits.
Although the three respondent companies have not increased their legal
staffs to any extent, the Government
has assigned Walter Rice, who opposed Frederick H. Wood on the
Jacob Schechter-NRA poultry case,
and two other Washington staff men
District Attorney
to assist Hardy.
Harry C. Blanton, Harold Schilz and

Monday, January

MOTION PICTURE DAILYS

Ohio Cuts Only 27
Of 660 Reels Seen
Columbus,

Jan.

5.

— The

Ohio cen-

board reviewed a total of 660
reels in December, ordering eliminasor

tions in but 27.

For the week ending Dec.
was but one deletion in 136

The above compares with
ordered in 437 reels
during November.
tions

19,

there

reels.

20 dele-

reviewed

to

(Continued from page 1)

October and November. Bruce Bron
ley, an associate of Wood, arrived la'
today from the east to replace Woo
Samuel W. Fordyce, Paramount a
(Paramount)
torney here, is convalescing at h
Hollywood, Jan. 5. Hit tunes, plenty of gags and Bing Crosby's home from pneumonia. The defens
drawing power make this a potential box-office winner. It is good desire for a week's postponement wi
musical comedy with a transatlantic shipboard background. The film be opposed by Hardy on the groun
affords Crosby his best role to date. However, judicious cutting would that the defense has other competet
counsel, and that the case is too hi
speed up the action in spots.
Adapted from the well known musical comedy by Howard Lindsay and portant to be delayed, since every da
the plaintif
Russel Crouse, with lyrics by Cole Porter, the thread of story is the means financial loss to
The first question to be disposed <
plentiful
laughs
and
vocal
ensembles.
which
are
strung
the
hokum
on
usual
is the point of res adjudicata, raise
Crosby, as a young broker, trails Ida Lupino aboard ship instead of by the defense. Hardy said Saturdas
continuing his work for Robert McWade, his employer, who is taking he will present court decisions to su»
light triangle plot is injected by Ethel Merman, who tain his contention that the result i
the same trip.
winds up by trying to fix things with Miss Lupino for Crosby. Aboard the criminal case last November hi
the ship and minus money for his passage, Crosby falls in with Charles no bearing on the equity case.
Ruggles, public enemy No. 13, who is posing as a pious clergyman.
Agnew on 24-Hour Call
Crosby sings his way out of one mess into another, with Ruggles and
Neil F. Agnew, vice-president i
Arthur Treacher providing laughs aplenty. Mixed identities are involved
charge of Paramount sales, has bee
in the windup with Crosby winning the girl in a Paramount news truck
granted permission by Hardy to re
for a novelty fadeout.
main in New York on 24 hours' cal
Lewis Milestone directed skillfully with tongue-in-cheek humor Efforts to secure similar privilege
balanced by expert timing.
The direction is the picture's high spot. for John E. Otterson and Austin C
Miss Merman's personality is infectious. The photography of Karl Keough were unavailing. It is undei
stood many of those subpoenaed ha
Struss is top-notch. This one should please all customers.
asked to be excused until wantex
Production Code Seal, No. 1,754. Running time, 97 minutes. "G."
which brought about the refusals.
Sources close to the bondholder:
protective committee of the Ambasss
dor, Missouri and New Grand Cer
St.
tral today revealed that the committe
Is
on Monday will seek permission C
Rumblings of a
St. Louis, Jan. 5.
The Society of M. P. Engineers the court to intervene on behalf c
price war as a result of his moving will hold its spring meeting at the the Government.
It
is
understoo
up the matinee change hour at the Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago, some discussions have been held i
Ambassador, Missouri and New Grand April 27-30. W. C. Kunzmann, con- this connection and if such a mov
Central from 6 P.M. to 7 :30 P.M. are vention vice-president, has completed were granted it is likely a prominen
denied by Harry C. Arthur, who arrangements and appointed local com- local lawyer will be retained.
arrived today from New York to mittees.
It is said there are 6,000 bondhold
Seven technical sessions are
attend the equity hearings in Federal scheduled, with the semi-annual ban- ers financially interested in the out

"Anything Goes'

—

!

A

Louis Price War
Denied by Arthur

—

Court.

SMPE Spring Meet

In Chicago April 27

quet set for April 29.

Arthur contends that

last fall inde-

pendent exhibitors agreed to hike admissions if the three theatres would
change matinee prices at 6 P.M. The
agreement was never kept, Arthur
states, and hence he has returned to
the old schedule of admissions.

Talks Are Held to

Committee chairmen are
C. H.
Stone, local arrangements and reception; Herbert Griffin, projection; O.
F. Neu, apparatus exhibit
Mrs. C.
H. Stone, hostess for entertainment of
:

;

women

guests.

series of conferences, looking to
strike, are scheduled for

end the long
Tuesday.

week.

Fete Charles L. Dooley

—

957,000,000 Total
British Attendance
(Continued from pane

1)

unless "the balance can be secured by
a national drive" for new patrons.
Close to 1,500 films were registered
during the year. Of the 667 features,
190 were British.
Domestic films,
Rowson reported, were in excess of
the minimum required for the quota.
The average number of screenings per
British film was 7,420, and for foreign films 6,900.
The London area
has 401 theatres, he reported.

injunction,

group will

it

is

drop

held the F. & M
the three theatres

In this case, the rentals will ceas>
unless a new operator takes over th
properties.

—

End Mexican

new

come of the equity case. In the even
Government is denied a temporar

the

Vaudeville Back in Introduces Alien
RKO Boston Theatre
Bill in Congresi

—

follow as in the previous case had not
been determined today.
Most of the out-of-town witnesses
arrived this afternoon and evening.

19?

Agree to a Dela

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

Boston, Jan. 5. Vaudeville has reStrike turned
to the RKO Boston, and double
John S. Claggett will also work with
By JAMES LOCKHART
features have been scrapped.
This
Hardy. Abel Cary Thomas, general
5.
local puts stage shows back into two of
The
Mexico
City,
Jan.
counsel for Warners, arrived the other
major
American
eight
branches
of
the
the first run houses.
The Metropoliday from South America to assist Exdistributors here have been consulting tan is the other. Rumors that Loew's
Senator James Reed, Wood, Robert
home offices by telephone and Orpheum will return to the single-feaW. Perkins, Jeffries and I. Levinson. their
concerning propositions sub- ture vaudeville policy it dropped a few
RKO and Paramount have not added telegraph
mitted in the first of a series of con- months ago are discounted.
to their legal talent.
ferences with employes, who have
Smaller houses are, in some inHarry Arthur, chief witness for the
A stances, using vaudeville one night a
been on strike since September.
Government in the criminal proceedings, will be the first witness to be
called by Hardy. Whether Dysart will

Hardy Refuses

6,

Paterson, Jan. 5.
Charles L.
Dooley, district manager of Warner
theatres in Passaic, Bergen, and Morris counties, was feted here at a dinner tendered him by theatre managers.
He was presented a basket of
imported liquors at the conclusion of
dinner.
Donald Jaycocks of
the
Newark, general zone manager for
New Jersey, was the guest speaker.

(Continued from page

1)

mission to enter from the Secretary
of Labor.
It also provides for re
ciprocity with other nations, providin:
that the total number of citizens o
any country who may enter during an;
fiscal year shall not exceed the num
ber of citizens of the United State
permitted to enter the foreign countr
in a like period.
Hearings probably will be held be
fore any effort is made to bring tb
resolution up in the House, but m
calendar has yet been prepared by tb
immigration committee, to which
i

was

referred.

Seattle

Paramount Cuts

—

5.
Admissions a
Jan.
Paramount, Hamrick-Evergreei
Effec
first run, have been reduced.
tive this week, all seats ar*» 20 cent
from opening until 1 P.M., 25 cent
from 1 until 5 o'clock and 30 cent
Theatre thereafter. The former scale was 21
Albany, Jan. 5. Vandolmar The- 30 and 40 cents. The house will con
rui
atre Corp. has been incorporated here tinue on its dual feature first
by Sidney Framer, Arnold Dumey policy, according to Manager Do:
Geddes.
and Herman M. Kaback.

Form Vandolmar

—

Seattle,

the

ole

r^ievfet 8 ^

,

im^oJuced

in
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Philadelphia

Agrees 1936
Outlook Good

Lincoln,

(Continued from
ful

Fox

the

Hilton

hopes

nado"

ptu/c 1)

joined in expressing cheerfor the new year, basing

findings on the growth in busiduring the latter half of 1935.
"Unquestionably
more people are
working than were a year ago and
they are spending more money for
their

ness

amusement."

They both

issued the warning, howaudiences are becoming
more discriminating and that 1936
would mark a new high in their seever,

that

lectivity.

Another exhibitor followed along
the "discrimination" theory by issuing
the warning that while top-rank production was increasing in worth and
box-office appeal, "audiences will not
pay to see a double-feature picture
unless it's on a double-feature bill."
Independent exhibitors are torn in
several directions regarding the new
year in view of the so far fruitless
attempts to weld together a 100 per
Elecent independent organization.
ments of the I.E.P.A. and the M.P.T.
O. joined in December in the IndeTheatre
Motion
Picture
Owners, but the original M.P.T. O.,
headed by its president, Lewen Pizor,
pendent

declared that the old organization will
"Call me the
continue in existence.
said
one
Exhibitor',"
'Forgotten
canny local film man, "and you can
quote me as predicting about six indie
organizations during 1936."

Sunday Shows a Factor
Ninteen thirty-six

Jan.

Draw

International
Heller, and
revue, with three

5.

Sisters

and

"Virginian"

during

Jan.

5.

— David

Silver-

has been promoted by
Nat Levine and will supervise "The
Harvester" for Republic. Mrs. Walstein,

lace

writer,

Reid,

former

story editor for
writer at Republic, also has been promoted to the
supervisorial ranks.
She will be in
charge of "The House of a Thousand
Candles."

Monogram and

—

the

and garnered $3,800, $700 over normal
at the Stuart.

Varsity,
consistently
down, was
again $300 under with only $1,000 on
"Calling of Dan Matthews."
Lily
Pons at the Lincoln in "I Dream Too
Much" was a moderate success at $200
more than the average figure on a
$2,400 take.
Total first run business was $11,700.

Average

is

$9,850.

Estimated takings

Week Ending Dec. 31:
"FANG AND CLAW" (Radio)
"EAST OF JAVA" (Univ.)
COLONIAL— (550), 10c- 15c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $850)
$900.
"I DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)
LINCOLN— (1,600), 10c-20c-25c, 7 days.
Gross: $2,400. (Average, $2,200)
"CALLING OF DAN MATTHEWS" (Col.)
VARSITY— (1,100), 10c-15c-20c-25c, 7 days.
Gross:

$1,000.

(Average, $1,300)

"VIRGINIAN" (Para.)
(1,200), 10c-15c-20c-25c-40c, 7
days.
Two stage shows: "International
Follies"
days)
(2
and "Hilton Sisters
Revue" (3 days). Gross: $3,600. (Average,

ORPHEUM—

$2,100)

"LITTLEST REBEL" (20th-Fox)
STUART— (2.000), 10c-25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross:

$3,800.

$2,800.
"Littlest

Rebel" helped make the
week a good one. At the Chinese it
went to $13,000, up by $500, and at
Loew's State it was $1,000 to the good

on a take of $15,000.

(Average, $3,100)

Form Miami
Miami, Jan.

5.

(Average, $12,500)

"MR. HOBO''

Theatre Art

HILLSTREET— (2.700),
Gross:

$5,650.

later

Rob Paterson Theatre
Paterson, Jan. 5.— Burglars broke
on the Southside and

took about $66.

25c-40c,

30c-55c, 6 days.

(Average, $14,000)

$15,000.

"SYLVIA SCARLETT"

Tremendous improvements

(Radio)

PANTAGES — (3,000), 25c-40c,
(Average, $3,200)
$6,400.
"MARY BURNS, FUGITIVE"

6

days.

Gross:

(Para.)
7
days.

30c-55c.

&

Mustang Band,

S.M.U.
Gross:

$20,800.

25c-40c,

(3,000).

F.
M.
(Average, $18,000)

Gross:

days.

7

$10,200.

(Average, $14,000)

"DANGEROUS" (W. B.)
BROS.
(DOWNTOWN) —

WARNER

25c-40c,

(3,400),

draw with modern film

days.

6

"DANGEROUS" (W. B.)
BROS. (HOLLYWOOD) —

W. Wolfson

offict

(Average, $8,000)
(ZOth-Fox)

"LITTLEST REBEL"
LOEW'S STATE— (2,500),
Gross:

(Radio)

WARNER

&

Essential for box

(Average,

$3,200.

"SYLVIA SCARLETT"

revue.

are the principals.

into the Rialto

Gross:

days.

7

STABILIZE

$1 200)

days.

7

Gross:

$9,200.

(Average, $12,000)

Kay

Gleaves Succeeds

Dallas, Jan. 5.— Harry H. Gleaves,
assistant ad sales manager of the local
Paramount exchange, has succeeded
Ralph Kay, resigned. Kay had been
ad sales manager.

being made

in

sound

Only recently there has beer
stupendous advance in the
cording of coloratura sopran>
heretofore the most
all

difficult

voices.

These new films make RC
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ever.
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Curb Activity
High

Sentry Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor

Poster Co. has been chartered here
to conduct an advertising business.
S.

Meyer, M. Meyer and

(G. B.)

STAR— (900), 30c-55c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average. $3,250)
$4,600.
"THE NEW GULLIVER" (Amkino)
GRAND INTERNATIONAL— (750), 35c4

PARAMOUNT— (3,595),

Poster Firm

—

ROTARY

"LITTLEST REBEL" (ZOth-Fox)
CHINESE— (2,500), 30c-55c, 6 days. Gross:
$13,000

Stage:

"Fleet" Is $2,500

with

"Sylvia Scarlett" turned in a splendid $6,400, over the line by $3,200 at
the Pantages, but fell below $2,350
on a take of $5,650 at the Hillstreet.
Total first run business was $88,050.
Average is $86,150.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 1

40c,

"CORONADO" (Para.)
"YOUR UNCLE DUDLEY" (ZOth-Fox)

5—

Hollywood,

Los Angeles

"Mary
Los Angeles, Jan. 5.
week at the Orpheum made it the top
money house with $3,600, which is Burns, Fugitive," turned in the best
$1,500 over the average pace.
For showing of the week here, helped by
the straight pictures, Shirley Temple a stage show at the Paramount. The
proved herself queen of the holidays $20,800 gross was over normal by

Oklahoma Grosser

Silverstein to Supervise

95

"Your Uncle Dudley," "Coro-

be the test
of the Sunday business, in the opinion
That the downof many exhibitors.
Oklahoma City, Jan.
"Miss
town first runs will get the cream of Pacific Fleet" was the only attraction
the Sunday trade, drawing on out- in town to beat out the Christmas
which defeated the shopping and show a substantial
side territories
measure, is the general admission. profit. It took $2,500 at the Capitol,
some neighborhood over the line by $500.
Exhibitors
in
centers are less sanguine and if deals
"So Red the Rose" and "Annie
with opposition can be made, some of Oakley" failed to get to first base,
the smaller theatres may go back to and "Three Kids and a Queen," at
the six-day week.
the Liberty for four days followed
The prosperity trumpets are blow- by a combination of "Seven Keys to
ing, however, and the consensus of Baldpate" and a stage
show, failed to
opinion is toward some high box- stir up much excitement.
Steady recovery
office marks in 1936.
Total first run business was $10,400.
in many manufacturing lines, the ob- Average is $14,000.
Philadel
vious housing shortage in
Estimated takings for the week endphia, which will have to be remedied ing Dec. 28
by building operations during the year,
"SO RED THE ROSE'' (Para.)
and increased reemployment are all
CRITERION— (1,700), 10c-55c, 7 days.
Gross:
$2,600.
(Average, $5,000)
indices for a happy future.
"ANNIE OAKLEY" (Radio)
Stacy B. Lloyd, president of the
MIDWEST— (1,500), 10c-56c, 7 days.
Philadelphia Savings Fund Society, Gross: $2,100. (Average, $4,000)
"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W. B.)
has called attention to 1935's vast inCAPITOL— (1,200), 10c-41c, 7 davs. Gross.
crease in bank deposits over 1934 as
(Average, $2,000)
$2,500.
a sure indication of economic progress, "THREE KIDS AND A QUEEN" (Univ.)
LIBERTY— (1,500), 10c-41c, 4 days. Gross:
while the Philadelphia Stock Exchange has revealed that Dec, 1935, $1,600
"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE" (Radio)
brought a total sale of 439,137 shares
LIBERTY-(1,500), 10c-41c, 3 days. Stage:
as compared to the Dec, 1934, turn- Harry Clark's "March of Rhythm.'" Gross:
$1,600.
(Average, $3,000)
over of 270,956 shares.
will

193
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$20,800 Top,

—

Follies, headlining Jackie
films,
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Mary Burns
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NEW

5

Weisman Says

Approximately 130 theatres

in

the

area are definitely committed for the projected new independexent circuit which is sponsored by
Ibitors affiliated with the I.T.O.A.,
[ilton C. Weisman, attorney for the
ijhibitor organization and one of the
,iginators of the plan, said yesterday.
'Weisman estimated that it would
roke "three or four more weeks" to
meet plans for the formation of the
Ircuit, but stated that it was "defritely going forward and will become
Ifact." He said that it had been found

away with each dime bag of
popcorn a ticket to the Gem,
also a dime house, is included.

kessary to alter the original financial
jrangements proposed for the circuit
Id the development of new plans of
{Continued on page 10)

Law Changes

Eugene

W. Leake

yesterday reigned as one of the two remaining
j

Publix, his
of Paramount
signation being accepted by Judge
ilfred C. Coxe in U. S. District Court
re. Judge Coxe directed that Charles
Hilles, the remaining trustee, "shall
I
deemed to assume charge of regaining contracts, commitments and

lustees

1

iligations entered into

by Charles D.

Behind Drive
On Theatres
Byrnes MacDonald, director of the

Aid

Bureau of the Police
Motion Picture

told

Daily yesterday that the serving
summonses on 115 employes of

of
59

city for admitting
16 unaccompanied by

film houses in the

children under

"The best way I know to effect
a change in an unpopular law is by
enforcing

strictly

it,"

MacDonald

The bureau

director declared
that he had no objection whatever
to pictures for children, but on the
contrary, thought them a splendid
means of keeping the children off the
said.

However, he said, "The children must be protected." MacDonald
said he had no intention of specifying
what type of pictures are suitable for
children. "I do not feel myself qualistreets.

to

fied

he

act as

a censor of pictures,"

said.

He

Hterson to Coast
For Product Talks

in

expressed himself as "heartily
favor" of the bill, sponsored by

Mayor LaGuardia, which would

permit unescorted children under 16 to
attend film houses under proper super
(Continued on page 3)

John E. Otterson, Paramount presi1

en route to Hollywood where
K is scheduled to arrive on Thursjiy for production conferences at the
udio and confabs with Floyd B.
dlum,
Paramount
director
and
:ad
of
Atlas
Corp.,
who has

theatres

(Continued on page 3)

RKO-Center Pact
Is

Xppeals Permitted

On Paramount Fees
Leave to appeal from Federal Judge
flfred C. Coxe's order reducing or
sallowing
las

the

applications

for

fees

granted

3urt_

by the U. S. Circuit
of Appeals yesterday to eight

!irticipants

in

the

aramount Publix.

reorganization of

The applications
(Continued on page 10)

j

RKO

exceptions to Special Master Thomas
D. Thacher's report recommending
the Rockefeller Center claim against
for allowance at $8,207,000. The
attorneys asked that the hearing, which
was scheduled for today after several
earlier postponements, be put off to
a date to be set by the court between
Tan. 23 and Jan. 27.
The hearing is being deferred by

RKO

(Continued on page 10)

By

Louis Case

St.

RED KANN

—

Louis, Jan.

RKO

(Continued on page 8)

Decision Reserved
Government Calls
Upon Fox's Appeal
36 Film Witnesses
Circuit Court of Appeals
The U.
yesterday reserved decision on a mo—The GovernSt. Louis, Jan.
tion by the Capital Co. to dismiss the
S.

6.

William Fox for leave to
appeal from an order of Federal Judge
William Bondy holding him in contempt of court for failure to answer
subpoena served on him by
to a
Decision was also reserved
Capital.
on an alternative motion by Capital
which would require Fox to post a
$250,000 bond in the event he was
granted leave to appeal from Judge

petition of

Bondy's citation.
Judge Bondy, in his earlier decision,
ruled that Fox could purge himself

Giveaways

Nearing

New England

Again Postponed

Attorneys for
and Rockefeller
Center yesterday petitioned Federal
Judge William Bondy for another
postponement of the hearing of RKO's

St.

Court to fortify their arguments for

(Continued on page 3)

ien

(Continued on page 10)

and

Under Advisement

6.
Federal Judge
Joseph West Molyneaux today took
under advisement pleas by counsel for
for a
Warners, Paramount and
dismissal of the equity proceedings
year which ended July 1, last, it was brought by the Government, which
disclosed today by the annual budget seeks a temporary injunction for alsent to Congress by President Roose- legedly refusing to serve Fanchon and
velt.
Marco's three local first runs, The
During the fiscal year covered by Ambassador, Missouri and New Grand
Treasthe budget, it was shown, the
Central.
ury anticipates the collection of $19,Ex-Senator James A. Reed, special
500,000 in admission taxes, as com- counsel
Warners; George S.
for
pared with anticipated collections for Leisure and Jacob M. Lashly for
the current fiscal year of $17,000,000, RKO, and William R. Gentry for
and actual receipts during the year Paramount dug into legalistic precewhich ended last June of $15,379,397. dent established by federal district
Submitting the budget, the Presi- courts and the United States Supreme

Int, is

on the coast for the past week
specting
production at both the

In

—

Jan. 6. Attendance
of
places
other
amusement during the fiscal year beginning July 1 is expected by the
Government to be more than 25 per
cent greater than it was during the

Washington,

at

was designed primarily to
bring about a change in the existing
law.

Paramount Trustee

for Taken

Returns

Estimates

adults,

teake Resigns as

TEN CENTS

1936

7,

Year at $19,500,000

Department,

in All

Judge Hears
25% Increase Defense Plea
For Theatres For Dismissal

6.

Juvenile

the

Treasury Sees

are reaching new lows here.
The Rivoli, a dime grind with
a stage show, is offering 15
tickets for $1, and a few doors

\ommitted for Circuit
Here, He Declares
|i:tropolitan

YORK, TUESDAY, JANUARY

New Denver Lows
Denver, Jan. —Admissions

130 Theatres
Are Lined Up

[

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti<

5L. 39.

Alert,

Boston, Jan.

6.

Tests

—Giveaways

are ap-

proaching a crucial test in three New
England spots.
Charles Hamilton,

manager of the Hamilton in Dorchester, and Roy Heffener, distributor
of Bank Night, faced the court today
on charges of violating the lottery
laws.
S. Ryan, well known lawyer,
representing the defendants.
Disposition of this case in the higher
courts will probably settle the fate of
giveaways in Massachusetts.
In the meantime the truce declared
by Mayor Frederick Mansfield pend-

George

is

(Continued on page 3)

ment has subpoenaed 36

film

men

as

proceedings,
argument on which occupied the first
day in Federal Court for the eastern
of
Missouri before Judge
district

witnesses

in

equity

the

Molyneaux of MinneDaily
Picture
Motion

Joseph West
apolis,

learned late today.

Joseph Bernhard, general manager
Harold S.
Warner Theatres
Bareford, Warner attorney, and E.
K. Hessberg, an assistant secretary
of Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.,
have been excused permanently from
taking the stand as a result of an unwith
Warner
derstanding
reached
of

;

counsel that the latter will not ques(Continued on page 3)

Mae

West's $339,166
Tops Salary Report

Washington,

Jan.

6.

— Mae

West

Paramount
earned
with
$339,166
during 1934, according to a factual report of salaries submitted to Congress
by the Treasury Department, as required by the law which repealed the
"pink slip" income tax publicity law.

The

report

was

sent

to

the

Ways and Means Committee

House
without

recommendation.
Other film salaries or incomes were:
Charles Chaplin, $143,000;

Mary

(Continued on page 3)
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Funeval Rites Held
Tvemont, Bvonx, Is
Fined fov Lottevy Fov Dv. Hugo Liebev
A $250 fine was imposed on the
Tremont yesterday. The theatre was
special sessions of a
the lottery laws in the
operation of a cash giveaway feaBarnard
tured as "Dough Nitc."
Zimmetbaum, operator of the Bronx
house, was arrested on the lottery

convicted
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the New York
Motion Picture Herald, Bet-

in

of

violation

Melvin Albert
of Weisman, Quinn, Allen and Spett.
attorneys for the Tremont, said that
the sentence would be appealed to the
charge

and

Aug.

last

16.

appellate division.

The Winthrop, Brooklyn, which
was convicted earlier of a violation
of the lottery laws, has an appeal set
for hearing in the appellate division

Monday.
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Loew's Adds Screeno

New Haven, Jan. 6. — A second
Loew New England theatre, the Bijou,
Screeno tomorrow night.
The other Loew house using the giveaway is the Palace, Meriden.

Winnevs Ave
In

Named

RKO Sales Dvive

Winners have been chosen
and

sales

the

for

11

by the RKO
The winners

for the

conducted
weeks ending yesterday
Distributing Corp. staff.

billings

contest

were named by Jules
Levy, vice-president and general man-

ager.

The

leaders in the billings contest
Dallas exchange, managed by
Sol Sachs
second, New York, R. S.
Wolff, manager; third, Indianapolis,

were

:

;

Roy

Churchill,

manager

winner, Vancouver,

W.

;

Canadian

S. Jones,

man-

ager.

Bevvy Calls Session
Of Industvy Gvoup

—

George L.
Jan. 6.
Berry, President Roosevelt's coordinator for industrial cooperation, today called into executive session the
representatives of industry and labor
who will constitute his "industrial
council" to provide a substitute for

Washington,

the

NRA.

Big business was conspicuously absent from the meeting, considerable
surprise being occasioned by the attendance of Felix Jenkins of New
York, counsel for Twentieth CenturyFox.

The major
were

the

subjects

of

discussion

maximum working

week,

minimum wage and child labor. With
respect to the work week, all hopes
of a 30-hour limit were dashed by
decision and the discussions,
the
of labor particularly, turned toward
a compromise at 38 or 40 hours. Little was accomplished at today's meeting other than the appointment of
committees .to make further studies
and submit their reports at another
conference to be called by Berry at
some future date.

AAA

Germany 68 years
Lieber came here in 1891

Born
I

)r.

research laboratory and was
treasurer of the Radium Institute.
During the war he spent two years in
his native Germany aiding the starving populace. In 1922 he became interested in hearing aids for the deaf
which led to his inventing the sonoinvention,
tone, his most important
tific

tone Corp.
Dr. Lieber is survived by his
and a sister, Matilda.

Highest average for sales possibilities went to Philadelphia, managed by
F. L. McNamee, with Boston, R. C.
Cropper, second, and New York, R.
The Canadian winS. Wolff, third.
ner was Winnipeg, Mark Plottel.

Sid Jacobs Takes

Wavnev

Distvict

On
Job

Again Delay on Sound
Jan. 6.— A. P. Hill of
Erpi has not yet completely recovered
from his recent illness, necessitating
another postponement of classes in the
recording,
sound
of
fundamentals
which is being sponsored by the Research Council of the Academy. Hill
is to conduct the classes.
The first meetings of the classes are
now scheduled for Jan. 13 at the Hol-

lywood High

School.:;

widow

Los

Angeles,

leave of absence, Sid Jacobs, who has
been at the Harris-Memorial in McKeesport for a year, has been named
acting district manager for Warners in
Harry
the West Virginia territory.
Kalmine, the circuit's head here, made
the appointment.
As a result, Lew Fordan comes on
from Tarentum to succeed Jacobs at
the McKeesport house and William
Powelson transfers from the Belmar in
Homewood to Fordan's post. For the

Belmar job. Charles Shannon, twice
winner of the Quigley Plaque for exploitation, has been named, being promoted from the assistant managership
of the South Hills.

Paramount Sold Out
The Paramount has been completely
sold out at $10 per seat by the committee of society leaders which took
over the house for the opening of
"Rose of the Rancho" tonight. The
leaders in the movement are Mrs.

Vincent

Astor

and

Mrs.

Marshall

difference between the $10
scale and the regular scale of the
house will go to the Musicians' EmerField.

The

gency Fund.

— Funeral

6.

Jan.

RKO

services for Herman
studio manager, who

:
i

Film

in

Urged

Is

o

f

South Ameria
The American distribution coi
panics' practice of releasing their e;
output indiscriminately in Sou
American countries is seen by Beni
del Villar, managing director of Par
mount Films, S. A., who also is
tire

leading Chilean exhibitor, as invitii
the competition of other foreign pr
ducers in that market.
Speaking primarily of his own te
Chile yet holding it to
ritory
characteristic of all South Americ;
countries, del Villar said that foreit
product, especially German, Britii
and French, has been receiving i

—

Zohbel,
died Saturday
following an appendectomy at the
Queen of Angels Hospital, will be held
tomorrow
from
Pierce
Brothers
Chapel. The body will arrive in New
York Sunday for burial. He was 45.
Zohbel
left
the
United
States
Leather Co. in 1927 to become treasurer of RKO.
Eighteen months ago
he went to the coast to be general
manager of the studio. He is survived
by his widow, Adele
two brothers,
;

Henry and Theodore, who manages
the RKO 81st Street, New York; and

—

creasing playing time in South Ame
ican theatres during the past tv
years.

Funeval Sevvices
Fov Zohbel Today

He

attributes this to the

Eur

pean producer-distributors' care in s
lecting perhaps 20 per cent of a pri
schedule

duction

suited

as

for

tl

South American market. By contra;
he said, the American distributor ui
loads everything he has on hand witl
out regard for its suitability to tl
market. The result is, del Villar sai
that South American theatres no lonj
ger are an exclusively Hollywoc
market, but they could be made
again by proper regard in the selectk
of production material.

!

Demand Good Music
South Americans, he said, demai
pictures with good music, a minima
of dialogue or sub-titles, plenty
action and international story value
If pictures sent to South America t
<

Mr. and Mrs. William
Woodhaven, N. Y. Hollywood were made only from th
recipe the American producer woul
Joseph Leighton Passes
have no competition there, del VilU
New Haven, Jan. 6.
Joseph said.
It
is
his opinion that supei

his

parents,

Zohbel,

who

live in

—

Leighton, 64, died at the New Haven
Hospital after a siege of pneumonia.
Burial was at Portland, Me.
Mrs. Leighton will continue the Mutual Advertising Exchange.
At one
time Leighton was local manager for
Robertson-Cole, then for Vitagraph.

—

Pittsburgh, Jan. 6. With Marshall Taylor out west on an indefinite

Cut

I9

7,

and

A

close asstarted a chemical firm.
sociation with the gaslight industry
led him to establish a trade paper,
"Light," in 1901. He founded a scien-

—

Springfield, O., Jan. 6. Hal Hoyt,
pioneer exhibitor here, is dead
after a year's illness caused by a fall
at Batavia, N. Y., where he formerly
54,

managed

in any picture destine
American release should n<
number more than 200. He observe
however, that Hollywood frequentl
sends them pictures with as many

imposed

titles

for South

;

1,800 sub-titles.

He was

informed at

this

point b

Albert Deane, publicist for Paramoui

Hal Hoyt Dead

a theatre.

Academy Group Meets

—

International,

that

the

forthcomiti

"Desire" would compare with

these.

Del Villar operates the 1,700-se;
Real in Santiago, said to be one (
the most modern theatres in Sout
America, and recently opened tb
newly built Santiago, a 2,000-seater
the

same

city.

He

also has

in cor

The Academy struction at Valparaiso a new theati
Jan. 6.
subcommittee on release print quality to replace his Real there. He is her
improvement meets tomorrow to dis- on a month's visit to the Paramoui
cuss results of recent tests and pro- home offices, his first New York tri
Hollywood,

pose standard density tablets
ing made.

We Take

Pleasure

in

now

be-

Announcing That

JULES BRULATOUR, JR.
Has

Hollywood,

ago,

in

start

will

Rue

19,

Funeral services were held yesterday for Dr. Hugo Lieber, president
of the Sonotone Corp., who died Friday after an illness of two months.

which was made public in 1932, two
years after he had founded the Sono-

contents copyrighted

lications,
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Treasury Sees

25%

Increase

For Theatres
{Continued from page

1)

int again stressed that no new taxes
Be now contemplated, but warned
at "if the Congress enacts legisla\m at the coming session which will
additional charges upon the
tjjipose
[reasury for which provision is not
;:ready made in this budget, I strongI
urge that additional taxes be proIt is
•ded to cover such charges.
important as we emerge from the

pression that no new activities be
;,ded to the Government unless pro•jsion is made for additional revenue
•

meet their cost."
|The whole situation, however, was
indered uncertain by the Supreme
Curt decision holding the Agriculiral Adjustment Act invalid. Nearly
dollars has been collected
| billion
processing taxes under the act
I

Nearing

Giveaways

New England
(Continued from page

Test

a

Hartford Eyes Giveaways
Hartford, Jan. 6. Trouble is brew-

—

ing in city hall for theatres using Bank
Night and similar stunts. No action
has been taken against the Cameo and
Princess for running Bank Nights, but
the corporation counsel says he is
studying the law to determine on what
grounds the plan might be banned.

Trouble due to overcrowding and
blocking

traffic

has been experienced.

';

ixlared

unconstitutional.

:

AAA

and the
Declaring that the
vilian Conservation Corps had met

"success" as to justify their
ing made a part of the Federal
tablishment, the President provided
an appropriation for the former
i>r
slightly less than a half-billion
illars, and depended upon anticipated
xeipts of $547,300,000 from processg taxes to carry the activity.
The decision rendered today by the
Jjpreme Court was held in some
iiarters to be so far-reaching as to
ake practically impossible the enactjent of substitute legislation, but the
pi effect could not be calculated
ending a thorough study of the
ich
:

—

Council for Legalizing Lotteries has
been chartered.
Film men generally
oppose the aims, asserting that they
are suffering sufficiently at present
from such legal gambling as horse
and dog racing and Beano.
Mrs. Oren
Cheney Sanborn, socialite, heads a

group of

Back Bay women

in

the

project.

In a statement to Secretary of State
Frederic W. Cook, who issued a charter to the organization, Mrs. Sanborn
said, in part, that the council would

"encourage the passage of legislation
legalize lotteries."
Similar legislation was defeated last year only after
to

a battle.

derstanding that documentary evidence which the Government proposes
introducing will be identified by other
Paramount witnesses, thereby presumably making Agnew's presence here
unnecessary.
Indicating a new line of attack on
the Government, subof
the part

ponaes have been served on George
W. Trendle, Paramount's theatre
partner in Detroit; Y. Frank Freeman, theatre operating head of Paramount, with headquarters in New
York, and Mike Marco of F. & M.,
who heads the coast activities of the
original complaining company.
Spitz and

Kohn

to be

Served

president of RKO, and
currently partner in
production with B. P. Schulberg, have
not yet been served, but efforts to
do so are under way. Others in the
follow
subpoenaed
those
of
list
Spyros Skouras, E. L. Alperson,

Leo
Ralph

Spitz,

Kohn,

Sam Dembow, Jules Levy, Clarence
M. Turley, Austin C. Keough,
Thomas N. Dysart, David Levinson,
Frederick Kreismann, Jacob ChassJoseph Grand, John S. Leahy,
Gordon, Harry C.
J. M. Ulmer, B. D.
and Milton B. Arthur, Cresson E.
Smith, Irving Lesser, Jack Partington, and the following local branch
managers Joseph Garrison, UniverBen Reingold, Twentieth Censal
Clayton Lynch, M-G-M
tury-Fox
William Feldstein, United Artists;
Paramount
Schweitzer,
Maurice
Hall Walsh, Warners; Richard Taylor, RKO, and Clarence Hill, Columnoff,

;

RKO

Dines Writers

Decision Reserved
Upon Fox's Appeal
{Continued from page

1)

of the contempt citation by submitting to oral examination by attorneys
for Capital either at Toronto where
Fox is said to be under the care of
physicians, or at some other mutually
agreeable location. Fox immediately
sought leave for the Circuit Court
to appeal from the ruling.
The Capital Co., lessee of the Fox,
San Francisco, holds an unsatisfied
judgment of $280,000 against Fox for
alleged personal
liability on a defaulted lease on the West Coast house.
Attorneys for the company have been

endeavoring to examine Fox on his
financial status to determine his ability
or inability to satisfy the judgment.

RKO

Export, in conjunction with
s preview showing of "Sylvia Scar:tt"
at the Music Hall projection
oom, on Saturday held a party in
he Village for press representatives
com most of the countries of Europe,
ksia and South America.
Phil Reishan received an autographed testimonial.

Pioneer Signs John

—John
Pioneer

Hollywood, Jan.
ay signed with

6.

to

eries of color pictures.

will

total

^ord

four.

Ford
todirect a

These prob-

The

to

A. T.

Washington,

Jan.

contract

and Philadelphia.

File S.

& C. Judgment

A

judgment for $683 was
City Court yesterday in favor
cipal Film Exchange, Inc.,
Springer

&

Cocalis as a

on rentals of pictures.

filed

bia.

Mae

West's $339,166
Tops Salary Report
{Continued from page

ford, $52,750

;

1)

Marlene Dietrich, $145,-

000; Bing Crosby, $104,499; Walt
Disney, $78,000; Cecil B. DeMille,
$161,089;
Lichtman,
Al
$30,450;
Richard Aden, $57,666 Lionel Atwill,
$16,333; Max Baer, $16,666; John L.
Balderston, $23,974; George Bancroft,
$36,166; Joan Bennett, $36,979; Carl
Brisson, $84,050; Charles Brackett,
writer, $27,000; Kitty Carlisle, $52,083; Emanuel Cohen, $78,826; W. C.
;

William

6.—The Federal

Communications
Commission today
overruled the American Telephone &
Telegraph Co.'s plea that testimony
as to possible commercial use be excluded from a hearing on the proposed
installation of a coaxial cable between

New York

;

Law Changes
Behind Drive
On Theatres
{Continued from page 1)
vision.

Mayor

The proposed

bill,

would press

said he

which the
at Albany

despite unsuccessful efforts in 1934
1935, would permit children at
theatres "which have been certified as
meeting all requirements for proper
showing for children."
The requirements, according to the
Mayor, include setting aside of a part
of the theatre for children, with one
or more qualified matrons to care for
them, and the showing of pictures
suitable for children, during non-school
hours, presumably between 3 and 6

and

P.M. Mayor LaGuardia, who termed
summonses merely the
enforcement of an existing law, dethe serving of

clared the passage of the bill he is
advocating would solve the child attendance problem "in a constructive
fashion."

"The films, properly controlled, are
a proper and popular form of entertainment for the youngsters," said
the Mayor, "and there is no reason
why they shouldn't be able to avail
themselves of such pleasures, even if
their parents aren't always able to
accompany them." The Mayor stressed
the need for protection of the children, however,

and

cited the practice

of some children of standing in front
of a theatre and asking an adult to
take them in. The Mayor characterized this practice as a moral hazard
to which the children must not be
exposed.

No New Summonses
MacDonald said yesterday that no
new summonses had been issued by
organization
up to yesterday
afternoon, but that there was no intention to stop with those already
issued.
His agents will continue to
watch theatres for infractions of the
law, he indicated.
Most of the summonses were given
to cashiers, ticket takers and all others
who took part in selling to or receiving tickets from children. All summonses were returnable yesterday in
local magistrates' courts.
In the cases in court yesterday, the
managers of the Cannon, Bridge and
Star in Manhattan, cashier of the Tremont in the Bronx and the manager
of the Miller, Brooklyn, were held for
Special Sessions.
The managers of
the Harlem Grand in Manhattan and
the Tremont were dismissed.
The
rest of the cases were postponed to
various dates.
his

Fields, $155,083.

& T. Overruled

Ford

do outside pictures,
lis first assignment will be the sec'nd film on the Pioneer series for this
eason.
It has not been titled.

.flows

Neil F. Agnew, vice-president and
general sales manager of Paramount,
following
is also among the excused
a request from his company's counsel
which was granted by the Government. This was arranged on the un-

:

i)inion.

:>The usual appropriation of $85,000
r use by the Navy Department for
e purchase and rental of films is proded in the budget.
fund for the Specialties and
| The
otion Picture Division of the Deirtment of Commerce is increased
ightly from $28,141 to $28,451, but
)
details are given as to the use to
I made of the additional money.
The
'epartment of Agriculture is to be
.ven $79,000, the same as for the
iirrent year.
For its motion picture
:tivities, it is provided that $70,360
to be for production and $8,640 for
stribution.
An increase of $5,000,
$20,000, is given the office of educaon in the Interior Department for
ie purpose of films and other educajonal material and for travel expense.

bly

{Continued from page 1)
tion the authenticity of certain documents to be introduced by the Government under its current plan.

Legal Lottery Move in Mass.
Boston, Jan. 6. The Massachusetts

AAA

Large Appropriation for

Government Calls
36 Film Witnesses

1)

decision has been called off.
James Wall of the Felsway, Medford,
has been fined $200 in Maiden District
He has taken an appeal, but
Court.
pending disposition of the case Bank
Night is out of Medford.
In New Hampshire a test case is
expected to reach the Supreme Court
this week, with Jack Eames, exhibitor,
the defendant.
In Maine a test case
has been heard by the high court, and
a decision is expected shortly.

ing

3

in

S. Paley, president of

Colum-

bia Broadcasting, received $147,295.

Brulatour,

Jr.,

with

May

Jules Brulatour, Jr., son of Jules
Brulatour, Eastman Kodak distributor,
has joined Mitchell May, Jr., Co.,
Inc., insurance firm handling considerable film business, as vice-president.
Brulatour attended Georgetown Prep
and Catholic University and then spent
considerable time in the banking business, having been with the Chelsea

Seek Stock Listing
Washington,

Jan. 6.—The S. E. C.
has received the application of Harry
Colin, et al, voting trustees of Columbia

Pictures,

for

registration

New York Curb Exchange
voting

trust

common and
common.

on the
of 21,626

certificates for no par
21,626 shares of no par

Take Over Trans-Lux

The Trans-Lux Theatre, Flatbush
against Exchange Bank, Mercantile Bank and Ave., Brooklyn, was taken over yesterbalance due Trust, and McDonnell Co., investment day by Andrew Goldberg of the Jefferson Amusement Corp.
house.
of Prin-

• . •

of
. • .

a paicher-upper
romances is at his best
and his best means boxArliss as

office plus.
.

.

all

has played ihem
Roihschilds, Prime

Arliss

.

.

.

.

Ministers, Rajahs, Million-

Cardinals
here's
his most down io earih and
most up-io-ihe minuie role.
aires,

.

.

.
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DAILY
Judge Hears
Defense Plea
For Dismissal

On
By BILL
St. Louis, Jan.

and

dismissal of

on

tlic

injunction application

tlic

ground

criminal

page 1)

that

proceeding

an acquittal in a
barred the pos-

re-trying civilly the same
parties on the same issues.
Walter B. Rice, new recruit in the
Government's ranks, led the rebuttal
and centered his arguments on the
legal theory that a jury verdict was
not a bar in a court of equity.
In
the recent criminal case, he asserted,
the Government bad a "higher burden" of proving "beyond a reasonable
doubt'' that the defendants had been
guilty.
In this action, he continued,
the issues were different and promised the proof would be preponderant
and different as well.
The Government, he continued, had been limited
in
the defeated criminal proceedings
but now had extended the period of
alleged conspiracy on the part of the
defendants an additional 12 months or
the calendar period from January 11,
1935, when the indictments had been
handed down by the Federal grand
jury here until the present time.
of

sibility

Wood Absent
H. Wood, one of the
figures in the defense lineup
during the misdemeanor trial, was absent today.
He is fighting a siege of
Frederick

pivotal

grippe in New York and is expected
here later in the week. Taking a lone
stand for Warners, Reed early in the
morning session asked for a delay until Thursday or early next week pending Wood's arrival.
Russell Hardy,

Government counsel, opposed on the
ground the case had suffered many delays, that the defense was well fortified with attorneys and that F. & M.
were suffering losses "in the thousands each week."
He asserted any

postponement
would cost the Government about $3,000 to return its 30-odd witnesses
here and commented, "Reed, no doubt,
can defend them single-handed."

The

evidencing a desire to
get the proceedings under way, detercourt,

mined to hear several motions earlier
mentioned by Reed. One he outlined
as the right to

amend

the original pe-

concerned the product deal
between
and Warners in conformity with developments since the
indictments had been handed down.
That deal, he told the court, had been
altered on RKO's part providing for
the sale of its product on a month-to-

tition as

it

RKO

month

basis.

OKNSTEIN
6.

— Lawyers,

briefs

tomes turned out en masse
preliminary hearing on a tem-

legal

porary injunction
equity

action

Government's
Judge Joseph

today.

ners.

+

West Molyneaux, a pleasant, white
haired man, short of stature, is representing the power and dignity of
the Federal Government, dressed in
the black and official robes of his
office,
in
sharp contrast to Judge
George H. Moore, who heard the
criminal case in mufti.

+

Mike Marco
coast, as well as

here

Together with Harry Arthur, Irving Lesser and Jack Partington,
they entered and left the courtroom
with never a break

in solid formation,
in their

ranks.

+
Ned Depinet and Spyros Skouras
arrived late last night by plane from

The courtroom attendance is rather New York. They were preceded by
heavy. The legal battery for War- 24 hours by Sam Dembow and E. L.
ners is headed by cx-Senator James Alperson. Cresson E. Smith, westA. Reed, with Robert W. Perkins ern and southern sales manager for

of the company's own staff, as constant advisor, assisted by I. Levin-

son,

New

Samuel

York, and

B. Jef-

For Paramount are Austin
Keough, an attentive listener;

fries.

C.

Louis Phillips, pinch hitting for
Frederick H. Wood, ill in New York,
but expected Thursday or Friday
William R. Gentry, St. Louis, and

RKO, pulled in by train Sunday and
earned for himself the distinction of
being the only national sales executive at the opening session.
+

assistant.

Fred Wehrenberg, president of the
Eastern Missouri M.P.T.O., again is
on deck, alternating between listening
to the points of law established and

George S. Leisure and his assistants,
Russell Dore and John Hollard, all

shaking hands in the corridors with
visiting and
subpoenaed film men.

Cohen, Phillips'

Irving

New

York, head RKO's battery,
bulwarked by Jacob M.
Lashly, St. Louis, and Ralston E.
Irvine, Washington. Russell Hardy again is Government prosecutor,
assisted by Walter Rice, John Herberg, Harold Schilz, William R.
Ben ham and John S. Claggett.
Aside from Rice and Herberg, Hardy's crew is virtually the same as
that which unsuccessfully pressed the
of

which

is

indictments against Harry
Warner, Gradwell Sears, Herman
Starr, George Schaefer, Ned Depicriminal

net and

their companies.

sador

again

Sears'

is

+
understood all local exchange
been
subpoenaed
managers
have
If they were not, they
in the case.

showed up anyway to watch the proMauceedings. The group included
Ben
rice Schweitzer, Paramount
:

;

Twentieth

Clayton Lynch,

Century-Fox

M-G-M

;

Clarence

Loew's.
Because of Judge Molyneaux's unfamiliarity with the cellulexicon. Reed at this point went
into a dissertation on first and subseloid

War-

for

;

of

the

Bob Hicks, manager

Ambasof

the

Kreissman,
Orpheum
Frederick
former mayor of St. Louis and now
;

subpoenaed by the Government Arthur Simpson, partner of Jeffries,
;

Warner counsel Miles Alben of the
Warner home office legal staff
Charles and A. D. Cella, owners
of the Orpheum and Shubert, now
;

Jan.

6.

— Walter

peals.

the test cases cited by the defense, Rice
played heavily on the Local 167 case
which had to do with the poultry racket in New York City and in which the

Government attorney had been one

cf

In that case, he said, 68
the counsel.
of the 90 indicted men were convicted
while the remaining 22 had been acquitted by the court on motions and
two by a jury. There followed, he
asserted, an equity action filed by the

Government

in

which not only were

the 68 convicted defendants named but
33 others, including some of those
acquitted in the criminal suit.
In the equity action, Rice asserted,
the Government had duplicated the
first 23 paragraphs of the indictment
charge.
The Government contended
then as it does now that there was a
continuation of the conspiracy, he said
in

effect.

Leisure, in rebuttal, replied the Government brief in the equity proceedings charges no new conspiracy, and

Fanchon and Marco have the
from the courts on their
own and without aid of the Governadded

right to relief

ment.

Reed again took up the cudgels for
the defense and repeatedly drove home
his
argument that the respondents
could not continue a conspiracy which
did not exist and that there could be
no basis for a civil action in the absence of a crime.

+
Bruce Bromley,

Lashly Quotes Hardy
special

Warner

counsel, is here, but working out of
the suite at the Park Plaza. He found
the air service out of New York
pretty bad and would have done just
as well bv train.

+

is

Reingold,

manager

Kurtzman. manager

as an extremely

in the row nearears cocked, was
Abel Cary Thomas, secretary and
general counsel of Warners.

It

city

Theatres here, is another spectator and acting as an escort for Mrs.
Sears.
were
Charles
Also
glimpsed

under lease to Warners.

+
In the courtroom
interested spectator
mother, while noted
est the exist, with

Dinty Moore,
ner

Louis,

only before the United States
Supreme Court. This hurdles the circuit court of ap-

from the
Milton B. Arthur.
is

1934

Rice, Government champion
at the opening of the equity
proceedings here today, pointed out that, in the event the
defendants lose in St. Louis,
this type of case finds appeal

Hill, Columbia; Joseph Garrison,
Feldstein,
Universal;
William
United Artists; Hall Walsh, War-

in the

7,

Only One Appeal

the Lighter Side

St.

fur the
(.Continued from

Tuesday, January

So

far on the sidelines but bending
an attentive ear, is Federal District
Attorney Harry C. Blanton. He
received numerous visitors after the
morning session, not socially but for
the purpose of checking subpoenas

with his clerks.
the Government of revenue taxes. The
case had been tried criminally and
dismissed.
Thereafter, according to
Reed's interpretation, which was sharply disputed by Rice, effort to institute
a civil action on the same charges was
ruled out by the United States Su-

An

interesting point

was

registered

by Lashly who made repeated efforts
during the afternoon session to have
Judge Molyneaux listen to evidence in
connection with an application to file
a supplementary answer on behalf of
for the granting of the plea in
bar.
He quoted Hardy from the min-

RKO

utes of

Nov. 12 when the Government

attorney offered to submit the testimony of the criminal trial as testimony
in
the civil proceedings.
Lashly's
purpose was designed to strengthen
the argument of his associate defense
counsel, Reed and Leisure, that the
issues in both instances were identical
and recognized as such by the Government.
Judge Molyneaux refused to admit
Lashly's proffered evidence, but pointed out that he would take full judicial
notice of the previous proceedings.

quent runs and what constituted each.
Seeks to Shift Onus
Reed built considerable argument
The second step was the move for around his statement that the Sherman
Rice, at one point, charged the dea plea in bar which ran the course Act, under which conspiracy is now preme Court.
In other words, Reed
fense, as in the criminal trial, would
of the entire day and was marked by civilly charged against the defendants, contended, the conspiracy so involved
That in that case had been limited to the attempt to cloud the proceedings with
spirited argument between various at- deals solely with criminal acts.
"fictitious issues."
Reed and Leisure
torneys for the defense and the efforts which is sought to be enjoined must indictment and could not be extended
obviously resented the inference and
on the part of the Government to dis- have been a crime, he argued, but to embrace general allegations.
had no hesitancy in so declaring themprove the legal precedents which the there had been no crime since the inOther cases cited bv Reed included:
selves.
defense sought to establish.
dictments had been thrown out and T T nited States vs. Swift, Stone vs.
The hearing resumes Tuesday mornThe third step comprised an effort the defendants acquitted. He added in United States, Murphv vs. United

onus of con-

ing.

of his contention that what States. Waterloo Distilling Corn. vs.
Government was currently en- United States, Local 167 vs. United
RKO to Fanchon and Marco and as- deavoring to do was to try the acquit- States. Leisure covered virtually the
Heads Entertain
sociates who, he charged, had organ- ted parties again on the same issues. same ground with a couple of addiCleveland, Jan. 6. George Weeks
ized a combination for monopolizing
To bulwark his argument he cited tions including Hopkins vs. Lee. Geland completely controlling the first run nrincipally the case of Coffey vs. ston vs. Hoyt and Lewis vs. Frick. and Arthur Lee of G.B., here on a
He United States. This involved ten bar- all of which eventually reached the tour of the territory, were hosts today
theatre situation in St. Louis.
at a luncheon given to leading local
said they demanded five of the six rels of apple brandy, distillery machin- highest tribunal for adjudication.
first runs, the one outside theatre being
ery and an effort to avoid payment to
Aside from contesting point by point exhibitors at the Hotel Statler.

on Reed's part to

shift the

spiracy from Warners,

suoport

Paramount and the

GB

—

Out Today!
BOX OFFICE

CHECK-UP
of
• An
Box

1935

annual record and analysis of the

Office

Champions from August 1934 to

November 1935, defining
ities

values, personal-

and factors that have gone

making

of the leading

Box

into the

Office successes

of the past year.

Also included are the results of the Motion
Picture Herald's annual poll of the nation's
exhibitors, determining the biggest

making

stars of

money-

1934-35.
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QUIGLEY

PUBLICATIONS

•

1790
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Weisman Says
130 Theatres
(Continued from pane 1)
nature will occupy the next few
weeks. Originally it was proposed that
this

theatre owners participating would receive stock in the new circuit in accordance with average earnings of
their theatres over given periods of
time and would subscribe allocated
amounts for initial working capital.

returned yesterday from
Hollywood where he was a guest of
Joseph M. Schenck for several weeks.
It had been reported in his absence
that he had gone to the coast to confer
with Schenck, who is head of Metropolitan Theatres, the new Fox Met
company, on various significant phases
which would be injected into the local
circuit situation by the formation of
another circuit comparable to Metro-

Weisman

Loew's and K-A-O.
Weisman, however, denied yesterday that
his coast trip had anything to do with
the projected Independent Circuit.
politan,

Weisman also denied reports that
Harry Brandt would retire as president of the I.T.O.A. to make way for

(Continued from page

Hilles and
tees of

for

1)

Eugene W. Leake"

as trus-

Charles E. Rich-

Paramount.

ardson, the third of the trustees,^ all
of whom were appointed by the Federal court in 1933, resigned about a
year ago and is now a member of the
Paramount board.
Provision was made in the Paramount reorganization plan for the
continuance in office of the trustees to
wind up final affairs of Paramount
Publix, the old company, and to retain
the causes of action embraced in suits
instituted
by the trustees in 1934
against former officers and directors
Remaining details of
of Paramount.
the reorganization no longer require
the attention of two trustees, it was
said in explanation of Leake's resignation.
Leake, an attorney, was formerly head of Film Securities Corp., the
company established by Federal court
decree to take over and dispose of the
one-time Fox Film Corp.'s controlling
stock interest in Loew's, Inc.
He is
now a member of the law firm of

Beekman, Bogue, Leake, Stephens &
was counsel to the Paramount bank creditors in the company's
Black, which

reorganization.

Otterson to Coast
For Product Talks
(Continued from page 1)

Operators Fail to
Get K. C. Agreement
Kansas

City,

Paramount and RKO studios, in which
the
Atlas-Lehman companies have
large

interests.

Odium, according to

6.—Confer-

Jan.

ences between the I. A. T. S. E. and
subsequent run exhibitors here over
contracts and wages have resulted in

has

no agreement.

and new

Harland Holmden, third vice-president of I. A. T. S. E., and in charge
of local operators until differences between employers and the union are
cleared up, left Kansas City Jan. 4
for Cleveland, Washington and Miami.
At Miami the union board will hold

annual meeting Jan. 15.
Conferences may be resumed late in
January or early February.
its

Cleveland Club Elects

—

Cleveland, Jan. 6. I. J. Schmertz,
Fox branch manager, was elected president of the local Variety Club here
today. He succeeds Nat Holt.
Other
officers included Nat Wolf, first vicepresident; Dave Miller, second vicepresident; J. S. Jossey, treasurer, and
F. H. Boyd, secretary. New directors
are Harry E. Long, jack Shulman and
Nat Holt.

Republic Casts Warwick

—

Hollywood, Jan. 6. Robert Warwick has replaced H. B. Warner in
the cast of "The Return of Jimmy
Valentine," Republic, which went into
production yesterday under the direction of Lewis D. Collins.

Ray Moon Going South
Detroit, Jan.
eral
atres
latter

at

manager
of

of

6.

—Ray

Moon, genCo-Operative The-

Michigan,

will

part of January

Palm Beach.

for

leave the
a month

1936

1)

were unopposed.

leave to appeal

Those

Purely
Personal

who were granted

right

the

to appeal to the higher court yesterCo., whose apday are Kuhn, Loeb
plication for $114,287 was disallowed

&

EDDIE CANTOR, Parkyakarkas,

Iakky Hershfield, Rudy Vallee,
Ethel Merman, Phil Baker, Gerdorff, Swaine & Wood, whose applica- trude Nieskn, Fin D'orsay, Lanny
Ross, Morton Downey and Molly
tion for $150,812 was disallowed; the
Paramount stockholders' committee, Picon are among those who have

by Judge Coxe;

Cravath, de

1

Gers-

whose application for a $70,000 fee
was disallowed and whose application
for $170,875 expenses was reduced to
$110,533; Adolph Feldblum, whose application for $3,020 was disallowed;
Samuel Zirn, whose application for
Archibald
$76,207 was disallowed
Palmer, whose application for $15,000
was disallowed; Jacob J. Lesser,
whose application for $37,512 was disallowed, and A. J. Schanfarber, A. M.
Frumberg, Edgar J. Schoen and
Samuel Zirn, jointly, whose application for $82,868 was disallowed.
Previously, the Circuit Court had
granted leave to Root, Clark, Buckner & Ballantine and Cook, Nathan
& Lehman to appeal from Judge
;

Coxe's order reducing their applications by $500,000 and $135,500,
respectively.
The appeals will all be
placed on the high court's calendar
for hearing when reached.

volunteered to appear at the annual
Photographers' Ball at the
Press
Commodore, Jan. 24.
•

Burns, author

Robert E.

of "I
a Chain Gang,"
completing a sequel, "The Chain
is
Gang Fugitive Returns." He is being
assisted by his brother, Rev. Vincent

Am

From

a Fugitive

Burns.
•

Paul Robeson

arrives today from
en route to London for
concert
engagements, having comleted work in "Show Boat," Universal.
•
the

coast,

Nino Martini,
night,"
over a

screen and opera
"Tonight, Lover, To-

sing

will

star,

from

his

Pickford-Lasky
C.B.S.

national

film,

hookup

Leo

also been
Spitz,

RKO

local

reports,

conference

in

president,

coast in connection with

with

on the

management

arrangements for
RKO. It is expected they will return
east with Otterson in about two weeks.
The latter is expected to stop over
at St. Louis en route west to
be
formally excused by the court from

Capital Is Raised
By 2 Warner Units

Rene

•
Clair, director of Alexander

has changed its name to Warner Bros.
First National South Films, Inc., New
York, and has increased capital from
$10,000 to $200,000.
Warner Bros. First National Pictures of Japan has increased its capital
from $5,000 to $100,000.
The Corporation Trust Co. represented both corporations.

financial

attending the equity trial there, for
which he was subpoenaed.
John D. Hertz, Paramount director and partner in Lehman Bros., who
has been on the coast with Odium for
the past week, left there by plane for
New York yesterday. It is reported
that while in Los Angeles he conferred with Odium and Spitz on reorganization plans for
and other
matters preliminary to the planned exercise of the Atlas-Lehman option on
the remaining half of RCA's holdings
in RKO.
Odium spent the week end
at Palm Springs concluding final arrangements for the acquisition of T.

Names Managers
— George W. TrenJan.

Trendle
Detroit,

6.

dle has appointed J. I. M. Schwartz
as manager of the Regent, recently

taken over by United Detroit Theatres Corp. from Mrs. Ida Klatt.
Vincent Sullivan is his assistant. Both
have been on the staff at the Fisher
under Manager Carl Kruger.
V. V. Ward has been made manager of the Rosedale, the other Klatt
house now under the United Detroit
banner.

W.

A. by Atlas-Lehman.

RKO-Center Compact
Is Again Postponed

Kansas

City, Jan.

November were up

6.

five

— Payrolls

for

and two-tenths

cent

port.

Mae

Clarke Signed

—

Hollywood, Jan. 6. Mae Clarke,
whose latest starring vehicle was
agreement of both parties concerned
"Hitch Hike Lady," has been signed
pending efforts to work out a settleby Nat Levine for "Sitting on the
ment of the huge claim. The settleMoon" and "Ticket to Paradise."
ment, if agreed to, probably would be
made a part of a plan of reorganiza-

RKO. One

of the most likesatisfying the claim, it is
held in responsible quarters, would
involve the making of new leases on
either the Music Hall or Center or
ly

means of

both by

RKO.

K. C. Studies Long Reel
Kansas

City, Jan.

6.

—Local

.

Los Angeles

Ike Geller, exhibitor from Portwas here for the holidays.
Charles
Muehlman, Warners'
San Francisco manager, here over

land,

New

Year's.

Parker, owner of theatres in
Portland,
Astoria,
Bonneville
and
Pendleton, here with his wife for the
J.

J.

holidays.
W. P.
and their
the Rose

Moran and Mrs. Moran
two sons in from Tulsa for
Bowl game.

Bill Heineman, Universal sales
manager, had a bad time trying to buy
tickets for the New Year game.
Charles
Gilmour
Denver
of
wanted four and Fred Mercy, Jr., of
Yakima wanted two.
Al O'Keefe's brother, Gene is

making plans

buy a theatre and

to

settle here.

•
.

.

New

Orleans
F. Barr, division

manager

Saenger, has been elected to the
board of directors of the Community

for

over the same month last
year, according to the Chamber of
Commerce. This was 20.6 per cent
over November, 1932, in amount and
nine and eight-tenths per cent in number of workers, according to the reper

.

Maurice

K. C. Payrolls Gain

(Continued from page 1)

tion for

•
.

.

RKO

ar-

rives Thursday to attend the opening
of the film at the Rivoli on Friday.
He will visit Hollywood later.

—

Dover, Del., Jan. 6. Warner Bros.
First National Pictures of Brazil, Inc.,

on

Saturday.

Korda's "The Ghost Goes West,"

some such conspicuous public figure
as James J. Walker or George Z.
Medalie.
"I talked with Brandt today," Weisman said, "and you may quote me as
saying he is not leaving the I.T.O.A."

7,

Appeals Permitted
Leake Resigns as
On Paramount Fees i
Paramount Trustee
(Continued from pane

Are Lined Up

Tuesday, January

dis-

tributors met to discuss changes, particularly in exchange vaults, required
for the switch to 2,000-foot reels effective April 1.

Chest.
Pipitone has been reelected
G.
president of the musicians' union.
This office carries with it the position
of business agent.
A. Chapman has opened the Majestic at Rodessa, La., in the heart of
the oil fields.
Charles Waterwell of the Playhouse, Bayou Lebarta, Ala., was here
on business last week.
Waterwell
has a unique idea he is running a circuit in schoolhouses in the rural sections of that state.
Donald Romain, manager of the
Fox,
on
Woodville,
Miss.,
called
friends in the city, particularly on
;

Film Row.

Al Yoemans,

Meridian's

live

ex-

accompanied by his better
half, was a Christmas visitor.
Flu
got in its work and spoiled the trip
hibitor,

for him.

1

:
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Short Subjects

MOTION PICTURE DAILY* "Two

*Hot Paprika"
Columbia)
That old plot element, the one about
\ man having an allotted time to live,
in this case twisted about to suit
Clyde has a
\ndy Clyde's talents.
1

I

Denver Smash
With $12,000

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

,|s

case of hiccups. The doctor says
three months to live. Clyde
juts up around his office and leaves
He is next seen
world cruise.
;>n a
b the land of Paprika where he gets
nvolved in a revolution and by acciThe offering defident puts it over.
litely follows a formula vein and will
hard put to provoke amusement.
>e
Production Code Seal, No. 1,657. Runling time, 18 mins. "G."
;>ad

has

lie

'Patch

Mah Britches'*

'Columbia)
fine Technicolor work is the
redeeming feature of this cartoon.

Some

:

.ole

Somewhat

inconsistently the plot has
Barney Google inviting his backwoods

iriends

and companions of the comic

He

is disturbed
attempts to
Remonstrate with them.
He gets a
>ie thrown in his face repeatedly for
pains.
Somewhat exaggerated,
:iis
ihe characters go through their paces,
.^acking invention and innovation, this
Production
:ffort has little merit.
Running time,
lode Seal, No. 1,758.

>age to a dinner.
by their manners

7

mins.

and

"G."

'Voice of Experience

No. <T
case history, this issue deals with
he plight of a girl whose father goes
bfl trial as an embezzler on the eve
Her fiance is the
pi her engagement.
prosecuting attorney. She is in a spot
md appeals to the Voice for aid and
,idvice.
He urges that she see her
uture husband and explain the trouble
:o him. Doing so, she helps lessen her
ather's penalty and for her courage in
acing the situation sqarely is forgiven
Production
>y her fiance's family.
3ode Seal, No. 0703.
Running time,
"G,"
2 mins.
r

W/

'Voice of Experience

7"

(Columbia)

A
in

young girl is gossiped about as
unwed mother. When she comes

jack from the hospital where her child
vas born she and her mother are osTasized by the neighbors.
In the
'orm of a critical letter the Voice reates the story turning the table on
he critic.
He reveals that the complaining party's son
is
the child's
'ather.
All is retribution and forgiveness in the end as reputations are
:leared and happiness reigns.
Not in
rery good taste.
Production Code
Seal,

nins.

{Republic)

Running

No. 0723.
"A."

time,

average entertainment. Its particular appeal is to western
fans and youngsters. Following the established formula, bringing in
the standard thrill-action-dramatic-romantic-comedy and suspense values
satisfies as

common

-

to this type of picture, the show is well acted and directed.
In the story John Wayne, a cavalry officer, joins a wagon train. The
customary raids and ambuscades are all played for the maximum excitement and thrills. Building to a climax, a renegade gang led by Ben $5,000 in the Denham.
The weather was colder, with some
Hendricks and Jack Rutherford leads an attack on a Mexican army
snow, but this made no difference.
post.
Their depredations, which the Mexicans believe are the U. S.
Total first run business was $32,Army's inspired activities, almost precipitate war. In the finale, Wayne, 700. Average is $19,500.
against great odds and with much heroism personally accounts for the
Estimated takings for the week endbandits, saves the wagon train against the threat of a raid, rescues Ann ing Dec. 31
Rutherford and blazes a new, safer Oregon trail.
"STARS OVER BROADWAY" (W.B.)
ALADDIN— (1,500), 25c-35e-50c-6Oc, 7 days.
The picture makes good use of exceptional location shots. Wayne's Gross:
$2,500.
(Average, $2,000)
performance should win new admirers. As the heroine, Ann Rutherford
"PADDY O'DAY" (20th-Fox)
BROADWAY—
25c-40c,
(1,500),
7
days.
has little to do other than share the romantic interest. Villainy is conGross: $1,200. (Average, $1,000)
vincingly portrayed by Hendricks and Rutherford. Comedy contrast is
"COLLEGIATE" (Para.)
DENHAM — (1.500), 25c-35c-40c, 7 days.
in the hands of Yakima Canutt, Frank Rice and Fern Emmett. The
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $4,000)
scoring of the theme song adds to the punch of the dramatic and roman"THE LITTLEST REBEL" (20th-Fox)
DENVER— (2,500), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.
tic sequences.
The story is by Lindsley Parsons and Robert Emmett,
Gross: $9,000. (Average, $5,000)
who collaborated on the screen play with Jack Natteford. Scott Pem- "A TALE
OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)

broke directed.
Previewed without production
utes. "G."

ORPHEUM— (2,600),

code

seal.

Running

time,

60 min-

Gross:

'Kannibal Kapers"
Krazy Kat

middle
flung by a fish

starts off in the

the ocean and is
nto a palm tree on a tropical isle,
ie tries to entertain the cannibal
-hjef and enrages the regular enter}£

PARAMOUNT— (2,000),

.

-

7

days.

(Average,

25c-40c,

7

days

$2,500)

Restrains Lease Forfeit

—There

St. Louis, Jan. 6.— Circuit Judge
plenty of excitement in this tale of a
O'Malley has issued a temporary rereporter's campaign to wipe out a ring of racket operators, enough good
straining order to prevent the foracting to satisfy all comers and lots of tense action.
feiture of a lease on the Granada,
Stuart Erwin plays a funny but believable reporter who goes into a granted to the St. Louis
Amusement
rage when his paper makes him retract an exclusive story about a Co. in November, 1933, by the Royal
paving racket on the advice of Franchot Tone, playboy attorney. Madge Neighbors of America, fraternal inEvans, daughter of J. Farrell MacDonald, a small grocer who is terror- surance organization. The court orized by a number of racket gangsters, appeals to Erwin for help and shames der is returnable Jan. 9.
Tone into accepting a special prosecutor's job to wipe out the rackets.
Investigation carries Tone by plane over a burning ship, into the sea
in a parachute and ends after rapid action with Tone and Miss Evans
going into the marriage racket together.
Joseph Calleia does brilliant work as a small time racketeer who is
All Issues Off on Board <
forced by the "big boys" into murderous extremes and each of his
^Net
scenes remain in the memory as the highlights of the film. Erwin is
High Low Close Change
_i
4354
43
43
splendid in a cleverly written part and so is Margaret Irving as his Columbia
Consolidated
5%
i% — 54
understanding wife. Tone is engaging in a smaller part than usual. Consolidated, pfd. 1854 18
—%
18
—
159
159
Excellent support is contributed by Robert Barrat, Louise Henry, Wade Eastman Kodak .161

Hollywood,

Jan.

6.

is

Wall Street

Boteler, Charles Trowbridge,

Loew's, Inc

William Henry, Raymond Hatton and

J.

Carrol Naish. Michael Fessier did the screen play from a story by Martin Mooney. George B. Seitz directed and Lucien Hubbard produced.
Previewed without production code seal. Running time, 70 min-

"G."

utes.

Leichter Speeding
Hollywood,
ter

is

Jan.

speeding

6.

up

— Mitchell Leichproduction

The

for

third Black
King production is scheduled to start
in a few days, and casting is being
done for "Breed of the Border," which
Conway Tearle's
will start Jan. 15.
fourth picture for the company will

Pictures.

Hays Plans Trip West

Up

Will
the
a

H. Hays plans

coast

month.

to

leave

The

trip

is

53J4
1054
pfd. 8154
pfd. 12J4
Pathe Film
7y«
534
20th Century -Fox 2334
20th Century, pfd. 3254
Universal, pfd ... 52{4
Warner Bros
1054

Paramount
Paramount 1
Paramount 2

RkO

Warner, pfd

primarily to

attend the annual meeting of the Producers' Ass'n., scheduled for early in
February. His plans for departure
are tentative now and may be altered
by a day or two.

start Feb. 5.

51

52
10
79}4

52
1056
8O54

11^

12^

73/s
53/&
23

3154
5254

9%
51

7*4.

554
23
3154
5254
10
51

High

_

Sentry Safety
Sonotone

%

....

2

Technicolor

18

Trans -Lux

354

Low

.

.

-

.

..

.

—1

— 54
—254
— 54
— 154
Net

Close Change

S/g.

i/K

I34
1734
354

I34
18
354

General Theatre Bonds
High

Low

— 14
+54
—
54

Up
Net

Close Change

General Theatre

Asher Denies Quitting

—"The

Bank
—

6s '40

22

21

2154

2U4

20M

215^

+ 54
+%

9354

—

54

—

54-

General Theatre
6s

'40

ctf

Keith B. F.
6s '46

Loew's 6s '41
deb rights

Paramount

ww

'39

wd

9354104

104

Pict.

6s '55

Warner

9354
104

9354

93

9354

87

86

8654

Bros. 6s

"

.

—
— 34
— Vg

Technicolor Lone Curb Gain

for

Friday to be gone about

Boston, Jan. 6.
American
Night
Adopts
Film Exchange has no intention of
ainers.
They throw him all over
St. Louis, Jan. 6.- Fanchon & Mar- going out of business. Any statements
he place and with little novelty he co's Fox, largest local first run, is the or rumors to the contrary are defs back in the sea again.
An ordinary latest to use Bank Night. Practically initely wrong," declares Harry Asher,
:artoon offering.,
Production Code all local subsequents and suburban president, today.
seal,
His statement was the resulCof ruNo".'. 1,759,
Running time, 7 houses are using some form of chance
nitis, "G,"
mors circulating through the territory.
.

25c-35c-40c,

(Average, $5,000)

$12,000.

"FRISCO KID" (W.B.)

(M-G-M)

10^ Beaumont

{Columbia)

—

6.
"A Tale of Two
a sensation at the Ortake running up to $12,000, which is $7,000 over normal.
"The Littlest Rebel" was also in
the big money division with tremendous matinee business. It ran $4,000
over par for a gross of $9,000 at the
Denver. It was moved to the Broadway. "Collegiate" was $1,000 up at

Denver, Jan.

—

Hollywood, Jan. 6. An outdoor action adventure picture, tinged Cities" was
with a light romance and told against pioneer history background, this pheum, the

"Exclusive Story"

A

No

"Oregon Trail"

Gross: $3,000.

{Columbia)

Cities"

(Quotations at close of Jan. 6)

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

'

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

12

"Rebel" a $11,500 "Rebel" on a Dual
Hit in Providence
,000, Milwaukee

Double Bills
Help Seattle

—

1st Run Takes
—

Seattle, Jan. 6. The new double
feature policy at all downtown first
runs, with the help of the holiday
trade, steamed up business generally.

"The

Air"

the

in

Rebel" and "Millions

Littlest

Avenue

Fifth

the

at

turned in a take of $8,150, over the
and
"Collegiate"
line
of
$1,150.

Providence, Jan. 6. Shirley Temple lifted the Majestic gross to $11,500
with "The Littlest Rebel," which is
$4,500 in excess of the usual take. The
picture moved to Fay's for a second

week.

Loew's

State

had

also

strong

a

of Two Cities,"
which was big at $14,500. The house
par is $12,000.
"So Red the Rose," at the Strand,
was $2,000 over, garnering $8,500.
"Man of Iron" and a stage revue,
coupled with $1.10 top for the

"A Tale

week with

"Show Them No Mercy" at the Orpheum were $1,100 up on a take of Year midnight show,
$7,100, and "The Battle Axe" and $8,000, which is $1,000

New

gave
to

Fay's
good,
"Sylvia

RKO

Albee found
but the
Scarlett" an indifferent drawing card,
catching only $6,000, down $1,000.
Total first run business was $48,500.

Average

Average

$33,500.

is

for

week

the

$39,500.

is

Estimated takings for the week end-

days.

"IF

ing Jan. 2

Gross:

STRAND— (2,300),

7

(Average, $7,000)

$8,150.

YOU COULD ONLY COOK"

(Col.)

$8,500.

15c-40c, 7 days.
(Average, $6,500)

Gross:

"THE LITTLEST REBEL" (20th-Fox)
MAJESTIC— (2,400), 15c-40c, 7 days.

7
15c-25c-35c-50c,
LIBERTY— (1,800),
(Average, $7,000)
Gross: $11,500.
(Average, $4,000)
Gross: $7,450.
"MAN OF IRON" (F.N.)
"SYLVIA SCARLETT" (Radio)
FAY'S— (1,600), 15c-40c, 7 days. Stage:
"GREAT IMPERSONATION" (Univ.)
"New Year Revue." Gross: $8,000. (AverMUSIC BOX— (950), 25c-40c-55c, 7 days. age, $7,000)
(Average, $4,000)
Gross: $3,600.
"SYLVIA SCARLETT" (Radio)
"COLLEGIATE" (Para.)
"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE" (Radio)
"SHOW THEM NO MERCY"
RKO ALBEE— (2,300), 15c-40c, 7 days.

days.

(20th-Fox)

ORPHEUM— (2,450),
Gross:

25c-30c-40c,

7

days.

"THE OLD BATTLE AXE" (Radio)
"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET"

PARAMOUNT— (3,050),
Gross:

"TWO-FISTED"

REX— (1,500),

15c-25c,

and stage band.

ville

20c-25c-30c,

erage,

(Col.)

days. VaudeGross: $3,650. (Av-

"Two

outside competition.
"Collegiate" took $3,500 in a fourday run at the Carolina, and "Miss
Pacific Fleet" beat average by $500
at the Broadway with a take of $2,500.
Total first run business was $14,500.

weather and

little

$11,000.

is

of Two Cities" continued
a strong business at United Artists,
following the initial three days of a
split week, taking $7,000 for the week,

over par by $2,000.

"A Night at the Opera" proved
popular in its first week at the Broadway with a take of $7,500, over normal by $2,500.
Total first run business was $34,200.
Average

BROADWAY— (1,114),

(F.N.)

25c-40c,

3

days.

(Average, $2,000)

"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W.B.)

BROADWAY— (1,114),
Gross:

BROADWAY— (1,912),

Gross:

25c-40c,

3

"THE
CAROLINA —

Gross:

$3,500.

25c-40c,
2
(Average, $2,000 for
(1,400),

"COLLEGIATE" (Para.)
CAROLINA — (1,400), 25c-40c,
S

"A TALE OF

(Average,

TWO

IMPERIAL— (949),

$5,000.

days.

(Average, $2,000)
RAINMAKERS" (Radio)

$1,500.

(Average,

25c-35c-40c, 7 days.

(Average, $5,000)

$2,000

4
for

days.
three

CITIES" (M-G-M)

30c-40c, 6 days. Gross:
$3,000 for six days)

—Floyd

publicity manager at the Metropolitan for
many years and later exploitation lead
with First Division here and at the
Park, has been appointed advertising
Suffolk Downs racing
director of
6.

Bell,

WARNER —
Gross:

Gross:

$3,000.

(3,008),

days.

(Para.)

25c-35c-40c,

2nd week. Gross: $8,000

7

(Average,

$5 000)

"TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (945), 25c-35c-40c,
Gross:

days.

7

ALHAMBRA— (1,900),

25c-35c,

$7,000.

(Average,

7

Gross:

$6,100.

"COLLEGIATE" (Para.)
"CRIME AND PUNISHMENT'

—

Charlotte, Jan. 6. North Carolina
Theatres, Inc., has acquired the Carolina and Granada at Lexington, N. C.
The deal will be effective Friday.
M. S. Phillips, manager of the State
here, will have charge.

Cities"

$30,000

Hit,

Philadelphia, Jan.
business for the Boyd
was scored Christmas

Two

Tale of

Cities,"

6.

— The

best'

two year;
week by "A
which took in'
in

$30,000 for its first seven days. It beat
the gross of "David Copperfield" last
year.

New Year's eve
Year's day business,
the Earle (the only house on the list
with this particular holiday trade
figured this week) got a neat $22,000;
The last five days of "Littlest Rebel"
at the Fox maintained a high pace
with a $16,000 gross.
The film was
Aided by a

show and

special

New

to make way for the New
Year's eve premiere of "King of Bur-

run business was

first

Average

300.

$68,800.
for

is

Estimated takings
ending Jan. 2:

week

the

stooges,

"I DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)
ALDINE— (1,200), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days.
(Average, $8,160)
$11,500.
"AH, WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
(2nd run)
ARCADIA— (600), 25c-40c-50c, 7 days.
Gross: $2,600.
(Average, $2,800)
"TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)

$5,000)

$30,000.

(Col.)

PALACE— (2,800), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $5,000)
"ESCAPE FROM DEVIL'S ISLAND"

$4,300.

(Col.)

RIVERSIDE— (2,300),

15c-20c-25c,

7

days.

Harry Holmes and
Kane & Gardner, Gale & Carson,
Jack Eddy & Co. Gross: $5,500. (Average,
"Hello

Stage:

1936,"

Gross:

BOYD— (2,400),

40c-55c,

7

Gross:

days.

(Average, $14,000)

"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W.B.)

EARLE —

Good

Cities"

Omaha, $7,500
—

Omaha,

Bitter weather
Jan. 6.
scarlet fever epidemic held
down grosses, but in spite of these
handicaps "A Tale of
Cities"
topping a dual bill with
"Little
America," ran up to $7,500. This is
over par by $2,500.
"The Littlest Rebel" and "Your
Uncle Dudley" were good for $10,200
at the Orpheum, up by $2,200.

a

Two

Total

run

first

Average

$21,700.

was

business

$17,000.
Estimated takings for the
ending Dec. 31
is

week

"SYLVIA SCARLETT" (Radio)
"ESCAPE FROM DEVIL'S ISLAND"

BRAN DEIS—
Gross:

$4,000.

(Col.)
(1,200), 25c-35c-40c,
(Average, $4,000)

7

days.

"A TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
"LITTLE AMERICA" (Para.)

OMAHA— (2,200),

25c-40c,

7

days.

Gross:

(Average, $5,000)
(ZOth-Fox)
UNCLE DUDLEY" (20th-Fox)
(3,000),
25c -40c,
7
days.

ORPHEUM —

Gross:

$10,200.

(Average,

Stage:
$22,000.

salaries" totaling $3,000 were presented to 50 employes of Augusta
Amusements, Inc., controlling and
operating company of the Imperial,

Modjeska,
theatres.

days.

Gross:

days, $14,000)

"CRIME AND PUNISHMENT"

(Col.)

(2nd run)

KARLTON— (1,000), 25c-35c-40c, 6 days.
Gross: $2,500.
(Average, 7 days, $4,000)
"IF YOU COULD ONLY COOK" (Col.)
(2nd run)

KEITH'S— (2.000),
Gross:

30c-40c-50c,

(Average,

6

days.

days, $4,000)
(Para.)
(3,700), 40c-55c, 3 days, 2nd
Gross: $5,000.
(Average, 7 days,

$2,700.

7

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME"

STANLEY—

week.
$14,000)

"FANG AND CLAW" (Radio)
STANTON— (1,700), 30c-40c-50c, 7 days.

Gross:

(Average, $7,000)

$8,000.

New
Albany,

Incorporations
Jan.

6.

—New

incorpora-

tions here are

Russian Theatre in America, Inc.,
by Paul Abbott, David Abramowitz
and Harold Abbott.
Continental
News Reel Service,
Inc.,
Sidney Kramer, Arnold
by
Dumey and Herman M. Kakack.

—

6.
Bessemer Theahas been formed here by
L. H. Herman and Walter Lenz.

tres,

Jan.

Inc.,

Columbia,

S.

C,

Jan.

6.

— Strain

&

Sparks Theatre Co. of Pickens, S. C,
has been chartered here by O. K.
Strain, H. T.
Strain and W. H.

Dreamland Sparks.

and

Rialto

7

Radio Revue.
$14,000)

"LITTLEST REBEL" (20th-Fox)
FOX— (3,000), 40c-55c-65c, 5 days, 2nd
week.
Stage: Cabin Kids, Carr Brothers
and Betty, Gauthier's Toy Shop, Williams
and Charles. Gross: $16,000.
(Average, 7

Dover,

Augusta Bonuses Paid
Ga., Jan. 6— "Christmas

25c-40c-50c,

(2,000),

N. T. G.'s
(Average,

$8,000)

The bonus was based on

the record of each employe, his length
of service and efficiency.

$5,000)

Take Southern Houses

93*

Philadelphia

Total
days.

9

Amateurs.

Bowes'

Major

Stage:

1

lesque."

Week Ending Jan. 2:
"HIS NIGHT OUT" (Univ.)

Augusta,

(Para.)

"MILLIONS IN THE AIR"

days.

25c-40c,

(Average, $8,000)

$8,000.

"Two

7,

moved

(20th-Fox)

WISCONSIN— (3,200),

"YOUR

(Average, $5,000)
$7,000.
"LITTLEST REBEL" (Fox)

PARAMOUNT —
days,

days.

7

$5,000)

"LITTLEST REBEL"

(Average. $3,000)

"SHOW THEM NO MERCY"
ORPHEUM— (1,700), 25c-35c-40c, 7
Gross:

25c-40c,

(2,400),

(Average,

$5,300.

"THE LITTLEST REBEL" (20th-Fox)
"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET"

$7,500.

BLUE MOUSE— (1,700), 25c-35c-40c, 7
days. Gross: $1,700. (Average, $1,700)
"SHE COULDN'T TAKE IT" (Col.)
"$1,000 A MINUTE" (Republic)
MAYFAIR— (1,700), 25c-35c-40c, 7 days.
"COLLEGIATE"

days.
three

Bell Joins Racetrack
Boston, Jan.

plant.

$7,500.

"THE IRISH IN US"
"BRIGHT LIGHTS" (F.N.)

$2,500.

Gross:
days)

$24,700.

(2nd Run)

"MAN OF IRON"

$2,000.

is

Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 28
"A NIGHT AT THE OPERA" (M-G-M)

Estimated takings for the week ending Dec. 28:

Gross:

Jan.

"A Tale

topped a good week of
holiday business with a gross of $5,000, exactly $2,000 above average.
Other attractions did well, with fair

Week Ending Dec. 31:
"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (F.N.)

and
"Littlest

topped average by $3,000.

Cities"

Average

Portland,

Week
—

6.

Rebel" in its second week
mount secured another $8,000, which

Cities" Gets

stage and "His Night Out," doing
$6,100 for nine days.
Total first run business was $29,200
Average for four is
for five houses.
$23,000.
Estimated takings

In

at the Para-

$5,000, Charlotte
Charlotte, Jan. 6—"A Tale of
Two

Portland 2d

7

$3,500)

Warner
at the
The reopened Al-

hambra played to just fair business
with Major Bowes' Amateurs on the

"Two

7

(Average, $5,000)

$6,550.

clicked for $5,300.

(Average, $7,000)

$6,000.

"Rebel" at $8,000

(20th-Fox)
days.

Gross:

(Average, $6,000)

$7,100.

This was just par.
"Captain Blood"

Gross:

"THREE MUSKETEERS" (Radio)
"A TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
"STORMY" (Univ.)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,800), 15c-40c, 7 days.
BLUE MOUSE— (950), 25c-40c-55c, 7 Gross: $14,500. (Average, $12,000)
(Average,
$4,000)
$3,100.
Gross:
"SO RED THE ROSE" (Para.)
days.
"THE LITTLEST REBEL" (ZOth-Fox) "SPANISH CAPE MYSTERY" (Mascot)
"MILLIONS IN THE AIR" (Para.)
FIFTH AVENUE— (2,500), 25c-40c-55c,

Jan. 6.— "The Littlest
Rebel" on a dual with "Charlie Chan's
Secret" at Fox's Wisconsin was high
for the week with an $8,000 take.

Milwaukee,

the

"Charlie Chan's Secret" were $1,550
on the profit side of the line with
$6,550 at the Paramount.
Total first run business was $39,600.

Estimated takings
ending Dec. 31

Tuesday, January

Fenney Goes

to Liberty

—

Seattle, Jan. 6. Walter Fenney
has been made manager at JensenVon Herberg's Liberty.
He was

manager

of the Roxy in Tacoma when
that house was under J.
V. ownership, prior to its sale last month to
John Hamrick of this city.

&

Show Film—by Minister

Dayton, Jan. 6. "The Tale of Two
Rivers," a film taken by Rev. H. Lee,
pastor of the First Unitarian Church,
has been shown to his congregation
here.
The picture depicts the Tennessee Valley Authority project, and
life among the share-croppers in the
Arkansas River Valley.
Rev. Lee has been invited to the
White House Jan. 12 to show the picture to President Roosevelt.

'

—

MOTION PICTURE
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Curb Jersey Allied Talks Suit Court Denies
Highest Court To Halt New York Sales Tax Dismissal of
New
Held Possible
Equity Case
to

His

Affirms

president

Stand in Message
By CLARENCE LINZ
<

Washington,
U.

;he

S.

Jan.

7.

— Curbing

Supreme Court

as the

of

first

in a move to reimpose Federal
ontrol of industry and agriculture
vas seen possible today in a statement from the White House that
President Roosevelt \expected Congress to carry out the recommenda[tep

made

tion

in his annual

message that

"protect its prerogatives" and require protection for the laws it enacts
intil final adjudication.
on
yesterday's
Other
comment
decision was refused.
The President's recommendation is
mderstood to contemplate the withdrawal of the right now accorded
(Continued on page 7)
!t

AAA

West Studies Effect
Of Ruling on AAA
Omaha, Jan.
— Invalidation of
7.

the
i

AAA

by the Supreme Court was

sensation

in

film

circles

in

this

Theatre men joined with
farmers in lamenting the upheaval because
the
general
conviction
of
throughout the west that the
has raised farm prices and has been
responsible for much of the pickup.
Speculation is rife as to what substitute will be provided, if any, before
the present term of Congress expires.
Corn and hog checks to farmers have
been factors in the spending in this
territory.

AAA

territory.

The 27 Tri-States and

41

Central

by A. H.
Blank all draw patronage from the
corn, wheat and cow belt.
Fox units, Finkelstein & Rubin and
States Theatres controlled

other

circuits

are

studying the out-

look.

Receipts will be watched closely in
the immediate future, especially in the
small towns, and Congressional moves
will be the objects of scrutiny.

Argument in Sound
Action Set Jan. 17
A motion by A. T. & T., Erpi and
Western Electric for a bill of particulars in the damage action filed by more
than 100 theatre and sound equipment
plaintiffs,
which was scheduled for
hearing in U. S. District Court here
was postponed to Jan. 17.
The damage actions were brought

yesterday,

(Continued on page 3)

The possibility that Allied of
Jersey will institute an action for an
injunction to restrain New York exchanges from adding the two per cent
sales tax to film rentals of out of town
theatres was indicated yesterday following a meeting of the organization
at its Lincoln Hotel headquarters.
The passing on of the sales tax by

local

exchanges to their theatre ac-

counts as of Jan. 1 last, was the principal subject of discussion at the meet-

A committee consisting of Lee
Newberry, president of Allied of New
Jersey Louis Gold and Norman Saming.

;

uelson, attorney for the organization,
was appointed to investigate the situation and report back next Tuesday
at the Lincoln.
The attitude of the

organization's members, whose theatres are located outside the state, is
that the New York tax when applied
to their rentals is unjust, as they
cannot obtain their film supply elsewhere and would be placed in the position of passing on to their New
Jersey patrons a tax designed for the
relief of New York City residents.
Meanwhile, a new hearing on objections of the local exchanges to the
application of the tax to film rentals
derived from theatres outside New
York has been postponed to Jan. 20.
The hearing was originally scheduled
for Friday before a board representing the city finance department, but
the postponement was made neces(Continucd on page 7)

AUCincyMen Production

in

Agree Outlook Hungary Leaps
More Cheerful As Takes Drop
—A

Cincinnati,

7.
survey
Jan.
theatre executives, both major
and independent, exchangemen and exhibitors in the Cincinnati trade territory, reveals a general feeling of
optimism for 1936.
Spontaneous predictions,
ranging
from mildly conservative to highly enthusiastic, are the same in effect
that the 12 months ahead will show
a very decided improvement for conditions in general and the picture in-

among

dustry in particular.
The consensus of favorable opinion
is predicated on recent performances
of better product, which, almost without exception, has kept the turnstiles
clicking constantly, whereas the more
mediocre pictures have left a trail of
crimson across the box-office ledgers.

Although improvement

in the quali-

(Continued on page 3)

Union Cinemas
Build

New

to

Circuit

By BRUCE ALLAN

—

By

ENDRE HEVESI

—

Budapest,

Dec.
28.
Nineteen
thirty-five has been a record year for
Hungarian films. Sixteen in the Hungarian language and four in German
the Hunnia and
Studios, an increase
of 100 per cent over the two previous
years.
From a business standpoint, however, they broke no records.
Two of
the most successful features shown
during the year were made during the
end of 1934.
"Meseauto" ("Dream
Car") was a record-breaker both for
the distributor and exhibitors.
The
other, which did fairly well, was
"Igloi Diakok" ("Students of Iglo").
Among the 16 Hungarian films
completed from January to Dec. 10
and released, none was outstanding
(Continued on page 7)

were completed

in

Magyar Filmiroda

Warners Give Stand

On Ascap's Claims
Warners yesterday made

Recess St. Louis Action
Until Tomorrow
By

RED KANN

Louis, Jan.

—

7.
Federal Judge
Joseph West Molyneaux this morning
denied the plea of Warners, Paramount and
for dismissal of the

St.

RKO

equity proceedings.
He ruled the
theory of res adjudicata on which the
defense had built an elaborate argument Monday did not apply, leaning
upon the language in decisions of the
U. S. Supreme Court in the cases of
Stone vs. U. S. and Lewis vs. Frick.
In general terms the theory of res
ad judicata in law maintains that the
issues and the parties tried on a charge
in criminal proceedings cannot again
be tried in a subsequent civil action.
The court also refused to permit

Warners

to

amend

their

answer

to

include in this action consideration of
an alleged local monopoly by Fanchon

& Marco and associates.

The respond-

ent contended at length through exSenator James A. Reed that the existence of such a monopoly had brought
about the leasing of the Orpheum and
Shubert-Rialto as an outlet for its own
(Continued on page 3)
4k

Obsession"

$101,050

Hits*

at Hall

"Magnificent Obsession" has joined
the

select

group of films that have

grossed more than $100,000 in seven
days at the Music Hall. It reached
$101,050 Monday night and is scheduled to stay 10 days, the run closing

tomorrow

night.
six pictures that have
gone into six figures in the past year
have been: "Little Minister," $110,000; "Cardinal Richelieu," $103,000;

The

other

"Love Me Forever," $100,019; "Top
Hat," $131,200; "Littlest Rebel," (11
days), $146,000.

Trans-Lux
Houses Are Pooled

Rialto,

public an

London, Jan. 7. Fred Bernhard of exchange of correspondence between
The new Rialto and the two
Union Cinemas has signed with Ar- their Music Publishers Holding Corp.
thur Segal for the erection of a cir- and NBC and CBS, setting forth their Trans-Lux theatres, one on Broadway
cuit of large houses, with 40 sites position in regard to certain conten- and the other on Madison Ave., have
already acquired. Union has issued tions of the two networks on Ascap's been pooled and are now being opera list of 50 houses taken, some with right to license them to use certain ated jointly by Arthur Mayer.
The deal provides for a split in the
more than 2,000 seats. Reed The- music in the Warner catalogues.
atres, Ltd., has been absorbed, with
It had been stated by the two net- profits and no change in the current
A. H. Reed as an executive, as well works that because Warner's music policy of features at the Rialto and
as the Mancunian circuit. It is said subsidiaries were members of Ascap shorts and newsreels at the Trans(Continued on page 3)

(Continued on page 7)

Lux

houses.

:;

:
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lications,

on the Aquitania. Alice White, Mrs.
Arthur W. Kelly, John R. Mersereau, G.B. official, and Fay Marbe
will also be on the passenger list.
Ann Harding and Herbert Marshall are to broadcast scenes from
Radio's "The Lady Consents" over
the
WABC-CBS hookup Friday

with Edward
Small, production chief, on "The Last
of the Mohicans."
•
Gladys Swarthout arrives today
from the coast for radio and opera
engagements.
She has completed
"Give Us This Night" for Paramount.
•
Gus S. Eyssell, Radio City Music
Hall secretary, is bound for the Spanish Alain on a three weeks' vacation.
•

•

Murdock, former KeithAlbee official, now residing at Beverly
Hills, Cal., is in town to see the new

A

Picture
Theatres, The Motion
Almanac and The Box-Office Check-Up.

the latter's home just
to his departure west.

City,

N. Y., under Act

3, 1879.
year: $6 in the
$15 and foreign

Subscription rates per
Americas, except Canada
Single copies: 10 cents.
$12.

.

prior

was

Rivkin,"

Tito

the

reply.

The
finally

next day the producer
reached Rivkin.
.

"Why didn't you
back?" he complained.
a message with your

call

.

me

"I left
brother

Pittsburgh
to

Washing-

yesterday."

Irving Netcher and Mrs. Netcher
(Rozika Dolly) have checked out
of the Ritz Tower and are on their

way

to the coast.

Edward G. Robinson reached town
yesterday accompanied by Mrs. Rob-

He

Diplomats Turn Out
To See Buchan Film
Ottawa,

—The

diplomatic
corps of the Canadian capital turned
out in all its brilliance for a command performance of "39 Steps" at
the Rideau which was attended by
Jan.

7.

1936

Paramount's "Rose of the Rancho"
was given an elaborate premiere at the:
Paramount last night, the entire house
having been sold out at a $10 admission. The difference between that price
and a regular admission went to the
Musicians' Emergency Fund. Among
the

members

of

New York

society

who

attended the opening were
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Astor, Mrs. Ogden Mills, Mrs. John Jacob Astor, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Auchincloss, Mr. and
Mrs. G. F. Baker, Mr. and Mrs. David
K. E. Bruce, Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Carstairs, Mr. and Mrs. Averill Clark, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Livingston Clarkson, Paul
E. Cravath, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Suydam
Cutting, Mr. and Mrs. Artemus Gates, Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey D. Griffin, Mr. and Mrs.
Ogden H. Hammond, Mr. and Mrs. William Goadby Loew, Pierre Lorillard, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles E. McCann, Mr. and
Mrs. William S. Paley, Mr. Moorehead
Patterson, Mr. and Mrs. John Pratt, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Strawbridge, Jr., Mr. and.
Mrs. George Whitney, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Whitney, Mr. and Mrs. John D. Widener, Mr. and Mrs. William Woodward,
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Drexel Cassatt, Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice Newton, Mr. and Mrs.
Jeremiah Millbank, Elsa Maxwell, Will H.
Hays, Charles Hayden, Mrs. Marshall R.
Kernochan, Mrs. Herman Oelrichs, Countess Mercati, Countess Eleanora ColloredoMannsfeld, Misses Shirley and Natalie Osborne, Mrs. E. Gerry Chadwick, Mrs. Cornelius S. Bliss, Mr. and Mrs. Howard G.
Cushing, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Lewisohn.

Final Review Denied
In Deery Bank Case

—

Boston, Jan. 7. John A. Deery,
head of the Salem Realty Co., must
serve a year and a day in Plymouth
County Jail, according to the U. S.
District Attorney's office, as a result
of the refusal of the U. S. Supreme
Court to review the conviction of
Daniel C. Maloney, former president
of the closed Federal National Bank
of Boston.

Lord and Lady Tweedsmuir, and offistaff from Rideau Hall, the viceregal residence.
Prior to becoming
•
U. A.,
Hazel Flynn has borrowed that Lord Tweedsmuir, the governor-genDeery was charged with aiding and
gondola from the recent stratosphere eral was John Buchan, author of the abetting Maloney in the misapplication
flight and it is on display in the Rocke- picturized story.
of $130,000 of the bank's funds. TheAmong those present were Norman atre loans were principally involved.
Herbert Berg, for several years in feller Center sunken plaza.
Armour,
U.
Minister
to
Canada
S.
charge of trade paper publicity for
•
Deery has already served a term in
Sir Francis Floud, British High ComUnited Artists, has resigned from that
connection with the defunct Salem
Adrienne Ames and her sister,
missioner
to
Dominion,
the
and
the
company to become associated with Jane Merrick, have taken an apartTrust Co., of which he was president.
France, Japan and
the Blackstone Co. His duties there ment at the Lombardy for a few ministers from
He had been granted a stay of manItaly
with
their
aides.
of
trade months.
will place him in charge
date until Maloney's last appeal had
publicity
and advertising. He will
•
been ruled upon.
concentrate his activities on the WalA. P. Waxman's contract with
Samuel
Goldstein
Back
ter Wanger Prod, and other Black- G.B. was renewed by Mark Ostrer
Samuel
Goldstein,
stone accounts.
treasurer
of
before he left for England.
Guaranteed Pictures, Inc., just back
Prior to joining United Artists
•
the
Berg was on the editorial staffs of
Nydia Westman, Leontine Sagan from a three months' trip in Europe,
reports that he opened two new offices.
Film Daily and Box-Office, and han- and Howard
Washington, Jan. 7. Columbia
C. Hopper and Mrs.
One is in London with M. Swift, Pictures today filed a registration
dled publicity for other major proHopper are at the Warwick.
formerly with Mascot, in charge, and statement with the SEC, covering
ducers.
He will assume his new
•
the other is in Paris, with Frank 67,808 shares of no par common, of
duties at the Blackstone Co. Jan. 20.
Ben Y. Cam mack, RKO's Brazilian Bates, former Monogram agent, as which 45,205 shares are
reserved for
inson and

their

two

children.

is

en route to London.

cial

Berg Leaves
To Join Blackstone

Columbia Registers

SEC

Stock with

—

Arnold Van Leer Resigns
Arnold Van Leer, member of the
publicity staff of Columbia, resigned
yesterday, effective Jan. 18, to become
associated with Hal Home's Blackstone Co.
Daab, former advertising and
publicity head of RKO, who has been
engaged in special trailer work for
Columbia in Hollywood, is en route

Hy

here.

Bethancourt Services
Houma,

La., Jan. 7.

—Funeral

ser-

were held here yesterday for
Arthur J. Bethancourt, manager for

vices

the past 25 years of the Grand, Houma. Bethancourt was once president
of the ITO of Louisiana. He was 61
years of age.
Surviving him is a
brother, Wiltz, in Phoenix, Ariz.

representative, will leave Saturday for
Rio de Janeiro.

•

Douglas Fairbanks

arrived

He

terday on the Aquitania.

is

yesat the

Waldorf.
•

Vincent Lopez and

his

band have

started a one-reeler at the Vitaphone
studios.

•
Burtis' "The Masterpiece Murders" has been purchased
by Columbia.
•
Budd Rogers, eastern sales manager

manager.
Business

gaining in England, says
Goldstein, with merit pictures replacing "quota quickies."
On the continent, he says, dubbing laws, exchange
regulations and other factors are retarding progress.
Goldstein says his company intends
to open offices soon in South Amer-

for Republic,
with a cold.

is

confined to his

home

Joe

Nolan
for

is here from the
a brief visit.

RKO

•

Willard
a

McKay

Ampa Program
be

an

holiday trip to Florida.

will

entertainment affair with
variety provided by Michael, The Boy
Wonder of the accordion Bob Howard of
who will show how
all

;

the "Music Goes 'Round and 'Round"

Edith Drake, who will sing, and
Charles Lamont, Shirley Temple's director.

has returned from

Is Set

The Ampa luncheon tomorrow

WHN,

•
studios

is

ican countries.

Thomson

Gordon

White

and the place as usual
Dempsey's.

'

1

ton for the holidays with his family.
Sally Starr, stage and screen actress, is in town for a two-week visit
with her family.
Joe Falvo, brother of Diane Ward,
featured in the London production of
"Anything Goes," has gone to New
York to join an orchestra.
Joe Feldman's five-year-old Wally
threatens to become another Paderewski.

caller.

"Me,

.

Charlie Rich went

"Mr. Rivkin not in," came the
Jap boy's reply.
"Who are youf" asked the

Rue

March

Charles Koerner, New England
division manager for RKO theatres,
here for home office confabs.
is
•

producer called Joe Rivkin

at

Hollywood Bureau: Postal Union Life
Building, Vine and Yucca Streets, Boone
Mancall, Manager; Chicago Bureau: 624
South Michigan Avenue, C. B. O'Neill,
Manager; London Bureau: Remo House,
London,
W. 1,
Street,
Regent
310
Bruce Allan, Representative. Cable address
Bureau:
Berlin
London";
"Quigpubco,
Stuelerstrasse 2, Berlin W. 35; Joachim K.
Rutenberg, Representative; Paris Bureau:

of

coast today to confer

Quip of the Day

all

Pierre
Cour-des-Noues,
de la
Autre, Representative; Rome Bureau: Viale
RepresentaMalpassuti,
Gorizia, Vittorio
Sydney Bureau: 600 George Street,
tive;
City
Representative; Mexico
Holt,
Cliff
James Lockhart,
Bureau: Apartado 269,
Representative; Glasgow Bureau: 86 Dundrennan Road, G. Holmes, Representative;
Budapest Bureau: 3, Kaplar-u, Budapest,
Tokyo
11, Endre Hevesi, Representative;
Bureau: 47 Higashi Gokencho UshigomeKu, H. Tominaga, Representative.
Entered as second class matter, January
4, 1926, at the Post Office at New York

personal busi-

after

ness affairs.

ter

19,

J.

shows and look

Office.

Motion

LUPINO,

sails

10 o'clock.

at

John

correspondence to
Other Quigley pubPicture Herald, Bet-

Address

lications, Inc.

M. GOETZ, president of
HARRY
Reliance Pictures, leaves for the

Lupino,

8,

Society Gathers at
Premiere of "Rose"

Personal

father of Ida
tonight for England

STANLEY

night

and

the

Purely

4

Wednesday, January

will preside
will be Jack

issuance in the event of the exercise
of outstanding purchase warrants for
voting trust certificates for the com-

mon.

The additional 22,603 shares being
registered are for issuance in the event
of an increase in the number of voting
trust certificates for common, issuable
upon the exercise for warrants. With
the registration was one by Harry
Cohn to cover the voting trust certificates for the stock.

Contends Patent Invalid
Sonotone's action in Federal court
Wilmington is a petition for a
declaratory judgment that an earphone patent obtained in 1927 by
Delbert A. Reynolds is invalid on the
basis of prior art.
In the Motion
Picture Daily of Dec. 31 the headline incorrectly stated that it was a
patent infringement suit.
in
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Court Denies
Dismissal of

Equity Case

On

Agree Outlook
By BILL ORNSTEIN

and came

—

Jan. 7. I. Levinson,
attorney, is sporting a tan
that is the envy of his brother attorneys. He acquired it in a six weeks'
trip to the coast.
St.

Louis,

this

Warners were alone on

runs.

first

1)

+

phase of the day's developments.

special counsel
for RKO, was on his feet immediately
to inform the court that insofar as any
entry into the first run situation was
Iconcerned by acquisition or leasing of

George

Russell Hardy

Leisure,

S.

the company he represented
He pointed out
iwas not involved.
had exercised its right to free
1
judgment in the choice of customers
with F. & M. as one possibility and
Warners as the second. He declared
lit had been RKO's decision to sell
1 Warners.
The second day's session ran less

cerned over

Hardy, who
on

I than two hours and terminated with
a recess until 10 o'clock Thursday
I morning, at which time the Warner
[legal battery is hopeful Frederick H.

Wood, now
|

New

in
York, will be
actively in the fray for

ill

on deck and
the defense.

Washington.
for the

Co., appeared in
court this morning for the first time
in spite of a bad cold.

+
today.

Arthur failed to appear
However, Mike Marco and
C.

Jack Partington. Irving Lesser and
Milton Arthur were on deck.

+
Abel Cary Thomas
vacation in

Panama

air.

+
As Ex-Senator James A. Reed
gued for Warners
B.

this

morning

local counsel
dozed peacefully.

company,

symphony

in

—

brown

today

a

ditto for Hill.

+

Mrs.

+
Ned

E.

Depinet

Skouras have not

and

Spyros

arrived.

Planes

are down.

+
Attendance dropped today.
25 appeared, mostly lawyers.

About

+

to attend the trial

Local exchange managers

this

time

are carrying on business, the Govern-

excusing them each morning
when it appears their presence is not
required.

Warners, therefore were privileged of the criminal case and saving a lot
commit illegal acts to combat them. of time?" asked Reed. It met with a
The Government has the right to laugh at large and a denial, of course,
remove any restraint of trade and this by Hardy.
is
not a private affair, he added.
A few minutes before the recess,
Hardy also made the blunt charge Louis Phillips, Paramount counsel, inthat, as in the preceding criminal case, quired if the proceedings were for a
the defense was deliberately endeavor- permanent injunction.
The court aning to set up extraneous issues in swered that if it issued an injunction
at all, it would be permanent.
order to exclude the real.
Waxing sarcastic and at the same
the

to

Hardy Replies
However,

it

to

Reed

was an interesting two
Hardy, chief of the

Russell

hours.

Government staff, entered the argument substantially for the first time.
It was he who undertook to reply to
Senator Reed's lengthy plea for the
court to recognize the existence of the
alleged monopoly exercised by the F.

& M.

interests.

He

turned to what

he viewed as precedents in law and
rulings of the U. S. Supreme
Court to drive home his point.
Reed had argued that if the court
issued the injunction sought by the

cited

Government it would thereby make
complete and absolute the monopoly
allegedly practiced by F. & M. by
compelling Paramount and
to
sell their product to them.
He also
had held that if the court took such
action it would inflict a greater injury
than the conspiracy which the Government claims is now being exercised
by the defendants. He expressed the
opinion that the court would not take
such action.
Hardy, in rebuttal, sought to dem-

RKO

onstrate by citing leaseholds and corporate structures of the companies now
operating the Ambassador, Missouri,
New Grand Central, St. Louis and
Fox that no monopoly existed.

Claims F

& M No

Monopoly

"It is interesting to be confronted
with such a slovenly case of pleading,"
he said in a direct attack on Reed's
presentation.
The Government counsel asserted the defense at no point
had proved the F. & M. group to be
an illegal monopoly or a monopoly at
If there is

existing a monopoly,
he continued, the defense has a remedy, declaring Reed's charges had no
place in this court and, "The prosecuting officials are functioning in Misall.

souri."

Hardy

further described this case
as only one instance in the efforts of
the Federal Government to stop "these
practices all over the United States."
In effect, he also charged, Warners
were assuming the stand that the F. &
M. activities constituted an illegal

combination

and that

they,

meaning

time doubling back to his opening address in the misdemeanor trial, Hardy
scoffed at the counter-monopoly argument with the statement that the combined assets of the defendant companies totaled $666,000,000, while those
of F. & M. were "less than $500,000."
The Shubert and Rialto jointly controlled 50 per cent of the feature output the five F. & M. houses only 25
per cent, he asserted. "Fifty per cent
of all the feature output, Mr. Hardy?"
inquired Robert W. Perkins, asociate
Warner counsel. He was ignored by
Hardy, who continued his rebuttal as
if the query had never been made.
;

In denying the

to

Circuit
1)

£3,000,000 are involved, in addition to
£5,000,000 in deals already announced.
It is claimed 200 theatres are in the

group.
Segal has built the Astoria here,
various neighborhood houses, and the
Paramount.
Reed Theatres share
offices here with Paramount Theatres,

and book variety through the latter.
It is understood the new Segal-Union
Theatres will feature stage shows.

in

Sound

Action Set Jan. 17

Warner motion

for
include
alleged
monopolistic practices on the part of
F. & M., Judge Molyneaux declared
the court would have to confine the
case to the airing of facts and evidence
bearing on the relevancy of the Government's conspiracy charges against

amendment

New

(Continued from page

Argument

Amendment Granted
an

Union Cinemas
Build

(Continued from page

to

1)

more than

a year ago under the antitrust laws by numerous local theatres,
many of them affiliated with the
I.T.O.A. and allege that Erpi's licensing and contract arrangements result-

ed in their making excessive payments
Warners, Paramount and RKO and for sound equipment and servicing,
consider no other issues. This imme- which they seek to recover.
Several
diately ruled out attempts by Reed to independent sound equipment manugain consideration for the Warner
reason for not selling F. & M. in this
city.
However, the court said the
Warner counsel may bring up this
point during oral presentation of their

facturers are
the actions.

also

M. P. Club

party plaintiffs in

to

Algonquin

Arrangements were closed yesterday
The Warner amendment covering with the Algonquin for club quarters
for the new Cinema Club. The organthe shift in its buying relations
case.

with

RKO, by which the latter was declared to be selling on a month-tomonth basis since the criminal trial
was launched, was granted with no
objection by the Government. At the
request of the court, which pointed
out it had no power to order it, the
defense and the Government agreed
upon mutual cooperation in submitting
subpoenaed records.
"How about introducing the records

ization

meeting

committee will hold its first
in the new club headquarters

today.

Columbia Signs Two
Hollywood, Jan.
ford and Florence

as underlying factors influencing the attendance upturn, increased operations, or return to normal production by various industries,
especially those in the "heavy goods"
classification, a still broader spread
of employment through Federal projsizects, and bigger payrolls with
able salary boosts, have been responsible for the greater flow of money into

credited

box-offices.

Prospects Bright for '36
have made mistakes in the
past," said the spokesman of a prom-

'We

ment
suspended a

(Continued from page 1)

the

ty of product and the more dignified
methods in selling it to the public are

+
Dembow emerged

Sam

More Cheerful

ar-

Sam

for

Jeffries,

St.

Amusement

Harry

by

Harry Arthur and
Mike Marco are here.

Leto Hill, supervisor
Louis

in

Mrs.

+

'•theatres,

RKO

in

greatly conthe condition of Mrs.
has just been operated
is

He

found the
scenery very interesting, he says.

Warner

(Continued from page

AUCincyMen

the Lighter Side

—

Charles BickRice will have
"United
States
which goes into

7.

leading
roles
in
Smith," Columbia,
work shortly under the direction of
D. Ross Lederman.

group, "but we will
in the future. I voice
the sentiment of all concerned when
I say we look to 1936 full of hope
and optimism. The public, generally,
is now inclined to spend
more for
luxuries, rather than confine itself to
necessities. People are not only picture-minded, they are picture-hungry,
but they are discriminating. Therefore, good pictures will get the play,
and attendance will be in direct proportion to the quality of entertainment
offered. The industry is on a higher
plane than ever before, and the silver
lining is becoming brighter every day."
inent

theatre

profit

by them

Gains

in the diversified manufacplants and department stores
in this territory have been increasing
steadily for several months. Freight
car loading and new automobile registrations are approaching a new high.
Possibly the best index of improved
conditions is found in the statement of
local bank clearings for 1935, as compiled
by the Cincinnati Clearing
House. This shows a total of $2,466,319,282, compared with $2,123,727,180 in 1934, an increase of $342,592,102. The 1933 figure was $1,814,000,000, giving 1935 a gain of $652,319,282
over two years ago. The clearings in
December of this year reached the
highest level for any comparative
month in recent years.

turing

Columbus

Is Optimistic

Columbus, Jan.

6— Optimism

and

confidence for the current year are expressed without exception by leading
factors in the industry here, all of
whom feel that 1936 will be one of
the best the picture business has had
in a long time.
They point to better pictures, with
the improvement continuing rather
than diminishing. This, together with
better business conditions in general,
they say, will swing the pendulum in
the right direction.
"The turning point is at hand," declared one leading exhibitor. "We are
'out of the woods.'
new era for
the industry has arrived."
The city, although considerably
oyerseated, especially in the first run
division, is holding its own theatrewise, with business for the better pictures keeping well in the upper brackets, and the reverse being true for the
product of lesser merit.
Dual features continue to be the
rule rather than the exception in the
neighborhood,
and suburban spots
where, however, business is showing
a healthy trend.

A
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"Grand Slam Opera"
(Educational)

A

Wednesday, January

ribald and slapstick burlesque of

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

amateur programs with Buster Keaton
contributing some of his best comedy,
one has entertainment in every
frame.
Keaton is given a good riddance sendoff by his family on his way
to New York to participate in a program. At first he is thwarted, but he
finally gets his chance.
He juggles
over the radio with description. This
leads to a stunt with a broom but he
gets the gong.
The orchestra starts
and he accidentally hits the conductor
with the broom and they give shot for
shot in tune with "The Anvil Chorus"
this

Present Demurrers
In Lincoln Action
Lincoln, Neb., Jan.

7.

— Demurrers

have been filed in Federal court here
by major distributor and circuit defendants in the damage suit for $1,797,000 started some time ago by the
State and Independent Theatres. The
former is headed by G. L. Hooper of

"Petrified Forest"

(Warners)
Topeka and George Monroe of BeaHollywood, Jan. 7. With a smooth blending of the elements of trice,
Neb., and it owns 50 per cent
romance and melodrama this picture has power, prestige and strong of the stock of Independent. The
entertainment value. The action takes place entirely within the confines other half is owned by Cal Bard.
of a gas station in the Arizona desert and at times reaches points of
The demurrers contend that the
pronounced suspense. The unusual locale in which the picture is set plaintiffs' petition is not sufficient
forms a perfect background on which is displayed the psychological por- ground for action. The plaintiffs de-

—

traits of the characters.

Leslie Howard, an itinerant writer; Bette Davis, waitress, and
which is the best sequence.
Humphrey Bogart, notorious gangster, carry the brunt of the story.
Another good twist has Keaton near
Howard and Miss Davis are kindred artistic souls thrown together
home. He pauses on a highway for a
in the desert. When Bogart and his gang descend on the gas station
lift and an Indian squaw passes with a
papoose on her back.
He tries to Howard determines to give his life in order that Bette may collect his
thumb a ride. It is done with the insurance and achieve the artistic success which he has missed. While
usual Keaton pantomime.
However, being held as prisoners by Bogart, the pair, together with Genevieve
he wins the prize and speeding back Tobin, Dick Foran, Charley Grapewin, Paul Harvey and others frankly
to town he gets the award and takes discuss their innermost thoughts.
his girl to dinner and a show.
NothWhen the posses finally close in on the group Bogart and Howard
ing is missing in this one and it will
carry out a pre-arranged pact, the bandit killing Howard.
most certainly go over.
Production
Skillfully directed by Archie Mayo, the production captures in full
Code Seal, No. 1829. Running time,
the spirit of the original Sherwood play. Charles Kenyon and Delmer
\8}/2 mins.
"G."
Daves, who did the script, lost nothing in transition to the screen.
Production by Henry Blanke is class throughout.
Fire
Performances by the supporting cast are uniformly good, with Eddie
(Vitaphone)
Acuff, Adrian Morris, Joseph Sawyer and Porter Hall outstanding.
In this cartoon, Beans is a fireman
Production Code Seal No. 1,751. Running time, 76 minutes. "A."
and his nephews, Ham and Ex, are

"The

1936

8,

Alarm"

in his care.
The pair get into
sorts of amusing mischief around
the firehouse, one gets out the hose

clare they had half the houses here at
one time but could get only 10 per
cent of the product and were ruined
as a result.

The defendants are:

Robert Liv-

ingston, J. H. Cooper and six distributors
United Artists, Twentieth Cen-

—

M-G-M, RKO,

tury-Fox,

Universal

and Warners.

Waller to Demonstrate
Twentieth Century-Fox is going to
try to settle that "swing" music con-

tomorrow afternoon in the
ballroom of the Hotel Warwick by
giving a demonstration.
It seems that "Fats" Waller has
introduced the new technique in "The
King of Burlesque," so the newspaper critics and some music authorities have been invited to hear Waller
do his stuff.
troversy

left

all

Looking 'Em Over

from a truck and entangles

it,
the
presses a rewind lever which
rolls it up together with his brother.
They end up by driving off with a
hook and ladder tearing up the town,
mowing down telegraph poles and
finally get it back in the station again
and are on the receiving end of a
spanking.
Average cartoon comedy

other

fare.

Production

1,684.

Running

Code Seal, No.
time, 8 mins.
"G."

"The

Man from Guntown"

Tim McCoy is the hero of the west in this picture, which follows
the usual formula for this type of material. It should be found satisfactory as the lesser half of a dual program, or played, to the youngsters
especially, on the week-end, when action fare is most acceptable.
The film has its expected quota of action, with McCoy supported by
Seward, Wheeler Oakman, Rex Lease and Robert McKenzie

Billie

(Educational)

especially.

Seal,

mins.

No.

0729.

McCoy

cowboy he meets, but later when
his friend is killed McCoy is accused. A letter from the man's sister
school, this ordinary
lawyer in a neighboring town is about
Kelly in bad with the indicates that an unscrupulous
has not done her ex- to do her out of valuable land, left by her father. McCoy makes a

Running

time,

tion of E. V. Richards of the Saenger
Amusement Co. remains about the
same as last week. Richards was
stricken in his office in the Tudor

Theatre building and later taken to
the Baptist Hospital, then to his home.

(Puritan)

"Sorority Blues"

Set in a girl's
comedy has Nell
dean because she
ams. Consequently she cannot play on
the morrow.
What she plays is not
divulged. In order to do her best she
needs to be inspired by music and song
which are supplied by her classmates.
The Randall Sisters sing, the Foster
Twins also sing and there is dancing
by Verne, Ruth Brent and more singing by Jeanette McCully. An ordinary
musical offering.
Production Code

E. V. Richards the Same
New Orleans, Jan. 7.— The condi-

saves the

life

Fractional Gains Revive Trading

of a

bargain with the sheriff, that he will return with the real culprit, or

come back himself and stand trial.
The romance enters when McCoy meets Miss Seward,

the sister.
considerable action, as McCoy meets the gang
From
on their own ground, and proves his innocence to the arriving sheriff,
who assists in the conclusion. McCoy cleans out the gang, establishes
the girl's rights to the property, and proceeds with the completion of an
important dam which her father had started. Ford Beebe directed.
Production Code Seal No. 1,007. Running time, 60 minutes. "G."
that point there

Wall Street

is

Columbia
Consolidated
Consolidated,

High

Law

42
556

41
554

pfd. 1854
Kodak.. 16054

Eastman
K-A-O, pfd
Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

10%
pfd. 8154
2 pfd. 1254
1

Home"

(Educational)

Played in a homey, rustic setting
with some old fashioned choir singing
by the Henderson Master Singers, this
effort should be average short entertainment. There is a slight story vein
involving Carol Deis.
At a party
where baskets are auctioned off to the
highest bidder Miss Deis is in demand, for the buyer must take her
home. Centered around this there is
the usual male competition and subsequent twists to the plot. The singing is good.
Production Code Seal,
<N°'», 0727.
Running time, 11 mins.
1
G.

m m

554
2356
3154
50
10

Canadian

Men Shifted

Toronto, Jan.

7—With

of

T.

R.

Tubman from

the transfer
Ottawa to

Winnipeg to become Mid-West genmanager of RKO theatres,
eral

Famous Players Canadian
appointed

Howard Knevels

Corp., has
to

manage

RKO-Capitol at Ottawa. Knevels
has been manager of the Toronto Imperial, Montreal Capitol and the Regent at Ottawa.
Ken Smith, once head usher of the
Capitol at Ottawa, has been appointed
manager of the Ottawa Regent, while
Gilbert
Sunderland,
recently
head
usher at the Capitol, has been made
assistant manager at the Regent. The
appointments were made by Clarence
Robson, eastern division manager.
the

FitzPatrick Sails
James A. FitzPatrick, Travel Talk
for
M-G-M, has sailed
on the Franc onia on a trip that will
cover 40,000 miles and take him over
most of the world.
FitzPatrick declared his apparatus will record the
highly distinctive sound effects of
Africa and the Far East in a manner
not possible in the past. With him is

producer

Benjamin D. Sharp, production manager, and a complete staff.

High
Sentry Safety
Sonotone

...

2054

Trans-Lux

3V2

RKO

$2 Top for "Pasteur"
"The

Story of Louis
Pasteur," scheduled to open at the
Hollywood early next month, will
play on a two-a-day basis at a $2 top.

Vi

V%
18
3'/
4

+
+ v%
+ Vi
+1
+ 56
+A
+
+

Vi

-254

50
1056

56

2 Points
Net
Close Change
56

\%
20

3%

+ yg
+2
+ 'A

Bonds Drop 2V2 Points
High

Low

Net
Close Change

General Theatre
'40

6s

2154

21

2154

21J6

21J4

21*£

+ V2

92J4

9254

9254

—1

10454

103 54

10354

—

5954

S9J4

5954

9354

93

7554

9354
7554

86

8654

General Theatre
6s

'40

Keith
6s

ctf

B.

F.

'46

Loew's 6s '41
deb rights

ww

Paramount B'way

Warners'

Low

56

V/s

Technicolor

556
23Vs
3256

Up

Technicolor Spurts

11

5256
10756
1054
81 J*
1254

10756
10
80
1154

1056

+1%

80

SVA

RKO

"G."

"Seeing Nellie

80

Pathe Film
8
S5i
20th Century -Fox. 2354
20th Century, pfd. 32%
Universal, pfd
51

Warner Bros

556
18
16056

18
158

80

Loew's, Inc
5254
Loew's, Inc., pfd. 10754

Net
Close Change
42

3s

'55

Paramount
6s

RKO

'55

6s

Warner
'39

wd

+
+

Pict.

'41

pp... 7554
Bros. 6s
8754

(Quotations at close of Jan.

54

Vt
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Production in
Hungary Leaps
As Takes Drop
either

only
to return a

earn
their production cost, but others are
Some are
not expected to do this.
still running, but Budapest is the only
place that really matters insofar as
profits are concerned. If they fail to
hit here, their chances are slim elsewhere.

(Continued from page

day now.

Word has been received
that the decoration has been
awarded by the French Government, and the ribbon is to
be bestowed soon at a special
ceremony in the Disney Studios by
consul.

Viala,

J.

J.

French

drawn

the best box-office grosses because of the many persons who speak
German, but the quality has declined
to such an extent that public interest
is turning toward the American prodAmong 10 Hungarian films shown uct, except in country towns where
here during the year four have been Hungarian product has been offering
flops
and the others were feeble. competition.

Some

of

them have done

slightly bet-

elsewhere, due to the fact that
audiences know only the Hungarian
language.
Films produced in 1935 cost about
120,000
to
pengos
(about
140,000
$36,000 to $42,000) each. They cannot earn their cost, even with foreign
sales, but distributors can get higher
prices for imported films if they can
sell them with domestic product. The
independent
Hungarian
distributor
ter

makes Hungarian language
order

to

increase

films in
turn-

business

his

over.

On Ascap's Claims

Hollywood, Jan. 7.— It'll be
Chevalier Walt Disney any

Some may

profit.

Warners Give Stand Jersey Allied

Chevalier Disney

{Continued from page 1)
financially or artistically, and
one, "Edas Mostoka," is likely

From

the

American point

of view,

seems desirable to import only the
States output.
best of the United

it

when

market

:

requests of both netof the music to which
Warit claims copyright ownership,
ners, in the correspondence made public, refers the broadcasting organizations to the Copyright Office at Washington.

In reply to

production quiets down.

works for a

Supreme Court Curb
Now Held Possible
(.Continued from page 1)
taxpayers to impound money paid
"under protest" while seeking a deIn
cision on the validity of a law.
approximately
the case of the
$150,000,000 was thus withheld from
the Treasury.
Enactment of legislation along this

is

live in these territories.

or

Hungarian

admit

not

the

Germany does
films,

slavia

original,

refuse

them

for

political

rea-

sons.

This has had an effect on Hungarian producers. Toward the end of
1935 they became more reserved and
less anxious to secure studios.
Production will undoubtedly be cut down
during 1936.

—M
—

- G - M,
companies
Paramount, Warners, Universal and
Twentieth Century-Fox have been
forced to cut prices, due to the competition of Hungarian films during the
year. Profits suffered as a result.
In the past German films have

American

Jan.

7.

— Charles

H. Breit-

bart, Brooklyn Democrat, has introduced into the Legislature a bill providing that if the film censorship board
finds a film unfit for children under
16, it may license the film on the con-

dition it
children.

will

not be shown to

such

dubbed

because they do
not meet the Aryan requirements.
Rumania, Czeschoslovakia and Jugoin

AAA

Offers Censor Bill

an outlet for pictures synA natural market lies in the parts
of
Rumania,
Jugoslavia and Czechoslovakia taken
from Hungary in 1919 by the peace
treaty.
About 4,000,000 Hungarians
Italy

sible,

Albany,

chronized in Italian.

their

will

the court in its decision, holding that the amendments to the origadopted at the last session
pengos which will satisfy the Buda- inal
pest public. At least 180,000 to 200,000 to meet objections which it was anpengos would be necessary, but this ticipated would be voiced by the high
sum can not be earned in the 426 the- tribunal could not alter the situation.
atres in the country, and the product
has little market in other countries.

Italy an Outlet

renewed

in

for

:

begin with, it is impossible
to produce films for 120,000 to 140,000

CBS

and

the society last summer for another five years, Ascap
claimed to have the continuing licensing right to Warner music, and also
because the authors and composers
who wrote the Warner music continued their membership in Ascap.
In their reply to the networks Warners, through Herman Starr, vicepresident, said
"It is not true that
the society claims, for any reason
whatsoever, to have the right to license you to perform the works published or copyrighted by our companies.
Under our respective agreements with the society, we had the
right not only to withdraw from membership but also to withdraw our compositions from the society's repertory,
and the society has given notice of

No New Summonses
No new

summonses

were

issued
yesterday in the drive of the Juvenile
Aid Bureau of the Police Department to enforce the law prohibiting
the admittance of children under 16
at theatres when unaccompanied by
adults, according to
ald, director of the

Byrnes MacDonBureau.

Sentry Reports a Loss
Sentry

Safety

Control

Corp., reports a net loss for the six months
ending June 30 of $1,336.
This is
after expenses, taxes, depreciation and
other charges.

list

Modern Art Museum
Puts on Old Films

AAA

To

NBC

memberships

The Museum

Modern Art Film

of

Library held a preview showing of

its

collection of "primitives" illustrating
the growth of narrative, for the press
yesterday. The program of films made

during the period covering 1894-1911
consisted of "The Execution of Mary,
Queen of Scots," "Wash Day Troubles," George Melies' "A Trip to the

Moon," "The Great Train Robbery,"
"Faust" and "Queen Elizabeth" featuring Sarah Bernhardt and her origiAlden Beach arranged a program of
music which was played in true old
fashioned nickelodeon style by a pian-

who

Sales Tax Row
(Continued from page 1)

by the absence from the city
of one of the finance department officials.
A hearing has already been
held on the opposition of the exchanges in the United Artists test
sary

case to the application of the sales tax
to any film rentals, but no decision has
been made by the city since the hearing.
In the meantime, however, the
finance department applied its test
assessment to all film rentals of the
exchange, regardless of the location of
the theatre from which they were derived and the new hearing was sought
to present arguments against this procedure.
An adverse decision by the
city will be appealed
by the exchanges to the appellate division.
As the tax, if sustained, would be
retroactive to Dec,
1934, the exchanges were incurring a potential liability of $16,000 weekly to the city
and decided to pass along the tax to
theatres as of Jan. 1, last, as a precautionary measure. If they are successful in opposing the tax the moneys
collected will be refunded.
Exhibitors throughout the metropolitan area have been protesting the
added levy vigorously since the Jan.
Exchanges con1 notices went out.
tend that the exhibitor should join
with them in opposing the tax at its
source, the city finance department,
rather than directing their protests to
the distributor.

Seattle Duals Lift
Grosses First Week

—

Seattle, Jan. 7. Results of the
week's operation of HamrickEvergreen local theatres under a dual
feature policy show a decided increase
in patronage, according to John Hamfirst

nal stage cast.

ist

Talks Suit in

1)

become a profitable our withdrawal from its membership
American producers only and also the withdrawal of our works
when the present unhealthy boom in from its repertory."

Hungary

Distribution Has Problem
The system of selling three or five
imported European films along with
one Hungarian film worked until eight
Hungarian films were turned out annually. With 16 this year the situa- line, it was predicted by observers,
tion is further changed. Smaller ex- will be followed by other moves to
hibitors cannot afford to buy three curb the courts, the President's ideal
or five European films because this being a Supreme Court without any
leaves them no time for American voice as to the constitutionality of
enactments.
Should
pictures, which the public insists upon Congressional
this be secured, industrial and agriseeing.
During 1935, owing to the increase cultural control, probably along lines
to
those outlawed by the
in Hungarian films, exhibitors refused similar
to buy European imports, and insisted courts, would immediately be sought.
Unless some such method can be
upon taking the native product alone.
evolved, it was said, revival of the
This upset distributors' calculations.
The question arises Where is the NRA, or anything like it, is imposhitch?

7

played in the silent days.

Seattle city manager.
estimated that attendance figures will show an increase of 15 per
cent over the same period a year ago
when single features were used. The
added cost of dual programs and operation of the theatres is not expected
to increase more than five per cent
rick,
It

Wittman Takes Two
Cities in "U" Shift
Wittman,

Sig

Universal

eastern

division sales executive, is in Cincinnati to take over that and the Cleveland office as part of his territory.
Wittman is relinquishing the Buffalo

is

over former costs.

Theatres, Unions

which will be joined with Albany in the New England division,
under A. J. Herman.
in
Wittman's district includes New
Chicago, Jan. 7. Daily conferences
York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Washare being held here by exhibitors and
ington, Cleveland and Cincinnati. He
the operators' union to iron out differwill visit Cleveland before returning
ences in the contract for the coming
to the home office on Monday.
office,

Dicker

Chicago

—

It is understood there has been
no friction thus far, although the exhibitors say they will not give the 20

year.

Refuses Standard Pact

—

London, Jan. 7. It is understood
here the London branch of the C.E.A.
has refused to approve the standard
contract draft drawn by the council
in conjunction with the K.R.S. Other
branches are considering the matter.

Renew Baxter Contract
Hollywood, Jan.
ter's

Twentieth

7.

— Warner

Bax-

been renewed by
Century-Fox, although it

contract

has

has several months to run. He is now
working in "The Prisoner of Shark
Island."

per cent wage increase asked.
Final
settlement is expected Saturday.

RKO Claim Hearing Set
Federal Judge William Bondy yesterday set Jan. 24 for the hearing of
RKO's exceptions to Special Master
Thomas D. Thacher's report recommending the allowance of Rockefeller
Center's
claims
against
at
$8,207,000.
postponement of the
hearing from yesterday was requested
by both parties to the claim.

A

RKO

:

—

:

:

:

:
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"Coronado,"

Indianapolis,

On

Dual,

Dec. 31:

larity of books.

"The average reader reads
for entertainment, and with
a television box in the home,
he will be able to get his enTeletertainment cheaper.
vision, in fact, might eventually displace the theatre."

Rebel' Is $14,500

"AH, WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200), 15c-25c-35cGross:

days.

Cincinnati, Jan.

nuou ivj.o.j
"MAN OF ARAN" (G.B.)
EMBASSY— (1,400), 15c-25c-35c, 7
Gross:

days,

(Average, $3,600)
(Radio)

$3,600.

"SYLVIA SCARLETT"

GOLDEN GATE— (2,850),

25c-35c-40c,

7

(Aver-

Gross: $15,000.

days. Stage, band.
age, $14,500)

7.

—"The

Littlest

Rebel" led last week's parade, captur-

ivin..

2nd week.

Cincinnati Leader

(Average,

$7,500.

he-

"Radio and talking pictures
already have displaced books
in many homes, and television
—near the threshold now
will further injure the popu-

—

ing a dual bill with "Confidential" at
the Fox. This was $3,350 above par.
"The Great Impersonation" on a
dual with "If You Could Only Cook,"
pulled an excellent $10,500 at the
Orpheum. "Mutiny on the Bounty"
held up to $8,000 in its second week
at the St. Francis. This was $1,000 to
the good.
Total first run business was $88,550. Average is $80,400.
Estimated takings

7

poem may

in 200 years, 100
years, or in much less time,
due to the radio, pictures and
television," Booth Tarkington
says.

prise of the

Week Ending

7.

— "The

come extinct

Jan. 7. The surweek here was a take of
$9,350 run up by "Coronado," head-

San Francisco,

Rebel" At $7,000
Leads in Louisville

Totter

Jan.

novel and the

Is

Frisco's Hit

40c-55c,

Poem

Novel,

Wednesday, January

"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W.B.)

RKO

Palace, where
ing $14,500 at the
$10,000 is average. It continues at the

RKO

Capitol.

"Captain Blood" went $400 over
the seven-day mark with a $6,900 take
"Mr.
on a 10-day run at Keith's.
Hobo" got $6,700 compared with a

—

Louisville, Jan. 7. "The Littlest
Rebel" at the Rialto hit $7,000. This
figure easily led the town, although
Loew's State ran a good second with
"A Tale of Two Cities," which also
proved to be an ace attraction. The

was

take

$6,500.

par.
lies

stage attraction, "Folboosted the take at the

$4,500,

support to the gross,
was $1,500 over nor-

excellent
de Paree"
National, with
ing but mild

"Dizzy Dames" lend-

which

mal.
Principal opposition was the weather, which was the most severe this
part of the country has experienced
in years.
Total first run business was $26,000.
Average is $18,500.
Estimated takings

Week Ending Dec. 31:
"A TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,000), 15c-25c-40c, 7
Gross:

days.

(Average, $4,500)

$6,500.

"THE LITTLEST REBEL" (ZOth-Fox)
RIALTO— (3,000), 15c-25c-40c, 7 days.

("Average, $3,500)
Gross: $7,000.
FOUND STELLA PARISH" (F.N.)
BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT — (2,740), 25c-35c-40c, 7 $6,500 normal at the RKO Lyric, and "THE
STRAND—
15c-25c-40c,
7
days.
(1,500),
(Average,
$11,500)
Gross: $13,500.
days.
(Average, $2,500)
"IF YOU COULD ONLY COOK" (Col.) "Red Wagon" at the independent Gross: $1,900.
(Radio)
"ANNIE
OAKLEY"
"GREAT IMPERSONATION" (Univ.)
Strand took in $1,600, up $100. These
BROWN— (1,400), 15c-25c-40c, 7 days.
ORPHEUM— (2,440), 15c-35c-40c, 7 days. houses played midnight shows New Gross:
(Average, $2,000)
$1,800.
"I

(Average, $6,800)

Gross: $10,500.

Week Ending
"CORONADO"

RKO

Jan. 2:
(Para.)

"CONFIDENTIAL"

(Mascot)

FOX— (5,000), 10c-25c-35c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $6,000)
$9,350.
"MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY" (M-G-M)
ST.
days,

FRANCIS —

7
15c-30c-40c,
(1,470),
(Average.
$8,000.

Gross:

2nd week.

$7,000)

"LITTLEST REBEL"

WARFIELD—
days,
$20,000.

(ZOth-Fox)

25c-35c-40c-50c,

(2,680),

2nd
week.
Stage,
(Average, $21,000)

Week Ending
$1,100.

midnight

(Vienna)
Gross:

days.

New

7.

—"Collegiate"

other "A Tale of Two Cities" couldn't
get going at the Poli and was $500
down on a gross of $6,500.
Total first run business was $21,500.
Average is $19,300.

"NEVADA"

Gross:

$7,000.

(Para.)
(Para.)
35c-50c,

days.

(Average, $4,800)

"TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
POLI— (3,040), 35c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
$6,500.

(Average, $7,000)

"MR. HOBO" (G.B.)
"DANGEROUS" (W.B.)
ROGER SHERMAN— (2,200), 35c-50c,
days.

Gross:

"MR. HOBO"

RKO LYRIC— (1,400),
midnight

Gross:

$4,700.

(Aver-

$12,000.

show.

(G.B.)

25c-40c, 7 days, plus

Gross:

$6,700.

(Average,

$6,500)

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"
KEITH'S— (1,500), 30c-40c,
midnight show.

Gross:

(F.N.)
days, plus
(Average, 7

10

$6,900.

days, $6,500)

Week Ending Jan. 2:
"THE PERFECT GENTLEMAN"
(M-G-M)
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150), 35c-55c, 7 days.
Stage: "Hollywood Cabaret Revue". Gross:
$12,000.
(Average, $12,000)
"SO
ROSE" (Radio)
CAPITOL— (2,000), 35c-42c, 7 days,
2nd week. Gross: $4,000. (Average, $6,500)
"IF I
MILLION" (Para.)

RED THE

RKO

HAD A
RKO GRAND— (1,200),

Gross:

$2,600.

"THE

25c-40c,

days.

(Average, $4,700)

7

(Liberty)

15c-25c-40c,

days.

7

"Folies de Paree," Janice Janis,
Telaak, Bill Brown, Sally Payne,
Mayfield & Virginia, Helen Doyle, Eddie
Gross: $4,500.
Pritchard, Parisian Models.
(Average, $3,000)

(Republic)
15c-25c, 4 days.

(Average, $1,250)
"THE PAYOFF" (F.N.)

$1,200.

$1,000.

(Average,

15c-25c,
$1,200)

days.

7.—When

City Council tabled temporarily
an ordinance to require licensing by
the

the city of all projectionists and employment of two men in each booth at
all times.

7.

Jan.

and a half days, against $10,600

a seven-day average.
Total first run business was $92,the

600,

biggest

week

several

in

months. Average is $76,700.
Estimated takings, exclusive of tax

Week Ending Dec.
"THE NEW GULLIVER"
BELASCO— (1,140), 25c-65c,

:

31:
7

(Amkino)
days (in-

cluding New Year's eve midnight show).
Gross: $3,800.
(Average, $3,000)
MILLION" (20th-Fox)

"THANKS A

LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,264),

days (return engagement).
(Average, first run, $3,600)

25c-40c,

Gross:

7

$5,300.

"THE LITTLEST REBEL" (20th-Fox)
LOEW'S PALACE — (2,370), 35c-77c, 7
Gross:

days.

(Average,

$16,000.

RKO-KEITH'S— (1,836),
Gross:

$10,000.

$15,900)

(Average,

7

25c-55c, 6«4 days.
full

week,

$10,600.)

Week Ending Jan. 2:
"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (F. N.)
EARLE — (2,218), 25c-77c, 7 days. Stage:
"Hit Parade of 1936," with Nina Olivette
and company of 40. Gross: $23,000. (Average,

$18,400)

—

7.
"The
Jan.
Littlest Rebel" lifted the Midwest out
of the pre-Christmas doldrums with a
rush. The $6,200 take passed normal

City,

by $2,200.
"A Tale of Two Cities" was also
It ran the Cria big money-maker.
terion up to $6,000, over the line by
The Capitol garnered $2,300
$1,000.
on "Dangerous," and the Liberty
reached $2,200 in four days with a
combination of "Whispering Smith
Speaks" on the screen and "Manhattan Nights," a revue, on the stage.
Total first run business was $18,-

Average

is

$14,000.

Estimated takings for the week end-

TWO

CITIES" (M-G-M)

CRITERION— (1,700),

days.

Gross:

10c-20c-36c-55c,

7

(Average, $5,000)
(ZOth-Fox)

$6,000.

$6,200.

10c-26c-36c-56c,

(Average,

Gross:

$2,300.

1

LIBERTY— (1,500),
$2,200.

Jan. 7.
survey of
theatres preparatory to
consideration of application for renewal of licenses has been completed

by Building Inspector Fidance, who
submitted a report to the mayor. The
inspection is made annually under the
city law to ascertain the condition of
the theatres as to safety, exits, seats,
projection
booths,
obstructions
in

passageways

for

and

combustible

ma-

terials.

Selznick Signs Garrett
Hollywood, Jan.

7.

— Oliver

H.

P.

by David O. Selznick to do a script
as a starring vehicle for either Merle
Oberon or Tilly Losch, each with a
one-picture Selznick International con-

7

Must Pay Tax
Sacramento,

10c-20c-26c-41c,

4

"Manhattan Nights" revue.
(Average

for

week,

$3,000)

"DANCE BAND" (First Div.)
LIBERTY— Cl,500), 10c-20c-26c-36c,
Vaude.
Gross:
week, $3,000)

days.

—A

Wilmington,

Wilmington

(Average, $2,000)

(20th-Fox)

Stage:

(Average, $20,900)

Make Wilmington Survey

"WHISPERING SMITH SPEAKS"
days.
Gross:

days.

tract.

$4,000)

"DANGEROUS" (W. B.)
CAPITOL— (1,200), 10c-20c-26c-36c-41c,
days.

7

Garrett, fiction writer, has been signed

ing Jan. 4

Gross:

25c-66c,

"Hollywood Secrets," with Jackie
and Betty Grable; other acts,

Gross: $29,500.

"THE LITTLEST REBEL"

theatre

six
for

Coogan

City Hit, $6,200
Oklahoma

MIDWEST— (1,500),
Pa., Jan.

—

New Year's
Biggest money,
$29,500, went to Loew's Fox for "Ah,
Wilderness" and a stage show headed
by Jackie Coogan and Betty Grable.
This was $9,000 over average.
"Captain Blood," with a unit show
on the stage, topped average by $4,600 for a take of $23,000.
A return engagement of "Thanks
a Million" at Loew's Columbia took
"The
$5,300, to top par by $1,700.
New Gulliver" at the Belasco was up
by $800 for a gross of $3,800. The
picture was held a second week.
"The Littlest Rebel" barely topped
average at Loew's Palace, taking $16,000, or $100 over. "Sylvia Scarlett,"
at RKO-Keith's, grossed $10,000 on
Washington,

Stage:

"Rebel" Oklahoma

days.

owners protested that the proposal was
to force employment of additional men,

Top, $29,500

LOEW'S FOX— (3,434),

"A TALE OF
3

Capital

"AH, WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)

600.

FRONTIER"

RKO FAMILY— (1,000),
Gross:

7

(Average, $2,750)

NEW

Sharon,
7

NATIONAL— (2,400),

15c-25c-40c,

(Average, $2,500)

DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300), 35c-42c, 7 days,

Delay Sharon Licensing

"COLLEGIATE"

PARAMOUNT— (2,400),

plus

(Col.)
days.
7

(Average, $2,800)

$3,400.

"I

Gross:

(Radio)

Gross:

"DIZZY DAMES"

Billy

(Average,

RKO FAMILY— (1,000),

1

$3,300.

days.

Stage:

$1,500)

Estimated takings for the week end-

"THREE MUSKETEERS"
"TOO TOUGH TO KILL"
COLLEGE — (1,499), 25c-35c,

MARY ANDERSON— (1,000),
7

Show

"NEVADA" (Para.)
METROPOLITAN — (1,591), 25c-40c,
Gross: $5,000.
days.
(Average, $4,300)
"SYLVIA SCARLETT" (Radio)

Week Ending Jan, 2:
"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (F. N.)

RKO

was over normal by $2,200.
"The Three Musketeers," heading
a dual at the College, managed to get
$500 over the line on a take of $3,300
at the College. For some reason or

Gross:

$1,600.

Gross:

days.

7

15c-25c,
("Average, $1,400)

$900.

plus midnight show. Gross: $14,500. (Average, $10,000) Moved to
Capitol.

Jan.
and "Nevada," a dual at the Paramount, was about the only draw of
any proportions here last week in spite
of the New Year pickup following the
Christmas slump.
The $7,000 take

ing Jan.

15c-25c,

Gross:

31:

Div.)
7 days,

"THE LITTLEST REBEL" (20th-Fox)
RKO PALACE— (2,700), 35c-42c, 7 days,

New Haven

Haven,

show.

plus midnight show.
age, $12,000)

"Collegiate" Gets

$7,000,

Week Ending Dec.
"RED WAGON" (First

STRAND— (1,300),

7

(20th-Fox)

ALAMO— (900),

RKO

Gross:

band.

"DANCING DUCHESS"
25c-35c,
(Average, $1,000)

plus "Hollywood Cabaret Revue" on
Shubert, where
the stage at the
average is $12,000.
Total first run business was $62,500. Average is $60,200.
Estimated takings

5

Jan. 3:

CLAY— (400),

"THE RAINMAKERS" (Radio)
"THUNDER IN THE NIGHT"

Year's Eve. "I Dream Too Much"
Albroke par, $12,000, at the
bee, as did "The Perfect Gentlemen,"

"Wilderness,"

skyrocketed grosses.

"Captain Blood" at the Mary Anderson ran $900 over normal for a
take of $3,400.
"The Bride Comes
Home" at the Strand and "Annie
Oakley" at the Brown were both under

An

1936

8,

$1,900.

3

(Average

—

Jan. 7.
Any film
leaves the state must pay
the state tax on the 1935 income, filing the return not later than Feb. 15,
the franchise tax commissioner said
here today.

player

who

WATCH THE 1936

J&

<C

MOVIE BALL
and MIDNIGHT

SUPPER

of the

INDEPENDENT THEATRE OWNERS' ASSOCIATION
will

be held at the

HOTEL ASTOR
SATURDAY
EVE.

| |

JANUARY
1936

JL JL

TICKETS $10.00

Doors Open 10:30

P.

M.

For Reservations Phone

I
I.

f |^

T. O. A.

CHickering 4-3022

Hitch

eL

i

A NEW BOX-OFFICE HIGH lH
DOWN-TO-EARTH ENTERTAINMEN

HITS

FAST

MOVING COMEDY
— Motion Picture

CAST OF MARKED MERIT

— Hollywood Ref

SURPRISING SITUATIONS -v<

ACTION - SPLENI
ROMANCE — owmen's Trade
FAST

s/i

Rt

FAST TEMPO-ALL AUDIEM
Directed

by Aubrey Scotto* Supervised by

by Wallace MacDonald

Victor Zobel»Originol Story

—Screenplay by Gordon Rigby and Lester Cole

JANUARY
RCA

IS
HIGH

FEATURE

—Motion

Picture Hi

REPUBLIC MONTfi
FIDELITY

RECORDING

:

:

MOTION PICTURE
Picture
Industry

NO.

39.

NEW

7

End Argument

Wiseman's
Fight on Suit

played.
Loew's,

Arguments were concluded

yesterCourt of

Circuit
.ppeals on the action of Sir William
Wiseman, partner in Kuhn, Loeb &
o. and a former Paramount director,
mtesting the right of the Paramount
ublix trustee to examine him in
annection with two recovery suits
rought against former officers and
hectors of Paramount by the comany's bankruptcy administration. The
Durt reserved decision on the action.
Prosecution of the two suits against
S.

former Paramount officials hinges
a the outcome of Wiseman's action,
'he suits were filed by the bankruptcy
•ustees in 1934 and seek the recovery
le

f

Paramount

hich theatres were acquired by Paralount from 1928 to 1932 through the
(.Continued on page 6)

TOA

Will Deposit
Funds on Sales Tax

Members

of the I. T. O. A. will
eposit with local exchanges sums
ufficient to cover the two per cent
llity sales
tax which is being added
b film rentals from Jan. 1 on, it was

At

to Start
Today's Session
By RED

of
Rome, Dec. 31.
League of Nations sanctions against
Italy has proven a big stimulus to
Since September, the
Italian films.
start of the 1935-36 season, these films
imported
out-grossing
been
have
films here in Rome, and this is true
of cities in other parts of the country.
Newspapers are helping to stimulate
interest in the home product.
Government efforts are directed at
fostering home production, as French
and English films are barred here at
present and about four-fifths of the

Detroit, Jan.
motive industry

—

tax

was the

principal

subject

|f discussion.
I

The meeting voted

to abide

by the

counsel, Milton C. Weismatter. Weisman, after
Jonferring with Louis Nizer, head of

dvice of

its

in the

lian,

local Film Board, recommended
hat the two per cent tax now being
Idded to the rentals should be de'Jiosited with the exchanges as billed
[lintil such time as the legality of the
lity's levy is determined.
The exIiibitors were assured that their defjhe

would be refunded if the exhanges are successful in their efforts
(jo show that the tax should not be
liosits

.

pplied to film rentals.

JSy Daab Here Soon

To Succeed Gallup
I

Hy

Daab, former

RKO

nd publicity director,

is

advertising

due here to-

I

tomorrow from the coast to
lake over a similar post with ColumHe will succeed Bruce Gallup,
bia.
ivhose resignation becomes effective
Ian. 31. Daab has been doing special
jlay

or

(.Continued on page 8)

Indianapolis, Jan.

8.

—Bank

here are highly optimistic over the
prospects for 1936.
Asked for his opinion of the prospects for this year, George W. Trendle, president of United Detroit Theatres Corp., operating the Publix firstrun theatres here, as well as a large
number of subsequent run houses, is-

tion.

More Film Salaries
Go Before Congress
Washington, Jan. —Further
8.

re-

Night ports by the Treasury Department to
Congress on salaries paid to corporation employes receiving more than

described as a lottery in a report
of the Marion County Grand Jury,
and the passage of laws is recommended to prevent its further operais

in

involving

current plan, although admittedly a
change in the prosecution's program is
likely.
is no definite assurance, howthat he will be reached at to-

There
ever,

session.
Thursday may be
devoted to a full session of opening
statements by both the prosecution

morrow's

—

(Continued on page 8)

Indianapolis Jury
Hits at Bank Night

proceedings

chief Government
ways means prosperity to Detroit and counsel, is scheduled to be first in
Michigan, and with business in gen- the presentation and most likely will
eral, including exhibition, far ahead be followed by Frederick H. Wood
of 1934, theatre and exchange men of Cravath, de Gersdorff, Swaine and

sued the following statement
"The destiny of all branches of the
films.
open to American
is
picture industry for 1936 can be told,
Some of the recent Italian successes, or read, only from week to week. It
have been "Casta Diva," "Scarpe al is a great serial story, available only
"Aria del Continente" and one chapter at a time.
Sole,"
"Passaporto Rosso."
"The producers are its authors.
Best of the recent American films The prosperity we enjoy, or miss, in
has been "The Merry Widow," which 1936, depends on the entertainment
grossed $34,113 at the Barberini. Next
(Continued on page 6)

J

first

equity

8.
With the auto- and the defense.
Russell Hardy,
humming which al-

leaded yesterday following a meetrig of the organization at which the
market
lljales

major witness

Government's
the

Warner, Paramount and RKO which
resume Thursday morning. This, it
understood, is the Government's
is

Helping Italy Hum;
On Production Outlook Rosy
— Imposition

KANN

—

St. Louis, Jan. 8.
Spyros Skouras,
operating head of National Theatres
Co. and at one time a vital factor in
the local exhibition field, will be the

Detroit

By VITTORIO MALPATUSSI

Louis

St.

Opening Talks

Sanctions Are Motor Plants

of the agreements under

r

First Witness

I. T. O. A. were said to have been
each denied any knowledge of plans

from the defend-

millions of dollars

Branches

Skouras to Be

the

Officials of

in All

TEN CENTS

of their companies to discontinue the games at this time. Loew's,
as usual, staged its weekly cash giveaway last night, as the circuit does every Wednesday night.

nts for alleged liability for the cost
)

RKO, Skouras and

warned by Foley.

the

1936

Circuit operators yesterday said they planned no action, for the
present at least, looking toward the elimination of cash giveaways
in their Bronx theatres as a result of conferences held on Tuesday
with District Attorney Samuel J. Foley of the Bronx. Foley was
reported to have warned circuit representatives that arrests would
follow the continuance of cash awards on the basis of lucky numbers, regardless of the name under which the theatre game was

of Para. Trustees'
Suit Hangs on Ruling
U.

9,

In Bronx, Despite a Warning

'ate

the

YORK, THURSDAY, JANUARY

Circuits Continue Giveaways

[n

ay in

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti

IOL.

Alert,

number of

$15,000 per year include a
film figures.

Among them

are
The drawings reached the inquest
Executives E. S. Bloom, president
after a riot at the Rivoli during which Western
Electric,
Marion
$69,359;
it was charged that the drawing box
Douras (Marion Davies), president
been
stuffed.
had
Cosmopolitan Corp., $104,000; E. W.
The jurors described Bank Night as Hammons,
president,
Educational,
"an unfair method of merchandising $63,749; Charles D. Hilles, trustee,
calculated to lure people to the thea- Paramount Publix, $52,433 Frank W.
tre for the purpose of giving them a Lovejoy, president Eastman Kodak,
chance on a cash prize in exchange $91,903; Joseph M. Schenck, president
for their presence in the theatre."
(Continued on page 8)

—

;

Wood, prominent New York law firm,
and special counsel for Warners. He
(Continued on page 8)

Production Slows;

33 Features Going
Hollywood, Jan.
— Studios went
8.

into

an expected post-holiday slump

with
production
skidding
several
notches below the figures recorded
the preceding week. Only 13 pictures
are to be started within the next two
weeks, the survey taking in all major
and independent companies.
There
were 33 feature pictures and three
shorts shooting as compared to 41
features
ceding.

and no shorts the week pre-

M-G-M moved

to the head of the
with six features in work.
Columbia had three features shoot-

list

(Continued on page 8)

Head of Boys' Club
Backs Change in Law
William Edwin Hall, president of
the Boys' Club of America, has approved Mayor LaGuardia's suggested
change in the law forbidding children
under 16 to attend theatres unless
accompanied by adults. In a letter to
Byrnes MacDonald, director of the
Juvenile

Aid Bureau

of

the

Department, Hall declared he
(Continued on page 6)
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Ucations,

York

Heraxd BetMotion ric-ru"

Picture

Motion

The

Theatres,
ter
Ckck.Up.
Almanac and The Box.Offic. Union
Life
Hollywood Bureau: Postal
Building,
MaTcall,'

Boone
Vine and Yucca Streets,
Manager; Chicago Bureau: 624

Vittorio

Malpassuti,

11

Gokencho

Higashi

47

acter is "helmetted" by earthenarticle, said article is "domestic utensil."
CensorDistributor protests.
ship remains firm.
Distributor thinks again. Submits technical point.
Utensil has no handle. Obvi-

Planned

Kansas

in

other

Kansas City theatres should eliminate
cash giveaways within the next week
or two, which is considered unlikely,
W. D. Fulton will inaugurate the
"Mutual Prosperity Club," a cash
giveaway plan he has originated.

—

Fulton has six houses the Southtown, Colonial, Tivoli, La Salle and

Mokan, and the State

Kansas

in

City,

Fourteen other independents are
Fox
operating a Sweepstakes pool.
has

theatres

13

Cities— 12

Mo.—operating

in

Bank

in

hand

it

to

these

Britishers!

regular

Hummel, Warner

foreign
J.
sales manager, leaves today on the
Pan American air lines on a business
trip to Rio de Janeiro.
S.

Eddie Bonns, short subject

both

Kansas City,
Night every

night.

sales

Universal, leaves today
on a five-week tour of the company's
exchanges.

manager

for

Charles

Bruce

Millholland's

"Faun," has been optioned by
Urbach and Taylor.
•
James Blakely, who has been on a
vacation here, left Tuesday by air for
play,

Dusolina Giannini
Euro pa due here today.

meeting

of

the

board

Korda

is

on

Bert Lahr is in town.
ping at the Warwick.

Korda

schedule.

Pommer's

Pommer

will also act as associate

producer for Korda in making several
other films. Korda has signed Harry
D'Arrast, King Vidor and William
K. Howard to direct. Pommer will
confer with them on the coast. Korda
is now associated with a new Budapest producing company, which plans
six each year, in Hungarian, English
and German. Nicholas Horthy, Jr., is
associated with him in the enterprise.

the

lie

The

entire slate of recently elected
of Local 306, headed by Joseph Basson, president, was formally
installed in office yesterday at a regular meeting of the local in Odd Fellows' Hall, Brooklyn. James C. Quinn,
secretary of the Central Trades and
Labor Council, acted as installation of-

officers

He

is

stop-

arrives tonight on the

de France.

ficer.

of
.

.

.

Boston

Eastman Kodak Co. here
Sanka Barr, one of the few femPathe Board Meets
today Charles K. Flint was elected inine bookers in New England, is at
The board of directors of Pathe
plant manager and Albert K. Chap- Nassau.
man assistant vice-president.
Dorothea Jones of the RKO Film Corp. held its regular meeting
yesterday. Only routine business was
Boston staff is to be married soon.

directors of

Angeline Maney has returned

Loew's Dividend
Loew's Inc. yesterday declared a
dividend of $1.62 J-S on the preferred
stock, payable Feb. IS, to stockholders
of record at the close of business

to

the Metropolitan, where she is assistant publicist, after the grippe.

Arthur Howard,

—The

Fed
i

film industry is nc
of the radio facilities pro
vided for it. Motion picture station

complained the

making use

were authorized by the Commission!
predecessor, the Federal Radio Con|
mission, to meet a need for com
munication in film production, the n
explaining that in th
scenes involving larg
groups or aircraft radio is necessar
for coordination.
Previous to the establishment o
radio communication, this was don
with hand signals and flags with littl
according to
the
repon
success,
Radio is also valuable in some loca
port

said,

making

of

tion work, it was said.
"However,
the Commission reported, "althoug
this service has been established fc
some years, there is only one statio
at present licensed and very little us
has been made of the facility."

Sees Television Problem

—

Jan. 8. A long an
rocky road to be traveled before coir

Washington,

mercial exploitation is possible
foreseen for television by the Feder;

Communications Commission.
Discussing the situation in its ar
nual report, the commission declare
interest

that

in

has

television

bee

stimulated greatly by the activities
Great Britain and Germany, but tti£
there has been no standardization c
i

equipment and no development of re
ceivers which can pick up program
transmitted by all systems.

"From

laboratory standpoint

a
an independent producer will
vision programs can be satisfactory
into
going
England,"
be "Elizabeth of
transmitted and received locally at th
work in March. The second is present development of
the art, bv.
"Knight Without Armor," by James
before it is finally useful to the publi
Hilton, starring Robert Donat and
there are many commercial problem
Merle Oberon.

306 Installs Officers

•

Rene Clair

its

8.

Jan.

Communications Commission,
annual report to Congress todaj

to be solved,"

tele

transacted, according to Willis Bright,
secretary.

it

was

asserted.

Academy's First to
Open in New Bedfon
Academy

Picture's first productior

Conquer the Sea," will be give
its world premiere at the Empire, Nei
Bedford, Mass., where it has bea
booked for one week beginning Jai
"I

19. The picture has also been book©
for first runs at the Suffolk, Holyoke

Mass., and by

•

8.

monthly

Produce

the coast.

•

Kodak Officials Named
— At the
Jan.
Rochester,

Washington,
eral

as

first

Kan.

Midwest
Kansas

compared

Erich Pommer, here for conferences
at United Artists, says he will produce 14 features during 1936-37 in
his new association with Alexander
Korda in England. Three will be
released through U. A. as Erich Pommer Prod., and 11 will be on the

•

K. C.

8.—Unless

City, Jan.

to

to

14 Films for

_

You have

New Giveaway Pool
Is

Pommer

ously flower pot.
Censorship passes film.

Tokyo

Complains on
Film Use of Radi

i

ware

Ushigome-

Ku H. Tominaga, Representative.
Entered as second class matter, January
York
1926, at the Bost Office at New
4,
1879.
City N Y., under Act of March 3,
the
in
Subscription rates per year: $6
Americas, except Canada $15 and foreign
Single copies: 10 cents.
$12.

totalled 166,

received 129, and the rest of the selections ran from 115 for "Alice Adams"
down to 10 for "The Whole Town's
Talking."

demands cut

in American cartoon film submitted by British distributor.
Says that in scene where char-

Representa-

Representative ;

Bndre Hevesi,

Nominations

Day

British censorship

Sydney Bureau: 600 George Street,
tive
Uty
Representative; Mexico
Holt,
Cliff
James Lockhart,
Bureau: Apartado 269,
Uun86
Bureau:
Representative; Glasgow
Representative:;
drennan Road, G. Holmes,
Budapest,
Budapest Bureau: 3, Kaplar-u,
Bureau:

A

a record number, participated.

193

9,

FCC

list

released during the
year ending Oct. 31 in the annual poll
total of 491 critics,
of Film Daily.
best films

10

with 173 the previous year.
The 10 best are
(M-G-M),
Copperfield"
"David
season.
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer" (Para.),
"The Informer" (Radio), "Naughty
George Schaefer plans to leave Marietta" (M-G-M), "Les Miserfor a Florida vacation Saturday but ables" (U. A.), "Ruggles of Red Gap"
(Radio),
Hat"
"Top
(Para.),
will be subject to call as a witness
Melody of 1936" (Mat the equity trial now in progress in "Broadway
St. Louis.
G-M), "Roberta" (Radio), "Anna
Karenina" (M-G-M).
An honor roll included 49 features,
Dennie Moore arrived yesterday
from Hollywood to attend the premiere headed by "Alice Adams" (Radio).
pictures.
of "Sylvia Scarlett," in which she ap- Last year this list had 42
The voting was so scattered that
pears, at the Music Hall today.
only one feature, "David Copperfield,"
received more than 300 votes. "Anna
Quip of the
Karenina," the last of the 10 best,

Bureau.
Berlin
London";
"Quigpubco,
K.
StueSstrasse 2. Berlin W. 35; Joachim
Bureau
Pans
Representat.ve;
Rutenberg,
Pierre
Rue de la Cour-des-Noues,
19
Bureau: Viale
Autre, Representative; Rome
Gorizia,

"David Copperfield" heads the
of

Diamond, head of Paramount's
Lou
department, will
subject
short

hSS^^SST

Zee

"Copperfield" Leads
Voting for 10 Best

Purely
i
Personal
reach Hollywood Monday to look
over the west coast short subject material for release during the coming

Editor-in-Chief and Publisher

Thursday, January

Ed Fay

for Provideno

runs.

first

Edward Halperin, producer

of

thi

from Los Angeles fo
Bedford premiere. The cit

picture, is here

the

New

was

selected

because

of

its

back

ground as a whaling center, whic!
furnishes the theme of "I Conque
the Sea," and because the principa
character,

Thomas

Ashley, bears th

same name as the present mayor o

New

Bedford, Halperin said.

G. T. E. Extends Deposit
The reorganization committee o
General Theatres Equipment 10-yea
six

per

cent

due April
time
this

limit

convertible debentures
1940, has extended th'
for deposit to Feb. 1, o

1,

year.

manager Frank Culp and Mrs. Culp, was
Rosenblatt in Capital
married to Harold Drake, on the
Washington, Jan. 8. Sol A
wedding anniversary of the
28th
Rosenblatt, formerly in charge of thl
Culps. Culp manages the Isis.
Jan. 30.
•
Clayton G. Wright, formerly with NRA amusement codes, was here to
the Orpheum as publicity director, has day on what he termed a combine*
.
.
. Denver
Buys "Parnell"
Harry Nolan, well known theatre been made manager of the Granada at business and pleasure trip. He visite
Monte Vista. Robert Sweeten, who the Federal Trade Commission, bu
Frederick man, is recuperating from a major
and
Smith
Robinson
operation in St. Joseph's hospital here. has been at the Orpheum, succeeds refused to say whether film matter
Ayer, producers of "Parnell," have
were discussed.
of him.
daughter
Culp,
Charlotte
the film rights to M-G-M.

M-G-M

sold

business

for Allied in New England, and his
wife, Caroline, have returned from
several weeks in Arkansas.

—

Backed by Warner Bros.' nationwide Clue Club
promotion, and introducing to the screen lovely
Kay Linaker, the release of this week of 'THE
MURDER OF DR. HARRIGAN' means thrills
aplenty for the movie-going public. An adaptation of

Mignon

Dark Stairway',

G. Eberhardt's story 'From This
its

weird

tale of

murder with a

surgeon's scalpel affords Ricardo Cortez,

Mary

John Eldredge and Director Frank
MacDonald ample opportunities to turn in their
Astor,

usual superlative performances.

A

National Picture. Released January

First
11th.

SBm

lit

^ws^fc

—

.

.
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Motor Plants

Hum;

Hollywood, Jan. 8. Sol Lesser
Palm Springs after finishing
Harry
"The Show Must Go On."
Jane here from New York for
comedy lead in "Thorobreds All,"
Laird Doyle, Warner
Radio.
resting at

.

(Continued from page 1)

values the producers create.
"General business is vastly im
More people have more
proved.
money to spend.
"Distributors will do all they can
to get the maximum from exhibitors,
and theatre owners will strive to the
utmost to attract the maximum of entertainment money to the box-office
"Neither distributors nor exhibitors
can make the industry prosperous
without product the public wants to
see. Any prediction now for 1936 can

no

be

more than

instinctively

op

timistic."

David M.

Idzal, managing director
has this to say:

Fox,
"There was a marked improvement

of the

in 1935 over 1934 in general theatre
There likewise was a
attendance.
marked improvement in the product
which the studios sent us. Undoubted
ly the latter was responsible for the
former.

Sees Great Year
"All that I hope for is that 1936
will be a year that will permit me
to say the same when it draws to a
close.

.

.

.

.

.

magazine artiprove crime pays for some.
Paul De Outo, G. B. manager,
spending Saturday afternoons learnwriter, doing series of

cles to

.

.

.

.

.

M-G-M's "Mob
Thorpe signed for

.

.

.

.

.

.

s

.

girl,

signed by

M-G-M.

Armstrong

ii

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wiseman,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

in Detroit

—

Rialto Theatre Sold
At Capital Auction
8—

A

Italian,

German,

Hungarian,

as a defendant in the ac-

tions, contested the right of the trus-

tees to examine him before trial of the
suits on the grounds that the Para-

mount bankruptcy was concluded with
the reorganization of the company last
June and the

trustees'

authority, in-

cluding the authority to prosecute the
actions, expired at that time.
Root,
Clark, Buckner & Ballantine, attorneys
.
for the trustees, cited a provision in
the plan of reorganization for con.
.
tinuing the authority of the trustees
in certain matters and preserving to
them the causes of action in the untried suits.
The law firm also cited
an order signed by Federal Jud
Story Buy David Diamond's oriCoxe on June 17 which specifically
ginal, "Exile Express," acquired by
Robert Tasker and directed the trustees to continue the
Universal.
prosecution of the suits. As a result,
John Bright adapting it.
the Federal district court some time
+
ago upheld the trustees' right to proMusicians Gerard Carbonara and ceed with the examination of WiseVictor Young, composers, join Para- man and the prosecution of
the suits.
Raphael, Wiseman then took an appeal
mount
music
staff. .
.
to the
known as "King of the Concertina," Circuit Court. If his contention is
signed by Paramount to work on and upheld by the higher
court, the June
in "Concertina."
17 order would be nullified and the
trustees would be without authority
to bring their two recovery actions to
.

.

Banned

.

.

—

.

.

.

—

.

Hart, Caldwell

Awards
Quigley

in

Win

Award winners

for

Decem-

ber in the exploitation contest conducted by the Managers' Round Table
Club of Motion Picture Herald are Ed
Hart, Oxford Theatre, Plainfield, and
Wally Caldwell, manager, Loew's
Valentine, Toledo.

Hart, a plaque winner in 1934, gets

award for his campaign on
"Mutiny on the Bounty," and Caldwell

the silver

the bronze award for his "A
Night at the Opera" campaign.
The Quigley awards are to be con-

takes

tinued in 1936, the third year of the
competition.

A

committee to select the Grand

Award winners

trial.

December

for 1935

is

now

being

Head of Boys' Club
Backs Law Change
(Continued from page 1)

Mayor deserved support

in his effort

"get a workable statute on the
books." He said the present law is
unenforceable,
and
"I
think
the
Mayor's move to place the responsibility for supervision on the theatres
themselves is in the right direction."
Twenty-three more of the 115 employes summoned to court in the
bureau's drive for enforcement of the
law,
were arraigned yesterday in
Brooklyn
Magistrate's
Court and
paroled for hearing next week.
to

chosen.

Armenian and Egyptian.

Fried and Leonard Lauer.

,

.

to star Merle Oberon in one film. .
starring Joe E. Brown, Warners.
Deal closed with Alexander Korda.
Taurog, who has just finAl Jolson now being called Norman
"Strike Me Pink" for Samuel
Mayor of Encino because he bought ished
Paramount to
Eugene Forde fin- Goldwyn, back at
a home there.
direct W. C. Fields in "Poppy."
ishing "The Black Gang," Twentieth
+
Century-Fox, for Lewis Seiler, who
Writers Howard Lindsay, playis ill.
Buddy Erickson, assistant director wright, due here soon to do adaptaat Twentieth Century-Fox, in hospital tion for Radio's "I Won't Dance,'
with fractured skull after automobile next Astaire-Rogers film.
John
smash.
Twist and Cyril Hume adapting
+
'The Witness Chair" for Radio.
Arthur Sheekman and Nat PerCasting— Si Jenks added to "CapTwentieth
taken by
rin
options
tain January,"
Twentieth CenturyFox.
Henry Cuyos and Juan Century-Fox.

Seven Features Are

The Warner Club Players are presenting "Jonesy," a three act comedy
at the clubrooms tomorrow night. The
cast includes Ruth Goldberg, Etta
Shore, Etty Phillips, Steve Loewer,
Sam Obendorfer, Sol Reiner, Eli
Oestreich, Sam Wolowitz, Mildred
Mikels, Terry Ginsberg, Cliff Jock-

.

.

.

.

.

.

Do Play

Fight on Suil

Jim
"The Wild West," starring
Wheeler and Woolsey.
Addison
(Continued from page 1)
Randall and Walter Johnson issuance of stock which was later
re
added to "Don't Bet on Love," same
at a guaranteed price, al
Mamo Clark, Hawaiian deemed
studio.
though the market price of the stod
Rule."
Radio's

.

.

.

Warnerites to

Spen

cer Tracy to star in

—

.

Max

In Wiseman's

.

.

"General indications, as far as
screen product is concerned, are that
the studios are going to advance consistently in the type of pictures.
.
.
.
"Personally I look for a great
Duval in "A Message to Garcia,"
theatre year in Detroit."
Rex Ingram will
same studio. .
Other exhibitors agree that busiplay Adam and Hezdrel in Warners'
ness improved vastly in 1935 and were
"The Green Pastures" as well as De
of the opinion that the advance would
Lawd.
Helen Brown, formerly
.
.
continue.
Exchange heads, while refraining with the Theatre Guild, signed for
from issuing "quotes" or giving fig- Warners' "Anthony Adverse."
Edward G. Robinson to star in
ures, reported almost as a whole that
"All the Evidence," Warners, after
their business had shown large inhe does one British picture. .
creases. This was particularly true of
Warren William to star in George
the independent exchanges, which, the
records show, played more than four M. Cohan's play, "The Gentleman
times the number of first runs this
year than they did last year, with a
larger number of subsequent runs too.
It is reported that the Republic exchange had the greatest increase of
Detroit, Jan. 8. Seven features
the year, more than doubling its sales
were banned and 15,485 feet of film
record for 1934.
were cut from domestic features and
1,500 from foreign features, according
to the annual censor report just submitted.
Of the seven features banned
two were of foreign origin.
Washington, Jan.
The Rialto
The censors are Acting Deputy Powas sold here today in a trustees' sale
lice Superintendent Fred W. Frahm,
for $300,000 to Charlotte A. Engel,
Sergeant Joseph Kollar and Detective
who was the only bidder.
Charles Snyder.
The Rialto opened under the owntotal of 621 features running to
er-management of Tom Moore in 1927
4,965,000 feet was viewed.
Films reand had several successful years, but
jected dealt with sex problems.
One
during the latter portion of a tenwas barred on the ground that it was
year lease to Universal public apathy
Communistic propaganda.
and product shortage forced it to close
Foreign films censored were Polish,
a year ago. Last fall Moore resumed
French, Belgian, Swedish, Russian,
operation but closed again two weeks
Greek,

ers,

.

I93r

was considerably lower than the guar
Spencer Charters and Margaret
anteed price at the time of the redemp
in Radio's "The Farmer
Still another action involved
Mark Lawrence tion.
and the Dell."
one filed by the trustees to recovei
and Louis Mercier in "Under Two from officers and directors allegec
Hags," same studio.
H. B. profits accruing from their participa<
Warner, who created title role in tion in a so-called Paramount
enn
Adverse."
Edward
Griffith "Alias Jimmy Valentine" on stage, ployes'
stock purchase plan. It is aft
querying exhibitors on changing title signed by Republic for lead in "The
leged that through their participator
of Ursula Parrott's novel, "Next Return of Jimmy Valentine."
in this plan the defendants profited
Time We Live" to "Next Time We
+
wrongfully by acquiring Paramounr
Love," Universal.
Directors John M. Stahl gets stock at less than market price and
Joel McCrea and Lew Ayres to
disposed of it later in the market.
long term pact from M-G-M.
spend vacation in Mojave Desert lookPicture not set.
Lloyd
ing for gold.
David O. Selznick First
Court Order Cited
Bacon will direct "Sons O' Guns,"
ing to fly. .
Archie Mayo out of
hospital after three weeks in bed with
an infected foot. . . . Aldo Franchetti, former conductor for Chicago
Opera Co., doing score for "Anthony

.

later.

from Big Bend," Warners.

9,

End Argumenl

Out Hollywood Way

Detroit

Outlook Rosy

Thursday, January

Plan Phila. House

"Spring Nighf' Barred

Boston, Jan. 8.— "Spring Night,"
8.
Philadelphia, Jan.
William which was certified as passed with no
Joe Brandt returned yesterday from Goldman and Warners have jointly elimination on the Nov. 4 list of apan extended business trip to the west formed Terminal Theatres Corp., to proved films put out by the Departcoast. He was silent on various re- operate a theatre to be built in the ment of Public Safety Sunday
censorports tying him in with the organiza- new 69th St. Terminal here.
Both ship division, has been ordered retion of a new national independent were
previously
building moved frorn the list of approved films
reported
distributing
organization and with there, but apparently have compro- by Commissioner Paul Kirk.
financial backing for new independent mised on joint ownership. ConstrucNo reason was given in the notice
production.
tion will start in a few weeks.
which exhibitors received today.

Joe Brandt in from Coast

—

j)

figures
don't lie—

More National Screen
Trailers in more movie
theatres all over the
country than ever before!

:

;

:

;

—

.
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Skouras to Be
First Witness

On
By

Thursday, January

Sanctions Are

the Lighter Side

Helping Italy
Judge Molyneaux

Ornstein

sits very quietly
high-backed leather chair, gently
only 25 minutes away, Sam Demisow swinging from side to side from time
He speaks in low tones.
turned to Eddie Alperson in the to time.
'plane that brought them out from All ears bend attentively in his direc(Continued from page 1)
tion when he has something to say.
York and remarked
here for the resumed hearings. New
is
"Never had such a smooth trip. Those words are extremely important.
The Warner presentation is expected
+
Phillips, It's wonderful, isn't it?"
to be followed by Louis
In that instant, the machine hit
counsel representing Paramount here,
The
local
branch
managers
who is doubling in brass due to the an air pocket and bounced and tossed scrammed in a hurry when the first
until the landing field hove into sight.
illness of Samuel W. Fordyce, ashour of the first day made it easily
+
from
recovering
counsel
sociate
apparent
no
witnesses
would be
detective
Smith
read
two
Cresson
will be represented
pneumonia.
reached.
York
from
road
in
New
novels
on
the
by George S. Leisure of the New
+
York law firm of Donovan, Leisure, and has two more to go.
+
Alperson
and
Dembow
are sharing
Newton and Lombard.
Austin Keough, Lou Phillips, quarters on the 15th floor. Eddie's
Eddie Alperson, Sam Dembow and bathroom is in cerise and purple.
To Call Local Managers
Cresson Smith captured the spirit of
+
the
concerning
Routine testimony
St. Louis in the Crystal Room of the
establishment of motion pictures as a
midone
minute
past
Bob
Perkins
is
constantly
Park Plaza at
by
commodity in interstate commerce will night Monday morning. That's when Reed's side, whispering this and that
be sought by Hardy in his first line of
the bars open in this town after the to him, shoving over this brief and
To do this, he will call Sabbath lull.
witnesses.
that notation.
Slightly bent by age
to the witness box virtually the en+
now the ex-senator is 74 Reed contire array of local exchange managers.
Jim Reed is maintaining a high tinues a fine figure of a man with
Definitely scheduled to testify are
batting average and a direct line to his tall frame and his shock of snowthese
the spitoon by his side in the court- white hair.
Clayton D. Lynch, M-G-M Richard
Harry Warner's hat isn't
room.
Reed took a crack at the New Deal
Garrison,
Joseph
Taylor,
there this time, as in the criminal the other day.
Walter Rice had
Universal; Hall Walsh, Warners;
case, because Warner isn't here.
cited a decision of the board of tax
CenturyTwentieth
Reingold,
Ben
+
appeals in Washington. Reed pointed
Fox Maurice Schweitzer, Paramount,
The new courtroom, by the way, is out any decision by any board in
and Clarence D. Hill, Columbia.
It is oak-paneled Washington
might be made at 9
quite impressive.
None of the individual defendants with modernistic lighting and trim- o'clock and kicked out by a ruling of
in the recent criminal trial has been
mings.
the Supreme Court at 10 o'clock.
subpoenaed by the Government, although the possibility is strong that
this group, which included Harry M. theory of res ajudicata were aired
Laymen, here either as
Warner, Gradwell L. Sears and Her- at length.
man Starr of Warners and Ned E. spectators or witnesses, have found the
The technicalities and
will be called to going difficult.
Depinet of
(Continued from page 1)
George the interpretations placed upon U. S.
testify for their companies.
United
Artists,
Adolph
$104,000;
language
have
even
Supreme
Court
vice-president
and
former
Schaefer,
J.
general sales manager of Paramount, found the lawyers themselves disagree- Zukor, $52,193.
Producers
Pandro S. Berman,
may take the stand for that company ing.
The film fraternity, well versed in $129,924; William Le Baron, $114,711
as well.
percentage deals and overages, hasn't Louis D. Lighton, $92,000; B. P.
Schulberg, $145,583; E. Lloyd ShelEstimate Is Two Weeks
had much of a chance.

At

St.

Louis

Bill

St. Louis, Jan.

8.

—With

St.

Louis

in his

RKO

—

—

;

RKO

;

;

More Film Salaries
Go Before Congress

RKO

—

Reports, presumably of the "inside"
variety, that the bondholders' protective committee of the Ambassador,

Missouri and New Grand Central
would seek court permission to intervene on behalf of the Government
thus

One

of

the

ination

of

routine details,

would not

continue beyond two weeks.
Lobby gossip around the

have returned to New York. Starr
expected here tomorrow. Sears is
Chicago, but is due here shortly.

is

in

Carey,
Max Reinhardt,
$121,416;
$17,500; Wesley Ruggles, $139,510;
Norman Taurog, $118,750; Frank
Tuttle, $87,541; Josef von Sternberg,
$50,000.

Production Slows;

Actors

and

actresses

— Constance

Bennett, $176,188; Mary Boland, $89,583 Burns and Allen, $88,791
Kitty
Carlyle, $52,083; Claudette Colbert,
$85,000; Gary Cooper, $139,667; Miriam Hopkins, $71,145; Adolphe Menjou, $67,000 Jack Oakie, $82,666 Joe
Penner, $75,000; Zasu Pitts, $60,416;
George Raft, $61,664; Sylvia Sidney,
$110,583.
;

33 Features Going
(Continued from page

Park

1)

;

and four
editing. Fox had five, three and three
contingent is ensconced, divides its
Goldwyn, one, zero and one M-G-M,
forecast between two and four.
Paramount, five, one
six, zero and 12
Indicating that the proceedings will
Writers Vincent Lawrence, $70,and 10 Radio, four, two and four
Federal
move with dispatch,
Judge
Roach, zero, one and zero Universal, 291 J. P. McEvoy, $90,683 Dorothy
Joseph West Molyneaux on Tuesday
four, one and one Warners, four, one Parker, $16,000.
morning refused to accept a brief
independents one, one and
and 10
offered by RKO in connection with
one.
that company's application to file a
Short subject activity, which regissupplementary answer declaring he had
already made up his mind on the tered a blank the previous week,
showed an uplift. Columbia had none
(Continued from page 1)
legal points involved.
Further indicating his desire to ex- shooting, two preparing and four in trailer work at the Columbia studio
the
cutting
M-G-M
had
one,
room.
pedite matters, the judge requested
for the past month.
zero, zero and
various counsel to cooperate in turn- four and three Radio,
Further changes in personnel at the
two
Roach,
and
three
two,
two
ing over subpoenaed records to the
Columbia home office were revealed
Universal, zero, zero and one
indeGovernment during the Tuesday noon
yesterday.
Sam Spicker, head of the
pendents, zero, one and zero.
His
to Thursday morning recess.
company's art department, has rewas solely a request, since he made
signed, effective Jan. 31. Arnold Van
Pettengill Bill Leer, a member of the publicity staff,
it clear that he was not empowered
to order it.
Counsel for the defense
Detroit, Jan. 8. The Pettengill resigned Tuesday, effective Jan. 17.
acquiesced.
bill, which would abolish compulsory
Aside from Daab's appointment as
The first two days found only the block booking, has been endorsed by director of advertising and publicity,
surface scratched. Fine points of law, the Detroit Council of Catholic Or- the impending vacancies remained unPlaza where most of the

New York

three

ing,

preparation

in

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

Hy Daab Here Soon

To Succeed Gallup

;

;

;

Endorse

particular

the

application

of

the

1)

Control of Italian production has
with the Direzione Generale
per la Cinematografia, supervised by
Luigi Freddi.
Hopes for American producers or
distributors lie in cooperation with
Italian producers.
The first American company to take advantage of this
is M-G-M, which will distribute "Aldebaran," produced by Giulio Manenti,
with Alessandro Blasetti as director.
rested

A

part of the profits of world distribution will go to the Italian producer.
new governmental agency has
been created for distribution of Italian
film. It is called Ente Nazionale Industrie
Cinematgrafiche
E.N.I.C.
and will be controlled by the Institute Nazionale
L.U.C.E. In fact, the
president
of
E.N.I.C.
is
Marquis
Paulucci de
Calboli
Barone, who
also is president of L.U.C.E.
E.N.I.C. controls a circuit of 26
houses, the most important of which

A

—

—

are Supercinema, Volturno and Cola
di Rienzo in Rome, the Ambrosio and
Vittoria in Turin, Corso in Milan.

Nazionale and Fenice in Trieste, the
Modernissimo and Rossini in Venice,
Medica in Bologna, Excelsior Savoia
and Modernissimo in Florence, Augusteo and Modernissimo in Naples.

About 50

Italian films will be proAmong these
e' Una Cosa Seria," from

duced during 1935-36.

are "Non
Pirandello's
play
"Musica
in
Piazza," "Arma Bianca," "L'Ambas:

;

and "Fanny Ballerinia."

ciatore"

ganizations.

—

filled

Wall Street
Marked Gains Spot Big Board
Net

High Low Close Change
Consolidated
Consolidated, pfd

Eastman Kodak

yesterday.

43J4
6

43

4354

18^

18
160

1854
16154

161

Loew's, Inc
5VA
Loew's, Inc., pfd 107

Paramount
Paramount

IW/l
83
1254

1
pfd
2 pfd

Pathe Film

8
6

RKO

20th Century -Fox 2554
20th Century, pfd. 3554
Universal, pfd
5254
Warner Bros.
.

.

.

57/8

5244

54

107
1054

107
1054

+154

+
+
+

+VA
-54

&m +
1234
+
734

8134
1256

m m

554
2354
3154
5054
10

2554
3554
5254
10

54
54
54

+

36
54
54
54

+254
+354
+254

-

54

Technicolor Continues Rise

;

;

in

(Continued from page

have been "No Greater Glory"
and "After Office Hours," with other
U. S. films trailing well behind.
best

don, $78,461.

Government attorneys

prominent in the case hazarded a guess
today that the hearing, now expected'
to move with greater speed with elim-

On Production?

Bruce Bromley, Austin Keough and
Directors—James Flood, $39,041
Gordon Youngman, RKO attorney, Marion Gering,
$91,000; Leo Mc-

have failed to materialize.

far

1936'

9,

Net

High Low Close Change
Sentry Control....
9/16
9/16
9/16 —1/16
Sonotone
1%
134
154
54
Technicolor
2036
2054
2054
54

—
+

Trans-Lux

RKO

354

354

354

Bonds Jump

6}A

Points
Net

High

Low

2234

2154

2244

+154

21

+

92^

2254
95

Close Change

General Theatre
6s '40

General Theatre
6s '40 ctf
22J4
Keith B. F. 6s '46 95
Loew's 6s '41
deb rights
10454

ww

Vt

+254

+

10354

104J4

5834

58J4

5854

—i J

Pict.
6s '55
9454
6s '41 pp.... 82
Warner Bros. 6s

937^
78

94J4
82

+654

8754

88

Paramount B'way
3s '55

54

Paramount

RKO
'39

wd

88

(Quotations at close of Jan.

+

34

+15?
8)

,

:
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Variety Club

Short Subjects

Looking 'Em Over

"The Mayflower"
(Educational)

In this cartoon there is some good
invention which will put it over. The
Iplot concerns a load of Pilgrims somewhat snappier than popularly supWith modern twists, it lands
posed.
the Pilgrims on a prepared Plymouth
Rock and one character gets a hilarious greeting by Indians with neckties
and hot-dogs to sell while another
[is hunting a turkey and getting involved with a gang of fierce redskins.
[He escapes them, however.
good
Production
(one in the cartoon line.
Code Seal, No. 0797. Running time,
9 mins. "G."

"The Private Life of Louis XIV"

|

A

I

"Dumb-Bell Letters
No. 21"
B euren-Radio)

{(Van

others in this series have
[provoked laughs from audiences, this
the

If

do likewise. As usual, it is
,made up of some of the best of Miss
Lowell's collection of items from the

[should

morning

Perhaps the best of the
lot is
which a woman writes
to the Voice of Experience. She has
itwo children and wants a third, but
she has been informed that every third
child born is Chinese.
Production
Code Seal No. 0338. Running time
post.
one in

{

7 mins.

{General Foreign Sales)

With

story and direction by Carl Froelich, this German importation
against a spectacular royal court background, something of
the intrigue and pomp surrounding the activity of the King of France
in the 17th Century, and the unfortunate plight of a young German
Princess, married to Louis's brother in a political move which goes
pictures,

wrong.

The film has been well executed and the performances are good.
Numerous sub-titles in English make for easy understanding of the
story by those unfamiliar with the German language of the picture.
Renate Muller, Dorothea Wieck, Michael Bohnen and Hans Sruwe
play the princess, a favorite of the king, the king and his brother, respectively. Miss Muller and Miss Wieck are probably known in this
country, and the film should have definite appeal in those communities
where there are German people.
There is, of course, the obvious underlying intent, in this German
production, to paint the activity of the French king and his war minister in the light of unscrupulous ravagers of the then separate German
states. As a dramatic film, however, it offers a measure of entertainment. The German princess, after bearing as long as she can the unwelcome attention of Louis, and the lack of respect of her husband, is
about to flee to her home in Heidelberg, when her husband, suddenly
aware of the love his wife has for him, persuades her to return to the
court, she realizing that she can best help her native people by remaining near the king, and with her husband's help.
Reviewed without production code seal. Running time, 85 minutes.

"Rebel"
"Winter Magic"
With winter as its theme,
in the Magic Carpet series

this short

takes the
audience on a tour of places where
winter cloaks the country to the
camera's advantage.
There is at
itimes some excellent photography and
[the mood is well handled.
Metropolitan and rustic scenes are compared and
seasonal sports are shown.
Produc-

Code

time,

8y2

Seal,

mins.

No. 0779.
"G."

This

jercise

issue, in the familiar manner,
in on screen stars at their ex-

and diversions.

$16,000

at

8—

"Littlest Rebel"
St. Louis, Jan.
playing at the Fox had the best total
gross, $16,500. This was $4,500 above
average, but "Calling of Dan Mathews," playing the Ambassador in
conjunction with the second week
stage offering of Olsen & Johnson,
made the best proportionate showing
with a gross of $15,750 against a

in the black, grosses being above average in each instance.

(Columbia)
looks

"Fleet" Is $9,000

Running house average of $10,000.
Every first run house in town was

"Screen Snapshots No. 5"
I

Louis

St.

Leader

(Twentieth Century-Fox)

Warren Wil-

liam works his farm, Gene Raymond
jPlays tennis, Elissa Landi rides, Mary
iBrian tap dances and Eddie Cantor
juggles three balls.
The piece closes
with views of a typical Hollywood
premiere.
This series has fallen into
la rut and more novelty from a production standpoint is needed.
Production Code Seal No. 1,833.
Running time, 10 mins. "G."

Weather

week was

for the

cold ana"

unfavorable on some days.
Total first run business was $63,950.

Average

is

$46,000.

Estimated
ending Jan. 2

for

takings

week

the

AMBASSADOR —

days.

(3,018),

(Col.)
25c-40c-55c, 7

Gross:
Stage: Olsen & Johnson.
(Average, $10,000)
(20th-Fox)
(5,038), 25c-35c-55c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $12,000)

"LITTLEST REBEL"

FOX—
$16,500.

"AH, WILDERNESS!" (M-G-M)

LOEWS— (3,163),
Gross:

$11,800.

25c-35c-55c,

"COLLEGIATE"

$11,500.

7

days.

(Average, $8,500)

"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (F.N.)
SHUBERT-RIALTO— (1,723), 25c-35c-55c,
7 days.

"Filming the Feminine
Headliners"

Gross:

8.
"Miss PaciFleet" led the first run parade here
after a shift in opening dates to get
the best returns from Christmas and
New Year's. The take at the Lyric
was $9,000, over the line by $2,000.
All houses were strong, except one,
the Apollo, which was holding "The
Littlest Rebel" for a second week, and

off

fell

$8,400.

(Average, $6,500)

Schreiber Recovering

—

to $3,500.

snowstorm hurt business somewhat.
Total first run business was $29,Average is $26,500.
500.
Estimated takings
"I
$5,000.

Dec. 31:

DREAM TOO MUCH"

CIRCLE— (2,800),

25c-40c,
$4,000)

(Average,

7

(Radio)
days. Gross:

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME"
INDIANA — (3,300), 25c-40c,

Gross:

(Average.

$7,000.

"A TALE OF

TWO

LOEWS— (3,000).

$5,000.

7

(Para.)
days.

$7,000)

CITIES" (M-G-M)

25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

(Average, $4,500)

Week Ending Jan. 3:
"LITTLEST REBEL" (20th-Fox)

APOLLO— (1,100).
week.

!

Cincinnati

—

Cincinnati, Jan. 8. At the last
gala night, staged by the local tent,
talent was furnished by WLW. Those
participating were
Grace Raines,
vocal director and pianist; Cauncey
Parsons; Paul Sullivan; De Vore
Sisters and The Continentals. About
200 members and guests were present.
Joe Oulahan, Paramount chief,
entertained C. A. Wingfield and
Mrs. Wingfield of Washington.
Al Sugarman has gone to Dills:

boro, Ind., for a rest.

Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Jan. 8.— This was by
the biggest year of the annual
Variety Club milk fund drive. More
than $18,000 was subscribed and 3,000
kiddies in all Pittsburgh institutions
may have one-half pint of milk per

day for the entire year.
Barker Art Levy, newly elected
chief barker and newly married man,
took charge beginning Jan. 1.

KQV

The

broadcasts from the club

at Monday luncheons are interesting
the public. Flocks of mail.

Barker
George Tyson of the
Harris-Alvin back home again after
flying visit with the family in New
York.
Barker McGreevey of the Harris
Office preparing for a short trip to

Gross:

$3,500.

7 days,
2nd
(Average, $4,000)

25c-40c,

the trip to Omaha, Des Moines and
Dallas for the induction of these three

new

tents.

He

is

anxious for Dallas

and that there sun. Jim weighs 285
lbs, and he says every pound gets cold
at one time and that's a lot of cold.
Barker Harold C. Lund of Ross
Federal Service proud of his new
office in the Grant Bldg., but so busy
he can't spend much time in it.
The inmates of Western Penitentiary
presented John H.
Harris
and the Variety Club a radio in appreciation

of the club's
Christmas
show. They also collected $50 for the
milk fund.

"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W.B.)

LYRIC— (2,000),
ville.

Gross:

25c-40c,

$9,000.

7 days.

(Average,

Vaude-

Lee Replaces D'Arrast

—

Hendee

Nan Cohen

—

Washington
— Formal
Jan.

$7,000)

Detroit, Jan. 8. Raymond SchreiCentury-Fox)
Hollywood, Jan. 8. Rowland V.
Fine editing on the part of Lew ber, operator of the Crystal, is in Lee has been signed by Pickford|
iLehr of old material makes this a Harper Hospital, recovering from an Lasky to replace Harry D'Arrast as
'complete and entertaining offering. emergency operation for appendicitis. director of "One Rainy Afternoon."
remains
with
PickfordjPractically all the outstanding women His condition is reported as satisfac- D'Arrast
Lasky to direct another film, though
athletes in their lines of sporting en- tory.
the picture and starting date have not
deavor are shown as they performed
before the newsreel cameras and as
Harold
to Speak been set.
|ithe
sequences pass in view they get
New Haven, Jan. 8.—Harold
better and
better.
It
closes with Hendee, RKO research director, will
to
shots of a bathing beauty contest in speak here under the auspices
of the
Boston, Jan. 8. Nan Cohen has
Atlantic City.
This should please. Council of Theatre Patrons on "Au- resigned from the advertising departProduction Code Seal, No. 0780. Run- thenticating the Movies," on Jan. 22, ment of M.
& P. theatres to do spening time, 9 mins.
"G."
at Troup Junior High School.
cial exploitation work for Warners.
\(Tiventieth

rooms.
Vaudeville acts from local
theatres furnished the entertainment.

"A Tale of Two Cities" and "I
Dream Too Much" were both good, Jacksonville, Florida, to see Mrs. McGreevey and the namesake.
and "The Bride Comes Home" took
Barker Jim Balmer preparing for
a par $7,000 at the Indiana. A heavy

(Para.)

25c-35c-55c,

—

Indianapolis, Jan.

fic

(Average, $9,000)

ORPHEUM — (1,950),
Gross:

days.

7

Top

Indianapolis

Week Ending

"CALLING OF DAN MATHEWS"
$15,750.

movie ball is
Jan. 8.
scheduled for the early part of February.
Sid Daneau of Fabian Theatres
has been named a member. William
Barney of the Grand, Watervliet,
also has been admitted.
About 200 guests attended a dance
given by Fox employes at the club

far

"G."

"G"

tion

Albany
—A

Albany,

j

Warners

Washington,

8.
installation of the newly elected officers
of Tent No. 11 will take place Jan. 10.

At

same time, appropriate testiwill be accorded retiring Chief

the

mony

Barker

Rudolph Berger and

other

officers.

In-coming Chief Barker J. Louis
of Baltimore has outlined am-

Rome

bitious plans for the tent for the coming year, details of which will be

divulged at the January meeting.
The Variety Club of Washington
conducted its first New Year's Eve
egg nogging on Dec. 31, with open
house for barkers and their friends.

:

:

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

10

"Two

Australia Planning

Cities"

Washington,

out

—

Cities" at

8.
"A Tale of
Loew's Midland was

here

with $16,800, $5,300

front

on the

"The

City, Jan.

profit side.
Littlest Rebel"

"Your
the Up-

and

Uncle Dudley" were strong at
town. In four and a half days of a
second week the take was $4,700.
Normal for the period is $2,500.
"The Bride Comes Home" took
$6,500 in four and a half days of
a second week at the Newman.
Total first run business was $41,300.

Average

is

14 pictures in the
first

$33,700.

$16,800.

(Average,

$11,500.)

oratory
Sydney.

week.

Gross:

$4,700.

(20th-Fox)
(20th-Fox)
days, 2nd
(Average, 4 days,

25c-40c,

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME"
week.

Gross:

$6,500.

for this expansion,

the

at

studio

Rondi,

at

Yellow Dogs Elect

4V2

25c-40c,

(Average,

—

Denver, Jan. 8. The local kennel
of Yellow Dogs has elected the fol-

(Para.)
days, 2nd
4J4 days,

lowing officers
Joe Dekker, chief
mongrel J. J. Morgan, keeper of the
fleas, and Eugene I. Reed, keeper of
the bones. The local kennel has in:

$4,700.)

DREAM TOO MUCH"

"I

MAINSTREET— (3,100),
Gross:

$4,500.

(Average,

;

(Radio)
25c-40c, 7 days.

$8,000.)

corporated.
At the annual jamboree, held at
the Old Town Hall, 60 were initiated.
Harry Golub, Orpheum manager, won
the top prize, a tin star, for doing
the best job of initiating.
stage
show was put on.

Week Ending Jan. 2:
"REMEMBER LAST NIGHT" (Univ.)

TOWER—

(2,200), 25c-35c, 7 days. Stage:
Toan Abbott, Eddie Hanley & Co., Lewis
& Van, Victoria & Lorenz. Gross: $7,800.
(Average, $7,000.) Special New Year's Eve
preview of "The Lone Wolf Returns,"
with same stage show, 50 cents, $1,000.

A

—

"Cities" Hits

$17,000 High
In Cleveland

.

.

—

The biggest
Cleveland, Jan. 8.
holiday business in four years is reported by all local first runs, with
"Tale of Two Cities" turning in a
State,
gross of $17,000 at Loew's
where $12,000 is average, with one
extra morning show every day. New
Year's Eve show is not included.
"Captain Blood" opened New Year's
Warners' Hippodrome

to terEve at
rific business and grossed $13,000 in
the first three days of its run which

continues at least one more week. This
includes three New Year's Eve shows.
The Hippodrome weekly average is
$8,000.

"The

second week at Warners' Hippodrome, chalked up $6,500, making the
seven-day take at the Hipp over
$19,000 or $11,000 over average.
"Mr. Hobo" went $1,750 over the
$3,000 average at the Allen, closing
the run with a $4,750 gross. "So Red

.

.

"SO

.

.

tic

.

songs

.

got rhythm

.

.

in

(Average, $12,000)

RED THE ROSE"

Gross:

$4,000.

.

.

.

.

davs.

Stage:

Gross:

$16,000.

7

(Para.)
25c-35c,

7

BILL

his feet!

A
C————————

OPENING
LUNCHEON

.

.

BAILEY
!

.

!

.

.

!

he's
!

!

Bank

"The Man Who Broke the
Monte Carlo" reached $9,700,

at

up by

$4,200,

of the

Rancho" took a good $13,000

at the

that

failed

get over

to

"Rose

Garrick.

The only

at the Roosevelt.

attraction

normal

the

mark was "Splendor," which had
Average

500.

$118,000.

is

Estimated takings

Week Ending

Dec. 31:

"A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM"
(W.B.)

APOLLO— (1,400),
shows

50c-$l,

Gross:

daily.

7

Two

days.

$7,700.

(Average,

$4,500)

"SPLENDOR" (U.A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700), 30c-40c-60c,
Gross:

days.

Week Ending Jan. 1:
"SYLVIA SCARLETT" (Radio)

PALACE— (2,509),

WBBM

Week Ending

7

4

(Average

days
for a

Gross:

holdover.

$6,500.

week. $8,000)

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

CHICAGO— (4,000),

WARNERS' HIPPODROME— (3,800),

30c-

three days of run including
three
shows New Year's Eve. Gross:
(Average
for a week, $8,000)
$13,000.
35c-42c.

First

Name

Jan. 2:

35c-50c-68c,

7

"ONE WAY TICKET" (Col.)
ORIENTAL — (3,490), 25c-40c, 7

Stage:

Toby

Brown

Derby

$21,000.

days.

(Average,

Wing,

Mill
vaudeville

days.

Brothers and
revue.
Gross:

SI 5.000)

"MAN WHO BROKE THE BANK AT
MONTE CARLO" (20th-Fox)
GARRICK —

Gross:

$9,700.

(900),

25c-35c-50c,

7

days.

(Average, $5,500)

Week Ending Jan. 3:
"MUSIC IS MAGIC" (20th-Fox)
STATE-LAKE — (2,776), 20c-30c-35c,
Stage: "Band Box''
(Average. $13,000)

revue.

"ROSE OF THE RANCHO"

ROOSEVELT-(l,591),
Gross:

$13,000.

(Para.)

30c-40c-60c, 7 days.

(Average, $11,000)

Haven,

of negotiation,

Jan.

8.—After months

George Cruzen,

division
of M. & P. Theatres, says
practically all difficulties which
have arisen with the operators' union
over the past two or three years have

manager

that

Hartford Director been smoothed out and an agreement
Hartford, Jan. 8.
G. Lester Paul, reached.
director of the Hartford Civic Theatre, has been named to head the
Hartford Civic Repertory at Parsons.
Three Companies
The first play will be "Barbara
Albany, Jan. 8.— Three new theFreitchie" with prices at 25c-35c-50c. atre companies formed here
are TimWilton GrafT will be leading man with son Theatre Corp., New York City,
Sonya Raffell leading woman.
by Max Greenfield, Minnie Mazuer
and Rachael Meezan Webford Theatre Corp.
and Montdale Theatre
Florida

—

PWA

9

AT JACK
DEMPSEYS

House Burned

Madison,

Fla.,

Jan.

8.— The

Ritz,

only theatre here, has been completely
destroyed by a fire that originated in
a building next to the theatre.

Form

Corp., also of

New York

City.

To Make Scout Serial
Hollywood,

San Francisco, Jan. 8. Members
of the I.T.O. have agreed not to use

Jan. 8.— Louis Weiss,
production head of Weiss Prod., Inc.,
says he intends to produce a 15-episode Boy Scout serial this season.
This will be the fourth 15-episode

Screeno.

serial

Coast

ITO Bars Screeno

—

7

Gross:

Sign N. H. Operator Deal
New

(F.N.)

days.
$22,000.

Stage: Paul Lukas, Milton Berle in person.
Gross: $38,500. (Average, $32,000)

"THE LITTLEST REBEL" (20th-Fox)
WARNERS' HIPPODROME— (3,800), 30c-

35c-42c,

8

Gross:

"FRISCO KID" (W.B.)

$15,600.

Eight acts of vaudeville.
(Average, $15,000)

25c-35c-50c,

Stage:
Radio Revue.
(Average, $19,000)

;

JANUARY

7

(Average, $17,000)

$17,000.

:

THURSDAY

a

par $17,000 at the United Artists.
Total first run business was $144,-

days.

(Average, $4,000)

.

.

.

$17,000.

30c-35c-42c,

"DANGEROUS" (W.B.)
RKO PALACE — (3,100), 30c-42c-60c,

.

.

(G.B.)

LOEW'S STTLLM AN— (1,900),
days.

.

.

Gross:

days.

.

.

held to the $4,000 aver-

LOEW'S STATE— (3,400),

and Comedy Recorder of
MICHAEL
Terry Toon Cartoons
Boy Wonder on the Accordion
BERNE ... she dances
BOB
HOWARD
Wizard of the Keyboard
EDITH DRAKE
Roman-

"A Midsummer Night's Dream"
took a strong $7,700 at the Apollo.
"Sylvia Scarlett" was $4,000 to the
good on a take of $22,000 at the

its

"MR. HOBO"

sonator

.

Rebel," in 4 days of

Littlest

ALLEN — (3,300), 30c-35c-42c, 7 days.
Gross: $4,750. (Average, $3,000)
"TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)

popular imper-

.

Chicago, Jan. 8. It was a big
all along the line with every
first run away over par except one.
"Frisco Kid" piled up $38,500, passing par by $6,500, at the Chicago.
Paul Lukas and Milton Berle were
on the stage.

Palace, and

ending Jan. 3

3 6

ARTHUR KAYE

Chicago Boom

age at Loew's Stillman. These figures
do not include New Year's Eve shows.
Total first run business was $61,250. Average is $42,000.
Estimated takings for the week

AM PA

in

week

The Rose"

19

Out Front

out-

4

$2,500.)

NEWMAN— (1,900),

four

Cinesound intends enlarging its studio
at Rushcitters Bay and its film lab-

"THE LITTLEST REBEL"
"YOUR UNCLE DUDLEY"

UPTOWN— (2,000),

distribution,

To make room

Week Ending Dec. 31:
A TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
MIDLAND— (4,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.

Gross:

American

door films of Australian life and four
romances.
In addition, 52 issues of
Cinesound Review are to be made.

Estimated takings
"

The

coming year.

has already begun.

According to the schedule, Cinesound will make three other productions for world release, two specials
for

—

Bridgeport, Jan. 8. Women's
fur coats are the latest giveaways here. The Capitol is
giving away a coat each week
and business has mounted
The increase is
steadily.
in the feminine patrons.

— Immediate

8.

expansion production in Australia is
planned as a result of passage of the
Film Quota Act in New South
Wales, according to a report to the
U. S. Department of Commerce from
its trade commissioner in Sydney.
National Studios, located about six
miles from Sydney, have commenced
preliminary work on two features.
Cinesound Prod., Ltd., the most important producing company in the
Commonwealth, is planning to produce

Kansas City
Kansas

Jan.

1936

9,

"Frisco Kid"

Gives Fur Coats

Heavier Production

$16,800Top,

Two

Thursday, January

on

this season's

list.

:

:

:

MOTION PICTURE
Thursday, January 9, 1936

"Captain" Big

—

Hartford, Jan. 8. Jack A.
Simons, Poli manager, veteran "Page One Club" member, started the new year
right with eight inches on
page one of The Courant, Jan.
Last year a front page
1.
quote in The Times, gave him
the first break of the year.
This year's stunt, a story on
Chaplin's
booking of
the
"Modern Times," was on the
streets 10 minutes after 12.

Hub Grosser;
Gets $20,500
—

Boston, Jan. 8. "Captain Blood"
up profits in two spots, the Fenway and the Paramount. At the former it was nearly 100 per cent over
normal on a gross of $8,000, and at
piled

:

;

:

;

;

the latter the $12,500 take was $5,500
The feature was held
to the good.
over in both houses. Ordinarily these
spots run duals.
Grosses generally were like the
good old pre-depression days. "Ah,
Wilderness" and "If You Could Only

:

7 days.
$13,000.

MEMORIAL— (2,907),

25c-65c,

Stage: Edward McHugh.
(Average, $12,000.)

Gross:

"AH, WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)

"If

Gross:

days.

(Average,

$14,000.

$12,000.)

"The Bride Comes Home" and Burns
and Allen, took $12,000. This was up

You Could Only Cook" on New

YOU COULD ONLY COOK"

LOEW'S STATE— (3,557),
Gross:

(Average,

$13,000.

"COLLEGIATE"
Gross:

Gross: $12,500.

(Average,

Stage

show.

Gross:

3Sc-65c,

7

(AverB.)

days.

7

$7,000.)

(Col.)

25c-50c,

$21,500.

days.

7

(Average,

Leader in Detroit
—"The
Detroit,
Jan.
8.

Littles'

Rebel" was a sensation at the Fox.
The $19,600 take ran over par by

"COLLEGIATE" (Para.)
"SCROOGE" (Para.)
CAPITOL— (2,547), 25c-35c-40c-50c-60c,

"Collegiate" at the Michigan also
was in the money with a gross of
"Sylvia Scar$23,400, up by $3,400.
lett" was good for $11,600 at the
Downtown, but elsewhere grosses
were nothing to get excited about.
Total first run business was $71,800. Average is $65,000.
Estimated takings for the week
ending Jan. 2:

RKO

"FANG AND CLAW"

ADAMS— (1,770),

10c-40c,

Gross:

(Average, $5,000)

"LITTLEST REBEL"

(Average, $9,500)
D'AMOUR" (French)

$5,500.

"THREE KIDS AND A QUEEN" (Univ.)
"SHIP CAFE" (Para.)
LOEW'S — (3,115), 30c-34c-40c-50c-60c, 7
Stage: The "Four Seasons" vaudeville unit.
Gross: $12,500. (Average, $10,500)
"THE LITTLEST REBEL" (20th-Fox)
days.

PALACE— (2,600),
Gross:

25c-35c-40c-50c-65c,

Gross:

—

Stage,

Gross:

7

$23,400.

Bruce Merman Producer
Hollywood, Jan. 8.— Bruce Merman
will be the associate producer for two
shorts

to

be

released

by

schools.
Both series start Feb. 1.
Twelve one-reelers will be dramatiza-

Takes Auction Night

(Para.)
(F.N.)

—

Boston, Jan. 8.
David Manley,
STATE— (3,000), 10c-40c, 7 days. Gross: former manager of the Thompson
$4,200.
(Average, $5,000)
Square in Somerville, has taken over
"TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,070), 15c-55c, 7 distribution of Auction Night in New
England.
Keith's Theatre in Portdays. Gross: $9,500. (Average, $10,000)

"SYLVIA SCARLETT" (Radio)
RKO DOWNTOWN— (2,950), 15c-5Sc,
Gross:

$11,600.

(Average,

sailed along to $7,500 with

While other houses weren't so
managed to show a

profit.

(Para.)

25c-55c, 7 days, 2nd

week.

(Average, $3,000)

LYRIC— (1,238),

Gross:

days.

7

20c-2Sc,

(Average, $1,500)

Week Ending Jan. 3:
"THE BRIDE COMES HOME"
MINNESOTA— (4,000),

25c-55c,

Burns and Allen.
CAverage, $10,000)

Ada Leonard.

7

(Para.)
days.

Gross:

"SYLVIA SCARLETT"

ORPHEUM— (2,900),
Stage:

$12,000.

(Radio)
7
$6,000.

(Aver-

age, $5,500)

"AH, WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
STATE— (2,300) 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
,

St.

520.

$6,500.

25c-40c,

7

B.)
RIVIERA— (1,200), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

(Average, $3,500)
"IT'S IN THE AIR"

$3,500.

Ray Perkins and
ners.

TOWER— (1,000), 15c-25c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $1,500)
"I DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)
ORPHEUM — (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $5,000.
(Average, $4,000)
"THE MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH"
(G. B.)
WORLD— (400), 25c-35c, 7 days, 2nd
Gross:

$1,700.

(Average,

$1,500)

his

Stage:

CBS amateur win
(Average,

$7,000.

days,

7

"PURSUIT" (M-G-M)
"FRISCO WATERFRONT" (Republic)

DAVIS— (1,750),

$3,720.

25c-40c,

7

Gross:

days.

(Average, $3,500)

"THE LITTLEST REBEL"

FULTON— (1,700),

$7,500.

(20th-Fox)
15c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

(Average, $4,000)

"A TALE OF

PENN— (3,300),

TWO

CITIES" (M-G-M)

25c-40c,

7

Gross:

days.

(Average, $12,000)

"WHIPSAW" (M-G-M)
STANLEY— (3,600), 25c-55c, 7

$1,500.

week.

Gross:

$9,000)

$17,000.

(M-G-M)

$48,500.

is

"NAVY WIFE" (Htth-Fox)
ALVIN— (2,000), 25c-55c, 4 days.

days.

(Average, $5,500)

"FRISCO KID" (W.

Average

Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 2

Paul:

Week Ending Jan. 3:
"A NIGHT AT THE OPERA" (M-G-M)

"Navy

with

days

four

Alvin claimed $7,000 while the Davis
got $3,720 with "Pursuit" and "Frisco
Waterfront" and the Warner around
$5,300 with "Mary Burns, Fugitive"
and "Stars Over Broadway."
Total first run grosses were $68,-

(Average, $5,500)

$5,500.

On

Wife" and Ray Perkins' amateurs, the

days.

25c-40c,

Gross:

forfair

tunate, they

Jan. 1:

Week Ending Jan. 2:
"IT'S IN THE AIR" (M-G-M)

$1,500.

Rebel."

tlest

Ed

Lowry, Fifi
Rio
Brothers,
Gross: $28,000.
(Average,

Stage:

12
Aristocrats.
$18,500)

"MARY BURNS, FUGITIVE"
"STARS OVER BROADWAY"

WARNER —

Gross:

$5,300.

(2,000),

days.
Stepin

Dorsay,

Fetchit,

25c-40c,

(Para.)

(W.B.)
7

days.

(Average, $5,000)*

BY

ORDER OF SUPREME COURT: NEW YORK COUNTY

RECEIVER'S SALE
PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, PLAINTIFF
PHOTOCOLOR CORPORATION, PHOTOCOLOR PICTURES, Inc.,

et al

ARTHUR ALBERT, AUCTIONEER
WILL SELL AT PUBLIC AUCTION

TUESDAY, JANUARY

14, 1936,
AT SOUTH ASTOR STREET

ON

AT

II

A.M.

IRVINGTON-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK
THE COMPLETELY EQUIPPED and MODERN PLANT
FOR PRODUCING MOTION PICTURES

IN

COLOR

PHOTOCOLOR PICTURES,

Inc.

OF THE

days.

"MAN OF IRON"

days.

$3,000.

30c-35c-50c-65c, 4
(2,272),
(Average, 7 days,
$5,500.

(Aver-

age, $20,000)

"CORONADO"

Gross:

(Col.)

(20th-Fox)

15c-55c,

(4,100),

vaudeville.

"SCROOGE"

WORLD— (400),

Vs.

of

had "A Tale of Two Cities" and piled
up $17,000, while the Fulton, reopening after a shutdown of two weeks,

lent $28,000.

Week Ending

$7,000)

series

Way out in front were the Penn,
Stanley and the Fulton. The Penn

7

YOU COULD ONLY COOK" (Col.)
FROM DEVIL'S ISLAND"

PRINCESS

sons.

Minneapolis:

"ESCAPE
days.

—

Pittsburgh, Jan. 8.
Grosses all
over town went soaring for New
Year's week, with the midnight shows
selling out everywhere and the holiday take the best here in several sea-

(Average, $11,000)

$13,000.

tions of current events.
The second
FOX— (5,100), 15c-55c, 7 days. Stage, 5 set of one-reelers will be in color and
acts
vaude.
Gross: $19,600.
(Average, titled "See America First."
Carewe
$15,000)
has a Federal permit to photograph the
"COLLEGIATE" (Para.)
national parks for this series.

MICHIGAN —

Estimated takings

PARAMOUNT— (2,300),

$10,500.

Holiday Spurt

"The LitThe picture was held
for a second week and may remain
Much" at the Orpheum.
Total first run business in Minne- a third. At the Stanley, a stage show
apolis was $28,000.
Average is $24,- including Fifi Dorsay, Ed Lowry and
500.
Total first run business in St. Stepin Fetchit was given as much
Paul was $18,200. Average is $16,000. credit as "Whipsaw" for the excel-

Gross:
7

"UNE NUIT
"SPANISH CAPE MYSTERY" (Republic)
IMPERIAL— (1,914), 20c-29c-34c, 7 days.

days.

on "A Night at the Opera" at the
Paramount, and was $1,000 up with
a take of $5,000 on "I Dream Too

Edwin Carewe through churches and

(Radio)

7 days.

Gross:

days.

"IF

$4,600.

$3,500.

competed with the cinemas.
Total first run business was $47,000.
Average is $41,500.
Estimated takings for the week end-

Stage: "Continental Revels." Gross.
(Average, $3,500)

$19,600

Is

Three hockey games

ing Jan. 4:

$15,000.)

"Rebel"

opposition to theatres this
the night clubs which did

(Para.)

"DEVIL'S ISLAND"

RKO BOSTON— (3,246),

Chief

also

25c-50c,

were pre-

week were

$12,000.)

$28,000.

attractions

by $2,000.
Other Minneapolis houses failed to
demonstrate anything better than par,
but St. Paul had a fine $6,500 gross

Stage:

a roaring trade.

"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (W.

PARAMOUNT— (1,793),

(Col.)

25c-55c, 7 days.

METROPOLITAN— (4,332),
days. Stage show.
age, $22,000.)

special

sented.

"AH, WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
"IF

;

—

Minneapolis, Jan. 8. With moderating weather and holiday spirit,
business picked up here,
and the
Minnesota, with a combination of

Year's Day and made $5,500 for the
These statistics do
first four days.
not include holiday midnight shows

YOU COULD ONLY COOK" (Col.)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM— (2,970), 2Sc-S5c, 7 where

"IF
,

Pittsburgh's

Burns & Allen

"Rebel" a $13,000
Smash in Montreal
nothMontreal, Jan. —There

Tops

"Cities"

Best "Bride,"

Cook," dualed at Loew's Orpheum and
8.
is
Loew's State, took $14,000 at the for- ing that French-Canadians like better
mer and $13,000 at the latter. "Colle- as an occasion for celebrating than
giate," with a stage show, ran the New Year's, and Montreal theatres
Metropolitan up to a heavy $28,000. shared in the benefit. The leader was
Total first run business was $84,- the Palace with a take of $13,000 on
500. Average is $80,500.
"The Littlest Rebel," but Loew's was
Estimated takings for the week practically as strong at $12,500 with a
ending Jan. 3
combination bill topped by "Three
"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (W. B.)
Kids and a Queen."
FENWAY— (1,382), 30c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
The Capitol registered $10,500 with
(Average, $4,500.)
$8,000.
The
and "Scrooge."
"Collegiate"
"SYLVIA SCARLETT" (Radio)
Princess broke up the week to start

KEITH'S

i

9

Minneapolis

Makes Page One

$10,000)

7

land was the first spot to try the
scheme. M. & P. Theatres Corp. has
put it in a number of houses.

INSPECTION DAILY UNTIL DAY OF SALE
DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR MAY BE HAD UPON REQUEST
JOSEPH SHALLECK, Receiver, 1450 BROADWAY, N. Y. C.
GLADSTONE. RICHTER. COHEN & KIRSCH
535 FIFTH AVENUE, N. Y. C.

ATTORNEYS FOR RECEIVER,

Auctioneers Address: 250 West 40th St., N. Y. C.

—

Phones: PEnnsylvanla 6-6252-3

Directions By Automobile: Saw Mill River Parkway to Cyrus Field Road.
By Train: N. Y.
Plant opposite station.
Central R. R. to Irvington.
Trains leaves 8:42 and 9:40 A.M.

STRENGTH-STABILITY-INTEGRITY

laboratory work praised
in trade paper review!
that's

newsl

jet**

•

PATHE Made

That 'Fine

Print'

29 years of experience, backed by
recognized craftsmanship and integrity, make fine printing easy for

p a

t

h e

laboratory
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
RKO BUILDING • RADIO CITY • NEW YORK

STRENGTH-STABILITY- INTEGRITY

MOTION PICTURE
Picture
Industry

39.

NO.

NEW

8

leisman Sees

YORK, FRIDAY, JANUARY

Fox Theatres

Increase in Claims Cut to
World Films $2,949,103
Abroad Show 10 Disallowed Entirely,
Marked Upturn
Report Discloses

Conditions

A

By PHIL

REISMAN

Of SO claims against Fox Theatres

RKO

V.-P.,
Export Corp.
One of the most hopeful omens for
)36 has been the gradual internationalization
of

American
duction
tives.

proexecu-

aggregating
on
$24,285,033
which hearings have been held to
date, 10 were disallowed in their entirety and the remainder were reduced
Corp.

to

$2,949,103,

it

was

disclosed

a
court
in

report filed with the Federal
Cold fig- here yesterday by Milton C. Weishave con- man, Fox Theatres receiver.

ures
vinced them that
In addition to the claims already
pictures
of
the heard, there are 14 claims aggregating
walk
and
talk $9,379,474 which have yet to be heard
variety,
pictures and reported on.
Claims which acwith overabund- counted for the principal reductions
ant dialogue, pic- were those of Union Guardian Trust
tures of a highly Co. for $10,663,346, which was resophisticated type duced to $1,111,641; St. Louis Union
are
very
defi- Trust Co. for $7,819,283, reduced to
nitely failures at $764,845; Ridgewood Operating Co.,
overseas box-of- Inc., for $550,000, reduced to $11,568;

Cold fig- Franklin Operating Co., Inc., for
have
also $816,666,
reduced to $25,399, and
onvinced them that pictures which Philadelphia
Co.
for
Guaranteeing
:11
their story principally through Mortgages,
for $389,436, reduced to
isual appeal, pictures with a mini$30,134.
These five claimants have
fices.

ures

(Continued on page 12)

fohn Gilbert Dies

Of Heart Failure
Hollywood, Jan.
—John Gilbert,
many years

been the only ones in the group of
50 to file exceptions with the court
in
connection with the reductions

made on

their claims.

Other large reductions

in the claims

(Continued on page 12)

one of the
uremost actors, died at his

or

lilure.

Hills this

He was

Gilbert,
'ringle,

morning

screen's
in
of heart

home

Bay

Oppose Censorship
Boston, Jan.
—The Massachu-

38 years old.

whose real name was Jack
was born in Logan, Utah,

nd educated in various public schools
rid Hitchcock Military Academy at
ian Rafael, Cal.
Besides his career
s a film player, Gilbert appeared on
he stage and was a film producer
nd writer. One of his earliest screen
{Continued on page 12)

State Group to
9.

Theatre Alliance has been organized here for the purpose of checking censorship. David Crosby Atkins
heads the group. Two moves are already underway. A petition is being
framed so that public opinion may
setts

register itself "to protect the interests of the theatre."
bill seeking
the modification of present statutes

A

being drawn up for filing with the
Legislature within a few days.

is

Tickets with

Ads

Seattle, Jan. 9.— Free tickets to the Paramount and

other

Hamrick-Evergreen

houses are being offered to
advertisers in the morning
Post-Intelligencer's

(Hearst)
column. Adverthe classified
column for four successive
days are given two tickets.
The total cost of the advertisement can be as low as 60
classified ad
tisers
using

cents.

RCA-Arcturus Case
Ends in Wilmington
Wilmington, Del., Jan.
— Three
9.

RCA

years of litigation between
and
Arcturus Radio Tube Co. was settled before Judge Rodney in Superior
Court here today when Arcturus confessed judgment in the amount of
$104,247.40.

James R. Morford acted as
counsel

for

RCA.

local

Clarence
A.
Southerland represented Arcturus.

the In
in All

Branches

TEN CENTS

1936

10,

Pictorial

Family

—

London, Jan. 1. John W.
Gossage, managing director
of Reunion Films, Ltd., is
about the only individual in
the world's trade who can
claim that his family has
been in pictures for four generations
His great-grandfather was
J. W. Tate, the sugar magnate, who gave the famous
Tate Gallery and art collection to the public.
:

Hardy Opens
Case for U.S.

At

Louis

St.

Reed and Phillips Reply
For Warners, Para.
By

RED KANN

—

Louis, Jan. 9. If today's developments in the equity proceedings
by the Government against Warners,
St.

Northwest Has

Hope for Gain

RKO

Paramount and
indicate the rate
of speed at which this action is to be
tried it looks like a long, hard winter
in St. Louis for an array of film men
who, by personal and business preference, elect to be elsewhere.

For today was the day on which
opening statements of opposing counsel were to be cleared away and early
witnesses for the Government placed
on the stand.
The plan, if not the
The best business hope, was to have the full array of

Close to '29
Seattle, Jan.

9.

—

since 1929
That is the prediction
for the industry in Seattle and the
Pacific northwest for 1936, based on
present indices and surveys of the
prospects for the immediate future.
Show business will improve primarily because general conditions are
improving in this territory, according
to leaders in the theatre field.
However, exhibitors are predicting gains
1

in greater proportion, perhaps, than
general business increases.
Hamrick-Evergreen, operating in
larger northwest centers and smaller
inland cities, has already begun to
feel the effects of better grosses. John

L. Newman, Sr.,
both predict a good year.
Product
will contribute to better business.

Hamrick and Frank

9.

ieverly

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti

OL.

Alert,

local exchange managers testify to the
interstate commerce angle in the sale

and

distribution

of

motion

pictures.
as in-

The managers were on hand,

structed, but were dismissed shortly
after the third day of the proceedings
had started when it became apparent

there would be no call for their testi-

mony.

The
parts.

session today divided into three
The entire morning was turned
(Continued on page 7)

Houses Will Drop

Games

If

Lottery

Members of the I. T. O. A. operJensen- VonHerberg, operating both
run and neighborhood houses, ating Bronx theatres will abandon
expect 1936 to reach new high levels, any cash giveaway game which is
according to General Manager Leroy proved to be in violation of the law,
V. Johnson. Their Liberty, key first as a result of an agreement made yesrun house, has shown greatly increased terday with District Attorney Samuel
patronage during recent weeks, even J. Foley.
Under the arrangement Foley has
at slightly advanced admissions for
better attractions.
Engagements of agreed not to make arrests but to issue summonses only in the event of
(Continued on page 12)
bringing new complaints against I.
T. 0. A. member theatres operating
cash giveaway games, it was said,
first

Carr

May

Accept

(Continued on page 12)

Post in England
Hollywood, Jan.

9.

— The

possibil-

Trem Carr

transferring his activities to England is seen in his statement to Motion Picture Daily today. He has received offers from two
English firms.
He said his future
plans were still uncertain, but that he
was most interested in going to Europe for a vacation. He had planned
to sail earlier but decided to remain
here to clear up old business.
It is possible he may accept one of
several offers here before leaving. Mrs.
ity of

Carr

is

awaiting him

in

New

York.

Heat

in Florida

Delray Beach, Fla., Jan. 9.—
"Delray Beach now enjoys the
distinction of having the only
heated theatre in South Flor-

Manager E. C. Hall says,
"the Delray having completed
the installation of electrical
heating equipment in connection with its air-conditioning
system."

ida,"

;;
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10,

LEE

and George

W.

G. B. executives, back
from their tour of exchanges, left again
to attend the Variety Club dinner in
A. P. WaxPhiladelphia tonight.
man, G. B. advertising head, will also

Editor-in-Chief and Publisher

MAURICE KANN
Editor

A.

ARTHUR A.

>

Weeks,

Martin Quigley

JAMES

Seek Examination
In Columbia Suit

A

DAI LY ZZ*
CRON

Advertising Manager

Friday, January

attend.

Papers asking for examination of
Jo Swerling and Al Rogell, both of
Los Angeles, were filed in Federal
court yesterday on behalf of Jack
Cohn, vice-president of Columbia Pictures Corp., in connection with a
plagiarism suit brought by Jack AIL
writer,
against
man,
short
story
Columbia. The complaint alleges that
prior to Sept. 26, 1931, Allman wrote
an original story, "The Salvage of
the Sagomar," which appeared in the
Argosy Magazine, and was copyrighted by Frank Munsey Co. and
that in February, 1934, the copyright

•
Published daily
Lee Goldberg of Big Feature Rights
and holidays by Quigley PubCorp., will distribute "Custer's Last
lications, Inc., Martin Quigley,
president; Colvin Brown, viceStand" in the Indianapolis territory.
president and treasurer.
He will also handle "The Clutching was assigned to the plaintiff, who alPublication Office: 1790 Broadway, New York. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Hand" and "Jungle Perils," two other leges that in April, 1933, Columbia
Cable address "Quigpubco, New York." All Stage and Screen productions.
produced "Below the Sea," which
contents copyrighted 1936 by Quigley Pub•
Address all correspondence to
plagiarised his story.
He asks an
lications, Inc.
has
been
in
Sylvia
Sidney,
who
pubQuigley
Other
the New York Office.
accounting and damages.
Picture Herald, Bet- town for the past week, leaves for
lications, Motion
The defendant denies all material
Picture
Theatres, The Motion
ter
Hollywood today to see the rushes
allegations and contends that Allman
Almanac and The Box-Office Check-Up.
Trail
of
picture,
"The
on
her
latest
Hollywood Bureau: Postal Union Life
was not the original author of "The
Building, Vine and Yucca Streets, Boon* the Lonesome Pine."
Cohn's
Salvage of the Sagomar."
•
Mancall, Manager; Chicago Bureau: 624
except Sunday

13

South Michigan Avenue, C. B. O'Neill,
Manager; London Bureau: Remo House,
W. 1,
London,
Street,
310
Regent
Bruce Allan, Representative. Cable address
Bureau:
Berlin
London";
"Quigpubco,
Stuelerstrasse 2, Berlin W. 35; Joachim K.
Rutenberg, Representative; Paris Bureau:

Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, Pierre
19,
Autre, Representative; Rome Bureau: Viale
RepresentaMalpassuti,
Vittorio
Gorizia,
tive;

600 George

Sydney Bureau:

Street,

City
Representative; Mexico
James Lockhart,
Bureau: Apartado 269,
Representative; Glasgow Bureau: 86 Dundrennan Road, G. Holmes, Representative;
Budapest Bureau: 3, Kaplar-u, Budapest,
11, Endre Hevesi, Representative; Tokyo
Bureau: 47 Higashi Gokencho UshigomeKu, H. Tominaga, Representative.
Entered as second class matter, January
4, 1926, at the Bost Office at New York
Holt,

Cliff

City,

N. Y., under Act of March

Subscription rates per year: $6
except Canada $15 and
Single copies: 10 cents.
$12.

Americas,

1879.
in the
foreign

Will H. Hays has had to defer his
planned departure for the coast and
may not leave until late next week.
•

Drake sang, and Marian Burns
some clever dancing.

did

the celebrities introduced
Charles Lamont was introduced
as Shirley Temple's first director
Lamont
(Estelle
Bradley)
Mrs.
:

;

William Bakewell
comedienne who is
lett";

Hugh

Frank Moser

;

Dennie
in

"Sylvia

Closed Banks
Into Theatres
—

Chicago, Jan. 9. Plans now under
way here call for the remodeling of
many of Chicago's 70-odd bank buildings,
which closed during the depression, into modern theatres. These
bank buildings, most of which were
erected in recent years and are modern, have ideal locations.
They can
generally be converted into theatres
seating 500 to 1,000.
Charles Sedell, theatre real estate

promoter, is planning to turn a number of these into theatres and other
concerns are interested.
Companies
in charge of the receivership of these
banks are understood to be willing to
lease the buildings on a 20-year basis.
If the plans take definite shape, some

author of the of the new theatres will replace those

defendant's
now in the

story of the

Swerling,
Columbia,

picture

nesday.

•

George R. Batcheller,
for the coast.

He

will

Sr., has left
be gone six

weeks.

Charles Lamont,
rector,

leaves

the

for

Chesterfield dicoast Sunday.

•
due in from the coast
today or tomorrow.
•

late

is

Cullman Urges Films
Drop Art "Humbug"

years.

M.

Moore,
Scar-

Allen,
Terry,
Paul
and Philip A. Scheib.

&

Takes Maine House

P.

Boston, Jan. 9.—-M. & P.-Public
consciousness in producers, and usual- have taken over the Empire in Waterly stands in the way of the making ville, Me., from the Empire Theatre
of a good picture, Howard S. Cull- Corp. for reopening as a first run
man, receiver of the Roxy, told stu- house.
The State, in Presque Isle, Me., has
dents of the School of Education,
been renovated by L. W. Bridgham,
N. Y. U., last night.
"Personally,
would like very who recently took it over. After a
I
much to see the films divested of half-dozen dark months, the Nordica,

Art consciousness

their esthetic

Los Angeles

many

in

films

is

self-

humbug," Cullman

said.

in Freeport, Me.,

has been transferred

from A. Proviencher to Harland V.
Higgins to be opened four days
the films assume more absurd and
ruinous proportions than in the col- weekly on single billings.
umns of some of our motion picture
Phoenix and Tucson.
Theatre Firm Formed
The fault," he said, "lies
Adolph Ramish is expected soon critics.
9.
Bedford,
Va.,
Bedford
Jan.
with the producers, who, because their
from Honolulu.
Theatres, Inc., has been formed here
wares
are
expensive,
insist that they
Newton Jacobs, Radio manager, is
with Dan Weinberg as president.
building a very handsome dog house be regarded as something important. Other incorporators are Isaac WeinThus,
they
invite
criticism
on
a
highin his back yard to house his daughbrow basis for products which actu- berg, secretary, and Manuel Weinter's Christmas purp.
ally
do not rate more than the cursory berg.
Newt Levi, Warner manager, alattentions
of a reporter.
ways holds the watch on the exchange
Ault House to Light
"With rare exceptions," Cullman
fire drill which takes 17 seconds to
Ault, Colo., Jan. 9. The Prin-

.

.

.

Milton

Arthur

has

his
sold
Studio theatre in Prescott, Ariz., to
Harry Nace, Publix associate in

"Nowhere does

the pretentiousness of

—

:

said,

clear the building.

Frank Ullman

has sold his Westmoreland to Perkins Enterprises, Inc.
Jack Anderson, former Universal
salesman, has joined the local G. B.

"the

film

industry produces

—

its

more admirable results, not in its cess is being reopened by H. A. JohnThe
moods of esthetic aspiration, but in its son and F. H- Hendrickson.
moments of unaffected and straight- house has been closed for several
years.

forward showmanship."

staff.

Among

were

Plan to Turn

WMCA

Hy Daab

Ampa members, rested after the
holiday period, resumed their weeklylunches yesterday at Jack Dempsey's
with an all-entertainment program,
and the show was so good most of the
members on the employed list forgot
they had jobs and failed to walk out.
A pair of colored boys nearly stole
the show, and came back for encores
after the regular program had been
finished.
One, Bill Bailey, was a
dancer, and the other, Percy Dander,
sang and played the piano.
Arthur Kaye, impersonator and
comedy recorder for Terrytoons, did
a number of impersonations, Edith

1936

was now in operation.
employ of
Great States is planning to open the
and that Rogell was the majority of the 13 houses it owns
director.
The affidavit says, "We which are now dark. More than $200,Dennie Moore, RKO player, will
seek to prove that there was no ac- 000 will be spent to refurnish and
tonight
be interviewed over
cess to the plaintiff's story at any- remodel them during the year.
A
by Sam Taylor.
time and that Swerling and Rogell sharp increase
in
business is the
•
never saw or read his story."
reason for the plan, which marks the
Edward Golden left for Chicago
circuit's first activity of this sort in
yesterday. He is due back next Wed-

3,

Ampa Resumes with
Many Entertainers

affidavit states that the

10,

Hear

Jack Dillon, manager of the
Critics
Waller
Twentieth Century-Fox exchange, is
Critics of the New York dailies
in
Methodist
Hospital
recovering and the trade press and representa-

from influenza.
tives of a number of musical magaGeorge Calvares is handling "The zines listened to "swing" music
at
Pace that Kills" for Willie Kent in the Warwick yesterday afternoon
as
California, Arizona and Nevada.
demonstrated by "Fats" Waller.
•

seems that "swing" music is
.
.
.
London
quite the rage in Europe and is makThomas Ormiston has resigned ing headway here, so Twentieth CenParty for
Clair
tury-Fox has him featured in "King
Rene Clair, French director, will be from the governing body of the British Film Institute and W. R. Fuller, of Burlesque."
party
guest at a
at the WaldorfAbout 100 guests seemed to like
general secretary of the C. E. A., has
Astoria this afternoon, after which
Waller's playing and singing.
been nominated to succeed him.
he will play host at a showing of
Jeffrey Bernard will be the new
his first production in English, for
Gassoff Takes
Alexander Korda, "The Ghost Goes captain of the Screen Golfing Society.
West" at the Rivoli.
The Pelham Picture House, PelD. S. H.
O'Brien Succeeds
Brickell, Roger B. Stevens and J.
ham, has been taken over by Harry
C. Donnelly of the British Consulate
Ken O'Brien, who has been assist- Gassoff.
Gassoff also operates the
Charles de Fontnouvelle, French con- ant to Gregory Dickson, has succeeded Highland in the town of the same
sul-general, Eddie Cantor and Doug- Herb Berg as trade paper contact name.
Larry Goldberg formerly ran
las Fairbanks, will attend.
for United Artists.
the Pelham house.
It

Rene

Pelham

Buy

Marietta, O., Site

—

O., Jan. 9.
The MariConcrete Corp. has purchased a

Marietta,
etta

Second

St.

site

for a theatre. Schine

will operate.

Form Amytis Amusement
Louis,

St.

Jan.

9.

—

Amytis

Amusement Corp. has been formed
here by R. M. Nelson, G. Bier and
V. E. Bier.

Buy Canton, N. C, Strand
Canton,

.N.

C,

Jan.

9.— The

Strand has been purchased by J. E.
Massie from Mr. and Mrs. W. R.
Sherrill.

Berg

Otterson on Coast
Hollyw ood,
son

arrived

Jan.

here

went into
Paramount studio

diately

9.

Otter—JohnandE. imme-

today

conference
executives.

with

1

Crowds jam Paramount
beat

crowd Palace Theatre,

New

Year's

Theatre, Salt Lake City, Utah, to

Christmas

last year's

HOME

THE BRIDE COMES

COLLEGIATE
week by 40%

.

.

.

Customers

Dallas, Texas, to beat last year's

week by 35%

.

.

.Thousands pack Capitol

Crowds jam Paramount Theatre,
beating

last year's

New

Salt

Lake

City,

week by 52%

Year's

Utah,
.

.

.

Customers pack Fox Theatre, Atlanta, Georgia, to beat
last year's

New

week by 85%

Year's

.

.

.

Patrons flock

Theatre, Worcester, Mass., beating last year's Christmas

to Metropolitan Theatre, Houston, Texas, beating last

week by 138%

year's Christmas

.

.

.

Customers pack Michigan Theatre,

Detroit, Mich., beating last year's

40%

.

.

.

by

Patrons pack Metropolitan Theatre, Houston,

Texas, to beat last year's
.

New Year's week

New Year's week

by 106%

.Thousands flock to Paramount Theatre, Los Angeles,

California,

In

making the best business

in eight

months.

other words, we're talking facts

week by 34%

.

.

.

Thousands crowd

Majestic Theatre, San Antonio, Texas, to beat last year's

Christmas

week by 28%

.

.

.

Crowds jam Minnesota

Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.,
since

house re-opened

Theatre,

when we

New

say:

York, N.

.

.

.

to

Patrons

Y., to

biggest business

pack Paramount

best business in a year.

;
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Hardy Opens
At

Louis,
St.
Jan. 9.— "The
scene now shifts from St.
Louis to New York," intoned
Russell Hardy in the middle

(Continued from page

sat

through the

1)

first

case found

it

gen-

erally identical with his earlier presentation with an occasional deletion as to
names.
Thus it was that, in firing

1

conspiracy

:

i

charges

made

specific

Starr,

Gradwell L.

Warners, he

at

mention

of

Herman

Sears and

Abel

Cary Thomas, all originally indicted,
and subsequently acquitted, except

i

I

Thomas, who had not stood

trial because of illness, but no reference to
Harry M. Warner, fourth indicted
Warner official and also cleared of the

!

\

j

misdemeanor charge with

i

the Government here today.
Federal Judge Joseph West
Molyneaux called a five-minute recess.
"It takes more time than
that for that kind of a jump,"
remarked one observer.

Hardy

for the Government and the afternoon to ex-Senator James A. Reed for Warners, and
Louis Phillips for Paramount.
Hardy took two hours to re-hash
allegations contained in his opening in
Those who
the criminal proceedings.

over to Russell

of his opening statement for

Louis

St.

with F. & M. or "abandon the city."
This and many other points were not
new, having already been covered in
the first case.

Large segments

Phillips' openboth Hardy and
Reed, had been gone over in the indictment proceedings by William R.
Gentry,
special
local
counsel
for
It

was

Phillips' first ap-

pearance in any court in about a year
and the general consensus of opinion
among film men present was that he
did a thoroughly representative job.

Says Para. Within Rights

his associate

He

executives.

"Attack by Wealth"

of

ing, as in the case of

Paramount.

Missouri, who is seeking to quash
subpoenaes calling for records sought
by the Warners. Reed solicited a
Saturday adjournment for personal
reasons. Federal Judge Joseph West
St. Louis, Jan. 9.
Fred WehrenMolyneaux denied it, stating quickly berg, president of the M. P. T. O. of
he was for the elimination of as many St.
Eastern Missouri and
Louis,
delays as possible. Jacob M. Lashly, Southern Illinois, today
was seekrecess
special
counsel, sought a
ing a conference with Harry Arthur
next Wednesday, when another case of F. & M. to solve the problem rein Springfield, Mo., will require his
sulting from the extension of the matipresence.
This also was denied.
nee at the F. & M. Ambassador, MisNew York film men found some souri and Fox from 6 to 7:30 P. M.

Seek Adjustment of
Matinee Time Fight

Some Jump!

Case for U.S.

7

argued Paramount was entirely

within its rights in having canceled
its
franchise
with
Skouras Super
Theatre Corp. on the ground the lat-

—

RKO

solace in this, but not much. There is
considerable resentment making the
rounds over the enforced stay here
while arguments over legal points
delay the testimony of witnesses. The
general opinion is that Government
counsel must have known of the improbability of calling witnesses for the
first four or five days.
In the meantime, the ranks show
every evidence of swelling in number.
Harry M. Warner will testify again,
according to Reed. George J. Schaefer
and Neil F. Agnew likewise will return ; not under subpoena but as
Paramount witnesses.
Starr flew back to
York tonight, when he found he was not
needed to testify at once. Frederick
W. Wood was confined to his bed

New

and

is

not expected in court tomorrow.

ITO Plans Action
Against Fox Zoning
—

Keynoting his presentation was the
statement by Hardy at one point that, ter company had failed to pay its
"this case is an attack by great wealth bills and had ultimately gone into reKansas City, Jan. 9. After reon a relatively puny business," later ceivership. This was by way of exelecting all officers here today, the
describing Warners, Paramount and plaining how Paramount figured it
RKO as "large corporate clusters." had been entirely within its rights in I.T.O. voted to proceed with legal
By citation of assets and theatre hold- subsequently selling its pictures to efforts to break up what it termed
landlords of the Ambassador, the "unfair zoning and clearance" of
ings he endeavored to demonstrate his the
and New Grand Central Fox-Midwest.
point. The statistics he marshalled in- Missouri
President Rolsky will confer with
cluded the statement that the average and to Tom K. Smith, receiver for
The Government attorneys within the next few days
number of features produced in the these properties.
to outline the course which the litigalast four years totaled 340
that dur- allegation is that this franchise was
tion will take.
Members who have
ing the fiscal year 1934 and 1935 War- one of the chief assets of the theatres.
bought protection over other indeners had produced 60 or 16.2 per cent, Paramount counsel asserted F. & M.
Paramount 65 or 17.5 per cent and were not "parties or privies to the pendents are to relinquish immediSome members are reported to
RKO 50 or 15.1 per cent, making a franchise agreements" and that ately.
grand total of 175 or 48.8 per cent Skouras Super Theatres had had no have already done this.
of the entire number available. Allow- power to assign the franchise elseing for Metro and United Artists at where.
Officials
Loew's here, Hardy's proffered conRKO Statement Next
elusion was that Warners, with only
Phillips
constantly
maintained
two theatres, had available virtually
Pittsburgh, Jan. 9.—Four national
50 per cent of the first run product, Paramount had never attended any of
while Fanchon & Marco with its five the various bondholders' meetings at representatives of Variety Club have
houses had to be content with approxi- which reorganization plans for the been appointed by John H. Harris,
three theatres had been discussed that national chief barker.
mately 25 per cent.
They are: Harry Goldstein, for
In the afternoon and during his Paramount had never purchased any
presentation,
Phillips
hit
back at of the bonds nor had it made any Pittsburgh, Columbus and Cincinnati;
Hardy's charges by computing the to- threats or negotiated for theatres in Jack Flynn, for Cleveland, Detroit,
tal feature output as between 600 and St. Louis and that therefore it could Albany and Buffalo; Carter Barron,
for Washington, D. C, and Phila700, produced by 20 or more compa- not have been a party to any alleged
He charged Paramount delphia; J. E. Fontaine, for Milnies of which eight were majors. Of conspiracy.
this annual
output he asserted the had been indicted on perjured testi- waukee, Minneapolis and Indianapolis
three defendant companies produced mony of Harry C. Arthur. Arthur, R. C. LiBeau, for St. Louis, Kansas
Marco Wolff and Jack Partington City, DesMoines and Omaha.
between 140 and 150.
for the second time did not attend the
Reed Speaks 90 Minutes
sessions until a few minutes before
Reed spoke for 90 minutes, empha- court adjourned. Herman Starr arto
sizing highlights as he saw them with rived from New York today and appeared
in
the
afternoon,
as
did
Gradpointed finger.
In considerable detail
New Orleans, Jan. 9.—Bank Night
he outlined Warners' experience in the well L. Sears, who came in from
Spyros Skouras, who will in neighborhood houses is to be inlocal theatre field and took the posi- Chicago.
first
important Government vestigated by a committee of the
tion that the company's entry into the be the
witness unless Hardy switches his Louisiana Council of Motion Pictures.
first run field by leaseholds on the Orpheum and Shubert-Rialto were neces- strategy, reached here from New One of the things that started the
sitated
by the alleged monopoly York but repaired to the Park Plaza, probe was the fact that a six-year-old
Another child recently won $105 at a show.
created by the F. & M. interests. He not the Federal Building.
contended Warners had to deal with arrival was Gordon E. Youngman,
New York staff lawyer for RKO,
this group or remain out of the city
Minnesota at $31,326
and asserted it had been the decision with a Florida tan. Ernest L. Wil-

Some exhibition contracts provide that
matinee time and prices end at 6 P.M.
and certain second and subsequent
runs are considering refusing to play
films where the matinee time has not
been observed by first runs.
Arthur was invited to an exhibitor
conference on the matter yesterday, attended by distributor representatives,
Arthur shifted
but could not attend.
the time when outlying houses failed

|

!

i

!

Variety
Selected by Harris

practices

to

6 P. M. time was
contingent on the elimination of the
practices. Wehrenberg said Arthur did
not give the exhibitors sufficient time
to adjust the matter.
inal return to the

Spoor Set to Make
^-Dimension Films

—

Chicago, Jan. 9. George K. Spoor
declared here today that he would
begin the production of three-dimensional films within 30 days.
It is
planned to film stage plays performed
in a New York studio, which will be
Later, acthe center of the venture.
cording to Spoor, full length operas
will be produced with the original
casts.

W
anger Adds
Hollywood,

_

,

exhibition

which he objected, claiming his orig-

;

j

eliminate

to

Jan.

9.

to Space
Wan-

—Walter

ger has taken over another building
on the General Service lot to house
his

Raoul Walsh

directors.

is

pre-

paring for "Big Brown Eyes." William Seiter has "The Moon's Our

Home"

in production.

preparing

Ludwig
Aubrey

Al

Santell

preparing

is

Scotto

is

is

Edwin

"Spendthrift."

"Brazen."

starting

"Palm

Springs."
Joseph Santley is waiting for an assignment, and Anton Lit-

vak

will direct "Sahara."

;

I

Louisiana

;

I

j

:

i

Probe Bank Nights

not to sell the plaintiff because of the
continued "enmity" of Harry Koplar
over a long period of years.
He described as another purpose
of the present action an effort to
compel Paramount and
to cancel their film deals with Warners in
this city, thereby compelling a sale

RKO

J

>

Women

kinson, F. & M. attorney from Washington, checked in for the first time,
during the last half-hour.

The opening statement

RKO

for
yet to be heard. This is to be the
first order
of business on Friday.
Following that will come arguments
by counsel for the Ambassador and
is

Through error

it
was stated that
the Minnesota, Minneapolis, for the week ending Jan. 3
was $12,000.
It
should have been
$31,326.
The screen attraction was

the

gross

at

"The Bride Comes Home" and the
stage show was headed by Burns
and Allen.

Franchot Sonotone Head
C. P. Franchot, vice-president and
general counsel of Sonotone Corp.,
was appointed president yesterday to
fill the vacancy caused by the recent
death of Dr. Hugo Lieber. The company's annual meeting of stockholders
is scheduled for next month.

Bill

Pine East

—

St. Louis, Jan. 9.
Bill Pine, Paramount studio publicity head, left here
by air for
York tonight after
looking in on the equity hearing. He
is coming east to discuss plans for
new product, including "Desire," with
Marlene Dietrich.

New

Sign Elizabeth Russell

—

Hollywood, Jan. 9. Paramount has
signed Elizabeth Russell, sister of
Rosalind Russell, to a term contract.
Miss Russell is currently appearing
on the New York stage, but will report to the studio Feb. 2.
_

To Have Stage Shows
Bridgeport, Jan. 9. —-Loew's Majestic

will

inaugurate stage shows Jan.

MISTEW
BEAU,
C'EST
u
C'EST MASNIFHHJE
Right Again, Jimmie! "Magnificent"

Warner

for These Trade Reviews on
can take bows

All connected with this picture

Loaded with suspense. .from the
.

"A

.

.

.

thrill -

packed

.

.

.

.

.

th

Bro

Perfect entertain

picture palaces to the shooting

c

showmen. Strong appeal both

film to delight the hearts of

"Sure-fire

Is

.

Excellent filmfare

.

.

.

II

should

i]
<

"Has everything! Ccgney and O'Brien
"Greatest air film since

'Hell's Angels'.

at

their

best

in

Cagney, O'Brien top

read

eve

—

FROM THE

THRILLER THAT

JAMES

Jii

MADE BROADW

Starring

and
With June Tr<'
Henry WadsvM
and
senSO

,

"Captain

'°u hTdoverhitfrom

By the only avi<c
Directed by th

Some'Truckin"!
Serializations

now

running

daily in key papers from
coast to coast are just one

item in the big-space pub-

and ad build-up
that will precede the
licity

Jan.

25th release

COSMOPOLITAN
A

First

of

this

PRODUCTION

National Picture

MCSIC

MOTION PICTURE
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Claims Cut to

roles in a career going back nearly
20 years was in "Apostle of Vengeance" for Ince in 1917. He played
in

include one for $430,941 filed by A. C.
Blumenthal and counsel, which was
a claim of the
disallowed entirely

of the Hills" for First Na1919 and in "The Count of
Cristo" for Fox in 1922. From

"Heart

tional

1)

in

Monte

there he went to M-G-M, where he
appeared in a long series of films,
Continental Bank & Trust Co. of both silent and talking.
outstanding pictures
N Y for $2,675,000, which was al- Among the Who
Slapped,"
Gets
"He
lowed at $891,925; one for $304,903 were
Merry Widow" and "The Big
by Criterion Advertising Co., allowed "The
and later in "His
Parade," in 1925
at $12,555; one by J. A. Lacy for
"The Hollywood
Glorious
Night,"
$250,000, disallowed entirely; one by
Revue," "Redemption" and "The Big
the State of New York for $111,927,
in sound, "Fast Workers"
allowed at $607, and one by Fox West Parade"
"Queen Christina," in 1934.
Coast Service Corp. for $39,355, dis- and
Last year he appeared in "The Capallowed entirely.
for Columbia.
The largest of the 14 claims against tain Hates the Sea"
been inactive.
Fox Theatres remaining to be heard In recent months he has
He
had been married to Leatrice Joy,
Boas
and
Burroughs
one
by
include
Ina Claire and Virginia Bruce, each
for $2,304,184; Chicago Title & Trust
divorce.
Halsey, Stuart & Co., marriage ending in
;

:

;

Co., $1,159,380;
$1,000,000;
Inc.

Lexington

Ave.

&

Roxy
$1,250,000;
Theatre Noteholders Protective Committee, $1,138,100, and Trust Co. of
59th

St.

Corp.,

R. G.

Canti Dead

mum

films

for

to
cal

very definitely box-office successes.
As such pictures have proven equally
successful locally, a greater percentage of suitable world product should
come out of Hollywood this year than
at any time in the past.
throughout
generally
Conditions
foreign countries continue to show a
definite upturn. If this progress continues, and we have every reason to
believe that it will unless a major
catastrophe occurs in Europe or Asia
to upset present gains, more money
will be available for entertainment.
This in turn will result in increased
theatre patronage but only for product
with the ideology and
in harmony
tastes of our foreign audiences.
There will be competition from improved foreign product and from pic-

produced

to

meet

existing

un-

other six months, ending July 12,
der an order signed by Federal Judge

To Supreme Court
—

Washington, Jan. 9. Lambs Club
in New York has appealed to the
Supreme Court

for

a

review

of

a

decision of the Court of Claims, which
last November held against the club
in the assessment of a tax of $101,121. The brief, submitted by Harvey
L. Rabbitt, local attorney, contends
the Lambs is not a social, athletic

or

sporting

organization

within

the

of the Internal Revenue laws,
but serves as an actors' exchange or

meaning

Houses Will Drop

Games

If

Lottery

(Continued from page

1)

furthermore, only one summons will
be issued against the operator of each
type of giveaway so that a speedy test
of the legality of all cash games now
in use may be had.
Any game then
held by the courts to be a lottery
will be abandoned by the member theatres in the Bronx, it was said.
An appeal of a $250 fine imposed
on the Tremont recently is pending
for the operation of Dough Nite and
game will not necessarily be
this
banned by I. T. O. A. houses until
the appeal is decided. Foley met with
representatives of I. T. O. A. and
major metropolitan circuits on Tuesday and warned against continuance
of the cash giveaways in Bronx the.

Martin T. Manton. Milton C. Weisatres.
man, attorney, continues as receiver clearing house. It is, says the brief,
of the company.
"equivalent to an employment agency,
a place where members meet producers
F.
managers and sell their plays and
Night Suit Jan. 28 and
procure employment."
Boston, Jan. 9. The infringement
9.
Chicago,
Fanchon
Jan.
&
suit brought by Bank Night against
Marco units will be headlined in three
Parlay Cash Night is set for hearing
local theatres here the week of Feb.
here in Federal District Court on Jan.
Italian
14.
Al Pearce and his gang will be
28. George S. Ryan, attorney for the
Arrangements by which Joe Brandt at the Palace, Olsen & Johnson at
plaintiff,
seeks the banning of the
rival giveaway and an accounting. will handle a selected list of Italian the Uptown and Jackie Coogan and
Harry Bloomberg and Meyer Gruber productions for distribution here will Betty Grable in their "Hollywood Seare promoters of Parlay Cash Night. be completed within the next few crets" show at the Oriental.
Prelimdays, Brandt said yesterday.
F. & M. is now supplying 100 per
inary arrangements were made dur- cent of the stage talent for all RKO
Steiner with Selznick
ing Brandt's recent trip to Italy.
theatres in Chicago in connection with
Brandt, who returned from Holly- the RKO first run films.
F. & M.
Hollywood, Jan. 9. David O. Selznick has arranged with Radio for the wood Wednesday, said that he would talent is also featured in many of
services of Max Steiner to arrange arrange financing for one picture to the B. & K. situations and will shortthe musical score for Selznick In- be made by E. B. Derr and Charles ly supply all talent for that circuit,
ternational's film, "Little Lord Faunt- Sullivan if an acceptable story could according to John A. Schultz of the

Bank

& M. Shows Gain

In Chicago Houses

—

—

Brandt Closing Deal

On

Pictures

—

leroy."

I)

a second run basis in the downtown
area and also in the neighborhood
Their 1935 busidistricts of Seattle.
ness was the best in the company's
history, they report, and they predict
that 1936 will surpass the year just
ended by at least 15 per cent.
Exhibitors in smaller towns are feeling the effects of better conditions, according to exchange managers. These
men, report a much better feeling
among exhibitors as a result of improved general conditions.

Wide Business Progress

is

Lambs Appeal Tax

Extend Fox Receivership
The receivership of Fox Theatres
Corp. was extended yesterday for an-

(Continued from page

two weeks and more for certain films
are common, and will become more
general during the coming season,
Johnson predicts.
Another satisfactory picture is presented by John Danz and Roy Cooper,
general manager of the Danz circuit.
These houses, under the name of Sterling Chain Theatres, Inc., operate on

scientific

Passes

the Isis, Denver, and Nelson, Springfield, Mass.

Close to '29

and a maximum of
which lend themselves readily
superimposing and dubbing, musipictures, operatic and popular, are

tures

—

William Rudolph
acquire 50 per cent of the stock of
William Rudolph, 60, once publicity
Metropolitan Playhouses, the reoragent for Clara Kimball Young and
ganized Fox Met company. The stock
numerous other stars of the silent
was taken up by United Artists Theafilms, died of a heart attack at his
tre Circuit and K-A-O.
room in the Hotel Edison Wednesday
Cash receipts during the six months
night.
period covered by the report amounted
to $190,082 and disbursements were
The report notes that op$55,274.
erations under the receiver include
the Academy of Music, New York;
the
N.
Elizabeth,
Elizabeth,
J.;
Broadway and 165th St., New York;

Hope for Gain

of dialogue

Ronald quota requirements in particular counDr.
London, Jan. 9.
George Canti, a pioneer in making tries. We shall probably suffer from
on cancer,

Northwest Has

action

research, notably obstructive legislation in other quarDespite these handicaps, the
dead here at the age of ters.
52. He was one of the first to apply world public has been educated to.
Receiver's Report Itemized
the film technique to microscopy for demand the artistic and technical perThe receiver's report lists cash on demonstrating changes in the_ bac- fection found primarily in Hollywoodlast.
hand of $780,217, as of Dec. 31,
He himself produced pictures, and American picteria in living tissues.
This includes a cash balance of $645,- made the machines for this work, tures will, for this reason, continue
410 on hand at the time of the re- and showed his films before the Royal to dominate the world market in 1936
ceiver's last report, June 30, 1935, and Society here and similar organizations provided our producers continue to
a payment of $150,000 received in in other countries. In 1929 and 1930 stress the international angle in their
November from United Artists Thea- one of his films was shown before forthcoming product.
tre Circuit, Inc., in settlement of Fox medical
the
United
in
audiences
Theatres' claim against Fox Metro- States.
Fox
which
under
Playhouses,
politan
Theatres relinquished its option to

Georgia, $1,032,563.

1936

(Continued from page 1)

{Continued from page 1)

$2,949,103

10,

j

Reisman Predicts
John Gilbert Dies
Of Heart Failure International Films

Fox Theatres

(Continued from page

Friday, January

be acquired.

F.

& M.

office

here.

Here are a few

facts pertaining to
the territory, particularly Seattle and
the state of Washington, that indicate
a steady improvement in 1936:
Washington farmers in 1935 in-

creased their total revenues by more
than $7,000,000.
Salmon packers ended the year with
substantial

price increases that will
1936.
real estate values made a

continue into
Seattle

sharp rebound from former low levels
and real estate bonds are now making
recoveries.

The lumber industry is entering 1936
with a rush of orders, with shingle
manufacturers expecting the biggest
volume since the post-war building
boom.
Volume of goods moving over
Seattle docks in 1935 was greater by
500,000 tons than the previous year.
similar increase is expected in

A

1936.

Bank earnings showed

substantial

recoveries in 1935, and leading bankers
of the territory predict an increase of
10 to 15 per cent in transactions during 1936.
Retail sales volumes are expected
to reach 1929 levels during the present
year, according to leading store executives.

Northwest car loadings continue to
and it is predicted that the

j

increase,

j

percentage of gain during the first
quarter of 1936 over the comparable
quarter of 1935 will exceed that of
any other section of the nation.
With these facts in mind and with
many films better than ever before, it
is felt locally that the hopes and expectations for 1936 are based on a
foundation of fact.

"U" Picks New
Hollywood, Jan.
changed the

title

Eilers-James

Dunn

Is a

9.

of

Title

—Universal
the

film,

has

new Sally
"Tomorrow

Better Day," to "Don't Get Per-

sonal."

Gulf Bays Chartered

—

St. Petersburg, Fla., Jan. 9. Gulf
Bays Amusement Corp., has been
formed here by E. M. Peters, E. G.
Peters and E. R. McNealey.

>

Even

When You're Playing One

of the Year'*

lO BEST
The BEST SHORT SUBJECTS

Make

It

a Better

Show

BUSTER

(EATON
IREE

ON A

'PERFECT
THIRTY-SIXES"
A

Musical

Comedy

with

NIELA

GOODELLE

"THE BRAIN
BUSTERS"

EARL OXFORD
FRED LIGHTNER
NELL KELLY

A

Comedy

Coronet
with

BILLY

"MIXED

GILBERT

VINCE
BARNETT

POLICIES"
A

Comedy

Coronet

"THANKS

with

CLARA BARRY
ORVAL
WHITLEGE

MR. CUPID"
A

Musical

Comedy

"THE

OF
A

-HERE

x

CAME

JAI ALAI"

Treasure Chest
Production

Narration by
Edward Thorgersen

"THE

MAYFLOWER"
Paul Terry-Toons
By Frank Moser and
Paul Terry

YOiR BEST BETS
\fi

"YE OLDE
TOY SHOP"

SHORT SuBjlCTs

Paul Terry-Toons
By Frank Moser and

StART^Q^eSesT

Paul Terry

'

Presented by
"THE SPICE OF THE

Distributed

20 th Century-Fox

in

PROGRAM"
U.S.A. by

Film Corporation

E.

W.

MAMMONS

NEW

HAIL THE

COAST-TO

20th Century. Fox gives the trade a new wondershow. Returns from early showings prove its
super-charged box
it

.

.

.

push

it

.

.

.

office

Grab

power.

it

.

.

.

date

and break your records, too!

PHILADELPHIA

(Fox Theatre) Broke

every house record for the

last five years!

BUFFALO

(Century Theatre) By far

the biggest of

any Fox

COLUMBUS

picture this season!

(Loew's Broad) Topped

everything but record-holding 'Steamboat Round the Bend".

LOUISVILLE

(Strand Theatre) Beat

everything but Will Rogers' biggest.

KANSAS

CITY (Uptown

Theatre)

Tremendous business almost equalled
"Steamboat Round the Bend" record.

MILWAUKEE
Beat everything

(Wisconsin Theatre)
in

months.

SONGS:
Music and

lyrics

by Jimmy

McHugh and Ted

LOS ANGELES

(Chinese and Loew's

TRUE." Music and

State) Positively sensational day-and-

date showing tops everything
No wonder TIME

names

it:

One

the year's best musicals!"

in

of

sight!

Koehler:

"SHOOTING HIGH," "LOVELY
LADY," "SPREADIN' RHYTHM
AROUND," "TOO GOOD TO BE
lyrics

by Jack

Yellen and Lew Pollack:"l LOVE

TO

RIDE THE HORSES ON A
J
MERRY-GO-ROUND."

M

AST BOX OFFICE KING!

\

Stirring

WARI

>AXTER

(Even greater than in" 42nd Street

JACK OAKIE

ALICE FAYE

MONA

')

BARRIE

ARLINE JUDGE

•

DIXIE

DUNBAR

HERBERT MUNDIN

FATS

WALLER

NICK LONG, JR

KENNY BAKER

GREGORY RATOFF

Associate Producer: Kenneth
Screen play by
Delmar.

A FOX

•

Macgowan.

Directed by Sidney Lanfield

Gene Markey and Harry Tugend. From

a story by Vina

Dances and ensembles created and staged by

PICTURE

Darryl

F.

Zanuck

in

Sammy

Lee

Charge of Production

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

—
MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
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Variety Club

MOTION PICTURE DAILYS

Buffalo
Buffalo, Jan. 9 Jake Levine, manager of the Embassy, has been named
chief barker for 1934.

Other

officers are

Friday, January

First vice-president, John Sitterley; second vicepresident, Robert Murphy; secretarytreasurer, E. J.
Hartig; directors,

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

:

"Rose Marie"
(M-G-M)

Carl Kempke, Nate Sauber, Harry

—Hunt

Stromberg's production and W. S. Van
this popular operetta into a picture of
smash hit calibre. The story is ideally suited for the talents of Nelson
New trustees are Edward P. Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald and unfolds on the screen as a gripping
O'Shea, Sidney Samson and Jack romance with the musical interludes spotted for their maximum entertainment advantage. Though the screen play differs from the stage
Kaplan. The new board of gover
nors includes
Murray Whiteman, version, Frances Goodrich, Albert Hackett and Alice Duer Miller, the
Vincent McFaul, Charles Hay- adapters, have used the wider scope of the medium to concentrate on
man, Harry Altman, Ralph Maw the main theme and paint their characterizations with swift, sure strokes.
and Herbert Silverberg.
The plot concerns the efforts of Miss MacDonald, an operatic diva,
Opening of the new quarters was the
to reach the side of her brother, James Stewart, who is a fugitive from
occasion of a party attended by about
justice hunted by Eddy, a Northwest mountie. Summoned at the close
200 at which Mayor George Zimmerman and Sheriff William Eberhart of a ''Romeo and Juliet" performance, she leaves for the woods guided
by George Regas. Deserted by Regas, she is saved from drowning by
were added to the roster.
Eddy, who knows her identity and errand. Eddy, placing duty above
Dixon, Harey Seedem, Ken Robinson, Byron Interbitzen and Herbert Webster.

Hollywood,

9.

Jan.

Dyke's direction have turned

:

:

Des Moines
—

Des Moines, Jan. 9. Induction of
the new Variety Club here has been

W.

for Jan. 27, according to

set

Benford, chief barker.
John H. Harris, national
barker,

E.

chief

scheduled to be present.
now has about 80 members
and is located in enlarged quarters in
the Hotel Savery.

The

is

tent

Detroit
Detroit, Jan.
bers have been

9.

— Seven

elected

new memVariety

to

They are Ben and Lou Cohen,
Everett E. Lundberg, Jack R.
Waugh, Jr., Charles C. Perry,
Joseph B. Krul and Herman C.
Club.

Merritt.

Philadelphia

—

Philadelphia, Jan.
9.
Gov.
George H. Earle, Mayor-elect Davis
Wilson, U. S. Senator James J.
Davis, Connie Mack, manager of
the Athletics
Jimmy Wilson, manager of the Phillies
Jimmy Foxx,
first baseman of the Athletics
Hans
Lobert, Phillies' coach Al Schacht,
Washington Senators' coach George
Jessel, Ken Murray, Bob Hall and

everything, arrests Stewart, which separates the lovers, who are not
reunited until Miss MacDonald has collapsed during a performance of
"Tosca" and has returned to the woods to recuperate. Embellishing this
outline, bits of

"Romeo and

Juliet,"

"Tosca" and an Indian dance cere-

mony

are logically introduced as well as a north woods cabaret sequence
in which Gilda Grey does a specialty. Two new numbers by Herbert
Stothart and Gus Kahn augment the original Friml-Hammerstein score,
but "The Indian Love Call" remains as the outstanding number and is
introduced several times to aid the plot development.
Supporting performances are capably given by Reginald Owen, Una
O'Connor, Alan Mowbray, and Allan Jones, whose appearance as Miss
MacDonald's operatic leading man, seems all too brief.
With definite appeal for all, the picture should draw even those who
are not confirmed movie-goers.
Production Code Seal No. 1,871. Running time, 108 minutes. "G."
"Sylvia Scarlett," which opened at the Radio City Music Hall yesterday
morning, was reviewed on Jan. 3.
"Riffraff," which was previewed by wire from Hollywood on Dec. 20,
opens this morning at the Capitol.
"The Ghost Goes West," last night's preview at the Rivoli, was reviewed
by cable from London on Dec. 18.
"Rose of the Rancho," now current at the Paramount, was reviewed on
Jan.

Short Subjects
"Somewhere

viewed on Sept.

Crespi," this morning's opener at the Rialto,

was

(Paramount)
There are some new departures in
handling color in this cartoon. Using
the ordinary method of photographing
drawings, this effort goes on to the
construction and blending of sets,
which, richly colored and imaginativepresented, lend a novel note.
story has a poor boy and girl
enduring the hardships of poverty

ly

The

;

;

them

there are all the sweets and entertainment they could desire. They awake

back

This

it.

will

0587.

Columbus,

9.

Jan.

—Despite

new admission tax

the
law,

Stratford, Jan. 12.

quires the licensing of all places of
amusement where the three per cent
impost is assessable, the Ohio Tax
Commission will not have the licenses
ready before the end of January.

from practically

all

been

received

New York

the

of film companies, and an attendance of at least 1,000 is expected.
The proceeds will go to charity.
offices

Chief Barker James D. Clark will
inducted
into
office.
Retiring
Chief Barker Earle Sweigert tendered a dinner to members at the

be

Penn A. C.
At the time

of the annual dinner at
the Bellevue- Stratford, the women's
auxiliary will have a dinner at the
_

Warwick.
Abe Einstein
chairman
mittee to
resigned.

of

has
been
information

the

succeed

Oscar

made
com-

Neufeld,

ITO

Benefit Planned
Kansas City, Jan. 9.—W. D. Fulton has been made chairman of a
committee of the I. T. O. to plan a
midnight show at all independent theatres for the purpose of replenishing
the treasury.
Other members are
James Rigney and Edward S. Young.

I^SZW*

%<T

* ,rv\

«»

//u _

Code Seal, No.
time, 8 mins. "G."

Production

alike.

Running

"The Game of Jai-Alai"
(Educational)

Portraying the fast action of the

Mexican game from its inception to
the modern way it is played, this is an
interesting exhibition
of
something
that is new to most audiences. It begins with a comic take-off and covering technique, and the development of
the bat used in play, it winds up with
a professional game in Mexico City.

Production

Running

Code Seal, No.
time, 9 mins.
"G."

0818.

Arthur Quinn Advanced
Norfolk Downs, Mass., Jan. 9.—
Arthur Quinn has been named manager of the Regent here which has become subsequent run to the Wollaston,
M.

another

P.

house,

Wollaston.

in

Quinn was formerly

assistant

ager at the Strand

Dorchester.

in

man-

Wall Street
Big Board Gains Continue

fact that the

have

a delightful short that
children and grownups

is

please

re-

Ontario Ticket Tax
Ohio License Forms
Reaches $1,743,420
Encounter Setback

have promised to attend the
annual
banquet
at
the
BellevueReservations

poor home, but kind
have greatly improved

their

in

tradespeople

24.

;

others

they are asleep.
Slumber takes
to a land of child's delight where

until

;

;

Dream-

in

land"

4.

"The Crime of Dr.

1936

10,

which became effective Dec.

Three
issued.

forms

The

20,

of license will
itinerary forms will

re-

be
be

the temporary
traveling shows
forms for single entertainments, or
single series not extending longer than
10 days, and the permanent forms
theatres,
regularly
established
for
dance halls, amusement parks, golf
courses and swimming pools.
The fee for each type of license
will be $l.
for

;

—

Net

43%

Consolidated
Consolidated,

several
concessions
subsequently granted when exhibitors raised
a prolonged outcry.

A

year-end report showed that for
the nine months ending Dec. 31, the
collections

were $1,743,420 as com-

pared with only $555,460 for the same
nine months of 1934.

The
until

fiscal

March

year does not terminate
31 and the budget esti-

mate on the amusement levy for the
whole 12 months was $937,000, thus
the "expectancy" has been almost
doubled with three more months to go.
The fiscal year of 1934-5 saw an
amusements tax take of $750,000.

Paramount
Paramount
Pathe Film

RKO

Close Change

43

6%
pfd.

Toronto, Jan. 9. The Ontario gov- Eastman Kodak
ernment profited nicely from the K-A-O, pfd
Loew's, Inc
amusements tax, launched last June, Paramount
despite

Low

Hig-h

Columbia

43

6%

6

19%

12%
159%

19%

80

80

54%
10%

53%
10%
81%
11%

80
54

.1S9J4

1
pfd. 83
2 pfd. 12%
8

6%

20th Century- Fox. 26%
20th Century, pfd. 3V/S
Universal, pfd
53

Warner Bros

10%

Warner, pfd

52

.

159%

10%
82%
12%

-

Yz

+ Yz
+%

—1

+%
+%
+%

7%

7

-%

5%
25%
34%

6%

+i

26

52
10

52

10%

+%
+%
+%

50%

52

+1

Sonotone, Trans-Lux

36%

— Yi

Up on Curb
Net

High Low Close Change
Sentry Control
Sonotone
Technicolor

Trans-Lux

9/16

..

,

9/16

9/16

1%

1%

1%

20%

19%

19%

3J4

3%

3%

+%
—
%

+%

Bonds on Upgrade
Net

High Low Close Change
General Theatre

Charlotte Club Resumes
Charlotte, Jan. 9.—The Jesters
Club has resumed its winter meetings
with a luncheon. Entertainment was
provided by Helen Poole's dancing
studio, John M. McAllister (Philco
Phil)
and Clarence Etters.
City
Traffic Manager D. E. Skinner spoke.
The club was active during the holi-

6s '40

Birmingham Shows Stop
Birmingham,

Jan.

9.

—

Birming-

6s '40 ctf
Keith B. F.
6s '46
Loew's 6s '41

23%

23%

24%

22%

23%

+154

96

95

95%

+%
—%
+%

ww
ham's roadshow season has come to
deb rights
104
103% 103%
an abrupt stop.
Paramount B'way
"Life Begins at 8:40" and "The
3s '55
59% 58% 59
Student Prince" have stopped. It is Paramount Pict.
'55
6s
95% 94% 94%
understood the companies of Katharine
RKO 6s '41 pp. 82% 80% 82%
Cornell and Eva LaGallienne will not Warner Bros. 6s
'39 wd
days in aiding the poor families in come here.
88% 88
88%
the city.
Only one show has been profitable.
(Quotations at close of Jan. 9)
. .

+%

23%

General Theatre

+%
+%

wo Thousand
rucks ....
ttonaHy posted with "Spy
" advertising will help

in over

jf

150

Cities

The thrilling story of Italian
spy intrigue and spectacular
aeroplane warfare!
•
Get details of the "Movie
Action" fictionization, cover and
truck tie-up from your local
FIRST DIVISION exchange.

BOOK

this exciting picture
and take advantage of
this coast-to-coast exploitation

NOW

—

WHAT THE PICTURE
DID rCR ME

n
11

First

National

CASE OF THE LUCKY LEGS, THE: Warren

William, Genevieve Tobin— Pleased a lot of people who
follow the adventures of Perry Mason. Drew well and
they asked for more of this type. Played November
11-12.— Mayme P. Musselman, Princess Theatre, Lincoln, Kan. Small town patronage.

OIL FOR THE LAMPS OF CHINA: Josephn
Hutchinson, Pat O'Brien, Jean Muir—This is a sv
one. Everyone pleased even though it is a little k
It certainly boosted Pat in this village, but we do
think anything could boost Josephine Htitchii.
Played October 30-31.—Talisman Theatre, Rosee
Miss. Small town patronage.

GB

Pictures

ALIAS BULLDOG DRUMMOND:

Barometers of

Jack

W

Wray—Wow! What a nightmare.
they (cash customers) will come back. Reg'
Rurton, Strand Theatre, Ransom, Kansas.
Fay

—

age.

Invincible

The box-office pulse

GHOST WALKS, THE:

John Miljan.
dandy program picture. Excellent
Holds the interest, and has goo
Ge
rial.
It sent them out laughing.
motto for showmen was: "Always le
ing when you say goodbye." Sound
Running time, 65 minutes.—
gers.

—A

of the motion pic-

ing.

ture industry

is

consistently and accu-

1

Globe Theatre, Holyoke, Mass.

Gen<

Metro-GoldwynAFTER OFFICE HOURS:

—

rately reflected in these

two straight-from-

the-exhibitor features of Motion Picture

01?

Bennett Anyone who don't likf
Lots of everything,
ailment.
sure does his stuff and Connie
Rankin, Plaza Theatre, Tilb

Herald.

General patronage.

ANNA KARENINA:

—Didn't

Gret

draw but you can't

Rather slowtown picture. Should have
some older picture. Play
P. Musselman, Princess Tl
town patronage.
or the stars.

ANNA KARENINA:

T'
Freddie Bartholomew—
we have shown in the
customers to come to se.

No

over acting. Right 1
your public. Played N«
tre,

Rosedale, Miss.

>

^

They provide the

final

gauge of talent

value in authentic, concise form as re-

ported by those

who

sell

motion pictures

direct to the public.

S.

BARRETTS OF WT
ma

Shearer, Fredric

picture, as we all knr
ness. If it don't it
you a lot of good. V

received many favor?
Plaza Theatre, Til'
patronage.

BONNIE SCOTL
glorified two-reel cc
tain following that

"What The Picture Did For Me"

is

a

picture reporting service conducted by
exhibitors

and for

exhibitors.

lematical how long
of a type. A. E.
bia, City, Ind.

—

BROADWAY
Merkel, Robert
musical of the y
mosa, Iowa. C

CALM

YOI

Robert Younyes, yes, an<
men in earl-

Saturday
Played Se
tre,

Camb'

CHIN/
Beery
ter

Mo

expec*

Harlo

T

MOTION PICTURE
A

Quigley Publication

THEATRE RECEIPTS
Current

Ijieatres

Week

Previous

Week

High and Low Gross
deceose of
November '6, ,W

045,250, a

!

"

t

erald expressly forbidden)
(Tabulation covers period from January, 1934)
(Dates are 1935 unless otherwise specified.)

f

the Industry

High

9-7

"Hot Tip"

35,000

(plus stage show "Folies Bergeie")
>w 8-3 "A Dog of Flanders" and )

"What

Price Crime"

4.000

J

"Lady

Killer" and
Without a Room"
iw 7-20 "Don't Bet on Blondes" and
"Ladies Crave Excitement"
rh 1-6-34

"Girl

)

12,000

)
1

2,500
33,000
5.S0u

J

?h 9-7 "Top Hat"
8-17 "Jalna"
(6

1-16
>

days)

"Mutiny on the Bounty"..
of the River" and

"Sanders
;

Only those representing theatres that are

"Private Worlds"

41.««

"Men Without Names"

14.<«*i

4 "Lady

Killer" and
"Girl Without a Room"

)
J

Bet on Blondes" and
idies Crave Excitement"
f

participate.

7.500

)

")on't

100% independent may

24,500

1

"Unknown Woman"

I

4,<«m

'Design lor

Living"
in the Air"
k of the Vampire" and

26.000

"Music

"Theatre Receipts"

is

a tabulation of

5.00
)

>lette"

8.200

(

Love" and
g of Flanders"
tiny on the Bounty".,
v
entlemen Are Born

i

3,800

)

grosses of individual pictures in key

cities,

22,008

'

"

"Marie Galante"
House of Rothschild

representing 8,000 bookings in 157 key

3.800
18.000
4,000
17,000

ilarried Her Boss".,
a Gentlemen" and
!

Wives"

4,100

)

theatres.
Paw"..
rough"

16,000
3,000

i's

•issue)

Each

is

a definite guide to the nation-

wide trade value of the finished product.

Hence both are followed by every branch
of the industry

—

exhibition, distribution

and production alike
actor

and director as

— by

Me

ves

Day

Not"

66.000
19,000

Princess

Ladies"
r
ork Night"

Vaated"
owes* Amateurs)
Nurse"
Kernels"
Others"
rlude"
°recious

12.000
32,500
8.000
27,000
6.000

Thing
19,000
8.000

>w"

showmen, by

9,000
3.000
25,500

hschild"
30,000
ove Story".. 10,000

7,500
1,400

well.

27.S0O
2.900
39.000
<£eef\... 4,000
le"

"

Tuan"
y"....

HERALD

9,000

600

.

New York Hollywood
-

-

28,000
3,500
12,000
2.000

Chicago - London

16.500

800
17,500
4.000

500

GOOD

IT'S

SENSE TO

PLAY THE FAVORITE!
Again

this year's

—by

check-up at the Box-Office finds Leo at the

wide margin. This magazine lists all the industry's
Box-Office Champions from 1930 up to June of 1935. Out of a
total of 79 Box-Office Champs listed, M-G-M has 21 and the nearest
competitor has 13. That doesn't even cover the second half of
u
1935 which included such hits as China Seas", "Broadway
Melody of 1936", "Mutiny on the Bounty", "A Tale of Two

front

Cities",

U

a

A

"Riffraff,"

Night

and

at the

Opera",

"

Ah Wilderness",

others.

"AND 1936 COMES
v
)

"Whipsaw",

IN LIKE

A LION!"

For instance: ROSE MARIE with Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy; SMALL TOWN
GIRL with Janet Gaynor; TARZAN ESCAPES with Johnny Weissmuller; THE GREAT
Powell, Myrna Loy, Luise Rainer; WIFE VS. SECRETARY with
OF ELDORADO with Warner Baxter;
Harlow,
Myrna Loy; ROBIN
Clark Gable, Jean
JULIET with Norma Shearer, Leslie
GORGEOUS HUSSY with Joan Crawford; ROMEO
EARTH with Paul Muni, Luise Rainer and more!
Howard; THE

ZIEGFELD

with William

HOOD
AND

GOOD

MOTION PICTURE

Picture
Industry

39.

NO.

NEW

9

Moves
Are Marked in

Circuit

YORK, SATURDAY, JANUARY

the
in
Circuit expansion moves
midwest and west, numerous shifts in
personnel and reopening and reconstruction of theatres have gained mothe opening of the New
Year.
In Chicago Essaness has made a
number of changes in the past few
Sam Harris has been moved
days.
from the American to the Byrd, Elmer Immerman has gone from the

mentum with

to the

ford.

ager

of the CrawKermit Githens is acting manof
the American and Harry

Wren

is
the
Sheridan.
Supervisors

Stand First
At St. Louis

10.

Hardy Gains Exclusion
Of Witnesses

new
for

assistant

Essaness

at

the

now

in-

attorney for Skouras.

While Russell Hardy is keeping other film men cooling their
heels and restlessly awaiting call to the witness box, Arthur, Partington and Wolff either had no trouble or sufficient reason for
getting temporary releases from the Government attorney.

mount and

Standard to Decide
To Draw Notables On Deal Next Week
— The
Philadelphia, Jan.
A decision as to whether or not

Variety Dinner
10.

H. L. Clarke

Heard

By Sabath Probers
Harley L. Clarke, former head of
Fox Film Corp., was questioned yesterday by counsel for the Sabath Congressional Committee for the investigation of real estate reorganizations in
connection with the recent reorganization of General Theatres Equipment
Co.
The examination of Clarke will
be resumed Monday in a continuation
of the closed hearings which have been
conducted by the committee for the

first

banquet of the Philadelphia Standard Capital Co. and associates
Tent of the Variety Club, Sunday, will exercise their option to purchase
from advance notices, shows promise control of Universal will be made
probably by the end of next week,
of being an outstanding function.
The Bellevue-Stratford will be the J. Cheever Cowdin, head of Standard,
gathering place of over 1,000 Variety said yesterday.
Cowdin said that the study of UniClub members and an imposing array
honor from this and versal^ financial position and working
of
of guests
nearby states, the world of sports, capital requirements, bearing upon an
journalism and the theatre.
exercise of the option, is still incomOutstanding figures who will at- plete. Standard has been at work on
annual

(Continued on page 2)

"Bride" at $40,000
In Para. Holdover

Jack L. Warner, vice-president in
charge of production for Warners, was
married to Ann Page of Los Angeles
yesterday at 5 P. M. at Armonk, in
Westchester County.
few friends
attended the ceremony.
It is understood the couple will spend a short
honeymoon in Palm Beach, and then

A

will

erly

go to the Warner home at BevHills.

Dr. Leonard Schwartz ofRegina Crewe was matron of
honor and her husband,
Herbert
Knight Cruikshank, was best man.
Rev.

ficiated.

The couple attended
Cruikshank home.

i

a reception at the

RKO

(Continued on page 3)

Government to Call
Retiring Debentures
Zukor to St. Louis
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp.
—The GovernSt. Louis, Jan.
in

"The Bride Comes Home" held up
a big way in its second week at the may retire its $1,696,600 of convertible
past month.
Paramount with a take of $40,000, the six per cent debentures due April 1
Murray W. Garsson, counsel for the best showing among the Broadway with cash on hand, rather than with
committee, said that no arrangements
new financing, it was reported yesterhouses.
had been made yet for the resumption
"A Tale of Two Cities" took $29,- day. In addition, it was said that disof open hearings due to the attendance
000 in its second week at the Capitol. cussions have been held on the posof members of the committee at ses"Dangerous," also a holdover, at the sibility of reducing $1,556,300 of Fox
sions of Congress.
Realty Corp. of California sinking
Rivoli, was good for $14,500.
"First a Girl" and a stage show at fund 6s and $748,900 of Fox Film

Jack L. Warner Is
Married to Ann Page

RKO, when Thomas N.

Dysart, president of the Chamber of
Commerce, took the stand as the first
witness. The defendant companies are
combatting a conspiracy in a restraint
of trade charge.
As the day started Russell Hardy,
Government attorney, moved for the
exclusion of witnesses during the taking of testimony on the ground that
some of the leading Government witnesses in the criminal trial had been
accused of lack of veracity and perIn view of this he argued
jury.
against witnesses at large remaining in
courtroom while others were
the
either testifying or under cross-examination.
Ex-Senator James A. Reed for
Warners, and George S. Leisure for
immediately objected. It seemed
they had the convenience of the wit-

(Continued on page 2)

Fox May Use Cash

—

10.
After three
days of arguments over preliminary
motions and the opening statements of
various counsel, the Government late
this afternoon got going on its equity
proceedings against Warners, Para-

_

(Continned on page 2)

RED KANN

By

Louis, Jan.

St.

Davis and Harry Neill

made manager

Bi?m<shm.

Dvsart Takes

by another engrossing talk between Arthur and William T. Powers,

in All

TEN CENTS

C. Arthur, Jack Partington and Marco Wolff is stirring
speculation among some of those attending the equity proceedings
here against Warners, Paramount and RKO.
It is reported a sudden telephone call hurried them east by air
Monday night only a handful of hours after they arrived under subpoena as witnesses for the Government. Arthur and Wolff returned on Thursday as the resumed session on that day was drawing to a close. Partington may have come with them, but if so
it was not in evidence around the Federal Court building.
During recesses today two additional interesting incidents took
place in the corridor. One was a short but intense conversation
between Arthur and Spyros Skouras, followed shortly thereafter

Expansion and Personnel
Changes Numerous

the

1936

Harry

West, Midwest

Byrd

11,

Mystery Trip of Arthur, Wolff,
Partington Stirs Speculation
Louis, Jan.
—A mysterious trip to New York and return of
St.

has been

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti

VOL.

Alert,

in

10.

ment today issued a subpoena for
Adolph Zukor which was airmailed
to the U. S. Marshal's office in Manhattan.

Stewart

home
from

McDonald

of

Warners'

"Cap- Realty Corp. sinking fund 6s, both due
$31,000.
Blood" was strong in its second in 1942, with new issues at a lower
week at the Strand with a take of rate of interest.

here last night
the east and will spend a few
days attending the equity proceedings.
Al Friedlander stopped over here
today on a tour of exchanges and
will leave by plane tonight for Pittsburgh. He will return to New York

$29,200.

Monday.

the

Roxy garnered

tain

arrived

office

Private Services
Hutchinson Departs
N. Y. Moves on Sale
Gilbert
Today
For
For Stay in Europe
Tax Upset Ohio ITO Hollywood,
— Private W. Hutchinson, recently appointJan.
New York, Jan. 10.—Word from
10.

New York

that

exchanges are col-

New York

City sales tax
on all transactions has disturbed members of the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio, because of the fear that
the State Tax Commission may use
this as a precedent here.
few days before the sales tax
went into effect here the I. T. O.
lecting the

A

(Continued on page 2)

J.

Gilbert,
funeral services for John
who died yesterday of heart failure,
will be held tomorrow in a Beverly
Hills chapel, with only relatives and
close friends attending by invitation.
Rev. Neal Dodd of the Church of the
Angels will officiate. Constriction of
a heart artery was given as the im-

ed

mediate cause of death by his physician, Dr. Leo Madison.

company. He was
Ralph Knapp.

foreign

manager

Century-Fox,

for

Twentieth

yesterday
for
England to be gone about two months.
While in England he will arrange
for the installation of his successor
in charge of the company's activities
in England.
He also will make a
tour of the European branches of the
left

accompanied

by
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will hold open
at his Riverside
The maestro will

tomorrow

Martin Quigley
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Drive
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celebrate his fifth anniversary on the air.
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Richard de Rochemont, March of
Time European head has arrived here

to

Mohicans."

•

for a stay of several weeks.

•

Almanac and The Box-Office Check-Up.
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Vine and Yucca Streets, Boone
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RepresentaMalpassuti,
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Dave Palfreyman

joins the local
contingent heading for the Variety
Club dinner at Philadelphia tomorrow.

•

•
Eddie Gilmore, former Loew pub-

City,

N. Y., under Act of March

Subscription rates per year: $6
Americas, except Canada $15 and
Single copies: 10 cents.
$12.

1879.
the
foreign

3,

licist,

is

now

with

Associated

the

Press.

•
Joe Gins, Universal salesman, will
leave soon for Pittsburgh to join Columbia.

•
Levinson,

Sarah
Arthur DeTitta

of

secretary

to

Fox Movietone,

has gone to Florida for a month.

in

is

•
Ray Bell of Loew's publicity staff
the father of a girl a Christmas

—

present.

Party Guest,

To Be Here 10 Days
Rene Clair was guest of honor at
a reception given yesterday by United
Waldorf-Astoria. He
over from England for the
opening of "The Ghost Goes West"

Kitty

morrow

Carlisle

arrives here
for a brief vacation.

•
sail

today on the lie de France.

•

Artists at the

came

the Rivoli last night. The reception drew about 100 newspaper, fan
magazine and trade paper writers.
Last night Clair had as his guests
at the Rivoli D. S. H. Brickell, Roger
B. Stevens and J. C. Donnelly of the
British consulate, Charles de Fontnouvelle, French consul-general
Eddie Cantor, Douglas Fairbanks, Edward G. Robinson, Romola Nijinsky,
Tilly
Losch, Ethel Merman, Eric
at

;

Linden and Parkyakarkus.
Clair said yesterday that he would
in New York about 10 days
to obtain the American reaction to
his first picture in English.
is
under contract to
Clair, who
Alexander Korda for a series of three
pictures, declared that his next film
venture would be a story centered on
He will start
life in early London.
this at the new Korda studio in Den-

remain

ham

in

May.

Douglas Fairbanks

leaves for the

coast tomorrow.

56, for more than 20
years a leading figure in the Yiddish
theatre field, died Thursday of pneumonia in the Beth Israel Hospital.
During his career he managed such
stars as Molly Picon, Boris Thomashefsky, Aaron Lebedeff and Leon
Blank.
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Moves
Are Marked in

Circuit

West, Midwest
(Continued from page 1)

elude Herbert Ellisburg,

James Booth,

tucky, one of the first major official
acts of Gov. Asa Chandler, who recently went into office, will be accomplished during the next week, it
is expected.
The repeal bills, introduced into both
branches of the General Assembly a
few days ago, have been reported

favorably by committees, and have had
their first "constitutional readings."
The bills are expected to pass the
Senate by the end of this week, and

have no

will
is

difficulty

in

the House,

predicted.

Suit on Bankruptcy
Of
Up on Feb. 3

FWC

—

Los Angeles, Jan. 10. Hearing
on the motion of T. L. Talley, L. L.
Bard and the Corbar Corp. to have
the Fox West Coast bankruptcy set
aside, has been placed on the calendar
for Feb. 3. The motion will be heard
by Federal Judge George Cosgrave,
Attorneys R. Dean Warner and William H. Neblett, who represent Talley
and Bard, have based the motion on
the pleadings, records, files, and the
recovery suit charging conspiracy of
Chase National Bank, Fox Films,
National Theatres, Wesco and F. W.
Theatres.

Notables to Gather
For Variety Dinner
(Continued from page 1)

tend are Governors Nice of Maryland
and George H. Earle of Pennsylvania,
State Senator Frank Harris, Mayor

ford,

Ralph Smith and Charles Sha-

piro.

The Northcenter has been moved
up a week and will play pictures on
"C" time. This puts the house in
the same rating with the Devon.
Since Essaness has first booking of
U. A. product on the Chicago North
Side many of the circuit's houses have
been advanced to higher admissions
and rating in the clearance schedules.
B. & K. did not buy any U. A. product for this season,
competitive spots.

except

in

non-

Another
ritory
Elgin,

shift in the Chicago terthe reopening of the Grove,
111.,
by Jules J. Rubens for

is

Great States. The house
dark for seven years.

had been

St. Louis Territory Active
Changes also have been numerous

of late in the St. Louis territory. Remodeling and reopening has included
the Kirkwood, Kirkwood, Mo. Lyric,
Casey, 111.; Ritz, Ironton, Mo.; Avenue, East St. Louis, 111.; Princess,
;

Meredosis, 111.
Gem, Winfield, Mo.
Transfers in this territory include:
Artcraft, Ashland, 111., from Hall &
Hart to D. E. Wilson; Echo, Des
;

from Ben Conney to H.
Wilmington, Wilmington,
111.,
to
F.
W. Anderson; Rialto,
Smithville, Mo., from Edna Hartman
to H. N. Slater, and Gem, New London, Mo., from I. J. Gardner to C.
A. Greenles, Jr.
In the Kansas City territory new
sound and projection equipment have
Plaines,

Balaban

111.,

;

been installed at the Family, Kirksville,
Mo., by Frank Anderson; the
De Soto, De Soto, Kan., by W. W.
Weldon, and new seats have been put
in by Harry Musgrave at Minneap-

olis, Kan. George Nescher is building
Davis Wilson, Supreme Court
new house at Valley Falls, Kan.
Ferdinand Pecora, Revenue a
Sam Sosna and Louis Sosna have
Secretary
Jack Kelly and Judge
Hollywood, Jan. 10. The final Harry Kalodner. Other notables in- leased the Empress at Moberly, Mo.
Elmer Bills, whose Lyric at Salistitle of "Don't Bet on Love," starring clude
Police Superintendent Shooey
Wendy Barrie and Gene Raymond, is Malone, Baseball Players Jimmy bury, Mo., was burned recently, is
"Love on a Bet."
Foxx, Jimmy Wilson and Al Schacht, putting on shows temporarily at the
Opera House. He will rebuild.
and Jack Dempsey.
The theatre and Broadway will be
Paramount Changes Titles
Many Reopenings Slated
10.
Marlene represented by George Jessel, Mark
Hollywood,
Jan.
At
Cook, Neb., John L. Zoz is soon
Paramount, at Hellinger, Ed Sullivan and Harry to reopen the re-equipped Cook. At
Dietrich's next for
present in work as "Invitation to Hershfield.
Plattsmouth, Neb., N. F. Westerlund
Happiness," has been changed to "I
has taken over the Opera House and
Loved a Soldier." The new Mae
has reopened it as the Cass after
to
West film, made as "Klondike Lou,"
renovations
and re-equipment.
In
has been renamed "Klondike Annie."
Omaha the A. L. Snider circuit has
(Continued from page 1)
reopened the Victoria after repairing

S.

Final Title Change

Justice

—

—

Standard
Decide
On Deal Next Week

Fox Midwest Men Meet
Kansas
men of L.

City, Jan.

10.

—Thirty-one

McCarthy's Kansas City
district of Fox Midwest met here this
week to discuss plans and outline acJ.

for the ensuing quarter. The
meetings are held about every three
or four months.
tivities

Michael Saks Is Dead

—

to-

Paul Robeson, and Sol A. Rosenblatt,

Kentucky Sees Tax End
Louisville, Jan. 10. Repeal of the
three per cent retail sales tax in Ken-

C.

•

Clair,

II,

Edward Nikodem, Thomas Hunger-

it

Irving Berlin left for the coast
yesterday to preview his latest musical, "Follow the Fleet."

Rue

19,

1)

in getting a ruling that film

sales were not taxable. It is figured
that $250,000 a year was saved thereby.
Members are being urged to prepare for the worst by putting aside
a reserve fund in case the commission
decides to attempt to collect the three
per cent tax.

of

STONE.

Small

succeeded

Bermuda

for

sails

today on the Monarch

Saturday, January

Michael Saks,

RKO

—Moroni

Olsen,
signed to a
He is
long term contract by Radio.
in the new Richard Dix film, tentaplayer,

tively titled

has

10.

been

"Mother Lode."

fire

damage

Kathryn CarverMarried

in the booth.

Managerial shifts in the Intermountain Division of F. W. C. have
been numerous.
Otto Brown, resigned, has been replaced at the Fox,
McCook, Neb., by John Taylor. Edward Voorhies has been shifted from
the Coronado, Las Vegas, N. M., to
the Strand, Denver. Ben Benda gets
the Coronado.
Si Sanders has been

moved

Signs Olsen

Hollyood, Jan.

stage

study since acquiring the option
early in November.
Officials of Universal yesterday said
that they had been advised of no decision by the option holders yet and
added that they were still dealing with
Standard's request for additional information on the basis that the option
right continues alive and in effect
until its expiration date, Feb. 1.
this

from the Strand, Rawlins,
Denver poster department.

Col., to the

Harold Jones goes to Nampa, Idaho,
Carver was married to from the Babcock, Billings, Mont., to
Paul Vincent Hall early yesterday at manage the Majestic and Adelaide,
Armonk.
After the ceremony the which have been leased by Fox Intermountain.
couple returned to New York.

Kathryn

—
MOTION PICTURE
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Dysart Takes

On

Stand First
At St. Louis
{Continued from page

for

testify

Warners

—

By BILL ORNSTEIN

Sam

misdemeanor

trial.

+
George

S.

Harry M. Warner, Abel Cary
Thomas, Herman Starr, Gradwell L. Sears, Ned E. Depinet
and George J. Schaefer. Acquitted on this charge, the
three companies are still in

RKO

B.

special local counsel, who
will likewise take the stand as the case

+
Frederick H. Wood's arrival

Cresson E.
Wed- New York was

nesday

eliminated the necessity for
pinch hitting on anyone's part, including Louis Phillips who continues to
maintain his 100 per cent batting

Youngman of RKO's New York legal
battery and an assistant in this case.
He is another slated to take the stand

average for Paramount

Austin

Louis Phillips, Paramount home office counsel, obtained
the identical privilege for Austin C.
Keough, who is expected to return
some time next week.

but

C.

Keough

has gone

east,

expected to return.

is

mail from
virtually the only batch
to get through, what with fog and
rain here.

+

Exempt Trade Press
of the trade press was temHaving made
porarily jeopardized.
no distinctions in his sweeping request, three trade paper men found
themselves embraced in the court's
ruling on Hardy's move.
One was

He
and

efficiency,"

+
the criminal trial,
civil proceedings.

dropped in on Russell
between trains.

Hardy

Sam Dembow,

is

Washington

F. & M. in
not here for the

effete Easterner, has

solved the food problem. Rene, the
Cuban head waiter in The MerryGo-Round of the Park Plaza, has
been taken into camp with gastro-

nomical results de luxe.

+

his staff

+
Ralph

RKO

+

L. Savage, one of the Govcounsel in the unsuccessful

criminal
trial,
passed through en
route to Tyler, Tex., on Federal business not related to the film industry.

Freedom

"Merely

he remarked.

D wight
ernment

on the same charge.

Smith's

Ernest Wilkinson,
lawyer who represented

+

company.

St. Louis, this time fighting
civil proceedings, predicated

+

ments.

progresses and Miles Albean, member of the Warner home office legal
staff.
Leisure was granted the same
Gordon E.
behalf of
courtesy on

for his

visit

Leisure, Ralston Irvine, Russell Door and John Holland, who comprise the
+
legal
Although Wednesday was marked fraternity here, have moved from the
by a recess, it was no holiday for the Chase to the adjacent Park Plaza
defense counsel. They were kept on where the New York contingent is
Irvine is a member of
turning
the
go
over
subpoenaed stopping.
records to the Government and pre- Leisure's Washington office and Door
paring at large for future develop- and Holland of his New York office.

Jeffries,

;

versary of the handing down
of the criminal indictments
which subsequently led into
the trial of Warners, Paramount, RKO and various of
their
executives,
including

manager, but had no time to
the courtroom as he did in the

local

St. Louis, Jan. 10.
Ned E. Depinet, expected sooner, has not arrived, but is due here early next week.
Ditto for Colonel "Bill" Mallard,
head of RKO's home office legal staff.

1)

later;

Anniversary

St. Louis, Jan. 10.
Saturwill mark the first anni-

Judge Joseph West
Molyneaux, following his practice in
previous instances, however, granted
the Government's request.
Exceptions sought by defense counReed obtained exempsel followed.
tions for Abel Cary Thomas, who will

i

An

the Lighter Side
day

nesses in mind.

i

3

Diligent research has unearthed the

Birmingham Looks
For 15-20% Gains
Birmingham, Jan.
—The best
10.

estimates of local exhibitors is that
business here will be 15 to 20 per
cent better in 1936 than for last year.
They base this partly on the comeback
of the durable goods industries increasing the demand for steel and iron
which the Birmingham district produces. Having been harder hit than
many cities for several years, Birmingham is now due for a season of prosperity, it is agreed.

LiBeau, Paramount dis- existence here of a subsidiary of the
Admissions which dropped to a new
trict manager in this area, was here Yost Amusement Co. of
New Orleans. low are now on the upswing, accordfor
a
two-day
conference
with This confirms the reported expansion ing to N. H. Waters of the N. H.
William Ornstein of Motion Picture
Maurice Schweitzer, the company's of this circuit north.
Waters Enterprises.
He says that
Daily; the second was David F.
prices in some cases had already been
Barrett of St. Louis and the third
increased 25 per cent and that this
correspondent.
Ornstein peti- submitted to him at various times by
this
naturally has helped.
However, he
for
Snyder, Lawrence Stern U. A.
tioned Reed to intervene on behalf Allen L.
C.

Dickering

&

Upon bringing

the circumstance to
the attention
the court, Judge
of
Molyneaux instantly exempted the
three.
Later the court observed it
would have been unfair to have barred
them.

Co.

Turley and Warner, who submitted
schemes for reorganization on three
different occasions.
Hardy shifted his

program

in call-

ing Dysart first. The anticipation had
motion argued at length by been that Spyros Skouras would be
Ernest L. Wilkinson, attorney for the the initial important witness for the
Eden Theatre Co., which operates the Government after local
exchange
Fox, and William O'Hara, represent- managers had testified about the intering the St. Louis Ambassador Theatre state commerce aspects of distribuCo., Inc.,
and St. Louis Missouri tion. Even the branch managers have
Theatre Co., to quash subpoenaes for not been called, although dutifully
various corporate records and leases they again appeared on deck today.
With the exclusion of most witsought by Warners was denied by the
court, which declared it an expedi- nesses this afternoon and the introducency to have available all documents tion in testimony of proposed plans
which may have a bearing on the ad- for the three theatres, attendance fell
to a new low. The gallery dwindled
missibility of evidence.
steadily.

Point

As

the end of the session neared a
disclosed seven spectators, four
of whom were non-participating lawyers. Legal talent on the active side
of the rail totaled 16.
Reed, as on Thursday, again sought
a recess tomorrow. Judge Molyneaux,
reiterating his
desire to speed the
hearing, determined to hold court
tally

Frederick H. Wood, still suffering
:rom his attack of the grippe, entered
the proceedings for the first time in
arguing for the production of these

:

records.
:lients,

He won

the

point

for

his

Warners.

Today's session was the longest. It
started as usual at 10 o'clock, resuming at two and terminating at 5:10
P.

cial

M.

until

noon

Saturday,

when

Dysart

Browne, Nick

Miami

who did not
to
an opportunity to make his openHollywood, Jan.
10.
George
Thursday, today Browne and John P. Nick, I. A. T.
ing statement on
:ook eighty minutes to do that very
S. E. executives, leave here for Miami
:hing.
In essentials, his opening fol- tomorrow, to attend the I.
A. meet.
lowed along the general lines of Browne's attitude toward first cameraParamount's.
men joining the I. A. continutes
jet

—

pes-

Dysart, chairman of the bondholders' committee for the Ambassador,
Missouri and New Grand Central,
estified for about two hours. He was
luizzed, and explained various leasng proposals and reorganization plans

so

successfully

although cameramen are reported anxious to join. Browne's stand
in closing the doors to them is reported due to the group's opposition to
the I. A. during the union's fight for
simistic,

'

studio

jurisdiction.

followed

in

pointed out that exhibitors are having

pay more for films. He said unusually cold weather has hurt business for the past month.
to

K,

Frank Merritt, operating four thewondered whether producers
ducers
in
the
chief
Continental would be able to turn out pictures
countries which will give them native as fine as those of 1935 and he said
product to distribute in all these this would affect business. His houses
got the breaks on some of the topmarkets.
of

United Artists is on the point
completing contracts with pro-

In

Paris

made

Murray

Silverstone

has

Bernard Natan and
another with new interests backed by
the Havas news agency. Similar contracts will give U. A. product
in
Spain, Czechoslovakia, Italy and Belgium. These subjects will be for native

a deal with

release.
*

*

*

Executives of the Cinematograph
Exhibitors' Ass'n met editors of the
newsreels here to discuss means of
controlling the transmission of news
items by television. No statement was
issued, but it is believed agreement
was reached on the basis that no cooperation will be given to the British
Broadcasting Corp. for the transmission of newsreel items until a given
period after release.
Experimental
television broadcasts will begin in a
*

"esenting the defendants

!

policy

short time.

resumes.

RKO

Jacob M. Lashly,
specounsel, and the only one rep-

3.

U.

A

Wood Wins

European Pictures
London, Jan.
—Continuing the

of Chicago, acting for the
Skouras Brothers, and Clarence M.

of the group.

The
K. C,

*

*

estate of the late E. E. Shortt,
president of the Brit-

who was

atres,

notchers

the

past year.

All general trade indices point upward. Bank clearings are ahead of
anything since 1929. Christmas retail
sales were 18 per cent ahead of the
preceding year. Automobile sales are
100 per cent ahead. The people have
more money and the amusement world
is sure to draw its share of every dollar spent.

Bay State Deposits Up
Boston, Jan.
over

$98,000,000

state

banks

10.—An increase
in

deposits

of

of

484

Massachusetts, not incredit unions, has been rein

cluding
ported by Bank Commissioner Henry
H. Pierce for the past year.
The total jumped in 1935 to $3,231,000,000.

Savings

bank

deposits

in-

creased
to
$2,087,000,000.
Credit
unions accounted for another $12,000,000.
Theatremen regard these figures
as proof of improved conditions.

Board of Film Censors, has been
returned at £7,506.

ish

Schlesinger Expands
Hollywood, Jan. 10.—Leon SchlesTannen for
Flags" inger has augmented his animating
Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Twentieth staff for "Loonie Toons" and "Merrie
Century-Fox has signed Julius Tan- Melodies" with another unit of 25
nen to a long term contract. His first animators.
Fred Avery will superassignment will be in "Under Two vise.

"Two

—

Flags."
J. Edward Bromberg, from
the New York stage has also been
added to that picture.

Schlesinger now has 100 animators
turning out cartoons for Warner
release.

MOTION PICTURE
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The appellate division yesterday affirmed an order of the N. Y. Supreme

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

Court directing Floyd B. Odium and
other officers and directors of the Atlas
Corp. to submit to oral examination in
advance of trial of a stockholder's
of the
suit which attacked the right
company to participate in the under-

"Strike Me Pink"

writing of Paramount securities.
The action was brought by William

play,

Walsh, an attorney and a stockthat
holder in Atlas. Walsh charged

F

was

Paramount underwriting
the
"speculative" and not in line with the
investment purposes for which Atlas
Walsh's attorney said
formed.
was

offithat the examination of the Atlas
the next
cials would be begun within

few days unless the defendants exertheir right to take a further
order
appeal on the Supreme Court's
to the Court of Appeals.

cised

Seeks Injunction
Against Bank Night
Boston, Jan. 10.—An application for
an injunction against Bank Night in
New England was filed in District
Court here today by B. G. Film Co.,
headed by Meyer Gruber and Harry
Bloomberg. This is the latest move in
Affilthe infringement suit brought by
Parlay
iated Distributors, Inc., against
and Cash Night.
Hearing is set for Monday, when,
according to Bloomberg, the defendant
prohibit the
in the action that seeks to
operation of Cash Night and transfer
the profits to Bank Night will attempt
to stop Bank Night from publishing

(Goldwyn-U. A.)
Hollywood, Jan.

liable

10.

—Eddie

straight comedy, beautiful girls,

;

;

Stage Shows Out
Most Fox Theatres

A

—

Dunning

Los Angeles, Jan.

Looking 'em Over

to

&

Jan.

10— A

suit filed

N. Y. Federal Court against Torr
Co. and various individuals over

in Trans-Lux Daylight
Screen Corp. stock by the Securities
and Exchange Commission does not

transactions

in

any way involve the stock, a

state-

ment by the commission indicates.
The commission was prompted
issue

statement

a

as

a

result

to

of

numerous inquiries from stockholders.
"The commission wishes to emphasize the fact that neither the

Trans-

Pictures Screen Corp.
is a defendant in
this suit," the statement concludes.

Lux Daylight
nor

its

management

Studios, Technical

Men Act on Awards
—

Hollywood, Jan. 10. Studio heads,
technical department heads and equipment manufacturing companies have
been requested to submit nominations
for the scientific or technical award

by the Academy.
Nominations must be for a device,
method, formula, discovery or invention of outstanding value which has
been actually employed in production
during 1935.
Carl Dreher
board of judges.

is

chairman

of

Jones has purchased the
Vanderbilt, 148 West 48th St., at a
price said to be in excess of $300,000.
Jones is producer of "Mulatto," now
running at the Vanderbilt.

—The

suit

Boris Karloff and Bela Lugosi in this picture delve into the mysKarloff's discovery of an invisible ray,
of advanced science.
which permits him to look far back into time, and find the source of
a new all-powerful radium "X," is the motivating theme of the film.
When the element takes its toll of his mentality, and he murderously
pursues those who, he believes, wronged him, the film takes on its
active phase. Blended is romance, action, murder, but without mystery
for the audience, and the eventual sacrifice of her son by a mother, for
the good of others, against a background which moves from an elaborate,
ultra-scientific laboratory, to the wilds of Africa, then to Paris. On the
whole the film is good entertainment, interest-holding and salable, and
largely without the "horror" theme which has featured many of the
films of Karloff and Lugosi.
Frances Drake plays Karloff's wife; Frank Lawton, a young explorer with whom she falls in love, and Walter Kingsford, Beulah
Bondi, Violet Kemble Cooper and Nydia Westman are in chief supporting roles. Lambert Hillyer directed from a story by Howard Higgin
and Douglas Hodges and the screen play by John Calton.
Karloff invites Lugosi, scientist, to see his ray. It shows the location 'in Africa of the new element. Karloff, leaving the expedition there,
finds the element, is poisoned by it, his touch causing death. Lugosi
prepares an antidote for him which Karloff must use constantly. When
his wife leaves with Lawton and Lugosi uses the element in healing,
Karloff, now mentally affected, plans revenge. He arranges his own
"death," then kills three of the six he calls his enemies and then Lugosi.
He is about to kill his wife when his mother appears, smashes his
needed antidote, and causes his death.
Production Code Seal No. 1,746. Running time, 75 minutes. "G."

missal at the request of the plaintiff.
The action has been pending for several years.

teries

the

Jones Buys Vanderbilt
Martin

10.

brought by Associated Process Patents, Inc., against Dunning Process
Co. for infringement of patents was
dismissed with costs awarded to the
defendant when brought up for final
hearing in Federal Court here. Judge
Paul J. McCormick granted the dis-

Trans-Lux Not Party "The Invisible Ray
To Suit, States SEC (Universal)
Washington,

—

This city, a
St. Louis, Jan. 10.
stronghold of double features, is on a
single feature basis this week, at least
insofar as its downtown first runs are
concerned. The change, a temporary
one, probably will be continued next
week.
Reported as the reason is a
current shortage of product.
Currently, Loew's is playing "A
Tale of Two Cities" the Fox, "Magthe Ambassador,
nificent Obsession"
"Paddy O'Day" with Henry Armetta
heading the stage show the Shubert,
"The Bride Comes Home," and the
;

prosecution.

in

Louis on Single
Feature Basis Now

Cantor's latest effort combines horsedancing and photography that provide smash entertainment.
Cantor is cast as a meek campus tailor who acuires courage from a
correspondence school course and goes on to manage an amusement
park. Complications are provided by the efforts of Brian Donlevy as
head of a gambling ring, to install slot machines at the park. The Orpheum, "I Dream Too Much." The
playing
run
Missouri
is
second
story thread is used mostly to motivate an exciting chase which climaxes
"Thanks a Million" with six acts
and ends the picture.
headed by Louise Beavers, colored
In this chase Cantor and Parkyakarkus are first pursued on a roller player, who appeared in "Imitation of
coaster and then in a captive balloon, with full comedy and dramatic Life."
suspense derived from the apparent danger of falling from great heights.
The Fox on Saturday inaugurates
Prior to the chase highlight comedy is provided in a sequence in which Bank Night and will hold it each
Clyde Hager does a bit as a barker and a sequence where Cantor and succeeding Saturday thereafter.
Sidney H. Fields play a ghostly poker game.
of
slight love theme is carried on by Sally Eilers, who wins the
comedian at the finish, and Ethel Merman, whom Cantor woos first.
The musical numbers are well spotted and photographed with unusual
St. Louis, Jan. 10. Aside from two
beauty, making the dance routine seem new. Miss Merman's first numor three situations, stage shows are
ber, "High and Low," is made particularly effective by unusual camera out of all Fox affiliated and controlled
angles and Richard Day's art direction.
theatres with the switch of the WarThe screen play by Frank Butler, Walter De Leon and Francis Mar- field, San Francisco, to straight sound,
E. L. Alperson, eastern film buyer for
tin, from the Clarence Budington Kelland novel, occasionally crossed the
border of strict good taste in dialogue and situation, but is a capable National Theatres, declared today.
The shift in San Francisco went
job for the most part. Supporting performances by Gordon Jones,
into effect early in the week.
William Frawley and Helen Lowell seemed best in the large cast.
The production is on a lavish scale and should click in all situations.
Suit Dismissed
Production Code Seal No. 1,860. Running time, 100 minutes. "G."
slapstick,

an in-

is
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St.

Against Questioning

warnings that Cash Night
fringement and its users

II,

Wall Street
Gains Dominate Trading
Net
High Low Close Change
4354
4354
43% + %

Columbia
Columbia, pfd

51

...

4954

6%
Consolidated,

19%

pfd.

Eastman Kodak ..163%

19
161
54J/8

1054

Paramount 1
Paramount 2

pfd. 82
pfd. 12%

&m

7%

7%
6%

Pathe Film

RKO

7}4
27

20th Century-Fox.
20th Century, pfd.

36%

Warner Bros

10%

12%

1%

Sonotone
Technicolor

.954
19J4

19
16154
545^
1056

82
1256
754

7
2654

26-4
3556
1054

35%

51%

51%

Trans-Lux Up
High

+154

505i
65i

Low

1054

%

-%
+2
+%
- 54
+%
+ 56
+%
%
-%
+A
J

-%
Net

Close Change

m m

1956

1956

354
354
+%
f0
General Theatre Bonds Close Even

Trans -Lux

...

Net

High Low Close Change
General Theatre
6s '40

23J4

25%

+154

2554

2354

25%

+1%

96%

°5%

96%

10454

103J4

104%

+ 54
+%

25J4

General Theatre
Keith B. F.

Chaplin Opening Soon

Elman Closes Two Deals

Charlie Chaplin
expected to open in about
three weeks simultaneously in New
York and London. Originally the
film was set for the Rivoli here Jan.

Chicago, Jan. 10.— Henry Elman,
president of the Capitol Film Exchange, Inc., here, has closed deals
for "Custer's Last Stand" with B.
&. K. and Publix Great States cir-

16.

cuits,

"Modern Times,"

film,

is

a

6s

'46

Loew's 6s

'41

ww

Paramount B'way
3s *5S

Paramsunt

60

5854

5854

95

94%

94%

-%
-%

88%

88

8854

+%

Pict.

6s '55

Warner Bros.

6s

o^ti
(Quotations
at close of Jan.
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Year's Start Tips Grosses

Open Houses
Dysart Ended To New High of $1, 918, 729 May Go Over
—
At St. Louis New
15,000 Mark

Testimony of

Year's week was a tonic

spots

sensational
doubled the
a

that

tonic

in

more

than
previous
week's
grosses among all the 30 key spots
reporting to Motion Picture Daily,
except St. Paul. Bad weather there
explained the lethargy.
The total take for the 30 cities was
For the Christmas week
$1,918,729.

—

Witness Stresses
Reorganizing Plans

First

RED KANN

By

—

The GovernSt. Louis, Jan.
ment on Saturday completed the direct
[examination of Thomas N. Dysart, its
ifirst witness, and cross-examination by
!ex-Senator James A. Reed, co-counsel
for Warners, began, in a two-hour session lacking in interest and devoid of
12.

!new angles.
After one hour and 15 minutes, RusHardy, Government attorney,
Ssell
turned the witness over to the defense.
The cross-examination, conducted
by Reed from his chair with the "con-

Judge Joseph West Molyneaux,
{Continued on page 3)

Laughton Winner

No Hope Seen
For New Move

Kentuckians

—The

Screen
Actors' Guild has selected Charles
Laughton for the best performance

December

Jan.

12.

monthly poll conducted by its members. Laughton received the honor for his role in
"Mutiny on the Bounty" in a vote inof

in the

volving

!

18 players in 14 pictures.
Francis received first honorable
mention for her part in Warners' "I
Found Stella Parrish" and Eddie
mention
for
Quillan
second
got
"Mutiny on the Bounty."
The Screen Writers' Guild voted

Kay

on the Bounty" the best
screen play of December. Talbot JenCarey
nings,
Jules Furthman and
Wilson did the adaptation. "So Red
the Rose"
received first honorable
mention with the honors going to
Laurence Stallings, Maxwell Anderson and Edward Justus Mayer.
Joel
Sayre and John Twist received second
mention for "Annie Oakley."

"Mutiny

Sennwald, "Times"
Film Critic, Dies
Andre
critic

early
:

David Sennwald, 28, film
Nezv York Times, died
Sunday of illuminating gas

of the

poisoning, shortly before the sparkignited gas
wrecked his penthouse

apartment at 670

West End Ave.

Sennwald was educated
and

Columbia,

joining

at

N. Y. U.

the

Times

shortly after graduation in 1930.
The
funeral will be held at 11 A. M. to-

morrow

from

Campbell's

Funeral

Church.
Burial will be in Ferncliff
Cemetary, Westchester.
He is survived, by. his widow, his parents and
three brothers.

Study Gains;

Expect More

in

Actors* Guild Vote
Hollywood,

mas week were remarkable. In New
York the New Year's take was
For the previous week is
$423,000.
was $186,200. Boston, Chicago, Den-

Big Increase Expected in
Film Board Report

ver, Lincoln, Philadelphia and PittsIndications that the total number
burgh (where the new Sunday open- of theatres in operation in the U. S.
it was $1,228,199.
The New Year total is by far the ing law was a help), Providence and at the end of 1935 might pass the
also
showed striking 15,000 mark are contained in the anhighest for the current season which Washington
nual reports of the Film Boards of
began in September. It tops the pre- gains.
vious high mark of $1,766,910, set up [Comparative Tabulation on page 7] Trade which are now being compiled
by the M.P.P.D.A., but will not be
completed much before the end of the

'

sent of

the
first
week in December, by
$151,819.
Some of the increases over Christ-

—

Louisville, Jan. 12. The consensus
of opinion among theatre and ex-

changemen

in the Louisville

and Ken-

tucky territory is that 1936 will bring
The puba definite rise in grosses.
with inlic interest has quickened
creased payrolls and consequently has
more money to spend for amusements,
they agree.
Farmers are getting higher prices
for tobacco and thousands in and
around Louisville are employed in tobacco processing and cigarette manuDuring
facturing by local factories.

1935, the report of the Louisville Industrial Foundation shows that 18 new
manufactories were established, while
61 older plants improved and expanded their facilities.

Sixty-nine conventions
tential

drawing power of

with a po31,000, are

(Continued on page 2)

Missouri Sales Tax
Returns Show Gains

—Fifty-five
—including

Kansas

City, Jan. 12.
thousand Missouri retailers
theatres

— which

is

3,873

more than

in

October, paid $915,300 under the one
per cent sales tax during November,
compared with $866,440 the preceding
month.
A third of it goes to the
school fund, the remainder to general
revenue.
Sales tax returns are expected to exceed $1,000,000 for December.
The legislature appropriated $2,500,000 at the last session for old age
pensions, part to come from the sales
limit of $30 a month was
tax.
placed on the amount going to pensioners. Recommendations in the state
auditor's office range from $7 to $12 a

A

month.

On Regulation
Plans for voluntary advancement by
the industry of any method of selfregulation are regarded in responsible
exhibitor and distributor quarters as

being definitely stalemated at this time

and dependent for revival on either
the establishment of legal precedents,
the passage of enabling Federal legislation, recurrence of a trade emergency, or cooperation by distributors,
in the opinion of these authorities.
Industry apathy on the subject in
the face of a number of efforts made
to adsince the demise of the
vance a plan of self-regulation has become self-evident enough in recent
months to lead erstwhile champions of
the move to question, even, whether a
regulatory code is needed by the inEven the definite plan produstry.
posed by M.P.T.O.A. for local selfregulation through exhibitor and distributor representatives delegated with
sufficient authority to settle disputes
within their own territories has met
with no response from distributors and
only indifferent cooperation from ex-

NRA

hibitors,

pointed out.
of industry leaders
(Continued on page 3)

it

is

Numbers

who

week.

The nearly complete
hand

reports

now on

definitely reveal that the total of

14,552 theatres which were open on
Jan. 1, 1935, will be increased by more
than 400 theatres which have been
opened during the year.
The grand total of theatres a year
ago, both open and closed, was 18,263.

This number is not expected to reflect
as great a change as that in the number of open theatres alone, as the increase in the latter was due largely to
the remodeling and reopening of old
theatres rather than to new construcSeating capacity of the open
tion.
may pass the 10,000,000
theatres
mark, according to present indications
of the incomplete Film Board reports.
Virtual extinction of the silent theatre is also expected to be revealed in
the report. There were only 51 silent
theatres open in the U. S. a year ago
and this number will show a further
decrease during 1935, it is anticipated.

Christmas Grosses
Set

London Record
By

BRUCE ALLAN

—

London, Jan. 4. Aided by favorable weather and a lineup of good
attractions, theatres in the
of London had one of the

West End
most suc-

Christmas seasons in history.
The Empire, Leicester Square,
M-G-M shopwindow, broke all its
records on Boxing Day (Dec. 26)

cessful

(Continued on page 3)

Fitelson Is

An

Forming

Independent Unit

Plans for the formation of a new
organization
producing-distributing

major company facilities will
be advanced by William Fitelson, New

utilizing

York

film attorney for the organizing
group, who leaves for Hollywood to-

day to confer with leading independent
producers on the project.
English and American capital has
been secured to finance the production
(Continued on page 3)

Harry Carr Passes;
Heart Attack Fatal
—Harry
Los Angeles, Jan.
12.

Carr,

who conducted

a column in the

Los Angeles Times, and was at one
time a writer and supervisor of stories
for D. W. Griffith, Cecil B. DeMille,
Mack Sennett and Jesse Lasky, is
dead here of a heart ailment. He was
58.
He was the author of numerous
books. He is survived by his widow,
two children and three grandchildren.

;;
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Check Matinee Time
Change in St. Louis i
St. Louis, Jan.
— Following a
12.

conference with Harry C. Arthur, operator of the Ambassador, Missouri
and Fox here, a committee representing the M. P. T. O. of Southern

agreed to check up on independent theatres alleged to be moving up their matinee time in accordance
with an agreement reached last fall.
The committee consists of Fred Wehrenberg and the Mandell brothers. Following the survey they will again
confer with Arthur in an effort to

at the Post Office at New
V., under Act of March 3,

Subscription rates per year: $6
Americas, except Canada $15 and
Single copies: 10 cents.
$12.

York

1879.
the
foreign
in

induce his return to the 6 o'clock
matinee change replacing the 7 :30
At the moment
shift now in effect.
Arthur is firm for the later hour
change.

The Missouri and Fox have
Bank Night and
augurated

do a 30-day term

Ambassador begins
morrow.

the giveaway to-

story for Warners.
•

Hy

Daab, newly appointed adverand publicity director for Columbia,
arrived
from
the
coast
Saturday to take over his new post

tising

immediately.

•

Weldon Heyburn

—

Racine, Wis., Jan. 12. Indications
that attempts to ban Bank Night at

opens at the
night in "I Want
He has been signed

Lyceum tomorrow
Policeman."

a

M-G-M.

•
Roberts, Jr., has been appointed head of the creative department of Audio Prod.
•

H.

.

.

L.

Atlanta

.

several local houses here will be unHenry B. Glover, Republic salessuccessful is seen in an opinion from man, has been transferred to Memwhich
office
deattorney's
district
the
phis, as exchange manager.
clared that the plan is legal where all
Harry C. Simpson, salesman for
are afforded the same chance to par- National Screen, has a swollen jaw
ticipate in the cash award, irrespective
tooth trouble.
of whether they purchase a ticket to
Ike Katz of Paragon Film Exthe theatre.
change has opened an exchange in
Both the Rialto and Capitol here Charlotte, with Henry Wise in
are featuring Bank Night weekly, charge.
while at least four other houses, inClarence Eiseman, branch manacluding the Uptown, Granada, Crown ger for U. A., has changed his sales
and Mainstreet, are offering giveaways force around, placing Harry Brown
The in the Alabama and West Tennessee
in the form of the gift ware.
latter two houses advertise free pop
sector, Jack Emenheiser in North
corn balls, candy and toys for the Georgia and East Tennessee and
matinees.
kiddies attending Sunday
Fred Creswell in 'South Georgia
and Florida. Mike Carmichael resigned Jan. 1.
C. E. Peppiatt, former branch manager here for Warners, has succeeded
Justice Bernard L. Shientag in N. W. M. Richardson at First Division.
Y. Supreme Court has set Jan. 16-17
Riley Davis of the Theatrical
as the dates for examination before Printing Co., tried a bird hunt on one
trial of Herman Robbins of National of the coldest of the recent cold days,
Screen Service and Charles L. Cas- and bagged one bird in an all-day
anave of American Display Co., on foray.
He blames the dogs.
petition of Master Art Products, as
•
part of Master Art's suit for an in.
.
.
an
alleging
violation
of
junction,
agreement that American Display
Tommy Milton, Victory manager,
would not engage in the lobby dis- is vacationing in Ohio and adjoining
play business for five years from 1932. states.
Bud Kelly, former manager of the
The complaint says that National
Screen has financed American Dis- Park, is now running a filling station.
Ollie Wog. former salesman here,
play in that business, the latter being
The will return to the film business as
in competition with Master Art.
court at the same time denied a de- salesman for G. B.
fense request for examination of the
Hobart Gates of the Garlock, Cusbooks of Master Art.
ter, S. D., was among those on film
row recently. Others include B. P.
McCormack, Canon City, Colo.
Eldon Menagh, Fort Lupton, Col.
sound
recording,
denew type of
Hessbeck, Chappell. Neb.;
S.
L.
veloped by J. A. Miller of the Ameri-

Hearing Postponed
Grants Examination
On Madison Houses
In Master Art Suit
Madison, Wis., Jan.

12.

—Hearing

Beecroft Building Co. reorganization was postponed in Federal court
this week when Judge
Patrick T.
Stone announced that the second bondholders'
protective
committee,
appointed by the court, had not com-

in the

its recommendations.
Counsel representing the first voluntary bondholders' committee announced that negotiations are in
progress for a new lease on the
Orpheum, Strand and Parkway on
terms which, it was declared, will
be more advantageous than the present
arrangement with the Ashley
Theatres Co. Saxe Amusement Management, Inc., Milwaukee, has in-

pleted

dicated that
the houses.

it

is

willing

to

operate

Denver

:

To Hear

New Sound

A

MITCHELL MAY, Jr.

COMPANY
INC.

SPECIALISTS IN

FILM and THEATRE

INSURANCE
75 Maiden Lane

New

York

Los Angeles
510 W. 6th Street
Cal.

can Mechanographic Co., will be
demonstrated Wednesday at the next
meeting of the Atlantic Coast section
of the S. M. P. E. Members will meet
in the Eastman Kodak offices, Madison
Ave., for dinner and then go to the
rooms of the Electrical Ass'n. in the
Grand Central Palace for the meeting.

Sandy Biella,

J.

Louisville. Col., and
Carper, Lafayette, Col.
George McCormack, son and right

F.

hand man of B. P. McCormack. was
married recently to Marine Wood, of

Canon

Lon

T.

iness in

Jan.

12.

—Vance

King

He

Texas.

a vacation

at

says he

is

.

.

Week

of national in-

Heretofore, Louisville's biggest moment has been the Kentucky
Derby with visitors coming to the
city from all points of the compass.

Their stay was

short,

most

in

in-

stances visitors arriving by train, automobile, boat, and airplane only a
few hours before the big race and
departing for home immediately after
the winner was made known.
Derby
Festival Week is being designed to
offer the visitor a full week of enter-

tainment with each day crowded by
special events.
Theatres profit from
the throng of visitors and are lending their co-operation to make Derby

Week

Festival

a success.

Distillers

Approach Peak

Kentucky's distilling industry has
attained a production nearly equal to
its peak of pre-prohibition days with
44 firms operating 48 distilling plants
at the close of the year.
Leaders of
that industry plan a continuance of
expansion during 1936, although some
plans are being held in abeyance pending adoption by the legislature, which
meets this month, of a new liquor con-

law as a result of the repeal of
the state prohibition amendment at the
trol

November
ment

election.

Actual employ-

in distilling plants

5,000 for

at

allied

alone

is

placed

Kentucky, not including

industries.

Equipment Dealers Optimistic

New

theatre construction in Louis-

and Kentucky has been practically at a standstill and 1936 probably will not bring any change in this

ville

While all downtown theatres are operating with but one exception, no plans for new enterprise?
situation.

have been announced.
General improvement has been made in sound and
projection equipment and equipment
dealers report a 50 per cent increase
in volume of business over 1934. They
confidently predict that 1936 will also
bring a substantial increase over 193?
and are expanding their quarters and
staffs to take care of the increased
trade.

From conversations with various
theatre managers, it is gathered that
1936 is looked upon as a "boom"
year for the exhibitor.
They state
as their opinion that more money is
being put into circulation and that,
since picturegoers are going to pet
their share, the exhibitor, in turn, will
get his.
All exhibitors report a definite improvement in the quality of the product
out.

London

studios for B.I.P. at Elstree.
He was
art director.
He takes over dutie;
recently relinquished by P. C. Staple-.

TON.

Max

will handle publicity on the Academy
awards this year, as he did last.

James B. Sloan, from British National, is the new manager at the

is

Nomination blanks were mailed out
over the weekend.

Boot-B.N. Pinewood studio at Iver.

unit,

Clarence Elder

Festival

taking

•
.

Derby
terest.

on busi-

is

same time.

the

(.Continued from page 1)
scheduled here for 1936, it was announced by G. W. Huey, of the Louisville Convention and Publicity League.
Plans have been under way for several
months to make the second annual

manager of Dis- now coming

Fidler,

tinctive Screen Attractions,

Vance King on Awards
Hollywood,

City.

Expect More

has to

Tombs

in the

failure to disclose his source of
information regarding rackets in this
city, will arrive today from the coast.
While incarcerated he will do a prison

by

Bank Night Termed
As Legal in Racine

who

Study Gains;

for

in-

the

MOONEY,

MARTIN

1936

13,

Kentuckians

Purely
Personal

Illinois

Martin Quigley

Monday, January

is

now

director of

as

Glass, from Berlin and Paris

establishing
its

a

British

productiof

with "John Halifax, Gentleman'
first story.
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Testimony of

On

3

No Hope Seen
For New Move

the Lighter Side

Dysart Ended
By BILL ORNSTEIN

At

St.

Louis

(Continued from page 1)
with various meetings held in
connection with Warner proposals of
re-organization for the Ambassador,
Missouri and New Grand Central.
Reed's line of questioning concentrated
on the establishment of the assertion
dealt

on Sept. 18, 1933, Warners had
come to a definite agreement with the
bondholders' committee on a reorganithat

zation plan for these three theatre
properties except for three points.
One of the three unsettled points
was the length of time during which
the new bonds were to be non-cumulative.

wanted

Warners,
a

Dysart
three-year term

testified,

and

the

bondholders favored a shorter period.
The second concerned control of the
voting trust. The witness said Warners wanted four of seven and the
bondholders likewise. The third point
concerned the price Warners were to
pay for 60 per cent of the stock in the
new corporation which was to be organized, Dysart continued.

Dysart to Florida
Reed endeavored

to bring out that
the agreement with the bondholders'
committee, when reduced to writing
and submitted to the Warner home of-

New

St. Louis, Jan.

Eddie Alperson

finds

Overrules Objection

The Government's objection to
Reed's introduction of testimony relative
to receivership
suits
filed
by
Harry Koplar against the St. Louis
Amusement Co., controlled by Warners at the time, was likewise overruled.
The Warner contention in the
current action is that because of these
two suits no early bid for reorganization of the Ambassador, Missouri, and,
New Grand Central was possible. The
contention further is that Koplar, by
means of the receivership actions, took
away the equity and control Warners
had in the 20 neighborhood theatres
which constitute St. Louis Amusement
Co.
It is for this proferred reason
Warners have since refused to have
any business dealings with Koplar or
any of his associates.
By comparing the Allen L. Snyder
bid with various Warner propositions
for the three houses Dysart explained

the

activity

Had

+
Lesser thought it strange
that "The Music Goes 'Round and
'Round" hadn't reached this city.
Irving

+
Sam Dembow, Cress Smith
Eddie Alperson
balmy from it.

are

Sam

and
going

rapidly

even had Joe,

pianist in the The Merry-GoRound cocktail bar longhand the lyrics
for him.

the

+
Some

of the gang are seriously considering hiring Rossini, the magician
in the Park Plaza's floor show, to

why

bondholders'

the

committee,

of

which he is chairman, accepted the
former bid. He said it provided for
fixed rentals and weekly settlements of
15 per cent in contrast with no fixed
rentals or percentage of the gross in
the Warner proposals.
J. M. Ulmer and B. D. Gordan,

New

RKO

the

special
length.

here killing. He was busy today.
two telegrams to answer.

18.

testimony for the day.
He was released for a Florida vacation by agreements, but will return next Saturday.
At that time Paramount counsel will
cross-query him on one or two angles.
is not interested in his testimony
for Dysart has not even mentioned
the company in either direct or crossexamination.
Hardy's objections to the introduction of testimony pertaining to theatres other than those in the complaint
were denied by the court, thereby indicating a possible wider scope in
which defense counsel might build its
argument. This became evident when
Reed, over Hardy's demurrer, succeeded in getting Dysart to answer a
question relating to the operation of
the St. Louis Theatre, one of the five
houses controlled locally by F. & M.,
but not a party to this action.

to

former

+

Cleveland lawyers
about a meeting in

York, was at variance
first reached on Sept.
This brought to a close Dysart's

in

Mrs. James

A. Reed pays regular visits
court when her husband, the
senator from Missouri and
counsel for Warners, argues at

with the terms

fice

—

12.

who will
Herman

testify

Starr's
York office at which references
to the St. Louis situation allegedly
had been made, now are slated to be
the Government's first witnesses on

Time is hanging
teach them tricks.
It's up to
heavily on their hands.
Russell Hardy to dispose of them,
but the Government prosecutor is not
in a disposing mood.

+

On Regulation
(Continued from page 1)

heretofore have viewed a trade practice code as desirable, admittedly are
cold.
Dinty beginning to lose interest either befor
Warner cause of the absence of a spontaneous
Theatres, is getting over his.
industry demand for such a code or
+
because the means for obtaining one
Bill Pine got a load of court pro- are not immediately apparent. Even
cedure in between 'planes. The court- the M.P.T.O.A. which has been most
room couldn't dodge his very blue active in championing efforts to devise a trade practice code is finding its
shirt and red tie.
Bill flew in from Hollywood, was hopes for immediate action dimmed
grounded at Winslow, Ariz, and and, according to present plans, probHis tally ably will hold no annual convention
again at Kansas City.
shows there was no time at all saved. this year because of a lack "of urgent
industry problems requiring discus+
sion."
Even a meeting of the orSamuel W. Fordyce, one of Para- ganization's directors or executive
mount's local counsel, is recovering committee is said to be problematical
nicely from his pneumonia siege, but at this time.
Much of the continuing effort to
will not take part in the hearings for
obtain a trade practice code is now
another week.
confined to those who see a possible
regulation of the industry by legislation, some of which would be inimical
to the industry, furthered if a selfregulation plan is not devised in the

RKO

Jacob M. Lashly,
suffering from a
is
Moore, city manager

counsel,

Christmas Grosses

London Record

Set

near future.

Distributor Cooperation Needed
(Continued from page 1)

Unrestricted distributor cooperation
with "Mutiny on the Bounty." "The is held to
be the most needed factor
Ghost Goes West" was another out- in the advancement of any move for
standing success, at Leicester Square. self-regulation and there appears to
"Top Hat," Carlton "Thanks a Mil- be little chance of this being obtained
lion," Tivoli
"The Melody Lingers unless enabling legislation is enacted
On," London Pavilion; "Curly Top," by the Government or definite legal
Marble Arch Pavilion "David Cop- precedent develops which would define
"Anna Kare- the extent to which distributors could
perfield," Stoll P. T.
nina," Astoria; "The Guv'nor," New
participate in the development and en"Music
Gallery
Hath
Charms," forcement of a trade practice code.
Regal, and "Our Little Girl," Do- Many industry leaders believe that the
minion; were among the Christmas current conspiracy trial at St. Louis,
week features.
regardless of its outcome, will be a
Meanwhile,
guide in this respect.
With the signing of Nora Swin- widespread improvements in earnings
burne for the part of Joanna in "The definitely has dulled the demand for a
Beloved Vagabond," Toeplitz Prod, plan of self-regulation and unless one
has completed the leads for this Mauor another of the above-mentioned facAlready tors develops, only another business
rice Chevalier production.
cast are Margaret Lockwood (Blanemergency is regarded as being capquette), and Desmond Tester (Astiable of reviving it.
cot).
Kurt Bernhardt, director, has
started shooting at the A.T.P. Studios,
;

;

;

;

Monday.
Joseph Bernhard, general manager
Warner Theatres, and Joseph
Hawen, lawyer for Warners, arrived
late Friday night.
of

Skouras to

New York

—

Spyros Skouras
St. Louis, Jan. 12.
flew to
York on Saturday afternoon to clean up personal business.
He will return here tomorrow, and
after testifying will go to the coast
with Rick Ricketson and Elmer C.
Rhoden for a vacation.

New

Houses

Nice

to Close in

—

Nice, France, Jan. 12. Exhibitors
here have voted a lockout in protest
against taxation.
All houses will be
closed
until
reductions
are
made.
About 20 houses are involved, the exhibitors claiming they are taxed about
20 per cent instead of the two per
cent charged other businesses.

;

Ealing.

K. C. Club Ball Set
City, Jan. 12. The annual
Variety Club Charity Ball is set for
Feb. 17 at the Pla-Mor.
General

chairman

tee;

man

will

Fredric

co-star

March and Warner
in
Baxter
'Wooden Crosses," from a story by
William

Faulkner

and

Joel

Sayre.

Howard Hawks will direct.
tion starts within three weeks.

Produc-

Building Record Set
—A record

Beeville, Tex., Jan. 12.
in building and equipping

was made

in Beeville

when

a theatre
the Rial-

opened recently, exactly one week
from the day work was started on the
playhouse. Hall Industries, which has
a number of theatres in southwest
Texas, operates.

to

is

Arthur

Cole.

George

Baker, Variety Club's chief barker, is
chairman of the entertainment commit-

— Twentieth

12.

Jan.

—

Kansas

March,Baxter Co-Starr ed
Hollywood,
Century-Fox

Fitelson Is

of M-G-M, chairof the ticket committee, and Paul

Frank Hensler

Bayzman, B ox-Office,

publicity.

Forming

An Independent Unit
(Continued from page 1)

of six to 12 features annually, budgeted
at from $200,000 to $250,000, Fitelson
said.
Efforts will be made to obtain
producers now associated with major
studios who can make one or two
pictures a year outside of their regular
contract schedules.
This selected list
of producers whom Fitelson will confer with on his coast visit will own 50
per cent of the new company.
Distribution would be through a major

Plan Dance Next Month
Cleveland, Jan. 12. I. J. Schmertz, company on a percentage basis.
newly elected president of the Variety
Fitelson said that he was unable
Club, is making arrangements for a to disclose at this time the identity of
dance in February to celebrate the the principals in the new company,
installation of the new officers.
which is now in the process of being

—

organized.

"Time" Preview Is Set
The
Time"

editors of "The March of
will hold a preview showing
of their first release of the new year,

tomorrow
Madison.

afternoon

at

the

Hotel

Rename Chatterton Film
Hollywood, Jan.
changing the

title

12.

of the

— Columbia

is

Ruth Chatter-

ton film, "No More Yesterdays," to
"Lady of Secrets."

—

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
"Face" with
Vaude Smash
Boston Draw
Boston, Jan. 12.— The

RKO

Home" and

Boston,

show
unit, was

stage

a

headed by Phil Spitalny's air
over normal by $10,000 on a gross of
$32,000.

Total

run business was $111,-

first

Average

500.

$85,500.
takings for
is

week

the

Estimated
ending Jan. 10:

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

(F. N.)

FENWAY— (1,382), 30-50c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $4,500)
$6,000.
"I DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)
25c-65c,
MEMORIAL— (2,907),

KEITH'S

7

Gross:

days.

(Average, $12,000)

$14,000.

"A TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM-(2,970), 25c-55c, 7

days
"A.

Gross:

(Average, $13,000)

$16,500.

TALE OF TWO

CITIES" (M-G-M)

—

STATE

LOEW'S

Gross: $16,500.

days.

7
25c-65c,
(Average, $12,000)
(3,537),

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.)
METROPOLITAN — (4,332), 35c-65c, 7

days. Stage: Phil Spitalny and his "Sweethearts of the Air." Gross: $32,000. (Average, $22,000)
"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (F. N.)
(1,793), 25c-50c, 7 days.

PARAMOUNT—

Gross:

(Average, $7,000)

$10,000.

"ANOTHER FACE" (Radio)
RKO BOSTON— (3,246), 35c-65c, 7

days.
Stage: "Broadway Revels" with Jane Frohis Grand OrGross: $33,000. (Average, $15,000)
chestra.

man, Edward Rosenwald and

Wall Street
KAO

Spurts 3 Pts. on Board
Net

High Low

Close Change

Sm

43M
50H

6H

6'/s

Columbia, vtc
43J4
Columbia, pfd
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19

19

161J4
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A
l

+

'4

—

Va

83

5M
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Paramount
Paramount
Paramount
Pa the Film

1034
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2 pfd.. 1254

7&

55
754

RKO

20th Century-Fox.. 26"4
20th Century, pfd.. 35^
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pfd

Warner Bros
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82

125i
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12^

—H
+1
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Vi
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6U

2SVi

25H
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— Va
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—Vi
— Va
—

55

+3

52
1054

7Vi

10J4

—

54

Sentry Safety
Sonotone
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17
V/i
^Vt

A

Trans

20
3J4

Lux

19&

20

354

+

V%

-f

M

3 J4

General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40.... 265^
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40 ctf. 2654
Keith B. F. 6s '46 96^

Loew's 6s

41

Paramount
tures 6s

RKO

Net
Low Close Change
25

2654

+1

25

2554

+
+
+

96H

96^

10454

10454

94U

94^4

94J4

-f 54

81

81

—IU

88

88
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Bros. 6s
wd
8854

Warner
'39

54
54
54

Pic'55

(Quotations at close of Jan.

Jan. 12.

—
11.)

54

1936

99

Hit,

—

is

Philadelphia, Jan. 12. The biggest New Year's Eve celebration since
pre-prohibition days tilted grosses last
week, though there was a marked decline in attendance after the holidays.
The best figure in town was "King
of Burlesque" with $23,000 at the Fox.
It was held a second week. "Riffraff,"
with $10,000 at the Stanton, also
clicked big and was held.
"A Tale of Two Cities" continued
strong through New Year's Eve and
New Year's Day, but fell short of get-

For its last
ting a three-week run.
nine days, it turned in $23,000, better
"Captain
business.
average
than
Blood" ran 10 days instead of two
weeks, and got $19,000 at the Stanley
for the period.

Total first run business was $103,Wolfson and Anthony Veiller, is sophisticated, but
Average is §91,960.
at the same time appealing, and the screenplay by Wolfson has smart 400.
Estimated takings for the week
dialogue. Edward Kaufman's direction expertly balances romance and
ending Jan. 9
comedy, with nicely spaced drama that has more than ordinary appeal to
"I DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)
women. The settings are sumptuous and are embellished by J. Roy
ALDINE— (1,200), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days, 2nd
Hunt's photography. Production Code Seal, No. 1,896. Running time, week. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $8,160)

The

story,

75 minutes.

by P.

J.

"WHIPSAW" (M-G-M)
ARCADIA— (600), 25c-4Oc-S0c,

"G."

Gross:

(2nd run.)

Circuit Managers to
Charlotte Agrees
Meet in Kansas City
Outlook Is Bright
Kansas

City, Jan.

Amusement

12.

—Common-

which operates 22 theatres in Missouri, Kansas
and Iowa, will hold a meeting of managers here Jan. 15 and 16. The prinwealth

Corp.,

cipal business will be a discussion of
a new drive, "1936 History Makers

Contest."
C. A. Schultz, vice-president, said
the circuit would use all the good
ideas originated by individual managers in a campaign which closed Dec.
and what new ones could be
28,
evolved.
Managers who originated
ideas will answer questions on them
and their use by all managers will be
discussed.
Schultz will be in charge
of the meeting.
About 30 are expected to attend.

—

Kan., Jan. 12. O. K.
secretary-treasurer
of
the

Commonwealth Amusement
Corp.,
who recently underwent two major
operations at Mayo Brothers Clinic,
Rochester, Minn., has returned here
for two or three weeks.
He is expected back in his office in Kansas
City sometime in February.

Officers

Are Installed

—

Officers of the
Jan. 12.
Troupers' Club for 1936 have been
Herbert
installed at the club rooms.
Munson is president, Beatrice Ward
vice-president ; Adabelle Driver secretary Louise DeVarney, treasurer, and
L. E.
Edward Kimball, Chaplain.
Behymer is grand trouper.

Budgets Are Discussed

10454

ww

deb rights..

—This

dramatic romance with smart dialogue
and intriguing situations, a story of a woman's sacrifice that true love
might triumph. It is convincingly portrayed with Ann Harding appearing to better advantage than has been her lot for some time. Herbert
Marshall and Margaret Lindsay contribute telling performances. Edward
Ellis has a fine part.
In the story Miss Harding consents to a divorce when she realizes
that Marshall is infatuated with Miss Lindsay. The parting is a tragedy
As it becomes apparent
to humorously cynical Ellis, Marshall's father.
that Miss Lindsay has married only for social position and luxury,
Marshall and Miss Harding find life an empty thing. Miss Harding
spurns Walter Abel's marriage pleas.
Miss Harding and Marshall meet at the death bed of Ellis and realize
their love is the most important thing in their lives. This starts a seemMiss Lindsay listens to the gossip of
ingly compromising situation.
Ilka Chase and Miss Harding wins back her man.

Hollywood,

;

Most Bonds Gain
High

(Radio)

Hollywood,

Net
High Low Close Change

13,

Philadelphia

Vs.

Curb Issues Steady

Technicolor

$23,000

Mason,

+3

83

53 Vt
108
IO/2

34^

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

Wichita,

Keith-Albee-Or-

pheum, pfd
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Burlesque

"The Lady Consents"

back on a vaudeville basis, did capacity business all week, in spite of a
driving rain which set in Thursday.
The take went up to $33,000 with
"Another Face" on the screen and a
headed by "Broadway Revels"
bill
This is $18,000
with Jane Froman.
over normal.
"A Tale of Two Cities" pulled
$16,500, up by $3,500, at Loew's Orpheum, and turned in the same figure,
over par by $4,500, at Loew's State.
The Metropolitan, with "The Bride

Comes

Monday, January

Hollywood,

Jan.

12.

—Budgets were

discussed at a meeting here of the
board of the Producers' Ass'n., consisting of the heads of all major
studios.
No action will be taken on
the setting of budgets until the arrival here of Will H. Hays, between
Jan. 20 and 25.

Charlotte, Jan. 12.—The verdict for
1936 in this territory is unanimous
it's going to be better than 1935, and
1935 was a decided improvement over
recent years.
In fact, J. H. Holloway of National
Theatre Supply says 1935 was "most
satisfactory."
His company covers a
territory with about 300 theatres in
the two Carolinas.
Operators coming
in to buy supplies are in "fine humor,"
he says, and are talking of profits
ahead.
He regards the equipment
business as a barometer of conditions.
Twentieth Century-Fox executives
agree that business will be ''much
better" in 1936.
They admit they
were surprised by the gains of 1935,
but are certain they will continue.
Affiliated
Producers, Inc., agrees
that the outlook is excellent.
North Carolina Theatres, Inc., is
so cheerful over the prospects that
expansion moves have been started.
The two latest acquisitions are the
Carolina and Granada at Lexington,
and Herbert Kinsey, head of the circuit, says its older units are in a
healthy condition.
Republic
men are enthusiastic.
They say all their contacts in the
territory confirm their opinion that
distributors and exhibitors hereabouts
are in for a good year.

"Obsession" Big

Draw

—

The Fox here
St. Louis, Jan. 12.
its best weeks in months,

had one of

grossing $15,000 during the week ending Thursday, playing "Magnificent
The film is now in its
Obsession."
second week.

Skouras, Rhoden to Sail

—

Spyros
St. Louis, Jan. 12.
ras and Elmer C. Rhoden are
to sail from San Francisco for
lulu on Jan. 17.

Skoubooked

Hono-

"TALE OF

$3,300.

TWO

7

days.

(Average,

$2,800)

CITIES" (M-G-M)

BOYD— (2,400), 40c-55c, 9 days, 2nd week.
(Average, 7 days, $14,000)
$23,000.
"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE"
(Radio)
EARLE— (2,000), 25c-40c-50c, 7 days.

Gross:

Stage: Nina Olivette, Bartel-Hurst Foursome, Three Wiles, Al Gordon & His
Gross: $13,000.
Racketeers,
Meri Bell.
(Average, $14,000)
"KING OF BURLESQUE" (20th-Fox)
(3,000), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days. Stage:
Jackie
Randall
Sisters,
Three Sailors,
Green. Selma Marlowe, Santschi & Buck(Average, $14,000)
Gross: $23,000.
ley.

FOX—

"KIND LADY" (M-G-M)

KARLTON— (1,000), 25c-35c-40c, 7
(Average, $4,000)
$3,000.
"ANOTHER FACE" (Radio)

days.

KEITH'S— (2,000),

days.

Gross:

Gross:

$2,100.

30c-40c-50c,

STANLEY— (3,700),
Gross: $19,000.

7

(Average, $4,000)

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

(F. N.)

40c-S5c,

(Average,

days.

10

7 days, $14,000)

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)

STANTON— (1,700),
Gross:

$10,000.

30c-40c-50c,

7

days.

(Average, $7,000)

McLucas Again Head
Of Omaha Film Board
Omaha, Jan.
—D. V. McLucas
12.

branch manager for United Artists,
has been reelected president of the
Omaha Film Board, and Clarence K.
Olson, branch manager for Warners,
has been renamed vice-president.
The board has voted to call for bids
from contractors for rebuilding exchange vaults to take care of the new
2,000-foot reels. The matter has been
turned over to Regina Molseed, secretary, to complete.

Chicago Men Take Up
Long Reel Problems
stallation

—

Distributors
12.
Jan.
to discuss plans for inCity
of 2,000-foot reels.

Chicago,
met today

requirements
The unions
want larger hubs on the spools and
rear shutters on machines. At present a city ordinance prohibits more
than 1,000-foot reels.
Distributors say these difficulties
can be satisfactorily ironed out. Additional meetings are scheduled.

ordinances and union
are causing difficulties.

STARTS THE NEW YEAR WITH SMASHING
SHOWMANSHIP AS 1,000 LINE ROTOGRAVURE ADS
HERALD HIS $2,000,000 FROLIC OF FUN AND BEAUTY

YOU'VE NEVER SEEN EDDIE CANTOR
IN A PICTURE LIKE THIS BEFORE!
The tailor-made

story of a timid tailor

ence course on how

to

be

who became

brave!... Climb

on the

a titan

funland you've ever enjoyed. Watch a horde of beautiful

rhythm

of the season's liveliest tunes

Parkyakarkus in the nearest seat

for

.

.

.

thrill to

2 hours

among men

correspond-

after taking a

roller-coaster, folks for the fastest ride
girls close in

on Eddie

.

.

the moanin' low of torchy Ethel

.

through

sway

to the

Merman

.

.

.

of delirious fun!

PARKYAKARKUS

and the

GOLDWYN
Music and

lyrics

GORGEOUS

GIRLS

by Harold Arlen and Lew Brown. Dance ensembles by Robert Alton.

Directed by

NORMAN TAUROG
•

Hear Eddie sing "Calabash Pipe" and "The Lady Dances."
Thrill to Ethel Merman's torchy rendition of "First You Hav^
Me High, Then You Have Me Low!" "Shake It O// WithjRhythm.'

/
ITHO IN

U.S.A.

,/

/,,

UNITED ARTISTS

:

:

:

:
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Year's Start Tips Grosses

"Blood" Does
$35,000 in 2
12.

— "Captain

Blood" did standout business

two Warner

in the
getting $17,900

houses,

Hollywood, over par by $3,900,
and $17,100 at the Downtown. The
at the

was $5,100 up.
Grosses were generally good.

latter gross

Dream

Much"

too

hit

"I

above

$7,100,

Comparative grosses for the
Sept. 26-27
Oct. 3-4
Oct. 10-11
Oct. 17-18
Oct. 24-25
Oct. 31-Nov.
Nov. 7-8
Nov. 14-15

at the Pantages.
Burlesque" took a par
$12,500 at the Chinese and reached

Nov. 21-22
Nov. 28-29
Dec. 5-6

$13,000 at Loew's State.
Total first run business
Average is $86,150.
559.
Estimated takings for the
ing Jan. 8:

Dec. 12-13
Dec. 19-20
Dec. 26-27

line by
"King of

the

$3,900,

was

$96,-

week end-

last

,

days, 2nd week.

Gross:

179
(Copyright, 1936, Quigley Publications.)

Week Ending
Jan. 2-3

7

$1 200)

"I DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)
HILLSTREET— (2,700), 25c-40c, 7 days.
'

Gross:

(Average, $8,000)

$6,300.

"KING OF BURLESQUE" (20th-Fox)
LOEW'S STATE— (2,500), 30c-55c, 7 days.

Gross: $13,000.
"I

(Average, $14,000)

Gross:

(Average, $3,200)

DREAM TOO MUCH"
PANTAGES— (3,000), 25c-40c,
$7,100.

(Radio)
7
days.

"COLLEGIATE" (Para.)
(3,595), 30c-55c, 7 days.
Stage: 3 Stooges, Al Lyons and orchestra,
F. & M. revue.
Gross: $17,659. (Average,

PARAMOUNT—

$18,000)

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

WARNER

BROS.

(F. N.)

(Hollywood)— (3,000),

Gross:

25c-40c, 7 days.
$14,000)

$17,900.

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

WARNER
400),

BROS.
7 days.

25c-40c,

(F.

RKO

8
9

Cleveland

5

Denver
Detroit

6
6

Houston

5

Indianapolis
Kansas City

5
5

Lincoln

5

Los Angeles

.

...

9

t

Louisville

7

Milwaukee

5

4

9

Oklahoma City

4

Omaha

3
9
6
6

(3,-

(Av-

$17,100.

— "Collegiate"

exceeding par by $5,500.

The

Chicago
Cincinnati

New Haven
New York

—

was responsible for a bonanza week
at the Strand where the gross was
$12,000,

3

N.)

Hit in Providence
12.

5

5

"Collegiate" Big
Jan.

Buffalo
Charlotte

5

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

Portland
Providence
San Francisco
St. Louis
St. Paul

9
5

$3,000

average

over

with

ran their

bills for eight days, opening early to catch the holiday crowd.
Shirley
Temple, whose "Littlest
Rebel" moved down from the Majestic to Fay's, had a par week at $7,000
and "Riffraff" at Loew's State was
close to
its
$12,000 par, catching
$11,700.
Total first run business was $52,200.

Average is $39,500.
Estimated takings

week

the

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,800), 15c-40c,

7 days.

Gross: $11,700.
"I

(Average, $12,000)
TOO MUCH" (Radio)

Gross: $11,500.

(Average, $7,000)

DREAM

RKO ALBEE— (2,300),

8

15c-40c,

days.

"COLLEGIATE"

(Para.)
(2,300), 15c-40c, 8 days. Gross:

(Average, $6,500)

"THE LITTLEST REBEL" (20th-Fox)
FAYS— (1,600), 15c-40c, 7 days. Stage:
"Varsity
Club Revue."
(Average, $7,000)

Gross:

"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (F.
MAJESTIC— (2,400), 15c-40c,
Gross: $10,000.

7

17,500
144,500
62,500
61,250
32,700
71,800
34,000
29,500
40,300
11,700
88,050
26,000
29,200
28,000
47,000
21,500

3

Seattle

7

Washington

7

18,200
39,600
92,600

179

$1,918,729

$74,500
34,699
14,500
85,700
43,500
36,750

5

8
9
5

6

5

7
7

8,600
62,100
23,200
22,000
34,100
5,450
58,550
22,700
19,000
29,000
44,000
13,500
186,200
10,400
13,700
83,700
25,300
34,200
29,400
68,750
41,800
18,200
26,700
58,000

175

$1,228,199

5

4
5
5
5

9
7

4
5
5

4
9

4
3

9
5

6

6
8
5

(Average,

$7,000.

N.)

$7,000)

7

days.

Minneapolis,

Jan.

12.

—

"The

Rebel" made the best showing in a quiet week on both sides of
the river by going $1,000 over normal
Littlest

Minne-

for a total of $11,000 at the
sota.

The only other attraction to get over
par here was "La Maternelle" at the
World which took $3,500.
In
Paul "Show Them No
St.
Mercy" went to $2,000 at the Riviera,
with no other first run getting anywhere. The weather was cold.
Total first run business in MinneAverage is $24,apolis was $26,500.
500.
Total first run business in St.
Paul was $16,000. Average is $16,000.
Estimated takings

Minneapolis

Week Ending Jan. 8:
"LA MATERNELLE" (Metropolis)

WORLD — (400),

2Sc-55c,

Gross:

days.

7

(Average, $3,000)

$3,500.

Week Ending

Jan. 9:

"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W.

LYRIC— (1,238),
(Average,

$1,500.

20c-25c,
$1,500)

B.)

Gross:

days.

7

Week Ending Jan. 10:
"THE LITTLEST REBEL" (20th-Fox)
MINNESOTA— (4,000), 25c-S5c, 7 days.
Gross:
"I

$11,000.

Gross:

$5,000.

(Average,

$10,000)

DREAM TOO MUCH"
ORPHEUM— (2,900), 25c-40c,

(Radio)
days.
7

(Average, $5,500)

"WHIPSAW" (M-G-M)
STATE— (2,300), 25c-40c, 7 days.
$5,500.

(Average,

Paul:

St.

'

Gross:

$5,500)

Week Ending Jan. 10:
THANKS A MILLION" (20th-Fox)

PARAMOUNT— (2,300), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $5,500.
(Average, $5,500)
"THE MAN WHO BROKE THE BANK
AT MONTE CARLO" (20th-Fox)
RIVIERA— (1,200),

$3,500.

25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

(Average, $3,500)

"SHOW THEM NO MERCY"

TOWER— (1,000),

$2,000.

15c-25c,

(20th-Fox)
days. Gross:

7

(Average, $1,500)

WAY

"ONE

TICKET"

(Col.)

ORPHEUM— (2,000), 25c-40c, 3 days.
(Average for week, $4,000)
$1,500.
"ESCAPE FROM DEVIL'S ISLAND"
(Col.)
ORPHEUM— (2,000) 25c-40c, 4 days.

Gross:

,

Gross:

$2,000.

WORLD—

Lipscomb on "Lloyds"
Hollywood, Jan.
Zanuck has assigned

12.

— Darryl

F.

W.

"Drag-Net" for Tarzan
12.

— "The

Drag-

Net, " Willard Mack play, has been
acquired by the Burroughs-Tarzan
unit.
It will be filmed as the first
feature release on a program scheduled to include 18 features and two
serials for the independent market.

Lee

to

—

Hollywood, Jan. 12.
Dr. Hugo
Reisenfeld has been signed by Sol
Lesser to supervise the musical score
in the Bobby Breen film, "The Show
Goes On." He will also compose two
original songs for the picture.
Ben Carre will do the art direction.

Gross Quits Mayoralty

—

Cleveland, Jan. 12.
Louis C.
Gross of Johnson, Gross and Solomon,
film carriers,

Jan. 12.— Sammy Lee
has been placed in charge of the
M-G-M dancing school. He succeeds
Dave Gould. The school will be enlarged, and all players who take part
in musicals will be sent for instruction.

who was

elected

mayor

of North Olmsted in the fall elections,
resigned yesterday following a meeting at which the council refused to
ratify his appointments for office.

Huban

Train Dancers

Hollywood,

for

week,

$4,000)

(Radio)
Gross:
(400), 25c-35c, 7 days.

(Average,

$1,500)

Reisenfeld Is Signed

P. Lipscomb
to write the screen play of "Lloyds of
London." The script will be written
from the novel, "The Bell Ringer,"
by Curtis Kenyon. The story deals
with British shipping during the time
of Lord Nelson.

Jan.

(Average

"THE RAINMAKERS"

$1,500.

Hollywood,
for

ending Jan. 9

STRAND—

Dec. 26-27
No. Theatres Gross

Albee

"Captain Blood" receiving $10,000.
Both the Strand and the RKO Albee

$12,000.

Week Ending

$110,000
45,700

5

also found "I
a smart attraction,
taking $11,500,
which betters the
average take by $4,500. The Majes-

was

Gross

423,000
18,600
21,700
1 00,300
68,520
34,000
48,500
88,550
63,950

5

Dream Too Much"

tic

7

Minneapolis
Montreal

erage, $12,000)

Providence,

'

(Average,

(Downtown)
Gross:

No. Theatres

Boston

(Average,

$1,800.

1,572,310
1,452,499
1,563,750
1,534,575
1,544,724
1,545,710
1,722,305
1,578,550
1,593,860
1,766,910
1,434,785
1,321,385
1,228,199
1,918,729

171

(G.

STAR—
(Average, $3,250)
$3,200.
"THE NEW GULLIVER" (Amkino)
GRAND INTERN AT" L,— (750) 35c-40c,

$1,655,050

175

B.)
(900), 30c-55c, 7 days, 2nd week.

4

Gross

164
178
178
178
180
186
185
183
181
181
183
180

(20th-Fox)
CHINESE— (2,500), 30c-55c, 7 days.
Gross: $12,500.
(Average, $12,500)

Gross:

Top, $11,000

No. Theatres

1

Jan. 2-3

Minneapolis'

available periods

,

"KING OF BURLESQUE"
"MR. HOBO"

"Rebel" Gets

To New High of $1, 918, 729

Coast Houses
Los Angeles, Jan.

7

—

Cleveland, Jan. 12. The CleveFilm Board of Trade held its
first meeting of the year to discuss
changes necessary in the exchange
land

vaults to take care of the new 2000foot films which supersede the present
1000-foot film on April 1st.
Frank

D. Drew,

M-G-M

branch manager

is

president of the board.

M-G-M

Re-Signs Three

Hollywood, Jan. 12.— M-G-M has
given new term contracts to Robert
Greig, Ann Loring and Eric Linden.
Stanley Morner and Lorraine Bridges
have been signed for a special number in "The Great Ziegfeld."

to Dorchester

Dorchester, Mass., Jan. 12.— Marvin

Talk Cleveland Vaults

Huban

has been appointed assistant manager at the M. & P. Strand
here.
Frank McShane manages the
house. Huban was formerly manager
of the Regent in Norfolk Downs.

Warfield Drops
San Francisco,

Shows

—

The WarJan. 12.
field will abandon stage shows Jan.
16.
The theatre has been doing a big
business during the past few weeks
with strong pictures.

THE

BOOKING

BY PHONE

S

BY RADIOGR

Sb AN

BY SPECIAL DELIVERY
*

CLAMORING FOR UNIVERSALE
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" I. .MAR
IN

URSULA PARROTT'S BEST

NEXT TIME
#

NEW YORK

1

BALTIMORE, KEITH'S,
ST. LOUIS,

CITY,

MUSIC HALL,
Feb. 6

FOX, Feb. 7

ATLANTA, PARAMOUNT,

•

Jan.
•

30

7

CHICAGO, PALA

RICHMOND, CAPITOL

KANSAS
Feb.

•

CITY,
•

TOWER,

Feb.

WICHITA, MILLER

!

RUSH

W

AM
D

IS

ON
WESTERN

BY TELEGRAM

PERSON )f THEY ARE

IN

BOX-OFFICE

SUCCESSOR TO

SULLAVAN

GARET

AND NOVEL

-SELLING STORY

WE LOVE
CE, Jan.

30

Feb. 6

•

,

7
,

•

•

WASHINGTON,

KEITH'S, Jan.

PROVIDENCE, ALBEE, Feb. 6

SAN FRANCISCO, ORPHEUM,

March

1

•

Feb.

7

30

•

BUFFALO, LAFAYETTE, Feb. 6

•

BOSTON, MEMORIAL,

•

SALT LAKE, ORPHEUM, Feb. 7

Feb. 7

LOS ANGELES, PANTAGES AND HILL STREET, Feb. 5-12

:

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

10

"Face" with a

Stage Revue
Denver Smash

Hollywood,

Jan.

12.

—

Frances Flags," Twentieth Century-Fox.
Shirley Deane, J. Carol Naish,
Drue Layton and Wade Boteler in
"Charlie Chan at the Circus," same

of "Another Face" on the
screen, with "French Folies,"
a revue, on the stage was a sensation.

The $12,000 gross was

tract.

.

.

12.

.

.

.

.

— In

spite of a cold

wave grosses skyrocketed, and a combination

Orpheum

over

§7,000

.

.

.

.

.

Charles Boyer burned by small
doubled explosion while working in "Invitanearly
Blood"
"Captain
normal at the Denver at $9,000, and tion to Happiness," Paramount.
"The Bride Conies Home" was 100 Twentieth Century-Fox will make
per cent up with $8,000 at the Den- 16mm. prints on "The Country Docham. "Mr. Hobo" did well at $3,500 tor",
Charles
Bickford
has
in the Aladdin.
bought two scrijpts which he will
Total first run business was $37,000. produce himself.
Average is $19,500.
Rev. John O'Donnell of Culver
Estimated takings for the week end- City signed by M-G-M as technical
.

advisor for

"MR. HOBO"

ALADDIN—

(G.B.)
(1,500). 25c-35c-50cb0c,

7

days.

(Average. $2,000)
"THE LITTLEST REBEL" (20th-Fox)
(1.50D).
days
25c-40c,
7
following a week at the Denver. Gross:
(Average, $1,000)
$1,500.
$3,500.

BROADWAY—

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME"

DENHAM— (1,500),

Gross:

25c-35c-40c,

(Para.)
days.

7

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

(F.N.)

DENVER— (2,500), 25c-35c-50c, 7
(Average, $5,000)
$9,000.
"ANOTHER FACE" (Radio)
ORPHEUM— (2,600), 25c-35c-40c, 7

days.

Gross:

Stage:
"French
(Average. $5,000)

Gross:

Folies."

$12,000.

YOU COULD ONLY COOK"
PARAMOUNT— (2,000), 25c-40c. 7

(Col.)

days.

.

for

.

.

.

.

.

Hal Roach.

+

Directors

— Richard

Thorpe

to di-

Kurt
Arthur Greville
Collins on Sol Lesser's "The Show
M-G-M's

rect

Neumann

.

.

.

replaces

On."

Goes

"Gram."

.

.

Gordon Douglas,
on "Our Gang"
be assistant to Wil.

assistant

director

comedies,

will

liam Terhune on "Kelly,

the

Sec-

ond."

Alfred E. Green

direct

to

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Edward Burns

.

"Farmer

in

—

.

the

in

Radio.

pact,

.

.

.

Warners

option

Lois
Wilson Craig Reynolds and Carlyle Moore,
"The Return of Jimmy Jr.
Nat Levine signs Mae
Republic.
Sterling Clarke for four Republic films.

Radio.

Dell,"

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Walter Wanger's M-G-M gives new pact to Bruce
in
"Palm Springs."
Cabot.
Jane Withers given new
Jim Dliggan, Claire McDowell ticket by Twentieth Century-Fox.
+
and Frank Craven in M-G-M's
Countess
Story Buy -Harry Selby's "Pony
"Small
Town Girl".
Liv de Maigret and Erik Rhodes Boy" bought by Samuel Goldwyn
Arnold B.
Eddie Cantor.
in "One Rainy Afternoon." Pickford- for
Lasky.
Walter Wanger borrows Armstrong's "All Bridges Burned"
Walter
Charles Butterworth from M-G-M acquired by M-G-M.
Wanger gets an original by Gene
for "The Moon's Our Home."
Davison,
Addison Towne and Graham Baker called
William
Richards, Mary Treen, Edward "History Is Made at Night."
+
Shubert and Florence Fair in "MurWriters Homer Croy signed by
der by an Aristocrat," Warners.
Errol Flynn in "Anthony Adverse," Republic to work on "The HarvesClaude Binyon working on
Darwell, ter".
same
studio.
Jane
Sara Haden and Paul Stanton in script of "Hard to Handle," Para"The Matron's Report," Twentieth mount.
+
Century-Fox.
Olin Howland in
Title
Change Harry
Sherman
Under".
Warners'
"Snowed
Lumsden Hare, Gregory Ratoff, sets "Call of the Prairie" as final title
Tohn Garradine, Albert Petit, for fourth of "Hopalong Cassidy" picFormerly known as "OutGwendolen Logan, Jack Adair and tures.
Thomas Beck signed for "Under Two cast of Twin Rivers."

Halloway

.

.

"Bride," "Dudley"

.

$8,500, Portland

—

by $2,000.
at the

way to average business.
The joint bill of "Miss

Total

first
is

run business was $34,000.

.

.

.

.

.

BROADWAY —

days, 2nd week.

30c-35c-40c, 7
(1,912).
(Average,
$5,000.

Gross:

"TOP HAT" (Radio)
"RECKLESS" (M-G-M)
(2nd Run)

BLUE MOUSE— (1,700),
(Average,

$2,000.

"COLLEGIATE"

days.

7

20c-25c,
$1,700)

(Para.)

"SHOW THEM NO MERCY" (ZOth-Fox)
MAYFAIR— (1,700). 30c-35c-40c. 7 days,
2nd downtown week. Gross:

$4,000.

(Aver-

$3,000)

"BRIDE COMES HOME"

(20th-Fox)
(Radio)
30c-35c-40c. 7 days.

"YOUR UNCLE DUDLEY"

ORPHEUM— (1,700),

(Average, $5,000)

$8,500.

"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W.B.)

.

.

Add

to

—

.

"Bohemian Girl"

Hollywood,

Jan. 12.

—

Hal Roach

has placed "The Bohemian Girl" back
before the cameras for added scenes.
Felix Knight. Mitchell Lewis and
Zeffie Tillbury have been added to the
Laurel &
cast for the new sequence.
Hardy are starred.

Donald Cook

to Republic

—

Hollywood, Jan. 12. Republic has
Donald Cook to a one-year
contract.
The actor will make four
pictures.
His first assignment has
signed

Gross:

$7,500.

(3,008),

30c-35c-40c,

(Average,

7

$5,000)

"TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (945). 30o35c-40c,
week.

Gross:

$7,000.

12.

and

—A

combination of
Over BroadYear pickup down-

"Stars

way" led the New
town with $8,100

the

at

.

.

Screeno for

Loew Lyric

Bridgeport, Jan. 12.— The Lyric is
Loew house in this area to
add Screeno.
The Barnum here and the Pickwick
the latest

$33,500.

is

Estimated takings for the week ending Jan 19

"COLLEGIATE"

(Para.)

"SHOW THEM NO MERCY" (Fox)
BLUE MOUSE— (950), 25c-40c-55c, 8 days,
2nd week, extended run from
Gross: $4,200. (Average, $4,000)

Orpiieum.

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.)
"HIS NIGHT OUT" (Univ.)
FIFTH AVENUE— (2,500), 25c-40c-55c, 8

days.

Gross:

(Average, $7,000)

$8,700

YOU COULD ONLY COOK" (Col.)
LIBERTY— (1,800), l5c-25c-55c-50c, 7 days.

"IF

2nd week.

Gross:

(Average,

$4,350.

"THE LITTLEST REBEL"

$4,000)

(20th-Fox)
(Para.)
25c-40c-55c, 8 days,

"MILLIONS IN THE AIR"

MUSIC BOX— (950),

2nd week, extended run from Fifth Avenue.
Gross: $4,250. (Average, $4,000)

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)
"STARS OVER BROADWAY"

ORPHEUM— (2,450),

Gross:

$8,100.

(W.B.)

25c-30c-40c,

9

days.

(Average, $6,000)

"HANGOVER MURDERS" (Univ.)
"NEVADA" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT — (3,050), 20c-25c-30c, 8
days. Gross: $5,250. (Average, $5,000l
"$1,000 A MINUTE" (Republic)
REX— (1,500), 15c-25c. 7 days. Stage:
"Kit Kat Club
(Average, $3,500)

Revue."

Gross:

$3,300.

"Rebel" an $8,000

Wow

in Charlotte

Charlotte, Jan.

— Despite

12.

the

worst weather in five years "The
Littlest Rebel" ran 100 per cent over
normal for a take of $8,000 at the
Carolina.

"Captain Blood" also was an outstanding hit with a gross of $7,000,

up by $3,000,

the

at

Broadway.

"Show Them No Mercy"
own with a $1,500 take at
perial for

Total

held its
the Im-

three days.
run business was $17,500.

first

Average

is

$11,000.

Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 4:

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

BROADWAY— (1,114),

Greenwich have abandoned Bank
Night in favor of Movie Sweepstakes.

Gross:

$7,000.

(Average,

Poland Forms Supply Co.

Gross:

$8,000.

(Average,

at

Orpheum.

This leaves average $2,100 astern.
"The Bride Comes Home" and "His
Night Out" were good for $8,700, up
by $1,700, at the Fifth Avenue. Two
holdovers were still in the profit
column.
"Collegiate"
"Show
and
Them No Mercy," in the second week
of an extended run from the Orpheum,
reached $4,200 at the Blue Mouse, and
"The Littlest Rebel" and "Millions in
the Air," at the Music Box in an
extended run from the Fifth Avenue,
took $4,250.
Total first run business was $37,150.

(F. N.)

6
25c-40c,
$4,000)

days.

"THE LITTLEST REBEL" (ZOth-Fox)
CAROLINA— (1,400), 25c-40c, 6 days.
$4,000)

"CORONADO" (Para.)
Kansas City, Jan.
James PoIMPERIAL— (949), 25c-30c, 3 days.
(Average, $1,500)
Gross:
$1,000.
land, in the film and supply business
"SHOW THEM NO MERCY"
here for the past 22 years, and
12.

—

John

C. Lynch have formed the Independent Theatre Supply Co.

(20th-Fox)

IMPERIAL— (949),
$1,500.

(Average,

25c,
$1,500)

3

days.

Gross:

not been announced.

(20th-Fox)

PARAMOUNT —

Seattle, Jan.
"Riffraff*'

.

.

"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET"

7 days, 2nd
age. $5,000)

.

—

.

.

.

.

week

the

for

"A NIGHT AT THE OPERA" (M-G-M)

days.

.

$24,700.

Estimated takings
ending Jan. 4:

Gross:

.

.

.

Average

age,

—

.

.

and "Charlie

$2,500.

Gross:

.

.

Pacific

Chan's Secret"
grossed $7,500, over average by a full

$5,000)

.

.

Opera" was held
over for a second week at the Broad-

Fleet"

.

.

"The Bride
Portland, Jan. 12.
Comes Home" and "Your Uncle Dudley" in their initial week at the Orpheum, had a heavy take of $8,500,
over the usual by $3,500.
"Tale of Two Cities" continued on
into a second week at United Artists
with a draw of $7,000, over normal

"A Night

.

With "Stars"
Seattle High

Kay Average

system for Francis in "The Green Princess,"
home.
Santa
Monica
Warners.
Joseph Kane to do
Eleanor Stewart's first under her "G-Men of the Nineties" for Republic
new M-G-M contract is "Small Town and Breeze Eason assigned to "Red
Girl."
Valley,"
same
studio.
River
+
Robert Florey on "Reunion," ParaWilliam McGann gets
Casting Cary Grant and Lynn mount.
Overman in "Florida Special," Para- "The Gentleman from Big Bend,"
mount.
Heather Angel has lead Warners.
+
16,"
in
Radio.
Barry
"Plan
Contracts Moroni Olsen gets term
Jane, Ray Mayer, Tony Martin and

signed for
Valentine,"

(Average, $2,500)

$3,000.

.

alarm

burglar

infra-red

her

.

days.

"IF

Gross:

Robert
Montgomery
lead
in
"Petticoat
Fever".
M-G-M's
Arthur Lake added to "Small Town
Girl," M-G-M.
Ben Hall and
Edward Brophy cast in "Kelly, the
Second," Patsy Kelly's first feature

—

(Average, $4,000)

$8,000.

.

.

studio.

.

"Romeo and Juliet".
David Niven gave Merle Oberon an

ing Jan. 7

Cross:

.

.

.

.

.

par.

.

.

.

Drake

1936

13,

on

"Riffraff"

Out Hollywood Way
recovering from the flu.
Paramount extends Henry Arthur's
contract.
He is working in "13
Hours by Air."
Al G. Barnes'
circus chartered by Twentieth Century-Fox for "Charlie Chan at the
Circus."
Jean Bennett, who appeared in "Valley Forge" on the New
York stage, here to start Warner con-

Denver, Jan.

Monday, January

(Aver-

Plans Niantic House

Universal Signs LaCava

—

Hollywood, Jan. 12. Universal has
George signed Gregory LaCava to direct "My
Nianttc. Conn., Jan. 12.
LeWitt, operator of the Strand, Plain- Man Godfrey," which will star Wil-

—

will build a
tre here.
ville,

new

680-seat thea-

liam Powell.
to

start

in

Production

March.

is

scheduled

Cut Seating Capacity

—

Providence, Jan. 12. Renovations
on the Columbia have reduced the
seating capacity from 300 to 280. A.
Annotti is now operating the house
three days a week instead of seven.
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Year's Start Tips Grosses

Open Houses
Dysart Ended To New High of $1, 918, 729 May Go Over
—
At St. Louis New
15,000 Mark

Testimony of

Year's week was a tonic

in

sensational tonic that more
than doubled the previous week's
grosses among all the 30 key spots
reporting to Motion Picture Daily,
except St. Paul. Bad weather there
explained the lethargy.
The total take for the 30 cities was
$1,918,729.
For the Christmas week
it was $1,228,199.
The New Year total is by far the
highest for the current season which
began in September. It tops the previous high mark of $1,766,910, set up
spots

a

—

Witness Stresses
Reorganizing Plans

First

RED KANN

By

—

Louis, Jan. 12. The Government on Saturday completed the direct
examination of Thomas N. Dysart, its
first witness, and cross-examination by
ex-Senator James A. Reed, co-counsel
for Warners, began, in a two-hour session lacking in interest and devoid of
St.

new

angles.

After one hour and 15 minutes, Rus-

Kentuckians

Government

Hardy,

attorney,
turned the witness over to the defense.
sell

Study Gains;

The cross-examination, conducted
by Reed from his chair with the consent of

Judge Joseph West Molyneaux,

Expect More

(Continued on page 3)

Laughton Winner

in

Actors' Guild Vote
Hollywood,

Jan.

Guild

has

Actors'

Laughton

for

December

the

12.

—The

Screen

selected Charles
best performance

monthly poll conducted by its members. Laughton received the honor for his
role
in
"Mutiny on the Bounty" in a vote in-

of

in the

players in 14 pictures.
Kay Francis received first honorable
mention for her part in Warners' "I

volving

18

Found

Stella

Parrish" and Eddie
Quillan
second
mention
for
got
"Mutiny on the Bounty."
The Screen Writers' Guild voted
"Mutiny on the Bounty" the best
screen play of December. Talbot Jen-

Furthman and Carey
Jules
Wilson did the adaptation. "So Red
received first honorable
the Rose"
mention with the honors going to
nings,

Laurence Stallings, Maxwell Anderson and Edward Justus Mayer.
Joel
Sayre and John Twist received second
mention for "Annie Oakley."

—

of

Louisville, Jan. 12. The consensus
opinion among theatre and ex-

changemen

in the Louisville

and Ken-

that 1936 will bring
The puba definite rise in grosses.
with inlic interest has quickened
creased payrolls and consequently has
more money to spend for amusements,
they agree.
Farmers are getting higher prices

tucky territory

is

for tobacco and thousands in and
around Louisville are employed in tobacco processing and cigarette manuDuring
facturing by local factories.

1935, the report of the Louisville Industrial Foundation shows that 18 new
manufactories were established, while
61 older plants

improved and expand-

ed their facilities.
Sixty-nine conventions
tential

drawing power of

with

a

31,000,

poare

(Continued on page 2)

Missouri Sales Tax
Returns Show Gains

—
—

the
first
week in December, by
$151,819.
Some of the increases over Christ-

mas week were remarkable. In New
York the New Year's take was
For the previous week is
$423,000.
was $186,200. Boston, Chicago, Denver, Lincoln, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh (where the new Sunday opening law was a help), Providence and
Washington also showed striking

gains.

[Comparative Tabulation on page

7]

No Hope Seen
For New Move

On Regulation
Plans for voluntary advancement by
the industry of any method of selfregulation are regarded in responsible
exhibitor and distributor quarters as
being definitely stalemated at this time

and dependent for revival on either
the establishment of legal precedents,
the passage of enabling Federal legislation, recurrence of a trade emergency, or cooperation by distributors,
in the opinion of these authorities.
Industry apathy on the subject in
the face of a number of efforts made
to adsince the demise of the
vance a plan of self-regulation has become self-evident enough in recent
months to lead erstwhile champions of
the move to question, even, whether a
regulatory code is needed by the inEven the definite plan produstry.
posed' by M.P.T.O.A. for local selfregulation through exhibitor and distributor representatives delegated with
sufficient authority to settle disputes
within their own territories has met
with no response from distributors and
only indifferent cooperation from ex-

NRA

Kansas City, Jan. 12. Fifty-five
thousand Missouri retailers including hibitors, it is pointed out.
Numbers of industry leaders who
which is 3,873 more than in
theatres
(Continued on page 3)
October, paid $915,300 under the one
per cent sales tax during November,
12.
postal authorities, the Kansas City compared with $866,440 the preceding
Is
A third of it goes to the
Star-Times, which carries the bulk month.
of local theatre advertising and all school fund, the remainder to general
Sales tax returns are exthe subsequent run advertising, has revenue.
Plans for the formation of a new
discontinued all references to cash pected to exceed $1,000,000 for De- producing-distributing
organization
cember.
giveaway schemes.
utilizing major company facilities will
appropriated
$2,The legislature
For some weeks Fox Midwest had
be advanced by William Fitelson, New
been carrying an indirect reference 500,000 at the last session for old age York film attorney for the organizing

Kansas City Paper
Drops Giveaway Ads
Kansas City, Jan.
—On order of

—

Fitelson

An

—

"Extra pensions, part to come from the sales
their Bank Night pool
A limit of $30 a month was
Added Attraction Tonite," and since tax.
Christmas 14 independents have been placed on the amount going to penRecommendations in the state
calling attention to their Sweepstakes sioners.
to $L
pool with "Associated Special Attrac- auditor's office range from

to

tion

8:40."

month.

group,

Forming

Independent Unit

who

leaves for

Hollywood

to-

day to confer with leading independent
producers on the project.
English and American capital has
been secured to finance the production
(Continued on page 3)

Big Increase Expected in
Film Board Report
Indications that the total number
of theatres in operation in the U. S.
at the end of 1935 might pass the
15,000 mark are contained in the annual reports of the Film Boards of

Trade which are now being compiled
by the M.P.P.D.A., but will not be
completed much before the end of the
week.
The nearly complete reports now on
hand definitely reveal that the total of
14,552 theatres which were open on
Jan. 1, 1935, will be increased by more
than 400 theatres which have been
opened during the year.
The grand total of theatres a year
ago, both open and closed, was 18,263.
This number is not expected to reflect
as great a change as that in the number of open theatres alone, as the increase in the latter was due largely to
the remodeling and reopening of old
theatres rather than to new construcSeating capacity of the open
tion.
theatres

may

pass

10,000,000

the

mark, according to present indications
of the incomplete Film Board reports.
Virtual extinction of the silent theatre is also expected to be revealed in
the report. There were only 51 silent
theatres open in the U. S. a year ago
and this number will show a further
decrease during 1935, it is anticipated.

Christmas Grosses
Set

London Record
By

BRUCE ALLAN

London, Jan.

4.

—Aided

by favor-

able weather and a lineup of good
attractions, theatres in the West End
of London had one of the most successful Christmas seasons in history.
The Empire, Leicester Square,

M-G-M
records

shopwindow, broke all its
on Boxing Day (Dec. 26)
(Continued on page 3)

Harry Carr Passes;
Heart Attack Fatal
—Harry
Los Angeles, Jan.
12.

who

conducted a column in the
Los Angeles Times, and was at one
time a writer and supervisor of stories
for D. W. Griffith, Cecil B. DeMille,
Mack Sennett and Jesse Lasky, is
dead here of a heart ailment. He was
He was the author of numerous
58.
books. He is survived by his widow,
two children and three grandchildren.
Carr,

;
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Check Matinee Time
Change in St. Louis 4
St. Louis, Jan.
— Following a
12.

conference with Harry C. Arthur, operator of the Ambassador, Missouri
and Fox here, a committee representing the M. P. T. O. of Southern

agreed to check up on independent theatres alleged to be movg up their matinee time in accordance
with an agreement reached last fall.
The committee consists of Fred Wehrenberg and the Mandell brothers. Following the survey they will again
confer with Arthur in an effort to

la

induce his return to the 6 o'clock
matinee change replacing the 7 :30
At the moment
shift now in effect.
Arthur is firm for the later hour
change.

The Missouri and Fox have
augurated
Bank Night and
Ambassador begins the giveaway
morrow.

12.

—Hearing

Beecroft Building Co. reorganization was postponed in Federal court
this week when Judge Patrick T
Stone announced that the second bondholders'
protective
committee,
appointed by the court, had not comin the

its recommendations.
Counsel representing the first voluntary bondholders' committee announced that negotiations are in
progress for a new lease on the
Orpheum, Strand and Parkway on
terms which, it was declared, will
be more advantageous than the present
arrangement with the Ashley
Theatres Co. Saxe Amusement Management, Inc., Milwaukee, has in-

pleted

dicated that
the houses.

it

is

willing to

operate

MOONEY,

do a 30-day term

story for Warners.
•

Hy

Daab, newly appointed adverand publicity director for Columbia,
arrived
from
the
coast
Saturday to take over his new post
tising

immediately.

•

Weldon

Heyburn

opens at the
night in "I Want
He has been signed

Lyceum tomorrow

to-

a

Policeman."

M-G-M.

by

—

Racine, Wis., Jan. 12. Indications
that attempts to ban Bank Night at
several local houses here will be unsuccessful is seen in an opinion from
the district attorney's office which declared that the plan is legal where all
are afforded the same chance to participate in the cash award, irrespective
of whether they purchase a ticket to
the theatre.
Both the Rialto and Capitol here
are featuring Bank Night weekly,
while at least four other houses, including the Uptown, Granada, Crown
and Mainstreet, are offering giveaways
The
in the form of the gift ware.
latter two houses advertise free pop
corn balls, candy and toys for the
kiddies attending Sunday matinees.

e
Roberts, Jr., has been appointed head of the creative department of Audio Prod.
•

H.

L.

.

Atlanta
Henry B. Glover,

.

.

.

Republic sales-

man, has been transferred to Memphis, as exchange manager.
Harry C. Simpson, salesman for
National Screen, has a swollen jaw;
tooth trouble.

Ike Katz
change has
Charlotte,
charge.

of Paragon Film Exopened an exchange in
with
Henry Wise in

Clarence Eiseman, branch manager for U. A., has changed his sales
force around, placing Harry Brown
in the Alabama and West Tennessee

Jack Emenheiser

sector,

Georgia

and

East

Creswell

Fred

and Florida.

in

Expect More

has to

Tombs

in the

failure to disclose his source of
information regarding rackets in this
city, will arrive today from the coast.
While incarcerated he will do a prison

the

Bank Night Termed
As Legal in Racine

who

1936

Study Gains;

for

in-

Hearing Postponed
Grants Examination
On Madison Houses
In Master Art Suit
Madison, Wis., Jan.

MARTIN

13,

Kentuckians

Purely
Personal

Illinois

Martin Quigley

Monday, January

North

in

Tennessee and
South Georgia

Mike Carmichael

re-

signed Jan. 1.
C. E. Peppiatt, former branch manager here for Warners, has succeeded

Justice Bernard L. Shientag in N. W. M. Richardson at First Division.
Y. Supreme Court has set Jan. 16-17
Riley Davis of the Theatrical
as the dates for examination before Printing Co., tried a bird hunt on one
trial of Herman Robbins of National of the coldest of the recent cold days,
Screen Service and Charles L. Cas- and bagged one bird in an all -day
anave of American Display Co., on foray.
He blames the dogs.
petition of Master Art Products, as
•
part of Master Art's suit for an in. .
. Denver
an
alleging
violation
of
junction,
Tommy Milton, Victory manager,
agreement that American Display
would not engage in the lobby dis- is vacationing in Ohio and adjoining
play business for five years from 1932. states.
Bud Kelly, former manager of the
The complaint says that National
Screen has financed American Dis- Park, is now running a filling station.
Ollie Wog, former salesman here,
play in that business, the latter being
The will return to the film business as
in competition with Master Art.
court at the same time denied a de- salesman for G. B.
fense request for examination of the
Hobart Gates of the Garlock, Cusbooks of Master Art.
ter, S. D., was among those on film
row recently. Others include B. P.

(Continued from page 1J
scheduled here for 1936, it was announced by G. W. Huey, of the Louisville Convention and Publicity League.
Plans have been under way for several
months to make the second annual

Derby

Festival

Week

of national in-

Heretofore, Louisville's biggest moment has been the Kentucky
Derby with visitors coming to the
city from all points of the compass.
terest.

Their stay was

short,

in

most

in-

stances visitors arriving by train, automobile, boat, and airplane only a
few hours before the big race and
departing for home immediately after
the winner was made known.
Derby
Festival Week is being designed to
offer the visitor a full week of enter-

tainment with each day crowded by
special events.
Theatres profit from
the throng of visitors and are lending their co-operation to make Derby
Festival Week a success.

Approach Peak

Distillers

Kentucky's distilling industry has
attained a production nearly equal to
its peak of pre-prohibition days with
44 firms operating 48 distilling plants
at the close of the year.
Leaders of
that industry plan a continuance of
expansion during 1936, although some
plans are being held in abeyance pending adoption by the legislature, which
meets this month, of a new liquor con-

law as a result of the repeal of
the state prohibition amendment at the
trol

November
ment

Actual employ-

election.

in distilling plants

alone is placed
5,000 for Kentucky, not including

at

allied

industries.

Equipment Dealers Optimistic

New

theatre construction in Louis-

and Kentucky has been practically at a standstill and 1936 probably will not bring any change m this

ville

situation.

While

downtown

all

the-

atres are operating with but one exception, no plans for new enterprise?

have been announced.
General improvement has been made in sound and
projection equipment and equipment
dealers report a 50 per cent increase
in volume of business over 1934. They
confidently predict that 1936 will also
bring a substantial increase over 1935
and are expanding their quarters and
staffs to take care of the increased
trade.

From

conversations

theatre managers,

it

is

with various
gathered that

:

To Hear
A

MITCHELL MAY, Jr.

COMPANY
INC.

SPECIALISTS IN

FILM and THEATRE

INSURANCE
75 Maiden Lane
New York

Los Angeles
510 W. 6th Street
Cal.

New Sound

new

type of sound recording, developed by J. A. Miller of the American Mechanographic Co., will be

demonstrated Wednesday at the next
meeting of the Atlantic Coast section
of the S. M. P. E. Members will meet

McCormack, Canon City, Colo.
Eldon Menagh, Fort Lupton, Col.
L.

S.

Hessbeck,

Sandy Biella,
F. Carper,

J.

Chappell.

Neb.;
and

Louisville, Col.,
Lafayette. Col.

1936 is looked upon as a "boom"
year for the exhibitor.
They state
as their opinion that more money is
being put into circulation and that,
since picturegoers are going to get

George McCormack, son and right their share, the
hand man of B. P. McCormack, was get his.

exhibitor, in turn, will

All exhibitors report a definite imEastman Kodak offices, Madison married recently to Marine Wood, of provement in the quality of the product
Canon
City.
Ave., for dinner and then go to the
Lon T. Fidler, manager of Dis- now coming out.
rooms of the Electrical Ass'n. in the
tinctive Screen Attractions, is on busiGrand Central Palace for the meetin the

iness in Texas. He says he is taking
a vacation at the same time.

ing.

•

Vance King on Awards
Hollywood,

Jan.

12.

—Vance

King

will handle publicity on the Academy
awards this year, as he did last.

.

.

.

London

James B. Sloan, from British National, is the new manager at the
Nomination blanks were mailed out Boot-B.N. Pinewood studio at Iver.
over the weekend.
Clarence Elder is now director of

studios for B.I.P. at Elstree.
He was
art director.
He takes over duties
recently relinquished by P. C. Staple-;

TON.

Max
is

unit,

as

Glass, from Berlin and Paris

establishing
its

a

British

productior

with "John Halifax, Gentleman'
first story.
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Testimony of

On

3

No Hope Seen
For New Move

the Lighter Side

Dysart Ended

At

By BILL ORNSTEIN

St.

Louis

{Continued from page

1)

with various meetings held in
connection with Warner proposals of
dealt

re-organization for the Ambassador,
Missouri and New Grand Central.
Reed's line of questioning concentrated
on the establishment of the assertion
that

on Sept.

18,

1933,

new bonds were

lative.

to be non-cumuDysart testified,
three-year term and the

Warners,

wanted a
bondholders favored a shorter period.
The second concerned control of the
voting trust. The witness said Warners wanted four of seven and the
bondholders likewise. The third point
concerned the price Warners were to
pay for 60 per cent of the stock in the
new corporation which was to be organized, Dysart continued.

Dysart to Florida
Reed endeavored

to bring out that
the agreement with the bondholders'
committee, when reduced to writing
and submitted to the Warner home office in New York, was at variance
with the terms first reached on Sept.
18.
This brought to a close Dysart's
testimony for the day.
He was released for a Florida vacation by agreements, but will return next Saturday.
At that time Paramount counsel will

cross-query him on one or two angles.
is not interested in his testimony
for Dysart has not even mentioned
the company in either direct or crossexamination.
Hardy's objections to the introduction of testimony pertaining to theatres other than those in the complaint
were denied by the court, thereby indicating a possible wider scope in
which defense counsel might build its
argument. This became evident when
Reed, over Hardy's demurrer, succeeded in getting Dysart to answer a
question relating to the operation of
the St. Louis Theatre, one of the five
houses controlled locally by F. & M.,
but not a party to this action.

RKO

12.

—

Mrs. James

A. Reed pays regular visits
court when her husband, the
senator from Missouri and
counsel for Warners, argues at

to

the

former
special
length.

the activity
busy today. Had

finds

He was

here killing.

two telegrams

to answer.

+
Irving Lesser thought
that

strange

it

"The Music Goes 'Round and

'Round" hadn't reached

this

city.

+
Sam Dembow, Cress Smith
Eddie Alperson
balmy from it.

are

and
going

rapidly

Sam even had Joe,
pianist in the The Merry-GoRound cocktail bar longhand the lyrics
for him.
the

+
Some

of the gang are seriously considering hiring Rossini, the magician
in the Park Plaza's floor show, to

why

bondholders'

the

committee,

of

which he is chairman, accepted the
former bid. He said it provided for
fixed rentals and weekly settlements of
15 per cent in contrast with no fixed
rentals or percentage of the gross in
the Warner proposals.
J. M. Ulmer and B. D. Gordan,

Cleveland lawyers who will testify
about a meeting in Herman Starr's
office

which references

at

St.

The Warner contention in the
current action is that because of these
two suits no early bid for reorganization of the Ambassador, Missouri, and,
ruled.

New Grand

,

•

_

;

Central was possible.

The

contention further is that Koplar, by
means of the receivership actions, took
away the equity and control Warners
had in the 20 neighborhood theatres
which constitute St. Louis Amusement
Co.
It is for this proferred reason
Warners have since refused to have
any business dealings with Koplar or
any of his associates.
By comparing the Allen L. Snyder
bid with various Warner propositions
for the three houses Dysart explained

heretofore have viewed a trade praccounsel,
Jacob M. Lashly,
tice code as desirable, admittedly are
Dinty beginning to lose interest either beis
suffering from a cold.
Moore, city manager for Warner cause of the absence of a spontaneous
Theatres, is getting over his.
industry demand for such a code or
+
because the means for obtaining one
Bill Pine got a load of court pro- are not immediately apparent. Even
cedure in between 'planes. The court- the M.P.T.O.A. which has been most
room couldn't dodge his very blue active in championing efforts to devise a trade practice code is finding its
shirt and red tie.
Bill flew in from Hollywood, was hopes for immediate action dimmed
grounded at Winslow, Ariz, and and, according to present plans, probagain at Kansas City.
His tally ably will hold no annual convention
shows there was no time at all saved. this year because of a lack "of urgent
industry problems requiring discus+
sion."
Even a meeting of the orSamuel W. Fordyce, one of Para- ganization's directors or executive
mount's local counsel, is recovering committee is said to be problematical
nicely from his pneumonia siege, but at this time.
Much of the continuing effort to
will not take part in the hearings for
obtain a trade practice code is now
another week.
confined to those who see a possible
regulation of the industry by legisla-

some of which would be inimical
to the industry, furthered if a selfregulation plan is not devised in the
near future.

tion,

Christmas Grosses
Set

London Record

Distributor Cooperation Needed
(Continued from page 1)

Unrestricted distributor cooperation
with "Mutiny on the Bounty." "The is held to
be the most needed factor
Ghost Goes West" was another out- in the advancement of any move for
standing success, at Leicester Square.
self-regulation and there appears to
"Top Hat," Carlton "Thanks a Mil- be little chance of this being obtained
lion," Tivoli
"The Melody Lingers unless enabling legislation is enacted
On," London Pavilion "Curly Top,"
by the Government or definite legal
Marble Arch Pavilion "David Cop- precedent develops which would define
perfield," Stoll P. T.
"Anna Kare- the extent to which distributors could
nina," Astoria; "The Guv'nor," New
participate in the development and en;

;

;

Monday.
Joseph Bernhard, general manager
Warner Theatres, and Joseph
Hawen, lawyer for Warners, arrived
late Friday night.
of

flew to

New

New York

—

Spyros Skouras
York on Saturday after12.

noon to clean up personal business.
He will return here tomorrow, and
after testifying will go to the coast
with Rick Ricketson and Elmer C.

Rhoden

for

Houses

a vacation.

Nice

to Close in

Hath

"Music
Gallery;
Regal, and "Our
minion;

week

Little

Charms," forcement of a trade practice code.

Girl,"

were among the

Do- Many industry

Christmas

features.

*

Skouras to
St. Louis, Jan.

Nice, France, Jan. 12.— Exhibitors
here have voted a lockout in protest
All houses will be
against taxation.
closed until
reductions
are made.
Overrules Objection
About 20 houses are involved, the exThe
Government's
objection
to hibitors claiming they are taxed about
Reed's introduction of testimony rela- 20 per cent instead of the two per
tive
to receivership
suits
filed
by cent charged other businesses.
Harry Koplar against the St. Louis

Amusement Co., controlled by Warners at the time, was likewise over-

(Continued from page 1)

+

;

Louis situation allegedly
had been made, now are slated to be
the Government's first witnesses on
the

On Regulation

;

New York
to

Time is hanging
teach them tricks.
It's up to
heavily on their hands.
Russell Hardy to dispose of them,
but the Government prosecutor is not
in a disposing mood.

RKO

+
Eddie Alperson

Warners had

come to a definite agreement with the
bondholders' committee on a reorganization plan for these three theatre
properties except for three points.
One of the three unsettled points
was the length of time during which
the

St. Louis, Jan.

*

*

the signing of Nora Swinburne for the part of Joanna in "The
Beloved Vagabond," Toeplitz Prod,
has completed the leads for this Maurice Chevalier production.
Already
cast are Margaret Lockwood (Blanquette), and Desmond Tester (Asticot).
Kurt Bernhardt, director, has
started shooting at the A.T.P. Studios,
Ealing.

With

K. C. Club Ball Set

—

Kansas City, Jan. 12. The annual
Variety Club Charity Ball is set for
Feb. 17 at the Pla-Mor.
General
chairman

is

Arthur

Cole.

George

Baker, Variety Club's chief barker, is
chairman of the entertainment commit-

March, Baxter Co-Starred

tee; Frank Hensler of M-G-M, chairHollywood, Jan. 12. Twentieth man of the ticket committee, and Paul
Bayzman, Box-Office, publicity.
Century-Fox will co-star
Fredric
March and
in
Warner Baxter
"Wooden Crosses," from a story by
Plan Dance Next Month

—

William

Faulkner

Howard Hawks

and

Sayre.

Joel

Produc-

will direct.

tion starts within three weeks.

Building Record Set

—A

Beeville, Tex., Jan. 12.
record
in building and equipping a theatre

was made

in Beeville

when

the Rial-

opened recently, exactly one week
from the day work was started on the
playhouse. Hall Industries, which has
a number of theatres in southwest
Texas, operates.

to

—

leaders believe that the
current conspiracy trial at St. Louis,
regardless of its outcome, will be a
Meanwhile,
guide in this respect.
widespread improvements in earnings
definitely has dulled the demand for a
plan of self-regulation and unless one
or another of the above-mentioned factors develops, only another business
emergency is regarded as being capable of reviving it.

Fitelson Is

Forming

An Independent Unit
(Continued from page 1)

of six to 12 features annually, budgeted
at from $200,000 to $250,000, Fitelson
said.
Efforts will be made to obtain
producers now associated with major
studios who can make one or two
pictures a year outside of their regular
contract schedules.
This selected list
of producers whom Fitelson will confer with on his coast visit will own 50
per cent of the new company.
Distribution would be through a major

Cleveland, Jan. 12. I. J. Schmertz, company on a percentage basis.
newly elected president of the Variety
Fitelson said that he was unable
Club, is making arrangements for a to disclose at this time the identity of
dance in February to celebrate the the principals in the new company,
installation of the new officers.
which is now in the process of being
organized.

"Time" Preview Is Set
The
Time"

editors of "The March of
will hold a preview showing
of their first release of the new year,
tomorrow afternoon at the Hotel

Madison.

Rename Chatterton Film
Hollywood,
changing the

Jan.

title

12.

of the

— Columbia

is

Ruth Chatter-

ton film, "No More Yesterdays," to
"Lady of Secrets."

—

:

:
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HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

Boston Draw
in

a

of

spite

in

Thursday.

$33,000 with
screen and a
headed by "Broadway Revels"
bill
This is $18,000
with Jane Froman.
over normal.
"A Tale of Two Cities" pulled

Loew's Or$16,500, up by
pheum, and turned in the same figure,
over par by $4,500, at Loew's State.
$3,500, at

The Metropolitan, with "The Bride
Comes Home" and a stage show
headed by Phil Spitalny's air unit, was
over normal by $10,000 on a gross of
$32,000.

Total

run business was $111,-

first

Average

500.

$85,500.
for

is

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

week

the

Estimated takings
ending Jan. 10

(F. N.)

FENWAY— (1,382), 3O-50c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $4,500)
$6,000.
"I DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)
MEMORIAL— (2,907),

KEITH'S

Gross:

days.

7

25c-65c,
$12,000)

(Average,

$14,000.

"A TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM— (2,970), 25c-55c, 7
Gross:

days.

TWO

"A TALE OF
Gross:

CITIES" (M-G-M)

—

STATE

LOEW'S

days.

(Average, $13,000)

$16,500.

25c-65c,

(3,537),

7

(Average, $12,000)

$16,500.

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.)
METROPOLITAN — (4,332), 35c-65c, 7

days. Stage: Phil Spitalny and his "Sweethearts of the Air." Gross: $32,000. (Average, $22,000)
"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (F. N.)
(1,793), 25c-50c, 7 days.

PARAMOUNT—

Gross:

(Average, $7,000)

$10,000.

"ANOTHER FACE" (Radio)
RKO BOSTON— (3,246), 35c-65c, 7

days.
Revels" with Jane Fro-

"Broadway

Stage:

his Grand Or(Average, $15,000)

man, Edward Rosenwald and
Gross:

chestra.

$33,000.

Wall Street
KAO

Net

High Low Close Change
43& 43& 43& + V\
50& 50% SOJi — %

6J4
pfd. 1954
Kodak... 162

6%

Eastman

19

161J4

161^

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

83

53}i

53%

Pathe Film

54

81 J4

10J4
82

12^

12%

+

Vs

7%

7%

7$A

7V2

6*4
25*4
34^4

25*4
iV/i

— V\
— V»
— Vi
— 54
— Vi

52

55

+3

WA.

10J4

55

RKO

—

+1

108

W'A
pfd.. 82J4
2 pfd.. 12%
1

20th Century-Fox.. 26"4
20th Century, pfd.. 35%

Jan. 12.

—This

&A

dramatic romance with smart dialogue

Ellis has a fine part.

In the story Miss Harding consents to a divorce when she realizes
that Marshall is infatuated with Miss Lindsay. The parting is a tragedy
As it becomes apparent
to humorously cynical Ellis, Marshall's father.
that Miss Lindsay has married only for social position and luxury,
Marshall and Miss Harding find life an empty thing.
Miss Harding

Warner Bros

lOJ^

—

}4

ARCADIA— (600),

(2nd run.)

Circuit Managers to
Charlotte Agrees
Meet in Kansas City
Outlook Is Bright

—

Kansas City, Jan. 12. CommonAmusement Corp., which op-

wealth

erates 22 theatres in Missouri, Kansas
and Iowa, will hold a meeting of managers here Jan. 15 and 16. The principal business will be a discussion of
a new drive, "1936 History Makers
Contest."
C. A. Schultz, vice-president, said
the circuit would use all the good
ideas originated by individual managers in a campaign which closed Dec.

Net

High Low Close Change
Sentry Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor

Trans

11/16

Lux

11/16 11/16

V/i

1%

1%

20
354

1954

20
354

354

+ V%
+%

Most Bonds Gain
Net
High Low Close Change
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40.... 26%
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40 ctf. 26J4
Keith B. F. 6s '46 96%

Loew's 6s 41
deb rights

Paramount
tures 6s

RKO

wd

26J4

+
+
+
+

2554

96%

104^4

104K

104^

9454

9454

9454

SI

81

—1%

88

—y

8854

88

(Quotations at close of Jan.

Va
}4
Va
$4

2

11.)

recent years.

In fact, J. H. Holloway of National
Theatre Supply says 1935 was "most
satisfactory."
His company covers a
territory with about 300 theatres in
the two Carolinas.
Operators coming
in to buy supplies are in "fine humor,"
he says, and are talking of profits

Stage: Nina Olivette, Bartel-Hurst Foursome, Three Wiles, Al Gordon & His
Gross: $13,000.
Racketeers,
Meri Bell.
(Average, $14,000)
(20th-Fox)
BURLESQUE"
"KING OF
FOX (3,000), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days. Stage:
Sisters,
Jackie
Three Sailors,
Randall
Green, Selma Marlowe, Santschi & BuckGross: $23,000.
(Average, $14,000)
ley.

—

"KIND LADY" (M-G-M)

KARLTON— (1,000), 2Sc-35c-40c, 7
(Average, $4,000)
Gross: $3,000.
"ANOTHER FACE" (Radio)
KEITH'S— (2,000),

Gross:

—

Kan., Jan. 12. O. K.
secretary-treasurer
of
the

in

1936.

were surprised by the gains of

Officers

Are Installed

—

Officers of the
Jan. 12.
Troupers' Club for 1936 have been
installed at the club rooms.
Herbert
Munson is president, Beatrice Ward
vice-president Adabelle Driver secretary ; Louise DeVarney, treasurer, and
Edward Kimball, Chaplain.
L. E.
Behymer is grand trouper.
;

—

Hollywood, Jan. 12. Budgets were
discussed at a meeting here of the
board of the Producers' Ass'n., consisting of the heads of all major
studios.
No action will be taken on
the setting of budgets until the arrival here of Will H. Hays, between
Jan. 20 and 25.

30c-40c-50c,

days.

(Average, $4,000)

$2,100.

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

STANLEY— (3,700),
Gross:

7

days.

10
days.
7 days, $14,000)

40c-S5c,

(Average,

$19,000.

(F. N.)

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-MJ

STANTON— (1,700),
$10,000.

30c-40c-50c,

(Average,

7

days.

$7,000)

1935,

but are certain they will continue.
Affiliated
Producers, Inc., agrees
that the outlook is excellent.
North Carolina Theatres, Inc., is
so cheerful over the prospects that

McLucas Again Head
Of Omaha Film Board
Omaha, Jan.
— D. V. McLucas

started.

branch manager for United Artists,
has been reelected president of the
Omaha Film Board, and Clarence K.
Olson, branch manager for Warners,
has been renamed vice-president.
The board has voted to call for bids

Commonwealth
Amusement
Corp.,
who recently underwent two major expansion moves have been
operations at Mayo Brothers Clinic, The two latest acquisitions
Rochester, Minn., has returned here
for two or three weeks.
He is expected back in his office in Kansas
City sometime in February.

days.

$2,800)

CITIES" (M-G-M)

BOYD— (2,400), 40c-55c, 9 days, 2nd week.
(Average, 7 days, $14,000)
$23,000.
"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE"
(Radio)
EARLE— (2,000), 25c-40c-50c, 7 days.

They admit they

better"

$3,300.

TWO

Gross:

Gross:

discussed.
Schultz will be in charge
of the meeting.
About 30 are expected to attend.

7

(Average,

25c-40c-50c,

Gross:

"TALE OF

what new ones could be ahead.
He regards the equipment
evolved.
Managers who originated business as a barometer of conditions.
ideas will answer questions on them
Twentieth Century-Fox executives
and their use by all managers will be agree that business will be ''much

Budgets Are Discussed

25

Pic-

'55

+1

96%

ww

6s '41 pp.... 81
Warner Bros. 6s
'39

25

Charlotte, Jan. 12.—The verdict for
in this territory is unanimous
it's going to be better than 1935, and
1935 was a decided improvement over
1936

and

Hollywood,

Curb Issues Steady

Philadklphia, Jan. 12. The biggest New Year's Eve celebration since
pre-prohibition days tilted grosses last
week, though there was a marked decline in attendance after the holidays.
The best figure in town was "King
of Burlesque" with $23,000 at the Fox.
It was held a second week. "Riffraff,"
with $10,000 at the Stanton, also
clicked big and was held.
"A Tale of Two Cities" continued
strong through New Year's Eve and
New Year's Day, but fell short of getFor its last
ting a three-week run.
nine days, it turned in $23,000, better

spurns Walter Abel's marriage pleas.
Miss Harding and Marshall meet at the death bed of Ellis and realize than average business..
"Captain
their love is the most important thing in their lives. This starts a seem- Blood" ran 10 days instead of two
ingly compromising situation.
Miss Lindsay listens to the gossip of weeks, and got $19,000 at the Stanley
Ilka Chase and Miss Harding wins back her man.
for the period.
Total first run business was $103,The story, by P. J. Wolfson and Anthony Veiller, is sophisticated, but
at the same time appealing, and the screenplay by Wolfson has smart 400. Average is $91,960.
Estimated takings for the week
dialogue. Edward Kaufman's direction expertly balances romance and
ending Jan. 9
comedy, with nicely spaced drama that has more than ordinary appeal to
"I DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)
women. The settings are sumptuous and are embellished by J. Roy
ALDINE— (1,200), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days, 2nd
Hunt's photography. Production Code Seal, No. 1,896. Running time, week. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $8,160)
"WHIPSAW" (M-G-M)
75 minutes. "G."

Universal Pictures
pfd

$23,000 Hit,
—

is

and intriguing situations, a story of a woman's sacrifice that true love
might triumph. It is convincingly portrayed with Ann Harding appearing to better advantage than has been her lot for some time. Herbert
Marshall and Margaret Lindsay contribute telling performances. Edward

Mason,

+3

83

108

Hollywood,

Wichita,

Keith-Albee-Or83
pheum, pfd
Loew's, Inc
53%
Loew's, Inc., pfd. .108

(Radio)

6'/s

19

Consolidated,

"Burlesque'

"The Lady Consents"

28,

Spurts 3 Pts. on Board

Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd
Consolidated Film.

1936

Philadelphia

Boston, Jan. 12.—The RKO Boston,
back on a vaudeville basis, did capacbusiness all week,
driving rain which set
The take went up to
"Another Face" on the

13,

99

"Face" with
Vaude Smash

ity

Monday, January

are the
Carolina and Granada at Lexington,
and Herbert Kinsey, head of the circuit,
says its older units are in a
healthy condition.
Republic
men are enthusiastic.
They say all their contacts in the
territory confirm their opinion that
distributors and exhibitors hereabouts
are in for a good year.

"Obsession" Big

Draw

—

St. Louis, Jan. 12.
The Fox here
had one of its best weeks in months,
grossing $15,000 during the week end-

ing Thursday, playing "Magnificent
Obsession."
The film is now in its

second week.

Skouras, Rhoden to Sail

—

St. Louis, Jan. 12.
Spyros Skouras and Elmer C. Rhoden are booked
to sail from San Francisco for Honolulu on Jan. 17.

12.

from contractors for rebuilding exchange vaults to take care of the new

The matter has been
turned over to Regina Molseed, secretary, to complete.
2,000-foot reels.

Chicago Men Take Up
Long Reel Problems
— Distributors
Chicago, Jan.
12.

met today
stallation

to

of

discuss plans for inCity
2,000-foot rfeels.

ordinances and union requirements
The unions
are causing difficulties.
want larger hubs on the spools and
rear shutters on machines. At present a city ordinance prohibits more
than 1,000-foot reels.
Distributors say these difficulties
can be satisfactorily ironed out. Additional meetings are scheduled.

STRIKE

ME PINK,

if

I don't

think that this is the biggest

advertising campaign ever

put behind any picture!

Cjoldwy n
STARTS THE NEW YEAR WITH SMASHING
SHOWMANSHIP AS 1,000 LINE ROTOGRAVURE ADS
HERALD HIS $2,000,000 FROLIC OF FUN AND BEAUTY

A

YOU'VE NEVER SEEN EDDIE CANTOR
IN A PICTURE LIKE THIS BEFORE!
The tailor-made

story of a timid tailor

ence course on how

to

who became

be brave!. .Climb on the
.

a titan

of the season's liveliest tunes

Parkyakarkus in the nearest seat

for

.

.

.

thrill to

2 hours

correspond-

after taking a

roller-coaster, folks for the fastest ride

funland you've ever enjoyed. Watch a horde of beautiful

rhythm

among men

girls close in

on Eddie

.

.

.

the moanin' low of torchy Ethel

through

sway

to the

Merman

.

.

.

of delirious fun!

ETHEL MERMAN • SALLY EILERS
PARKYAKARKUS and the GORGEOUS

GOLDWYN
Km -mM Hit
THE GREATEST COMEDY OF
THIS. ..OR

ANY OTHER YEAR

<3Ll,a.U.dr*
U.S.

Music and

lyrics

GIRLS

by Harold Aden and Lew Brown. Dance ensembles by Robert Alton.

Directed by

NORMAN TAUROG
•

Hear Eddie sing "Calabash Pipe" and "The Lady Dances."
Thrill to Ethel Merman's torchy rendition of "First You Ha
Me High, Then You Have Me Low!" "Shake It OH With Rhythm."

w

UNITED ARTISTS

:

:

MOTION PICTURE
Monday, January
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Year's Start Tips Grosses

"Blood" Does

"Rebel" Gets

To New High of $1,918, 729
$35,000 in 2
Coast Houses Comparative

Minneapolis'

Top, $11,000

grosses for the last available periods

—

"Captain
Los Anceles, Jan. 12.
Blood" did standout business in the
two Warner houses, getting $17,900
at the Hollywood, over par by $3,900,
The
and $17,100 at the Downtown.
gross was $5,100 up.
"I
Grosses were generally good.
Dream too Much" hit $7,100, above
the line by $3,900, at the Pantages.
"King of Burlesque" took a par
$12,500 at the Chinese and reached
latter

$13,000 at Loew's State.
Total first run business
Average is $86,150.
559.
Estimated takings for the
ing Jan. 8:

was

$96,-

week end-

Sept. 26-27
Oct. 3-4
Oct. 10-11
Oct. 17-18
Oct. 24-25
Oct. 31-Nov.
Nov. 7-8
Nov. 14-15

No. Theatres

Gross

164
178
178

$1,655,050

178
180
186
185
183
181
181
183
180
171
175

'

1

Nov. 21-22
Nov. 28-29
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

5-6
12-13
19-20
26-27
Jan. 2-3

1,572,310
1,452,499
1,563,750
1,534,575
1,544,724
1,545,710
1,722,305
1,578,550
1,593,860
1,766,910
1,434,785
1,321,385
1,228,199
1,918,729

.

179
(Copyright, 1936, Quigley Publications.)

KING OF BURLESQUE" (20th-Fox)
CHINESE— (2,500), 30c-55c, 7 days.
'

Week Ending

(Average, $12,500)

Gross: $12,500.

"MR. HOBO"

4 STAR—
Gross: $3,200.

"THE

(Average,

$3,250)

NEW GULLIVER"

(Amkino)

GRAND INTERN AT' L— (750)
days, 2nd week.

Gross:

35c-40c, 7

,

(Average,

$1,800.

$1 200)

"I DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)
HILLSTREET— (2,700), 25c-40c, 7 days.

No. Theatres

Gross

7

7

Buffalo
Charlotte

$110,000
45,700

3

17,500
144,500

3

9

5

Chicago

8
9

Cleveland

5

Denver

6

Detroit

6

Houston

5

Indianapolis
Kansas City

5

days.
Stage: 3 Stooges, Al Lyons and orchestra,
F. & M. revue.
Gross: $17,659. (Average,

Lincoln

5

Los Angeles

9

$18,000)

Louisville

7

Milwaukee

5

(Average,

Minneapolis
Montreal

5

N.)

New Haven
New York

4

(Average, $8,000)

Gross: $6,300.

"KING OF BURLESQUE"
LOEW'S STATE—

(2ttth-Fox)
(2,500), 30c-55c, 7 days.

Gross: $13,000.
"I

(Average, $14,000)

Gross:

(Average,

DREAM TOO MUCH"
PANTAGES— (3,000), 25c-40c,
$7,100.

$3,200)

"COLLEGIATE"

PARAMOUNT— (3,595),

(Para.)
30c-55c,

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

WARNER

BROS.

(F. N.)

$17,900.

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

WARNER

BROS.

400), 25c-40c, 7 days.
erage, $12,000)

7

(Hollywood)— (3,000),

Gross:

25c-40c, 7 days.
$14,000)

(Radio)
7
days.

(F.

(Downtown)
Gross:

—

$17,100.

(3,-

(Av-

Portland
Providence
San Francisco
St. Louis
St. Paul

9

Seattle

7

Washington

7

62,500
61,250
32,700
71,800
34,000
29,500
40,300
11,700
88,050
26,000
29,200
28,000
47,000
21,500
423,000
18,600
21,700
100,300
68,520
34,000
48,500
88,550
63,950
18,200
39,600
92,600

179

$1,918,729

5

5

9

Oklahoma City

4
3
9

Omaha

"Collegiate" Big
Hit in Providence

—

Providence, Jan. 12. "Collegiate"
was responsible for a bonanza week
at the Strand where the gross was
$12,000, exceeding par by $5,500.
The
Albee also found "I
Dream Too Much" a smart attraction,

Dec. 26-27
No. Theatres Gross

Boston

Cincinnati

'

Week Ending

Jan. 2-2

(G. B.)
(900), 30c-55c, 7 days, 2nd week.

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

6
6
5

5
5

5

$74,500
34,699
14,500
85,700
43,500
36,750
8,600
62,100
23,200
22,000
34,100
5,450
58,550
22,700
19,000
29,000
44,000
13,500
186,200
10,400
13,700
83,700
25,300
34,200
29,400
68,750
41,800

5

18,200

5

8
5

6
5

4
5
5
5

9
7

4
5
5

4

9
4

3

9
5

6

6
8

7

26,700
58,000

175

$1,228,199

7

RKO

taking

$11,500,

which

betters

RKO

i

|

j

j

I

first

run business was $52,200.

Average is $39,500.
Estimated takings

Hollywood, Jan.
Zanuck has assigned

12.-

— Darryl

week

the

F.

W.

ending Jan. 9:

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,800), 15c-40c,
Gross: $11,700.
"I

(Average, $12,000)

Gross: $11,500.

(Average, $7,000)

7

days.

DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)
RKO ALBEE— (2,300), 15c-40c, 8 days.
"COLLEGIATE"

STRAND— (2,300),
$12,000.

(Para.)

15c-40c, 8 days.

Gross:

(Average, $6,500)

"THE LITTLEST REBEL" (20th-Fox)
FAYS— (1,600), 15c-40c, 7 days. Stage:
Varsity
Club Revue."
(Average, $7,000)

Gross:

"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (F.
MAJESTIC— (2,400), 15c-40c,
Gross:

$10,000.

"Drag-Net" for Tarzan

(Average,

$7,000.

N.)

$7,000)

7

days.

Jan.

12.

—"The

Drag-

Net, " Willard Mack play, has been
acquired by the Burroughs-Tarzan
unit.
It will be filmed as the first
feature release on a program scheduled to include 18 features and two
serials for the independent market.

Lee

to

Train Dancers

—

Sammy Lee
Jan. 12.
has been placed in charge of the
M-G-M dancing school. He succeeds
Dave Gould. The school will be enlarged, and all players who take part
in musicals will be sent for instruction.
Hollywood,

—

12.

"The

Minne-

the

at

sota.

The only other attraction to get over
par here was "La Maternelle" at the
World which took $3,500.
Paul "Show Them No
In
St.
Mercy" went to $2,000 at the Riviera,
with no other first run getting anywhere. The weather was cold.
Total first run business in MinneAverage is $24,apolis was $26,500.
Total first run business in St.
500.
Paul was $16,000. Average is $16,000.
Estimated takings

Minneapolis :

Week Ending Jan. 8:
"LA MATERNELLE" (Metropolis)

WORLD— (400),
$3,500.

25c-55c,

Gross:

days.

7

(Average, $3,000)

Week Ending

Jan. 9:

"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W.

LYRIC— (1,238),
$1,500.

(Average,

20c-25c.

B.)

Gross:

days.

7

$1,500)

Week Ending Jan.
"THE LITTLEST REBEL"

10:

(20th-Fox)
25c-55c,
7
days.

MINNESOTA— (4,000),
(Average, $10,000)
$11,000.
DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)

Gross:
"I

ORPHEUM— (2,900),

7

days.

"WHIPSAW" (M-G-M)
STATE— (2,300), 25c -40c, 7 days.

Gross:

Gross:

$5,500.

(Average,

$5,500)

Paul:

St.

'

25c-40c,

(Average, $5,500)

$5,000.

Week Ending Jan. 10:
THANKS A MILLION" (20th-Fox)

PARAMOUNT— (2,300), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $5,500.
(Average, $5,500)
"THE MAN WHO BROKE THE BANK
AT MONTE CARLO" (ZOth-Fox)
RIVIERA— (1,200),

$3,500.

25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

(Average, $3,500)

"SHOW THEM NO MERCY"

TOWER— (1,000),

$2,000.

15c-25c,

(20th- Fox)

days. Gross:

7

(Average, $1,500)

"ONE

WAY

TICKET"

(Col.)

ORPHEUM— (2,000), 25c-40c, 3 davs.
(Average for week, $4,000)
$1,500.
"ESCAPE FROM DEVIL'S ISLAND"
(Col.)
ORPHEUM — (2,000), 25c-40c, 4 days.

Gross:

Gross:

$2,000.

(Average

for

week,

"THE RAINMAKERS"
25c-35c,
(Average, $1,500)

$4,000)

(Radio)
7 days.
Gross:

Reisenfeld Is Signed

P. Lipscomb
to write the screen play of "Lloyds of
London." The script will be written
from the novel, "The Bell Ringer,"
by Curtis Kenyon. The story deals
with British shipping during the time
of Lord Nelson.

Hollywood,
for

for a total of $11,000

$1,500.

Lipscomb on "Lloyds"

$11,700.

Total

Jan.

Rebel" made the best showing in a quiet week on both sides of
the river by going $1,000 over normal

WORLD— (400),

the

average take by $4,500.
The Majestic
was $3,000 over average with
"Captain Blood" receiving $10,000.
Both the Strand and the
Albee
ran their bills for eight days, opening early to catch the holiday crowd.
Shirley
Temple, whose "Littlest
Rebel" moved down from the Majestic to Fay's, had a par week at $7,000
and "Riffraff" at Loew's State was
close
to its $12,000
par,
catching

Minneapolis,
Littlest

—

Hollywood, Jan. 12.
Dr. Hugo
Reisenfeld has been signed by Sol
Lesser to supervise the musical score
in the Bobby Breen film, "The Show
Goes On." He will also compose two
original songs for the picture.
Ben Carre will do the art direction.

Gross Quits Mayoralty

—

Cleveland, Jan. 12.
Louis C.
Gross of Johnson, Gross and Solomon,
film carriers,

who was

elected

mayor

of North Olmsted in the fall elections,
resigned yesterday following a meeting at which the council refused to
ratify his appointments for office.

Huban
Huban

has been appointed assis-

manager at the M. & P. Strand
Frank McShane manages the
house. Huban was formerly manager
of the Regent in Norfolk Downs.
here.

—

Cleveland, Jan. 12. The CleveFilm Board of Trade held its
first meeting of the year to discuss
changes necessary in the exchange
land

vaults to take care of the new 2000foot films which supersede the present
1000-foot film on April 1st.
Frank

D. Drew,

M-G-M

branch manager

is

president of the board.

M-G-M

Re-Signs Three

—

12.
M-G-M has
given new term contracts to Robert
Greig, Ann Loring and Eric Linden.
Stanley Morner and Lorraine Bridges
have been signed for a special number in "The Great Ziegfeld."

Hollywood, Jan.

to Dorchester

Dorchester, Mass., Jan. 12.— Marvin
tant

Talk Cleveland Vaults

Warfield Drops
San Francisco,

Shows

—

The WarJan. 12.
field will abandon stage shows Jan.
16.
The theatre has been doing a big
business during the past few weeks
with strong pictures.

THE
BY

BOOKING

PHONE

fS

BY RADIOGR

m

BY SPECIAL DELIVERY

AN

CLAMORING FOR UNIVERSALE
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION'' I..MAR
IN
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NEXT TIME
f
I

NEW YORK

CITY,

MUSIC HALL,

BALTIMORE, KEITH'S,
ST. LOUIS,

Feb. 6

FOX, Feb. 7

ATLANTA, PARAMOUNT,

•

Jan.
•

30

7

CHICAGO, PAL/

RICHMOND, CAPITOI

KANSAS
Feb.

•

CITY,
•

TOWER,

Feb

WICHITA, MILLEI

!

RUSH

W

AM
D
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Y

PERSON
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SULLAVAN
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•SELLING STORY

WE LOVE
30

CE, Jan.

•

WASHINGTON,

KEITH'S, Jan.

30

•

BUFFALO, LAFAYETTE, Feb. 6

-

,

7
,

Feb. 6
•

•

PROVIDENCE, ALBEE,

SAN FRANCISCO, ORPHEUM,

March

1

•

Feb. 6

•

BOSTON, MEMORIAL,

7

•

SALT LAKE, ORPHEUM, Feb. 7

Feb.
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AND
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Feb. 7
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"Face" with a

Monday, January

Stage Revue
Denver Smash

—

Hollywood,

12.
Frances
Jan.
recovering from the flu.
Paramount extends Henry Arthur's
contract.
He is working in "13

Flags," Twentieth Century-Fox.

studio.

of "Another Face" on the
screen, with "French Folies,"
a revue, on the stage was a sensation.

Al G. Barnes'
chartered by Twentieth Century-Fox for "Charlie Chan at the
Circus."
Jean Bennett, who appeared in "Valley Forge" on the New
York stage, here to start Warner con-

The $12,000 gross was

tract.

Drake

.

Denver, Jan.

12.

spite of a cold

.

.

.

circus

wave grosses skyrocketed, and a combination

Orpheum

over

?7,000

.

.

.

Hours by Air."

— In

.

.

.

.

.

Charles Boyer burned by small
Blood" nearly doubled explosion while working in "Invita"Captain
normal at the Denver at $9,000, and tion to Happiness," Paramount.
"The Bride Comes Home" was 100 Twentieth Century-Fox will make
per cent up with $8,000 at the Den- 16mm. prints on "The Country Docham. "Mr. Hobo" did well at $3,500 tor".
Bickford
Charles
has
in the Aladdin.
bought two scrijpts which he will
Total first run business was $37,000. produce himself.
Average is $19,500.
Rev. John O'Donnell of Culver
Estimated takings for the week end- City signed by M-G-M as technical
ing Jan. 7
advisor for "Romeo and Juliet".
"MR. HOBO" (G.B.)
David Niven gave Merle Oberon an
ALADDIN— (1,500). 25c-35c-50c-6Oc, 7 days. infra-red burglar alarm system for
Gross: $3,500. (Average, $2,000)
her
home.
Santa
Monica
"THE LITTLEST REBEL" (20th-Fox)
BROADWAY — (1.500), 25c-40c, 7 days Eleanor Stewart's first under her
following a week at the Denver. Gross: new M-G-M contract is "Small Town
par.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Average,

$1,500.

$1,000)

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME"

DENHAM— (1,500).

Gross:

25c-35c-40c,

(Para.)
days.

7

$8,000.

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

(F.N.)

DENVER— (2,500), 25c-35c-50c. 7
(Average, $5,000)
$9,000.
"ANOTHER FACE" (Radio)
ORPHEUM — (2,600). 25c-35c-40c. 7

days.

Gross:

Stage:
"French
(Average, $5,000)

Gross:

Folies."

days.

YOU COULD ONLY COOK"
PARAMOUNT— (2,000), 25c-40c, 7

"IF

Gross:

(Col.)

days.

Overman

Grant and Lynn

"Florida Special," Paramount.
Heather Angel has lead
16,"
in
Barry
"Plan
Radio.
Jane, Ray Mayer, Tony Martin and
.

.

.

Edward Burns

Halloway

Montgomery
lead
Robert
in
"Petticoat
Fever".
M-G-M's
Arthur Lake added to "Small Town
Girl," M-G-M.
Ben Hall and
Edward Brophy cast in "Kelly, the
Second," Patsy Kelly's first feature
.

.

.

.

.

.

Hal Roach.

for

+

Directors

— Richard

Thorpe

to di-

Kurt
Arthur Greville
Collins on Sol Lesser's "The Show
M-G-M's

rect

Neumann
Goes

"Gram."

.

.

.

replaces

On."

.

.

.

the

in

comedies,

.

will

liam Terhune on "Kelly, the Second."

Alfred E. Green to direct Kay
Francis in "The Green Princess,"
Warners.
Joseph Kane to do
.

.

"G-Men

.

.

.

.

.

.

+

.

.

Radio.
.

.

.

.

Warners

option

.

Clarke

for four Republic films.
.
.
gives new pact to Bruce
.

Wanger's M-G-M

Walter

in

Sterling

.

"Palm Springs."
Cabot.
Jane Withers given new
Jim Duggan, Claire McDowell ticket by Twentieth Century-Fox.
+
and Frank Craven in M-G-M's
"Small
Town Girl".
Countess
Story Buy —-Harry Selby's "Pony
Liv de Maigret and Erik Rhodes Boy" bought by Samuel Goldwyn
Arnold B.
Eddie Cantor.
in "One Rainy Afternoon." Pickford- for
Bride
"The
Portland, Jan. 12.
Lasky,
Walter Wanger borrows Armstrong's "All Bridges Burned"
Comes Home" and "Your Uncle Dud- Charles Butterworth from M-G-M acquired by
M-G-M.
Walter
ley" in their initial week at the Or- for "The Moon's Our Home."
Wanger gets an original by Gene
pheum, had a heavy take of $8,500,
Davison,
Addison Towne and Graham Baker called
William
.

.

.

"Bride," "Dudley"

.

$8,500, Portland

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

over the usual by $3,500.
"Tale of Two Cities" continued on
into a second week at United Artists
with a draw of $7,000, over normal
by $2,000.

"A Night

Opera" was held
a second week at the Broad-

over for

at the

way to average business.
The joint bill of "Miss

$2,500.

Total

first
is

run business was $34,000.

BROADWAY —

days, 2nd week.

30c-35c-40c,

(1,912),

Gross:

7

(Average,

$5,000.

$5,000)

"TOP HAT" (Radio)
"RECKLESS" (M-G-M)
(2nd Run)

BLUE MOUSE— (1,700),
$2,000.

(Average,

20c-25c,

days.

7

$1,700)

"COLLEGIATE"

(Para.)

"SHOW THEM NO MERCY" (ZOth-Fox)
MA YFAIR— (1,700). 30c-35c-40c. 7 days,
downtown week. Gross:

$4,000.

(Aver-

$3,000)

"BRIDE COMES HOME"

(20th-Fox)
(Radio)
7 days.

"YOUR UNCLE DUDLEY"

ORPHEUM— (1,700),
Gross:

.

.

.

$8,500.

30c-35c-40c,

Add

to

"Bohemian Girl"

Hollywood,

—

Jan. 12.

Hal Roach

Donald Cook

.

+

Change

— Harry

Sherman

sets "Call of the Prairie" as final title

"Hopalong Cassidy" picFormerly known as "Out-

for fourth of
tures.

.

cast of

.

.

Twin

His

first

Gross:

$7,500.

(3,008),

30c-35c-40c,

took $4,250.
Total first run business was $37,150.

Average

is

$33,500.

Estimated takings for the week ending Jan 19

"COLLEGIATE"

(Para.)

"SHOW THEM NO MERCY" (Fox)
BLUE MOUSE— (950), 25c-40c-55c, 8 days
2nd week, extended run from
Gross: $4,200. (Average, $4,000)

Orplieum

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.)
"HIS NIGHT OUT" (Univ.)
FIFTH AVENUE— (2,500), 25c-40c-55c,

days.

Gross:

(Average,

$8,700

YOU COULD ONLY COOK"

LIBERTY— (1,800),

2nd week.

Gross:

—

Bridgeport, Jan. 12. The Lyric is
Loew house in this area to
add Screeno.
The Barnum here and the Pickwick
at Greenwich have abandoned BankNight in favor of Movie Sweepstakes.
the latest

Kansas

City, Jan.

12.

—

James Po-

ent Theatre Supply Co.

7

Plans Niantic House

(Average, $5,000)

Niantic. Conn., Jan.
"TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (945). 30o35c-40c, LeWitt, operator of the
days, 2nd week.
Gross: $7,000.
(Aver- ville, will build a new
tre here.

12.

— George

Strand, Plain680-seat thea-

Universal Signs LaCava

—

Hollywood, Jan. 12. Universal has
signed Gregory LaCava to direct "My

Man

Godfrey," which will star WilProduction is scheduled

liam Powell.
to

start

in

March.

i

$7,000)
(Col.)

l5c-25c-55c-50c, 7 days

$4,350.

(Average.

"THE LITTLEST REBEL"

$4,000

(20th-Fox)

"MILLIONS IN THE AIR" (Para.)
MUSIC BOX— (950), 25c-40c-55c, 8 days

2nd week, extended run from Fifth Avenue
Gross: $4,250. (Average, $4,000)

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)
"STARS OVER BROADWAY"

ORPHEUM— (2.450),

Gross:

(W.B.)

25c-30c-40c,

day!

9

(Average, $6,000)

$8,100.

"HANGOVER MURDERS" (Univ.)
"NEVADA" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT — (3,050). 20c-25c-30c,
Gross:

days.

$5,250.

(Average. $5,000)
(Republic)

"$1,000 A MINUTE"
REX — (1,500), 15c-25c, 7

"Kit Kat Club
(Average, $3,500)

days.
Gross:

Revue."

Stage
$3,30(

"Rebel" an $8,000

Wow

in Charlotte

Charlotte, Jan.
worst weather in

12.

— Despite

th

years "Th
Littlest Rebel" ran 100 per cent ove
normal for a take of $8,000 at th
Carolina.
"Captain Blood" also was an out
standing hit with a gross of $7,00(.
five

held h
In

the

three days.
run business was $17,501
Average is $11,000.
Estimated takings for the week eiu
ing Jan. 4

perial

for

Total

first

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

(F. N.)
6
25c-40c.
(Average. $4,000)

BROADWAY— (1,114),
Gross:

$7,000.

Gross:

$8,000.

Gross:

$1,000.

day

"THE LITTLEST REBEL" (ZOth-Fox
CAROLINA— (1,400), 25c-40c, 6 day
('Average,

$4,000)

"CORONADO" (Para.)
IMPERIAL— (949), 25c-30c,

da>

3

(Average. $1,500)

"SHOW THEM NO MERCY"
(ZOth-Fox)

IMPERIAL— (949),
$1,500.

25c,

3

days.

Gros

(Average, $1,500)

not been announced.

(20th-Fox)

PARAMOUNT —

Screeno for Loew Lyric

—

of

Broad-

Year pickup downal the Orpheum.

$8,100

"Show Them No Mercy"
own with a $1,500 take at

Hollywood. Jan. 12. Republic has land, in the film and supply business
signed Donald Cook to a one-year here for the past 22 years, and John
contract.
The actor will make four C. Lynch have formed the Independhas

Over

up by $3,000, at the Broadway.

Rivers."

Poland Forms Supply Co.

assignment

New

led the

with

— A combination

"Stars

.

.

Title

to Republic

"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET"

7
age. $5,000)

—

Writers Homer Croy signed by
Republic to work on "The HarvesClaude Binyon working on
ter".
script of "Hard to Handle," Paramount.

.

has placed "The Bohemian Girl" back
before the cameras for added scenes.
Lewis and
Felix Knight. Mitchell
Zeffie Tillbury have been added to the
Laurel &
cast for the new sequence.
Hardy are starred.

pictures.

(Average, $5,000)

"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W.B.)

days.

Night."

+

.

.

at

.

week

the

for

"A NIGHT AT THE OPERA" (M-G-M)

2nd
age,

.

.

Made

"History Is

.

$24,700.

Estimated takings
ending Jan. 4:

Gross:

.

.

"Charlie Chan's Secret"
grossed $7,500, over average bv a full

Average

.

.

Pacific

and

Fleet"

Richards, Mary Treen, Edward
S hubert and Florence Fair in "Murder by an Aristocrat," Warners.
Errol Flynn in "Anthony Adverse,"
Darwell,
same
studio.
Jane
Sara Haden and Paul Stanton in
"The Matron's Report," Twentieth
Olin Howland in
Century-Fox.
Warners'
"Snowed
Under".
Lumsden Hare, Gregory Ratoff,
John Garradine. Albert Petit.
Gwendolen Logan, Jack Adair and
Thomas Beck signed for "Under Two

12.

and

This leaves average $2,100 astern.
"The Bride Comes Home" and "His
Night Out" were good for $8,700, up
by $1,700, at the Fifth Avenue. Two
holdovers were still in the profit
column.
"Collegiate"
and
"Show
Them Xo Mercy," in the second week
of an extended run from the Orpheum,
reached $4,200 at the Blue Mouse, and
"The Littlest Rebel" and "Millions in

"IF

Contracts— Moroni Olsen gets term

.

Republic.

way"
town

of the Nineties" for Republic

and Breeze Eason assigned to "Red
River
Valley,"
same
studio.
Robert Florey on "Reunion," ParaWilliam McGann gets
mount.
"The Gentleman from Big Bend,"
Warners.

pact,

Seattle, Jan.
"Riffraff"

Gordon Douglas,
on "Our Gang" the Air," at the Music Box in an
be assistant to Wil- extended run from the Fifth Avenue,

.

Lois

.

With "Stars"
Seattle High

director

assistant

.

.

"Farmer

in

.

Wilson Craig Reynolds and Carlyle Moore,
"The Return of Jimmy Jr.
Nat Levine signs Mae

Radio.

Dell,"

.

J.

.

in

signed for
Valentine,"

(Average, $2,500)

$3,000.

.

+

.

$12,000.

.

.

Girl."

Casting — Cary

(Average. $4,000)

.

.

.

Carol Naish,
Drue Layton and Wade Boteler in
"Charlie Chan at the Circus," same

Deane,

Shirley

on

"Riffraff"

Out Hollywood Way

1936

13,

Cut Seating Capacity

—

Providence, Jan. 12. Renovatior
on the Columbia have reduced tl
seating capacity from 300 to 280. i
Annotti is now operating the hou
three days a week instead of seven.

MOTION PICTURE
Picture
Industry

NO.

39.

NEW

11

YORK, TUESDAY, JANUARY

14,

Action Is Speeded; U. S.
By

RED KANN

—

The first day
St. Louis, Jan. 13.
of the second week of the equity proceedings brought by the Government
on a conspiracy charge against Warners,

Paramount and

RKO

marked

up several victories for Warners.
Contrasting sharply with the lumberly gait of the opening week's session, today's developments took on a
^elcome speed. The change in tempo
indicated in the anticipation of the
Government that it will now rest its
Saturday, as against three
'case by
.weeks forecast by several of the defense counsel at the conclusion of the
prosecution's opening statement last
js

Thursday.

important ruling handed
lown by Judge Joseph West Moly-

The

first

leaux for Warners was the exclusion
M. Ulmer,
)f
the testimony of J.
Cleveland lawyer and
Government
vitness, who had been placed on the
tand to relate what had transpired
n the office of Herman Starr, Warier executive, on Aug. 14, 1933. Ulm(

in

unanimous.
"Prospects for the new year look
good" to Emanuel Rolsky, president
of the I.T.O. and operator of the St.
(Continued on page 8)

Continued on page 4)

Willard

Patterson

has

arrived
Springs,
3al.,
where he has been vacationing
ince resigning as general manager
United Detroit Theatres, and will
ike over his new post as an asC.

New York

from

Palm

if

[}

stant to
f

Joseph

Warner

id of the

W.

Bernhard, head

theatre operations, at the

month.

Patterson will work out of the home
rfice,
concentrating on Warner cirait operating policies.
His post will
p similar to those of Stuart Mc'onald, Mort Blumenstock and Clayin Bond, who are also assistants to

Was

53; Radio City the
Highlight of Career

Samuel Lionel Rothafel, "Roxy"

An

the world,
lar to the

appeal from the recent convic-

tion of the Winthrop, Brooklyn, on a
charge of violating the lottery laws
in the operation of a cash giveaway
night, was argued yesterday in the
appellate division in Brooklyn by Melvin Albert of Weisman, Quinn, Allen
& Spett, attorneys for the theatre.
Decision was reserved by the court.
notice of appeal of the $250 fine
recently imposed on the Tremont,
Bronx, on a lottery law conviction
was filed with the appellate division
yesterday by the same law firm.

A

was
of the world's foremost showmen, who died suddenly yesterday

One

Again Before
Sabath Probe Group

Postpones Decision
On 17 RKO Claims
Federal Judge William Bondy reserved decision yesterday on an application
by Irving Trust Co., as
trustee in reorganization for RKO,
for leave to allow 17 creditors' claims
at stipulated amounts
against
The claims as
totaling $2,618,19&

RKO

originally filed totaled $3,212,283.
Among the larger claims in this
group proposed for allowance is that
of the late S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel for
of a personal
alleged breach by
Roxy's claim was
service contract.
filed at $231,500, plus the value of
stock,
Class
10,000 shares of
proposed for allowance at
and
s
Other large claims in the
$179,271.
group include one filed by the Security
First National Bank of Los Angeles
at $1,915,800 plus interest, which is
proposed for allowance at $1,857,425;
one by the Harrison Theatre & Realty
Corp., filed at $440,000 and proposed
for allowance at $420,000, and one
by the U. S. Bank of Denver, filed
at $480,000 and proposed for allowance at $81,271.

RKO

RKO

A

i

Fog Lifts and Variety Men
Decide It Was a Big Party

Harley L. Clarke, former head of
ox Film Corp., yesterday resumed
[s testimony in connection with the
Philadelphia, Jan. 13. Some of
organization
of
General Theatre
quipment Corp. before the Sabath the Variety Club members had sawangressional committee for the in- dust in their ears today and were a
stigation of real estate bond reor- bit foggy as to whether they favored
nizations.
Clarke will appear he- dual bills and giveaways or single
re the committee again at a closed bills and no giveaways, but they all
5sion to present additional informa- agreed about the first annual dinner
*»
and records, it was stated by of Tent 13.
It was a show. Also, it was a din(Continued on page 8)

—

called,

Rothafel

said

he

had

warned

ago, following a
heart attack, that continued work
might prove fatal. He quoted the
showman as saying then "I would
rather die with my boots on and work
until I drop.
Death is just a big

a

year

:

ernhard.

Clarke

to

who brought

the spectacushowing of pictures, died
yesterday morning of coronary thrombosis in his sleep at the Hotel Gotham.
He was 53 years old.
Hope Williams, his secretary, found
him when she entered his room at 9
A.M. for the day's work. Dr. Seymour Wanderman, his physician, who

admis-

Decision Reserved
Patterson Here for
In Lottery Appeal
Post with Warners
a

Heart Failure

—A

and no change

in

His Sleep of

10 per
Kansas City, Jan. 13.
cent increase in grosses with an even
greater increase if product continues
to improve,

Birmchm

Roxy Dies

Optimistic for
Business in '36

sion prices, are predictions of independents, circuit operators, and exchangemen for 1936.
One observer
sees the possibility of an admission
price decrease unless first runs raise
admissions,
particularly
the
Mainstreet and Midland on their 25 cent
balconies.
However, at no time since the depression really got under way, have
film men been so optimistic and have
they had figures on general conditions
and grosses to back them up.
Little likelihood is seen of the present fever of giveaways, cash and otherwise, abating for some months, although the vote that business would
be better without them is practically
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show in itself." Mrs. Rothafel was in
an adjoining room when the death
was discovered.
Samuel Spring, Roxy's attorney,
said
Rothafel
had
"grand
plans
ahead," with the idea of returning to
the Roxy Theatre or going to another.
His health had not been good for the
past three years.
The high point of the career of
(Continued on page 6)

Rogers Says Option
Deal Is Continuing
Hollywood, Jan.
— The Uni13.

versal-Standard Capital deal is still
on, according to Charles R. Rogers,
who arrived here today by plane. He
said his return here was "to settle with
Carl Laemmle various details involving the taking
up of the option, and
to arrange for uninterrupted and enlarged continuation of production acof
the
company after the
transfer of ownership." Rogers also
said
"The necessary investigation of
the worldwide affairs of Universal is
proceeding rapidly and will be completed soon.
Meanwhile J. Cheever
Cowdin and myself have the financial
arrangements for the purchase in
tivity

:

hand."

No Shakeup in Col.
Ad Dept., Says Daab
There are no widespread changes
or any "shakeup" in the personnel of
the Columbia advertising and publicity
departments in prospect, Hy Daab,
newly appointed director of the departments, said yesterday on assuming
his new post. Only one or two vacancies created by recent resignations are
to be filled, but no appointments to
these have been made yet, Daab said.
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and widespread protests
1,
The exfrom exhibitors resulted.
changes have been urging the exhibitors to cooperate with them in oppossince Jan.

assessment before the city
following the hearing,
If,
the city rules that its efforts to apply
the tax to film rentals are in order,
appeals will be taken by the local
ing

the

officials.

industry to the state courts.

Berle

left

yesterday

for

Florida.

Hearing on Appeal
By Zirn Postponed
The

.

Baltimore
Al Thomas has

.

.

returned here to
handle a number of independent productions in this territory.

•
.

.

New Haven

.

Jack Byrne, Metro exchange manager is among six local men to be
quoted on the 1936 "Y" circular. As
former national handball champ, Jack
says "The game keeps me young and
on my toes."
Pete Perokas is reported to have
acquired an option on a site in Tor:

has

II.

S. Circuit

—

13.
The
Miss.,
Jan.
State su;--eme court here has upheld
a chancery court decision refusing to
dissolve an injunction requiring the
Mississippi Theatre Corp. to employ
operators of the Hattiesburg local.

left

Book Halperin Film

day trip to Miami.
Ben Simon has gone to Central
America on the banana boat Aventida.

New Summonses
In Minor Law Drive

The Police Department has given
summonses to 64 employes of 26 film
houses in the city, in the drive of
the Juvenile Aid Bureau of the department to enforce the law prohibiting the admission to theatres of children under 16 when unaccompanied by
adults.
These summonses, returnable
in various Magistrate's courts today,
tomorrow and Thursday, are in addition to those handed out last week.
It is understood a meeting was held
yesterday afternoon in the office of
License Commissioner Paul Moss to
discuss the proposed legislation which
would replace the present law, called
unenforceable by Mayor LaGuardia
and other city officials.

metropolitan theatres.

of

sideration which had no fair market
value at the time.
The stock was transferred on an
agreement by Lloyd to pay his father
§100,000 a year throughout the remainder of the latter's life. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue held
this to be an annuity, but the board
held it was a sale and that the Government will have to content itself
with the taxes paid by Lloyd, Sr., annually as he receives payment.
The stock cost the elder Lloyd $122,567 in 1932. The Commissioner held
he would derive a profit of $813,824
from the transfer.

Denies F.
The

&

M. Booking

Booking Office, subsidiary of Paramount Theatre Service
Corp., which books stage shows for
all Paramount theatres, yesterday isArtists'

sued a denial of the story appearing

Motion Picture Daily

in

for Jan.
B. & K.
houses in Chicago were considering
the exclusive booking of F. & M.
shows. At no time, it was stated, have
there been any negotiations with other
booking offices regarding a change in
the present setup.

the

to
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Detroit Club Installs

Theatre Plan Not Filed
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—

Although it ha;
St. Louis, Jan. 13.
Detroit, Jan. 13. New officers of
been expected that the bondholders
the Variety Club tent here were inprotective committee of the Fox hen
stalled tonight at a dinner in the
would file plans of reorganization wit!
Book-Cadillac Hotel.
The officers are President, M. J. the Federal court by this time, this
Caplan
H. M. Richey and Ray E. has not yet been done. It is learnec
Moon, vice-presidents
Max Smitt, that Halsey, Stuart & Co. of Nev
York have not sent the plan to th<
secretary, and J. L. Saxe, treasurer.
Harry C
President
Caplan announced the outstanding bondholders.
Arthur, who operates the Ambassador
following committee chairmen for the
year
Entertainment,
M. Gottlieb Missouri and New Grand Central
Fox.
house, Carl Buermele
membership, also has the
Ray Moon finance, M. J. Caplan
:

;

;

:

;

;

Frank
M. Richey

golf,

;

Downey
welfare,

These chairmen will
committee members.

publicity, H.
Alex Schreiber.
;

select their

Pa.,
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preme Court denied
on behalf of Simon Goodman to dis
miss the complaint of Photo Cole

Nolan Joins Comerford
Scranton.

Goodman Motion

own

Jan.

13.

—John

Nolan, formerly executive director for
Fox Film in Australia, has joined the
Comerford organization here.
"For years I have been a friend of

Studios.

The complaint asks

reforming of
into on June

an
17,

for th

agreement entere
1935, and for an in

junction to restrain Goodman frot
bringing any further suits on salari*
which may be due him.

the

"Ghosf

—
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Hollywood, Jan. 13. Leon Schlesinger today signed a three-year con-

sons, formerly publicity director for
the Queen in Galveston and more recently with Interstate in San Antonio,

has been brought to Houston to take
charge of publicity for the new sub-

Conquer the Sea," film on whal- tract with Warners, calling for 13
ing produced by the Halperin Bros., three-color Technicolor Merrie Melo- urban theatres of Interstate.
One of
goes into the Fox Brooklyn on Jan. dies and 13 Looney Toons annually. these, the North Main, opened Christ24.
Loew's has booked the picture His former contracts have been on mas Day, and two more will open this
its

— Efforts

Frank C. Walker, vice-president of
Comerford company, and he has
Pulls Heavily
Hollywood, Jan. 13. Joe Rivkin borrowed me for a few months to as"The Ghost Goes West" got off
today was named casting director of sist him in handling the company's
Roach Studios, succeeding Lawrence affairs," Nolan said, explaining that such a fast start at the Rivoli th;|
United Artists is predicting a $45,fX|
Tarver, who goes to the production he plans to spend most of his time at
On Friday, Saturdaj
week for it.
department, indicating an increase in the local offices of the concern.
and Sunday the attendance was 37,6(1
production. Rivkin will have as asand .the take $21,000, which was run
sistants Kay Earner, Vincent Coniff
Parsons to Houston
ning up on the heels of the recoi|
and Ben Chapman.
Houston, Jan. 13. Weldon Par- set bv "Les Miserables."

Rivkin Casting Head

"I

all

13.

Jan.

Federal Government to secure
more than $100,000 in taxes from J.
Darsie Lloyd, father of Harold Lloyd,
were defeated today by a decision of
the Board of Tax Appeals that the
transfer by the elder Lloyd to his son
of 2,499 shares of stock in the Harold
Lloyd Corp. in 1930 was for a con-

Court of Appeals

yesterday postponed for one week a
scheduled hearing on an appeal by
Samuel Zirn, attorney, from an order
by Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard directing Zirn to discontinue
several state court suits against former Paramount bankers or be cited
for contempt of court. Judge Goddard
held that the continuation of Zirn's
suits violated a Federal court order
confirming the Paramount reorganization plan which discontinued all
pending suits as a result of the bankruptcy except those which were specifically
ordered continued by the

on an 18-

Schlesinger Signed

for

Washington,

court.

rington for a theatre.

Abe Fishman

1936

the

—

Uphold Union Victory
Jackson,

here late Thursday, is in Pittsburgh
there will go to Buffalo and Albany, returning to New
York on Tuesday. He has been on a
tour of exchanges since Dec. 18.

now and from

arrived here for

Ask Exhibitors Aid
Sales Levy Protest 64
Representatives of local exhibitor
organizations will be asked by local
exchangemen to join with them in
arguments to the city
presenting
finance department against the levying of the city sales tax on film
rentals, when the hearing on the distributors' objections is held, Jan. 20.
The I. T. O. A., Allied of New
Jersey and the T.O.C.C. will be
asked to participate.
Local exchanges have been adding
the two per cent tax to film rentals

With the exSt. Louis, Jan. 13.
ception of the Kansas City territory,
which is expected to be closed shortly,
First Division has completed its national distribution setup.
Harry H. Thomas, president, recently closed with Stern Bros, of
Capital Exchanges for Minneapolis,
Omaha and Des Moines. Al Friedlander, vice-president, has just completed deals with Lon Fidler of Distinctive Fxchanges in Salt Lake City
and Denver and with Al Goldstein of
Principal Exchanges in Seattle and
Portland.
Friedlander, who arrived

stay.
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counsel to the trustee, left Sunday for
studio for a one week busithe
ness visit.

ter

Autre
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exchanges, are due on the
the first week in February for
a visit at the company's studio, and
will start back east from there to arYork by the end of Febrive in
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GARY COOPER, JEAN ARTHUR and FRANK CAPRA

shooting the

first

scene for Capra's

first

picture since
7

winning

Happened One Night/ Based on
arence Budington Kelland's American Magazine serial, "Opera

e
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Warners Gain
Victories in

On

Tuesday, January

the Lighter Side

===== By

—

BILL ORNSTEIN

13.— Spyros Skou- take him along and that's the way it
and Bill Powers have gone happened.
ritzy during their trip here.
+
Instead
of checking in at the usual Coronado
Harry Koplar, whose name has
(Continued from page 1)
the duo are staying at the Missouri been mentioned often during the first
few days of the hearings, is being kept
er is the attorney for the bondholders' Athletic Club.
+
informed of the proceedings by his
committee of the Capital Theatre,
During his five-hour stay Thursday, brother who is a regular visitor in
Wheeling, VV. Va., and had conferred
with Starr in connection with War- Herman Starr shied clear of report- court.
ers.
The scribes now have to make
+
ners' lease of that property.
If Eddie Alperson takes the stand
During that conference he alleged an appointment for interviews with
before Wednesday night, he will leave
Starr had stated Wheeling was one the Warnerite.
+
here for Milwaukee to confer with
of many similar situations then conEugene Ford of Cravath, deGers- Harold J. Fitzgerald. If he has to
fronting Warners, including St. Louis
that Starr had remarked his company dorf, Swaine & Wood is hoping for hang around until after that, he will
had a certain technique to force out a quick disposition of the present pro- head for New York instead.
+
He has a Miami vacation
bondholders and was abetting such ceedings.
Judge Molyneaux, when asked the
technique by gaining complete control awaiting him. Ditto for John Howof major product.
Frederick H. ley of Donovan, Leisure, Newton & reason for the scarcity of his pictures,
modestly replied:
Wood, special counsel for Warners, Lombard.
+
"I'm kept so busy I don't get a
argued to strike out such testimony by
Harry
C. Arthur, who was at- chance to visit a photographer and
applying the theory of res gestae,
which, in general, precludes binding tentively listening to arguments by smile."
When informed that Motion Picthe agent of a corporation or company counsel Friday on the motion for
to conversations dealing with a situa- quashing records sought by Warners ture Daily had run his facsimile, he
tion or situations foreign to the one from the Eden Theatre Co., the St. Was amazed.
+
Louis Ambassador Theatre Co. and the
directly under consideration.
St. Louis Missouri Theatre Co., was
Grad Sears staged a special preCourt Upholds Wood
served with a subpoena by Warners view for the New York boys Saturday
It was
In other words, while the Govern- to continue his appearance around the night at the Shubert Rialto.
one of those nights when the fog was
ment was seeking to bring in refer- courtroom.
+
as thick as the coal smoke and remences to St. Louis when Ulmer had
Al Friedlander, who dropped into iniscent of the evening "A Midsummer
been meeting Starr on Wheeling,
Judge Molyneaux held that, while he the court Friday, was accompanied by Night's Dream" opened at the same
regarded it as possible for Starr to Andy Dietz of Superior Pictures, house.
What do you think he screened?
have mentioned St. Louis, he did not local franchise holder for First DiviIt seems this is the only time "Ceiling Zero."
believe any such comment could be sion.
+
binding on the corporation of which Dietz shows up in the court.
+
After planing in from New York
Starr is an officer. At the same time,
Col. Bill Mallard, chief counsel with Joseph Bernhard, Joe Hazen
the court permitted Ulmer's story to
office legal staff
be told for inclusion in the record for RKO-Radio, is missing from the of the Warner home
and only for purposes of appeal in the RKO table in the court room. He's was up at 5 A.M. Saturday morning
important
event the decision goes against War- expected later, as is Major I. E. Lam- chinning with some of the
bert, who plans to sit in during the factors about.
ners.
+
Warners scored another point when last few days of the hearing.
Lou Phillips and Irving Cohen
+
Wood objected
the line

St.

Louis Case

St. Louis, Jan.

ras

;

to
of questioning conducted by Walter Rice, Hardy's
chief assistant, who was interrogating
Ulmer at the time. Rice asked if Starr
had said, "We are powerful and they
(referring to the bondholders) would

have to deal with us."

Wood

said

use of the word "powerful" was leading and was upheld by the court. All
through the day defense counsel, principally Warners, with occasional interjection

by Louis Phillips for Para-

mount and Jacob M. Lashly for RKO,
rose to their feet to protest the method
of questioning by Government lawyers.
In most instances they were upheld in
their contention by the court, which, in
one or two instances, instructed the
Government to lay a foundation first
and to lay off leading questions. Secondly, a third point, as viewed through
the eyes of defense counsel, developed
in what had been anticipated would
be routine testimony concerning the in-

Arthur engaged

in a spirited conversation Saturday morning just outside
the court room.
Neither was permitted inside to listen to the proceedings because of the decision of Judge
Molyneaux to exclude witnesses.

Wood

common-

place trade terms.
Features, exchanges, first, second and subsequent
runs, availability, playdates, release
schedules, screenings and clearance

were defined.
The Government trail
went from definitions to selling seasons, punctuated by questioning on the
number of Columbia releases in the
last

four seasons.

The

large percen-

Touches on Price War
added he believed the reference
allegedly made by Starr at the Blackstone in Chicago that, "Warners had
been mistreated, the bondholders (of
the Ambassador, Missouri and New
Grand Central) had been unwise in
their tenant and everyone had been
taken care of in St. Louis but Warners someone had an idea they could
drive Warners out of St. Louis and if

He

;

necessary to stay we will show first
runs at 10 cents," touched upon the
price war reputedly raging at the time.
Starr, according to
Turley, told
Spyros Skouras at the Chicago meeting, "There would be a nasty fight and
you will find yourself in the middle
of it." Hardy sought to make capital
of Starr's alleged remark when he
again referred to the bidding for the
three theatres.
"Did you carry on a
nasty fight to get the theatres?" he
asked Turley.
Objection by Reed persuaded the
court to remark, "I would leave those
words out." Judge Molyneaux, somewhat curtly, some thought, took Hardy
to task when the attorney charged
Wood with "indulging in the procedure he used in the criminal trial."
The court said he would advise counsel when the argument is ended and
that he proposed according every man
here the privilege of explaining the
situation in St. Louis. "I do not think

to business for himself.

+

ii

the stand.

to be a living dictionary of

stand to relate conversations the defense had the right to get all the facts
in their endeavor to dispute the charge
of conspiracy.
Turley was quizzed on local price
wars and set the blame directly on the
doorstep of Fanchon & Marco.
He
said the move had been inaugurated by
the St. Louis Theatre, which had
dropped to a 40-cent top with double
features and vaudeville, while the Fox
countered with an identical policy at
20 and 35 cents.
The war did not
terminate, he continued, until January, 1934 and F. & M. took over operation of the Fox.

B. D. Gordon, Ulmer's law partner]
would parallel the testimony of lattei
Aftei
Joseph Bernhard has left here and examination was waived.
Cleveland and
New five trips from Cleveland Gordoi
for
Chicago,
York. Ned Depinet arrived late Sun- never got the chance to tell what hi
day night and appeared in court as knew after all. Aside from the num
+
Spyros ber of releases of each distributor
a spectator this morning.
Bill Powers accompanied Spyros Skouras delayed his return from New the last four years, a stipulation wa
Skouras to New York over the week- York one day. He will arrive here to- reached that testimony of all exchang
managers here would follow along th
end.
He was hoping Spyros would morrow.
lines set by Hill.
Since this had t

terstate commerce phases in distribution and selling.
Clarence D. Hill,
local manager for Columbia, was on

For the enlightenment of the court
and upon questioning, he turned out

1936

Another missing figure in the court just can't wait for the Motion Pic- the criticism of Mr. Wood is justified
at this time," the judge declared.
room is Grad Sears' mother, who ture Daily to get in every day.
+
managed to occupy daily a front row
11 Witnesses Heard
Ernest Wilkinson, attorney for
seat during the criminal proceedings.
Eleven
witnesses in all took the
headquarters
Arthur,
with
Harry C.
+
Washington, was with Hughes, stand today, Turley resuming Tuesin
Spyros Skouras and Harry C.
Counsel agreed questioning o<
Schurman & Dwight before going in- day.

tage of his deals are made from March
October each year, Hill declared,
adding that the April to August percentage runs from 40 to 45 while the
percentage totals about 80 by the
time January rolls around.
Seizing the advantage which obviously he saw thus opened to him,

Living Dictionary

14,

to

Paramount and

RKO

had sold their
lineups to Warners for St.
Louis months before the ordinary selling season had gotten under way.
1934-35

It

was when Clarence M. Turley,

well known local realty operator and
in association of the three Skouras
brothers in an unsuccessful bid for
the Ambassador, Missouri, and New

cross-examination
by
drew
from Hill the information that his Grand Central through Lawrence
company as early as now is conduct- Stern and Co., Chicago bankers, was
ing negotiations on 1936-37 product in the witness box that Hardy sufand that three deals had been launched fered two rebuffs at the hands of the
in the last week.
While Wood's pur- court. One developed when cross-expose was not divulged, it is believed amination by the defense turned to the
he will subsequently break down the Central Properties Corp., which operGovernment's contention to be made ated the three theatres which Turley
later, as it did in the criminal trial, said had lost over $80,000 from May
that it is a most unusual procedure to 11, 1932 to July 20, 1933. Hardy obmake a deal as early as March when jected on the ground this had no bearthe selling season presumably gets ing on the issues being tried here. The
under way in the summer. In the first court, however, held that since it was
proceedings Hardy had contended, Hardy who had put Turley on the

do with perfunctory questions on in
terstate commerce, these men merel
narrated their data on releases an'
stepped down in quick order.
The
were in order, Joseph Garrison, Uni
versal, Ben Reingold, Twentieth Cen
tury-Fox, Clayton D. Lynch, M-G-M
William Feldstein, United Artists, I
H. Hall, Warners, Maurice Schweil
zer, Paramount and Robert Taylo:

who

said

he

was

office

manager

c

RKO.
Jacob Chassnoff, attorney for tr
general mortgage bondholders' con
mittee of the three theatres, will fo
low Turley.

Joseph Grand, member of the bone
committee, follows Chas
noff, Skouras and Harry C. Arthi
may be reached Tuesday. At lea
holders'

was the anticipation as the se'
sion terminated.
The testimony generally pursui
(Continued on page 6)
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Roxy Dies

Heart Failure
(Continued from page 1)

famous showman, who might be
termed the world's greatest, was the
development of the two theatres in
the

mm

Rockefeller Center, the culmination of
a series of steps upward in bringing
the spectacular and the elaborate to
the presentations woven about the
films in theatre programs. Two years
ago he left the Radio City theatres.
His one theatre venture since then,
the operation of the Warner Mastbaum in Philadelphia, ended in fail-

s

Did you get
your copy of

Richardson's

BLUEBOOK
of

PROJECTION
•

The sixth edition, all new
from cover to cover, is now
available.

The Bluebook contains 714
pages plus 153 illustrations.
It details and describes every
piece of sound and projection apparatus in the modern projection booth and
gives

all

instructions for op-

eration and maintenance.

It

includes a complete trouble-

department as a
aid in breakdowns and

shooting
first

features a

quick-finding in-

dex system that provides the
answer immediately to any
projection problem.
Don't put off owning a Bluebook. You will find it indispensable as a daily reference.

PriceSS. 25 Postpaid

be called, "Roxy Comes a-Calling."
lie is survived by Mrs. Rothafel, a
daughter, Mrs. George Bijur, of New
York, and a son, Arthur, in the advertising business in San Francisco.
The funeral services will be held
tomorrow at 11 A.M. at the Central
Synagogue, 85th St. and Lexington
Ave. Rabbi Jonah B. Wise will officiate.
Burial will be in the Linden
Hill Cemetery, L. I. The body was
taken yesterday to the Stephen Merrill Chapel at 104 W. 73rd St.

BROADWAY
NEW YORK
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Warners Gain
Victories in
Louis Case

St.

(Continued from page 4)

the

lines

of

the

criminal

case

aside

from that portion of Turley's which
shed a new light on the association
of Harry Koplar with F. & M. Statements designed to prove the length of

—

Detroit, Jan. 13. Funeral services
were held Sunday for Nathanial T.
Moody, 38, for the last eight years said he knew

this because he was a
superintendent
here
for member of the board. He also stated
died Friday in Highland he understood Koplar had acted in a
ure.
General Hospital of pneumonia after managerical capacity for F. & M.
At the time of his death, he was
an illness of only three days. Burial at the time.
awaiting action on his claim filed in
Judge Molyneaux today signed the
will be at Portland, Conn., the home
connection with the reorganization of
subpoenaes duces tecum commanding
is also
of his father and mother.
He
RKO. He claimed $231,500, plus
survived by his widow.
Before com- the production of F. & M. records
10,000 shares of Class
stock. He
sought by RKO.
contended he had a contract with the ing to Detroit, Moody was for several
Ned E. Depinet, who arrived from
corporation dating from Feb. 6, 1934, years with Erpi in St. Louis.
New York late Sunday night, apand that the company had failed to
peared as a spectator today and was
Harry E. Otey Passes
keep it. The
trustees have
exempted from the order barring
recommended the claim be allowed in
13.
Robinson, 111., Jan.
Harry E. witnesses from the courtroom on rethe amount of $179,271.
Otey, 79, until recently manager of quest of Lashly.
the Grand Opera House, died at a
Native of Minnesota
local sanitarium following a lingering

divisional
Erpi, who

A

RKO

—

Rothafel was born in Stillwater,
Minn., July 9, 1882, to Gustave and
Cecilia Rothafel, and came to New
York when he was 12. He worked
as a cash boy in a department store
and joined the Marines at 18, serving
in China during the Boxer rebellion.
In 1907 he left the service and became a book agent. He found a job
in a tavern in Forest City, Pa., and
there met the girl who was to become
his wife. He had seen his first motion
picture, and, with 250 chairs borrowed
from the local undertaker, and an

unused

dance

upstairs

floor

as

his

he came to

New York

director of the Regent,

and Seventh Ave.

and became
at

116th

St.

A

year later the
Strand, largest film house in the
world, opened, with Rothafel as managing director. Then followed similar posts at the Rialto, the Rivoli and
the Capitol. At the Capitol he organized the famous "Roxy's Gang," a
radio feature of outstanding popularity
for several years. He became a national figure, known everywhere as
Roxy, a nickname the Marines had
given him.

Sought by Rockefeller

From the Capitol he turned his
attention to the Roxy Theatre, which
he called "the Cathedral of the Motion Picture." William Fox aided in
the financing of the house. In 1931,
his services were obtained by the
Rockefeller interests for their gigantic

born

in

Terre Haute,

programs were realigned. Pictures
were moved into the Music Hall and
its prices cut.
His health gave out,
and rumors of his resignation were
denied.
He went away, rested, and
returned in February, 1933. But there
were differences with the executive
management of the huge enterprise,
and early in 1934, he resigned. Rea-

Scott in for Conference
Louis, Jan. 13. Ward Scott,
Twentieth Century- Fox district manager, was here Friday and Saturday
conferring with Ben B. Reingold, local
branch manager, who spent most of
the two days in court on the Govern-

—

St.

Margo Early Killed
Santa Monica, Jan. 13. Margo ment's civil action against Warner,
Early, 18, whose real name was Mar- Paramount and RKO.

—

garet Ehrlich,

was

M-G-M

contract player,

and her companion, Mary
under Warner contract, was

killed,

Grace,

18,

seriously injured yesterday when their
car crashed on the Roosevelt Highway
here.

auditorium, he presented his first
show.
His small success there led him to
exhibition in Milwaukee, Minneapolis
and other Midwest centers. In 1913

He was

illness.

but came to this city in 1863. His
business career began in 1882. At the
time of his death he was engaged in
business in Illinois and Florida.

Harris P. Wolfberg,
manager, was here
Tuesday, as was Ralph

trict

Paramount

dis-

Monday and
C.

Li Beau,

district executive.

Neither

these men came near the courthouse, despite the fact their local men
were spending most of the time in the
court.

—

Charles M.
Va., Jan. 13.
Broun, representing National Theatres
Corp., appeared before the city council here to protest the raising of the
theatre tax under the new license tax
code.
The new law imposes a tax of
$150 on houses of 450 seats or less
and $200 for houses seating more than
450.
An additional charge of five
cents per seat is levied also.

Roxy Death a Shock

—

The death of
St. Louis, Jan. 13.
L.
(Roxy) Rothafel came as a
S.
shock to New York film men here for
the equity proceedings. Ned E. Dep-

Sam Dembow, Jr., Eddie Alperson and Cresson Smith voiced regret,
and lauded Roxy's accomplishments
in raisins: exhibition to a higher level.

inet,

Would Oust Beano

Bill

M-G-M

of

Federal

Protests Tax Raise
Roanoke,

Boston, Jan.

13.

—A

bill

Buckley in from Coast

introduced

Charles Buckley, attorney for Fox

by Godfrey
West Coast, is in New York on busiCabot and Fred Fernald would repeal
ness. He is conferring with Fox home
the law authorizing Beano in Massain

the

state

Legislature

absence of Spyros
Skouras and E. L. Alperson who are
now in St. Louis waiting to be called
office officials in the

chusetts.

Extend Chicago Parleys

as

Government witnesses

in

connec-

under way
Chicago, Jan. 13. Negotiations be- tion with the equity case
tween exhibitors and the operators' there.
union for a new contract have been extended.
The union is still demanding
Lesser in and Out

—

complete success did not follow, and

1790

14,

association
included the witthat
ness's testimony that Koplar had represented F. & M. on clearance and
zoning board under the code. Turley

Moody

Rites Held for N. T.

a 20 per cent increase.
amusement venture.
In November, 1932, the two Radio
City theatres were completed.
But
S. K. Decker Goes

QUIGLEY BOOKSHOP

and

sides,

differed.

He still had plans for the future,
one of them a new radio feature, to

His Sleep of

X

were given on both

sons
they

in

Tuesday, January

Detroit,
divisional

Jan.

13.

manager

—

S.

K.

West
Decker,

for First Division,

accompanied by Mrs. Decker, has

left

for a four-week business trip to Holly-

wood.

Balaban

to

—

in

Irving Lesser, managing director of
the Roxy, returned from St. Louis
over the weekend and is expected to
fly to the Mound City tomorrow.

Mexico

Chicago, Jan. 13. John Balaban
Mexico City on a vacation.

is

Grad Sears Returns
Gradwell L. Sears is back from

St.

Louis. Warner attorneys will put him
on the stand as a witness on the company's behalf when the equity proceedings under way in that city get further
along.

NATIONAL
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1

Pages
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73 Illustrations

Now Ready

for Distribution

FREE
TO EVERY PROJECTIONIST
This

is

a book every projectionist will want to own.

SEND FOR YOUR COPY TODAY
Use the Coupon

The National Projector Carbon Handbook
practical treatise

is

on the carbon arc as applied

a
to

prepared for the purpose of giving the projectionist the information needed to

projection. It

is

secure efficient operation, freedom from trouble,
and maximum intensity and quality of screen
illumination from projection lamp equipment.

The

at the

bottom of

this page.

third edition of this popular Handbook is a
and enlargement of previous editions.

revision

Chapters have been added on the new Suprex
and A.C. High Intensity Arcs. The basic principles of the carbon arc are discussed in detail

and instructions are given for correct arc operation in every type of projection lamp.
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Theatre

Title

of

Mail
City

Street

to_
.

State

.

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

8

10%

aways, which

Increase

the real evil in ex-

promotions won't be discarded,"
this
theatreman
believes,
"until the public, which decides just
about everything in the movie business, including admissions, double bills,

in K. C.

gets tired of them.
"The string of recent good pictures
has
created
new moviegoers and
brought back old ones.
number of
those who stood in line to see a big
picture here recently didn't know that
theatres were collecting a sales tax."
"A 10 per cent increase in business
next year," predicts Ralph Lawler,
manager of the Newman, and he gives
as one of the best indications of improved times the fact that all downtown houses are open except the
Gayety, which is being made into a
cabaret, for the first time in several
years.
The Empress and Orpheum
have just been reopened and the number of houses being reopened in the
territory is unprecedented.
stars,

etc.,

A

(Continued from page

1)

John and National. But "they would
"look a whole lot better if exhibitors
cut out completely the 'monkey business'—the bank nights, buck nights,
good nights, sweepstakes, screeno,
banko, beano, soupo and get back in
Exhibitors would
the show business.
then have a chance to make a few

—

dollars."

!

Once or twice

in

<!

past several

the

months independents have made an
toward a 100 per cent cleanup,
Rolsky said, but the disinclination of
the Fox circuit to go along has balked
effort

such efforts.
their

a cleanup.

Fewer 10-Cent Houses

No

chance for an increase in admission prices in Kansas City is seen
He
by him for at least six months.
notes fewer houses showing for 10
cents than formerly, partly because
distributors will sell fewer pictures
This has infor 10 cent showing.
creased the number of 15 cent adAlso, some 20 and 25 cent
missions.
houses cut prices to meet the increased 15 cent spot competition. This

A

good

conservative

in

increase

in

general conditions.

first six months will be
10 per cent better than they were in
the same period of 1935 as the result

"Grosses the

;

Akron Talks Booking
Combine, Clearance

Locally, exhibition profits will be affected by the course of development
taken by cash and merchandise give-

aways.

Believes Films Better
"Pictures are better

the past
several months a whole lot better but
information from the coast indicates
the making of a lot of cheap pictures
the past few weeks," Means continued.
"That won't help the suburban theatre.
Our patrons flock to see a good
picture.
They resolutely stay away
from poor pictures, even if there are

two

;

for

"We

have had good pictures at perduring the past five years, yet
business did not improve," another obiods

server points out.
"It
dental improvement of
general conditions that

the coincipictures and
leads me to
will
see
better

next year
grosses in this section.
of fact, the

is

As

a matter

inability of exhibitors to

do more business with better pictures
led

them

to

begin the use of give-

—A

booking combine
schedule based
on admissions is being discussed by
the
I.T.O.A.
here.
Action
was
hastened by reports four new houses
were to be built here.
Robert Menches, president, who is
Jan. 13.
and a clearance

also manager of the Liberty, has conferred with officers of Michigan Allied
and with P. J. Wood of the I.T.O.A.
of Ohio.
The clearances proposed are Theatres charging 25 cents, 28 days after
:

runs

downtown

;

20

Orpheum.

Much" managed
on

midnight show was given on New
Year's eve.
Total first run business was $27,300.

A

Average

$25,000.

is

Estimated takings
"I DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)
BRANDEIS— (1,200), 25c-35c-50c, 7/ days,

cents,

55c).

Gross:

(Average,

$8,500.

Week Ending
(3,000),

reserved

Gross:

seats.

at

2

He as
of infantile paralysis.
his
hearers the beneficianewould become useful citizens again a>

fects

sured

result.

started as soon as th(
eating began, with dance bands anc
each other continu
acts following
ously. All the night clubs in town anc
some of the theatres furnished talent
Nils T. Granlund had a revue.

days,

at $1.00,

(Average,

$5,500.

—

Off to a Flying Start
Jessel got off to

a

flying

start

b\

saying he wouldn't read telegram:
from those who had failed to appear
Week Ending Jan. 9:
"THE BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.) Then he called on Mayor S. Davi
Wilson and the Mayor nearly con
"I LIVE FOR LOVE" (W.B.)
ORPHEUM— (3.000), 25c-40c. 7 days. vinced everyone the Democrats ha<
Gross: $8,750.
(Average, $8,000)
made no mistake in picking their con'i
vention city. He promised a cham
pionship fight the day after the conj
Close
vention and much liberality.
Pittsburgh, Jan. 13. After a twoThat pleased Jessel, who said tha
month try, Warners have again closed on all his previous visits to the tow:
the Davis here. The house previously he had found men locking up door
had been dark for more than a year after 9 o'clock.
and Warners opened it in November,
Senator Frank Harris of Pittsburg
but the competition was too great from spoke briefly. Jessel started to intro
the Warner a block away.
duce prominent guests.
He calle
upon Herbert J. Yates, who failed t
respond.
"He must be outside," commente
Jessel. He presented Jack Cohn, Jac
Connolly, George Weeks, Abe Mot"
tague, Mark Hellinger, Mayor Charle
Eastman Gains on Board
White of Atlantic City, Albert Greer
Net
field, Jules Levy, John H. Harris an
High Low Close Change
Ralph
Roland,
all
introduced
43
43
43
Vi
Columbia, pfd ... so/
50
50
3/
quick succession.
$6,000)

Warners

Theatre

—

Wall Street

6/

Consolidated
Consolidated,

pfd

Eastman
Eastman,

32/

32/
162
163
5334

5454

Paramount
10M
Paramount 1 pfd 82
Paramount 2 pfd. 123/5
Pathe Film

75/s

RKO

7

20th Century-Fox
20th Century, pfd
Universal, pfd ..
Warner Bros.
Warner, pfd
.

.

6/

163/
pfd.... 163

Loew's, Inc

26
3434
S97/8
1034
51

6/
32/
163/
163
54

....

3/

Trans-Lux

RKO

9/16

2/

2M

Technicolor

-/

Town Councilman

3434
59

+4

10/

10/

51

51

-a

+/
-/
-%

9/16
2
3?4

9/16
2
21

3?4

+/
+1/

+/

Bonds Off a Point

john

Formal Introduction
Harrison,

of

briefly.

— Harry

More

Charles C. Pett
N.
Y.,
spol

introductions

followe

H. Thomas, Jimmy Wilsc

Philadelphia National Leagi
team, Jim Foxx of the Boston Re
Sox, and Al Schacht, also of the R<
Sox.
Secretary of Revenue Ja(
Kelly, defeated candidate for mayo
promised to cooperate with the ne

Mayor.
Jessel

Net

High Low

A

Ted Schlange

of the

Net
Low Close Change

20/

Judge Harry Kalodner explaine
Governor Earle was absent b(
cause he had been jarred in a plan
that

25/

7/
6/

6Va
25'/
341/
56

v&

+2
+3

landing at Pittsburgh.
took a bow.

12/

7-/4

+

i

+ /
-/
— 34
-u

10/

81/
12/

—
-/

Curb Issues Up

42

Clarke Again Before
Sabath Probe Group

(mid31,

$6,000)

"The Bride Comes Home" (Para.)

1)

The show

Jan. 2:
35c-55c,

(Continued from page

a

"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (Warners)

ORPHEUM —

Big Party

Bellevue-Stratford
ballroom
was
decorated like a circus tent with sawdust on the floor, an elevated ring in
the center for performers, and the
waiters done up in white.
The high point of the evening was
when Dr. J. Norman Wilson wa?presented a check for $1,000 for use
four
in
therapeutic
treatments for
children suffering from the alter-e.-

Platinum Blonde Revue, with midnight
performance Dec. 31 featuring preview

High

1)

(Aver-

$5,500.

"COLLEGIATE" (Para.)
"BAD BOY" (20th-Fox)

Sentry Safety
Sonotone

(Continued from page

Gross:

plus midnight show.
age, $5,000)

days; 15 cents, 56 days.

Murray

of them."

believe

Akron,

first

"I Dream Too
to get $500 over par
a take of $5,500 at the Brandeis.

$750, at the

is

of generally improved business conditions alone," said Gus Diamond, office manager for Warners.
"Eastern
theatre business is better and Kansas
has cut the income of the smaller in- City normally is six months behind
dependent houses that do not possess the East, both going in and coming
the physical "setup of the theatres for- out of a depressed period. If pictures*
are better than 1935, then grosses
merly charging a higher admission.
Pictures are much better than they should increase more than 10 per
in fact, by about as much as
have been and if exhibitors devoted" cent
the effort, money and time spent on product improves over last year."
Diamond sees no chance here for
outside promotions in straight merchandising of pictures they would be admission price increases for some
in a better position to profit and win months.
public approval, Rolsky said.
"Unless the President does something worse than he has and unless
he is reelected, business for theatres
in this territory should be better in
1936," believes Jay Means, operator
of the Oak Park and Bagdad. "General conditions are a little better and
will continue better even if Roosevelt is reelected, but taxes will eat
up profits so fast, improved conditions
will not actually benefit exhibitors.

midnight performance of "Collegiate" on New Year's Eve, made the
best showing of the week here by getThis is $2,500 above par.
ting $8,500.
"The Bride Comes Home" and "I
Live for Love" reached $8,750, up by
a

(2,200), 25c-40c, 8 days
night performance "Collegiate" Dec.

expected by
Clarence
head
of
Commonwealth
Amusement Corp., which operates
more than 20 theatres in Kansas,
Missouri and Iowa.
Schultz believes
improvement will not be anything sensational, but a gradual betterment in
grosses that will parallel betterment
business
Schultz,

A

Omaha, with

a dual at the

1936

Men
Say It Was

13.

"Bad Hoy,"

14,

Variety

"Boy" Omaha High
—"Collegiate" and
Omaha, Jan.

OMAHA—

Sees Improvement

own Sweepstakes

pool
now operating successfully, the independents, Rolsky believes, will be unwilling for some time even to consider

With

"Collegiate" and

"Such

In Grosses Is

Seen

is

hibition today.

Tuesday, January

Close Change

General Theatre

—1
Garsson, attorney for the
6s '40
26
25
25
committee, who said that the date for General Theatre
6s '40 ctf
2434
2434
25/
54
the subsequent appearance has not Keith B. F.
been set yet.
6s '46
96/ 96H 96/ + /
The committee currently is also en- Loew's 6s '41 ww
deb rights
108/ 108?4 10834
+ ?4
gaged on final phases of its study of Paramount
B'way
the
Paramount Publix reorganiza3s '55
58
58
58
Pict.
tion.
No public hearings on film com- Paramount
6s '55
94
94
94}4
pany reorganizations are likely to be RKO
—1
80
80
6s '41 pp.... 81
held until members of the committee Warner Bros. 6s
'39
wd
88/ 88/ 88/
+/
can absent themselves from sessions
of Congress, it was said.
(Quotations at close of Jan. 13)

-

gave a very formal intr
Louis Neezer, and Lou

duction to

Nizer emerged from the smoke-fill'
shadows behind the speakers' table.
James P. Clarke presented a che
of silver to the retiring chief barke

Earle

Sweigert.

New

York, Pittsburgh, Baltimo
and Washington were represented

1

large contingents.

On

the late tra
to New York all the drawing roor
in sleepers were crowded and the tv
coaches on the rear of the train h;
dozens of persons in evening cloth
standing.

;

MOTION PICTURE
Picture
Industry

NO.

39.

NEW

12

Tried to Halt

Koplar

Suits,

Skouras Says
Showman
St.

oday disclosed he had played a hithunrevealed role in attempts to dissuade Harry Koplar, one time owner
if 25 per cent of the St. Louis Amusenent Co., from filing the two receiv-

erto

against

suits

company,

that

Skouras Brothers Enterprises and a
lumber of Warner executives which
subsequently determined Warners not
:o deal with him or his associates and
led

so

to

decision

acquire

run

in

their

own

rheir

first

to
outlets

this

:ity.

Skouras was the day's chief witless.
Flushed and excited when he
took

irst

the

stand,

his

confidence

(Continued on page 4)

Court Rules Out
Louis,

Jan.

14.

— Efforts

by

Walter Rice, Government attorney,
ntroduce

evidence

as

a

to

typewritten

:opy of a newspaper article appearing
n the St. Louis Globe-Democrat of
Vlarch 4, 1934, reporting leasing of

!

he Sfmbert-Rialto
unavailing today.

by Warners proved
Judge Joseph West

Molyneaux, in ruling it out, held that
lefore admitting the article there must
|)e presented evidence showing that
he contents had been authorized by
*Varners.

The
lirect

developed upon
of
H.
Joseph

circumstance
examination

(.Continued on page 8)

Toronto,

Jan.

14.— Justice

Mc-

jfague has handed down a judgment,
flowing the appeal of Charles D.
1

lilies,

Eugene W. Leake and Charles

I Richardson, listed as trustees of
Paramount Publix Corp., from an
rder for the issue of a concurrent

New

\mt

of service to them in
York
in an
action brought against
I'anious Players Canadian Corp., and

uity
ihe

appellants

by H.

W.

Phelan of

oronto.

Phelan, the plaintiff in the action,
laims that, through the alleged mis^presentation
of
Famous Players
-anadian Corp., he was induced to
art with
certain securities in exI

i

!

i

(Continued on page 8)

TEN CENTS

1936

1,031 Houses

Here for Work

Now Open

On RKO Setup

tinent.
It takes 22 miles of
film to reproduce it, and it is
figured the film will run for
60 hours.

New Y ork Area

—

Cover Months

the
reorganization of
for
are expected to be furthered
during the current stay here of Leo
Spitz,
president, who returned
from the coast yesterday to confer
with reorganization principals on the
progress being made in developing a
reorganization plan.
According to present intimations,
the plan still is in its early formative
stages and probably will require sevSpitz
eral months more to complete.
said that he had received no recent
report on the progress being made on
the plan and that one of the principal
objectives of his trip here was to obtain information on the current status
of matters pertaining to the reorganization.
It
is
anticipated
that
(Continued on page 12)

RKO

Film Board Reports Gain
of 34 During Year
Open theatres in the New York ternow total 1,031 with a seating

ritory

RKO

Contract Changes
Prospective changes

minimum

basic

in

the

present

agreement between the

Dramatists' Guild and theatre managers will include changes of benefit
both,
to
Louise Sillcox, executive
secretary of the Authors' League of
America, indicated yesterday on her
return from the coast.
What the changes will be cannot
be predicted at this time, Miss Sillcox said, pointing out that the matter is still in the hands of the contract committee and, when completed
by the committee, must go to the
council and then be submitted to the

French Films
Increase, But
Grosses

Down

By PIERRE AUTRE
Paris, Jan. 5. — More films were
released on the French market in
1935 than in any year since talking
pictures began, the total of 500 being
the highest since 1930. However, depression took its toll and grosses did
not reach the expected total.
There were 130 French talking
which 110 were
films released,
of
made here and 20 in foreign countries
250 foreign picas French versions
tures
were dubbed in French, of
;

cannot be included in the total
Depression made itself felt

thus

figure.

(.Continued on

page S)

New

Unit Takes 14
Bay State Theatres
Boston, Jan.
— Culminating an
14.

originally

reported

by

Motion Picture Daily, Nathan

and taxes, for the 12 weeks ended
Nov. 21, 1935, a decrease of $189,912

and Samuel Goldstein have taken back
14 theatres from Paramount under the
firm name of Western Massachusetts
Theatres, Inc. The houses have been
under M. & P. Theatres Corp. jurisdiction during recent months.
Nathan
Goldstein
was divisional manager

from the

under

Inc.,

yesterday reported net

profit of $1,811,396, after depreciation

net

of

$2,001,308

for

the

corresponding 12 weeks in 1934. The
net profit for the 1935 period is equal
to $13.25 per share on the preferred
stock and $1.08 on the common, which
compares with $14.64 and $1.23 for
the previous period.
Profit before deducting depreciation and taxes, but after subsidiaries'
preferred dividends, was $2,975,994 for
the 1935 period, compared with $3,167,903 in 1934. Depreciation and taxes
amounted to $1,164,598 in 1935, compared with $1,166,595 in 1934.

The total number of theatres in the
territory is 1,140 with a seating capacEight hundred and
ity of 1,298,066.
sixteen of these, seating 952,140, are
in
York and 324, seating 345,-

New

New

926, are in
Jersey.
Affiliated theatres in

New York

to-

with a seating capacity of
240,721.
This is a decrease of 1-2 in
the number of affiliated houses and
a decrease of 26,640 in seating ca110,

tal

pacity.

Affiliated theatres in

now

sey
315.

New

Jer-

with seats for 122,This, too, is a decrease in affiltotal 66

(Continucd on page 2)

MPTO;

Pizor Calls

Showdown Expected
—

the

Loew's,

capacity of 1,216,773, according to the
annual directory of the Film Board
of Trade issued yesterday.
This is
an increase of 34 in the number of
open houses and of 14,220 in the number of seats during the year.

which 200 were American and 250
14.
Lewen
Philadelphia,
Jan.
foreign language films, 150 of them
American. Of the 250 originals, how- Pizor, president of the M. P. T. O.,
ever, about 150 were also dubbed, and has called a meeting for Jan. 24 for

arrangement

Loew's 12-Week Net
Shows Drop in Year

in

how

time out for
and eating will be
arranged
hasn't
been announced as yet.
The picture is to be shown
at the North American Wild
Life Conference here Feb. 3-7.
Just
sleeping

Details

(Continued on page 12)

Para. Trustees Win
Appeal in Montreal

Branches

Washington, Jan. 14. There
seems to be a lot of wild life
on the North American con-

Benefits Seen in

Newspaper Article
St.

in All

Film Runs 60 Hours

Plans

— Spyros Skouras

15,

the In

Spitz Returns

May

RED KANN

St. Louis, Jan. 14.

ership

YORK, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

Is Day's Chief Reorganization

Louis Witness
By

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti

VOL.

Alert,

this setup.

The deal has been in the wind fon
more than two years, but terms were
not agreed upon.
Goldstein says the
Paramount in Springfield was one of
the major bones of contention.

The Paramount, Arcade and Broadway. Springfield the Strand, Westfield
Plaza and Calvin, Northampton
Rivoli,
Chicopee
the Victory and
Strand,
Holyoke
the
Strand and
Palace, Pittsfield; Paramount, North
Adams, and Garden, Greenfield, are
;

;

;

;

the

theatres

involved.

election of officers.

The meeting is expected to develop
into a show of strength with the newly formed Independent M. P. T. O.
maintained
has emphatically
the parent body will continue,
in spite of the fact that a number of
city members have gone into the new
group.
Exhibitors are speculating on whethPizor

that

(Continued on page 8)

Levine Buys

Can 's

Interest in Republic

—

Nat Levine
Jan. 14.
has purchased Trem Carr's 50 per cent
interest in Republic Picture Corp. and
Republic Prod., the distributing company. It is authoritatively understood
Herbert J. Yates holds the other half
interest in both firms.
Levine also
said the company is behind in production now but by the end of January
will have completed 31 of 52 scheduled.
Hollywood,

.

He said word from Yates indicates
the Republic board of directors is
highly pleased with the present regime.
W. Ray Johnston will continue as
president of Republic Prod., Levine
said.

—

—

;:;.;

:;

;
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Stage shows are back at the Para-

and his Casa

Loma

Yacht Club Boys on the stage.
shows were discontinued a
more than a year ago when
little
"Cleopatra" opened at the theatre.
Stage

John A. Stewart Dead

—

Toronto, Jan. 14. John A. Stewart, 54, manager of the Capitol at
Peterboro, Ont., passed away after an
He had been
illness of three weeks.
charge of the Peterboro house for
the

for

past

years and had been managing
tres in various cities for 25

His home was

in

Guelph where

eight
theayears.
burial

editor,

Services For Mrs.
14.

for Mrs.

Monday.

Hold Sennwald Rites
services for Andre Senn-

Funeral
wald,

were

film

killed

will

Maxim Lieber, literary agent, has
placed Sally Tanenbaum, formerly
with the play reading department of
the Theatre Guild and M-G-M, in
charge of his play department.
G. Robinson expects to
the coast shortly to start

Ben Lyon was

host yesterday at
the New Yorker to a group of writers and foreign correspondents.

critic

Sunday

of
in

the Times, who
a gas explosion,

held yesterday
Funeral Church.

at

Campbell's

(Continued from page

1)

star of Republic

mu-

westerns, is back from a
week personal appearance tour.

six-

sical

—

—

New

seats.

Independent theatres in New York
have dropped from 471 to 454 with

The

a decrease in seats of 26,339.

new-

Independent houses
in New Jersey have increased from
i51
to 160 with an increase of seats
total

351,354.

is

The

of 81,209.

now

total is

122,781.

The

Increase

special repreSpectrum, left for Buf-

sentative for
falo yesterday.

Warners Report 26
more radio stations
signed three-month agreements
for the use of music of Warner subsidiaries for the next three months,
according to Warners.
This brings
nave

KFKF,

181 stations.
stations
signed

Shenandoah,

KFBB,

la.;

WKOK,

;

WNOX,

Cincinnati;

Knox-

WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis.;
WEBQ, Harrisburg; WWRL, Wood-

ville;

WMFG,

Hibbing, Minn.; KLS,
Oakland, Cal. KDLR, Devils Lake,
WORL, Boston; WFDF,
N. D.

side;

WTBO,

Flint:

ERLD,

Cumberland,

Springfield,
Springfield,
Mo.;

KWTO,

Mo.;

WELL,
sas

Md.

KGBX,

Dallas;

W9XBY,

Battle Creek
KanCity; KXO, El Centro, Cal.;
East St. Louis, 111., and
;

San Antonio.

New

:

Brandt
12;
atres
Manhattan, 15; Brooklyn, 20;
Bronx, three; Long Island, six; New
Jersey, three Leo Brecher Theatrical
Enterprises Manhattan, nine
CenInc.
Brooklyn
tury
Circuit,
10;
Long Island, 15; Cinema Circuit
Corp. Manhattan, three; Bronx, one;
New Jersey, one Cocalis Circuit
Manhattan, one; Brooklyn, three;
Bronx, one ; New York State, four
New Jersey, six; Consolidated Theatres, Inc.
New Jersey, four; Manhattan, four; Bronx, 16; Elite Circuit
Manhattan, nine; Estates Operating
Inc.— Brooklyn, four
Fourth
Co.,
Ave. Amusement Circuit Brooklyn,
six; Leon Greenfield
Brooklyn, four.
;

—

;

—

,

—

—

—

—

—

Circuit Details Listed

Harris
Theatrical
Enterprises
Manhattan,
Bronx,
seven;
three;
Harry K. Hecht Circuit New Jersey,
four Hildinger Circuit New Jersey,

—
—

;

seven
Interboro
Circuit,
Inc.
Brooklyn, 13 Long Island, one Isle
Theatrical
Corp. Staten
Island,
;

eight
Jersey,
;

New York
two

two

State,

;

Jayem Management

New
Cir-

— New Jersey, three
Kafko
Circuit— Brooklyn,
three
Kenroe
Theatres, Inc. — Long Island, four;
New Jersey, one Gladys Kilgour Circuit — Long
Island,
three
Benj
Knobel
Circuit — Manhattan,
one;
;

cuit

I.

;

;

;

;

Brooklyn, one
New York State,
four
Stanley W. Lawton Circuit
Manhattan, three
Leff Myers Theatres
Manhattan, one Bronx, eight
Anthony Livoti Circuit Brooklyn,

14.

—W.

;

—

;

Island, eight
Jersey,

politics for a decade.

;

New

Jack Flannery
is

—

III

Jack Flannery,

for
seriously

National
ill.

New York

three

;

State, four

Netco Theatres

—New York
seven; Newbury
Circuit — New
eight
Jersey,
Prudential and Playhouses Operating
Co. — Long Island,
Corp.

Portland, Jan. 14.
northwest
manager

|

;

;

—

—

David Snaper Theatres

— New
—

Jersey,

Manhattan,
Springer
Circuit
eight; Brooklyn, four; Long Island,
one; Springer Cocalis Circuit Manhattan, four; Brooklyn, one; Bronx,
five;

—

14

New

;

Jersey, one.

—

Stamatus Amusement

Co. BrookStanley Co. of America
New Jersey, 60 Stanley-Mark Strand
Corp. Manhattan,
one
Brooklyn,
five;

;

—

—

;

—

;

—

Laws

Get Board Approval

—

Washington,

proval of the Social Security Board.
The effect of this action will be to
enable exhibitors and producers in
those jurisdictions who are required
to pay a Federal
payroll tax under
the unemployment provisions of the
Social Security Act to offset against
that tax up to 90 per cent of the
amount of their contributions to the
unemployment conpensation funds of
the District of Columbia and the five
states.

The board has now before it for
approval similar laws enacted by
Massachusetts, New York and Washington and will shortly receive copies
of a law passed by Utah.
Under the Social Security Act employers are given a credit against
their Federal tax of 90 per cent of
their contribution to

ing a law approved
board.

any state enactby the national

State,

31.

RKO

Film

Booking

Music Writers Signed
Hollywood,

Jan.

14.

—Columbia

signed Eddie Farley and Mike
Riley, co-authors, with "Red" Hodgson,
of "Music
Goes Round and
Around," and the other members of
the Onyx Club Band, "Slats" Long,
Conrad
Lenoue,
Artie
Ens and
George Yorke. They will appear in
"Rolling Along," which will be retitled
"Music
Round and
Goes

has

Around."

—

—

Screen Service,

;

;

—

A. Summerville,
owner of the Prince of
Wales Theatre, was re-elected an three.
Loew
Circuit
Manhattan,
22
alderman for 1936 at the municipal
elections.
He has been active in local Brooklyn, 19; Bronx, 12; Long
Jan.

two;

;

;

Summerville Elected

Rosenblatt-

;

— Brooklyn,

Jan. 14. Unemployment compensation laws of the District
of
Columbia, Alabama, California, New Hampshire, Oregon and
The- Wisconsin were today given the ap-

;

Toronto,

three

State Security

81.

figures are as follows
Manhattan, 214 theatres; Brooklyn,
234; Bronx, 48; Long Island, 152;
Staten Island, 16;
York State,
118;
Jersey, 223.
Circuit details are
Belle Theatre,

Detailed

;

;

I

Staten Island, five New Jersey, five
Roth Theatrical Enterprises, Inc.
New Jersey, four; Rugoff & Becker,
Manhattan, one
Brooklyn, seven
Long Island, two Rural Enterprises,
Inc.
New Jersey, three; Skduras
Theatres
Corp. Manhattan,
five
Bronx, four; Long Island, 21; New
York State, seven; New Jersey, 18;

;

;

are

Great Falls, Mont.; KGEK, Sterling,
Col.;
WQBC, Vicksburg, Miss.;
Sunbury, Pa. WLBC, Muncie,
Ind.;
WFAS, White Plains;

WCPO,

— Brooklyn,

—

;

Broadcasting Deals

]

sound theatres for the
Jack Steinman Bronx, three
territory is 1,112, an increase of 15. one
Movies Corp. ManhatSilent theatres have increased to 28 Trans-Lux
Brooklyn, two
Windsor
This is one more tan, two
tor some reason.
than last year. Last year there were Circuit Corp. Brooklyn, three; WilThis year there liam Yoost Circuit Manhattan, five.
127 closed houses.
are only 109.
One hundred sound
This
nouses were dark last year.
total of

—

•

new

—

;

lyn,

Silent Theatres

Inc.— Manhattan,

John Consentino,

The

;

Walter Reade Circuit ManNew York State, two
hattan, two
New Jersey, 18; Rosen Bros. Co.,

;

iated houses
73 to be exact with a
decrease of 9,802 seats.
York
Unaffiliated theatres in
have increased from 359 to 412, with
an increase of 62,266 seats. In
Jersey unaffiliated houses decreased
irom 99 to 98 with a decrease of 381

I

;

Welt Theatres Corp.

New

•

the total to

—

Inc.

on his next Warner picture.
Later he will do a picture in England
for Alexander Korda.
•
year there are only

work

Gene Autry,

—

;

;

•
for

New York Area

New

Brown

— Burial

Charles A. Brown, wife of the manager of the Dundee, who died Saturday, took place today in Davenport,
la.
Last rites were held in Omaha

was

He

•

KONO,
Jan.

Paramount News

•

leave

New

Randforce Amusement Corp. BrookLong Island, six Rapf &
lyn, 40
Ruden Manhattan, three Brooklyn,
one Long Island, one New Jersey,
;

is

Louis S. Lifton, recently appointed
eastern story editor for Republic, has
returned after three weeks on the
conference with Wallace
coast
in
AlacDonald, head of the coast story
department.

Edward

hattan, 16; Brooklyn, 10; Bronx, five;
Long Island, 11;
Jersey, 12;

;

in

1936

15,

five;

WTMV,

took place.

Omaha,

Now Open

Twenty-six

orchestra.

the

Famous Players

RICHARD,

J.
•

terday for a Miami vacation.
return about Feb. 15.

made by Glen Gray

Gray's unit was booked in with
"The Bride Comes Home" as a
holiday attraction and has been kept
"Rose of the
the
After
since.
Rancho" run "Collegiate" will go in
with Hal Kemp and his orchestra and

in

A

as a definite policy as a result

the showing

of

Purely
Personal

i

3,

Para, to Hold Shows
mount

1,031 Houses

en route to Europe to
Lou Diainspect newsreel bureaus.
mond, head of the short subject department, is in Hollywood for two
weeks arranging new material. Max
Fleischer, cartoon producer, left yes-

Martin Quigley

Wednesday, January

Corp.

— Man-

Spaeth at

Ampa Meet

The Ampa meeting tomorrow

will

be
entertained
Sigmund
by
Dr.
The
Spaeth, the Tune Detective
Mexican
Ortiz
Ensemble,
singing
songs, and Walter Petley, a Fred
Allen amateur who will do some imJack
pressions
of
the
celebrities.

'

;

Dempsey's as usual.

I

:

AUDIOSCOPIKS MAKE
LEAP YEAR AUDIENCES
(BOX-OFFICES,

TOO!)

8

Produced by

BRIDGEPORT:

WASHINGTON

).

A. Norling.

leap

from

their seats!

Tremendous!"

wires Majestic Theater.

"Stopped the show! Cheered
Fox Theater.

like a great feature!" flashes the

A

real attraction!" raves

Majestic, Dallas.
"
it

M-G-M's

Leienthal and

"Men howl and women

LOUIS:

TOLEDO

F.

"Boosted our box-office 15%!

DALLAS
ST.

]

•

'Ah Wilderness' audiences
over with 'Tale of

"A

Two

knockout! Critics

call

crazy about this subject.

— State Theater.
year's best novelty!" — Valentine

Cities'!"
it

Holding

Theater.

EXPLANATORY REMARKS BY

PETE SMITH

Biggest Novelty Since Talkies!
A THIRD DIMENSION SOUND FILM SENSATION!

—

;
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Tried to Halt

Koplar

On

Wednesday, January

Game

the Lighter Side

Suits,

By BILL

15,

1936

for Arthur

—

Louis, Jan. 14. Clearance of witnesses from the
courtroom, as ordered
by
St.

ORNSTEIN

Judge Molyneaux, brought up

Skouras Says
(Continued from page

1)

gradually returned as the probing into his knowledge of the St. Louis
situation went deeper.
detail to the intricate
corporate structure of

He

testified in

and interlocking
Skouras Brothers Enterprises, which passed to control of Warners on Jan. 2, 1929 for
31,000 shares of Warner stock, current on the market at $112 a share
This company, he exat the time.
plained, held 76 per cent of the stock
Louis Amusement Co.,
St.
of the
which operates a string of about 20
This 76 per
neighborhood houses.
cent interest included Koplar's onefourth interest, for which Skouras said
Koplar has received 2,500 shares of

Warner

Skouras Brothers En-

stock.

terprises,

he

added,

also

owned 50

per cent of Skouras Super Theatres
Co., which at the time operated the

Ambassador, Missouri and

New Grand

Paramount owned

Central.

the

re-

maining 50 per cent in this latter
company. In addition Skouras BrothEnterprises held a half interest
three theatres in Indianapolis and
one-third of a $1,000,000 third mortgage of the Ambassador, Missouri

Chick Evens,
St. Loins, Jan. 14.
manager of Locw's put in his first
court
Monday and
in
stayed for both the morning and afternoon session.
His presence, he said,
had nothing to do with the fact that

appearance

Bill Finney, Loew district manager
with headquarters at Columbus, is in
Miami on a three-week vacation.

+

and

New Grand

Central here.

Were Best

of Friends

E. Depinex, after a morning
in the spectators' section, repaired to
legal table on Monday and
the
has occupied that spot since.

RKO

+
Smith

Cresson

Youngman

Enterprises was being negotiated
he had urged Abel Cary Thomas of
Warners to include Koplar's interest in the St. Louis Amusement Co.
He said he had advised Thomas then
that Koplar, "by nature was a troublemaker" and that he would never be
happy unless he was bought out. At
the same time, he said he had also
advised Koplar that it would be to his
best interest to sell because he had
always been in business for himself
and would not be happy identified with
Koplar and he
a big corporation.
were "the best of friends" and no
ill
feeling prevailed between them,
Skouras stated.
Two and a half years after the sale,
the witness continued, Koplar filed the
receivership suits charging misconduct
on the part of all defendants which
included, aside from St. Louis Amusement and Skouras Brothers Enterprises,

Harry M. Warner, Thomas

officers as well as the Warner corporation itself.
Skouras also
was made a defendant.

and other

Appealed to Koplar

The witness declared he had

appealed to Koplar not to bring the
actions when theatre business was bad
and the depression was flourishing.

"He

didn't listen

to

me and we had

very bad when
these companies into
receivership.
Warners thought I was
behind it and I couldn't convince them
otherwise. I tried to bring the two of
them together but got nowhere," Skou-

argument.
Koplar threw

an

I

felt

ras testified.

Russell Hardy, Government attorney, objected to the introduction of
this evidence without presenting the
nancrs filed in the actions. Llowever,
Wood was on his feet with the documents themselves, offering to enter
them on the record.
Llardy again

Gordon

and

+
Al Friedlander

barely made his
here for PittsConsiderably intrigued by the
Merry-Go-Round in the Park Plaza,
Al stayed until 15 minutes before
plane time and then made a dash for
He
the Coronado to pack his bags.
made it by a split second.
plane
burgh.

when he

left

+

Among

those spotted at the Jefferson for lunch Louis Phillips, William R. Gentry, Irving Cohen,
:

Maurice Schweitzer, Federal Judges
Joseph W. Molyneaux and George
H. Moore.

+
Harry Gree.vman, manager
Fox,

a hobby

lias

all

his

of the

He

own.

He

has a farm
called Green Acres, about 25 mile?
from the theatre, where he grows the
abbreviated cucumber.
He also has
a fruit farm, but there's no produce at
this time of the year.
likes to pickle pickles.

+
Frederic k

H. Wood, on Monday,

W ood
r

objected,

but

excerpts
master.

from

the

countered
findings

with

of

The Warner counsel described

Louis.

as

The Warners have no
"revenge"

right

by

the Warner position.
There were
three courses open, he asserted. One,
he said, was dealing with Koplar
two, he added, was not to show their
product in St. Louis. Three, he concluded, was to open their own theatres.

His

clients,

Wood

held,

had

opened with Clar-

M. Turley resuming where he
had left off on Monday. In what apence

peared to be

a

tions.

"When
the
you
select
games, why not give Harry C.
Arthur 'monopoly'"? was one

wife has

suggestion.

+
Walter

Rice's sister, married and
living here, visits the courtroom every
once in a while to watch her brother
action.

in

+

mount

Sam Demhow
settling

winter.

and Alpekson arc
down for a long and hard
Ditto for Cress Smith.

+
The Government sought

to estabthe point exchanges were mere
outposts of New York and their duties perfunctory. Clarence Hill, Columbia manager, who was questioned
at length, making it unnecessary for
his brother exchange managers here
to go beyond mere designation of their
company's releases in the last four
years, objected.
"My men are out selling," he said.
"And you would be if you weren't
in the
witness box, wouldn't you?",
flashed Frederick H. Wood.
lish

+

A

pretty

picture

of

precision

was

provided by Spykos Skouras, Grad
Sears, Bill Powers and Clarence

M. Turley the other day in the courtEach was innocently chewing
away and keeping time with the other.'
room.

+
A. A. Tison, auditor of the Roney
Plaza, Miami, will be back here again.
He was in the witness box during the
previous

wholly owned box Metropolitan, approached him, Skouras stated. Anxious
to return to business on his own. the
witness testified, he went to Para-

trial.

Under cross-examination by ex-SenaJames A. Reed for Warners this
witness stated the price war between

He

for

a

release

of

his

contract.

and consummated his deal
with Arthur for about 50 theatres in
got

it

the Greater New York area. This led
to the formation of Skouras Theatres
Corp., of which he is president and of
which his brother George is the active
operator.
Half of the stock in Skouras Theatres is owned by the three
Skourases and the remainder by Metropolitan
Playhouses, the company
which grew out of the original Fox

Metropolitan Playhouses.

Got Fox Contract

One year

after this deal was made,
he was approached by Fox
to take over management of Fox W est
Coast. He was given a five-year contract and today is executive vice-president and general manager of operations of National Theatres Co.. holding
corporation
for
357
Fox houses
through the country. National Theatres is 42 per cent owned by Fox and
58 per cent by Chase National Bank.
The Chase interest is being sought by
Fox with the deal centering in Xew
York and reputedly now close to the
signing point.
Skouras, who is a co-guarantor on
the bonds of the Ambassador, Missouri and New Grand Central up to
$7,000,000 told how a lawsuit had been
filed in the Xew York Supreme Court
in _May, 1934, by Warners, holders of
$350,000 of the bonds, to recover on
the guarantee and how a visit to

be

said,

St.
Louis and Fox, which he
touched upon Monday, had injured Harry M. Warner resulted in a withsecond run business both in point of drawal of the action.
admissions and exploitation.
Skouras offered to meet the WarFollowing Turley came Skouras. ner obligation over a period of years,
"State your career briefly," asked he testified, but the head of the WarHardy.
"Briefly?" replied Skouras, ner organization refused to take any
and then was underway. He cited his money from him and declared he
beginnings as an exhibitor in St. Louis would be satisfied with whatever the
22 years ago and sketched the growth reorganization of the three theatre
of the Skouras interests here until he properties would yield on the bonds.
and his brothers sold out to Warners This was an oral agreement, Skouras
15 years later.
He told of how he added when asked by Hardy. Warthen had become head of the Warner ner's word was enough for him, was
theatre department
in
New York, the way in which the witness diswhere he ran 400 theatres during his missed the point.
two-year regime.
Scene Shifts to Chicago
Resigning in 1931. and with his fortune swept away by the depression, he
The scene then shifted to the
had determined to enter business on Blackstone Hotel,
where
Chicago,
his own despite the offer of a five-year
Skouras had been conferring with
Warner contract. Skouras narrated Leo Spitz, then his lawyer and now
he had made a 15-year deal with Parpresident of RKO, and Turley on tin
amount to develop theatres in eight completed negotiations which extended
eastern states under an arrangement
for 15 years Skouras' personal obligawhich was to give him a 25 per cent tion on
the bonds of the Ambassador.
interest in each situation developed.
Missouri and New Grand Central.
The field was overseated. he continued, They also had been discussing
a reorand little was done.
Next came de- ganization plan of their own for these
centralization
of
Fox Metropolitan properties although they had been adPlayhouses.
Harry C. Arthur, one vised, according to Skouras, that the
of the complaining witnesses in the
bondholders
already

complaining group and Koplar.
Wood then went into an analysis of

elected the third.
Today's session

room into a game room was
one of the sideline sugges-

the

;

satisfy

they

tor

conspiracy,
Hardy said. The court at this juncture observed that the reason Warners
were offering the suits was to demonstrate why they did not deal with the
to

how

of

the

that
"vexatious litigation"
Koplar was an "arch enemy of Warners who was engaged in an attempt
to black them," and said this was the
only purpose of Warners' refusal to
deal with the group in which Koplar
was interested. Warner lawyers maintain that Koplar is associated with
Fanchon & Marco, who currently run
the Ambassador,
Missouri and St.
suits

his

discussion

a

would spend their time.
Conversion of the witness

the hospital after an operation.

left

took advantage of the sun

Saturday and Sunday and spent the
two days hitting the golf pill.
Col.
Bill Mallard is not coming out to
mess up the course.

Skouras testified that when the
Warner purchase of Skouras Brothers

Russell Hardy says

Ned

ers
in

referred to some statistics in Motion
However, he was
Picture Almanac.
unable to get them into the record,
as the Government chose to put the
local branch managers on the stand
to testify to the number of pictures released by their companies during the
past four years.

perfunctory although

detailed explanation, he dwelt on the
first run situation here in 1934, expounding policy, prices and patronage.

the

had

current eauity

suit,

head of Fox

Theatres

but then operating
Corp., which

Allen L. Snyder's offer.

The

(Continued on pane 8)

accepted
four days

•

UNIVERSAL DELIVERED!
^Motion. Picture T)ailij

Obsession" Big

Draw

St. Louis, Jan. 12.—The Fox here
had one of its best weeks in months,

grossing $15,000 during the week ending Thursday, playing "Magnificent
Obsession."
The film is now in its

^o//i/luooc/ Reporter

•BUSINESS

locally, in the first run
running the big pictures, is
great
Great with "Magnificent
Obsession"
"Magnificent Obsession" is getting
a heavy play at the Pantages and

houses

Hillstreet

Universal's

MAGNIFICENT
BIGGER GROSSES than "IMITATION OF LIFE"!
BIGGER GROSSES even than "DIAMOND JIM"!

//
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Here is the greatest
Eddie Cantor story
ever brought to the
screen
adapted
from Clarence Budington Kelland's
hilarious Saturday
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SALLY EILERS
GORGEOUS GOLDWYN

e
•

Dance ensembles by

GIRLS
ROBERT ALTON

Re/eased thru

UNITED ARTISTS

)

;

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
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Tried to Halt

Koplar

Flies by

Suits,

Skouras Says
(Continued from page 4)
he spent there were "the worst clays
of

my
The

testified

life,"

rest of

the

—

14.
St. Louis, Jan.
From
time to time, documents in
the equity case have made
reference to "fly-by-nights"
in proposals and plans dealing with the reorganization
of the Ambassador, Missouri
and New Grand Central thea-

tres.

When

counsel was figuring

Thomas N. Dychairman of the bondholders' committee, might be

out whether

witness.

what was purported

Night

to

have transpired at the hotel followed
along the lines of Turley's testimony
with alleged
It dealt
on Monday.
threats by Herman Starr of Warners
Presuon the St. Louis situation.
mably, it was also at this meeting that
Skouras advised the Warner executive
that F. & M. and not he (Skouras)
had been successful in acquiring the

sart,

for a week's vacation in Florida, someone inquired if the witness traveled

released

This had to do with
his required return here at
the end of the week.
Dysart said, "Yes."
"Fly by night?" asked one

by

air.

of the counsel.

three theatres.

The meeting was admittedly heated
Skouras
phases.
readily testified today that he thought
Starr was "kidding" him.

in

certain

of

Wednesday, January

Only 12 Shooting,
With 53 Being Cut
Hollywood, Jan.

14.

—W

ith activity

to

lease dates. Cameras were turning on
only 30 features and four short sub-

a new low for the midwinter
Only 12 pictures are slated
season.
for production within the next two
weeks. The week previous there were
33 features and three shorts in work.
M-G-M and W'arners shared the
lead,
each having five features in
work.
M-G-M also had one short
subject.
Columbia had three features shooting, three in preparation, and five in
the cutting room. Fox had four, three
Goldwyn, one, zero and
and seven
zero; M-G-M, five, zero and 13; Paramount, four, two and 11; Radio, two,
Roach, zero, one and
zero and six
jects,

;

its

Court Rules Out

;

Universal, four, zero and one;
arners, five, zero and nine independents, two, three and zero.
In the short subject division Columbia had none shooting, three in preparation and four editing. M-G-M had
one, five and three; Radio, one, zero
and one Roach, one, one and three
independents, one, one and zero.

one;

Skouras "Got Sore"
got sore when he said I was
My conduct was not that of
peeved.
a gentleman and I used viler language
than any man has a right to," said
Starr, too, waxed excited,
Skouras.
according to Skouras, and made the
statement the latter had taken care of
himself in arranging for the 15-year
extension of the three theatres' bonds
but that nothing had been done on beThat session broke
half of Warners.
up when James Coston, Warner theatres zone manager in Chicago, walked
Gradwell L. Sears
in, added Skouras.
had said practically nothing and re-

Newspaper Article W

"1

(Continued from page 1)

Government witness and lobondholders committee of the Ambassador, Missouri
He said
and New Grand Central.
he had mentioned the story to HerGrand,

cal attorney for the

man

conference held on
April 6, 1934, when a plan of reorsubganization for these theatres
mitted by Warners was being aired.
The Government's purpose in seeking
to have the article entered on the
record was to prove the facts therein
contained had been made by Warners.
Frederick H. Wood for Warners obStarr

in

a

;

;

Kansas City Paper
Drops Giveaway Ads
City, Jan.

14.-

— On order of

the Kansas City
carries the bulk
of local theatre advertising and all
the subsequent run advertising, has
discontinued all references to cash
authorities,

postal

Star-Times,

which

mained on the sidelines virtually all
through the meeting, the witness said.
on the ground the article was
An interesting commentary on the jected
irrelevant, immaterial and incompe- giveaway schemes.
Skouras
when
light
came
to
field
local
tent.
The bench further stated it had
For some weeks Fox Midwest had
painted the first run situation from its
been admitting considerable evidence been carrying an indirect reference
inception and declared he had launched
before a foundation had been laid, to their Bank Night pool "Extra
the initial move in 1919 with the West
End Lyric. From this point he traced but said that it did not propose going Added Attraction Tonite," and since
too far. In this instance, it was ruled Christmas 14 independents have been
his development as a theatre operator,
by the court that no foundation for calling attention to their Sweepstakes
telling how his second first run, the
admissibility had been established.
pool with "Associated Special AttracGrand Central, carried with it the

—

original

First

It cost

him

turned to New York then doubled
back again to clean up details prior
to his anticipated departure for Honolulu Friday.

Grand

Is

Last Witness

Joseph H. Grand was the concluding
witness of the day, but will resume
on Wednesday. Grand is a local lawyer and a member of the first mortgage bondholders' committee of the
runs in dispute. He pracdoubled back on the testimony
he made in the criminal case with the
exception of the attempted introduction of an article in the St. Louis
Glohe-Deniocmt, through which he
said he had learned the Warners had
three

first

tically

leased the Shubert-Rialto.

His

Jersey Allied Will
Join in Tax Battle Pizor Calls

Central.

David Levinson of Chicago, general
counsel for the bondholders' committee, was exempted
from the ruling
excluding witnesses from the court.
When the Government rests its case,
which mav be Saturday, the defense
immediately will move for dismissal.

New Jersey will cooperNew York exchanges in op-

Allied of
ate with

application by the city
of the two per cent sales tax on film
rentals, in accordance with a
recommendation made yesterday to the organization by a committee appointed
to survey the local tax problem.
New- York exchanges will present
their opposition to the sales tax at
a hearing before representatives of
the city finance department on Jan.
20 and will be joined at that time by
local exhibitors representing in addition to Allied of Xcw Tcrscv. the

posing

the

I.T.O.A. and T.O.C.C.

Para. Trustees

Appeal

testi-

ng ny clvefly concerned two meetings
<' f
the bondholders' committee with
_
Warners on reorganization of the
Ambassador. Missouri and New- Grand

8:40."

tion

National franchise for

$350,000.
Skouras was the thirteenth to take
the stand. Subpoenaed in the criminal
trial,
the Government failed to call
Since this action started he rehim.

Missouri.

in

Montreal

(Continued from pane

change

for

stock

in

1

Paramount

Publix.
In his judgment Justice McTague
declares
"In my opinion, the statement of claim shows no cause of
action against the defendant trustees
at all.
There appears to be nothing
in the statement of claim to couple
the trustee defendants or. Paramount
Publix Corp. with the alleged misrepresentations of Famous
Players
Canadian Corp.

(

Continued from pane

1)

especially
in
the
factory
districts,
where theatres relied almost entirely
on factory employes.

The French industry, with only
about 3,500 wired houses, can count
upon only about eight per cent of the
total
population attending the films
weekly. An important development in
the French industry in 1935 was the

lean

were made during the yea
produce films technical ly the equal

Ffforts
of

American product.

In

general

m\

French film must be kept within a COSB
380,000 to return its cost to the
producer. The chief fault found with
French pictures is in the matter ofl
stories and screen plays.
of

French Shorts Rare
Short subjects are comparative™
rare in the French market, since 90
per cent of the theatres have adopted
the double feature program. France
produces very few shorts.

The

short

subject field is largely represented by
a few excellent subjects which art]
largely too artistic for the average
French patron. The big handicap to
American distribution in France isthe necessity of dubbing in French
for general release, since the provincial patrons accept only films in
the
French language.
There have

been

films

M. P. T. O. will be maintained.
In the meantime the banquet to celebrate the fusion of independent exhibitors

has

been

postponed.

D. C. Allied Meet Set
Jan.

14.

—The

post-

poned annual meeting of Allied" Theatre

Owners

of the District of Columlast
originally
for

scheduled

bia,

Thursday, will be held Jan.
It is expected that the present officers will be reelected, with Acting
Secretary William R. Hoyle, being
16.

named

to that office in his

own

right.

grams.

Films

with

simple

considerable
those of

action,

stories and
quality are tor the

unusual
most part the only
ones which are successful in dubbed
versions.
In general 1935 cannot he

considered to have been a good year
for American companies, except in
the limited exhibition of original versions

in

Fnglish.

It

is

this

situation

which is said to have led some American companies u< buy French films
for release in this country.
As a
whole conditions here are difficult i" r

American companies.

:

Biederman
Hollywood,
man, manager

to

—

East

Dave BiederJan. 14.
of Selected Pictures
Exchange, left here today for NewYork, in connection with the distribution of a series of films he plans to
produce.

•

success of exhibitors in combating excessive taxation. State taxesl
were reduced about 15 per cent, but
the pauper tax is still in force and
represents a problem. Exhibitors nowl
pay about 20 to 25 per cent of thfl
gross receipts in taxes, compared to*
the 25 to 30 per cent they were taxed
before.
Late last year the industrw
escaped the danger of the Govern*
ment decree which would have made
the industry virtually a state organization.
The danger, however, is not
completely over, and it is necessary
for industry organizations to main!
tain a solid front in opposition.

toward

inal

,

partial

comparatively
few
American
which have been successful in
er those members who
dubbed versions in France durine
the new group will attempt to force 1935.
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer,')
the entire body into the merged or- "G-Men" and "Sequoia" have been
ganization.
It is believed that with
well
received,
however.
American
the upstate membership and proxies dubbed films are in general shown as
held by Pizor the identity of the orig- the second feature on double bill pro(Continued from page 1)

Washington,

Win

MPTO;

Showdown Expected

Down

Grosses

to

Kansas

1936

French Films
Increase, But

studio
cutting
rooms,
camera work slipped to its lowest ebb
Film editors
in the last three months.
were rushing 53 pictures to meet re-

confined

15,

Plan Paris Tax Protest

—

Paris, Jan. 14. Theatre managers
here are discussing a closing of all
theatres in protest against high taxes.'
They want the 10 per cent tax cun
to eight per cent.
No date has been set for the closing.;
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EAST

S

IDE

WEST

SIDE...
THE WHOLE TOWN
GOES FOR HER!
over please

r
New York's

high society, Mrs. Vincent Astor and

the pick of Park Avenue, flock to the

Paramount... at $10 a whack
of

New York

— to see the opening

"Rose of the Rancho" and give their support

to that

worthy charity, the Musicians' Emergency

Unemployment

Relief

cheer Swarthout?

Fund

.

.

.

and do they

They go wild about her!

He*/
Thousands and thousands
the

first

do they

regular showing of the picture
like

Swarthout? The answer

this: the first day's

mob

of picture fans

business

is

is

.

.

.

and

simply

the highest

since the opening of that record-breaking box
office

smash

.

.

."The Lives of a Bengal Lancer."

Ed Sullivan, Daily News Columnist, writes:
Dear G.

S.:

Rancho",

Caught your

last

picture, "Rose of the

night at the Paramount.

gorgeous, Honey.

You're

E. S.

William Boehnel, World-Telegram:
,^««

MORGAN SENT WAR jJW

Miss Swarthout

is

lovely to look at

and

thrilling

to hear.

Kate Cameron, Daily News:
Miss Swarthout has the attributes that presage
a great film career

— she

has beauty, grace,

ardour, a melodious speaking

trained singing voice.

and a beautifully

mm

%Qammount

—

)

,
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Short Subjects

MOTION PICTURE DAILYS

The March of Time,

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

No. 10
Radio

(

Release Nu. 10 of The March of
maintains the record of the

Time

contesting the
double feature

scries for effectively
self-sufficiency of the

program.

Here, as

issues,

earlier

in

Wednesday, January

{Columbia)

—

Hollywood, Jan. 14. A well-blended concoction of comedy,
romance, crook intrigue and light drama, this is enjoyable entertainment. While not pretentious in cast or production values, it succeeds
The story is well conceived, acted and directed.
in being amusing.

These behind-the-scenes views of
in
dramatized
the
news
events,

tion,

March of Time fashion, begin with
the colonization by the U. S. of barren Pacific islands destined for establishment as way-stations for transPacific passenger planes, and the reEngland, Australia and
action
of
Japan to this "invasion" of the maritime posts by America.
"Monsieur

France's
Paris,"
de
executioner, and his mobilized guillotine, features the second
The man of mystery, feared
topic.
France,
is
and hated throughout
viewed here at his gruesome work
executioner of all French criminals
hereditary

condemned

to death.

The

invasion of eastern Tennessee
is the final subject. Home
by the
condemnation proceedings, progress
of the engineering work and its consequences in relation to private utilities operations are portrayed.
Running time, 18 mins. "G."

TVA

Hughes Sets Air Record
Howard Hughes

shattered all transcontinental air speed records when he
landed at Newark Airport yesterday
just nine hours, 27 minutes and 10
seconds after he took off from Union

Air Terminal, Burbank, Cal.

Short Losses Dominate Board
Net
High Low Close Change
Columbia
Columbia, pfd

43
....

43
50

50y2

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

W/,
163
5234

pfd. &1]A
2 pfd. 12"/8
Pathe Film
S'A
67A
20th Century -Fox. 25Yi
20th Century, pfd. 35
Universal, pfd. .. 60^4

81
12

1

—
—'A
—
%
— &4

outwit each other for Gail Patrick's jewels. Douglas
girl than the jewels as romance
enters.
The story, with many interesting complications, builds to
where he outmanoeuvers Hohl, but lands in the hands of the police.
Miss Patrick, finally is convinced that Douglas' regeneration will be
more successfully accomplished under her guidance than with the
law, after her gems are recovered.
thief,

strive

decides

to

would rather have the

he

Punch is added to the straight story value by the effective comedy
contributions of Ray Walburn, Gene Morgan and Tala Birell. Based
on a story by Louis Joseph Vance, with the screen play by Joseph
Krumgold, the comedy atmosphere gives the picture real appeal for
those who like to see a good deal happen in oddly contrived situations.
The deft direction by Ray William Neill spots the laughs and tension
in the right places.
Production Code Seal No. 1,749.

30^4
81

\2A

7'A
Wt.
25'A
34
58

+ A

8

—
—

M

Sonotone

March of Time observed its first
anniversary yesterday with a preview
of its first issue of the second year
Members of
at the Hotel Madison.
the editorial board, Roy E. Larsen,
John Martin and Louis de Rochemont, acted as hosts, with Ralph
Rolan, vice-president in charge of advertising.

Attending the preview of the anLucius
were
release
niversary
Beebe, Edward G. Robinson, Frank
Buck, Keith Winter, Martin Quigley, Roy Durstine and Mrs. Durstine,
Tom Hamlin, Edward McAvoy,
Morris Markey, Kelcey Allen, John
Brown, Mrs.
Colvin
Mosher,
C.
William Brown Meloney, John C.
Mosher, Richard Watts, Jr., Virginia
Taggard,
Rutgers
Ernestine
Reid,
Neilson and Iris Barry.

Extend
The time
the

plan

Time

making

deposits under
reorganization for Gen-

for

of

GTE

2V/2

Trans-Lux

4

Most Bonds

V$

—

2'A
21

3A

+ A
+ At
+ 'A

2%
21!^
4

Slightly Off

Net
High Low Ciose Change
General Theatre
6s '40

25

24

24J4

25

24J4

24}4

96J4

96J4

9654

58

57%

3714

93J4
80

93'/

88H

88K

—
—

General Theatre
6s '40 ctf
F.
6s '46

eral

Vj,

2A»

Technicolor

V/2
2SA,
3454
60"4

Mintz Sets Radio Deal
Robert Mintz, president of Stage &
Screen Prod., has closed a deal with

RKO

of his 15-epi"Custer's Last Stand," in
India.
This brings the total of foreign distribution deals to 15.

sode
Vz

for

distribution

serial,

3s

'55

Paramount
6s '55
6s

+A

RKO

Warner
'39

wd

—%
—%

Pict.

94
'41 pp... 80.
Bros. 6s

88^

...

.

_

80

(Quotations at close of Jan.

14)

+

"G."

(.Continued from

pane 1)

Spitz may give some study to various
proposals for the settlement of the
Rockefeller
Center
claim
against
RKO, the largest individual claim
against the company, and, as such, one
of the principal factors in the development of a reorganization plan.
Spitz will remain here until the end
of February, at which time he plans
to return to the coast to confer with
studio executives on RKO's production schedule for next season.
The

new

RKO

head expressed satisfaction
with the studio setup, but intimated
that
additional
production strength
would be acquired in the near future.

Contract Changes
(Continued from pane

1)

membership of the guild for approval
It was indicated that this procedurt
require another month.
Th<
present basic agreement .with the managers expires March L.
Miss Sillcox denied reports that tin
guild would demand 100 per cent o
the amount received for picture right;
to stage plays and likewise deniec
other
reports
that
the
dramatist:

Weil Tries Unique Book

Joe Weil of Universal has turned
out a unique exploitation book with
„ cavers of something resembling purple
suede and protruding pages in 10
H colors for use of exhibitors on "Magnificent Obsession."

change in the terms of the presem
agreement, under which managers ma}
share as much as 50 per cent in pic
to be made
With film companie
backing numerous Broadway produc

ture

is

it

rights,

certain

is

believed.

tions and thus becoming manager?
the guild sees a situation inequitabr
to dramatists resulting as they fea
that competitive bidding for the scree?
rights to plays may be seriously cur
tained by current developments.

Present Arrangements Unchanged
Indications are that the princip;
in the basic agreement wii
seek a solution for this situation, wit
the present arrangements, insofar a
they apply to the sale of picture right
to plays in which no film compan

changes

owns

an

undergoing

interest,

was

due

indicated,

the contracts are
ual managers
ization.

to

the

fact

made with

is

nothing

I

at the present time,"

th:

indivii

and not with the orgai

Miss Sillcox stated that her recei
coast trip had nothing to do with tl
current developments in connectk
with the basic agreement, but w;
made primarily in the interests of oS
ganizational work for the Author
She pointed out that Ma
League.
Connolly, president of the leagui
Sidney Howard, president of the Dr
matists'
Guild, and Ernest Pasc;
president
of
the
Screen Writei
Guild,

all

are

in

Hollywood

at

tl

can talk about time, and that the organization
work, consequently, could be tran
acted there more easily than here.

Spitz said, "but
I am a great believer in manpower
and am always on the lookout for it."

Sam Briskin was installed as head
of production during Spitz's last stay
at the studio.
The
head reiterated that B. B. Kahane would continue as head of
Studio Corp.
and that Pandro S. Berman's contract,

RKO

RKO

which

expires

will be extended
at present.

New

within three months,
on the same basis as

Carbon Handbook

Carbon Co. has issued a
third edition of its handbook.
It details the operating characteristics of
all the older types of projector arcs
and gives in detail the workings of
the new non-rotating high intensity
arc.
Copies are being supplied to
projectionists.
National

Buy Walla Walla House

—

14.
Portland,
Frederick
Jan.
Marcy, Jr., Associates of Yakima have
purchased the Keylor Grand at Walla
Walla, Wash., and have added it to
their circuit, which now totals
12
houses in central Washington.

Wilcox Leaves Erpi
In Personnel Shifh
M. Wilcox,

H.

vice-president
a leave

who has been on

Erpi,

in an advisory cap;
resigni
Paramount,
has
effective Jan. 22. J. H. Ray, a din
tur, has resigned from Erpi as wj
as from the directorate and vice-pre
dency of Western Electric, to becoi:
D. S. Prt
counsel for A. T. & T.
has become general auditor. E.
Gregg, distribution manager, has be

absence serving
ity

in

named assistant comptroller, and
H. Arlinghaus has been appointed
succeed him as distribution manag

Fier Back on the Coas

—

Hollywood, Jan. 14. Jack Fi.
western sales manager for Repub
has returned from New York whe
he conferred with W. Ray JohnstiFier will make his headquarters at |
His

new

division inclul
Butte, Denver, 31
Lake City, San Francisco, Los i
geles,
Dallas,
Oklahoma City ijj
studio.

Seattle, Portland,

-

Little

Rock.

1

litC

or no change.
The guild may not submit its ne
proposals to the League of N. 1
Theatres, representing managers,

-

"There

54

Keith B.

Paramount B'way

time, 65 minutes.

Spitz Returns Here
of Time Has
Anniversary Party To Work on RKO Plan

Theatres Equipment has been
V*
extended to Feb. 1, according to the
At
reorganization committee headed by
+1J4
More than 73
Arthur W. Loasby.
Warner Bros
9^ W/s
10A
—
50"4
Warner, pfd
SOAz
A2 per cent of all allowable claims against
50J4
the company has agreed to particiCurb Issues Show Gains
pate in the plan, which has been apNet
High Low Close Chajvge proved in the Chancery Court of Delaware, the committee states.
Sentry Safety ....
9/16
+3/16

RKO

Running

March

tf,

53A

10^

10A

+A

50J4
6'A
18$i
163

5%

Consolidated
Consolidated,

6J4
pfd. 18&
Eastman Kodak ..163
Loew's, Inc
54

43

Benefits Seen in

With Thurston Hall's police filling the expected serio-comic func- would demand up to 80 or 85 per cen
Melvyn Douglas, gentleman-crook, and Arthur Hohl, common of the picture rights. However, sorm

:

Wall Street

I93<

may

"The Lone Wolf Returns"

screen entertainment to compete
with bargain programs and contest its
own exclusion from a place on the
bill of the established theatre.
is

15,

i
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Power Break
Retaliation for Europe s
Prove Starr
Quotas Gets Federal Study Darkens Over
200 Theatres
Made Threats
Twen9

Seeks to

S.

J.

Retaliatory legislation against counimposing quotas and heavy taxes
on American films is one of the angles
being studied by Major George L.
Berry, President Roosevelt's coordinator for industrial cooperation.
This has been revealed here by
John G. Paine, who has been named
permanent chairman of the Council
of Industrial Relations through which
Berry's work is being carried on.
Paine is also chairman of the Board,
Music Publishers' Protective Ass'n.
"We should not have a free and
tries

our Witnesses Put on
Stand at St. Louis
By RED

KANN

—

Louis, Jan. 15. The Govern;nt today centered its barrage on
o meetings dealing with reorganiSt.

tion

ml

the Ambassador,
Louis, one held on
1934, and the other exactly

plans

issouri
6,

and

for

St.

o months later, in an attempt to
ove Herman Starr, Warner execumade threats in connection
-e, had
th the local first run situation. The
3ve was the latest step of the Govnment in its efforts to demonstrate

Warners, Paramount, and

at

RKO

open market for any country which
refuses to give our films unrestricted
entry," Paine said.
"The obstacles
have been particularly serious in Germany, France and England, with
quotas, taxes and regulations of various sorts.

We

should

them

d conspired to keep product from

difficult

mchon & Marco.
Four witnesses, each one

the United
Possible changes

of

them

lawyer or member of the
ndholders' committee of the trio of
operties, were placed on the stand
the Government with this objective
mind. They were Joseph H. Grand,

;ntified as a

:al

counsel for the two committees,
(Continued on page 4)

German to Head RKO
Unit Another Year
Hollywood, Jan. 15. —-A one-year

for

to
States."
in

make

it

equally

do business in
the

anti-trust

laws to make voluntary industry regulation attractive are being studied.
At present, Paine says, only one

major

film

company

is

displaying any

interest in the moves.

This is
Felix Jenkins,
Century-Fox.
counsel for the company, is a member
of the council.
He says, however,
that he is merely an observer.
tieth

Berry Invites Industry

Washington,

—

George L.
Jan. 15.
Berry, President Roosevelt's coordinator for industrial cooperation, today
extended an indirect invitation to the
film industry to join his council for
industrial progress. The bid was seen
in a statement from Berry on the
formation of a committee to study
wages, hours and other subjects taken
up at the meeting Jan. 6, in which
he stressed the fact that John G.
Paine, representing the Music Publishers' Protective Ass'n., and chairman of the management group, is
a prominent film industry executive.
Paine, in the same statement, outlined the task before the committee,
and said that labor and industry can
look to the council, if not for a
panacea, at least for an improvement.

Standard Study of Simple Rites for
"U" Delays Action Roxy; Many Attend

Brief and simple services were held
yesterday at Central Synagogue for
Samuel L. (Roxy) Rothafel, creator
tension from March 23, next, of
of the most lavish spectacles seen on
contract
mdro S. Berman's current
Standard Capital Co. and Charles R. the American stage, while an estimated
was agreed upon by the Rogers on exercising the option to 1,800 friends and followers of the fath
idio today on a basis which apparacquire Universal, J. Cheever Cowdin, mous showman and radio entertainer
tly averts any clash on authority
head of Standard, said yesterday. It paid their last respects to his memory.
tween Berman and Sam Briskin,
Roxy's flag-draped coffin was escorthad been expected earlier that a deproduction. Berw head of
cision might be possible some time this ed from the synagogue by a guard of
tn is to head his own production
U. S. Marines after a 30-minute serweek.
it
subject only to supervision by
Cowdin said that at the present vice. As a young man Roxy served
president, and B. B.
o Spitz,
stage of the study of Universal's af- seven years in the Marine Corps.
Studio
ihane, president of
was at Linden Cemetery,
fairs it was not definitely known what Burial
irp.
capital requirements would be neces- Brooklyn.
Berman, who has just completed
At the services were representatives
sary in the event of a take-over of the
I'ollow the Fleet," with Fred Ascompany. Standard's option continues of the American Federation of Actors,
ire, will produce the Hepburn, Lily
the Jewish Theatrical Guild, Catholic
1.
pns and Astaire-Rogers pictures for in effect until Feb.
Actors Guild, Episcopal Actors Guild,
xt season, as well as "Winterset"
the Friars, Lambs, Actors, Players and
d others.
Vaudeville
National
Cheese clubs,

Additional
study
of
operations and working

Universal's

capital requirements will postpone for another
week the possibility of a decision by

RKO

RKO

RKO

Upper Manhattan, Bronx,
Westchester Are Hit

RKO

More than 200 theatres in the Bronx,
upper Manhattan and Westchester
suburbs were plunged into darkness
for varying lengths of time late yesterday afternoon and into the evening by
the failure of a

from a

fire in

station in the

power

line

resulting

a N. Y. Edison Co. sub-

Bronx.

The power shutdown occurred

short-

4:30 P.M., halting shows in
progress in every theatre in the Bronx,
sections of Westchester and the west
side of Manhattan above 59th St.
While Broadway de luxe houses in the
Times Square area were unaffected,
ly before

crippling of transportation facilities in
the Bronx, including the city-owned
Eighth Ave. subway, surface and elevated lines in the affected area, was
believed by Times Square theatre managers to have been responsible for
cutting down theatre attendance. Many
persons, fearing a spread of the power

shutdown which might strand them

Minors' Admission

Aim

of

Albany

Bill

Albany,

Jan. 15.— One of the repercussions of the recent arrest of
hundreds of exhibitors in New York
for admitting children under 16 without escorts and of Mayor LaGuardia's

statement in favor of a change in the
law has been the introduction of a
bill by Assemblyman William T. Andrews, Democrat.

The bill carries out the suggestion
of the Mayor that children under
16 be admitted to houses approved by
local police and fire officials outside
of school hours where matrons are in
attendance for each group of 200.

I

City Sues Warners

On Music Broadcast
Paper Gives Passes
Atlantic City, Jan. 15.—The
World, new morning daily
here, is offering free tickets
to Warners' Stanley as a promotion for its advertisers
and a circulation stunt.
Winners must answer trick
questions in the ads, then
produce receipts showing purchases from the advertisers.

Suit has been

filed by the city in
the U. S. District Court against the
music publishing subsidiaries of Warners seeking to enjoin them from interfering with the broadcasting of

copyrighted music over municipal station

WNYC.

Corporation Counsel Paul Windels
is non-commer
contends that
cial and there is no provision in the
copyright laws prohibiting the pub
lie performance of copyrighted music

WNYC

unless for profit.

(.Continued on page 8)

WOR to Charge for
Two-Hour Programs
WOR,

through its Artists
decided to experiment
with paid admissions to vaudeville
broadcasts at the New Amsterdam
Station
Service, has

Theatre on Saturday nights.
It will be a two-hour show from
9:15 to 11:15.
The experiment will
be tried for three successive Satur
day nights.

in

(Continued on page 8)

Rough

Stuff

—

Omaha, Jan. 15.
In a
friendly snowball fight, Evert
R. Cummings, district manager for A. H. Blank theatres,
plunged Bill Miskell, manager
of the Orpheum, into a snow
drift.

Miskell went around with
a sore side for several days
until a doctor told him he
had a cracked rib.

:
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head and former president of
the Salem Trust Co., and Daniel C.
Mulloney, former president of the
No. 13
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STALLINGS will re- closed
Federal National Bank here,
turn today on the Lafayette from
will be called to the U. S. district
Martin Quigley
where
headed
Ethiopian
front
he
the
Editor-in-Chief and Publisher
court here Monday for reaffirmation
the Fox Movietone News expedition.
MAURICE KANN
of their sentences of one year and
Shirley
Grey
also
aboard
this
ship
is
Editor
one day after having been found
returning from a picture engagement
JAMES A. CRON
guilty some months ago of misapproAdvertising Manager
in England.
priation of $131,000 of bank funds,
•
according to U. S. District AttorPublished daily except Sunday
Nathan Vidaver, well known in- ney Francis Ford.
and holidays by Quigley Pubdustry attorney, is back from a long
lications, lac, Martin Quigley,
Theatre loans were mainly conColvin Brown, yic«- stay in California, recovered in health, cerned in the matter.
president;
An appeal to
president and treasurer.
offices at 535 the
law
and
has
opened
new
U. S. Supreme Court was turned
Publication Office: 1790 BroadFifth
Ave.
down last week, but the two are still
way, New York. Telephone Circle 7-3100.
circuit
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S3
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attempting to avoid serving sentence.

Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon have
been booked as guest stars on Ben
Bernie's radio program for Feb. 2.
The deal was handled by the William
Morris office.

Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, Pierre
19,
Autre, Representative; Rome Bureau: Viale
RepresentaMalpassuti,
Vittorio
Gorizia,
Bureau:

Sydney

tive;

George

600
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Representative; Mexico
James Lockhart,
Bureau: Apartado 269,
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11, Endre
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4, 1926, at the Post Office at New York
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Subscription rates per year: $6 in the
Americas, except Canada $15 and foreign
Single copies: 10 cents.
$12.
Holt,

Cliff

H

Kentucky's

3%

Sale

Tax Bill Is Passed
—The
Ky.,
Jan.

Frankfort,

15.

three per cent retail sales tax bill was
given a final reading in the Senate

today and was signed by
Asa B. Chandler tonight.

late

Gov.

Seek Watch and Ward Probe
Boston, Jan. 15. A legislative investigation of the famous New England Watch & Ward Society, which

—

has been unofficial censor of almost
everything for many years, is sought
in a bill introduced by Senator WilThe measure
liam P. McCarthy.
calls for an appropriation of $2,000
for expenses and the appointment of
a special
probe.

commission

make

to

the

M-G-M

publicity staff leaves Feb. 1 for a sixin the desert.
His assignments will be handled by Herb

month sojourn

Morgan.
•
.

.

.

San Francisco

Hulda McGinn,

secretary-manager

of the California Theatre Ass'n., is in
Sacramento watching the legislators
at work.
Several bills affecting exhibitors are up.
George Mann, associate of Morgan Walsh, is preparing for a roundthe-world trip.
He will be accom-

panied by Mrs.

Mann.

—

Morris of Western Poster
Los Angeles last week to
look over the poster situation. Mrs.
Morris accompanied.
William Flynn, who operates the
Avalon in Vallejo, was here. It was

use of billboards

in

the

Indiana early

—About

safe in the

Monday morning. Con-

damage

the inner vault

was

was taken.

Postpone Studio Sale
The

receiver's

sale

A

Chicago

Wage

Remain

spools

in

Merle Oberon

—

R.

Turner in

rear

shutters.

Asks Fair Commission
man

in

Jan.

15.

— Governor

Leh-

a message to the Legislature

today recommended the creation of a
special state commission to cooperate
with New York's World Fair in 1939.

Hays Leaves

for Coast

H. Hays left for the coast
of Photocolor yesterday, to be gone about a month.

Studios at Irvington-on-the-Hudson
has been postponed to Jan. 23.

Will

He will attend the annual meeting
of the Producers Association, Feb. 2.

here

"bests"

Other "bests" were

Actor— Victor McLaglen in "Tht
Honorable
mentionInformer."
Charles Laughton in "Mutiny on th
Bounty."
Actress Greta Garbo, in "Ann
Karenina."
Director John Ford for "The In
former."
Honorable Mention Franl

—
—

—

Lloyd for "Mutiny on the Bounty"
Leo McCarey for "Ruggles of Re
Gap."

Musica

1

—"Naughty
— "I

Honorable mention
Much," "Top Hat."

Marietta.

Dream

toi<

Georgia Exhibitor
Starts Trust Sui

—

Atlanta, Jan. 15. Mrs. B. Smitl
Joy Theatre, Rockmart, Ga., has er
tered

suit

in

Federal

court

again:

Oscar Lam, head of Lam Amusement
Rome, Ga., and M-G-M, Paramoun
Twentieth Century-Fox, RKO, Reput
lie, United Artists and Warners fc
charging

violation
anti-trust law.

$53,500,

Sherman

of

th

She charges the defendants hav
conspired to withhold pictures froi
her theatre in favor of Lam's nehouse.

New

Venture

—

Cleveland,
15.
Erne;
Jan.
Schwartz was unanimously electe
today for a third term as presider
of the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitor
Ass'n.
Other officers, all reelectet
are A. E. Ptak, vice-president Job
Kalafat, treasurer
G. W. Erdmam
secretary
L.
Baldwin, Fran
G.
Gross,
trustees
for
three
yean
James E. Scoville, Fred Scheuei
man, trustees for one year.
:

;

;

;

Hear

Coast Para. Claim
Terry Turner, advertising and publicity director for Loew's for 14 years,
Los Angeles, Jan. 15. Hearing
has incorporated and opened an of- on petitions of the Bondholders' Pr<
fice to handle tieups between national
tective Committee, O'Melveney, Tul
advertisers and film companies.
He er & Meyers, the Security First N;

—

been experimenting along these
two years, working through
the new business departments of agenhas

tional

lines for

for

Kent and Charles E. Mc-

Albany,

editors

Talks
Deadlock Schwartz Renamed
— Exhibitors and By Cleveland MPE/
at odds over

III

Hollywood, Jan. 15. Merle Oberon was confined to her home in
Santa Monica today with influenza.
Miriam Hopkins and Joel McCrae,
other members of the cast of "These
Three," United Artists, have also been
stricken in the past few days.

S.

and

somi
decided
1935.
"The In
during
former" was voted the best picture
with "David C o p p e r fi e 1 d " ant
"Mutiny on the Bounty" being ac
corded honorable mention.
Balloting was held at a luncheoi
given by Carter T. Barron, Loev
eastern division manager.

matic

in

in

Bank of Los Angeles, and othe:
compensation and reimbursemei
connection with the Paramoui

Properties,
Inc.,
bankruptcy, weij
held in Federal Judge Paul J. Mi]

Manager Dies

in

Crash

Ark., Jan. 15.— Among
the bodies of the 17 passengers who

Goodwin,

were

killed

when an American Air-

crashed here last night was
that of Samuel Schwartz, manager
of the Apollo in Atlantic City. The
cause of the crash has not been eslines plane

done to the
and in the lobby, through which

siderable
office

15.

March 5 as
the date and the Los Angeles Biltmore as the place for the annual
awards dinner.
The deadline for the balloting is
Feb. 3. Nominees will be announced
as soon as the ballots have been
counted. Pictures for which awards
will be given include only those publicly
exhibited (previews excluded)
in the Los Angeles district from Jan.
total of 479
1935, to Dec. 31.
1,
features are eligible. Forty-nine of
these were made abroad.

first

state.

Rob Terre Haute House
Terre Haute, Ind., Jan.
$2,000 was taken from the

mailed to members.
Frank Capra has picked

.Chicago, Jan. 15.
venture out after a fall at operators here are still
the new yearly contract.
Demands
Christmas time.
Ben Levin, who operates the for a 20 per cent increase will not
Avenue and Roosevelt here, is sport- be met, say exhibitors. More meetings are scheduled.
Some strike talk
ing a new Buick. It's a coupe.
Arthur B. Price, proprietor of the has been heard.
Distributors are trying to get the
Aurora, and Mrs. Price, celebrated
their 25th wedding anniversary with city ordinance revamped to allow the
use of 2,000-foot reels and do away
a party at their home.
with the union's demands for changes
his

Portland, Me., Jan. 15. A new Carthy will leave for the coast tobillboard law, passed by the last State morrow where they will be at the
Legislature, has become effective here. Twentieth Century-Fox studios for
Theatres and distributors, as well as about two weeks for conferences on
other advertisers, have to pay $1 for new product plans.
the

ballots for the eighth annual awards
of merit by the Academy have been

Max

Co., left for

Kent, McCarthy West
Maine Billboards Taxed

Academy Sends Out
Ballots for Awards
Hollywood, Jan.
—Nomination
15.

Building,

Bill E. Danziger of the

1931

"Informer" Winner
To Affirm Sentence
Of Deery, Mulloney In Washington VoU
Boston, Jan.
—John A. Deery, Washington, Jan. — Five dra

Purely
Personal

i

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)

16,

tablished.

Cormick's court.
Claims totaled ai
proximately $45,000, and were most]
for

legal services.
largest
claim

The

was

that

O'Melveney, Tuller & Meyers f<j
$15,000.
Also included, was a peq
tion by the debtor for approval

payment of $45 per week salary
Kenneth S. Fitzpatrick, vice-preside
and secretary for the period of.

tl|j

%

Chicago Record Cracked

—

Chicago, Jan. 15. The Chicago established a new all-time attendance
record for the first three days of the
week when 104,000 people came out
to see "The Bride Comes Home."
Veloz and Yolanda headlined the
stageshow.

proceedings.

Giannini Succeeds Fath%

—

San Francisco, Jan. 15. L. Ifj
Giannini, son of A. P. Giannini, h
succeeded his father as president
the Bank of America National Tn||
& Savings Ass'n.

Wilh Frank McHugh
coach

at his runniest as the

goofy crew, with Patricia
as the cuddlesome college

of a

prettiest

goofy

Ellis at

her

curie,

and

wilh Warren Hull at his musical best as a rhythmic romeo, 'FRESHMAN LOVE', Warner Bros.'

new campus comedy, arrives

this

week featuring

crew race ever rowed.
at the helm with
Joe Cawlhorn and George E. Stone contributing yeomen's service. Released Jan. 18th.
the maddest, merriest
Director William

McGann was

—
MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

A

U. S. Seeks to

Prove Starr
Made Threats

On

Thursday, January

count of the April 6 meeting, the only
one of the two at which he had been
present, was based chiefly on "understandings" of what had transpired and

the Lighter Side

= By

—

BILL ORNSTEIN

Eddie AlperSt. Louis, Jan. 15.
son couldn't take that cerise and purHe, therefore, moved
ple bathroom.
to the sixth floor of the Park Plaza
where he won't be so color conscious.

was largely devoid of attributing
rect remarks to those present at

animation. His account of a meeting
Blackstone Hotel, Chicago
the
at

+

;

counsel for the general bondholders' committee, and Frederick H.
Kreismann, insurance agent formerly
mayor of St. Louis and a member of
the first mortgage bondholders' group.
Walter Rice was the champion for
the Government all through the day.
noff,

His opponents were ex-Senator James
A. Reed and Frederick H. Wood,
special counsel for Warners. Paramount and RKO lawyers played roles
in minor keys, raising general objections to the array of testimony on
the ground their companies had in
no way figured in the two meetings
under

fire.

Grand Quizzed by Reed

was

examined

at

length by Rice on an analysis of the
Warner plan as against the finallyaccepted Snyder plan and rigorously

cross-examined by Reed.
Grand had not been cross-queried
by the defense in the criminal case.
However, with his return to the witin the current civil action
counsel interrogated him at
length on discussions about reorganization which transpired at the April
and June meetings on the ground, as
explained by Reed, the defense had
no other recourse since the Government was apparently determined to
air the merits of the various submitted proposals.
Grand, under questioning, went into
great detail to explain why it was the
committees had determined for Allen
He
L. Snyder as against Warners.
cited $105,000 in rental guaranteed for
the three houses by the Snyder bid
as against no guarantee submitted

ness

box

Warner

for

Skouras

and

much he

the

coast

Rhoden

plans to return to New York
liner to catch the scenery.

on a day

and
Then,
suitcases
emerge from under the large

sion.

+

Fred Wehrenberg, who was caught
recesses, says he shot 61
rabbits over the week-end. The problem is what will he do with them all.

between

+
a major operation for the Warner legal staff at the end of each sesIt's

bags
table

which, during the day, groans under
the weight of documents dealing with
the case. They're packed and carted
out of the courtroom only to return
each succeeding morning.

+

While the bulk of the alleged facts
divulged by the quartet followed closely along the lines they pursued in the
misdemeanor trial the one exception
was Grand, who

Thursday.
Walter Branson, RKO district
and their
and very much in
wives are slated to sail on the 17th manager, is around
the company of Cresson Smith, his
for a vacation in Honolulu. It was
Barry's first air trip. He liked it so boss.

departure

+

An

di-

the

time.
In direct testimony he spoke
principally about alleged conversations

dealing with product availabilities.

Herman

Starr and Grad
Sears were present was punctuated
with color. To wit: "Mr. Turley and
(Continued from pane 1)
myself then returned to the hotel and
+
who resumed where he left off Tuesordered lunch and four drinks." That
Irving Barry, Spyros Skouras'
day; David Levinson, Chicago attorcaused a ripple of laughter, and a
ney, and general counsel for the first secretary, is here to help the boss broad smile from Judge Molyneaux.
Jacob Chas- clean up current business before his
mortgage bondholders

when

1936

16,

incident took place
during the lunch period Tuesday.
The modernistic desk lamp, in the
direct line of vision between judge and
interesting

Warner
proved on

disappeared.

counsel,
all

Chasnoff Connections Discussed

On cross-quizzing, Wood developed
Chasnoff had also been attorney for
Aaron Waldheim and

Julius Glaser,
of F. & M.
Missouri, which held
Theatre
leases on the Fox and St. Louis.
Rice objected on the ground that the
defense was endeavoring to prove conflict of interests in that Chasnoff was
serving as counsel for the general
bondholders' committee and as attorney for interests bidding for the three
theatres.
Judge Molyneaux immediately settled the question by absolving
Wood of any implied intention.
Kreismann was the final witness of
the day. "I was tired of hearing such
threats and defiance on the part of

who were

half
Co. of

owners

Warners and had reached a point
where no good could come out of such
Ap- discussions," was a highlight of his

sides.

testimony.

+

Wood

in

his

cross-examination

es-

Allen L. Snyder, who is
tablished through Kreismann that no
Gentry, special local ested in the operation of the Ambas- member of the bondholders' commitcounsel for Paramount, has been sit- sador, Missouri and New Grand Cen- tees had owned any of the bonds. The
ting nearest Judge Molyneaux, but tral, appeared in the corridor early counsel made the
flat
charge that
now Lou Phillips occupies the front this week for the first time since the members of the committees had beer

William

seat

inter-

R.

and Gentry the chair behind him.

case got under wa,y.

+

to

perpetuate

their

which Kreismann denied. Under

Charles Kurtzman, manager of
Sam Dembow has had all the
manicures and sartorial work he can the Ambassador, has gone east on a
stand. He has had time for an after- three-week vacation.
+
noon nap each day. He reads all
Harold Goldberg is here as mannewspapers and his airmail copy of
Motion Picture Daily from begin- ager of the Major Bowes amateur
ning to close, and still has time on unit now playing the Ambassador.

+

his hands.

seeking

jobs
ques-

the witness contributed the
information that he, Dysart, Spyro;
Skouras, William Norden and Morse
had been elected voting trustees anc
directors of the corporation formee
to take over the Ambassador, Mis
souri and New Grand Central undei
the accepted reorganization plan.

tioning,

+

Eddie Alperson denies reports curKreismann Denies Dealings
Spyros Skouras made an interest- rent that Spyros Skouras is taking
ing witness.
He was flushed and over a theatre in East St. Louis, 111.
Kreismann also denied ever havin;
+
nervous as he entered the witness box,
been associated with Harry Koplar
Clarence M. Turley has a pair of
but lost both by the time Russell
frequently described in the proceeding
Hardy was through with direct ex- dice that rolls nothing but sevens.
as Warners' "arch enemy."
He als<
declared he had never discussed re
The witness also said Starr Justice on the local situation, Reed organization with him, although h
as well.
had said no one would operate the drew from Grand the statement that at one time had business relation
Th
three theatres other than Warners. L. B. Reed, local head of the Justice with Koplar's brother Sam.
Grand testified Hiram B. Morse and Department, had requested that a copy Government at this point found itsel
Kreismann, both members of the com- of an affidavit reporting both confer- short of witnesses and requested
"That doesn't disturb ms
mittee and present at the time, had ences be sent to Leahy's office. Grand recess.
It wa
resented Starr's supposed remarks.
further declared he had been asked on anvway," replied the judge.
Grand's answer at the time, he said Sept. 21, 1934, to have Thomas N. then 4:30.
The latter offer had
by Warners.
Immediately prior to adjournmen
included five per cent on half of the today, was that he did not care about Dysart, chairman of the bondholders'
th
new bonds which were to be issued product as the committee already had committee, swear to such an affidavit. the court summoned all counsel to
bench and announced it will recor
while the committee's plan called for its rental guarantee and what might It then went to Leahy who, Grand
sider the testimony of J. M. Ulnn
the same interest bracket on all the be shown in the theatre was the oper- said Reed had told him, was "getting
Cleveland at the conclusion of th
bonds.
He emphasized the theatre ator's problem. Morse remarked, the up other papers in regard to these of
Rice sought to intro- Government's case. Earlier, the judg
rental provision in the Snyder plan witness continued, that there was still transactions."
permii
was the most favorable aspect in con- an attorney general in Washington and duce the text in evidence. The defense had ruled it out tentatively,
ting it on the record only for pui
that he wanted to hear nothing fur- objected and was sustained.
trast to the Warner bid.
poses of appeal by either side.
ther about film.
Grand added that
Levinson Testifies
Differentiating from the crimin;
Threats Alleged
Morse, then a substantial first mortcase where the Government, havin
gage bondholder, had been more inLevinson's recollection of the two suffered complete defeat, had no rigl
Reed's contention was that other
terested in reading a plan of reorganimeetings developed next. Essentially of appeal, this anti-trust action
than the five per cent management
zation of his own.
He did equity may be taken to the U. S. Si
it covered the same ground.
fee under which Warners proposed
testify, however, that when Starr was preme Court
operating the theatres, they would
Reed Objects to "Arguing"
in the event the Goven
acquainted with the terms of the ment loses.
have received no return until the the
declared
would
Grand
for
he
had
he
constantly
blamed
Snyder
bid
Reed
bonds had been paid off. He further
Hardy's plan tonight for Thursds
Dysart thereupon said, "It's will put Harry C. Arthur on the stan
pointed out the only guarantee to the repeatedly defending the course of the meet it.
witness.
want
according
this
to
a deal,"
committee under the Snyder bid was bondholders' committee. "I don't
Jack Partington follows.
the $105,000, which he described as to argue with you and I don't want "We've had misunderstandings before.
small in view of the size of the propo- you to argue with me," said the War- Let's get it straight," Levinson testiHe went over
sition, whereas Warners had been will- ner counsel, who had his troubles in fied he then had said.
Theatre Suet
ing to pledge payment of interest on getting a "yes" or "no" answer from the details and when he had finished,
The defense
"I hope I am not argu- he said, Starr reneged.
the witness.
Oklahoma City, Jan. 15.—Alleg;
half of the new bond issue.
imitation of Bank Night formed K
In the unfolding of his account of ing. I don't want to," replied Grand. interposed no cross-examination.
ChasnofF was next. The court clerk basis of a suit for damages and
Indicating that John S. Leahy, atwhat transpired at the two conferences
Grand alleged Starr had made threats. torney for John T. Blair and Edmond had taken himself for a walk and with injunction filed in Federal Court he
The witness said Starr had said War- Koeln, trustees for the Fox Theatre no one on hand to administer the oath against the Cozy, Stroud, Okla.,
ners not only had their own product here, probably had been cooperating Judge Joseph West Molyneaux under- Affiliated Enterprises, Inc., Denvi
but would have Paramount and RKO actively with the new Department of took the ceremony. The witness's ac- Colo.
i

Oklahoma

:

"THE BELOVED VAGABOND"
Freely Adapted from the Novel by W.

J.

LOCKE

MAURICE
CHEVALIER
'Paragot

MARGARET
L0CKW00D
•Blanquette "

^
NORA
SWINBURNE

'Joanna

DESMOND

TESTER
'Asticot

Produced by:

Directed by:

LUDOVICO
TOEPLITZ

KURT

NOW

SHOOTING

BERNHARDT
at A.

T.

P.

STUDIOS.

LONDON

1.

NORTH, SOUTH,

EAST, WEST,

no matter from what direction
"Thoroughly enjoyable entertainment from

they converged on the theatre.

They

all

ginning to end

.

.

is

filled

with the sort of fun

keeps the audience chuckling throughout

agreed unanimously

touches raise the productic

glittering satiric

that

.

"The Ghost Goes West"

— Ka+e Cameron, N.

a brilliant level."

Y. Daily

smash entertainment!
"One

of the season's funniest pictures,

told with high

and

its

good humor, almost

cast has the air of enjoying

as the audience.

tale of a

rollicking

What

It

it all

as hi

grand ghost story

most

phan

delightful

Gl<

could even do with a few Rene

CU

country needs

is

—

a

Eileen

"Satire of the grandest sort.

Creelman, N.

Gay, charr

romantic, amusing and entertaining. Rene

the

brilliant

us a

i

few more

this

ghosts.

A

with

young French

most delectably

fluffy

C

director, has b

omelet, with Rc

Donat, one of the most engaging actors

01

screen, providing exactly the right seasc
for

—William Boehnel N. Y World-Telf

it.

of

"Captivating
.

in

THE GHOST GOES WEST
with JEAN PARKER

EUGENE
DIRECTED BY
many critics as

RENE CLAIR

the

.

charming

in

.

.

.

tender

in its

rom

mood. No more winsome

ROBERT

Donat plays him magnificently. The prodm
is

lavish.

The dialogue

delightful."

is

witty.

The

situation

—Bland Johaneson, N.

Y. Daily

acclaimed by

E.

man who gave you "Henry

A London

Film

VIII"

c

ever has stalked across the screen and Rc

the screen's most skillful director

SHERWOOD
ALEXANDER KORDA production

Screenplay by

An

PALLETTE

.

comedy

cleaned

t

L

1

r

..

GOES Wltf
"Gay and charming and
.

.

.

imaginatively amusing

and

striking, delightful

original."

—Richard Watts,

"The

first

important

Jr.,

film of the

Gay, urbane and

a joyous one.

N. Y. Herald-Tribune.

new

brilliantly

... a gracefully long, loud laugh ...
wit

year, and

has a

it

and adroitness of manner that make

lightful.

It is

funny

it

sly

de-

the cream of an ebullient jest."

— N.

Y. Times.

A thousand delights await you at the Rivoli

.

.

as bright a satire as the screen has seen ... as
jolly

a ghost story as ever haunted

with

its hilarity

spirits ...

.

.

.

rules Rivoli screen with laugh

Robert Donat finds permanent

American stardom
exquisite in

Broadway

its

.

.

.

Rene

Clair's direction

is

sheer genius."

— Regina Crewe, N

Y. American.

l»Jt§

"A gay and

thoroughly amusing

delightful entertainment
. . .

you'll find

lightful

.

.

riotous

.

.

.

.

.

hilarious

the picture a grand film."

— Rose

"Excellent.

.

comedy

One

of the most consistently de-

comedies of

Exhilarating fun

Pelswick, N. Y. Evening Journal.

this or

any other season.

and a deserved triumph."

—Thornton Delehanty, N.

ARTISTS

Y. Post.

:

:
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Show

Swell

Thursday, January
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—

St. Louis, Jan. 15. A numGovernment's
ber
the
of
assembled for the
guests,
proceedings
against
equity

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW
"Dancing Feet"

men

the other
They wanted to see a

night.
picture.

Grad Sears, in from Chicago, turned impresario and
screened "Ceiling Zero" at
Shubert-Rialto.

the

was

It

well worth the midnight junket.

This

a first-class melo-

is

drama of

aviation

and love

with one smash climax as Stu
Erwin crashes to his death in
his own airport, downed by a
ceiling zero, and a second, not
far behind the first, when

Jimmy Cagney
madcap career

retrieves his
by deliberately inviting his own finish.

There is a sustained note
comedy, fine atmosphere
depicting the inner workings
of commercial air lines and
very good performances on
all sides. Pat O'Brien shares
the spotlight with Cagney.
of

KANN

"Ricks," Schooler,

(Republic)

Hollywood,

Jan.

15.

— Motivated

Rebelling against a stern grandfather's (Purnell Pratt), edict that
she shun the gay dancing set, Joan Marsh, getting no cooperation from
Ben Lyon, erstwhile playboy chum, goes alone to Dreamland, a dance
hall.
Her dancing ability thrills Eddie Nugent, who plans to take her
in on a ballyhoo stunt to teach tap dancing by radio for the purpose of
exploiting Dreamland.
The plan is rigidly opposed at first by Pratt,
but Lyon's plea that youth should shape its own destiny wins his consent.
Pratt becomes an admirer of Nugent, and when the radio stunt turns
out a success he gives his consent to the marriage of Nugent and Miss
It is played in a spirit of lightness and gayety.
There is sufficient
dramatic contrast to maintain interest. Two specialty dance routines
by Nick Condos against colorful backgrounds with a pair of musical
numbers written by Sam Stept and Sidney Mitchell give the show a bit
of exciting diversity.

The work

the principals mentioned is adequately supported by
Vince Barnett, Harry Bradley, Isabel Jewel, James Burke and Herbert
Rawlinson. Based on a story by Rob Eden, the screenplay is by Jerry
Chodorov, Olive Cooper and Wellyn Totman.
It was directed by
Joseph Santley.
of

seal.

Running

time, 68 minutes.

these

prices.

Average

$23,000.

is

Estimated takings

"I

Week Ending Jan.
DREAM TOO MUCH"

7:
(Radio)
B.)
days.
7

"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W.

WARNER— (2,400),
Gross:

25c-40c,
(Average, $5,000)

$5,200.

"EAST OF JAVA"

(Univ.)

ALHAMBRA—

Madalyne
Lucky
Boys,
Vandas Dancers, Dave Miller

Six

Sisters,

Thomas.

&

(1,900), 20c-25c-35c, 3 days.
Zelaya, Monroe and Adams

Don

Stage:

Band.

10

Looking 'Em Over

Gross:

Victor,
in is a

tall and handsome, and the best harpooner in the village,
Walton, a successful
love with Miss Duna, and she with him.
amateur doctor, is opposed to the affair, but consents to attempt treatment of the crippled leg of the girl's brother. He is successful, and
suddenly finds himself in love with Miss Duna. She realizes that she
loves him more than his brother, but Walton insists that, for Morner's
happiness, she must go through with the marriage, especially when
Morner's arm is amputated as the result of an accident while whaling.

falls in

Finally in an active sequence, the men, out after a whale, are upset
Walton rescues his brother, and they
the whale strikes them.
are marooned on a rock. Realizing the girl does not love him when he
sees an amulet on his brother, Morner permits himself to be carried

when

to sea.

$800.

Production Code Seal No. 1623.

(Liberty)
(1,900), 10c-15c-20c, 2 days.
Vaudeville.
Gross: $200.

Week Ending Jan. 8:
"KING OF BURLESQUE" (ZOth-Fox)
"MARY BURNS, FUGITIVE" (Para.)
WISCONSIN— (3,200),
$7,500.

Edward Halperin production, with direction by
whaling men of Newfoundland. Woven

romance, and the conflict which exists between the native whalers and
the Portuguese cod fishermen of the village.
The film has been well produced, and presents an interesting and
occasionally exciting picture of the battles which result between the
fishermen and their anticipated prey. Heading the cast is Steffi Duna,
Portuguese girl, supported by Stanley Morner and Douglas Walton
borrowed from M-G-M, brothers and the sons of a whaling man.

ALHAMBRA—

Gross:

Victor and

this tells a story of the

"THE SCARLET LADY"

Stage:

Conquer the Sea"

(Academy Pictures)

Morner,

The weather was cloudy with snow.
Total first run business was $28,300.

25c-40c,

(Average, $8,000)

8

days.

Running

time, 70 minutes.

"G."

Franco- American)
This French importation of the adaptation of a story by Vicki

Baum

,

film as a criterion, she should find favor with American audiences.
"CAPPY RICKS RETURNS" (Republic) She is very attractive and plays with a sincerity which is effective.
RIVERSIDE— (2,300). 15c-20c-25c, 7 days.
There are sufficient superimposed translations of dialogue to make
Stage:
Dave Schooler.
Gross:
$9,300.
(Average, $5,000)

(Average, $5,000)

CRITERION
Gross:

(Para.)

—

(1,700), 10c-20c-36c-55c, i
$6,900. (Average, $5,000)

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)

MIDWEST — (1,500), 10c-26c-36c-56c,
Gross: $4,300. (Average, $4,000)
"SHOW THEM NO MERCY" (20th-Fox)
CAPITOL— (1,200),
Gross:

days.

10c-20c-26c-36c-41c,

$2,800.

(Continued en page 10)

7

(Average, $2,000)
(F.N.)

"MAN OF IRON"

LIBERTY

—

Stage:

days.

Gross:

$2,100.

(1,500),

10c-20c-26c-41c,

"CORONADO" (Para.)
LIBERTY— (1,500), 10c-20c-26c-36c,
Gross: $350.

4

"Blue Paradise"
Revue.
(Average for week, $3,000)

(Average

for

week,

3 days.

$3,000)

Theatres in Dark
As Power Breaks
neighborhood

houses

home
were

obliged to refund admissions or issue
emergency tickets after patrons had
waited in vain for the interrupted
shows to resume. Low voltage power
was available in some neighborhoods,
but shows were stopped regardless,
the current in many cases was toe
weak for air conditioning units
function properly and also caused
flickering and intermittent failing
light in projection.

Loew's, K-A-O, Consolidated, LeffMyers and Springer & Cocalis cir
cuits, all large

operators in the affect

ed areas, were most vitally affected
In all, more than 80 theatres in th<
Bronx, and approximately the sami
number in both upper Manhattan anc
in suburbs north of the city, wen
closed for periods varying from 31
minutes to several hours.

Simple Rites for

Roxy; Many Atteni
(.Continued from page 1)
Artists
and National Broadcastin;
Co.
Rabbi Jonah B. Wise officiate
at the services and the Jewish chan
for the dead was rendered by Ja
Pierce, a former Roxy protege.
Honorary ushers at the synagogu
included Gene Buck, Ralph White
head,
Harry Hershfield, Brando
Tynan, Percy Moore, James Cror

Kaufman and William

J.

Weir

berger.

Week Ending Jan. 9:
presents strong and interesting drama, and features a new and young
"HANDS ACROSS THE TABLE" (Para.) player, Simone Simon, who is understood to have been signed to a
PALACE— (2,800) 25c-35c-55c, 7 days.
contract. It is certain that, with her appearance in this
Stage: "Showboat Dixiana" players. Gross: Hollywood
$5,300.

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME"
days.

S. J.

"Lac Aux Dames"
(

—

"Tht
smash hil

IS.

a

at the Criterion.
It grossed $6,900 ir
eight days, topping par by $1,900.
"Riffraff" was over normal by $30C
on a take of $4,300 at the Midwest
"Show Them No Mercy" was strong
at the Capitol with a take of $2,800,
The Liberty had a poor week with
"Man of Iron" and vaudeville for four
days, taking $2,100.
During the remaining three days "Coronado" was
weak at $350.
Total first run business $16,400.
Average is $14,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 11

Many

business

A

Jan.

(Continued from page 1)
the theatre section, remained at
for the night.

"G."

"/

City,

Comes Home" was

days.

15.

was gratifying with "Cappy
Ricks Returns" and the return of Dave
Schooler at the Riverside high for the
week at $9,300. This was $4,300 above
average. Schooler packed them in at
Fox's Wisconsin here eight years ago,
and is back for the first time.
"King of Burlesque" and "Mary
Burns, Fugitive" did $7,500 on a dual
bill at Fox's Wisconsin, while "Hands
Across the Table" and the Showboat
Dixiana Players at the circuit's Palace grossed $5,300.
The Alhambra, which reopened
Dec. 25, closed Jan. 7 after it had reverted to a record low price policy of
It
10c, 15c and 20c for first runs.
was reported the management was
unable to secure films for opening at

Oklahoma

7

Marsh.

Previewed without production code

Milwaukee Leaders
—New Year's
Milwaukee, Jan.

by a story of spirited youth vs

adamant maturity, this music and dance-tinged romantic comedy stacks
up as average entertainment. The title, and a number of good cast
names, add to its commercial value.

$6,900

Is

Oklahoma City

Hit,

Bride

Paramount
and
Warners,
HKO, had a strange idea for
a lot of film

"Bride"

1934

16,

"Roxy produced real beauty an
dignity in the realm of human amuse
ment," Rabbi Wise said in the cours
of his brief eulogy.
Roxy, who was 53 years old, die
Monday morning of coronary throiT'
bosis while asleep at his residence
the Hotel Gotham. He is survived b
the widow, a daughter, Mrs. Georg
Bijur of New York, and a son, Ai
thur, of San Francisco.
i

COMPLETE
UNPARALLELED
speed

.

them

all. It is

.

.

fine grain

sired,

.

.

.

Eastman Super

the complete

Agreeing that

film.

photographic quality...

it

modern

X

has

negative

leaves nothing to be de-

cameramen and producers

in the bulk of today's

are using

it

feature productions.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
(J.

E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort Lee,

New

York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN SUPER X
PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE

—

;

:

.

:
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Cooper Founds Fund
With Theatre Stock

Thursday, January

Cleveland Grosses

Looking 'em Over

Take New Year Leap

—

Lincoln, Jan. 15. Theatre holdCooper have been
ings of J. H.
turned over by him to the Cooper
under-privileged
children. Cooper is 50-50 owner with
Publix in the Lincoln Theatres Corp.,
Cooper Enterprises of Colorado, and
Regal and Criterion Theatres Corp.
in Oklahoma, and his part is now the
property of the foundation.
By taking half of his net income
from the theatres he hopes to build
fund of $1,000,000 for a reserve and
hopes to start the foundation and keep
it going on the other half.
Cooper is
said to have turned over $100,000 in
money and bonds to the fund already.
Charles Stuart, J. E. Miller, J. C.
Seacrest, Max Beghtol, Sam Waugh
and E. N. Van Home are on the
foundation's board of trustees. Prominent out of towners are S. R. Kent,
president of Twentieth Century-Fox

Foundation,

aid

to

and A. C. Keough, Paramount counsel.

Dave Brown Shifted

—

Pittsburgh, Jan. 15. Dave Brown,
shorts booker for Warner here, has

Cleveland, Jan.

(Continued from page 8)

understanding of the story easy for those unfamiliar with French.
The other members of the cast are competent but will be unknown to

the friendship he sorely needs. Danielle's father is opposed to him,
and Puck's father forbids him Puck's island home.
He is taken ill, after Danielle has been forced by her father to leave
the resort with him, and delirious, he reveals to Puck that his love is for
Danielle. In the end Puck brings Danielle back to him.
Largely devoid of action, the film nevertheless tells an interesting
story of young romance and its trials and happiness.
Reviewed without production code seal. Running time, 90 minutes.

"G."

and Jack Bernhard has

come

fill

Stern's

post.

Another "Sophie Lang"

—

producer.
the
Botsford
will
be
Gertrude Michael will again play the

title

Charter Tru Pictures
Albany,
Co.,

Jan.

has
Smith,

Inc.,

15.

—

Txu

Pictures

been formed here by

George Engel, Ray
Nathan Schwartz, G. A.
Aronstan and George Engel.
F. B.
Spector,

"Two

Dance Directors Changed
Hollywood,

—Bobby

Connolly has replaced Busby Berkeley as
director of the dance numbers for
"The Singing Kid," Warners.
Jan.

15.

15.

week in the
year.
"A Tale of Two Cities"
went into high places on a nine-day
run at the
Albee, grossing $22,000, up 82 per cent on a seven-day
average of $12,000. It moved to the
Capitol.
first

new

RKO

"The Bride Comes Home" came

on the screen.

M. Cohan in "Dear Old
Hanna offered some

George

Darling" at the

Weather was average.

competition.

Total

run business was $72,750.

first

Average

$42,000.

is

$14,500 for eight days at the
Palace. The average was $10,000.
It continues at the
Lyric.
"The Littlest Rebel" garnered $10,500
on the second downtown week at the

RKO

RKO

"A TALE OF

On

days.
Gross:

Wayne King &

Stage:

—

(3,800),

Gross: $13,000.

(Aver-

age, $8,000)

Ohio Station to Move
Cincinnati, Jan.

Week Ending Jan. 8:
"MORALS OF MARCUS" (G.
STRAND— (1,300), 15c-25c, 4 days.
(Average,

7

STRAND— (1,300),

move

plant

its

A

hit

radio

quartet

from Mason,

PETLEY, boy comic impersonator
and the return of the

Titan,

HY DAAB!

AT
JACK DEMPSEY

Stage:

(Average,

7

"Bring

On

(Average,

days,

B.)

Cross:

$1,500)

(U. A.)
days. Gross:

15c-25c, 3
days, $1,500)

the

Dames."

Few

Gain, Others Slightly Off
High Low Close Change
42% 42
- 54
4254

Columbia

Columbia, pfd
5054
Consolidated
6
Consolidated, pfd.

"THE LITTLEST REBEL"

(20th-Fox)

RKO CAPITOL— (2.000), 35c-42c. 7 days,
Gross: $10,500. (Average, $6,500) Moved to RKO Grand.
"FANG AND CLAW" (Radio)
RKO LYRIC— (1,400), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $7,250.
(Average, $6,500)
"WHIPSAW" (M-G-M)
RKO GRAND — (1,200), 25c-40c, 7 days,
Gross:

$2,900.

(Aver-

age, $2,750)

AS USUAL

"MOONLIGHT ON THE PRAIRIE"
(W. B.)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000), 15c-25c, 4 days.
$1,250.

(Average,

$1,250)
(Col.)
(1,000), 15c-25c, 3 days.
(Average, $1,200)

"ONE WAY TICKET"
RKO FAMILY—

Gross:

$1,100.

"DANGEROUS"
KEITH'S— (1,500).
$6,200.

(Average,

(W.

B.)

30c-40c, 5 days. Gross:
$6,250) Held over.

50

Eastman

163

Loew's, Inc
527/6
Loew's, Inc., pfd.. 10854

SOVs

5%

im

Gross:

2nd downtown week.

Gross:

to

Net

$12,000)

2nd downtown week.

S

O.,

Wall Street

Paramount
1054
Week Ending Jan. 9:
Paramount
pfd. 81
"A TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M) Paramount 2 pfd. 1254
RKO ALBEE— (3,300), 35c-42c, 9 days. Pathe Film
Gross: $22,000.
(Average, 7 days, $12,000) RKO
Moved to RKO Capitol.
20th Century-Fox. 2534
"THE BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.) 20th Century, pfd. 34%
66
RKO PALACE— (2,700), 35c-42c, 8 davs. Universal, pfd
105-6
Gross: $14,500.
(Average, 7 days, $10,000) Warner Bros
Warner, pfd
50
Moved to RKO Lyric.
"ANOTHER FACE" (Radio)
Little Curb
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150), 35c-55c, 7 days.
$14,000.

one

5,000-watt transwill be erected at once.

1

— WALTER

—WSAI,

new

.

BLE,

15.

of the local units of the Crosley Radio
Corp., has been granted authority by
the Federal Radio
Commission to

uo

Estimated takings

Room—The ORTIZ ENSEM-

orchestra.

(F.N.)

WARNERS' HIPPODROME
30c-35c-42c, 7 days.

RKO

late of the

$4,000)

(Average, $15,000)

$26,000.

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

"Another Face," plus Cincinnati.
the Dames," on the stage, mitter plant

Shubert, accounted for
"Fang and Claw"
$1,500.
did $7,250 .at the
Lyric, compared with a par of $6,500.
Total first run business was $82,000.
Average is $60,200.
$14,000,

$1,000.

(Average,

$7,000.

YOU COULD ONLY COOK" (CoL)
RKO PALACE— (3,100), 30c-42c-60c, 7

"IF

RKO

the

$1,300.

Gross:

42c, 7 days.

Grand.

"Bring

famous tune

—VANDY CAPE,

LOEWS STATE— (3,400), 30c-35c-42c, 7
Gross: $18,000.
(Average, $12,000)
TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
LOEWS STILLMAN— (1,900), 30c-35c-

days.

with

at

(ZOth-Fox)

ALLEN— (3,300), 30c-35c-42c, 10 days, 2nd
Gross: $8,750. (Average, $3,000)
"THE BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.)

RKO

RKO

week

the

for

in

"THE MIGHTY BARNUM"

SIGMUND SPAETH,

RKO

week.

Capitol, compared with normal
of $6,500. It got a third stanza at the

TODAY
Rainbow

busi-

holdovers from the previous week.
Wayne King's first stage appearance
was a wow at the
Palace, coupled with "If You Could Only Cook"

"THE LITTLEST REBEL"

Cities" Hits

RKO

role.

AM PA
detective

— Biggest

Estimated takings
ending Jan. 10

$22,000 in Cincy
—Plug signs

1934,
on to

15.

more than a year marked the
first week of the new year.
The total
take of $72,750 was $6,000 over the
ness in

American audiences.
nearest
approaching weekly gross,
A young swimming champion, Eric, an engineer out of a job, be- $66,000,
in
August, when "China
comes swimming instructor at Ladies Lake, a resort. He meets Miss Seas," "Anna Karenina" and Ben BerSimon, playing Puck, pretty and attentive, and the daughter of a nie were three of the five first run atwealthy family, Danielle. He falls in love wifh Danielle, and she with tractions.
Last week first run business was up
him, but he dares not speak since she is the daughter of wealth and
he is penniless. He is very fond of Puck, and enjoys her companion- from 160 to 200 percent over average,
with three of the five shows being
ship, but is not in love with her. She, gay and full of life, gives him

Paramount
Hollywood, Jan. 15.
been transferred to the circuit's St. will make a sequel to "The Notorious
Louis headquarters. His post has been Sophie Lang." It will be "The Retaken by Tony Stern, who came to turn of Sophie Lang," from a screen
Cincinnati, Jan.
the booking office from the managerial play by Patterson McNutt.
A. M. predominated for the
staff in

1936

16,

6

16254
5154
108

1844
16244
517/8
108

9%

9%

7&Vs

7854
1154

—%
-%
+%
- 54
-154

—244

m -H

11%

7%

54

654
2554
3354
60

654
2544
3354

66

9%

+544

10

-

50

50

-44
54

54

Activity
Net

High Low Close Change

%

Sentry Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor

Trans-Lux

254

44
254

44
254

22%

21%

21%

4%

3%

3%

—
—

54
54

Few Bond Gains
Net

High

Low

Close Change

General Theatre
6s '40

24

23

23

—1%

2354

2254

23%

—Wt

10454

10454

10454

General Theatre
6s *40 ctf
Loew's 6s '41

ww

deb rights

Paramount B'way
3s '55

Paramount

58

58

58

9244
80

9244
80

88

88

Pict.

6s '55
9354
6s '41 pp.... 80
6s
'39 wd
8854

RKO

Warner Bros.

(Quotations at close of Jan.

+

54

—

54

"

+%
15)

|

"ROXY
An

Appreciative Account

Of His

Life

and Works

By

TERRY RAMSAYE

QP

MOTION

PICTURE HERALD

from Film Daily National Annual Critics Poll

THE "TEN BEST
f'irlurr

-

Distributor

Votes

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

David Copperfield ^

339
278
256
250
United Artists-Zanuck.. 235
Paramount
222
RKO Radio
174
.Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
166

The Lives oFa Bengal Lancer. Paramount
The Infor mal
RKO Radio
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
(Jjaughty Marietta^

M-G-M

.

.

TLes Miserabies
Ruggles of Red Gap
Top Hat
roadway Melody of 1936).
.

OefTir

r~T.

.

.

gets the

.

f.. .RKO
.

(as usual)

.

Radio

Metfo-Goldwyn-Mayer

.

155
129

LION'S SHARE
in the votes of critics

and

public

"Mutiny on the Bounty"
"Tale of

Two

Cities"

"A Night at the Opera"
"Ah Wilderness"

ARE

IN

THE

OUT OF THE
But votes

POLL OTHER-

WOULD HAVE HAD

WISE M-G-M
8

1936

10,

are something else again.

now we mean business. Cash
on the new timely Martin Mooney

Right

in

EXCLUSIVE STORY
(Franchot Tone

is

coming along

to

stardom)

:

MOTION PICTURE

Picture
Industry

NO.

39.

NEW

14

Setbacks Hit

RED KANN

—

Louis, Jan. 16. The Governnent today suffered a series of set>acks in attempting to prove its conWarners,
against
charge
ipiracy

RKO, when Judge
[oseph West Molyneaux refused to
Paramount

and

idmit in evidence conversations alleg.dly bearing on the St. Louis situaion and presumably held with a numier of important industry executives
n the presence of Jack Partington
if
F. & M.
The Government sought to have
ntered upon the record details of
vhat was said to have transpired on
ive different occasions which Partington, the Government's sole witness to:ay, declared he had attended either

{Continued on page 4)

—

project in this state.

Arthur-Kann Talk
By BILL ORNSTEIN

—

Efforts by the
St. Louis, Jan. 16.
zovernment to introduce through a
hird party who was not present a
onversation alleged to have been held
etween Harry C. Arthur and Red
Lann,
Motion Picture
editor of
)aily in a New York restaurant on
larch 6, 1934, failed today.
Jack Partington, president of F. &
L, and only Government witness to
:stify
in the civil conspiracy suit

Warners, Paramount, and
KG" before Judge Joseph W. Moly;aux had just completed an outline

jainst

his career in the industry
lcident developed.
"What
f

n

when

Payroll Gains

Optimism

Stir

AroundCanton
This is the ninth of a series of surveys on the outlook in the field for
1936.

—

Canton, O., Jan. 16. With employment gains ranking among the highest in the state and industrial activity
at its best peak in more than five
years, exhibitors, with the advent of
the new year, view the coming 12

{Continued on page 4)

Detroit First

Runs

Branches

TEN CENTS

1936

Until Hearing
Distributors

Appeal Court

Argue Majors Lose in Review
Of Perelman Suit

to

PWA

WPA

launched which have absorbed almost
all of the unemployed and reduced to
a

minimum
For the

the relief rolls of this area.

first

time in

five

Local exhibitor organizations will
take no immediate action, legal or
otherwise, in opposing the city's two
per cent sales tax on film rentals,
which New York exchanges are now
collecting from their theatre accounts,
until after the new hearing to be held
Monday before representatives of the
city finance department at which time
local distributors will present new
arguments against the application of
the tax to rentals.
Distributors have already presented
arguments against the application of
the tax to him revenue derived from
theatres within the city, and, although
no official ruling has been made as a
result of that hearing, the city has
made known its intention of extending
the tax to apply to rentals derived

years Can-

{Continued on page 8)

Philadelphia,

Jan.

16.

— Major

companies defending the double features case lost out today when a decision was handed down by the U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals here stating
that the contract clause forcing independent exhibitors to agree not to
double feature is in violation of the

Sherman

Anti-Trust

The

Law.

clause was ruled illegal and amounting to restraint of trade on both exhibitors and independent producers.
The decision upholds the original
finding of Federal Judge George A.
Welsh on Jan. 31, 1935, who declared
adversely to the majors when the Perelman case came to its first court
climax.
The new decision applies
specifically to

Fox, Vitagraph,

RKO,

{Continued on page 2)

{Continued on page 2)

Ascap Claims Few
Licensee Losses
Place at Universal
Hollywood,
—William Renewals by radio
Jan.
through-

Koenig

in Meyer's
16.

Koenig joins

Universal

Monday

stations

as

studio manager, succeeding
Fred Meyer, a succession which has
been rumored here tor several weeks.
Koenig signed a contract today. Meyer, with almost two years to go on

general

his current contract, will take a pro-

duction post with the company, to be
announced next week.
The placing of Koenig in a chief

executive spot at the studio is understood to have been engineered by
Charles R. Rogers, here ironing out
the details of the Standard Capital
option for Universal.

happened

rovernment attorney. Partington then

in All

on Sale Dual Clause
Levy Set Back Ruled Out By

Survey

of the major theatre managers of the
city disclosed that, in every instance,
theatres
are anticipating increased
business.
They admitted, however,
that
improved
patronage
depends
largely on the ability of producers to
provide features that will appeal in
general to the theatre-going public.
Grosses for the year just ended
were approximately 15 per cent better than the preceding year, it was
learned. This is due, in a large measure, to the unprecedented activity jn
the steel manufacturing plants in the
district, coupled with the extensive
and
projects recently

the

March 6?" asked Russell Hardy,

Ini

Stand Next Monday

months with much optimism.

Refuses to Allow

17,

the

Fight

Salem, Jan. 16.
How to
keep from competing with
himself is the new problem
of Philip Bloomberg, operator of three houses here for
the Salem Realty Co.
Bloomberg has been named
an executive of the PWA play

Judge Denies Admission
Of 5 Conversations
St.

YORK, FRIDAY, JANUARY

Competition

Government
At St. Louis
By

Intelligent

DAILY

Motk

VOL.

Alert,

Ampa Dinner Set March 14;
Musical Program

Is

Put On

out the country of their contracts with
the American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers are proceeding
at a pace which indicates few, if any,
losses of licensees, it was stated by
Ascap yesterday.
The society had a total of 551 stations licensed last year and the number of renewals has already passed the
500 mark, Ascap said. The renewals
are on the basis of five-year contracts
at the same terms as formerly, despite
the loss to the Society of the Warner
music catalogues. The renewals cover
the principal networks which, to date,
have made no licensing agreements

with Warners.
Ascap's deadline for renewal of
tracts
expired early yesterday
many notifications of renewals
believed to be still in the mails, it

conbut
are

was

said.

Raise Their Scales
Detroit,

Jan.

16.

— Four

Detroit

have raised admissions. The
puses include the Fox,
Michigan,
nited Artists and RKO Downtown.
rstruns

The new

are

as follows
[onday to Friday, 30 cents, opening
2 P. M. ; 40 cents, 2 P. M. to 6:30
M. and 65 cents until closing. This
an advance of five cents over the
esent afternoon prices and 10 cents
'er the night price.
Saturdays and
scales

i

.

(

{Continued on page 2)

Some got the vegevote.
others got the steak after the
entertainment had started. The Ortiz
Ensemble had competition from knife
and fork wielders who couldn't keep
up with the rhumba rhythm.

Ampa's annual Naked Truth dinner was a
will be held March 14, Gordon White
told the members yesterday at the
weekly meeting. The Astor will be
the place as usual.
It

turned out to be quite a meeting.

tables

tie

;

Hy

So many guests appeared that Jack
Dempsey's chefs were caught by surprise. When the lamb cjiops gave out

Daab was there.
to be the first Titan who

the diners waited while'the chefs argued whether they should substitute
vegetable plates or sliced steak.
It

troduced him he bobbed up in a dark
corner and merely took a bow. Others

sit

on the

dais.

When

He

proved

would not
White in-

{Continued on page 9)

Ginsberg Quits as
Roach Studio Head
Hollywood, Jan. 16.— Henry Ginsberg, for the past five years vicepresident and general manager of Hal
Roach Studios, yesterday resigned
from the board of directors, and requested a release from his two-year
contract as a studio executive, to be
effective April 1.
Ginsberg declined
to give a reason for his resignation.
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They're both in "Strike
Pink," which got off to a flying
crowds all around the
start with

guests at a birthday party staged at
11 :30 by W. G. Van Schmus in the
suite of rooms atop the Music Hall,
and they both officiated at the cutting
©f a big birthday cake.
Among the guests were Conde
Nast, Benny Rubin, Parkyakarkas,
Nathan Burkan, Irving Berlin, Rene
Clair, Eleanor Powell, Paul Warburg, Erik Charrell, Lew Brown, who
wrote most of the music in the pic:

ture,

and Lillian Hellman.

"Strike Me Pink" was reviewed in
the Motion Picture Daily in the
issue of Jan. 11.

Mrs. Alter Dies
Hollywood,

—

Jan.
Mrs. Gregory Aller, 60, mother of Herbert Aller,
local I. A. T. S. E. business representative, died last night at Cedars
of Lebanon Hospital of injuries susstained

16.

when she was struck by a

car
driven by Walter Wanger last Saturday.
The funeral will be held on
Sunday, with burial at Home of Peace

Cemetery.

Inc.,

and
also

Warren Davis and

aker Thompson, states
porations "were in fact not proper
parties and consequently have been
omitted from it."

leaves

for a brief holiday in

tomorrow

Miami.

200 Houses Is

Aim

Of Odeon Expansion
By BRUCE ALLAN
London, Jan.

16.

—Odeon

Theatres,

J.

J.

Charges Sherman Law Violation

but that there

is

a question as to the

sufficiency of evidence to support the
charge of violation of the Clayton

law. But inasmuch as the evidence bears
out the charge of Sherman Act infraction, the finding of Welsh was
sustained.
Judge Buffington's opinion states, on the "conspiracy to restrain trade" angle, "the defendants
are connected with the strongest interests of the industry.
They distribute more than half the annual product
in which the artists who command the
largest audiences are displayed. While
they compete among themselves they
have a common interest in confronting minor or independent producers
who lack the resources to manufacture exhibitions on their scale.
The
independent
theatres
require
their

productions

in

order

to

continue

in

But to improve business
headed by Oscar Deutsch, in business.
which United Artists Theatre Cir- and permit them in some fashion other
cuit,
Inc., bought an interest some than offering lower prices of admistime ago, plans an expansion which sion, to carry on in the face of de
theatres,
they
must exhibit
will bring the total houses of the cir- luxe
cuit to 200 throughout the United double features. The independent theKingdom in a short time. The capital atres generally purchase the second
said to be $50,000,000.
understood the plan of the en-

is

It is

larged circuit is to release pictures
simultaneously with London throughout the circuit, in place of the present arrangement which brings product
to the smaller centers approximately
six months after London openings.

Kentucky Tax Repealed
Due to an error in a wire it was
stated in Motion Picture Daily that
a three per cent sales tax law had
been passed in Kentucky and signed
by Gov. Asa B. Chandler. As a matter of fact it was a law repealing
the present three per cent tax which
was passed and signed by the Governor.

Weisfeldt Takes Over
Max

Weisfeldt has assumed his new
duties as supervisor of short subject
sales for Columbia, coming on from
the coast after his appointment by

Abe Montague, general
ger.

He

succeeds

J.

W.

manaMcFarland.

sales

ii

Detroit First Runs
Raise Their Scalei
(Continued from page 1)
scale will be 40 cent
until 5 P. M. and 6!
thereafter, which is a rise

cents
q
five cents in the afternoon and main
tains the present evening prices foi
these days.

Key houses and subsequent rum
Judge Buffington said the evidence have not announced any raises yel
submitted to Judge Welsh was con- but it is expected that they will do sc
clusive that the defendants were in shortly. Subsequent run owners hav<
conspiracy to violate the Sherman law been talking of getting together on a

Ltd.,

value

Answering this contention, Judg
Buffington stated, "The condition
the industry leads to the conclusioi
that the inclusion of provisions in th
contracts between the defendants am
independent exhibitors seriously af
fects exhibitors and smaller compa
nies.
This tends to reduce produc
tion and stifle competition."

Sundays the
these three cor- from opening

•
Kay Francis is due from the coast
Sunday morning. Following a vacation here she will return to do "Lovely Lady."

Ethel Merman

193

vents exhibitors from purchasing film
from producers in competition witl
the defendants and destroys the op
portunity of these independent produ
cers to produce and sell more films.
The defendants disclaimed any in
tention of violating the law or driv
ing competitors out of business, al
leging their action was in the bes
interests of the industry and the pub

Whit-

Judges

Me

street in the morning, and by 5 o'clock
had topped the opening day's take on
"Cardinal Richelieu" and "Henry the
VIII," according to United Artists.
"Richelieu" did $107,000 in a week.
It
was Miss Merman's birthday.
She and Cantor were among the

Brothers Pictures,
National Pictures, Inc.
Paramount Publix Corp. were

First

the show's run here.

•

Merman.

and United Art

ducer for Twentieth Century-Fox, will named in the original suit filed May
sail today on the Majestic.
He in- 28, 1934, by Harry and Louis Pereltends to look over plays in London. man, independent exhibitors, but the
court decree does not apply to them
He will be away about four weeks.
because they were not served with
•
Jane Cooper, who is to be seen in a writ in the suit because they are
"Collegiate" and who at present is in outside the jurisdiction of the court
George White's "Scandals," will re- here. The decision, written by Judge
turn to Hollywood on completion of Joseph Buffington and concurred in by

here.

Eddie Cantor had a big day yesterday at the Music Hall. So did Ethel

Paramount,

M-G-M

1)

Warner

coast stage producer
recently became an associate pro-

•
Al Christie is back from a yearRue de la Cour-des-Noues, Pierre
19,
Autre, Representative; Rome Bureau: Viale end trip to Hollywood ready to reVittorio
Malpassuti,
Representa- sume work at the Astoria studio.
Gorizia,
tive;
Sydney Bureau: 600 George Street,
•
Holt,
Representative; Mexico
City
Cliff
David Garth's novel, "Cabin CruisJames Lockhart,
Bureau: Apartado 269,
Representative; Glasgow Bureau: 86 Dun- er," has been acquired by Paramount.
drennan Road, G. Holmes, Representative; A. M. Botsford will
produce.
Budapest Bureau: 3, Kaplar-u, Budapest,
•
Tokyo
11, Endre Hevesi, Representative;
Bureau: 47 Higashi Gokencho UshigomeWallace Beery has arrived from
Ku, H. Tominaga, Representative.
the coast and is at the Waldorf-AsEntered as second class matter, January
toria.
4, 1926, at the Post Office at New York
•
City, N. Y., under Act of March 3, 1879.
Subscription rates per year: $6 in the
Harry
Moskowitz
was due to leave
Canada
foreign
Americas, except
$15 and
Buenos Aires yesterday on his way
Single copies: 10 cents.
$12.

Cantor Picture Has
Big Start at Hall

(Continued from page

ists.

Henry Duffy,

17,

lie.

in

•

13

Appeal Court

president of Donawill leave today or tofor the coast to confer with

home, Pickfair.

Published daily except Sunday
and holidays by Quigley Publications, Inc., Martin Quigley,
president; Colvin Brown, vice-

Dual Clause
Ruled Out By

EdhueChurchill,
& Coe,
morrow
Mary Pickford

Friday, January

length film from the independent
producer but they are prohibited from
exhibiting double features, as in the
full

the plaintiffs, by their conwith major producers.
Thus
they purchase less film from independent producers.

case of
tracts

Judge Discusses Duals

"With such a

situation

existing in

the industry one might be logically
struck with the idea that it is more
than mere coincidence that the defendants, who represent the large majority of major producers, are in unanimity in prohibiting double features in
contracts.
The fact this unanimity
of purpose is not carried out formally in the same language does not
destroy the inference."
Judge
Buffington
also
stated,
"double feature clauses undoubtedly
reduce the production of full-length
motion pictures. ... If they (the
plaintiffs) exhibit features of one of
defendants they must agree not to display at the same time a feature of
another producer. This naturally pre-

general rise and, now that the firs)
runs have upped theirs, will prob*
bly be able to get together on til
proposition.

The new scale of prices does no)
affect the State and Adams, first rum
playing double features, it was sail

Fight on Sale Levy

To Be Heard Monday
(Continued from page 1)

from theatres outside the city limitSj
wherever served by local exchanges,
Monday's hearing will be on arguments directed at the latter policy
which had not been indicated at th<
time of the

first hearing.
decision from the city is expectet
within a few days following Monday*!
hearing, at which time the local exhib
itor organizations, the I. T. O. A.
Allied of New Jersey and T. O. C. C.
will decide on the action each wi
take in relation to the tax.
Loca
exchanges have already decided to ap
peal an adverse decision to the appel

A

late division.

Mexico Peace Talks
Ended by Producen
By JAMES LOCKHART

—

Mexico City,

Settlemen
Jan. 16.
of the strike against major distribu
tors now seems farther away thai
ever. Conversations intended to brinj

about an agreement have been

callei

off.

Spokesmen for the Cinematographi
Workers'
Union said distributor
called off the parleys without givinf
a reason, but it was learned the;
decided to end them rather than con
tinue what they consider fruitless ar

guments.

Lewen Pizor
Philadelphia,
Pizor

is

demolishing

Phoenixville.

new, modern

He

to Build

Jan.

16.

his

—Lewe

Rialto

plans to erect
house on the site.

i

,o

H o1

Mo
'crulL

p

>

—
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On

Government

Friday, January

the Lighter Side

inquired

Wood.

tington,

"but

St.

St.

Louis,

Branson,
local

RKO

16.

Jan.

Walter

manager, left
scene after a day talking
district

with Harry
Wolff.

March

C.

17 to

or

Marco

21, 1934,

was the

Arthur

Nov.

+

1)

span covered. The initial session was
claimed to have been held with Sidney R. Kent, president of Fox Film
Corp., in his office on March 17. Efforts

impart what Kent was sup-

to

posed to have said were ruled out
the
by the court on the ground that
Fox official had not represented any
of the defendants in this action.

Number two

allegedly

was held two

days later with Ralph Kohn, then
high in the executive roster of Paramount. Whatever he might have said
was not permitted to be entered because the court maintained no authority for Kohn to act had been established.

Agnew, Dembow Named
Third was Neil F. Agnew, then
general sales manager of Paramount
and the place and time identical. The
court held in this instance that the
Government had not demonstrated any
relationship by which Agnew could

have bound his company.

Sam Dembow's name was
fourth.

the

Partington

linked in

got

far

enough to describe Dembow as a Paramount theatre executive and said
he had met him in a hallway of the
Paramount Building after leaving
Kohn and Agnew. He failed to get
beyond mention of the name, because
there had been established no proof

Dembow's

of

authority to act in the

Louis matter.
Hardy here asked for special permission to introduce the text of the
purported conversations with these
various men through independent witSt.

nesses to take the stand later. The
court again denied the application for
it
Hardy
advising
admissibility,
wanted the foundation for authority
laid

first.

conversation was supposed to have been held with Joseph
Bernhard, general manager of WarBrothers Circuit Management
ner
Corp., during lunch on a train east-

The

fifth

bound from Chicago to New York on
Nov. 21. The defense moved to keep
this

out of the record with the con-

tention that Bernhard had been discussing the narration of a past event
not in the scope of his authority.

Pressure of
expected.
at the home office.

week as
business kept
this

him

+
Spyros Skouras was spotted

with Cresson E. Smith.

spirited

Samuel A. Fordyce, who is recuperating from pneumonia, will leave
Friday for Arizona. This means he
will not assist on the Paramount defense.

in

a

Harry

conversation

with

Tuesday

between

Arthur

C.
recesses

Skouras
testimony.
may delay his trip to the coast, but
this will be decided later.
Skouras

and

+
Chick Evens, manager

Loew's
says "A Tale of Two Cities," which
Louis Phillips expects his wife to
ends a 16-day run Thursday night,
join him either the latter part of this
is the longest run for any film in that
week or early next.
house. The Dickens film will proba+
bly get around $33,000, which is not
Irving Barry, who accompanied as good as the Marx Bros. take.
Spyros Skouras on his return from
+
New York earlier in the week, will
Dinty Moore, Warner's city mango to the coast to meet Skouras when ager, should be in court to receive
he returns from Honolulu.
his mail. A letter was delivered for
+
him the other day, but there was no
Austin C. Keough didn't return Dinty.

+

tention being an agent could not bind
principal where a matter foreign
to that for which the agent was the
authority at the time entered in discussion.
The court held for the defense.
his

Before

doing

so,

however,

Judge

Molyneaux inquired what Hardy's
purpose was in seeking to have the
alleged train conversation admitted in
evidence.
The Government attorney
replied he proposed showing Bernhard
had told Partington of his reluctance
in acquiring theatres in St. Louis, but
that he had been overruled by Harry
M. Warner that Bernhard had further told the witness that he (Bernhard) was a good soldier and obeyed
orders.
An important ruling was
handed down from the bench at this
juncture. The court pointed out it
did not believe Bernhard had been
a conspirator and that what he may
have said to Partington was not in
furtherance
of
conspiracy
and
a
merely a statement of that which
someone had said to him.
;

Stresses

Two

Points

cross-examine the witness

of

while

the

him and was sustained.
probing from his seat
feet the Warner counsel

defense had
Alternately

and on his
went into spirited action today. His
eyes would flash. His fingers would
almost

dangle

under

the
witness's
nose. His gestures to the court would
be dramatic and eloquent. He would
crouch in his chair. His voice would
ring with anger and perhaps indignation as what he regarded as simple
and direct questions were met with an
"I don't recollect but it could have
happened," rejoinder.

Wood worked

at their home office on
1934.
The witness here
stressed two points.
He gave as one
the allegation that Warners would
use all of its resources to get theatres in St. Louis and if necessary

executives
6,

RKO

all

replied Parto repeat

so,"

instructed

right.

Anything

s—

and

you want to."
"Koplar was a dirty so-and-so and
something a pelican spits up," Partington alleged Abel Gary Thomas had
said. He had cost Warners $80,000 in
St. Louis and "we are going to get him
if

iunlier

witness

the

too,"

quoted

Thomas on Koplar.

An attempt to gain privilege for
matters confidentially discussed with
the Department of Justice was overruled when Hardy sought to prevent

Partington from answering Wood's
query as to whether or not the witness and Harry C. Arthur jointly and
at any time had aided the March 6
conference with the department.
Partington's testimony today differed on the date when he and Arthur
claimed to have conferred with George
J. Schaefer in New York on Paramount product for St. Louis which
the witness alleges had been promised
F. & M. but had been sold to Warners.
This is the meeting at which
Schaefer is supposed to have given
as his reasons pressure put on by
Warners coupled with threats to upset
Paramount's theatre organization in
Detroit.

Today Partington

set the date of
alleged meeting as the week of
March 19, 1934. In the criminal case
he fixed an earlier date. The significance rests in Paramount's contention
in the previous case that such a conference was fictitious because Schaefer
had been vacationing in Florida and

that

had not returned
.March

to

his

office

until

12.

The wrangle revolving around
missibility

as frequently did Hardy rally to his
witness's
support.
And significant

a

ad-

of certain of Partington's
testimony carried him over to Friday
and further sets back Harry C. Arthur.
Irving Lesser returned from

New York

today ready to go on

as

Government witness.
There will be no session Saturday.
Ex-Senator James A. Reed leaves

was Judge Molyneaux's comment in
overruling the Government that the Friday night for Toledo to deliver
object of Wood's persistence perhaps an address Saturday on the Constitution before the Ohio Bar Associawas to impeach the witness.
The
Warner attorney charged tion. This is one reason for the week-

Hardy had coached Partington not to
mention the name of Harry Koplar

These were the actions which
Spyros Skouras on Tuesday testified he had tried to ward off by appealing to Koplar.
It was because
of

this

Warners

"vexatious

litigation"

that

have maintained they
Court Holds for Defense
run double bills at 10 cents.
He regard Koplar as an "arch enemy"
who was engaged in an attempt
Hardy here entered upon consider- gave as the other allegation that War- "blackmail them," and so have to
reners
would
protest
the
to
court
the
alBernhard's
allow
to
able effort
fused to do any business with him or
reorganization
plan
for
the
Ambassaby
testimony
in
the
leged remarks
anyone associated with him. Partrying to establish the latter's au- dor, Missouri and New Grand Centington denied his memory had been
tral.
of
thority through the introduction
Wood found Partington a diffi- "jogged" by Government counsel.
a letter dated March 28, 1934, to Ned
cult witness. He also accused Hardy
E. Deoinet, president of the
The letter con- of furnishing him with leading quesDistributing Corp.
cerned RKO's product commitment tions. More acrimony between counto Warners for the Shubert-Rialto, sel was displayed at today's session
leased as one of the latter company's than at any other time during the
trial to date.
The Warner counsel
own first run outtets in St. Louis.
For approximately 90 minutes Wood apparently found Partington's recoland Hardy, turning to citations from lection of today's testimony as well
various U. S. circuit courts of appeal as that in the criminal proceedings
and the U. S. Supreme Court, ar- hazy. Constant objections to Wood's
gued on the admissibility of Bern- method of cross-auestioning were inThe terposed by the Government lawyer.
conversation.
hard's
renuted
doctrine of res gestae again applied On two occasions Wood appealed to
as it did earlier in the week, the con- the court to instruct Hardy not to

—

with the transcript of
Partington's criminal trial testimony
before him. Constantly did he remind
the witness of what he had said on
the stand in the previous case. Just

On direct examination, the story because the defense had introduced
documents covering the receivership
Partington told today practically dovesuits instituted by Koplar against the
tailed with his testimony in the crimSt. Louis Amusement Co., Skouras
inal trial.
Additions, however, were
Brothers
Enterprises
and
various
brought in.
These had to do with
Warner officials in 1931.
alleged statements made by Warner
March

It's

1936

like

goes here and you can say

By BILL ORNSTEIN

the

(Continued from paqe

judge.

the

Louis

"Yes,"
don't

what was said."
"By all means do

s

At

I

17,

since

Wood Draws Admission
Wood drew the admission that Koplar had been identified with F. & M.
when

that

company,

in

association

with Allen L. Snyder, took over the
Ambassador,
Missouri
and
New
Grand Central. The Warner attorney
tried

to

go further and wring from

Partington an admission that Koplar
was still associated with the company.
The witness said he did not know.

"Was
the

Koplar's name mentioned at
6 meeting at Warners?"

March

The second

end recess.

is

to

give

attorneys a breathing spell and
to find out what's going on in their
local

offices.

Refuses to Allow
Arthur -Kann Talk
(Continued from page

began

to

tell

of

a

1)

luncheon

with

Arthur. During it, he said, the latter
had informed him of a conversation
presumably a few minutes earlier with

Kann.

"What was

the conversation?" asked
Before Partington had an
opportunity to answer, Frederick H.
Wood, co-counsel for Warners, rose
to his feet with an objection on the

Hardy.

ground that the conversation was immaterial and had no bearing on the
case.
The judge at once ruled out
any disclosure of the asserted talk,
holding that what an editor of a
trade publication might have said had
nothing to do with the points at issue.
Judge Molyneaux, however, permitted reference to the supposed conversation to stand in the record as a
basis for the suggestion which Partington said he made for Arthur tq
visit the Warner headquarters in ar
endeavor to personally confer on the
St.

Louis "war" reported under

at the time,

wa,v

MOST EXTRAORDINA

THE

RECORD EVER MADE BY A PICTURE!
At

Wednesday, January

5 p- m.

15th, a

power plant catastrophe plunged

York City

into a darkness

and

New

a paraly-

I

of subway

sis

late

traffic

at night, as a

downpour of

that

lasted

until

climax to an all-day

rain. Nevertheless, "King of

Burlesque," 20th Century-Fox musical,

opening that day
set a

new

The

at the

Center Theatre,

high record for the house.

Light That Failed could not stop

"King of Burlesque"!
THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE

MOTION PICTURE
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Payroll Gains

Optimism

Stir

AroundCanton

Friday, January
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HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW
"Brides Are Like That"
(Warners)

{Continued from pane

\)

nine theatres are operating, all
presenting films with the sole exception of the old Grand Opera House
where a repertoire company has been
holding forth since last fall with
every indication that the run will extend well into the spring.
ton's

During the past year major first
Loew's, Palace and Warner's
Alhambra, have maintained a standard
top admission of 35 cents and a dime
There is no
to children at all times.
runs,

immediate indication that this top will
be upped, not for another year at least
unless the three per cent admission
tax

to be returned and,

fails

in

such

case, top will be increased to 40 cents,
executives said.
Second run houses,

which there are five, have been
maintaining a straight dime admission
with one exception where a 15 cent
price is on after 5 P. M. Subsequent
run houses report excellent business
the last eight months of the year with
turnaway patronage almost every Saturday night and Sunday.

of

Smaller Towns Renovating

much modernization

reported
in the smaller towns and there are no
dark houses, for the first time in several years. Several theatres have been
enlarged, many have added improvements and the most recent in sound
equipment, while others have replaced
•

Muss 'Em Up

is

obsolete appointments and seating. At
the present time there are several new
theatres under construction throughout
eastern Ohio with openings scheduled
shortly.

the Akron district where the
rubber industry has been humming for
the past three months, there has been
considerable new construction, management changes and extensive improvements. Admission prices in this
city are slightly above those charged
here, and in the Youngstown area
where there is only an occasional stage
show at the Palace, top admissions
are slightly above those here with
practically all houses in operation.
Steel production has been more active
in recent months than at any time
since the boom days of 1929, reports

In

Free sound film shows, popular in
Ohio amusement parks,
which proved a constant worry to exhibitors and to a certain extent diverted patronage in downtown theatres, have in each instance been abandoned in favor of free vaudeville and

—

—

Production Code Seal No. 1,800.

Runing

time, 70 minutes.

"G."

In this particular territory Bank
Nights and other forms of trade stimulants are at a minimum, due to concentrated efforts of the exhibitors to
keep away from such promotions.

Boost Scales in N. 0.
New

Orleans, Jan. 16

now

—The

St.

operating under a new
scale of prices, the night prices, 26
cents, taking effect at noon of each
Improved business conditions
day.
are given as a reason.

Charles

is

"I Don't

Remember"

(C olumbia)
Harry Langdon suffers from lapsing
memory in this comedy and needs to
be hit on his head to remember what
The usual Langdon
it was he forgot.
comicalities prevail and some amusing
situations develop.
Langdon as an
exasperating to his wife, Geneva Mitchell, who calls his mother
when she is at her wit's end. Mary
Carr gives out the head-banging secret and for the moment all is well.
Vernon Dent persuades Langdon to
part with money intended for a furniture payment and they buy a sweepsartist is

ticket.
Miss Mitchell leaves
Langdon, who goes after Dent to get
revenge.
After Dent has dodged
Langdon's bullets he tells him they
have won. A scramble for the ticket
follows and Langdon chases it out to
sea by way of a sewer. Good comedy
fare.
Production Code Seal, No.
1761.
Running time, 18 mins. "G."

takes

"Voice of Experience
No. 8"
(Columbia)
This latest issue

is quite the most
tear jerking of the series.
In its one
reel it reveals the plight of a boy
whose love for his dead mother has
him stealing a tombstone for her

He is found out and faces arHis foster parents refuse to
make good and he is given a week in
which to pay. Appealing to the Voice
he is helped out and warned not to
let his affection for his mother get
the
better
of
his
good judgment.
A change of policy in his foster parents makes him a happy boy again.
For the radio admirers. It is lugubrious fare.
Production Code Seal,
0755.
No.
Running time,
W/2
mins.

Looking 'Em Over

"G."

"Melody

in

May"

(Radio)

Ruth Etting, escaping from the annoyances of a celebrity's life, dashes
town where she is unknown.
At a boarding house she
comes on the plight of a youngster
who is teased to distraction by his asoff to a small

sociates.
On the night of a school
dance his girl stands him up and Miss
Etting accompanies him. Seeing how
he is so unpopular among his friends
she makes her identity known and her
young friend becomes something of social lion.
It all ends on a hypocritical

Miss

Etting's singing makes
for the adolescent histrionics.
Ordinary musical offering.
Production Code Seal, No. 1572.
Running
time, 19}<2 mins. "G."
note.

eight eastern

circus acts.

Short Subjects

rest.

Hollywood, Jan. 16. Unfortunately for this otherwise acceptable
production, the mussing up process was followed by the script writers
with the result that the audience is frequently left wondering what the
story is all about. The valiant efforts of a really good cast cannot triumph over the incoherency of the script, which sets out to be a mystery
thriller, but succeeds in being only a mystery.
Preston Foster plays the part of Tip O'Neill, rough and tumble
smarty detective specializing in the solving of mysterious shootings
and kidnap threats. Alan Mowbray does his usual smooth work as a
millionaire with a house full of guns and rather silly relatives. Ralph
Morgan goes through the film looking suspicious and doing embroidery.
Molly Lamont, Margaret Callahan and Florine McKinney look worried
very competently. Big Boy Williams and Maxie Rosenblum, as a couple
of dumb clucks, are good for a number of laughs. Noel Madison is excellent as a ratty gangster and the smaller parts are handled nicely by
John Carroll, Robert Middlemass, Maxine Jennings, Harold Huber,
Clarence Muse, Paul Porcasi, Ward Bond and John Adair.
Erwin Gelsey did the script from the novel by James Edward Grant.
Director Charles Vidor strove to hide all clues to the mystery from the
audience, and succeeded even to the very end. Pandro Berman produced. Best angle for the exhibitor is to capitalize on the rapidly growing popularity of Preston Foster.

indicated.

1936

grave.

(Radio)

While there has been no new construction locally, throughout the district

—

Hollywood, Jan. 16. This is a light domestic comedy taken from
Barry Connors' stage success, "Applesauce." It is played with intelligence and zest and affords pleasing average entertainment.
Ross Alexander, a lovable idler, living on the bounty of Joseph Cawthorn, a thrifty uncle, wins Anita Louise from her suitor, Richard
Purcell, against the wishes of her parents, Gene and Kathleen Lockhart. Following the wedding, Alexander is hounded by creditors, but
succeeds in reconciling the two families and finally comes through with
an invention that assures a happy future for all.
As teams, Alexander and Miss Louise, and the Lockharts, use the
situations furnished by the plot to establish themselves in the front rank
as comedy performers. Joseph Cawthorn turns in another tongue-twisting
characterization which is good for many laughs while Purcell as the
rejected suitor and Kay Hughes as the momentary rival of Miss Louise
furnish good contrasts.
Director William McGann has followed closely the technique of the
stage production and has timed his scenes expertly. Ben Markson's
adaptation is clever, with fresh dialogue well spotted. Bryan Foy supervised production. The picture is good, wholesome family entertainment and should score well with general audiences.
Production Code Seal No. 1,810. Running time, 69 minutes. "G."

17,

amends

"Grain"

"Camera Cranks"

(Amkino)

(Radio)

Produced by Mosfilm, Moscow company, this latest importation from
Russia is an adaptation of a novel by Ivan Shuhov, and once again
attempts to glorify the Russian worker of the new order. It tells of the
victory of a group of peasants organizing their first collective farms,
over the unscrupulous efforts of the kulaks, or land owners, to preserve
their waning power over the peasantry.
The film is plentifully sprinkled with English translations of the Russian dialogue, making for ready understanding of the story, but it is
doubtful that the picture has any real entertainment value for the average American audience. It is one of those films which is apt to have
an appreciative audience only among those who have a distinct sympathy
for the Russia of today.
There is a romance, rather subordinated to the central theme of
(Continued on page 9)

Joey Ray, Kitty

McHugh

and Ed-

ward Keane

act out some primitive
situations in this short.
The

comic
supposed humor

is

done

in

a studio

where Ray is to take a screen test.
Miss McHugh, a beauty contest winner and annoying, is trying to crash
the films and she gets by on an executive's
say
so.
She interrupts
take number 52 and then her dog
pulls a storm effects switch and the
piece ends with all the characters sit-!
ting dejectedly in the rain.
The effort lacks what it takes.
Production
Code Seal, No. 1470. Running time,

18H

mins.

"G."

:

:

;

MOTION PICTURE
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Friday,
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17,

"In Person" Gets

"Hostess" on Dual

Looking 'Em Over

$15,000, Montreal
Montreal,

16.

Jan.

the Princess.

were good because the
French Canadians were completing
of
observance
holidays
by
the
Epiphany, or Little Christmas, on

Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 16. "In Person" was the big money-maker of the
week here with a gross of $3,700, up
by $1,500, at the Lincoln. It ran eight

(Continued from page 8)

workers' triumph, woven into the story, and complication enters as the
kulaks, through bribery of certain of the poorer peasants, attempt to
min the grain crop which the collectivists had planted. Eventually, of days.
"If You Could Only Cook" also was
course, the kulaks are revealed in their true light, are routed from the
It went 100 per cent
a strong draw.
village, and the peasants revel in their successful harvest.
over par on a take of $2,400 in eight
Reviewed without production code seal. Running time, 85 mindays at the Varsity.

"G."

utes.

With

takes

All

Jan.

—

—"Broadway

Hostess" and "The Rainmakers," a
dual at Loew's, with "La Vie Paree"
on the stage proved a winning comThe $15,000 take
bination last week.
was $4,500 over the normal mark.
"If You Could Only Cook" and
"Escape From Devil's Island" passed
par by $1,500 on a take of $8,500 at

$3,700 at Lincoln

6.

Total

run business was $48,500.

first

Average

$41,500.

is

Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 11

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.)
"SO RED THE ROSE" (Para.)
CAPITOL — (2,547), 25c-35c-40c-50c-60c, 7
Gross:

days.

(Average, $9,500)

$9,500.

"TOUT POUR L 'AMOUR" (French)
"FORCED LANDING" (Republic)
IMPERIAL— (1,914), 20c-29c-34c, 7 days.

Gross:

(Average,

$4,000.

$3,500)

"BROADWAY HOSTESS" (F.N.)
"THE RAINMAKERS" (Radio)
LOEW'S — (3,115), 30c-34c-40c-50c-60c,
"La Vie Paree," stage

Stage:
Gross: $15,000.
days.

7

unit.

"Ceiling Zero," tomorrow morning's opener at the Strand, was previewed
by wire from Hollywood on Dec. 21.
"Exclusive Story," opening this morning at the Capitol, was previezved from
Hollywood by wire on Jan. 7.
"Strike Me Pink," which opened at the Radio City Music Hall yesterday
morning, was reviewed by wire from Hollywood on Jan. 11.
"Charlie Chan's Secret," reviewed by wire from Hollywood on Oct. 15, was
previewed at the Roxy last night.
"King of Burlesque," now current at the Center, was reviewed by wire from
Hollywood on Dec. 24.

Orpheum gathered in $3,700, $1,600
over the par of $2,100 on a week.
Total first run business was $14,950.
Average for seven days is $9,850.
Estimated takings

the

Overrules Demurrer
Ampa's Dinner Is
In Lincoln Actions
Set For March 14 Lincoln, Jan. — Judge Munger
here yesterday over16.

Federal court

"MARY BURNS FUGITIVE" (Para.)
ruled the demurrers of the defend"CORONADO" (Para.)
(Continued from page 1)
ants, Lincoln Theatre Corp., J. H.
PALACE — (2,600), 25c-35c-40c-50c-65c, 7
Gross: $11,501.
days.
(Average, $11, COO) who were presented were Dave Bad- Cooper and R. L. Livingston, in the
"IF YOU COULD ONLY COOK" (Col
$1,797,000 suits of Independent and
er, who will leave soon for England
"ESCAPE FROM DEVIL'S ISLAND""
The defense alL. Howell Davis, chairman of the State Theatres, Inc.
:

)

(Col)

PRINCESS— (2,272),
Gross:

days.

25c-30c-35c-50c-65c,

(Average

$8,500.

8
for 7 days,

$7,030)

Fox Cooper Dissolved
Dover, Del., Jan. 16.— The Fox
Cooper Theatre
Co.,
a
Delaware
corporation, has been dissolved.
A
dissolution was
Secretary of State,
of

:ertificate

by

the

issued

Pennsylvania censor board, and E. S.
Gregg, comptroller for Erpi.
Vandy Cape, who has been singing in the Rainbow Room and at the
Barbizon Plaza, made a hit with her
demonstration of how foreign artists
come over here and sing "Parlez

Moi

of

Rhythm," showed how
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Week Ending
"TALE OF

Jan. 8:
CITIES" (M-G-M)

TWO

STUART— (2,000),
Gross:

(Average,

"IN

PERSON"

$3,700.

(Average,

LINCOLN— (1,600),
Gross:

"IF

8
days.
days, $3,100)

10c-25c-40c,

$4,200.

7

(Radio)
8 days.
days, $2,200)

10c-20c-25c,
7

Week Ending Jan. 9:
YOU COULD ONLY COOK"

VARSITY— (1,100),

10c-20c-25c,

(Col.)

days.

9

Gross: $2,400.
(Average, 7 days, $1,300)
"IT'S A GREAT LIFE" (20th-Fox)

"PERFECT GENTLEMAN"
"MARY BURNS. FUGITIVE"

ORPHEUM— (1,350),
Stage:

days.

Bound"
age,

7

(M-G-M)
(Para.)

10c-15c-20c-25c,

Gross:

units, 5 days.
days, $1,700)

$3,700.

(Aver-

For Your Daily Reference

BLUEBOOK

Hungarian Rhapsody.

Shows Tune Relationships
Then Dr. Spaeth demonstrated

the

distinguished musical ancestry of

"A

Gypsy Tearoom," by showing
that it was a first or second cousin
to "La Cucarache," which, the doctor said, "was very appropriate be-

PROJECTION

of

Little

cause cucaraches are often found in
tearooms."
From this his
nimble fingers leaped to "Isle of
Capri," to "Auf Wiedersehn," to "II
Trovatore" to the funeral music in
Grieg's "Peer Gynt" suite.
Then he
assembled all of them in the order in
which they are heard in "A Little

Gypsy

Dr. Spaeth closed with a serious
discussion of the possibilities of new
uses of music in pictures.
He predicted that it would be made to enhance comedy and dramatic values and
that story-telling methods could hp
worked out so that the music would
seern like a logical part of the production.
Some of the recent musical productions had reached new heights in
artistry,

he

said.

714 pages that

detail

and describe every piece of

sound and projection apparatus and give
tions for operation

Included
as a

first

is

all

instruc-

and maintenance.

a complete trouble-shooting

aid against

breakdowns and

finding index system that
a ready reference for

all

department

also a quick-

makes the new Bluebook
projection problems.

Price $5.25 Postpaid

QUIGLEY BOOKSHOP
1790

BROADWAY

9

"Monkey Shines" and Miami

RICHARDSON'S

"Its success," he said, "is due to its
nonsensical syllables, a form of comic
showmanship, which goes back to the
English madrigals." All his hearers
gasped when he showed the similarity
to certain chords of Liszt's Second

Gynsy Tearoom."
Even the budding composers and
veteran publicity men who had heard
Net
Change him before gasped.

Theatre

6s '40, ctf
eith B. F.

i

Low

Theatre

'40

(Average, $850)

and

General Theatre Bonds Rise
eneral

•

he keeps his tune detecting up to date
by demonstrating where the compos-

Wall Street

(ZOth-Fox)
(Republic)
COLONIAL— (550), 10c-15c, 7 days. Gross:

"FRISCO WATERFRONT"

d' Amour."

ers

Consolidated,

leged the plaintffs failed to state facts
sufficient for a cause of action. Other
defendants are several major distributors.
The plaintiffs allege they were
refused product.

7:

Dr. Sigmund Spaeth, introduced as

Walter the "G-Man

Dent Smith.

Week Ending Jan.
"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET"
$950.

in

(Average, $10,500)

two stage shows,

the help of

and three pictures, most notable of
the latter being "Mary Burns, Fugitive," which stood it four days alone,

NEW YORK

:

:

—

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

10

"Opera"

"Kentucky" Is
Repeat Smash
In Washington

at

down

grosses.

Opera"

the

skyrocketed to record and
highs, topped by a return
of "In Old Kentucky" at
lumbia which shattered
established by "Naughty
The §8,000 gross was $4,400

over

average.
At the Metropolitan, Warner B.
house, "Show Them No Mercy" hit
$8,700, to top par also by $4,400.
"I Dream Too Much" on a nine and
one-half dav run at RKO-Keith's, took
$19,800, or $18,000 on the first seven
days, plus $1,800 on the last two and
one half days. The weekly average is
$10,600.
In the stage-screen field, the Earle,
with "Collegiate" on the screen and
Stepin Fetchit in person, took $23,000,
topping average by $4,400.
"The New Gulliver" at the Belasco

Average

which

Estimated takings for the week end-

BROADWAY —
2nd week.

(Average

$2,000.

CAROLINA

—

(1,400),

(Average,

$2,000.

"39

$2,000

for

three

25c-40c, 2
$2,000 for

days.
three

STEPS"

(G.B.)
4 days.
Gross:
$1,000.
(Average, $1,500 for three days)
FACE" (Radio)
IMPERIAL (949) 25c, 2 days. Stage:

IMPERIAL— (949),

25c,

"ANOTHER

—

"Mixed Nuts."

Palace,

$1,500

took, respectively, $2,300 and $11,300,
as against first week averages of $3,-

for

Gross:

(Average,

$1,500.

three days)

Olive Is Reelected
Head of D. C. Allied

000 and $15,900.

At Loew's Fox "The King of Burlesque," with Leon Navara and his

Washington, Jan. 16— Charles H.
Olive was reelected president of Allied Theatre Owners of the District
first part
of Columbia here today.
Also reof the week failed to make any dent
elected were E. E. Lichtman, vicein the week's totals.
president, and John Henry
Hiser,
Total first run business was $94,000.
treasurer.
William R. Hoyle, acting
Average is $76,700.
secretary,
succeeded
E.
Laurence
Estimated takings, exclusive of tax
Phillips as secretary, because of the
Week Ending Jan. 7:
frequent business absences of the lat"THE NEW GULLIVER" (Amkino)
ter.
Olive was renamed a delegate
BELASCO— (1,140), 25c-65c, 6% days, 2nd to the national directors' meeting,
and
week. Gross: $2,300. (Average, first week,
Hiser, Lichtman and
S. Wilcox
$3,000)
were named delegates to the sessions
"IN OLD KENTUCKY" (ZOth-Fox)
LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,264), 25c-40c, 7 of the eastern directors.
days (return engagement).
Gross: $8,000.
Jack Whittle, secretary of the M.
(Average, first week, $3,600)
P. T. O. of Maryland, urged the ex"THE LITTLEST REBEL" (ZOth-Fox)
LOEW'S PALACE— (2,370), 35c-77c, 7 hibitors with Maryland theatres to
days, 2nd week. Gross: $11,300. (Average, start a campaign against new taxes,
first week, $15,900)
which may be levied to replace the
"SHOW THEM NO MERCY" (20th-Fox) one cent sales tax expiring March
METROPOLITAN (1,591), 25c-40c, 7 31.
tax on films is threatened. Nadays (including New Year's Eve midnight
show at 40c).
Gross: $8,700.
(Average, tional General Counsel Abram My$4,300)
ers explained Allied's stand on the
Week Ending Jan. 9:
Pettengill bill, and asked the coopera"COLLEGIATE" (Para.)
tion of exhibitors.
Lichtman, Olive
orchestra headlining the stage

show,

a par of $20,900.
Snow and rain during the

hit

E

—

EARLE— (2,218),

A

25c-77c,

Stepin Fetchit, Alice

7

days.
Stage:
Trio, Vir-

Dawn, Lime

Bacon, with Andrew Twins, Ray
Wolber. Gross: $23,000. (Average, $18,400)
ginia

"THE KING OF BURLESQUE"
(ZOth-Fox)
LOEW'S FOX— (3,434), 25c-66c, 7 days.
Stage: Leon Navara

&

His

St.

Moritz Or-

Frank Conville & Sunny Dale;
Lynn Burno Revue, with Violet West, Florence Hodges, Dorothy Arden, Teddv Wren;
chestra;

Al

Schacht.

Gross:

and Ben Trendler were named to the
entertainment committee for the national

here Feb. 4-5.

(Average,

$20,900.

"I

Pittsburgh, Jan. 16.— An application_ has

9:

DREAM TOO MUCH"

(Radio)
9% days.
Gross: $19,800 ($18,000 on first 7 days, including 4 New Year's screenings at 99c;
$1,800
on 2Vi days, on second week).

RKO-KEITH'S— (1,836),

(Average,

first

To Pick

week,

25c-55c,

been received at National
Variety Club headquarters for a charter for a new Variety Club tent at
Atlanta.

No.

Corelli and
been named as

Director

J.,

men

also

ization intends to limit the tents to 20.

Dave Ferguson have
a

be Tent

have requested a charter. This would
be Tent No. 19. The national organ-

committee of the

Cheese Club to select a successor to
the late S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel as
director of the program for the testimonial dinner to Harry Hershfield at
the Astor Jan. 26.

inmiMTiMHm»uii»Miiii,.M^.

m

ii i Mii

iim

ii

the

Temple Is $13,000
Smash in Houston
Houston,

Jan.

16.

led the field here in

box

office

— Shirley

Temple

one of the biggest

weeks theatres have had

several months.

"The

in

Rebel"

Littlest

grossed $12,000 at the Majestic, where
the average weekly take is $7,000.
Playing seven days, "Riffraff" at
Loew's State reached $10,000. "Collegiate" had same take at the Metropolitan.
Both theatres count $7,000 a
par week, but "Collegiate" ran nine
days in order to bring the Metropolitan back to pre-holiday opening dates.
Bank night, introduced at the Kirby
Tuesday night, ran the take at that
theatre for one day to $1,000, which
is
about $500 more than the usual

The
Tuesday take.
"Broadway Hostess."
Total

first

Average

was

picture

run business was $37,000.

$26,000.

is

ing Jan. 7

(Average,

(Average,

$1,000.

15c-35c,
$500)

"FRECKLES"

KIRBY— (1,450),

(Average,

$1,500.

Gross:

$3,000)

"BROADWAY HOSTESS"

KIRBY— (1,450),

15c-35c,
$1,500)

1

(F.

day.

Gross:

Vallee

Warner Ball M.

Rudy Vallee

C.

master of ceremonies at the annual Warner Club
ball Feb. 22, at the Waldorf-Astoria.
Committee chairmen for the affair include A. W. Schwalberg, Steve Trilling and Max Blackman.

ii

i

m

i

n

will be

"KING OF BURLESQUE"
(20th-Fox)

ALVIN— (2,000),

6 days.
Gross:
days, $5,500)

25c-40c,

(Average, for

$5,000.

7

"SANDERS OF THE RIVER" (U. A.)
"$1,000 A MINUTE" (Republic)
DAVIS— (1,700), 25c-40c, 9 days. Gross:
(Average, for

7

days,

$3,000)

"THE LITTLEST REBEL"

FULTON— (1,750),
Gross:

15c-40c,

(20th-Fox)
days, 2nd
7 days,

9

(Average, for

$4,350.

$4,000)

"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (W.

PENN — (3,300),

B.)

Gross:

25c-40c, 7 days.
$12,000)

(Average,

Major

amateurs.

days.

Gross:

$18,500)

(Para.)
B.)

"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W.

WARNER— (2,000),

days.

25c-50c,
7
$7,000)

Bowes

(Average,

"PETER IBBETSON"
7

$10,000.

(Para.)
25c-50c.

(Average,

9

$7,000)

16.

hold its third regional sales meeting
of the season Saturday and Sunday
of this week at the Congress Hotel
here.
The two previous sessions
were held at Des Moines and Dallas.
Abe Montague, general sales manager,
who will preside, leaves the home office tomorrow with Rube Jackter and

Joseph A. McConville.
Policies on
current films and product in work
will be discussed.
Present, in addition to the home ofexecutives, will be Max Roth,

fice

A. Galanty and Carl H. Shalit,
Midwest division manager, Washington and Detroit branch heads, respec-

Also

represented will be
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Cleveland and

Indianapolis.
to

$48,000.

ing Jan. 9:

Stage:

Columbia Sales Meet
In Chicago Tomorrow
Chicago, Jan.
— Columbia will

here

is

Estimated takings for the week end-

Gross:

$6,750.

days.
25c-40c,
8
(Average, for 7 days, $5,000)

(Average,

"COLLEGIATE"

tively.

Average

Gross:

(Average. $7,000)
REBEL" (20th-Fox)

$12,000.

Gross:

the Fulton,

remained

Rebel"

A

$31,500.

METROPOLITAN— (2,600),
days.

At

to $6,750.

Littlest

"DANGEROUS" (W. B.)
STANLEY— (3,600), 25c-55c, 7

(Radio)
3 days.

New

while the Alvin, on six days only with
"King of Burlesque," managed to attract a fair $5,000.
The Davis, remained in the doldrums, and a weak
$3,300 in nine days for "Sanders of
the River" and "$1,000
Minute"
meant the closing of this house after a
two-month try w'th double features.
Weather conditions were anything
but good, a big snowstorm hitting
town Monday to be followed by two
days of sleet and rain.
Total first run grosses were $68,900.

$18,000.

$10,000.

"THE LITTLEST
MAJESTIC— (2,250),
Gross:

— The

two
beyond the regulation second
week and did very nicely at $4,350,

N.)
Gross:

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (2,750), 25c-40c,
days.

16.

days

week.

"CORONADO" (Para.)
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-35c, 3 days.
$3,000.

Warner

"The

$3,300.

Estimated takings for the week end-

Sam

Irving Ceasar, Donald Flamm, Allan

If granted, this will

18.

Hudson County, N.

$10,600)

New

meeting, to be held
Wilcox is chairman.

Atlanta Group Asks
For Variety Charter

$20,900)

Ten Days Ending Jan.

directors'

now.

(F. N.)
6 days,

Jan.

and "Dangerous" running up the remarkable take of $31,500.
"Captain Blood" also did exceptionally well at the Penn, gathering
around $18,000, while "Peter Ibbetson" and "Miss Pacific Fleet" boosted

25c-40c,

"A NIGHT AT THE OPERA" (M-G-M)
Gross:
days)

Pittsburgh,

Year's boom extended all over town
last week.
For the Stanley, it meant
a new recent high, with the Major
Bowes' amateurs, the third time one
of these units has played this house,

manager

(Average, $4,003)

"AH, WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
CAROLINA — (1.40J), 25c-40c, 4 days.
Gross:
days)

and "The

Littlest Rebel" at Loew's
both on their second weeks,

(1,114),
$4,000.

Gross:

is

Trainor expects the delude
of film salesmen any minute

ing Jan. 11

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

In Pittsburgh

of the
Granby. He is a six-footer,
built like Tarzan and has a
heart larger than the largest
Smithfield ham you have ever
seen."

after this,

$11,000.

is

one description,

Here's

penned and published by E.
M. Holmes in his "Do You
Know?" column in the Norfolk Ledger-Dispatch :
"Leo Trainor, or Leo to you

opened

the

Jan. 16.
Year pickup the city's

Show$31,500

like?

Friday at the Carolina was
B houses the leader with a take of $2,000. Aver"Capnear-record age is $2,000 for three days.
engagement tain Blood" merely broke even at the
Loew's Co- Broadway in six days with $4,000
the record after a good run last week.
Total first run business was $10,500.
Marietta."

Washington,

New

Norfolk, Va., Jan. 16.— What
does a theatre manager look

—

1936

17,

"Dangerous,"

Thumbnail

Charlotte, Jan. 16. Continued bad
weather and a one-night stand at the
Armory-Auditorium by Sally Rand,

"A Night At

— With

$2,000

Best in Charlotte

held

Friday, January

San

coast regional
Jan. 25-26.

Montague

Francisco,
session

go from
where the

will
will

be

held

Census of Business
Data Ready July 1
Philadelphia,
— Held
Jan.
16.

work on

the 1935 census of business,
will include amusements, and

which
which began Jan. 2 will be completed
in about three months.
Preliminary
reports, by states, will be released
beginning about July 1.
Headquarters for the project are located here,

with Fred A. Gosnell as chief
in charge.

statis-

tician

Manager Transferred

—

Paterson, N. J., Jan. 16. Irving
Lefkowitz, former manager of the
Warner Regent here, is now manager
of the Troy House, at Troy, N. Y.
He will return to Clifton, N. J., in
two months, to take over the management of the new theatre under construction there.

Ade

at

Miami Opening

Miami Beach, Jan.
Ade dedicated the new

16.

George

Lincoln yesterday.
Celebrities
of
and
stage
screen were introduced from the stage.

i

A

•

Frank Statement by

Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith
PRESIDENT

PAST

OF

S.M.P.E.

on

F.

RICHARDSON'S

H.

New

BLUEBOOK of
PROJECTION
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith

IN

every field, there are a few books which must be
regarded as "classics" and important guides by the
workers in that field. Richardson's "Bluebook of Projection" compresses between its covers substantially all the
information and guides which motion picture projectionists

need.

The

projectionist

who makes

thoroughly familiar with the contents of

WE

sincerely

appreciate

this authorized unsolicstatement from Dr. Alfred
N. Goldsmith on F. H. Richardited

new Bluebook
know that you

son's

Projection.

We

will

be in-

terested in the frank opinion
of

this

who

recognized

authority

as Past President of

The

Society of Motion Picture Engineers did so much to further
the

cause

of

projectionists.

projection

and

this

himself

book and

constantly applies his knowledge in the projection room
can hardly fail to do a good job and to command the
respect of his fellow workers and employer.
In their
own interests, projectionists should not hesitate to avail
themselves of such a mine of information.

T HE

convenience of using Richardson's "Bluebook of
Projection" is greatly increased by a novel and helpful
indexing system which the author has developed. Preceding each chapter are a series of numbered questions
which adequately cover the subject matter of that
chapter. In the chapter itself, the answers to the questions are preceded by the corresponding number.
Accordingly, the projectionist can readily check up his
knowledge of the subject material of each chapter before
and after reading it and can return to these questions at
any time to make sure that his knowledge of the subject
is still complete. This indexing system is a fine method
of "perpetual self-examination."
;

these people have a vital, personal interest in
seeing the new March of Time
EVERYONE WHO USES ELECTRICITY AND PAYS FOR IT.
EVERYONE WHO HAS MONEY INVESTED IN UTILITY COMPANIES.
EVERYONE WHO FAVORS PUBLIC OWNERSHIP OF THE UTILITIES.
EVERYONE WHO IS NOW EMPLOYED BY POWER COMPANIES.
EVERYONE WHO LIVES IN THE AREA (9 states) AFFECTED BY TVA.
All of

PUBLIC POWER
TN

its first issue

its

of 1936,

MARCH OF TIME turns

But

cameras on the program of the Tennessee

as large as England.

government pushes

money

EXPLOITATION

taste of

TVA

These 5,688,000 people and

it.

TVA

for

pro-

a national yardstick

measuring what

all

U.

their families

have

new

MARCH OF

TIME tells the full story of both sides of the
TVA program. Now they are waiting for YOU
to

poses

tell

Here

S.

is

them when

it

will play in

your theater.

exploitation value plus ready-made box-

office.

electricity should cost.

OTHER EPISODES

IN No. 1 for

1936

FOR ADVENTURE AND STIRRING ACTION,

the new March of Time pictures a Robinson
Crusoe, Mutiny-on-the-Bounty adventure on three desert islands near the Equator. The U. S.
Coast Guard, acting on sealed orders from Washington, wins new air bases in the U. S, conquest
of the Pacific.

FOR SHEER PRESENT DAY MYSTERY, March
France

— Monsieur de

like his father before

collecting

its

Paris.

Few know

him, he has been,

gruesome

fees.

employed by, or have their

the third largest U.

S. industry.

of Time turns to the strangest man in 1936
name or remember his face, but for half a century,
owner of the guillotine, traveling over France, using it,
his

'
.

,

panies to defend their prop-

erty and to challenge the

business.

been notified by the power companies they are

experiment in

regional planning,

in,

are

with other mil-

government's right to go into

STOCKHOLDERS
258,000 EMPLOYEES

5,430,000

associated with, that the

this great

invested

EXCLUSIVE MARCH OF TIME

ham-

cheap electricity and like

By

who

collision

Court turn the power com-

millions of people will
first

head-on

power

its

of southern towns and

get their

in

So to the nation's Supreme

nessee watershed to hundreds

lets,

is

As the

out through the Ten-

lines

TVA

lions of people

Valley Authority (TVA), affecting 9 states, an area

POWER

PRIVATE

vs.

With the headlines
dry on the

NRA

decisions,

now

On

this

trial.

scarcely

and

TVA

AAA

goes on

collision

be-

tween public and private
power

is

tion of

all

focused the atten-

U.

S. industry.

—

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

Moti
Picture
Industry

VOL.

39.

NO.

NEW

15

Asked Help

YORK, SATURDAY, JANUARY

Go

Directors

From Zukor,

Boston, Jan.

Into a Guild;

Ohrenberger

& M. Executive Sought
First
By

Run Product
RED KANN
&

to

occasions for his assistance
runs
obtaining Paramount first
here after the product had been committed to Warners.
The intervention allegedly sought
supplemented efforts directed at both
George J. Schaefer and Neil F. Agnew and took place at the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, on June 6,
1934, during a Paramount sales convention. Two months later the second
conference was declared to have been
held at the Paramount studio with
Schaefer present at both.
This was a highlight of Wolff's
testimony. It was the first time in his
life that he had ever taken the wit(Continued on page 3)
in

M-G-M Loses Appeal
On "Lynton" Ruling
yesterday

rectors'

Adolph Zukor on two the Hollywood A. C, which

different

The U.

—A

Screen DiJan. 17.
Guild was formed here last
night as the culmination of a series of
meetings attended by 40 prominent diUntil last night's meeting at
rectors.

Hollywood,

—

Marco Wolff,
St. Louis, Jan. 17.
M., and executive
the "M" of F.
vice-president of that company, today
revealed for the first time that he had
appealed

Another Phase of Drive
For a Closed Shop

S. Circuit

reversed

Court of
a

lasted
until 5 o'clock this morning, sessions

had been secret.
Formation of the

district

court

ate.

Laurence Beilenson, attorney for the
and the Actors'
Screen Writers'
Guilds negotiated the legal aspects of
corporate
the new organization.
charter was obtained in Sacramento

Monday,
Temporary

last

it

was

learned.

officers of the

Warner Music Units
Sue on Broadcasts
Court here yesterday by the Warner

Barnes.
The court directed that a
decree for damages and an accounting
be entered, and awarded
the
two
plaintiffs attorneys' fees in both the
circuit and district courts.
When the action was filed by the
authors
"Dishonored Lady" in
of
1932 an injunction was asked against
"Letty Lynton" and the circuit court
in its decision granted this petition,
although it will have little, if any,
effect on distribution of the picture

cense.

its

the play;

decision the court held that

some of it is plainly
{Continued on page 2)

to

drawn

Richard Bennett in
Critical Condition
Richard Bennett, actor, and father
Barbara and Joan Bennett, who has been at Harbor Hospital since collapsing last
Saturday
after a performance of "Winterset,"
in which he had been appearing, was
reported in a critical condition yesterday by attending physicians.
of Constance,

Guild are

(Continued on page 4)

owned music publishing

"much of the picture owes nothing

has

two

firms, charg-

NBC, CBS and

others with copyright violation through publicly performing Warner music without a li-

ing

Harms, Inc., brought suit against
Columbia alleging an unauthorized use
of the song "I Get a Kick Out of

You"

after Dec. 31,

when

the

Warner

music

catalogues
were withdrawn
from Ascap. Remick Music Corp. filed
suit

against

NBC

for the singing of

Your Old Gray Bonnet."
M. Witmark & Sons filed suits against
"Put

on

Knickerbocker Broadcasting Co., and
Marcus Loew Booking Agency,
Schenley Products Co. and William

the

H. Rankin Co.

Now

Columbia is going to
give him a screen test to see
what it does to the sound

may

develop into

like that Lexingin 1775 that was

ton shot
heard around the world.

Quota Changes
Being Studied
By FBI Group
By

BRUCE ALLAN

—

London, Jan. 7. A special committee of the Film Group of the Federation of British Industries is considering further recommendations for
the revision of the quota clauses of
the Films Act. Conferences between
the full group and the council of the
Cinematograph Exhibitors' Ass'n will
follow with a view to arriving at
mutually agreeable suggestions for the

Board

of Trade.

The Government, which has asked
for an agreed trade policy before considering revision of the Act, has already had a confidential report on the
situation from the advisory committee, representative of producers, exhibitors and the public, which was
appointed by the original legislation.
Separately, producers are believed
to favor a minimum cost clause of
$50,000 for British films and exhibitors want a reduction in the present
20 per cent exhibition quota. American distributors for the most part
would prefer a cash quota system,
permitting them to spend a fixed sum
(Continued on page 2)

Silverstone May Be
Give Para. $40,000
Director of Odeon

"Rancho" and Show

Stage attractions at the Paramount
coupled with "Rose of the Rancho"
gave the big Broadway house a neat
$40,000 for the first 10 days of this
bill.
The picture opened for its regular run Wed., Jan. 8.
"Captain Blood" was strong in its
third week at the Strand at $20,500;
while "The Ghost Goes West," drawing $39,000 for the Rivoli, and "The
(Continued on page 2)

Is

Set

Back

To August

1

Shift Follows a Report

From Committee

a pass.

A

and held that M-G-M's
"Letty Lynton" was an infringement
of the play "Dishonored Lady," by
Edward Sheldon and Margaret Ayer

at this late date.

—Herbert L.

is

Four suits asking a total of $20,000
Appeals damages were filed in U. S. District

decision

In

group

directors'

another phase of the closed shop drive.
Last night's meeting was attended
by several officers of the Screen
Actors' and Screen Writers' Guilds
with whom the directors will cooper-

Branches

17.

now

The management gave him

It

in All

Reel Change

—

something

the In

TEN CENTS

claims to fame. His laugh
a boisterous guffaw that gets
first ataudiences going
tracted attention during the
showing of Columbia's "Three
recently
at
the
Stooges"
South Boston.

track.

Intelligent

1936

Some Laugh!

Wolff States Quit Academy
F.

18,

Alert,

The date for the official adoption by
the industry of the new 2,000-foot reel
was set back from April 1, next, to
Aug. 1, by agreement of the reel
committee at a meeting yesterday at
M.P.P.D.A. headquarters.
The postponement resulted from reports submitted jointly by the committee and the manufacturers of the
new equipment. The reports set forth
that it was not possible for the manufacturers
to
meet the concentrated
demands for simultaneous delivery to
all studios and exchanges by April 1.
The later date, the committee said,
was agreed upon in view of the special
designs,
steel
dies
and the large
amount of equipment required through
the adoption of the larger reel.
All major distributors were represented at yesterday's meeting.

Expect High Court
Dual Case Appeal
Philadelphia, Jan.
—With the
17.

center here alive with rumor
following the decision of the U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals calling the
dual feature clause in contracts a violation
of the
Sherman Anti-Trust
Law, it is expected the major companies will carry an appeal to the
U. S. Supreme Court.
Independent exchange men here are
film

jubilant,

expecting

many

independent

exhibitors to begin double featuring
as soon as possible, although most of
the product contracted for is on a
single feature basis. Premium dealers
and giveaway operators see an increase of dualing cutting into their
business. Warners are seen as strong
competitors if they shift from their
former opposition to duals.

Reserves Decision
On Mrs. Fox Motion

Federal Judge William Bondy yesLondon, Jan. 17. Maurice Silver- terday reserved decision on motion by
stone, managing director for United Mrs. William Fox to set aside two
Artists here, may be named to the subpoenaes served on her last Sunboard of directors of Odeon Theatres, day by the Capital Co. in connection
Ltd., the Oscar Deutsch circuit, it is with its action to satisfy a $280,000
understood here. A close product tie- judgment against William Fox. Mrs.
up on an immediate release basis Fox's attorneys contended that a subthroughout the Odeon circuit, under- poena service on Sunday was not

—

stood planned, is seen as indicative
of
closer
relations among London
Films, United Artists and Odeon.

valid.

William Fox, who

is

said

(Continued on page 2)

to

be

,
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at present producing
for Celebrated, must write another
novel to fulfill a contract with his
publisher. In 1934 he wrote "Pulitzer
His new one is to
Prize Winner."
be called "Me and Casanova."

C. and Mrs. Douglas sail
today on the Santa Elena to Los AnDouglas is the author of
geles.
"Magnificent Obsession."

Lloyd

•

Jack Donohue, the dance director
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"Riffraff"

Attacked

Madeleine Carroll

of

"Riffraff"

at

Loew's

The union men

claim the picture is "a slander on the militant trade
unions of the west coast."
Col. Henry E. Long, Loew division
manager, was surprised by the allegation, he said.
Max Hayes, editor
of the labor paper, Cleveland Citizen,
described the picture as "propaganda
to prejudice the public against trade
unionism."
State.

•
has

Mary Astor

left

after a stay of several

on her way
Majestic and

17.

—

Centaur

at

the

•

Kay Francis

is

due

morning for a short

in

town

this

visit.

W. Fox, Jr., head of
Capital,
who has been
financing the "Hop-a-Long Cassidy"
series starring William Boyd, is back
of the company. Harry 0. Hoyt is
president, Walter M. Kofeldt is general sales manager and is now touring
first run centers, and Billy Leyser is
in charge of advertising, exploitation
Lawrence

Standard

publicity.

Thalhimer Reelected
Virginia
Richmond,

MPTO Head

Jan.

17.

—Morton

G.

Thalhimer has been renamed head of
the Virginia M.P.T.O.
Charles

A.

Somma

succeeds

Sam

Bendheim, Jr., as treasurer,
and
Harold Wood was named to succeed
Elmer H. Brient as secretary.

March
do

to

leases,

of
it.

Time and telling him how
The usual publicity re-

mats and accessories are

in-

(Continued from page 1)
annually on one or more supers, for
world distribution, rather than on a
number of frequently unusable "quickies."

Because
Nora
Swinburne,
announced as Joanna in "The Beloved
Vagabond," has been claimed for a
theatre part, Betty Stockfield, already
cast for the part in the French version, will also play it in English. The
Chevalier vehicle is to have exteriors
in the South of France.
* * *

ian actor

(.Continued from page 1)

London Films' "Ham-

with Robert Donat, will be
shared by William Cameron Menzies and Miles Malleson, Shakespearlet,"

and producer.
*

*

*

from the novel, but that is entirely
Charles Laughton's next three for
immaterial.
It
is
enough that substantial parts were lifted.
No plag- London Films will be "Cyrano de
iarist
can
excuse
the
wrong by Bergerac" (in progress), "I, Claudius"
showing how much of his work he did and "Randlords," the Paul Emden

We

cannot avoid the con
the picture was not an
infringement of the play, there can
be none short of taking the dialogue.
viction that

"The decree will be reversed and an
injunction will go against the picture
together with a decree for damages
and an accounting. The plaintiffs
will be awarded an attorneys' fee in
this court and in the court below."
Arthur F. Driscoll of O'Brien,
Driscoll and Raftery, was attorney
for the author plaintiffs and Nathan
Burkan for M-G-M.

(Continued from page

receiving

Toronto

novel.

if

Reserves Decision
Time Has a New Folder
On Mrs. Fox Motion
Ralph Roland has gotten out a new
type of exploitation folder for use
with The March of Time.
It is in
a red indexed folder that can be
slipped into a file and used when releases are scheduled.
The contents are on heavy stock
sheets, many of them in color, designed, apparently, for the double purpose of selling the exhibitor on the
value of special exploitation for The

By FBI Group

Direction of

M-G-M Loses Appeal
On "Lynton" Ruling

not pirate.

Lina Basquette is here getting
ready for a stage engagement.

Being Studied

March.

Its backers claim for it a new idea
to enable the public to "assist in the
creation of its own screen fare," but
details are being withheld at present

for the coast

weeks

Lombardy.

—

showing

release ready in

and

is

to this country on the
will arrive Tuesday.

By Cleveland Unions
Cleveland, Jan. 17. The Cleveland Federation of Labor has passed
a resolution protesting against the

June

Films, Inc., new producing and distributing unit incorporated about the
first of the year, has begun operations,
with the intention of having the first

•

la
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4,
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medical
hospital,

1)

attention

at

a

has an appeal be-

Televised Reel Worries British
7.
Provision in the
standard contract for prohibition oi

London, Jan.

—

the television of films until after th<
last theatre runs is regarded, in man)
quarters here, as likely to stimulate
the production of an official newsreel, for television only, by the Britisl

Broadcasting Corp.
Captain West of Baird Television
Ltd., supports this possibility in ar
article in Cinema, in which, however
he emphasizes that the final decisior
as to film broadcasts must rest witl
the owners of the film. Baird, whicl

with E.M.I (Marconi-H.M.V.) wil
monopolize
transmission
for
th<
B.B.C.'s experimental television service, is closely associated with Gau

mont

British.

fore the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals on an order citing him for contempt of court for failure to answer
to a subpoena served on him by Capital,
but directing him to submit to
oral examination in order to purge
himself of contempt citation. Capital

Press stories of the development o
a film production department at th(
B.B.C., with interest as well as new:
films in view, are discredited, th<
Wardour St. angle being that an ac
commodation with the trade will b<
arrived at, newsreels offering the onh

endeavoring to examine Fox on his
financial resources in connection with
its
unsatisfied
judgment
$280,000

point of difference.

is

"Rancho" and Show

against him.
The judgment results
from a defaulted lease on the Fox,
Hearing on the examination before
San Francisco, which was said to
$40,001
lates in schools.
trial of Herman Robbins of National
(Continued from page 1)
To
make
sure exhibitors will do have been personally guaranteed by
Screen Service and Charles L. Casasomething more than file the material Fox.
Invisible
Ray" and a stage shov
nave of the American Display Co., in
a contest for best exploitation is inbringing the Roxy $29,000, both wen
connection with the suit brought by
The
Is Pardoned bright spots. "Ah, Wilderness" wa:
Master Art Products, has been post- cluded, with radios as prizes.
judges will be Bruce Barton, Jules
fair with $14,000 for its third weel
poned until next Thursday.
Paris,
17.
Lucien Audriot, at the Center.
Jan.
Lew and S. Barret McCormick.
RKO cameraman, who was sentenced The Music Hall and Capitol trailet
J. M. J.
to a year in prison here for failure to
Berlin to
the Broadway group for the week
do military service in France, although "Sylvia
Hollywood, Jan. 17. Irving Berthi
Scarlett"
finished
at
Skouras in Los Angeles he had served with the American Music Hall
lin will be feted here Monday night
with $58,000, and "Riff
Los Angeles, Jan.
at a dinner in observance of his 25th
17.— Spyros army in the World War, was par- raff" at the Capitol got $29,000. Thi
anniversary as a tunester, being ten- Skouras will spend a few days here doned by Presidential decree today Palace collected $7,200 with its secont
dered him by 150 song writers, sing- disposing of business problems before after serving five months of his sen- run, double feature, "Show Them N<
ers and studio executives.
Fred As- hurrying to San Francisco for the tence. He went to America in 1911. Mercy" and "Your Uncle Dudley."
start of his Honolulu trip.
taire will be master of ceremonies.

Postpone Examination

cluded.

One card

is

devoted to

The

Photo Reporter, a sheet which circu-

Give Para.

Cameraman

—

Be Honored

—

Sentenced as Bomber
Chicago, Jan.

17.— Peter Cunniff,
to one to five years, in
prison by Judge Joseph Burke of the
Criminal Court for an attempt to bomb
the Bobby Burns school for operators.

was sentenced

Columbia Pays Dividend
_

Columbia Pictures declared an

ini-

dividend of 66 1/3 cents a share on
convertible preferred stock,
payable Feb. 15 to holders of record
Feb. 3.
tial

its

$2.75

Sally Eilers Resting
Hollywood,

—

Sally Eilers,
Jan. 17.
who has just finished work in "Don't
Get Personal," has been forced to delay her trip to London in order to

recuperate from a bad cold contracted
while in the desert.

Radin Joins Republic
Paul Radin joined the Republic publicity department yesterday.
He ha:'
been assistant advertising manager foi
Columbia and in the past has beei
connected
with
advertising
several

—

:

:

:
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From Zukor,
Wolff States

the Lighter Side

===== By BILL ORNSTEIN ==========
St. Louis, Jan. 17.
Sam Dembow
fed up on The Merry-Go-Round
cocktail room at the Park Plaza and
is

has a

new rendezvous.

+

{Continued from page 1)

Wolff declared. He folSpyros Skouras left early Wedneslowed Jack A. Partington a half-hour day morning, Honolulu-bound. Crash
opened and was of a transcontinental plane at Goodsession
the
after
under a gruelling cross-examination man, Ark., interfered in no wise with
by ex-Senator James A. Reed for his plans. He flew.
Warners when court adjourned until
Elmer and Mrs. Rhoden are
Monday morning.
traveling west from Kansas City by
of the alleged train. Mrs. Spyros Skouras, now in
It was the second
conferences in California, where the Los Angeles, will join the party at the
Louis situation was seriously embarkation point, San Francisco.
St.
broached by Wolff, according to his
+
testimony. On the first occasion, he
Harold J. Fitzgerald, operating
said he had brought up the situation
head of Fox theatres in Wisconsin,
with Schaefer, who had earlier inpaid a one-day visit here to confer
vited him to be a guest of the convenHe squeezed in a
when Zukor walked in. A por- with Skouras.
stand,

tion
tion

his

of

with

talk

Schaefer

and

short visit to the courtroom.

ings of the bondholders'
started by saying
"
"It struck me ...
"We're not interested in

group,

he

Louis

what struck

him," snapped Frederick H.

Wood.

+
The

court had to call for order in

what was the

first judicial

admonition

counsel when Joseph
occupied the witness stand.

to various

Grand

H.

He

—

"You

was,

stated,

haven't

you
Paramount quently during the course of the proproduct), so don't worry."
ceedings linked the defendant companies, Warners, Paramount and RKO,
Discussed Musical Film
lost

a picture yet and

believe

I

them (referring

will get

to

a conspiracy.
In the talks he said he had had separately with Schaefer and Agnew,
Wolff credited them with acknowledging the superiority of the three theatres as against the
Shubert-Rialto
which Warners had acquired for their
in

At

the

months

Paramount

studio

when presumably

later

was

two
the

Wolff,
accompanied by his sister, Fanchon,
the "F" in F. & M., testified the consecond

\

discussion

held,

versations swung largely around the
deal for the musical aired at the first
meeting. This is what Wolff in substance said then took place

:

.

''

'

[

run outlet.
This is what Wolff testified further
as to one of his talks with Agnew
first

Zukor agreed with Fanchon &
"You know the Warners and what
Marco that the Ambassador, Missouri they can do," said the Paramount
and New Grand Central were the best sales executive.
"We would rather
theatres in St. Louis.
Although it sell F. & M. but we are afraid of
was Paramount's preference not to what Warners might do if we turned
sell away, he declared big companies
them down." They had threatened to

I

had to do things at times which they
preferred not to do. Wolff told Zukor
this meant the extermination of F.
& M. The last few years have not
been so good for him either, Zukor
rejoined.

upset Paramount's theatre reorganization for Detroit, where the company
had a $12,0000,000 to $14,000,000 investment, Agnew added.

Questioned Legality

promised to send a wire regard"We can't afford to have Warners
Louis in a promise to see if break into that situation," was anothsomething could not be done. Wolff er comment.
"Sometimes I think
lid not quote Zukor as mentioning to
Harry Warner is drunk with power,"
A'hom the contemplated wire had been Agnew was supposed to have said.
)r would have been sent.
He never Marco pleaded with him that the takleard from Zukor thereafter about this ing away of the Paramount product
out subsequently received a note from would ruin F. & M. in St. Louis and
the then Paramount president refer- that one of the reasons for leasing
ring Wolff to a Paramount studio the three theatres was the 25-year
St.

executive relative to
leal on the musical.

discussed

their

Reed Objects
Reed entered an objection on the
ground that since no representative
)f Warners had been present the aleged conversation could not be bind-

ng upon his

Louis

Phillips
protest
>n the
contention no foundation for
authority has been established. Both
'.ere overruled and the testimony admtted in evidence, with the explanaor

ion

client.

Paramount

by

'eaux

Judge

that

ecord only

it

if

also

rose

to

franchise they held for Paramount
product.
He told Agnew he did not
think it was legal to take away that
franchise.
Agnew replied he did not
know about the legality of such a
step but that the deal with Warners
had not been completed and spoke of
the existence of a possibility for F. &
M. to get the pictures.
Wolff, according to this testimony,
declared Schaefer said he was satisfied with F. & M. as operators, pointing particularly to the Paramount Los
Angeles, operation of which had been
taken over by the interests with which

Joseph West Molywould stand on the Wolff was identified.
Schaefer told
the Government subse- him, declared Marco, that he did not

With both

leased.

each week under his
finally

company's rehad to go dark. By

introduction

the

of

contracts

film

and ex-Senator James A. Reed

Reed demonstrated, and persuaded
were at loggerheads almost all the Wolff to admit, that the St. Louis
Reed was
way.
seeking
direct and the Fox had been able to contract
answers, preferably a "yes" or a "no."
Grand, perhaps because he is a
lawyer himself, insisted upon "explaining."
It

took a

lot of

words and a

lot of

time.

+
The gang here has been

trying to
figure out the economics of the $4.50
daily allowed each witness by the

RKO, Fox

and Columbia, thereby
major brands of product.
But Wolff contended this was
not enough to keep the theatres going. "Yet you double-billed in them,
"Not
did you not?" pressed Reed.
for

giving

it

three

always," replied the witness.
"When
we got an unusual attraction, we

showed

it

single."

Wolff Hesitant
Picking up

earlier threads in the
defense technique, which is
constantly stressing the association of
Harry Koplar, admitted "arch enemy"
of the Warner organization, Reed en-

Warner

deavored to make Wolff admit that
Koplar was identified with the operation

of

the

five

first

runs

currently

Wolff
under F. & M. management.
admitted the lease of the St. Louis
want to take Paramount away from provided Koplar was to go along, but
said he was not familiar with any arthe Ambassador, Missouri and New
Grand Central, but that Warners rangement covering Koplar in the
were "difficult people to deal with and other four except as an employee in
sometimes we have to do things we a managerial capacity. While he did
don't want to."
Marco at this point
said Schaefer held out a ray of hope
and indicated it was "not all over
yet." This testimony developed under
direct examination by Russell Hardy,
Government attorney, who again attempted to bring in a conversation allegdly held by Wolff with Joseph
Bernhard, general manager of Warner Theatres in an east-bound Chicago-New York train on Nov. 21,
1934.

not state it in specific language, Reed
implied definitely that Koplar was in
the entire picture through $25,000 put
up as part of the $105,000 guarantee

on the Ambassador, Missouri and New
Grand Central by Dr. Jacob Probstein,

who

is

Koplar's brother-in-law.

Wolff was a halting and hesitant
witness. He persistently warded off
direct answers to Reed's often sarcastic interrogations on the ground
that he had had little to do with negotiations involved in the leasing of any
of the five first runs under F. & M.
Denies Giving Interview
management. He said he was not an
Motion Picture Daily today again officer of any of the various local
F. &
played a prominent part. When Reed
M. corporate entities and maintained
began his cross-examination his first his general knowledge
about the deals
point centered around a story pubcovering the local
lished on Jan. 11, 1935. It was an arwith a Los Angeles dateline telling of a transcontinental telephone con-

ticle

He

ing

had been

theatres under joint management, it
was established that the original price
scale had been restored and the "war"
then terminated.
Under questioning, Wolff conceded
the St. Louis had stayed in the red

gime and

+

+
Zukor dwelt on the possibility of
Fanchon & Marco producing a musiLarge pitchers of water decorate
Paramount release, accord- the two tables used by Warner, Para- Government.
cal for
Eddie Alperson doped it for Sam
ing to the witness, when Barney and mount and RKO counsel, but are
John Balaban joined the trio. With noticeably absent from the Govern- Dembow. "He's out money before he
tumbles out of bed each morning."
Zukor present, Wolff declared he had ment bailiwick.
+
+
turned to Barney Balaban and said,
"These gentlemen are allowing WarWhen Walter Rice, Government
Arthur V. Lashly, brother of
ners to take away Paramount pic- lawyer, asked Jacob Chasnoff, Gov- Jacob, local
RKO counsel, pinchtures from us in St. Louis. Can't you ernment witness, what stood out in his hit while the latter appeared in a
Balaban's reply, the mind referring to one of the meet- Jefferson City court on Wednesday.
stop
them?"
witness

F. & M. which, by putting on
duals and stage shows at 25 and 40
cents as against the 40 and 55-cent
scale prevailing generally in St. Louis
first runs at the time, had precipitated
the price war which later embroiled
the Fox, which also passed to F. & M.
management 10 weeks after the St.

was

Asked Help

ness

3

versation between Wolff and Harry C.
Arthur, and dealt with the proceedings
of the St. Louis grand jury which
resulted in the criminal indictments
against Warners, Paramount, RKO,

Harry
M.
Warner,
Abel
Cary
Thomas, Gradwell L. Sears, Herman
Starr,

George

J.

Schaefer and

was lim-

theatres

Frequently he advised Reed that
the man to answer the barrage of questions fired was Arthur.
He added he
had only made two trips to St. Louis,
one of them a forced landing while
en route from New York to Los Anited.

geles.

Partington Queried

Reed

probed

him

in

great

detail

Ned about Chicago and New York meet-

E. Depinet.
Reed's question to the witness was,
"After talking with Arthur did you
not give an interview to the effect
that, 'everything is turning out in our
favor'?"
The witness denied the
query as well as the story. "Did you
take it up with the newspaper?" asked
Reed. "No," replied the witness. "Did
you telegraph them?" further queried
Reed. "No, I don't even know if they
have an office in Los Angeles," rejoined Wolff.
After establishing the approximate
date on which F. & M. leased the St.
Louis, Reed hammered hard and long
for information concerning policy and
prices.
He sought to prove that it

ings held prior to the acceptance of
the Snyder bid in which F. & M. had
become associated. Here, too, Wolff's

knowledge was apparently

limited.

Partington's final half-hour on the
stand this morning had to do with a
cross-examination by Phillips, who
sought to check dates on which the
witness and Arthur presumably spoke
to Schaefer during the week of March
1934.
19,
This ties in with Paramount's contention that Schaefer had
been vacationing in Florida when both
Partington and Arthur claimed they
had conferred with him in New York
about the situation in St. Louis. Partington declared he had made a special
(.Continued on page

4)
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Go

Into a Guild;

Quit Academy

"Timothy's Quest"
(Continued from page 3)

(Continued from page 1)

(Paramount)

New York

—

from here to check
Hollywood, Jan. 17. What this production lacks in the way of big
the Motion Picture Daily files in
names
is more than compensated for in a wealth of heart-warming
on
date
an effort to definitely fix the
which Schaefer had returned to that entertainment. It has that sympathy and stimulation which really gets
under the skin. The reaction of the preview audience here indicated
city from Miami.
Judge Molyneaux showed annoy- that the show will receive public support parring or topping many more
ance as the session terminated when heavily ballyhooed productions.
there developed a need for subpoenaed
Adapted from the novel of Kate Douglas Wiggins, the story portrays
records of the St. Louis Theatre. They childhood heartbreak, tragedy and triumph skillfully and sympathetically.
were not in the courtroom. "If they
The screen play is by Virginia Van Upp, Dore Schary and Gilbert
are not produced, there will be somePratt. It is a fine blend of drama, comedy and contrasting love interest.
thing happening around here," the
judge stated. There was a brief flurry Charles Barton's skillful direction capitalizes fully on these values and
accentuates the competent work of the featured players to a high degree.
which brought no results.
It's a cinch that when the hearing
Life is bitter for Dickie Moore and Sally Martin, orphans, under the
resumes Monday morning the required heartless guardianship of J. M. Kerrigan and Irene Franklin. Sheltered
papers will be on hand.
in the home of wealthy but rigid Elizabeth Patterson, the little pair
By agreement with the court, War- contribute performances that would do credit to more mature artists.
the
ners will produce the books of
Orpheum and a breakdown of that Their childlike simplicity and fortitude in the face of many discouragtheatre's operation. This probably ex- ing events captivates the heart of Miss Patterson. It aids in climaxing
plains the presence here of Stuart Mc- a charming romance between Eleanore Whitney and Tom Keene, and
Donald, an assistant secretary of the completely regenerates the brattish Virginia Weidler.
Warner company. If the records are
The rural locale plus an abundance of clean, wholesome drama and
admissible, the court held they may
romance embellished by natural human comedy give the show an unusual
be turned over to the Government for
appeal for small town and family audiences.
Warner
its own accountant to verify.
Production Code Seal No. 1,897. Running time, 70 minutes. "G."
counsel stated it would put its own
trip to

witness on the stand to explain details
in this connection.
Ned E. Depinet is slated to leave

Looking 'Em Over

New York at noon Saturday and
Harry M. Warner is now expected

for

Delay Carolina Session

—

Pinehurst, N. C, Jan. 17. It has
been necessary to postpone the convention of the North and South Caro-

"King of the Damned
(Gaumont British)
London, Jan. 7.
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officers.

Among

the
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(Quotations at close of Jan. 17)

its

sponsors say, is protection of directors
from producers who have been mini-

mizing the power of the directors re-

The directors say they fear
producer tactics will affect wages, if

cently.

continued.
All directors attending the meeting
drafted resignations from the Academy which were submitted today.

Although Academy heads seemed
unperturbed over the new setup this
morning, it was intimated that a board
of directors' meeting will be called
within the next two days for discussion of the directors' move.
It was
understood that the Academy will continue with the achievement awards.
A decision regarding possible affiliation with the A. F. of L. has not
yet been decided by the directors, a

them

Corporate

this

to

ap-

morn-

to join.

were

papers

Sacramento under the

title

filed

in

of Screen

Directors, Inc.

Academy Asks Short
Makers for Choices
— Short subject

Hollywood, Jan.

17.

have been asked by
Academy to submit immediately
that organization a list of titles
producers

the
to
of

product they intend entering in the
short subjects division for the eighth

1

A

ALLAN

+

Civil Service

Albany,
visions

of

Jan.

a

17.

bill

—

Change

Under

the pro-

introduced

in

the

Norman

O'Brien,
A.
Democrat of Rochester and referred
to the Civil Service Committee, the

Senate

by

Law

54

Pict.

'55

wd

Vs

F.

'46

Paramount

+

.

General Theatre

'39

Clarence

annual awards.
receive justice.
Each producer may enter not more
There is fighting aplenty and it is hair-raising stuff in the scenes of
than two subjects in each of the three
the convicts' capture of the barrack square and of the shelling of the
classifications,
cartoon, comedy anc
settlement from a cruiser. An execution by garroting, too, is carried
novelty.
brief description of the
through until the steel necklet tightens about the Beery neck. The love film and the date of its Los Angele;
interest, with Helen Vinson as an officer's fiancee who summons the or general release must accompany thi
avenging cruiser, and then repents, is suggested rather than shown. titles.
A committee comprised of E. H
Beery is as unctuous and as effective as ever, as the heart-of-gold
ruffian essential in any convict settlement. Veidt is a very gentle revolu- Allen, Lee Marcus and Leon Schlesinger will decide questions pertaining
tionary, but many will respond to the emotional appeal of his last deto proper classification.
mand for justice for the oppressed, which nevertheless does not quite
Prints must be available for screenRunning time, 75 ing before the nominations committee
lift the film out of the class of effective melodrama.
minutes. "A."
by Jan. 22.

Ask

Points

General Theatre

6s

Borzage,

—%
Net

High

RKO

Frank

Cromwell,
Howard
Brown,
John
Wesley Ruggles, Rouben
Hawks,
Mamoulian, William Wellman, Gregory LaCava, Edward Sutherland and
Bruce Humberstone, in addition to the

ing inviting

Wall Street

Loew's

cludes

proximately 250 directors

Helen Vinson, Noah Beery, Conrad Veidt
vehicle is surely a remarkable proof of the extent to which G.B. has
lina theatre owners indefinitely, acassimilated American formulas and technique. The sets, the mob
cording to Charles Picquet.
scenes and the vigorous action, not to say the Devil's Island plot, might
all have come from, and done credit to, a major coast studio.
Original angles in a convict mutiny story, somewhat familiar in its
main outlines, are that the leader of the revolt is saint rather than tough
and that he has actually been given his freedom but sacrifices it to save
Fractional Gains, Losses on Board his fellow victims from oppression; there is the further development
Net
that the convicts, in control of the settlement, govern it more wisely than
High Low Close Change
Columbia, vtc .... 4354
42% 4354
+ % their gaolers did and surrender in the end on a promise that they will

6s

;

stone, first vice-president;

spokesman said.
Telegrams were dispatched

Sunday.

6s

Lewis MileFrank Tuttle, second vice-president; William K.
Howard, secretary and John Ford,
treasurer.
The board of directors in-

King Vidor, president

34

is amended to proCivil Service
hibit a public officer or employe from

performing service as a projectionist
or stage hand in connection with* performances given by or for inmates of
any state institution unless civil service employes are by occupation or
vocation operators or stage hands.

Take Up West Option
Hollywood,

Jan.

17.

— Paramount

option on Mae
West for an additional year, settling
reports she would leave the company.
She may do only one film during the
year, which will be produced by Will-

today

exercised

its

Grombacher a Manager
Portland,
bacher,

—

17.
Jan.
Ray Gromveteran exhibitor, who for-

merly controlled all the downtowr
theatres in Spokane, has joined Hamrick-Evergreen as manager of the Liberty here.

iam Le Baron.

Julius Klein to Radio

Lou Holleb Recovers

—

Columbus, Jan. 17. Lou Holleb,
owner of the New, has been discharged from Grant Hospital following a severe attack of pneumonia.

Hollywood, Jan. 17.—Julius Klein
newspaperman formerly with Univer'
sal, has been signed to a long tern
contract by Radio. Klein will worl
on and suggest stories with topica
themes taken from newspapers.

A

The Leading

_

Daily

Picture
Industry

NO.

39.

NEW

16
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Money Export Last Argument
Ban Restricts On Sales Tax
GermanTrade Set for Today
End

of Production Also Court Appeal to Follow

An Adverse Ruling

Complicates Licenses
By

J.

K.

RUTENBERG

—

Germany has,
Jan. 9.
like many other countries in Central
Europe and elsewhere, prohibited the
This situation
export of currency.
creates a peculiar problem so far as
Berlin,

the exploitation of foreign-made pictures is concerned.
In former years some of the Ameri-

can branches in this country have distributed German-made films or have
produced such films with the money
year has passed
that has piled up.
since these companies stopped their
German production and restricted
their business to distribution.
By their withdrawal from production in this industry the American

A

(Continued on page 2)

Oklahomans Attack
Cooper Foundation
Oklahoma City, Jan.
— H.
entire
19.

f

i

1

•

J.

Cooper's plan of devoting his
income from the theatres he operates
to the establishment of a foundation
for destitute children was denounced
by members of the Oklahoma City
M. P. Council as a deliberate "attempt
to hoodwink public sympathy to cover
up the corruption of youth through
bad pictures."
"The thing is so obvious that it is
almost amusing," said Mrs. C. R
council,
the
Loucks, secretary
of
(Continued on page 2)

Invite
Kansas

way

Them

Collect

— One

City, Jan. 19.

to get a

Local distributors will present
arguments today in answer to

moves

New York

exchanges, regardless of
location of the theatres from
which they are derived.

the

The
make

exchanges

are

prepared

to

stipulations covering testimony
already given at an earlier hearing in
opposition to the application of the
The
sales tax to any film rentals.
new testimony to be presented today
will be brief and directed specifically
at the legality of the city's move to
levy against film rentals derived from

theatres outside the city limits.
decision on the right of the city
to levy the tax on film rentals is ex-

A

Distributors

Charges by Momand
City, Jan.
— Eight
19.

distributors, charged with conspiracy
in a civil suit brought by Mrs. Loretta
Momand, owner of a Shawnee, Okla.,
theatre, in court here denied any concerted action to eliminate the Odeon

from competition
Mrs. Momand

in
is

Shawnee.
asking a Federal

court injunction prohibiting the companies from discriminating against her
in the release of product.
Attorneys for the companies ad
mitted that they had cancelled a con
tract with Mrs. Momand, but it was
stated this was because the manager,
A. B. Momand, had wilfully and
brazenly violated terms of the con
tract.
Date for final hearing on the
injunction plea has not been set.

covered. Some show up to tell
the sender what they think of
him and others arrive expecting a good time.
About 65 messages went out

week signed "The House
Committee." George Naker,
chief barker, and Dick Biechele, chairman of the house
committee, listened to what
the boys had to say when
they arrived.
It was a big turnout.

Mexico Extends Its
Concession on Duty
By

BRUCE LOCKHART

Mexico City,

Jan.

19.

—The

Min

IS

$1,031,315
On All of Previous

Louis This Week
By

—

RKO

The

defense imme-

for dismissal. Arguthis point probably will run

diately will

ments on

move

a day.
In the first two weeks of the trial,
the Government put 19 witnesses on
the stand. Its plan now is not to call
all of the witnesses for whom subpoenaes were issued and already some
of those who have been parked here
for 14 days and more have been reSam Dembow and E. L.
leased.
Alperson were among those officially

New York

by

The witness roster so far has included Thomas N. Dysart, Maurice
Hall
Reingold,
Ben
Schweitzer,
Walsh, Clayton Lynch, Joseph Garrison, William Feldstein, Clarence Hill,
(Continued on page 6)

Two Bay State Bills
Aimed at Bank Night
Boston, Jan.

19.

—Two

bills

aimed

of

from 60

distributors.

Warner

Bros.

Pictures,

ing all charges, including interest,
amortization, depreciation and Federal
taxes, was $1,031,315.96. This bears
out predictions made at the annual
stockholders' meeting.
It is far greater than the net for
the entire fiscal year ending Aug. 31,
when the total was $674,158.96. For
the same three-month period last year
the net, after the charges mentioned
above, was $16,248.69.
Gross income for the 13-week period
was $8,602,147.32.
Amortization of
film costs, including depreciation of
studio properties, was $4,873,634.14.
Amortization
and
depreciation
of
(Continued on page 6)

Court Decides Fox

Must Be Examined
William Fox will have to submit to
examination as to his financial
resources or be adjudged in contempt

oral

of court as a result of the dismissal
by the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
on Saturday of his appeal from a contempt citation by Federal Judge Wil-

loss.

The second seeks to have bank
nights specifically declared illegal in
the state.

Hays

for Split of
Will Rogers Funds

—

to

American

of

and subsidiaries, took a sharp
jump during the three-month period
ending Nov. 30. The net after deductInc.,

at regulation and abolition of cash
giveaways by theatres have been introliam Bondy.
duced in the state legislature. One,
Fox failed to answer a subpoena
proposed by Frank Lydon, local exserved on him by the Capital Co.,
hibitor, seeks an amendment to the
which holds an unsatisfied judgment
present general laws which would defor $280,000 against Fox, and was
clare bank nights not to be lotteries
cited for contempt by Judge Bondy,
unless the participants were required
(Continued on page 6)
to pay money or assume a risk of

Oklahoma City, Jan. 19. Division
Finance has continued for
90 days the term of the of funds raised in the Will Rogers
special franchise granted exhibitors in memorial drive between California and
December to import films, discs, etc., Oklahoma has been approved by Will
H. Hays, general chairman of the
at a flat duty of $9.72 per kilogram
instead of the normal $19.85 per kilo- finance committee.
gram.
The exhibitors requested the
By telephone, Governor Marland
extension as necessary to keep their told Hays that he thought California
houses open, following the virtual should retain the funds raised there
breakdown of negotiations to end the for a memorial in that state and Oklastrike of employes against eight major homa should do the same for endow-

istry

Fiscal Year
Profits

RED KANN

Weekend indiSt. Louis, Jan. 19.
cations pointed toward completion of
the Government's case against Waron a conners, Paramount and
spiracy charge by the middle or the
end of the week.

Exceeds Total

Profit

May Finish in

excused and left for
train Saturday night.

Deny

Oklahoma

U. S.

the

to apply the two per cent
sales tax to the entire film rentals of

city's

TEN CENTS

20, 1936

NET

final

crowd out to a

Variety Club party here is to
send collect telegrams to all
the members and some of
their friends, it has been dis-

last

Inftelftgent

WARNER QUARTER
St.

(Continued on page 6)

:

Alert,

DAILY

Moti

VOL.

MOTION PICTURE

(Continued on page 6)

Those Passes!

—

Mexico City, Jan. 19.
warning to grateful exhibitors

who

issue passes for favors:
lawyer in Leon, Guanajuato state, has sued an exhibitor for $2,500 because the
exhibitor cancelled a pass
granted the attorney and his
family for a favor rendered
many years ago. The lawyer
said the cancellation hurt his
dignity, but the exhibitor contends the pass was not issued

A

for

life.
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City,

Brown

to Baltimore
In Loeufs Changes
Jan.

19.

to attend the regu-

turned to this

Arthur

city.

C. Bromberg, head

of Republic Pictures in the southeast, is in
Birmingham and Memphis on business.

Al Rook,

former theatre manager
North Carolina, has joined the Re-

in

public sales force out of Atlanta.
King Charney of Agfa and S. S.

Krellberg were

in Atlanta this week,

the former en route to the coast by
auto, and the latter accompanying him
as far as Dallas.

—Louis

A.

.

.

.

Denver

Bill Agren, Fox theatre booker,
has just returned from California.
Harry Golub has been in a hospital for a minor operation.
He is man-

RKO

Brown

will

with several films to distribute in this

territory.

chief
theatres here, has
similar position in

handle

publicity

for

on a hurried business

Loew's Century, Valencia and Parkway. He is succeeded by J. Raymond
Bell, formerly Brown's assistant here.

Brown was
the

given a farewell party at
Carlton Hotel.

Weiss in Coast Deal

—

Hollywood,

Jan. 19. Louis Weiss
has closed a deal with George M.
Montgomery and Armand S. Cohn of
All Star Features Distributors, Inc.
for
California
the
distribution
of
"Custer's Last Stand."

MITCHELL MAY, Jr.

COMPANY
INC.

SPECIALISTS IN

FILM and THEATRE

INSURANCE
75 Maiden Lane

New

York

Los Angeles

510

W.

6th Street
Cal.

own

1936

representa-

Germany.
Selection
of
American films for
this market has not always been good.
Some have done a tremendous busition

in

beating house records. Others,
however, have completely failed.
Some countries send films abroad
which have been unsuccessful in the
country of origin largely to cover the
expense of production. This is always wrong. It spoils the market and
hurts following productions because
ness,

Each year, at least since the present stipulations have been in force,
105 import licenses have been disSixty of them are handed
tributed.
free of charge to distributors of German films and 30 to exporters of Ger-

man

The

distributors'
60
according to the provisions of the law, be used by distributors themselves and are nonexporters'
30
The
transferable.
licenses, however, are transferable once
and have, in former times, been sold
to U. S. companies at a price which
has been regulated by market conditions.
To prevent an over-rating of
films.

licenses

must,

Governend of 1934

these exporters'

licenses the

ment prescribed

at

the

trip.

a

German

stock

first prize in
a costume ball aboard the Kungsholm
during her recent three-week cruise.
Sam Stern is running into a lot of
tough luck.
He left the hospital a
few weeks ago after a threatened
breakdown and now he's back again
to eliminate a bad case of ptomaine.

Harry

Pugilese has just been
named manager of the Variety Club,
replacing Red Bracconier.

Portland Gets "Dream"

—"A

Midsum-

mer Night's Dream" opened

last night

19.

German negaGerman actors, the

studio with

and

reduced to 9,000 marks
when more than 20,000 reichsmarks
are paid for the dubbing. For each

.

Portland, Jan.

than modern

features

a

greater

satires,

one

than

human
"hot

stuff."

Oklahomans Attack
Cooper Foundation
(Continued from page

1)

which was organized recently to fight
The main point of
an alleged monopoly of films which is
is, that the wholesale price is reduced
said to be denying pictures to "schools,
to 10,000 marks ($4,000) if the imchurches and independent exhibitors."
ported film is to be run in Germany
Cooper operates 30 theatres in partin foreign language (original version)
nership with Paramount. He plans to
or with super-imposed German titles.
build two new houses here and others
If this film is dubbed in German in
at Ardmore and Bartlesville and detive

Pittsburgh
Mrs. Ira. Cohn won

.

chance

regulation

this

price

.

eign companies, which, generally, present
films
in
original versions at
first to judge reactions of the public
and the press.
Germany considers films a cultural
medium rather than mere distractions
and films with logic and reasonable
scenarios,
and,
possibly,
with
a
healthy and fine humor, are more
welcomed than typical American features which are rarely understood
here.
Historical films have a better

Orpheum.

Joe Dekker, who has been playing
some great golf lately, recently made
an eagle two on a par four hole at
been named to a
Baltimore, succeeding Herbert Mor- Berkeley golf course, and went around
gan, promoted to shorts subject man- nine holes in 37.
Tony Archer flew east and back
ager in the M-G-M home office.

Loew

1)

a price of 20,000 marks ($8,000) for
each license. After a stormy debate,
Archie Hurley is building a new- which was conducted by George R.
theatre at Tucumcari, N. M., to be
Canty, U. S. Trade Commissioner,
opened in the spring.
the Government agreed to reduce this
Al Gorrel is back from Hollywood price and introduced a sliding scale.

ager of the

Brown, for nearly four years

publicist for

(Continued from page

companies have their

20,

companies have come under a new
•
regulation which forms a part of the of the dissatisfaction of exhibitors.
Emmett Thurmon, secretary of kontingent laws in effect since 1910,
Restrictions on Foreign Films
the Rocky Mountain Theatre Owners' although in a different form.
Germany has severe provisions for the
In the past the wording of the
Ass'n., is in town from Denver on a
kontingent law has been changed showing of foreign-made films. Each
brief business trip.
•
every year, making a clear policy for company has to arrange a trade show
Margaret Callahan has returned an extended range of years impossible which must be published three days
Since the ahead in the official organ of the
here for a vacation. She plans to see for American companies.
arrival of the new Government the Ass'n. of German Film Exhibitors.
as many plays as time will permit.
•
kontingent provisions have been un- Even when there is a contract signed
William Fitelson is due back from touched, only the prices of the kon- months before the exhibitor has a
tingent licenses having been changed right to refuse the film within four
the coast late this week.
•
days after the first public presentain the meantime.
tion.
This provision causes constant
Atlanta
.
.
.
fluctuation in the number of bookings
Import Licenses Distributed
Paul Bryan, of Oklahoma City,
and complicates the problems of forformer film salesman here, has re-

Tokyo

Bureau: 47 Higashi Gokencho UshigomeKu, H. Tominaga, Representative.
Entered as second class matter, January

Washington,

Paramount

the following day.

Editor

A.

Wednesday

scheduled

is

Money Export
Ban Restricts
German Trade

meeting of the Paramount board

lar

MAURICE KANN
JAMES

F. OTTERSON
JOHN
to return from the

Monday, January

5,000

is

marks more spent

in

making

version

reduced

by another 1,000 marks, so

license

price

is

that 5,000 marks are paid when the
cost of the dubbing reaches the 40,000

mark
U.

limit.

S.

and provide education for
deserving youngsters."
Cooper's plan was also criticized by

maintain

destitute,

the

German

the

vote his share of the profits of the
entire group to a $1,000,000 foundation
for the establishment of homes "to

Films Best of Foreigns

The license is issued on presentation of bills. After the American film
companies retired from production the
showing of U. S. films depended
upon the availability of exporters'
licenses and external licenses were used
to differentiate them from the 60 internal licenses. Internal and external
licenses make a total of 90 licenses
every year, so that 25 licenses per year
remain in the hands of the Govern-

Paul Harrup, president of the council,
socially unsound.
"I am greatly
opposed to the institutionalizing of
children," he said.
"In my work as
boys' secretary of the Y. M. C. A., I
have observed the situation closely and
I have learned that boys who come to
as

us from institutions definitely are not
well prepared for life.
They lack
initiative.
Granted that Cooper is
sincere in his plan, I believe that the
money could be spent to greater
benefit."

Harrup declined to comment on
whether he believed the council or the
Y. M. C. A. could put Cooper's money

at the Mayfair after an exceptionally
to better use.
heavy exploitation campaign.
It is
booked for 14 days, with a guaranteed
sellout of $12,500 for the first week. ment which are issued only when a
Device
This is claimed to be a record here.
special need for films exists.
Rochester, Jan. 19. Eastman KoU. S. films have always held first dak has developed
a
Polascreen,
place so far as foreign-made product camera device to remove the oblique
Alton
is concerned and there is no sign of
glare of reflection from surfaces not
St. Louls, Jan. 19.
The Gem, Al- a change in this connection. This pre- intended to be in the picture. Similar
American films is to a lens filter, the device may be used
of
ton, was almost ruined when a fire ponderance
caused $10,000 damage.
The theatre mainly due to the fact that with a in either still or motion picture
few exceptions only American film camera work.
was closed at the time.

Has New Camera

—

House Damaged

—

I

|

A
ACHIEVEMENT TO MAKE

ANY COMPANY PROUD

FIVE IN JANUARY

RKO
CIRCUIT

LOEW
CIRCUIT
"$1,000 A MINUTE"*

"HITCH-HIKE l»DT"t

*

with

with

ROGER PRYOR

HYAMS

LEILA

•

"FORCED

ALISON SKIPWORTH

MAE CLARKE

ARTHUR TREACHER
JAMES ELLISON

WARREN HYMEU

LANDING"

j

"FRISCO

with

ESTHER RALSTON
ONSLOW STEVENS
SIDNEY BLACKMER
TOBY WING
EDDIE NUGENT
* FIRST

WATERFRONT't
with

BEN LYON
HELEN TWELVETREES
ROD LA ROCQUE

RUN NEW YORK ROXY& BROOKLYN STRAND
t FIRST RUN FOX'S BROOKLYN

HITCH-HIKE LADY'
BOOKED FIRST RUN
Boston Theatre, Boston, Mass.
Strand Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.
RKO Golden Gate, San Francisco,

JANUARY

RKO Downtown,
Calif.

IS

Detroit, Mich.

Fulton Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Fox's Brooklyn, N.Y.

DEFINITELY

MONTH

ADD TO THESE THE MOST
PHENOMENAL RECORD OF
HOLDOVERS AND EXTENDED
RUNS EVER CHALKED UP
BY A SINGLE PICTURE!

AND

*1

YOUR EYE ON
MARGARET SULLAVAN
IN URSULA PARROTT'S
"NEXT TIME WE LOVE"!
KEEP

4

v-i

it*

-fy>

—
MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
May Finish in

U. S.
St.

On

Louis This Week

Monday, January

Warners' Net

the Lighter Side

For 3 Months

By BILL ORNSTEIN
(Continued from page 1)

Robert Taylor, Clarence N. Turley
Spyros Skouras, Joseph H. Grand
Jacob Chasnoff, J. M. Ulmer, B. D
Gordon, David Levinson, Jack ParFrederick Kreismann and
tington,
Marco Wolff, the latter resuming
Monday when ex-Senator James A
Reed will take up the pounding he
Louis Phillips for
left off on Friday.
Paramount and George S. Leisure for

RKO

then will get the witness.

While the third week which starts
Monday morning may find the Govern
ment resting its case before Saturday

Fred Wehr- tached idea. His appearances in court
St. Louis, Jan. 19.
enberg, who nabbed 61 rabbits on a on the former standard were greeted
shooting foray a couple of days ago with "Hello, Deacon."
+
and who subsequently was kidded as
their disposal,
to
declares he has
Ex- Senator Jim Reed has a new
He
solved the problem.
solution to the recess solution.
All his friends and employes were now merely walks out instead of askon the receiving end. The remainder ing the court for a respite.
were converted into hassenpfeffer.
+
Abel Cary Thomas hasn't missed
The bunch has found a new eating a single day in court.
+
place, the Victoria Club. It's run by
Chris Allos, a friend of Spyros
The Government's witnesses dutiSkouras. That may or may not be. fully each day check into the FedEvery Greek restaurant owner in eral district attorney's office to have
town claims to know the Skourases their "report cards" checked off. No
intimately.
checks, no $4.50 allowance per diem.

is nothing at all definite about
such a forecast.
Among the important witnesses who
+
are here on Government subpoena are
Jack Fowler, secretary
Harry C. and Milton B. Arthur, John S. Leisure, special counsel
S. Leahy, Irving Lesser, Cresson E. volunteers the information
Smith and Fred Wehrenberg. They of the ranking experts on
are awaiting the call which may never New York.
come.
+

there

Theatres Picking Up
In the Philippines

—

Washington, Jan. 19. Improved
conditions in the Philippines have increased attendance at theatres, according to a report to the U. S. Department of Commerce from its Manila

+

Southio Circuit Now Last Arguments Up
Controls Ohio Town
Today on Sale Tax

—

(Continued from page

1)

pected within a few days following
the hearing.
Local distributors already
are prepared for an either partially or
wholly adverse decision, which will be
appealed immediately to the appellate
division.
Although the tax already is
being collected by the exchanges it
will be refunded to exhibitors if the
exchanges are successful in their
efforts to have the assessment declared

discount

from

Under the new setup, prices at the
Gordon have been reduced from 35 to

of this to $13,361,458.93.

The

consolidated balance sheet as
of Nov. 30 shows total current assets
of $20,377,695.17, including cash of
Current liabilities totaled
$3,541,220.
$14,886,442.30.

Pauline Frederick
Hollywood,
erick,

Court Decides Fox

Pictures Lead
In the Danish Field

—

Film

—

M.

Move Up

"Prairie" Date

Hollywood, Jan.
has moved up the
"Call

of

the

"Hop-a-long
April 17 to

19.

— Paramount

release date on
Prairie," fourth of the

Cassidy"

March

finished this week.

6.

series,

The

picture

from

was

erally speaking, says the report, pictures favorably received in the United
States are also popular in Denmark.

U. A.

—

III

— Pauline Fred-

star,

years

and

stage

a

is

tion.

Department

—

Jan. 19. The U. S.
of Agriculture has avail-

two sound subon various

able three silent and

one and two

jects, in

reels,

subjects pertaining to

its

work.

Wall Street
Eastman Issues Up on Board
Net
High Low Close Change

W/

44 l/2
Columbia
Columbia, pfd
S0A
Consolidated Film. 6

43'/2
SO'A

18%
Consolidated,
Eastman Kodak... 160%
165
Eastman pfd
50%
Loew's Inc
10%
Paramount
Paramount 1 pfd.. 80y2
Paramount 2 pfd.. 12
Pathe Film
7%

18%

6
18%,

160%

160%

165
5054
io

165

pfd..

RKO

6

2

soyt

50%
wy»

80

80

11%

11%

+
+%

+2
-%

+A
m -tt
-%
7%

7 1/*

7%

2Sy2

2SA

20th Century-Fox.
20th Century, pfd.
Universal pfd

W/A

33?A

70y2

70

Warner Bros

10%

10J4

2S'A

7oy2
W'A

+ 34
+%

Sentry Control Off Fractionally
Net
High Low Close Change
Sentry Safety
Technicolor

Vt

%

%

21%

21*6

21%

—A

Members to Meet

Hollywood,

Jan.

19.

—A

series

Net

of

is
to be held by United
Artists' producer-members this week
for discussion of details of Douglas

meetings

Douglas Back at Work

19.

Cedars of
at the
Lebanon Hospital here, where she was
operated on for an intestinal obstruc-

Funds

picture to play
Hall instead of one of the company's
own Broadway houses.

many

for

screen

Hays

"Foresf

Jan.

Washington,

Must Be Examined

W.

earned,

affiliated

U. S. Dept. Finishes 5

illegal.

interests.

with
22.
Negros
Occidental
by
Pampanga 25 cents, and the Strand prices boosted
and
Laguan,
Tayabas,
provinces, all on Luzon Island, follow from 15 to 20 cents. Both are all-day
(Continued from page 1)
prices.
James Stamper, assistant
with 16, 13, and 12 respectively.
manager at the Strand, becomes who, however, provided that Fox
manager of the Sorg, and Robt. Gibbs, might clear himself by submitting to
Split of
examination sought by Capital.
Jr., in charge of the Sorg, goes to the the
Gordon.
R. E. Peffley remains as Fox appealed from this ruling and as
a result of the circuit court's decision
city manager.
(Continued from page 1)
on his appeal, attorneys in the case
ment of a hospital for handicapped
are expected to agree within the next
U. S.
children at Claremore, Okla.
few days on the time and place for
Further, he said, all other general
the examination of Fox.
The latter
funds should be divided between the
is now in Toronto.
Washington, Jan. 19. During the
two states.
Hays informed the Governor that a first seven months of 1935, 80 per cent
Walgreen Finances
hospital in New York, valued at of the paid admissions to all theatres
Chicago, Jan. 19. C. A. Walgreen,
$1,046,000, had been dedicated for a in Copenhagen, Denmark, were to
Will Rogers memorial hospital for film houses, according to a report drug store magnate, is financing the
theatrical folk.
Five theatrical agen- from that city to the U. S. Depart- first picture to be made in the old
cies have agreed to raise $100,000 ment of Commerce.
American films Essanay studios by Wilding Pictures.
each year to support it.
rank first among imported pictures, The picture will be a one-reeler dewith German second and British third. rived from the poem, "Lincoln, the
It is estimated
American films ac- Man of the People." Edwin MarkB.'s
for
H. counted
for 60 per cent of the pic- ham, who wrote the poem, is appearThe Music Hall has booked Wartures released during the first nine ing in the picture which will be ready
ner's "The Petrified Forest," starring
months of last year.
for release next month.
Cullen LanLeslie Howard, for the week beginThere are now more than 300 houses dis is directing.
ning Feb. 13. This is the fourth
n the country wired for sound. GenWarner
the Music

for
Will Rogers

1)

comfor investments
in
affiliated
panies, totaled $2,586,740.93, leaving
a profit of $1,141,772.25 before other
income, minority interests' share of
profits and losses and Federal income
taxes.
Other income included interest and

total

Middletown, O., Jan. 19. Southio
up-to-date theatre called the Theatres, Inc., a Paramount subIt sidiary, has leased the Gordon and
State has been opened in Manila.
has 1,020 seats, is air-conditioned, and Sorg, formerly controlled by Gordon
Theatres, Inc., and now dominate this
is the first in the Philippines to have
town with operation of the Paraelevators to the balcony.
With the opening of the State, the mount and Strand, which gives the
Philippines have a total of 313 houses, organization 5,500 out of the 6,000
which is equivalent to one for every seats in this 30,000 population situfour municipalities, or for every 43,- ation. The S or g is one OI the oldest
Manila leads with stands in the territory and was re000 inhabitants.
the
Gordon
acquired
by
93, or one for every 3,000 of the popu- cently
ince, is

(Continued from page

properties (other than $188,737.02 in
respect of studio properties charged
to film costs), interest and provision

A

An

Rizal, the neighboring provthird with 18, being exceeded

1,031,315

dividends received
companies, additional
to George
Where do the witnesses keep them- proceeds under the settlement with
Erpi and from miscellaneous sources.
for RKO, selves ?
he is one
Excluded by Judge Molyneaux This totaled $119,459.14.
Profit before providing for Federal
bridge in while brother witnesses are on the
income taxes was $1,258,359.16. Income
stand, they presumably are to hold
taxes reduced this by $227,043.20.
themselves in readiness in Witness
discount of $568,535.07 realized
Bill Benham, special investigator Room No. 3, set aside for that puron redemption of six per cent confor the Department of Justice, has pose.
bonds of subdropped his Pickwickian collars for
However, on inspection, the room vertible debentures and
sidiary companies was applied to the
the loose and easy soft collar-at- was found locked.
deficit account, thereby reducing the

office.

lation.

1936

20,

Boston, Jan. 19. Kenneth Douglas Fairbanks' plans as a result of his fivehas returned to his post as manager of year absence. Other current problems
the Capitol Theatre Supply Co. here also will be taken up.
after
being confined following an
Work on "Marco Polo" will be held
emergency appendicitis operation.
in abeyance in the meantime, it is said.

High Low Close Change
General
Equip.
General
Equip.

Theatre
6s '40.... 24
6s

Paramount
tures

24

24

-%

24

—1

Theatre
'40 ctf.

24

24

Pic'55

93
93
93
80
80
6s '41 pp.... 80
Warner Bros. 6s
'39 wd
89
89
89
(Quotations at close of Jan. 18.)

RKO

6s

:

MOTION PICTURE
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20,
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Short Subjects

7

"Burlesque,"

Looking 'Em Over

"Unrelated Relations'*

"Navy Wife"
Lead in K.C.

(Columbia)

awakes in his boarding house room and a little later becomes rich by virtue of oil stocks
which overnight have proved valuable.
He marries Ruth Skinner, and the
bride has her relations come ..to live

Monte

Collins

The usual mother-inthem.
angles
comic
brother-in-law
law,
arise and Collins brings in a rival for
Miss Carver
them, Louise Carver.
brings along her wrestling sons, and
together they proceed to wreck the
Collins is again seen back
place.
at the boarding house lunging after
the breakfast where he is happy. Production Code Seal No. 1773. Running
"G."
time, 18 mins.
with

"Excursions in Science
No.

r

(G.E.-A.O. Bondy)

An

interesting

industrial

subject

should entertain and instruct
that
audiences, this film shows a toothless
set of gears, a sorting "phototube"
and the manufacture of electric bulbs.
The latter part is the most interesting.
the materials that go into the
of glass there is shown the
gradual construction of bulbs right to
Excellent phothe finished product.
tography of the various machines re-

From

making

veals mechanical wonders. This should
satisfy curiosity as to how bulbs are
made. Distributed free as advertising.

No
time,

production code
11 mins. "G."

seal.

Running

"King of the Mardi Gras"

"Soak the Rich"
(Paramount)

The unquenchable Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur, who wrote,
directed and produced this picture, have done a farce comedy centered
Kansas City, Jan. 19. With proabout an extremely wealthy man, his spoiled daughter and a group of grams running from seven to 10 days
"radical" college students, who, the Hecht-MacArthur combine is at as a result of the New Year's Eve
pains to point out, are merely suffering from the modern form of shows at advanced prices, grosses

—

intellectual

growing

As comedy,

pains.

has some mildly amusing moments, but, as in the case
of other of the pair's pictures, it is pointed, but perhaps not very accurately, for the sophisticated screen audience. It is, in effect, considerably more of a stage play lifted bodily to the screen, and it is open to
question whether the average film patron will find much in it to entertain.
The cast is headed by Walter Connolly, the only player whose name is
apt to mean anything on the theatre marquee.
Mary Taylor, with an
amateur dramatic club speaking voice, plays his spoiled daughter; John
Howard the young "radical," and Lionel Stander, Ilka Chase and Alice
Duer Miller have the more important minor roles.
Connolly rants and raves over the "soak the rich" taxation, feels sorry
for himself, and goes completely into the air when Miss Taylor, electing
to return to the college her father built, falls in with Howard, leader of
a small faction of students crying for the oppressed and poor. When the
two fall in love, via considerable by-play which ridicules the boy's radical
notions, Connolly takes a hand, attempting to steer her away from
Howard. She is kidnapped by a lunatic, rescued through more farce
comedy, and eventually turns against Howard and his professed ideals.
it

were up.
"King of Burlesque" and "Navy
Wife," on a dual at the Uptown, were
nearly 100 per cent over par on a take
of $8,000 for 10 days.
"Riffraff," held to a normal seven
days at the Midland, ran up to $15,800, topping normal by $3,800. "Rose
of the Rancho" was strong with $10,-

400 at the
with
lett,"

Newman.

Scar-

"Sylvia

the
Mainstreet, failed to make the grade,
closing a nine-day run at $11,500.
Snow, followed by sleet and slush
for three days, failed to hurt business.
Total first run business was $53,200.
Average is $43,800.
Estimated takings

a

vaudeville

bill

at

Week Ending Jan. 7:
"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)
MIDLAND— (4,000), 25c-40c, 7
Gross:

$15,800.

days.

(Average, $12,000)

Week Ending Jan. 8:
the showdown, -when Howard's resistance is broken down by the
"ROSE OF THE RANCHO" (Para.)
and romance wins, while his erstwhile "radical" group enjoys the
NEWMAN— (1,900), 2Sc-40c, &V2 days.
(Average, $8,000)
Gross: $10,400.
Connolly champagne, and ends by singing his praises.
Week Ending Jan. 9:
It is, on the whole, a typical Hecht-MacArthur concoction, not,
how- "IF YOU COULD ONLY COOK" (Col.)
ever, nearly so promising as certain of their earlier efforts. Some of their
TOWER— (2,200), 25c-35c, 7 days. Stage:
horse-play in this is not very funny and much of it is questionable in Pinky Lee Co., Pete, Our Gang Dog, Six
Avalons, and the Three Brown Buddies.
taste and judgment.
(Average, $7,000)
Gross: $7,500.
"SYLVIA SCARLETT" (Radio)
Production Code Seal, No. 0761. Running time, 87 minutes. "G."
MAINSTREET— (3,100), 25c-35c-50c, 9
days.
Stage: Benny Merofif & His OrThen

girl,

(Paramount)
chestra, with Little Jackie Heller, Jack
Popeye and his man mountain rival
Marshall, Florence Cast, Larry Powell,
Front Novel
in this one have rival spots on a midBabs LaVal,
Old Films for Seattle
Jeffrie Gill, Coffie Sisters,
Gross:
Peter Ray, Meroff's Glee Club.
way and each boasts of his superiority
Columbus, Jan. 19. One of the
Seattle. Jan. 19.— In association $11,500.
(Average, $12,000)
to draw the crowd from the other. The most modern fronts in the country has
with the Museum of Modern Art in
Week Ending Jan. 10:
rival makes off with Popeye's girl been installed at the RKO
Palace, New York,
"KING OF BURLESQUE"
the University of Washand the usual chase takes place on a with an iridescent color motif, an in(20th-Fox)
ington division of drama has sched"NAVY WIFE" (20th-Fox)
roller coaster which makes for an direct lighting arrangement and reuled a series of films showing their
UPTOWN— (2,000), 25c-40c, 10 days.
exciting few moments with some spec- volving figures of picture stars.
Sev- advancement from 1895
(Average, $4,800)
to the begin- Gross: $8,000.
tacular animation. As usual the spin- eral types of glass, steel and porcelain
ach settles accounts.
Good cartoon enameled sheet steel and similar ma- ning of sound. Admission will be by
series ticket only, to be sold for $2
on Job
Saunders
offering.
Production Code Seal, No. terials have been used for a red, blue
for the five shows. The Egyptian, in
Bridgeport, Jan. 19. Matt Saun0485.
Running time, 7 mins. "G."
and black color scheme which is the
University district, will have the ders, manager of the Poli Palace, has
trimmed in silver and gold.
show for two days each month from resumed his duties after a week's illFifty thousand watts thrown off by
"Scrappy*s
Scouts"
Jan. 23 until May.
ness.
500-watt bulbs are used in lighting
( Columbia)
the
new
front.
of
A somewhat far fetched version
Boy Scout activities, this cartoon, by
BY ORDER OF SUPREME COURT: NEW YORK COUNTY
merit of some novel invention should
Hartford
Closes
prove entertaining.
The theme conHartford, Jan. 19. The Loewcerns
Scrappy's
attempts
join
to
a troop.
He is found not to be up Poli Palace is closed because of lack
PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, PLAINTIFF
to standards and rejected.
Vs. PHOTOCOLOR CORPORATION. PHOTOCOLOR PICTURES. Inc., et al
As the of pictures. The house had been runtroop marches off he leads his own ning holdovers from the Poli Capitol.
troop of dachshunds on a hike. Later "Ah Wilderness" didn't seem to warhe rescues the outfit that rejected rant one, and the theatre closed. Lou
WILL SELL AT PUBLIC AUCTION ON
him in a storm and is taken in after Cohen, manager, hopes to be able to

Columbus

—

Back

—

Boy

House

RECEIVER'S SALE

—

ARTHUR ALBERT, AUCTIONEER

saying the

scout

oath.

Code Seal, No. 1613.
7

mins.

Production

Running

time,

open Jan. 24 with a holdover on "Riff-

"G."

"Morocco"

Atlanta Bowlers Busy

—

Atlanta, Jan. 19. Film Row has
(Van Bewr en-Radio)
Differing from other offerings of the formed a Duckpin League, composed
same country, this one gives glimpses of teams from Paramount, M-G-M,
and arts of the polyThere is to be seen the
tanning of Moroccan leather, silk
making, manufacture and methods of
of the handicrafts

glot populace.

dyeing. Interesting dialogue jocularly
explains the gathering of snails and

Columbia, Theatrical Printing Co.,
Lucas & Jenkins and National Screen
Service.
Teams are "mixed," with
women outnumbering the men on some
of them.

young locusts as food

delicacies. Novel
shots of peculiar eating customs in a
native restaurant close an offering

j

1

THURSDAY, JANUARY

23, 1936,
AT SOUTH ASTOR STREET

raff."

—

1

1

A.M.

IRVINGTON-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK
THE COMPLETELY EQUIPPED and MODERN PLANT
IN

COLOR

PHOTOCOLOR PICTURES,

Inc.

FOR PRODUCING MOTION PICTURES
OF THE

INSPECTION DAILY UNTIL DAY OF SALE
DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR MAY BE HAD UPON REOUEST
JOSEPH SHALLECK. Receiver. 1450 BROADWAY. N. Y. C.
GLADSTONE. RICHTER. COHEN & KIRSCH
535 FIFTH AVENUE, N. Y. C.

Charter Jefferson Corp.

Albany, Jan. 19. The Jefferson
of merit.
Good travel fare.
Pro- Amusement Corp. has been chartered
duction Code Seal, No. 1572. Running here by Nettie Weisman, Lee Restime, 11 mins.
"G."
nick and Edward Lee.

AT

ATTORNEYS FOR RECEIVER,

Phones: PEnnsylvanla 6-6252-3
Auctioneers Address: 250 West 40th St.. N. Y. C.
By Train: N. Y.
Directions By Automobile: Saw Mill River Parkway to Cyrus Field Road.
Trains leaves 8:42 and 9:40 A.M.
Plant opposite station.
Central R. R. to Irvington.

—

Shout The News
THE GREATEST AIR
Men! Here's

a

show

Fl

that's absolutely

colossal— in fact we'd ever
go as far as to say it's a real good pic
ture! Now for the luvva Mike and Pa
and Jimmy, don't let it go out as jus
another Cagney-O'Brien hit!
classic, epic,

Sure there's magic in those names... Bu
don't let them carry the whole load

(Ask anybody

in

New York whc

JAMES

cflGnev
WARNER
With June Travis
Erwin

•

Barton

•

Stuart

MacLane

Henry Wadsworth
Martha Tibbetts
Isabel Jewel

•

Directed

by Howard Hawks
A Cosmopolitan Production
A First National Picture

BROS,

started

thi

ago with daily key-paper publicit
from coast to coast. And a
will back the engagements in fif

SENSATIONAL PREMIERES
Now don't be

LAi

bashful ab<
*Jiimmie

i

:

The Skies, About
*

SINCE HELL S ANGELS'
can get a lot more dough than this

ifou

iuo ever snared before if you'll bang
lome the news that this picture has a lot

nore innards and assorted entertainment
eatures than any of their other shows.
don't hold back

>o

on the promotion

Don't be afraid to step right out
tell the whole stirring truth about

leat.

ind

I

was on the stage

1 it

last season!)

PAT

0BRICI1
Is

story rolling for

icluding

Ornately

you three weeks

29 -day story serialization
5000 -line ad campaigns

najor territories starting with the

fcEK
>ng
ite

IN

NEW YORK & BOSTON

in— and cashing

Radio

in!

FLASH BULLETIN!
Mark

Hellinger, in his na-

tionally syndicated

column

'Don't miss ' Ceiling Zero'
when it reaches your vicinity. And if you don't get
a kick out of it, run do not
walk-to the nearest doctor.

—

"

—

.

:
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Grosses Leap

On

Hollywood,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Radio)
days.
8
25c-35c-50c,
(2,509),
Stage: Ken Murray, Lillian Roth with stage
$19,000)
(Average,
$32,500.
Gross:
revue.

PALACE—

"WHIPSAW" (M-G-M)
CHICAGO— (4,000), 35c-50c-68c,

Burns and Allen
Ben Blue and stage revue.
Stage:

days.

person with
Gross: $51,200.

in

THE LIFE"

replaces Irene

Ware

(20th-Fox)
days.
7

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

mount

.

.

age.

.

.

were generally good. "If
Could Only Cook" garnered
$21,000, over par by $3,000, at the
Grosses

You

Virginia Weidler and
in "Good for Noth-

.

Paramount with a stage show to help.
"Captain Blood," playing day and date
at the Warner houses, Downtown and
Hollywood, took $11,000 at the for-

Mike Simmons
ing,"

same

studio.

.

.

+

—

Directors Gene Yarborough, assistant at Radio, made a director on
the next Gene Austin short
Arthur Jacobson's option as assist.

.

mer and $12,100

.

.

.

+
Harris

"Three

Frank Dolan on
Wise Guys"
script of "The Puzzle of the Briar
Pipe," Radio

.

.

.

Sherman Rogers

.

doing screen treatment of "Sitting on

"The Show Goes On," Sol Lesser the Moon" and Dorrell and Stewart
Sam Briskin finishes MacGowan assigned to "The Singanalysis of story material owned by ing
Tom
Cowboy," Republic
Radio
Approves five stories, Reed doing screen story of "Gold
"Puzzle of the Briar Pipe," "One to Diggers," Warners.
Two," "Fugitive Gold," "Witness
in

production

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Mary

Chair" and

*

of Scotland."

—

Title
Changes "Don't
Bet
Jean Hers holt sends 30 books and
Love," Radio, now "Love on a Bet"
Stage: Major Bowes' Amateurs No. 3. 16mm camera to Dr. Dafoe
(Average, $15,000)
Gross: $24,700.
Comes Trouble," new title
"MAN WHO BROKE THE BANK AT Clark Gable planning a trip to for "Here
"The Black Gang," Twentieth
China
Clarence Brown offers
MONTE CARLO" (20th-Fox)

ORIENTAL— (3,490),

25c-40c,

.

.

.

.

.

GARRICK — (900)

.

.

.

.

Century-Fox
"Outlaws of the
Range" picked as the title for the
Week Ending Jan. 10:
last of Bill Cody's series of eight
+
"REMEMBER LAST NIGHT" (Univ.)
Pete
Casting Mariska Aldrich com- "Airhoppers" new title for
STATE-LAKE— (2,776), 20c-30c-3Sc, 7
days. Stage: Verne Buck. Joan Abbott and pletes cast for Pickford-Lasky film, Smith's short at M-G-M filmed as
(Average, $13,000)
Revue. Gross: $13,100.
"One Rainy Afternoon"
Louis "Air Minded."
"ROSE OF THE RANCHO" (Para.)
+
Heyward replaces Errol Flynn in
30c-40c-60c,
7 days,
ROOSEVELT— (1,591),
(Average,
$11,000.
Gross:
week.
Anthony Adverse"
Stuart
2nd
Story Buy Louis Bromfield's "It
$11,000)
Holmes the heavy in Warners "Mur- All Came True" acquired by Warners
der of an Aristocrat"
Oscar for Dick Powell and Ruby Keeler.

2nd week.

Gross:

25c-35c-50c,

.

$7,000.

7

days,

(Average, $5,500)

Depart-

his private flying field to the

ment

of

.

.

.

Commerce.

.

—

.

.

.

.

Building Gains in
Toronto; 4 Started Completing K.
Toronto, Jan. 19.— Further theatre
The
building is in evidence here.
construction of the Casino, on Queen
St., West in the downtown section, is
well under way with the walls comThis house, which will be oppleted.
erated by an independent enterprise,
Casino Theatre, Toronto, Ltd., will
The plans by Kaplan
cost $175,000.
& Sprachman provide for a full stage
and all screen equipment, with a seating capacity of 1,200.

Kaplan & Sprachman have also
drawn plans for an independent thea
tre on Danforth Ave., in Northeast
Toronto, to cost $90,000 and with a
capacitv

of

800.

The name

of

the

owner has not been divulged.

Bloom

&

Fine

Theatres, a sub
Players Canadian

sidiary of Famous
Corp., operating a group of suburban
houses here, has started the erection
of a theatre on College St., near
Brunswick Ave. W. C. McClelland,
owner of the Capitol in North
Toronto, is completing the Eglinton,
Eglinton Ave., also in the North End.

This makes four new houses under
way in Toronto alone.

Kansas

City,

.

19.

—The

two

struction of which was contracted for
separately from the main building

now

completed, will be ready
for use about June 1, reports N. W.
Hyland, acting director of public
works.
is

.

.

.

Municipal Auditorium theatres, con-

which

Takes Pittsburgh House
Pittsburgh, Jan. 19. George Jaffe
will take over the old Harris Theatre
Feb. 1 and reopen it as a vaudeville
and picture house. The Harris, which
Warners have under a lease that still

—

Make Feature
—-Believed to be
Providence, Jan.

Children

19.

one of the first features made with
an entire cast of school children,
"Colonial Rhode Island," now is being presented throughout the state as
a preliminary to the Rhode Island

Tercentenary celebration.

The

players are all between the
ages of eight and 12, and 655 children assisted in some way or other
Robert W. Peain the production.
body, a school principal, directed, and
the sequences were checked for his-

accuracy

torical

by

Howard

CITIES" (M-G-M)

30c-55c, 7 days. Gross:
$12,500)

"FIRST A GIRL" (G. B.)
STAR— (900), 30c-55c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $12,500)
"THE NEW GULLIVER" (Amkino)
GRAND INTERNATIONAL— (750), 35c-

4

$4,200.

days, 3rd week. Gross: $1,250. (Aver-

40c, 7

age,

$1,200)

'MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"
HILLSTREET— (2,700), 25c-40c,
Gross:

(Average,

$11,500.

"A TALE OF

LOEWS

TWO

(Univ.)
days.

7

$8,000)

CITIES" (M-G-M)

PARAMOUNT— (3,595),

Stage:

Bill

30c-55c,

days.

7

Al Lyons and

Robinson,

or-

& M. revue. Gross: $21,000.
(Average, $18,000)
"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (W. B.)

chestra,

F.

WARNER

BROS.

(Hollywood)— (3,000),

7 days, 2nd week. Gross:
(Average, $14,000)

25c-40c,

"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (W.

WARNER

BROS.

7 days, 2nd
(Average, $12,000)

25c-40c,

$11,000.

B.)

(Downtown)— (3,400),
week.

Gross:

$12,100.

Chapin, librarian of the Rhode Island

has a year to run, has been closed for
more than two years. It will be re-

named.

and a

"ForesF Premiere Set
Acauires Montreal Theatre
The world
St. Louis, Jan. 19.
Montreal, Jan. 19. C. O. Auclair.
proprietor of the
Hollywood and premiere of "The Petrified Forest"
Rex, has acquired the Stella which
has operated for the past four years

—

as the home of French stock presentations and stage revues.
The Stella

sound equipment

Orpheum here Jan.
theatre will close for a half
preparation for the opening

will be held at the
31.

The

day

in

Big in

New Haven
—

New

Haven, Jan. 19. It was a
big week, with New Year's Eve shows
at advanced prices and extended runs
to get back to the regular opening
days. "The Bride Comes Home" and
"Millions in the Air" nearly doubled
normal at the Paramount with a gross
of $9,500.
"Tale of

Two Cities" was $1,200 to
good with $4,000 in its second
week at the College. "Littlest Rebel"
and "Your Uncle Dudley" ran $1,300

the

over the line to $9,300 at the Poli.
Total first run business was $30,800.
is

$19,300.

Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 9

"A TALE OF

TWO
(2nd

half.

—

"Bride" and "Air"

M. Average

Historical Society.
The picture is in
three episodes and runs for an hour

will be rebuilt and
will be installed.

(Average,

—

C. Houses

Jan.

:

.

.

.

$86,150.

STATE— (2,500), 30c-55c, 7
days. Gross: $12,000. (Average, $14,000)
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)
PANTAGES— (3,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $12,400. (Average, $3,200)
on "IF YOU COULD ONLY COOK" (Col.)

.

.

ing Jan. 15

$11,000.

assigned

Damon Runyon's
.

is

Estimated takings for the week end-

CHINESE— (2,500),

Writers—Elmer
.

Average

450.

A TALE OF TWO

Mercy."

to script of

the latter.

at

'A Tale of Two Cities" was weak
at both the Chinese and Loew's State.
Total first run business was $96,-

William
ant lifted by Paramount
Dieterle assigned by Warners to di"Angel of
in
rect Kay Francis
.

was $3,500 over aver-

$11,500 gross

H. B. Warner
row," Warners
signed for Columbia's "Opera Hat"
Jack Oakie lined up for "Florida
Special" and "Burlesque" at Para-

.

7

(Average, $32,000)
IS

Ann Doran

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

DREAM TOO MUCH"

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

On the Coast

of "Green Pastures" cast set for
"Hearts Divided," Warners.
Edgar Kennedy signed by M-G-M
Jim
"Small Town Girl"
for
Los Angeles, Jan. 19. "MagnifiPierce and Henry Pembroke added
cent Obsession" cracked a few recSecond"
"Kelly,
the
Roach's
to Hal
ords in sensational day and date runs
Horace Murphy and Rafael at the Pantages and Hillstreet. The
Dell,"
the
Cario in "The Farmer and
take at the former, $12,400, was
Bette Davis and George
Radio
$9,200 over normal. At the latter the
Brent teamed in "The Golden Ar-

Jack Holt's Polk

Jan. 19.

—

"THIS

Sensational

the Loop;

next for Universal to be "International
Team," an original by Scott Darling
Paraand George Waggoner
Chicago, Jan. 19. First runs had mount picks up option on Sir Guy
the best week since the opening of the Standing, at present on loan to WalCentury of Progress exposition. The ter Wanger for "Palm Springs"
Chicago's gross was the best in two Ann Dvorak and her husband, Lesyears, with "Whipsaw" on the screen lie Fenton, back from Panama
and Burns and Allen heading the stage Paul Draper, finished at Warners,
show. The $51,200 gross was $19,200 returns to New York.
writer,
Doyle,
Warner
Laird
over normal.
David
"Mutiny on the Bounty" ran $3,100 father of seven-pound boy
over the line to a total of $4,500 at the O. Selznick borrows Max Steimer
"I Dream Too Much," with from Radio to supervise the score and
Apollo.
Ken Murray on the stage at the recording for "Little Lord FauntleJosef Pasternack to direct
Palace, was $13,500 to the good on a roy"
take of $32,500 at the Palace. At the the Fritz Kreisler music in Grace
Perky
Oriental a combination of "This Is the Moore's next for Columbia
Life" and a Major Bowes' amateur Lieber, Radio publicity department, in
This hospital to have his tonsils out
unit on the stage hit $24,700.
Joe E. Brown buys his fourth race
was $9,700 above par.
Charles Bickford training
Total first run business was $142,- horse
for Columbia's "U. S. Smith."
400. Average is $117,000.
Hal Roach to share half of Jack
Estimated takings:
Haley's contract with Twentieth
Week Ending Jan. 7:
He will be starred
"MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY" (M-G-M) Century-Fox
APOLLO— (1,400), 25c-35c-SOc, 7 days. in "Once Over," starting Feb. 15
(Average, $4,500)
Gross: $7,600.
Ronald Howard, young son of Leslie
"SPLENDOR" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS — (1,700), 30c-4Oc-6Oc, Howard, an extra in "Romeo and JuGross: $13,000 (Average, liet"
7 days, 2nd week.
Republic to start five before
$17,000)
the end of the month.
Week Ending Jan. 9:

1936

20,

"Obsession"

Out Hollywood Way

'Whipsaw'Top

"I

Monday, January

The first showing will be at
advanced admissions after which the
night.

regular grind policy will be effective.

CITIES" (M-G-M)

week)

COLLEGE— (1,499). 35c-50c. 7 days, 2nd
(Average. $2,800)
week.
Gross: $4,000.
"THE BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.)
"MILLIONS IN THE AIR" (Para.)

PARAMOUNT— (2,400),

Gross:

$9,500.

(Average.

35c-50c,

9

days.

$4,800)

"LITTLEST REBEL" (2©th-Fox)
"YOUR UNCLE DUDLEY" (2<tth-Fox)
POLI— (3,040), 35c-50c. 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $7,000)
$9,300.
"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (F. N.)

"BROADWAY HOSTESS"

ROGER SHERMAN— (2,200),
days.

Gross:

$8,000.

(F. N.)

(Average,

35c-50c,
$4,700)

8

:

:

:

:

:

MOTION PICTURE

Monday, January

DAILY

1936

20,

Tops

'Bride"

"Dangerous,"

Portland, Jan. 19.— All first
runs here have stepped up admissions five cents, making
the minimum 30 cents.

Bowes Group
Gets $25,500 Detroit Lead
Jan.

19.

— Heavy

Detroit, Jan.

19.

rains hit this city last week and
their mark on grosses, but there were

Major Bowes' amateurs packed the
Michigan all week and piled up a

"The Bride Comes
spots.
reached $25,500, over par by
"I Dream
$4,500, at the Warfield.

gross of $26,400, a margin of $6,400
over average.
The Downtown was in the money
again with a return of vaudeville and
with "Mr. Hobo" on the screen. The
$12,200 take passed par by $2,200.
"If You Could Only Cook" also did
well with $16,300 at the Fox, and
"Captain Blood" was strong with $13,600 at the United Artists.
It was
held over.
Total first run business was $77,-

Home"

too

Much" was good

for $15,000,

up

by $500, at the Golden Gate.
"Whipsaw" and "Freshman Love"
managed to get a par $11,500 at the
Paramount, but elsewhere grosses
were pretty weak.
Total first run business was $77,500.

Average

is

$80,400.

Estimated takings

Week Ending Jan. 7:
"AH WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200), 15c-25c-35c40c-5Sc,

Gross:

2nd week.

days,

7

$5,500.

Average

800.

"MR. HOBO"

(G.

B.)

days. Stage, band.
age, $14,500)

Gross:

(Aver-

$15,000.

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME"

WARFIELD— (2,680),

days. Stage, band.
age, $21,000)

(Para.)

25c-35c-40c-50c,

Gross:

7

(Aver-

$25,500.

Week Ending Jan. 8:
YOU COULD ONLY COOK" (Col.)
"GREAT IMPERSONATION" (Univ.)

"IF

ORPHEUM — (2,440),

15c-25c-35c-40c,

Gross:

days, 2nd week.

7

(Average,

$6,000.

ing Jan.

days.

Gross:

$11,500.

(Average,

16:

'PADDY O'DAY" (20th-Fox)
"ONE-WAY TICKET" (Col.)

ADAMS— (1,770),

10c-40c,
$5,000)

(Average,

$3,800.

7

YOU COULD ONLY COOK"
FOX— (5,100), 15c-55c, 7 days.

Toby Wing and

(Col.)

Stage,

Gross:

vaudeville.

$16,-

(Average, $15,000)

300.

"DANGEROUS" (W. B.)
MICHIGAN— (4,100), 15c-55c, 7
Stage,

Major

Bowes'

days.

amateurs.

Gross:

(Average, $20,000)

$26,400.

"CONFIDENTIAL" (Mascot)
"BAR 20 RIDES AGAIN" (Para.)
STATE— (3,000), 10c -40c, 7 days. Gross:
$5,500.

(Average, $5,000)

"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (F.
UNITED ARTISTS — (2,070),
days.

Gross:

(G.

Stage,

7

ping below par in most instances.
The Kentucky, a Switow house on
the main stem, has cut night price
from 26 cents to 21 cents. This move
will be felt by other Fourth Ave.
houses, as this second run stand is a
consistent money-maker, and strong
opposition to the big-seaters.
The weather has been pleasant, with
temperatures conducive to attendance.
Total first run business was $19,200.

Average

15c-30c-40c,

15c-55c,

7

Indianapolis

Top

$15,696, Buffalo

"Ah Wilderness"

also just about
doubled par with a take of $15,700 at
the Hippodrome in a holiday week of

weather.
Total first run business

fair

396.

Average

is

was

$61,-

RIALTO—
Groas:

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME"

(Para.)

Jan. 7:

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S— (3,000),
$6,500.

(Average,

25c-40c, 7 days.
$4,500)

Gross:

Gross:

"COLLEGIATE"

(Para.)
INDIANA— (3,100). 25c-40c, 7 days.

Gross:

days. $7,500.
30c-50c,
BUFFALO— (3,000),
7
(Average, $7,000)
(Average, $12,000)
"SHOW THEM NO MERCY" (W. B.)
"AH WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
LYRIC— (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. VaudeHIPPODROME— (2,100), 30c-50c, 7 days. ville. Gross: $8,500. (Average, $7,000)

(Average,

$2,600.

$3,500)

(20th-Fox)
7
days.

15c-25c-40c,

(Average,

$2,500)

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

(F.

MARY ANDERSON— (1,000),
days, 2nd week.
age, $2,500)

Gross:

7

days.

7

N.)
15c-25c-40c,

(Aver-

$2,800.

"FORBIDDEN HEAVEN"

(Republic)
15c-25c-40c, 7 days.

NATIONAL— (2,400),

Wonder Girls, Convey & RowHarry Kahne, Irving Edwards, Elsie

Stage: Five
ena,

Weber's

Boys.

Gross:

(Average,

$2,500.

$3,000)

"BARBARY COAST" (U. A.)
A MINUTE" (Republic)
"NEVADA" (Para.)
"HELL'S ANGELS" (U. A.)

"$1,000

ALAMO— (900),
Gross:

15c-25c,

$1,100.

7

(Average,

split
$l.<tnn)

Named Booker
Boston, Jan.
—John Glazier has
been named booker

for the 14 theatres
of Western Massachusetts Theatres,
Inc. Ethel Seletzky has resigned from

Hub

$7,300)

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)

GREAT LAKES— (3,000), 25c-50c, 7 days.
Dayton Apollo Rate Up
Gross: $12,300. (Average, $7,300)
The Apollo,
Dayton, Jan. 19.
"KING OF BURLESQUE" (20th-Fox)
CENTURY— (3,000), 25c, 7 days. Gross: downtown house, previously a 10-cent

to join Glazier,
representative.

who

is

also

Honor Schmertz Feb. 1

—

Cleveland, Jan. 19. The Variety
Club will hold a dinner dance on Feb.
to honor I. J. Schmertz, newly
1
elected president, and the new roster
of officers.

—

$9,500.

(Average, $5,800)

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

(Univ.)
(3,300), 25c, 7 days. Gross:

LAFAYETTE—
(Average, $6,000)
$15,696.
"DANCE BAND" (Col.)
GAYETY— (1,600), 10c-25c-35c,
Vaudeville.

Gross:

$3,300.

7

days.

(Average, $3,600)

subsequent run, has switched to first
runs with 25-cent matinees and an
evening rate of 40 cents. The name
has been changed to the Little Play'

house.

Herbert Byrd

is

manager.

$19,500.

ing Jan. 15

"SPLENDOR"

(U.A.)

ALADDIN— (1,500), 25c-35c-50c-60c,
(Average, $2,000)
$2,000.
"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (F.N.)

days.

7

Gross:

BROADWAY— (1,500),

Followed week at
(Average. $1,000)

7

days.

Gross:

$1,200.

25c-40c,

Denver.

"ROSE OF THE RANCHO"

DENHAM— (1,500),
Gross:

$8,000.

25c-35c-40c,

(Para.)
7
days.

(Average, $4,000)

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)

DENVER — (2,500) 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $5,000)
"I DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)
,

Stage band.

ORPHEUM— (2,600),
Gross:

$5,000.

25c-35c-40c.

(Average,

days.

7

$5,000)

"THE GREAT IMPERSONATION"
(Univ.)

PARAMOUNT— (2,000),
Gross:

$2,000.

25c-40c,

(Average,

days.

7

$2,500)

Providence Honors
— Columns of
Providence, Jan.
19.

publicity since a portion of the picture
was shot in Grafton, Mass., plus the
worth of "Ah Wilderness" itself,

pushed Loew's State gross in nine
days to $18,500, which is $6,500 over
normal.

downtown theatres had good
The Strand took $10,800 with
"The Bride Comes Home," over par
All
weeks.

by $4,300.

"Two in the Dark" and a stage
show garnered $8,200 for the Albee,
$1,200 to the good. The Majestic was
$500 over par with

"Show Them No

Mercy" and "Your Uncle Dudley,"
which hit $7,500. Fay's, with "Born
to Gamble" and a revue, was even at
run business was $52,000.
$39,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 16:
Total

days,

Glazier

the

is

Estimated takings for the week end-

$7,000.

$4,000)

Gross: $14,000.

Gross: $15,700.

(Average.

STRAND— (1,500),

Columbia

$4,000)

"SYLVIA SCARLETT" (Radio)
CIRCLE— (2,800), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average,

$3,400.

(Para.)

15c-25c-40c,

(3,000),

19.

Week Ending Jan. 11:
"THE MAN WHO BROKE THE BANK
AT MONTE CARLO" (20th-Fox)
APOLLO— (1,100), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average.

Jan. 9:

"KING OF BURLESQUE"

week.

Week Ending

$4,000.

ing Jan. 7

$26,500.

Estimated takings

$4,000.

$42,000.

Estimated takings for the week end-

is

7

$4,500)

(Average, $2,000)

$1,800.

"COLLEGIATE"

—

Average

(Average,

$5,000.

Week Ending

—

"Obsession" Grabs

here in a post-New Year week of
stimulated box offices. It drew $15,696 to the Lafayette, more than doubling par, and was held over.

Gross:

Gross:

Average

"Wilderness" Gets

"I DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)
BROWN — C 1,400), 15c-25c-40c, 7 days.

"Riffraff" $6,500

with standouts frequent during the
week.
"Riffraff" took a par $5,000 at the
Denver, and "Splendor" was normal
with $2,000 at the Aladdin. "Captain
Blood" held up to $1,200 at the Broadway following a week at the Denver.
Total first run business was $23,200.

Jan. 7:

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,000), 15c-25c-40c,
days.

Denver, Jan. 19.
"Rose of the
Rancho" proved a big money-winner
here. It ran 100 per cent over normal
to a take of $8,000 at the Denham,

$18,500.

Week Ending

$10,000)

7

is

Estimated takings

Indianapolis, Jan. 19.
Business
(Average, picked up at three of the five first runs
Gross: $6,000.
days, 3rd week.
$7,000)
last week with the remaining two doWeek Ending Jan. 19:
ing an average week.
"DANCING DUCHESS" (Vienna)
"Riffraff" at Loew's led the procesCLAY— (400), 35c, 7 days, 2nd week.
(Average, $1,000)
Gross: $1,000.
sion with a gross of $6,500, which was
$2,000 over average. "Show Them No
Mercy" at the Lyric was good for a
gross of $8,500, about $1,500 above
normal. The stage show at the Lyric
featuring Carl Freed helped the gross,
as did a special midnight preview of
"Colthe picture several weeks ago.
legiate" at the Indiana was $500 above
"Magnificent
Buffalo, Jan. 19.
par with a gross of $7,500.
Obsession" was the big money-maker
Total first run business was $30,500.

FRANCIS— (1,470),

takes to bring the patrons in after the
"Riffraff" at
holiday spurt is over.
Loew's State took top money for the
town, $5,000, over par by $500.
"King of Burlesque" garnered $2,600
at the Strand, just $100 over normal.
The Mary Anderson did well with
"Captain Blood," which was well received by the critics and public. The
picture received recommendations from
church leaders and heads of civic
groups. The second week's take was
$2,800, over average by $300.
Other first runs felt the pinch, drop-

$11,500)

Week Ending Jan. 9:
"PERFECT GENTLEMAN" (M-G-M)
"ESCAPE FROM DEVIL'S ISLAND"
(Col.)
FOX— (5,000), 10c-25c-35c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $6,000)
$4,800.
"MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY" (M-G-M)
ST.

—

Louisville, Jan. 19. Jean Harlow
demonstrated that she has what it

"Hollywood Revue." Gross:

(Average,

$12,200.

15c-55c,

—

Hit in Louiville

B.)

RKO DOWNTOWN— (2,950),
days.

N.)

(Average, $10,000)

$13,600.

"MR. HOBO"

7

Gross:

days.

"IF

$6,800)

"WHIPSAW (M-G-M)
"FRESHMAN LOVE" (W. B.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,740), 25c-35c-40c,

$65,000.

Estimated takings for the week end-

(Average, $9,000)

"MAN OF ARAN" (G. B.)
EMBASSY— (1,400), 15c-25c-35c, 7 days,
(Average, $3,600)
3rd week. Gross: $2,200.
"I DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850), 25c-35c-40c, 7

is

Denver
Pace, $8,000

Swift

—"Dangerous" and "Riffraff" $5,000

left

two bright

"RancWHits

Up

Portland Scales

Frisco Takes;

San Francisco,

13

Caldwell Recuperating

first

Average

is

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.)
"FORCED LANDING" (Republic)
STRAND--(2,300),

$10,800.

15c-40c, 7 days.

Gross:

(Average, $6,500)

"AH, WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)

"CALLING OF DAN MATTHEWS"
LOEW'S STATE— (3,800), 15c-40c, 9
Gross:

(Col.)

days.

(Average, $12,000)
NO MERCY" (20th-Fox)
UNCLE DUDLEY" (20th-Fox)

$18,500.

"SHOW THEM
"YOUR
MAJESTIC—

Gross:

$7,500.

Stage:
Gross:

$8,200.

(2,400),

15c-40c,

7

days.

(Average, $7,000)

"TWO IN THE DARK" (Radio)
RKO' ALBEE— (2,300), 15c-40c, 7 days.
"International

Scandals,"
(Average, $7,000)

revue.

"BORN TO GAMBLE"

(Liberty)
FAY'S— (1,600), 15c-40c, 7 days. Stage:
"Radio Scandals," revue. Gross: $7,000.

(Average, $7,000)

Falkenburg Recovers

—

Lexington, Neb., Jan. 19. Ralph
Spartanburg, S. C, Jan. 19. Ber- Falkenburg, manager of the Majestic
nard Caldwell, assistant manager of and Ralf, and a member of the board
the Carolina, is recuperating from an of directors of the M.P.T.O., has reappendicitis operation.
covered from a 10-day illness.

—

i

ANNA KARENINA
THE HEADLINE WOMAN
THE EAGLE'S BROOD
WANDERER OF THE

THE DARK ANGEL
UNCONQUERED BANDIT

TWO FOR TONIGHT

NO RANSOM
ENTER MADAME

PURSUIT
TWO-FISTED

WATERFRONT LADY

MAN ON

ENCHANTED APRIL

THE

ACCENT ON YOUTH

THE NITWITS

FATHER BROWN, DETECTIVE
MAN'S BEST FRIEND
$20 A WEEK
SWEEPSTAKE ANNIE
ONE HOUR LATE

PEOPLE WILL TALK
ADVENTUROUS KNIGHTS
KENTUCKY BLUE STREAK
LADIES CRAVE EXCITEMENT
SYMPHONY OF LIVING
CODE OF THE MOUNTED
KID COURAGEOUS

TRAPEZE
HOT OFF THE

WASTELAND

LIGHTNING STRIKES TWICE

ROBERTA
BEHOLD MY

THE VANISHING RIDERS

WIFE

VANESSA, HER LOVE STORY

THE WEDDING NIGHT
RUGGLES OF RED GAP

NAUGHTY MARIETTA
THE MARRIAGE BARGAIN
THE CASINO MURDER CASE
PORT OF LOST DREAMS

PRIVATE WORLDS
WILDERNESS MAIL
BEHIND THE GREEN LIGHTS
McFADDEN'S FLATS

CYCLONE RANGER
HIGH SCHOOL GIRL
LADDIE
THE WORLD ACCUSES

ROCKY MOUNTAIN MYSTERY
THE GHOST WALKS

OLD MAN RHYTHM
ACCENT ON YOUTH
MANHATTAN BUTTERFLY
IN

BARBARY COAST

VALLEY OF WANTED MEN
FALSE PRETENSES
SOCIETY FEVER

PERSON

THE RAINMAKERS

HOP-ALONG CASSIDY
SMOKEY SMITH
CAPTURED IN CHINATOWN
SMART GIRL

THE RID"

MY

SADDLE ACES
WHEN A MAN'S A MAN
HARD ROCK HARRIGAN
THUNDER MOUNTAIN

IN

JALNA

TWO F>«

MARY
SHIP

BURNS, FUGITIVE

CAFE

SKYBOUND
THE LAST OF THE CLINTONS

MILLIONS

IN

THE AIR

SPLENDOR
THE SAGEBRUSH TROUBADOUR
THE IVORY-HANDLED GUN
TUC kiinUI/^UT DU A UTAii

1935

LOIS

— DUPONT NEGATIVE WAS CHOSEN
S OFTEN AND WISELY BY PRODUCERS
A SHOtE
WHAT
AND CAMERA MEN.
THE RE

ST.

TAKE

T
FIGHTIK

IS A WOMAN
ON PROBATION
STOLEN HARMONY
GOIN TO TOWN

THE DEVIL

1

COUR

ONE FRIGHTENED NIGHT
RESCUE SQUAD
THE TEXAS RAMBLER
SUNSET RANGE

HOT

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE
RAINBOW'S END

HARMONS anf

STRANGERS ALL
FOUR HOURS TO KILL
CIRCLE OF DEATH
SONS OF STEEL
RECKLESS

LIVE

PRESS
LIFE

THE JUDGEMENT BOOK
CONFIDENTIAL
THE RIDER OF THE LAW
WILD MUSTANG

MEN WITHOUT NAMES
NOW OR NEVER
COLLEGE SCANDAL
MEN OF ACTION

DANGER AHEAD
CHINA SEAS

I

THE FLYING

WE THANK YOU

_
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Records

for

Houses Ruled
Out by Court
Also Refuses to Allow
Alleged Zukor Talk
By BILL ORNSTEIN

—All

records of
Shubert-Rialto
during Warner operation and a reputed conversation between Fanchon
Simon, the F in Fanchon & Marco,
and Adolph Zukor in the late summer of 1934 at the latter's office on the
coast were ruled out today by Federal
Judge Joseph W. Molyneaux as the
Government's civil suit against Warners, Paramount and
entered its
third week.
During a recess following the court's
refusal to admit the records and alleged
conversation
Russell
Hardy,
chief of the Government's legal staff
here, and Frederick H. Wood, coSt. Louis, Jan. 20.
the Orpheum and the

RKO

(Continued

page 4)

Production Falls

To

a Seasonal

Low

—

Hollywood,

Production
Jan. 20.
went into its third week of doldrums
last week and reached the season's

,

ow

activity

mark.

The seven-day survey of studio production schedules showed 29 features
md two short subjects on the sound
These figures are a trifle less
han the previous checkup which regisered 30 features and four shorts.
There was a gain in features being
prepared for the cameras and slated
o start in two weeks with 17 in the
cenario departments as compared to
2 the previous week.
Warners and 20th Century-Fox led
he field in production, each having
stages.

Columbia

had

three

features

in

(Continued on page 3)

Imposes Limit
On Boston's Censors

Bill

Boston, Jan. 20.— The banning of
film, stage show, or entertain-

my

ment

in

-ensors,
'olice
ice

of

the Hub by the Board of
consisting of the
Mayor,

Commissioner and Chief Justhe Municipal Court, would

be allowable until after a hearing
persons interested" under the
2rms of a bill filed in the Legislature
|Y the
newly formed Massachusetts
heatre Alliance.
The bill provides: "The Mayor and

iot

^

'f

"all

(Continued on page 3)

21,

Intelligent

the

ln<

In All

Branches

TEN CENTS

1936

Federal Amusement Taxes Jump
$1,026,625 in 6-Month Period

Theatre

period of the previous year.
Collections in December, the bureau reported, were nearly $112,000 under those of November, but were $89,000 ahead of December,
1934, amounting to $1,755,059 against $1,866,915 the preceding month
and $1,666,060 in the same month of the previous year.

Appeal Court Quick End of
Holds Drawing Mexico Tangle
Is a Lottery Is Predicted

Men

Not Heard

—

Washington, Jan. 20. Marked improvement in the amusement
industries is demonstrated by a $1,026,625 increase in admission
tax collections of the Government during the last half of 1935 as
compared with the corresponding period of the preceding year, reported tonight by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
Receipts from the admission tax during the first half of the current fiscal year reached $8,874,871, against $7,848,246 in the same

Tax

in

Protest

Get Permission to File
Briefs Before Ruling
Exhibitor representatives were denied the privilige of being heard on
their opposition to the city's efforts to
apply the two per cent sales tax to
film rentals at a hearing yesterday
the
city
before
representatives of
finance department.
Louis Goodgold, of the city comptroller's office, who held that exhibitors were "not proper parties" to the
hearing on the application of the tax
to film rentals, conceded them the
right, however, to file briefs in opposition to the city's procedure and gave
them one week in which to do this.
It

was indicated

that

this

would be

done by Allied of New Jersey, KeithThe settlement within a few days Albee-Orpheum and the I. T. O. A.,
The Appellate Division of the N. Y.
all of whom had representatives at the
Supreme Court, Brooklyn, affirming of labor and tax problems which have
barred the operations of distributors hearing to oppose the tax on behalf
a decision of the Court of Special
prizes in Mexico since September is now a of exhibitors. A decision on the apthat
decided
has
Sessions,
plication of the tax was reserved by
awarded as the result of spinning a possibility, foreign managers of major
the city officials and is not expected
wheel in a theatre are in violation distribution companies were advised
District yesterday at a meeting at M.P.P.D.A. until some time after the time allotted
of the state lottery law.
for the filing of the briefs.
Attorney William F. X. Geoghan of headquarters.
Definite indications were given durCurrent reports from Mexico on the
Brooklyn saw the decision as opening
ing the hearing that the city will rule
the way for the arrest of theatre situation were studied at the meetthat film rentals are subject to the
operators who distribute cash awards ing, at which Frederick L. Herron
tax either in whole or in large part.
of the M.P.P.D.A. presided. The disas the result of drawings.
Distributors have been anticipating
tributors'
in
policies
will
remain
Charles
against
was
The case
(Continued on page 2)
status
quo
until
the
expected
developJoseph
manager;
Cranides, theatre
ments
materialize,
it
was
stated
folFarmer
and
manager,
Kiley, assistant
Miller, who operated the wheel used lowing the meeting.
Is
American
distributors
curtailed S.
A policeman who
in the drawing.
attended the house Aug. 22 was the their activities in the Mexican market
complainant. He said he purchased appreciably following the imposition
S. K. Wolf, manager of the Acousa ticket, and was given another with of drastically higher duties on AmeriHe can films entering Mexico last year. tical Department of Electrical Rea stub bearing a given name.
dropped the stub into a box, he said, This was followed in September by search Products Inc., has been ap-

K. Wolf
Named
An SMPE Executive

i

ive shooting.

YORK, TUESDAY, JANUARY

Alert,

(Continued on page 3)

(Continued on page 3)

Warner Policy on Rogers Named V. P.
Of Alliance Films
Bands Not Set Yet
—

Louis, Jan. 20. While Warexpect to file additional suits
almost daily charging radio broadcasters with the unlicensed performance of Warner owned music, no
legal action is contemplated against
theatres, hotels, cafes or other public
users of music until after such time
St.

ners

as the company's licensing policy for
these classifications of users has been
made known, Herman Starr, Warner
vice-president, said today.
The Warner licensing policy as it
affects theatres and hotels is now under discussion, but probably will not
be made known for several weeks
(Continued on page 3)

British International Pictures, Ltd.,

has appointed Budd Rogers vice-president and general manager of its
American subsidiary, Alliance Films
Corp., as a first move in the establishof direct sales representation
here for the British company's prod-

ment
uct.

Initial sales efforts will

be confined
the making of distribution deals
with established distributors, but if
the company is unsuccessful in this
there is a possibility that B. I. P. will
to

develop

its

own exchange

organiza-

tion in this country, probably as has
been done by G. B., Rogers said yes-

(Continued on page 3)

pointed executive vice-president of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers.
He succeeds Homer G. Tasker.
Wolf has served as chairman of
the Projection Screen Committee and
has also headed several groups which
made important technical studies. He
was a member of the Society's Board
of Governors at the time of his appointment.

Claim Week-end Top
On "Zero" at Strand
"Ceiling Zero," which opened at
the Strand last Saturday morning,
broke all week-end records for the
house, according to S. Charles Einfeld, Warners advertising and publicity director.
Local newspapers gave the picture
an excellent reception. The film will
be nationally released in key cities

on Saturday.
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Albert Testimony Ruled Out

Goodgold refused to permit Albert's
remarks to be made a part of the
record and observed "this isn't the
place to argue the constitutionality
of the amendment." He stated, however, that if and when the tax is
found to be applicable to films the
exhibitors will be given a hearing.
He also declined to nermit Norman
Samuelson. attorney for Allied of
Jersey, and Lee Newberry, president of that organization, to testify
for the record.

New

Assessment

By Paulist Father
The Rev. James

F.

Cunningham, of

the Paulist Fathers, has written Harry
M. Warner, president of Warners,
lauding "The Story of Louis Pasteur,"
which is to open at the Strand early

February.

in

Cunningham,

Father

who

characterized the picture as "the
finest I've yet seen," declared that
such a film helps to indicate the efforts
which all nations have made for the
betterment of humanity.

Jerry Wald Married

—

Hollywood, Jan. 20. Jerry Wald,
Warner scenario writer, was married
today to Eleanor Rudolph.
Howard
Lang, producer, and Mrs. Lang ac-

companied the couple, who were married at

Tijuana, Mex.

Joe Ornstein Wed
Pittsburgh, Jan. 20. Joe

—

stein,

a

is

cashier
benedict.

New York
has

of

the

Orn-

married in
week-end and

over the
returned to his job here.

A

Test Case

Yesterday's hearing was specifically
on the right of the citv to assess the
United Artists exchange $21,232 on
its film receipts from Dec. 10, 1934.
to May 31, 1935. This assessment is
being accepted as a test case by all
local exchanges.
first hearing in
opposition to it was held Nov. 8.
Yesterday additional testimony in opoosition was offered by Paul Lazarus.
^

A

U. A.

assistant sales

manager

;

Sam-

Rifkin, a U. A. salesman for
New Jersey, and Edward Mullins.
office manager of the U. A. exchange
The testimony in the main attempted
to show that rentals derived from
theatres outside New York City were
not oroperly subject to the tax. At
the November hearing testimony was
offered to show that the rentals received from local theatres, likewise
were not taxable bv the citv.
Edward Raftery of O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery, attornevs for U. A.,
and T. N. Lawler of the same law
firm, maintained that everv film shipuel

Fox exchange, ment without

He was

1)

such a decision for some weeks past
and are prepared to appeal the city's
ruling in the case to the Appellate
Division.
An appeal mav be based in part on
the question of the constitutionality
of the city's sales tax law, it was
made evident at the hearing. Melvin
Albert, attorney, of Weisman, Quinn,
Allen
& Spett, representing the
I. T. O. A., pointed out that the city
was attempting to levy on film rentals
derived from pictures which exhibitors had contracted for months prior
to the enactment of the sales tax.
He declared that the result was an
impairment of contract and that the
provision of the sales tax which specifies that the tax shall apply to such
antedated contract sales was uncon-

"Pasteur" Praised

qualification

is
interas such, not subject to a municipal tax.

state

Tuesday, January 21, 1936

—

Philadelphia, Jan. 20. The setup
whereby William Goldman will operate the theatre to be constructed in
tinnew 69th St. Terminal has the
local trade intrigued by the involutions
of its partnership arrangement and its
competitive aspects.
Goldman, one time local chief of
the Warner forces and lately an independent exhibitor, is a partner with
Warners in the new terminal theatre,
though he will operate it under his
own name under a 10-year lease. In
competition with the house is the 69th
St. Theatre, across the street which
is a Warner house, and the Tower,
within a stone's throw, which was
recently sold by the Friehofer-Nirdlinger estates to a new corporation.
Rumor states that it may eventually
In other
join the Warner string.
words, the new Goldman-Warner spot

Purely
Personal

i

A

MEYER,

export manager of
International Projector Corp., has
just returned from a four-month trip
around the world which took him
through all the principal countries of
Europe and the Far East.
E.

•

Harry Ross, head

of Ross Federal
Service, and Clifford Ross, manager
of exchange operations, leave tomorrow for an extensive tour of the Ross
Federal offices in the south and far

west.
•

Walter Brown, midwestern

may have

strong competition from
two other large Warner houses.
While this partner-competition is
taking place in the West Philadelphia
district, Goldman is in strong competition with Warners in the Ger-

sion

manager

ice,

Inc.,

has

week

after

a

home

office.

divi-

Ross Federal Servreturned to Chicago

of

conferences

of

the

at

•

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will leave
England for New York next week
with the first print of "Amateur Gentleman," in which he

starred with

is

mantown neighborhood where his Elissa Landi.
Bandbox Theatre is surrounded by
three nearby Warner houses definitely
Lillian Messenger,
restricting
uct.

The question
are

ers

Goldman's

asking

is

first

run prod-

Vine
"Who's

local

Streetfighting

whom ?

eastern scenario editor for Radio, will leave for
the coast tomorrow to confer with
studio executives.
•

Otto Kruger

due

is

in

Center Sets Next Five
"The Country Doctor," Twentieth
Century-Fox film featuring the Di-

Bill Pine

onne quintuplets and their physician.
Dr. Allan Roy Dafoe, has been booked
for an early spring showing at the
Center.
The picture is still in work.
Bookings to follow "King of Burlesque," include "Paddy O'Day," "It
Had to Happen," "Captain January"
and "A Message to Garcia."

left

yesterday by plane

for the coast following a brief
at the Paramount home office.

visit

•

Elizabeth Russell,

artists model,
has been signed by Paramount. She

will

leave for the coast tomorrow.

•

Katherine DeMille

Smith

from Eng-

land on the Majestic today after completing work in "Living Dangerously"
for B. I. P.
•

M-G-M

town Thursday

for her

will arrive in
first visit to

New York since her early childhood.
with
She will be here for three weeks.
Frederick James Smith has joined
•
M-G-M as an associate in the publicEd Sullivan will bring his "Dawn
ity department.
Smith has had wide
Patrol Revue" back Friday to the
experience in the field, having been
Roxy.
at various times editorial director of
•
Toxver Magazines, eastern editor of
Walter Wanger has taken an opFawcett Publications and managing
tion on "African Intrigue" by Aleditor of Photoplay.
fred Batson.
•

F. J.

"Rhodes" at the Ritz
The Adventure

Society of America
selected
"Rhodes, the Empire
Builder," for a showing in connection
with the society's annual banquet at
the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Feb. 19, two
days before the picture's premiere at
the Roxy.

has

H. J. Yates plans to leave for the
coast tomorrow.
•

Stanley Shuford of Warners was
home with a cold yes-

confined to his
terday.

•

Dave Bader

leaves

today for the

coast.

EPISODE 2

commerce and.

Appeal Giveaway Fines
Boston. Jan. 20.— Tames Wells of
Malcolm Sumner, attorney, who the Felswav in Medford and Charles
served as counsel for an independent w;i son of the Hamilton in Dorchester
stockholders' committee in the Para- will appeal from their recent convicmount reorganization, died early yes- tions on anti-lotterv charges. Wells
terday at his residence in the Hotel was fined $200 and Wilson $50. The
Warwick of a heart attack. Funeral former case will be heard in Superior
services will be held tomorrow at Court, Cambridge, and the latter in
11 A.M. at the Free Synagogue. Sum- Superior Court here, within a few
ner was 55 years old and unmarried. days.

THUNDERING HOOFS

Malcolm Sumner Dead

(2 LAST

STAND
A WEISS

SERIAL

MOTION PICTURE
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Appeal Court
Holds Drawing

Lottery

Is a
and

wheel was spun on the
stopped at a name, and all

later

Out Hollywood Way

a

stage. It
stubs with that name were collected.
One of those was drawn to decide

.

Inerney in
defendants
lottery

guilty

of

and suspended sentence.

Mel-

George F.
the law.
of
Palmer, assistant district attorney, declared that purchase of a ticket made
no difference. The decision of the
violation

Appellate Court was unanimous. Albert said he would seek Appellate
Division permission as soon as possible to have the decision reviewed by
the Court of Appeals.
will hold a meeting
Hotel Astor tomorrow to de-

The I.T.O.A.

organization's
policy,
the
termine
pending a later decision by the Court
of Appeals.

Samuel Goldwyn
Benefit

.

.

.

here soon to

Ames"

Mrs.

Montgomery

Robert

a Seasonal
(Continued from page

;

;

;

;

production

subject

.

.

;

;

and one.

Imposes Limit
On Boston's Censors

Under present

statutes, city authori-

can ban any entertainment without a hearing, or without even viewing

it.

.

a Euro-

—

New Haven, Jan. 20. Edward G.
Levy, general counsel for the M. P.
T. O. A., has been elected chairman
of the board of The Community Bank
& Trust Co.

.

.

.

player,

as-

.

Mischa Auer and John Spacey

.

.

Warners

signed by
.

.

for "Sons O'Guns."

Fay Wray and Ralph Bellamy

.

co-starred

be

to

orchestras
infringers,

inasmuch as the company has made
no arrangements for the licensing of
these music users.
Suits were filed by Warners in
Federal court at New York late last
week against four radio broadcasters

charging unlicensed performances and
asking $5,000 damages in each instance. The licensing of radio broadcasters is the only licensing procedure
decided by Warners to date.
Starr related that five Warner song

Mary Lou numbers

.

.

contract

.

.

Columbia's

in

"Roaming Lady."

were eliminated recently
from the performance of Glen Gray's
Casa Loma orchestra at the Paramount, New York, although Warners
have not made known their licensing
policy for stage bands and had no
intention of bringing suit in this instance.
It was learned that since withdrawing from Ascap, Dec. 31, to begin

independent licensing, Warners have
+
Hobart Cavanaugh's option taken
Writers Samuel Goldwyn signs paid their first quarter royalties to
up by Warners
Clyde Hager to
Sam and Bella Spewack to do pic- Ascap for all Warner theatres. The
star in series of shorts for Lee Marture story based on "The Princess payment, of course, covers the percus, Radio
Jack Goode signed and the Pauper" for Miriam Hop- formance at the Warner theatres of
as assistant to Jack Hassell to stage
Gertrude Purcell working the music not controlled by Warners.
kins

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Poor Little Rich Girl."
Cobb host to members
company at Beverlv Hills
in

Irvin

S.

of his
Athletic Club.

Writers'

.

.

of "The Witness Chair,"
Harding's next for Radio.

script

Ann

+

— Grant

Buys

Garrett's
"One Every Minute" acquired by
Charles G. Booth's
M-G-M
"The General Died at Dawn" purchased by Paramount.

Story

Protective Ass'n.

.

.

Ar-

.

in charge of Jerome Kern,
Jack Yellen, L. Wolfe Gilbert,
Arthur Freed, Harry Warren and

rangements

Dave Dreyer

.

on

.

.

.

—

.

.

+

Sam Wood showing Dick Hanley,

Stern
and
Songwriters Jack
Harry Tobias signed by PickfordLasky to write one number for
Frances Lederer in "One Rainy
Afternoon."

Relief List Slash

F.

.

.

here for Radio tests

and

Clark Gable

fornia

for

Doris

.

.

.

.

in

Dudley

Leo Carrillo
Lower Cali-

and hunting

fishing

.

.

.

& M. to Give Away

Pleases Milwaukee
Milwaukee,

—

The removal
from the county relief list last month, due almost entirely
job program, produced
to the
some optimism here for increased employment in private industry in the
next few months.
Jan. 20.

of 34,276 persons

The

relief

list,

not considering the

CWA

K. C.

Orpheum Closes

—

Kansas City, Jan. 20. Short on
bookings,
the
Orpheum will go
dark temporarily following "Blossom
Time," which opened Jan. 19. Nazimova is scheduled to appear in
"Ghosts" some time in February.

Fords in

Hollywood, Jan.
erick,

veteran

20.

—

actress,

St.

Louis

—

St. Louis, Jan. 20. Starting Feb.
4, each of the three F. & M. houses
will give away a Ford during the subsequent 10 weeks. Drawings for the
cars will be held at the Ambassador,
Missouri
and Fox on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays. This is
in addition to Bank Night, for which
cash awards are distributed at these
houses on nights other than those
when the automobiles are given away.

Cameraman

Is

Honored

—

Hollywood, Jan. 20.
Charles
Rosher, veteran cameraman, was presented a scroll yesterday in honor of
The
his 25th year in the industry.
presentation was made by Dolores
Costello. The scroll bears the signatures of many of the screen's leading

to

New York
—

Hollywood, Jan. 20. John Hay
(Jock) Whitney left here by plane
Pauline Fred- for New York yesterday to attend
was reported home office conferences and set the re-

"out of danger" here today, following
an emergency operation last week.

lease
film,

Named V. P.

Of Alliance Films
(Continued from page 1)
terday in making known his new association. The B. I. P. product, particularly that selected for this market,
will be augmented by American players, directors and writers, according
to Rogers.
Under arrangements made here last
June, First Division will distribute
a minimum of 10 pictures for Alliance,

M-G-M

one and Columbia one.

date on the forthcoming color
"Dancing Pirates."

First

Division already has selected seven
of the 10 it will distribute and has
first
choice from a group of five
recently completed pictures now being sent here.
There remain about
10 pictures designed for this market
for which distribution arrangements

have not been made.
Rogers has established
ters in the

headquar-

RKO

cently he was
for Republic.

Building. Until reeastern sales manager

Mexican Problems
Near Settlement
(Continued from page 1)

an enforced strike of employes in the
American companies' Mexico City exchanges which brought distribution
activities there to a complete halt.

The American

distributors' efforts to

both obstacles to normal operations have been in progress since, with
the cooperation of the Mexican Federal authorities during the past few
months.
The complete cessation of American distribution has resulted in a picture shortage in Mexico which has
impaired theatre operation
greatly
settle

figures.

Pauline Frederick Gains

Rogers

.

Whitney
Levy Heads Bank Board

.

signed to untitled Grace Moore picMargaret Matzenauer
ture
signed by Columbia for "Opera Hat."

drop two years ago because of
the Police Commissioner of Boston is now back to the October, 1931,
and the Chief Justice of the Munici- level. December was the eighth conpal Court of the city of Boston, by secutive month in which there has
a majority vote, after notice to and been a drop in the relief list.

ties

.

Columbia

Dix,

.

1)

hearing of all persons interested, may
deny to the license holder the right
to present any entertainment, exhibition, or show which they find to be
immoral, obscene or indecent."

the

George Irving signed by Warner

WPA

Bill

.

for "Hearts Divided"

"These Three"
L. J. Schlaifer
of the Zeidman organization in town.
Lupe Velez planning to leave
soon for a personal appearance tour.
.

.

Roach.

.

pean vacation as soon as she finishes
.

of

.

.

also

Columbia had none shooting, two preparing and four editing.
M-G-M had two, two and four Radio,
zero, one and two
Roach, zero, zero
and three.
The indies had zero, one
dropped.

(Continued from page

.

.

in

"Puzzle

in

.

Irving Berlin dinner guest of Song

1)

work, three preparing and scheduled
for starts within two weeks and six
Fox had five,
in the cutting room.
two and six; Goldwyn, one, zero and
zero; M-G-M, three, one and 10;
Radio,
Paramount, four, six and 1 1
two, zero and four; Roach, one, zero
and one
Universal, three, one and
one Warners, five, one and eight independents, two, three and zero.
Short

.

and

Miriam Hopkins planning

an injuncand Par-

RKO

.

Harry Hayden, former vaudeville
player and co-producer in Bliss-Hayden Miniature Theatres, signed by
Warners for "I Married a Doctor."
Errol Flynn to be starred in
Helen
"Caesar's Wife," Warners
Erickson in "Kelly, the Second,"

Clifton
Webb battling for the tennis championship of Brentwood Heights.

numbers

Low

.

.

Lily Malyon added
"Anthony Adverse," Warners.

Briar Pipe"
to

is

.

.

To

Louise Latimer

Walter Wanger.

for

.

.

for

Lionel Barrymore

.

here of the application for
tion against Warners,

Harry Jane in "Fugitive Gold"
gard theatres and cafe
John Arledge, Owen Davis, Jr., and using Warner music as

back from

All of Holly-

.

.

Meyer, William

1)

to delays occasioned by the
hearing in progress in Federal court

more due

and Jay Eaton added to amount, which has required the at"The Farmer in the Dell"
tendance of Warner executives. At
Moroni Olsen, Ray Mayer and present, Warner officials do not re-

threatening to learn to play the violin for
reasons known only to himself
.

.

.

Production Falls

.

+

Wagner

Helping Hand
Madeleine Carroll due
start "The Case Against
out

—Toben

cast of

P.

wood turned

football

the local golf links.

all

Casting

Lipscomb going to Tahiti
for background material on "HurriSpecial Sessions found the
maintaining a cane," which will be produced by

vin Albert, defense attorney, took the
case to the Appellate Division, contending one might participate in the
drawing without purchasing a ticket,
and that consequently there was no

at the

W.

Murphy and Mc-

Bayes,

Justices

coach,

.

.

University

Northwestern

.

.

versal^ "Alaska Bound,"
northern location trip.

winner.

the

(Continued from page

—

Carl
20.
Jan.
Laemmle arrived at the studio one
hour earlier on his birthday, because,
he said, he wanted to leave early to
celebrate the occasion at home
Stanley Bergerman is reported planaing to enter the agency business.
Norman Dawn, director of UniHollywood,

.

(.Continued from page 1)

Warner Policy on
Bands Not Set Yet

there,

is

is

reported.

—
MOTION PICTURE

DAI LY

4

Records

for

Houses Ruled
Out by Court
(Continued from page 1)

Warner counsel, almost came to blows.
The clash was averted by former Senator James A. Reed, who called Wood
him after an exchange of words
with Hardy.
Anxious to make notations of fig-

On

Riled at
"I suppose

Hardy

for this,

Wood

said,

you will have copies made
and give one to Harry C. Arthur."
Hardy, flushed and indignant, remarked, "That's a contemptible statement and I resent it."

No Apology from Wood

-

apology was made by Wood as
he left the Government's table. However, the Warner lawyer referred to
the situation in no uncertain terms later when he declined to let Hardy
glance at contracts Warners had made
with Tom K. Smith for product at
the Ambassador, Missouri and New
Grand Central. Wood, producing the
Government subpoena,
pacts under
placed them on the long table underneath the judge's bench when Hardy
made a move to pick them up, the
Warner counsel stopped him, saying,
"I haven't introduced them."

Hardy

queried,

"You

to touch them?"
find it safer when

don't

Wood

want me

replied,

"I

you don't." Hardy
then walked away from the table and
that was that.
When the Government called for the
records of the Shubert-Rialto and Orpheum, Stewart McDonald, assistant
treasurer of Warners and vice-president and assistant treasurer of General
Theatrical Enterprises, took the stand
During part of the
Government's examination of the witness, it was revealed Vitagraph receives $1,000 a week for every Warner
and First National picture playing the
theatres in addition to $125 in weekly
rental for shorts, and that Circuit Settlement Corp. acts as disbursing agent
for General Theatrical Enterprises,
which operates the two Warner houses
to explain them.

here.

Although Judge Molyneaux

re-

fused to admit the books and papers
of the Shubert-Rialto and Orpheum,
he granted the Government permission
to have its accountants check the boxoffice statements and summaries of operation expenditures.
Phillips Objects

Fanchon's tenure of the witness box

was

limited to her history in the show
business. When she brought her the-

biography up to date, the witness was about to relate a conference assertedly held with Zukor. Louis
atrical

Phillips of the Paramount home office
legal roster, objected on the grounds
that Zukor had not acted within the

scope of his authority.
Moving to obviate the appearance

M. companies Warner

=

By BILL ORNSTEIN

St. Louis, Jan. 20.
Harold Ber- lias made a booklet of the sketches and
kowitz of Cravath,
DeGersdorff, has sent copies to some of the men.
Swaine & Wood returned to New
+
York Monday after working here more
Ex-Senator James A. Reed, reprethan two weeks on the Warner side senting Warners, had a snappy reof the current civil action.
He may sponse when Marco Wolff, who,
come out again later.
when answering questions about local

+
Herman

F. & M. operations, said "I'm not an
Gradwell expert on St. Louis," retaliated with
:

Stars

and

Sears have returned to the local scene
Both Warner executives went

"No, you're just a general expert."

+

again.

New York

to

learned their
immediately.

week when they
testimony was not needed

+
Spyros Skouras will return to New
York from his Honolulu vacation Feb.
15.

E. Depinet,

spent two and

here

as advertising
and publicity head for the St. Louis
Amusement Co., writes he's reading
the daily accounts of the current court

one-half

years

developments.

+
M. Saunders, western division
manager for M-G-M, passed through

who

returned to

New York

Sunday, was given a cocktail
party by Sam Dembow, Eddie
Alperson and some of the other boys
prior to his departure.
Depinet will
be back again as soon at
enters
its defense.

RKO

+
Isidore Shaffer, a stenographer
Cravath, DeGersdorff, Swaine &
Wood, is here doing some special

work

who

Zimbalist,

R.

+
Ned

Al

last

here the other

for Frederick
for Warners.

H. Wood,

co-

counsel

+

day en route to the

coast.

+
Gordon E.

RKO

the

of

go

Youngman

(Tubby)
legal

staff

would

like

Hot

Springs, Ark., for a vacation and several rounds of golf. He
recently returned from Miami.
to

to

+

for

No

advised Reed he could qualify as to
the corporated setup of various F. &

the Lighter Side

-

to

ures contained in transcriptions made
up by Warners for the two theatres,
Hardy asked Wood if he could look
them over. The request was granted.
Wood then told Hardy he did not
want the Government to offer them
again.
Hardy differed with his adversary on this point and refused to
return the papers when the Warner
counsel asked for them.
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Leonard Johnson

of the

Warner

back to the Windy
City the other day. His wife has been
ill and is now in
a hospital recuper-

Chicago

office flew

ating.

+

Bob Perkins and Tom Cooke, who
had their wives here during the criminal trial, are hoping the civil action
ends soon so that they can return
to their homes.
Mrs. Cooke was a

George J. Schaefer is expected
from Florida soon. He's coming at
the request of Paramount to testify.

constant visitor during the previous
proceedings and occupied herself making pencil sketches of the attorneys
and jury during court sessions. She

C. A. Nichols of the Warner Theatre accounting department at the home

of present and past Paramount executives here, Phillips submitted a
16-point stipulation as to the titles
and functions of Schaefer, Agnew,

office,

is

here working with

for

the

company.

Judge Molyneaux

then told Hardy, "It's up to you to
lay a foundation first for Zukor's

power."

their

chief executive at the time, but Phillips countered that the trustees had

objected

designated George J. Schaefer and
Neil F. Agnew in charge of sales and
they were the only persons who could

two

attorney

one dealing with the
25-year franchise between Skouras
Super Theatres and Famous Lasky
Corp., dated Aug. 1, 1928, and the
cancellation of the agreement on July
The second was a list of
28, 1932.
theatres in which Paramount is interclauses,

ested.

Phillips'

arguments were that the

Skouras franchise was canceled because the company with which it was
made not only was indebted to Paramount but had no local theatres that
the agreement was a personal contract.
As for the list of Paramount houses.
Phillips contended this was irrelevant
to the issue as neither the parent company or any of its subsidiaries had
theatres in St. Louis. The objection
was overruled after Walter Rice,
assistant to Hardy, stated the purpose
of the list was to show the extent of
power of the corporation. Rice added,
"Warners threatened to interfere with
Paramount's reorganization in Detroit
and the list will show what theatres
were in jeopardy."
Phillips
held
that
Zukor had
nothing to do with St. Louis at the
time of the meeting with Fanchon.
;

that Paramount was in bankruptcy
and that the trustees and not Zukor
were the only ones who could act

F. & M. companies subpoened by Warners were produced today by Arthur.
There was some question last week if
they could be located but the court
said that if they weren't, "something's

going to happen around here."
The
bundles and papers were spread out on
the table below Judge Molyneaux's
bench and had not been introduced
when the session broke up. It became
a problem what to do with them. The
court finally settled the matter by
placing them in the custody of the
clerk.
Harry Koplar, appearing for
the first time in this case, brought
some papers of Famous Amusement
Co.
They were also subpoenaed by

Warners.

At

the request of Rice, who said he
not be here at the close of the
Government's case, the court consented to hear arguments on the admissibility of testimony given earlier in the
proceedings by J. M. Ulmer, Cleveland
lawyer.
Wood opposed the Government on this question and the debate
lasted for about two hours. At the termination Judge Molyneaux reserved
will

his

decision until

Paramount

showed

Zukor

was

the

act.

Phillips also asserted he did not
object to the Zukor-Marco Wolff conference on June 6, 1934, because
Schaefer
had then been present.

Hardy made another effort to have
the Fanchon-Zukor conversation admitted, but it was no use. The Government ended its examination there
and defense counsel excused the witness without asking a single question.
In denying Paramount's objection,
the court pointed out the stipulation
was being received at the discretion of
the court.
With this question out of the way
John E. Otterson, Zukor, Freeman,
Austin C. Keough and Agnew have
been released from Government subpoenas and will not appear here unless needed by Phillips as defense witnesses.

Dembow, who had been here

two weeks awaiting a
east Saturday with

call,

Argue on Conversation
principle of res gestae was the
basis for the protracted arguments, the

Ulmer conStarr at the
latter's office on Aug. 14, 1933, admissible because the talks show the
state of mind of the Warner executive at the time, that it was a verbal
act and an admission of an agent acting within the scope of his authority
in a transaction at the time.
Wood
held the statements by Starr were
not in furtherance of a conspiracy and
cannot be introduced as a declaration
of an alleged conspirator.
The Warner lawyer also argued the statements were not made when Starr
was acting in the scope of his authority in the Capitol, Wheeling, W. Va.,
matter and they further were not admissible on the same grounds covered
in the alleged conversations Joseph
Bernhard had with Jack A. Partington on an eastbound train from Chicago.
Wood said Starr's statements
would be admissible if the court were
trying the Wheeling case.
Indications tonight are that Cresson
E. Smith,
western and southern sales manager, will take the stand

RKO

first

Tuesday morning.

Thomas

N.
Dysart,
who was
granted leave from cross-examination
by the defense to take a Florida vacation, has returned from the south
and is on call. He did not appear in
court today.
Partington returned to
New York over the week-end.

RKO

Hays, Kent on Coast
Hollywood,

Jan. 20.

—Charles

Mc-

Carthy and Sidney R. Kent arrived
here today from New York. Will H.
Hays also has arrived for a series of
meetings with heads of the Producers'

would not be questioned by defense
However, when the witness Ass'n.

counsel.

the

Herman

returned

Edward Alperson.

is
understood Leo Spitz,
president, will not be needed, but he
is on a 24-hour call if he is required.
Wolff resumed the stand this morning and it appeared for a moment he

It

Tuesday morning.

The

versation with

the various companies,
subsidiaries and functions.

The Paramount

Papers Produced
All papers and records of the local

Stewart Government holding

McDonald.

The Government counsel then contended that a stioulation entered by

to

data.

+

Ralph
Kohn,
Sam Dembow, Y.
Frank Freeman, Ralph LiBeau and
Charles M. Regan. In addition, he
listed

counsel interrogated him for 20 minutes.
Wolff
said he had been mistaken about some
of his testimony in connection with
F. & M. holdings in affiliate companies and produced two typewritten
sheets supplied by Ernest L. Wilkinson, his attorney, with the complete-

!

j

BING

CHARLIE

ETHEL

CROSBY MERMAN RUGGLES
Ida Lupino

•

Grace Bradley

Broadway show) by Cole
the Screen

Show by

A Paramount

Picture

•

Porter

Music (from the

•

•

New

Music

for

a bunch of song experts
Directed by Lewis Milestone

:

;
;

MOTION

:

:

:
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Short Subjects

Looking 'Em Over

"The Alchemist's Hourindustrial film departs from the
usual production of this type, for it
presents a historical background and
has a semblance of a plot. The use
of abrasives from medieval times to
the present is shown by introducing
a story in which an alchemist, who
is sponsored by a prince, after making synthetic gems demonstrates how
they can be used for purposes other
grinder nicks
than as ornaments.

The

A

sword and

noble's

is

his

feeling

wrath when the alchemist intervenes
and, taking the sword, he puts an
edge on it that can slice through silk
without effort. His audience is delighted, but suspects him of being a
Using his hourglass he
sorcerer.
shows them the future. At this point
there is a finely edited array of stock

i

shots showing modern machinery and
craft which depend on abrasives for

proper functioning.

their

As no distribution plans have been
set, the film is being handled by The
Norton Co. of Worcester, Mass. It
should make good program filler.
Production Code Seal No. 0795. Running time, 18 mins. "G."

Atlantic City Finds
Use for Dark Banks
Atlantic City,
point a
thing

contrast,

—This may

Jan. 20.
a moral

or some-

:

While Chicago's closed bank buildings are to be made into modern film
houses,

turned

this
its

A

guests.

buildings

conversion here point a
contrast by serving as Federal workrelief headquarters.

Get Set for Contest

—

1
t

Kansas City, Jan. 20. Commonwealth Amusement managers are set
on the "1936 History Makers Contest." Plans for it were outlined here
last week at a meeting.
The morning business session and
lunch was followed by a party in the
evening attended by branch managers
and exchange workers. Arthur Cole
of Paramount, R. R. Biechele, and
Leland Hazard, attorney, were among

—

Hollywood, Jan. 20. The Assistant
Directors' section of the Academy will
select three assistants from a total
have been subof 11 pictures which
mitted for an achievement award.
The three nominated will be placed on
the final ballot for general vote and
the awards presentation at the Acadon

dance

dinner

annual

list
of assistant
directors and their pictures are

Mayo,

In Minneapolis
— "MagMinneapolis, Jan.
20.

Obsession" was the big noise
here. It ran the Orpheum
gross up to $6,500, over par by $1,000.
"The Bride Comes Home" and "Ah,
Wilderness" were the only two attracnificent

of the

week

tions to

Total

"Barbary
"Becky

Coast"

make
first

a

showing

Memorial. "Rose of the Rancho" was
$3,000 to the good on a gross of
"Dan$25,000 at the Metropolitan.
gerous" and "Broadway Hostess,"
playing day and date at the Fenway

and the Paramount, were slightly over
par with $6,500 at the former and
$10,000 at the latter.
Total first run business was $110,-

Average

500.

in

Minne-

$26,000. Average is $25,500.
run business in St. Paul
$16,000. Average is $18,000.

apolis

Total

was

first

"DANGEROUS"

Toreington, Jan.

20.

—The

Inter-

Amusement Corp., has been
formed here by Ernest Steele of this
city.
Leonard White of Oswego, N.
Y., and William Banks of Brooklyn.
state

$4,500)

7

Gross:

days.

(Univ.)

MEMORIAL— (2,907),

25c-65c,

(Average, $12,000)

$20,000.

TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
LOEWS ORPHEUM— (2,970), 25c-55c,
"TALE OF

2nd week,
age,

Gross:

days.

7

$13,000)

TWO

"TALE OF

LOEWS STATE— (3,537),
week,

7

Gross:

days.

(Aver-

$12,000.

(M-G-M)

CITIES"

2nd
(Average,

25c-55c,

$11,000.

$12,000)

"ROSE OF THE RANCHO"
METROPOLITAN — (4,332),

Stage show.
days.
age, $22,000)

Gross:

(Para.)
35c-65c,

"DANGEROUS"

7

(Aver-

$25,000.

(W.B.)

"BROADWAY HOSTESS" (W.B.)
PARAMOUNT— (1,793), 25c-50c, 7 days.
Gross:

(Average, $7,000)
(U.A.)

$10,000.

"RED SALUTE"

RKO BOSTON— (3,246),

7 days.

25c-50c,

Stage: "Hollywood Revue." Gross: $28,000.
(Average, $15,000)

Wall Street

;

;

Film Group

to

Run

Ball

—Mrs.

Georgia
Moffett, secretary of the Cleveland
Film Board of Trade has been appointed chairman of the entertainment
committee for the President's Birthday Ball to be held Jan. 30 at the
On
Hollenden and Carter Hotels.
the committee are Nat Holt,

Cleveland, Jan.

20.

RKO

manager
I.
J.
Schmertz, Fox branch manager and
Harry E.
Variety Club president
Lake

Division

;

;

Long,

Loew

division

manager,

and

Nat Wolf, Warner zone manager.

Siegel Joins Hitchcock

—

Seattle, Jan. 20. Sam Siegel, for
several years with John Hamrick and

Evergreen Circuit advertising departments, has gone to Los Angeles to
become assistant to Eddie Hitchcock

new

advertising enterprise.

Has Mumps Sunday Vote Up

home with a severe case of mumps.
Herbel's young son has just recovered from the ailment.

(W.B.)

(Average,

$6,500.

KEITH'S

;

in his

Ft. Herbel
Chicago. Jan. 20.— Henry Herbel,
manager of the Universal exchange,

week

the

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

;

Week Ending Jan. 17:
"TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
MINNESOTA— (4,000), 25c-55c, 7 days.
Gross:

$10,000.

(Average, $10,000)

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

ORPHEUM— (2,900),

Gross:

(Average, $5,500)
"SPLENDOR" (U. A.)

STATE — (2,300),
$5,500.

25c-40c,

Jumps Up

Universal

25c-40c,

Paul:

Week Ending Jan. 17:
"THE BRIDE COMES HOME"

PARAMOUNT— (2,300),

Gross:

Denton, Tex.,

Dento

—A

special
Jan. 20.
city election has been called for Feb.
1 on repeal of an ordinance prohibiting Sunday shows.

Gross:

$6,000.

2£c-40c,

(Average,

(Average, $3,500)

(Average

(Radio)

+

Eastman
Loew's,

Inc

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

16054
5154
1054
1 pfd. 8054
2 pfd. lU/i
7$4

25c-35c.

7

6

+

51/2
1054

754
7
2554

1154
754
754
2554

33%

34'/8

7154
1054
50?4

76

115/6

20th Century-Fox. 2554
20th Century, pfd 3454
Universal, pfd
76
Warner Bros
1056
Warner, pfd
5054

Few Changes

Vs

- Vs
54

1854
160

54

+ V*
Vs
-h
+ Vs

8054

754

- Vs
+sy
-n
2

103/g

5054

on Curb
Net

High
Sentry Safety
Sonotone

...

Trans-Lux

$4,000)
(Col.)

Low

Close Change

+1/16

Vs

Vs
2Vs
21
354

Vs
254
2154
ZVs

Most Bonds

days.

for

"LA MATERNELLE"

(Metropolis)
days.
Gross:

(Average, $1,500)

Charter Esquire Corp.

—

- 54

50/2

Close Change

254
2154

—

Vs

3%

days.

TOWER—

WORLD— (400),

4254

5054
6
18?4
160
5054

Technicolor

week, $4,000)
"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W.B.)
(1,000), 15c-25c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average. $1,500)
$1,500.
$2,000.

Wz

$5,500)

ORPHEUM— (2,000), 25c-40c, 3
(Average for week,
Gross: $2,500.
"CRIME AND PUNISHMENT"
ORPHEUM— (2,000), 25c-40c, 4
Gross:

4354
Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd .... 5054
6
Consolidated
Consolidated, pfd. 1854

(Para.)
7 days.

"AH WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
RIVIERA— (1,200), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

$4,000.

Pts.
Net

Low

Pathe Film

days.

7

h

5x

High

RKO

(Average, $5,500)

St.

$2,000.

at

(Univ.)
days.
7

$6,500.

"SYLVIA SCARLETT"

Form Connecticut Firm

$85,500.
for

is

Estimated takings
ending Jan. 17

in St. Paul.

run business

Walter
was
Sharp"
Nelson,
Argyle
Estimated takings
Sherry Shourds, "Captain Blood"
Minneapolis
Nat Watt, "The Captain Hates the
Sidney Bowen, "Dante's InSea"
Week Ending Jan, 15:
ferno" Joseph Newman, "David Cop"SWEDENHIELMS" (Scandinavian)
perfield"
Joseph McDonough, "DiaWORLD— (400), 25c-55c, 7 days. Gross:
mond Jim" Ivan Thomas, "Last Days $2,500. (Average, $3,000)
of Pompeii"; Eric Stacey, "Les MisWeek Ending Jan. 16:
erables"
Nate Watt, "Let 'Em Have
"MILLIONS IN THE AIR" (Para.)
It"; Clem Beauchamp and Paul Wing,
LYRIC— (1,238), 20c-25c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $1,500)
$1,500.
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer."

the speakers.

is

RKO

;

for

—A combination of

Boston gross skythe
This left the
rocketing to $28,000.
average $13,000 behind.
"Magnificent Obsession" was also in
the hit division. It topped normal by
$8,000 for a gross of $20,000 at Keith's
sent

Gross:

Assistants Pick 11
"Obsession" $6,500
Pictures for Awards

March 5.
The preliminary

ing tourists.
third recently was opened as an
upper-class, upper-price cocktail and
seafood
spot for beachfront hotel

20.

"BROADWAY HOSTESS" (W.B.)
FENWAY — (1,382), 30c-50c, 7 days.

emy's

is
a
marble edifice here
swanky dine, dance and cocktail stop
on the fringe of the luxury residence
section.
Another, on the edge of the
Northside colored belt, is recommended by taxi drivers to thrill-seek-

Boston, Jan.

"Red Salute" and a revue on the stage

"G."

utes.

has

One

jj

feature in this operetta, produced in Austria by Atlantis, Vienna, is the music by Franz Lehar, who makes a screen appearance merely as the conductor of the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra,
in an opening and closing sequence. There is the usual light comedy
story, of romantic complication. Lovers of music in this country may
be expected to enjoy the score, and the voices of Jarmila Novotna, of
the Prague Opera House, as the gypsy girl, and Hans Heinz Bollman,
in the leading masculine role.
Superimposed dialogue translations, which might have been more
plentiful, assist in an understanding of the story by those unfamiliar
with the language. Two friends are en route to the home of Harold's
prospective bride. They encounter a band of gypsies and Harold falls
in love with Frasquita. His friend falls in love with Harold's fiancee.
From that point often amusing complications develop as the friend
attempts, with the fiancee's help, to further the romance of Frasquita
and Harold, leaving the way clear for his own courtship.
Eventually, of course, after a quarrel or two with Frasquita, Harold
succeeds in winning her, and his friend's romance is also completed.
Throughout the film the music is highly attractive.
Reviewed without production code seal. Running time, 80 min-

into

The only other ex-bank

99

Wow, $28,000

{DuWorld)
The outstanding

resort

night clubs.

suitable

"Frasquita"

mausoleums

playground

financial

Salute,

Revue, Boston

glass"
{The Norton Co.)

a

Red

Albany, Jan. 20. Esquire Amusement Corp. has been formed by Nettie Weisman, Lee Resnick and Edward Lee.

High

Off

Low

Close

Net
Change

General Theatre
6s '40

24J4

2354

2354

—

24

2354

23?4

—154

9554

9554

—

Vs

0454

10454

54

General Theatre
6s

'40

ctf

Keith B. F.
6s

'46

9554

Loew's 6s '41
deb rights

ww
10454

1

Paramount B'way
3s '55

Paramount

Warner
'39

wd

57

57

57

+

54

93

9254

9254

—

54

8954

8854

8954

+

Vs

Pict.

6s '55

Bros. 6s

(Quotations at close of Jan. 20)

—

:;

:

—
: :;

;

:

:

MOTION PICTURE
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"Obsession"

Draw

Albany
—

Albany,

was about the
biggest sensation this town has had
It piled up $13,000 at
in some time.
the Orpheum, practically doubling the
normal take,

will

San Francisco,

Jan.

—"Mag-

Obsession"

in spite of the

the

fact that

be invited.

Blood" was one of the
garnered
profit-makers.
It
other
$27,000, over the line by $7,000, at the
Warfield.
"Crime and Punishment"
at the Clay was $400 up on a take of

Cincinnati

$1,400.
first

Average

is

run business was $85,000.

$79,400.

Estimated takings

Week Ending Jan. 14:
"AH WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200), 15c-Z5c-3Sc40c-55c,

7

Gross:

3rd week.

days,

$5,000.

(Average, $9,000)

DREAM TOO MUCH"

"I

(Radio)
15c-25c-35c, 7 days.

EMBASSY— (1,400),
Gross:

(Average,

$3,500.

$3,600)

"HITCH HIKE LADY"
GOLDEN GATE— (2,865),

days. Stage: band.
age, $14,500)

Gross:

(Republic)
25c-35c-4Cc,

7

(Aver-

$13,400.

Week Ending Jan. 15:
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)

ORPHEUM— (2,440),
Gross:

days.

15c-25c-35c-40c,

7

(Average, $6,800)

$13,000.

Gross:

days.

25c-35c-40c,
(Average, $11,500)

$11,000.

:

thur M. Frudenfeld,

first assistant
chief barker; Frank W. Huss, Jr.,
second assistant chief barker; Ralph

Kinsler, dough guy, and Joe Rolling, property master.
Canvassmen
are: Ike Libson, Allen S. Moritz,
James J. Grady, Joe Oulahan,
Elmer Shard and Maurice White.
Committees are as follows: Privilege
men
Moritz,
main
guy

7

;

Frudenfeld, main guy; Bernstein,
Don Becker, Joe Goetz, Harry
Hartman, William A. V. Mack,
Noah Schecter, Merrell Schwartz,
G.

bridge and Fritz M. Witte; Heart
William Bein, main guy; Charles

Fine

Ed M. Booth and Paul M. Krieger;
9
Bookers William Hastings, main
days. Stage: band. Gross: $27,000. (Averguy; Joe Alexander, Larry Benton
age, $20,000)
"FRISCO WATERFRONT" (Republic)
and
Harris Dudelson
Billers
"IT'S A GREAT LIFE" (Para.)
FOX— (5,000), 10c-25c-35c, 7 days. Gross: Witte, main guy; E. V. Dinerman,
Elmer H. Dressman, Ed H. Mayer
(Average, $6,000)
$5,000.
"MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY" (M-G-M) and M. J. Whitmar.
ST.
FRANCIS— (1,470), 15c-30c-40c, 7
,

;

4th week.

davs,

Gross:

$6,000.

(Average,

$7,000)

Week Ending Jan. 17:
and PUNISHMENT" (French)
CLAY— (400), 35c, 7 days. Gross: $1,400.

"CRIME

Winners Are Named
Jan. 20.

—Winners

in

Tri-States' 13-week promotion contest

have been announced.
Those placing in one section were
Eddie Dunn, Grand, Ottumwa, first
Don Fuller, Rivoli, Hastings, Neb.,
second; Robert Fulton, Paramount,
Des Moines, third; William Miksell,

Orpheum, Omaha,

The Omaha and Des Moines

The new house committee for the
local tent is
Walter Green, Fepco
:

Leo Doty,
Mendenhall,
Paramount; Sol Francis, American
Distributors
Bob Ballantyne of
advertising,
chairman
United Artists
Ted
;

Washington
Washington, Jan.
—With

20.
retiring Chief Barker Rudolph Berger
presiding, the new board of governors
of Tent No. 11 has been installed.

John

J.

in

;

Sam

;

A. Galanty, dough guy

Harry Hunter, property man, and
Harry S. Brown, Joseph P. Morgan, Rudolph Berger, Samuel N.
Wheeler, William E. S. Wilcox
and John K. Payptte, canvasmen.
Chief Barker Rome summarized the

and bylaws.
It
includes
B. Fitzgerald, chairman Phil

and Robert

Dressman,

Pep Golden, operating a local booking office, has become a barker. Harry
Rice, New York exploiteer for United
Artists, also a new barker in the nonresident classification.

place in the
increased business
and controlled expenditure by districts.
Evert Cummings of Omaha and Stanley A. Brown of Des Moines were the
tying district managers.
Joe Kinsky
of Davenport received a special prize
for a good showing.
In the managers' group the winners
were
C.
W. Peterson, Princess,
Sioux City, first; William Beckley,
Strand, Des Moines, second; J. W.
Pickett, Grand, Hastings, Neb., third.
L. E. Davidson of the Capitol, Sioux

Ralph

Ruben,

Newmyer, Myron

L.

I.

G.

Ehrlich

Rudolph.

Clubroom changes will be in charge
Sam A. Galanty, Charles
Kranz, Carter T. Barron, Harry S.
Brown, Charles L. Schulman and
William E. S. Wilcox.
of

committees.

20.— New

Variety

;

Ershler, Samuel M. Boyd, Alvtn

Pending changes in the constitution
and bylaws, Chief Barker Rome postponed announcement of the standing

Detroit
Jan.

by

first

Payette, who was absent

Florida, will receive the oath of office
his return.
New officers are: J. Louis Rome,
chief barker; Carter T. Barron, first
assistant chief barker
A. Julian
Brylawski, second assistant chief

barker

Club

Amusement

members
include

Supply

Following the ceremonies of

installa-

a smoker was held in the club
rooms, with beer and a buffet supper.

tion,

City,

won

first

for pre-Christmas ac-

2nd

Orpheum.

(W.B.)

25c-40c-55c,

week,
extended
run
Gross: $3,200. (Average,

7

from
$4,000)

"TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
"CORONADO" (Para.)

FIFTH AVENUE— (2,500),
days.

Gross:

$7,750.

days.

Gross:

$4,800.

25c-40c-S5c,

(Average,

7

$7,000)

8

(Average, $4,000)

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.)
"HIS NIGHT OUT" (Univ.)
MUSIC BOX— (950), 25c-40c-S5c, 7 days,

2nd week, extended run from Fifth Ave.
(Average, $4,000)
Gross: $3,100.

"KING OF BURLESQUE"

(20th-Fox)

"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE"
(Radio)

ORPHEUM— (2,450),
Gross:

$6,250.

25c-30c-40c,

days.

7

(Average, $6,000)

"MR. HOBO" (G.B.)
"MURDER OF DR. HARRIGAN" (F.N.)
PARAMOUNT — (3,050), 20c-25c-30c, 7
Gross:

days.

$4,900.

(Average, $5,000)

"HITCH HIKE LADY"

REX— (1,500),
and

ville

$3,250.

7

15c-25c,

Texas

Russell

(Average,

(Republic)
Vaudedays.
Gross:

Band.

$3,500)

"Obsession" Sets

Record

in K. C.

—

history of the house.
"Collegiate"
took $8,500 at the
Newman in seven days, $1,000 over
par.
"Ah, Wilderness" at the Midland, reached $17,800 in nine days.
Par for that period is $16,500.
"Two in the Dark" and a stage
show at the Mainstreet fell below par,
taking $8,200. The double bill at the
Uptown, "Here Comes the Band" and
"Charlie Chan's Secret," disappointed
with a gross of $3,500.
Total first run business was $52,200.
Average is $52,000.
Estimated takings
Week Ending Jan. 15:

"COLLEGIATE"

Gross:

Fairbanks Starts Soon
Hollywood,

—

Ohio Sweepstakes Gain

—

Douglas
Fairbanks will start "Marco Polo"
next month. He is gradually assembling his old organization, and is
meanwhile using the Goldwyn organization so that there will be no de-

Cleveland, Jan. 20. Sweepstakes,
distributed locally by Warren Irons, is
now set in seven houses of the Asso-

lays.

son Square.

Jan.

20.

Stamford Scales Raised

—

and Eddie Forrester, Capitol,
Stamford, Jan. 20. The Strand and
Grand Island, was second.
Rockey Palace have reduced admissions. Top
Newton, Paramount, Cedar Rapids, in both houses will now be 65 cents.
ranked first in exploitation and H. W. The policy of continuous shows has
Grove of the Fort, Rock Island, 111., been dropped, except on Saturday and
was second.
holidays.

tivities

MOUSE— (950),

BLUE

days,

NEWMAN— (1,900),

district contest for

:

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)
"STARS OVER BROADWAY"

"SPLENDOR" (U.A.)
"ONE WAY TICKET" (CoL)
LIBERTY — (1,800), 15c-25c-35c-50c,

Scott-Ballantyne.

mobile mishap.

elected

for

;

;

James

H.

district

tied

Following induction and initiation,
there will be a midnight dinner. From
here, Chief Barker Harris will go to
Des Moines to take in the tent there
and later in the week he will go to
Dallas for the same purpose.

publicity
manager for
local radio station, is back on the job after an auto-

Detroit,

fourth.

Official induction

H. Boyd, property master-elect projects he has in mind for his adminKansas City, Jan. 20. "Magof Cleveland No. 6, was a visitor here istration.
nificent Obsession" at the Tower more
last week.
Those from Columbus No.
First on the list was the appointthan doubled par by taking $14,500.
2 seen around the club quarters were
ment of a committee to revise the conIt was the best week by far in the
Real
Neth
and
A.
McDonald.
J.
stitution

WCKY,

Tri-States Contest

—

will be held Jan. 26,

—

Seattle, Jan. 20. "A Tale of Two
Cities" was the top grosser here last
week at $7,750 in the Fifth Avenue.
It was moved to the Blue Mouse for
an extended run.
The Orpheum dual, "King of Burlesque" and "Seven Keys to Baldpate,"
also was good, and it was moved to
the Music Box.
Total first run business was $33,250.
Average is $33,500.
Estimated takings for the week
ending Jan. 17

F.

Elmer

managers

Tent No. 16

J.

(Average, $1,000)

Des Moines,

of

Jan. 20.

Trow- on

and Jake N. Gellman; Payoff
— Libson,
main guy; Grady, Shard,

Week Ending Jan. 16:
"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (F. N.)
WARFIELD — (2,680) 25c-35c-40c-50c,

Omaha
Omaha,

:

Oulahan, White, John S. Allen,
William Onie, Manny Shure and
Harold Bernstein
Side Show

Harry Sheeran, Nelson

"DANGEROUS" (W. B.)
"HER MASTER'S VOICE" (Para.)

PARAMOUNT— (2,740),

—

Cincinnati, Jan. 20. Officers for
1936, soon to be installed, are Harry
J. Wessell, chief barker; Col. Ar-

With $7,750

Perry,
Adams Theatre, and Ed
Rosenbaum, Columbia exploiteer.

Harris

"Captain

Total

Lead

;

with national Chief Barker John H.
of Pittsburgh in charge.

except two

runs

other first
were in a slump.

all

20.

Cities"

Seattle
George McArthuk, McArthur
Theatre Equipment Co.; Charles C.
Co.

Jan. 20. Variety Club has
set Feb. 8 as the date for the Movie
Ball to be held at the Ten Eyck.
The committee in charge intends to
get a well known orchestra, a program of vaudeville and also to serve
an elaborate dinner.
Film personalities from other cities

nificent

"Two

Variety Club Chatter

Sensational
Frisco

Tuesday, January 21, 1936

Theatres

ciated

circuit

:

Knicker-

Memphis, Jennings,
Garden, Hilliard Square and Dennibocker,

Capitol,

Rhodens
Kansas
Rhoden,
ager

of

to

City,
president

Fox

20.

—E.

Week Ending Jan. 16:
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)

TOWER— (2,200),

25c-35c, 7 days.

Stage:

Major,
Howard Weslee and his
Jack
Gross:
Debutantes, and the Three Sizes.
(Average, $7,000)
$14,500.

"AH,

WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)

MIDLAND— (4.000), 25c-40c, 9 days.
(Average, $16,500)
$17,800.
"TWO IN THE DARK" (Radio)

Gross:

MAINSTREET — (3,100),

23c-35c-50c,

7

& Jinx, Beth Miller.
Vickey McNeeley, and Irene and Martha.
Gross: $8,200.
(Average, combination bill.
Tex Chapman, Winnie

C.

and general manMidwest, and Mrs.

Rhoden, left last week for a vacation
in Honolulu which will last several
weeks.

days.

7

(Average, $7,000)

days.
Stage: Ada Leonard and her Star
Spangled Revue, with Hal Sherman, Ralph
"Cookie" Cook, Alene & Evans, Mignone.

Honolulu
Jan.

$8,500.

(Para.)

25c-40c,

$9,000)

Week Ending Jan. 17:
"HERE COMES THE BAND" (M-G-M)
"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET"

UPTOWN— (2,000),

$3,200.

(20th-Fox!

25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

(Average, $3,500)

:

:

:

MOTION PICTURE
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"Obsession" Pulls

Cities"

$17,500, Cincy

Washington's

Cincinnati, Jan.

—

Washington, Jan. 20. "A Tale
Two Cities" boosted Loew's Palace

of
to

This
city's best mark, $22,000.
opped the house average of $15,900
The picture went into a
)y $6,100.
;econd week.
"The Magnificent Obsession" proved
magnificent without obsession
tself
-at RKO-Keith's, where the $16,000
It also
?ross was $5,400 over par.

—

held.

A

return engagement of "Captain
Blood" at the Metropolitan was good
or $7,800, beating average by $3,500
md gaining a second week.
"La Maternelle" at the Belasco
:opped par by $800 for a gross of
while "In Old Kentucky,"
53,800,
ulaying the second week on a return
:ngagement, went $400 over to a gross
r

)f

$4,000.

Stage-screen houses slipped under
:he previous holiday weeks, Loew's
Fox, with "Riffraff" and a stage show
leaded by George Givot and Sylvia
Froos, taking $21,000 (over par by
and the Earle, with "Mary
$100)
Burns, Detective" and Phil Spitalny's

'Charm Girls" band on the
reiving $18,500, over

Total

is

stage, re-

average by $100.

run business was $92,100.

first

Average

BELASCO
Gross:

—

$3,800.

(1,140),

25c-65c,

(Averajre.

$3,000)

OLD KENTUCKY"

"IN

25c-40c,

Gross:

TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)

"A

LOEW'S PALACE— (2,370),

'.

Gross:

days.

METROPOLITAN

;

—

(1,591),

days (return engagement).
(Average, first run, $4,300)

|

35c- 55c,

7

(Average. $15,900)
BLOOD" (F.N.)

$22,000.

"CAPTAIN

\

25c-40c,

Gross:

7

$7,800.

Week Ending Jan. 16:
"MARY BURNS, FUGITIVE" (Para.)
EARLE— (2,218), 25c-77c, 7 days. Stage:
Spitalny
and his "Charm Girls"
band, with
Evelyn Kaye, Peggy Peer,
Rochelle & Sonia.
Gross: $18,500.
(AverPhil

;

1

fage,

$18,4001

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S FOX— (3.434). 25c-66c,

7

days.

George Givot, Sylvia Froos. Liazeed Arabian Troupe, Toe Phillips. Gross:

Stage:

'521.000.

330.9001

'MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"
RKO-KEITH'S— (1,836), 25c-55c.

!

j

(Averaee,

Sross:

$16,000.

(Univ.)
7 days,

(Average, $10,600)

Sandrich Is Re-Signed
Hollywood,

—

Radio has
Sandrich to a
lew five-year contract. Sandrich will

;igned

Director

Jan.

20.

Mark

eave for a vacation in England after
he preview of "Follow the Fleet,"
vhich he directed.
He will return
the studio in March to start on
1

new

RKO

RKO

picture.

E. M. Reynolds to Chicago
Chicago, Jan. 20. E. M. Reynolds

—

joined the Chicago office of Ross
ederal Service. He will be in charge
if the research
department. He was
ormerly in the Minneapolis office.

las
7

Loew's Stillman.
"THE CRIME OF DR. CRESPI"
Total first run business was
(Republic)
STRAND — (1,300), 15c-25c, 7 days. Average is $42,000.

Gross:

(Average, $1,500)

$1,800.

Week Ending

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

RKO ALBEE— (3,300),

Gross:

Estimated takings
ending Jan. 17

Jan. 16:
35c-42c,

"COLLEGIATE"

ALLEN— (3,300),
Gross:

(Average, $12,000)

$17,500.

RKO PALACE— (2,700), 35c-42c, 7 days.
(Average, $10,000)
$14,500.
Moved
RKO Lyric.
"WE'RE ONLY HUMAN" (Radio)
RKO SHUBERT — (2,150), 35c-55c, 7

Gross:

"A TALE OF

TWO

CITIES" (M-G-M)

RKO CAPITOL— (1,200),

35c-42c,
$6,500.

days.

7

$6,500)

Moved

age,

$5,250.

Company

BLUEBOOK

days.

of

7

$3,000)

9

(Average, $12,000)

$17,500.

"MARY BURNS, FUGITIVE" (Para.)
LOEW'S STILLMAN— (1,900), 25c-35c, 7
Gross:

days.

(Average,

$4,500.

"SYLVIA SCARLETT"

RKO PALACE— (3,100).

$4,000)

(Radio)

30c-42c-60c,

7

Stage: Paul Lukas, Jane Frohman.
(Average, $15,000)
$17,500.
"KING OF BURLESQUE" (ZOth-Fox)

days.

Gross:

—

(3,800),

$10,000.

(Aver-

WARNERS' HIPPODROME

to

2nd downtown week. Gross:

Gross:

days.

(Aver-

RKO Grand.
"THE BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.)
RKO LYRIC— (1,400), 35c-42c, 7 days,

age,

week

"AH WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,400), 30c-35c-42c,

(Para.)

30c-35c-42c, 7
age, $8,000)

Gross:

days.

(Aver-

$6,500)

"THE LITTLEST REBEL"

(2<rth-Fox)
25c-40c, 7 days,

RKO GRAND— (1,200),

3rd downtown week. Gross:
age. $2,750)

$3,600.

$18,600

Cities,"

(Aver-

St.

"WHISPERING SMITH SPEAKS"

Louis Leader

(20th-Fox)

RKO FAMILY— (1,000), 15c-25c, 4
(Average, $1,250)
$1,250.
"NAVY WIFE" (20th-Fox)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000), 15c-25c, 3
Gross: $1,200.
(Average, $1,200)
"DANGEROUS" (W.B.)

days.

—

Washington Pension,
Relief

Fund
—

Starts

— (3,018).

• The sixth edition, all new
from cover to cover, is now
available.

The Bluebook contains 714
pages plus 153 illustrations.
It details and describes every
piece of sound and projection apparatus in the modem projection booth and

— (Average.

$16,800.

"TALE OF

LOEW'S—

features a

Gross:
"I

CITIES" (M-G-M)
25c-35c-55c,

(3,162),
(Average,
$18,600.

$7,800.

days.

(Radio)

25c-35c-55c,

(Average,

7

$9,000)

DREAM TOO MUCH"

ORPHE.UM— (1,950),
Grass:

7

days.

$8,500)

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.)
SHUBERT- RIALTO— (1,723), 25c-35c-55c,
7

days.

Gross:

$9,600.

quick-finding in-

dex system that provides the
answer immediately to any
projection problem.
Don't put off owning a Bluebook. You will find it indispensable as a daily reference.

Price$5. 25 Postpaid

Gross:

$12,000)

TWO

instructions for op-

and maintenance. It
includes a complete troubleshooting department as a
first aid in breakdowns and

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)
FOX (5.038), 25c-35c-55c, 7 days. Gross:

—

all

eration

7

"Sunkist
Revue."
Stage:
(Average, $10,000)
$15,600.
days.

Brown Making a Film

PROJECTION

gives

"A Tale of
Jan. 20.
Two Cities" at Loew's was the best
days. draw of the week with a gross of
It
$18,600, over average by $9,600.
KEITH'S— (1,500), 30c-40c, 7 days, 2nd was held over.
week.
"Magnificent Obession" at the Fox
Gross: $4,700.
(Average, $6,500)
had a good week with $16,800, above
average by $4,800. It also was held
over.
"Paddy O'Day" and the "Sunkist
drew
attraction,
Revue," a
stage
Seattle, Jan. 20. Circuits this
$15,600 at the Ambassador, a mark
month will begin to pay the state $5,600 above average for the house,
two per cent of the total salaries of but the stage show had much to do
employes. Employes will have one
with this gross.
per cent of their salaries deducted
Some musical attractions at the
weekly. The funds thus collected will
Municipal Auditorium furnished the
be diverted into the State of Washprincipal opposition. The weather was
ington employment insurance fund
cold with several cloudy days.
which became a reality on January 1.
Total first run business was $68,400.
Old age pensions and unemployment
Average is $46,000.
insurance will be handled through this
Estimated takings for the week endfund.
ing Jan 9:
All employers of labor in the state
"PADDY O'DAY" (2flth-Fox)
are affected.
AMBASSADOR
25c-35c-55c,
Louis,

St.

Gross:

Richardson's

(F.N.)

30c-35c-42c,

(Average,

$5,200.

$54,700.

the

for

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

(Univ.)
7 days.

Providence, Jan. 20. Brown University is going Hollywood and a
scenario is being shot to acquaint
alumni with new phases of campus
Theatre
life.
Various athletic contests will
Cheraw, S. C, Jan. 20.— Cheraw be shown as well as those to convey
Amusement Co. has been chartered to an idea of the traditions of the
'Perate film theatres, playhouses, etc. seventh oldest college in the United
States.
%V S. Rogers, Jr., is president.

Form

Did you get
your copy of

RKO

2nd downtown week. Gross:

(20th-Fox)

days (return engagement, second week).
(Average, first run. $3,600')
$4,000.

7

RKO

$12,000)

days.

7

LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,264),

!

—

RKO

days.
Stage: Wayne King and orchestra
plus three acts.
Gross: $14,500. (Average,

Week Ending Jan. 14:
"LA MATERNELLE" (Metropolis)
i

In Cleveland

Albee, plussing average by $5,500. It
will be returned.
"Collegiate" was the runnerup, getCleveland, Jan. 20. First run busiting $14,750 at the
Palace, top- ness dropped from the sensational high
ping normal by $4,750. It was trans- of the previous week to a better-thanferred to the
Lyric.
"We're average total with "King of BurOnly Human," aided by Wayne King lesque" and "Captain Blood" in its
and his orchestra and three acts on second week, taking ranking honors.
the
Shubert stage, registered
"King of Burlesque" at Warners'
compared with a $12,000 Hippodrome went $2,000 over the line
$14,500,
average.
"Captain Blood,"
to a $10,000 gross.
"The Littlest Rebel" continued to in its second week downtown, took
spell box-office in its third downtown $5,200 at the Allen, where $3,000 is
week at the
Grand where it the usual take.
went $850 over the line with a $3,600
"Ah, Wilderness" held up nine days
gross.
"The Crime of Dr. Crespi" at Loew's State, grossing $17,500 on
was $300 on the profit side at the inde- the run. The State average is $12,000.
pendent Strand, where it garnered
"Sylvia Scarlett," with a stage show
$1,800.
starring Paul Lukas and Jane FrohTotal first run business was $70,800. man, went $2,000 over par at the
Average is $60,200.
Palace to a $17,500 take.
Estimated takings
"Mary Burns, Fugitive" went $500
over the line to a $4,500 total at
Week Ending Jan. 14:

to

$76,700.

Estimated takings, exclusive of tax

'

Gets $10,000

—"Magnificent

was the high spot of
week with $17,500 at the RKO

the

:he

,vas

Top

Obsession"

$22,000

Hit,

20.

'Burlesque"

(Average,

$6,500)

QUE

LEY BOOKSHOP

BROADWAY
NEW YORK

1790

:

:

;

:

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

i?

Bowes' Unit,
"Band" Big in

"Obsession" Leads

—

of

week at the Earle. The
feature
was "Dance Band." The
other stage show house, the Fox, also

Wisconsin for eight days.
Ina Ray Hutton was the big attraction at Fox's Palace with "The Perfect Gentleman" on the screen doing

—

Philadelphia, Jan. 20. The lure
Major Bowes and his amateurs still
holds good here, being responsible for
a $17,500

cashed

and

with a $16,000 second

in nicely

week

final

"King

for

Bur-

of

lesque."

On the whole, the town felt some of
the post-holiday slump with several
features not getting the breaks they
were entitled to. "Dangerous" at the
Boyd and "Collegiate" at the Stanley
both got good press notices, but were
both under par with $11,000 and
respectively.
Rain in the
§11,500,
middle of the week hurt business.
In its second run at Keith's, "Captain Blood" cruised along to $3,700,
best figure for the house in a long
time, and was held a second week.
Total first run business was $78,800.
Average is $84,300.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 16

A GIRL"

"FIRST

ALDINE — (1,200),
Gross:

(Average,

$8,000.

(G-B)

40c-S5c-65c,
7 days,

days.

9

$8,160)

"WHIPSAW" (M-G-M)
(2nd run)
ARCADIA— (600), 25c-40c-50c, 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $1,900. (Average, $2,800)
"DANGEROUS" (W. B.)
BOYD— (2,400), 40c-55c, 7 days. Gross:
$11,000.
(Average, $14,000)
"DANCE BAND" (First Div.)
EARLE — (2,000), 25c-40c-50c, 7 days.
Stage:

Major

$17,500.

(Average. $14,000)

Bowes'

amateurs.

Gross:

"KING OF BURLESQUE" (20th-Fox)
FOX — (3,000). 40c-55c-65c, 7 days, 2nd
Stage: Three Sailors; Randall Sisters; Jackie Green; Selma Marlowe; Santschi & Buckley. Gross: $16,000.
(Average,

week.

$14,000)

DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)
(2nd run)
KARLTON— (1,000), 25c-35c-40c, 7 days.
"I

Gross:

(Average, $4,000)

$3,200.

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

(F. N.)

(2nd run)

KEITH'S
Gross:

— (2,000),

30c-40c-50c,

(Average.

$3,700.

"COLLEGIATE"

STANLEY
Gross:

— (Average,

days.

davs.

7

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)

STANTON — (1,700),
2nd week.

Gross:

30c-40c-50c,

$6,000.

petition.

run business was $30,600.
$23,000.
Estimated takings for the week endTotal

first
is

ing Jan. 16

7

days,

"Rancho," "Navy"

PALACE— (2,800),

25c-35c-55c,

WATERFRONT"

—

20.

Rancho" and "Navy Wife" were the
money-makers of the week. They ran

Omaha

for a

"Whipsaw" and "The Perfect Gentleman" also were strong with $8,350,
good by $350,

Total

first

Average

is

Orpheum.
run business was $19,350.
at the

Gross:

Gross:

25c-40c,
(Average, $8,000)

$8,500.

$4,200.

(Average,

(Col.)

days.

$4,000)

Week Endina Jan. 15:
"ROSE OF THE RANCHO" (Para.)
"NAVY WIFE" (20th-Fox)

OMAHA— (2,200).
$6,800.

(Average.

25c-40c,
$5,000)

7

days. Gross:

Week End in q Jan. 16:
"WHIPSAW" (M-G-M)
"THE PERFECT GENTLEMAN"

ORPHEUM —
Gross:

$8,350.

(M-G-M)
(3,000),

25c-40c,

(Average, $8,000)

$117,000.

is

7

Gross:

days, 3rd week.

$4,000.

(Average,

$11,000)

Gross:

(Average. $4,500)

$5,100.

Week Ending
Stage:
Gross:

New Haven, $9,000
New

Haven,

20.

Jan.

Poli,

featuring "Ah, Wilderness" on a dual
with "If You Could Only Cook," led
first runs to a $2,000 advance over
the normal $7,000 for a nine day run.
"Rose of the Rancho," together with
"The Affair of Susan," at the Paramount, grossed $5,500, or $700 up
while "I Dream Too Much" at the

up by

$5,200,

The

Jan. 16:
(Univ.)

Weaver

days.
25c-35c-50c,
7
Bros., and Elviry Revue.

(Average,

$28,200.

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME"
CHICAGO— (4,000), 35c-50c-68c,

7

(Para.)
days.

Veloz and Yolanda, Red Hodgson
(Average,
Gross:
$56,600.
revue.

"PERSONAL MAID'S SECRET"
ORIENTAL— (3,490), 25c-40c, 7

(W.B.)
days.

Stage: Olsen and Johnson and "EveryGross: $20,500.
thing Happens" Revue.
(Average, $15,000)

"FRISCO KID"

GARRICK— (900),
Gross:

$6,300.

(W.B.)

25c-35c-50c,

7

days.

Week Ending Jan. 17:
A MINUTE" (Republic)
STATE- LAKE — (2,776), 20c-30c-35c,
Ed Lowry's

7

Brevities. Gross:

$14,300.

Average

20.
The Commodore Hull, Warner house, is running a four-hour show twice a week

is

$19,300.

(Average,

$13,000)

16:

Tan.

(20th-Fox)

7

days.

Run Four-hour Shows

—

In addition to

with excellent results.

(2nd week)

$45,000.

is

Estimated takings for the week end
ing Jan. 16

:

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

ALVIN— (2,000),

25c-40c,

7

(Univ.)

Gross

days.

(Average, $5,500)

"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET" (20th-Fox
"HITCH HIKE LADY" (Republic)

FULTON— (1,750),

$4,000.

(Average.

7

PENN— (3,300),
$9,000.

(Average,

(Para.)
7 days.

25c-40c,
$12,000)

"SPLENDOR"

STANLEY— (3.600),

Gross

(U. A.)

25c-55c,

7

PARAMOUNT— (2,400),

35c-50c,

days.

7

"MILLIONS IN THE AIR" (Para.)
"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE" (Radio

WARNER— (2,000),

Gross:

$4,60C.

25c-40c.

"AH. WILDERNESS!" (M-G-M)
"IF

YOU COULD ONLY COOK"

POLI— (3,040),
$9,000.

35c-50c,
(Average, $7. 000)

9

days.

(Col.)

(F.N.)

Gross:

$5,200.

35c-50c,

7

(Average, $4700)

To Rush O'Brien's Next
Hollywood,

Jan.

20.

— Sol

Gibralter Takes 22nd

Gross:

"I DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)
"THE MURDER OF DR. HARRIGAN"

Lesser

will put the next George O'Brien picture, "O'Malley of the Mounted," before cameras earlier than originally

planned so that he will not have to
keep the studio crew idle while Bobby
Breen is recovering from appendicitis.
Breen is not expected back before
Feb. 5. Preparations on the O'Brien
film are being rushed, and filming is
expected to start Jan. 29.

day;

7

(Average, $5,000)

"Whipsaw" Lincoln
Leader at $3,30C
Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 20. "Whip
saw" was in the money last week a
$3,300, which is $1,100 over average
"Collegiate"
the
Stuart tool
at
plenty of college trade and grosser
$3,800, $700 up.
"First a Girl" managed to boost th
Varsity slightly over the edge t
$11,85C

Estimated takings

(Average, $4,800)

$5,500.

days

Stage: Lottie Mayer's Underwater Ballet
Eddie White, The Whirlwinds, Lela Moort
Three Sailors, Major Bowes' Gold Meda
Gross: $21,500.
band.
(Average, $18,500)

"YOUR UNCLE DUDLEY" (20th-Fox) double features, a number of shorts
COLLEGE— (1,499), 35c-50c, 7 days. are used. Names in these shorts are
$1,500.
Gross: $3,900.
(Average, $2,800)
advertised with the main features.
"ROSE OF THE RANCHO" (Para.)
Total first run business was
The same plan may be introduced in
"THE AFFAIR OF SUSAN" (Univ.)
Average is $9,850.
Torrington and other spots.
Gross:

Gross

15c-40c, 6 days.
davs, $4,000)

—

Derby, Conn., Jan.

Estimated takings for week ending

$4,600.

(Average, $5,500)

"$1,000

days. Stage:

Baldpate'
got awa\
the hom<

run grosses were $51,600

first

"COLLEGIATE"

Stage:

and

Total

$19,000)

holding over
College,
Rebel" for a second week,
outdistanced the usual $2,800 by $1,100.
Total first run business was $23,600.

$500.

double average, for the biggest thing
this house has had since "Steamboat
'Round the Bend." It got away to a
great start, continued to build and
was held over.
The only real disappointment was
It fell off
"Collegiate" at the Penn.
to $9,000, considerably below recent
The Stanley didn'f
takings here.
drop as expected after a sensational
week before and pulled down a very!
satisfactory $21,500 with "Splendor'
and a stage show, while the Fulton
in six days, got a seven-day averChan':
with "Charlie
age,
$4,000,
Secret" and "Hitch Hike Lady." A;

$12,500.

$32,000)

— The

—

Pittsburgh, Jan. 20. "The MagObsession" at the Alvin was
far ahead of anything here last week,
claiming around $12,500, more thar

nificent

Average

Week Ending Jan. 15:
"MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY" (M-G-M)
APOLLO— (1,400), 25c-35c-50c, 8 days,
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

"Wilderness" Tops

$12,500

Hit,

Week Ending Jan. 14:
"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (F.N.)
the Warner "Seven Keys to
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700), 30c-40c-60c, and "Millions in the Air"
$17,000)
Gross: $23,000. (Average.
davs.
briskly but fell off down
"ROSE OF THE RANCHO" (Para.)
ROOSEVELT — (1,591), 30c-40c-60c, 4 stretch and wound up with

days.

8

"The Bride
stage show

PALACE— (2,509),

days.

:

Week Endina Jan. 14:
"IF YOU COULD ONLY COOK"
"ONE WAY TICKET" (Col.)
BRANDEIS— (1,200). 25c-35c-40c, 7
Gross:

Average

2nd week.

(M-G-M)

WISCONSIN— (3,200),

ROGER SHERMAN— (2,200),

$17,000.

Estimated takings

days.

9

a

Estimated takings

Stage: Ina Ray Hutton and her Melodears,
Jack Pepper, Terry Howard, Miss TNT,
Sammy Cantor, Helen Honan, Dorothy
Crooker, Three Burk Sisters. Gross: $7,800.
(Average, $5,000)
(Republic)
"FRISCO
RIVERSIDE (2,300), 15c-20c-25c, 7 days.
Stage: Dave Schooler with Bobbie May,
Loew and Hite, Gaby Leslie. Gross: $5,500.
(Average, $5,000)
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)

WARNER— (2,400), 25c-40c,
(Average, $5,000)
$8,800.
"A TALE OF TWO CITIES"

—

$20,500 at the Oriental.
Total first run business was $158,-

days.

7

20.

Home," with

headed by Veloz and Yolanda, packed
the Chicago practically the entire week
and piled up a gross of $56,600, over
normal by $24,600.
"Magnificent Obsession" was in the
money in a big way with a take of
$28,200 at the Palace. This is $9,200
on the profit side of the line. "Captain Blood" was good for $23,000 at
the United Artists, over the line by
"Personal Maid's Secret,"
$6,000.
helped by a stage show headed by
Olsen and Johnson, garnered a heavy

(M-G-M)

"LITTLEST REBEL"

Get $6,800, Omaha
— "Rose of the
Omaha, Jan.

to the

Chicago, Jan.

Comes

"Littlest

(Average, $7,000)

$1,800 over par at the
total of $6,800.

With $56,600

000.

"THE PERFECT GENTLEMAN"

Roger Sherman, took

(Para.)

40c-55c.
$14,000)

(3,700),

$11,500.

7

$4,000)

or $2,800 to the good. Even
the Riverside, with "Frisco WaterSchooler in his
front" and Dave
second week, clicked for $5,500, just
$500 above average. The weather was
cloudy and cold with no outside com-

$7,800,

Average

Show "Obsession"
Chicago Smash Pittsburgh's
"Bride,"

Milwaukee Pickup
Business
Milwaukee, Jan. 20.
soared last week and "Magnificent Obsession" rode to town on an $8,800
take for nine days at the Warner, this
It was folwas $3,800 above par.
lowed closely by "A Tale of Two
Cities" which grossed $8,500 at Fox's

Philadelphia

Tuesday, January 21, 1936

Denver, Jan.

—

Gibralter Enterhas 22 houses in its
string, with the addition of the Lyric
at Powell, Wyo.
The Lyric will be
added to the group operated by E. J.
prises, Inc.,

20.

now

Schulte.
Gibralter will close the theatre for
about three weeks for remodeling and

redecorating job.

Week Ending Jan. 15:
"WHISPERING SMITH" (20th-Fox)
"TUMBLING TUMBLEWEEDS"
(Republic)

COLONIAL

—

7

day;

7

day;

Week Ending Jan. 16:
"WHIPSAW* (M-G-M)
LINCOLN— (1,600), 10c-20c-25c, 7

day;

Gross:

$950.

10c-15c,

(550),

(Average, $850)

"COLLEGIATE"

STUART— (2,000),
Gross:

Gross:

$3,800.

$3,300.

(Para.)

10c-25c-40c,

(Average, $3,100)

(Average, $2,200)

"FIRST A GIRL" (G.B.)
VARSITY— (1.100), 10c-20c-75c,

Boulder House Opened
Denver, Jan. 20. Fox Intermoun-

—

tain has

atre

was

in

new Boulder theBoulder, Col.
The opening
opened

its

a gala affair and

many Denver men.
the house

is

modern

was attended by
Seating
every

in

1,040,
detail.

Gross:

$1,500.

7

day:

(Average. $1,300)

"MILLIONS IN THE AIR"

(Para.)

"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE"
(Radio)

"BROADWAY HOSTESS" (F.N.)
ORPHEUM — (1.200), 10c-15c-20c-25c,
days.

Gross:

$2,300.

First three days had the
cies" unit on stage.

(Average,

$2,10(

"Fads and Fan

MOTION PICTURE
Picture
Industry

39.

NO.

NEW

18

Wehrenberg
Tells of Effort

YORK, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

Theatre Boom

Sought Paramount, RKO
Product for House
St. Louis, Jan. 21.

—Testifying

as a

witness today in the
equity action against Warners, Para-

Government
mount and

RKO,

Fred Wehrenberg,

M.

P. T. O. of St.

Louis, Eastern Missouri and South;rn Illinois, recounted his unsuccessParamount and
ful efforts to obtain
product for subsequent run
Grand Central,
showing at the
in December, 1934.

RKO

in

New

He

i

and

Many New Houses Going
Up; Others Planned

—

Both

these

of

are

for

United Detroit Theatres.
Barney Kilbride and Joe Stoia, operating the Alhambra and Midway,
will soon start a 1,000-seat house to

conferred with Harry Koplar
Harry Arthur, Fanchon & Marco be known

vice-president and general manager,
on the invitation of Koplar, at the
Fox Theatre on Dec. 8, 1934, Wehrenberg testified.
At that conference
Arthur offered him two propositions

on the New Grand Central. One was
that F. & M. would give him a half(Continued on page 6)

as the Dome, at West Warren and Schaffer Road, and Joe Miskinnis has plans for another new house
at West Warren and Miller Road.

Lew Wisper, of Wisper and Wetsman, operators of nine neighborhood
houses, has planned for a 1,900-seat
house to be started in April at
{Continued on page 10)

Canada Attendance Warners Offer WNYC

Up to 107,718,000
Ottawa,

21.

of

at-

the

ners,

—According

to a
Bureau of

Jan.
the Dominion
persons
107,718,000
Statistics,
tended 799 film theatres during
report

Free Music License
Licensing of the city-owned radio
station,
for the use of Warner music without charge can be had
by the station on application. War-

throughout Canada. This is
the first aggregate attendance compilation made by the Government.
past year

In
totalled
$25,280,300.
the peak year of 1930 the aggregate
?ross was $38,479,500. Receipts in six
Receipts

nine provinces were in excess
those of the previous year, British
Columbia showing the greatest advance with 6.6 per cent and Ontario
three per cent. The greatest falling
off was in Quebec, where the decrease
for the year was 3.2 per cent. Maniof the
of

WNYC,

through their music subsidiary,

advised Mayor LaGuardia yesterday in a letter which pointed
out that the station's "rather precipitate recourse to litigation" was unbrought
suit
necessary.
against Warners last week asking a
declaratory judgment for its use of

Harms,

Inc.,

WNYC

Warner music on
the station

is

the grounds that
a non-profit operation.

The Warner

letter

explained that

no application for a license had been
received from WNYC.

(Continued on page 7)

Para. Claims Record
Crisis on 52nd St.
The waiters at "21" walked
out on strike yesterday and
left that effete

establishment,

rendezvous of many film men,
in very much of a jam.
However, the film contingent got along, as did others,
with only a slight delay to
Ralph Rolan, Phil Reisman,
Capt. George McL. Baynes,
Joe Moskowitz, Bob Goldstein,
Willard McKay, Charles B.
Paine and Monte Brice.

On King George Reel
Paramount

claims

a

new

speed
newsreel

record for distribution of
films throughout the country. Within
20 minutes after the announcement
of the death of King George, it says,
film

records of his

life

with leaders

announcing his death were released
by all exchange centers.

Announcement of the death was
made in England, Paramount says, at
6 :55

P.

M., Eastern

At 7:18 the

film

Standard time.

was being shown

Paramount.
William Montague, assignment

at

the

(Cont'nued on page 2)

Dark

London, Jan. 21. All picture theatres and most legitimate theatres were closed
today in respect for the memory of King George.
Closing of legitimate theatres was left to the individual
discretion of owners, but in
the case of picture houses the
K.R.S. and Gaumont British

Still

New Move

An application for leave to reargue
the appeal on the legality of the antifeature clause in exhibition contracts
before the U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals at Philadelphia was discussed
yesterday at a meeting of major company attorneys at M.P.P.D.A. headquarters.
If the application for reargument is
made it would set aside for the time
being any move to bring the double
features case before the U. S. Supreme Court, as was favored by some
Such a move,
distributors earlier.
however, undoubtedly would be taken
if the application to reargue should
be made and denied.
The Circuit Court decision upholding the finding of Federal Judge

$78,000 to

U

9

Balabans

SEC

Reveals

—

Barney
21.
Jan.
Balaban, president, and John Balaban, secretary-treasurer, of Balaban
& Katz, received salaries of $78,000
in 1934, it was revealed today by the
Commission,
Exchange
Securities
making public data sought to be kept
confidential by the company when it

Washington,

operating

its

statement

last

Walter Immerman, vice-presiyear.
dent, received $15,080.91.
The statement also showed that the
company operates 49 houses, 15 of
owns,

it

the

other

34

being

quirements had been proceeding "day
and night," the work could not be
completed before next week at the
earliest. Standard's decision on exercising the option is awaiting the completion of this study.

The understanding is that Universal
leans favorably toward the idea and
that the terms of such an option are
being worked out now.

Iowa's High Court

Favors Bank Night
Des Moines, Jan. 21.— The Supreme Court here today declared that
Bank Night was legal. This will result

in

270

houses

reverting

to

the

Des Moines theatres have announced immediate resumption.
Decisions also are pending in Texplan.

as,

Massachusetts

and

New Hamp-

shire.

Bank Night Invades Houston
Houston, Jan. 21.
Competition
sharpened by the opening of two new

—

theatres here within as many months
and the announcement of two others
to be opened within a few weeks has
done what the depression failed to do
in

leased.

Houston.

It

has brought in Bank

Nights.

Yamins Elected Head
Of Allied Affiliate
—Nathan Yamins
Boston, Jan.

The Kirby,

president of the Independent Exhibitors, Inc., New England Allied affiliate, at the anual meeting here today. Other officers elected

Dickering

elected

were

:

Max

Levenson,

first vice-presi-

dent Frances C. Lydon, second viceStoneman,
president
Harold
E.
:

treasurer,
secretary.

and Ernest H. Horstmann,

a split-week Interstate

(Continued on page 7)

21.

was

;

edi-

Indications are that Standard CapiCo. will be unable to arrive at a
decision on the exercising of its option
to acquire a controlling interest in
Universal
until
approximately the
time of the expiration of the option,
Feb. 1. The negotiation of an extension of the option time beyond that
date, if necessary, is a possibility.
J. Cheever Cowdin, head of Standard, said yesterday that, despite the
fact that his company's study of Universale financial position and re-

(Continued on page 7)

which

Studying Company

tal

In Anti-Dual Case

filed

May

Standard

Financial Details

Discuss

9

Branches

Ask Extension
Of "U" Option

Theatres will close again
the day of the funeral until
5:30 P.M.

In

in All

TEN CENTS

acted.

Detroit, Jan. 21. Theatre building
in this
is gaining boom proportions
territory, observers agree.
In this city the University, a 2,000seater, is under construction in the University of Detroit section, and another
is
being built at Grand River and

the

1936

—

Underway

Southfield.

22,

British Houses

To Get Films Detroit Area

president of the

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti

VOL.

Alert,

Republic is negotiating with
"two or three men" for the
post of general sales manager and is seeking an "outstanding" personality for the
post, it

was stated yesterday.
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Jack Goldstein,
ager

for

Samuel L. (Roxy) Rothafel left an
estate valued at less than $5,000, according to a petition for letters of
administration
filed
in
surrogate's
court yesterday by the widow, Mrs.
Rosa R. Rothafel. The petition stated

no will had been found and that
Roxy's personal estate consisted prin-

that

exploitation

United

Artists,

left

manlast

night with Parkeakarkus for Boston to attend the opening of "Strike
Me Pink" at Loew's State and Orpheum Friday.

Justice Aron Steuer yesterday denied an application by Allied M. P.
)perators Union fur an injunction to
restrain Screen Theatres, Inc., operator of the Garden, Richmond Hill.

Hollywood yesterday. He
fer with Ben S. Cohen,
on the company's new

will conpresident,
lineup.

Richard, who

father,
at

is

seriously

ill

Harbor Sanitarium.

the

Roxy owned no

real

•
Cooper, manager of the Cove
and Glen at Glen Cove, and Herman
Starr, manager of the Fox at Hackensack, have switched posts.
These

Max

are Skouras theatres.
•

Ralph

Cooper, the dancer, has
signed by Twentieth Centuryto stage the dances in future

Fox

Shirley Temple

films.

Lou Irwin

handled the deal.

Gumpher

Waldorf.

John

Hollywood,

—

Jan. 21. Will Hays
meeting of the Producer
Ass'n members here today.
It was
the first since his arrival on the coast.
Joseph M. Schenck presided.
The
confab dealt with the discussion of the
Social Securities Act and pledged full
cooperation on the President's Ball
this year, as was done in 1935.
called

a

"Rancho" at $25,000
"Rose

coun-

the case.

the higher court advised the right of
appeal had been denied the theatre and
306.

E. Otterson has delayed his
planned departure from the coast and
now is not expected here for another
week.
•
Fay Wray' will return from

England tomorrow

75%
26 Weeks

20th-Fox List
Finished,
Hollywood,

21.

Jan.

— With

the

26 weeks of its fiscal year ended
Twentieth Century-Fox has completed
75 per cent of its current schedule of
57 features, 12 of which are to be
Twentieth Century films personally
supervised by Darryl F. Zanuck.
Forty-three features have been completed or are in production.
Five of the most important pictures
of the year are now before the cameras.
They are "The Prisoner of
:

"The Country Doctor," "A Message to Garcia," "Everybody's Old Man" and "Under Two
Shark

Island,"

to

start

the

for a tranatlantic telephone flash, andl
the film release was wired to all ex-

changes.

Montague says this is the first time
a newsreel has beaten the daily newspapers and the radio to the public.
The clip was 400 feet long.
Claims "Beat" on King's Death
The Embassy, Broadway newsreel
house, reported yesterday that by the
receipt of a special Pathe News release on the death of King George V
at 7:13 P. M. Monday, it was enabled
to score a "beat" on New York daiBroadway
lies, which did not reach
with news of the King's death until
30 minutes later.
Its lettering announcing the death was on the Embassy's marquee simultaneously with
receipt of the Pathe special, the theatre management said.
The Embassy said it received a special release from Paramount News at
7 :40 P. M., and that Hearst, Fox and

Universal reels made no specials, but
issued releases yesterday morning covering the death.

Seebach, Cameraman,

Dead

in

Los Angeles

Los Angeles, Jan.

21.

—James

See-

veteran Fox Movietone staff
cameraman, died suddenly here Monday. His death follows closely upon
bach.

that of Bill Loweree, late sports film
editor of the reel.

Seebach, born in New York ?>(
vears ago, was one of the original
group of cameramen who started the
old Fox (silent) News, back in 1919.
During recent years he had spent
much time in the Far East.

work

in

Columbia's "Roaming Lady."
•
Mary Carlisle, Paul Cavanaugh
and Mrs. Hortense Odlum sail today on the 'Majestic.
•
Arthur Willi, Radio's eastern talent scout, takes the Century Friday
en route to the coast.
•
Hv Daab was out of the running

Bryson Burial Here
London, Jan. 21. The body of
lames V. Bryson. who was fatallv

—

injured on Christmas Day, is aboard
the Alaunia en route to the U. S.
for burial beside his mother in Ports-

Bryson had been dealing in European films and had been
attempting studio deals since his unsuccessful suit against Universal in
1933 alleging wrongful dismissal.
mouth. Ohio.

Bank Cases Continued
Boston, Jan. 21. Federal Judge
James Morton here yesterday declined

John

jurisdiction

Deery

in

the

cases

of

Daniel Mulloney,
sentenced
for
misappropriation
of
bank funds. Theatre loans were involved. The cases were continued until
next Monday on reaffirmation of

and

sentence.

Pick Next for Arliss
"East Meets West" will be George
for
starring
picture
Arliss'
next
G. B., according to word received
here by Arthur A. Lee, vice-president. Arliss will impersonate a modern Malav monarch.

—

Feature*

Stage Show at Para

Rancho" ended its
second week at the Paramount with
$25,000.
Glen Gray and his Casa
Loma orchestra, and the Onyx Boys yesterday. He was confined to his
Son to Fred Astaire
were on the stage.
hotel with a cold.
Hollywood, Jan. 21. A son was
•
"King of Burlesque" finished its
born today to Mrs. Fred Astaire, the
second stanza at the Center last night
Ben Goetz is slated to sail from former Phyllis T,ivingstone Potter of
with $23,000.
London for New York today.
New York.
of

in

1)

assembled the film several daysi
advance and made arrangements'

Kemp Band

Flasrs.

—

•

estate.

Hays Holds First Meeting

in

{Continued from page
tor,

first

•
R. Lessing, Walt Disney's personal advisor, is in town
from the coast. He is stopping at the

petition.

306

The

terday to be at the bedside of their

readjustment.
It was believed that Roxy held life
insurance for a large amount but no
mention of insurance was made in the

widow's

for Local

sel

•

Joan and Constance Bennett arrived from Hollywood by plane yes-

been

of

Mathew M. Levy was

tration.

Day

a
claim against RKO,
which was recently proposed for settlement
at
$179,271, but since his
death has become subject to possible
cipally

L. I.j from employing Local 306 operators after having been a member of
the I. T. O. A. when the organization
entered into an agreement to employ
members of the Allied union.
In denying the application Justice
Steuer found that the Garden had dismissed Allied operators two years ago
and since had employed members of
Local 306. He ruled that Allied had
waived its right to relief by failing to
make its application for an injunction
sooner and also pointed out that Allied had failed to show that efforts had
been made to settle the cause by arbi-

Local 306 Appeal Denied
Court of Appeals yesterday
denied Local 306 the right to appeal
in the case of Allied M. P. Operators' Union against the Tiffany TheQuip of the
atre in the Bronx, according to MurTalking about nezv clubs, Bob
ry Harston, attorney for Allied.
Goldstein tipped long enough yesAllied had sued originally to compel
terday to remark agents were figthe Tiffany to employ its men under
uring on forming an organisation
a 10-year agreement with the I.T.O.
of their oivn and would not alloiv.
and won in a lower court. Local 306,
producers in.
which had defended the theatre, took
Bob's an agent.
the case to the Court of Appeals in
an effort to have the injunctive relief
first
obtained
by
Allied
removed.
Harry Rathner, sales manager of Harston said yesterday the clerk of
Burroughs-Tarzan Pictures, reached

10 cents.

Roxy Estate Placed
At $5,000 by Widow

is

•

Other Quigley pubHerald, Bet-

Picture
Theatres, The Motion
Almanac and The Box-Office Check-Up.
Hollywood Bureau: Postal Union Life
Building, Vine and Yucca Streets, Boone
Mancall, Manager; Chicago Bureau, 624
South Michigan Avenue, C. B. O'Neill,
Manager; London Bureau: Remo House,
London,
Street,
W.
310
Regent
1,
Bruce Allan, Representative. Cable address
Bureau:
London";
Berlin
"Quigpubco,
Stuelerstrasse 2, Berlin
35; Joachim K.
Rutenberg, Representative; Paris Bureau:

Rue

A. Powers

receiving condolences from golfing friends on the destruction by fire late Sunday night
of a large part of the club house of
the Long Shore C. C, Westport,
Conn., of which he was the owner.

Picture

ter

19,

•
P.

1936

Para. Claims Record
Allied Union Loses
Richmond Hill Case On King George Reel

Purely
Personal

i

(
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Hal Kemp and his band, with the
Yacht Club Boys as an added attraction, will feature the new stage show
at the Paramount, which plans to retain indefinitely
tras plus films.

Kemn

policy of orches-

its

begins

todav.

succeedinc

Glen Gray and his Casa Loma orchestra, which has been at the house
for several weeks. Following- Kemp,
who is expected to remain at least
two weeks, Ted Fio Rito and his bawl
scheduled.

is

Close Milwaukee Deal
Milwaukee.

Jan.

21.

—Chesterfield

and Invincible have closed deals here
with C. W. Tramne of Midwest Film
the distribution of 12 of their'
1935-36 lineup in the Wisconsin territory. Three pictures now ready for
immediate distribution are "Taneo.'
"Rins: Around the Moon" and "The
for

Dark Hour."

1

WILLING
TO EVEN LET
THE SUPREME
I'M

COURT

DECIDE!

The Cream of the Crop is
on its Way. No Divided
opinion here— not even 6-3.

E

RESTS
on

Irving Thalberg claims

that

"Romeo"

biggest

is

enterprise

his career.

the
of

These ban-

ners represent Millions

to

entertain the

M'G-M

millions of

faithful followers.

We

not only wished you a

Happy New Year —
we'll

make

it

Happy

this

banner line-up I

GENTLEMEN, YOU'RE

RI(

SWAMPU
MARGARET SULLAVAI
JUSTIFIED

IN

GREATEST STORY/'NEXT
1

ARE IN FLOODING US
OTHER UNIVERSAL RECI,
OBSESSION"! UNI VERS/

YOU WHEN A NEW Sfc
YOUR WAY.

YOU ARE ABSOLUTELY
IS WITH BOOKINGS ON
J URSULA PARROTT'S
E

WE LOV^'JUST AS YOU

v

a*

CONTRACTS FOR THAT
BREAKER, "MAGNIFICENT
OESN'T HAVE TO TELL

PICTURE
U KNOW

IS

COMING

IT!

/
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Wehrenberg

On

Tells of Effort

To Get Films

the Lighter Side

—

By BILL ORNSTEIN

—

St. Louis, Jan. 21.
The testimony,
as of Monday morning, totaled 1,279

At the present

pages.

rate

the

ord will far exceed that taken
(Continued from pane

criminal

1)

he could get
the needed pictures, or that he could
have the house itself, merely paying
the weekly rental of $350 required
under the lease with the St. Louis
Amhassador Theatre Co., owner of
interest

the

in

the house

if

property.

mentioned conversations with
Maurice Schweitzer, local Paramount
manager, and Lou Elman and Tom
Tobin, RKO manager and salesman,

He

rec-

in the

proceedings.

+
Levinson
Grad Sears as
I.

Wednesday, January

is

pinch

far

as

hitting

gags

for

go

in

—

-

exchange after having been excused
in the morning and was summoned to
the courthouse expecting to go on.
He didn't, and in the time he waited
he must have walked a couple of miles
up and down the corridor. His cohorts, Sam Dembow and Eddie Alperson, were not here to keep him
company, of all things.

Sears, who returned
from New York Sunday, can't get
+
near the courtroom because he will
We just can't tell the reason for
be called by Warners when this com- it, but every Warner man here on
pany starts its defense. Levinson Sunday night ordered a nice juicy
isn't bad at the bat.
steak for dinner at the Park Plaza.
the

case.

civil

+

+

1936

22,

into the record the indictment in the
criminal case on the ground certain
options in
the
leases of the local
houses were exercised by Warners and
subsidiaries after the indictment was
voted on Jan. 11, 1934, but the court
immediately sustained an objection
by the defense.
The testimony of Cresson E. Smith.
southern
and western sales
manager, was largely a repetition of
his previous testimony in the criminal
case, and related to the preparation
and signing of the contract to supply
product to Warners for use at
the Shubert-Rialto late in Septem-

RKO

RKO

ber,

1934.

K. C. Operators in
"Unfair" Campaign

—

Bill Gentry took his first look at
Kansas City, Jan. 21. Local
Harry C. Arthur, his brother,
the proceedings from the jury panel
IATSE operators are instituting a
Lesser
an
Irving
have
Milt,
and
obtaining
of
respectively, regarding the
Monday afternoon. He sat next to
explanation for the judicial order ex- campaign against "unfair" subsequent
films for subsequent run at the New the door in the first seat.
cluding witnesses from the courtroom. runs. Between 500 and 1,000 copies
+
Grand Central.
of the Labor Herald containing a list
to an unoccupied
Sam B. Jeffries likes to doze in Daily they repair together
He admitted he had entered into
confer on of "unfair" houses, and a parallel list
witness room and
no verbal or written agreement with the afternoons. This reporter caught theatre matters pressing at the time. of houses using union operators, is
Arthur on either proposition for the him in the act Monday afternoon The only thing lacking in the make- being distributed in the neighborhoods
house, when questioned by Frederick while Walter Rice was arguing the shift office is a telephone.
of the non-union houses.
Union workers found going into
H. Wood of Warner counsel, but said doctrine of res gestae.
+
+
"unfair" theatres will be fined.
he merely tried to find out whether
Reed's
Former
Senator
A.
James
product would be
After several months of off-and-on
Paramount or
And, by the way, that res gestae is
wife has been missing from the courtavailable. He testified that Schweitzer getting in everyone's hair. We won't
negotiations between subsequent runs
room
the last 10 days.
and I. A. T. S. E. officials, the union
told him some days later, after con- be surprised one of these fine days to
+
appears no closer to signing contracts
sulting New York, that Paramount find the Merry-Go-Round and CrysMarco
Wolff
and his sister, Fanwith subsequent run owners and manthought it inadvisable to book its films tal Terrace in the Park Plaza servchon, haven't decided when they'll agers. Many
into the New Grand Central, fearing ing a drink of that kind.
of these houses have
With all
leave these parts for either the coast
been using union men, but without
it might hurt first run receipts from
the Warner wiseacres around, anyor the east. Both finished testifying

RKO

where thing can happen. Even
Shubert-Rialto,
nearby,
Paramount product was being shown
+

the

on a percentage

basis.

Louis

Wehrenberg also said that Schweithim the St. Louis Amusement

zer told

Co. had previously taken second run
Paramount product in the
Wehrenberg said the same was
city.
true of RKO. and answering a Question put by Judge Joseph W. Molyneaux, he said he did not expect to
obtain second run rights for either
Paramount or
product.
rights for

of the
rial

Product at $100 Per Day

staff,

former

was around

+

pictures for the

New

testified,

Grand Central."
"and he

replied.

'Get a lease first. Fred, and then we
will talk about it.'"
According to Wehrenberg. the eight
maior producers turn out 97 per cent
of the high grade films, and in his
opinion a first run house could not
be operated successfully without some
of their pictures.
it

Under cross-examination by Wood,
developed that Wehrenberg had not

courtroom with
his

a

white carnation

called

hand.

tried

in

lapel.

B.

+
Arthur

says he

not

is

Smith had a peripitetic missed in Los Angeles. On the
urge Monday afternoon when he was trip and on this one business at

to

get

Columbia,
for the

Universal or
Cen-

New Grand

Wehrenberg declared

the war between the St. Louis and the Fox hurt
subsequent run houses. He was questioned on the meetings held by his
organization in November, 1933, to
protest to Fox, Columbia and
on the cut in first run admissions,
and a second session the following
year
when similar protests were
lodged with producers and F. & M.
about the extension of the matinee
time at the Missouri and Ambassador from 6 P. M. to 7:30 P. M.
The witness declared that on Dec.
8, 1934, he was aware that F. & M.

RKO

had complained to the Department

his

of

Justice about the local situation, having obtained the information from
Koplar. He said he received a telephone call from Koplar shortly after,

when Koplar wanted

to

know whether

RKO

he had obtained Paramount and
product for the New Grand Central.
Wehrenberg said he considered two
changes weekly at the house and
would have needed four to six pictures
each week.

Harry

M.

settled

Warner,

president of
Warners, appeared in court this afternoon for the first time during this
hearing, and Rice sought to have him
excluded from the courtroom. Judge
Molyneaux declined, declaring it was
within the court's discretion, and he
believed Warner, as head of a defendant company, should be permitted to
assist the defense.

today's session, the court
tentatively admitted the testimony of
Ulmer and B. D. Gordon,
J.
Cleveland attorneys, on an alleged
conversation
with
Herman Starr,
Warner vice-president, on Aug. 14,
1933. It was tentatively excluded several days ago, and the court has not
yet definitely decided on it.
Hardy spent considerable time this
morning introducing various leases
on the Shubert-Rialto and Orpheum.
and contracts on pictures for the
houses, as well as correspondence of

M

in

.

Warners. Paramount and
tive to the pictures.

He

RKO

to get this matter
into a huddle

going

with downtown houses, which are operating on last year's schedule following their refusal to grant increases
when contracts came up for renewal
early in the fall.

Actors and Writers

Meet Labor Units
—

Hollywood, Jan. 21. The Screen
Actors' and Screen Writers' Guilds
.

met here today

the Writers Club
with teamsters, carpenters and other
recognized labor unions in the first
move toward plans for a Hollywood
film industry labor council. Representatives
of
IATSE, Directors'
Guild and
did not attend. The
meeting was a closed affair.

relatried to get

at

IBEW

Broidy in

New Company

Northampton,

Mass., Jan. 21.—!
Steve Broidy, Republic salesman,
treasurer of the newly formed Hampshire Amusement Corp. which ha
taken over the Academy of Music
formerly operated by C. W. Rackc

i

li fife.

The

1,000-seat

house,

is

being

remodeled. Frank Shaughessy, president of the corporation, is managing
the house.

Ulmer, Gordon Testimony Admitted
Early

before

last

by the Government to be on theatres has been better than when
Smith went to the local he is on the coast.

RKO

Wehrenberg

is

Chick Evens, manager of Loew's,
the only one who shows up in the

Milton

The price question was not taken tral.
These films are shown first
up with Schweitzer, the witness said, run by the F. & M. houses, including
but Tobin said he would sell RKO the Fox, but Wehrenberg
said, anproduct for $100 a day, which Weh- swering a question by Walter L. Rice,
renberg declared he considered too assistant to Russell
Hardy, chief Govhigh, considering the overhead at the ernment
attorney, that he had no unNew Grand Central. He said when derstanding with Arthur that he could
he approached Elman. the latter said not seek pictures playing at the Fox.
he thought Ben Brinkmeyer, now
Price War Discussed
manager of Koplar's Montgomery, had
leased the New Grand Central, and
The price war that followed the
when Elman was told Brinkmever had reopening of the St. Louis under F.
not gone through with the deal, he & M. management in November, 1933.
said he would look up a prooosition was brought out
by Wood's crossfor RKO product which he had made examination.
At that time, the St.
to Brinkmeyer. Then Tobin made the Louis ran
a stage show and double
$100 a day offer.
feature films for 25 cents and 40
Wehrenberg did nothing further on cents, compared with the 65-cent top
RKO. he testified, until he met El- formerly charged at the house by
man in the old Federal Building dur- Koplar's Famous Amusement Co., and
ing the grand jury investigation into the 55 cents which was top at the
the alleged conspiracv of Warners. Ambassador, Loew's State and the
Paramount and
withhold Fox.
to

RKO

Union men want

Cress

Fox product

product from the Missouri, Ambassador and New Grand Central.
"I asked Elman again about

contracts.

Monday.

+

member
Motion Picture Daily editoPelegkine,

earlier in the
week en route to the coast. He's making the trip by bus.

RKO

RKO

res gestae.

Sharp Sues

TWA
—

Hollywood, Jan. 21. Henry T
Sharp, Paramount studio cameraman
today

suit for $519,648 againsi
for injuries he says were sus
tained in the plane crash last year ii
filed

TWA

which three persons were killed. Shari
was enroute to the "Annapolis Fare
well" location at the time.

Potter Flies East

—

Hollywood, Jan. 21. Henry Potjj
ter,
producer on Samuel Goldwyn"
staff, left here today by plane for Nev
York. He will conduct tests of stag
personalities for future Goldwyn films

MOTION PICTURE
Wednesday, January

22,
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Iowa's High Court

Favors Bank Night
(.Continued from page

1)

downtown house, has opened the first
Bank Night here.
Will
Horwitz of the Uptown
Texan, Iris and Ritz
planning retaliation.

is

The new North Main,

said

to

be

Interstate

which

opened Christmas,
night Jan. 16.
Loew's State and the Delman, the
latter a suburban owned by I. Adel
man of Ft. Worth, have not entered
Officials
the competition.
of both
theatres say they will do so only if
they are forced into it by the comsuburban,

will start

Bank

petition.

Court Denies Case Review
Boston, Jan. 21. Bank Night, represented by George S. Ryan, local
attorney, won an anti-lottery litigation in Maine, when the
Supreme
Court refused to review a Superior
Court decision on the ground the facts

—

were insufficient.

The

case had been brought by the

State of Maine against Frank Coljurn, exhibitor of Bath, alleging violation of the anti-lottery law.
It is
jnderstood the county attorney will
Irop the case, which has been returned
:o the Superior Court.

MOTION PICTURE DAILYS

McCollum circuit was dropped
oday when McCollum agreed to the
rase of the Bank Night plan instead
|)f his Cash Night idea.
The Alger
ind Anderson circuits are expected
o follow suit to avoid fighting the
jn the

ase

in

court.

"Call of the Prairie"
(Sherman-Paramount)
Hollywood, Jan. 21. This is the fourth of the Hopalong Cassidy
series. Although it is weaker in story material than its predecessors,
still it offers enough action to give general satisfaction.
Jimmy Ellison, youthful companion of Cassidy (Bill Boyd) during
the course of the sowing of his wild oats, becomes entangled with a
gang of robbers led by Al Bridge. After an unsuccessful attempt to rob
a ranch owner the members of the gang hold up a bank. Although
Ellison had been knocked out and took no part in the robberies, sus
picion falls on him. Boyd, running down the crooks, kills them off one
by one until only one remains, George Hayes, who reforms at the last
minute and clears Ellison. Director Howard Bretherton has created a
gripping scene when Bridge sets a gun to destroy Ellison, tied to a post
Muriel Evans, appearing briefly for the love interest, is good, and
Chester Conklin, Hank Mann and Willie Fung give good performances
in character roles. The camera work and scenery are above average.
Doris Schroeder and Vernon Smith, who did the screen play from
Clarence E. Mulford's novel, have made the situations believable. Audi

—

tnces

who have

followed the series should be pleased with this

Production Code Seal No. 1,927.

Running

film.

time, 64 minutes.

"G."

Jan.

21.— Affiliated

(Continued from page 1)

George A. Welsh in the Perelman
against major distributors was
handed down at Philadelphia last
Thursday. The opinion, written by
82-year-old Judge Joseph Buffington,
case

"Dangerous Waters"
{Universal)

Fashioned after a melodramatic pattern but with its full share of comic
and heart interest, "Dangerous Waters" manages to be good entertainment in an unpretentious way. The result is achieved through
plenty of action in a wide variety of situations plus some successful
comedy work by Charlie Murray.
telief

after the death of its captain

[

i

j

i

several years, as postmaster at
Overland Park, Kan., estimated the
pss at $6,000 to building and equipment.
This was only partially covered by insurance.
fter

i

/. A. Schwalm
Hamilton, O., Jan.

on Tour
21.

Schwalm, manager of the

—John

A.

Rialto, lo-

cal unit of Southio Theatres, is one
of a party called the Ohio "harmony
tour" who will accompany Gov. Mar-

L. Davey to Washington tomorfor a conference with President
Roosevelt. The delegation will travel

tin

Theatre Arts Celebrates
Theatre Arts Monthly celebrates its
,'Oth anniversary today with the Febuary issue. The magazine for the
ast two decades has been active in
ecognizing the work of playwrights
nd scenic designers. It has aided
he theatre in manv ways, including
tht revising of building code legislaorganization of the National
tion,
theatre Conference and the publishes of plavs and books on the theatre
nd
i

its

allied arts.

New Move

Anti-Dual Case

in

held

the contract clause prohibiting
featuring to be illegal and
amounting to restraint of trade on
both exhibitors and independent producers. The effect of the clause is to
seek to prohibit the showing of a
second full length picture on the same
program with the pictures covered by
the contract. Clauses of this nature
were embodied in the contracts of

double

Vitagraph, RKO, Paramount,
and United Artists.

Fox,

M-G-M

Wall Street
Fractional Losses Dominate Board

New

had had since the silent days. They
ad used it only about 10 days. Welon, getting back into the business

1)

Edward

Island were
also down. Aggregate attendance in
Ontario was 45,747,000, while that for
Quebec, which was second in the
standing, was 24,466,000.
Among the cities, Toronto held the
leading
position
with receipts of
$4,778,500 and an attendance of 19,242,000 persons for 89 theatres. Montreal, the largest city of the Dominion,
but with only 56 theatres, had aggregate receipts of $3,938,000 and an attendance of 18,578,000. Theatres in
Toronto reported an increase in receipts of 2.6 per cent, while in Montreal receipts fell off 3.5 per cent,
compared with the previous year.
Vancouver stood third with an attendance of 7,752,000, with Winnipeg
fourth with 6,066,000 admissions.
Receipts of all theatres in the Dominion showed an increase of 1.5 per
cent over the previous year.
Film
exchanges showed a relatively better
increase
with
business
totalling
$7,618,700, or 9.4 per cent better than
the previous year.

Looking 'Em Over

Jack Holt, as an ambitious ship officer, takes command of a vessel
during a fire aboard ship and brings it
Enterprises, Inc., has won a $2,500 safely into port. Hoping for a ship's command as his reward, Holt is
;uit
brought by Harry Berman of
denied this on a technicality resulting from the causes of the fire. He
Rockland, allegedly due as commisaccepts command of a vessel whose owners plot to destroy it at sea to
iions for selling Bank Night in Maine,
collect the insurance. Overcoming the obstacles of a storm at sea, a
in the argument in Superior Court,
he defense contended anv action mutinous crew and a crippled vessel, Holt, with the aid of Robert Arm;hould be brought against Roy Hof- strong, his first mate, again succeeds in bringing his ship into port
'ener.
New England Bank Night and is rewarded with the command of a new passenger liner. Diana
listributor.
Gibson, as Holt's designing wife, provides additional complications on
land as well as sea, while Grace Bradley, a ship owner's daughter
Kansas House Burns fecretly in love with Holt, weaves the real romantic thread.
City, Jan. 21.— The De
I Kansas
Where action pictures are popular this should be strong enough by
5oto at De Soto, Kan., which was
itself to support a program, otherwise it rates as a strong contribution
pened about a week ago by W. E.
to any double feature program. Lambert Hillyer directed and did well
Veldon, was almost completely dewith the material.
troved by fire Jan. 19.
Citizens believe the town is jinxed.
Production Code Seal No. 1,816. Running time, 64 minutes. "G."
"he De Soto was the first theatre it
Me.,

(Continued from page

Discuss

Wins Bank Night Case

Bangor,

to 107,718,000

toba and Prince

—

infringement suit in the Federal Court
lit
Danville, 111., against six houses

Up

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

Drop Giveaway Suit
Chicago Jan. 21. The Bank Night

'

Canada Attendance

row

by special

train.

D'Usseau Joins Weiss
Hollywood, Jan.

21.

—Leon

—

Kansas City, Jan. 21. Mrs. Joseph Roth of New York, mother of
Max Roth, district manager for Columbia, and of Mike Roth, exploi-

5%

Hand."

Farrell Goes to G. B.

Boston, Jan. 21.— Edward Farrell,
Columbia here, is visiting veteran film man, has been appointed
her two sons. She celebrated her 75th to the G. B. sales force by Manager
birthday New Year's Day.
John Scully.

5%

is%
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51%
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Paramount
Paramount
Paramount
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51%

1 pfd. 80
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Technicolor Gains
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-'A
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- 54
—1
- 54

on Curb
Net

High Low Close Change
Sentry Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor

Chicago Pact Yet

are still unable to decide
on the terms of a new contract. Meetings are being held daily in an effort
to settle the problem this week.

18%

160%

13/16

....

2%.

21%

Trans-Lux

No

5%

18%

Eastman

3%

34

2%
21

3%,

2%
21%

3%

Paramount Bonds Up

Chicago, Jan. 21.— Exhibitors and

Mrs. Roth Visiting Sons

for

Consolidated
Consolidated, pfd

Net
High Low Close Change
42% 42% 42% - %

D'Us- Warner Bros

seau, formerly with Radio, has joined
the writing staff of Weiss Prod., Inc.
His first assignment will be to assist
with the adaptation of "The Clutching

operators

teer

Columbia

High

Low

—%
+%
—
%

%
Net

Close Change

General Theatre
6s '40

.

23%

23%

23%

+%

.

23%

23%

23%

-%

General Theatre
6s '40, ctf
Keith B. F.
6s '46
Loew's 6s '41
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ww
104%

Paramount
6s

wd

95
104

Pict.

'55

Warner Bros.
'39

95

104
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92%

92%

89%

89

89%

6s

(Quotations at close of Jan. 21)
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-%
+
+%

jnmes cflGnev
With June Travis

•

Stuart Erwin

Best of the aviation dramas!
among the cinema triumphs of the new year."
—N. Y. Herald-Tribune

Belongs

drama that's new and
different. Sure hit for fans who

'Stunning

demand

excitement, humanity
and ringing sincerity/'—Mirror

•

Barton MacLane

•

'Moves with the dynamic pace
of a machine gun. You could
hardly ask for a more breathtaking story, or one more
skillfully executed."
—Post
'Heart-gripping

drama crowds

'Ceiling Zero'. Picture

outdoes

recent stage smash!"—American

Henry Wadsworth
"Rugged and

virile

the best films to

Warner

Mart

•

.

.

.

studios!"

''Tremendously exciting

drama,

this,

One

come from

—77
,.Str

and done

\i

rousing effect. Superior en
tainment that you can't r
One of screen's finest!"—Joi>

... And this week's the week you

g<

!

W8f

4

rt o BRien
ts • Isabel

Jewel

•

Directed by Howard Hawks

iand a picture as it promi to
be .
Warners have
M\ made a smashing good
ijirama. One of the most
htalcing climaxes of any
a ... As heart-stirring a
Jrama as you're apt to
7
Hiis season/
—Sun
.

»

i

I

torn

.

"A

natural. ..Packed with tears,
laughter, thrills. Will leave you

limp
'must'

.

.

.

goes on your
—World-Telegram

Easily

list."

"Hit the Strand's screen with terrific force and left a packed
house breathless at its fadeout. Strand's top."— Daily News

WARNER BROS.
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Kansas City Providence Unanimous 1936 Lincoln Film
Bankers Find Will Be a Prosperous Year Men See Gain
General Gain
City, Jan. 21. Improved
general conditions for Kansas City and
its trade area, on which theatre men
here base their predictions for at least
a 10 per cent increase in grosses for
1936, are reflected in the Federal Reserve
Bank's
Monthly Review of
agricultural,
industrial,
trade
and
financial conditions in the 10th Reserve District.

Findings of the Reviezv, which cover

November and

the first 11 months of
are very encouraging.
Comparing the first 11 months with the
same 1934 period
1935,

Business failures declined 17.7 per
number and 40.8 per cent in
liabilities.
Payments by check in 29
cities in the district were up 11.2 per
cent and Federal Reserve Bank clearings, up 9.8 per cent.
Wholesalers'
sales were up 0.6 per cent, and retailers' sales for 32 department stores,
6.3 per cent.
Retail trade was up
seven per cent in November over November, 1934, and Christmas business,
it
was learned from other
sources, was better than a year ago.
Sales of groceries, dry goods, hard 1
ware, furniture and drugs were up
from 1.3 to 14.6 per cent in November,
as compared with November, 1934.
cent in

Building Brings

Lumber Gain

Continuing the 11 months' comparison :

Lumber
The value

were up 23.3 per cent.
of building contracts awardsales

ed increased 14.6 per cent, while the
value of residential contracts awarded
went up 63.5 per cent and the value
of building permits in 17 cities was up
75.8 per cent.
In production, flour was up one per
cent
crude petroleum, 6.9 soft coal,
zinc ore, 25.3, and
15.3
lead ore,
;

IDENCE, Jan. 21.

— Voicing unani-

that 1936 will be one of
years ever enjoyed by the

Providence exhibitors look
forward to better product, larger
houses and bigger grosses.

of the outstanding hits of the past
year which did land-office business at

Heading the

his house.

list

was "Mu-

on the Bounty" which broke all
house records. Other films written in
large red letters were "Forsaking All
Other s,"
"David
Copperfield,"
tiny

"Naughty

Marietta,"
Ladies," "China Seas,"
nina,"

My

"No

More

"Anna Kare"Broadway Melody," "I Live

tions
vues.

which

will be in the form of rethe pictures to which

Among

he pointed with pride as having done
excellent business
were "Roberta,"
"Alice Adams," "Top Hat," "The

Fheatre Boom

Underway

in

Detroit Area

Live stock receipts at six markets

was meat

(Continued from page

Wyoming Road and

1)

Penkell.

Sites

However, the "Dec. 1 condition of for the other two are to be picked
western ranges was much improved within 30 days, he says.
over a year ago and above the 10-year
Jeff Williams will increase the seataverage," and "November rains over ing capacity of the Roseville from 630
the central and eastern portions of the to 700 in a few
weeks.
materially benefited winter
grains and enabled additional planting
of winter wheat in areas with moisdistrict

ture deficiencies."

Also, live stock prices showed net
gains of from 25 cents to $2 per cwt
over October.

While
reports

life

insurance volume declined,

indicate

premiums

is

that

the

volume

of

well over last year.

Hold Up "Show Goes On"

Changes Gaining in South
Atlanta, Jan. 20. Theatre changes

—

are increasing rapidly all over the
South, thereby reflecting improved
agricultural and industrial conditions
in this territory.

In North Carolina improvements
are general and one new house is to
be opened soon.
In other spots the changes include
the renovation of the
Carolina at
Greensboro exterior and interior im;

provements to the Broadway, CharHollywood, Jan. 21— Production lotte remodeling of the Oasis, Kingon Sol Lesser's "The Show Goes On" ston, owned by A. B. Huff and assowill
be suspended for three weeks ciates, and changes in the Seabreeze,
while Bobby Breen recovers from an owned by W. L. Paul, at Beaufort.
emergency operation for appendicitis.
In South Carolina George H. HarThe young star was rushed to the ris has joined the expansion moves
Cedars of Lebanon hospital last week, by leasing a brick building to convert
and is doing nicely following the op- into a theatre.
;

_

eration.

opinion of

Toohey

as to the past season,

said

one of the best years in the
history of the theatre, sees nothing
He believes
but bright lights ahead.
the 1936 output will be better than
last year and that patrons will respond
accordingly.
In his list of big attractions for
1935 Reed placed these "Big BroadHeart,'"
cast of 1936," "Here Is
"Mississippi," "Gilded Lily," "Rumba,'
over

:

My

Life'

augurate a policy of stage presenta-

receipts were 7.3 per cent
up; corn, 46.5 off, and oats, 118 per
cent up.

as

the

Jack Toohey at the Majestic. Quizzed

and "A Night at the Opera." "Lives of a Bengal Lancer," "Ruggles
Schlinker, manager of the of Red Gap," and "Private Worlds."
RKO Albee, also voiced optimism for Exhibitors point out that business
a banner year.
In addition to pic- has been cut into by the racing season
tures, the house intends again to in- at Narragansett arid by the fact that

Wheat

substantially,

is

the

Harry

;

off

way again,"
Bernard Fay and

"Good times are on

—

Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 21. Substanimprovement in business noted by
theatres here during December, in
comparison with 1934 in the same
month, has theatre men in optimistic
spirits and firm belief is expressed in
tial

They point with pride to the fact "Of course we've had a good year—
some of the best films of the year don't you know we booked all the
came at the tag-end of the season Shirley Temple pictures?"
Practically all of this little curly
which will give them extra momentum
for the New Year.
Then, too, every top's films were held over for a second better grosses in 1936.
The December lull, ordinarily tough
house downtown has at least half a week, in some cases moving to the
dozen pictures set for the first two Carlton after the first week at the to cut in this area of low salaries, was
months that are expected to lift Majestic. Other films that tickled the about five per cent better than a year
customers to the extent of disgorging ago in the southern and eastern Negrosses sky-high.
braska towns. Dependence to a large
Howard Burkhardt, manager of were "Here Comes the Navy," "G- extent in
this territory is on the agriMen," "Go Into Your Dance," "ShipLoew's State, had no hesitancy, when
mates Forever," "Life Begins at 40,' cultural situation, a good crop and
queried as to the outlook, in saying
price year meaning excellent business.
and "George White's Scandals."
that "there are plenty of good things
Improvement here during 1935 was
"Going to Town" hit the high spot
to look forward to in 1936.
Good
in direct proportion to the difference
at the Strand, Providence's indepen
product is coming and we should have
dent house which two years ago was in crop values, which were totalled at
a great season."
The
under the aegis of Paramount-Publix $35,000,000 in excess of 1934.
He then went on to point out some Ed Reed, feted recently for having put forepart of the previous year was ex-

;

packing.

During 1936

Oak-

Scarlet Pimpernel" and "Annie
ley."

that

35.6.

were

'urn

the best
industry,

—

Kansas

I

mous opinion

Florida developments include reno-

the textile trade is in
we can have a good
that sort of competition
tage there is no reason
Year shouldn't be one
they contend.

"If
a slump.
season despite
and disadvan-

the New
the best,"

why
of

vations and installations of new equipdeat the Dixie, Apalachicola
velopment of plans for a new house
at Arcadia by G. K. Stanford, and
plans for remodeling a building into
a theatre at Sebring. Charles Morrison is backing the Sebring project.

ment

;

tremely bad all over the state, since
early spring saw dust storms paralyze
business for nearly a month and early
summer saw Nebraska's most devastating flood all along the southern
part of the state.

Under such a handicap, conditions
were bettered and small town theatres
have been getting a good play. Openings in the territory have exceeded
closings.
New Deal spending, although frowned on pretty generally
in

this

area, has forced more and
into amusements of which

more money

theatres represent
percentage.

No

an

Receipts Tax Thus Far

Box-offices have survived a regular
and special session of the state legislature without seeing a tax slapped on
receipts and there is no session in
sight for 1936, which will mean another worry off the mind. V audeville,
hitherto rather an unknown article,
has sprouted in large as well as smaller towns where it was unheard of before.
Lack of interest has been
shown in Bank Night as a draw which
is believed the reason
for the turn|

i

I

One new house is being built in to acts to support program pictures.
Georgia at Swainsboro by J. T. and Two-for-ones operate only in rare
C. W. Phillips, and another, dam- cases now, although double features
aged some time ago by fire, at Fitz- seem to be a policy which cannot be
gerald, is being rebuilt by the Roy dodged.
Martin interests.
Optimism is expressed by City ManAlabama also has felt the pickup. ager Jerry Zigmond of the Lincoln
The Crescent Amusement Co. has Theatre Corp. here.
"We showed
just acquired the Princess Theatre some financial betterment in DecemBuilding at Gadsden for $60,000.
ber," he stated, "not anything terTwo Tennessee houses have been rific, but it was on the up. Most of
remodeled. The Princess at Lexing- the business men around here seem
ton has been reopened and the Rex to think we're in for more spending
at Nashville is being equipped with on the part of the public for 1936
new sound.
and I'm sure we'll get our share. Releases so far look very good."
Mid-state, Carl Rose of York, cityj
Schines Take 3 More
manager for the Blank Central States
Delaware, O., Jan. 21. Three new houses there, said:
"Our corn crop, far better than
units have just been added to the rapusual, is netting a nice upturn in busi
idly expanding Schine circuit by acness.
Summer crops show signs ol
quisition of the Ohio and Majestic,
being good, too."
at Athens, and purchase of a half inFilm salesmen insist exhibitors are]
terest in the Strand here. The three
around than alj
houses have been operated by Henry happier to see them
any time in the last few years.
Bieberson, who built
local Strand

—

j

more than 20 years

the
ago.

i

overwhelming

&

M.

Moved

F.
Offices
Schines now
operate houses
in
Wooster, Mt. Vernon, Ashland, NorFanchon f|
St. Louis, Jan. 20.
walk, Bucyrus, Van Wert, Bellefon- Marco have moved local headquarter*
taine and Piqua. They will build at from the Fox to the Missouri, whiclj;
Marietta, and are reported to have is about one block away from th^f
several other locations in sight.
former spot.

—

]

tramp, tramp, tramp, the boys are

marching
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to the

bank

• . .

SUCCESSOR TO
STEPS TRANSATLANTIC TUNNEL AND
•

•

witl

FIRST

A

GIRL

Physical

Distribution

Fox Exchanges • Canada. R«aal Films, Ltd.

"THE BELOVED VAGABOND
LOCKE
by W.
Freely Adapted from the Novel

J.

MAURICE
CHEVALIER
"Paragot

MARGARET
LOCKWOOD
"Blanquette

BETTY
STOCKFELD

DESMOND

TESTER
'Asticot

Directed by:

Produced

by:

KURT

LUDOVICO
TOEPLITZ

NOW

SHOOTING

BERNHARDT
at A.

T.

P.

STUDIOS,

LONDON

-
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May Increase

On Admission
U.S. Eyeing Theatres as

New Revenue
Roosevelt

Source

Administration

YORK, THURSDAY, JANUARY

23,

TEN CENTS

Senate Shows Little Interest
In Any Copyright Legislation

Film Board Survey for

By CLARENCE LINZ

What the national pickup in business
did to theatres during 1935 is graphically illustrated in the annual report
of the Film Board of Trade, made
public yesterday, which shows an increase in the total number of houses
to 18,508, a gain of 245 over last
year, or about 1.3 per cent.
Total seating capacity increased by
175,446 to a new high of 11,308,041,
which is one seat for about every 11
persons in the United States, based
upon the 1935 mid-year estimate of a
nationwide population of 127,157,000.
Of this 18,508 theatres, however,
15,378, with a seating capacity of 10,098,920, are in operation, so that the
total of available seats works out to
about one in each 10 for the nation's
population. Theatres in operation increased by 826, which is a gain of
(Continued on page 4)

is

The present Federal tax on admis40 cents causes theatre ownrs to pay the Government about $17,Owners would be
00,000 a year.

ions over

orced to decide whether they can aborb a new tax or must pass it on the
atrons in the form of higher admisInvalidation of the processing
ions.
ixes and the probability of a soldiers'
onus are the factors which have
iused the Administration to seek posibly needed new revenue.
On the basis of reports for the first
alf of the current fiscal year, ending
une 30 next, it is estimated the total
{Continued on page 7)

and 20th-Fox
Deal to Be Set Soon
—The Sol
Hollywood, Jan.

Lesser

22.

deal with Twentieth Century-

ox may be concluded some time next
eek when Lesser returns from a
1st in Palm Springs, though there is
official

confirmation.

lining up six George
'Brien westerns which he will make
I ixt
season for Twentieth Century
xx, lending credence to the talk that
will become a unit producer for the
mpany and will continue the acuities of his own Principal Pictures
the side.

Lesser

is

:

Washington, Jan.

'35 Reflects

22.

—A lack of desire

in the subject of copyright.

ITO Will Sue Failed
City,

'Changes Warner Films,

be filed against the city
exchanges on the two per
cent sales tax by Weisman, Quinn,
Allen & Spett, attorneys for the I. T.
O. A., it was stated at the exhibitor
organization's meeting yesterday at
the Astor.
are
now being
details
Several
checked by the lawyers and it is expected the papers will be served either
represenlate today or tomorrow.
tative of the law firm said that the
grounds for the suit will be that "the
tax is illegal because the films are
rented and not sold." The action will
be filed in the N. Y. Supreme Court.
The same legal firm will tomorrow
file leave to appeal to the Court of
Suit

will

all local

A

(Continued on page 7)

RKO Claim Hearing
Is

1

Again Set Back

A

Fulton
For a New Theatre

laze Gaiety,

Plans have been completed by City
ational Bank for the demolition of
e Gaiety and Fulton Theatres on
|th St., just west of Broadway.
In
eir place will rise a new 1,750-seat
adern theatre.
Slawson & Hobbs
ill act for City National
Bank and is
iiderstood already offering the lease
prospective tenants.
i

planned to tear
it was
the Astor, Bijou and Morosco
addition to the above two houses,
t this
idea has fallen through.

wn

to Get

On Sales Tax Lesser Says
and

further postponement of the hearing scheduled for Friday before Federal Judge William Bondy on the extrustee to the
ceptions of the
report allowing Rockefeller Center's
at $8,207,000 was
claim against
granted by the court yesterday. The
hearing was set down for Feb. 4, but
indications are that additional postponements will be granted, as efforts
to effect a compromise of the claim
are being made and depend in large
part for their consummation on progress in the development of a reorganization plan for RKO.
memorandum proposing a $14,(Continued on page 7)

RKO

—

Irving Lesser,
St. Louis, Jan. 22.
of the Roxy TheYork under Howard S.
atre in
Cullman, trustee, a Government witness in the equity case here against

managing director

New

Newsreel Theatres
Plan Newark House

Newsreel Theatres, Inc., operator of
RKO, deunsuccessful attempt last the Embassy on Broadway, will open
summer to get Warners' "Alibi Ike," a second newsreel theatre Feb. 14, in
Newark. The house, to be known as
for showing at the Roxy.
It was
brought out that the reason lay in the Newsreel Theatre, is a new buildthe fact that the Roxy had been in- ing just nearing completion and will
jected into the civil and criminal ac- seat 400. The policy will be the same
tions against the three major com- as at the Embassy, a 25-cent admispanies, with Fanchon & Marco as sion and a policy using all five newsreels,
March of Time and shorts.
complainant.
Lesser had no opportunity to de- Edward J. May, who has been assisscribe his career in the industry, as tant manager of the Embassy, will be
Judge Joseph W. Molyneaux, in an manager of the new house.

Warners, Paramount and
scribed his

effort to speed the action, said, "His
may be very interesting, but
let's assume he is qualified as an expert."
Counsel agreed, but it was

career

established that Lesser started at 16
distribution on the coast.
In response to a question by Walter Rice, assistant to Russell Hardy,
chief
Government attorney, Lesser
said his experience covered produc-

While Newsreel Theatres may open
other houses of this type in the larger
cities of the east later on, it has no
definite expansion plans at this time,
according to F. C. Wood, Jr.

in

RKO

A

More

Prosperity

on the part of the Senate
to expedite copyright legislation was indicated today when the
bill providing for adherence to the international copyright union
was reached in the regular course of business. On the Senate
calendar, the measure was brought up, when the call of "over"
was heard, and the billed was passed by.
So far during this session, the Senate has shown no interest

:

Originally,

Branches

1936

ion taxes.

>

In All

15,378 Open, a 5.8% Gain

onsidering an increase in the Federal
ax on theatre admissions, according
o the Washington Bureau of Motion
Hctwe Herald, out today. It is unierstood in Washington that Treasiry Department experts, casting about
or new forms of revenue, following
developments which might affect the
Resident's budget, were eyeing admis-

"lesser

the

Nation's Houses, 18,508;

Federal Levy
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Daily

Jan.
to

persistent

22.

—Jesse

Motion
reports

Broadcasting Action
Warner music

L.

Picture

that

Pick-

subsidiaries brought

eighth suit for copyright infringement by radio broadcasters yesterday with the filing of an action for
$5,000 damages and an injunction
against station WIP, Philadelphia.
The suit was brought in Federal district court in Philadelphia.
Suits will be filed almost daily
against radio broadcasters using Warner music without a license, the company's legal department said yestertheir

Pickford Deal Still
Stands, Says Lasky
Hollywood,
Lasky denies

Warners File Eighth

ford-Lasky Prod, will disband. "There
is absolutely no truth to that report,"
he declared.
day.
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Mrs. Roosevelt Hits
"Careless" Newsreel

—

Jan. 22. Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, speaking today before the National Conference on the
Cause and Cure of War, urged the
supression by public opinion of "careless" newsreels which tend to cause
distrust between nations. Referring to
protests, Mrs. Roosevelt said the Gov-

ernment

is

powerless to interfere, and

"the only people who can do anything
are the people who see the reels in the
theatre.
"If they protest,"
thing will disappear.

she

said,
"the
control the
opinion wherever that film or radio
program or other thing is seen or
heard and you have the power to stop
whatever is harmful to good feeling
between nations."

You

Kennedy Plan Nears
Joseph P. Kennedy's recommendations for a plan of recapitalization for
are expected to be submitted to
a meeting of the board of the com-

RCA

tomorrow.
Kennedy, former
head and film executive, was retained recently by RCA to aid in devising means for eliminating accumulated dividends on the 767,275 shares

pany

SEC

of $5 cumulative preferred
outstanding, amounting to
mately $16,000,000.

Ned

Depinet,Pijil Reisman, Frank
Buck, Herbert J. Yates, Herman
Robbins, E. L. Alperson, Sam Dembow, N. L. Nathanson and his wife
were among those at "21" yesterday.
The Nathansons are just in from
•

Cresson E. Smith, western and
southern
sales manager, returns
today from St. Louis.
He's been in
the Mound City for almost three
weeks, waiting to take the stand in
the government's civil suit against

RKO

Warners, Paramount and
finally did Tuesday.

B

shares
approxi-

RKO.

He

CI SEADLER

^ Hollywood,

has

returned

Box
from

Palm Springs and

a

will

Office

Champion

"Mutiny on the Bounty," M-G-M,
first place in the list of December

won

ranch retreat a few miles from the lat- Box Office Champions in Motion Picter place about which he is raving no ture Herald, out
today.
"A Night at
end. He also brought back wondrous the Opera,"
also M-G-M, took second
tales about "The Great Ziegfeld."
place.
Three productions tied for
•
third
"In Old Kentucky," Twentieth
Eddie Alperson goes to Florida Century-Fox "Annie Oakley," Radio,
shortly and then to Los Angeles to and "Thanks a Million," Twentieth
meet Spyros Skouras on the latter's Century-Fox.
return from Honolulu. Spyros, inci"Mutiny on the Bounty" was also
dentally, won a lot of bets that he the
winner in November.
Three
:

;

would

finish

testifying

in

the

St.

Louis case and make his boat.
•
Leslie E. Thompson is recuperating from his gallstone operation and
expects to be discharged from N. Y.
Hospital Saturday. Then a short stay
at his home in Larchmont and Florida
sunshine as soon as he is permitted
to travel.

Helen Morgan

•

arrive from
will entertain

"A Night at the Opera," "In
Old Kentucky" and "Thanks a Mil-

others,

lion"

won

month's

places

in

the

previous

listing.

Astaire Sues

Esquire

Fred Astaire has filed suit in New
York Supreme Court for $25,000
against the magazine Esquire, Baer &
Wilde Co., Inc., makers of men's jewelry, and Malcolm & Engel, Inc., advertising firm, because of an advertisement bearing his name and picture
which, he alleges, was published with-

W. Ray Johnston, recovering
Hollywood today and
nightly at the House of Morgan until from an attack of bronchial pneumoher next picture assignment. She ap- nia, left yesterday for a three weeks
peared in "Showboat" for Universal. rest at St. Petersburg, Fla., with out
Mrs. Johnston. He is due back
about Feb.

7.

•
Paul Muni will leave the coast
Milton C. Weisman modestly denext week to be present at the opening of "The Story of Louis Pasteur" clined an offer by the I. T. O. A. to
on Broadway early next month, prob- give him a testimonial dinner.
He
said he's having a lot of fun working
ably at the Strand.
for the organization and testimonials

Quip of the Day
The

Off-the-Record convened
Jack and Charlie's yesterday
with Eddie Alperson as guest.
Thereafter, its members adjourned
to Hick's, there to buy the largest
pineapple in sight and to present
if
to Major Leslie E. Thompson

at

who

Washington,

AYLES WORTH,

V/f H.

where they saw M. B.
("Shan") Shanberg and John D.
Clark and leave for Toronto today
or tomorrow.

CRON

'Mutiny' Is December

Purely Personal

4

Florida

Editor
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is ill

at the

New

York Hos-

pital.

"We

brought yon this because
accustomed to receiving

you're
pineapples,"

said Sam Dembow
who handled the presentation.
Thompson is a veteran of labor
disputes.

mean

his permission. Astaire, who executed an affidavit on the coast, declares he was "greatly distressed and

humiliated."
The defendants, other
than Esquire, filed a general denial of
the charges.

Conn. Election Delayed
New

nothing.

•
has

Ray Milland
signed another
option on his term contract with Paramount, and left the coast yesterday
for New York, en route to Europe,
sailing on the Manhattan Jan. 29.
•

Mike Riley and Eddie Farley and
their Onyx Club Boys left for the
coast yesterday to begin
Columbia feature, "The

work on

the

Music Goes

'Round."

Haven, Jan. 22.—The Connecticut M.P.T.O. election scheduled
for yesterday was postponed to Feb
4.
The joint report of Dr. J. B. Fishman, president, and Edward G. Levy
secretary, was read.
It reviewed th«
work of the association during the
past legislative session, when mud
hostile legislation was defeated
th<
formation of a committee to comba'
the print shortage situation; opposition and exclusion of Ross Federa
checkers, and other activities.
;

•

Al Friedlander

is
on a trip to
Philadelphia and Washington for First
Division and is due back later in the
week.

Empire Election Upheld]
A decision dismissing a motion b;William Greenspan, a member of Em

pire State Operators' Union, to havi
•
Stallings has been
Nate Manheim is in Switzerland. the Nov. 5 election of Benjamii
booked by the William Morris Agency Universal headquarters has no word Greenstein as a vice-president of thi
union declared invalid was handec
as guest star of the Rudy Vallee as to his return.
down yesterday in N. Y. Suprem
hour this evening. He will speak on
•
Court, by Justice Albert Conway
Ethiopia.
Molly Picon, Yiddish comedienne, Greenspan
contended that the electio:
•
starts work today in a Vitaphone
was illegal because Greenstein hai
vaudeville
short.
Whitford Drake, Erpi vice-presibeen improperly nominated.
•
dent, left yesterday for a month's vaGeorge
K.
Arthur,
former
star,
is
cation in England and on the Contion Coast
no longer selling M-G-M pictures.
nent.
•
San Francisco, Jan. 22. Ab
Jake Golden, RKO Rochester divi- Montague, general sales manager fc
Ricardo Cortez starts on a limited sion head, is in town.
Columbia, is here to preside over th
personal appearance tour in the East,
western regional sales meeting schecj
•
Jan. 31, opening at the Metropolitan,
Leonard Goldstein is in town from uled for Saturday and Sunday.
Boston, before appearing here.
Hollywood.
•
Columbia Expands Plant
Herman Bernie, manager for
Hollywood, Jan. 22. Columbia
George Givot, is searching for a . . .
spending more than $1,000,000 in tb
dramatic play in which to star the
A. A. Burrus and Mrs. Burrus, building of new stages, offices an
"Greek Ambassador of Good Will."
Crete, Neb., have gone to Hot Springs, technical buildings at the studio.
•
Ark., for a month's rest.
Al Friedlander, First Division
Meeting Closedi
Frank and Mrs. Thomas, manager
vice-president, has returned from a of the Thomas at Brownville, Neb.,
Ampa members will attend a close!
tour of exchanges.
who left for California one week be- meeting today at Jack Dempsey's ll
•
fore Christmas, are expected back on discuss a committee report on an all
Herbert J. Yates did not leave for the job soon.
nual award for oustanding work
the coast yesterday as reported.
He
John Cosner, manager of the Sun advertising and publicity.
hopes, however, to go soon.
at Sargent, Neb., is on a two-month
•
trip through Texas.
Studios to
Fay Wray arrives on the ManhatHollywood, Jan. 22. S t u d i 0!
Frank Kennebeck, on leave here
tan today.
at his parents' home after spending which borrow players on loans vr\
•
four years in Australia for Para- meet the tax under the Social Secuj
Tom J. Connors of M-G-M has re- mount, is preparing to leave for his ities Act, it was determined at a meej
turned from a mid-western trip.
ing of the Producers' Association.
assignment in India within a week.

Laurence

Montague

—

—

Omaha

Ampa

;l

Pay

"Zero" Is Held Over
"Ceiling Zero" will be held over for
second week at the Broadway
Strand, beginning Saturday.
a

—

Bucking ihe winter's worsl blizzard, 'CEILING
ZERO', Cosmopolitan's newest production for
Warner release, landed at the N. Y. Strand Saturday to smash every week-end record in the house's
history. Critics and capacity crowds alike cheered
the laughter

and

tears that

make

it

'the best

and

most moving of the aviation dramas', the 'superlative acting' of

June

JAMES CAGNEY, PAT O'BRIEN,
MacLane, and
Howard Hawks.

Travis, Stuart Erwin, Barton

the 'superb direction' of

A First National Picture. Released Jan. 25th.
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seat house like the Roxy and then put
the film in a 500-seat theatre without

Survey Shows Failed to Get

Nation-Wide Warner Films,
Theatre Gains Lesser Says
(.Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Seating capacity
about 5.8 per cent.
of houses in operation increased 379,390.

Sound

continued to gain
houses continued to fall
There are now 16,989 wired
off.
houses, an increase of 664 during the
vear, while the silent houses have
fallen off 419 to a total of 1,519.
Seven of the country's key centers
Atlanta, Des Moines, Memphis, New
Haven, Philadelphia, Portland and
San Francisco are now without si-

and

theatres

silent

—

—

lent houses.

Silent theatres persist strongly in
The areas
scattered sales territories.
having more than 100 each are BosCincinnati,
ton, 193; Chicago, 113;
157; Dallas, 161; Salt Lake City, 143.
Closed theatres now total 3,130 with
a seating capacity of 1,209,121. This
is a decrease of 591 houses and 203,:

937

seats.

At

the start of this year there were
Last year
1,638 sound theatres dark.
there were 1,824, a decrease of 186
during the year.
On Jan. 1 there
were 1,492 silent theatres dark, while
last year there were 1,887, a decrease
of 395.
Unaffiliated circuit theatres increased
more rapidly than affiliated circuit
houses. There are now 2,192 affiliated
houses with seats for 2,908,226, an increase of 119 theatres and 189,525
seats.

Unaffiliated houses gained by 394 to
a new high of 3,464. The gain in their
seating capacity was 227,390, bringing
the total to 2,766,806.
Independent theatres fell off both
in numbers and in seating capacity.

Independent houses now total 12,852,
Seats now total 5,a drop of 268.
633,009, a decrease of 241,469.

tion,

and exhibition,

distribution

in-

cluding the operation of 10 houses for
Skouras Brothers in the east. Further questioning revealed that Lesser
is apparently an employe of F. & M.
Stage Shows, Inc., wholly owned subsidiary of
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Fanchon & Marco.

Despite objections he was allowed
to detail a conversation with Roy
Haynes, eastern district sales manaWarners, concerning the
ger for
booking of "Alibi Ike" into the Roxy.
He said he saw the film at a screening and liked it, but when he asked
about terms Haynes said it had not
been decided whether the film would
play Warners' Strand or the Capitol
in conjunction with a personal appearance of Joe E. Brown, star of the
picture.

Attempts to Reach Haynes
Lesser declared Haynes told him
he would let him know in a few days,
but when he had not heard from him,
he telephoned, and was informed by
Haynes again that he would inform
him on the matter in a day or two.
"I called him again in a few days,
but could not get in touch with him,"
Lesser testified. "The next thing was
I read in a newspaper that the picture was going to play a 500-seat
theatre which up to that time had
been playing foreign pictures, the
Cameo on 42nd St." The first conversation with Haynes was on June
20, 1935, Lesser said.
The court permitted Lesser to testify that the Cameo was not recognized as among the leading houses in
New York. The witness declared that
on or about July 4 he called Haynes
and told him it seemed unusual that
Warners would pass up a 6,000-

even discussing terms.
Lesser then said Haynes advised
him he was under orders to place the

Cameo, but would not
say from whom the instructions came.
Lesser said he reported the incident to

picture in the

Cullman.
Rice thereupon read into the record
a series of letters between Andy W.
Smith, Warner sales executive, R. W.
Perkins of the Warner legal staff, and
Cullman. In his first letter to Smith
Cullman asked whether he was to con-

him he doubted

that he could talk
business in view of the information
from Smith, Haynes thanked him and

promised to check up for his own
protection.
He never heard from
Haynes again, Lesser testified.
He
said that prior to the arrangement,
Cullman had never booked any films
for the Roxy.

Introduced

Statistics

The

witness was allowed to quote
statistics from the Film Daily Year
Book for 1935 on the number of films
produced by the eight major companies the previous year, but was not
sider it a plain case of discrimination.
permitted to guess as to the total film
In a letter dated Aug. 14, 1935, Perrentals collected by all companies durkins explained that in view of the fact
When Rice sought to
ing that year.
that the Roxy had been brought into
make the point that producers somethe case against Warners, et al, the
times pay as much as $7,500 for adcompany's attorneys had thought it
vertising first run films, Judge Molyadvisable to be careful in conducting
neaux declared it was apparent to
negotiations on films with that house.
anyone that proper presentation is
important.
Ignorant of Roxy Connection
All of the morning session and part
The next day Cullman replied, say- of the afternoon was devoted to crossing Perkins' letter was his first in- examination of Thomas N. Dysart,
formation that the Roxy had been in- chairman of the bondholders' commitjected into the St. Louis case.
On tee for the Ambassador, Missouri and
The quizzing
Aug. 16 Perkins wrote that he would New Grand Central.
take the matter up with ex-Senator touched on the chief differences beJames A. Reed, Warners' senior coun- tween the Warner and committee
sel, and planned to leave for St. Louis
plans for reorganizing the theatre
in a few days on the case.
In a final properties. Virtually the same ground
letter,
dated Sept. 3, Perkins said was covered in the criminal action.
Warners would be pleased to continue
Considerable time this afternoon was
their former friendly relations with taken with an unsuccessful effort by
the Roxy, but in view of the civil and Hardy to place in the record details
criminal actions, in which F. & M. concerning bond purchases by Warwere complaining witnesses, the War- ners prior to the foreclosure of the
ner attorneys must insist on dealing theatre properties, but the judge mainwith Cullman direct, as a matter of tained he could see no reason for so
protection, and not with any employe weighting the record.
of F. & M. or its subsidiaries.
Cullman, in his answer, declared
*

Ohio House Destroyed

—

arrangement was satisfactory. It
Hamilton, Ohio, Jan. 22. The
was brought out that several Warner
Bucyrus (Ohio) Opera House was
films have played the Roxy since.
destroyed last night by a fire which
Warners, it was disclosed, play most
started near the furnace in the baseof their product at the' Strand or
ment.
Loss is estimated at $120,000.
this

Capitol.

Lesser said he was advised by Smith
Start Screeno
on Sept. 6 and again in December that
Los Angeles, Jan. 22. Screeno
he could not talk about bookings because Lesser was an F. & M. employe. has been started in Warners theatres
He said that once Haynes called him in San Pedro, Huntington Park,
about a picture, and when Lesser told Santa Barbara and the Forum here.

Warners

—

15,378 Theatres Seating 10,098,920 Open
—
Number

Territory

Albany

426
678

Boston

228
544
568
444
294
726

254,727
365,231
801,191
360,618
214,976
652,710
487,777
377,651
484,244
192,011
165,248
374,645
285,384
368,448
449,627
145.964
285,185
378,539
173,176
218,816
1,298,066
207,022
180,168
677,408
386,680
117,405
305,465
210,249
354,489
156,081
378,840

18,508
18.263
18,371
19,311
20,100

11,308.041
11,132,595
11,028.950
11,161,193
10,767,411

1,096

436
467

Buffalo
Charlotte

895
1,036

537

Dallas

Kansas

1,022

City

Minneapolis

....

New Haven
New Orleans....
New York
Oklahoma

City.

389
378
537
532
735
577
308
529
926
180
517
1,140

429
461
785
688

Portland

Lake

City.
San Francisco..
Seattle
Salt

TOTAL
Tan.

1,

Jan.
Tan.
Jan.

1,
1,
1,

1935
1934
1933
1932

Total Theatres
Sound
Seats
355
678
903
345
454
782
879
494
861
383
378
536

484
653
525
308
439
909
180
451
1,112

428
456
785
653
228
530
425
438
294
643
16,989
16,325
15,652
15,231
14,805

Closed
Silent
71

193
91
13
113
157
43
161

6

Number

Seats

141

56,236
33,519
161,722
54,950
17,937
78,759
73,634
31.458
64,300
8,402
11,268
15,148
28,536
69,025
48,965
10,543
42,714
31,705
11,089
29,136
81,293
5.405
18,682
29,504
31,891
1,300
41,052
45,492
32,517
10,385
32,554

72
328
138
56
187

256
77
225
30
36

'i

26

48
82
52

84
201

90
17

66
28

99
22
139
93
12
107
109

1

8

5

55

35

36
80

14
143
6
83
1,519
1,938
2,719
4,080
5,295

Theat res

4
113
181
66
17
132
3.130
3,711
4,635
5.895

5,350

1.209.121
1.413,058

'

,

Sound

Silent

71

70

72
135

193

47
44
74
100
34
64
24

91

12
113

156
43
161
6

36-

25
36
119
47
22
64
76

75
17

12
43
81

64
28

Theatres in
Operation
Number
Seats
*

285
606
768
298
411
708
780
460
797
359
342

'i

511

48
82
52

448
534
478
286
390
833
168
410
1,031

7

1

421

so
36

5

45
4

35

60

6

17
43

89

406
749
608
224
431
387
378
277
594

1,638
1,824
1.979
2,170
1,582

1.492
1,887
2,656
3.725
3,757

15,378
14,552
13,736
13,416
14,750

99

ii

51

130

198,491
331,712
639,469
305,668
197,039
573,951
414,143
346,193
419,944
183.609
153,980
359,497
256,848
299,423
400,662
135,421
242,471
346,834
162,087
189,680
1,216,773
201,617
161,486
647,904
354,789
116,105
264,413
164,757
321,972
145,696
346,286
10,098,920
9,719,537

,

Circuit Theatres
Affiliated
Unaffiliated

N

Independent
Theatres

Seats

Number

Seats

Number

Seats

108
140

28
100

45,958
130,712
206,274
69,628
53,642
200,113
69,509
66,550
224,746
48,362
33,396
115,339

4

8,581

96
149
23
62
84
53
46
176

291
392
765
247
314
553
854
331
656
284
288
372
416
563
339
230
444
783

27
69

97,570
182,134
19,944
71,977
74,282
S5.219
45,433
363,036
12,729
31,980
249,411
87,755
26,055
62,795
28,596
75,464
36,467
84,569

112
76

124
118
23
95
52
123
78
109

93,511
77,979
179,927
132,604
29,528
198,302
89,294
146,447
114,296
26,534
32,528
59,697
93,521
54,391
68.6S0
31,055
25,376
28,653
17,732
52.984
583,676
63,799
24,801
121,850
68,270
14.751
76,607
18,685
121,936
44,975
74,417

115,258
156,540
414,990
158,386
131,806
254,295
328,974
164,654
145,202
117,115
99,324
199,609
183,282
216,487
198,813
94,965
187,832
275,604
70,225
120,399
351,354
130,494
123,387
306,147
230,655
76,599
166,063
162,968
157,089
74,639
219,854

2.192
2,073
1,954
2,266

2.908.226
2.718,701
2,586,643
2,937,644

3,464
3,070
2,846
3,189

Number
27
146
150

42
66
123
57

38
133
55

11

25
183
71

20
52
31
45

,

181

147

60
219
125
168

233
50
62
65

89
55
23
59

24
94
510
99
43

2,766,806
2,539,416
2,493,382
2,561,726

193

377
454
319
393
478
499
185

397
485
276
189
548
12,852
13,120
13,571
13,796

5,633,009'
5,874.478:

5.948,9251

5,585,830

—
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RKO Claim Hearing
Is

Charity Rackets Go
Concord's First

Again Set Back

Concord,
(Continued from page 1)

Samuel
reduction of the
(Roxy) Rothafel claim against

L.

RKO
_

;

Newton & Lumbard,

i

to the

counsel

A

RKO

stipulation on the
trustee.
allowance of the claim was based on

!

the breach of
tract with

Roxy's employment con-

RKO

several years ago.
The contract had 10 months to run
at the time of Roxy's death and for
this reason counsel believed that the

i

could not be approved by
court in its original form.
Briefs were also filed with Judge
Bondy by the Trenton Advertising
Co., contesting the stipulation for allowance of a claim by Alfred E. FieThe company congel at $11,629.
tends that the work on which the
claim is based was performed by it
and that Fiegel is entitled only to a
commission on the amount.
Judge Bondy reserved decision on
both claims. His decision on stipulations for the allowance of 18 additional
claims submitted to him recently by
trustees is also pending.
the
stipulation

the

i

i

[

I

i

RKO

Increase Possible

In Admission Taxes
(Continued from page 1)

revenue from Federal admission taxes
for the year will be more than $17,000,000, compared with $15,379,397 for
Two ways
the previous fiscal year.
of increasing the admission tax are
open. One is to reduce the exemption
from 40 cents, and the other is to
raise the rate from the present 10

I

I

per cent.
Tax increases are expected to face
bitter opposition in Congress, however,
since many members come up for reelection in the fall.
Indicative is the
fact that members of the House Ways

and Means Committee, where revenue
legislation
originates,
have agreed
among themselves to fight new taxa-

1

tion.

Officers

president of the New York
Film Board of Trade, was inducted
into office last night along with other
new officers at a dinner at the Algonquin.
Following the induction all lo-

branch

saw

managers

"George

White's Scandals."

Reid Option Taken

—

Hollywood, Jan.

Up

22.
Radio has exoption on Cliff Reid, associate producer.
As his first assignments he will produce Ann Harding's
next picture, "Witness Chair," and
"Fugitive
Gold,"
starring
Richard
Dix.

ercised

ITO Will Sue

All attendance records for the openof a feature at the Paramount
were broken yesterday by "Collegiate,"
according
Paramount.
Robert
to
Weitman, manager, said 8,000 had
paid admissions up to one o'clock.
ing

When

the

finances.

no promoter

is engaged, the
organization will be entitled
to a tax concession. This follows the
example of the Ontario Provincial
Government which collects the amusement tax in all instances, but grants
a rebate of the levy when sworn
declarations
are produced showing
that the expenses of a charity show
do not exceed 50 per cent of the

(Continued from page

1)

Appeals from a decision handed down
Monday by the Appellate Division of
the Brooklyn Supreme Court declar- gross.
This
ing games in theatres illegal.
action involved the Winthrop, Brook-

Tax Action

lyn.

Exhibitors were cautioned not to
admit persons under 16 at theatres
without guardian or parent. As soon
as the instructions were given out a
number of theatre men rushed to telephones to put their managers on
guard.
Harry Brandt, president, officially
declined to again run for the post.
Some members immediately voiced
dissatisfaction
with the president's
stand and hope to change Brandt's
views before nominations are held in

Toronto, Jan.

Stirs

—A

22.

Canada

sensation oc-

curred when the Ontario Government
took criminal action, under the amusement tax act, against Mrs. Olive Mitchell, a community leader of Cobalt,
for having unused tax tickets in her
possession, which is an offense under
the new provincial law punishable by
a fine of from $10 to $200.
Mrs. Mitchell has been the regent
of the Cobalt Chapter of the Imperial

Order of the Daughters of the
pire for 21 years and the tickets

Hollywood,
have selected
title

western.

for

Jan.

22.

— Warners

"Two Gun Buckaroo"
the

next

as

Dick Foran

Emhad

over from a performance
which had been conducted under the
been

April.

'Pasteur*

Book Elaborate

S. Charles Einfeld has issued an
elaborate pressbook on "The Story of
Louis Pasteur" with 23 pages, exclusive of covers. The cover, with a
green background, quotes reviews.
double page spread leads off the
exploitation section. One page is devoted to a Pasteur anniversary, with
a month-to-month enumeration of his
discoveries.
Attention is also called
to the fact that it is Paul Muni's 10th

A

picture.

Two

National tieups are suggested.

left

auspices of that organization. Magistrate Atkinson adjourned proceedings
after hearing the evidence.

"Informer" in Comeback

—

Cleveland, Jan. 22.
"The Informer" is coming back for repeat
runs in all major situations in this
territory after having closed first and
second runs. In Cleveland it is in its
second week at the Circle, after having
played
all
subsequent
runs.
Other repeat runs at first run houses
are at the Pantheon, Toledo; Palace,
Akron
Palace,
Canton
Palace,

Up

Stubblefield Laid
Louisville, Jan. 22.

—Flynn

Stub-

for the past five years manager of the Strand, is in St. Anthony's Hospital suffering from a
spinal ailment, necessitating a plaster
cast.
There is a possibility that he
will not be out for several weeks.
During Stubblefield's absence his
duties are being handled by Johnson
Musselman, manager of the Rialto,
and Harry McCoy, in charge of the
blefield,

Uptown.

Joseph
been

has

York

McMahon, Brooklyn
elected

M-G-M

president

exchange

booker,

of

On Fund

New

Harry

ganizations here.

"U" Theatres Pay Again
a fourth liquidating dividend amounting to $2.50 a share. The process of
liquidating the company
has
been
under way for several years.

McCarthy Goes to Denver

The

22—

Omaha,

Jan.
Danny Mctake over the booking
duties at United Artists Monday, replacing Bern Marriner, who has been

Carthy

will

promoted

Postpone Examination

to

office

manager

at

Den-

ver.

examination

before trial of
of National Screen
Charles L. Casanave of

Service and
American Display Co., in connection
with a suit brought by Master Art
Products, scheduled yesterday, has
again been postponed for a week.

Cheerful on
1936 Outlook
—

Chicago, Jan. 22. Theatre men in
country got a taste of
profits, in a substantial way, during

this part of the

the past year. It was the first time in
several years their figures had been in
the black, and, buoyed up by this rise
in business, they look optimistically to
the coming year.

Judging from the way business
started off after the first of the year,
it looks as though 1936 would be a
banner year. Practically all other lines
of business have shown a marked increase during the past few months, and
Christmas trade, in this territory, as
reported by retail merchants, was the
heaviest since 1929.
Theatre business here started upward last spring. More than 80 theatres, usually closed during the summer months were kept open, and, for
the most part, showed a profit. Various kinds of giveaways devices such as
Bank Night and Screeno are credited
with part of this increase. In the past
few weeks, however, theatre men have
been dropping these games. While it
is expected that they may last through
the spring and summer, the number of
houses using them will be far less than
those of a year ago.
Exhibitors
credit better pictures and healthier
business conditions for this situation.
All local film exchanges report an
increase in contracts deals over last
year.
Selling campaigns are months
in advance of those of a year ago.
Exhibitors are willing to commit
themselves and sign up for product at
prices in excess of those paid during
the past few years.
For the first time in five years,
many new theatres are being built.
Downstate 10 or more new houses
have been erected. Many houses, dark
for years, have been remodeled and

—

He

sucMiller.
Maurice
Silverstein, also of the booking office,
has replaced John Cunliffe, ad sales
manager, as treasurer. Frances Levin
continues as recording secretary.

Capt.

club.

Men

;

Universal Chain Theatres has paid

McMahon Heads Club

Chicago

reopened.
Theatre equipment sales
Youngstown, and all houses in the have been the heaviest in the past six
Warner, Shea and Schine circuits.
years and it is estimated that at least
75 per cent of all theatres have undergone some renovation during the past
Committee
Boston, Jan. 22. Martin J. Mullen, few months. More is contemplated.
In the city of Chicago, several new
Samuel Pinanski, Charles Koerner, Al
Somerbee and Joseph Brennan are theatres have been opened and at presamong the theatre men serving on the ent five are under construction. B. &
committee for the 1936 Community K. and its affiliate, Great States TheFund, which seeks to raise $4,000,000 atres, plan to open numerous closed
for the support of 100 charitable or- houses and to build several new ones.

"Obsession" 116 Mins.

Herman Robbins

Foran's Next Titled
the

manage

actually

its

"Collegiate" Sets Record

;

City,

'Changes on Sales Tax

ceeds

I

Winnipeg, Jan. 22.—E. A. McPherson, provincial treasurer of Manitoba, put his foot down on "charity
rackets" when he issued an order
prohibiting the waiving of the amusement tax for performances of any
kind which are announced as being
held under the auspices of community
organizations
sponsors
unless
the

charity

Are Installed

elected

',

22.

;

David A. Levy, New Jersey branch
manager for M-G-M, and recently

cal

Jan.

being
planned for this town, the
first
battle ground of the
Revolutionary War. To seat
700, the house will be built
along Colonial lines, and is
expected to be ready in the
spring.
The only films here
have been occasional screenings by religious or educational groups.

which had been proposed for allowance
at $179,271 was filed yesterday with
Judge Bondy by Donovan, Leisure,

|

Mass.,

Under Manitoba Ban

Its first film theatre is

000

1

"Magnificent

Motion

Obsession,"

Picture
Dec. 31 issue, had for
in

67 minutes.
minutes.

It

Daily

reviewed
in

the

its running time
should have read 116

This is the first activity of this type
the circuit has engaged in for several
years.
Circuit
managers are optimistic.

Loop houses have shown a steady increase in gross, week by week. During the first week of the year Loop
business was the best since those record-breaking weeks of the Century of
Progress.
The threat that double features,
which have not been used for many
months, might force their way back
has been waylaid by the healthy increase in grosses.
At present, there
is no thought in the minds of exhibitors that duals will be necessary.
With booking and union troubles
cleared away, with better product than
there has been made during the past
few years already available and more
in sight, the feeling is general that
1936 will mark the beginning of a new
progress toward what is considered
normal times.

—
)

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
Short Subjects

—

(M-G-M)
lavished on
Technicolor with

Time and money were
outdoor short
that

results

in

eye

are

and

The buccaneer costumes,

"Obsession" Held
At Los Angeles

Out Hollywood Way

"Pirate Party on
Catalina Isle"
this

Thursday, January 23, 1936

ear-filling.

a

bevy of

good-looking girls and a collection
of singers, with outdoor action shots
to lend variety make up a satisfying
whole. Buddy Rogers leads a band
called the California Cavaliers. Occasional glimpses are given of Marion
Davies, Chester Morris, Cary Grant,
Bruce,
Lee Tracy, Lili
Virginia

Mickey
Scott,
Randolph
Damita,
Rooney, John Gilbert, Leon Errol,
Eddie Peabody, Robert Armstrong,
Johnny Downs, Sid Silvers, Vince
Barnett, Errol Flynn, Betty Burgess
and Jack Duffy. Lou Tyler's Banjo
band does a snappy number. It's a
grand short. Production Code Seal
No. 1,593. Running time, 20 minutes.
"G."

Hollywood, Jan. 22. Mel Shauer wondering what will happen if his
two current features are put on a
dual.
They are "Three Cheers

—

.

.

.

for Love,"

"It

Guy Standing

Can't Last.".
to sail

.

boat

of

.

.

in-

.

Fred Hershon

be opened Feb. 8.
to open the Garden at Belvedere Gardens next week.
Jack Sullivan,
F. W. C. buyer, on a vacation at
Panama.
Newton P. Jacobs,
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

RKO

exchange manager, back from
a tour of his territory .... Reports
Arizona booming.

Jack

Clifford, operator of
Brea, looking for another house.
after

.

.

.

siege of

.

.

.

.

(Roach-M-G-M)
Al Lichtman.
With some well-developed gags and

.

.

.

.

.

Pioneer signs 43

+

—

Casting Francis
X. Bushman,
signed by M-G-M for "Romeo

Jr.,

Juliet.".

combination of Herfor
Pickford-Lasky's
"One the screen and a
and his company, an F.
Craig Reyn- man Timberg
Rainy Afternoon.".
& M. revue and Al Lyons and his orolds added to "Sons O' Guns" and
over the line
Dick Foran, Alma Lloyd and Cath- chestra garnered $25,500,
"Golden by $7,500.
erine
Doucet cast in
Total first run business was $89,Arrow," Warners.
Lionel Atwill set in "Reunion" 600. Average is $86,150.
Estimated takings for the week endand Porter Hall added to "Concertina," Paramount.
Tony Mar- ing Jan. 22:
"AH, WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
ten in "The Farmer in the Dell,"
signed

.

.

.

.

.

"MY MARRIAGE" (20th-Fox)
CHINESE— (2,500), 30c-55c, 7

Radio.

Writers— Dore

+

Chase succeeds in keeping this twomoving at a fast pace. Chase
is an insurance agent who thinks he
has been smart in insuring a wedding
for $1,000,000 until his boss points
out that the prospective bride objects.
He collides with the bride's car, takes
her in when she tells him she is
a detective pursuing the missing brideelect, and they start merrily for San
Both are arrested.
Francisco.

as the girl prisoner and
Robert Livingstone gives a realistic
performance as the young criminal.
First class entertainment. Production
Code Seal No. 1,760. Running time,
18 mins. "G."
effective

"West Point of the
South"

A (M-G-M)

dining room and bedroom sequence
with Chase handcuffed to the sheriff
holdup with Chase
is very funny.
and the girl roped together is also
good for a series of laughs. Recommended. Production Code Seal No.
Running time, 20 mins. "G."
1,815.

A

"International Varieties
No. 1"
(J. H. Ho ff berg)
This

collection of continental
vaudeville
acts
which includes a
clown, Noni
Tars, StrelThe
sky's
Cossack Singers and Albert
Sandler's Viennese orchestra.
The
is

a

;

Two

The Virginia

Military Academy, is
student life, references to its share in
the Civil War, views of the miniature
field pieces used in artillery practice
and cavalry training are presented
with comments by Pete Smith. Some
of the comedy attempted in the narrative falls short of the mark, but
the number ought to be popular in the
south where the students come from
almost every state. Running time, 8
mins.
Production Code Seal No.
1,700.
"G."

Schary and Brian
by Paramount.
writing an original
called "China Clipper," Warners.
Gus Kahn to do the lyrics for

Marlow signed
Frank Wead

.

.

.

M-G-M's "Lady Comes

to

.

.

.

Town."

Indianapolis Looks
For Business Gains

—

Indianapolis, Jan. 22.
Business
here is expected to be at least 10 per
cent better this year, local business
leaders have declared. Theatre men
say the increased industrial development should help business in general.
Two branch factories of General
Motors are expanding and will increase their payrolls materially by
spring.
The plant of FairbanksMorse, which has been closed for several years, is scheduled for reopen-

The
reports
trend.

local
all

ing and photograohy are spotty and
little imagination went into the produc-

No

production code
ning time 8 mins. "G."
tion.

"A

Thrill for

seal.

Run-

Thelma"

through it.
No. 1,875.
"G."

Running

time,

10

their

but most of them are
predictions for
be wrong.

eyes,

afraid to
fear they

"Sacred City of the

Mayan

Indians*'

may

—

Kenneth Goldsmith. Young Hammerstein will be groomed for a production job by Nat Levine.

Code

Seal,

mins.

"G."

Productior
Running time, 8

0,831.

Gross:

$11,000.

7

,

(Average, $14,000)

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

(Univ.)

FANTAGES— (3,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. 2nd
(Average, $3,200)
Gross: $7,500.
"THE BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.)

week.

PARAMOUNT— (3,595),

days.

30c-55c, 7
Co., F.

&

Herman Timberg &

Stage:

Lyons and orchestra.
(Average, $18,000)

Al

revue,
$25,500.

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

WARNER

N.)

(F.

(HOLLYWOOD)— (3,-

BROS.

week.

000). 25c-40c, 7 days. 3rd
(Average, $14,000)
$11,500.

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

WARNER

M.

Gross:

Gross:

(F. N.)

(DOWNTOWN)— (3,-

BROS.

week.

400), 25c-40c, 7 days. 3rd
(Average, $12,000)
$10,600.

Gross:

Wall Street
Substantial Gains Revive Most on

Board
Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd
Consolidated

....
....

Net
High Low Close Change
+3%
45%
41%
45%
50% 50% + 54
5054

6%

Consolidated, pfd

.

Eastman, pfd

6%

6

18%

19

160%

Eastman

....163

19

160%

160
163

163

53%

51%

1054
1 pfd. 82
2 pfd. 12%

9%

52%
10%

7954

81J4

11%

12%

Loew's, Inc

+%
+ Vi
+ 54

—2
+1%

7%
7%

+
+
+
+

20th Century-Fox. 26Vt
20th Century, pfd. 35
Universal, pfd ... 75

25%
33%

26%
34%

+1

71

71

Warner Bros

11%

+1%

54

10%
50%

11%

Warner, pfd

54

+354

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount
Pathe Film

7%

8

RKO

7%

7

%
%
%
%

+1%
+1%

Technicolor Reaches 23
Net

High

Low

Close Change
13/16 13/16+1/16

General Theatre

Technicolor

gorgeous.

days.

35c-40c,
$1,200)

(Average.

pictures for the last year. Marten was
Ben Piazza, studio talent scout, in

is

$1,500.

Warner Leads Bond Gains With 2%

Indian costumes copied from the
early Spanish conquistadors, native
buildings and customs with mountain
backgrounds, close ups of natives at
play and at work, music from a marimba made of gourds these and
other scenes make this a very interesting short.
The photography in

—

Gross:

English actor, to term contracts.
Lukats has been trying to break into

This is one of the "Crime Doesn't
Pay" series. A girl is summoned
from a state prison lineup to tell her
reporter in the warden's
office. It's an exciting yarn, detailing
how she gets a job in a beauty parlor,
is led unsuspectingly into a holdup of
a couple in a parked car, with one
crime following another until the boy
is killed and the girl is sentenced to
20 years in jail. Irene Hervey is

2nd week.
(Foreign)

Technicolor

discovered by

a

B.)

Hollywood, Jan. 22. Paramount
has signed Nick Lukats, Notre Dame
football star, and Marten Lamont,

(FitzPatrick-M-G-M)

to

(G.

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)
HILLSTREET— (2,700), 25c-40c, 7 days.
2nd week. Gross: $8,000. (Average, $8,000)
"AH, WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
"MY MARRIAGE" (20th-Fox)
LOEWS STATE— (2,500) 30c-55c, 7

Nick Lukats With Para.

(M-G-M)

story

days.

make any

Seal,

min.

GIRL"

Local exhibitors have an eager look
in

—

Code

Production

A

STAR— (900), 30c-55c, 7 days,
(Average, $3,250)
$3,000.
"THE DANCING DUCHESS"
GRAND INTERNAT'L— (750),
4

Chamber of Commerce
show an upward

Hollywood, Jan. 22. Samuel GoldHarman-Ising-M-G-M
Good child entertainment and with wyn has signed Howard Hawks to a
last named plays Schubert's "Seretwo-year contract. As his first asnade" beautifully and, in a measure, plenty of appeal for adults. It is the signment, Hawks will direct "Come
redeems the rest. Noni leads a band story of three little white sheep, one
and Get It," story by Edna Ferber.
and The Two Tars do a silly turn, black sheep, a dog and pickaninny. Virginia Bruce and Frank Shields are
The black sheep gets into trouble in
finishing with a stupid piece of busithe only players set for the cast so
ness in which they row off the stage. a forest, and the dog, to get revenge,
far. Hawks is the first director ever
The names are unfamiliar to Ameri- wraps up in a wolf's skin to scare signed to a term contract by Goldcans and the brand of entertainment the others. He is eventually chased
by a big black bear. A musical num- wyn
is not up to standard here. The singers do typical Russian folk songs with
the usual staccato ending. The light-

"FIRST

days.

Gross:

statistics

(

ber somewhat reminiscent of "Who's
Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf?" runs

(Average, $12,500)

ing.

Goldwyn Signs Hawks

"Run, Sheep, Run!"

$11,000.

Gross:

plenty of automobile chasing, Charley
reeler

It held up to
first week par, $7,500.
a par $8,000 in its second week at the
Hillstreet.
The only other important gross of

Murray Kinnell, the week was at the Paramount
Owen Young where "The Bride Comes Home" on

.

.

second week at Pantages was over
the take was more than double the

Phyllis Barry and

the

George A. Hickey on a
Will meet
swing of his territory.
Felix Feist, E. M. Saunders and
flu.

will resume Jan. 27.
Sol Lesser starting "O'Malley
the Mounted" Jan. 29.
.

and

Al
Palm Springs.
Hansen's new house at Compton to
at

.

Gene

.

You, Inc.," ready for
in New York.
Jack Dillon recovering from
fluenza

Show Goes On"
.

"God Bless
summer opening

Dick Mitchell back

"The Count Takes the
Counf'

.

Sir

.

own

his

regatta next week.
getting his play,

in

Towne

.

Los Angeles, Jan. 22. "Magnificent Obsession" hit Hollywood Boulevard like a whirlwind, and before the

dancers for "Dancing Pirate."
Bobby Breen recovering so rapidly
from operation that work on "The

San Francisco.

Sentry Safety
Sonotone

Hollywood,
Hammerstein,
Hammerstein,
Pictures

as

to Republic

—

Reginald
grandson
of
Oscar
Republic
has joined
Jan.

assistant

22.

to

supervisor

13/16

2%
23

2%
21%

2%
23

+1%
Net

High Low Close Change
6s '40

25%

22%

25%

+1%

25%

23

25

+1%

95%

95%

95%

104%

103%

103%

58

58

58

+1

94%

92%

94%

+1%

91%

89%

91%

+2*A

General Theatre
6s

Hammerstein

....

'40,

ctf

Keith B. F.
6s '46

Loew's 6s '41
deb rights

ww

+54

—

54

Paramount B'way
3s '55

Paramount
6s

Warner
'39

Pict.

'55

wd

Bros.

6s

(Quotations at close of Jan. 22)

ANSWERS ALL PROJECTION PROBLEMS!!
Sixth Edition of
RICHARDSON'S

H.

F.

OF

PROJECTION
A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO GOOD PROJECTION
AND QUICK TROUBLE-SHOOTING
A

1IN

ONE HANDY VOLUME

The new Bluebook is complete in one
handy volume. It is a great improvement
over the former expensive and cumbersome
three-volume

2

new Bluebook does

job: (I)

it

a

gives a detailed description
wiring and functioning of

every piece of sound and projection apparatus
used in a modern projection room. (2) It gives
all the instructions for the operation and maintenance of this equipment and (3) it contains
a complete trouble-shooting department as a

3

in

714 Pages

of Text, Charts

three-fold

of the construction,

first-aid

he has taught and followed for more than three decades makes this latest treatise,
in the opinion of leading authorities, the most comprehensive, most useful projection

manual ever published.

sets.

COMPLETE and UP-TO-DATE
The

new Bluebook by Richardson is always an event of signal importance to the
motion picture industry. It is being issued at this time to meet the truly urgent demand of thousands of users of the old Bluebooks for an accurate, modern evaluation
of the changes and refinements in the art and science of sound reproduction and
projection including all the apparatus. Richardson's expert knowledge of the craft

breakdowns.

The new Bluebook contains 714 pages and 153

Collaborator on Sound:

QUICK-FINDING INDEX
An

Whatever problem comes up

in

the day's

covered on the instant with hardly
more than the twirl of your thumb. Projectionists

routine

is

of long experience in the projection

be

first

4
titles it

room

will

to appreciate this remarkable time-saver.

QUICK TROUBLE-SHOOTER
And

it is,

within

its

QUIGLEY BOOKSHOP
1

700 pages, a prac-

tical trouble-shooter, which alone ento a place in every projectionists tool kit.

790 Broadway

New York

GENTLEMEN:

sive indexing

ists.

—

illustrations
photographs and schematics of every description. It is 6x9 in size with large readable type for easy
visibility in the projection room under all conditions. It is entirely original from cover
to cover, not a line of type from any of the many previous editions being used. Its
low price of $5.25 and its handiness in one volume are among the many innovations.

AARON NADELL

extremely simple but comprehensystem makes the new Blue
Book a truly great aid to working projection-

and Data

s

Please send me F. H. Richardson's new BLUEBOOK OF
PROJECTION, Sixth Edition. Enclosed find remittance

of $5.25.

Name

'.2S

WITH POSTAGE
PREPAID

Street

City

State

Foreign price, $5.50.

:

:

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

10

No Parking

$10,000, Houston

$7,000, Louisville

Show

"Socrates,"

"Wilderness" Gets

"Obsession" Pulls

Thursday, January 23, 1931

High

Chicago, Jan. 22.—Henri Elgot a permit to stop cars
from parking in front of his
new office. This cost him $20

in Montreal

man

—

Louisville, Jan. 22. "Magnificent
smashing
delivered
a
Obsession"
$7,000 at the Strand on the week.
This is nearly triple the ordinary take

was held.
was $2,000

for the house.

It

"Dangerous"

on

the

with a take of
Anderson. This

profit side of the line

$4,500 at

Mary

the

was held.
With the public

also

flocking to the two
standout attractions, other first runs
found the going rather rough. The
Rialto, with "Rose of the Rancho"
did $3,800, $800 under par. Loew's
State, with the double feature bill,
quite
couldn't
Ticket,"
grade, the gross hitting only $4,300,
or $200 under average.
With the repeal of the state three
per cent sales tax, theatres will drop
the additional cent on admissions up
to 40 cents. This should give some

impetus to business.
The weather has been pleasant, and
boxthe resultant reaction at the
offices has been favorable.
Total first run business was $25,-

Average

700.

15c-25c-40c,

(Average,

$2,200.

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

STRAND— (1,500),

Gross:

15c-25c-40c,
$2,500)

"DANGEROUS"

Gross:

days.

$4,500.

NATIONAL— (2,400),

"Cook"

15c-25c-40c,

15c-25c,
$1,400)

at

$3,000).

"DON'T BET ON BLONDES" (W.
Gross:

15c-35c,

7

B.)

(Bank

day

1

(Average, $500)

$1,000.

(Univ.)

Gross:

(Average, $1,500)

"AH, WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)

STATE— (2,750),

Gross: $10,000.

25c-40c,
(Average, $7,000)

Gross:

7

(Average, $7,000)

$6,000.

"DANGEROUS" (W.
METROPOLITAN— (2,600),
days.

B.)
25c-50c,

Stage: Blackstone, Magician.
(Average, $7,000)

days.

7

(Col.)
(Col.)

days.

Gross:

$2,500

7

Gross:

Oklahoma

City, Jan. 22.

—"If

Could Only Cook" managed

come

the effects of a cold

You

to over-

wave here

by getting $2,500 at the Capitol. This
was $500 over the line.
"Collegiate" took an average $5,000
at the Criterion.
"The Dark Angel"
was over the line by $100 on a gross
of $4,100 at the Midwest.
Total

run

first

Average

is

business,

$14,250.

$14,000.

"COLLEGIATE" (Para.)
CRITERION— (1,700), 10c-26c-36c-55c,
Gross:

days.

(Average, $5,000)
ANGEL" (U. A.)

$5,000.

"THE DARK
MIDWEST— (1,500),
Gross:

days.

"IF

10c-26c-36c-56c,

7

(Average, $4,000)

$4,100.

YOU COULD ONLY COOK"

(Col.)
10c-2Oc-26c-36c-41c,
7

CAPITOL— (1,200),
days.

Gross:

(Average,

$2,500.

$2,000)

"YOUR UNCLE DUDLEY" (20th-Fox)
LIBERTY— (1,500),
10c-20c-26c-41c,
4
days.
$1,900.

Stage:

"A

(Average

Night in Avalon." Gross:
for week, $3,000)

DAN MATHEWS"

"CALLING OF

(Col.)

LIBERTY— (1,500),
days.
$3,000)

Gross:

$750.

10c-20c-26c-36c,
3
(Average for week,

$9,500.

(Average, $4,500)

ment.

Gross:

with $3,600 in four days, over the line
by $1,000.
Bad weather prevailed most of the
week and grosses were low. "A Night
at the Opera" was strong at the Carolina with $1,500 in two days.
Total first run business was $9,100.
$11,000.

is

ing Jan. 18:
"I DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)
BROADWAY — (1,114), 25c-40c, 6 days.

Gross:

CAROLINA

Gross:

—

(1,400),

(Average

$1,500.

25c-40c,
days.
2
for 3 days, $2,000)

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)

CAROLINA
Gross:

$3,600.

—

(1,400),

(Average

25c-40c, 4 days.
for 3 days, $2,000)

"MILLIONS IN THE AIR" (Para.)
IMPERIAL (949), 25c, 3 days. Gross:

—

$1,000.

(Average, $1,500)

$3,500.

(Radio)
days. Gross:

(Average, $1,500)

Gross:

(Average, $4,000)

(Average,

Gross:

Named

Pictures
Distributing
Corp. has closed with AmerAnglo
Corp. to handle the distribution of
eight Halperin pictures in the foreign field. "I Conquer the Sea" will
be handled in Canada by L. Rosenfeld,
of Columbia Pictures of Canada, Ltd.

Giveaway Dropped

—

$7,000)

$10,000.

(Average, $7,000)

Burroughs-Tar zan Get 6

give-

DREAM TOO MUCH"

"I

(Radio)

"THE PERFECT GENTLEMAN"
(M-G-M)

CAPITOL— (2,547),

25c-35c-40c-50c-60c,

(Average, $9,500)

Gross: $10,000.

days.

"ROMAN D'UN JEUNE HOMME
PAUVRE" (French)

"BURNING GOLD" (Republic)
IMPERIAL— (1,914), 20c-29c-34c, 7
Gross:

$3,000.

days

(Average, $3,500)

"DR. SOCRATES" (W.

B.)

"LADIES CRAVE EXCITEMENT"

LOEW'S —

(Mascot)
30c-34c-40c-50c-60c,

(3,115),

days. Stage: "Streamline Scandals." Gross
$12,000.

(Average,

$10,500)

"MAGNIFICENT OBESSION" (Univ.)
PALACE — (2,600), 25c-35c-40c-50c-65c.
Gross:

(Average, $11,000)

$11,000.

"Dream Too Much"
Portland High
—
Portland, Jan. 22. "I Dream Toi
Is

bill with "Low
Wolf Returns," turned in the bes
showing of the week here by going t<

—

Hollywood, Jan. 22. Burroughs- $8,000 at the Paramount. This wa:
Tarzan Pictures, Inc., has closed a over average by $3,000.
deal with Col. William N. Selig, vet"If You Could Only Cook" wa:
eran producer, to release six features held for a second week at the Or
for him as part of the company's 18- pheum, but a change was made in th
feature schedule.
The features will
be produced under the supervision of
Ashton Dearholt.
They will be:

other half of the program, "Two ii
Tb
the Dark" being substituted.
$6,000 take was $1,000 over the line.
Total first run business was $31,00C

"The Dragnet," "The Girl with the
Red Feather," "Why Love Is Blind," Average
"Going Straight," "City Pavements"
and "The White Glove."

Mercy Buys at Yakima

—

Seattle, Jan. 22. Fred Mercy,
head of the Mercy Amusement Co.,
has purchased the Fechter building
in Yakima and plans to convert it
into a 1,000-seat theatre. Stage facilities for roadshows will also be pro-

in

the

$24,700.

is

Estimated takings for the week end
ing Jan. 11

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"
(2nd

Gross:

$5,000.

Mercy

circuit,

and

will

be

Christie Starts Three
Al Christie yesterday began shooting at the Biograph studio in the
Bronx on three one-reel subjects for
Educational.
One will feature Don
Alberto, another the Cabin Kids and
the third Roy Halle.

Stern Gets F. D. Lineup
Jan.

30c-35c-40c, 7 days

(Average, $5,000)

"CHINA SEAS" (M-G-M)
"GOOSE AND THE GANDER"

(F.

N.

(2nd Run)

BLUE MOUSE- (1,700),
Gross:

$2,000.

(Average,

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME"
3rd Downtown
age, $3,000)

Week.

30c-35c-40c,

Gross:

days

7

20c-25c,
$1,700)

(Para.)
7 days

$4,000.

(Aver

YOU COULD ONLY COOK" (Col.)
(2nd Week)
"TWO IN THE DARK"
ORPHEUM— (1,700), 30c-35c-40c, 7 days

"IF

the Roxy.

Omaha,

N.)

(F.

Week)

BROADWAY— (1,912),

MAYFAIR— (1,700),

This will be the fourteenth theatre

22.

—M.

L.

Stern,

Torrington, Conn., Jan. 22. War- manager of Capitol Pictures exchanges
ners have dropped Bank Night here. here and in Des Moines, has taken

The circuit has been using the
away in a number of towns.

ing Jan. 18:

Much," heading a dual

named

Academy

$41,500.

is

Estimated takings for the week end

(Average, $4,000)

"DANGEROUS" (W.B.)
CIRCLE— (2,800), 25c-40c, 7 days.

vided.

"FANG AND CLAW"
IMPERIAL— (949), 25c, 3

Average

"SHOW THEM NO MERCY" (ZOth-Fox
Week Ending Jan. 18:
"DRESSED TO THRILL" (20th-Fox)
"LITTLEST REBEL" (20th-Fox)
PRINCESS — (2,272), 30c-35c-50c-6Sc,
APOLLO— (1,100), 25c-40c, return engage- days.
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $7,000)

(Average, $4,000)

$2,000.

"A NIGHT AT THE OPERA" (M-G-M)

no companion feature. "Show Then
No Mercy" headed the bill at th<
Princess for an average $7,000.
Total first run business was $43,000

days.

"KING OF BURLESQUE" (20th-Fox)
LYRIC— (2,000). 25c-40c, 7 days. Vaude-

—

Distributor
7

Week Ending Jan. 15:
"AH, WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
"IF YOU COULD ONLY COOK" (Col.)
LOEW'S— (3,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

$7,500.

Charlotte, Jan. 22.
"Riffraff"
was out in front here at the Carolina

$1,000.

18:

—

Indianapolis, Jan. 22. "Ah, Wilderness," topping a dual bill with "If
You Could Only Cook," was a senIt ran
sation at Loew's last week.
more than 100 per cent over normal
for a gross of $9,500.
"King of Burlesque" also was a
heavy grosser. It went $3,000 over
the average for a take of $10,000 at
the Lyric, helped by a vaudeville bill
headed by Johnny Perkins. "Magnificent Obsession" was $500 up on a
take of $7,500 at the Indiana.
Total first run business was $33,500.
Average is $26,500.
Estimated takings

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)
INDIANA— (3,300), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

Estimated takings for the week ending Jan.

paid the fine.

Indianapolis Hit

ville.

Average

Oklahoma

in

—

"Wilderness" Big

$3,000.

Estimated takings for the week end-

Top

"Dr. Socra
Jan. 22.
aided by a revue called "Stream
line Scandals," garnered $12,000 a
Loew's last week, thereby toppinj
normal $1,500 for the best gross ii
town.
Grosses demonstrated a general re
action, and professional hockey, play
record
crowds,
furnishe(
ing
to
plenty of opposition.
The Palace registered $11,000 foi
"Magnificent Obsession," which hac

Charlotte, $3,600

(F.D.)

"GALLANT DEFENDER"
(Average,

(Average,

$3,000.

(Republic)

"SHE COULDN'T TAKE IT"

$1,100.

"WHISPERING SMITH SPEAKS"
(ZOth-Fox)
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-35c, 3 days. Gross:

15c-25c-40c,

Stage: Don Galvin, Bud Harris & Bert
Howell,
Meyers & St. John, Monroe
Brothers, Beatrice Gardner Girls. Gross:
(Average, $3,000)
$2,800.

ALAMO— (900),

ing Jan. 16:

(Average, $2,500)

"CAPPY RICKS RETURNS"
"MIMI"

$26,000.

"Riffraff" Leads

(W.B.)

MARY ANDERSON— (1,000),
7

is

Estimated takings for the week end-

(Univ.)
days.
7

(Average,

$7,000.

Average

700.

$10,000.

(Average, $3,500)

$3,800.

Blondes," credited with a $400 take.
at the
$1,000
under par.
"Whispering Smith," at
$3,000, just held its own at the Kirby
for three days.
Total first run business was $31,-

—

Montreal,

tes,"

night

"KING OF BURLESQUE" <20th-Fox)
MAJESTIC— (2,250), 25c-50c,
7 days.
7

He

on Tuesday at the
Kirby again drew $1,000 for the day,
with the picture,
"Don't Bet on

days.

Jan. 16:

"ROSE OF THE RANCHO" (Para.)
RIALTO— (3,000), 15c-25c-40c, 7 days.

Gross:

Bank

LOEW'S

(Average, $4,500)

$4,300.

for "Dangerous."

$1,200.

"AH WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
"ONE-WAY TICKET" (Col.)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,000), 15c-25c-40c,
Gross:

a take of
$10,000 also, with some $4,000 attributed to the stage show headed by
Blackstone, the magician, and $6,000

days.

7

$2,000)

Week Ending

days.

was Elman.

—

The Metropolitan had

"STORM OVER THE ANDES"
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-35c, 3 days.

Week Ending Jan. 15:
"MR. HOBO" (G.B.)

BROWN— (1,400),

$3,000 up.

Night.)

Estimated takings

Gross:

The first
for a license fee.
person to get a tag and one
that couldn't be fixed for
parking in the reserved space,

KIRBY— (1,450),

$18,500.

is

brought crowds to the theatres, with
"Ah, Wilderness" at Loew's State
the pace-setter at $10,000, which was

"One-Way "King of Burlesque" dropped
make the Majestic to $6,000, which was

and

Wilderness"

"Ah,

—

Houston, Jan. 22. Warm weathBank Nights and good films

er,

over distribution of First Division pictures in this territory.

Gross:

$6,000.

(Average, $5,000)

DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)
"LONE WOLF RETURNS" (Col.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,008), 30c-35c-40c,
"I

days.

Gross:

$8,000.

(Average,

$5,000)

"RED SALUTE" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (945), 30c-35c-40c,
days.

Gross:

$6,000.

(Average,

i

$5,000)

Reopen Oakland House
Oakland,

Jan.

22.

— Golden

Stat<

Theatres has reopened the Capito
Russ Hendricksoi
after remodeling.
is manager.
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Milton Arthur

On

the Stand

At

St.
for

Testifies

Ampa Award

Louis,

Jan.

U.

S.

On Best Home

23.

—Taking

the

Harry

C. Arthur of Fan-

& Marco. Arthur

recounted his
difficulty in getting Warner product
for his houses, and said his proposals

Paramount

by the

home

pictures

were rejected

office.

Paramount's position was explained
the session when Louis

at the close of

Paramount

attorney, crossexamining Arthur, read a letter dated
April 11, 1935, from George J. Schaefthen vice-president and general
er,
manager of Paramount, to Harry Arthur, indicating that Arthur's connecPhillips,

but,

significantly

Fleischman Likely

Dempsey's.

The plan adopted by Ampa
with

conflict

the

Quigley

annual

awards which are limited

will not

theatre
pointed out that
will center about

personnel.
It was
the Ampa awards
the importance of merchandising pictures.
The first prizes will cover the
work done for the year ending Dec.
1935.

31,

Persons not

affiliated

with the orthe awards,

ganization are eligible for
it was stated yesterday.
statuettes, will be given to
responsible for creating
while certificates of merit

To Succeed Brandt

to

Plaques, or
the persons
the ideas,
will be dis-

(Continued on page 4)

Maurice Fleischman

is

expected to

candidate to succeed Harry
Brandt as president of the I. T. O. A.,
Brandt
was indicated yesterday.
it
has definitely announced his retirement from the top post, but will continue actively in the organization.
Nominations will be held Feb. 27 at
Brandt, who leaves today
the Astor.
with his brother, Billy, for a vacation
in Hollywood, Fla., will not return in
time to be on hand for the nominations.
Fleischman has been one of the most
active members in the I. T. O. A.
under Brandt. He operates a number
of theatres in Brooklyn.
be

the

Gaumont' s KRS Suit
Independent
Delayed to Feb. 18 Report Hoffman to
Meeting Postponed
Philadelphia, Jan. 23. — The meet-

Phila.

By

ling of the

newly formed Independent

M. P. T. O., scheduled for today, has
been postponed. Tomorrow the original M. P. T. O. will meet at the call
of Lewen Pizor for the election of
Pending developments

at tomorrow's session, many members of
the new group have also retained their
officers.

:

23.

Distributors, Ltd., releases.
This is the company formed
by Woolf after he retired as
a joint managing director of
G. B.

Plans for the presentation of annual

(Continued on page 4)

1

May Add
— Mark
Jan.

perhaps, does not deny a
story published locally quoting C. M. Woolf as saying
G. B. is discussing regular
American distribution of a
selection of General Film

lines that featured the equity case

brother of

for

comment,

Work

Office

TEN CENTS

1936

Gaumont British, refuses

To Be Recognized

which has theatres in California, Arizona, Nevada and Utah, and who is a
chon

London,

24,

Ostrer, managing director of

Louis Gets Approval

awards to men in the advertising, pubhere against Warners, Paramount and licity and exploitation departments of
RKO, during the past two days, the various home offices for the best reGovernment today placed on the stand sults as decided upon by a special
Milton Arthur, president and general committee were adopted yesterday by
manager of Cabart Theatre Corp., the Ampa at its regular meeting at
same

G. B.

Plan on Ads

Product Troubles
St.

YORK, FRIDAY, JANUARY

membership in the parent body.
Whether or not the merger of the
itwo groups will go through, the two
remain, or exhibitors favoring the
merger will go back to the I. E. P. A.,
may be decided at tomorrow's session.
The illness of Charles Segal,
president of the Independent M. P.
T. 0., is the chief reason for the postponement of today's meeting.

BRUCE ALLAN

London, Jan.
instituted

23.

—The

by Gaumont

legal action
British against

Kinematograph Renters'

the

and virtually

all

Society
distributors in the

Resume

as an Indie

Hollywood, Jan. 23.— M. H. Hoffman, who has four pictures to go under his Republic deal, is understood

to be planning to return to independent production on his own next seaThe proceedings deal with the ban son. Hoffman formerly headed Libplaced on buying combines by the erty Pictures, which was merged with
Mascot and Monogram into Republic.
K. R. S., to which G. B. objects.

Loew Theatre
Games Hinge
Upon Courts
Trio of Cases in Bronx
To Determine Policy
The

future

of

games

in

Loew's

metropolitan theatres is contingent on
the outcome of three cases pending
against the circuit in Special Sessions,
Bronx, it was learned yesterday.
Two of the complaints filed by the
district attorney are against the Elsmere and Grand and are scheduled for
hearing on Feb. 21.
The third involves the Paradise, de luxe house,
which is slated to come up on Feb. 28.
Screeno is the game played in the
three houses.

On Monday, the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court, Brooklyn, upheld a decision of Special Sessions in
that borough. The Winthrop, an independent theatre, was the respondent,
(.Continued on page 4)

Expect 30-Day "U"
Option Extension
Extension of Standard Capital's option to purchase Universal would be
for 30 days, or to March I, if the proposed purchaser and

The

seller get togeth-

last night were
that Universal would grant such extension on the same terms of sale outlined in the original 90-day agreement,
which expires Feb. 1.
er.

indications

British trade has been postponed until

Feb.

18.

will

Vancouver Warring on Suds
—

Vancouver, Jan. 23. Four downtown theatres, the Orpheum,
Maple Leaf and Globe, have joined churches and temperance organizations in a fight against granting a beer license to
the Palms Hotel on Granville St.
The theatre men say they don't want the crowds waiting in
front of their houses to smell the breaths of persons emerging
from the suds parlor. They are also afraid some of the prospective customers will stop off for a snifter and then decide to
have another, thus delaying until they miss one of the shorts

Messages on King's
Death Please Trade
London, Jan. 23. —The British industry has been favorably impressed
by expressions of sympathy from
Will H. Hays and James Beck, the
latter M.P.P.D.A. representative here,
following the death of King George.
The messages, published prominently in the trade press, were addressed to the Federation of British
Industries.

Capitol,

Title

Barrage

—

Hollywood, Jan. 23. Columbia has still another title for
the Harry Richman-Rochelle
it was
Then it was
"The Music Goes Round and
Round." Now, it is called

Hudson

picture.

First

"Rolling Along."

"The Music Goes Round."
One "round" was used to
save marquee space.

or the newsreels.
It's all quite serious.

The Provincial Government and Liquor
Kennedy have been deluged by protests. The
City Council has taken a hand in it by endorsing the stand of

Commissioner W.

F.

theatres.
It looks as though the night life boys will have to stick to their
fish 'n' chips.

Inside Stuff

A

mock trial on the criminal and civil proceedings in
St. Louis will be held at the
annual Naked Truth Dinner
on March 14 at the Astor, according to an announcement
made by Gordon S. White,
president of the Ampa, yesterday.

;

;
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Rites for

Nathan Vidaver

Funeral services were held yesterday for Nathan Vidaver at the Brunner Mortuary in North Pelham. Vidaver died of a heart attack at his
home, Sunday. He was 64.
A member of the law firm of Vidaver, Loria and Martinson, he was
personal attorney to William A. Brady
and other prominent theatrical peo-

David Belasco, Oscar
Hammerstein and David Warfield. He
ple,

Attorneys

—

Wilmington, Jan. 23. Chancellor
Josiah O. Wolcott in Chancery Court
here today allowed fees of $40,000
who sup- jointly on account of final compensaHoward Dietz's tion to Marvel, Morford, Ward and

SCHWARTZ,

tunes
on the

including

is

to

Kay

Carrington.
•
Chester Erskin's efforts bore
his wife,

Equipment,

Hamrick-Ever green
Wavering on Duals
Seattle, Jan. 23. — Hamrick-Evergreen circuit is beginning to waver a
bit on its recently announced policy of
"a double-feature program at every
Hamrick-Evergreen
theatre
every
week."
Last week the Fifth Ave. Theatre

fruit

night with the opening of "The
Puritan" at the Belmont. He adapted,
directed and produced the play from

Liam O'Flaherty's

novel.

•

Barron Polan of the Warner advertising department is handling a
number of advance campaigns on "A

Midsummer
state

Dream"

Night's

New York

in

on petition of Hast-

Together with the newsreel and trailcomplete show ran three hours
and 47 minutes. This week the show
was moved to the Music Box for an
extended run, but "Coronado" was left
attorneys were allowed $17,500 and off the program, without any anthe New York firm $12,500.
They nouncement explaining the switch to
had received no further compensation, a single-feature policy at the Music
although they had been active since, Box.
the petition said. Chancellor Wolcott,
Next week "Captain Blood" will be
in granting the request, provided that booked as a single-feature attraction at
he retain full jurisdiction to modify the Fifth Ave. Theatre.
the order upon the hearing for final
Inc.,

ings.

last

up-

spots.

ers, the

The

petition stated the firms served
the receiver since his appointment Feb.
29, 1932.
On Dec. 7, 1932, the local

allowances.

M-G-M Booking

•

Cress
Louis.

Mound
it

is,

Smith

from

returned

St.

Anything is better than the
City even with the weather as

he thinks.
•

W

City, N. Y.. under Act of March

Allowed

GTE

For

1936

way home from Lon- Logan, of Wilmington, and Hughes,
don where he wrote the music for Schurman and Dwight of New York,
"Follow the Sun," a new revue for C. attorneys for Senator Daniel O. Hast- featured a dual bill consisting of "A
B. Cochran. Accompanying Schwartz ings, receiver for General Theatres Tale of Two Cities" and "Coronado."
lyrics,

Editor-in-Chief and Publisher

m

$40,000 Is

Purely
Personal

i

ARTHUR

Friday, January 24,

Name Club Chairmen

Two

The following have been named
committee chairmen of the Paramount
Pep Club for the year Welfare, Dr.

the

Revivals

revivals are being booked by

local

M-G-M

exchange,

notably

"Dancing
Lady"
and
"The
Big
House." Several independent circuits

:

Jim Furman, who handles

publicity
City, is taking a
will leave for the

for Loew's, Jersey
leave of absence and
coast in about two weeks.

Emanuel Stern; insurance G. B. J. have already dated the films.
William A. Scully, district manFrawley
athletics,
Carl
Clausen
ager, with headquarters at the New
finance, John E. McDermott cooperaYork exchange, attaches no signifirules,
tive buying, Bessie Goldsmith
;

;

;

Arthur
Israel
photography,
Lew
Nathan
education, Joseph P. McAl Wilkie has put off his vacation Loughlin membership,
William J.
until next month.
He had planned to O'Connell
entertainment,
Sam
take a cruise to the tropics, but this
Rheiner
Pep-o-Grams, Charles E.
is now out.
Gartner publicity, Claude B. Keator.
•
•

;

;

;

cance to

the bookings. It is stated
that the revivals are not in line with
any national plans and are only being
re-dated by the local exchange.

;

;

Para. Sets

;

"Lep" Friedman no sooner gets set
in his new apartment at the Warwick
when the coast and duties on behalf
of Loew's call him west.
•
C. H. Bradfield, Jr., vice-president
of Audio Prod, is recovering from an
appendicitis operation at the Mountainside Hospital, Montclair, N. J.
•
Irving Lesser will return from St.
Louis today.
He has been in the
Mound City for three weeks.
•

Rene Clair

will sail

tomorrow

for

Paris to attend the opening there of

The second informal dance

will

be

held at the Hotel Astor Feb. 14.

Hollywood,
have

Two
23.

Jan.

Titles

—Two

titles

been set by Paramount.
"Palm Springs" has been definitely
picked for Walter Wanger's next, and
Predict
Star
The Press Photographers' Ass'n "Call of the Prairie" is to be the name
seventh annual ball at the Commodore for Clarence E. Mulford's "Hopalong
next Friday night shows promise of Cassidy's Protege."
being one of the largest star-attended
affairs of the year, its sponsors say.
Goetz
the
Practically every stage, screen and
London, Jan. 23. Ben Goetz, speradio star who is in town is scheduled
cial emissary on foreign production
to attend. Lily Pons, Eddie Cantor,
Rudy Vallee, Burns and Allen, Frank for M-G-M, is aboard the He de
France, New York bound.
Fay, Eleanor Powell, Jimmy Durante
Jack Alicoate, publisher and editor
and June Knight, to name a few, will
of The Film Daily, is likewise a pasperform. The constellation adds to 64.

Big

just

Turnout

He

on

—

senger.

"The Ghost Goes West."

Howard

•
Para. Assigns
in
Post
Eddie Cantor made personal apHollywood, Jan. 23. William K.
atrical cases.
Steve McGrath, head of the playSurviving him are his pearances all day at the Music Hall Howard will direct "Concertina," for
yesterday.
widow, Mrs. Nellie Ruth Vidaver
Paramount. Work will start Jan. 27. date department at U. A., has been
•
his daughter, Mrs. Robert C. BuDore Schary and Brian Marlow, made an assistant to Paul Lazarus,
Bill Brenner, thinking backward writers, have been given term con- sales executive, and Jack Wrege has
tolphe
a brother. Dr. Maxwell Viyesterday, remembered his long and tracts.
been advanced to McGrath's old post.
daver, and five sisters.
recent sojourn in London was pleasant.
•
Schenck,
by G. B.
Gets Arnold
Bill Rodgers, that big Metro sales Karloff
Nicholas M. Schenck leaves for
Boris Karloff, recently signed by G.
Hollywood, Jan. 23. Edward Armanager, is in Florida.
Of course,
Hollywood tomorrow. Leopold Fried- it's vacation.
B., will star in a thriller called "The nold has been signed by Samuel Goldman, general counsel for Loew's, Inc.,
Man Who Lived Again," according wyn for the male lead in "Come and
•
will be in the party which will remain
VirKay
Francis expects to end her to word received at the New York Get It," Edna Ferber's story.
on the coast for about three weeks.
ginia Bruce will play opposite him.
vacation here in about two weeks and office.

—

specialized to a large degree in the-

McGrath

New

;

Friedman West

Bernstein Coming Over

Named

return to the

Warner

studios.

—

New Haven
—

Pictures,

£27,074

Ltd.,

—

reports

a

(approximately

for last year.

—

•

Howard Dietz expects to leave for
London, Jan. 23. Sidney Bernstein,
prominent London exhibitor, sails for the coast Saturday. There may be a
New York next week. Later he goes change in plans, however.
•
to Hollywood.
Harry and William Brandt will
leave today for Hollywood, Fla. They
Wechsler to
weeks.
New Haven, Jan. 23. Lou Wechs- will be gone several
•
ler, formerly salesman in the Boston
Edmund Lowe and Tullio Carexchange, has been appointed manminati sail for Europe tonight on the
ager of the local U. A. branch.
Bremen.
•
$131,308
Mary Garden in town. Scouting
London, Jan. 23.
Gainsborough for singing talent on behalf of M-G-M.

Earns

Goldwyn

profit of
$131,308)
is

John O'Hara, the book
on his way west.

scrivener,

S m
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TRAPPED

PROFESSIONAL

SOLDIER—

IN PHILADELPHIA PRE

B. 0.

DYNAMIT1

RELEASE BARRAGE!
IHHHHHHlHHHMHHi^HifliflHL

SMASH OPENING AT FOX THEATRE BEATS
LITTLEST REBEL/' "STEAMBOAT ROUND
THE BEND" AND "IN OLD KENTUCKY!"
Amid

critics'

plause

hurrahs and

"Professional

audiences' ap-

Soldier"

triumphant box-office march.
people of

one smash

hit

.

.

.

its

The top

are watch-

business

Century-Fox

20th

ing

show

starts

pouring out

after another!

McLAGLEN ?£^£ BARTHOLOMEW

i

PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER
GLORIA STUART
Constance Collier
Michael Whalen

CR/7/CS JOIN IN
AUDIENCE CHEERS:
"Throngs waited
jam the theatre.
thrilling

in

A

line just to

tingling

C.

DARRYL

—

Ph/7a. Daily

Associate Producer:

News
'

melodrama
acted out exuberantly by
Victor McLaglen and Freddie
"Rollicking corned/
.

.

.

ZANUCK

f".

Bartholomew and

McLaglen

join forces in

an

unqualified success."

—

Ph/7a.

Enquirer

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck

experience for movie-

goers!"

Victor

CENTURY PRODUCTION

20th

and

"Freddie

Henry Gordon

Directed

Raymond

by Tay Garner). Based en a

"The

film

Griffith
story

by

Damon Runyon. Screen play by Gene Fowler and
Howard Ellis Smith. Song "Joan of Arkansas"
by John W. Green and Edward Heyman:

stature.

achieves commanding

McLaglen and Freddie

Bartholomew prove a worthy

:

duet."

—

Phila.

Record

.

—

Phila.

Jk

IMP

Bartholomew."
Evening Ledger

Eyes Right! -»

THE KEYSTONE OF

YOUR FUTURE

"Leaves the reviewer with a keen

sense of enjoyment.

Damon

Runyon's story gets you!"

—

Phila. Bulletin

:

.
.
.

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

4

to bet $5 that when the
situation was cleared up I

Milton Arthur

On

the pictures."

the Stand

At

Louis

St.

(Continued from page 1)

with the charges against Paramount and himself had destroyed the
good will that should exist between
buyer and seller, and that Paramount,
exercising its right to choose customers, had decided not to deal with Arthur or his theatres.
Charles Caballero, Milton Arthur,
tion

Marco Wolff and Harry Arthur and
each own one-fourth of Ca-

his wife

Cross-examination by Frederick
H. Wood, Warner counsel, brought
out that Cabart had finally obtained
Warner product for 1935-36 on practically the same terms as submitted by
Milton Arthur. However, the houses
were without these films from Aug. 1
to Dec. 24, 1935, when Warners acbart.

cepted a compromise contract worked
out in Los Angeles Dec. 11.

RKO

His theatres have showed
product, Arthur testified, but he had
to give up the Studio, Prescott, Ariz.,
because he could not get Warner films
at an early date in the 1935-36 season.
He told of a conversation with Jules
general sales manager, in
Levy,
RKO's coast office in November, 1934,
in which he said Levy declared Harry

RKO

Arthur had gone

to

Washington

to

file

a complaint with the Government and
that he was causing a lot of trouble.

Arthur testified, "I told him I had
no connection with the St. Louis situ-

and was interested only in the
theatre I was operating."
He said
Levy replied, "Well, you had better
ation,

interest

yourself

in

that

situation

if

you know what's good for you."

Judge Admits Testimony
"I don't know any way that you can
injure me except to withhold product
for future years as I have already
booked product for this season," Arthur testified he replied. He declared
Levy's reply was, "That kind of talk
all right, but you had better do
is
something about it, for if you don't
you will be out of luck."

RKO

counsel objected, but Judge
Molyneaux ruled that since it covered
a similar situation to that in the testimony of J. M. Ulmer and B. D. Gordon, Cleveland attorneys, which he tentatively admitted subject to defense objection, he

subject

would accept

to
a
admissibility.

Arthur

ruling

then told
with Carroll

this

Arthur

of

another attempt to

and it began Paramount films
vember.

in

No-

He

told of a conversation with John
E. Otterson, Paramount president, at
the studio on Aug. 15 or 16 last. He
said he told Otterson he needed the
Paramount films to keep his houses
open, and told him Paramount refused them because of his brother's
connection with the St. Louis situation.
He quoted Otterson as saying
"I am not acquainted with the situation, but I am going back to
York tonight and will look into it. If
all that you say is true it would seem
to me that you are entitled to the pictures." Arthur then said he had never

New

heard from Otterson.

Talk With Lustig Barred

He
sation

tried to testify about a converin 1935 in Los Angeles with

Harry

Lustig,

Warner manager, who

Ampa Award

(Continued from page

(Continued from page 1)

tributed to those assisting the winners
in some divisions.

Six divisions are

listed.

They

1. The
best advertisement
year addressed to the trade.

2.

The

best

advertisement

of

are
the

The

letter and Arthur's response
do with the inability of Brauer
He then deto deal with Arthur.
scribed the meetings at which a deal
was finally made.

to

on

its

negotia-

of

the

year addressed to the public.
3.

The

best poster of the year.

4.

The

best and

most practical press

sheet.

Several independent exhibitors have
been successful in having various
magistrates dismiss similar actions.
Some time ago the Loew circuit
threw out games when a drive by the
police was instituted, but shortly after
reinstated them.

5. The best single publicity achievement. This is not to be a campaign.
It may be the planting of a story or a
series of stories or the staging of a
special event that directly brings pub-

SEC

Refunding Approval Asked

:

panies.
In the case of press books, it was
decided yesterday to award a plaque
to the company which is responsible
for the winning book rather than the
top executive. Employes of the com-

mon

outstanding.

Flash Preview
—A lively melodrama

Road Gang

Roxy

in

New York

review of this picture will appear
an early issue.

Wall Street
Columbia Issues Up on Board
Net

High
Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd

4SJ4
.
5154
65i
Consolidated, pfd 19
Eastman Kodak leovz

Eastman,

. .

pfd

.

160
5354
1054
1
pfd 8254
2 pfd 12*6
..

.

.

Paramount
Paramount
Pathe Film

.

,

,

—

Assigned

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

Low
45

Close Change

51

4554
5154
654

105i
8154
12

82

+

%
54

- 54
6Vs
im im - a
ism 15944
54
—3
160
160
- 54
5254
52J4
10%
1254

m m
m
m 2VA
m

754
2654
35
70
1154
54

4-

2S7A
3454
70

3454
70

1154

1154

54

54

+

54

-A
-A
-A
- 54
-%
—1

Technicolor Continues Gain

this

20th-Fox
Transfer
Sol Wurtzel Studio

Two

of exploi-

A
in

Bros.
Warner, pfd

cross-examined Irving Less-

the

way

with considerable in the
tation opportunity

Warner

Schaefer's letter.
of

I

Loew's, Inc., is preparing for the
approval of SEC in Washington details of a proposed $15,000,000 issue of
10-year debentures at 2>y2 per cent.
licity, but it must show wide distribution of the publicity and must show The issue is designed to retire $7,717,ingenuity and be of a definitely con- 500 in six per cent 1941 debentures
and to retire other mortgages as well
structive character.
as subsidiary funded debt.
The data
6. The best single exploitation
will go to Washington sometime next
achievement. This is not to be a cammonth.
The underwriting will be
paign. It may be a tieup or a "stunt,"
floated shortly after official approval
but must have widespread effect and
is granted.
It must
not be local in character.
For the 16 weeks ending March 14
show originality and ingenuity and 1935, the company
reports a net of
must be of a constructive nature.
$2,344,029 which is equal to $1.41 a
share on the 1,464,205 shares of com-,
Indies and Majors Considered

Peacock, Para- morning on the Warner film situation
to
mount Los Angeles branch mana- with respect to "Alibi Ike," which
ger, on 1935-36 product for the Los Lesser testified had been refused him.
Walter Rice, assistant to Russell
Angeles, Boulder City and Phoenix
Hollywood, Jan. 23. 20th Centuryhouses.
He said that on April 7, Hardy, chief Government attorney, Fox plan to combine their production
tonight
Washington,
to
left
here
for
1935, he signed the contract applicaactivities
at the
Westwood studio.
U. S. Supreme
tion but heard nothing further until appear before the
They will move Sol Wurtzel's HollyMonday
in
another
case.
Court
June 7, when Peacock told him the
wood studio production activities to the
applications had been rejected by the
main Westwood plant within four
home office. He said on June 10 in
months, it was learned on unimpeachPeacock's office he saw the applicaDirectors
able authority today.
new building
tions with the rejection marked on
Hollywood, Jan. 23. Irving Thal- at Westwood to accommodate the
them in large letters. He said Peaberg has assigned Sidney Franklin to Wurtzel staff will be started shortly,
cock declared the rejections were not
direct "The Good Earth," and Sam it is believed'.
because of terms.
The understanding here is that
Wood to direct "Tish," which he will
Arthur said he asked him if it was produce. Casting has not yet been 20th Century-Fox does not own the
due to the St. Louis situation, and completed on either picture, and defi- Hollywood property outright but meresaid Peacock replied that he did not nite starting dates have not yet been ly leases it, although verification of
know what it was, but was "willing set.
this fact could not be obtained.
tions

tery laws.
Weisman, Quinn, Allen &
Spett, which represented the exhibitor, plan to seek leave to file an appeal with the Court of Appeals. This
move is expected either today or to-

•

er

1)

and Farmer Miller was the name of
the game.
In affirming the lower verdict, the
Apellate Court held that prizes awarded as a result of spinning a wheel in
a theatre are a violation of the lot-

morrow.

has since died, and James Burden,
salesman, and N. H. Brauer, coast
There was considerable
manager.
argument as to whether this converIndependent companies as well as
sation should be barred because of
the death of a participant, and Judge majors are to be embraced in the conMolyneaux recessed the court to sideration for awards. A different set
check the matter. But the conversa- of judges will be selected for each
Arthur division. Trade paper executives will
tion was ruled out anyway.
then testified on a series of meetings judge the best trade ad and exhibitors
with Brauer to obtain the 1935-36 will decide on the press book prizes.
Members of the various committees
Warner product, beginning in August,
be announced by Gordon S.
in which Brauer had said he could will
not deal with him, Arthur testified. White, president, at the next meeting.
The court overruled efforts to have White is chairman of the Committee
Arthur on Annual Awards which includes
the conversation ruled out.
had said Brauer told him he would S. Barret McCormick, Alex Gottlieb,
like to do business with him, but the Milton Silver and Paul Gulick.
Home office heads already have exWarner legal department had instructed him not to enter into a con- pressed a willingness to cooperate and
tract.
A letter from Brauer dated shortly will submit specimens of the
best work turned out by their comOct. 21 was read into the report.

had

Hinge on Courts

Plan on Ads
Gets Approval

1936

Loew Prize Games

Redirect examination is expected to- pany who aided in the development of RKO
Century-Fox.
morrow, when the Government will the winning press sheet will be given 20th
20th Century, pfd
testimony introduce Harry Arthur's reply to certificates of merit.
Universal, pfd

later

his

told

get Paramount films through Mike
Louis. Pacific Coast division manager,
mi Julj 24, 1935, when Louis said, according to Arthur, "Milt, I am sorry,
but I've got my instructions to follow
out and I can't serve you or any of
your theatres." After argument, the
court allowed Arthur to testify that
after he had dropped his interest in
the Strand, Long Beach, Cal., the
house got Paramount product and is
showing it today. He said he sold
the interest about Oct. 28 or 29 last

Wood
of

Louis

St.

would get

Friday, January 24,

A

Net

High
Sentry Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor

....

Close Changi

2l

2

54
254

23%

2354

23%

3%

3%

3%

A

Trans-Lux

Low

13/16

54

—1/K
+%

—

Vi

Bonds Slightly Off
Net

High Low Close Changi
General Theatre
6s

'40

—1

2VA

24H

24%

24A

W/s

-iA

9554

95

955*

-A

1

General Theatre
6s

'40.

ctf

Keith B. F.
6s '46

Loew's 6s '41
deb rights

ww

10354

10354

10354

-a,

5754

5754

57^4

-54j.

94J4

9354

9454

9154

9054

915*

Paramount B'wav
3s '55

Paramount
6s

Pict.

'55

Warner Bros.
'39

wd

6s

(Quotations at close of Jan. 23)

:

The Leading
Dally

Picture
Industry

39.

NO.

NEW
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YORK, SATURDAY, JANUARY

Both Sides

Government's
Score Points Finance Needs
At St. Louis Being Studied
Is New Witness Billions Needed; Expect
In Equity Case
Plan in Few Weeks

Hilles

—

Both sides regSt. Louis, Jan. 24.
istered technical victories today in the

By

BERTRAM

F.

LINZ

Washington,

Jan. 24.— Adminis;quity proceedings here of the Gov- tration plans for raising billions of
;rnment against Warners, Paramount dollars needed for payment of the
md RKO. The Government won a bonus, agricultural relief and to meet
xrint when Judge Joseph W. Moly- the deficit will be developed within the
leaux permitted the introduction of next few week, at which time Presihe income tax reports of the three dent Roosevelt is expected to deter:ompanies and their affiliates, on the mine whether he can finance himself
heory that Warners had been charged through the coming campaign without
with making threats and the tax evi- resorting to new taxation.
lence would show whether they were
Possibilities indicated by recent dis:apable of carrying them through if cussions in Washington
and market
hey were actually made. The Para- trends in New York are that further
nount and
reports were allowed devaluation of the dollar and silver
mi the basis that if there were a conrevaluation at a ratio of 16 to 1 with
spiracy the aggregate wealth would the new gold value may
be considncrease the power of the companies to ered by the Treasury to use the profits
nake good their alleged threats.
thus made in the value of its gold and
The defense scored when
silver holdings to finance the bonus
:ounsel, Jacob M. Lashly, was suc- payment.
essful in having exluded the evidence
If the Administration determines to

RKO

RKO

(Continued on page 3)

Warners Aim Suits at
Out-of-Town Stations
Having filed 11 complaints within
he last week against local radio staions allegedly infringing on the copyights of Warner controlled music

:

ompanies, Wattenberg & Wattenberg,
egal firm which has been retained to
landle the actions, next week will
;oncentrate on out-of-town stations,
t was
stated yesterday.
The first complaint against a staion outside
an.

;

22

by

of

New York was
Remick

filed

Music

Corp.
Broadcast-

the Pennsylvania
station WIP, Philadelphia,
3r the use of "Canadian Capers" on
program of Jan. 1, 1936.
Delay in filing out-of-town actions
(Continued on page 4)
gainst
,ig

Alert,

Intelligent

DAILY

Motk

VOL.

MOTION PICTURE

Co.,

ask for new taxes, the matter is likely to come before Congress in March.
What form such new taxation would
take is not, of course, being discussed by officials here, but every effort is expected to be made to avoid
(Continued on page 4)

Jack Cohn Adds to
Columbia Holdings
Washington, Jan. 24. —Acquisition
of 160 shares of common stock and
12,544 shares of common through voting trust certificates by Jack Cohn,
New York, through a stock dividend
of Columbia Pictures Corp. in November is shown in the semi-monthly
report of changes in the stock holdings
of corporation officials issued today by
Securities and Exchange Commission.
At the close of the month Cohn
held 481 shares of common and 37,(Continued on page 3)

Kennedy's RCA Plan
Received by Board Pizor Re-elected;
A

RCA

plan of recapitalization for
/as presented to the board of directs yesterday, according to a statement issued by David Sarnoff after

meeting.
Sarnoff said that a meeting of the
oard would be held at an early date
study Kennedy's recommendations
)
,nd that in the meantime no details
ould be given out.
Wall St. reports are to the effect
lat Kennedy's plan suggests an offer
f cash and a new five per cent preie

i

(Cotttimied on page 4)

MPTO Merger Dies

Philadelphia,

Jan.

24.

—Lewen

Pizor was re-elected president of the
here today at a meeting attended by 75 exhibitors representing
190 Independents and 18 affiliates.
Plans to merge
with IEPA
were quashed by a unanimous vote.
Members also went on record as opposing triple featuring and the admis-

MPTO

MPTO

sion of political propaganda as a part
of newsreels. It was voted to petition
the news reel producers for a correction of the condition.

in Ail

TEN CENTS

1936

25,

Myers

the

Is Silent

—

Washington, Jan. 24. Replying to a query today as to
his attitude toward the suggestion of J. B. Clinton, head
of Allied of the Northwest,
that Allied cooperate with
the M.P.T.O.A. on matters
where their policies do not

Abram F. Myers, general counsel, said:

conflict,

"My information is that
Clinton is speaking only of
a policy which he favors for
the northwest unit, hence any
comment by me would be inappropriate.
"Policies of national Allied
are controlled by the board
of directors which meets here
Feb. 4-5."

Allied Leader

Favors Joint

MPTO A Effort
Move When
Aims Do Not Conflict

Clinton Asks

—A

Minneapolis, Jan. 24.
plea that
Allied recognize the need for two exhibitor organizations in the national
field and that Allied cooperate with
the M.P.T.O.A. on problems where
the aims of the two organizations do
not conflict is contained in a bulletin
sent to members of Allied of the
Northwest by J. B. Clinton, president.

Detroit Vote

Shows Patrons
Prefer Duals

Clinton has just completed a tour
sections where Allied
repreis
sented and others where it is not and
his recommendations are presented to
members with the statement that he
intends to bring them before the directors of the national organization.
His four recommendations follow
"That we continue to support National Allied and that we pay them
of

(Continued on page 4)

Detroit, Jan.

—

Patrons of six
theatres, in widely

24.

Ben & Lou Cohen

Zero Weather Nips
Broadway's Grosses

scattered sections of the city, are voting heavily in favor of a continuation
Zero
weather
nipped
box-office
of double features, according to Ben
The voting, which started takes along Broadway this week in
Cohen.
Jan. 18, is to continue through Jan. 31. addition to sending grosses at neighEddie
It was inaugurated in the theatres be- borhood houses to new lows.
cause the Cohens previously believed Cantor's "Strike Me Pink" garnered
$78,000 for the week ending Wednestheir patrons wanted single features.
Although no total count has yet day night. The Capitol, with "Exclubeen made, Cohen said the vote in sive Story," dipped to $16,750, while
favor of duals probably would exceed the Roxy ended with $22,500 on
three to one, upsetting predictions of "Charlie Chan's Secret."
"Ceiling Zero" at the Strand in its
both producers and exhibitors in diagnosing the public's true attitude to- first week wound up with around
$35,000, and the second week of "The
ward the bargain policy.
The Hollywood, Rio, Mayfair, Ghost Goes West" at the Rivoli
Roxy, Norwood and Grand Victory, ended with approximately $25,000.
and
"We're
Only
the houses in which the vote is being "Dangerous"
conducted, are well scattered as to Human" at the Palace took in around
location.
All of them are among the $8,000 and the last four days of "Dr.
most important situations.
Ballot Crespi" at the Rialto got $3,000.
boxes have been installed in the lobbies and patrons are urged to cast
(Continued on page 4)

Brandt

Reported
After B'way Houses

Schnitzer to Take
Republic Sale Post
Edward M.

Schnitzer,

New York

branch manager for Columbia, has
been named eastern district manager
Republic. He will take up his
duties "within the next few
weeks," according to a statement
issued by W. Ray Johnston from St.
Petersburg, Fla.
Before joining Columbia Schnitzer
was connected with Fox, Educational
and other maior comoanies.
for

new

Is

Harry

Brandt, president of the
T. O. A., is understood to be negotiating for a number of Broadway
theatres
including the
Cohan and
Broadway.
Brandt left with his
brother, William, yesterday for Hollywood, Fla., and will probably comI.

plete the negotiations
late next month.

upon

his return

Frank Lawton is now operating the
Cohan and B. S. Moss some time ago
announced he would reopen the Broadway, but he didn't. Brandt would not
discuss the deals prior to his departure yesterday.

:
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Leo Devaney, E.

Al

Krellberg,

church education, and will be able to

•

has a role in present the life and history of the
Love," church in the way facts are presented
Universale "Next Time
in the crowded motion picture houses
will arrive in New York Sunday. He
of the country," he said.
will attend the premiere of the picture
"They will not be programs of light
at the Music Hall Thursday and will
entertainment in an effort to meet the
leave for Paris to visit his mother
challenge of the theatres, but programs
who has been ill.
in which leading men of the church
•
Adolph Zukor found the cold bit- will be brought with their personality
and inspiring messages to all meming his ears yesterday afternoon as
he conversed with Nicholas M. bers."
Schenck in front of the Loew Bldg.
Zukor several times used his hands
to
as ear muffs, while Schenck reall
the
time.
mained bare headed

Ray Milland, who

We

Zanuck
Do Series
With the Same Cast
Hollywood, Jan.
—Darryl Za24.

Quip of the Day

nuck has decided on an experiment

Eddie Cantor zvas making a perappearance at the Music
Hall with "Strike Me Pink."
"Fancy me," says Eddie, "help-

with feature length films. After seeing "Every Saturday Night," which
Sol Wurtzel produced at the Western
Ave. plant of Twentieth Century-Fox,
Zanuck decided to keep the main part
of the cast intact, and to produce a
series of four comedies with them.
Spring Byington and Jed Prouty,
who play the father and mother, June
Lang, June Carlson, Renneth Howell,
George Ernest and William Mahan,
who play the children, will be billed as

sonal

ing out the Rockefellers."

Arthur Willi

left

for

the

coast

Board Picks "Pasteur"

wood on March

1.

•
William Raster, associate of J.
W. Springer of Springer & Cocalis,
is
the father of a seven-pound boy
born Thursday night.
milestone."
•
William Raster, owner of the
Services for
Arden, Columbus Ave., is a dad.
Memorial services for Leo Kle'Twas a boy.
banow will be held Sunday, Feb. 2, at
•
the Temple of the Covenant, 612 W.
Zack Friedman has joined Lou Ir180th St., under the auspices of the
win's organization and will act as tal-

Klebanow

307th Infantry Post, American Legion.

To Honor Hershfield
Harry

Hershfield, tomorrow night
change, be on the receiving
end of a ballroom full of speakers, for
he is to be guest of honor at a
testimonial dinner at the Astor. Most
of the celebrities in town at present
are due to attend.
will, for a

film,"

The Catholic Theatre Movement,
which has published weekly in Tlie
Catholic News, a "white list" of plays
considered worthwhile, has decided to
expand, including a classification of all
plays in New York. Class
will include those approved, Class B those
objectionable in part, and Class C
those "wholly objectionable." The first
list follows
Class A "Libel," "Jumbo,"
"Jubilee,"
"Pride and Prejudice," "The Taming of
the Shrew," "Victoria Regina."
Class
B— "At Home Abroad." "First

A

—

,

James Smith, Frank
Lady," "I Want a Policeman," "Let FreeAbe Schneider, Tom Waller, Wil- tures in all churches.
"My prediction is that through the dom Ring;," "May Wine," "Mid- West,"
liam Saul, Al Hovel and A. J.
"Moon Over Mulberry Street," "Night of
Van Beuren among those congregat- sound picture, the Episcopal Church January 16th," "Paradise Lost," "Parnell."
will make a great advance in visual "Porgy
and
Bess,"
"Russet
Mantle,"
ing at the Tavern yesterday.

Showing
—

starts at the Hotel Pennsylvania, Feb. 5. In a letter to H. M.
Warner, Wilton A. Barrett, executive
secretary of the review board, described the picture as a "cinematic

sound

Frederick the constantly crowded film houses, he
Underwood, advocated installation of sound pic-

New Haven Protests

which

such a great

Ramsaye, Harry H. Thomas, Rob- declared Bishop Henry W. Hobson,
ert McKinney, Ed Golden, Jack speaking before the 61st annual conSpringer, Mitchell Klupt, Harvey vention of the Episcopal Diocese of
Contrasting
the
Newins, Paul Benjamin, Harry Southern Ohio.
Shiffman, "Doc" Brown, Jack D. "tragic emptiness" of the church, with

yesterday and plans to spend about
two and a half weeks with Radio production executives. On his way back
he may visit Cleveland and Chicago.
•
E.
B. Hatrick, general manager of
New Haven, Jan. 24. The New
interests, will leave for
Haven Consumers' Club has protested Hearst's film
Hollywood today. He will be gone
to the Poli and all subsequent runs
Hatrick has just reseveral months.
against the showing of "Riff Raff," as
turned from a Florida vacation.
an "anti-labor" picture. Protest also
•
has been registered with the New
Bernard Mills, Albany Republic
Haven Central Trades Council, and
franchise holder, will depart for the
as many groups as possible in the city
city today after a two-day conhave been contacted in an attempt to upstate
ference with E. H. Goldstein.
influence non-attendance.
•
Danbury Central Labor Union has
Herman Rifkin, Boston franchise
also taken similar action.
holder for Republic, left for the coast
He intends to spend two
yesterday.
weeks with studio executives.
•
"The Story of Louis Pasteur" has
Leo Justin, now visiting his brothbeen chosen as the "exceptional" film
to be shown at the annual convention er Sidney, a member of Paramount's
of the National Board of Review studio legal staff, returns from Holly-

"Riff Raff"

Cincinnati, Jan. 24. "There is no
why the church should remain
in the horse-and-buggy stage of using
lantern slides and primitive methods
reason

Hatrick, Truman Talley, when it has at its disposal
B.
Lew Lehr, Mike Clofine, Terry and effective force as the

'Prop,

1936

Bishop Urges Sound Catholic Group Has
Play Classification
Films for Churches

p^ty

^

Saturday, January 25,

"The American Family"
Saturday Night" and.
titles

still

to be chosen.

in

in

"Every

three other
"Every Sat-

"Three Men on a Horse," "Winterset."
Class
"Boy Meets Girl," "The Children's Hour," "Dead End,"
"Mulatto,"
"One Good Year," "A Room in Red and

C—

White," "Tobacco Road."

Obsession" Breaks

Records in Denver
Denver, Jan.

24.

—"Magnificent Ob-

the Denver, broke all
house records for the past three years,
topping everything since Harry Huffman has had the house.
total of
6,402 saw the picture the first day,
and the evening standouts were out
to the street.
Huffman is planning to
keep the picture three weeks, taking
it to the Aladdin next week and back
down town to the Broadway the third.
Last week's picture. "Ring of Burlesque" is remaining for a second
week at the Broadway, following
seven days at the Denver.
session,"

at

A

Did $11,765 in Twin City
"Magnificent Obsession" gross at the
Orpheum, Minneapolis was $11,765
and not $6,500 as reported by Motion
Picture

moved

The picture
World where it is

Daily.

to the

ther

doing

capacity business despite thermometers
recording 36 below zero.

urday Night" is a domestic comedy
based upon the play by Ratharine

Ravanaugh.

International Club

Maine Court Denies
Bank Night Ruling
—A virtual
Jan.
Opens forBoston,
Bank Night
Maine has
24.

victorj

in

resultec

The International Club opened its
new clubrooms this week at 165 W.
46th St. The club's affiliations include
The Buccaneers Club of Berlin, Trav-

from the refusal of a Bangor court t(
hand down a decision on anti-lotten
charges brought by County Attorney
Ralph Dale. Dale has indicated tha

Club, London; Interallie, Paris;
National
Sporting
of
Club
Buenos Aires and the International
Club in Shanghai. The outfit will
operate on the style of Brook-White's
in London where no dues is charged.
It is well appointed, with a billiard
room, card room, ping pong, squash
courts and a handball court. Francis
M. Rorstrom, formerly of the Gov-

he will not press the case further.

elers'

the

ernor's

Island Club,

is

operating.

Denies Television Report

Inasmuch

as the litigation,

which

in

volved the M. & P. Theatres Corp. a:
the operators of the Opera House i'
Bath, was a test case, the discharge i
held to be a victory for Attorne;

George

S.

Ryan and

his associates.

Contests Banned at St. Louis
St. Louis, Jan. 24.

— Circuit

Attor

ney Franklin Miller today banned z
a lottery all cash or merchandise prizi
contests at theatres here,

R.

and

insiste<

R. Beal, acting chairman of upon Police Department enforcement
RCA's committee on television, said Fanchon & Marco houses and tfo
yesterday, "Television has a long way neighborhood theatres will fall unde
to go before it will be ready for gen- the proscription.
Other first rui
eral home service, and any report that houses had not entered the field.
RCA is about to market television receivers is absolutely without foundaent scout for pictures.
Giveaway Manager Fined $200
tion."
The statement was made fol•
Boston, Jan. 24. James Wall, mar
lowing a published report that RCA
John Boles and Mrs. Boles will
ager of the Felsway, Medford, wa
is preparing to market television sets.
arrive in town Monday morning for a
found guilty today and fined $200 fc>
vacation.
violation of the Massachusetts Ant;
•
Lottery Law.
Judge Thomas Dow'
Herbert J. Yates is en route to
Hollywood, Jan. 24. Mrs. Mae declared the guilty verdict mandator
Hollywood.
Keaton, divorced wife of Buster Rea- where the element of chance enter
e
ton, was married yesterday at Tia giveaway contests.
Arch Reeve is in the sick bav.
Juana, Mexico, to Sam Fuller.
Wall will appeal the verdict.

—

Former Mrs. Keaton Wed

—
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tures

Both Sides

Distributing

Co.,

Inc.,

3

was a

Too Much Dialing

and

Score Points

At

St.

Louis

(Continued from page 1)

Arthur, Harry Arthur's
concerning a conversation
Drother,
ivith Jules Levy, general sales mana-

Milton

dI

RKO,

at the direction of the court the
trustees permitted the operation of the
subsidiaries and that Zukor remained
About May 1, 1933,
as president.
the trustees directed Zukor to take
particular charge of production, although he continued as president,
Hilles testified.
He then said that George J. Schaefer was appointed general manager to
coordinate distribution and exhibition,
adding that Zukor spent most of his
time on the coast. "Zukor was never for-

November, 1934. It
bidden to carry on the exhibition or
ivas excluded on the ground that at
he time Levy was not on company distribution business for the company,"
business but merely carrying on a cas- Hilles said, "but Schaefer had charge
of that for the trustees."
Asked by
ual conversation with Arthur, even
hough they met in the RKO Los An- Hardy about Zukor's duties, the witArthur had said Levy ness said he was president and chief
gles office.
idvised him he would be out of luck executive of the company and its subger for

in

he didn't call off his brother in
he St. Louis situation.
Lashly's cross-examination brought
>ut that Arthur has been able to get
f

RKO

product for all his houses for
he 1935-36 season, and has always
He said he alfilms.
,hown
and had
vays did business with
"You still
lose relations with them.
"I hope so,"
nave?" Lashly asked.
Arthur responded.

RKO

RKO

Hardy Claims Prescott Boycott
chief Government
examination,
redirect
ried to bring out that Arthur's com>any had to drop a Prescott, Ariz.,
obtain
louse because it could not
Varner films, but the court ruled
Hardy said it was
gainst him.
trange he could not show that the
conspirators extended their boycott
3 Prescott, and succeeded there in
oing the very thing they had threat-

Russell

ittorney,

'

Hardy,
in

sidiaries,

without specific duties, but to

act as the directors

might

indicate.

Hardy Queries On Restrictions
Hardy again sought to find out
whether any restrictions had been
placed on Zukor regarding distribution.
Hilles replied, "We did not specifically
advise Zukor not to give any attention
to distribution and exhibition, but it
was recognized that he would look direct to Schaefer in those matters." It
developed that Schaefer reported direct to the trustees, while Zukor reported through Schaefer. Hilles added
that as far as the trustees were concerned Schaefer was in charge at the
Los Angeles sales meeting in 1934.
In cross-examination, Phillips for
Paramount questioned Hilles about the
letter from Schaefer to Harry Arthur
on April 11, 1935, when Schaefer took
the position that Arthur's connection
with the actions against Paramount
and Schaefer had destroyed the good

House Rates
Higher at Matinees
Detroit, Jan.
—Detroit to have

Detroit

wholly owned subsidiary of Paramount-Publix when he became trustee,

Kansas

City, Jan. 24.

— Ma-

Bowes' amateur hour here
nearly drove one man frantic.

jor

About

10,000 listeners voted
by telephone and telegraph
and the telephone number of
Station WDAF was Harrison
1212.

•

About

11 o'clock

WDAF

re-

ceived a call from Jackson
1212 and a frantic plea to try
to do something about the
dial experts who couldn't tell

Ha from

Ja.

24.

what

is

believed will be the only
film theatre in the country charging
a higher admission during the day
it

is

time than at night.

When Gus

Coplan and

Max

Heine

reopen the Lafayette on Jan. 30 with
a policy of double bill second runs,
they will charge 20 cents from 10
A. M. until 6 P. M. and 15 cents
thereafter until closing.
The reason is that the theatre is in
the heart of the business section where
there is much activity during the day,
but which is practically deserted during the evening.

Toland Working on
Stereoscopic Film Modernization Work
Hollywood, Jan. 24. — Gregg ToPleases Felix Feist
trying out a new process which
land
Portland, Jan. 24. —While stophe developed with William Adler, reis

search associate at the California Institute of Technology, during the filming of "These Three" at the Samuel
Goldwyn studio. Toland, ace cameraman, hopes to achieve the effect of

ping here on his tour of the northwest
with other M-G-M executives, Felix
Feist commented on the general mod-

ernization of theatres in this territory
and also said there seemed to be a
growing appreciation of better prod-

dimension with an attachment
uct, no matter by whom produced.
standard cameras.
Feist was accompanied by Al LichtThe attachment consists of revolv- man, E. M. Saunders and George A.
ing mirrors, motor driven, and synHickey.
They went to Seattle from
chronized with the camera shutters.
this city.
As the mirrors whirl, they throw a
third

fitted to

succession of images, reflecting different angles of the scene, on the film.

Jack Cohn Adds to
Columbia Holdings
(Continued from page 1)

633 shares of common through voting
trust certificates.

A

Academy Men Study
Technical Advances
Hollywood, Jan.

24.

emy Research Council

—The

Acad-

has scheduled

a series of meetings to familiarize
studio
department
executives
and
technicians with developments in allied fields.

As the first move in the new plan,
from Arthur M. Loew,
will between buyer and seller, and New York, showed that his holding directors of the major studio sound
that Paramount would not do business company disposed of 353 shares of departments visited the NBC broadwith him. Hilles revealed that the let- Loew's common and at the end of casting studios Wednesday to inspect
ter, prior to being mailed, was disthe month held no equity securities in new acoustic features and electrical
cussed by Schaefer with the trustees, the company. A report from William equipment installed there.
The inspection trip was arranged by
who approved it after submitting it A. Parker, Boston, last month made
to their attorneys.
a director in Loew's, Inc., showed he D. A. de Wolf of NBC and Carl
Dreher, representing the Academy.
100 shares of common.
wned by the RKO interests, WarSchaefer Said to Have Explained held
er and Paramount, Judge Molyneaux

Frederick
Wood, Warner counsel, counI.
ted that Arthur's evidence yesterday
j/as that Warners did deal with him.
(defense objection on the Prescott tesmony was then sustained.
When Hardy attempted to get into
record a list of the theatres
le
ned to do in St. Louis."

'

j

[

astained the objections of Lashly for
Wood for Warners and Louis

['KO,

Paramount.
became known that Charles

ihillips for

Then
>.

it

Hilles,

trustee

in

bankruptcy for

Hilles explained that when the trustees discovered the indictments for alleged irregularities in St. Louis, they
asked Schaefer to explain. Hilles said
Schaefer gave them the details of the
history of the sale to Warners, the
fact that Paramount had a long term
franchise for films at the St. Louis

aramount-Publix at the time Marco
and his sister, Fanchon Simon,
ilked with Adolph Zukor at the coast
houses, which terminated with the reudio on the St. Louis situation, had
ceivership, and that Paramount later
)luntarily come here this morning,
sold films to the receiver
and the
the request of the Government. It
Skouras Brothers, and that there was
as learned Department of Justice
no conspiracy.
en had talked with Hilles by teleHilles said Leo Gottleib, of Root,
tone, with stenographic notes havClark, Buckner and Ballantine, the
g been taken.
trustees' attorneys, had advised them
'Financial Strength Immaterial"
to take no action in the St. Louis
The witness
Hardy called Hilles in an effort to matter until the trial.
low that at the time of the Zukor said the attorney saw no objection to
the letter from a legal standpoint, and
lk Zukor had authority to sell Paraount films, but when Hilles had com- that the trustees saw none from a

,

,/olff

.

i

I

j

He

said Schaefer

Photocolor Plant Sold

Arson Charge Dropped
Oklahoma

City, Jan. 24.

— Dismis-

by the Choctaw County District
Court of second degree arson charges
against
William
Weaver, former
Hugo, Okla., theatre owner, was ordered by the Criminal Court of Apsal

peals

Jan.

17

when

it

reversed

Details of the proceeds of the receiver's sale of the Photocolor Pictures studio at Irvington-on-Hudson,
Thursday, are not available as yet
due to legal procedure.
It
was
learned,
however, that the plant's
equipment was sold piecemeal.

Weaver's conviction.

Bach-Fox Deal Closed

The

court held that the only eviWeaver was the testimony of alleged accomplices which
was uncorroborated.
Weaver and two others were
charged with an attempt to burn a
building owned by O. Gill and used
as a theatre by the Griffith Amusement Co.

dence against

Spanish Groups at Odds

—

W.

A. Bach, president of Audio
Prod., has closed a deal with Twentieth Century-Fox for distribution of
some of the "Musical Moods" series
in

Australasia and South America.

Lewis to

Do "Reunion"

Hollywood, Jan.

—

24.
Al Lewis will
produce and Robert Florey will direct
"Reunion," at Paramount, with production
scheduled
to
start
next

Madrid, Jan. 10. A dispute has
him he wrote the letter.
Wednesday.
Prior to adjournment until 10 A.M. arisen in this country between exhibitors
and distributors, following a
tomorrow,
the
Hardy
reopened
quesWhile admitting the income tax
the
Sociedad General de "Pasteur"
split
in
at World
tion of permitting the Government to
ita, the court, on a point raised by
Autores de Espana. The insurgent
"Pasteur," a French film, will fol:-Senator James A. Reed of Warner offer evidence on the profits and losses group, Sociedad de Autores, has headjiunsel,
made it clear that the of the Shubert-Rialto and Orpheum. quarters here. An adjustment is ex- low "Frasquita," Austrian picture, at
the World Theatre. The French prorength of the companies financially No action was taken by the court toeted his testimony the court stuck
the original ruling that the conTsation could not go into the record.

I

[

business standpoint.

report

told

Next

have nothing to do with
dgment on the case.

'ould
1

On

j

j

direct

his

examination Hilles said

pected shortly.

day on the matter.

duction

contains

English

dialogue

titles.

Republic Signs Corrigan

Melvyn Douglas Cast

—

Albany Club to Dance
was named a trustee in January,
Hollywood, Jan. 24.
Melvyn
Hollywood, Tan. 24. Republic has
33, and is being continued for the signed Ray "Crash" Corrigan to a Douglas has been assigned the male
Albany, Jan. 24. The Variety
irposes of a suit although the com- five-vear contract. He will be starred lead in "Bless Their Hearts," which Club will hold a dance at the Ten
ny emerged from bankruptcy last in "The Undersea Kingdom" as his will be B. P. Schulberg's next for Eyck on Feb. 8. A number of radio
;ptember.
Columbia.
He said Paramount Pic- first assignment.
and film stars are expected to attend.

—

—

—

;
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Warners Aim Suits at
Out-of-Town Stations

Looking 'Em Over

Favors Joint

(Continued from page 1)

due to the fact that affidavits
of competent proof must first be submitted to the home office before legal
is

MPTO A Effort

"Freshman Love"
{Warners)
tle

1)

—

—

no more, no less of our
10 per cent
income from whatever source and do
what we can to increase the power of
our local and national group;
"That we recognize the need for

two such organizations as the M.P.
T.O.A. and our own, and that in all
proper ways we support the other
organization, morally, in all problems where their aims are not in conflict with ours
"That we do all we can as missionaries to convert those independents who further by money or influence the carrying on of an association of producer-exhibitors and convince them of the need for supporting our independent group;
"That we do not cease our efforts
until in every Congressional district
we have a 'Bell Cow' and an advisory
committee to carry on either with
or without state organization."

Strength Where There Is Unity
Clinton supplements his recommendations with the following:
"Having in mind a recent meeting
in northern Wisconsin of a small
group of determined exhibitors to
which I was invited and where I witnessed the birth of an idea which
finally resulted in an order from the
War Department debarring the general public from attendance at motion
picture shows at army posts and CCC
camps throughout the United States, I
know that throughout our land other

and similar groups may be got together of men, unadvertised and unsung, who can, if united, make their
influence felt, not only in their own
communities, but in the halls of Congress and the councils of the organization commanded by General Hays
and those he so capably represents.
"I have discussed this idea with
Abram F. Myers with the request that
he present it to the next meeting of
his directors with the hope that they
will look favorably upon it.
"But whether they do or not, it is
my purpose when my successor
has been appointed at our district
convention next April, to devote a
great part of my efforts to speeding
the time when National Allied will
be strong, west of the Mississippi,
and below the Mason and Dixon line,

and

in all states
existent.

"We

where

it is

now non-

comedy

virtually a musical background, this mild litof college rowing and romance is apt to prove fair, light
is

entertainment for the younger generation, with a number of laughs,
and the comedy of Frank McHugh for its drawing value. He is aided
for laughs by Frank Cawthorn and George E. Stone, while Warren
Hull and Patricia Ellis take care of the vocalizing and romance.
McHugh, the crew coach, is in danger of losing his job when he
fails to turn out a winning crew. Miss Ellis, the president's daughter,
seeks to help him by going out to "get" two expert oarsmen and have
them enroll at the school. She succeeds. Everything goes well, with the
crew training to a dance rhythm when one of the two oarsmen fails

school wins out in the end, as does Hull in his romance with Miss Ellis,
while Cawthorn, Hull's father, is equally pleased. William McGann
directed.

Production Code Seal No. 1,710.

—

Jan. 24. Warners are
edition of "Goldwhich will be called
diggers,"
"Golddiggers of 1937." Tom Reed is
writing the story, and Dick Powell
Shooting is
is mentioned as the star.
expected to start about June.

Hollywood,

fifth

Running

time, 69 minutes.

"G."

Limelight

Warner music

suit filed

bocker

WEAF

Am

I ?"

on Jan.

Sons against

1

;

M. Witmark &

NBC and WJZ

for using

"Painting the Clouds With Sunshine"
on Jan. 1, and the Philadelphia suit.

U. S. Finance Needs
Studied at Capital

—

tributors.

Tracy, singing at the stage door of a theatre, is brought in at the
instance of a chorus girl captivated by his voice to take the place of a
The stunt makes him a star. During his absence on a
sick vocalist.
Continental tour, the show flops and, as a stunt, the chorus girl is billed
Depressed beto sing the numbers of the street singer she discovered.
cause she thinks the singer has deserted her for a society girl, she "dries
up," but the Street Singer walks on from the wings and saves the show.
There are some good ballet scenes, but in the absence of really convincing story values it stands or falls as a singing show by Tracy. His
numbers are well put over and balance his lack of screen personality.
Anna Neagle has very few chances.
Running time, 65 minutes. "G."
Allan

"Whipsaw," yesterday's opener
Hollywood on Dec. 4.
"Collegiate,"

now

by wire on Dec.

at the Capitol,

current at the Paramount,

President looks for reelection.
Probabilities of an increase in the
admission tax are being discounted,
but final decision will depend upon
how urgent the Treasury's need for

money becomes and the availability of
other equally productive items. However, it is generally believed that such
a change would be left for consideration next year and any revenue bill
passed by Congress this session limited to as small a total as will carry
the Government through the next few
months.

was previewed by wire from

Wall Street

was reviewed from Hollywood

17.

"The Calling of Dan Matthews," now
from Hollywood on Nov. 23.

at the

Roxy, was reviewed by wire
Universal Drops 5 Points on Board
Net

Kennedy's RCA Plan Detroit Vote Shows
Received by Board Duals Are In Demand
{Continued from page 1)

A

Grieb Adds to Duties

Larry
86th

Grieb,

manager

RKO's

of

yesterday took on an addiassignment with the resigna-

St.,

tion of Arnold
of the 58th St.

Rittenberg,

manager

Theatre Burns
Chadboukne, N. C,

Jan. 24.

—The

Chadbourne Theatre, opened just a year
ago in a new building and operated
by Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Derrick, was
destroyed by fire Jan. 22.

Cohen estimates that
30,000 ballots have been
since the voting started.

their votes.

than

Early tabulation, he says,
that
Hollywood patrons are
to one for duals.
The Roxy,
single bills went into effect

Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd
Consolidated

more
cast

6%

Consolidated, pfd

19

.... 85

Loew's, Inc
52%
Loew's, Inc., pfd.. 108

Paramount
Paramount 1
Paramount 2

shows Pathe Film
three

High Low Close Change
44% 44% — %
—%
50% 51

.... 45%
.... 51

Eastman Kodak ..160%
K.-A.-C, pfd

(Continued from page 1)

ferred issue to holders of the present
seven per cent cumulative Class
preferred which is callable at $55, and
the issuance of four per cent preferred
and $7 cash to an exchange for the
$5 Class B preferred and accumulated
dividends which amounted to $11.50
on Jan. 1.

tional

planning the

instances

(Herbert Wilcox Prod.)
London, Jan. 15. Arthur Tracy is the box-office value in this first
(Continued from page 1)
feature of Herbert Wilcox Prod., personally directed by Wilcox and
released in England by C. M. Woolf's company, General Film Dis- taxes which would fall directly upon
the mass of the voters to whom the

MinnePreferred A is now selling at about
sota district to find our affiliated com- a half a point over its call price of
petition in the hands of such construc$55. The Class B, on which no diviand dends
tive minds as Messrs. Friedl
are being paid, was closed yesI
found
conditions
but
the
Ludwig,
terday at 8814. It is callable at $100.
were
districts
other
in some of the
lamentable and almost unbelievable,

To Do 5th "Golddiggers"

instituted.

where numbers of
subsidiaries are broadcast without consent on a sustaining
program the amount of damages
sought is $5,000. Where a sponsor is
involved, an accounting of the profits
is
sought in addition to the $5,000.
Out of the dozen actions already filed,
only one lists a sponsor. This is the
In

by Remick against KnickerBroadcasting Co., Inc., and
Sally Studios for using "Avalon" on
the Jan. 19 program.
in his studies. The other, Hull, learns of the trickery practiced by Miss
The Sally Studios complaint was
Ellis and leaves on the eve of the big race, but when he hears that she
filed Thursday along with three other
loves him returns just in time.
actions, including Harms, Inc., against
The rival coach tries to switch the dance rhythm, but the dear old NBC and
for using "Where

are fortunate in the

and, if I may be permitted to add,
there were many other cases of pots
calling the kettle black."

chiefly

measures are

Played against what
(Continued from page

1936

10%
pfd. 83
pfd. 12%

RKO

6%
18%
160
85

6Ys
19

160%
85

52%

52%

107%

107%

10%

10%
82%
11%

82

11%

7%

7%

8

7%

7%
7%

+%
+%
+2
+%
—

— AYi
+%
—
— %A
l

l

+%
+ Yi
—

20th Century-Fox. 26%
26
2&A
20th Century, pfd. 34%
34
34
%
about Universal, pfd
—5
65
65
65%
a
month ago, is running about Warner Bros
11% 11% 11%
even in the voting. Rio patrons are
demanding double bills by a vote of
Trans-Lux Up l/$
Net
almost 10 to one, while in the other
High Low Close Change
three houses the voting is about three Sentry
Safety ....
13/16 %
13/16+1/16
to one for duals.
Sonotone
2%
2%
2%
Technicolor
23% 22% 23
%
Trans-Lux
3%
3%
3% + A

where

.

.

.

—

Re-Sign

W heeler,Woolsey
—

Hollywood, Jan. 24. Radio has
signed a new contract with Wheeler
and Woolsey calling for the production of three feature comedies during
the next 18 months. The team recently completed "Silly Billies," their
18th feature.

Bonds Gain Slightly
Net
General

High

Low

24%

23%

24%

+%

24

23%

23%

—H

103%

103%

103%

57%

57%

57%

94%

94

94%

91%

91%

91%

Close Change

Theatre

6s '40

General Theatre
6s

'40. ctf

Loew's 6s '41
deb rights

ww

Paramount B'way

"Money Mad"

Retitle
Hollywood,
changed the

—

Jan. 24.
Columbia has
of "Money Mad" to

title

"Don't Gamble on Love."

3s

'55

Paramount

Pict.

6s '55

Warner
'39

wd

Bros. 6s

(Quotations at close of Jan.

24)

+ Yi
+%

;;
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Reliance to

RKO

Through

Vdward Small to Become
Associate Producer

—

Hollywood, Jan. 26. All Reliance
"The Last of the Mohi-

tead of

released

United Artists,

by

RKO

St. Louis, Jan. 26.

—Yester-

day's session in the equity
case here was called off because, Judge Joseph W. Moly-

informed
neaux
attorneys
through the court clerk, he
had a toothache and had to
visit the dentist.
The hearing will continue Monday,
probably with Harry C. Arthur, one of the few remaining Government
witnesses,
on the stand.

RKO

KO

Pathe Awaits

Robert Young

RKO

;

will be Robert Donat in "The
obber Barons," "Gunga Din," "Son
Monte Cristo" and a series of Jack

.it

{

'akie

starring vehicles.

Harry M. Goetz, president of Remce, will return from the coast in
|)out a week.
-From time to time it has been refuted Reliance would be distributed
/ Twentieth Century-Fox upon expiition of the present U.A. agreement.

lepublic to Release

Frankie and Johnnie'
"Frankie and Johnnie" will be reit was
stated by
e company Saturday.
Helen Mor,m and Chester Morris have the title
'les
with Florence Reed and Wiltm Harrigan in support.
When originally produced at the
iograph studios, the film ran afoul
the Hays production code and conlerable of the story had to be remped before it was approved by the
ays organization and given code seal
ased by Republic,

Plans for financing individual producers by Pathe will await the return

from Europe shortly of Robert M.
Young, partner of Frank Kolbe, president of Pathe and chairman of the
First Division board, it is understood.
Officials of both companies have
been working the last few months on
negotiations which would bring several prominent producers under the
Pathe financing. During the absence
of Young, Robert McKinney, of the
Young-Kolbe office, is said to have
taken an active part in discussions on
deals. Executives of Pathe and First
Division are expected to make a trip
to Hollywood within the next few
weeks to look over the production
situation and confer with a number
of producers they have in mind.
Whether or not the name of Pathe
will be used in this connection has
(Continued on page 6)

Mexico Strike Ends

,

o.

At

Against U.

851.

RKO

one

time
Distributing
}rp. had a deal on to release the
m, but this fell through when the
ays office tabooed the original.

Kicks Cause
Resolution on Reels

*atron

Philadelphia,

Jan.

26.

— Behind

of the M.P.T.O. in asking
oducers to eliminate politics from
wsreels is the fact that political marial in the reels is putting exhibitors
a difficult spot, with many objec>ns
having
been
registered
by
e action

.trons.

At the meeting the following offirs were elected in addition to Lewen
(Continued on page 6)

SOUND SPOTS LEAP

TO

Increase

Production Gains;

S.

F irms

—

Jan. 26. The employes' strike here against eight Amwhich
started
erican
distributors,
The settleSept. 27, last, has ended.
ment finally restores to Mexican
exhibitors the sorely needed better
grade American product, which has
been completely shut off since the
strike began.
The distributors declared yesterday they will have an
ample supply of pictures ready on

Mexico City,

Monday.

By the terms of the settlement, the
distributors agree to meet the strikers'
demand for a 25 per cent wage increase, effective Monday, and to pay
the strikers 80 per cent of their wages
for the time they were out.
Some
$18,000 is due, half of it to be paid
(Continued on page 6)

company employment

rosters

by several hundred. Nearly every

stu-

dio registered a gain.
There were 38 feature pictures and
five shorts being filmed, compared to
29 features and two shorts for the
week preceding.
Warners hit a new high with nine
features before the cameras.
Columbia had five features working, four in preparation, and three in
the cutting room. Fox had five, two
Goldwyn, one, zero and
and five
M-G-M, three, zero and 10
zero
Paramount, six, three and 10 Radio,
three, zero and four Roach, one, zero
and one; Universal, four, one and
;

;

;

;

two

;

Warners,

nine,

of

Is

10,828

Claimed by Federal

38 Features Going
— Breaking a
Hollywood, Jan.
swelling

TOTAL

51,697

four-week production slump,
activity took rapid strides last week,

RKO

I

in All

TEN CENTS

studio

Financing by

the In

1936

27,

26.

in-

was

stated
aturday after the closing of a deal
y Harry M. Goetz, president, and
Idward Small, vice-president of Reofficials.
ance, and
All future Reliance films will be
Small will
lot.
lade on the
:come an associate producer for
and supervise the production of
eliance properties.
Among the new
eliance films to be made on the
it

YORK, MONDAY, JANUARY

Delay Hearing

Release List

ictures after
ans" will be

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti<

WL.

Alert,

Statisticians

—

Washington,

The world
Jan. 26.
sound theatres was 51,697 at
the end of 1935, or an increase of
10,828 over 1934, according to annual
statistics prepared by N. D. Golden,
total

of

chief

of

the

U.

the
merce.
of

Motion Picture Section
Department of Com-

S.

The world

motion picture
combined, at
the same time was computed by the
section at 87,299, or an increase of
26,381 over the Government bureau's
theatres,

own

total

sound and

for

statistics

of

silent

1934.

While

little

explanation accompanied the graphs
which traced the rising curve, the
assumption is the unbelievable increase
is traceable to the claims which are
made for exhibition in Russia. That
country, according to the section,

one and seven

independents, one, three and one.
In the short subject field Columbia
had one in work, three preparing and
two editing. M-G-M had two, four
and three Radio, one, zero and two
Roach, zero, zero and three independents, one, one and two.

A four year comparison of theatres throughout the world, by nations and territories, appears on
pages 4 and

6.

;

;

jumped from 9,987

outlets at the

end

(Continued on page 4)
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Opera" Made "Opry
For Charlotte Trade Directors Increase
Charlotte, Jan. 26. — Fearing that
Guild Roster to 75
the word "Opera" would ruin
Hollywood,
Jan. 26. — Approxithe
here,
box-office
chances at the
its

exploiting of its
the title to "A
Night at the Opry." The picture had
a good run.
"Opera" and things connected with
it
are not exactly the best box-office
attraction for Charlotte, as proven by
past experience.
Even pictures starring the greatest
opera stars of them all have fared
badly here. Lily Pons scarcely got
to first base in "I Dream Too Much."

Carolina did a

little

own and changed

Chicago Cold Hits
Grosses Heavy Blow

—A

26.
72-hour cold
threatened to break the 56year-old Loop record of 23 below
hurt theatre business here during
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.
Loop houses found plenty pf seats
attractions.
despite
strong
vacant
Neighborhood houses were also sufferers and some did not even run the
late evening shows.
The American canners, in conven-

Chicago, Jan.

spell that

'

(Continued on page 6)

125 directors turned out for
the first official meeting of the Screen
The membership
Directors'
Guild.

mately

was

now

swelled

by

35.

The

total

is

75.

The

highlight of the session

was

a

by Cecil B. DeMille, who said
that any organization that aided directors was good. At the same time he
upheld the work of the Academy and
urged prospective members to study
talk

the purposes of the new organization
before signing, it was learned. Spokesmen for the Guild stressed the point
that the organization was necessary
as a defensive group.

Para. Signs

Sherman

For 6 Cassidy Films

—

26.
Harry Sheryesterday signed a new Paramount contract for production of six
Hopalong Cassidy features for the

Hollywood, Jan.

man

coming season. They will star WilThe
liam Boyd and Jimmy Ellison.
budgets on all six will be increased
over the

first

series.
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JAMES A. CRON
Advertising Manager

returned to
the Chainthe others on the passen-

were B. P. Fineman, Paramount producer, and Sidney and Mrs.
Smith is connected with
Smith.
Max Factor and is en route to England to teach American makeup meth-

ger

list

ods at the British studios.
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Motion Picture Herald, Betlications,

New

way,

A. Schultz, in charge in the
east for F. & M., left Saturday by
plane for the coast for conferences on
interchange of talent. Leo Singer,
also of F. & M., sailed for Europe on
the Bremen Saturday.
•
"

Florence Ambramson of the New
York Film Board of Trade is recovering at her home from an appendectomy. John Cronin of the same of-

Motion Picture
Theatres, The
Almanac and The Box-Office Check-Up.

ter

fice is

Hollywood Bureau: Postal Union Life
Building, Vine and Yucca Streets, Boone
Mancall, Manager; Chicago Bureau, 624
South Michigan Avenue, C. B. O'Neill,
Manager; London Bureau: Remo House,
W. 1,
London,
Street,
Regent
310
Bruce Allan, Representative. Cable address
Bureau:
Berlin
London";
•Quigpubco,
35; Joachim K.
Stuelerstrasse 2, Berlin
Rutcnberg, Representative; Paris Bureau:

Someone

N. Y., under Act of March

&

Spendthrifts'

ship in the

Jan.

26.

Douglas
tomorrow on

Jr.,

arrives

the Berengaria. He
bringing a print of his latest picture,

is

"The Amateur Gentleman."

now

his band,

from

broadcast
Saturday
10:30 P.M.
•

9 :30

to

action.

against
include
carried

.

.

cruising

back

due

are

waters,

Chicago
family are

still

Mexico City where the temperature
more popular. W. K. Hollander

ing.

Nat Platt, B. & K. supervisor,
leaves with his wife on a West Indies
cruise this week.
Aaron

Saperstein

go

to
operators'

will

at Rochester, is

"Magnificent

Around."

RKO

division head
back on the job after

several days here conferring with circuit heads.
•

Harvey Newins, who
George Skouras'

of

open his own
Feb.

handles some

legal work, will

office in

Radio City on

1.

•

Ed McEvoy,
sales

eastern and Canadian
for RKO, is in the

manager

exchanges.

It

was Albany on Thurs-

day.

Emma

publicity writer,
has joined the staff of the Blackstone

fourth regional sales conference
the season began here yesterday
and concluded tonight with Abe Montague presiding.
Exchange centers up and down the
Pacific coast and from the mountain
region were represented.
bia's

Co.
•

Otto
turned

Film

Warwick

is

information
that
Harold W.
Evans, manager of Loew's Theatre,
may have induced the minister to file
the complaint, Harry C. Arthur, F. &
M. executive, wrote to Joe Vogel of
Loew's in New York, protesting, since
Loew's uses Bank Night in other
the

cities.

Rogers Fund Reaches

dickering with Radio

Ethel Merman

Benjamin

Marty Barrett
Corp.

I

is

on a sales

town

week.
He made
film row.

itor

in

Fred

postponed
month.

has

his coast trek until next

—

in

re-

have its world
Si Fabian, who recently returned
premiere at the Rivoli on Feb. 5, from a Miami sojourn, is in Albany on
according to the latest announcement a periodic trip.
The Charles
from United Artists.
•
Chaplin picture previously had been
Joseph D. Basson, president of
dated for this month. Opening night Local 306, is due back either today
seats will be reserved, following which or tomorrow from Miami.
a 55-99 cents scale will go into effect.

Robert

was

of Krellberg Picfor a few days last
several calls along

the

will

Whitney on Coast

tures

of the
trip.

Van Beuren

sales

along Wabash Ave. last week.
Ben Judell will leave the end

Dick Phillips, formerly

resident

for A.
Blank is now managing the
Blank house at Charles City, la.
at

Clinton,

la.,

Oklahoma

Oklahoma
—

City, Jan. 26. Approximately $35,000 of Oklahoma's
$100,000 goal for the Will Rogers
fund has been contributed, according
to Glen Condon of the state executive
committee.
"Quotas have been assigned to all
counties," he said, "and some of them
already have exceeded or raised their

The money

is

sent to the

Will Rogers
memorial commission in Claremore,
Okla., and forwarded to national headquarters.

John Mills Passes

—

Bellefontaine,

John
O., Jan. 26.
Mills, 25, basso of the Mills Brothers
quartet, died here after an illness of
several
months.
The other three
brothers, and the father, John Mills
Sr., who has been substituting in the
quartet, flew here for the funeral.

of

the month for California to complete
plans for the pictures he plans to
make there this summer. He will be
gone about three weeks.

manager

$35,000 in

state headquarters of the

recently
left

W. McGowan,

R.

weekly for 10 weeks.
The complaint against Bank Night
is said to have been made by Rev. C.
O. Johnson, of the Third Baptist
Church, adjoining the Missouri, which
has been used for men's bible classes
through the courtesy of F. & M. On.

Zeidman allotments.

has

Astaire's next musical.
•

"Times" Premiere Feb. 5

handle

to

in this territory.

manager for
Burroughs-Tarzan Prod., was a vis-

•

Lou Irwin

1936

Mort Singer is back from California where he spent a month with
his family.
He plans to be here at
his office for some time before going
west again.

for the coast.

for a role for

Exchange

product

Harry Rathner,

Kruger, who
from England,

the

B. F. Zeidman Prod., has closed a
deal with Henri Elman's Capitol

Sam Krellberg

Ruth Schwerin,

of

Abplanalp has

Chicago theatre guide all compiled
and ready for distribution.
Jack Schlaifer, vice-president of

•

26.

The ban was first ordered
Bank Night, then expanded to
all giveaway forms.
F. & M.

through its regular weekly
drawing Friday night at the Missouri

Hollywood

Jake Golden,

ban ordered by

a

that the
plan is legal.
Beginning Feb. 4 the
three houses will give three Ford cars

press books.

Madeleine Carroll has arrived in Florida when he gets the
to start work in "The Case contract troubles ironed out.
Against Mrs.
Ames" for Walter
Jim Lunzel is writing the history
Music Goes 'Round and
of "The
Wanger.

1879.
in the
foreign

enforce

Missouri manager, said attorneys had
the Fox,

in

in

to

Circuit Attorney Franklin Miller, who
ruled giveaways and prizes at theatres
illegal lotteries.
Miller did not indicate what had caused him to take
specific action at this time.
Attorneys for Bank Night are expected here Monday to confer with G.
E. McKean, local agent, on Miller's

despite the ruling.

John Balaban and

"The Singing Kid" for
Warners, were on Al Jolson's Shell

appearing

—A

Jay Elaufox has joined the Para- advised the management of
mount publicity department handling
Missouri and Ambassador

and wife are also there. They'll wait
until it warms up here, before return-

3,

Jan. 26.
John Hay
Whitney, head of Pioneer, arrived
here by plane yesterday from New
York. William Wright, assistant to
Harry Cohn of Columbia, was on the
same plane.

•

is

Cab Calloway and

Men on Coast
Francisco, Jan.
—Colum-

Hollywood,

be starred.

•

ceries.

Columbia

"Modern Times"

Widow," by Samuel
John Park. Lucille La Verne will

.

Obsession," which ran two weeks at
the Palace to heavy business, was
rushed into the Garrick on a moment's notice by B. & K. for a third
Loop week. The picture had been doing such good business the B. & K.
executives thought this the wise thing
Previous bookings prohibited
to do.
the Palace from holding the picture
over another week.

San

signed by

to stage his pro-

Fairbanks,

1936

grand jury
St. Louis, Jan. 26.
investigation of the giveaway situation here is threatened if the practice does not stop, following police
orders

Miriam Doyle has been

Thomas Kilpatrick

Club.

The next day he appeared in
Lou Irwin's apartment at the
Warwick loaded down with gro-

K. Hold "Obsession"
—

Chicago,

February, according
•

southern
Feb. 9.

•

B.

in

made

from Miami.

in

Frank Fay a
him to member-

sent

scroll admitting
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desk some time
to reports

has

The Lynn Farnols, now

Quip of the Day

Rue

City,

office,

eral days.

W

19,

and has been home for sev-

ill

McKENZIE,

of the
substantial
gains in health and will be back at his

Hays

duction, "Black

•

John

and

MAURICE

27,

Threaten Grand Jury
St. Louis Game Quiz

Personal

and Mrs. Clair
RENE
France Saturday on
plain.

Vol

Monday, January

H.

Judgments Are Filed
The Village
a

of Irvington has filed

judgment against the Photo Color

Corp. for $49,948.
The 165 W. 46th

judgment

against

new "Booking Corp.

St.

the

Corp. has a
Film

RKO

for $11,007.

Radio Signs Marshall
.

.

.

Hollywood,

Pittsburgh

Sally Starr has returned to New
York after spending a month here
with her family.

Ben Jaffe

will

manage

the Casino,

formerly the Harris, for his father,
George Jaffe.
Marie McSwigan is spending the
winter with friends in Hollywood.

Jan.

26.

—

Herbert!

Marshall has been signed to a fiveyear contract, calling for three pic-!
The star'.'!
tures a year, by Radio.
latest for Radio was with Ann Ha r d-l
ing in

"The Lady Consents."

Making Roosevelt Film
A

two-reeler dealing with the life o
Theodore Roosevelt is being producec

Spyros Skouras will return from
Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon were by J. H. Hoffberg
Apfel is featured.
Honolulu on Feb. 15,
guests of Variety Club.

Co.,

Inc.

Osca

I

OKAY!
...17/ talk
but only to confirm
what every exhibitor

showman knows

.

.

.

that National Screen
Service does a whale
of a job with complete
trailer service on every
picture you book!

ATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
prize

baby of the Industry

!

:
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Sound Spots
Leap to New

Theatres Throughout the World
Grand Total
Territory

Furope
United

Top, 51,697
(Continued from page

is

public early last year, the MoSection
credited
the
United States with only 10,143 houses,
having declared at the time that the
estimate was "based on the Bureau
of Census survey as of December,
1934." Those within the industry and
familiar
with its statistical fabric
failed to agree.

made

tion

Picture

15,378 in

whether

its

statistics

of

cover

theatres light or dark.

A

four-year comparison of all thethroughout the world appears
elsewhere in this edition of Motion
Picture Daily. Here is a four-year
comparison of sound theatres, the figures, in each instance, being those of
the Motion Picture Section:
51,697
40,869
41,822
36,955

Europe

contributed 27,956 sound
houses to the international total as
against 60,150 theatres in toto in that
division, the section points out. The
United States, credited with 15,378
theatres, is 100 per cent wired for
talkers, this source continues.
Here
are how the other major world geographical divisions break down
The Far East has 3,712 sound theatres out of a grand total of 5,185.
Latin-America is listed with 3,338
sound houses out of a grand total of
5,044.

Africa and the Near East have 480
wired out of a grand total of 637.

Movie
torial

Book edibe moved from

Classic and Screen

headquarters will

Fawcett Publications offices here
early next month. Carl
Schroeder, Screen Book editor, will
leave for the coast Feb. 5, and Eric
Ergenbright, former Fawcett western
the

to

Hollywood

editor,

will

edit

being under the
of Jack Smalley.

Movie Classic, both
managing editorship

1932
30,623
19,042
4,922
5,546

905
637

823
689

1,100

1,100

645

691

87,299

60,918

60,347

61,924

1934.

Europe
Theatres

1935

1934

1933

1932

9,987*
4,897
5,100
3,794
4,000
3,252

Czecho

29,691 1
5,070
4,782
4,221
4,000
3,450
1,833

Sweden

1,581

843
750
850
728
380
340
320
319

2,000
4,672
5,100
2,500
3,900
2,600
2,024
1,100

3,200
4,950
5,071
2,500
3,300
2,600
1,900
1,100

250

650
850
759
633
350
310
338
255
350
220
220
250

750
850
900
505
300
325
300
253
400
220
235
400

100
80
145
107
80
93
10

100

14

122
100
128
107
60
94
10

60,150

39,547

29,693

30,623

Country
Russia

England

'

Germany
Italy

France
Spain

Belgium

790
779
498
400
344
340
336
305

Austria

Poland

Hungary
Denmark
Switzerland
Yugoslavia
Netherlands

Rumania

301
242

225
210

Portugal
Irish Free State
Greece

1,955

308
380
232
241

Theatres

Theatres

181

142
110
94

Turkey
Bulgaria
Latvia
Lithuania
Esthonia
Albania

86
63
62

Totals

Country
Japan

80
77
82

New

Zealand

Neth. India

Siam
British Malaya
Straits Settlements ....

Chosen
French Indo-China
Ceylon
Islands
Society Islands

Fiji

1933

1932

1,050

1,050

1,485
1,500

675

685
335
300
238
180
68
45

685
397
300
200
180
68
40

43
40

675
366
273
276
192
68
58
48
43
40

40

40

18

18

18

16

n

n

n

n

5,185

4,718

4,639

4,922

Theatres

Theatres

313
300
248

Philippines

China

I

....

Theatres

1,699

4'35

77
57

Latin- A merica
Theatres
1935

Country

Theatres
1934

1933

1932

1,493

Brazil

1,351

1,604
1,200

1,634
1,125

1,608
1.600

701

701

701

300
200

225

701
400

171
141

243
110
137

400
385
215

137
100
88
44

Uruguay".::.'.

Porfo Rico
Venezuela

Panama
British

West

Costa Rica

Guatemala
Ecuador

Indies
35

32

170

127
134

38
42
29
28
29

31
(Continued on page 6)

;

M. &

:

P.

Two Maine
active
broke,

list

back on the

theatres

are the Star,

and Wilbur Hall,

West PemPhillips.

In New
Hampshire the Alley
Groveton, has been reopened. Others
just opened are: the Town Hall, Jeffersonville, and Community, Ashland.

Buy Empress

Denver

at

—

Denver, Jan. 26.
Three Denver
real estate men, L. F. Eppich, Ed P.
Fppich and A. G. Talbot, who formed
the Center Investment Co. for the
deal, have bought the old Empress.

The house has been closed for three
years, but is equipped for pictures and
vaudeville, and it is planned to reopen
it as a first run with a stage show.

Jacksonville, Jan. 26.
Southen
theatre changes and new constructioi
continue unabated. In this state But
ler
Gore has sold the Florida al
Haines City to F. O. Mullins of Kissimmee and a new house, the Fain
has been opened at Leesburg.
The Leesburg is a $25,000 500-seai
structure of brick, with a separate
balcony for colored patrons.
Two new North Carolina house:
are planned.
One will be at Newtot
and will be erected for G. G. Mitchell
second will be a $25,000 structure
the first there, at Clinton.
At Columbus, Miss., home town o
Ed Kuykendall, Solomon Bros., Inc.
have purchased the Chevrolet building
for the purpose of converting it int<
a 1,000-seat house.

Acquires London Series

Argentina

Colombia'".'.;:;;;..
Chile
p eru

—

A

)

Totals

N. E. Changes Numerous
Boston, Jan. 26.
Shifts on the
New England theatre map are numerous. The Broadway, Chelsea, has been
opened by M. & P. with George
Friary in charge Waldron's Casino
an old house, is about to be opened
with films and vaudeville. The Strand
Gloucester, also has been opened by

—

Theatres

1,600

1934

Commonwealth
Amusement
Corp.
has acquired the State, Garden City
Kan., from Lester McCoy.
W. G
Green, former operator of the Electric,
Glasgow, Mo., has leased the
Princess at La Platte and is remodeling it. W. G. Waldon has opened the
new De Soto at De Soto, Kan
Loew's Midland will soon receive bids
for reupholstering and other improvements.

Southern Shifts Unabated

1,634
1,334

1935

Australia
India

Theatres

—

Kansas City, Jan. 26. Transfers
of control and general improvements
have been on the upgrade in this territory for some time.
vice-president
of
C. A. Schultz,

80

The Far East
Theatres

1936

Changes Continuing

145

'Includes all halls, converted churches and other local places of exhibition.
tThis figure includes urban, rural theatres, both those equipped with stationary and
portable projectors where motion pictures are shown.

Mexico
Cuba

Fawcett Books to Coast

1933
29,693
19,000
4,639
5,270

Theatres

atres

1935
1934
1933
1932

1934
39,547
10,143*
4,718
5,002

Census survey, December,

Norway

the section sets down
This
15,378 for the United States.
coincides with the conclusion drawn
by the Film Boards of Trade in its
own survey, detail of which was made
public in New York on Thursday.
However, this total, as explained by
the Film Boards of Trade, represents
theatres actually open as of Jan. 1,
1936. That authority placed all houses
in the United States at 18,508. The
Motion Picture Section, at no point,

1935

trade estimates.

Finland

United States

Currently,

specifies

'Based upon Bureau
tBasect on

27,

Midwest's Theatre

Grand Total Grand Total Grand Total

60,150
15,378f
5,185
5,044

Totals

another approach by which
the staggering increase in world theatres, whether silent or sound, may
be explained away. In its 1934 survey,

There

States

Far East
Latin-America
Canada
Africa, Near East

1)

of '34 to 29,691 at the end of the following year.
This figure, it was
pointed out, includes "urban, rural
theatres, both those equipped with stationary and portable projectors where
motion pictures are shown." In other
words, the figures for the Soviets
made no claims that they embrace theatres in the accepted American trade
sense.

Monday, January

100
127
112
134
33

42
27
28
22

220
212
100
125

112
125
33
42
21

28
23

—

Jan. 26. Joseph Sim
of Excelsior picture.'
to
has
acquired
screen
rights
series of stories by Jack London title*

Hollywood,
head

monds,

;

"The Road."
Simmonds

will
not produce thi
under the Excelsior banner
He will probably rent space from tb
Talisman Studio for the series.

group

Lloyd Turel Has Son

—

Detroit, Jan. 26.
Lloyd Turel
general manager of the I. J. Londo*
passing
around cigar;
houses,
is
Reason
The birth of Lloyd, Jr
weight eight pounds and one ounce
Mother and son are doing nicely.
:

JUST

WHEN EVERYBODY

was beginning to think there was
too much sameness in cartoons,

with the cleverest, cutest, funniest
situations and tricks the cartoon

world has ever seen!
Just take a look at

OSWALD

THE LUCKY RABBIT

in

SOFTBALL GAME

at

your nearest UNIVERSAL

exchange, and you'll see what
we're talking about!

)

:

'
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Oklahoma Diplomacy
between distributors and tbe
Motion Picture Council bere are a bit
strained. The council hopes "to per-

(Continued from page 4)

Theatres

Country
Salvador

Honduras
Nicaragua

1934
36

suade distributors to lease the right
kind of films to churches and schools."

Bolivia

Dominican Rep

21

the distributors have more
or less gracefully dodged the issue.
recent meeting called by Mrs.

Trinidad

17

So

far

A

McPherren,

Charles

which

to

dis-

tributors had been "cordially" invited,
she said, failed to attract a single ex-

change manager.
Mrs. C. R. Loucks, council secretary, says she phoned all the exchange
heads the next day and "all eight
were out of town."
It was
Mrs. Loucks, who, a few
days ago, gave out some caustic comment on J. H. Cooper's plan to form
a foundation through which all his
theatre income would be used to aid
destitute children. She called it a plan
to "hoodwink" the public.

Financing by Pat he
Awaits Robert Young
(Continued from page 1)

been

not

decided finally, it is said.
Some interests are inclined to believe
the company, because of its
agreement, is not legally entitled to do
so.
Others hold differently.
First
Division in any event will distribute.
At present First Division is releasing through its own branches and by
franchise
arrangements Chesterfield
and Invincible product in addition to
some B. I. P. features. With the exception of Kansas City, the company
has 100 per cent representation nationally. The Kansas City situation is
expected to be worked out shortly.

RKO

Fr.

West

Theatres

1935
30
29
24
24

Theatres

Theatres
1932
47
26

1933
47

14

18
21

22
23
36

25

14

14

11

installments.

17

Distributors are forbidden to create
employes' unions and they must recog-

11

9

9

Bermudas

9

9

Haiti
Br. Guiana

7
5

9
7
5

5

9
13
9
5

Neth. West Indies

5

4

4

4

Bahamas

4

4

4

5

Barbadoes

3

2

2

2

5,044

5,002

5,270

Totals

the Cinematographic Employes'
Union as the sole labor organization.

nize

14

Honduras

7

The

settlement
followed a long
of conferences under Government supervision.
It
is
understood
the settlement will help to straighten
out the controversy on import duties
and income taxes between the distributors and the Government.
series

Patron Kicks Cause
Resolution on Reels

5,546

Africa and Near East
South Africa

300

350

Algeria

130
90
30
30
27

130
89
30

Egypt
Iran
Tunisia
Palestine
Syria
East Africa
West Africa
Iraq

:.

Pizor as president: Mike H. Egnal.
A. R. Boyd, George T. Gravenstine,
vice-presidents
George P. Aarons,
secretary Al Fisher, treasurer.
The
board of managers includes Abe Sablosky, Ed Jefferies, Ted Schlanger.
Norman Lewis, Joseph Schwartz, Abe
Rooner, John Monroe, Jake Fox, Ben

150
87
33

89
30

;

:

13
12
4

Totals

(Continued from page 1)

350

291
150

;

24

22
26

25
20

19
12

17
12
4

4

4
4

637

689

Madagascar

1

A payment of $1,500
was made yesterday as "strike costs."

21

25
20

Jamaica
Paraguay

Br.

(Continued from page

on the day of the strike settlement and
the remainder in three equal monthly

'IS

Indies

1936

27,

Mexico Strike Ends
Against U. S. Firms

Latin-America

Developing Strains
Oklahoma City, Jan. 26. — Relations

Monday, January

19

20

9
12

4

4
4

645

691

Amsterdam,

Oscar

Corbett,

Grosses Heavy Blow

$8,000 in Denver

Providence Takes
—Heavy snow
Providence, Jan.

F.

Chicago Cold Hits

"Burlesque" Pulls

"Obsession" Leads

J.

Louis Felt, William Hassner.
Herman Coane, Max Korr, E. M.
Connelly, Luke Farrell, Nate Sablosky, Luke Ring, Sam Kinto and
Ben Bache.
Steifel,

(Continued from page

1)

Denver, Jan. 26 .— With the Na- tion here, provided about enough busi26.
ness to pay the coal bill.
storms cut into first run receipts last tional Western Stock Show helping
"Strike Me Pink" opened in the
week, but "Magnificent Obsession" all first runs, "King of Burlesque" ran midst of a cold blast that had the
made a good showing by garnering up a big gross, $8,000, at the Denver. thermometer 20 below. Business at
Pessis Joins Talisman
This was $3,000 over normal.
$7,800, up by $800. at the Majestic.
the opening show found the main floor
Hollywood, Jan. 26. Erman Pes"Miss Pacific Fleet" was almost 100
The only other downtown attracof the United Artists almost filled,
sis has been appointed publicity dithe
line on a take of
per
cent
over
column
was
the
profit
into
tion to get
which was better than had been exrector for the Talisman Studio, and
"First
the
Paramount.
a
$4,000
at
of
the
of
"Rose
a dual consisting
pected.
With warmer weather the
will handle many of the units workfast pace at the Aladdin
Girl"
hit
a
Lady,"
Rancho" and "Hitch Hike
house is expected to do capacity for
ing on that lot. Pessis has been hanand
reached
$3,000.
which took $6,800 at the Strand.
the first week at least as the picture
dling publicity for the George HirTotal first run business was $23,500.
Total first run business was $32,was given a terrific ballvhoo.
liman films, as well as handling other
Average
is $19,500.
700. Average is $39,500.
accounts which he will retain in adtakings
Estimated
for
the
week
endEstimated takings for the week end-

—

new

dition to his

duties.

Lefholtz in
Omaha,

26.

Jan.

ing Jan. 24

New Post
— Harry Lefholtz

salesman, has resigned from Universal
and has joined Scott Ballantyne, theatrical supply company.
R. C. Fox, salesman with Universal at Minneapolis, has been transferred to replace Lefholtz.

Takes Three Serials

—

Detroit, Jan. 26. S. K. Decker of
Excellent Pictures Corp. has acquired

Michigan distribution rights to the
three serials made by Weiss Prod.,
"Custer's Last Stand," "The Clutching Hand" and "Jungle Perils."

Kennedy Made Manager
Portland,

Kennedy
manager

Me., Jan. 26.
has been named

at the

assistant

Empire, where he was

formerly an usher.

George

— Edward

Kennedy

replaces

Street, resigned.

amateur members
tertainment

is

Feb.

14.

will furnish the en-

planned by the

mount Pep Club

at the

Gross:

Para-

Park Central

$7,800.

(Univ.)
7 days.

(Average. $7,000)

"WE'RE ONLY HUMAN" (Radio)
RKO ALBP.E— (2,300), 15c-40c, 7 days.

Stage: "Broadway Revels."
(Average. $7,000)

Gross:

$6,100.

7

STRAND— (2,300), 15c-40c. 7
(Average. $6,500)
$6,800.
"PADDY O'DAY" (20th-Fox)
FAYS— (1.600), 15c-40c, 7 days. Stage:
Gross:

"SPLENDOR"

BROADWAY— (1,500),
following

Gross:

days. Gross:

Revue."

Gross:

a

week

(Average.

at

(U. A.)
25c-40c.

7

the Aladdin.

$6,200.

$3,500.

(Para.)
25c-35c-40c.
5
davs.

(Average, $4,000)

"KING OF BURLESQUE"

(20th-Fox)
davs.
25c-35c-50c.
7

DENVER— (2.500).
Gross: $8,000.
(Average, $5,000)
"LAST OF THE PAGANS" (M-G-M)
ORPHEUM — (2.600). 25c-35c-40c. 7 days.
Gross:

$4,000.

(Average. $5,000)

"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W.

PARAMOUNT— (2.000).
Gross:

$4,000.

(Average.

25c-40c.
$2,500)

7

B.)
davs.

—

John A.
Jan. 26.
of the Rialto, recently reelected to City Council, is a
candidate for appointment to the ButHis apler County Election Board.
pointment would necessitate resignaO.,

Schwalm, manager

Robinson

to Freelance

—

Hollywood,

Jan. 26.
Edward G.
Robinson will freelance following completion of his newest starring film,
"Bullets or Ballots," for Warners.
He has signed a managerial contract
with the William Morris office.

Net
High Low Close Change
....M
44% 44% 44%
—%
50% 50%
5054

pfd

Consolidated Film. 6
Consolidated, pfd.. 18%
Eastman Kodak... 160
Loew's. Inc
53
Loew's, Inc., pfd.. 107%

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount
Pathe

RKO

10%
1

pfd.. 83

2 pfd..

Century-Fox.. 25%

20th Century, pfd.. 33%
Universal, pfd
65

Warner Bros

11%

Corp. has been formed here by SamBerger, Benjamin Berger and

uel

Kranzbaum.

5%

18%
160

52%
107%

10%
82

11%

—
—
—
+
—

6

18%
160
53

107%
10%

%
%
%

%
%

+%

83
12

7%
7%
25%
33%

25%
33%

65

65

11%

11%

+ %
—
- %%
—
— %%

7%
7%

...W

Technicolor Off a Point
Net
High

2%

Sonotone
Technicolor

Trans

22

Lux

3%

Bond

Low
2%
21%

3%

Close Change

+f
—1
+J

254

22

3%

Activity
Net

council.

Form World Pictures
Albany, Jan. 26. — World Pictures

12

7%
7%

Film

Little

Jacob Lourie Engaged

Philip

Columbia
Columbia,

20th

Schwalm Seeks Old Job
Hamilton,

Paramount Issues Up Slightly

days,
Gross:

(Average, $7,000)

from

Wall Street

7

$1,000)

DENHAM— (1.500).

(20th-Fox)

Parade

davs.

(G. B.)

(1.500).
25c-35c-50c-60c.
(Average. $2,000)
$3,000.

"MILLIONS IN THE AIR"

"THREE LIVE GHOSTS" (M-G-M)
LOEWS STATE — (3,800), 15c-40c.
(Average. $12,000)
days.
Gross: $5,800.
"ROSE OF THE RANCHO" (Para.)
"HITCH-HIKE LADY" (Republic)

"Fun

"FIRST A GIRL"

ALADDIN —

$1,000.

"PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER"

tion

Para. Pep Club to Dance
A St. Valentine's dance at which

ing Jan. 22
:

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"
MAJESTIC — (2,400), 15c-40c,

Boston.

—Jacob

26.
Jan.
of Netoco

Lourie,
Theatres, and

executive
Beatrice Buckman, daughter of Nathan Buckman of M. & P. Theatres
Corp.,

ment.

have announced their engage-

High
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40.... 23

Loew's 6s 41
deb rights

Low
23

Close Change

—15

23

ww
103%

103%

103%

....

94%

94%

94%

—%

91%

91

91

—%

Paramount

Pictures 6s 55
Warner Bros. 6s
'39

wd

(Quotations at close of Jan.

25.)

W7

i

HERBERT MARSH 11
THE LADY CONSENT
with
$|

by
STEPHEN ROBERTS

Directed

MARGARET LINDSAY.
EDWARD

ELLIS

.

.

Walter abe
HOBART CAVANAUGH ILKA CHAS
.

.

.

;
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New Orleans

Theatre Gain

Business in
Agrees Gain Indiana Area

Go On

Will
New

Orleans, Jan.

26.

— Reports

from exchanges here point to one of
the best years in the history of the
Upstate, where in the past
business.
theatres have been open only two or
three nights a week, a full six-day
programs are being given at a slightly
advanced range of prices owing to increased employment, both private and

on

WPA

Commerce

of

more than substantial gain

predicts

in all lines.

New Orleans proper shows big
gains in admissions, not in spots, but
all through the week, with more than
satisfactory gains Saturday and Sunneighborhood
the
In
day nights.
houses the gains have more than doubled since a year ago at the same
This, too, is due to the fact
period.
more money is in circulation and there
is more sustaining employment.
Downtown houses are not doing so
They are adhering to a conwell.
servative policy, with none of the trimmings so popular in the neighborhoods, such as cash awards, chinaware
and the like.
On cash award nights no attention
any old thing
is paid to the feature
goes.
The patrons are after the cash.

—

Retail Trade
1

As

Up 30%

with the exception of the
wash goods industry, which is the
largest in the United States, manufacturing industries are not running full
time. Canal Street retail stores report
an increase of approximately 30 per
cent in business over a corresponding
a rule,

period of the previous year. The holiday trade was even greater than during the rush year of 1929.
An official statement from the banks
read "With business and all forms of
trade on the increase, particularly dur:

ing the past six months and the holiday season, bank deposits in
Or-

New

leans

have jumped up more than $28,attempts have been

made

to

bring vaudeville to the city again, but
exhibitors have decided that such a
move would be financial suicide in
view of the excellence of the films
presented.
Newspapers shed tears of
joy when Major Bowes and his amateurs were billed for Jerusalem Tem[jple
at 75 cents top.
It is currently
'eported that the unit went in the red.

Reports are current that the Tulane,
only legitimate
!>e

—

Improving
— Pros-

having been opened in 1935, many
exhibitors" predict better conditions in
1936 as a result of increased activity

Ind., Jan. 26.

a

ments and major manufacturing plants,
especially those engaged in making
advertised

nationally

Business

in

wares.

Terre Haute, as well
is on the up-

as the rest of Indiana,

More money

is

being

spent

and bank debits are gaining, according

to

statistics.

showing

Employment

is

gains

constantly.
Several major industries here have
purchased additional tracts for expansion of their plants, which will require a greater force of workmen.
Mines and smaller industrial plants
are working steadily.
Stage plays are again becoming
popular here with local picture houses
offering such attractions on their programs.
The city's only vaudeville
house has in recent weeks presented
a number of prominent plays to a
well-pleased audience.
Terre Haute's houses are all in full
operation and it is anticipated that
several new ones will be planned in
the near future.
Bank Night at the Indiana probably has been the most outstanding
event in the annals of local theatre
history.
On various occasions, when
the prize ran into the hundreds, traffic
near the theatre was practically
blocked.
The theatre outlook is brighter than
has been in a number of years.
it
While there are no plans for immediin
the local situation
ate changes
neither are there any advances being

planned

admission

in

prices.

Top

prices are 40 cents at night with a 25
Other houses range
cent matinee.
from 10 cents up and the established
admission is likely to hold throughout
the coming year.
The year will undoubtedly witness

much improvement and remodeling at
number of the leading houses here.

a

000,000 in the past year."

Many

Seen in Virginia

bright and merrier New
1'ear are indicated here through expansions of various retail establishpects for

house in the city, is to
discontinued by the K. & E. main

During the past several years such
and improvements were
However, the larger theatres
scarce.
remodeling

are practically new buildings.
Theatre advertising has shown an
increase in the past several months
Several recent
in local newspapers.
attractions were heralded by full page

copy and the results were packed
Such
houses at every performance.

was

when "Top Hat" played
Orpheum and the engagement

the case

at the

was held over

for

another week.

jffices.

Favor Action Films
Henry Lazarus, owner
lerland,

Newcomb and

of the

Coliseum, be-

lieves that business will increase

iiow on, both
»nd affiliated.

Wonfrom

independent houses
Lazarus says his books
phow that action pictures will have
he call. Lazarus heads Allied in this
in

j

section.

On the other hand, J. D. Duffy,
.peaking for Harry S. McLeod of the
J St. Charles, believes that musical comV

•

dy will have the run and quotes figshow that the St. Charles did
better business with this type than
vith others, with the exception
of
Emperor Jones" which broke all
ires to

house records and came back for a
second time.
Philip Sliman, controlling the Laurel, and another in New Iberia, believes

that

action

films

are

the

best

bet.

At

Is

While
Richmond, Va., Jan. 26.
amusement interests in Virginia eximprovement in business
perienced
last year, eight or more new theatres

Tekre Haute,

grade.

projects.

For the general business outlook the
Association

Is

9

the Reoublic-Bromberg headquarters, Leo Seicshnaydre, manager,
says country business is improving,
the exhibitors buying more and better
films.
He also notices that theatres
are devoting more space to advertising
on billboards and in newspapers, lithograph being in good demand, exhibitors endeavoring to reach non-theatreffoes, instead of depending entirely on
the screen.

many lines.
The Lee was among

along

the new houses
Others have
completed last year.
opened in Norfolk, Lynchburg, Hillsville, Martinsville, Stuart and Galax.
Another new house is being built at
Falls Church, a suburb of the national
capital.
Plans are being made for the
construction of two additional houses
in Richmond and building activity is
reported to be on the increase in variSeveral inous parts of the state.
dustrial plants have been enlarged and
a larger number of textile workers
will be given employment this year.
Elmer H. Brient, secretary of the
M. P. T. O. of Virginia, Inc., said
today 1936 should be a good one for

the industry.

"Better products are being offered
they will produce better business," he said. "We felt the depression later than other businesses and
will be later in getting back to good
times again."
Former State Senator Edwin S.
Reid, director of the State Division
reports
Censorship,
imof M. P.
provement in the types of films now
being offered.
Gilbert Greentree, president of the

and

Retail Merchants of Richmond, renorts 1935 the best year since 1929
when the Wall Street collapse marked
the beginning of the business depression which led to the national bank
holiday of 1933.

Steady Trend
Upward Noted
In Hartford
—

Hartford, Conn., Jan. 26. Theatre
managers think 1936 will be a good
year.
Business, they say, showed a
steady improvement in the latter part
of

1935.

"More people

are going to the thelast," says Lou
Cohen, manager of the Palace. "The
pictures are better, too."
These sentiments are echoed by all the managers, who find a growing satisfaction
on the part of their patrons with the
type of picture coming out of Hollyatre

this

year than

wood. "The producers seem to have
hit on the kind of entertainment the
wants," they say.
Deposits
in
Connecticut
savings
banks are up $11,000,000 over last
public

year.

Manufacturing activity

in

Hart-

jumped from 60 per cent of normal in August and September to 75
per cent of normal in November and
ford

still

is

climbing.

Employment

in

Hartford has shown

steady gains from 82 per cent normal
last January to 96 per cent normal.

Graphs
showing
employment and
manufacturing activity laid over boxoffice receipts would almost coincide, a
survey reveals.

Insurance Field Gains
Insurance, the main industry in
Hartford, made a gain of $150,000,000 in assets during the year.
Payment of bonuses to employes at Christmas, while not general, was sufficiently widespread to promote confidence in
the future on the part of the working
classes, who make up the bulk of the
theatre patronage.
Business is really good in Hartford
not just around the corner. G. Fox
& Co., leading department store, has
just completed an air-conditioning and
modernizing program that cost a mil-

Sweepstakes Sued in —
K. C. by Bank Night
Kansas

City,

Enterprises,

Inc.,

Jan.
has

26.

—

Affiliated

an equity
court here

filed

Federal district
against E. S. Young, theatre owner
Frank Bowen, supply man W. Edgar
Orndorff, attorney, and members of
the I. T. O. operating a Sweepstakes
Night pool, charging unfair competithrough the resemblance of
tion
Sweeostakes to Bank Night. An acsuit

in

;

counting,
in unction

damages and

a

restraining

asked.
It is charged the methods of Sweepstakes are so similar to Bank Night
as to confuse persons intending to
patronize
latter.
Sweepstakes
the
Night is not to be confused with
Movie Sweepstakes, it is pointed out.
The former is said to have been dei

are

veloped locally by Young,
Orndorff.

Bowen and

Reade Will Extend
Use of Bank Night
With Bank Night playing in a number of his theatres in New York and
New Jersey, Walter Reade fntend«
to adopt the game in practically all
of the 35 theatres in the circuit.
Reade pointed out last week that
the results of the game in the Peekskill.
Peekskill. have convinced him
of the desirability of the move. The
theatre, which usually grosses abou*
$80

on

Tuesday,

one

week jumped

to a take of $500, which Reade
tributes directly to the gaixw.

at-

lion dollars.

The Board of Education voted yesterday to restore 10 per cent pay reductions to teachers in city schools.
All city employes will receive at least
five per cent of 10 per cent pay cuts
which have been in force for three
years.

Manufacturers of machine screws
and parts for automobiles reported
sharp upturns in activity following fall
automobile shows.

Theatres Brushing

Up

Theatre improvements, which had
been at a standstill, have resumed on
a modest scale. The Princess has new
carpets, the Allyn is having murals
painted on the walls by a local artist,
the large lobby of the Poli has been
redecorated.
There has been talk of
installing

new

seats at the Palace.

Perhaps one of the most significant
signs that Hartford theatremen are not
worried about 1936 is the lack of opposition which greeted the announcement that a
civic repertory company would be operating soon at Par-

PWA

sons.
Managers downtown feel that
a return to legitimate drama in Hartford, even at competitive prices, would

increase attendance, rather than cut in
it.
Hartford's best days, they recall, were when the Parsons was running.
Anything that might tend to
revive the spoken drama and again
place Hartford in the top rank among
show towns, would be welcome now.

on

)

;
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Short Subjects
"Between the Lines"
(

'itaphone)
strikingly novel theme and deftly

/

A

handled touches of satire make this a
genuinely entertaining musical offering.
With the flash-back technique it fancifully presents the real life of magazine story characters and how they
visit their colleagues on other pages.
Modern life and the Civil War period
provide sonic excellent singing by BerCentering about her, the
nice Claire.
story has an intruder from a night
club yarn on another page coming
over and introducing her to modern
times.
In a night club, modernly
gowned, she is enjoying herself when
At that point
the place is held up.
her southern brother, a Civil War

army

officer, comes to the rescue, savgreat
ing her from the "rebels."
There is a Lindy
piece of burlesque.
Hop sequence at the finish. Tuneful,
witty, old-fashioned and yet sophisticated, this will be well received. Production Code Seal, No. 0638. Running time, 22 mins. "G."

A

"Steel and Stone"
V itaphone
(

This number of the "Our Own
United States" series covers the conIt
struction of bridges and tunnels.
finely done photographically, and
is
the dialogue by Milton J. Cross is a
genuine blend of scientific fact with
The
the correct shading of humor.
piece skips about the country showing
to their best advantage bridges on
many rivers, their purposes and the
fine points of their architecture.

There

are excellent views of the Key West
spans, the Pulaski Skyway, the Huey
Long bridge in New Orleans and
others.
Aside from its educational
angle the film is both interesting and
entertaining. Should be well received.

Production Code Seal, No. 0764. Run"G."

ning time, 11 mins.

"The Cat Came Back"
Vita phone)
cartoon
in
Technicolor that
should
be well received by children
and adults alike. It concerns the rivalry between cat and mouse family.
Mother cat teaches her kittens the art
of catching mice with football tactics
and the mice are schooled in eluding
them.
friendship between a kitten
and a mouse springs up and ceases
when the kitten is beaten up, only to
resume again. The mothers do some
quarreling and the two go off and
dance to phonograph music. The kitten falls into a sewer and the mouse
goes to the rescue.
Rescued, all is
serene again until mama cat remembers and the struggle is on again. Production Code Seal, No. 1882. Running
lime, 8 mins.
"G."
(

A

A

"Wild Wings"
( 1

itapho7ie)

Should please.
No. 0652.
time, 11 mins.
"G."
flight.

tion

Code

Seal,

27,

1936
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HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW
"The Milky Way"
(

Lloyd-Paramount)

—

Hollywood, Jan. 26. With uproarious comedy and to the tune of a
thousand laughs, Harold Lloyd returns to the front rank of screen funFarce and hokum, moving with speed and holding a sock in
makers.
every sequence, the film is a credit to everyone connected with it and
should prove one of the season's ace attractions. An indication of what
to expect is the reaction of the preview audience, which giggled, guffawed and roared at the nonsensical action and clever dialogue.
With the exception of a few suggestions of romance, which in themselves are funny, the film ignores everything but laugh-provoking
omedy. Protecting sister Helen Mack, Lloyd, a milkman, whose fighting ability is confined to a knowledge of how to duck, is accused of
knocking out William Gargan, middleweight champion. Shanghaied by
chiseling manager Adolphe Menjou's gang, including Gargan, Veree
Teasdale and Lionel Stander, Lloyd is taught, but never learns, ring craft.
Wading through a series of framed bouts, the stage is set for the big
Milk Fund bout with Gargan, sponsored by Marjorie Gateson, socialite.
In a ridiculous single round, Lloyd wins, when Gargan's desire for
revenge is licked by his affection for Lloyd's sister, and a dose of
insomnia medicine administered by Stander gets in its work.
The entire cast does a fine comedy job, their performances leaving
the audience limp.
Based on a play by Lynn Root and Harry Clork,
the screenplay by Grover Jones, Frank Butler and Richard Connell is
a masterpiece of farce comedy.
Leo McCarey's direction takes full
advantage of all the opportunities and maintains a continuous fast pace.
E. Lloyd Sheldon supervised.
The picture looks to be a sure winner
wherever it is played, on the basis of word-of-mouth advertising alone.
Production Code Seal No. 1,735. Running time, 85 minutes. "G."

"Tough Guy"
(M-G-M)
Hollywood,

Did you get
your copy of

Richardson's

BLUEB00K
of

PROJECTION
•

Jan. 26.

— Designed

for general

audiences, this picture
will fit nicely on most programs.
Jackie Cooper and Joseph Calleia
head the cast of all male players with Rin Tin Tin, Jr., the dog star.
Jackie and his dog run away from home, stowing away in a truck
which Calleia is using in a bank holdup.
Delivered at the gangster
hideout, Jackie and Calleia are separated from the mob when the police
close in and they camp out in the mountains.
Calleia softens by his
association with the boy and they form a deep attachment for each other.
Later the mob is tempted by the reward to kidnap Jackie as Calleia is
taken into custody. Allowed to escape, Calleia and the dog find Jackie
and release him in a fight which results in Calleia's death.
Skillful direction by Chester Franklin builds the situations for suspense, nicely shading the sequences which otherwise might have appeared
as hokum. The production by Harry Rapf made mostly outdoors, offers
opportunities for good photography which are all capitalized.
Supporting performances by Harvey Stephens, Robert Warwick
Florence
as Jackie's father, and Jean Hersholt as a veterinary, are best.
Ryerson and Edgar Allan Woolf wrote both the screenplay and the
original story.
The lack of love interest should not prove a handicap and the picture
should be well received as good action entertainment.
Production Code Seal, No. 1851. Running time. 75 minutes. "G."

The sixth edition, all new
from cover to cover, is now
available.

The Bluebook contains 714
pages plus 153 illustrations.
It details and describes every
piece of sound and projection apparatus in the modern projection booth and
gives

all

'Every Saturday Night"

It

includes a complete trouble-

shooting

,

(

instructions for op-

eration and maintenance.

first

aid

department as a
breakdowns and

in

features a

quick-finding

in-

dex system that provides the
answer immediately to any
projection problem.
Don't put off owning a Bluebook. You will find it indispensable as a daily reference.

Twentieth Century-Fox)

—

Hollywood, Jan. 26. Striking a new and popular chord in entertainment values and meeting pronounced approval at a neighborhood preview, this film has a typical American family in typical home situations.
Wholesome and sincere elements make up the picture.
In the family is Jed Prouty, father, who lectures and loves bis brood
Spring Byington, mother, understanding and kindly June Lang, daughFlorence Roberts,
ter, in her first feature role, and a youthful romance
grandmother, keeping Prouty in his place; Kenneth Howell, 17, with
his first tuxedo; George Ernest, 12, a cold-eyed banker, and little June

PriceS5. 25 Postpaid

;

Beautifully
photographed on the
island of Laysan in the Pacific, this
is an interesting and amusing pictorial
record of sea bird life. The island is
a natural bird sanctuary and flocks of
albatross, rails, terns and frigate birds
winter there. Exceptional shots reveal
mating habits and others in slow motion show the poetry of their effortless

Monday, January

Produc-

Running

;

Carlson, with a yen to be Garbo.
All these everyday folks under one roof develop the story of young
people, with their joys, sorrows and happiness.
James Tinling directed
with understanding from Katherine Kavanaugh's play. It is Max Gordon's first as an associate producer and it clicks in a refreshing manner.
It should do well in the general field, particularly with the family
patronage. It is the first of a new series, called "Our American Family."
Production Code Seal, No. 1,908. Running time, 70 minutes. "G."
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Defense Wins

Legion to Publish Single
SEC's Study
Nationwide List of Films Of Atlas Will
Vital Points
Involve Films
At St. Louis One
Conversations
Eliminated
Are

Arthur's

—

-The question
27
whether Warners, Paramount and
RKO had conspired to violate the
anti-trust law in their alleged refusal
to supply films to the Ambassador,
Missouri and New Grand Central here
was almost entirely confined to correspondence between officials of the various companies involved in connection
with commitments and actual contracts
for Paramount and RKO films to the
Shubert-Rialto and Orpheum for the
1934-35 season, by a series of rulings
in the equity case here today by Judge
Joseph W. Molyneaux.
Shortly before 12 noon the court
St. Louis, Jan.

of

sustained a defense objection to Government introduction of documentary
evidence on the financial operations of

and

Shubert-Rialto

the

March

Orpheum

management

Warner

under

Russell Hardy,

31, 1934.

since
chief

(Continued on page 3)

Contempt Penalty
For Fox This Week
An

order fixing William Fox's punishment for contempt of court will be
prepared some time this week by Fed-

nationwide list supplanting sectional classifications will be published
by the National League of Decency, the first to be dated Feb. 6.
The appraisal of product will be prepared under the direction of the New
York Archdiocesan Council of the Legion of Decency with the cooperation
of the M. P. Bureau of the International Federation of Catholic Alumnae.
Alfred E. Smith is chairman of the Council. His associates on it are
William F. Bleakley, Martin Conboy, George L. Cook, James A.' Donnelly,
James F. Dwyer, James A. Farrell, William T. Fetherston, George MacDonald, John E. Mack, John P.

Every 4th Number

—

Cincinnati, Jan. 27.
The
following signs appear on the
walls of the rathskeller of a
local hotel:

"Please do not request the
orchestra to play 'The Music
Goes 'Round and Around.' It
will be played every fourth

Talk Changes Today
Plans will be made today for putting into operation the finance, business relations and public relations
committees when the Allied of New
Jersey membership meets at the Lin-

Fox
:ourt

or

was cited for contempt of
by Judge Bondy some time ago
failing
answer a subpoena
to

finance committee consists of
Maurice Miller, chairman
Ralph
;

Wilkins, sub-chairman and J. Pineless, H. Block, A. J.
Sabo, Frank

Henry and Sam Frank.

On

James Forgione, chairman Marsub-chairman, and Edward
Lachman, Leon Rosenblatt, Myron
Starr, I. Levy and D. R. Faunce.

are

:

With Irvine Dollinger
public

relations

as chairman,

M. Hirshblon, sub-chairman, David
Mate, Harry Doniger, H. Bergton,
Mrs. Hildinger and W. C. Hunt.
Each of the three committees is
represented by an exhibitor in the 21
counties embraced by the organizaI.

tion.

Lee

Newbury,

president,

will

Me" and "Then You've Never

Lido, to employ projectionists of this
union.
In its suit against the circuit, Allied
contended that the three theatres were
breaching the agreement between the
(Continued on page 4)

"My

WOR

Golden

WABC

Harms against
for
he use of "Chansonette," by Rudolf
Dreams"

;

(Continued on page 4)

in 1935, a further breakof the annual theatre statistics

stallations

A four-year comparison of
sound theatres throughout the
world appears in tabular form
on pages 4 and 7.

group comprises

Validity of a 10-year agreement
between Allied M. P. Operators and
the I. T. O. A. was upheld yesterday
when Justice Ernest E. L. Hammer

;3een Blue"; Remick against
!or the use of
Isle of

—

Europe
Washington, Jan. 27.
made the greatest gains in sound in-

;

Ellis,

tVarner music subsidiaries yesterday
igainst radio stations allegedly inringing on copyrights by broadcasting numbers without permission. The
ictions filed in the U.
S. District
3ourt yesterday are
Remick against
^BC and
for using "Congratulate

Europe Leads
In Gains of
Sound Houses

the business relations committee

filed

:

Bannin and Mrs. Richard Aus-

down

Warners Start Four
New Suits on Music Allied-ITOA Union
Contract Is Upheld
Four more complaints were
by

WJZ

A.

The

wield the gavel. Henry Soskin has
joined the organization as canvasser.

(Continued on page 7)

national Federation of Catholic Alumnae which will analyze the product and
prepare .the three classifications into
which films will fall. Mrs. Thomas

Bronx County Supreme Court
ordered the Leff & Meyers circuit,
operating the Freeman, Fenway and
in the

prepared by the Motion Picture Section of the Dept. of Commerce reveals.
Whereas that continent had 23,460
of its reported 39,547 total wired by
(Continued on page 4)

Selznick

May

Shift

Personnel to Coast
Hollywood, Jan.

27.

—John

Whar-

BERTRAM

Washington,

F.

Jan. 27.

LINZ

— Officials

of
the Securities and Exchange Commission said today that a study of the

operations of the Atlas Corp. undoubtedly will involve the company's activities in the film field.
The Atlas inquiry is part of a study
of practically all investment trusts
undertaken at the direction of Congress, and on which a report, together
with recommendations for necessary
legislation, is to be submitted at the
opening of the Congressional session
next year.
In numerous cases the
S.E.C. is sending field examiners to
(Continued on page 7)

Harley

Is

20th-Fox

Director in London
By BRUCE ALLAN

coln.

'ormer film executive would refuse to
>ubmit to voluntary questioning by
ittorneys for the Capital Co., which
lolds an unsatisfied judgment against

?ox for $255,000.

Mrs. James F. Looram is chairman
of the M. P. Bureau of the Inter-

(Continued on page 4)

Jersey Allied Will

the

William

O'Brien, Morgan J. O'Brien, Arthur
T. O'Leary, Martin Quigley, John J.
Raskob and Alfred J. Talley. Rev.
Joseph A. Daly is executive secretary.

number."

tin

Judge

By

'

Bondy, it was
learned yesterday after Fox's New
York lawyers, who conferred with
him over the week-end, said that the
eral

Investment Trust Quiz
Asked by Congress

London, Jan.

—

27.
Francis L. Harley has been appointed managing director for Twentieth Century-Fox here

by Walter J. Hutchinson, foreign
manager of the company. The appointment follows conferences in Paris,
where Harley has been managing
director

pointment

since last April.
The
is effective Feb. 17.

ap-

Harley was born in North Wales
and graduated from the University of
Pennsylvania in the United States.
He served in the War and joined Fox
in 1926 as a salesman under Hutchinson in London. He was successively
assistant to the managing director at
Paris, Near East manager at Athens
and managing director in Brazil before his Paris appointment.

RKO Reported Ready

Selznick
Interof
treasurer
ton,
national, who arrived here today ac-

For More Producers

companied by Katharine Brown, story
editor, and Dora Midisett, her assistant, will be here for two weeks
discussing with the board of directors
plans to transfer all of the company's
Hollywood.
Selznick,
activities
to
Jock Whitney and others on the
board met with Wharton immediately
upon his arrival and held preliminary

With

discussion relative to the transfer of
the entire Manhattan personnel to the
coast.
Wharton predicted that other major
(Continued on page 4)

the

signing

of the Reliance
understood to have in
work deals which would bring into
the fold a number of other prominent
deal,

RKO

is

producers.
The negotiations are said to await
the arrival of Leo Spitz, president of
RKO, on the coast. While Spitz is
here practically all of his time is being taken up with production and distribution matters. Following his next
trip to the coast, the
head is
expected to look into the theatre set-

RKO

up.
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Blank Resumes Bank
Sentence Reaffirmed Night in Des Moines
Beverly,
Mass.,
Jan.
— John Des Moines, Jan. 27. —Judge Rus-

Mulloney and Deery

Purely

DAILY Personal
4

27.
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Fanchon & Marco, has arrived
from St. Louis and will head for the
Marco
Coast within a few days.
Wolff is still in St. Louis and won't
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cently as

Spicker,

who

Columbia art

resigned redirector,

will

farewell luncheon by
his colleagues in the College Room
of the Hotel Edison Friday.

tendered a

be

Tuesday, January 28, 1936

Deery, circuit head and former president of Salem Trust Co., and Daniel
Mulloney, former president of the
closed Federal National Bank, were
sentenced here today by Judge James
Morton in United States District
Court, Boston, to one year and a day

Plymouth

in

Jail,

effective

immedi-

The sentence

affirms their confor the misappropriation of
$131,000 of bank funds consisting
largely of theatre loans.
ately.

viction

Complaints Filed in

Two A.

T.

&

T. Suits

Jordan has dissolved a permanent
injunction issued last fall by District
Judge Jordan which enjoined the TriStates Theatre Co. and A. H. Blank,
sell

Pres.,

from conducting Bank Night

at

five theatres here.

The

ruling of the Iowa
a Newton, la., case
to the effect that Bank Night is not a
lottery
under
the
Iowa
statute
prompted the action of Judge Jordan,
on motion of attorneys for the theatre company after the county attorney
had approved the dismissal.
recent

Supreme Court

in

Bank Night will be resumed tomorrow in the five theatres here, the Des

Moines, Paramount, Roosevelt, Strand
two suits seeking and Uptown.
in
damages of $10,500,000 from
George P. Hundling, manager of
the New York Office.
Hugo Bryk, European representaMotion Picture Herald, Bet- tive of Ascap, is on the lie de France, A. T. & T. and subsidiaries were filed the theater at Newton, whose appeal
lications,
in Federal court here yesterday. The
The Motion Picture
ter Theatres,
to the Iowa Supreme Court resulted
Almanac and The Box-Office Check-Up. due today. Also arriving on that boat complaints allege a monopoly in reHollywood Bureau: Postal Union Life are Ben and Mrs. Goetz and Mrs. straint of trade in the sound equip- in the ruling, states that definite plans
for resuming Bank Nights in Newton
Building, Vine and Yucca Streets, Boone
Hal Roach.
ment field.
Mancall, Manager; Chicago Bureau, 624
await action of the Jasper County
•
The actions were instituted about Attorney, P.
South Michigan Avenue, C. B. O'Neill,
J. Siegers. Siegers withManager; London Bureau: Remo House,
Friedlander intends to leave six months ago by Thomas F. James,
Al
held comment pending receipt of a
W. 1,
London,
Street,
Regent
310
either today or tomorrow for Boston, assignee of a claim by the Granger
address
Cable
Representative.
Bruce Allan,
copy of the Supreme Court's ruling.
Bureau: Albany and Buffalo and a couple of Mfg. Co., and by Bernard R. Gogle,
Berlin
London";
"Quigpubco,
35; Joachim K.
Stuelerstrasse 2, Berlin
other First Division exchanges.
assignee of a claim by Standard Sound
Rutenberg, Representative; Paris Bureau:
Recording Corp.
•
Set Painesville Hearings
Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, Pierre
19,
Painesville, O., Jan. 27.— Bank
Autre, Representative; Rome Bureau: Viale
Max
Wolff,
assistant to Charles
Malpassuti, RepresentaVittorio
Gorizia,
night lottery charges lodged against
for
Sydney Bureau: 600 George Street, Sonin, purchasing head of M-G-M,
tive;
the Willoby, Willoughby, and Utopia,
Mexico City has the honor of being the last colonel
Representative;
Holt,
Cliff

lications,

Inc.

Address

Complaints

•

correspondence to
Other Quigley pub-

all

triple

W

Bureau: Apartado 269, James Lockhart,
Representative; Glasgow Bureau: 86 Dundrennan Road, G. Holmes, Representative;
Budapest Bureau: 3, Kaplar-u, Budapest,

Hevesi, Representative; Tokyo
Bureau: 47 Higashi Gokencho UshigomeRepresentative.
Tominaga,
Ku, H.
Entered as second class matter, January
4
1926, at the Post Office at New York
II,

Endre

N. Y., under Act of March 3, 1879.
Subscription rates per year: $6 in the
Americas, except Canada $15 and foreign
Single copies: 10 cents.
$12.

appointed by Gov.

Ruby

Reviewers Look
Attendance of 500

Laffoon.

About 500 delegates are expected

•

Bill

who

Danziger,

at

12th annual conference of the
National Board of Review to be held
at the Hotel Pennsylvania Feb. 5 to
Feb. 8. On the morning of the opening day they will be guests of the
Committee on Exceptional Photoplays
Paramount and will see "The Life of Louis Pas-

recently

re-

the

signed from the M-G-M publicity department, is reported joining the Hal
Roach publicity forces on the coast.

City,

William

C.

Phillips,

attorney in Berlin, will come back to teur."
this country on Feb. 11 for his first
During the afternoon and evening
vacation in eight years.
will
meet newspaper critics,
they
Young Reviewers and 4-Star Club
•
of the
Sam Forgoston, assistant to Bill representatives for an exposition
juvenile viewpoint on film trends.
O'Brien of the M-G-M advertising
San Francisco, Jan. 27. Columbia department, will become a benedict in
product for 1936-37 was outlined and the spring.
•
discussed at the company's regional
Lionel Barrymore has arrived
sales meeting here at the William
Los Angeles, Jan. 27. Division
Taylor Hotel over the week end. Abe from the coast. He is staying at the
heads of National Theatres will hold
Montague, general sales manager, and Waldorf-Astoria.
•
a three-day annual meet here starting
Jerome Safron, western division manManagers and salesFrank and Milt Britton will Feb. 17. Spyros Skouras, who will
ager, presided.
men from Salt Lake, Los Angeles, smash up their orchestra beginning preside, is due to return from a Honolulu vacation two days prior to the
Portland and Seattle attended. Local Friday on the Roxy stage.
meeting.
With him is Elmer C.
arrangements were in charge of L. E.
•
Tillman, branch manager here, and
Nat Karson, painter and carica- Rhoden.
Others to attend the sessions will be
Mel Klein, office manager.
turist, is a benedict. Hfnrietta Kaye,
Arch Bowles, Frank L. Newman, Sr.,
sculptor, is the bride.
Rick Ricketson and Harold Fitzgerald.
•
Scale $5.50

Discuss

New Films

At Columbia Meeting
—

National Theatres

Heads Meet Feb. 17
—

Top

Chaplin

Tickets for the premiere on Feb. 5
of "Modern Times" will go on sale
special
at the Rivoli, tomorrow.
box-office has been set up in the lobby.
Seats for the opening will be priced
at $5.50 for the orchestra and $2.20
for the balcony, all reserved. Popular
prices will prevail on the following
day.

A

The premiere
an elaborate

Conn.
New

is

being planned on

scale.

MPTO

Haven,

Jan.

terday on her
and a half.

first

holiday in a year

•

Charles Koerner

is

in

from Bos-

ton.

—Nominees

27.

are to be voted upon at the
annual election of the Connecticut
M. P. T. O. Feb. 4 are: President,
Arthur H. Lockwood, Adolph G.
Johnson, Harry L. Lavietes and Peter
Parokas
vice-president, Adolph G.
Johnson, Lawrence O'Neill, Ralph
;

Pasho and Maurice Shulman

treassecretary,
;

Edwin S. Raffile
Edward G. Levy and Joseph Shulman.
;

Set "Rhodes" Openings
"Rhodes"

have a special showing at the Lincoln, Miami, on Feb.
10.
The picture opens at the Roxy
here on Feb. 21.
will

Leslie E. Thompson will leave the
end of the week for Palm Beach.
•
Jack L. Warner is due on the

EPISODE 7

coast Friday.

DISASTER"

to Elect

who

urer,

Ginger Rogers arrived here yes-

DEMONS OF

Charles K. Stern has shaved 20
pounds from

his belt line.

•

Bill Powers was home ill yesterday. The cold weather got him.

Eddie Halperin has left for Hollywood following a short stay here.
•

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., leaves
England on the Majestic today.

town, are scheduled for hearing
here on Feb. 3.
this

^STAMD
A WEISS

SERIAL

Rites for H. T.

Morey

Funeral services were held yesterday at the Fairchild Funeral Chapel
for Harry T. Morey, villain of the
silent days, who died of a lung ailment
in St. John's Hospital, Brooklyn, Friday.

He was

Born

63.

Mich, in 1872, he
attended the University of Michigan
and in his second year made his debut
on the stage with Robert Downing.
in Charlotte,

He came

to

New York

and worked on

the

stage before starting in pictures
with the old Vitagraph Co. in Brook-

Later he went
where he appeared in
lyn.

to Hollywood
films for Selz-

Robertson-Cole, Graphic Film,
Metro, Weber & North and Pro-DisCo. among others. In recent years he
had played in a few shorts and comnick,

mercials.

Surviving him are his mother, AdC. Morey, two brothers, Charles

die

R. and

Warren Morey.

Bessie Nugent, 90,

Dead

—

Cambridge, Ohio, Jan. 27. Bessie
Nugent, mother of Jack Nugent, playwright and actor, and grandmother of
Elliott Nugent,
screen player, died
here today in her ninety-first year.

.

:
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Defense Wins

Points
At St. Louis

3

Variety Club Chatter

Vital

(.Continued from page

1)

argued
at
attorney,
length, declaring the evidence would
show the theatres were "fighting"
properties, operated to furnish unfair

Government

competition to the Ambassador, Missouri and New Grand Central under
F. & M. operation.

Ex-Senator

James

Reed

A.

and

Frederick H. Wood, Warner counsel,
argued that if the court went into the
financial question evidence would have
to be heard on the entire exhibition

on the baof their complete St. Louis oper-

situation, pointing out that
sis

Warners made more money
opening the two theatres than in

ations,

since

Buffalo

—

Buffalo, Jan. 27.
Chief Barker
Jacob Lavene and his new board of
officers were installed at a dinner in
the King Arthur attended by 70
barkers. Edward K. O'Shea, retiring chief barker, was presented a
diamond stickpin by Barker Herbert
T. Silverberg on behalf of the club.
Barker Sidney S. Wallens was
toastmaster.
There were talks by
Chief Barker Lavene and his two
assistants, John
M. Sitterly and
Robert T. Murphy; Barker O'Shea
and his two 1935 assistants, Sydney
Samson and Jack H. Kaplan, and
by Moe Silver, upstate manager for

Warner

Theatres.

Lavene

Barker

Chief

announced

these committee chairmen

Membership, Matthew V. Sullivan, Jr. house, J. M. Sitterly entertainment, Harry A. Seed; constitution and bylaws, Silverberg; welfare and charity, Jack Berkowitz
finance, Edward K. O'Shea; pub-

Judge Rules Out Talks

peal

outside-the-industry

to

ticket

sales.

Committees appointed by General
Chairman Arthur Cole are: Ticket
Frank Hensler, chairman,
sales,
George Fuller, Sam Abend, Gus
Diamond, William Burke, Finton
Jones, Harry Wheeler, Tom Baldwin, Leland Allen, Jimmy Lewis,
Charles Shafer, William Truog, I.
Beiser, Don Davis and Earl Jameyson
entertainment, George Baker,
;

Barney Joffee, Lawrence
Lehman, John McManus, Stanley
Chambers; publicity, Paul Bayzman,
chairman,
Mike Roth, Kenneth
wardrobe

Force;

Withers

;

Paul LaRoche.

Warner,

Bill

Floor,

Bob

checking,

clocking,

chairman,

George Fuller, William Truog,
Joe Manfre, Bob Withers, William Benjamin, Harry Taylor, T.
R.
Thompson, Frank Hensler,
Russell Borg
attendance, H. P.
licity, W. E. J. Martin.
Wolfberg, Ward Scott, Max Roth,
Luncheon meetings, to be conducted
R. C. LiBeau, Harry Graham, E.
semi-monthly, will begin Jan. 27, with
C. Rhoden, L. J. McCarthy and Ed
Barkers Seed and Kenneth RobinDubinsky.
son as kings for the day.
;

Judge Molyneaux sustained defense
objections later, ruling out conversations with Herman Starr, Gradwell

Sears and Abel Cary Thomas of
Warners by Harry C. Arthur, F. &
M. executive, and the Government's
Included were other
star witness.

Ned Depinet

conversations with

;

Harry Taylob

RKO and George J. Schaefer of ParThe Government had been
amount.
depending on that testimony concerning alleged statements attributed to
Depinet and Schaefer to make its
point that Warners brought pressure
and Paramount to force
on
them to sell first run films here to

RKO

is

captain of host-

esses.

of

Dallas
Dallas, Jan. 27.
formed Variety Club

—The

newly

cuit,

has held out a smart modern set-

ting

in

rooms

the

Washington
—The
Jan.

tent here

is getting off to a flying start.
Nena Claiborne, decorator for the Interstate Cir-

at

the

Adolphus

Washington,

27.

social

season of Tent No. 11 will be officially
started Jan. 27, when Chief Barker
J. Louis Rome personally tosses the

painting club's first stag smoker of the New
Year.
Warners instead of the Ambassador, murals.
An inaugural ball is planned at the
Missouri and New Grand Central.
The chief barker states that this
Arthur completed his direct testi- Adolphus for Feb. 8. Weekly lunch- party is "on me," and issues a general invitation to all barkers and their
mony at 3:55 P. M., after taking the eons are to be held Mondays.
Officers
are
President,
R. J. friends to start off the season with a
stand at 12.
His actual direct testimony was less than two hours. He O'Donnell vice-presidents, C. E. Hil- bang.

Hotel and Jacques Stineau

is

:

;

repeated the story of his career as in
the criminal case and gave details of
his business connections here.
He
told

how he was

Leahy,
to

Allen

L.

invited by

Snyder's

John

attorney,

become interested with Snyder

the three houses, F.

& M.

S.

in

surer,

J.

;

B.

G. Probstein, posted $25,000 of the
fund.

Tells of Jeffries

Meeting

He recited a conversation with Sam
B. Jeffries, local Warner counsel, in

|

;

New York

hotel sometime between
Feb. 20 and March 6, 1934, when he
said he informed Jeffries that Harry
Koplar had advised him to explain
that F. & M. were not considering
acquiring the St. Louis Amusement
Co., but were interested solely in the
leases for the three houses.
He said
Jeffries asked him to tell it to Thomas
as
he
(Jeffries)
would have no
chance to see Thomas.
Arthur said
he could get hold of neither Thomas
nor Major Albert Warner that day,
and that Major Warner's secretary
tolcT him to take the matter up with
Sears.
a

With

little

change from
Arthur

case testimony,
transpired at the

March

6,

his criminal

told

what

1934 meet-

ton said. The court could not recall
Partington's testimony this afternoon.
Harry M. Warner left here for New
York over the week-end.

Son 111, Sears Asks Excusal
Due to the illness of his son, Richand a desire by Gradwell L.
Sears to remain in New York until
the
boy recovers from rheumatic
fever, efforts will be made by Warner counsel in St. Louis today to have
Russell
Hardy, chief Government
counsel, accept Sears' testimony in the
criminal trial as that for the civil
proceedings now in progress.
If this stipulation is agreed to by
the Government, the Warner sales executive will not have to take the stand.
Sears arrived from St. Louis on
Sunday with Harry M. Warner. The
yesterday
the
to
returned
latter
Mound City with Herman Starr, who
As one of
flew in Sunday morning.
the excluded witnesses who cannot
appear in court until he is called by
Warner lawyers, Sears spent the
whole of last week at the Park Plaza
Hotel constantly in touch with his
home. In the event Hardy does not
agree to the stipulation, Sears will
depart for St. Louis today.
ard,

New Hardy

Collins

Aide

St. Louis, Jan. 27.— Harold F. Collins, a special assistant to the attorney general, is here assisting Russell
Hardy in the civil proceedings against

;

sensations.

Kansas
Kansas

City,

take

in

arguments

before the
the Sugar

—

to

be held

RKO

against conversation with Depinet in
the
offices the week of March
19 and also the meeting in the

Daily and Film Daily

with Depinet. Also ruled out were
conversations
between Arthur and
Sam Dembow of Paramount, and another with Ralph Kohn of Paramount.
In both instances the court held that
either the subject of the talk did not
relate to St. Louis or the company
officer was not acting within the scope
of his authority, his statements not
binding the company.

of that date,
"merely for the purpose of showing
what they were talking about, and not
as
proof
of
anything
that
was
printed."

Arthur Tells of Phoning
Arthur mentioned a phone converand later personal conference

sation

March 19, 1934.
a date different than that in
his
criminal
case
testimony.
He
quoted Schaefer as
saying
"They
with Schaefer about
set

:

put the pressure on me and were
threatening to upset our reorganization plans in Detroit," and so on.
Objection by Louis Phillips, Paramount attorney, caused the elimination of the conversation.
Judge Molyneaux sustained objec-

RKO

which
at
discussed the Warner film deal
Hotel

Plaza

Leahy

April

Screen Directors

To
for

Starr and Thomas in the Warner ofincluding the "You are the lambs
to be slaughtered" phrase.
The court
permitted the Government to introduce
copies
of
Motion Picture
fice,

He

part

The following Monday evening, Feb. U. S. Supreme Court oh
City
William E. S. Wilcox and Institute anti-trust case.
10,
Jan. 27. Prelim- Robert M. Grace will officiate as the

inary work has been completed for the kings for a day at a smoker
Greenman and Charles Kurtzman. He fourth annual Variety Club charity in the clubrooms.
said that Harry Koplar has one share
of stock in each of the leasing companies, while his brother-in-law, Dr. ing of himself, Jack Partington, Sears, tions by George S. Leisure

J.

Schaefer and Partington's testimony
on the same meeting, will be decided
tomorrow, when Phillips will present
to the court notes on what Parting-

G. Underwood
treaThe first luncheon of the year is
Underwood; secretary,
scheduled for Feb. 3.
"Paramount
Edward Wilson directors, Paul Scott,
Day" will be observed, with Harry Warners, Paramount and RKO. He
L. M. Rice, Harold Robb, J. B. DugHunter and his cohorts promising replaces Walter Rice who returned
ger,
Buddy Harris and Wallace
customary "super-super-super" over the week-end to Washington to
their
Walthall.

and

gers

putting up

$55,000 of the $105,000 guarantee fund
posted for the reorganization of the
properties, including $5,000 for Harry

W.

A

ence.
motion by Phillips to extend
the ruling as to the conference with

chairman,

;

;

any similar period in the past.

dance and show at Pla-Mor Feb. 17.
The program will go much as it has
in former years with a stronger ap-

ners on March 6, 1934, to buy films,
to take over the Shubert-Rialto or
to sell out to Warners his interest in
the St. Louis houses. To each query
Arthur responded with a negative.
Then Wood succeeded, on the basis
that Arthur was not transacting business with Warners, in having all of
the conversation eliminated from the
record, with a similar ruling applying to the previous testimony of Jack
Partington about the same confer-

7,

Agnew and Cresson Talks Admitted

Name Donovan

Hollywood, Jan. 27.— Major Joseph
O. Donovan, formerly head of the
NRA Film Code Authority, will be
signed as executive secretary of the
Screen Directors' Guild at the organization's meeting here Wednesdaynight if present Guild plans materialize. Donovan, seen today, refused
to confirm the report but admitted the
existence of the move.
Lawrence Bielenson, attorney for
the Writers' and Actors' Guilds, aided
the directors in their initial legal

Screen Directors' Guild, howhas no contractual affiliation
with other groups. The selection of
Donovan is believed to be conducive
to future harmony between directors
and producers.
moves.
ever,

The judge permitted to stand
Arthur's testimony on talks with Neil
Agnew and Cresson Smith, of Paramount and RKO, respectively, about
second run films for the Missouri and

"Dream" for Road Show'g

New

booked through

Grand Central.

In cross-examination, Wood asked
Arthur whether he had gone to War-

Hollywood, Jan.

Midsummer

Night's

27.

— Warners'

"A

Dream" has been

FWC

for roadshowing in twenty-five cities throughout
southern California.

:
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Europe Tops Gains
Among Sound Houses
{Continued from paye

1)

the end of 1934, the Government bureau states this figure had increased
by 4,476 to 27,956 by the end of last
year.
The chief impetus came from

Russia which gained
this

to

1,200,

Europe

1935
27,956

1934
23,460

United States
Far East
Latin-America

15,378*
3,712
3,338

10,143
3,362
2,783

Canada
Africa,

authority, to a total of 3,000.

England went from 4,608 to
France from 2,900 to 3,300;
Italy from 2,095 to 2,724; Sweden
from 843 to 1,581 and Spain from
1,333 to 1,550, to single out some of
rope

Total

The Far

East, which appears
analysis
as one division,
stepped from fourth to third place in
Latin-America.
outdistancing
1935,
Total sound installations are placed at
3,712 as against 3,362 in 1934, comparing with 3,338 for Latin-America
last year as against 2,783 by the end
of 1934.
in the

Section's

Canada is given 833, which is increase of 123 from the 710 cited for
1934.
Africa and Near East jumped
from 411 to 480.

Warners Start Four
New Suits on Music
{Continued from page

Friml

;

1)

M. Witmark & Sons

NBC

against

WJZ

and
for the use of "Blue
Nights."
In the first complaint damages totaling $10,000 are sought.
In the second case, $5,000; the third, $15,000 and
The $15,000 claim is
the last, $5,000.
based on the allegation that the station broadcast the song mentioned
three times.
With the filing of these actions, the
number reached 16.
Wattenberg &
Wattenberg represent the Warner
companies

in

Germany
England
France
Russia

{Continued from page

1)

running mates. Conbureau are Dr. Francis
W. Baldwin, Rev. John M. Costello,
Dr. Paluel J. Flagg, Rev. Philip J.
Furlong, Carroll Hayes, Rev. Conrad
pitzer are her
suitors for the

McCoy, Frank

mond H.

J.

Murphy, Ray-

Reiss and Ignatius M. Wil-

kinson.

The

1,830

411

379

40,869

41,823

36,955

777

—
—

—Objectionable
— Condemned.

&

which Leff
Local

306

Meyers

is

1)

a member.

men have been employed

at the trio.

In addition to upholding the validity
of the Allied pact, the court also stated
that if the theatres had a contract
with Local 306 the owners must live
to

them.

Murray Harstn, counsel

1932

4,489
4,608
2,900
1,800*
2,095

4,000
4,414
2,550
2,000
1,079

3,700
4,228
1,450
3,000
1,000

750
500
o40
250
435

1,581

843

750
1,500

Czecho
Belgium

1,343

1,333
1,025

Austria

Rumania

706
467
362
330
312
298

Netherlands
Yugoslavia
Finland

246
214

Poland

Hungary
Switzerland

Denmark

291

Norway
Portugal
Irish Free State
Greece
Bulgaria
Latvia

Turkey
Esthonia
Lithuania
Albania
Total

for Allied,
yesterday stated an injunction will be
entered in a few days compelling the
employment of Allied men.

818
400

650
650
428
315
310
325
300
252
174
120
204
168

725

205
170
160
112
89

107

86

107

85
54
43

60

570
353

110
198

267
302
303
350
240

88

200
200
165

233

184
120
175
107

100
111
107
88

100
109

70
109

58

87
52
44

11

44
7

53
7

27,956

23,460

20,934

56

37
39
46

Sound Theatres
Japan
India

New

Zealand

Neth. India

China
Philippines
British
Straits

Malaya
Settlements...

Chosen
Fr.

1935
1,334

827
500
435
192
178
121
57
..

24

Indo-China

in

1933
999
450
340
324

172
157
127
50

131

120
105
36

1932
216
220
306
104
90
105
28

48
24

10

18
12

18
12

Ceylon

10

9

7

6

3

3

2

3

3

3
3

Islands
Society Islands

ures.

H. G. Knox Realigns
Erpi Engineer Staff
H.

3,712

Argentina
Brazil

Cuba
Mexico
Chile

Peru

Uruguay
Colombia
Porto Rico
Venezuela

Panama

1935
1,000

906
225
200
150
122
122
120
100
85
44

3,362

2,539

12

6

2
2,147

in Latin- America
1934
600
800
150
350
148
85
118
120
93
75

36
26
27

1933
542
525
131
265
160
77
110

60
87
44
25
26
22

vice-president

in

staff.

H. B. Santee has been made direcH. C. Humphrey, D. MacKenzie, G. Dobson, A.
De Napoli, G. W. Flaccus and K. F.
Morgan on his staff.

tor of engineering, with

J.

Ward

S.

has been appointed di-

rector of operations with J. P. Dinsmore, D. C. McGelliard, P. T. Sheridan and F. C. Gilbert, J. P. Maxfield
has been named director of commercial engineering with S. K. Wolf, G.
T. Stanton and C. H. Fetter on his
staff.

May

Shift

Personnel to Coast
{Continued from page

1)

companies would follow suit, and
added that such moves would result
in increased employment in Hollywood and large savings in transportation and other expenses necessitated
by contact with Manhattan.

To Rebuild at Staunton
Washington,

1932
580
330

Jan.

27.

—Warners

immediately rebuild the New at
Staunton, Va.
The house was destroyed by fire last Friday.
John J.
Payette, general zone manager, gave
orders to go ahead with plans for a
new house over the long distance phone
from Miami.
will

Presentation Delayed
The

Total

Knox,

G.

charge of engineering for Erpi, has
made a number of appointments to his

1,050

Siam

18

sidering a take-off on the St.
Louis trial as one of its features for the forthcoming
Naked Truth Dinner slated
for March 14 a la Gridiron
Dinner, may abandon the
plan.
The Hays office has
lodged a protest.
Ampa-ites, however, explain
the idea was not a mock trial
based on St. Louis, but the
court proceedings held and
now under way there as a
background on which to draw
caricatures of industry fig-

17,822

Far East

1934
999
877
506
366

Plan

Ampa, which has been con-

Selznick

'Includes all halls, converted churches and other local places of exhibition,
tlncludes urban, rural theatres, both those equipped with stationary and portable
projectors where motion pictures are shown.

Country

{Continued from page

1933

4,780
4,712
3,300

Sound Theatres

union and exhibitor organization, of

Europe

1,550

in part.

Allied-ITOA Union
Contract is Upheld

in

1934

Sweden

Fiji

classifications follow

Unobjectionable for general
(1)
patronage.
(2)
Unobjectionable for adults.

up

17,822
14,000
2,147

Spain

each instance.

Legion to Publish
Nationwide List

C.

20,934
15,000
2,539
2,208

1935

3.000f
2,724

Italy

Australia

B.

1932

710
432

Sound Theatres
Country

Country

A

51,697

710

1933

*Based upon trade estimates.

4,712;

I.

833
480

Near East....

;

the leaders.

May Drop

Grand Total Grand Total Grand Total Grand Total
Territory

than any other country in Eu-

atres

1936

Sound Theatres Throughout World

according

Germany went from 4,489 in '34 to
4,780 in '35, giving it more sound the-

Tuesday, January 28,

critic

death
of

The

of

New

Andre Sennwald,
York Times, has

set back plans of the lower case organization simply known as the New
York film critics to formally present
to Radio the gold medal which ac-

companies selection of "The Informer"
as the best picture of 1935.

123

265
85
40
110
30
87
24
25

M-G-M Executives Arrive

—

Hollywood, Jan. 27. Al Lichtman,
Felix Feist, and Ed Sanders arrived
at M-G-M today on an extensive
swing around key centers throughout
the country.

Costa Rica

35

Ecuador
Honduras

31

29

14

18

10

Salvador
Nicaragua

24
23

24

11

7

15

12

City, Jan. 27. Russell
Borg, exchange manager for G. B.,

21

13

14
14

15

and

Dominican Rep

{Continued on page 7)

9

20

Borg, Thompson Sick

—

Kansas

RKO,

Tommy

Thompson,

are on the sick

list.

ditto

for

THE

NEW

HAT'S

THIS

DUSTRY
SINCE

SOUND
is

on the other page

onesome Pine

The Troi

MASH
in

black an

with

its

HIT

white

story value,

support, ace

it

star

direction,

power, great

action,

romance,

comedy, song

spectacle,

heart

...to

these box-office elements —

all

interest,

we've added

COLOR...
COLOR

of such naturalness, trueness

that only that

over-worked word

SENSATIONAL can be applied
picture Walter
for

Paramount.

"Technicolor

to

the

Wanger has produced
Watch

for further news.

.

;

...
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Contempt Penalty
For Fox This Week
(Continued from page

Sound Theatres
Bolivia

Trinidad
1)

served on him by Capital, which
sought to question him as to his alleged inability to satisfy the judgment.
Fox took an appeal from the contempt
order to the U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals, which last week declined to
reverse Judge Bondy. The latter had
provided that Fox might purge himself of the contempt citation by voluntarily appearing for questioning by
Capital's lawyers, but Fox, who is
now at Atlantic City, advised his attorneys last week-end that he would

Guatemala
Jamaica

Bermudas
Paraguay
Haiti
Neth.

West
Bahamas

(Continued from page 1)

check the records of investment companies, without waiting for the returns

on the complete questionnaire sent out
some time ago.
It was pointed out that, although
the study of Atlas is almost certain to
involve its film operations, it will not
be an investigation of picture companies as such, nor is the inquiry an
investigation in the usual sense of the
word as used here. The purpose of
the study is to determine whether any
legislation is needed to control investment trust operations.

Indies

Barbados
Br. Guiana
Br. Honduras

West
West

Fr.

Br.

"Bride"

19
17
17
14

20

19

8

16
14

12

9

9

5

5

9
6
3
2

9
3
13

S

5

5

2

4

4

3

.

8

-

.

Milwaukee Slumps
— "The Bride
Milwaukee, Jan.
26.

Comes Home" and "Last

2
1

marked by the

4

5

storm

.

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

11

11

11

2,783

2,208

1,830

winter's heaviest snow
three days of sub-zero
weather, in addition to a six-day bike
race at the Auditorium.

3,338

Sound Theatres

—Africa and Near East

1935
200
90
60
27
27
25
24
12

Algeria
Tunisia
Palestine
Iran
Syria
East Africa
West Africa
Iraq

72
95

72

60
.

1932
180
70

195

.

.

..*
*

.

.

.

22

16

16

23

20

7

13
7

13
7

4

7

6

6

6

4

2

2

2

2

..

6

6

6

480

411

432

379

Madagascar
Persia

Total

1933

1934
200

5

*Motion Picture Section's figures for 1932 listed North Africa with 85 installations.
is assumed to have embraced Algeria and Tunisia, listed separately in the survey

This

1935.

27.-

Detroit Spots Open N. O. Film Council Elects
— The More
New Orleans, Jan. — Mrs. M.
Detroit, Jan. 27. — Three additional
27.

an invited theatre reopenings have been anGus Coplan and Max
audience comprising representatives of nounced here.
state and local governmental groups, Heine are reopening the Lafayette this
civic organizations, and distributors week with a policy of second run
double features. George W. Sampson,
and exhibitors.'
Operated by Neighborhood Thea- who formerly had the Dawn, now optres, Inc., of Richmond, the State is erated by William Schuttenhelm of the
the sixth in a circuit headed by Mor- Globe, will turn the lights on at the
ton G. Thalhimer.
R. Wade Pearson Broadway-Capitol, 3,448-seat downtown second run house in the near fuis manager.

War, opened

tonight, with

Mich.,

Charles Collins of Onaway,
will reopen the Family there

about

March

ture.

Pasteur Patient to U. S.

15.

It

is

a

500-seat

elected president of
the Better Films Council.
She succeeds Mrs. Luther D. Ott.
Others elected were: Mrs. F. I.
Williams, first vice-president; Mrs. J.
M. Farrell, second vice-president
Mrs. S. C. Newitt, third vice-president; Mrs. D.
C.
Earnest, fourth
vice president
Sylvia Metcalf, recording secretary; Mrs. J. J. Ritayik,
corresponding secretary; Mrs. Charles
F. Landry, financial secretary
Mrs.
Norman E. Kirth, treasurer; Mrs. C.
;

J.

"Zero" Helps Stage Play

executive board.
The
will be installed Feb. 1.

vitation to visit America as a guest
of the French Chamber of Commerce.

Boston, Jan. 27. "Ceiling Zero"
proved to be such a draw on the screen

now

Institute

ing

of

ners'

60,

is

employed

Pasteur of Paris.

his

"The

in

The

the
sav-

WARNER —
Gross:

depicted in WarLife of Louis Pasteur."
life

is

Metropolitan that the stage
version was held over a sixth week at
the Copley where it had been schedthe

uled to clear

when

the picture hit the

Hub.

Rubin Heads Committee
Harry Rubin, director
for

of projection

Mark Maclntyre,

local

man, has been appointed
licist

at

the

latter

newspaperchief

pub-

house.

Paramount, has been named chair-

man

of the Projection Practice Committee of the S. M. P. E. for the fifth
consecutive year.
Rubin has been a
projection expert for 25 years, is the
originator of the effects projector and
responsible for the development of the

Magnascope giant screen.

"Forest" for St. Louis
Louis, Jan. 27.—Warners are
an
elaborate opening for
"The Petrified Forest" at the Orpheum Thursday night. The house
will be closed during the afternoon
to permit installation of special decoSt.

planning

rations.

Tearle Is Re-Signed
Hollywood,

—

Jan.
27.
Mitchell
Leichter has re-signed Conway Tearle
for another series of eight pictures.

Patterson

new

officers

25c-40c,
$5,000)

days.

6

Week Ending Jan. 23:
"THE BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.)
"LAST OF THE PAGANS" (M-G-M)
PALACE— (2,800), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$4,800.

(Average, $5,000)

"TOO TOUGH TO KILL" (Col.)
RIVERSIDE— (2,300), 15c-20c-25c, 7 days.
Stage: Ken Harvey, Bud Harris & Bert
Howell, Paul Harris, Three Queens, Peggy
Gary Chorus, Lee Roth's orchestra. Gross:
(Average, $5,000)
$4,100.
NO MERCY" (20th-Fox)
"PADDY O'DAY" (ZOth-Fox)
WISCONSIN— (3,200), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $4,300.
(Average, $8,000)

"SHOW THEM

Chesterfield on Third

—

Hollywood, Jan. 26. Chesterfield
has started "The Little Red School
House," third picture on its current
schedule. The cast includes Ann Doran, Lloyd Hughes, Dickie Moore,

Frank Coghlan,

Ralf Harolde and
Charles Lamont is
directing under the supervision of Lon
Young. The picture is being made at
the Pathe studio.

Richard

Jr.,

Carle.

Wall Street

New

—

Haven,

Harold HenJan. 27.
research director, illustrated his talk on "Authenticating the
Movies" here with a reel each from
"The Informer," "Top Hat," "Cimarron," and "The Little Minister." Hendee came under the auspices of the
New Haven Council of Theatre
Patrons.

RKO

Now Co-Owner
—

Sutherland to Para.
Hollywood,

Jan.

27.

— Paramount

has signed Eddie Sutherland to a term
contract.
As his first assignment,
Sutherland will direct "Poppy," the
next W. C. Fields picture, scheduled
to start Feb. 10.
Sutherland worked
for Paramount ten years before he
directed "Diamond Jim" at Universal.

Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd
Consolidated
Consolidated,

.

High
44/

.

19

Wood Guest at Dinner
Cleveland, Jan. 27.— A testimonial
dinner by the I. T. O. for Pete Wood,
secretary,

is

to be held at the

Wallack tomorrow

night.

Deshler-

34
68

.

44
5054

—H
+

160 >4
158
523/
1063/4

18/2
160K

Ye,

158
523/g

10634

10/

10/

83
12

8334.

7/

12/8

7/
7/

25/

25/

34
65

34
67

11/

n?4

+

54
2

- Vi
sl4

+1

+y

s

-Vt

-/
+ 54
+2
+/
Net

High

%

Sentry Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor

2%
23

Trans Lux

3%

Low

Close Change

2%

—%

m m

y»

2

22y2

225/g

+
+

i/

s

General Theatre Bonds Off

H. A. Flinn Reelected
Jan.
27.— Harry A.
Flinn, operator of the Pastime, has
been reelected to his third term as
president of the Berea Business Ass'n.

Close Change

Small Gains on Curb

—

O.,

.

20th Century, pfd
Universal, pfd...
Warner Bros.
.

Kansas City, Jan. 27. Irwin Dubinsky, formerly in the central offices
of Dubinsky Brothers, now is managing the circuit's two Leavenworth
theatres.

44

6

.

Dubinsky at Leavenworth

Low
50/

51

pfd

Middletown, O., Jan. 27.
Roy Eastman Kodak 160/
159
Patterson, manager of the Gordon, Eastman, pfd
Loew's, Inc
sm
one of the houses taken over by Loew's, Inc., pfd 1063/
Southio Theatres, Inc., last week, has Paramount
103/
resigned to become co-owner of the Paramount 1 pfd 83 H
Paramount 2 pfd 12/
State and Family, subsequent runs. Pathe Film
7&
The houses heretofore have been RKO
7%
20th Century-Fox 26
owned by George Turklukis.

Berea,

Up on Board

Paramount, Universal

Net

Hendee Talks at N. H.
dee,

(2,400),

(Average,

$4,000.

Ton, parliamentarian, and Mrs.
Adolph Baumgartner, chairman of the

—

of

town

Week Ending Jan. 22:
"DANGEROUS" (W.B.)
"THE INVISIBLE RAY" (Univ.)

;

house.

Meister,

'

White has been

Meister who, as a boy in
France, was the first person whose
life was saved by the scientific genius
of Louis Pasteur, has accepted an inJoseph

J.

into

burying week-end busijust when the town had

Friday,

ness and
shoveled itself out, the mercury fell
to 23 below. As a result, business in
every instance was below average.
Total first run business was $17,200.
Average is $23,000.
Estimated takings

Open at Falls Church

State, first theatre here since the Civil

and

The snow storm blew
late

Country
South Africa
Egypt

for

Falls Church, Va., Jan.

Is Fair;

of the Pagans" grossed $4,800 at Fox's Palace
for high honors during a sick week

4

2

Indies
Indies

Total

refuse to do this.

SEC's Atlas Study
Will Involve Films

in Latin- America

(Continued from page 4)

Net

High

Low

23%

23/

Close Change

General Theatre
6s

'40

23/

General Theatre
6s

'40,

ctf

24
F. 6s '46 95

Keith B.
Loew's 6s '41 ww
deb rights ....103/

/

23
95

23/

103/

103/

95

—/

—— /
/

Paramount B'way
3s

'55

Paramount
6s

Warner Bros.
'39

wd

57/

57/

57/

943/

94

945/

92

91/

92

Pict.

'55

6s

(Quotations at close of Jan. 27)

+
+

3/
./

:
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"Double or Nothing"
(Vitaphone)
Phil Harris resembles a current
champion fighter and, being friendly,
both play practical jokes on each
Falling for Leah Ray, Harris
other.
is bamboozled into posing as the champ
and goes to the training camp to bear
Miss Ray
out the impersonation.
visits him and they do a couple of
songs and windup at a party on the
eve of the fight where he becomes
aware that he has been kidnapped by
gangsters. The real champ wins and,
speaking over the radio, explains that
Harris, of course,
it was another joke.
wins Miss Ray. This has its moments.
There are some clever tunes which
Production Code
help put it over.
Running time, 21
Seal, No. 0682.
mins. "G."

"Beautiful Blue Danube"
(J. H. Ho ff berg)
twists of the music are not fully utilized. However, there are some interesting newsreel clips woven into the
narrative which portrays Vienna and
in

calm and

strife.

Happy

peasants, cafe life and realistic revolutionary turmoil contrast with the
peaceful stream which continues to
flow like an "01' Man River." It is
routine offering-, the overplayed
a
theme has little that is novel to impress audiences. No production code
seal.

Running time 9 mins. "G"

"Vitaphone Troupers"
(Vitaphone)
Made up of four vaudeville acts this
will entertainingly fill in a few minutes
The Four Trojans
of any program.
do a snappy tumbling act Aunt Jemima sings about "Clementine," Ross
and Stone do their familiar turn and
The Buccaneers vocalize effectively
Production
with "Got the Jitters."
Seal,

10 mins.

No. 0628.

Running

time,

"G."

Ithaca to Study Screen

—

Ithaca, Jan. 27. Ithaca College
in
its
curriculum
introduced
has
courses in screen writing, acting technique, microphone practice and film
laboratory work. The courses are arranged for those who wish intensive

training in these fields without taking
As the
a general four-year course.
project progresses the production of
shorts will be made part of the course.

Pick Robinson's Next

—

Hollywood, Jan. 27. Edward G.
will make "Ballots or Bullets" for Warners before sailing to
fulfill
commitment in England.
a
Humphrey Bogart and Barton MacLane will be heavies in the picture,

Had To Happen"
Hollywood, Jan.
—Built on

(20th Century-Fox)

27.

is

a

comedy-drama with

all

a popular, semi-topical theme, this
the earmarks of an attractive feature. Pre-

mised on the idea of an immigrant's rise to wealth and political power,
the picture vividly combines drama, romance, comedy, political intrigue
and excitement. The action and dialogue are blended nicely with these
elements. It is well acted by all, with George Raft and Rosalind Russell
contributing swell performances.

With Leo

Carrillo as a

comedy

partner, Raft,

a

city

laborer

of the

law.

to start in

will appear

Production

on the
is

side

scheduled

March.

Lugosi Out of Cast

—

Hollywood, Jan. 27. Bela Lugosi
has been withdrawn from the cast of
"The House of a Thousand Candles"
Republic, because of illness. He
will be replaced by Irving Pichel. The
picture had been in production for
five days, and all scenes in which
at

Lugosi had appeared will be remade.
Arthur Lubin is directing.

pict

form

pictorial

in

for

those who can see what is
being done for those who cannot.
Training of man and
animal is shown and the very
effective results accruing from

is

brought effectively to the attention of Miss Russell when he flags down
a car carrying her political boss fiance, Alan Dinehart, and Mayor Paul
Stanton. Patronized by Stanton as a result of this incident, Raft becomes a political power in the Italian section. A bank fails, and he
forces Dinehart, who has married Miss Russell, to make good the losses
to his countrymen. Raft's affection for Miss Russell is growing mean-

both.

Production Code Seal, No.
0835. "G."

KANN

"Obsession" Again

which he attempts
Since this menaces Raft's romantic,
Louisville's
political and business career, he appears before the investigating Grand
Jury and convinces it that he has acted to protect the depositors and
Louisville, Jan. 27. In its second
rout the political leeches. With this victory under his belt he has no week at the Strand "Magnificent Obdifficulty in convincing Miss Russell that she should divorce Dinehart. session" did the best business in town,
The story is based on "Canavan" of Rupert Hughes. Howard Ellis grossing $5,500. Another holdover,
Smith and Kathryn Scola did the script, which, together with Roy Del "Dangerous," at the Mary Anderson
Ruth's direction, adhere closely to the original theme as it concen- did an unusually good business, $3,500,
over par by $1,000.
trates on understandable and believable entertainment.
Other first runs did not fare so well,
Reviewed without production code seal. Running time, 80 min- "Exclusive Story" and "Dangerous
utes. "G."
Intrigue," a dual bill at Loew's State
gathering around $4,000, or $500 below average. Across the street, the
distrusts a political intrigue of Dinehart's by

to convict Raft as a bribe taker.

High

—

Rialto was unable to make the grade,
the gross not going over $3,400, $100
under par.

Looking 'Em Over

"Fang

and

Claw,"

coupled

with

A

"First
Girl," boosted the take at
the Brown to $2,800.
The weekly
average is $2,000. The National, only
house in Louisville playing vaudeville,
continues to get fair grosses, with the
playing time for acts cut to four days

"Swifty"
(Walter Fatter)

A

routine western, this rates as average or less compared with others
kind. It may do for the youngsters, played in the week-end action a week.
Weather conditions were bad, with
position, or as the second half of a dual bill, if the top half is strong. It
tells the usual story, of the murder of a rancher, the framing of a sub zero temperatures, the lowest in
18 years, visiting the city on Thursstranger for the killing and the successful uncovering of the real murday, the 23rd.
derer and the men behind him, with the aid of a friendly and clever
Total first run business was $23,400.
of

its

sheriff.

Average

the lead, as the suspected stranger, while June Gale,
as the daughter of the murdered rancher, takes care of the romantic
angle George F. Hayes is the elderly, smart sheriff, and Ralph Lewis
is the brains behind the murder of his stepfather, the motive being the
second will, sought by Lewis after the murder, is
victim's money.
the focal point about which the action moves, as he and his men try to
take the will

The

from Miss Gale.

action often lacks reality and performances are only fair for the

most part.
Production Code Seal No.

Week Ending Jan.
"DANGEROUS" (W.

days, 2nd
age, $2,500)
7

Running

time, 60 minutes.

"G."

Men

(Supreme)

week.

Gross:

B.)
15c-25c-40c,

(Aver-

$3,500.

Gross:

(Average,

$4,000.

7

$4,500)

"CORONADO" (Para.)
"HER MASTER'S VOICE" (Para.)
RIALTO— (3,000), 15c-25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross:

"Between

22:

Week Ending Jan. 23:
"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)
"DANGEROUS INTRIGUE" (Col.)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,000). 15c-25c-40c,
days.

1,671.

$18,500.

MARY ANDERSON— (1,000),

;

A

is

Estimated takings

Hoot Gibson plays

Robinson

and Robinson

Chest-Educational release) is
well-done and interesting
10-minute short sketching in
highlight form the workings
of the nationally known institution in Morristown, N. J.,
where dogs are trained to aid
and lead the blind.
Alexander Woollcott, some
months ago, devoted one of
his "Town Crier" talks to the
institution over the radio.
Now comes the picture to dea

"It

;

Code

Interesting
"The Seeing Eye" (Treasure

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

The Strauss waltz is played again while.
weak theme. The melodic
She

to support a

Austria

Tuesday, January 28, 1936

$4,200.

(Average, $3,500)

'MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

STRAND— (1,500),

week.

Gross:

(Univ.)

15c-25c-40c, 7 days, 2nd

$5,500.

(Average, $2,500)

"RIP ROARING RILEY" (Puritan)
NATIONAL— (2,400), 15c-25c-40c, 7 days.
This is a Johnny Mack Brown western, cut pretty much to the standStage: "Stratosphere Revue," Al Aldridge
ard western story patter and without any distinguishing virtues of its Band, Euhl & Odessa, Gibson & Lee,
own. It offers a nominal amount of gun fire, jaw and shin bruising, Charlie Delmar, Four McNally Sisters,
George
Georgia Templeton, Myra
pony riding and a slim and self-conscious romance between the hero & Her Lovett,
Mysterv Band.
Gross: $3,200.
(Average, $3,000)
and the rancher's daughter, played by Beth Marion.
The story centers on Brown's search for his guardian's granddaughter,
Week Ending Jan. 25:
"FANG AND CLAW" (Radio)
who has disappeared with her parents in the western badlands follow"FIRST A GIRL" (G. B.)
family estrangement. The search not only leads him to the girl
ing a
but to his own father, who had disappeared as a fugitive from justice
years before after murdering a man whom he believed had killed the
son. William Farnum plays the part of the father. This one requires a
second feature for support.
Production Code Seal No. 1,592. Running time, 60 minutes. "G."

BROWN— (1,400),

Gross:

$2,800.

15c-25c-40c,

7

days.

(Average, $2,000)

"NEVADA" (Univ.)
"THREE KIDS AND A QUEEN" (Para.)
"SMILIN' THRU" (M-G-M)
"THE CLAIRVOYANT" (G. B.)

ALAMO— (900),

week.

Gross:

15c-25c,

$1,000.

7

days,

(Average,

split

$1,400)

-

THE MOST UNUSUAL
ACTION DRAMA IN

m

TEN YEARS!

STARRING

DUNA

STEFFI

with a Great Acting Cast
Directed by

VICTOR HALPERIN

Story by Richard Carroll

Dialogue by

Howard Higgin and

Produced by

Rollo Lloyd

EDWARD HALPERIN

PLAYING TO BIG PROFITS AT THESE LEADING THEATRES
s;a

A YEAR
HE

United Artists Theatre, San Francisco
For an Extended Run
E.

M. Loew

Circuit

Mass.
Empire Theatre, Fall River, Mass.
Union Square Theatre, Pittsfield, Mass.

Bijou Theatre, Springfield,

IN

MAKING

U. S. Theatre, Paterson, N. J.
Fox Theatre, Brooklyn
Complete Loew's Metropolitan Circuit
Fox West Coast Theatres
Butterfield Circuit

Empire Theatre,

New

Bedford, Mass.

Fay's Theatre, Providence, R. I.
Suffolk Theatre, Holyoke, Mass.

•
For Franchises and Bookings

ACADEMY

Communicate with

PICTURES DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Paramount Building

1501

NEW

BROADWAY

YORK, N.

Y.

Foreign Distribution by

AMERANGLO CORPORATION
226

WEST

Cable address:

From the Producers of

and

NEW

42nd STREET

CHRONOPHON,

YORK,

N. Y.

N. Y.

"WHITE ZOMBIE',' "PARTY GIRL",

%Q OTHER UNUSUAL

HITS

'

:

:

:

:

—

:

:
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Soldier" Big

Obsession

99

Ottawa, Jan. 27.—After attending a performance of his

$5,500 Draw
Philadelphia
In St. Paul

own

filmized

story

Show $35,000

"The 39

Steps" "at the Rideau, His Excellency, the Governor-General has become a picture fan
to the extent that a portable sound projection set has
been installed in Rideau Hall,
This
the official residence.
will permit Lord Tweedsmuir,
known in private life as John
Buchan, author, to enjoy pictures at home as well as at
the local theatres.

Boston Smash

—

—

936

1

"Ceiling" and

Fan

Viceroy a

In Storms at

—

Tuesday, January 28,

—

Minneapolis, Jan. 27. "MagnifiBoston, Jan. 27. "Ceiling Zero,"
Philadelphia, Jan. 27. Old Man
helped by a stage show headed by
Winter stepped in this week to knock cent Obsession" was in the money in a
Burns and Allen, overcame the effects
some potentially high grosses into a big way in St. Paul where it garnered
of the season's worst weather in a big
cocked hat. The worst snowstorm of $5,500 at the Orpheum, passing par by
At the World here it took an
way at the Metropolitan by running
the season hit the city Sunday and $1,500.
This left
ruined Sunday business. Wednesday average $3,000.
the take up to $35,000.
"Captain Blood" took a strong
normal $13,000 behind.
night brought another snow gale.
"Hitch Hike Lady," with Earl CarAt that, some strong figures were $6,500 at the Orpheum here, and "Riff
roll's "Sketch Book" on the stage, hit
registered. In its first Aldine week, Raff" was above par with $6,000 at
"Whipsaw" went $1,000
"Strike Me Pink" knocked off a good the State.
$21,500 at the RKO Boston, over par
Nine days of "Professional above on a take of $4,500 at the
by $6,500. "Riff Raff" and "The Lone
$13,000.
Soldier" at the Fox rolled up $22,000 Riviera.
Wolf Returns," dualled at Loew's
Total first run business in MinneapOrpheum and Loew's State, took
and would have hit much higher had
olis was $27,000.
Average is $25,500.
it a good second Sunday, while "Mag$15,000 at the former and $14,000 at
nificent Obsession" got $16,500 at the Total first run business in St. Paul
Both grosses were well
Gross honors the latter.
Sea|ttle, Jan. 27/.
Boyd and stayed a second week. A was $18,500. Average is $16,000.
went to "Magnificent Obsession" in a above par.
Estimated takings
surprise hit was the second run enTotal first run business was $109,500.
big way last week, the take at the
gagement of "Bride Comes Home" at
Fifth Avenue soaring to $8,150, over Average is $85,500.
Minneapolis
Estimated takings for the week endthe Arcadia, which was beating out
normal by $1,150. It was moved to the
"Mutiny on the Bounty" at this house
Week Ending Jan. 22:
ing Jan. 24
Music Box for an extended run.
until the weather overtook it. It got
"THE BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.)
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)
Wilderness," heading a dual
(2nd Run)
$4,800 for nine days.
WORLD— (400), 25c-55c, 7 days. Gross: bill"Ah,
Wife," went into the
"Navy
with
"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W.B.)
Total first run business was $90,000. $3,000. (Average, $3,000)
— (1,382), 30c-50c, 7 days.
FENWAY
profit column to the extent of $350
Average is $86,760.
$4,500)
Week Ending Jan. 23:
on a gross of $6,350. "East of Java" Gross: $5,500. (Average.
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)
Estimated takings for the week endMELODY
LINGERS
(U.A.) and "A. Perfect Gentleman" also man"THE
ON"
KEITH'S MEMORIAL— (2,907), 25c-65c,
ing Jan. 23
LYRIC— (1,238), 20c-25c, 7 days. Gross: aged to get slightly over the line at 1 days, 2nd week. Gross: $10,500. (Aver"STRIKE ME PINK" (U.A.)
(Average, $1,500)
$1,500.
age, $12,000)
in the Paramount.
$5,100
ALDINE— (1,200), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days.
"RIFF RAFF" (M-G-M)
(Average, $8,160)
Week Ending Jan. 24:
Gross: $13,000.
Total first run business was $34,950. "THE LONE WOLF RETURNS" (Col.)
"BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM— (2,970), 25c-55c, 5
Average is $33,500.
"DANGEROUS" (W.B.)
(2nd run)
(Average. $13,000)
Gross: $15,000.
days.
MINNESOTA— (4,000), 25c-55c, 7 days.
ARCADIA— (600), 25c-40c-50c, 9 days.
Estimated takings for the week end"RIFF RAFF" (M-G-M)
Stage: Ina Rae Hutton and orchestra.
(Average, 7 days, $2,800)
Gross: $4,800.
(Col.',
RETURNS"
ing Jan. 24
"THE LONE WOLF
Gross: $10,000.
(Average, $10,000)

"Obsession," $8,150

Leads

in

Seattle

—

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

(Univ.)

BOYD— (2,400), 40c-55c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $14,000)
"FRESHMAN LOVE" (W.B.)
EARLE— (2,000), 2Sc-40c-50c, 7 days.

$16,500.

Stage: Lottie
Eddie White;
Gross: $13,000.

Mayer

Underseas
Dorsay; Joe

Fifi

Ballet;
Phillips.

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

ORPHEUM— (2,900),
Gross:

$6,500.

FOX— (3,000),
Gross:

(Average,

$6,000.

St.

(20th- Fox)
40c-55c-6Sc,

"Dawn

(Average,

(Average, $4,000)

$2,200.

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"
2nd week.

Gross:

30c-40c-50c,

7

"ROSE OF THE RANCHO"
STANLEY— (3,700), 40c-55c,
Gross:

$10,500.

days,

(Para.)
days.
7

(Average, $14,000)

"LAST OF THE PAGANS" (M-G-M)

STANTON— (1,700),

Gross:

$5,700.

30c-40c-50c,

(Average,

"Blood"

7

days.

$7,000)

Jan.

—

The

coldest

weather in years with heavy snow
gave box-offices a bad jolt, with all
houses going under par.
"Captain Blood" made the best
showing, $4,500, which was under the
Brandeis par by $500.
Total first run business was $15,300.

Average

is

$17,800.

Estimated takings

Week Ending

Jan. 22:

"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (F.N.)
BRANDEIS— (1,200), 25c-35c-40c, 8
Gross:

$4,500.

days.

"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET"
$3,800.

(2,200).

25c -40c,

(Average,

Week Ending

(20th-Fox)
days.
654

$4,800)

Jan. 23:

"MARY BURNS, FUGITIVE"
ORPHEUM— (3,000), 25c-40c,
$7,000.

days.

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)
"PADDY O'DAY" (20th-Fox)
FIFTH AVENUE— (2,500), 25c-40c-55c,

—

$4,500.

25c-40c,

(1,200),

7

days.

7

(Univ.)
days.

(Average, $3,500)

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

ORPHEUM— (2,000),

Gross:

$5,500.

25c-40c,
(Average, $4,000)

"MILLIONS IN THE AIR"

TOWER— (1,000),
(Average,

$1,500.

15c-25c,
$1,500)

7

(Para.)
days. Gross:

(Average,

25c-35c,
$1,500)

7

days.

(G.B.)

Gross:

to

Pay Insurance Fund
Seattle,
Jan.
—A
27.

five-cent

"service charge" is being added on to
all
passes
by Hamrick-Evergreen
here.
The money thus collected is
diverted into a fund which will be
used to offset the two per cent state
unemployment insurance charge assessed against all employers of labor.
The five-cent charge is in addition
to the two-cent state tax on amusement admissions. Even employes of
individual
Hamrick-Evergreen theatres are taxed the five cents when
they attend another house of the same
circuit.

Gross:

$8,150.

(Average, $7,000)

"WHISPERING SMITH SPEAKS"
LIBERTY

Gross:

(Col.)
10c-15c-25c-35c,
(1,800).
(Average,
$4,000)
$3,850.

—

"A TALE OF

TWO

7

days,

"AH WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
"NAVY WIFE" (20th-Fox)
$6,350.

25c-30c-40c,

7

(Average,

$8,000)

FWC Houses
Los Angeles, Jan.

METROPOLITAN —

Sevitzky. Gross: $35,000.

(Para.)
days.
7

cap"

in

participate

March.

$12,000)

(F.N.)

(4.332),

35c-65c,

(Average,

$8,000.

(Average.

25c-50c,

$22,000'

days

7

$7,000)

"HITCHHIKE LADY"

RKO BOSTON— (3,246).

(Republic)
7 days

35c-65c,

Sketch Book Wltl
Ken Murray, Edward Rosenwald and hi:
(Aver
$21,500.
Gross:
Orchestra.
Grand
Stage:

Earl

Carroll's

age, $15,000)

Bell to

Buy Plant

Equipment

(Average, $6,000)

in U.

S

Jan. 27.— Major CharleH. Bell, director of Soskin Prod.
PARAMOUNT
(3,050), 20c-25c-30c, 7
Ltd., and former Paramount executive
days.
Gross: $5,100.
(Average, $5,000)
here, will leave about Feb. 12 to buy
"MAN OF IRON" (F.N.)
REX— (1,500), 15c-25c, 7 days. Stage: studio equipment for the new Amalga"Rancho Grande Revue."
Gross: $3,300. mated Studio at Elstree, of which he
(Average, $3,500)
He also will
is one of the principals.
study the television situation in the
United States, representing the C.E.A
Soskin plans 12 features a year a;
Pass Christian, Miss., Jan. 27.
the new studio. The plant is expectec
Scores of children and adults safely to be ready for production next Augleft the theatre last night when the ust. Bell will spend 10 days in New
projection room booth of the Cozy York and three weeks in Hollywood
here burst into flames. An explosion
followed which was not under control
until $35,000 worth of damage had
Canton, O., Jan. 27.—Local talen
been done. The audience was hardly
out of the house when the place was has completed the first film to be

London,

—

Mississippi Spot

Burns

Complete Canton Film

completely enveloped in flames.
theatre, operated by A. Konet,
uninsured.

27.

in

— All

Veiller

The made here. It was made under the
was direction of Larry Thompson, man

on "Wintersef

—

!

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.
(2nd Run)
"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W.B.)

days.

"EAST OF JAVA" (Univ.)
"PERFECT GENTLEMAN" (M-G-M)

<

25c-55c,

(Average,

ager

of Loew's, and will be showr
Its title is "It Happened ir

Canton."

in Contest

10 disthe F.W.C.
"Southern Handicap" from Feb. 9-15.
House managers will compete for special prizes, and the event will be followed by a similar "Northern Handiwill

$14,000.

Stage: Burns and Allen, Ben Blue
days.
Jacques Renard, Stone Vernot
Cardini,
Marvey and Fabiei
Gene
Foursome,

7

2nd week, extended run from Fifth Ave.
(Average, $4,000)
Gross: $3,900.

ORPHEUM— (2.450),

STATE— (3,537),

"CEILING ZERO"

Gross:

CITIES" (M-G-M)

"CORONADO" (Para.)
MUSIC BOX— (950), 25c-40c-55c.

Gross:

PARAMOUNT— (1,793),

(20th-Fox)

"DANGEROUS INTRIGUE"

Gross:

"TRANSATLANTIC TUNNEL"

WORLD— (400),

days.

days.

"WHIPSAW" (M-G-M)

tricts

"AH WILDERNESS!" (M-G-M)

Gross:

(Average,

7

extended run from Or(Average, $4,000)

$4,300.

LOEW'S

days.

there.

WHO BROKE THE BANK
AT MONTE CARLO" (20th-Fox)

OMAHA —

pheum.

(Average, $5,000)

"THE MAN

Gross:

25c-40c,
$5,500)

Fair as Charge on Passes

Is

27.

$5,500.

$1,500.

Omaha Takes Slump
Omaha,

Gross:

Gross:

(Average, $4,000)

$2,300.

Paul:

PARAMOUNT— (2,300),

2nd week,
Gross:

days,

Gross:

days.

Week Ending Jan. 24:
"THE LITTLEST REBEL" (20th-Fox)
RIVIERA

(F.N.)

(2nd run)

KEITH'S— (2,000),

7

"KING OF BURLESQUE" (20th-Fox)
"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE" (Radio)
BLUE MOUSE-(950), 25c-40c-55c, 7

7

"MURDER
KARLTON—
Gross:

25c-40c,
$5,500)

(Average, $14,000)

9 days. Stage:
Patrol
Revue."
7
days, $14,000)
$22,000.
(F.N.)
HARRIGAN"
OF DR.
(1,000), 2Sc-3Sc-40c, 7 days.

Sullivan's

days.

"RIFF RAFF" (M-G-M)

STATE— (2,300),

"PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER"
Ed

(F.N.)
7

25c-40c,
(Average, $5,500)

Seek Funds for Films

Hollywood, Jan. 27. Radio has assigned Anthony Veiller to write the
screen version of "Winterset."
Burgess Meredith, who is playing the leading role in New York, will head the
cast.
Pandro S. Berman will pro-

house here, which is to contain a larg'
auditorium in which films will bi

duce.

shown

Cincinnati, Jan. 27.—The Amer
ican Legion is soliciting funds to de
fray the cost of building a

sporadically.

new

club;

:
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Louis Case Blows Up;
Duals Ruling
Hits Control Hardy Requests Dismissal

Assert Phila.

St.

MPTOA

Mexico's Film

Sees New Blow
To Self-Regulation

A

obstacle to local self-regulation on trade practices is viewed by
the M. P. T. O. A. as having been
raised by the recent decision of the
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals at
Philadelphia holding the exhibition
double
restricting
clauses
contract
featuring to be illegal. In the national

Biggest Year

_

exhibitor organization's latest bulletin,
the decision is
released yesterday,
characterized as "another legalistic obstacle in the way of constructive plans

By JAMES
Mexico City,

Intimates He May Renew
Case Later
Court

Precedent

—

Louis, Jan. 28.—This
St.
town's legal lights say Federal

Had

Industry

new

May Be

To Act Today

Judge Joseph W. Molyneaux
precedent
probably
set
a
when he stopped the big film
trial because of a toothache,
because a 73-year-old judge
with a tooth to ache is rare.

LOCKHART

Jan. 28.

—During

the

year just passed, Mexico enjoyed the
biggest theatre building and opening
boom in the 30-year history of the industry here. Ten new houses, four

New Pickford-Lasky
Finances About Set

—

Hollywood, Jan. 28. Final details
of addithem first class theatres, were of the plan for $2,000,000
Pointing out that M. P. T. O. A. opened and work was started on five tional financing for the Pickfordfavors double featuring for any local- others. Films developed a new popu- Lasky Co. will be completed by the
ity where a majority of the exhibi- larity. The Federal District, including end of this week, it was stated today.
for self-regulation

and

self-discipline."

tors indorse the policy, the organization's bulletin asserts that if a ma-

of

this city,

had 63 theatres

in operation

end of the year.
jority of exhibitors oppose the pracExhibitors had a more prosperous
tice they should be permitted to ban year than in a long time, at least
it by majority vote.
up to Sept. 27, when the strike of em"We do not favor the unrestrained ployes of the eight major American
featurdouble
and arbitrary control of
distributors here cut off practically
ing by the producers," the bulletin the entire supply of better American
states.
"But the Philadelphia decision product. With the settlement of the
{Continued on page 11)
strike it is expected that the bet
ter
product from across the bor
at the

(Continued

MPTOA's Board to

on page

11)

Pick Meeting Date Mexico Is Drafting
Cut in Import Duty
With the arrival here of Ed Kuy
kendall

on

Monday,

plans

will

be

mapped for the annual meeting of the
officers and directors of the M.P.T.
O.A. in late February or early March,
probably in Miami.
There will be no convention this
year, but one will be held in 1937 in
San Francisco, according to current
plans.

Fawncy!
Hollywood, Jan.

28.

—Believ-

ing that exhibitors and picture patrons in England resent the American accent in
films, Ashton Dearholt, vicepresident in charge of production for Burroughs-Tarzan
Pictures, will record a separate sound track for films

which his company will release in Great Britain. Actors
will not be asked to simulate
British

pronunciation,
but
accent syllables in a
manner familiar to British

will

ears.

Mexico City,

—

Jan. 28. The Federal Government is drafting a modifi
cation of the film import duty regulations, which, it is understood, will be
highly favorable to American com
panies. It is learned the Finance Min
istry's action is in connection with the

emergency

measure

during
the recent strike, cutting the import
duty to $9.72 per kilogram, which expires Jan. 31.
It is understood modi
fication of duties is to be effective next
week.
adopted

Disney Talking New
United Artists Deal
United Artists'

negotiations for a
new distributing deal on Walt Disney
productions are proceeding directly
with Disney, it was stated officially
by the company yesterday. The pres
ent distribution agreement with Dis
ney expires in about a month.
Disney's attorney, Gunther Lessing
who is now en route to the coast, did
not discuss the new distribution deal
with home office executives during his
visit, it was stated at U. A.

The principals in the deal are GuyCarey, the Pickford representative on
United Artists board of directors, and
Robert W. Goelet, New York real
estate man and a director of the Union
Pacific Railroad. It is understood that
several

other

California

and

New

York financiers are also interested.
The belief here is that Carey will be
made a member of the PickfordLasky board as well as legal advisor
to the company. Goelet is en route
for San Francisco tonight and will
leave for Manhattan in a couple of
days. Carey will remain here to conclude the negotiations.

The company announced that
new financing in no way alters
plans adopted at the time of
mation.

its

the
the
for-

Canadian Theatres

Dark
Toronto,

major distributors blew up today.
Russell Hardy, special assistant

pro-

claiming of a Day of Mourning today,
across the Dominion for the burial of

King George V., practically all theatres closed for matinee performances.

at-

torney general, exploded the legal
bombshell at the morning session by
requesting the court to dismiss the
case without prejudice, so that, if he
decides to do so, he can file a new suit
joining a number of individual officers
of Warners, Paramount and
co-defendants.

Judge Joseph

RKO

W. Molyneaux

indi-

In asking the dismissal Hardy said
"After serious and mature consideration of the rulings of the court yesterday I wish to state with the greatest
deference and respect to the court that
we feel an adequate and complete exposition of the facts in this matter
requires

that

many

individual

actors

(Continued on page 4)

Livingston Opposes
Lincoln, Neb., Suit
Lincoln, Neb. Jan.

—A

28.
separate
cause for action is
sufficient has been filed in Federal
Court by R. R. Livingston in the
State Theatres $444,000 suit against
himself, the Lincoln Theatre Corp.,
Cooper, Fox, M-G-M, UniJ. H.

denial

that

RKO

the

United Artists,
and Vitagraph.

Livingston

Paramount,

defendant with
in a suit for
$1,353,000 filed by Independent Theatres.
Both actions charge collusion
and conspiracy to force the plaintiffs
out of business.
the

is

also

same companies

The closing was first announced by
Famous Players Canadian Corp., and
other proprietors took similar action.
It was the first time on record that
film theatres had ceased operation to
mark a national occasion, although
theatres in various centres of the
Province of Quebec have followed the
custom of remaining closed on Good
Friday each year for religious reasons.

In a considerable number of smaller
and towns, local memorial services
were conducted in theatres
through the cooperation of exhibitors
with civil and military authorities,
cities

(Continued on page 4)

as

cated he might grant the motion, but
gave defense counsel until 2 o'clock
tomorrow to present their opposition.

versal,

Honor King
—With the
Jan.

to

28.

—

St. Louis, Jan. 28. The Government's long drawn out litigation against

Season's Supply
28.—Deep
city and
Clark City, a pulp and paper
Montreal,

Jan.

snow between

company town,

this

can't affect
film supply there even
though travel will be blocked
for four months.
Before cold weather set in
40 features and 80 shorts
were shipped in by Royal

the

Films, Ltd.
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DACKED

by little or no fanand dismissed airily as
a return to normalcy in expansion and progress, the major
circuits, almost to a man, are be-

were also exhibitors
tinue to he both.

ginning to

place.

fare
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Theatres

out.

are being annexed. Where not
acquired, plans are cooking for
brand new ones. As a case in
point, and only that, there is
Wisconsin Amusement Enterprises, arm of National Theatres
and so of Twentieth CenturyFox. Harold J. Fitzgerald, the
boss in that area, discounts any
special objective, although reports had it hovering around one
hundred houses. He says whatever growth may come will be
governed by appraisals of likely
situations and the breaks as they
develop.
.

.

de

la

Ku, H. Tominaga, Representative.
Entered as second class matter, January
4,
1926, at the Post Office at New York
City, N. Y., under Act of March 3, 1879.
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rates
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in

the
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March

of Time Has
Its First Birthday

On

March

of Time
celebrates its first anniversary, the
first issue having opened at the Capi-

Feb.

1

the

on Broadway on February 1, 1935.
During the year, the March of Time
editors declare, the theatres showing
the reel have increased from the
original 400 to 4,500, with worldwide
distribution now through RKO. The
editors are Roy E. Larsen, John S.
Martin and Louis de Rochemont.
In all, 10 issues have been released.

now

pre-

pared in French and Spanish and an
English edition is made up for countries of the British Empire.

Para. Board Meets
The monthly meeting of the Paramount board, postponed from last
Thursday, was held yesterday. Only
routine business was transacted, according to Adolph Zukor, chairman
of the board.
The meeting was held
without John E. Otterson, president,
Otterson, now in
Hollywood on a visit to the company's
studios, is not expected back for another 10 days or two weeks.
in

attendance.

.

would con.

T
merely the fact to observe that this, exactly, has taken
It

is

Now come bolstered spirabetted by better box-offices
and sturdier financial statements,
its,

do and dare along lines already well marked. With no desire to turn sage, this forum,
to

nevertheless, believes there is
substantial merit in dangling a
warning finger against too great
an enthusiasm and too much
overextension. The lessons which,
is

it

from

to be hoped, were learned
'29, '30 and thereafter were

expensively acquired.
necessary to explain
detail?

.

.

Or

is

in

more

it

.

T

T

The

What

he says represents the
general comment. Yet, from the
grist of the

upon

news

New York

it showers
from various

as

quarters of the nation, the conclusion turns more decisive that
the move to make major circuits

more major

is gaining impetus.
Conditions are better and about
the chorus of agreement is
it
more and more rising in pronounced crescendo. If the major
circuits held on by whatever grit
and sacrifice necessary during
depression and bankruptcy times,
obviously the to-be-expected policy now is to expand.
are
reminded and thus remind you,
in turn, of comment in this very
space several years ago.

We

.

.

.

tol

Special foreign editions are

.

.

W

Rue
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Outlook

deal which takes Reliance
United Artists to RKO,
thereby presumably opening the
doors at Radio to outside producers, may not be that at all.
Currently, assurance is readily

from

no simi-

available that there are

schemes hatching, although

lar

it
does not follow other producers will not be added to the
ranks. As a matter of fact, others
are expected to join up, not as
self-contained units but as
units swelling an already sizable
film-making fraternity. The plan
for Reliance, as a matter of reasonable conjecture, fits into this
general scheme. For the present,

RKO

recall

that

it

the exhibition business. True and
essential was the necessity for
pulling in horns, for retrenching, for
rewritten deals with
bondholders and landlords, for
the elimination of bad leases
made in the exciting days when
money was plentiful. But early
in the bankruptcy era did it become evident that producers who

maintain their trademark
Later and gradually,
Reliance, the guess is, will blend
with the Radio studio.
.

.

Los Angeles, Jan. 28.—John

Gilestate is estimated at $363,494
stocks, bonds and negotiable
securities. His will was admitted to
in cash,

probate yesterday and Charles A.
Greene, Gilbert's business manager,
was designated as executor of the
estate.

Harry Dahn Resigns

—

Harry Dahn
Jan. 28.
has resigned as manager of the Capitol, Famous Players Canadian house,

The major, meaning Albert
Warner, has a neat method of
conducting business.

number
If

it's

He

of calls for this
theatres,

the

gets a

and

shunted to Joe Bernhard.
distribution,
to
is

the

that.

caller

goes

petitioner

Andy Smith where

is

If it's

the east

concerned and to Grad Sears
the problem concerns the

when
west.
clear

That leaves Warner in the
and makes it possible to

forsake icebound

New York

for

sunny Miami which is exactly
what happened yesterday.
.

.

.

Columbia plans to produce plays on
Broadway, and has named Richard
Aldrich, of Richard Aldrich and Alfred de Liagre, Jr., producers, as play
editor and producer.
He will serve
under William C. Lengel, former associate editor of Liberty Magazine, who
was appointed eastern story editor this
week. Aldrich will join Columbia following the opening of a new play,
"Fresh Fields," scheduled for Feb. 10
at the Empire.
Aldrich will present several plays
for Columbia this season, and produce
at least one during the spring.
His

partnership with de Liagre is being
terminated.
Aldrich served for
time as manager of the Laboratory
Theatre for Richard Boleslavsky.

Major Film Prod.

Nate Spingold is back from
the coast. Reported in and out
of Columbia, the word now is
that he may stay. After all that
has been said and written.
.

.

.

Claim Fire Incendiary

—

and has been succeeded by Harold
Bishop, formerly at Winnipeg and
Calgary.

incendiary.

Portland, Me., Jan.

sult

of

Securities Listed
Washington,

—

Statements
Jan. 28.
registration
of
securities
by
Major Film Prod., Inc., of Wilmington, Del., have been filed with the Se-

and Exchange Commission,
was made known here today. The
company is offering 16,000 shares of
curities

it

preferred 6 per cent non-cumulative
stock of $5 par value and 4,000 shares
of common stock of $5 par value in
units of four shares of preferred and
one of common at $25 per unit.
The statement lists Fred Church,
Hollywood, as president of the corporation.
The offering is to be made

through C.

Wayne Could &

Co.,

Los

Angeles.

Delay Receiver Plea

—

T T

28.
As a rean inquiry into the $35,000
fire which destroyed the Strand Theatre block, Fire Chief Sanborn and
Police Sergeant Maguire insist it was

Montreal,

Columbia to Engage
In Play Production

for

T

Gilbert Left $363,494
bert's

The contract committee of the
Dramatists' Guild will meet early in
February with representatives of the
League of N. Y. Theatres on proposed
changes to be made in the present
minimum basic agreement with the
managers which expires March 1.
The proposed changes will cover
revisions in the procedure on bidding
for film rights to plays and are expected to embrace changes in the participation of dramatists and managers
in sums received for the picture rights.
Under the present agreement the usual
participation is 50 per cent to the
dramatist and 50 per cent to the manager.
Changes in the basic agreement are being sought by the dramatists as a result of the entry of film
companies into play production. This
development, the dramatists believe,
tends to restrict competitive bidding
for picture rights and consequently
curtails the dramatist's income.

identity.

was

our observation, based on considerable and careful probing of
the then directional signs, that
the structures built by the bigger
companies would undergo no
drastic change; that those producers and distributors who had
completed the triangle with farflung theatre holdings would go
very far indeed along the road to
complete oblivion before they
conceded any withdrawal from

Dramatists' Guild
Pact Comes Up Soon

Harry M. Goetz and Eddie Small
will

.

You may

1936
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Belleville, 111., Jan. 28. State's
Attorney Zerweck has asked the St.
Clair County Circuit Court for indefinite continuance of his request for
appointment of receivers for the Belleville Amusement Co. and the Belleville Theatre Co. The companies have
agreed to pay back taxes in instalments, he told the court.

Ampa Meet
So

at Astor

the Ampa boys and their
can get back to work before]

that

guests
quitting time this week's meeting will
be held at the Astor on the mezzanine
floor where the Orangeria used to be.

I

|

//

0/.
— that's what
your patrons
will

be singing

and your boxoffice will be

SHOUTING!

BOX-OFFICE SWEETHEARTS!

JEANETTE MacDONALD
and NELSON EDDY!
There were cheers in the M-G-M Home Office Projection Room at the conclusion of the "Rose
Marie" screening this week. We knew from Coast reviews and word-of-mouth that another great
M-G-M hit was on the way. We sincerely believe it is even greater than "Naughty Marietta,"
the triumph that introduced MacDonald-Eddy, the screen's greatest singing sweethearts. And
now as "Rose Marie" leaps into the box-office headlines we lift our hats to its stars, its director,
W. S. Van Dyke, and its producer, Hunt Stromberg. Together they made "Naughty Marietta."
And now they have repeated! And the M-G-M torrent of hits rolls merrily on!

—

:
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Government's
Counsel Asks

For Dismissal
(Continued from page 1)

the conspiracy must be made defendants in the case.
"Therefore, I move the court to dismiss this case without prejudice, _ so
that a new suit may be filed joining
these individual actors as defendants."
In a series of rulings yesterday
Judge Molyneaux eliminated a number
of statements attributed to various

defendant companies and
virtually reduced the conspiracy evidence to the correspondence that had
passed in connection with commitof

officers

ments of Warners, of Paramount and
of

RKO

pictures.

Molyneaux

Hollywood,

is

Merian

.

Tony Martin,

C.

new

"The Farmer

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Francis Lederer and Joseph Cawlaid up by colds, but
Pickford-Lasky unit on "One Rainy

thorne both
Afternoon"

.

.

.

Spingold, Jack Cohn, Col-

W. Brown, Frank Walker,
Ed Fay, E. C. Grainger, Harry H.
Thomas, Al Friedlander, Charles
vin

.

.

.

.

;

shooting around them.
Sam Diege named production manager for George Hirliman Enteris

Goldstein,

Moses, E. H.

Herman

Gluckman, Bor and Leonard GoldEdward Golden, Edward
stein,
Schnitzer, Harry Shiffman, "Doc"
Brown, George Gerhard, Arthur
Lee, A. J. Van Beuren, Don Hancock, Arthur Schwartz and Jack
Goetz, at the Tavern yesterday where
Schwartz was given an impromptu
birthday party and Golden started to
tell a story during which his fellow
lunchers did a disappearing act.

•

Herman Robbins, Jack
The
Cohns, Sam Dembows and Eddie
Paul Alpersons dropped into the New
chief of the Briar Pipe," Radio.
Montmartre Monday evening to hear
Thousand
of
a
"The
House
Ellis
in
upon
"Bee" Lillie sing and were mightily

prises.

+

expected

Nate

in

.

.

.

cast

.

.

.

.

M-G-M

.

Hal Roach,

with

Rainy Afternoon," PickfordJulian Rivero, Frank
Lasky.
Mills, Marjorie Moore, Alfredo
Pedroza and Alma Real, singer,
signed for "Dancing Pirate," Pioneer.
Agnes Ayres to have role in
M-G-M's "Small Town Girl."
Irene Ware signed for "O'Malley of
the Mounted," Sol Lesser.
Tom Brown, John Howard and
Frances Farmer added to "Border
Ken Taylor and Jack
Flight"
Oakie set for "Florida Special," and
Billy O'Brien added to "Too Many
Paramount.
at
Parents,"
all
Leslie Fenton, Sheila Terry and
Christian Rub cast in "The Puzzle

with Lloyd's against delays on "Dancing Pirate"
Errol Flynn recovering from appendicitis operation at
Cedars
of
Lebanon Hospital
.

Personal

in

"One

contract.
Lloyd Corrigan's car stolen from in
front of his home
Pioneer insures

gets

cast

radio singer,
in the Dell."

Harvey Clark and Billy Gilbert,
formerly

.

.

Chatburn

to
grant the Government's request for a
dismissal after court reconvenes to-

Judge

28.

Jan.

Cooper, now at St. Moritz, will visit
Venice to see a play with a view to
buying it for Pioneer, according to a
cable received here
Hugh Walpole to stay here until April
Jean

1936
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Purely

i

Out Hollywood Way

.

in
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Russell Birdwell, publicity
for David O. Selznick, insists
doing the proper thing. ... At Christ- Candles," Republic.
amused by the various nonsensicals
morrow morning.
+
mas time he was in a hospital, so he
which held forth.
Just before adjournment at 2:20
Robert
sending out his Christmas
is
Bright
and
now
Writers
John
•
P.M. today, Judge Molyneaux said
cards.
Hay
Whitney
is exthe
John
for
screenplay
Tasker
doing
E. L. Alperson will attend the meetfrom the bench "I am of the opinion
pected to hurry back from New York James E. Grant story, "Buster,"
ing of the heads of National Theatres
that they will have the absolute right
by plane in a few days.
Ernest Vajda signed in Los Angeles beginning Feb. 17.
Paramount
to dismiss, but, of course, I will hear
+
Netta
Syrett's
Radio
adapt
to
by
Spyros Skouras will have returned
you."
.

.

.

—

.

.

.

:

.

Mary

to

make them

as brief as possible "because if I do
grant the request for dismissal I want
to catch the 2 o'clock train back

Casting

Compson

and

When the court sessions were resumed at 2 o'clock this afternoon

Hymer,

Raymond

Betty

Hatton

signed for Republic's "Laughing Irish

Ray Mayer borrowed from
Eyes"
Radio by Warners for "I Married a
Doctor"
Jean Muir gets lead in
Warners' "Schoolhouse in the Foot.

.

.

.

home."

—Warren

.

.

"Portrait of a Rebel," to be produced

by Pandro S. Berman.

+

The court then ordered counsel for
both sides to present their arguments
tomorrow morning and

Ellis takes house at Santa

Monica.

Judge Asks Brevity

.

.

Lois January and Alex Schonberg
Frederick H. Wood of Warner coun- added to cast of "One Rainy Aftersel addressed the court as follows
Paul
noon,"
Pickford-Lasky
"Your honor, while I have not had Lukas in Marlene Dietrich's "I
the opportunity for conference with
.

.

.

•

— George

.

.

now appearing

Edwin L. Marin gets new M-G-M
contract following "The Garden Mur
assignment
Next
der
Case."

his mother.

.

.

.

Contract

—John

+
Arledge, who has

just finished in Radio's "Thorobreds
Paul
All," gets new contract
Barrett, stage actor, given term pact
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

within

tirely

the

discretion

of

the

court."

At

Wood Requests Recess
Wood requested

this point

a re-

cess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning, so that the defense may prepare
affidavits to establish the hardships and
injustices that may be imposed upon

the defendants if the case is dismissed
without prejudice.
Defense counsel indicated they had
no objection to taking the case out of
court, provided that the Government
is not permitted to bring new proceedings based upon the same facts and
circumstances.
Hardy indicated the Government
may institute a new suit against the
same defendants. He said that if the

ceeded as far as this one, but he added
he did not believe that could alter the
fundamental universal rule' that the

Canadian Theatres
Dark to Honor King
(Continued from page 1)

plaintiff retains the right to dismiss
the requiem programs being conducted
without prejudice, except under extra- on a non-denominational basis with
ordinary circumstances, until the very clergymen and local officials particitime the court passes on a suit.
Such programs were regupating.
He contended that in the absence of lated by orders from the Dominion
many of the important actors in the Government which prohibited certain
alleged conspiracy, he felt the Gov- types of music and customary cereernment will not be able, largely for monials until after the actual burial of

technical reasons, to obtain the relief
the monarch.
to which it is entitled "from this oppressive gigantic combination," if it
Officers
had to proceed with the present case,
and that it will deprive the public of
Officers of Empire State M. P. Op
He insisted erators' Union were inducted Monday
its trade free of restraint.
the defense would lose none of its night at 136 Lawrence St., Brooklyn.
(Happy)
rights if the Government is permitted They are:
President, C.
to withdraw the present suit and bring Ricca
vice-president, Max Amreich
present case is refiled under an amend- a new one.
recording secretary, Alec Rosenson;
ed petition it will be brought in this
Judge Molyneaux is said to have financial secretary, A. Sierveld; busiFederal court district, as the venue ruled in another case under somewhat ness agent, Jack Millet; sergeant-atlies here, since the affected properties similar circumstances that the dismis- arms,
executive
Walter Underhill
are located in St. Louis.
sal request be granted, and was upheld board, Louis Davis, I. Ricca, Mike
Anticipating that Harry C. Arthur by the higher courts.
Finkelstein, Harrv Cohen, I. Silver,
probably was the last Government
Joe Gilhooly, Phil Katz, Charles
witness, and that his cross-examinaPolowsky and Joseph Gaisner.
tion would end today, defense attorHollywood, Jan. 28.—J. Robert
neys had wired for numerous out-of-

Induct Empire

Rubin with Schenck

"Yellow Dusf' Is Title
accompanied
Nicholas
M.
some were en Rubin
town
The party, including
Hollywood, Jan. 28. The final
route here when Hardy filed his sur- Schenck west.
Leopold Friedman and Howard Dietz, title of the new Richard Dix picture
prise motion.
afternoon from
New for Radio is "Yellow Dust." It was
In his argument supporting his mo- arrived this
orginally known as "Mother Lode."
tion this morning Hardy admitted none York.
and

—

player

We

"Next Time

in

Love" for Universal, will sail today
on the Manhattan for England to visit
•

Max Cohen

Arthur Seigel
yesterday closed the New Yorker,
formerly the Warner, which has been
operating on a dual feature policy.
•
Boris Karloff will leave Hollywood tomorrow en route to London
He has just signed
via New York.
a new contract with Universal.
•
Mort Spring will return within the
next few days from a Miami vacaand

tion.
.-'

•

Ed Kuy kendall,
M.P.T.O.A.,
Miss.,

president of the

due from Columbus,

is

Monday.
•

Albert Warner left yesterday for
Miami where a recently acquired

home awaits

his occupancy.

•

Irwin Zeltner put over a
campaign on Burns and Allen

swell
at the

State this week.

•

Frank Buck
Clem Clemens
ter

radio

will be

the guest of

on the Melody Mas-

program Sunday

night.

•
Griffith, director of
Love," will come

Edward H.
"Next Time We
east next week.

;

;

;

witnesses,

Ray Milland, Paramount

Nicholls, Jr., to
direct Ann Harding's next for Radio,
"The Witness Chair."

Loved a Soldier," Paramount
other defense attorneys, it would seem Sherman Anders, dancer, cast in by Paramount
May be assigned
from the studies of various authorities Pioneer's "Dancing Pirate"
Mar- to "Thirteen Hours by Air."
that I have made, and which others of garet Callahan gets lead opposite
Edna Mae Durbin, child singer,
my associates have made, that there is Richard Dix in "Fugitive Gold"
given term contract by M-G-M.
no absolute right of dismissal with or
without prejudice and that whether
such right shall be granted rests en- of the cases he cited probably had pro.

Honolulu vacation by that

his

+
Director

"Speed."

hills."

from
time.

•

Max

theatre man, will
leave Feb. 14 for Honolulu.

Cohen, the

•

Harry Shiffman

is

planning

to

take a cruise next month.

•
J.

J.

Unger

left

yesterday

on

a

tour of his exchanges.

•
Joe Seider plans to get away on
his annual vacation next month.

•

James R. Grainger
arrive Friday

is

scheduled to

from the coast by

train.

CARTOONIST
TELLS ALL!
The

1

secret s out!

LOWELL THOMAS

gives
cartoonist the third degree!

famous screen

Unmasking the tricks and sounds that have
mystified and amazed audiences for years!
Millions have asked "How?" What makes screen
cartoons move, talk, run, jump? How many
people does it take? Where is the orchestra?
Who are the impersonators, singers? How are
all those seemingly impossible effects obtained?

Now you

can show them the whole works behind

the scenes!

UNIVERSAL

again scores a scoop on the

industry!

SO 'PHONE, WIRE OR WRITE YOUR
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE AND ASK FOR

GOING PIACES 18

1

t

its

5
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Fox Midwest Spots
Will Suspend Gifts
Kansas

—

The KanFox Midwest has

City, Jan. 28.

sas City district of

stopped advertising gift stamps, and
in April will discontinue giving them
The houses will put
with tickets.
them back in the box-ofike, however,
again in the fall. The idea is, not to
wear out their effectiveness as an attendance stimulator.
A variety of gifts has been offered.
The stamps were introduced about
18 months ago, and the gifts have
been displayed in foyers. On Jan. 1,
the
circuit
discontinued gifts, but

made

all

stamps redeemable in theatre

tickets.

Script book tickets at 10 per cent
admission price still are being effered, but are not being heavily promoted in this district. Their use is
circuit-wide. Use of stamps is confined to the Kansas City district.
off

Milwaukee Giveaways by Fox
Milwaukee, Jan. 28. Impetus has

—

been given to giveaways at neighborhood houses here by introduction of
grocery nights and Hollywood at
practically

all

houses in the

Fox

neighborhood

Almost

city.

of the

all

Fox neighborhood houses

are

now

using some type of giveaway several
times a week.
In addition, there are a score of
independent
houses
also
featuring
giveaways in the form of giftware
and glassware nights or- charging 10cent admissions one or two nights a

week.

No

clamp down on
promotion have been made
efforts to

this type of

by the local police following a

district

December acquitting
Haacke, manager of the

court verdict in

Norman

Grace, charged with the holding of a
"manufacturers'
ad show" at the
house.

Missouri Expects Court Test
Louis, Jan. 28. Banning of
Bank Night by Franklin Miller, cir-

—

St.

cuit attorney, is expected to lead to
a test case which will be carried to
the Missouri Supreme Court.
Promoters of the system say they are
anxious for the test, because of their
recent victory in the Iowa Supreme
Court.

Fred Wehrenberg has discontinued
the giveaway at the Cinderella, Melba,
Michigan and Virginia, but other
houses

still

using

it

were

visited by
arrests

No

the police Saturday night.

were made, however.

Delay Bank Night Case
Los Angeles, Jan. 28. The case of
Bank Night vs Buck Nite, which was
scheduled to come up before Judge
Leon R. Yankwitch in Federal Court

—

here today, has been postponed for
one week at the request of Bank
Night attorneys. Fay Barnes, president of Buck Nite, is here with his
attorneys, G.
B. Ross and Judge
Bledso, to fight the case.

Commonwealth Expands

—

Kansas City, Jan. 28. Commonwealth Amusement Corp. has taken
over the Gillioz, Monett, Mo., from
Lewis of the Lewis circuit.
Jack Stevenson, who has been
manager, will continue. Lewis will
L. L.

retain an interest in the house.
in

This gives Commonwealth 23 houses
Kansas, Missouri and Iowa.

r
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"Next Time

To Sound Filn

We Love"

(Universal)

Hollywood, Jan.

28.

—Brilliant

By TETSUYA MORI

dramatic power to stir the sincerest of human emotions, this is a story of a beautiful love brought
face to face with life's sternest realties. Tastefully produced, intelligently
acted and directed, the dialogue is the sole interpretive medium.
Nevertheless, the gripping quality of the story held the attention of a
preview audience in hushed silence throughout.
Following a charming courtship, Margaret Sullavan, student, and
James Stewart, reporter, marry. The joy of their honeymoon is shattered when Stewart gets a foreign assignment and Miss Sullavan, under
Ray Milland's patronage, embarks on a stage career.
baby is born
to them. Stewart quits his job and rushes home. The happiness of the
little family is that of all those who have only faith and love while
enduring poverty, as Stewart is blacklisted.
in its

A

Backed by Milland, Miss Sullavan returns

to the stage and triumphs.
created as Stewart resents the fact his wife is supporting him.
Miss Sullavan's plea to Editor Robert McWade reinstates Stewart.
There follow years of separation with both going on to great success
in their professions in which there are only occasional happy meetings.
Though faith endures, Miss Sullavan finds her love for Stewart is not
strong enough to answer Milland's plea for divorce and marriage.
Going to Europe to talk it over, Stewart runs away from a planned
happy reunion. Following him, Miss Sullavan finds him mortally ill, but
love triumphs as she goes with him to keep the pledge of their marriage

A

rift is

Tokyo, Jan.

12.

—During

1935

t

film
industry
definit*
Japanese
turned its back on the silent pictt
and took to the sound medium, t

leading producers, realizing the
roads that talking films have ma
in recent years, finally becoming cc
vinced domestic product had to
in sound in order to hold its o\
against importations.
Shochiku, Nikkatsu, Shinko, P.C.
and J.O. Talkie were the leadi:
i

producers which went over to

talkii

However, studio activity w
somewhat affected by the rush to t
new medium, with the result that ii
ported product gained in this mark
American film still led in the counti
films.

accounting for 80 per cent of t
foreign product released during t
year. It was only late in the ye
that a few domestic productions, pro
ing box-office hits, gave new impet
to the home producers.

Some

Restriction Expected

The establishment

of national

fil

vow.
control by the Government, begun la
Miss Sullavan's, Stewart's and Milland's performances are artistic in the year, is expected to result
to the last degree, a quality vividly substantiated by McWade, Florence greater protection for the domesi
industry,
with possible conseque
Roberts, Ann Demetrio and Christian Rub in support.
restrictions on importations.
Based on the novel "Say Goodbye Again," by Ursula Parrott, MelObservers here, however, see litt
ville Baker's screen play is a faithful transcription of the original's sin- effect
upon importation from tl
cere, human interest character. Director E. H. Griffith's job. is a fine United States, at least for some tirr
since the American product is co
example of understanding craftsmanship. Paul Kohner produced.
Certain to click with

women

patrons, the

show

is

a valuable asset in

any theatre where fine screen merchandise is appreciated.
Production Code Seal No. 1,912. Running time, 85 minutes.

a

The Return

of

Jimmy

"G."

Valentine"

(Republic)

Hollywood,

sidered far superior to the Japane:

by Japanese patrons themselves, ai
more appealing than other forei;
product released in this country,
is conceded that the domestic sou
product must go through sever
years of transition before it can
ously compete with American filn

The more

—

active

American

pictur

This is a worthy sequel to the original Jimmy as contrasted to the romantic tyj
Jan. 28.
Valentine story, well produced as average entertainment.
from America and Europe, ha
Roger Pryor, a newspaper reporter, conceives the idea of finding the enjoyed the greatest success in Jap
reformed Valentine as a circulation-building scheme. Robert Warwick, this year, indicating the trend of
taste of the film public. Exhibitc
as Valentine, is discovered as the president of a small town bank,
are still seriously affected by
happily married to Lois Wilson and the father of Charlotte Henry. extra rental
charged by domestic
Pressure is brought on Pryor to let the matter drop, as Warwick's ducers.
past is unknown to the community and his daughter. Complications
are added by J. Carroll Naish, a gunman, who is seeking vengeance for
Britzker to
a wrong allegedly done to his father by Warwick.
Hollywood, Jan. 28. Harry Bri
When Pryor establishes his identity, Naish attempts to make War- ker, former Chicago prosecuting
wick open the bank vault before taking his revenge. In the safe-open- torney, will leave soon for Angk
ing scene, almost as thrilling as the original, Pryor reaches the alarm Indo-China to film background sh
Later Wade Boteler, for "Revolt of the Zombies" for
at the critical moment, foiling Naish's plans.
Warwick's friend, claims Valentine's identity and all is saved on all Halperin Brothers. Britzker will
camera and soundmen with him.
sides.
film is planned as a sequel to
Jack Natteford and Olive Cooper, who fashioned the screen play from
White Zombie."
the original story by Scott Darling, Wallace Sullivan and Paul Armstrong, Jr., have added comedy to suspense and written in two good
Travelogs
characterizations which are well played by Edgar Kennedy and James
Andre de La Varre, for many ye
Burtis. Lewis D. Collins directed and Victor Zobel supervised the proassociated with Burton Holmes in
duction.
making of travel subjects for M-G
The picture should please in all family and neighborhood houses.
and Paramount, has just comple
Production Code Seal No. 1,924. Running time, 67 minutes. "G."
"1
12 new travelogs

Far East

—

Completed

to be entitled

Screen Traveler."

"Woman Trap
(Paramount)

Carver Succeeds

—

Hollywood, Jan. 28. An average attraction, this holds amusement
for average audiences. The story, consolidated by a surprise climax, is
pretty much of a hodge-podge of jewel thieves, gangsters, a stranded
girl flyer and a newspaper reporter through which runs a mysteriously
(Continued on page 10)

Kam

—

Detroit, Jan. 28. Lew Kane
resigned as vaudeville booker for
Jacob Schreiber circuit and has t
succeeded by Sam Carver, who
been operating a booking agency
1

for

some

time.

OLLYWOOD FLASHES THE NEWS HEARD
'ROUND THE SHOW WORLD!
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COLUMBIA'S

quences featuring Farley
and Riley with their
sensational Onyx Club
'Round-and- Round Boys!

SHOW OF SHOWS

!
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Bitter Cold
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Wrecks Takes

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

In Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh,

(Continued from page 8)
sinister character, highly reminiscent of Holbrook Blinn's

—

Business
here last week was just what everybody expected from the coldest spell
Pittsburgh has had since 1898. With
28.

Jan.

thermometer registering around 15
below zero and heavy snow delaying
the

traffic,

grosses skidded.

was the Stanley which

It

blow worst of

all.

felt

the

After a start with

Dream Too Much" and Ben Lyon

"I

and Bebe Daniels on the stage that
threatened to reach record-breaking
proportions over the week-end, the
storm hit town and dropped takings to
Even so, the house
almost nothing.
to do around $17,000, which
remarkable in the face of existing
conditions.
The Alvin had "Magnificent Obsession" for a second week.

managed
is

It did only $4,000, but the management
decided to hold it for an extra five
days, figuring that it would get even
more than that in the extended session
with any kind of break from the elements.
"The Bride Comes Home" couldn't
better $7,000 at the Penn, while both
double-feature houses also took it on
the chin, the Fulton at $3,000 with

and "Whispering
and the Warner at
$3,800 with "The Perfect Gentleman"
and "Fang and Claw."
Total first run grosses were $34,800.
Average is $45,000.
Estimated takings for the week end-

Smith

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)
ALVIN— (2,000). 25c-40c. 7 davs. 2nd week.
$4,000.

(Average.

$5,500)

"PADDY O'DAY" (ZOth-Fox)
"WHISPERING SMITH SPEAKS"
(20th-Fox)

and

Geraldine and
(Average. $18,500)

Clifford.

$17,000.

Gross:

Joe.

"PERFECT GENTLEMAN" (M-G-M)
"FANG AND CLAW" (Radio)

WARNER — (2.000).

$3,800.

(Average.

25c -40c. 7 davs.
$5,000)

D. S. Lawler to Aid

Gross:

Fund

Kansas City. Tan. 28.— D. S.
"Senn"
Lawler,
division
nublicity
manager for the Fox Miller Theatres.
Wichita, Kan., has been

named

chairman of the publicity committee of the
Community Chest there for 1936.
This will be his third term in the
post.

Howard

manager

member

E.

Jamevson,

Looking 'Em Over

bring

the house to Friday openin;
First week average is $15,90(
Total first run business was $82,50
Average is $76,700.
Estimated takings, exclusive of ta>
again.

"Road Gang"
Warncrs)

Week Ending

(

is

Am

companion. There brutality is
shown in all its phases. Woods is strung up by his hands and, when
his companion tries a getaway to help him, the boy is electrocuted on
the prison fence. Attempting to smuggle out a story of the prison,
through Miss Linaker, Woods is sent to the dreaded prison mines.
When the Chicago managing editor, with Miss Linaker, seeks his
release on a court writ, the warden attempts to hold him underground.
The prisoners mutiny, hold their guards, find a way out and confront
the warden. His records are taken, Woods is cleared, and with the
Although a
fall of the prison system the distator's regime collapses.
grand jurv fails to indict him, he is assassinated and the romance of
Woods and Miss Linaker completed.
Production Code Seal No. 1,752. Running time, 61 minutes. "A."

and sentenced

to a prison

farm with

his

a

"Blazing Justice"
(Spectrum)

Devaneys on Vacation
Toronto,

Jan.

28.

—Accompanied

by

his wife and son, Leo M. Devaney.
general manager of Radio Pictures
Corn, of Canada, has left for an extended vacation trip to Havana, Bermuda and Nassau. They will return
to Toronto early in the spring.

Set Indianapolis Deal

—

Indianapolis. Jan. 28. Chesterfield
and Invincible have closed a deal with
Lee Goldberg of Big Feature Rights
Corp. for distribution of 12 of the current season features.

inaimn

i

imma

Jan. 21:

"THREE KIDS AND A QUEEN" (Uim
Partaking somewhat of the nature of "I
a Fugitive," but basically
BELASCO— (1,140). 25-65c, 7 days. Gros
stemming from the activity of the late Senator Huey P. Long of Louis- $3,000. (Average, $3,000)
Week Ending Jan. 23:
iana, this picture emerges as active, occasionally exciting, melodrama,
"DANGEROUS" (W. B.)
with, however, a bit too much of prison farm brutality for the youngEARLE — (2,218). 25c-77c, 7 days. Stap
Cross
& Dunn. Twelve Aristocrats. Uniq
sters. The dictator, the unnamed southern state, the implied domination
Walkmirs. Flovd Christie. Gross: $18,5
of the forces of law and order, all are of obvious origin. On the whole (Average. $18,400)
die film is lively entertainment, with pronounced exploitation possibili- "PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER" (ZOth-Fc

district

for Fox at Wichita,
of the committee.

a total of $8,300 for nine days.
The second week of the return en
gagement of "Captain Blood" at th

the desert.

FULTON— (1.700). 15c-40c. 7 days. Gross:
(Average. $4,000)
"THE BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.) ties.
PENN— (3.300). 25c-40c. 7 days. Gross:
Donald Woods writes an expose of the dictator and is offered a Chi(Average. $12,000)
$7,000.
cago newspaper job. En route north with a friend, after taking leave
"I DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)
STANLEY— (3.600). 25c-55c. 7 davs. of his fiancee, Kay Linaker, whose stepfather is connected with the
Stage: Bebe Daniels. Ben Lvon. Tobv
Wing. Tohnny Perkins. Ruth Petty. Park dictator, Woods is arrested for speeding, framed in a local jail break
$3,000.

—

Washington, Jan. 28. Holdover
and return engagements prevailed las
week, with "Ah, Wilderness" in th
latter category at Loew's Columbi.
taking $6,500 on seven days, plu
$1,800 on two more on a second weel-

Consenting to split with Tamiroff, Blackmer's gang is Metropolitan, topped the first ru
on the desert's edge which, to the tune of shrieking sirens, weekly average by $1,500 on a tots
take of $5,800. The picture went tw
proves to be a Mexican calaboose. As the gangsters are turned over
days on the third week to bring th
to the United States officers, Tamiroff reveals himself as "the best house back to Friday openings.
damn G man in all Mexico."
"Magnificent Obsession" at RKO
Tamiroff's work pleasantly dominates the show, though realistic per- Keith's for its second week agai
formances are given by Blackmer, Ed Brophy and Bradley Page, with topped the first week par by $30(
It went into a thir
the youthful David Haines good in a bit as an amateur radio operator. taking $10,900.
The romantic contrast is capably handled by Miss Michael and Murphy. week.
Stage-screen houses were just a b
Based on the original story by Charles Brackett, the screen play by better than average, the
Earle wit
Brian Marlow and Eugene Walter, with the direction by Harold Young, "Dangerous" and Loew's Fox wit
concentrates on letting the action and situations tell the story. Harold "Professional Soldier" both doing $1(
over average, with takes, respective!
Hurley produced.
of $18,500 and $21,000.
Production Code Seal No. 1,858. Running time, 60 minutes. "G."
Second week of "A Tale of Tw
Cities" at Loew's Palace went to $11
700, which was increased to $15,0(
with an additional two days, added
in

Speaks"

ing Jan. 23

Washington,
Gets $8,300

ied to a hut

O'Day"

"Paddy

Gross:

balanced.
Set in Mexico, Gertrude Michael, girl flyer, and George Murphy,
reporter, are kidnapped by Sidney Blackmer and his mobsters. Stranded
in the desert where the party has been led by Akim Tamiroff's minion,
Julian Rivero, Blackmer gets the ransom from the girl's father, Samuel
Hinds. Planning to kill Miss Michael, Murphy and Tamiroff, Blackmer is shown that such an act would be fatal to him as he would die

193

Wilderness,"

"Bad Man."

Motivated by the action, the romance, comedy and melodrama are well

29,

As

usual with westerns there

is

the required quota of fights, shootings
fare. Adults will be en-

and hard riding that make for good juvenile

LOEWS FOX— (3.434),

Stage: Kazanova
Carlile.
$21,000.

Frank

& Her

Cody whooping it up with the boys in a saloon
where he is drawn into a fight when a raiding sheriff is shot down by a
rustler who escapes in the melee that follows. Cody subdues the rest
of the gang and is given a reward. He starts out on a long desired vaca-

An interesting plot weaves its course and he is picked up by
tion.
Gertrude Messinger, who thinks he killed her father. Back in town he
clears himself and has another fight with Gordon Griffith, who again
trap is set and with much riding, shooting and more
gets away.

A

comes to its finish.
Miss Messenger gives able support, as does the

fighting the film

(Continued on

page

11)

rest of the cast,

com-

7

Maximo.

da:

Grw

(Average. $20,900)

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"
RKO- KEITH'S— (1.836).

(Univ

25c-55c,

2nd week.
Gross: $10,900.
week, $10,600)

da

7

(Average,

f

Week Ending Jan. 23:
"AH, WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,264). 25c-40c
days (return engagement).
(Average, first run, $3,600)

"A TALE OF

LOEW'S

days,

week.

Gross:

TWO

CITIES" (M-G-N
PALACE-(2.370), 35c-55c.

second week, plus 2 days on thl
Gross: $15,000. (Average, first we

$15,900)

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

METROPOLITAN— (1,591).
days,

return engagement.
(Average, first run. $4,300)

(F. N.)
25c-40c.

Gross:

$5..

Acquires "Dark Victori

—

Hollywood, Jan. 28. David
Selznick has acquired "Dark Victor'
stage play by George Brewer, Jr., s'
Bertram Bloch, and will produce it
stead of the Florence Nighting?
story he previously had announc
Alerle Oberon,

who was

Miss Nightingale,

tertained too.
The story has Bill

25c-66c.

Tziganes; Char

Libuse.

will

slated to p'

have the

!ef

ing role.

Myers and Jar vis Add)
Hollywood,
comedian,

and

Jan. 28.

—Harry Myu

Sidney

Jarvis,

ch-

acter actor, both veterans of the ea>
davs of the silent screen, have b{
added to the cast of "One Ra'!<
Afternoon," the forthcoming PickfoLasky production starring Frat

Lederer and Ida Lupino,
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Phila. Duals Ruling

Mexico's Film

Industry

Had

Biggest Year
(.Continued

from page

1)

will again be freely distributed in

r

fell off about 50 per cent
a result of the strike, since the pubshowed little interest in independAmerican product or foreign pices. It is generally agreed here that
better class American films com-

Patronage

:

(Continued from page
(Continued from page 10)

posed of Milt Moranti, Bud Buster and Frank Yaconnelli. The photography is of the fast-moving variety, well suited for the story. Al Herman directed from a story by Zarah Tazil. A good western for Saturday

morning juvenile trade.
Production Code Seal No.

1,854.

Running

"G."

time, 57 minutes.

Mexican communities.

:

t

Endangers Control

Looking 'Em Over

dominate this market. Some
producers declare that the
of American ace product is a
s
arding influence on Mexico's growindustry, since the domestic films,
>ugh vastly improved, still cannot
nd on their own feet. It is ad-

utely

exican

[

public will not attend the

tted the

merely to see domestic prod-

:atre

"Koenigsmark"
{Capitol Prod, of London)

—

15.
An English-language version of the boomed French
Directed by Maurice Tourneur with Elissa Landi, Pierre
Fresnay, John Lodge and Frank Vosper, it is a true version, not a dub.
Accent and recording are satisfactory.
Where they like the background of one of those German principalities bordering Ruritania, plenty of uniforms and a melodramatic plot with
a princess falling for a simple French civilian and helping him to put
it across a murderer-duke, audiences may overlook the extremely slow
tempo and weak dialogue. Pictorial values are decidedly good and a
real mediaeval chateau makes a fine exterior background for scenes of
military pageantry. Some of the court scenes also are photographically

London, Jan.

production.

excellent.

Tax Reduction Attempted
making
are
istic efforts to increase their outduring 1936. The totals for 1935
j:
re about 40 features and 22 shorts,
1936 total
ile it is estimated the
11
be 60 to 80 features and about
Mexican

producers

.

shorts.

a movement afoot to bring
)ut a reduction in Federal, state and
unicipal taxes on the industry, the

There

is

(

'fument being that films are today

most popular amusement
should not be so burdened with

,:xico's
1

:es.

;,Iinematografica

Latino Americano,

(Clasa), most enterprising of

A.

:xican producers, has just
ted the largest studio in the
district.

,1

The company

is

com-

Fedheaded

Alberto Ricardo Pani, one of the
intry's leading capitalists.
It plans
features and 24 shorts this year,
eduction costs are expected to set
Mexican record on Clasa's first
n,
"Vamonos Con Pancho Villa"
-et's Go with Pancho Villa").

'

nterprise Optical

iecomes Motiograph

Pierre Benoit's story turns on the discovery, by the French tutor
German princeling, that his pupil's father killed his brother, the
grand duke, and walled up his body in a tower, as in the original story
of Koenigsmark. The Princess Aurore, widow of the grand duke, helps
the tutor to search for proof of the crime, but the duke blows up the
tower and takes advantage of the outbreak of the war to discredit the
princess. She appeals to the Kaiser and the murderer shoots himself.
The greatest weakness here is the extremely slow pace, but this can
be remedied to a large extent by cutting; the footage leaves plenty of
opportunity for this. Even so, the entertainment values will be those
of the Ruritanian melodrama so popular in silent days.
Allan
Running time, 100 minutes. "G."
of a

new
[-.

i

r

president and general manaKleckner, Francis E. Matthews
Arthur T. Spring of Boston also

e

named

directors.

formerly connected with
Continental
Illinois
National
nk, became identified with the comly through the purchase of O. F.
ahr's stock.
W. R. Hirschfield,
merly general sales manager, has
n made vice-president in charge of
Cleckner,

iduction.

Del Ruth ReSigned
th,

^

—

Roy Del
Jan.
directed "Thanks a Miland "It Had to Happen" has
n signed to a two-year renewal of
contract by Darryl F. Zanuck.

-Iollywood,

28.

—

Sub-zero
Louis,
St.
Jan.
weather, accompanied by almost six
inches of snow, has played havoc with
theatres. First runs have been from
30 to 40 per cent off, and on some
nights subsequent runs have reported
28.

in

Be

weather,

there are many indications that theatre business should be good when
the weather improves. General busidecidedly on the upgrade.
is
ness
Retail sales are running ahead of last
Freight car loadings are runyear.
ing ahead, while motor truck lines report decided gains over the similar
period in 1935. Private industries are

putting on more workers, although
the percentage of gain is rather slight.
Other concerns have increased the
hours of work for individuals and
their payroll volume is up from five
to 10 per cent.

production plans for England will not be set definitely until
Ben Goetz reaches Hollywood. Goetz
arrived yesterday on the Ile de France
after a stay of six weeks in England,
during which time he made a survey
of studios and talent.
for the coast the end

He

will

leave

of

this

week

Nicholas M. Schenck,
B. Mayer and other M-G-M
Goetz has selected no
executives.
studio in England nor can he name
the number of pictures he will make
until after the Hollywood meetings.
to confer with

Louis

Movie Folk on

"lie"

Arriving yesterday on the lie de
France were Hugo Bryk, Mme.
Stavisky, Mrs. Hal Roach and daughter, and Jack Alicoate, publisher of

Film Daily.

Hugo
of

tive

Wall Street

Bryk, European representaAscap, is known as an ex-

Short Gains Mark Board Trading
Net
High Low Close Change
Columbia

Picture Daily, "Europe is not concerned with what the Warners do
about their music catalogs. European
composers are protected for 50 years
following death and have no copyright

'Cohen" for the Astor

for

company's

back.

problem to bother them."
Mrs. Roach and daughter will leave
the coast

immediately.

Jack Alicoate, who was away four
weeks, said he was very glad to be
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Technicolor

pert on international copyrights. He
stated to a representative of Motion

Carl Laemmle has announced an
extension of six weeks on the option
granted to Standard Capital Co. and
Charles R. Rogers to allow them the
necessary time to complete their investigation and examination of the
affairs.

—

M-G-M

Laemmle Extends Option

Plunkett, managing ditor of the Astor, has booked "Mr.
•hen Takes a Walk" for Feb. 12.
.

normal
Aside from unfavorable

close to

who

J.

28.

progress over the new operators' contracts.
Exhibitors insist they
will not grant a 20 per cent raise.
More meetings are scheduled for this
week.
still

Zero Weather Bumps Goetz Arrives to
Plan Production
St. Louis Theatres

i"

oseph

Row Still On
—Arguments are

Chicago

Chicago, Jan.

Beery

—

meeting to Motiograph, Inc.,
h Joseph B. Kleckner named as

Halperin Closes Deals
First Division has closed with Edward Halperin for distribution rights
on "I Conquer the Sea" for Albany,
Buffalo,
Washington,
Philadelphia,
Atlanta, Charlotte and New Orleans.
Halperin left for the coast yesterday
after signing the deal.

"Professional Soldier," this morning's opener at the Center, was previewed
by wire from Hollywood on Dec. 24.
to
a Speaker
"Rose Marie," previewed by wire from Hollywood on Jan. 10, will open
Kansas City, Jan. 28. Wallace
at the Capitol Friday morning.
Beery will speak Feb. 10 at the Kan"King of the Damned," which will be previewed at the Roxy tomorroiv sas diamond jubilee party of the
night, was reviewed by cable from- London on Jan. 18.
Kansas Commonwealth Club, Wichita.

a 75 per cent drop.
Chicago, Jan. 28. The name of
Only on such nights as individual
terprise
Mfg. Co. was houses have Bank Night, or some
Optical
stockinged today at the annual
other giveaway, has business been
ders'

1)

places an obstacle in the way of a distributor who wants to cooperate with
the local exhibitors in such matters."
"However," the bulletin comments,
"the court's opinion should have no
immediate effect on the business. The
distributors have almost uniformly declined to attempt to enforce the double
feature clauses in their own contracts
and such clauses have been generally
disregarded in actual practice."
The bulletin notes that the court's
decision holds the restriction of double
features to be injurious to the interests of independent producers, but "ignores the fact that the spread of
double features tends to destroy the
market for short subjects. Have the
short subjects producers no right to
exist?" the bulletin asks.

H —
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(Quotations at close of Jan. 28)
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VARIETY IN THE SHORT SUBJECTS
THAT PUT THE BEST SPICE IN YOUR SHOl

i

FAST

MUSICAL

ACTION

COMEDY

COMEDY

NIELA

•

GOODELLE

BUSTER

FRED

LIGHTNER

KEATON

NELL
in

KELLY

THREE ON
A LIMB"

in

"THANKS
MR. CUPID"

'Fost all the way...

Laughs come close
together." Variety

CARTOONS

Produced by Al

•

Christie

"THE 19th HOLE CLUB"
PAUL TERRY-TOONS
By Frank Moser and Paul Terry

Photo by

Presented by

SPORTS
"THE

OF

E.W.

H.I.H.

HAMMONS

-

GAME

The story of the almost human dogs
that lead the blind

JAI ALAI"

and Narration by Edward Thorgersen

DRAMA

THE SEEING EYE
A TREASURE CHEST PRODUCTION

A TREASURE CHEST PRODUCTION
Story

Grand duchess M<

"THE SPICE OF THE

PROGRAM"

-

Distributed in U. S. A. by
20th Century-Fox Film Corporation

Story and Narration by Clinton

Wunder
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EQUITY CASE DISMISSED;
GOV'T PLANS NEW MOVES
Fight Brewing

At One Time

—

Jan. 29. More
executives are here
at one time than probably
any other period in the company's history.
The group
from New York includes
Nicholas M. Schenck, J. Robert Rubin, Al Lichtman, Felix F. Feist, E. M. Saunders

Hollywood,

Upon Laws for
Film Matrons

M-G-M

Additional
Censorship
Also Is Opposed

and Howard Dietz.
Leopold Friedman

is
in
in connection
with legal detail involvinlg
Loew's State, downtown Los

from the east
Violent opposition is predicted for
efforts to force the passage of a
lew law requiring exhibitors to have
natrons for unattended children and
:o submit to a new form of censorship
:o be controlled by the city.
Since the recent police raids which
lave resulted in the arrest of about

my

managers and their staffs statements have been issued by Mayor Lajuardia and others to the effect that
:his was a move to get rid of an old
mpopular law by enforcing it and
;hen introducing a new one in the

300

Legislature.

The new one, it turns out, holds a
variety of disturbing possibilities that
mve stirred exhibitors' ire, as well as
from the National Board of
Review and other workers in behalf of
protests

(Continued on page 7)

Three Bills Affect
Bay State Theatres

—

Boston, Jan. 29. Exhibitors are
vatching three bills now before the
Massachusetts House.
One, sponsored by Robert Watson
if
the Lord's Day Alliance and beore the Legal Affairs Committee,
vould bar Sunday vaudeville until 7

M. Programs now open

f.
^

at 1 P.

M.

Another, introduced by Millard H.

and sent to the Committee

Stevens,
>n

Mercantile Affairs,

regulates

re-

ale of tickets.

The

third,

favored by

ITOA to Seek Stay
On Sales Tax Here
Applications for restraining orders
prevent both local exchanges and
the city comptroller's office from collecting the two per cent city sales tax
from local exhibitors until such time
as the validity of the assessment has
been passed upon by the courts will
be filed in the Supreme Court of N.Y.
county by the I. T. O. A. today, according to Weisman, Quinn, Allen
and Spett, attorneys for the exhibitor
organization.
Briefs attacking the validity of the
sales tax levy on film rentals were
submitted to the city comptroller's office early this week by I. T. O. A.,
Keith-Albee-Orpheum and Allied of
New Jersey. The city now has before
it the complete testimony of the local
United Artists exchange attacking the
validity
of
the
city's
assessment
against its entire film revenue. The
to

United Artists contest is regarded as
a test case and will be carried to the
court if the city's decision,
expected within a few days, is unfavorable to the exchange.
appellate

Mayor Fred-

W.

Mansfield, provides for re'ision and codification of the Boston
milding laws. This also is before the
Committee on Mercantile Affairs.

'.rick

Angeles.

Grainger Talks '37
In Chicago Session
Chicago, Jan. 29.— James R. Grainheld a one-day sales convention
>f Universal men
at the Hotel Blacktone today and told that he not only
ad reached an agreement with Carl
.aemmle on the details of the remainier

(Continued on page 7)

Congress Probe Into
Music Costs Hinted
A

Defense Suggests Hardy Amend Complaint
To Get a Decision, But He Talks of
"Great Generic Conspiracy"

—

St. Louis, Jan. 29.
The equity proceedings of the Government
against Warners, Paramount and
came to an undecided, but
quite abrupt termination at 10:20 A. M. here today, when Judge
Joseph West Molyneaux, presiding, sustained the motion of the
Government for permission to dismiss the case without prejudice.
His action was indicated at yesterday's session, when Russell
Hardy, special assistant attorney general, made the motion. The

RKO

case began Jan.

New

Strateg J

At St. Louis
To Be Hurried
By BERTRAM
Washington, Jan.

F.

LINZ

29.

—The

De-

partment of Justice here today planned
immediate institution of a new equity
action in St. Louis, naming many adThe planned acditional defendants.
tion is seen as ending rumors that the
dismissal of the case today without
prejudice, on motion of Russell Hardy,
chief Government counsel, was sought
Department ofas a "graceful out."
ficials called it a technical move de-

signed to overcome difficulties which
arose as a result of a series of rulings

Monday by Judge Joseph W. Molyneaux barring certain evidence.
Contrary to the situation prevailing
at the conclusion of the earlier criminal action, when dissatisfaction was

voiced over the attitude of the presiding judge, George H. Moore, there is

no criticism of Judge Molyneaux, and
it was indicated the new suit will be
brought before him.
Hardy will remain in St. Louis for a few days
to handle the filing of the
it

was said.
The naming

new

case,

of others as additional

Congressional investigation of the defendants is for the purpose of getscore charge and of music taxes paid ting before the court by direct eviboth for recording in film and repro- dence the testimony which was barred,
duction in theatres may be undertaken it is indicated.
in connection with hearings on the
Department officials expressed conDuffy copyright bill, which was tabled fidence in the case, and said there is
by the Senate late last week when no intention of abandoning any of the
called in the regular course of busi- Government contentions. No estimate
ness, according to Motion Picture was made as to when the new case
Herald.
would be brought up, but it was indiIt was also stated that the House cated every possible step would be
taken to expedite it.
(Continued on page 7)

6.

The

dismissal without prejudice
leaves the way open for the Government, if it so desires, to bring
the same defendant corporations
and various of their officials into
court on the same issues anywhere
that the Government decides it has
a right to do so.
The case involved charges of
conspiracy to interfere with the
movement of interstate commerce in
films for use at the Ambassador,
Missouri and New Grand Central,
operated by Fanchon & Marco. But,
pointed out, that does not
it
is
necessarily mean that the jurisdiction rests solely with the U. S.
Since conDistrict Court here.
spiracy is alleged, the litigation may
be brought in any place where a
part of the alleged conspiracy took
place, or even where any of the
defendants do business.
While Hardy could not say here
today what the next move of the
Government will be, latest advices
from the Capital indicate quite
definitely that a move is already under way to institute another action.

Hardy had

also been

in,

charge of

the prosecution in the criminal
action against the three companies
and various of their officials, which
ended in a jury vedict of not guilty
on Nov. 11 last. Hardy and other
Government attorneys expected to
remain here for several days, and
probably will confer with their
superiors in Washington before
any decision is made.
When court convened at 10 A.M.
today, Frederick H. Wood of Warner counsel, on behalf of all the
defendants, informed Judge Molyneaux that to meet the issues raised
(Continued on page 9)
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"The Garden Murder Case"

Martin Quigley
Editor-in-Chief and Publisher

MAURICE KANN,

(M-G-M)

Editor

—

i

TALLULAH BANKHEAD,
Gloria Swanson, Dick Halliday, Russell Holman, Joe Moskowitz, Bob Goldstein, Bill Scully,
Sam Lyons and hordes of others at
the opening of "Call It a Day," new
Theatre Guild show, at the Morosco

Hollywood, Jan. 29. This is a typical S. S. Van Dine murder
mystery given many novel and intricate twists and nicely flavored with
romance, comedy and contrasting drama. Edmund Lowe is featured as
Published daily except Sunday Philo Vance.
Tuesday evening.
and holidays by Quigley Pub•
The plot moves quickly and logically, effectively establishing, but, at
lications, Inc., Martin Quigley,
Mrs. Hal Roach, who arrived on
vicepresident; Colvin Brown,
the same time, concealing clues that might lead to a possible easy solupresident and treasurer.
the He de France last night with her
tion of a series of killings in which many are suspected. The story
Publication Office: 1790 Broaddaughter and sister, Mrs. Henriette
Telephone Circle 7-3100. blends dialogue, action and situations to build strong suspense.
way, New York.
The
Nichols, will leave for the coast toCable address "Quigpubco, New York." All
atmosphere created is one of sophistication.
day. She will stop off at Culver, Ind.,
contents copyrighted 1936 by Quigley Pubto
correspondence
all
lications, Inc. Address
The unexplainable, seemingly accidental death of Douglas Walton to visit her son, Hal, Jr., at the CulOther Quigley pubthe New York Office.
Motion Picture Herald, Bet- leads to circumstances which result in the murder of Gene Lockhart. ver Military Academy.
lications,
•
Picture As Lowe is investigating the case, the police summon for questioning
Theatres, The Motion
ter
Almanac and The Box-Office Check-Up.
Dick Watts leaves for Hollywood
Benita
Hume,
with
Lockhart
whom
had
having
affair.
Before
been
an
Union
Life
Bureau:
Postal
Hollywood
shortly for exactly one week. ThreatBuilding, Vine and Yucca Streets, Boone
leaving, accompanied by Virginia Bruce, she talks with H. B. Warner.
ening to travel in the same plane are
Mancall, Manager; Chicago Bureau, 624
South Michigan Avenue, C. B. O'Neill, Later she is killed, apparently accidentally, and Miss Bruce, to whom Gilbert Gabriel, Percy Hammond
Manager; London Bureau: Remo House, Lowe has become attached, is arrested and charged with the crime.
and John Byram. In April, Watts
London,
Street,
W. 1,
Regent
310
Convinced of her innocence, Lowe goes to work to clear her. In the continues world travel with a stay in
Bruce Allan, Representative. Cable address
Bureau: smoothest Vance manner he unearths clues proving that Warner has China.
Berlin
London";
"Quigpubco,
Stuelerstrasse 2, Berlin W 35; Joachim K.
•
a hypnotic influence over both Walton and Miss Hume and that this
Representative; Paris Bureau:
Rutenbcrg
A.
H.
McCausland,
Irving Trust
Pierre
Cour-des-Noues,
la
Rue
de
19,
He also proves that Warner's wife,
influence caused their deaths.
Co. representative at RKO, and O. C.
Autre, Representative; Rome Bureau: Viale
did,
killed
him,
had
reason
to,
and
who
later
was
by
Frieda
Inescort,
RepresentaMalpassuti,
Vittorio
Gorizia,
Doering, Jr., of counsel to the RKO
Sydney Bureau: 600 George Street, slay Lockhart. The innocence of Miss Bruce having been established, trustee,
tive;
are due back here Monday
Mexico City
Representative;
Holt,
Cliff
for her romantic fadeout with Lowe.
after
several
weeks at the RKO
Bureau: Apartado 269, James Lockhart, the stage is set
Representative; Glasgow Bureau: 86 DunThe players mentioned handle the romantic character of the story studio.
Representative;
Holmes,
drennan Road, G.
•
very nicely and are ably assisted by Nat Pendleton and Grant Mitchell
Budapest Bureau: 3, Kaplar-u, Budapest,
Cresson E. Smith, western and
Hevesi, Representative; Tokyo in the dumb cop comedy parts. Intelligent direction by Edwin L. Marin
II, Endre
southern sales manager for RKO,
Bureau: 47 Higashi Gokencho Ushigome- packs plenty of realism into the Bertram Milhauser screen play.
Ku, H. Tominaga, Representative.
left Tuesday on a tour of all the exclass
matter,
January
Code
Seal
No.
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second
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1,956.
time,
Entered as
60 minutes. "G."
changes in his territory.
First stop
1926, at the Post Office at New York
4.
was Chicago.
City, N. Y., under Act of March 3, 1879.
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Subscription rates per year: $6 in the
Americas, except Canada $15 and foreign
$12.

Single copies:

RKO

10 cents.

Looking 'Em Over

is
leaving the
art department to become art director for Columbia under
Daab,

RKO

Hy

honor guest at a luncheon
Jack Dempsey's Friday.
•

Decision Reserved

Federal Judge William Bondy yesterday reserved decision on a petition
stockholders'
by an independent
protective committee for leave to intervene in the company's reorganiza-

Jack Meyer, who

will be

at

"Itto"

Pete Mayer is heading for an extended vacation in warm waters.
{Eureka Prod.)
This latest French importation is a superior travelogue of Morocco Currently, the itinerary includes Haiti,
Jamaica and other amiable places at
The petition was and contains a weak story upon which the direction of Jean Benoit- this time of the year.
tion proceedings.
not opposed. If granted, the commit- Levy and Marie Epstein is lost. The film may be acceptable for "little
•
tee will be entitled to receive notice theatre" audiences with its high technical skill and photography which
Charles L. Glett, Audio produc-

RKO

of all legal proceedings in connection
with the reorganization. None of the
large
creditors have yet applied
for leave to intervene.

RKO

"Marie" Opens at Miami

—

Miami Beach, Jan. 29. "Rose
Marie" was given a double opening
here last night at the Colony and
Community theatres almost opposite
each other on the same street. Big
crowds of winter visitors turned out.
"Rose Marie" goes

into the Capitol

Friday.

20th-Fox Buys "Zorro"
Hollywood,

Jan.

29.

—"The

Mark

Zorro" has been bought by Twentieth Century-Fox from Douglas Fairbanks. Darryl Zanuck will make it
as an operetta with Lawrence Tibbett starred. Original music will be
of

written here.

Fairbanks Planes Here

—

Hollywood, Jan. 29. Douglas Fairbanks will leave for New York tomorrow by plane. He is scheduled for
U. A. home office conferences and for
a discussion with Robert Sherwood
concerning dialogue for his forthcoming

"Marco Polo."

is

manager, has returned from the

a treat to the eye.

tion

The

West

story concerns a tragic tribal romance of Itto, a chief's daughter, and Miloud, her lover, whom she marries. Their love is hampered
by their parents' differences in regard to hostilities against the French.
Miloud is shot by Itto's brother and is saved by the skill of a French
medical officer. He is grateful and joins up with them. Events bring
him together again with Itto.
baby is horn to them. The medical
officer and his wife make up another part of the story with their baby.
The wife is fed up with Africa and when her baby is ill with diphtheria,
Itto comes to the rescue with serum and she becomes reconciled in a

A

manner.

The thread of the story is entangled with the pageantry of life in the
Moroccan Atlas and intermingling with a smattering of French colonial

He

Indies.
visited several locations to be used in planned Audio subjects.

•

Jim Finn,

editor of Internationa
Projectionist, plans to head west thi
week end on a trip that will take hir
to Chicago, the coast and return vi;
the south.

•

Bob

Cochrane resumed

activities

at his office yesterday, still
after a severe attack of the flu.

wobbly

He

is

considering a short trip to Bermuda
propaganda, is quite buried. However, the realism of the native lan- for sunshine and recuperation.
•
guage, the marvelous sound recording and the customs of the people
Harry Moskowitz, if the ice in the
make up in interest what is otherwise lost. It has the knack of taking
bay does not hamper the Western
the audience to the country.
orld, will arrive here some time toNo production code seal. Running time, 90 minutes. "A."
day from Buenos Aires.

W

•

"Pasteur"
(Lenauer International)

Richard de Rochemont, European
manager of "March of Time," will

return on the lie de France today.
•
This French production, interpreting the highlights of the life of
Barney Pitkin, New Haven man-l
Louis Pasteur, the great French scientist, and appearing almost coincidentally with the American film on the same man, is considerably ager for RKO, was in town yester^|
more the delineation of the character of an individual in a character day.
•
study, than an active, stirring story of a fight against disease.
W. Bunn, now in Hollywood!
The characterization of Pasteur is ably portrayed by Sascha Guitry, is due back the end of next week.
with a good supporting cast, but since the film is almost wholly composed of lengthy speeches by Pasteur and comparatively little action or
Joe Stein is in Montreal. Jacb|
Stein was, but is back.
{Continued on page 7)

C

Meet "THE

WIDOW FROM MONTE CARLO"

in the person of lovely DOLORES DEL RIO who,
with WARREN WILLIAM, Louise Fazenda, Colin

Clive and Herbert Mundin, brings Warner Bros.'

new comedy to
entertainments.

the fore

More

among

this

week's light

beautiful than ever,

gone A.W. O. L., leads suitors and society a merry chase, all nicely straightened out,
thank you, by the able work of Director
Dolores,

Arthur Greville Collins. Released Feb.

1st.

M

::

: :

::

::
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Montreal Dull Due

"Burlesque,"

Riffraff" Is

To Death

Top Show, Smash

$11,500

In St. Louis

Detroit Hit

$46,000.

Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 23

"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET"

Stage:

"FIRST A GIRL" (G.B.)
AMBASSADOR— (3,018), 25c-35c-55c,
Average, $10,000)
Gross: $8,000.
days.
"KING OF BURLESQUE" (20th-Fox)
FOX— (5,038), 25c-35c-55c, 7 days. Gross:
3

(Average, $12,000)

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S— (3,162),
Gross:

25c-35c-55c,

(Average,

$11,500.

7

days.

(Para.)

"TWO IN THE DARK" (Radio)
ORPHEUM— (2,950), 25c-35c-5Sc, 7 days.
Gross: $8,500. (Average, $8,500)
"FANG AND CLAW" (Radio)
"FRESHMAN LOVE" (W.B.)
SHUBERT-RIALTO— (1,723),

7

Gross:

days.

$5,000.

Vaudeville.

2Sc-35c-55c,

(Average, $6,5C0)

(Aver-

THE

"MILLIONS IN
AIR" (Para.)
Gross:
(3,000), 10c-40c, 7 days.

"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (F.N.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,070), 15c-65c,

was

$16,900.

Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 24
'

THE LONE WOLF RETURNS" (Col.)
"WHISPERING SMITH SPEAKS"
(20th-Fox)
COLLEGE— (1,400), 25c-35c, 9 days.

Gross:

$2,900.

(Average, $2,800)

"HER MASTER'S VOICE" (Para.)
"THE GREAT IMPERSONATION"

days, 2nd week.

Gross: $10,200.

(Average,

"HITCH HIKE LADY"

(Republic)

RKO DOWNTOWN— (2,950),
days. Stage:

Wayne King &

15c-65c,

PARAMOUNT— (2,400),
$4,000.

(Average,

35c-50c,
$4,800)

7

(Col.)
35c-50c,
(3,040),
(Average, $7,000)

POLI—
$6,400.

7

days.

"THE INVISIBLE RAY"

Gross:

(Univ.)

A GIRL" (G. B.)
SHERMAN— (2.200), 6

"FIRST

ROGER
Gross:

$3,600.

(Average, $4,700)

days.

Gross:

$9,000.

25c-35c-40c-50c-60c,

7

(Average, $9,500)

"UNE NUIT SEULEMENT" (French)
"INVITATION TO THE WALTZ"
(British)
(1,914), 20c-29c-34c,

In 2nd Week

days

7

Revue.

30c-34c-40c-50c-60c,

(2,600),
$11,000.

25c-35c-40c-50c-65c,

(Average, $11,000)

"SWEET SURRENDER"
Gross:

days.

$6,500.

7

(Col.)

(Univ.)

25c-30c-35c-50c-65c,

7

Top

and

with

dual

bill,

Average

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)
CIRCLE— (2,800), 25c-40c. Held over from

Indiana.

Gross:

$2,500.

(Average, $4,000)

"HER MASTER'S VOICE" (Para.)
INDIANA— (3,300), 25c-35c. Stage: Earl
Gross:

Carroll's Vanities.
age, $7,000)

(Aver-

$12,000.

Week Ending Jan. 21:
"AH, WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200), 15c-25c-35c40c-55c,

"LONE WOLF"
LOEW'S— (3,000), 25c-40c,
$3,000.

(Average,

(Col.)
7 days.

LYRIC— (2,000),

25c-40c,

Major Bowes' Unit.

7

Gross:

$9,500.

$13,400, Houston

—

—

Week Ending Jan. 22:
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)

grossed $5,600 as against a $7,000
average.
"Little Big Shot" at the Kirby for
one day only, pulled its average of
$500, mostly in matinee trade, and
Bank Night ran the figure to $1,500
for the day.

Total

is

run business was $31,465.

$26,000.

"CRIME AND PUNISHMENT"

KIRBY— (1.450).

15c-35c,

3

days.

(Col.)

Gross:

(Average, $3,000)

"LITTLE BIG SHOT" (W.

B.)

day.

Gross:

"BAD BOY" (ZOth-Fox)
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-35c, 3 days.

Gross:

$1,975.

(Average,

15c-35c,
$500)

1

(Average, $1,500)

Hollywood, Jan. 29. M-G-M has "PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER" (20th-Fox)
LOEW'S STATE— (2,750). 25c-40c, 7 days.
signed Edna May Oliver to a new
Gross: $5,600. (Average, $7,000)
term contract. The actress will play
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)

"Romeo and
direct.

Juliet."

Sam Wood

will

15c-30c-4Oc,

days,

7

(Average,

$7,000.

PARAMOUNT— (2,740),
days.

Gross:

$6,800)

$9,000.

15c-30c-35c-40c,

7

(Average, $11,500)

Week Ending Jan. 23:
"KING OF BURLESQUE" (20th-Fox)
"THREE LIVE GHOSTS" (M-G-M)
WARFIELD— (2,680), 30c-40c, 7 days.
Gross:

(Average

$19,000.

$19,000)

"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (F.N.)
FRANCIS— (1,470), 15c-30c-40c,
Gross:

$5,500.

$7,000.

(Average,

7

$7,000j

10c-25c-35c,

7

days.

Gross:

(Average, $6,000)

Week Ending Jan. 24:
"CRIME AND PUNISHMENT" (French)

CLAY— (400),

Gross:

$1,100.

7

35c,

days,

2nd

week.

(Average, $1,000)

Lincoln Slumps as

Storm Sweeps City
—

reaching

par.

was

This

the

MAJESTIC— (2.250),

Gross:

$13,400.

25c-50c,

7

days.

(Average, $7,000)

"ROSE OF THE RANCHO" (Para.)
METROPOLITAN— (2.600), 25c-50c,
days.

Gross:

The take was $2,100.
"Dark Angel" at

the Stuart was
with only $3,000
"Frisco
Kid" at the Lincoln took it on the
chin with $2,000, likewise $200 down.
Total first run business was $8,800.

$100

off

Average

first

$3,750.

the leading role in "Tish" as soon as
she finishes her current assignment in

Gross:

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)
"FIRST A GIRL" (G.B.)

house

Stage:
(Aver-

Oliver

(Aver-

$12,000.

"Rose of the Rancho" at the Met- Orpheum, with "Forbidden Fruit" and
ropolitan and "Professional Soldier" a stage show headed by Rudy Bundy
at Loew's State both took the rap, and his band for half the week and
falling off 20 per cent each.
Each "Way Down East" for the other half.

KIRBY — (1,450),

Edna May

Gross:

par.

$1,500.

Re-sign

$3,000.

Lincoln, Jan. 29.
Heavy snow
and extreme cold knocked the props
out from under grosses, with only one

ing Jan. 23

age, $7,000)

Gross:

DRUMMOND"
(G.B.)
"NEW ADVENTURES OF TARZAN"
(Republic)
EMBASSY— (1,400), 15c-25c-35c, 7 days.
Gross: $2,500. (Average, $3,600)
"WE'RE ONLY HUMAN" (Radio)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850), 25c-35c-40c, 7

the week. It had a take of $13,400 at
the Majestic and was held over for a
second week.
This is $6,400 above
par.
"Crime and Punishment" ran up to
$3,750 in three days at the Kirby
where the week end average is $3,000.
"Bad Boy" drew $1,975 at the same
theatre in midweek when $1,500 is

Gross:

(W.B.)
days.

week.

4th

"ALIAS BULLDOG

FOX— (5,000),

Estimated takings for the week end-

$4,500)

"FRESHMAN LOVE"

days,

7

(Average, $5,000)

"BORN FOR GLORY" (G.B.)
"MURDER OF DR. HARRIGAN" (F.N.)

Houston, Jan. 29.
"Magnificent
Obsession" was the money-maker of

Average

"APRIL BLOSSOM" (M-G-M)

$74,400.

is

Estimated takings

(Average, $7,000)

"Obsession" Pulls

—

a

"Mag-

reduced admissions and a
eked out $19,000.
Total first run business was $66,100.

days.

Indianapolis

— In

It was $200 over normal on a take of
$7,000 for its second week.
The Warfield, without a stage show

ST.

"Voice" and Show

29.

nificent Obsession" was the only attraction to get into the profit column.

7

"A NIGHT AT THE OPERA" (M-G-M)
Gross:

Jan.

dull grosses in Frisco

2nd week.

Stage: "The Music Goes 'Round"
Gross: $11,000. (Average, $10,500)

"CRIME AND PUNISHMENT"

Francisco,

ORPHEUM— (2,440),

$4,000.

PALACE —

San
week of

days.
Stage, band.
age, $14,500)

(Average, $3,500)
"ANNIE OAKLEY" (Radio)
"NO RANSOM" (Independent)

Gross:

PRINCESS— (2,272),

(Average, $10,000)

$12,400.

(F.N.)

"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W.B.)

band. Gross:

days.

"RIFF RAFF" (M-G-M)
"THE CALLING OF DAN MATTHEWS"

FOUND STELLA PARISH"

"I

days.
7

(Univ.)

Gross:

slim
played
to
Practically all other functions were cancelled.
Total first run business was $41,500.
Average is $41,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 25

crowds.

days.
7

New Haven

$19,300.

is

and Punishment."
Hockey games

LOEW'S— (3,115),

(Average, $5,000)

$4,300.

—A

Average

$6,500 on a double headed by "Crime

IMPERIAL—

(M-G-M)

Indianapolis,
29.
"Her
Jan.
Master's Voice" on the screen at the
Indiana and Earl Carroll's Vanities
on the stage hit the high spots here
New Haven, Jan. 29.
snow
last week with a take of $12,000, up by
storm over the week-end sent the mer$5,000, in spite of 15 degrees below
cury and the movie grosses way down
zero weather which hit the city the
the scale.
It took the College nine
middle of the week.
days of a dual, plus the locally-filmed
"Freshman Love" and a Major
"It Happened in New Haven" to reach
Bowes' unit at the Lyric was the only
$2,900, or $100 over the normal sevenother combination to get into the profit
day gross.
column. They were up by $2,500 on
"Riff Raff" and "The Calling of
a take of $9,500.
Dan Matthews" at the Poli, dipped
Total first run business was $30,000.
$600 under the $7,000 par. The ParaAverage is $26,500.
mount went under the $4,800 mark by
Estimated takings for the week end$800 with "Her Master's Voice" and
ing Jan. 25
"The Great Impersonation," while the
"PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER" (20th-Fox)
College dropped "The Invisible Ray"
APOLLO— (1,100), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
and "First a Girl" after six days and a $3,000. (Average, $4,500)
take of $3,600.
Total first run business

for $11,000 at
Loew's, this being
slightly above the line.
"A Night at
the Opera," which might otherwise
have had a big run, closed the week at
the Palace with $11,000.
"I Found Stella Parish," top feature
at the Capitol, was responsible for
$9,000, while the Princess recorded

CAPITOL— (2,547),

7
$25,600.

Gross:

A

headed by "Annie Oakley" was good

davs.

days.

15c-65c,

"THE PERFECT GENTLEMAN"

"Smith" on a Dual
Fair in

returns barely held to average.
Real cold weather also had its effect.
combination vaudeville-film bill

$20,000)

STATE—

Frisco Lead

Montreal, Jan. 29. Local theatres
common with amusements throughout Canada, suffered a business blow
in the death of King George, and boxin

$26,300.

$10,000)

$9,000)

"ROSE OF THE RANCHO"

Gross:

"RIFF RAFF" (M-G-M)

age,

(20th-Fox)

$11,350.

Clyde Beatty and animals.
(Average, $15,000)

MICHIGAN— (4,100),

"Obsession"

King

office

—

is

of

—

St. Louis, Jan. 29.— "Riffraff" at
Detroit, Jan. 29. "King of BurLoew's was the best draw of the week lesque," with Clyde Beatty and his
house
with $11,500, about $2,500 over
animals on the stage, was a sensation
average.
The $26,300 take was
at the Fox.
"King of Burlesque" at the Fox was $11,300 over par.
close to average with $11,350 and was
"Hitch Hike Lady," with Wayne
held over for another week. The open- King and his band, also proved a wining week's take was very good con- ning combination by getting $12,400 at
sidering that two days were the cold- the RKO Downtown.
This was $2,est in many years, sub-zero weather 400 to the good, "Riff Raff" was in
and blizzard conditions prevailing. the big money at the Michigan on a
"Rose of the Rancho" and "Two in take of $25,600.
the Dark" at the Orpheum also ran
Total first run business was $83,600.
along with the house average.
Average is $65,000.
There was no outstanding opposiEstimated takings for the week endtion for the week, only the customary ing Jan. 23
music
attractions
and
winter sports
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)
ADAMS— (1,770), 10c -40c, 7 days. Gross:
offerings at the Municipal Auditorium
(Average, $5,000)
$4,800.
and Community Center.
"KING OF BURLESQUE" (20th-Fox)
Total first run business was $44,350.
FOX— (5,100), 15c-65c, 7 days. Stage:

Average

Thursday, January 30, 1936

$5,600.

(Average, $7,000)

7

;

is

|
1

$9,850.

Estimated takings

Week Ending Jan. 22:
"RAINBOW'S END" (First Div.)
"THREE LIVE GHOSTS" (M-G-M)
COLONIAL— (550), 10c-15c, 7 days.
Gross: $800.

(Average, $850)

"DARK ANGEL" (U. A.)
STUART— (2.000), 10c-25c-40c, 7

Gross:

$3,000.

days.

(Average, $3,100)

Week Ending Jan. 23:
"LONE WOLF RETURNS" (Col.)
VARSITY— (1,100), 10c-20c-25c, 7 days.
Gross: $900.

(Average, $1,300)

"FRISCO KID" (W.

LINCOLN— (1,600),
Gross:

$2,000.

B.)
10c-20c-25c,
7

days.

(Average, $2,200)

"FORBIDDEN HEAVEN" (Republic)
"WAY DOWN EAST" (20th-Fox)

ORPHEUM— (1,350),

10c-15c-20c-25c,

!i

7

days, the first three with vaudeville headlining Rudy Bundy and his band.
Gross:
$2,100.

(Average, $2,100)

MARGARET
STJLLAYAI

'e

told

you

and now vast

so,

rowds at Radio City Music Hall
are confirming

it

.

.

.

You NEVER

were more glamorous, more hearttouching than you are in Univer-

saFs triumphant production of
Ursula Parrott's greatest story!

CARL LAEMMLE PRESENTS

MARGARET
SULLAVAN
in

Her

Greatest

T

r

i

u

in

p

li

PARROTT'S
URSULA
Most Famous Best-Seller

NEXT TIME
with

LOVE

JAMES STEWART
RANT MITCHELL
ANNA DE MKT KM)

(J

.
.
.

RAY MIL LAND
ROBERT McWADE
RONALD COSBEY

Produced by PAUL
H
Directed hy E DWA R
1)

A

KOHNER
.
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I
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I
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Short Subjects

Film Upturn
Is Predicted
In New Haven
—

New Haven,

Jan. 29. In general
echoes the national feeling that the film business will definitely show an uptrend in 1936. Exconcede an ingenerally
hibitors
crease in grosses of from 10 per cent
to 20 per cent, at the end of 1935.
"We are definitely on the way back

New Haven

New

England show busiso far as
Harry
states
concerned,"
is
ness
Shaw, division manager for Loew'sEngland Theatres, and this
Poli

New

optimism, contingent upon the continuation of better product, is voiced
also by Dr. J. B. Fishman, Connecticut M. P. T. O. president, and by
many other executives in the territory.

B. E. Hoffman, Warner Theatre
executive, predicted only a slight improvement for 1936 over 1935, stating that he was more optimistic about
business from the first of September

Looking 'Em Over

story,

and the

film

is

interesting.

Highlighting the picture are Pasteur's defense of his work before
the Academy of Medicine, his action in saving the life of a boy bitten
Ly a dog through the use of his hydrophobia serum, and finally the
honors which are heaped upon him by the country, in the person of the
President of France, in the closing years of the scientist's life.
Reviewed without production code seal. Running time, 63 minutes. "G."

(Continued from page 1)
der of the current season's lineup, but
had also induced him to add four sePreliminary
rials for next season.
arrangements also have been discussed
on the 1936-37 lineup.
Grainger's stop here was one of the
closing features of a four-week trip
Among those
to the coast and back.
were E. T.
at today's conferences
Gomersall, central division head, and
H. M. Herbel, Chicago Louis Patz,
;

;

;

;

ring

last year,

both to the past three months

and currently."

2,000-Foot Reels

;

land district manager Harry Graham,
southern district manager, and Claire
Hague, Canadian general manager.
;

Fight Is Expected

For Houses on Coast
Hollywood, Jan. 29.— San Fran-

'

On "Matron" Laws
(Continued from page

1)

who

think more can be
mit the use of the 2,000-foot reel, it accomplished by cooperation with the
was agreed upon today by the Board industry than legal
and political
Laws bludgeoning from without.
of Supervisors of that city.
now in force forbid the use of more
Under the terms of the bill introToday's duced by Assemblyman William T.
than 1,000 feet at a time.
meeting was attended by Fire Mar- Andrew, Democrat, of New York
shal Frank Kelly and George Ballen- City, a matron would be required for
tine, manager of Twentieth Centuryeach 200 unescorted children under 16.
Fox Exchange, and Gordon S. Mitch- She would have to be certified by the
ell,
manager of Academy Research board of health and also be approved
Council.
by the Society for the Prevention of
This action, together with similar Cruelty to Children.
law revisions in Portland, removes all
Censorship in addition to the state
obstacles to the use of the new reel regulations already imposed would inon the Pacific coast.
clude appointment of a new censorship
commission by the Mayor to decide
cisco fire

laws will be revised to per-

better

films

(Continued from page

bill

has been referred,

net loss of $9,951 for the period
of Jan. 1 to Dec. 18, 1935 was reported by the receivers of Universal

Chain Theatres Corp.

To Make "Deer slayer"

bills

are

in

prospect,

it

Unified air express service, employing the facilities of 22 major airlines,
becomes operative tomorrow throughUnder the new opout the country.
erating system the air express division

R. M. Savini will produce James of the Railway Express Agency inFenimore Cooper's story, "The Deer- creases its mileage by approximately
slayer," which will be released in 80 per cent and adds 65 new airports
June by Astor Pictures Corp.
to those previously served.

in-

when questioned
Motion Picture Daily yester-

affecting the industry,

by

day, expressed doubt as to the probability of the reported Congressional
investigation of the score charge and
music taxes.
They advanced the
opinion that these charges comprised
so incidental a part of the objectives
of the Duffy bill that they doubted
whether a Congressional committee
would make them the subject of an
investigation.

is

a

photography.
Of course,
human element interwoven

and Ted Husing's narrative is fitting
in its mixing of the serious with the
humorous.
Natural surroundings of
the Carolinas form a perfect hunting
setting.
A good sporting, outdoor
offering.
Production Code Seal No.
Running time, 10 mins. "G."
0811.

are
old
Front,"

Beery-Hatton, "Behind the
and "The Way of All FlesTi," an Emil
Jannings drama. The sound has been
dubbed and the narrative aptly covers
the history of each episode. The parting of the Red Sea in "Ten Commandments" is again seen and retains
its spectacular impact after all these
years.
The highlights of the others
are shown and go to make an historical film study that should entertain.
Production Code Seal, No. 0843. Running time, 11 mins. "G."

"Pirates" Date Set
Hollywood, Jan.

—

29.
Pioneer has
designated April 17 as release date
for Technicolor "Dancing Pirates."

TODAY
12:45

WILLIAM LYNN, star of "Three Men
on a Horse"— CONSUELO MORENO,
PILAR CALVODAR and LOUIS MARAVILLAS,

members

stage show, aided
El

of

Music. Hall

by musicians from

Chico— DOUGLAS MERTON,

vising editor of

super-

Fawcett Publications

PEGGY CALVERT,
TY GREY BAKER,

AT

blues

singer— HET-

20th Century-Fox.

HOTEL ASTOR
•

•

•

2"

Ten Commandments," an

AM PA

is

Air Express Opens

an

Executives familiar with legislation

said.

New

plans

phase of the film industry.

—

A

artistic

there

"The

quiry into copyrights involving every

Fordham Firm

More

1)

patents committee, to which the Duffy

what films were suitable for children.
Dissolve
Another bill by Assemblyman BreitAlbany, Jan. 29. A certificate has
bart would authorize the state cenbeen filed in the office of the Secresors to decide whether films are suittary of State dissolving the Fordham
able for showing to children.
Amusement Corp.

Report "U" Theatre Loss

in

Congress Probe Into "Movie Milestones No.
Grainger Talks '37
Music Costs Hinted (Paramount)
In Chicago Session
The milestones in this effort

;

same period

featured
in
are
"Sportlight" and as they go
through their paces they give an
The film
entertaining few minutes.
shows a pack of young dogs flushing
quail and other game birds and excellent closeups achieve a fine quality

this

dramatic movement, other than that inherent in the man's fight for
recognition, it is likely that only those with a knowledge of French
will find the picture especially appealing. There are, however, sufficient
English subtitle translations to make for ready understanding of the

;

for the

(Paramount)
Hunting dogs

(Continued from page 2)

Thanksgiving than since.
George Cruzen, division manager of
M. & P. Theatres, termed the outlook
"most encouraging." He sees an apparent general uptrend in all business
Morris Gottlieb, DeDes Moines
through the Connecticut and MassaFloyd Brown, Indianapolis
troit
chusetts valleys, where for years he
William Benjamin, Kansas City; Saul
has "looked at silent factories, which
Resnick, Milwaukee Frank Mantzke,
with
wheels
their
turning
are now
Minneapolis
J. J. Spandau, Omaha,
Mr.
shifts
a
day."
three
from one to
and J. E. Garrison, St. Louis.
through
business
Cruzen said, "Our
Immediately after his arrival in
December was excellent and this is a
York Friday morning Grainger
New
Eviperiod which we always fear.
will go into conference with F. J. A.
dence of the upswing is expressed
McCarthy, eastern division sales mandefinitely by the fact that our own
ager
Sig Wittman, eastern district
grosses are 20 per cent above those
manager A. J. Herman, New Engreferthrough

"Finer Points"

NOTE THE CHANCE

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
Statistics in Ohio
Reflect Heavy Gain

Reopeningsin
Portland Area
Stir New Hope
Portland,

—

Ore.,

Jan. 29.
Interrepresentative
film men of this trade area, show there
is
practically a unanimous opinion
that business will continue on the upward turn, at least for the first six

views

obtained

months
reflected

of

1936.

from

This optimism

is

the modernization of a
score of houses, and the opening of
several which had been closed for the
past few years.
Conservative estimates indicate that
business at both the downtown and
suburban spots has shown an increase
of from 20 to 40 per cent, and it is
believed this will continue in 1936.

Where

in

last

year at

this

time

there

were some 13 theatres closed, they
have all been reopened and modernized,

with

a corresponding increase
equipment business. There are
now some 213 theatres operating in this
area, which includes Oregon proper,
in the

the southern counties of Washington
and a few in Northern California.

Thursday, January 30, 1936

338 English
Firms Formed
During 1935

Gets High Post

—

Columbus,
29.
Improved
Jan.
statewide conditions are reflected in
the tabulation just released by Samuel
Squire, state superintendent of
banks, based on reports made by 467
state-supervised institutions in answer
to a call as of Dec. 31.
The compilation, prefaced by the
statement
"Business generally has
emerged from the shadows, and there
is every good reason to believe that
1936 will bring still further improvement in economic conditions," the figures show that total resources were
$1,305,023,327, an increase of $61,667,547 since the call of Sept. 30,
1935, and an increase of $147,435,861
since the call of September a year
ago.
Total deposits at the end of 1935
were $1,139,516,792, an increase of
$64,141,001 since September, and a
gain of $149,673,192 over September

By

of 1934.

Savings deposits totaled $551,669,on Dec. 31, 1935, which is $53,023,384 greater than the final report

Form Graham Enterprise
Dallas, Jan. 29. — Graham Enter-

Contracts have been let for another prises, Inc., has been chartered to enree houses in the outlying sections gage in the theatrical business.
Inof Oregon which will be completed corporators are Mary Graham, M.
during the next three months.
D. McCloud and Artie P. Stephens.
The brightest spot just now is the
great Inland Empire adjacent to and
Is
including
Spokane,
having
three
sources of income, both Ft. Peck and
Detroit, Jan. 29.
Marvin TownCoulee Dam, the returns from the send, booker for the Butterfield cirwheat harvest and the rich mining cuit, is the father of an eight-pound
sections.
boy.

Townsend

a Father

—

Theatre companies to326 private.
taled 162, with a total capital of apThere were
proximately $2,937,325.
259 new companies registered in 1934.
Francis L. Harley, new managing diof
Twentieth
Century-Fox in
England, succeeding Walter J. Hutchinson, now general manager of all foreign
sales.
Harley will be transferred from
Paris where his successor has not yet
been named.
rector

181

of 1934.

BRUCE ALLAN

London, Jan. 20. A total of 338
companies engaged in production, exother film work were
hibition or
formed during 1935 in Great Britain.
The total capital registration was approximately $18,387,200. Of the new
firms 12 were public companies and

:

Urges Newsreel Theatre
St. Louis, Jan. 29. —A local theatre
to
be devoted entirely to newsreels and films on current topics was
advocated in a recent talk before the

Better Films Council of Greater St.
Louis by Dr. George T. Donovan,
president of Webster College.
He
contended the current newsreels are
too brief and tend too much toward
the sensational.

—

The

largest single flotations of the

year were by National Provincial Cinemas, a Union Cinema subsidiary,
which increased its capital from
£100,000 to £750,000; Gaumont Super Cinemas, in taking over H. & G.
theatres, £400,000,, and Technicolor,
£160,000.
* * *

Worton Hall Studios, Ltd., with a
nominal capital of $50,000, has been
formed by A. S. Cunningham-Reid,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Paul Czinner
and Marcel Hellman, directors, to acquire the Worton Hall studio at Isleworth. All but Czinner are directors
of Criterion Prod., releasing through
United Artists.
*

*

*

Denham

Price Acts for Allied

—

Baltimore,

29.
Jan.
Arthur B.
Price, proprietor of the Aurora, is in
charge of arrangements for the conference of eastern regional directors
of Allied which will take place here

Feb.

3.

Wall Street

Laboratories, Ltd., has been
formed with a capital of $500,000 to
erect a laboratory on a site adjacent
to the new London Films studio at
Denham. The directors of the new
company are Sir Connop Guthrie,
Alexander Korda, D. Oliver and S.
Warburg. The plant will do general
work as well as London's product. It
will be ready in nine months.

Radio Signs Marshall
shall has signed

Warner Issues Up on Board
Net

High Low Close Change
44
43% 43% — %
50% 50% 5054

Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd
Consolidated
Consolidated,

Eastman

6

654

pfd

18%

1854
15754

Kodak

158
Eastman, pfd ...158
Loew's, Inc
525^
Loew's, Inc., pfd.. 10654

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

158
52

6
1854
158

2

1 0654

1154

1154

1
pfd. 86%
2 pfd. 1254

85%

86

1254
754

12%

7%
8%

Pathe Film

RKO

20th Century-Fox. 265^
20th Century, pfd. 3554
Universal, pfd .. 7154
Warner Bros
1254
Warner, pfd .... 54

-

52

my

11%

7%

25%

2651

34%

34%

70

70

12

12%

53%

54

one of the outstanding free lance
players, and heretofore has refused
all offers for his exclusive services.
54

+%
+%
Technical Advisor Named
+%
Hollywood, Jan. 29. — Louis Vai
+ 54
- % Den Ecker has been signed by Pick
— % ford-Lasky as technical adviser or
— % "One Rainy Afternoon." He will han—2
dle a Parisian courtroom scene. Var
+%
+ 54 Den Ecker has been in both the

754

7%

—

Herbert MarJan. 29.
an exclusive contract
with Radio for five years. He will
make three pictures a year. His first
assignment under his new ticket has
not yet been set. Marshall has been

Hollywood,

French military and diplomatic

Trans-Lux Gains
High

The

picture the

whole wide

Sentry Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor

%

...

Trans -Lux

/»

Low

%

Close

%

2%

256

25-6

22%

21%

22%

4%

3%

4%

Net
Change

Selznick Signs

+%
+%

Net
High Low Close Change
General Theatre
2354

23

23

2354

23

23

General Theatre
6s '40 ctf
Loew's 6s '41

ww

deb rights

10354

10356

—1%
—1%

10356

Paramount B'way

waiting

3s '55

for!

Paramount
.

.

.

6s '55
6s

RKO

58%

58

58%

+1%

95%

95
7554

95%

+54

92

92%

Pict.

'41

Warner Bros.
'39 wd

pp.. 7554

7554

6s

9254

serv-

on Curb

General Theatre Bonds Off

6s '40

world has been

l

(Quotations at close of Jan. 29)

+54

Hoffman

—

David O
Jan. 29.
Selznick has signed Renaud Hoffmar
assistant
his
business
to
act
as
Renaud's duties will not conflict witl
those of Phil L. Ryan, who also act:
as a business assistant.

Hollywood,

FWC

Managers Shifted

—

Harr
Los Angeles, Jan. 29.
Hunnsucker
D
has
replaced
J.
Graham as manager of the Fox, Wat,
sonville, and Graham has taken Hunn
sucker's place as manager of the E
Rey,
Salinas.
Both are F.W.C
houses.

:

;

:
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possible for feelings to enter a case,
but that it is possible to control those

lEquity Case

RKO

William

Is

Dismissed

At

St.

[

,

j

i

j

.

Louis

by the Government's dismissal motion, the defendants were willing to
allow the Government to amend its
petition to join as defendants all the
individuals who had been defendants
in the earlier criminal trial, and to
enter an immediate appearance of the
additional defendants, "in order that
this case may proceed as we think it
should."

Hardy had said yesterday that, "in the
absence of many of the important
actors in the conspiracy the Government feels that it cannot proceed to
a final determination of the case in
view of the court's ruling of Monday
eliminating conversations with some
of these alleged conspirators."

"If the Government thinks others
than these persons should be made
party defendants, I am authorized to
state we will be able to say promptly
it
will be possible to enter their
if
appearance. Of course it is for the
Government to say whether this offer
of ours will be accepted or not."

Wood

pointed out the desirability
carrying the case through now,
adding that the same defendants had
been acquitted in the criminal action
on the same issues, and that the
equity case had apparently proceeded

of

the

its

case.

He

Hardy declared he regretted the
offer could not be accepted, since it
did not meet the situation with which
the Government was confronted.

The Government chief attorney
thereupon launched into a bitter attack on the defendants, accusing them
of being an oppressive combination
that was crushing hundreds of small
and medium-sized competitors, and
that the local situation was "but a
small segment of this great generic
conspiracy." He charged that even
during the hearing on the case they
were extending their conspiracy "to
every place in which the complaining

61 Players Were in
19% of Film Roles
Hollywood,

—

Jan. 29. Figures comfrom the 430 domestic films released here in 1935 and eligible for
the Academy's Eighth annual awards,
piled

indicate that 61 players, or six per
cent of the 974 receiving major screen
credit, played 19 per cent of 2201 roles
listed. In 1934, 46 players, or five per
cent, played IS per cent of the major
roles.

A

total of 393 players receiving
screen credit in 1934 were not in the
1935 listing.
However, there were
408 players noted in the 1935 study
who were not included in the previous

year's

list.

Names

witnesses do business."

Operators' Board

—

Newburgh, Jan. 29. Major James
D. Tweed has named Fire Chief
Louis Phillips of Paramount coun- George W. M. Brown, City Inspector
sel rose and sharply scored Hardy for William H. Mabie, Newton J. Flemming, master electrician, and John M.
rejecting Wood's offer, saying:
"Hardy closes this case as he started, Lamont and Frank R. Peacock, operaby assuming a conspiracy without tors, as members of the new M. P.
proving it." He accused Hardy of Operators' Board created by ordinance
The ordinance requires limaking "foul and villainous attacks Jan. 7.
Phillips Scores

i

am of the opinion, not only from
personal knowledge of the law
and previous court decisions, but also
from the expressions of counsel in
this case, that the court is without
discretion. The plaintiff has the absolute right, if he chooses, to dismiss.
This is the decision of law, not of
this court. The court is only the instrumentality of the law. Therefore,
I will sustain the motion to dismiss
without prejudice."
After the court and counsel had
exchanged the usual compliments, the
defense attorneys took the customary
legal exceptions to the court's ruling.
Judge Molyneaux returned to Minneapolis at 4 P. M.

contended

naming of additional defendants

could not change any material facts
in the case, and it was in view of
this that the defendants were making
their offer to the Government.

)

Judge Molyneaux declared

where the Government was

about to rest

Hardy

on the defendants in the press. He
has been clamoring for his day of
justice," said

opportunity
not accept

is
it,

when the
afforded him he does
but continues his at-

censes for operators at $10
cense and $1 for renewals.

per

li-

Phillips, "but

Kent Going Abroad

tacks."

London, Jan. 29.— S. R. Kent is
Judge Molyneaux intervened then coming over for a Twentieth Centuryto say he would rather counsel would
Fox sales convention on the Contiabstain from personal characteriza- nent in April, according to
Walter J.
tions,

adding

that

he

realized

it

is

Hutchinson.

—
—
—

Jan. 6. Defense counsel plead for
dismissal of equity action.
Jan. 7. Judge Joseph W. Molyneaux denies dismissal plea.
Jan. 9. Russell Hardy, chief Government counsel, opens his case, and
defense replies.
Jan. 10. Thomas N. Dysart, first
Government witness, takes the stand.
Jan.
13.
Warners score several
points, as proceedings, entering the
second week, are speeded.
14.
Jan.
Spyros Skouras, day's
chief witness, discloses attempts to

—
—

—

halt suits

Jan.

by Harry Koplar.

16.

— Government

suffers

set-

backs as court refuses to admit in
evidence five conversations allegedly
bearing on the St. Louis case.
Jan. 17.— Marco Wolff, the "M" in
F. & M., declared he asked Adolph
Zukor for help in getting Paramount
product.
Jan. 20.

Right" Says Judge

my

continued

to a point

"Plaintiff's

"I

Wood Guarantees Appearance
Wood

counS. Leisure, of
declared he thought the trial had
moved to a point where res adjudxcata
had been reached and asked for a
dismissal of the Government's motion.
The court then heard Wood on
whether it had discretion to dismiss
without prejudice.
Wood declared
that in view of the circumstances surrounding this case and the criminal
action, there were grounds for denial
of the motion, although he admitted
expense or annoyance to the defense
were not sufficient. He pointed out
that in every similar case the dismissal
was at the cost of the plaintiff, and
that since the Government cannot be
charged with the cost, the court
should consider that point. He said
further that the equity could not be
completely divorced from the criminal
case,
which resulted in acquittal.
"Despite that acquittal," said Wood,
"we have been branded as criminals
even today in this very court."
sel,

(Continued from page 1)

i

Equity Case Highlights

feelings.

—Court tentatively rules out
Gypsy Music for Ampa

Ampa

members, meeting today for
lunch in the mezzanine of the Astor,
will be entertained by a program of
Gypsy flamenco music and singing to
be offered by Consuelo Moreno, Pilar
Calvodar and Luis Maravillas, the trio
playing at the Music Hall in the stage
show "Winter Cruise." They will be
aided by musicians from El Chico.
Others on the program are Peggy
Calvert, Douglas Merton, supervising
editor of the Fawcett publications
Hetty Grey Baker of Twentieth Century-Fox, and William Lynn, star of
"Three Men on a Horse."

Warners' Shuberttalk between
Fanchon Simon, the "F" in F. & M.,
and Adolph Zukor, as case starts
third week.
financial records of

Rialto and

Jan. 22.

Orpheum and

— Irving

Lesser

testifies to
a Warner film
for the Roxy in New York.
Jan. 23.
Milton Arthur, brother of
Harry C, F. & M. executive, tells of
his troubles in obtaining pictures for
his western houses.
Jan. 24.— Charles D. Hilles, Paramount trustees, is surprise Government
witness, defining Zukor's duties.
Jan. 27. Defense wins vital points
as conversations vital to Government
case ruled out by Judge Molyneaux,

difficulty

in

getting

—

—

and

records of Shubert-Rialto and
are definitely eliminated.
Jan. 28. Hardy, in surprise move,
asks dismissal without prejudice.
Jan. 29. Judge Molyneaux grants
Hardy's motion, ending case.

Orpheum

—
—

Britishers to See Chaplin
The

British

Commonwealth

Club

has taken 150 seats for the opening
of Charlie Chaplin's "Modern Times"
at the Rivoli Feb. 5. Opening night
tickets went on sale yesterday, at $5.50
for orchestra and $2.20 for balcony
seats.
Thereafter a continuous run
policy at regular prices will prevail.

"Preview" Retitled

—

Hollywood, Jan. 29. Paramount
has picked "The Preview Murder
Case" as the release title of Garnett
Weston's original, "Preview."

stands alone as the greatest
entertainer of Modern Times!
e

D
written, directed

by

n

and produced

CHARLES CHAPLIN

Released thru

UNITED ARTISTS

World Premiere Wednesday,

Feb. 5th Rivoli Theatre, N.
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Enjoins City

Exhibitors to

From Levying
Film Caravan 2% Sales Tax

Battle Motors'

Han Is for 20,000-Mile Stay Effective Pending
Injunction Hearing
Tour of Country
Exhibitor leaders yesterday prepared
protest vigorously the free film

)

low caravan which General Motors
brp. plans to start on a 20,000-mile
inerary through the country early in
le spring.

The motorized show, dubbed a "sciof 28 motor vehicles by
leneral Motors, will set up a tent
ice-circus"

ccommodating
ich stop on
inguage

of

The stay is effective pending a
thousand in
hearing to be held Feb. 7 on the plainitinerary.
In the
tiffs' motion for a temporary injuncmotor company, it tion,
pendente lite.
It enjoins Frank

its

the

many

"Continucities and towns.
motion picture performances from

es

morning until 10 at night"
planned, according to a statement

in the

3

re

om

A temporary stay enjoining the city
from levying the two per cent sales
tax on film rentals and enjoining distributors from collecting it was granted yesterday by Justice R. P. Leyden
in the N. Y. Supreme Court to two
exhibitor plaintiffs on the petition of
Weisman, Quinn, Allen & Spett, attorneys for the I. T. O. A.

several

xpects to reach "many millions of
sople" through the thousands of free
lows which it plans to give in almost
s

General Motors.

Taylor,
city
comptroller,
from
levying the tax against films prior
to the hearing and restrains Columbia,

J.

Twentieth
Paramount,
Universal
lecting

The

Programs will include dramatic, redded film narratives featuring Ed(Continued on page 7)

BRUCE ALLAN

Century-Fox,
M-G-M,
RKO, United Artists,
and Vitagraph from col-

it.

action applies only to the
(Continued on page 7)

RCA

lanbury on Board of
Radio Pictures, Ltd,
By

two

Directors to

Pass on Revamping
meeting of the RCA board
has been called for today to approve

A

special

a plan of financial reorganization pro-

—

London, Jan. 30. Ralph Hanbury, posed
a week ago by Joseph P. Keneneral manager of Radio Pictures,
nedy, former SEC head and film extd., here,
today was elected to the ecutive, who
was retained by RCA
'

Dard of directors of the

company

at

Hanbury replaces
board meeting.
rederic Paul Culbert, managing diof RCA Photophone, Ltd., and
uropean representative of
Manoeuvring Co.
Hanbury had been branch manager

j'.ctor

RCA

id
o.,

general
general

Intelligent

DAILY

Motk

OL.

Alert,

manager of Stoll Film
manager of Welsh Pear-

n Film Co., branch supervisor of
-G-M here, then general sales manand later general
adio Pictures, Ltd.

ner

directors

manager

of

Court Orders

sufficiently violated in

the Philadelphia area to warrant grand jury investigation.
Opinion was mixed and,
while no one would submit to
a
quotation,
the majority
viewpoint was that he had
not.

Double Bill
Truce Urged
By Laemmle
In an open letter to producers, eswho own and operate
Laemmle yesterday suggested a truce on the double feature
question. The Universal president admitted frankly in this open letter,
which will be published as a Straight-

pecially those
theatres, Carl

from-the-Shoulder-Talk

Weekly dated Feb.

much

in

Universal

that double feahurt Universal just exactly as
as they help.

"I

quote

a

1,

paragraph,"

says

Laemmle, "from Motion Picture Her-

Picks Attorney in Dual
Feature Litigation

—

Philadelphia, Jan. 30. Benjamin
M. Golder, who represented the independents in the Perelman double
feature case, in which the standard
contract clause prohibiting dualing
was called a violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Law, today was appointed special investigator by Federal Judge George A. Welsh to determine whether there was sufficient
evidence of trust law violations on the
part of major companies to warrant
a grand jury investigation.
Welsh was appointed amicus curiae
(friend of the court) to study block
booking and other trade practices.
Golder will serve without pay and will
have no power to subpoena witnesses.
On the basis of his unofficial report,
Welsh will decide whether a grand
jury investigation is warranted.
The action of the court follows a
yesterday by prominent indevisit
pendent exhibitors, who claimed that
evidence of criminal conspiracy was
obtainable. Welsh did not agree their

evidence was strong enough to warrant an immediate grand jury study
and named Golder.
Whether or not the Independent
(Continued on page 7)

plan understood to be favored
by RCA, which is one of several suggested by Kennedy, is understood to
provide for the calling of the cotn(Continued on page 7)

(Continued on page 7)

The

Philadelphia

an independent

exhibitor
two pictures on a
single program without contractual interference from the large destributors
was upheld for the second time within a year by a decision of the United

for that purpose.

New Probe in

ald."

"The

Branches

TEN CENTS

Film lawyers in New York
yesterday
speculated
over
whether or not Judge George
A. Welsh was within his
authority as a Federal judge
in appointing Benjamin M.
Golder special investigator to
determine if anti-trust laws

tures

in All

1936

31,

Ruminating

had been

the

right of
to show

Lawyers, Principals
Hack from St. Louis
Attorneys for Warners, Paramount
and RKO and several principals who
have been in St. Louis on the Government's

equity

suit

against

the

three

companies and which was dismissed

Kansas City ITO Suggests
City- Wide Giveaway Ban

Gain 19;

Wednesday at the request of Russell
Hardy returned yesterday from the

Mound

City.

Among
ner,

those were Harry M. WarStarr,
Carey
Abel

Herman

Thomas, Miles Alben, Robert W. PerI. Levinson, Frederick H. Wood,

kins,

—

(Continued on page 7)
30.
About Fox Midwest that Fox houses will
members of the go along with such a move, providing
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Nineteen
is complete.
Tally Suit
I.T.O. met this week and voted to it
rectors joined the new Directors'
Hopes for the success of the moveeliminate
all cash giveaways and preuild last night when Major Joseph
ment are not high, as it is expected
Donovan was named as executive miums, providing other independent some of the independents will not go
Hollywood, Jan. 30. The hearing
:cretary.
and circuit theatres in Kansas City, along. Rube Finklestein of the Bel- of the suit by T. L. Tally and Corbar
William K. Howard was put in Mo., do likewise.
mont and William Parsons of the Corp. to have the Fox West Coast
large of press releases.
The vote resulted from an effort Aladdin have already indicated their bankruptcy set aside has been postA committee was named to make re- on the part of E. Rolsky, president, unwillingness. Parsons is willing to poned from Feb. 3 to Feb. 6, at which

Donovan

Made Agent
—

Kansas

City,

Jan.

three-fourths of the

FWC

.

the by-laws which were in the direction of complete giveaway
Sacramento with the guild's elimination. Most of the independents
corporation papers.
A spokesman are agreeable to the move, but agree
tplained that the directors were not it will be abortive unless elimination
msidering affiliation with any other is 100 per cent.
lent groups now or in the future.
The independents have word from
sions

led

at

in

Against
Delayed Again

—

time Judge Alger Fee will have arrived here from Portland. Judge Fee
miums.
Rolsky will, however, continue his will preside in place of Judge Cosefforts and call a meeting next week grove.
In filing an answer to the complaint
of
the
to apprise I.T.O. members
eliminate cash giveaways but not pre-

situation.

(Continued on page 7)
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Single copies:

domestic distribution gross
by $150,000 through repeat and
new bookings and swing the picture from red to black in this
market.
Internationally,
there
never was any doubt about the

Fifteen in Brooklyn
Held for High Court
Fifteen of the 16 Brooklyn theatre
employes arraigned yesterday before
Magistrate Sylvester Sabbatino for
admitting children without guardians
were held for Special Sessions. Jack
Stepansky, ticket taker at the Subway, Brooklyn, was paroled in the
custody of the court when it was
found evidence was lacking.
Previously, about a dozen members of the I. T. O. A. have been
None of
held for Special Sessions.
the men arraigned yesterday are employed by theatres of the I. T. O. A.

group.

outcome

domestically, there

;

was plenty. You may conclude
from this that it is only the rare
attraction capable of reviving itwhen general distribution
had virtually played itself out except in the smaller situations.
self

.

.

.

T
That's quite true, but not all
the truth.
It has long been an
idea, not quite so screwy, we
think, as some of our others, that
the rapidity with which the release schedules
of all majors
move makes it impossible generally to give proper attention to

adequate merchandising. Couple
with this the unsound, but again
general, practice
large changing

theatres

of

program

at

every

seven days because it seems more
custom than anything else
and you find a situation against
which meritorious product sucthe

cessfully batters its head.
was the case of "Top

There
Hat"

which did not make a fourth
week at the Music Hall because
bookings prevented. And so it
gave way for something else, de-

week which

spite a third

somewhere

the neighborhood

in

of $90,000.

.

finished

.

.

Vogel Nearly Overcome
Memphis,

—

Cecil Vogel,
State here, his
wife and four-year-old daughter had
a narrow escape early yesterday when
Vogel,
gas fumes filled their home.
awakened by the cries of the child,
was barely able to open an outer door
before he fell unconscious.
The air
revived him and he summoned aid.
All three are recovering.
of

Jan.

30.

Loew's

question of whether
or not the commercial usefulness
of product

is

entirely

once

it

tine

machinery

exhausted

passes through the rouof

distribution

Greenstein President
Benjamin

S.

Greenstein

Empire M.
and not Max Amreich
president of

is
viceP. Operators
as reported,

according to the union.
treasurer,

it

was

Amreich

is

Jan.

to Mr. Editor:
Don't miss Harold

"The Milky Way."

imagine,

is

the

demand

of his the-

atre customers admittedly

makes

Schultz in Plane Crash
Denton,

—

Jan. 30. John A.
Fanchon & Marco
New York office, was among the passengers on a plane which crashed here
today, in which the pilot was killed.
of

Lloyd's

Paramount

Tex.,
the

Kuykendall Guest
Of Ampa Next Weel
Ed Kuykendall, president of th
M.P.T.O.A., will be the guest of hono
at Ampa's meeting at the Astor nes
Thursday, it was stated yesterday b
Gordon White. "Pete" Woodhull, a
ex-president of the M.P.T.O.A., wi
be toastmaster. Other prominent th<
atre

men

was

said.

will have to pass out pills to stop
audiences from laughing after
every showing.
Some of the women at a projection room showing yesterday
were nearly hysterical, and some
of the men
well, they were just

brought

limp.

censorship

—

—

30.

— Herbert

five entertainers

Yates arrived here today from
York.

New

to

Hawaii

Jules Levy, general sales manager
of Radio Pictures, is on his way to

Honolulu.

who

appeare

Music Hall during the past tw
weeks. They were Consuelo Morem

at the

singer
Pizar Calvo, dancer
Lu:
Maravillas, guitarist; Emilio de Torre
pianist; and Jose Ortiz, saxophonist,
Hettie Gray Baker, censor officii
;

;

Twentieth Century-Fox, discusse

at

in

Virginia, Illinois, Ohii

There's no art none of that
balancing of pathos and comedy

New

it's just a mass of gags
break down one's reserve
and then trample on it.
How
they ever got so many of them
into one feature only Lloyd and
Leo McCarey can tell and they
probably won't.
M. E.

with a number of humorous incident
she experienced in these states. Sh
stated the New York board for th
period July 1, 1934, to June 30, 193:
looked at 9,000,000 feet of film coir

stuff;

that

—

Memo

to
:

They

agree that this

all

is

something.

We're

For the sake

tickled.

Maryland, Kansas an
Pennsylvania, tempering her remark

prising 1,749 features and shorts. C
this number there were eight rejet
tions in toto and three subject to re
vision.

Peggy Calvert sang with Georg
Walsh accompanying at the piani

T

Mr. Managing Editor
That makes two raves for
Harold. First was the Hollywood preview.
Circuit operators and some of
the big boys in competitive companies must have seen the Lloyd
comedy, or else they've had
grapevine information from the
coast.

York,

the business.
For
theatre operators.
of Paramount.

of

sake of
For the sake
the

T
So much has been

and

said

written about Ray and Johnston
and Republic, that this ought to

be said:
Johnston holds a five year
contract with the company.

ston's.

This ought to bring loose conversation to an abrupt end.

.

EPISODE

awards.

Executive Changes
Announced by Roact

—

Hollywood, Jan. 30. At a dinn<
conference held here tonight by H.
Roach and his department heads, son
major changes in the operation
the company's affairs were consun
mated.
Several production jobs fo
merly under the jurisdiction of Hem
Ginsberg were placed in the hands
other department executives.
Mat O'Brien, assistant secretai
and treasurer of the studio, becom

Joe Rivkin will have charge of ti
directors and writers, as well as t
casting department. Lawrence Tarvc
formerly casting director, will becot
assistant to Roach. Casting, directc
and writers in the past had been und

Henry Ginsberg.

10

ARROW

STAND
A WEISS

chaii

studio.

There has been no change in
its status and so none in John-

FLAMING

has been named

of the committee on the annu;
advertising, publicity and press boo

man directly under Roach.
Laurel and Hardy will operate
an independent unit under the supe
vision of L. A. French, former
general production manager of t!

time.

.

Ed NcNamee
man

top

He had it when the company
monicker switched from Monogram.
He has had it since that

.

William Lynn, who appears in "Thre
Men on a Horse," told of his exper
ences when the cast put on the she
at Sing Sing recently.

Schultz and four other passengers
suffered
no
injury.
Schultz
was
driven to Dallas where he was to
board another plane for the coast to-

Levy Going

also will grace the dais,

Yesterday's meeting was diversifies
Ben Collardo, proprietor of El Chici

morrow.

stated.

Yates in Hollywood
Hollywood,

argumentative one. The piling
up of one release after another
to
meet what the distributor
views, or is told, or has come to

Schultz,

Memo

.

T

T

Ed.

The

effort.

.

.

7

our opinion that, in lesser
degree probably but there to conjure with, the current case of
"The Informer" can be duplicated
if distributors put in the required
It is

continues to be an open and an

manager

the time to ponder further possibilities fleeting and yet we believe
the subject rates reflection since
it may reflect better grosses.

dio's

JERAULD, Managing Editor
J.
JAMES A. CRON, Advertising Manager
M.

m

Outlook

I93i

SERIAL

SUGAR CANE

YOU

SEE

SMITH & DALE

STARS

MILTON CHARLESTON

in

ENTONES
BACLANOVA

AUNT JEMIMA
J.

TOM PATRICOLA

HAROLD MURRAY

EDDIE FOY,

EVELYN HERBERT

Nothing like them in the
industry today. They're
whole vaudeville shows
-and better than bigJAN PEERCE

ROY ATWELL

time vaudeville ever
was
They're whole
radio programs— only
!

.

.

.

people come to your theatretoseethemLThey're
musical comedy—but on
your screen instead of

Broadway's stages
and

!

.

.

.

UNIVERSAL
releases
JAMES BARTON
RAY PERKINS

them!

JR.

EVERY NIGHT WILL BE SATURDA
NIGHT WHEN YOU PLAY THI!
The happiest, scrappiest family picture of the year!

'

J.."':.:

20th

Century -Fox presents

d V bill

NIGHT
Wl th

£D

PROUTY

•

EXTRA!
Preview reaction was so

tremendous that 20th

SPRING BYIN6T0N

Century-Fox has decided
to

UNE LANG

FLORENCE ROBERTS

•

INNETH HOWELL

•

UNE CARLSON

WILLIAM MAHAN

W Thomas
isters

•

Beck • Paul Stanton

Kay Hughes

ssociate Producer:

reen play by

•

GEORGE ERNEST

•

El iscu.

Paxton

Phyllis Fraser

Max Golden

Edward

•

Directed by James Tinling
Based on the play by Katharine Kavanaugh

A FOX PICTURE

make an "Our Amer-

ican Family" series

four a season. The

featured cast in

all.

!

.

.

.

same
Re-

member how Mr. & Mrs.
Sidney Drew pictures
packed

in

the crowds?

)

;
:
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Nominations

In on Shorts Awards

—

Hollywood, Jan. 30. First nominaAcademy's eighth annual
awards have been made in the short
tions for the

Short Subjects

MOTION PICTURE DAILY*

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

subjects division.

1936

"Carnival Time"
Mentone- U niversal)
With Russ Brown as barker,
group of miscellaneous acts are intro
duced before the big tent at the car,
nival.
On the whole the collectkw
presents an entertaining short.
Fea
(

;

"The
Harmon-Ising
"Three Orphan Kittens," Walt Dis- ( 20th Century-Fox
tured are Jean Sargent, vocalist Jacl
ney, and "Who Killed Cock Robin?"
Hollywood, Jan. 30. Another Shirley Temple vehicle and certain Fulton, radio tenor; the Sue Hasting:
Disney. The comedy nominations are
to rank very high in her list of successes. There is expert blending of marionettes, the Washboard Seren
"How to Sleep," M-G-M; "Oh, My
Columbia, and "Tit for warm and human drama with real humor, plus Shirley's accomplished aders, colored boys, and the Biltmor
Nerves,"
singing and dancing. In a manner seldom achieved by a picture, the ettes, three girl acrobats. Productioi
Novelties are
Tat," Hal Roach.
"Camera audience is given everything it looks for in the way of entertainment Code Seal No. 0801. Running time
M-G-M
"Audioscopiks,"
21 mins. "G."
Thrills," Universal, and "Wings Over and the exhibitor offered all that he needs for salesmanship.
Mt. Everest," G. B.-Educational.
The story is treated in sane, sensible fashion, even to the introducThese nominations were made after tion of the specialty interpolations. Its appeal is universal to any
the judges had viewed entries from all
audience, anywhere, any time. Using Laura E. Richards' down east (Universal)
studios at showings at the Radio and
There is fair entertainment in thi
Paramount studios. Final balloting, 'classic, the screen play of Sam Hellman, Gladys Lehman and Harry subject, featuring a group
of monkey
faithfully
retains
all
original
comedy,
Tugend
the
drama,
sentimenclassiin
each
which
one
picture
at
and baboons in a takeoff on a Ma
tality
and
thrills
in
manner
which
evokes
plenty
of
a
laughs
held
in
and
occachosen,
be
fication will be
will
West picture. All credit to the pre
Winners will receive the sional tears. Dave Butler's direction uses dialogue, situations and chara theatre.
ducers and Sam Newfield, the directoi
Academy awards, at the acters in a manner which preserves all of their fundamental values in for the smooth performances
regular
of th

The

Calico

cartoons nominated are

:

"Captain January"

Dragon,"

—

;

;

"You Can Be Had"

presentation dinner

March

5.

Ryan Withdraws As
E, M. Loew Attorney
Boston, Jan.
has

filed

in

withdrawal

Loew

30.

— George

S.

Ryan

Federal court here his
as attorney for E. M.

anti-trust suit
against Paramount and subsidiaries.
The litigation started in 1931, with
hearings before Elias Field, appointed
An agreement was
by the court.
It
signed calling for a settlement.
was understood Loew increased his
demands several times until at the
in his $5,000,000

transition to the screen.
Among the highlights of the picture are the scene in which Guy
Kibbee, as Captain January, rescues Shirley from the sea, the sympathetic and sincere manner in which he shares her training with Slim
Summerville and the rest of the fisher folk, the heart-rending situation
in which Sarah Haden, truant officer, contrives to take the child from
her protectors, the twist of pathos as Shirley's relatives, Nella Walker
and George Irving are discovered, the vivid suggestion of tragedy as
the waif is separated from Kibbee and Summerville, and the fairy story
ending in which she finds them skipper and mate on the yacht which

Miss Walker and Irving have provided for her.
Miss Temple's acting, talented as it is, is exceeded by the artistry
of her singing and dancing performances. Her rendering of "Early
Bird" and "At the Codfish Ball," among other musical numbers, and
her spiral staircase dance with Buddy Ebsen, as well as her solo multipeak he would have received $200,000_. plication table tap dance, are features which place the picture among
It is understood Loew's refusal to
the few best she has done.
accept a settlement was behind Ryan's
Previewed without code seal. Running time. 75 minutes. "G."
withdrawal.
The most recent ruling
Federal
in the case was by
Judge
Coxe in New York, who ordered
"Don't
that actual damages should be fixed

Get Personal"

and reserved the right to decide
whether single or triple damages
should be assessed.

Cantor Picture Does
$59,000 at the Hall
"Strike Me Pink" at the Music
Hall garnered $59,000 in its second
For the first seven
and final week.
days, the Eddie Cantor film got $78,The Paramount with "Collegi000.
ate" and Hal Kemp and his orchestra
ended the first week of the combination show with about $38,000. Isham
Jones and band goes into the Paramount next Wednesday.
The Roxy, with "The Calling of
Dan Mathews" and Ed Sullivan on the
stage

was weak

at $22,000.

To Broadcast from Stage

WHN

amateur
Starting Feb. 4,
broadcasts will be staged from Loew's
Ziegfeld instead of the station's headThe
quarters in the Loew Building.
broadcasts will be held every Tuesday
night and sandwiched in between the
dual film programs.
Jay C. Flippen
will continue as master of ceremonies.

(

Universal)

Hollywood,

—

Tenn., Jan. 30. The
Palace, operated by W. F. Ruffin,
former Tri-State M.P.T.O. president,
was destroyed by fire yesterday. The
loss of $30,000 is partly covered by
insurance. Ruffin said he will rebuild
Covington,

immediately.

"man" she thought she knew
is

actually

a

detective.

Code Seal No.
15 mins.

1,796.

so we!

Productio

Running

tinw

"G."

"Soft Ball

Game"

(Universal)
Oswald's ball

team, composed c
small animals, plays an entertainin
cartoon game with the Jungle Giant:
The youngsters especially should fin
the subject enjoyable. Almost beatei
Oswald uses a centipede as a pine
hitter, when the opposition switches t
an octopus pitcher with the result thi
his team scores six runs at one tim<
Nonsense, but amusing.
Productio
Code Seal No. 1,731. Running tin*
7 mins. "G."

"Signing Off"
(M entone- Universal)

with
Ray Knight, as a passer of ba
sparkling gags, this newest Sally Eilers-James Dunn comedy is a very checks pursued by a detective, fine
his way into a radio station where I
good bet for any dual bill location.
College graduates James Dunn and Pinky Tomlin, being broke, changes clothes with a newly arrive
resort to the public auction of their talents. Miss Eilers, also flat, bids announcer and substitutes for hin
Some of his comments are amusing i
spiritedly in order to jack up the price for the boys' benefit. She is
he introduces a group of acts, incluc
horrified when she gets them herself with her last five dollars and deing Lois Ravel, Mabel Pearl's Chai
mands that they drive her home.
soneers, the Zeb Carver Troupe, tl
trek
enlivened
by
furious
squabbling
is
cross-country
between
The
three Brodell Sisters, Joseph Wilto:
Dunn and Miss Eilers, songs by Pinky, and a series of really comic Harry Ackerman and Marshall Gran
mischances culminating with Dunn's kidnaping of Sally at the very The result is a lively group of turn
altar of her spite marriage. The Dunn-Eilers combination is excellent, which should do to fill a spot on mo
bills.
Production Code Seal No. 085
as usual. Pinky Tomlin is hitting his stride and makes an engaging
Running time, 19 mins. "G."
comedy foil. George Cleveland and Lillian Harmer, as a farm couple,
draw plenty of chuckles and the competent cast is rounded out by
"Alaska Sweepstakes"
Spencer Charters, Doris Lloyd, Charles Coleman and George Meeker.
( Universal)
William Nigh directed and Dave Diamond produced. The story, by
Oswald, the animated hero, is ei
is
slightly
Hartman,
implausible
Edmund
but
none
William Thiele and
tered in the big dog team race,
the less funny. It is helped by a good script, the work of George Wagg- which the walrus is the heavy favo
ner, Clarence Marks and Houston Branch. The play angles are those ite.
Oswald's sole motive power
or his dog, Pooch.
The difficulties tl
of human auction and the comic adventures of love at first sight
Jan. 30.

bright,

resourceful

little

story

filled

—

w

perhaps "fight."
Previewed without
utes. "G."

production

Lease Brooklyn Theatre
James
reported

Covington House Burns

—A

"players."
When the night club i
raided, the "star" discovers the youa

Felt
the

Lux Movies

&

Inc.,

Co.,

leasing

for

the

Trans-

Corp., of the theatre re-

completed at 561

cently

yesterday

Fulton

St.,

Brooklyn, to interests represented by
Little Carnegie Playhouse, Inc., of

which Henry Siegel

The
with a minimum

is

president.

for 10 years,
of $250,000 for the
against a percentage of gross.
lease

is

guarantee

code

seal.

Running

time,

65

min-

Renaldo Is Pardoned
Washington,

Jan.

30.

—The

pair encounter until they finally
by suddenly becoming a rolling ar

continuously growing snowball mal
up a cartoon subject of average qua
Productk
ity, or a
shade better.
Code Seal No. 1,850. Running tim
8 mins. "G."

Jus-

Department said today that Duncan Renaldo, actor accused of making
false statements on his passport when
he left this country with the "Trader
Horn" company, has been pardoned by
President Roosevelt. It was indicated,
however, that this might not save him
from deportation orders based on imtice

term properly entering the
inally.

country

orig-

Joan Bennett Returns

—

Hollywood,

Jan. 30. Joan Benne
flew east early last week to vis
her father who is ill, has returned ar

who

has resumed

by

Air"

work

in "Thirteen

Hou

Directs
Paramount.
Mitchell Leisen has arranged tl
shooting schedule to permit Miss Be:

for

nett to return east

if

necessary.
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riday,

RCA

Double
Truce Urged
Bill

Directors to

Pass on

By Laemmle

Exhibitors to
Revamping
Battle Motors'

(.Continued from page 1)
pany's entire issue of 495,597 preferred A shares at $55 a share and
taking care of more than $16,000,000
of accumulated dividends on 767,275
cash payshares of preferred B.
ment on the B shares and the issuance of new common to shareholders
is expected to be ratified by way of
B dividends. The
clearing up the
present B preferred, it is said, may
be converted into a new preferred
issue of $4 interest instead of $5, as

Court

Circuit

states

r'hiladelphia late last
alled Perelman case.

1)

Appeals

of

week

other words, the
double features.

"In
lolds

in

in the so-

court

up-

"Why

quarrel about it? Wiry quibWhy not be decent
about it?

)le

ibout it?

"Forget your hatred of certain exlibitor organizations and I mean even
;uch organizations as are headed by
nen who make a fat living out of
tirring up trouble between producers
exhibitors.

ind

not forget greedy men? Why
deal, for a change, with plain prin-

"Why
lot

iple

?

"Practically, you realize that there
real argument against the use
s no
If fans want them,
if double features.

hey are going to get them, no matIf fans
er what any court says.
lon't want them, they won't live, still
egardless of court decrees.

Film Caravan

"Just pretend that you own only one
Pretend that your opposiion gets the very best of the first run
tictures.
Pretend that you cannot
In such
;et any of these first runs.
heatre.

case,

what would you do?
are

ou would

a

million

jump

;

every

sored

by

says.
In addition, there will be a feaapproved today the ture length picture which, the comcash outlay would approximate $35,- pany says, "will depict General Motors
000,000. RCA is understood to have scientific research achievements," and
the necessary cash on hand at this considerable footage made and develtime.
oped locally with "hometown crowds"
The
in each city on the itinerary.
company also promises "various thrilling films of the motor world" for its
free programs.

Court Orders New
Philadelphia Probe

(Continued from page 1)
Exhibitors' Protective Ass'n is behind the move was not apparent today, although it was rumored. Golder
goes to Florida the end of the week
on a month's vacation and is slated
to launch the probe upon his return.

The understanding

he is to meet
is
expenses incurred.
I.E. P. A. adherents imply the Department of Justice in Washington
that
is familiar with the development
and that
it may lend its cooperation
;

it

may have prompted

the

action in

the first instance.

The

it

Goodrich Rubber

Co.

ave your hide.
"And that would be a pretty smart
hing to do.
"Now then, you have tried to lick
he independent theatre by gobbling
He licked you
p all the first runs.
.ith double features.
Then you tried
:o lick him by running double features
ourself.
In many cases you amazed
ourself with excellent results.
In
thers you flopped. Then you tried to
et help through the courts and you
Tied to outlaw double features,
"Why not admit that the other fel>w has as much right to live as you
ave ?

Representatives of Hearst Metrotone and Fox Movietone were unable
when questioned yesterday to explain
the parts in the "motor circus" to be
played by Hill and Thomas. It was
their belief, however, that the General
Motors material in which the two appear must have been made several
years ago as contracts between the
Screen on "Theatre" Truck
newsreels and the commentators speThe motor show caravan will in- cify their exclusive services in short
clude a specially constructed truck for film material.
sound and camera equipment, projection and sound reproduction equipment
and developing equipment.
feature
Boston, Jan. 30. The film district
of the tour will be the filming and
screening of pictures made in each is heading southward.
E. M. Loew,
stopover.
The silver screen will be circuit head; E. Harold Stoneman,
dropped from the stage of a specially Allied executive and circuit operaconstructed "theatre" truck within the tor Joseph Cifre, theatrical company

Boston

A

Men Head South
—

•

;

head; and Maurice N. Wolf, M-G-M
Another truck, leading what the manager, have gone to Florida. Nacompany says will be a "two-mile- than Yamins, circuit operator and Allong procession," will be equipped with lied head, has been there for some
a public address system to broadcast days.

show

tent.

Lawyers, Principals
Back from St. Louis
(Continued front page 1)

Louis

Phillips
and Irving
S. Leisure, Gordon E.

For Your Daily Reference

•

Cohen,

YoungGeorge
man, Jack Fowler, John Howley,
Eugene Ford, Thomas Cook, Morris
Ruffman and Russell Door.
Ernest Wilkinson, Washington attorney for F. & M., has been in town

RICHARDSON'S

:

i

several days.
He will leave for the
Capital the end of the week.
Harry
C. Arthur and Mike Marco are due
from St. Louis either Saturday or

BLUEBOOK

t

"Lick your competitor if you have
enough, but don't rely on
rawn. Play fair. In these days the
ourts won't stand for anything else.
lead with your chin. Be humble.
ive and let live. Don't be too darned

:

Monday.

of

grains
i

i

Wt

tiart.

"Universal is hurt as much as it is
;lped by double-featuring; but it still
lels that the exhibitor who wants to
an double features has a right to do
is

damndest to exist."

Anniversary Near
Hollywood, Jan. 30. Feb. 24 has
een decided upon as the date of a
"ibute to Carl Laemmle, Universal

<aemmle's 30th

—

on his thirtieth anniversary
the industry.
The date is that on

T alley Suits Against

FWC Delayed Again
{Continued from page 1)

F.W.C. entered a general
all charges and asked the

yesterday
denial

of

court for an allotment of counsel fees
in addition to
the ordinary costs of
the suit. The answer described the
complaint as "defamatory, scandalous
and in contempt of court." The defendants are represented by John B.
Bertero and
Charles
A.
Buckley
Col. William H. Neblett represents
the plaintiffs.

PROJECTION

714 pages that

and describe every piece of

detail

sound and projection apparatus and give
tions for operation

Included

is

instruc-

and maintenance.

a complete trouble-shooting

as a first aid against

breakdowns and

finding index system that
a

all

ready reference for

all

department

also a quick-

makes the new Bluebook
projection problems.

resident,
i

Laemmle opened his White
ront Theatre in Chicago.
The feature of the event will be a
incheon on the "Phantom of the
ppera" set at the studio, to which 200
xecutives, stars and present and former employes of Laemmle have been
'yited.
After the luncheon the guests
r
ill
see special
reels from
'Show
oat" and "Sutter's Gold" and the
|hich

Enjoins City from
Levying Sales Tax

Price $5.25 Postpaid

!

(Continued from page 1)

|

Harlou, Inc., and Quinral,
both of which are said to be
theatre
holding companies of the
plaintiffs,
Inc.,

Harry Brandt

}

I

est

iade

Laemmle

film,

by the original

"Hiawatha,"

Imp company.

enterprises.
However,
in the nature of a test
results in an injunction be-

the action

|

and

if

it

is

ing granted similar stays could be
obtained by other theatre companies.

and

others.

one

that
to double features to
to

(.Contimied from page 1)

win C. Hill, commentator for Hearst
Metrotone News; Lowell Thomas,
Fox Movietone
commentator
for
News John S. Young and John B.
Kennedy, radio commentators, the
motor company's announcement

with

is

all

"What Would You Do"?

fiances

at present.
If this plan

as "unfair competition"
established
commercial
theatre and made plans at once for
organized protestations. The M.P.T.
O.A. undoubtedly will take the initiative in the move, representatives
organization said, recalling
of the
how it was successful, last year in
having the free shows sponsored by
Standard Oil and featuring Guy Lombardo discontinued, and its further
work against free entertainment spon-

characterize

A

(.Continued from page

music and announcements. The motorized theatre will spend several days in
each city on its itinerary and as much
as a week in some.
Exhibitor representatives, acquainted with the G. M. plan, were quick to

QUIGLEY BOOKSHOP
1790

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

:
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Bank Night

Ruled

Is

Lottery in
Cleveland, Jan.
was ruled a lottery

30.

— Bank
this

in

Night

city

yes-

by Chief Police Prosecutor
Perry A. Frey, and 27 local exhibitors were ordered to appear at his

terday

Monday, when they will be told
to cease the practice or be prosecuted.
Frey took similar action against six
.suburban houses, although he was not
certain of his jurisdiction there.
office

Orders Giveaways Stopped
Milwaukee, Jan. 30. City attorney

—

Max
to

Raskin has ordered exhibitors
discontinue giveaways of various

week or

face prosecution.
Local newspapers have refused
to accept so-called lottery notices. The
city recently failed to win its case
against the Grace Theatre, charged
with conducting a lottery in the form
sorts

within a

Purely

Cleveland 4

of a "manufacturers' ad show."

Start Auction Nights

pi) KUYKENDALL,

Monday and Tuesday on

of the state admission tax.

expected here about Feb.
•

Rom ola Nijinsky

given an opportunity to
bid on various articles put up for
auction, the sale going to the highest
bidder.

Bank Night Legal in Iowa
Des Moines, Jan. 30. The state

—

of Iowa has waived the right to petition for a rehearing of the recent
Bank Night case in Newton, la., in

is

now

the coast the other day, did not
wait for the premiere of "Next Time
Love," as he had planned. He
hurried on to Europe on the Manhattan because of the illness of his mother.

We

Wilfred Lawson,
yesterday on "Libel," Broadway
signed

on the planned London Films production on the life of Nijinsky, famous
dancer and her husband.
•
Ginger Rogers, S. Barrett Mc-

to the coast studio.

He

by

will visit

British actor in
has been
play,

Twentieth

the

President's

birthday

ranged by the William Morris office.
•
Frances Arms, comedienne, will
return from Hollywood next week to
open a vaudeville tour at the Balti-

ball

there.

Century-Fox.

London before reporting
The deal was ar-

Cormick and Rutgers Neilson journeyed to Washington yesterday to at- more Hippodrome Feb.
tend

King Yidor has been awarded the
Southern Cross of Honor by the
United Daughters of the Confederacy
in directing

"So Red

the

•
G. Robinson returns to the
coast in a couple of weeks by rail,
but his wife may go by boat.
•
.

.

.

Baltimore

Charles
•

RKO

James Greer, assistant at the
Capitol, has been transferred to a
Albee, resimilar post at the

RKO

placing Edward Marshall,
returned to New York.

who

has

•

Harry Moskowitz, head of the
Loew theatre construction department,

McCleary,

manager

of

Parkway,

Loew's

has returned to
Sinai Hospital for treatment of stomMaurice Druker, asach trouble.
sistant manager at Loew's Century,
is pinch hitting for him.
Jack Wfiittle of the Avenue has
been laid up by neuritis.

Harry Reddish
terests

is

in

of the

Durkee

in-

Florida with Mrs. Redwill be joined soon by

today on the Western dish. They
World. Due to bad weather, the boat Frank H. Durkee and Mrs. Durkee, Charles E. Nolte and Mrs.
which the Supreme Court declared has been delayed a day.
Nolte and Walter Pacy and Mrs.
•
Bank Night not a lottery. The action
results in the giveaway immediately
Hugo Bryk, European representa- Pacy.
•
becoming legal. The waiver, filed in tive of Ascap, will return to Paris in
Supreme Court, also waived the 30- two weeks. He plans to visit here . . . Cincinnati
day period usual before court opinions again in March when he will bring
Joe Goetz, assistant division manbecome effective.
Franz Lehar with him.
ager for RKO, is now minus his ton•
sils, and scheduled for another operaBarry Benefield's book, "Valiant tion in the near future.
Bill Ltjibel, assistant to Phil
Is the Word for Carrie," has been
bought by Paramount. Wesley Rug- Chakeres, at Springfield, O., has resigned and has assumed duties as city
Camden, Jan. 30. The Southern gles will direct the film.
auditor to which office he recently was
•
Jersey group of Allied of New Jersey
Walter J. Hutchinson, head of elected.
held a special meeting here today with
•
Sidney Samuelson, president of the na- the foreign department of Twentieth
.
.
Denver
tional organization, present. Lee New- Century-Fox, is due to arrive from
Frank Culp, Isis manager, is back
bury, head of the unit, is on a vacation London about March 6 or 7.
•
at work following an illness.
and did not attend.
Ben B. Perlman has been apGeneral organization topics were
Rudolph Sieber, husband of Mardiscussed.
The eastern regional of lene Dietrich, leaves tonight on the pointed as sales representative for
Allied units will be held in Baltimore Europa after a visit to his wife in Fotofilms, Inc.
Harry Nolan, who recently unon Feb. 3 and on the following two Hollywood.
derwent an operation at a local hos•
days directors of the national organization will convene in Washington.
Ad Schulberg has opened a Lon- pital, is back on the job now. Nolan
don office, returning to the agency is a well known theatre supply and
with
her film man.
business
in
partnership
O. A. Dick has opened the new
brother, Sam Jaffee.
Albany, Jan. 30. New incorpora160-seat Lyons at Lyons, Colo.
•
tions here include
Hugh Braly, division manager of
Victor Moore leaves the cast of
Congress
Cinema
Corp.,
charthe Salt Lake and Denver branches
"Anything
Goes"
in Detroit tomortered by William Macy, Catherine M.
for Paramount, has just completed a
Bowe and Sarah Benson; Daly Ci- row night and hies himself west for 2,000-mile trip through the southern
picture.
nema Corp., by William Macy, Ca- Fred Astaire's new
Denver territory.
•
therine M. Bowe and Sarah Benson
•
Cyrus Stewart, former Columbia
and Metro Cinema Corp., by William
Macy, Catherine M. Bowe and Sarah salesman, has joined the United Art- . . . San Francisco
Harry H. Thomas, president of
ists
sales force, covering Kentucky
Benson.
First Division Pictures, Inc., is here
and West Virginia.
•
on a short visit from Hollywood, visAlbany Firms Incorporated
Louis Phillips and Irving Cohen iting old friends.
Albany, Jan. 30.
Two new in- of the Paramount legal force returned
Grover Parsons, head of the
corporations here are the Piedmont- from St. Louis yesterday.
M-G-M exchange, was on a sick list
American Film Exchange, formed by
•
for a few- days.
Fannie Schechter, Doris Feinsilver
Aaron Goldberg is preparing to
Emanuel Silverstone left for Bosand Charles Segal, and Symphony ton last night to attend the opening of open up his newest theatre, the PomTheatre, Inc., by Creta L. Stratman, "The Ghost Goes West" at Keith's.
peii, early in February.
Gertrude M. Conroy and Homer Lee.
•
George Mann is on another roundthe-world trip, accompanied by Mrs.
I. E. Lambert, K-A-0 counsel, reForm Graham Enterprise
turned yesterday from a one week visit Mann and baby.
Dallas, Jan. 30. Graham Enter- at Topeka, Kas.
Bob Harvey is doing free lance
•
prises, Inc., has been chartered by
publicity work, making tentative headMary Graham, M. D. McCloud and
John C. Flinn has returned from quarters with Gerald Karski of
Artie P. Stephens.
the coast.
M. P. Service Co.
will

arrive

Jersey Allied Unit
In Camden Session

Miss., Jan. 30.
Mississippi's
10 per

bil

cen
amusement tax was introduced in th
state
legislature here yesterday b
Representative Homer Williams c.

The measure is sail
have the approval of Ed Kuyken

to

president of the M.P.T.O.A.
the Mississippi M.P.T.O.

an

dall,

Governor White having pledged re
amusement tax, the Wi!
liams measure is expected to pas

peal of the

with

easily

Governor's

the

suppor

becomes law, theatres
be subject to the two per

If the bill

will

stii

cert

general sales tax.

7.

Edward

•

—A

Jackson,
repealing

Grenada County.

•

6.

lie

—

is

He

repeal

Would Eliminate Taj

MILLAND, who came in from

de France for England and
conferences with Alexander Korda
the

Cincinnati, Jan. 30. The Holly- for his work
wood, suburban, is inaugurating a Rose."
series of Auction Nights, in which the
audience

left

RAY

M.P.T.O.A.

I93l

Bill in Mississippi

Personal

president, is delaying his scheduled
departure for New York in order to
attend a hearing at Jackson, Miss.,

next

Friday, January 31,

"Hollywood"

Italy's

Started by Premie
Rome, Jan.

30— Premier

Mussolii.

yesterday officiated at the beginnin
of work on "Cinematographic City
which, it is hoped by its promoter

become the Hollywood
Ready for production in a

will

of Ital;
year, th

plant is said to represent Italy's
for European supremacy in the
dustry.

bi
ii

Included in the project will be ^
with stages, warehouse
offices, hotels, projection rooms and
buildings,

station

fire

the

center

about

five

in

of a 15<
miles soul
of this city. It is the plan of the pr<
moters to make it the most complete
equipped and modern studio in Europ

acre

location

McCarthy Heading Eat

—

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Charles
McCarthy entrained for New Yoi
today following two weeks of coi
1

terences here with 20th Century-Fc
heads.

—

Wall Street

.

Three Firms Chartered

—

Eastman Pfd. Best Gain on Boa)
High

Low

Columbia, vtc
445^
Columbia, pfd .... 50%
Consolidated
654
Consolidated, pfd. 18%

43
50
6'A
1854
157^5
160
5154

Eastman Kodak.... 158
Eastman, pfd

Pathe Film

Universal,

pfd

8554

1254
754

1254

1%

70

Warner Bros
Warner,

pfd

13

....5454

W*

+2
—

I

.

.

7%

HA

2554

2554

-

34%

34%

-

70

70

!

+

.

1254

\2V2

+

5354

5454

-f

3

Trans-Lux Up on Curb
Ne<

High

Low

%

Sentry Safety
Sonotone

256

Technicolor

22%

Trans -Lux

4%

%
2
22
4>A

Close Chan
54
256
22
454

—
+

Fractional Changes on Bonds
Ne
High Low Close Chan

—

—

8454

854
20th Century-Fox. 2656
20th Century, pfd. 3554

S

l

U'A

pfd.
pfd. 1234

—

—
+
—
18 A
6*As

11%
86%

52'A

RKO

4354
50

158
160
5154
1154

....160

Loew's, Inc

Paramount
Paramount 1
Paramount 2

Net
Close Chan;

General Theatre
6s

'40

2354

22%

22%

2354

2254

2354

95

94^

95

Genera! Theatre
6s

'40.

ctf

+

!

Keith B. F.
6s

'46

Loew's 6s '41
deb rights

ww
10354

103J^

10356

Paramount B'way
3s

'55

Paramount
6s

wd

58

58

96

9554

96

92%

92

92%

Pict.

'55

Warner Bros.
'39

...

—

58

6s

(Quotations at close of Jan.

30)

+
+

•
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NEW

27

Is

to

In Pittsburgh
Sunday Films Called an
Important Factor
Pittsburgh,

Pitts-

31.

men

see for 1936 a
none since the

film

jrosperity

second to

It's a spirit that's
the theatres, in the execuive offices and in the exchanges.
There are at least three reasons
or the optimism. The first is the
egalization of Sunday films, a factor
hat theatre men confidently feel will
mil them out of the red for the first
ime in several years. So far, the

)Oom days of 1929.
•effected in

even-day week has meant little, but
more
introducing
managers

vith

howmanship

Sunday

their

in

ideas,

with the public getting used to
he idea, Sundays are expected to be

j.nd

mportant.
They point to the good years when
rehere didn't appear to be the
Pittsburgh
that
possibility
motest
Sunday pictures. Even
/ould get
without Sunday, some executives have
laid, 1936 would show a profit.
The second reason is the pickup in
ldustry. At Christmas a dozen firms
'

,

(Continued on page 4)

Friedl Here to Talk
Moves in Northwest
operating

execu-

John J. Friedl,
te of the Minnesota Amusement
theatre subsidiary in
:lo., Paramount
Northwest, arrived in New York
:om Minneapolis yesterday to conon the program of exir generally

le

announced

ansion

by

company

his

He

explained

Minnesota

Amuse-

ment had no set objective, but would
cpand and acquire additional houses
;
circumstances and conditions warmted.
The plan itself, he added,
!

been approved
[)me time back.

by

;ad

Vomers
'55,000
idio

suits

were
station,

Paramount

File Three

Suits Against
Three

,

for
filed

WHN

damages

totaling

against Loew's
yesterday, by

WHN,

Earner music subsidiaries. The comaints, filed in the Supreme Court,
lege the station broadcast Warner
|

in All

TEN CENTS

1936

By CLARENCE LINZ
Washington, Jan.
on the new copyright

31.

— Hearings

legislation will

be held during the coming month by
the copyright sub-committee of the
House Patents Committee, it was instiff copyright
dicated here today.
measure is expected to be introduced
by Representative Daly of Pennsylvania, who, it is believed, will head
While this bill
the sub-committee.
deals chiefly with copyright problems
involved in broadcasting, it also affects
the film industry in that it differen-

tiates between the right to produce
and the right to exhibit. This opens

the

possibility

of

royalty

in

Philadelphia

demands

from exhibitors. Further, the

bill prothe
copyright protection for
performer and specifically authorizes
the copyrighting of interpretations.
Newsreel producers would be afMajor company attorneys indicated
fected
prothe
bill,
which
by
yesterday that despite their belief
vides that even the innocent or incithat Federal Judge George A. Welsh
dental inclusion of copyrighted music
of Philadelphia may have exceeded
shall be considered an infringement.
his authority in designating BenjaIn the penalty provisions of the
man A. Golder a special investigator
measure the $250 minimum is retained,
to determine whether there is suffibut no injunction clauses are included.
cient evidence of anti-trust law violations in the use of exhibition contract
clauses
designed to
restrict
double featuring to warrant a grand
jury investigation, no action to contest the appointment of Golder will
J. Cheever Cowdin, head of Standbe taken.
ard
Capital
Co.,
sailed
the
on
Golder was attorney for the exEuropa last night for a hurried trip hibitor plaintiffs in the Perelman case
to London, to be gone about three which resulted ina decision by Judge
weeks in all. It was reported that the Welsh holding the clauses to be
trip is for the purpose of conferring illegal.
The decision was upheld rewith British financial interests on a cently by the U.
S. Circuit Court of
participation in Standard's option to Appeals
at Philadelphia, but an apacquire control of Universal.
plication for leave to reargue the case
Colonel William Freiday, partner in will be made by the defendant disthe firm of J. Robinson-Duff, stock
tributors in the near future. If it is
brokers, yesterday was elected a direc(Continued on page 2)
tor of Standard Capital Co.
It is expected that he will become associated
with Universal in the event that the
Standard option is exercised.

vides

Courfs Move,
But Take No Action

Question

Hearings on Federal Cowdin Goes Abroad
Licensing Scheduled
On Financial Talks
Washington, Jan. 31. — Federal
licensing of all corporations engaged
in interstate commerce will be considered at hearings to be held during
February by the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee on a bill intro-

duced last year by Senator O'Mahoney of Wyoming. This bill calls for
the creation of a national corporation
system controlling interstate commerce and providing for the issuance
of charters and licenses, the protection of labor and collective bargaining, hour and wage restrictions and
prohibition
While the

against
bill

child

labor.

would give the Gov-

New Indie MPTO
Expand

ernment

full control over corporations,
proponents maintain that it would
end bureaucracy and "confine the
Government to its proper sphere."

its

Bank Night Battling
Widens in Bay State
—

"Whipsaw"

Is

Weak

Capitol Attraction
"Whipsaw"

at the Capitol tallied a
mild gross of $25,400.
"King of
Burlesque" at the Center garnered approximately $18,000 in its second
week, a nice take.
The Rialto with

Boston, Jan. 31. The Bank Night
is widening in this state.
"Dangerous Waters" ended in the
The giveaway has just been banned neighborhood of
while the
$7,000,
in Lowell, Reading and Stoneham.
It
Palace with a dual feature program
is,
already out of Boston and Medconsisting of "Captain Blood" and
ford, while appeals are pending from
"Freshman Love" took in about
Superior Court convictions on a lotCold weather and slippery
$8,500.
tery charge in these municipalities.
streets were a drawback to Broadway
In an infringement suit brought by
box-offices.
Bank Night against Parlay Cash
"Ceiling Zero" in its second week
Night here the judge told both sides
at the Strand held to a $28,000 take.
neither had any standing in court,
The second stanza of "The Ghost
reconsidered
when
Attorney
but
Goes West" at the Rivoli ended with
George S. Ryan told the court that
around $20,000.
participants did not have to buy thebattlefront

icently.
I

the In

to

A

— In

Jan.

jurgh the

1,

Intelligent

Film Music Seen
ors
Seen In Pending Copyright Bill Quiz Fight

Comeback
1929

Blow

YORK, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

Alert,

atre

tickets

to

Estimate

win.

RCA

'35

Spingold Continues
In Job at Columbia

Philadelphia,

to
Activities

Jan.

31.

— The

In-

dependent
Exhibitors'
Protective
Ass'n today voted to extend its scope
and to charter its expanded activities as the Independent M.P.T.O. of
Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New
Jersey and Delaware. Decision was
made at a meeting of the board of
managers.
A $12,000 budget was set as a requirement for its first year's operations along the new front. This is to
be raised by an assessment on members of 10 cents per seat.
general
meeting also was called for the Broadwood Hotel here on Feb. 11.

A

Reagan Breaks Arm;
Is in Indianapolis
Charles

Reagan, western division
for Paramount, is in St.
Vincent's Hospital, Indianapolis, where
he is resting after having broken his
right arm in a fall earlier in the week.

manager

Reagan was making a tour of exNate Spingold stays on with Co- changes under his supervision when
RCA and subsidiaries yesterday re- lumbia with no change in his duties. the accident occurred. He is due in
/attenberg &
1 arners.
ported an estimated net income for Continuation of his former arrange- New York Tuesday. Neil F. Agnew,
In one of the suits, Harms against the calendar year 1935 of $5,100,000, ment was effected yesterday with Jack general sales manager, who planned to
make a checkup on branches, will dee Marcus
Loew Booking Agency an increase of $850,736 over 1934, Cohn.
It is understood Spingold was given lay his departure about a week because
WHN), damages of $40,000 are when the net was $4,249,264. Total
of the Reagan incident.
a new contract to run one year.
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)

Tvned

music

without

permission,
Wattenberg represented

Net

Is $5,100,000

—

—
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L.

Bill

•

Douglas Fairbanks

returned to
yesterday by plane.
He
will stay here for the opening of Chaplin's "Modern Times," before leaving
for Europe.
Some of the scenes of
"Marco Polo" are to be made in Italy
and China.
•

R. Grainger will go over
contracts, dates and other accumulated business today with a group of
get
will
Sessions
his sales force.
started at 10:30. Among those who
will attend will be: F. J. A. McCarthy, Eastern division manager;
Sig Wittman, Eastern district manager; A. J. Herman, New England

James

district

manager

Harry

Graham,
manager, and Claire
;

Southern district
Hague, Canadian general manager.

IINl

\/1

1V1

Moskowitz

Charles

sons

Martin,

home

Harry

et al

C,

— which

Frank

Spicker, resigning head of
art department,
was
tendered a luncheon yesterday in the
College Room of the Edison Hotel.

the

Columbia

He

is

leaving

for

New Mexico

in

about a month with his family.

•
E. L. Alperson is slated to leave
From there
for Miami next week.
he will go to the coast to attend the
National Theatres divisional managers' meeting in Los Angeles.
•

Bob Wolff, manager of the New
York RKO exchange, has declared a
moratorium on writing letters since
his secretary, Ann Levy, went to Miami the other day.
of the Isle circuit is
eight-pound, nineounce baby girl. Mrs. Brown and the
baby are doing nicely at the Women's
of

Arthur,

Joe,

party for
at the Moskowitz

an

;

supervising detail for new Loew theatres in various capitals, Senor Harry,
sometimes known as the Argentine
globe-trotter, arrived yesterday on the

Western World, one day

late.

•

"Gang" Gets Theme Song
All

new "Our Gang"

shorts in the
future will have a theme song.
The
title will be "Our Gang."
Robbins
Music Co. is publishing the number.

;

visit here.

Edward Brymer,

Universal costume

Schaefer to Miami
Grande,

31.
Fla., Jan.
Schaefer, who has been
vacationing here, left for Miami today.
Later he goes to Palm Beach.

George

J.

more notables

terials.

the

•

Bill Danziger will leave today for
bia studio publicity department.
He recently resigned from
•
M-G-M advertising and publicity
Jack Shea of Feiber & Shea has
department.
just returned from a survey of NewEngland houses in the circuit.
Fred Schwartz, son of A. H., will
•
marry Shirley Wilkins Feb. 17.
Gene Raymond will arrive Monday
Many film people will attend "the from the coast on a combination perceremony.
sonal appearance and vacation trip.
•

•

—

United Artists has
opening

set out to ge
to the square inch fo
of
Charlie
Chaplin'

"Modern Times" than have

appearet
at any opening for a long time.

Douglas Fairbanks, pere and fil
be on hand, according to thi
latest list, and others will be Her
bert Bayard Swope, John E. Otter
son, Adolph Zukor, Sidney R. Kent
Harry M. Warner, Lee Shubert
Alexander Woollcott, Nathan Burkan
Marvin Schenck, Sam Katz, Harrj
M. Goetz, Arthur W. Kelly, Harrj
D. Buckley and Lillian Hellman.
will

Talent will be represented by Ed
Tilly Losch, Glori;
Swanson,
Evelyn
Laye,
Corinm
Griffith, Ginger Rogers, Eddie Can
tor,
Burns and Allen and Parkya
karkus.
Reservations have been receivec
from Canada, Mexico, England ant
Venezuela, according to U.A.
:

James

R.

Grainger

left

Mrs.

J.

Unger,
making

J.

Grainger in California. She will re- head, is
main there for the remainder of the exchanges.

Paramount

division

a round of southern

•

•

Carl Levi, Loew

Gene Meyers,

district

Fred Quimby, short subject sales
manager manager of M-G-M, is on the coast.

district

manager

for

Loew's in Washington Heights and
the Bronx, left yesterday for Miami
beach.

•
Oscar Doob, Loew

Mort Spring

will

return

rest in

The Museum

of

Library will hold

•

Modern Art
its

Filn

second showing

Ted Toddy is in town from Holly- of old pictures Tuesday and Wednes
day evenings.
Under the genera
wood on a production deal.
title,
"The Rise of the Americar

W

Film,"

screening will include
Hat," 1912 D.
Griffith film
"The Fugitive," directec
by Thomas H. Ince in 1916; "The
Clever Dummy," Mack Sennett com
edy of 1917, and "A Fool There
Was," with Theda Bara, produced ir
the

W

New York

"The

;

•

Rose
in

Museum Showing

from a

Miami.

yesterday

ward G. Robinson,

Miami vacation on Monday.

publicity head,
illiam F. Rodgers returned yesnext Friday for a two week
terday from Miami.

leaves

left
for Indianapolis
connection with "Jumbo."
•

Oscar Hanson

is

in

New York

from Toronto.

Mort Shea
Charles E. McCarthy is due to
Miami sun.
Hollywood on Monday.

is

basking

under a

1914.

arrive from

R.

Kent

from the
part of next week.

will

Mel Heymann

arrive

has returned from

London, Jan. 31. N. L. Manheim, a 10-day trip to Havana.
•
fdrdgn sales manager of Universal,
is aboard the Majestic which is due
John D. Clark will return from
in New York Tuesday.
Miami on Monday.

.

.

.

Dallas

John

Freddie McFadden, publicity director at the Palace, is back on the
job after having been laid up because
of an automobile accident.

Harold Hevte has resumed

as

man-

ager of the Village after having spent
a

month

in

a

hospital.

to Do "Jumbo"
Hay Whitney of Pioneer will

Whitney

•
S.

coast the latter

Manheim on Way Back

Industry Figures to
See Chaplin Opening

designer, gets in today from the coast.
He will look over designs and ma-

the south.
the

Billy

Boca

—

recently signed spirit of cooperation regarding an;
by G.B. for "Everything Is Thunder" investigation into alleged unfair tradi
and "The Hawk," will sail for Eng- practices on the part of major com
land Wednesday on the Majestic.
panies.
"Any inquiry which is for the bes
•
Lucien Barnes, vice-president of interests of everyone is to be welWe never have and neve:
National Carbon Co., Buenos comed.
the
Aires, leaves at noon today on the will cooperate with any movement,
which
are
instituted
for
selfisl
American Legion.
reasons," Pizor said.
•
"We believi
from Federal Judge Welsh is sincere ii
Rogers
returned
Ginger
Washington yesterday. She was offi- his efforts to get at the truth of an}
While conditions are no
cial guest of honor at the President's charges.
perfect here or anywhere else, w<
birthday parties.
have always found that most film mei
•
George R. Batcheller and Maury are reasonable and are ready to worl
Cohen of Chester and Invincible are out their problems through an arbi
due from the coast around the middle tration method. Any sincere effor
being made to help the industry wil
of February.
naturally help our members. Any im
•
Bonito del Villar of the Para- partial investigator will find us read;
mount office in Chile sails today with to cooperate."
his family on the Santa Lucia after a

•
The directors of Sonotone Corp. for downtown New York and the
have elected Charles P. Franchot as State theatre, will leave shortly on a
Wilson Collison's novel, "Save a
chairman of the board and Dean Bab- cruise.
Lady," has been acquired by Radio.
•
bitt, formerly general sales manager,
•
as president, in the place of the late
Dr. Hugo Leiber.

Pizor Says MPTO Will Aid
31.
Philadelphia,
Lewei
Jan.
Pizor, president of the M.P.T.O. o
Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern Nev
Jersey and Delaware, today voiced

Constance Bennett,

Gwenn Walters, fashion editor of
Movie Mirror, has joined the Colum-

•

(Continued from page 1)
denied the defendants plan to take the
case to the U. S. Supreme Court.
Distributor
attorneys
yesterda;
pointed out that any move
for
investigation
grand
jury
properl;
should come from the Federal distric

manse in
Gardens last night. Having been
on a grand tour of South America attorney.

Kew

winter.

Babbitt Heads Sonotone

the

her

•

Henry Brown
father

of

gave a welcome
Son and Brother

•
the

Philadelphia Quiz

headed

composed

committee

New York

Hospital.

Grainger Confers Today

**

1936
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Majors Not Fighting

Personal

Powers, Abe Schneider, Ed
Schnitzer, Nat Cohn, Truman
Talley, Laurence Stallings, Lew
Lehr, Ed Thorceson, Budd Rogers,
Monroe Greenthal, Gregory Dickson, A. J. Van Beuren, Ken O'Brien,
Herb Jaedeker, Irving Wormser,
Harry Shiffman, Bob Wolff, George
Gerhard and Dorothy Gish at the
Tavern yesterday.

except Sunday

Quigley PubMartin Quigley,
lications, Inc.,
Brown, viceColvin
president;

and

Purely

i

Saturday, February

produce "Jumbo," which he financed
the
it

New York
is

Hippodrome,

understood.

RKO

released by
The circus

The

film

al

in color

may

be"

Radio.

show will end its New
York run next May, opening in Lo.Angeles shortly thereafter.

STAR

PERFORMER
SUPER X

delivers unparalleled photographic

quality to the screen. That

to hold

is

why it

continues

position as star performer

its

negative motion picture films. That

it

among
is

why

plays a part in most of the feature pictures

the

world's leading movie-pro-

ducing country.

Eastman Kodak Company,

released

in

Rochester, N. Y.

Fort Lee,

New

(J.

E. Brulatour, Distributors,

York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN SUPER X
PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
Comeback
Seen

Warners

to 1929

in Pittsburgh

(Continued from pane 1)

employes. In some cases pay cuts were
restored.
Steel
orders
have been
growing, the beer can demand ha*
placed at least two important local
firms back on their feet and other
allied factories have shown similar
voted

sizable

Saturday, February

bonuses

to

their

Three
Suits Against WHP
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I,

in

(Continued from page 1)
plaintiff charging "N<
used eight times.
TH
dates set forth are Jan. 2, 3, 6, 7, 8,
10 and 13.
In another action Wit
mark contends the same station broao
cast "I Like Mountain Music" o
Jan. 4 and "A Shanty in Old Shant
Town" on Jan. 14. The third com
plaint was by Remick for the use c
"Put on Your Old Grey Bonnet" o

sought,

Bad"

the

was

!

"Desire"

(Paramount)
signs of new life.
Hollywood, Jan. 31. For half its length this Lubitsch production
The third reason is the increase in is a laugh-packed comedy full of bubbling gayety. It is lively fun as
available WPA
money here. For the glamorous Miss Dietrich ludicrously outwits Ernest Cossart,
some time differences have existed
Jan. 13.
merchant, and Alan Mowbray, doctor, to steal a string of pearls.
over relief money between the city
Suit also was filed yesterday b
It's funnier when she makes a sap out of romantically inclined Gary
authorities and the state and Federal,
Remick against Bamberger Broac
It's
Cooper,
to
smuggle
across
French-Spanish
border.
her
loot
the
but these have been straightened out
casting Service, WOR, for use c
and several millions have been made still funnier when she and her confederate, John Halliday, work a fake "I Wanna Bounce Around Wit
available for the unemployed.
The- magic trick on Cooper to recover the swag. In the midsection when You" on Jan. 24.
atremen feel that some of this money Miss Dietrich falls in love with Cooper, it seethes to torrid sex.
Action will be taken next week,
will go to entertainment.
The quality is vividly evident in the dialogue, action and situation when was stated by Wattenberg & Watten
There are several other purely local both succumb to the spell of moonlight and isolation in an idyllic moun- berg, against KMOX, St. Louis
indices of a boom in 1936. There is some
KMTR, Hollywood; WWL, Ne>
tain retreat. From sex it turns to ponderous drama as Miss Dietrich,
theatre construction under way again,
Orleans. The attorneys are awaitin
and architects and builders claim they breaking with Halliday and her fence, ZefBe Tilbury, decides to go arrival of affidavits from these point
haven't had any inquiries along these straight and make a full confession to the now wise Cooper. It turns before taking legal procedures.
Another optimistic funny again in the climax when Cooper outsmarts the desperate Hallilines for years.
sign is the ease with which test price day. Cossart gets his pearls back and, by an illusion, Miss Dietricii
Ronald Colman Injured
lifts have been made in certain terriis cleared of the crime charges to go to America as Cooper's bride.
Hollywood, Jan. 31.— Ronald Co:
tories.
Miss Dietrich and Cooper are expertly comic when the story calls man is recovering from the impac
This would seem to indicate that
for them to be so and expertly sexy when the yarn demands it. The of a knife which was thrown at hit
1936 will find some scale-tilting in the
by Steve Clemente during the takin
downtown sector, particularly since Cossart-Mowbray sequence is a howl of laughs. Halliday is deterof a scene for "Under Two Flags.
downtown Pittsburgh has the lowest minedly suave. Practically all of Zeffie Tilbury's work is irrelevant.
He was treated on the Twentiet
first-run price in the country. Then, Akim Tamiroff and William Frawley have bits.
Based on a story by Hans Szekely and R. A. Stemmle, the Edwin Jus- Century-Fox lot. Physicians said th
too, double features aren't so prevainjury was not serious.
lent, another healthy sign, and houses
cus Mayer-Waldemar Young-Samuel Hoffenstien screen play mingles
that have been dark for years are set the qualities mentioned. Frank Borzage's direction concentrates on fun,,
Renew Baldwin Contrac
for reopening.
sex and drama in turn.
Hollywood, Jan. 31.— The contrac
Production Code Seal No. 1,831. Running time, in present shape, 95

Estimate

Net

RCA

'35

minutes.

Is $5,100,000

(Continued from page 1)

gross income for the year was

esti-

$89,146,147, compared with
Net
$78,756,994 the previous year.
income for 1935, before interest,; depreciation,
amortization of patents
and Federal income taxes, totaled
$10,254,267, compared with $9,490,455
in 1934.

mated

—

at

of Carl Baldwin, associate produce
for Warners, was renewed today fo
an additional year. He will produce
as the first feature on the new ticke
"Gold Diggers of 1937" and "Gilt

"A."

"Love on a Bet"

Edged Blonde."

(Radio)

Hollywood,

—

This romantic farce, loaded with situation and
Jan. 31.
dialogue laughs, rates as splendid family entertainment.
Smoothly
acted by a cast headed by Gene Raymond, Wendy Barrie and Helen
Eroderick, the picture will serve to increase the prestige of these players.

bets his uncle, William Collier, Sr., that he can leave New
clad only in his underwear and arrive in Los Angeles 10 days
later with a new suit, a sweetheart and $100 in cash. After this premise
is planted the action picks up rapidly as the adventures of the cross
country trek begin. Raymond first meets Miss Barrie motoring with her
aunt, Miss Broderick. Suspense is added when the travelers encounter
Eddie Gribbon and Morgan Wallace,, escaped convicts. One by one the
conditions of the wager are fulfilled, but as Raymond is also racing time
there is no letdown until the final surprise twist when a decision by Miss
Barrie indicates that both Raymond and Collier are winners.
Credit for the picture's excellence can be shared with the cast by
P. J. Wolfson and Philip Epstein, who adapted the original story by
Kenneth Earl, and Leigh Jason, whose direction drew every laugh
from the script. Lee Marcus also rates praise for the topnotch production, while Robert De Grasse can take bows for the good photography.
The picture should be sure-fire in all but de luxe houses.
Production Code Seal No. 1,864. Running time, 79 minutes. "G."

Producers
Hollywood,

Kennedy Plan Approved
plan of

reorganization

financial

RCA

proposed by Joseph P. KenSEC head and film executive, was approved yesterday by
the RCA board and will be submitted
to a meeting of stockholders for ratification in the near future.

for

nedy, former

The

plan

provides

the calling
of the entire issue of 495,597 preferred
shares at $55 per share, plus accrued dividends, and the conversion of
767,275 shares of preferred B into new
preferred and common. The cash requirements of the plan are estimated
to
approximately
be
$27,000,000.
While
has sufficient cash on
hand to meet this outlay it would borrow $10,000,000 at 2y2 per cent, payable within five years, in order to
maintain a comfortable cash balance,
the Kennedy plan proposes.
The conversion of the B shares involves an exchange of 1 1/5 shares of
new $3.50 cumulative first preferred,
entitled to dividends from April 1,
for

A

RCA

.

and callable

at $100 par and one
share of common, for each share of
the present B stock.

1936,

Mae

Clarke Engaged

Hollywood,

31.

—Mae

Clarke
is engaged to Dr. Frank G. Nolan,
local physician.
The wedding will be
Jan.

to

Meet

31.— The

Pre

ducer's Ass'n will meet here Sundae
Will H. Hays will preside.

Raymond

York

A

Jan.

Wall Street
Trading Irregular on Board
Net
Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd
Consolidated

High Low Close Chang
42
42^ — 1^

.... 4354
.... 4954

A

6l
pfd. 1854
Eastman Kodak 15754
Loew's, Inc
52
Loew's. Inc., pfd. 10554

Consolidated,

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

11J4
1

2

Pathe Film

RKO

pfd. 86
pfd. 1254
7ft
SVs

20th Century -Fox. 26%
20th Century, pfd. 3554
Universal, pfd ... 6954

Warner Bros

Para. Fees Allowed
Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe yesterday allowed Chase National Bank
$5,000 and Milbank & Tweed, attorneys for the bank, $10,000, for services rendered as trustee under a
Paramount indenture prior to the
The allowances
latter's bankruptcy.
are in addition to fees paid Chase
and its lawyers for services in the

Paramount reorganization.

Kalmar

& Ruby Signed
—

Schnitzer,

who

the local Columbia exchange next
week, was given a farewell testimonial dinner last night by 43 employes
of the branch.
The affair was held
the Park Central.
successor will be appointed upon
the return of Abe Montague, general
sales manager, from the coast next

Sentry Safety
Sonotone

....

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

RKO

V.

7Vi
2654

3354
6954
1254

Low

....

+1
—
—

$fi
V.\

+W

Close Chans

54

54
21 {4

22

554

V/2

5

Gains

2

Va.

2

/2

l

..

—

Vt\

+1

2 Points
Net

High

Low

2254

2254

22J4

23

2254

23

Close Chant

General Theatre
6s

'40

— V:

General Theatre
6s

Thursday.

18M

2 l/s
22

at

A

51

10554
1154
8554
12J4
754
754
2554
3354
69
12'/

+M
—
+ Ml
—
15734
Vi
52
+
—#
105J4
+M
86
+
WA
7% + M!
4954
6

Net

High
leaves

1854
157

Trans-Lux Up a Point

Schnitzer Dinner Guest
Edward M.

13'/6

4954
6

'40

ctf

Loew's 6s '41
deb rights

ww
103^

1035-S

103^

....

Paramount B'wav

Paramount Adds 50

—

3s

'55

Paramount

59

59

59

Pict.

9654
96
6s '55
Hollywood, Jan. 31. Bert Kalmar
Hollywood, Jan. 31. Paramount RKO
'41
77]/2
7554
held at an early date, when Miss and Harry Ruby, songwriters, have has added almost 50 writers, directors Warner6s Bros. pp..
6s
'39 wd
Clarke completes "The House of a been signed by Radio to do the screen and players to its talent roster during
93
9254
Thousand Candles" for Republic.
play and songs for "Counte Pete."
the past year.
(Quotations at close of

96'A
7754
9254

Jan. 31)

+1

+A
l

+2

•

+W
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Golder Takes

Seals Issued
Data Along on On 104 Films
Southern Trip In 2 Months

Philadelphian Is Already

—

Feb. 2. Benjamin
JL. Golder is taking to Florida a mass
f data which he will submit to study
nd from which he will draw concluions as to whether or not, in his opinjn, there are grounds for anti-trust
ction against major distributors.
Announced as a vacation solely,
Iotion Picture Daily learns this is
he plan of the attorney who was ap-

i

Hollywood, Feb.
tivity

2.

— Renewed

ac-

on the part of the Production

exhibitors of correvarious major exlanges.
Whether or not those unimed exhibitors are members or sympathizers with the aims of the I. E.
A. is not conclusively known.

independent

from

.

labath Will Resume

Hearings on Coast
West Coast hearings on film and
eatre company reorganizations will
resumed late this week by the

pictures.

The two-month

total

&

Washington, Feb. 2.-—The Federal
immunications Commission is combing plans for the investigation of
T. & T., and it is expected the tak-

k
s

'e
!

Purchase of Chase
FWC Stock Delayed
— CompleLos Angeles, Feb.

of testimony will begin sometime
month. The hearings will be held

and

in the field.

taken in

New York

Testimony

is

to

first, it is said,

{Continued on page 11)

Motor Caravan Effects
To Guide Action
A

thorough study of the film and
program to be offered by the
General Motors "science-circus" without an admission charge during a
20,000-mile tour of the country will be
made by Ed Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A.
president,
on his arrival here on
Thursday, it was learned over the
week-end.
stage

by T. L. Tally and Cobar Corp. to
the bankruptcy of Fox West
National exhibitor representatives
Coast set aside is disposed of by the
are already investigating the free
Federal Court.
Hearing on the Tally-Cobar action show project with a view to protesting to its sponsors in the event it is
is slated before Judge Fee of Portrevealed to be unfair competition with
land on Feb. 6.
established theatres.
Indications are,
Before F. W. C. went into bankhowever, that organized exhibitor
ruptcy, Fox Film owned the controllaction will be held in abeyance until
ing stock. As the largest outstanding
the effects of the free performances
creditor, Chase National assumed conon
theatre
attendance
have been
trol when the bankruptcy proceedings

were cleared by the Federal Court.
Spyros and Charles Skouras will
continue in control of operations under
the new setup, it is understood, the
10-year contracts
brothers holding
dated Jan. 1, 1935.

Kennedy's RCA Work
Ends; He Goes South Appeal Allowed on

Lotteries Decision

observed.

The motor caravan opens with its
free
tent
show Feb. 17, in
Miami.
The 28-car unit, carrying
first

complete

facilities for making and exsound pictures, left Detroit
late last week and was in Nashville
over the week-end. It is booked for
one, three and four-day stands in

hibiting

more than 20 Florida cities following
its Miami opening.
From Florida it
will work northward through Georgia,
South Carolina, North Carolina and
Virginia on the first five months of

Leave to file an appeal with the
Court of Appeals from a decision of its itinerary, which will bring it to
the Appellate Division of the Brook- Washington on June 15. The balance
lyn Supreme Court in connection with of the itinerary has not been completed
lotteries was granted Weisman, Quinn, yet but will probably call for
continuAllen & Spett on Saturday by Chief ation of the show through the east,
Judge Crane.
(Continued on page 2)
The case which is being- appealed
has to do with a Farmer Miller game
will
On Jan.
at the Winthrop, Brooklyn.

the approval of his plan of financial
reorganization for the company by its
board of directors on the preceding
Kennedy left by plane Saturday
day.
for an indefinite stay at his winter
home in Florida.
His reorganization plan, outlined in

Motion Picture Daily

to Start Quiz
Of A. T.
T. Soon
By BERTRAM F. LINZ

Branches

OfG.M.Show

permission "Where Am
"Night and Day" and
"You Took Advantage of Me."
I?,"

was somewhat have

Joseph P. Kennedy, former SEC
head and film executive, ended his association with RCA on Saturday with

in All

Kuykendall to
Make a Study

out

be submitted to a meeting of stock- 20, the Appellate Division of the
The Brooklyn Supreme Court held that
holders April 7 for ratification.
effect of the plan is to eliminate all
prizes awarded as the result of spinpreferred issues and ultiof the
ning a wheel in a theatre are in viola-

CC

;

against WTEL, Philadelphia, for broadcasting with-

suit

e

The west coast hearings which inided studies of the Paramount Prop( Continued on page 11)

I

through WattenWattenberg, has filed

tbath

Congressional committee for
investigation of real estate bond
organizations, it was learned on Satday with the departure for Los Anles of Murray W. Garsson, attorney
r the committee.
i

&

Code Administration marked December and January. From Nov. 26 to
2.
Jan. 26 the Producers' Ass'n. okayed tion of
a deal whereby Twentieth Cenand issued code numbers on 104 fea- tury-Fox will purchase from Chase
tures and 74 shorts. These figures inNational Bank the stock in National
clude both current films and reissued Theatres has been delayed until a suit

:

londence

Why

Harms,
berg

the

TEN CENTS

Code Also
Okays 74 Shorts

lower than the high marks chalked up
ointed amicus curiae (friend of the
during the first few months of the
ourt) by Federal Judge George A.
code administration's work.
Velsh on Thursday to determine if
Since July 15, 1934, 1,102 features
nti-trust laws had been sufficiently
and 705 shorts have been okayed for
iolated in this area to warrant a
distribution.
rand jury investigation,
The titles and releasing companies
The origin of the court's action conOne for films passed during the two
nues to be clouded in doubt.
months are as follows:
ngle insists the Independent Exhibors' Protective Ass'n. which on FriAUDIO
(Short)
ay voted to drop its old name for the
"Les
Preluds."
of
Eastern
idependent M. P. T. O.
WILLIAM BERKE
ennsylvania, Southern New Jersey
(Feature")
nd Delaware is not behind the move.
"The Pecos Kid."
appears to be definite that Judge
(Continued on page 11)
V elsh made the Golder appointment
illowing the submission by a grouo
t

This Is

Intelligent

1936

Production

Busy on Trust Probe
Philadelphia,

3,

Alert,

earlier,

Arthur Loew to Get
Share in the Profit

RCA

mately to place control of the company tion of the lottery law.
with the common shareholders.
No date for the Albany hearing has
been set.

New Exchange Union
Strikes at Republic Federal

Tax Moves

Row

Six employes in the film room of
the local Republic exchange walked out
Washington, Feb. 2. A sharp
on strike Saturday, following which
Herman Gluckman called an emer- rift in Congress as to whether the
Soldiers' bonus and financing of farm
gency crew into service.
Picketing the Film Center in which relief shall be accomplished from taxthe exchange is located, the men ation or inflation today made imposallege on placards that the strike has sible any determination of the extent
been called for union recognition. to which the film industry will be afThe men are affiliated with the Film fected.
So farfno indication has been given
Exchange Employes Union, a unit of

Face Congress

—

(Continued on page 11)

(Continued on page 2)

Arthur

M. Loew, now

in

South

Africa, will share in a percentage of
the profits from the sale of

M-G-M

product abroad, plus a salary, under
the reported terms of a new 10-year
contract signed before he left for Cape
Town about a month ago. He is there
in connection with a trial involving
the Metro franchise for the South
African territory.
_

Paramount to Have
70 for Next Season
Paramount

will have 70 features on
1936-37 season.
Of this number
there will be six Hop-a-Long Cassidy
Westerns produced by Harry Sherits

(Continued

tin

page 5)

;
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the West, were about to make the
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ruptly terminated.

hearings

rates

Mass, Would

Prohibit Giveaways
Boston, Feb.

—A

2.
bill has been
introduced in the Senate here by William F. McCarthy prohibiting "that
practice of theatres and other places

of amusement of awarding bank accounts, cash or other prizes to its
patrons in the form of a lottery."
public hearing is expected to be held
by the Committee on Mercantile Affairs, to which the bill has been referred.
It is pointed out that if such practices are determined to be lotteries,

A

Eddie Schnitzer, who leaves this
week as manager of the local Columbia exchange, will be tendered a testimonial Thursday night at the Astor
by the Monday Nighters. Plenty of
fun is promised as well as a number
of surprises.

•

Reg Wilson,
representative

a

given

automatically be
prohibited under the present anti-lottery
laws of the state.

/.

Fred Lovett Dies

Providence, Feb.
veteran

2.

—
man
J.

special

theatre

home

special

office

has been
assignment covering
the

field,

eastern states by George W. Weeks,
The
G. B. general sales manager.
appointment starts Feb. 10.

•
Joe Vogel, who at the moment is up
his neck in work and unable to
leave the office, is another Loew execu-

to

tive

who

hits

the trail for

Miami

in

about three weeks. He plans to stop
off at Atlanta to visit Ed Schiller.
•

Ike Blumenthal, one of the best
film men on the Continent and
for years with Paramount, has been
further honored by the French Gov-

known

He

ernment.

alier of the

has been

named

a chev-

Legion of Honor.
•

Paramount

studio.

Eddie Alperson shakes the Manhattan dust for Miami on Thursday.
From there he will go to Los Angeles
and will return the latter part of the
month.

•

Charles Reagan's return from

In-

until
delayed
Wednesday. His right arm, broken
in a fall and now in a cast, is healing

dianapolis

will

be

nicely.

Ben and Mrs. Goetz

coast yesterday and are
Denver, Feb. 2.—Harry Huffman turn in about a month,
lowered prices at the Aladdin. England again.

for the
slated to reen route to
left

has

The new high is 50 cents instead of
60 cents. The Aladdin is an uptown
house.

•

Oscar

Mrs.

That's

Florida.

Doob already
why Oscar

is

Schultzes on Vacation
Kansas
Schultz,

City,

head

up

in the air.

2.— Clarence manager,
Commonwealth Thursday.

Amusement

is

Columbia sales
due from the coast on
•

C. Arthur
St. Louis.

Harry
from

has

returned

and

four, one

four

being

and nine;

zero, zero and one M-G-M,
zero and 13-; Paramount, six,
four and 11 Radio, one, two and five;
Roach, one, one and zero; Universal,

Goldwyn,

;

three,

;

one,

;

;

erty.

The Film Center

will
in-

in Congress, particularly by
of the House, who will seek

members

Kuykendall to Make
Study of G.M. Show
(Continued from page 1)

New

England, central and middle west
during the summer and fall and heading southwestward about Oct. IS.
The show was planned by the G. M.
home office advertising department,
which is being assisted by the Arthur
Kudner advertising agency. General

a

semi-annual

is

arrears on
payment, due

in

interest

last

Oct.

mortgage.

1,

On

ers will be submitted in the near future to Referee David L. Weil, who
was appointed for that purpose by
State Supreme Court Justice Church

on Saturday.

Cleveland Battles

New Bank Night Ban
—

Cleveland, Feb. 2. Theatre ownusing Bank Night will fight the

ers

recent

order

of

Police

Prosecutor

Perry A. Frey to end its operation.
William E. Minshall of the law firm
of Minshall and Mozier, who successfully defended Bank Night in a previous court action seeking a permanent

except for pictures of local residents
to be made in each stand, is solely

injunction to stop it, will again oppose the charges of lottery.
Twenty-seven theatre owners and
managers will appear before Police
Prosecutor Frey today.
Officials
of
East Cleveland and

commercial and scientific. It includes
a two-reel Audio subject with narration by Edwin C. Hill of Hearst

they will take no action against Bank
Night unless it is ruled a lottery by

Motors

states

that the film program,

Metrotone, Lowell Thomas of Fox
Movietone, John B. Kennedy and John
S. Young, radio commentators.

To Distribute Series

Montague.

Fox had

on the $1,900,000 first
the due date two per
reelection next fall.
cent of the Oct. 1 installment was paid.
At the same time, the President's Semi-annual interest on the first mortdistinction between new taxes and gage is six per cent. A plan of reor"substitute" taxes is seen as an effort ganization sponsored by the bondholdterests

in

•

Abe

Feb.

of
Corp., and Mrs. Schultz,
left here Saturday for a two or three
weeks' trip to Mexico City.

is

leaves

shortly.

edited.

six features in work,

preparation

in

(Continued from page 1)

RKO

•

Columbia had
four

Inc.,
lessee of the building which
by the President that he will propose houses most of the local film exany "new" taxes, but he has stressed changes, is being sought by bondholdthat funds must be raised to finance ers under the New York state reorboth the new farm program and the ganization laws, following the institubonus payment. The former, it is ex- tion of foreclosure proceedings by Cenpected, will be dealt with by seeking tral Hanover Bank & Trust Co., trusreimposition of the processing taxes
tee under a first mortgage on the prop-

RKO

Miami.

shorts.

Revamping of Film
Federal Tax Moves
Is Aimed At
Face Congress Row ACenter
reorganization of Film Center,

A. H. McCausland, representative to take the tax question out of the
trustee,
Irving Trust Co.,
coming campaign. In view of the
and O. C. Doering, Jr., of counsel to anxiety of the Administration not to
the trustee, returned Saturday from have taxes made an issue, it is anticistudios.
a two weeks' stay at the
pated no move will be made which
•
would disturb the present tax strucMarvin Schenck is torn between ture of the film industry.
two decisions. He hasn't as yet been
able to dope out whether he will winter
vacation
at
Hot Springs or
of

the past seven-day

There were 32 features and two shorts
before the cameras last week, as compared with 38 features and five shorts
for the previous week. Cutting rooms
were busy with 55 features and 12

;

the latter

sonal attorney, are due back here late
today from a month's visit on the
coast which included look-sees at the

slightly in

one and two
Warners, eight,
one and eight
independents, two,
three and two.
In the shorts group, Columbia had
none in work, two preparing and two
cutting.
M-G-M had two, four and
three; Radio, zero, zero and three;
The new code would effect new
Roach, zero, one and two indepentheatres and theatres rebuilding or redents, zero, two and two.
modeling.

Any move to impose new taxes
Paramount diand Edwin Weisl, his per- be strongly fought by powerful

•

Huffman Cuts Scales

able to

stay in business.
One of the drastic features of the
new code is that seats shall not be less
Several theathan 20 inches wide.
tres have seats measuring 17, 18 and
Under the proposed code
19 inches.
every aisle shall lead to an exit door,
or to a cross aisle, an aisle running
parallel with the seat rows and leading
to an exit door.
New fireproof curtains would be required with a rigid framework of steel,
covered with asbestos on both sides
and in no case with a thickness of less
than four inches. Rewinding of film
would have to be done in a room
separate from the projection booth
and film storage vaults could not communicate with the booth.

Floyd B. Odlum,

Fred Lov-

of Rhode
Island, is dead at his home here. He
had been ill since Christmas. He had
been manager of the local Olympia
for four years.
ett,

in

would

they

ab-

•

rector,

Bill in

week dents claim they wnuldn't be

in

trip

the

2.

Haines tions now before the City Council for ity, which had jumped impressively
Warners second reading. Some of the indepen- during the previous week, dropped
period.

nothing.
Jack Brower, Warner
coast district manager, and Carroll

M. JERAULD, Managing Editor
JAMES A. CRON, Advertising Manager
~™|

stiff

for

J.

1936

2.

Frank Cahill of
that trip to St. Louis last

and
Martin Quigley

3,

Wilmington Theatres Studio Activity
Fight New City Code
Has Slight Drop
— Theatre
Wilmington, Feb.
battle
men are putting up a
Hollywood, Feb.
— Studio activagainst proposed new building regula-

< Purely
Personal
CLAYTON

Monday, February

Lakewood,

suburban

sections,

state

the courts.

Skouras Seeks Majestic
George Skouras is understood to be
negotiating for the Majestic, Jersey
City, closed last week after an unsuccessful venture by Elias Mayer and

Guaranteed Pictures Co., has acworld distribution rights to Lou Katzman.
My Luck," first of a series The proposed deal with the owners
planned by Corona Pictures.
Guar- of the property calls for keeping the
anteed
will
distribute
the
series theatre dark to protect Skouras' Capitol.
through States Rights.
quired
"Just

All

America

Is

Going To Celebrate The

REUNION

CLASS

OF 1934

Personally Arranged and Supervised by

Bros.
Warner Bros

HOWARD

LESLIE

BETTE DAVIS

and
The Stars

1934 Shows,

The
From the

Human Bondage,

of Of

the

of

n For the First Time in

^

Petrified Forest

"exciting sun-ess" in which Leslie

Howard

starred for six months on Broadway!
With Genevieve Tobin

•

Dick Koran

Eddie Acuff» Directed by Archie

L.

•

Humphrey Bogart

•

Joseph Sawyer

Mayo

Ope ring RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL FEB. 6fli
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Kansas City Uptown
Drops Double Bills
Kansas City, Jan. 27.—After
months from
double billing three
Oct. 25 to Jan. 25—the first run Fox
Uptown has returned to single bills
and has reduced admissions from 25c-

—

a straight 25c.

to

40c.

A

trial

of the

new

policy will de-

permanency.
The policy is not expected to have

termine

its

any effect on other

first

runs.

The

Uptown is viewed as non-competitive
with downtown first runs because of
distance between their locations.
the announcement of the 25cent single bill policy, the Uptown
introduced a free dancing school for
children under direction of a dancing
master. Though free, a "registration
purchase of a
fee" will be required

the

With

—

$5 book of admissions, good any time
but only at the Uptown. The 12 lessons in any sort of dancing will
cover three months, at the end of
which time a recital will be given
on the Uptown stage, and the classes
will change.

Fox Midwest has used
other spots and

is

now

the idea in
it at the

using

Duals at K. C. Apollo
City,

Feb.

2.—The Fox

Apollo, special run house, introduced
double bills for the first time this

week with "The

Man Who Broke

Bank at Monte Carlo" and "LitAmerica," two pictures doubled on
first run some weeks ago at the Fox

the
tle

Uptown.

|

i

i

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW
«

{M-G-M)
Hollywood,

of

j,

Ann

—

2.
This film is exceptional in many ways, not the
the opportunity to bring to the theatre the large number
who seldom patronize films, by playing up the remarkable shots of
hunting dogs.
Lionel Barrymore is a backwoods Minnesota farmer, whose chief
diversion is the raising of a pack of hunters. His love is lavished on
one dog in particular because she has a voice which earns her the title,
Bugle Ann. Dudley Digges, a sour and spiteful neighbor, puts up a
woven wire fence around his sheep pastures over the reasonable protests
of neighbors who fear their dogs may be strangled when hot in chase
of foxes at night. Digges not only insists upon erecting the fence but
threatens to kill any dog seen on his property. Things come to a showdown when a faint yip of pain is heard from Digges' farm and Bugle
Ann disappears. In a grim group the neighbors demand an explanation.
In the following quarrel Barrymore shoots Digges and, although 71 years

least of

which

Feb.

This may indicate what other Fox
houses will do with pictures that have
played double at the Uptown during
the past three months, although the
Plaza is singling "Littlest Rebel," a
double at the first run theatre. Other
exhibitors are expected to double except in the case of outstanding hits.

will have a large appeal for dog lovers in the heavily accented
portrayal which will linger in the memory.
Maureen O'Sullivan and
Eric Linden are excellent as the young lovers parted by the feud, but
joined in an unexpected climax.
Telling and sympathetic direction by Richard Thorpe gives Spring

Byington, Charles Grapewin, Henry Wadsworth, William Newell,
James Macklin, Jonathan Hale and Frederick Burton opportunities to
shine brightly in the acting of the supporting parts. The screenplay by
Harvey Gates and Samuel Hoffenstein, from the book by Mackinlay
Kantor, has a number of thin spots, but is none the less interesting in
its character drawing.
The photography by Ernest Haller is exceptional.
John Considine produced.
Play up the angle of an old man's unwavering love for the greatest
dog of his pack, the remarkable hunting scenes and the early portrait of
sport loving farmers.
Production Code Seal No. 1,988. Running time, 70 minutes. "G."

"Here Comes Trouble"

—

—

Moore

Title

—

Hollywood, Feb. 2. Columbia has
definitely set "The King Steps Out"
as the title for the new Grace Moore
picture.
It was known while in work
as
"Cissy."
Sternberg
Josef von
directed.

Howard Film Premieres
2.—"The Petrified
Forest," starring Leslie Howard, had
a gala premiere at the Orpheum FriSt.

Louis, Feb.

Deal

Close

After weeks of negotiations Paramount late last week signed a twoyear product deal with the Skouras

The arrangement

circuit.

for

calls

100 per cent of the distributor's output
for the balance of the current and all
of next season.
This is the second two-year deal
closed by Paramount in this territory
within the past few weeks. The first
was the Century circuit. The reason
for the two-year pacts is due to the
Loew franchise which has another
year to run after the current season.
The two circuits follow Loew.
Neil F. Agnew and Milt Kusell
acted for Paramount and E. L. Alperson represented Skouras in the latest
deal.
The only independent circuit
which has not purchased Paramount
old, is sentenced to serve 20 years.
this season in the local area is PruThe value of this film lies not so much in the story as in the appealing dential. No negotiations have been
characters and the convincing portrait of rural sportsmanship. Barry- started as yet.

{Twentieth Century-Fox)
Hollywood, Feb. 2. With a capable cast and an interesting story of
Hollywood, Feb. 2. M-G-M has international jewel thieves, this production should please in the subseacquired screen rights to "The Un- quent runs for which it is aimed.
guarded Hour," a play by Bernard
The action is concentrated aboard a liner plying between New York
Loretta Young, who has
Merrivale.
and Havana. Rival crooks, one pair consisting of Halliwell Hobbes and
a commitment for one picture, will
Horace Jack- Mona Barrie, the other of Andrew Tombes and Edward Brophy, are
play the leading role.
Paul Kelly, the ship's engineer,
son and Howard Emmett Rogers are after a gem carried by Gregory Ratoff.
now working on the screen play. Sam becomes involved in the plot when Miss Barrie uses him to carry the
Wood will direct under the supervi- stone, stolen from the ship's safe, through the customs. At the finish,
sion of Lawrence Weingarten.
Sammy Cohen, Kelly' buddy, leads the rescuers to the crooks' hangout
Interwoven in the main theme are
in time to save all the situations.
To Film "Suicide Club" counterplots which carry the story into the stokeroom of the ship, include
a near boiler explosion and other elements which are nicely woven in by
Hollywood, Feb. 2. M-G-M will
the clever direction of Lewis Seiler. The love plot is also well handled
make a screen version of the "Suicide
Club" stories by Robert Louis Steven- by Arline Judge playing opposite Kelly.
In the supporting cast Ernie Alexander gives a standard performance
son. Rosalind Russell, recently signed
of the inevitable drunk and Granville Bates does well as a ship captain.
to a new term contract will play the
feminine lead, and Robert MontgomThe screenplay is by Robert Ellis, Helen Logan and Barry Trivers
ery will play opposite.
Louis D. from John Bright's and Robert Trasker's original. The production by
Lighton will produce.
John Stone reflects intelligent preparation.
There is enough action probably to recompense for the shortage of

Pick Grace

single

is

—

I

Bugle

of

reelers, 100, will be listed.

Para.-Skouras

The Voice

Buy "Unguarded Hour"

I

(Continued from page 1)

The same number

man.

more

Granada, Kansas City, Kan.

Kansas
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Paramount to Have
70 for Next Season

marquee names.
Production Code Seal No.

1,910.

Running

2.

— Sam

Briskin,

"A

Midsummer

Night's

day night with a line a block long
weathering sub-zero weather.
Feb.

the Rockefeller Center claim against
at $8,207,000 was granted on

RKO

Saturday by Judge William Bondy.
hearing, which was scheduled to
be held tomorrow, was postponed to

The

Feb. 18.
Indications are that additional postponements will be sought by both
Irving Trust Co., trustee of
and Rockefeller Center, pending efforts to work out a compromise or
settlement of the claim either in part
or in its entirety. The settlement negotiations are reported being held in
abeyance until a plan of reorganization
for RKO, now in only the formative
stages, is further advanced.
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Wall Street
Eastman Pfd. Up a Point
Net

High Low Close Change
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Columbia,
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Net
High Low Close Change
5onotone
Technicolor
Trans Lux

will

Jud

18.

RKO

"G."

open in 57 new situations this
week, all the dates being limited roadThey are: "Witness Chair," show engagements.
ruary.
Ann Harding, Feb. 6; "Fugitive
Gold," Richard Dix, Feb. 10; "Mary
Spiegel Married
of Scotland," Katharine Hepburn, and
Pittsburgh, Feb. 2.—Jud Spiegel,
"One to Two," William Powell, Feb.
15; "I Won't Dance," next Astaire- of the local Paramount exchange, was
and "Volcano," married to Marjorie Rosen here yes16,
Rogers, Feb.

in charge of production at Radio, plans
to start six new pictures during Feb-

Further postponement of the Federal court hearing of the
trustee's exceptions to the allowance of

Sonotone Gains

"Dream" in 57 Spots

Briskin to Start Six
Hollywood, Feb.

time, 64 minutes.

Expect More Delay
On RKO Allowances

254
2254
554

Little

Bond

254
22
454

+
—

254
22
554

54
54

Activity

Net
High Low Close Change
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40
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Loew's 6s '41 ww
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Paramount
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wd
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10354

+
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54

1035s
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9654
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93

9254
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+
+

6s

Quotations at close of Feb.

1.)

J4
54
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ACTUAL BOX OFFICE
THAT IN A PERIOD
4,800,000 PERSONS
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Jan. 23, 1935"
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BY DIRECT
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Highs 20 Percent
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York.
"Magnificent Obsesdoing the biggest business
any
throughout
country
of
the

OF
S)NCE AD VENT

—

sion"

'

is

Universal picture in four years.
The film has played two weeks or
is in a second week in these cities:
St. Louis, Los Angeles (two houses),
Richmond (two houses), Chicago, San,
Francisco, Minneapolis, Boston, Washington, Cleveland, Kansas City, Salt
Indianapolis,
Lake City, Hartford,
Detroit, Baltimore, Atlanta, Philadelphia, Louisville, Pittsburgh, New Or-
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New
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Toledo and St. Paul.
Minneapolis the picture registered nearly four times the business;
of "Imitation of Life," previous high,]
grosser.
In Houston, Grand Raprds,
and
Syracuse
Seattle,
Cleveland,
Rochester, "Obsession" did better in
three days than "Imitation of Life"
or "Diamond Jim" did in a week.
In every one of nearh^**^hlaydates
to date "Obsessio^y^^ J'^wed any
leans,
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EPORTS SHOW
WEEKS
ONLY
IAVE PAID TO

OBSESSIO

lielTover
AlTOONA, 3rd wk,
BOSTON, 2nd wk.
BROOKLYN, 2nd wk.
BUFFALO, 3rd wk.
CHICAGO, 2nd wk.

HARTFORD,

4th wk.

HOUSTON, 2nd wk.
KANSAS CITY, 2nd wk
wk
LOS ANGELES, 2nd
LOUISVILLE, 2nd wk.
MEMPHIS, 2nd wk.

i

NEWARK, 2nd

wk.

NEW ORLEANS, 2nd wk.
NORFOLK, 2nd wk.
PHILADELPHIA, 2nd wk.

PITTSBURGH, 3rd wk.
wk.
PORTLAND, Ore, 2nd
wk.
2nd
PORTLAND, Me.,

RICHMOND, 2nd wk.
ROANOKE, 2nd wk.
SACRAMENTO, 2nd wk.

SAN DIEGO, 2nd

[POSTER

wk.

wk.
ST LOUIS, 2nd

SAN FRANCISCO,

"Obsession"

IN 4 YRS
OBSESSION

IES
1

Frisco

SEATTLE, 2nd wk.

TORONTO, 3rd wk.
WASHINGTON, D. C, 2nd wk

LeaA

WINNIPEG, 2nd wk.

In 2nd Week
c AN

"Obsession"

Scent

ion
Jan.

Francisco,

29

get
traction to

n
—l
„

a

M

ext.

runs

AKRON

mn
J«
tP
fO
on a take

Obsession

3rd wk.

col

o{

Q

$5,500 Draw

ALBANY
ATLANTA

CHICAGO
(after holdover)

CINCINNATI

In St. Paul
Minneapolis,

Jan.

27.

—"Magnifi-

cent Obsession" was in the money in a
big way in St. Paul where it garnered
$5,500 at the Orpheum, passing parJ^
At the World here it tool!
$1,500.
average $3,000.

CLEVELAND

COLUMBUS
MOTION

MCTVU

uotiob riciuu

DAILY

DAI IV

"Obsession''

"i-

m

DENVER
DULUTH
DETROIT

A8g^

DAYTON
EVANSVILLE
FT.

nBi

FT.

WAYNE
WORTH

INDIANAPOLIS
LANCASTER

pOftscssiow" Breaks ,
Records in Denve,
DF v»

Jan

24.-^6^0^

and the evening
Huffman is planning to
to'thfstrlet
weeks, taking
keen the picture three
next week and back
to It Aladdin

h

to the

Broadway

Last week's picture.
lesaue" is remaining

week

at

the

for

Broadway,

the third.

a fecona
following

Denver.
seven days at the
City
Did $11,765 in Twin
gross at fee
"Magnificent Obsession"

W

°tT$$6 5^Tr^ed by

So
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DAILY

$13,400, Houston
Houston,

the first day,,
6402 saw the picture
standouts were out

down town

"Obsession" Pulls

pfCT"l DA?LV
the"

S

»

World where

it

then

^ng

picture

thermometers
capacity business despite
recording 36 below zero.

Jan.

29.

— "Magnificent

Obsession" was the money-maker of
at
the week. It had a take of $13,400
over for a
the Majestic and was held
This is $6,400 above
second week.

LONG BEACH
MADISON
MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS
MONTREAL
NEW ORLEANS
PHILADELPHIA

PROVIDENCE
READING
SALT LAKE CITY

SAN ANTONIO
SAN FRANCISCO
(after holdover)

SEATTLE

SYRACUSE
SIOUX FALLS
TERRA HAUTE
TROY

TOLEDO
WILMINGTON
UTICA

:

:

::

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
Opera" Gets Cantor Film
Big $19,000 Is Sensation

On the Loop
—

Chicago, Feb. 2. In spite of three
days with the mercury 15 degrees below zero there were some good
grosses on the Loop. "A Night at the
Opera" ran $8,000 over normal for a
take of $19,000 at the Roosevelt.
The second week of "The Bride
Comes Home" at the Chicago with
Veloz and Yolanda and a revue on the
stage took $40,500, up by $8,500.
"Magnificent Obsession," in its sec-

ond week at the Palace, was still
$3,200 to the good on a take of $22,200.
"It's in the Air" was $2,400 up
with $17,400 at the Oriental, and "Mr.
Hobo" was nearly 100 per cent over
par at $8,200 in the Apollo. "If You
Could Only Cook" was good for

$6,-

500 at the Garrick.
Total first run business was $139,200.
Average is $117,000.
Estimated takings:

Week Ending Jan. 21:
"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (W. B.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700), 30c-4Oc-60c,
days, 2nd week.

Gross:

7

(Average,

$14,400.

$17,000)

"A NIGHT AT THE OPERA" (M-G-M)

ROOSEVELT— (1,597),

30c-40c-60c, 7 days.
(Average, $11,000)

Gross: $19,000.

Week Ending Jan. 23
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"
PALACE— (2,509),

(Univ.)
days.

25c-35c-50c,

7

Stage: Jane Frohman and re2nd week.
Gross: $22,200.
(Average, $19,000)
vue.

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME"
CHICAGO— (4,000). 35c-50c-68c,

(Para.)
days,

7

Stage: Veloz and Yolando, Red
Gross: $40,500. (Aver-

2nd week.

Hodgson and revue.
age, $32,000)

"IT'S

IN

THE AIR"

ORIENTAL— (3,490),
Stage:
Gross:

days.
Three Stooges and vaudevile revue.

$17,400.

7

(Average, $15,000)

Week Ending Jan. 24:
"MR. HOBO" (G. B.)
APOLLO— (1,400), 25c-35c-50c. 9
Gross: $8,200.
(Average, $4,500)
"IF YOU COULD ONLY COOK"
GARRICK— (900),

Gross:

$6,500.

25c-35c-50c,

—

only other spot to show any
was the Paramount,
which had "Anything Goes" on the
screen and a stage show which included an F. & M. revue and Billy

(Col.)

and Beverly Bemis, with Al Lyons
and his orchestra.
The weather was moderately warm.
Total first run business was $81,-

Average

$70,850.
Estimated takings for the
ing Jan. 29:

450.

STATE- LAKE— (2,776),

20c-30c-35c,

"Miami Nights,"
Stage:
Buck's "Tropical Revue." Gross:
(Average, $13,000)

"SHOW THEM NO MERCY"
$6,000.

30c-55c, 5 days. Gross:
(Average, $12,500)

"FIRST

A

GIRL"

(G.B.)
3rd week.

STAR— (900), 30c-55c, 6 days.
Gross: $2,500. (Average, $3,250)
"THE DANCING DUCHESS"
GRAND INTERNAT'L— (750),
4

LOEWS STATE— (2,500), 30c-55c, 5
(Average. $14,000)
$8,000.
"STRIKE ME PINK" (U.A.)

PANTAGES — (3,000), 2Sc-40c, 7
Gross: $12,000. (Average, $3,200)
"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
Stage:

& M.

F.

Al

Bemis,

days.

revue,

and

Lyons

30c-S5c,
Billy

7

At

Erlanger, George M. Cohan's "Dear Old Darling" played to
moderate houses.
Total first run business was $37,400.
the

Average

is

Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 25

"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (W.

BUFFALO— (3,000),

B.)

30c-50c,

days.

7

Gross: $10,000.

(Average, $12,000)
"SPLENDOR" (U. A.)

HIPPODROME— (2,500), 30c-50c,
Gross: $5,300. (Average, $7,300)
"DANGEROUS" (W. B.)
GREAT LAKES— (3,000). 25c-40c,
Gross:

$7,200.

(Average,

7

"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W.

LAFAYETTE— (3,300),

Gross:

(Univ.)

25c, 7 days.

Gross:

(Average, $6,000)

"LOVER DIVINE"

GAYETY— (1,600),
Gross:

B.)

(Average, $5,800)

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

$4,200.

days.

$7,300)

"MAN OF IRON" (W. B.)
CENTURY— (3,000), 25c-7 days.
$7,700.

days.

7

$3,400.

(G.

15c-25c-35c,
(Average, $3,600)

B.)
7

days.

$6,800.

Beverly
orchestra. Gross:

Gross:

Week Ending

MAINSTREET

—

"FIRST

(Average,

$4,250.

7

$5,900.

(W.

A GIRL"

(G-B)

25c-30c-40c,

Gross:

days.

7

(Radio)

(W. B.)
20c-25c-30c,

PARAMOUNT— (3,050),
days.

$4,000)

B.)

(Average, $6,000)

"FANG AND CLAW"
"FRESHMAN LOVE"

(Univ.)

25c-35c-50c,

7

$4,000)

(Univ.)
7 days,
extended run from Fifth Ave"Paddy O'Day" eliminated on

ORPHEUM— (2,450),

Jan. 23:

(3,100),

A.)

(Average,

"DANGEROUS"
Gross.

(U.

15c-25c-35c-50c,

$10,400.

Gross:

bill.

Gross:

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

PINK"

7

$7,000)

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"
MUSIC BOX— (950), 25c-40c-55c.
nue,
dual

(Average, $7,000)

&

ME

"STRIKE

(F. N.)
25c-40c-55c.

(Average,

$7,100.

LIBERTY— (1,800),
days.

2nd week,
with

$38,000.

NEWMAN— (1,900) 25c-40c, 7 days.
days.

Gross:

Week Ending Jan. 22:
"DANGEROUS" (W.B.)

days.

(F.N.)

WARNER

(DOWNTOWN) -

BROS.

days.

Gross:

$8,100.

Ann Palmer, Ray Souders, Sid
Raymond, Thomas Brothers, Julio Vitola,
Bob Oakley. Gross: $9,000. (Average, comLawrence,

bination

bills,

(Average,

$4,850.

7

$5,000)

"TO BEAT THE BAND"

(Radio)
(1,500),
15c-25c, 7 days.
Stage:
"Varieties of 1936."
Gross: $3,750.
(Average, $3,500)

REX—

Burlesque" Leads
At Cincy, $15,500
— Despite
Cincinnati,
Feb.
2.

heavy snows and sub-zero weather,
business held up remarkably well, with
"The King of Burlesque" heading the
list at the
Albee with a take of
It
$15,500, a plus figure of $3,500.
moved to the
Lyric.
"Three Live Ghosts" at the
Shubert, where Jackie Coogan and

RKO

RKO

RKO

Crable
headed
"Hollywood
Secrets" on the stage, took in $14,000.

Betty

Average
Cities,"

is

in

"A

$12,000.
its third

Tale of

Two

downtown week

RKO

Grand, did $3,200, which
$450 to the good.

at the

"A Midsummer
roadshown

Night's

Dream,"

RKO

Capitol,
the
registered $15,000, a satisfactory, although not an outstanding gross.
Total first run business was $69,200.
Average is $60,200. Estimated takings
at

Week Ending Jan. 21:
"SKY DEVILS" (U.A.)
STRAND— (1,300), 15c-25c, 7 days.
$1,350.

Gross:

(Average, $1,500)

Week Ending Jan. 23:
"KING OF BURLESQUE" (20th-Fox)

RKO ALBEE— (3,300), 35c-42c, 7 days.
Gross: $15,500. (Average, $12,000). Moved
to RKO Lyric.
"ROSE OF THE RANCHO" (Para.)
RKO PALACE— (2,700), 35c-42c, 7 days.
Gross:

(Average, $10,000)
(Continued on page 11)

$9,250.

MIDLANI>-(4,000),
$7,400.

In Charlotte

(20th-Fox)

25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

(Average, $11,500)

Week Ending Jan. 24:
"MR. HOBO" (G.B.)
A MINUTE" (Republic)

"$1,000

UPTOWN— (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
$3,300.

"Rose" $5,000 Hit

$9,000)

"PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER"

is

$42,000.

is

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"
FIFTH AVENUE— (2,500),

days.

days.
Stage: Major Bowes' Amateurs,
"BROADWAY HOSTESS" (F.N.)
Mustang Wranglers, Marie Julio,
"THE MURDER OF DR. HARRIGAN" Oklahoma
Ralph
Stauffer Twins, Marshall Haley,

$11,000.

winter put the damper on box-offices
here. Only the Century's dual, "Miss
Pacific Fleet" and "Man of Iron,"
passed par. The take was $7,700,
above average by $1,900.

Average

Estimated takings

7

2.

in its

(Average, $3,200)
TOWER— (2,200), 25c-35c, 7 days, 2nd
"BROADWAY HOSTESS" (F.N.)
Stage, Clarence Stroud, Beth Dodge,
"THE MURDER OF DR. HARRIGAN" week.
Meyer & St. John, and the Canastrellys.
(F.N.)
Gross:
$9,800. (Average, $7,000)
WARNER BROS. (HOLLYWOOD) - "PERSONAL
MAID'S SECRET" (W.B.)
Gross: $9,000.
25c-40c,
7
days.
(3,000),

Verne

Only Buffalo Draw
Buffalo, Feb. —The icy hand of

—

City, Feb. 2. In the face
extreme cold and snow which sent 2nd week, extended run from Orpheum.
Gross: $3,650.
(Average, $4,000)
every other first run into a tailspin,

"Magnificent Obsession" at the Tower
second week held up to $9,800,
$1,250.
days. 2nd week.
over the first week average by $2,800.
$1,200)
"STRIKE ME PINK" (U.A.)
Only one other house, the MainHILLSTREET— (2,700), 25c-40c, 7 days. street, succeeded in reaching par.
Gross: $12,500. (Average, $8,000)
Total first run business was $36,300.
"SHOW THEM NO MERCY" (20th-Fox)
Gross:

is

of

7

(Average,

PARAMOUNT— (3,595),

first

"AH WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
"NAVY WIFE" (ZOth-Fox)
BLUE MOUSE— (950), 25c-40c-55c, 7 days,

(Foreign)

35c-40c,

Gross:

Me

"Strike

run business was $39,900.
$33,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 31
Total

WaveinK.C.
Kansas

—

2.

to $4,250.

(20th-Fox)

CHINESE— (2,500),

25c-40c,
7
(Average, $12,000)

"Fleet" on a Dual

Defies Cold

Average

(Col.)

days.

"Obsession"

week end-

Feb.

normal. It was held over.
"Captain Blood" opened with a rush,
but tapered off for the last three days
and finished with $7,100, up by $100,
at the Fifth Avenue.
"Magnificent
Obsession" was excellent in its second
week at the Music Box, holding up

is

(3,400),

"ESCAPE FROM DEVIL'S ISLAND"

national concerns furnish the
revenue, he said.

The

days.

8

(Average, $5,500)

Seattle,

Pink" was a gold mine at the Liberty
It jammed 'em in from
last week.
start to finish and ran the take up to
$10,400, which was more than double

signs of activity

(Average, $14,000)

days.

Gets $10,400

Advertisements from

shows.

par.

Wow;

Seattle

proposition
sideration
a
offered by Orrill O'Riley for
operation of free film shows
in parks throughout the city.
O'Riley, who operates similar
projects in other cities,
offered the city one-third of
the net receipts of such

flirted

(22,100.

(M-G-M)

25c-40c,

Dallas, Feb. 2.— The Dallas
Park Board has under con-

2.
"Strike Me
with records by hitting
$12,500 at the Hillstreet, over normal
by $4,500, and $12,000 at the PanThis latter was $8,800 above
tages.

Los Angeles, Feb.

1936

3,

Cantor Film

Seeks Free Shows

On the Coast
Pink"

Monday, February

Gross:

(Average, $3,500)

—

Run

Charlotte, Jan. 28. "So Red the
Rose," helped by a big opening attended by Randolph Scott, went over
strongly at the Carolina during
four-day run.
The take was $5,000
Normal for the period is about
$2,666.

"Pink"

$15,000
Hit in Providence
—"Strike Me
Providence, Feb.
Is

2.

Pink" came into the big money for the
week, catching $15,000 at Loew's
State, which is $3,000 to the good.
"Chatterbox" and Joe Cook in person at the RKO Albee had a par
week, catching $7,000, and the Strand
was $100 over the average take of
$6,500 with "Millions in the Air" and
"Lone Wolf Returns." "Dangerous"
and "Miss Pacific Fleet" at the Majestic were under at $6,500.
"Magnificent
Obsession,"
which
moved from the Majestic to Fay's for
a second week, and a stage show,
caught $6,400. The average take for
this house is $7,000.
Snow-clogged roads kept the suburban trade away, but city folk found
theatres a good place to go to escape
the zero weather.

Total

Average

run business was $41,500.
$39,500.
(Continued on page 11)

first
is

"Rose of the Rancho," which wenl
two days of the week
an impression, getting

in for the last
failed to make

only $500.

The weather was exceptionally cold
but in spite of this, "Dangerous" was
strong at $5,500, over par by $1,500
in six days at the Broadway.
"Splendor" beat par by $1,000 at th<
Imperial in a four-day run with $3,000
Average for four days is $2,000.
Total first run business was $15,000
Average is $11,000.
Estimated takings for the week end-,
ing Jan. 25

"DANGEROUS"

BROADWAY— (1,114),
Gross:

$5,500.

"SO

RED THE ROSE"

CAROLINA —
Gross:

(W.B.)
25c-40c,

$5,000.

(1,400),

(Average

(Para.)

25c-40c,
4
for 3 days,

"ROSE OF THE RANCHO"
CAROLINA— (1,400), 25c-40c,
Gross:

$500.

(Average

(Average

(Para.)
day*2
1

Gross!

for 4 days, $2,000)

"HIS NIGHT OUT"
IMPERIAL— (949), 25c-30c,
"Capers of Mirth."
age, $1,000)

days'
$2,000]

for 3 days, $2,000)

"SPLENDOR" (U.A.)
IMPERIAL— (949), 25c-30c, 4 days.
$3,000.

days

6

(Average, $4,000)

Gross:

(Univ.)
2 days.
$1,000.

Stagcl
(Avei:

!

A remarkable
screen drama
•

.

•

outstanding in productional qualities
.

.

.

sure-fire in audi-

ence appeal!

.

.

.

the

swift-paced, smartly

dialogued drama

woman's war
session

. . .

of

for pos-

told in a tur-

bulent story of three

souls in conflict

JJJJJlgJUfi

'msm
a 11

1.

MARGARET LINDSAY
WALTER ABEL. .EDWARD
HOBART CAVANAUGH
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(Shorts)

"Obsession"

"Burlesque" Leads
At Cincy $15,500

Doubles Par
In Cleveland

(Continued from page 8)

"THREE LIVE GHOSTS" (M-G-M)
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150), 35c-55c, 7 days.
Stage: "Hollywood
Coogan and Betty

—

Cleveland, Feb. 2. In spite of
mb-zero weather the last half of the
Obsession"
"Magnificent
veek,
Joubled the average take at Warners'
Hippodrome, going to a gross of

Punishment"

and

"Crime

the

at

second place with $5,250 on
he week, which is $2,250 better than
\llen took
)ar.

went $1,000 over aver-

"Riff Raff"

Loew's State with a

ige at

MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM"
(W.B.) (Roadshow)
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000), 55c-$1.65, inc.

tax. 7 days.
35c-42c, $6,500)

Gross:

"COLLEGIATE"

"Two

S13.000.

"A TALE OF

stage
Palace lacked $2,000 of the $15,000
"The Melody Lingers
louse average.
On," at Loew's Stillman was $1,000
jnder the usual $4,000 take.
Total first run business was $50,250.
Average is $42,000.
Estimated takings for the week end-

Gross:

TWO

3rd downtown week.
age, $2,750)

2nd
(Average,

$4,500.

Gross:

$1,300.

days,

7

days.

3

"TO TOUGH TO KILL" (Col.)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000), 15c-25c, 3 days.
(Average, $1,200)
$1,100.
"MURDER OF DR. HARRIGAN" (F.N.)
Gross:

KEITH'S— (1,500),

$4,000.

44

30c-40c, 7 days.

Gross:

(Average, $6,500)

Pink"

$15,000

Is

"Humpty Dumpty."

(.Continued

"RIFF RAFF" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S STATE — (3,400)

30c-35c-42c,

,

May Be Next,"
"Dangerous Intrigue," "The Lone Wolf
"The Mysterious Avenger,"
"Lady of Secrets," "Stop, Look and

Returns,"
Listen,"

"The

'THE

MELODY LINGERS ON"

lays.

Gross:

LOEW'S STILLMAN— (1,900),
(Average,

$3,000.

25c-35c,

"Mayfair

Stage:

7

7

(Average, $15,000)

Gross: $13,000.

"THE MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"
(Univ.)

HIPPODROME —

WARNERS'

30c-35c-42c, 7 days.
age, $8,000)

Gross:

(Average,

FAY'S— (1,600),

15c-40c,

"Jockey Club Revue."

7

(Av-

"CHATTERBOX"

(Radio)
15c-40c,

days.

Stage: Joe Cook in "Tipsy Turvy." Gross:
$7,000.
(Average, $7,000)
"STRIKE
PINK" (U. A.)

"Dream" Rolls Up

ME

LOEW'S STATE— (3,800),

$12,000, Portland

—"A

Portland, Feb. 2.
Midsummer Night's Dream," playing at $1.85

Mayfair

7

Gross:

$15,000.

15c-40c, 7 days.

(Average, $12,000)

New Exchange Union
Strikes at Republic

and

exploited
heavily in advance, rolled up $12,000
(Continued from page 1)
for the first seven days.
This is $9,- the A. F. of L., which was recently
000 over the average take at regular organized in this
territory.
admission prices.
Questioned about the walkout Sat"Mr. Hobo" and "Annie Oakley" on urday, Gluckman explained that he
a dual at the Paramount were also in
was called on the phone at his home'
the money in a big way at $8,000, over
by Bob Murray, president of the
average by $3,000.
union, at 11:45 Friday night and adIn its first week at the Broadway vised the strike
would be called un"Magnificent
Obsession"
registered less he (Gluckman) immediately came
$6,000, over par by $1,000, and was to his office
and signed a contract.
held for a second.
Gluckman refused, he said.

Other

houses

were

and

average

The weather

clear and cold.
Total first run business was $39,700,
he best week for a year. Average is

ibove.

124,700.

Estimated takings for the week endng Jan. 25

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"
,

BROADWAY— (1,912),

•ross: $6,000.

(Univ.)

30c-35c-40c, 7 days,

(Average,

$5,000)

"SHE MARRIED

HER BOSS" (Col.)
"TWO FOR TONIGHT" (Para.)
(2nd Run)
_BLUE MOUSE— (1,700), 20c-25c, 7 days.
.toss:

w
MAYFAIR—
<

,

(Average, $1,700)

$1,700.

MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM"

"A

..ross:

$12,000.

-

B -> (Roadshow)

(1,700),

55c-$1.85,

days.

7

(Average, $3,000)
(Radio)

"SYLVIA SCARLETT"

"CORONADO"

„„„
,ORPHEUM-(1,700),
rfoss:

$6,000.

"MR. HOBO"
„

(G.

"ANNIE OAKLEY"

PARAMOUNT-(3,008),
•ays.

(Para.)

30c-35c-40c,

7

days,

(Average, $5,000)

,

Gross: $8,000.

Gross: $6,000.

M-G-M

30c-3Sc-40c,

(Average

7

$5,000)

(Average,

$5,000)

(Features)
"Tale of Two Cities," "Riffraff," "Kind
Lady," "Whipsaw," "Three Live Ghosts,"
"Exclusive Story," "Rose Marie," "The

Guy," "Bohemian
(Reissue) "Trader Horn."

The local Republic exchange head
said he could not understand why he
was the target of the union, since this
the first open move on its part.
Gluckman denied he had ever refused

is

to recognize the union.

Strike Halts Greenwich

"Tough

(ShortsO

"Divot Diggers," "The
Count Takes the Count," "Primitive PitRacing,"

of the South," "All-

American Toothache," "A Thrill for
"Important
"Pinch Singer,"
Thelma,"
News," "Let's Dance," "Run, Sheep,
Run," "Vamp Till Ready."

PARAMOUNT
(Features)

"The Milky Way," "Finn and Hattie,"
"Bar 20 Rides Again," "Drift Fence,"
Great Life," "Anything Goes,"
"Klondike Lou," "Call of the
Prairie,"
"Timothy's Ouest," "Woman
Trap," "Give Us This Night."
(Short)
a

"It's

"Desire,"

"Lucky

Starlets."

"Bulldog

Courage," "Roarin'
the Murderers."

PURITAN

7

Guns,"

"I'll

RADIO
(Features)
"We're Only Human." "Sylvia Scarlett,"
"Two in the Dark," "Chatterbox," "The
Lady Consents," "Mother Lode," "Follow
the Fleet,"

"Muss 'Em Up."
(Shorts)

Work

"Slide,

&

with the hearings here to follow the
field

work.

The

inquiry is expected to take considerable time, since every phase of the
company's activity is to be studied.
One of the major phases of the investigation will be A. T. & T.'s operations
in connection with the film industry.

Files Cable Suggestions

Feb. 2.—A. T. & T.
has placed before the Federal Communications Commission details of the

Washington,

it demands for its television
and patents before proceeding

protection
secrets

with construction of the coaxial cable

New York and Philadelphia.
The company submitted a lengthy
list of "suggestions" for amendments

between

Commission's order authorizing
construction of the cable.
Work has
been held in abeyance on the experimental cable because of restrictions
placed on the installation by the F. C.
C.
The company's suggestions will
be considered at a Commission meeting on Wednesday.
to the

(Features)

Name

Antics,"

Wanna Play House,"
True," "The Cat Came

(Continued from page 1)

Headliner series No. 4, 6; "Will Power,"
"All Business," "Framing Father," "Radio
Barred," "Winged Pageantry."

Sabath Will Resume
Hearings on Coast

REGAL
Construction on the new Greenwich
(Feature)
in Greenwich Village was abruptly
"The Rest Cure" (Span.).
halted last week when unions affiliated
(Continued from page 1)
REPUBLIC
with the A. F. of L. walked out. The
erties and Fox West Coast reorganiza(Feattires)
house, scheduled to open on Lincoln's "Frisco Waterfront," "Forced Landing," tions, among others, were discontinued
"Hitch Hike Lady," "The Leavenworth about
Birthday, will not be ready for seva month ago in order to examine
Case," "Dancing Feet," "Return of Jimmy
eral weeks, as a result.
witnesses at closed hearings here. GarsValentine."
Although Ben Knoble, who is erectson is expected back from the coast by
SPECTRUM
ing the theatre, is not at odds with
(Feature)
the end of the month and shortly therethe building trades' group, the root "Blazing Justice."
after open hearings on film company
STAGE
SCREEN PROD.
of the trouble is said to be his refusal
reorganizations will be resumed before
(Shorts)
to sign a contract with Local 306.
the full Congressional committee in
"Custer's Last Stand"
serial, episodes one
Delegates from the operators' local
Washington, he said.
to 12 inclusive.
The commitare understood to have insisted on the
STATE RIGHTS
tee's study of reorganizations in the
(Features)
contract before the house opens.
east included those of Paramount,
Local 306 is affiliated with the "The Courageous Avenger," "Branded a General Theatres Equipment, Fox and
Coward." "Timber War," "Trail of TerI.A.T.S.E., a unit of the A. F. of L.
numerous theatre companies.
ror," "Desert Guns,"

AND

—

B.)
(Radio)

''STRIKE ME PINK" (U. A.)
.UNITED ARTISTS-(945), 30c-35c-40c.

ays.

(Feature)

Woman."

"West Point

"I

to Start Quiz
T. Soon
Of A. T.

MALCOLM LABORATORIES

cairn,"

"Alpine

FCC

(Features)

Guardsman,"

Slide,"

Ship."

"Tango," "Bridge of Sighs."

Girl."

Fleet,"

Back," "Romance in the Air," "Phantom

INVINCIBLE

"Crew

Dippy,"

"A Dream Comes

(Features)

"St. Louis

Pacific

"Freshman Love," "Prison Farm," "Man
"Colleen,"
Dam,"
Hunt,"
"Boulder
"Brides Are Like That," "Men on Her
Mind," "Snowed Under," "The Walking
(Shorts)

FIRST DIVISION

erage, $7,000)

RKO ALBEE— (2,300),

the

Stage:

$6,400.

WARNERS
(Features)
Blood,"
"Miss

Nellie,

"Dark Hour," "Lucky Terror."

days.

Gross:

—

Sweepstakes."

"Plane

"Crashing Through Danger."

(Col.)

of

Dead."

EXCELSIOR

Gross:

15c-40c, 7 days.
$6,500)

"DANGEROUS" (W. B.)
"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W. B.)
MAJESTIC— (2,400), 15c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $6,500.
(Average, $7,000)
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)

(3,800),

(Aver-

$16,000.

"THE LONE WOLF RETURNS"
$6,600.

Revue.

Casino"

FILM DISTRIBUTORS
(Feature)

(Para.)

Love."

Frank

Merriwell" serial
(Episodes two to 10 inclusive). "Skits
and Sketches," "Soft Ball Game," "Alaska

"Adventures

"Captain

"Crime Patrol."

ing Jan. 30

"MILLIONS IN THE AIR"

We

(Shorts)

COMMODORE

Team,"

UNIVERSAL

(Shorts)

(Feature)
8)

STRAND— (2,300),

$4,000)

"TWO IN THE DARK" (Radio)
RKO PALACE— (3,100), 30c-42c-60c,

from page

Polo

(Features)
"Silver Spurs," "Magnificent Obsession,"
"Dangerous Waters,"
"Invisible Ray,"

"Next Time

Cattle Thief."

Snapshots No. 5, 6; "Patch Mah
Britches," "Kannibal Kapers," "I Don't
Relations,"
Remember,"
"Unrelated
"Scrappy's Boy Scouts," "Just Speeding,"
"Doctor Bluebeard," "Ants in the Pantry," "Bird Stuffer."

Screen

Estimated takings for the week end-

7

(Average, $12,000)
(U. A.)

Gross: $13,000.

in

"Broken Toys," "Mickey's
"Orphans' Picnic."

"Abdul, the Damned," "You

Hit in Providence EMPIRE

(Average, $3,000)

(Features)
Pink," "Modern Times."

Me

(Shorts)

COLUMBIA

"Aces Wild," "Ghost Town."

"CRIME AND PUNISHMENT" (Col.)
ALLEN— (3,300), 30c-35c-42c, 7 days.

top

"Strike

(Features)

2ross: $5,250.

days.

UNITED ARTISTS

(Short)

ng Jan. 24

lays.

estry."

CELEBRITY
(Features)

(Average, $1,250)

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

"Sun Hun."

(Aver-

$3,200.

"NEVADA" (Para.)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000), 15c-25c,
Gross:

(Feature)

CITIES" (M-G-M)
25c-40c,

{Feature)
"Valley of the Lawless."

"Love in September," "Grand Slam Opera,"
"Three on a Limb," "Manhattan Tap-

CAMEO
"Rich Relations."

(Para.)

"Find the Man."

CATHAY

(Continued from page 1)

35c-42c, 7 days,

RKO GRAND— (1,200),

total of

The Dark" with an
show at the RKO

In

;laborate

downtown week.
$6,500)

(Average at

$15,000.

5,

SUPREME

(Feature)

Secrets" with Jackie
Gross: $14,000.

Gr,able.

"A

"Popular Science" No.

(Features)
Reissues: "The Last Trail," "Gentle Julia,"
"Worst Woman in Paris," "Olsen's Big
Moment," "Hold That Girl," "Devil
Tiger," "They Had to See Paris," "Young
As You Feel," "Ambassador Bill," "Connecticut Yankee," "So This is London."
(New) "King of Burlesque," "Whispering
Smith," "Professional Soldier," "Song and
Dance Man," "Every Saturday Night,"
"Here Comes Trouble."
(Shorts)

(Average, $12,000)

RKO LYRIC— (1,400),

?16,000.

Seals Issued
On 104 Films
In 2 Months

!

The Crowns of the
Comedy Kings
Better

known

than the

alphabet!

Feature stars in a

new

big-time feature!
PREVIEW
REPORT!
(from Hollywood Reporter)

Girl'

'Bohemian
grand! Hilarious comedy

with

swell

part

handsomely presented,

and

all

"Laurel - Hardy's

comic opera to reach

the screen!

Operatic

music.

singing

First

high

Festival of laughter

Magnificent music and

mad

class.

and

jolly

merriment!

good entertainment."

WELCOME! LAUREL & HARDY
in

"THE BOHEMIAN GIRL"!
(Hal Roach did

it

for

M-G-M's and

your joy

.')

A
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Loew Erpi Pact

City Sales Tax

4,

the In
in All

TEN CENTS

1936

Calls for

Loew -M-G-M

$100,000 Yearly Minimum Heads' Profit

Applied to

Is

Intelligent

DAILY

Motk

rOL. 39.

Alert,

All Contracts

—

Washington, Feb. 3. The contract which Loew's, Inc., parent
of M-G-M, has with Erpi, runs for 15 years and calls for
a minimum royalty of $100,000 a year, it was revealed here today
to when Loew's filed with the SEC a registration statement in connection

2 Million

Is

company

Exchanges Preparing
Contest the Ruling

The city comptroller's office yestermade known its formal decision

[ay

idding local film rentals to be subject to the city's two per cent sales
ax, including even the rentals delved from theatres located outside the
:ity or state if serviced by the local

Discuss
New

New

Unit

—

Haven,

:xchanges.
The decision related only to the
issessment
which had been made
igainst the United Artists exchange,

3.
Feb.
being made to form
two separate organizations
for independent and affiliated
exhibitors. It is planned that
both groups will cooperate in

however, is recognized as a
and was opposed at formal

combating hostile legislation
and on other problems.

vhich,

move

est case

is

learings before representatives of the

comptroller's

:ity

ex-

United Artists'

through

:hange,

The

office.

at-

Driscoll & Raftery,
vill take an appeal from the decision
o the appellate division of the state
ourt.
The city's decision was not
mexpected and the United Artists'
ittorneys are prepared to move today
(.Continued on page 11)
orneys, O'Brien,

Sound Suit Motions

$670,000
Started bv Remick

Suit for

Damages of $670,000 are asked by
Warner music subsidiary, Remick,

the

reel or fraction thereof of the negative
production of features, with a provision that the charge shall apply to
all reels in excess of 5,000 feet only if
the additional footage exceeds 200. On

newsreels a charge of $100 per 1,000
feet is provided.
The charge is to
apply whether all or part is made with
sound.
On master records made independent of specified pictures a charge
of $500 for each 10 minutes of playing
time is made.
The contract also provides that
Loew cannot make sound records for
radio, although it may broadcast sound
from pictures which it makes. It also
prohibits the company from producing
sound for other companies unless licensed by Erpi and in the case of
licensed companies, it may not produce
more than five features or 12 shorts
a year.
A supplement to the contract carries
a schedule of the charges for sound on

a suit filed in Federal court here
yesterday against Columbia Broadcasting System.
The suit is based pictures for foreign distribution, as
upon two causes of action involving follows United Kingdom and Ireland,
134 alleged infringements of copy- $100 per reel; Canada, $75; Australright in the broadcasting of Warner asia, $62.50; Germany, $50; Central
music, for which $5,000 damages is Europe, $35
France and Belgium,
asked for each infringement.
$25 South America, $40 Scandinavia
The Warner suit alleges an infringe- and Denmark, $20; China, Japan and
ment in the broadcasting over 66 sta- Italy, $15
Spain
and
Portugal,
tions of the network the song entitled $12.50;
South Africa and Holland,
"That Old Fashioned Mother of Mine." $10; Cuba, Mexico, India and IndoThe infringing broadcast, Warners China, Turkev, Egypt and Asia Minor,
state, originated with station WJR, $7.50.
Detroit, on Jan. 23. The second infringement alleged the broadcasting
over 68 stations of the network the
in

:

Off Until

March

12

Preliminary motions in the recovery
ictions brought against A. T. & T.,
Western Electric and Erpi by a score
i local theatre operating companies
ind sound equipment manufacturers
vhich were scheduled for hearing in
federal court here yesterday were
)ostponed to March 13.
The actions allege that provisions
)f the Erpi contracts made it necessary for the theatre operators to pay
nore for replacements and servicing
)f

sound equipment than was

their

:

;

Weisman, Quinn, Allen and

vhich

Spett,
also counsel to the I.T.O.A.

is

Hardy and His Staff
Go Back to Capital
— Russell
Washington, Feb.
3.

of

New

Republic Sales
Executive Due Soon

With Jack Fier handling the west
and Edward M. Schnitzer the east,
Republic shortly will appoint a sales
head to supervise southern and midwestern cities.
For the time being, W. Ray John-

tivities.

comprising

William

Harold

L.

Benham and John

Raggett.

Future

He

sales

The southern and midwestern
head will have headquarters in

Chicago.
plans

of

the

Government

n connection with the St. Louis and
Jther anti-trust suits are being held
(Continued on page 5)

Managers

of the

MPTO

of EastPennsylvania today called upon
distributors to allocate percentage pic-

ern

egal

staff

3.

(Continued on page 5)

ston, president, will not name a general sales manager.
will assume
this post in addition to his other ac-

Schilz,

Asked
By MPTO Board
Philadelphia, Feb.
— The Board

Allocation

song entitled "Some Sunny Day." The
performance emanated from station

Hardy, chief Government attorney in
he civil suit against Warners, Paramount and
in St. Louis, reurned here over the week-end from
he Mound City. With him was his

RKO

;

;

necessary and seek recovery of the
dleged surplus charges. The bulk of
he exhibitor plaintiffs are represented
jy

SEC

with a debenture issue.
The contract with Erpi, the first agreement for the use of sound to
be made public by the SEC, provides for charges of $500 per 1,000-foot

Schnitzer,

who

recently resigned as

branch manager of the local Columbia exchange, moves into Republic
home offices next Monday.

tures before they are played. The association protested the practice of
assigning high percentages to films
already released when the exhibitor is
unable to learn in advance what the
product is to cost him.
Abe Sablonsky was elected Chairman of the Board.

Sunday Option Bill
In Kentucky House
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 3.— Senator
Franklin Rives of Christian Countv
has introduced a bill (S. B. 272) to
permit
incorporated
cities
to
say
whether or not opera, film shows shall
be permitted on Sunday.

Payment

Discloses

During Fiscal Year
BERTRAM

By
tives

LINZ

F.

Washington,

—

Feb. 3. Six execuLoew's, Inc., and M-G-M

of

who

share in the profits of the company received nearly $2,000,000 during the fiscal year ended Aug. 31 last,
it was revealed today in a registracover the
tion filed with SEC
to
issuance Feb. 15 of $15,000,000 in
Zy-2 per cent sinking fund debentures
to fall due Feb. 15, 1946.
The six are Nicholas M. Schenck,
president
Louis B. Mayer, vicepresident
Irving Thalberg, in charge
of production J. Robert Rubin, vice;

;

;

president

;

Bernstein,
David
and Arthur M. Loew,

president,
a vice-president.

The Loew statement

called

vicealso

for

a

and

requiring
two large valumes, carried copies of
a large number of financial statements required under the law and of
contracts with various organizations.
Accompanying the statement were
copies of option contracts with Mayer,
filing

of

fee

$1,485,

Rubin and Thalberg, under which
Thalberg is to purchase up to 100,000 shares of unissued common and
Mayer and Rubin up to 50,000 shares
each.
The three options may be
exercised between Dec. 31, 1934, and
March 1, 1935; Dec. 31, 1936, and
March 1, 1937, and Dec. 31, 1938,

and March

1,

1939.

During the first of these three
periods
Thalberg was entitled to
27,780 and the others to 13,890 shares
at $30 per share.
During the recent
period they may take similar amounts
at $35 and during the final period
Thalberg may take 44,440 shares and
Mayer and Rubin 22,220 shares at
As an alternative, if they do
$40.
not take the stock in this manner
they may obtain it between March
1935, and March 1, 1937, at $35
1,
(Continued on page 5)

Studios May Escape
New Coast Taxation
Sacramento, Feb.

—

3.
Studios are
without adverse
recommendations at the Governor's
tax conference which opened here today and is expected to last a week.

expected

to

escape

It was predicted that Governor Merriam would recommend no change in

the present tax system.
Two film
representatives at the conference are
Bud Lollier of Fox West Coast and
Hulda McGinn of the M. P. T. O.

:

;
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the

Post

Office

at

New York

N. Y., under Act of March

3, 1879.
per year: $6 in the
Single copies:
Americas, and foreign $12.

City,

Subscription

1

will attend the

divisional
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JAMES A. CRON, Advertising Manager

Address

He

coast next week.

M.

lications, Inc.

for

rates

cents.

vacationing.

•
Goldstein, United Artists
returned
exploitation manager, has
from Boston and Philadelphia, where
he worked on campaigns for "Modern Times," set for the Erlanger in
Philadelphia Feb. 11 and the Majestic

Jack

in

Boston, Feb.

14.

By Passing

in Baltimore

Baltimore, Feb.

Spyros Skouras, leaves for the

Martin Quigley
Editor-in-Chief and Publisher

J.

attorney

Meet

—A

3.

New

tended by members from

of Kinj
revisioi

trade plans in England.
Apar
from the fact that all theatres wen
closed the days of the death ani
funeral, arrangements for trade screen
ings and first nights were consider
ably modified.
General
Film Distributors post
poned trade shows of three films an
a Carlton reception to signalize th
first "Cecil" production.
The council meeting of the K.R.S
was put back a week.
The inaugural meeting of the C.EA

Eng-

Jersey, New York, Maryland and District of Columbia. Among
those present at the meeting, which
was arranged by Arthur B. Price,
chairman of Public Relations Commitwere Ex-Governor Albert C.
tee,
Ritchie of Maryland, as guest of hon-

New

State Attorney J. Bernard Wells,
Dr. Ben Paul Sandy, Sidney Samuelson, president of the national Allied
Ass'n, Walter Littlefield, eastern regional vice-president and Herman A.

or,

London Luncheon Club was

An

Blum, treasurer.

deferrec

£1,000,000 debenture

issue of

by Associated British Pictures wa
held up and the Sound City (Films)
Ltd., issued of 130,000 six per cen
participating preferred £1 shares an
135,000 5 :0 ordinaries was delayed ti
Feb. 4.
An official statement was issued tha
King Edward VIII desired as littl
interference as possible with norma!
business and formal restrictions ol
trade activities ended on the day of th
\

—

j

The sessions will extend into
Wednesday and possibly Thursday.
Hotel.

•

—

of

Bill Fitelson is due back today took place.
from several weeks in Hollywood
where he has been conferring with
Allied Board to Meet
individual producers on a new proWashington, Feb. 3. Allied direlease
duction project which would
rectors will start their annual meeting
through an established national dis- tomorrow at 11 o'clock at the Carlton
tributor.

of Kin&

London, Feb. 3. The death
George V led to considerable

A general discussion of matters
leading to the welfare of exhibitors

•

I93(

BRUCE ALLAN

By

conference

of 20 regional directors of the Allied
States Ass'n met here today at the
Hotel Emerson. The meeting was atland,

4,

Members Trade Plans Shifted

Allied Ass'n

Purely
Personal

i

DILL POWERS,

Tuesday, February

Nate Manheim, Universal foreign
head, arrives tomorrow instead of today, the Majestic being delayed a day

It is expected that all the affiliated
regional associations will be represent- funeral.
Those are
ed.
Independent Exhibitors, Boston Aldue to bad weather. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is aboard the same boat, lied of New Jersey; Allied of New
with a print of his latest picture.
York State M. P. Theatre Owners of
M.P.T.O. of Western
Maryland;
•
Washington, Feb. 3. Under ;|
Jan Kiepura will sail for Europe Pennsylvania; Allied of Michigan; new Roumanian law, films are subjec
on the Bremen, Feb. 13. He will Allied of the Northwest; Allied of to a turnover tax of 12.5 per cent oi
make a radio appearance with Paul Illinois Associated of Indiana Inde- an arbitrarily established "averag
pendent Theatres Protective Ass'n.,
Whiteman Feb. 9.
value" of $2.04 per kilogram, accord
North Dakota Theatre
Milwaukee
•
ing to a report to the U. S. Depart
Independent Theatre
Owners'
Ass'n.
ment of Commerce from Foy D. Koh
Joseph H. Tooker of the Tooker
Allied of Texas
Owners
of Ohio
American vice-consul in Bu
ler,
Lithograph Co., and Charles B.
G.F.T.A. IndeAllied of Louisiana
charest.
Gardner left yesterday for Sea
Allied of
pendent Theatres' Ass'n
He also reports that a total of 86
Island, Ga.
Oregon, and Allied of the District of
•
pictures were imported into Rouma
Columbia.
nia in 1935, compared with 948
Charlie McCarthy returned to
The local committee for entertain1933. Of the 1935 to
his desk at Twentieth Century-Fox ment of visitors, composed of William 1934 and 647 in
tal, 360 were features, 350 shorts an<
yesterday. He's been in Hollywood.
E.
LichtE. S. Wilcox, chairman; A.
150 newsreels. The feature totals fo
•
man, Ben Tendler and Charles H.
1934 and 1933 were 340 and 331, re
Douglas Fairbanks, Kay Francis Olive, has arranged a diner and re- spectively.
and Delmar Davies left yesterday on ception to be held tomorrow evening
the afternoon plane for the coast.
and a luncheon Wednesday noon.

I

New Roumanian Tai
Rate Now Effective

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Company Name Changed

—

Dover, Del., Feb. 3. Paramount
Pictures Corp., has changed its name
to Paragar Corp., New York. PublixSalt Lake, Inc., has changed its name
to Inter-Mountain Theatres, Inc. The
Corporation Trust Co. is agent for
both corporations.

•
was explained at the Paramount
Florence Abramson of the New
office that Paramount Pictures
Corp. was formed about 1932, but has York Film Board is back on the job
It

home

not been actively in use. The name
change is for the purpose of avoiding
having been
action
confusion,
the
taken instead of dissolving the company.

Ascap Sues Exhibitor
Greensboro, N. C, Feb.

—

3.
J. T.
operating the Pickfair,
Kernersville, has been sued in federal
court here by Gene Buck for Ascap
and the Broadway Music Corp. The
plaintiffs ask $250 for the alleged use
of the song, "Don't Let Your Heart
Go Wrong," in the Pickfair, and an
injunction restraining the defendant
from further alleged violation of copy-

Justice,

Jr.,

again after an appendectomy.
•

The

sales manager at Columbia, leaves today for Miami Beach.
•
Bert Lahr starts work on "Gold
Bricks" at Astoria for Educational

today.

•

Dave Schooler has
Milwaukee

returned from

after several

Felix Feist to Rest
Hollywood, Feb.

and

for

the

John D. Clark's back from

his

leave

coast On Thursday.

series.

•

Rifkin on the Coast
Hollywood, Feb.
kin, New England

3.

— Herman

district

Rif-

Florida vacation.

•

manager

here from Boston for
conference with Nat Levine.

for Republic,

Jack Goldstein

is

is

in Syracuse.

of

To Distribute

Feist

Pittsburgh, Feb.
tures
three

Corp.

Weiss

West

Serials

—Monarch

Pic

here

will distribute th
serials for the curren

season in western
I

3.

Pennsylvania am

Virginia.

weeks as m.c.

•

Burns and Allen

— Felix

M-G-M

there.

shorts in the "Musical
"Thrilling
Journeys"

3.

will take time off from his
duties to recuperate from a slight illness. It is understood that Al Lichtman will have complete charge of field
work during the absence of Feist.

E

of eight

Offia

Pending the appointment of a man

Goes West" tonight until 8 o'clock aging director for the Paris office o
James Mulvey, eastern representa- tomorrow evening, when the house Twentieth Century-Fox, Ernest Koe
reopen for the premiere of nig, sales manager, is holding dowi
tive for Samuel Goldwyn Prod., is at will
"Modern Times," the performance be- the duties of that post. Francis L
the studio for about 10 days.
ginning at 8:30. The theatre will be Hurley, formerly in charge of th
•
French office, has been transferer'
Rube Jackter, assistant general refurbished for the opening.
to the London office.

George Givot has been signed by
Audio Sets Distribution Educational for Joe Cook's next.
•
Audio Prod, has signed with AssoHerschel Stuart is being bothered
ciated British Film Distributors, Ltd.,
for distribution in the United King- by a cold these days.

Moods"

Runs Paris

Rivoli will be closed after the

midnight performance of "The Ghost

right.

dom

Koenig Temporarily
To Refurbish Rivoli

Rex Premiums

S0Dtl2

« S

"FIRING

SQUAD"

to****
V» LAST
STAND
A WEISS

SERIAL

Sylvia Sidney

and Fred MacMurray

love in

bloom along "THE

find

TRAIL

OF THE LONESOME PINE"

THE TRAIL OF THE
LONESOME PINE
John Fox, Jr.'s, heart-stirring romance, the great
American classic of the Kentucky hills - . the story
of the beautiful June Tolliver . . . and of the man

who
A

wins and the

story given

Sylvia Sidney,
.

-

.

given

new

man who

loses

her love

.

.

new power by those romantic stars
Fred MacMurray and Henry Fonda
depth, by natural color,

in this first

outdoor feature picture ever completely filmed
Technicolor

.

in

.

Sylvia Sidney Fred

MacMurray Henry Fonda

in

THE TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE'
with Fred Stone, Nigel Bruce, Beulah Bondi, Robert Barrett, Spanky McFarland, Fuzzy Knight.
2Si

A Walter Wanger Technicolor Production. A Paramount Picture. Directed by Henry Hathaway.

<r?
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Loew-M-G-M

Short Subjects

Looking 'Em Over

"Idol of Millions"

Heads' Profit
Is 2

(Noel Pictures)

Million

A

similar option contract was made with
Bernstein, calling for 50 shares on
the same terms. All the options were
entered into Dec. 15, 1932.
Under other contracts, Mayer receives $2,500 weekly, Thalberg $4,000
and Rubin $1,000. In addition, the
three are to divide 20 per cent of the
15 per cent of
first $2,500,000 and
any excess of net profit after the deduction of dividends on preferred stock
and $2 per share for common dividends with a guarantee of $500,000
The contract was written
a year.
April 7, 1924, and runs to Dec. 31,
1938.
Bernstein's contract calls for $2,000
a week, plus V/2 per cent of the net
after dividend deductions
the agree;

ment to be terminated only by death
Arthur M.
or permanent disability.
Loew's contract, running from Dec.
1935, to Sept. 1, 1945, provides he
act as general manager at $3,500 weekly plus five per cent of the
1,

to

profit

from

foreign

operators

in

excess of $3,640,000.

Salaries Itemized

A

schedule

compensation

are given

of salaries and other
to officers for the fiscal

A

Warners Ask Details
In Suit Over

executrix

common

in excess of $3 per share.

Dillon, Read & Co. are to be the
principal underwriters for the new
debentures, which are to be offered
the public at not more than 99 per
cent of par, but no commitments have
been made as to who will take the
That information, todebentures.

six
15-year
outstanding
In addition, Rubin, Mayer and 7,972,500
due in
Thalberg received $1,013,058 under per cent gold debentures
reimburse the
$3,564,824 to
1941
their profit-sharing contracts.
The company reported that it em- treasury for the retirement of Metroseven per cent
ployed 184 actors, writers, directors Goldwyn Pictures'
reimand others not officers of the com- cumulative stock; $1,860,420 to
retirement of New
pany, whose salaries during the year burse for the
The statement Broad Co. first mortgage and $270,totaled
$11,303,773.
reimburse for retirement of
also said that a number of suits are 300 to
Amusepending and that approximately $30,- Loew's St. Louis Realty and
per cent notes.
000,000 in damages is asked in anti- ment Corp. six
trust suits which have been brought.
The liability under these suits, however, it was said, will be negligible.
statement of the Loew corporate setup shows the company has 58
Hollywood, Feb. 3. The first
wholly owned and 23 partly owned meeting of the board of judges for the
subsidiaries.
These in turn have 26 scientific or technical Academy Award
subsidiaries. The schedule shows that was held here today. The board met
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer owns Metro- for the purpose of considering nomiGoldwyn Pictures, Metr'o-Goldwyn- nations which have been submitted.
Mayer Pictures Corp., Metro-GoldMembers of the board include Carl
wyn-Mayer Corp., Metro-Goldwyn- Dreher, chairman John Arnold, FarMayer Distributing Corp., Forty-Fifth ciot Edouart, Harris Ensign, Lloyd
and Broadway Corp., Robbins Music Goldsmith, Grover Laube, Burton F.
Corp., Moredall Realty Corp., and the Miller, Virgil Miller, William RanCulver Export Corp. Culver in turn dolph, S. J. Twining and Gordon S.
has 50 domestic and foreign sub- Mitchell.
sidiaries.
The company operates
The Academy has appointed a tel105 wholly owned, 15 partly owned lers' committee to count and certify
and 37 affiliated theatres.
Seventy- the nominations submitted for the art
three
of
its
houses
are
in
the direction achievement award.
Metropolitan district of New York
The committee consists of Al
and 17 are in other countries.
D'Agostino, Duncan Cramer, Arnold
The company is providing for sink- Gillespie, Perry Ferguson, Robert
ing fun additions of $500,000 a year Haas, Robert Odell, Max Parker,
to be applied to the purchase of old
Jerome Pycha and G. S. Mitchell,
debentures, the amount
to
be in- manager of the Academy Technical
creased up to $1,000,000 by the addi- Bureau.
tion of one-half of the dividends on
The group will meet Wednesday.
888.

;

A

we

Jack Dempsey, once
of the ring and today chiefly of the
( Criterion- U nited A rtists)
London, Jan. 20. This is the first feature of Criterion Film Prod., restaurant business, and this subject
is, according to
a foreword, offered
Ltd., the Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.-Marcel Hellman company. Fairbanks
in memory of the late master proco-stars with Elissa Landi and specially featured is Gordon Harker, motor, Tex Rickard.
It was compiled
low-comedy specialist loaned by Gaumont British. Thornton Freeland by Lon Britton, and the narration is
directed and Jeffery Farnol's novel was adapted by Clemence Dane and supplied by Thornton Fisher, sports
writer and cartoonist.
Sergei Nolbandov, with dialogue by the former.
As he tells
costume drama, of the Regency period in England, it has good stories to his small "son," there are
reproduced the original screen records
story values and plenty of dramatic action. Backgrounds are varied and
of the battles of Dempsey, ranging all
picturesque. Fist fights, coaching scenes and court scenes of ball and
the way from 1919, and Jesse Willpageant provide color and contrast.
ard to 1927, and Gene Tunney, and
with
an
innkeeper
wrongfully
death
deals
condemned
to
The story
including en
route
Tom Gibbons,
tor theft from guests. His son, posing as a rich young "buck" with Georges Carpentier, Firpo and Jack
the aid of money borrowed from the inn hostler, breaks into society Sharkey. The famous "long count"
in London, discovers the real thief in a fortune-hunting nobleman, falls of the first Tunney bout as seen by
the camera is little short of startling,
in love with the girl, who has agreed to a marriage of convenience with
and the whole subject is a rather inthe adventurer, schemes his father's escape and neatly exposes the teresting
highlight review of the fistic
criminal after a helter-skelter coach chase back to the inn.
career of Dempsey. Reviewed without
Outstanding incidents are a fight in which the hero, as an unknown production code seal. Running time,
amateur, knocks out a professional and an effective scene of his escape 20 minutes. "G."
from police officers by forcing them to pose with him in a tableau
before the Regent, whose presence allows him to escape. Grim flashes
of a public hanging and scenes of Newgate in the days of the treadmill are incidentals helping to create realistic atmosphere.
Title
Trimmed 10 per cent from its present 9,000 feet, this will offer
An application for a bill of pardefinite entertainment values for American audiences.
ticulars in connection with a suit
Allan brought by Mary Esmond McFadden,
Running time, 100 minutes. "G."

last reveals that
to Aug. 31
Schenck received $265,173, which incommissions to be paid
per cent gether with
cluded expenses and 2
other data, is to be filed later.
of the profits after dividend deduc- and
The company reported that the proArthur
Bernstein, $182,711;
tions;
issue will be used
Loew, $182,170; David L. Loew, ceeds from the new
retire
to
$8,171,812
follows:
as
$74,766; Leopold Friedman, $53,342;
1
next the balance of
Isadore Frick, $31,694; Rubin, $93,- on April

year

"idol of millions,"

to understand, is

—

{Continued from page 1)
per share, or between March 1, 1937,
and March 1, 1939, at $40. If any of
the three quits Loew's before Dec,
31, 1938, the option is canceled.

is

The

The Amateur Gentleman

Judges of Academy
Study Nominations
—

;

Suit for $670,000

Started by
WCAU,
Warners

The

Jan.

the

estate

Edward

of

25,

assert.

action

&

fringing station.
The attorneys state
that other complaints are now in
process of being drawn against other
networks and individual stations as a
result of the broadcasting of Warnerowned music without a license since
the withdrawal of the Warner companies from Ascap on Jan. 1.

by

counsel

for

the

de-

fendants.

The complaint

calling for the paydamages sets forth
that
1934, the estate of
Barry Connors transferred and sold
a play entitled "Girl Trouble" to Edward Esmond and that in 1934 the
defendants produced a picture called
"Girl Trouble" in violation of the
plaintiff's rights. The complaint also
charged unfair competition.

ment

1)

was brought by WattenWattenberg, attorneys for the
Warner music companies, and will be
followed by the filing of individual
suits in the jurisdiction of each inberg

Court

eral

Remick

from page
Philadelphia, on

(.Continued

of

Esmond, against Warners and First
National, was filed yesterday in Fed-

of

$15,000
on Feb. 7,

The answer of the defendants was
a general denial of the allegations.

Wall Street
Issues Irregular on Board

Hardy and His Staff
Go Back to Capital
(Continued from page 1)
secret until papers
eral Courts.

are filed in Fed-

Net
High Low Close Change
Columbia, vtc
Consolidated

Eastman

Loew's, Inc
53
Loew's, Inc., pfd. 10554

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount
Pathe

RKO

Wolff Goes to Coast
St.

Louis, Feb.

3.

—Marco

42

6
pfd. 1854
Kodak 15751

Consolidated,

of Fanchon & Marco left for the coast
late last week.
He had been here

42
6

18%

18%

157
5254

157
53

105%

1053/&

11%

11

II54

pfd. 84%
2 pfd. 1254,
Film
754

83

84

12%

1254
754

1

754

77/s

754

73/4

Century, pfd 333/6
Warner Bros
1254

3354

33%
12%

20th

Wolff

42
6

1254

—
—

Y2

Ys

+ 54
+%
.....

— 154
-f 54
— Ys
+%
—
54
+%

Curb Issues Gain Fractionally
Net

about a month on the Government's

High

Low

Close Change

Warner, RKO and Para- Sentry Safety .... %
13/16 %
-f %
2%
2
2
mount for an injunction for allegedly Sonotone
Technicolor
22
21% 2154 + 54
withholding first runs from the Am- Trans-Lux
554
5
554
+ Ys
bassador, Missouri and New Grand
Slight
Bond
Activity
Central. Milton Arthur likewise has
Net
returned to Los Angeles.
High Low Close Change
Charles Kurtzman, manager of the General Theatre
6s '40
22% 22
22
Ambassador, has just returned from
suit against

a three-week tropical cruise.

General Theatre
6s

'40,

ctf

2254

22

22

—

9354

93

9354

—154

54

Keith B. F.
6s '46

Loew's 6s '41 ww
Fanchon Simon Goes West
deb rights
10354
Fanchon Simon, the F in Fanchon Paramount B'way

&

Marco, returned to the coast over
She came on from
the week-end.
St. Louis shortly after she testified
in the civil suit in which her company was the complainant.

3s

'55

Paramount
'39

wd

+

10354

Ys

59

59

97

9654

9654

4- 54

93

9254

93

+

Pict.

6s '55

Warner

10354

59

Bros. 6s

(Quotations at close of Feb.

3)

54

POWI

BEST!

POIGNAN1
TOUCHir
"'NEXT TIME WE LOVE' IS ROMANTH
DRAMA WITH STRONG APPEAL
EMO
RICH IN WAR/
TIONALLY STIRRING
RANKS HIGH AMONG TH
INTEREST
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

FINER EXAMPLES OF CINEMATK
ENTERTAINMENT"

I

— N.

Y.

America

"'NEXT TIME WE LOVE' TOUCHING FILA/
THE MATINEE AUDIENCE IN THE MUSK
HALL WAS PROFOUNDLY STIRRED BY
AND THE LADIES WEPT PLEASURABLY"
11

— N.

Y.

Daily Mirrc

AND INTELLIGENT ... MIS
SULLA VAN GIVES A PERFORMANCE IN TH
LEADING ROLE THAT CAN ONLY BE DE

"SENSITIVE

SCRIBED AS BOTH

HONEST AND BEAUTIFUL

- N.

Y.

'

Herald Tribun

GRAND PICTURE FOR WOMEN TO CR
OVER AND GENERALLY ENJOY THEN
MISS SULLAVAN HAS NEVE
SELVES
LOOKED SO LOVELY NOR ACTED WITI

"A

.

.

.

PROVIDES SIGHJ
MORE SURENESS
ROMANCE AND TEARS"!
- N. Y. Su
.

.

.

MARC
i

n

He

r

G

r e a t e s

t

Triump

NEXT
with

JA M E|
EOBEJ]

Produced by

£

A NATURAL! STRONG!

jtFUL!

BRILLIANT! BEAUTIFUL!
5! SENSITIVE! GRAND!
I

WE

THE BEST MARGARET SULLA VAN PICTURE, AND CLOSE
TO THE BEST PRODUCTION UNIVERSAL HAS TURNED OUT, FOR SHEER DRAMATIC
MERIT. IT HAS POWERFUL EMOTIONAL APPEAL IN ITS DELICATELY AND POIGNANTLY TOLD SEMI-TRAGIC STORY, AND IS A NATURAL FOR WOMEN, FULLY
AS STRONG IN THIS RESPECT AS U'S CURRENT HEAVY GROSSER, 'MAGNIFICENT
— Daily Variety
OBSESSION'

NEXT TIME

LOVE'

BRILLIANT IN ITS

POWER TO

STIR

IS

DRAMATIC

THE SINCER-

OF HUMAN EMOTIONS,
IS A STORY OF A BEAUTIFUL LOVE BROUGHT FACE
TO FACE WITH LIFE'S STERN-

EST
THIS

EST REALITIES. TASTEFULLY

PRODUCED, INTELLIGENTLY
ACTED AND DIRECTED"!

1

—Motion

NEXT TIME WE LOVE' FINE.
SULLAVAN SHINES IN POIGNANT YARN. REAL AND MOVING LOVE STORY OF YOUNG
AMERICA THAT COMES SO
CLOSE TO HOME AS TO ENLIST THE SYMPATHETIC RESPONSE OF EVERYONE"!

— Hollywood

Picture Daily

Reporter

CARL LAEMMLE PRESENTS

iEET
URSULA

PI
EWART
WADE
L
i

.

sullayan
PAEEOTT'S

Most Famous Best-Seller

ME WE LOVE
.

RAY MILLAND
ANNA DE METRIO

•

.

GRANT MITCHELL
RONALD COSBEY

KOHNEE
Directed by EDWARD
UNIVERSAL PICTURE

H.

GRIFFITH

:

:

:

:
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Houston Men Oppose
Use of Bank Nights
Houston, Feb. — Protests against
3.

Bank Nights

at

downtown

theatres

"Pink" Hit in
2 Hub Houses;

were lodged witli the City Council
last week by independent owners and
operators of suburban theatres here.

—

They charged

urban theatre.

Mayor

Holcombe

—

Boston, Feb. 3. "Strike Me Pink"
overcame the handicap of extreme
cold and icy streets by taking handwould some grosses in two spots. At Loew's

he
"see what other cities" are doing beBank Nights are operfore replying.
ated in many larger cities of Texas.
Recently Brenham in East Texas and
El Paso on the extreme west, stopped
said

the practice.

Houston independents at the meeting were Sam Kirscheimer, owner of
the North Side Terrace; Robert Wygant, Heights Theatre L. E. Newton,
the Blue Bonnet; F. D. Wilke, Boulevard, and O. B. Bridges, Midway.
The Kirby has one Bank Night per
;

Orpheum

it

reached

$16,001),

"King

of Burlesque"

the good on a gross
Keith's
Memorial.

was $1,000

to

$13,000

at

of

Lincoln, Feb. 3. The latest
idea
here is Bank Night
absentee insurance, which for
10
cents each bank night
insures a registrant against
losing in case of inability to
attend the theatre.
It was

"The

Melody

Lingers On," helped by the Connie's
Inn Revue, pulled a handsome $19,500
at the
Boston. This was above
normal by $4,500.
Total first run business was $94,-

developed by Abe and Louis
Slusky, park operators. It is
used in Nebraska, Iowa, Illi-

Average

Minneapolis, Feb.
Fred Waring" s

"The Magnificent Obsession" held
up to a par $3,000 in its third week
at the World.
The only other im-

Ceiling" Big

the

In Cleveland;

—

Harry
Y., Feb. 3.
Friedman and Joseph Goldberg,
managing the Academy and Cameo
here, were released today for hearing
next Monday, following their arrest

Newburgh, N.

J.

yesterday

a charge of opening
one week before a new
opening ordinance became
Friedman had said he unthe ordinance, passed last
was effective with passage,
officials contended it is not

on

their theatres

Sunday
effective.

derstood

Monday,
but city

effective until Feb. 9.
Friedman also has obtained a

Gets $14,000

Buys House; Can't Get In

—

Feb. 3. Dr. Joseph
Atanasoff, representing his brothers,
Anton, Angelo and Leo, must turn
over the keys of the World, south
side
neighborhood
house,
or
the
the
sheriff
charge
of
will
take
premises on behalf of the new owner,

Harris Evans.
This was the order of Circuit Judge
Otto H. Bredenbach when Evans
complained he has been refused possession of the building by the brothers.
Evans purchased the structure at a
sheriff's

sale following foreclosure of

a mortgage.

Rush "Angel

of

Hollywood,

Mercy"

—

Feb. 3. Warners is
rushing preparation of "Angel of
Mercy" to get the picture in work by
Feb. 15. Kay Francis is scheduled to
play the title role.
The story deals
with the life of Florence Nightingale.
As Walter Wanger and others have
also announced pictures on this subject, Warners are anxious to finish
first.

Race Night Hits N. E.

—

Feb. 3. Race Night is
the latest giveaway here. It is being
handled by Sol Bines, American Film
Exchange.

Boston,

—

"STRIKE

(Average, $12,000)
PINK" (U.A.)

$13,000.

ME

LOEW'S ORPHEUM— (2,970),
days.

Gross:

25c-S5c, 7
(Average, $13,000)

$16,000.

"STRIKE ME PINK"
LOEW'S STATE— (3,537),

days.

Gross:

$15,500.

25c-55c,

7

(Average, $12,000)

"ANYTHING GOES"
METROPOLITAN— (4,332),
davs. Stage show.
age, $22,000)

(U.A.)

Gross:

(Para.)
35c-65c,

7

(Aver-

$20,000.

"DR. HARRIGAN" (W.B.)
"PADDY O'DAY" (20th-Fox)

PARAMOUNT— (1,800),
Gross:

$6,000.

25c-50c,
$7,000)

(Average,

7

"MELODY LINGERS ON" (U.A.)
RKO BOSTON— (3,246), 35c-65c, 7 days.
Stage: Connie's Inn Revue.
(Average, $15,000)

Gross:

$19,500.

"Wilderness" Dual
Best in Milwaukee

—"Ah

Milwaukee, Feb.
Wilderness" and "Coronado" on a dual bill,
grossing $5,300 at Fox's Wisconsin,
were the week's leaders in another
seven-day freeze-out marked by subzero weather and plenty of headaches
for exhibitors.
"Strike Me Pink" did
$5,000 at the Warner, just par, for
eight days.
All other business was
below average.
Total first run business was $19,100.
Average is $23,000.
Estimated takings for the week
ending Jan. 30
"SHE COULDN'T TAKE IT" (Col.)
"IT'S A GREAT LIFE" (Para.)
3.

PALACE— (2,800),

"Magnificent Obsession," playing
second week downtown at the Allen
following a first week at Warners'
Hippodrome, more than doubled the
usual take, going to $6,500, as against
a $3,000 average.
"Strike Me Pink" beat the Loew
State average of $12,000 by $2,500 and
moved over to Loew's Stillman for a
continued run.
"Charlie Chan's Secret" at the
Palace, with Earl Carroll's "Sketch
Book" as the stage attraction, got by
with an average $15,000.
A legitimate performance of "Per-

RKO

days.

show

cause order against ordinances regulating operators and creating a license
board for operators. He has accused
Mayor James Tweed, business agent
for the operators' union, of discrimination against three local non-union
houses.

Milwaukee,

Gross:

25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

Appearance" at the Hanna
sonal
offered only mild competition.
Total first run business was $44,100.
Average is $42,000.
Estimated takings for the week
ending Jan. 31

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

(Univ.)

ALLEN— (3,300), 30c-35c-42c, 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $6,500. (Average, $3,000)
"SlRlKE ME PINK" (U.A.)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,400),

days.

Gross:

30c-35c-42c,

days.

Gross:

(Average,

$4,100.

7

(Average, $12,000)

$14,500.

"SPLENDOR" (U.A.)
LOEW'S STILLMAN— (1,900),

25c-35c,
$4,000)

7

"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET"
(ZOth-Fox)

RKO PALACE— (3,100),
days.
with

Stage:

Earl

30c-42c-60c,

Carroll's

Ken Murray.

Gross:

7

Sketch Book
(Aver-

—

Gross: $14,000.

30c-35c-42c, 7 days.

apolis was $35,500. Average is $25,500.
Total first run business in St.

Paul was $16,700. Average
Estimated takings

Minneapolis

Week Ending
(Univ.)

WORLD— (400),
loop week.

25c-55c,

Gross:

3rd

days,

7

(Average, $3,000)

$3,000.

Week Ending Jan. 30:
"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET"
(20th-Fox)

LYRIC— (1,238),
$1,500.

7

20c-25c,

MINNESOTA— (4,000),

(Para.)
25c-55c,

"CEILING ZERO"

$6,000.

(F.N.)

25c-40c,
$5,500)

days.

7

(Average,

"KING OF BURLESQUE"

STATE— (2,300),
$5,000.

days.

7

Fred Waring and Pennsylvanians.
(Average, $10,000)

$20,000.

ORPHEUM— (2.300),
Gross:

Gross:

Jan. 31:

"COLLEGIATE"

Stage:
Gross:

days.

(Average, $1,500)

Week Ending

25c-40c,
$5,500)

(Average,

St.

7

(20th-Fox)
Gross:

days.

Paul:

Week Ending Jan. 31:
"A TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)

PARAMOUNT— (2,300),

Gross:

25c-40c,

days.

7

(Average, $5,500)
"SPLENDOR" (U.A.)

$6,500.

RIVIERA
Gross:

—

25c-40c,

(1,000),

days.

7

(Average, $3,500)
IN THE DARK" (Radio)

$4,000.

"TWO
ORPHEUM— (2,000),

25c-40c,

Olson and Johnson.
(Average for week, $4,000)

Stage:

3

Gross:

days.
$3,500.

"THE GREAT IMPERSONATION"
(Univ.)
ORPHEUM — (2,000), 25c-40c, 4 days.
Gross:

$1,700.

(Average for week,

"PADDY O'DAY"

$1,500.

age, $8,000)

Jan. 29:

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

(3,800),

(Aver-

$16,000.

is

:

TOWER— (1,000),

(F.N.)

WARNERS' HIPPODROME

Cities

Tale of Two Cities" at the St.
Paul Paramount. This was $1,000
over par.
Total first run business in Minne-

$15,000.

age, $15,000)

"CEILING ZERO"

Twin

"A

is

,

days.

week in either of
was a $6,500 take for

portant gross of the

$85,500.
Estimated takings for the

7

— "Collegiate"

Pennsylvanians

did spectacular business at the Minnesota, getting $20,000 on the week.
This is just 100 per cent over normal.

week endCleveland, Feb. 3. Continued bitweek downtown, and Will Horwitz's ing Feb. 1
ter cold weather hurt business. "Ceil"DR.
HARRIGAN"
has
(W.B.)
Uptown, a new subsequent run,
ing Zero" was the big new attraction
"PADDY O'DAY" (ZOth-Fox)
drawings two nights per week.
FENWAY— (1,382), 30c-S0c, 7 days. of the week, grossing $14,000 at
Gross: $4,000.
(Average, $4,500)
Warners' Hippodrome, which was
"KING OF BURLESQUE" (20th- Fox)
$6,000 above par.
KEITH'S MEMORIAL— (2,907) 25c-65c,
its

Postpone Hearing On
Sunday Film Arrests

3.

and

nois and Missouri.

RKO

000.

Waring Lead
Minneapolis

over nor-

mal by $3,000, and at Loew's State
it went to $15,500, up by $3,500.

1936

4,

"Collegiate,"

The Latest

Gets $31,500

the Bank Nights are
lotteries and therefore illegal in Texas,
and that their operation constitutes
unfair competition for the small sub-

Tuesday, February

(Average,

"MR. HOBO"

WORLD— (400),
$1,500.

$4,000)

(20th-Fox)
7 days. Gross:

15c-25c,
$1,500)

25c-35c,

(G.B.)
7 days.

Gross:

(Average, $1,500)

M-G-M Men Ashore
—

Treasurers' Club Elects
Charleston, S. C, Feb. 3. Four
Boston, Feb. 3. Hugo Lundgren
members of an M-G-M unit arrived
(Republic)
RIVERSIDE— (2,300), 15c-20c-25c, 7 days. here from the Bahamas, where they was elected president of the Theatre
Stage: Johnny Perkins, Ruth Petty, Lewis made
marine scenes for "Captains Treasurers' Club at the twelfth an& Van, Prosper & Merit, Michon Bros.
nual meeting at the Hotel WestminCourageous."
(Average, $5,000)
Gross: $4,300.
Thomas
The four visitors, who left imme- ster. Other officers are
"STRIKE ME PINK" (U.A.)
WARNER — (2,400), 25c-40c, 8 days. diately for California, were James Waters, vice-president Edward Spell(Average, $5,000)
Gross: $5,000.
Frank E. Barnes, man, recording secretary; John NorHavens, director
"AH WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
Harold J. Mar- ris, treasurer, and Sam Stern, finanbusiness manager
"CORONADO" (Para.)
WISCONSIN— (3,200), 25c-40c, 7 days. zorati, first cameraman, and Al cial secretary. Directors are William Nixon, William Landrigan, ArGross: $5,300.
(Average, $8,000)
Scheving, assistant cameraman.
The men worked 12 weeks on the thur Manley, Thomas Roche and
Scotia and two Fred Bond.
To Reopen in Pittsburgh Grand Banks off Nova and
San SalvaPittsburgh, Feb. 3. Remodeled at weeks in the Bahamas
dor Island.
Prints Cut
a cost of more than $25,000, the old
Hollywood, Feb. 3. Twenty minHarris Theatre will be reopened Feb.
Sanka Barr Resigns
utes have been cut out of "A Mid7 by George Jaffe as a combined
vaudeville and picture house. Jaffe,
Boston, Feb. 3. Sanka Barr, one summer Night's Dream" in the genwho operated burlesque houses here of the few feminine bookers in New eral release prints which will be given
The roadshow
for a score of years, has taken a three- England, has resigned as chief booker theatres in the fall.
year lease on the spot and has re- for the American Film Exchange. She prints remain at the two hour and
five minute length.
named it the Casino.
was married recently.
$4,500.

(Average, $5,000)

"THE LEAVENWORTH CASE"

—

:

;

;

;

:

—

"Dream"

—

—

Lets Face The Music And Dance
with

MOTION PICTURE

Tuesday, February

DAILY
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Wilmington Awaits Review Board Sets
City Sales Tax
Details of Program
Extension of Gain
on All Contracts
Wilmington, Feb.
experienced

3.

—Wilmington

steadiest improvement
with substantial increases
its

since 1929,
in basic indices each

month over the
corresponding month of the previous
year, the Chamber of Commerce reports. Officials take the view that re-

covery has developed a momentum
which should carry 1936 through to
real prosperity in 1937. Continued and
greatly accelerated industrial expansion and more vigorous activity in
building are among the prospects foreseen.
Since last spring, there has been
a marked increase in inquiries received
from manufacturers in other parts of
the country investigating the possibilities of Wilmington as a site for plants,
and it is predicted that some of the
inquiries will materialize during the
year.
independent theatres
Circuit and
throughout the state and eastern
Maryland predict 1936 will be a banLoew's
ner year for the industry.
point out that pictures lined up for
1936 will bring a big year for the boxoffice.
Warners and the independents
throughout the peninsula reported an
increase in 1935 over the previous
year and look for a greater show season in 1936.

home

Bank Night and Jack Pot Night

are

going strong in down-state theatres, but have not yet made their
appearance in Wilmington.
Double
still

features continue to aid the box-office
in down-state theatres.
Film, theatre, amusement and radio
charters for 1935 at Dover showed an
increase over the previous year. Charters rescinded during the past year for
failure to pay taxes numbered 119
as compared with 138 the previous
year. Certificates of dissolution issued
to theatre and film companies showed
a large decrease.

Browne on Coast

Details of the four-day program of
the 12th annual conference of the National Board of Review which starts
tomorrow, call for morning, afternoon and night sessions.

After seeing "The Life of Louis
Pasteur" at the Warner projection

room
will

in the morning the delegates
meet with the committee on ex-

ceptional photoplays.

convene again
sylvania to hear
will

At 2

at the
critics

of various
publications discuss reviewing.
At 8

M. Twentieth Century-Fox

P.

show a film at
444 West 56th

for I A Conferences

—

tlement of the few remaining IATSE
jurisdictional problems.
Steve Newman, studio representative, arrived last
week.
It was expected at IATSE
headquarters that the question of jurisdiction over sound men would have
an early settlement. I. E. Chadwick,
president of the Independent Producers Organization, stated that he was
waiting for further word from Browne
on independent producers' negotiations
with IATSE which started several

will

the company's theatre,
St.

Discussions of activities in smaller

communities will take place Thursday
morning at the Hotel Pennsylvania,
with similar talks on larger communities to follow at 2 o'clock.
In the
evening there will be a demonstration
on university courses covering films.
Community groups will discuss their
work.
A curricula course of the
School of Education of New York
University will be described.

Friday the morning program
include a talk by Prof. Robert
A. Kissack, Jr., of the University of
Minnesota on "Motion Pictures in the
Education of Youth." In the evening
a private showing of "Marie," a film
by Dr. Paul Fejos, will be held at
the New School for Social Research,
and Arthur Garfield Hays will discuss "Censorship."
The Saturday morning session at
the Hotel Pennsylvania will be devoted to a conference of the National
Ass'n. of 4- Star Clubs, followed by
a discussion of films for young people
by Robert Adam of the Birch Wathen School. The 21st annual luncheon will be served at 12:30 o'clock.

New Setup Completed
At Roach Studios
—

3.
Feb.
Completing
reorganization of
Hal Roach
Studio department direction today,
Syd Van Kuren, formerly on the production staff, was made superintendent of all construction and technical
staffs.
C. E. Christenson remains as
construction superintendent.
Hugh

the

Huber, auditor, was promoted to assistant secretary and treasurer of the
studio

succeeding

Mat

O'Brien,

became general studio manager

who

in the

Hollywood, Feb.

3.

Monday

— The

meeting

Mary Astor

in "Hearts**

—

Hollywood, Feb. 3. Mary Astor
replace Jean Arthur in "Bless

put into production this week. Miss
Arthur was unable to complete "Opera
Hat" in time to do the role.

of

the local Producers' Association,
previously scheduled for yesterday,
has been called by Will H. Hays for

next Monday.

Lewis With Zeidman
Hollywood, Feb.

—

—John Wharton
of Selznick International

3.
Harold Lewis,
formerly production manager for Reliance Company, was today signed as
production manager for B. F. Zeid-

New York

man Company.

Wharton On Way Here
Hollywood, Feb.

3.

entrained for

series of

last

Saturday following a

Bank Night Warning
Given in Cleveland

—

Cleveland, Feb. 3. Police Prosecutor Perry A. Frey today told 27
theatre owners that for the sake of

conferences here.

Night.

The

exhibitors had been

summoned

Feb.
3.—Radio has
signed Harriet Hilliard to a five-year
contract, following her work in "Follow the Fleet."

Hollywood, Feb.

—

BLUEB00K
of

PROJECTION
•

The sixth edition, all new
from cover to cover, is now

and William E. Minshall, Bank Night
attorney, said he was prepared to con-

available.

test the case.

Angeles,
Feb.
Louis
3.
Swarts, well known film attorney,
long with Paramount, has formed a
partnership with David Tannenbaum

The Bluebook contains 714
pages plus 153 illustrations.
It details and describes every
piece of sound and projection apparatus in the modern projection booth and

Swarts and Tannenbaum. George
Chasin and Seymour P. Steinberg

gives all instructions for operation and maintenance. It

Swarts Takes Partner

—

Los

as

will be associated.

includes a complete trouble-

Claude Binyon Stricken

—

Hollywood, Feb.
Claude Binyon,
Paramount writer, was stricken with
appendicitis while working on the
3.

script

for

"Concertina."

He

is

in

Santa Monica Hospital.

—

Minneapolis, Feb. 3. Judge Nordbye today denied a temporary injunction to the Shubert Players Operating Co., in the Palace 10-cent show
case. Trial has been set for March 8.

"Obsession" Hits Record

—

Hartford, Feb. 3. E. M. Loew's
has begun its
fourth
week with
"Magnificent Obsession." This breaks
all time records for the house.

department as a
aid in breakdowns and

shooting
first

features a

quick-finding in-

dex system that provides the
answer immediately to any
projection problem.
Don't put off owning a Bluebook. You will find it indispensable as a daily reference.

Price $5. 2 5 Postpaid

Massce Company Moves
Massce &

customhouse brokers,
office from
729 to 723 7th Ave., where the company will occupy all of the fifth and
Co.,

have moved their uptown

part of the third floor.

Hollywood,

Richardson's

Max

Kaplan, Grand
Central Theatre, who charged Bank
Night is a lottery.
The prosecutor
warned that arrests would be made,

on complaint of

Robert Riskin Returns

60,

3.
Roy Laidlaw,
Pickford-Lasky makeup man, was
found dead in bed this morning, ap-

Hollywood, Feb. 3.— Robert
Columbia writer, has returned

parently from heart failure.

studio after an operation.

QUI GLEY BOOKSHOP
1790

Laidlaw Found Dead

Harriet Hilliard Signed

Did you get
your copy of

public policy a judicial ruling should
be obtained on the legality of Bank

Denies Temporary Stay

Their Hearts" which Columbia will

Producers Meet

approximate between $900,000 and
$1,000,000 annually. Exchanges have
already served notice that they will
pass the tax on to exhibitors if its
validity is upheld by the courts.
The I. T. O. A. last week obtained
a restraining order prohibiting the city
from levying the tax and exchanges
from collecting it until a hearing on
an application for a temporary injunction against the city and exchanges has been held. This hearing
is scheduled for Friday.

re-arrangement.

will

weeks ago.

1)

On

will

Hollywood,

Hollywood,
Feb.
3.
George
Browne returned here yesterday from
the Miami IATSE conference for set-

o'clock they

Hotel Penn-

(Continued from page

to obtain a writ of certiorari for the
appeal.
The comptroller's decision held that
the assessment of $21,188 against the
exchange's receipts for a period from
Dec, 1934, to May, 1935, was valid
and must be paid by the exchange.
The assessment applied to all revenues
of the exchange except those obtained
from Government sources. On this
basis it is estimated that the tax, when
applied to all local exchanges, would

Riskin,
to the

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

.

.

.

Challenged

leader
the King of the
their

.

.

.

Damned.

KINO

DAMNED
TOPS

with

EM ALL

CONRAD
VEIDT
HELEN VINSON
Scenario and Dialogue by

A WOW!

Sidney
Director,

Gilliat

WALTER FORDE

ROXY. NOW

SUCCESSOR TO "39

STEPS",

"TRANSATLANTIC TUNNEL",

"FIRST

A

PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION

GIRL"
•

AND "MISTER HOB

FOX EXCHANGES

•

CANADA, REGAL

FILMS, I

MOTION PICTURE
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Moti
Picture
Industry
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NO.

39.

NEW

30

Erpi Talking

New

BERTRAM

Washington,
in

4.

—Acquisition

Joined Oct. 1

shares by J. Robert Rubin, is shown
in the semi-monthly report of the
Securities and Exchange Commission.
At the close of the year, Rubin reThe
ported, he held 2,800 shares.
Loew report also showed that Rubin,
through a holding company, had 350
shares of $6.50 cumulative preferred

the
and Jack L. Warner.
Warners and Paramount.
month, the former sold 4,600 shares of
This was learned yesterday follow- common, disposed by gift of 300,000
six per cent optional convertible debentures and acquired 166,667 of the

company of
parent
Inc.,
(Continued on page 6)
has with Erpi. The existing
15-year pact, expiring in 1945, was the
first agreement for the use of sound
It
to be made public by the SEC.
had been filed with that agency at
Washington in connection with Loew's
New Haven, Feb. 4. Irving C.
registration covering the issuance, Feb. Jacox was elected president of the
the
Connecticut
at
of
15, of $15,000,000 of new sinking fund M.P.T.O.
debentures.
organization's annual meeting held
The new contract with Loew's has here today. He succeeds J. B. Fishbeen in negotiation for the past year man. Arthur Lockwood was elected
(Continued on page 6)
Adolph Johns
vice-president
first
second vice-president, and Edward G.
Loew's,

M-G-M,

Jacox Elected Head
Of Conn, MPTO

—

His

to Set

Up

Own Exchanges

Hollywood, Feb. 4.— M. H. Hoff-

minimum

of
six pictures called for in his contract
and has severed connections with Re-

man

has completed the

public.
It is

understood here that under the

new setup Republic franchise holders
have to get home office approval before they can take on the distribution
of any independent product. _ This, it
is said, gives Republic practical control over independent distribution in

Levy was

reelected secretary.
of the largest
in point of attendance in the history
of the organization, despite inclement
weather. Of 120 theatres in the state
92 were represented at the meeting.

The meeting was one

ITOA

Hear Sales
Levy Report Today
to

Members

of the I.T.O.A. today will
convene at the Astor when a report
will be given on the two per cent

number

sales tax on film rentals. Exhibitors
will be notified of the stay granted
against the city and exchanges on

Hoffman

Saturday.

of territories.
plans to set up his own
exchanges to handle a complete program which he intends to produce.
While working out the details of his
plans he is making his headquarters
Pathe lot.
at the
a

No

A

committee which met with Mayor
(Continued on page 6)

The first nationwide classification of
the National Legion of Decency List,
made public in complete detail yesterday, passes as unobjectionable on
any score 122 of 223 features men-

—

Hollywood,

4.
Feb.
David L.
has resigned as vice-president

Hal

of

Feb.

Roach

Studios,

effective

8.

It
is
understood Loew has been
awaiting action on his request for release from a three-year contract for
several
days.
Neither Roach nor
Which merely means that Charlie Loew would comment on the reason
and
Chaplin has come back to town
for the withdrawal.
Loew stated,
the Rivoli, wherein will be held this however, that he expected to make
evening the premiere of the per- California his permanent home and
sistenily wordless comedian's latest would continue in the industry.
picture, "Modern Times" for which
Speculation here points to the posswank New York and the industry sibility that he will affiliate with the
are due to turn out en masse.
M-G-M studio.
Loew's connection with Roach was
dramatic in its brevity. He resigned
as vice-president of Loew's, Inc., on
Oct. 1. At the time it was stated
that plans for a heavy expansion of
Roach production were under way
Hollywood, Feb. 4. Weakness in and that the studios would be greatly
the cooperative agreement existing be- enlarged after the first of the
year.
tween the Screen Actors' Guild and
Actors Equity will be reviewed and
rectified, it was stated today by Frank
Gillmore, president of the latter group.
Gillmore met with Guild members
tonight and will meet with the board
of directors of the Actors' Guild toBy BRUCE ALLAN
morrow night at which time various
London, Feb. 4. Max Schach of
problems will be settled, he said.
theatre project is Capitol Film Prod., plans a new comThe local
functioning in the most efficient man- pany to produce British films for
He has been United Artists distribution including
ner, Gillmore stated.
closely studying the project for the the United States, under a long term
It could not be learned
past two days and has been confer- contract.
regional here today how the plan will affect
ring with G. Brown,
Gillmore expressed the be- Capitol as a company, but it is said
director.
Federal theatre plan was Capitol's contract with C. M. Woolf
lief the
functioning here better than in any and General Film Distributors is unaf-

Gillmore for Strong

Guild Agreements
—

New Schach Firm

Sets U. A. Release

—

WPA

,

WPA

other part of the country.
Although advocating a closed shop
(Continued on page 6)

Legion V First Nat 'I List
Weeks Is Adding 20
Fully Endorses 122 of 223
To G. B. Sales Force

George W. Weeks, G.B. general
manager, is adding 20 men to
his sales staff throughout the country. Scott E. Chesnutt, former Paramount special sales representative in
the south, has been named G.B. district manager in the same territory,

Explanation Given;
Departs Feb. 8

Loew

RKO

sales

David Loew

of 2,500 shares of Loew
stock and the sale of 2,200

already to

Hoffman

Branches

Quits Roach;

_

ing the publication of the basic provisions of the present contract which

in All

LINZ

new recording license agreement
be entered into between Erpi and
M-G-M in the near future and will
incorporate reduced rates for the stock.
domestic recording of dubbed versions,
Marked activity in Warner stock
foreign versions and trailers, such as was shown by the reports of H. M.
have been made available by Erpi
During
will

the In

TEN CENTS

December

common

A

Feb.

F.

Intelligent

1936

Dealings Reported
By

Reductions To Be Made,
It Is Understood

5,

Hat, Shoes, Cane

Executives' Stock

Deal for

Loew's Sound

YORK, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

Alert,

the
cil

New York

Alfred E. Smith

CounDecency of which
chairman by the

Archdiocesan

of the Legion of
is

;

fected.

"Pagliacci," with Richard Tauber,
to United Artists, however.
(Continued on page 6)

may go

Film Group

May Go

Into Variety Club
Incorporation of the Monday Nighters, Inc., which has been meeting informally for the past few years, is understood to be the foundation for a local unit of Variety Club.
The organization is composed of about 50 prom-

Bureau of the International inent exhibitors and exchange men in
Federation of Catholic Alumnae, of the local territory.
tioned.
has been named
J. Louis Geller
which Mrs. James F. Looram, is
effective Feb. 15.
Sixty-one are described as "unobpresident; Henry Brown, vice-presichairman.
"Doomed Cargo" has been set as jectionable for adults" 37 as "objecdent; Max A. Cohen, secretary; Moe
The 122 features in Class A, Sec- Morris, treasurer; and Nat Cohn serthe title of the G.B. film to star tionable in part" and three are conEdmund Lowe and Constance Cum- demned.
tion 1 which includes films held un- geant-at-arms.
The board of govermings.
The national list is prepared under
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)
;

M.

P.

—

:
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The

paper,

Pilot, a Catholic

happens, published in Boston, with editorial
commendation for "The Story of
Louis Pasteur." Praise for such
an interesting and emphatically
so

it

worthwhile effort rests pleasantly
with the Warners, as naturally it
would.
But this department's
current interest in the matter has
to do with the last two paragraphs which have this to say
for themselves
the picture
"succeed"?
There is a general feeling that the
motion picture industry has cooperated honestly with the purposes proposed by the Legion of
Decency, and that productions
such as this are an effort to provide honest, truly high-class entertainment. That effort certainly
deserves generous public support.
This
story
of
a
thrilling
scientific achievement has all the
elements of authentic drama. It is
presented by actors of genius, and
lavishly.
It is the kind of thing
for which the vast majority of our
people had waited.
This picture,
and others like it, present to the
public a chance to prove their sincerity.
Do we want real art, or
the tawdry frivolities which once
infested out theatres?
great
industry waits for our answer.

On Bank Night Again
Kansas City, Feb. 4. — Attorney
Roy McKittrick of Missouri

General

will re-investigate the details of Bank
Night to determine its legality. Early
last year it was pronounced a lottery

by McKittrick's department.

—

Cleveland, Feb. 4. No arrests
were made here last night and Bank
Night operated unmolested, despite the
statement last week of Police ProsecuPerry Frey that he would prosecute anyone using the giveaway as a
violation of the state lottery laws.

tor

Mrs. F. F. Metcalf Dead
Kansas

—

City, Feb. 4. The industry here lost a real friend in the death
of Mrs. Frances F. Metcalf.
member of the Women's City
Club, she was motion picture chair-

A

woman

of the

Round Table Luncheon

Club and former city and state chairwoman of the Parent- Teacher Ass'n.
motion picture committee.
Her activities in connection with
films were constructive, and her criticisms of the industry were

made

as a

friend.

Harry Van Koven Dies
Baltimore, Feb. 4.
Harry Van
Hoven, publicity man for Carlin's
Amusement Park, who at one time

—

was publicity head for the Whitehurst
theatres, is dead here following a siege
of pneumonia.

.

.

willingness of the public

and to pay for that
would not in an earlier
day, at the same time, is one of
the most hopeful signs for the
commentator
future
that
this
it

knows.
It is probably a waste
of your time and our space to
blindly hope for more of the same
thing but without suggesting a
method by which this might be
hastened. And yet, although the

method may be lacking, the

fer-

vency of the wish does not become less dimmed. We're told
keeping the fingers crossed and
hoping like hell sometimes brings
results.

.

.

.

T T
Dave Loew's resignation from
Roach vice-presidency comes

no particular surprise. From
what is known of that situation,

unfortunate

answer,

backed

by

too many proofs in the past, appears to be that generally it does
not. That fastens attention, again
as many times before, on the
great difficulty which constantly
confronts Hollywood in this year,
as in all years gone by. The ininsistence of the
of
Decency, principally, that producers go in for less of the tinsel
and more of the worthwhile is
directly responsible for the better
things which are being shipped
out of the coast these days. Nobody has been more surprised
than the men who make pictures
at the success which has crowned
such outstanding efforts as
"David Copperfield."
.

.

.

Yet that has not been quite
enough.
While the public response to the higher level in production,
taken by and large,
makes it decidedly worthwhile to
continue the effort, the gains to
be achieved and the virgin ground
to be covered, are formidable by
comparison with that which have
been chalked up so far.
The
rapidity of any new steps will be
clocked in direct ratio to the support extended by the public. Producers, as a group, need make no
apologies for their endeavors.
Years before the present excite-

American and British
cussed
return

Henry Ginsberg's withdrawal sevweeks ago was far more
The latter's friends,
dramatic.

eral

which means a

lot of people, are
singularly lacking in dope on the
inside.
Our friend, the little
bird, whispers to us the break

came when Ginsberg, who has
been sharing in the Roach profits,
failed to agree
in fact, it was
with
all sharp and to the point
Roach on the type of features
which the comedy producer planned for next season. Loew joined
Roach largelv at Ginsberg's behest. With Ginsberg out, the rest
is plausible enough.

—

.

.

from

the

were

dis-

following

the

capital

yesterday
coast

of

William

New York film attorney representing the plan's backers.
While in Hollywood Fitelson discussed with established producers the
possibilities of their making one or two
pictures a year outside of their regular
contract schedules for the new orSuch participating proganization.
ducers would own 50 per cent of the
new company, which would sponsor a
12 features annually,
st of six to
budgeted at from $200,000 to $250,000
Distribution would be by a
each.
major company.

The eastern arrangements may be
completed today, in which event additional details on the new organization's plans can be disclosed, Fitelson
said.

Schines Discussing

New Paramount Deal
Indicating an early trend in negofor 1936-37 product, Louis
Schine and George Lynch of the
Schine circuit today will meet with
Milton Kusell, New York State dis-

tiating

manager for Paramount, to discuss terms for next season's output.
The circuit heads feel the weather
now is much more comfortable for
arguing rentals now than it is in the
trict

warm

months.

Meyer

Schine,

who

usually

sits

in

on film deals, has gone to Miami and
will probably return after preliminary
details have been set.
two-year
signed
recently
Kusell
and
Loew's
Century,
with
deals
Skouras which include next season's
output of 70 features and 100 single
Whether the Schine
shorts.
reel
agreement will run for a year or
longer will be determined later.

Meeting of National

Board Starts Today

—

.

here

Fitelson,

his

as

Legion

Arrests

.

to accept

which

A

Does the public want "real art
or the tawdry frivolities which
once infested our theatres?" The

McKittrick to Rule

the breeze.

The

Fitelson Settling
Detail of New Unit
Final plans for the formation of a

occasional films such as "Peter
Pan" and "Broken Blossoms."
There would have been others
coming along at more frequent
if
theatregoers
had
intervals
hoisted a solitary directional sign
in

1936

5,

new producing organization backed by

ment over the transfer of classics
from page to screen there were

now

Will

10 cents.

No Bank Night

Outlook

By RED KANN"

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)

Vol.

Wednesday, February

12th annual conference of the
National Board of Review gets under
way this morning with a screening
of "The Life of Louis Pasteur" at
the Warner projection room. Following the showing, the delegates will
meet with the committee on exception-

The

photoplays.
will register at
1 ;30 delegates
the Hotel Pennsylvania, and at 2
o'clock there will be a symposium on
different types of reviews, with variAt 8 o'clock
ous critics speaking.
there will be a discussion of an unreleased film at the Twentieth Century-Fox theatre at 444 West 56th
Morning, afternoon and evening
St.
sessions are scheduled for Thursday
and Friday, with the 21st annual
luncheon set for 12 ;30 on Saturday.
al

T T

At

A heart-warming, human and
understandably emotional quality
runs through "Next Time
Love." Its principal performers
Margaret Sullavan, James Stewart, of whom much should be
heard one of these minutes, and
Ray Milland under the able

We

—

direction of Edward H. Griffith
deliver quiet and able characterizations which are one of the
highlights of what we regard as a
generally superior attraction. So
far garnering less mention than

he deserves

who

is

McWade.

Robert

essavs the role of the

man-

aging editor of a metropolitan
daily and thereby emphasizes the
point, frequently overlooked in
Hollywood, that a man can be a
newspaperman and a human
bein? for all that.
.

.

.

Allied Ass'n Board
Meets in Capital
Washington,

Feb.

4.

— Discussion

of various matters marked the meeting here today of the board of directors of national Allied Ass'n. The
budget for the coming year was approved as well as the matter of holding a convention. No location was
decided upon.
Election of officers will be held
today.

onight
an

event

for

the

THE

.

.

eagerly

past

five

awaited
years

.

.

.

WORLD PREMIERE

hi
Written, directed

and produced by CHARLES CHAPLIN

Released thru UNITED ARTISTS

"

It's

Mutiny"

Box-office!

at the

JEANETTE

and
MocDONALD
are
EDDY
NELSON
Americas singing
Watch
sweethearts!

the industry's
lines

and take a

from the
rional

H

ID
DID
THEY „

IT .
IT1
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Qscar

Stothat ,

sensa-

Another M-G-M

has come.
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Eddy
MaoDonald, Nelson
£asea
Gilda Gray,
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first
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engagements.
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Executives' Stock

Purely
i
Personal
•

the

•

John Masefield,

laureate of
tonight

poet

England, with his wife,
on the Majestic, after a

sail

which

visit

The Mar-

included the coast studios.

quis and Marquise de la Falaise
(Constance Bennett) sail on the
same boat. She will make two G.B.
films in England.
•
Ginger Rogers was guest at a reception by Radio in the Astor Gallery
of the Waldorf-Astoria yesterday. She
plans to leave for the coast tomorrow
or Friday to start work on her next
picture for Radio.

•

Jim Finn,

editor of International
Projectionist, left for Chicago yesterday on the first leg of a trip that will
He will be
take him to the coast.
away about three weeks.

Cohen, who

week dropped

earlier

New

the

in

the

Yorker, has

taken over the Cohan. Harry Brandt
had been dickering for the house.

same, reducing his holdings by 133,333.
Jack Warner disposed of 2,000 shares
of common and 409,333 six per cent

additional 4,786 shares through holding company B, and 1,469,000 convertible debentures.
Jack Warner held
85,060 shares of common, 10,618 shares
of $3.85 preferred and 4,786 shares
through holding company B, and
1,856,000 debentures.
In a report filed by Joseph M.
Schenck, the disposition by gift of
36,000 shares of Twentieth CenturyFox common and the sale of 10,000
shares of common, disposition by gift
of 15,000 shares of $1.50 cumulative
preferred and the sale of 16,000 shares
was shown. At the close of the
month, Schenck held 168,643 shares of
common and 24,284 shares of the preferred.
These holdings represented a
sharp drop in a period of four months,
the commission report showing also
the filing of a return for August in
which he reported holdings of 214,643
shares of common and 55,284 shares
of preferred.

New Deal Talks
For Loew's Sound

•

Ed Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A.

president, stopped off at Memphis yesterday en route here from Jackson, Miss.,

and

due

is

in

town tomorrow.

ploiter,

morrow

Universal ex-

will leave for the coast
to work on "Showboat"

to-

and

"Sutter's Gold."

him

addition to
cold sent
Springs (adv.).

yesterday.

Simmons

to

A

•

Edward G. Robinson is due to
leave for the coast this week to start
work on "Bullets or Ballots."
•

—but

back soon.

will be

•

Dan

Kelley,

Universal casting
here from the studio for
a week of playgoing.
•
director,

is

Laura Hope Crews
from

the

Boland

basic

rate

will

granted to

provisions

Erpi licensees as rapidly as negotiations can be concluded.
These include
Columbia, Universal, United Artists,

Century-Fox

and

Educa-

The new rates were first incorporated in the agreements with Warners
concluded late in 1934 following upon
the adjustment of the long disputed
claim controversy between that company and Erpi. They were next made
a part of new domestic recording
agreements
executed
with
Paramount a year ago in conjunction
with the compromise and settlement of
Erpi's $1,800,000 claim against Paramount under the latter's bankruptcy

coast to
in "Jubilee."

has arrived
succeed Mary

•

Oscar Hanson leaves today for
Toronto.
He's been in town several
clays on product.
•

proceedings,

as

published in

Picture Daily of Feb.

4,

Motion
The

1935.

negotiations with M-G-M were begun
shortly thereafter and are now in their
final stages.

Milton C.
the I.T.O.A.,
ington today.

Weisman,
is

attorney for

due back from Wash•

Morris Kutinsky has gone

to

Mi-

ami with the missus.
•

Roy Disney
coast.

is

in

Gillmore for Strong
Guild Arguments
(Continued from page

ment

A

state court is in preparation

taking care of that problem.
However, he expressed the confidence that
the producers would be gratified with
a well planned and reasonable closed
shop agreement.
Gillmore will hold a general meeting
with both the Screen Actors' and
Writers' Guilds at the Masonic Tem-

night.
He will sail for
either Saturday or Sunday

Thursday

New York

on the President Cleveland.

and may

be filed within a day or two. It was
necessary to pay the tax in advance of
the filing of the appeal motion.
The
city's assessment against United Artists, recognized as a test case by local
exchanges, applied to all rentals except
those from government agencies.

Film Group

May Go

Into Variety Club
nors

(Continued from page 1)
Harry Shiffman,
consists
of

chairman

;

is

the legal adviser.

No

(Continued from page 1)
objectionable for general patronage
are
A Thousand a Alinute, Annie Oakley, Atlantic Adventurer, Had Boy, Bar 2u Rides
Again, Beauty's Daughter, Between Men,

Broadcast of lyjb, Bulldog Courage,
Oold, The Calling of Dan Matthews, Captain Blood, The Case oi Missing Man, Charlie Chan's Secret, Chatterbox, Cheers ot the Crowd, Collegiate, Dance
ilig

liuruiiig

Band, Danger Ahead, Danger Trail, Dritt
fence, Drei Kaiserjager, Der Himmel Aul
-fc-rden, Der Adjutant seiner Hoheit, Every
Saturday Night, East of Java, Fang and
Claw, fighting Youth, 1'orced Landing,
f reshman Dove, Gallant Defender, Centle
Julia, 'ihe Cbost Goes West, The Great
impersonation, Harmony Lane, The Healer,
Her Master's Voice, Here's to Romance,
His .Night Out, Hitch Hike Lady, 1 dream
Too. Much, 1 Live lor Love, I'll Dove You
Always, in Person, It's a Great Life, Ivory

Handled Guns, Ihe Lady

in

Scarlet,

Last

JJays of Bompeii, Last ot the Clintons, The
Last Outpost, Lawless Eiders, The Life of

Louis fasteur, Little America, The Littlest
Love Me Eorever, ihe Lone Woli
Returns, The Milky Way, The Man on the
f lying Trapeze, Man of Steel, Maria Chapdelaine, Men of
the Hour, Midsummer
Night s Dream, Millions in the Air, Miss
Eacihc Eleet, Mister Hobo, Moonlight on
the Erairie, Music Is Magic, Mutiny on
the Bounty, My Marriage, Nevada, The
Night Is Young, The Umcers' Mess, Old
Man Rhythm, Once in a Blue Moon,
O'ihaughnessy's Boy, Paradise Canyon,
Baddy O'Day, Personal Maid's Secret,
Brotessional
Soldier, Racing
Luck, Red
Blood of Courage, Rendezvous, Rescue
Squad, Rose Mane, Rose of the Rancho,
The Sage Bush Troubadour, Scrooge, Seven
Keys to Baldpate, She Couldn't Take It,
Silver Spurs, The Singing Vagabond, Skull
and Crown, So Red the Rose, The Spanish
Cape Mystery, Stars Over Broadway,
Steamboat Round the Bend, Stormy, Storm
Oyer the Andes, Sans Eamille, Tale of Two
Cities, Thanks a Million, Three Kids and
a CJueen, Three Live Ghosts, Three Musketeers, The
Throwback, To Beat the
Band, Too Tough to Kill, Tough Guy,
transatlantic Tunnel, Trail of Terror, Two
for Tonight, Two in the Dark, Timothy's
Uuest, The Unknown Woman, The Valley
of Wanted Men, Warfare, Western Courage,
Whispering Smith Speaks, Wings
Over Ethiopia, 1'ou May Be Next, Your
Uncle Dudley, Zlata Katrina.

Rebel,

meetings will be held on Monday night. The first affair since incorporation of the club will be held
The 61 features in Class A, Section
tomorrow night at the Astor when a 2 which include films viewed as unobtestimonial will be tendered Schnit- jectionable for adults are:
zer who is leaving Columbia to join
A Feather in Her Hat, Ah! Wilderness,
Alias Bulldog Drummond, Another Face,
Republic.
The Bride Comes Home, Broadway HostPlans for the organization's future ess, Circumstantial Evidence, Coronado,
activities have not been completed, but Crime and Punishment, Crime and Chassaid several functions are to be
It is also planned to establish
a club room especially for the Monit

is

held.

day Nighters.

New Schach Firm
Sets U.A. Release
(Continued from page 1)
Prod., in the original Woolf
lineup, after one picture, have signed
to do three in the British Lion studio
at Beaconsfield for British Lion release.
The first will be "The Song
of Freedom," with
Paul Robeson.

Hammer

are planned with Stanley Lupino,

the first to be "Sporting Love," which
had a year's successful stage run at

the Gaiety here.

Gardner Replaces Culbert

—

London, Feb. 4. Bernhard Gardner has been named managing director
of
Photophone, Ltd., replacing
Frederic Paul Culbert, who was recently succeeded on the board of
Radio Pictures, Ltd., here by Ralph
Hambury, general manager.

RCA

M-G-M

tisement (in French), Dancing Feet, Dangerous intrigue, Dark Hour, The Divine
bpark, Exclusive Story, The Escape from
Devil's
Island,
The Fighting Coward,
Frisco Kid, Grand Exit, If You Could
Only Cook, I Live My Life, It Happened
in New York, Kind Lady, King of the

Damned, Lac Aux Dames,
crets,
La Maternelle, The

1)

movement now under way here under

ple

town from the

$21,188, representing the assessfor the two per cent city sales
tax on the company's local exchange
revenue for the period from Dec. 28,
The city
1935.
1934, to May 31,
comptroller's office ruled on Monday
that the assessment was valid and
should be paid, despite testimony presented by the exchange at two hearings to show that film rentals are not
subject to a sales tax.
motion for a writ of certiorari to
bring an appeal of the city's ruling
before the appellate division of the
city

Two

the leadership of the Writer-Actor
Lily Pons and Gene Raymond ar- Guilds and unions, the Actors' Equity
offer additional comrived after some delay on the Century head refused to
ment, stating the local guilds were
the other day.

•

U. A. Pays $21,188 Tax
United Artists yesterday paid to the

Charles A. Moses, Edward
M. Schnitzer, Charles L. O'Reilly, and
incorporate Simon Manheimer. Elihu J. Zwilling

license

Gene Raymond and his brother are
leaving the Lombardy for a Boston
trip

the

in connection with the admission of children in theatres will
also give an account of latest developments.
Bernard Barr, vice-president, will
preside in the absence of Harry Brandt
who is vacationing at Hollywood, Fla.,
with his brother, William.

1)

tional.

Ed Finney became an
list

and when completed

Twentieth

•
the sick

(Continued from Page

Warners and Paramount. These rates
will also be made available to other

•

Beulah Livingstone,

to

LaGuardia

1)

•

Max

1936

(Continued from page 1)
(.Continued from page

Harry Shiffman, Henry Brown, convertible debentures.
At the close of the month, H. M.
Herschel Stuart, Charles Curran,
Arthur Schwartz, Dan Frankel, Warner held 62,860 shares of common
Jack Goetz, Al Bondy, Roy Dis- and an additional 2,115 shares through
ney, Arthur W. Kelly, Harry D. holding company A; 10,618 shares of
Buckley, Charles B. Paine, Abe $3.85 cumulative preferred and an
at

5,

Hear Sales Decency Legion
Levy Report Today
Puts O. K. on 122

Dealings Reported

GRAINGER, Oscar Hanson,
EC.Arthur
Lee, George W. Weeks,

Schneider and Bill Jaffee,
Tavern yesterday.

ITOA

Wednesday, February

Sets Four Films
4. — M-G-M has

Hollywood, Feb.

Lady of SeLast of the
Tonight, Manhattan
Butterfly, Private Life of Louis XIV, Public
Opinion, Riffraff, Ring Around the Moon,
She Married Her Boss, Show Them No
Mercy, Society Fever, Spy 77, Strike Me
Pink,
Sweet
Surrender,
Sweidlehiems,
Tango, Thunder in the Night, Way Down
East,
The Widow from Monte Carlo,
Pagans,

Let's

Live

We're Only Human, Whipsaw, Manhunt,
The Man Who Broke the Bank at Monte
Carlo, Magnificent Obsession,

Mary Burns,

Fugitive, The Melody Lingers On, The
Murder Man, Muss 'Em Up, Next Time
We Love, The Passing of the Third Floor
Back, One Way Ticket, On Probation,
Peter Ibbetson, The Perfect Gentleman,
The Petrified Forest.

The 37 features in Class B, viewed
as objectionable in part, are:
The Lady Consents, Anything Goes, A
at
the
Opera,
Anna Karenina,

Night

Becky Sharp, Born to Gamble, Ceiling
Zero, The Crime of Dr. Crespi, Dangerous,
Dangerous Waters, Escapade, First a Girl,
Flirting

with

Danger,

Forced

Landing.

Frisco
Waterfront,
Hands Across the
Table, I Conquer the Sea, Invisible Ray,
King of Burlesque, Mad Love, Mimi, The
New Gulliver, No More Ladies, Orchids to

You,

Outcast

Lady,

The

Pay

Off,

Tne

People's
Enemy, Pursuit of Happiness,
Reckless,
Red Wagon, Remember Last
Night, Ship's Cafe, Splendor, Soak the
Rich, Sylvia Scarlett, Twenty Dollars a

completed production plans for four

Week, Waterfront Lady.

new

The three condemned features, comprising Class C, are "Guilty Parents,"
"High School Girl" and "Java Head."

pictures.

They

are:

"Mob

Rule," "Moonlight Murder," "Absolute

Quiet" and "Wings of Tomorrow."

I •••

the picture with ••
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Big Insurance Fund Hearing Set Today
Ordered Distributed
Upon Alien Talent
Kansas

City, Feb.

and

4.

—Exhibitors,

tradesmen of

Washington,

Feb.

4.

—The

district

Missouri are interested in a Federal
court decree handed down

here.

Dickstein of

The decree ordered distribution of
in
fire,
approximately
$10,000,000
windstorm, and hail insurance premiums impounded between June, 1930,

actors and musicians under the contract labor provisions of the Immigration Law.

allied

Twenty per
and November, 1935.
cent of this amount goes to policyholders of the state, plus a fifth of
the earnings of the impounded fund.
Insurance companies asked 16 2/3
per cent rate increase in 1930, which
was refused. They secured an injunction against the insurance commissioner, and since then the rate increase
has been collected by the companies,
but has been impounded under court
jurisdiction. Most of the companies
137 of the larger ones took their
case to the Federal court. More than
70 of the smaller companies went into
the state court. It is the Federal court
case that was finally wound up here
Saturday. The state court cases probably will be settled soon.

—

May

R. Emmett O'Malley,
present insurance superintendent, and
the insurance companies reached a

Last

compromise

settlement

plan.

It

is

few minor changes,

plan, with a

this

New York

to place alien

The measure would

bar such aliens
unless they secure the consent of the
Secretary of Labor for their admission
prior to embarkation, unless of distinguished merit.
Where actors or
musicians are permitted to enter, the
number admitted from any country

Vote Against Sales,
Income Tax Repeal

Meeting to Be Held

nor's

managers of Twentieth CenturyFox will convene here for two days
starting Feb. 22 for the annual midsion

winter sales pow-wow.
The sessions will be held at the
Congress with John D. Clark, general
sales

manager,

turned to

He

presiding.

New York

re-

yesterday from

Miami

vacation.
Discussion of next season's program
is expected to be left to the annual
sales convention.
The two-day meetings here will principally concern current sales progress.
S. R. Kent is
not scheduled to attend.
a

Kent Returns Next Week
Sidney R. Kent, president of TwenCentury-Fox, is due from the
coast next week, following which he
will go to Boca Grande, Fla., for a

tieth

vacation.

Kent

will sail for London the latter
part of April to confer with Walter

Hutchinson, recently appointed foreign sales head.

J.

Jersey Allied Will

Meet Twice a Month
Two

meetings a month, instead of
one to be held at the unit's
headquarters at the Lincoln here and
a second in a New Jersey city is
four,

plan of Allied of New Jersey.
No meeting was held yesterday, the
schedule for the month of February
not having been completed. The last
session was at Camden on Jan. 28
when the southern New Jersey group
discussed topics pertinent to exhibitors
in that sector of the state.

the

new

Lee Newbury,
vacation.

It

is

president,

expected

a

on a
meeting

is

schedule for the month will be set
following the return of Sidney E.
Samuel son from Washington, where
he is attending a two-day Allied
directors' conclave.

4.

— The

Gover-

yesterday

conference here

tax

voted against repeal of the sales and
income taxes, which will come up on

Academy
Los Angeles, Feb. 4.
Research Council subcommittee on
studio theatre coordination will meet
here tonight under the chairmanship
of Franklin Hanson for further dis-

The film inthe November ballot.
dustry has proposed that a gross
transactions tax be substituted for the
other two levies, if they are repealed.
Farmers and small business men are
opposed to the gross transaction tax,
which was presented by Byron C.
Hanna of the M. P. Producers' Ass'n.

—

An

and studio technicians.

projectionists

More Details Asked

The farmers

declared the substitute
of the others possible, but said a tax strike would result.
Small business saw harm in the
proposed levy through pyramiding, but
appeared satisfied with Hanna's answer
that it could be avoided by proper
definition of the processes through

would make repeal

Bud Lollier of
of the resolutions
committee which will decide on the
gross transactions tax.

which goods

In Suit at Lincoln FWC

—

Lincoln, Feb. 4. Further details
on the amended bill of complaint of
the State Theatre and Independent
Theatres in the $444,000 and $1,353,000 conspiracy and restraint of trade
Universal,
suits
against
A.,
U.

M-G-M, RKO,

Vitagraph, Paramount
and Twentieth Century-Fox are being
sought by the defendants.
Attorneys for the majors want the

amended petitions made more specific
on whether the plaintiff is alleging
renewed conspiracies or additional

Kuykendall

to

Talk

At the Ampa Lunch
Ed Kuykendall, president of the
M.P.T.O.A., and Charles L. O'Reilly,
head of the New York Theatre Owners'

the

Chamber

of

Commerce,

will

speakers at the Ampa
be held tomorrow at the
Pete Woodhull, past presito

Astor.
dent of M.P.T.O.A., will act as m.c.
Also included among the guests will
be several circuit and theatre operators and a

number

a

pass.

member

Exchange Workers
Talk Strike Moves

of players.

9

Warner music publishing companies
owned 448 of 4,799 musical works
copyrighted during 1934, Ascap reported yesterday on the basis of an
made by it of the printed
catalogues issued by the Register of
Copyrights and the Annual Copyright
analysis

The Warner

Index for that year.

copyright entries for 1934 represented
9.34 per cent of the total, Ascap said.
Of the total number of musical

works registered

were unpub-

1,432

lished.

Harms Sues CBS and
Harms,

WABC

Warner music

subFederal
court against Columbia Broadcasting
System and Station
of the
radio chain, seeking total damages
of $895,000 for alleged unauthorized
use of Rudolph Friml's "Chansonette."
It is claimed the number was broadcast from 89 stations of the network
on Jan. 18, and Jan. 23.
This is the 24th suit filed by Warner music companies against networks
and individual stations, and brings the
total of damages asked to $1,750,000.
Inc.,

sidiary, yesterday filed suit in

The Harms

suit, filed by Wattenberg
Wattenberg, seeks damages of
$5,000 for each of the 179 individual

&

alleged infringements.
Damages of
$890,000 are asked of CBS for the
use of the song by 88 stations, and
$5,000 from WABC. An accounting
of profits also is asked.

Van Beuren Well Along
Over 80 per cent of Van Beuren's
1935-36 product will be completed and
ready for distribution on April 1, the
company states. Fifty-two one-reelers
will be released by Radio and the current groups of the "World on Parade,"
"Sports With Bill Corum" and the
"Struggle to Live" series will be finished on the date mentioned.
Six new
"Dumb-Bell Letters" are at the exchanges for the season.
Work remains to be done on the "Easy Aces"
and "Rainbow Parade"

line.

Exchange

Members of the Film
Employes Union held a closed meeting
at the Times Square Hotel last night
to

discuss

last

Wall Street

the Republic strike called

Saturday.

The reason

union membership in this company's
However, Republic,
film department.

which

is

financed by Herbert

J.

Yates,

emergency crew from
Laboratories to
Consolidated Film
be handle both the day and night shifts.

principal

meeting

is

for picking Republic as
the first exchange for a walkout unless
a contract was signed recognizing the
union is said to be a 100 per cent

conspiracies.

Warner Music 9,34%
In 34, Ascap Says

WABC

Council

By Academy

coordination between house managers,

4.

sued in Vancouver this year.

Sacramento, Feb.

executives and district and divi-

office

Kennedy announces that no
new beer licenses will be is-

the number of
American professionals admitted to
that country.
The hearing was called at such a
late hour that it is not expected that
any representatives of the industry
from the west coast can reach Washington in time.

Fox Sales Sessions
Are Set for Chicago
—About 35 home
Chicago, Feb.

effective.

Church and prohibitionist
interests were also prominent
in the campaign. As a result,

upon

depend

will

cussion on the compilation of questionnaires received from theatre managers and projectionists as a result
of the survey conducted by the comeffort
mittee some months ago.
will be made to better theatre technical conditions and to promote closer

which has been made

—

The
Vancouver, Feb. 4.
boys here will have to walk
an extra block for their beer.
The campaign of the Capitol,
Orpheum, Globe and Maple
Leaf theatres against issuance of a beer license to the
Palms Hotel which is in the
same block with the theatres,
resulted in W. F. Kennedy,
B. C. liquor commissioner, vetoing the Palms' application.

House

Immigration Committee tomorrow will
hold a hearing on the resolution introduced last month by Representative

distributors,

Must Walk a Block

called

in

an

Two

pickets continue to parade in
front of the Film Center in which the
Republic exchange is located.

Fractional Gains Spot Board
Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd
Consolidated
Consolidated,

Up

—

6/

pfd.

Eastman Kodak
Loew's, Inc

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount
Pathe Film

RKO

+
+

654

19%

18%

15754
53J4

157
5254

ll 1/^

11/
83/

83/

A

1254

pfd. &4'A
2 pfd. 1254
7Ys
1

12 l
754

157

5254

11%

7/

m

7%

7%

20th Century-Fox. 27
20th Century, pfd. 35
Warner Bros. .... 1254

3354

27
35

12fg

12%

Little

Pearl Option Taken

Net
High Low Close Change
42/ 42/ 42/ -f
49% 4954
49?4
49% - /

....
....

25/

.

54

-/
+/
- Vi
-%

54,

+1

+1/8

Change on Curb
High

%

Sentry Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor

Low

Net.
Close Change

%

%
2

2

24

22

24

+2

24

22/

24

+2

256

Hollywood, Feb. 4. Dick Pearl to21% 21/ 2154 — %
5/
5
5/
had his option exercised for an Trans -Lux
"Scrappy" at Festival day
additional year as general manager of General Theatre Bonds Gain 2 Pts.
Columbia's
cartooon
character,
Talisman Studios. John F. Median
Net
"Scrappy," will do his stuff before
High Low Close Change
has been added to Pearl's department.

instructors who will attend the "BerFestival" at the British Empire
building, during the next four weeks.

muda

The program,

New
is

projection and sound equipment

will be spotted with various film cartoons,
their
technique,
educational

value and other items of interest to
those attending.

6s '40
6s

'40,

ctf

Loew's 6s

intended for instructors

in arts and crafts,
social
science,
manual training and English literature

General Theatre

General Theatre

to be installed.

'41

ww

deb rights

Fairbanks,

Sr.,

Hollywood, Feb.

4.

on Coast

—Douglas Fair-

banks arrived here today by plane for
conferences
on
his
forthcoming

"Marco Polo."

10354

Paramount B'way
3s '55

Paramount
'39

wd

103/

59

59

59

96%

9654

9654

93/

92V«

93J4

Pict.

6s '55

Warner

103/

Bros. 6s

(Quotations at close of Feb. 4)

+H

With Josephine

Henry O'Neill

Hutchinson
•

•

Porter Hall •
A Cosmopolitan

Anita

Louise

Akim Tamiroff
Production •

A

Donald

•

First

•

Woods

Directed

Notional Picture

•

Fritz

Lieber

by William Dieterle
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Yamins Named
Chaplin Gets All-America
Bill to Bar
Opening; No Holds Barred As Successor
Alien Actors
Of Samuelson

Celler Hits

Latter Refuses to Again

Says It Would Restrict
Film Production
Washington,

Feb.

5.

— The

Take Allied Post
Washington,

Dick-

Yamins
to

Appearing before the House ImmiCommittee, Celler asserted
that "passage of the bill would greatly
impede not only the motion picture
little that remains of the
spoken drama."
Entering into argument with Representatives Cramer of
California and Dirksen of Illinois,
who claimed that England bars Amer-

but also the

Q uigley Company to
Rockefeller Center
The Quigley Publishing

publishers
of Motion Picture Herald,
Motion Picture Daily, Better Theatres,
Motion Picture Almanac and
Box-Office Check-Up, on Saturday
will occupy new quarters on the 30th
floor of the
Building in RockeCo.,

RKO

feller

Center.

This
change
since

will
in

The chief excitement on Broadway last night centered outside and
'nside the Rivoli where "Modern Times," the first Chaplin feature in
five years, had its premiere.

By

J.

M.

JERAULD

only the third
publishing
headquarters

Martin

Quigley

business in 1915.

from Chicago to

when

founded

the

the mounted police to get out, and the walking cops couldn't get toe
holds to push the crowds back.

Broadway's restless throngs jostled Commissioner Valenshouting minions hither and yon and got closer views of New
York's notables than they have had in years.

As

a result,

tine's

That short 30 or 40 feet from the center of Broadway to the Rivoli's
doors was an adventure for some of Park Avenue's ermine-clad women
and high-hatted men. Some made it by elbowing some dashed through

narrow lanes opened by the
bobs in no time at all.

police.

Marcel waves became wind-blown

Somebody started a shout when Edward G. Robinson emerged from
The company moved
New York in 1930 a limousine. The crowd closed in on him. He came up for air amid
its activities in the
a mass of press photographers. Everybody seemed to know Adolph

it
centered
U. S. Rubber Building at 1790 Broad-

(Continued on page 6)

Men

to

Be

at

Ampa

Nine additional theatre men have
promised to be on hand today when

Ed

Kuykendall,
president
of
the
M.P.T.O.A., and Charles L. O'Reilly,
head of the T.O.C.C., discuss exhibitor problems at the Ampa meeting at

"Modem Times"

Zeldman

to

is

reviewed by Red Kann on page

Reduce

the Astor.

The list includes Walter Reade,
Laurence Bolognino, Arthur Mayer,
Nate J. Blumberg, John O'Connor,
Charles Moskowitz, Joe Vogel, Pete
J. Wood and Sidney Wilmer. Pauline

program of six features, as a result of
a study of the independent exchange
market made for him recently by L. J.
Schlaifer which showed that the independent market at this time could not

Starke also will grace the dais.

(Continued on page 8)

6.

Koplar Warner Suit

(Continued on page 2)

Speak at
Review Board Meet

The motion

picture today has noth-

ing to apologize for, was the opinion of
Otis Ferguson, film critic of the
Republic, in the the course of a symposium of reviewers which featured the

New

afternoon session yesterday of the
opening of the 12th annual conference
of the National Board of Review at
the
Hotel
Pennsylvania.
Ferguson
was one of several speakers at the
session, presided over by James Shelley Hamilton, editor of the exceptional photoplay department of the
National Board of Rcvieiv Magazine.
Besides Ferguson the speakers were

Trafalgar Is New
Producer for U. A,
By

BRUCE ALLAN

London, Feb.

5.

—Max

Schach of

several years ago will go to trial toin U. S. District Court before
Judge John P. Nields.
The suit seeks an accounting of the
issuance of 90,000 shares of Warner

Capitol Film Prod., and Maurice Silverstone of United Artists, signed
contracts here today for the world release by U. A. of the product of
Schach's
newly formed Trafalgar
Film Prod., which will be released
by the U. A. associate producing units
as Max Schach productions.
Schach
is managing director and producer for
Trafalgar, with Louis A. Neel, a
director
Capitol,
and Beverley
of

(Continued on page 8)

(.Continued on page 8)

Gets Started Today

His Schedule to 6
B. F. Zeidman will reduce his
planned schedule of 16 independent
productions which were to be aimed
for major playing time in favor of a

vice-president for the northwest, was
relieved from the position. No successor was named.
Price was named as vice-president
for the eastern region, with Walter
B.
Littlefield
as his
aide.
Aaron

(Continued on page 8)

(Continued on page 8)

Nine More Theatre

Sidney E. Samuelson, who, because

Critics

Some openings are different. Last night's start of Charlie Chaplin's
"Modern Times" was one of these. The streets were too slippery for

;

mark

— Nathan

board chairman and general counsel
and Herman A. Blum and H. M.
Richey were renamed as treasurer
and recording secretary, respectively.
Arthur B. Price of Baltimore and
Samuelson were named to the executive
committee,
with
Myers and
Yamins as ex-officio members.
By request, W. A. Steffes, regional

gration

(.Continued on page 8)

5.

of pressure of his own business affairs,
refused reelection for a third term.
Abram F. Myers was reelected

dustry.

ican artists, Celler insisted that such
was not the case. He further asserted
that Equity is not pressing for adoption of the measure.
Dickstein at this

Feb.

was

elected
president
of
Allied States Ass'n. today as successor

which is aimed to bar
alien actors from this country unless
they are of "exceptional merit and
ability," was sharply attacked today
by Representative Celler of New
York, who declared that the measure
would "hamstring" the theatrical instein resolution,

—

Wilmington, Feb. 5. Harry Kopsuit against Warner Bros. Pictures, the three Warner brothers and
other officials of the company filed
lar's

morrow

:

MOTION PICTURE
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2

MOTION PICTURE Yamins Named

The

DAILY As Successor

Thursday, February

New

President

February
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Of Samuelson

Martin Quigley

MAURICE KANN.
J.

M. JERAULD,
A.

CRON,

Editor
Managing Editor

Advertising Manager

arrival from London.
The star
said that he will be starred in two.
Production will not be limited to

(.Continued from page 1)

Saperstein was renamed as vice-president for the west, H. A. Cole for
the south, and Martin G. Smith for
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way, New York.
Cable address "Quigpubco, New York." All
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lications, Inc. Address all correspondence to
Other Quigley pubOffice.
the New York
Motion Picture Herald. Betlications,

middle states.
Cleveland was the unanimous choice
for the annual convention to be held
about May 15. Richey was appointed
general chairman for arrangements.
Because J. B. Clinton of Minneapolis is vacationing in South America
Allied
and
that
suggestion
his
M.P.T.O.A. cooperate on common
problems was considered, but no ac-

ter

tion
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holidays by Quigley PubMartin Quigley,
lications, Inc
vicepresident; Colvin Brown,

and
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Picture
Theatres, The Motion
Almanac and The Box-Office Check-Up.
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Building, Vine and Yucca Streets, Boone
Mancall, Manager; Chicago Bureau, 624
South Michigan Avenue, C. B. O'Neill,
Manager; London Bureau: Remo House,
W. 1,
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Street,
Regent
310
Bruce Allan, Representative. Cable address
Bureau:
Berlin
London";
"Quigpubco,
35; Joachim K.
Stuelerstrasse 2, Berlin
Rutenberg, Representative; Paris Bureau:

W

Pierre
Cour-des-Noues,
de la
Autre, Representative; Rome Bureau: Viale
Malpassuti, RepresentaVittorio
Gorizia,

Rue

19,

tive; Sydney Bureau: 600 George Street,
Mexico City
Holt, Representative;
Cliff
Bureau: Apartado 269, James Lockhart.
86 DunBureau:
Glasgow
Representative;
drennan Road, G. Holmes, Representative;
Budapest,
Kaplar-u,
Budapest Bureau: 3,

Endre Hevesi,

II,

Representative;

Tokyo

was taken.
The sessions ended early

afternoon

The

Kuykendall Here On
MPTOA Board Plans
Final plans for the annual meeting
of the M.P.T.O.A. board of directors
at Miami, about March 12, will be
set by Ed Kuykendall, president, while
here from his Columbus, Miss., home.
Kuykendall arrived yesterday for a
stay of a week or 10 days. The current
slate of M.P.T.O.A. officers is expected to be reelected at the annual
election to be held in conjunction with
M.P.T.O.A.
the directors' meeting.
will not hold a general membership
convention this year.
Kuykendall is scheduled to address
the weekly Ampa luncheon meeting
today. While here he will also study
plans of General Motors for 12-hour
daily commercial film shows, beginning at Miami, Feb. 17, and continuing over a 20,000-mile itinerary. If
the free commercial shows are demonstrated to be unfair competition for
established theatres, exhibitor leaders
plan an organized protest.

Howard

Hughes,

to
who

Coast

recently
broke the cross-country flight record,
left Floyd Bennett Field yesterday on
a leisurely flight to the coast.
He
plans several stops en route.
John
Lund flew with him as co-pilot.

Marion Talley Signed
Hollywood, Feb. 5.— Marion Talopera singer, has been signed
by Republic for the lead in "My Old
Kentucky Home," which goes into
work late this month.
ley,

luncheon tendered

Nathan Yamins of Fall River,
Mass., who yesterday was elected
president of Allied States Ass'n at
a meeting of the board of directors
Washington.

in

following

Simon Myers, Frank Hornig, Charles H.
Olive, Fred J. Herrington, M. B. Horwitz, Fred DeLodder, R. R. Blair, Aaron
Saperstein,

Edward Maertz, W. A.

Steffes,

H. A. Cole.
Budget: Herman A. Blum, chairman;
Walter B. Littlefield, Max Stern, H. M.
Richey, Herrington, Maurice Rubin, R. A.
Tesch, E. L. Peaslee, A. E. Lichtman, Simon Myers.
Littlefield,
chairman; ArLegislation:
thur Price, William E. S. Wilcox, P. G.

Wood, Tesch.
Litigation: Cole, chairman, Mathan YaSamuel M. Boyd, Wood, Tesch.
Trade Practices, Product, etc.
Sidney
E. Samuelson, chairman; Yamins, Richey,
Price,

10 cents.

a

the

committees functioned during the meeting
Nominations: Nathan Yamins, chairman;

Endre Hevesi, Representative; Tokyo
City, N. Y., under Act of March 3, 1879.
Subscription rates per year: $6 in the
Single copies:
Americas, and foreign $12.

after

in

by the local group.

mins,

II,

England, Fairbanks said.
The company also plans to make some of the
films in Hollywood.
Bringing with
him "The Amateur Gentleman," first
of the Criterion group, Fairbanks said
the picture has been cut from 9,000
feet to around 8,000 for the American
market. He added that English audiences like the pictures long.
His
second will be "Knights of the Round
Tabie," which will be made in Eng-

the

Bureau: 47 Higashi Gokencho UshigomeKu, H. Tominaga, Representative.
Entered as second class matter, January

Hughes Flying

Do 4
—
Yearly Fairbanks

Criterion to

his

Editor-in-Chief and Publisher

JAMES

1936

Criterion Film Prod, will produce
four pictures a year for international
distribution through U. A., Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., general manager of the
English company, stated yesterday on

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)

Vol.

6,

:

_

Wood, Tesch, Herrington.

The list of delegates and their alternates included:
New England: Yamins, Littlefield, Edward Ansin, A. Bendsley, Arthur K. HowNew Jersey, Samuelson, Myers;
ard;
Maryland, Frank Hornig, Blum, Price;
Michigan, DeLodder, Richey; Illinois, Saperstein; District
of
Columbia, Director
Charles H. Olive, Lichtman, John H. Hiser,
Wilcox, Boyd; Western Pennsylvania. Herrington; Ohio, Horwitz, Max Stern, Wood:
Indiana, Director R. R. Blair, Maurice
Rubin, William Conners; Wisconsin, Director Edward
Maertz, Tesch; Northwest,
Steffes, E. L.
Peaslee,
Bennie Berger;
Texas, Cole.

Allied Union Case

Dismissed by Court
Justice Peter P. Smith in Supreme
Court at Brooklyn yesterday dismissed

the application of Harry Glover, president of Allied Operators' Union, for
an
injunction
restraining
Estates
Operating Co. from employing others
than members of his union as projectionists in the Avon, Garfield and
16th Street, Brooklyn houses operated
by Estates, which is a member of the
I. T.O.A.
Glover's action was based
on an agreement between Allied and
the I.T.O.A. by which members of
the latter were to employ Allied operators at their theatres.
In dismissing the application Justice
Smith held that the merits of the
case had been covered by previous
hearings on similar cases which had
been dismissed by Justice James C.

Cropsey

in

Brooklyn.

"U" European

general manager
for Universal in Europe, has resigned
and has been succeeded by Sigwart
Kusiel, manager of the company's
office in Spain, Nate Manheim stated
yesterday upon his arrival on the
Majestic.
No appointment for the
Spanish post has been decided, he said.
With the resignation of R. Rappaport of the Vienna office, Manheim has
named Leopold Schiller supervisor of
the Vienna, Hungary, Austria and
Prague branches.
successor to
Rappaport in Vienna will be selected
Friedland,

A

Manheim was abroad two months
during which time he visited London,
Paris, Zurich, Vienna and Budapest.
He is bullish on English production
and theatre business.
He said Universale production plans in Europe
await arrival of Joe Pasternack, in
charge of production on the continent,
and Charles Kosterlitz, director. They
are scheduled to sail from London
today.

Following the arrival of Pasternack
and Kosterlitz, Manheim will go to
the coast to discuss European production plans with Carl Laemmle.

Meighan's Brother Dies

days.

Production cost of "Knights of the
is expected to approximate $1,000,000, or about $500,000
more than "The Amateur Gentleman,"
Fairbanks asserted. He said he prefers to make pictures in England.
Comparing the attitude of English
producers with American, Fairbanks
declared "in Hollywood an actor can't
express an idea."

Round Table"

Merging Paramount
Units

Pittsburgh. Feb.

5.

—King Meighan.

brother of Thomas Meighan, died
here today shortly after being found
unconscious at the foot of a marble
stairway in his apartment house. He
apparently had fallen from an upper

Due

Feb, 27

—

Wilmington, Del., Feb. 5. Stockholders of Paramount Pictures Distributing Corp., Paramount International

and

Corp.,

Penates Trading Corp.

Parager

porations,

will

Corp.,

meet

Delaware
in

cor-

New York

27 for the purpose of taking
consideration an agreement, tc
be submitted to the stockholders, for
the merger of Paramount Pictures
Distributing Corp., Paramount International Corp. and Penates Trading
Corp. into Parager Corp.
Last Monday Paramount Pictures
Corp. changed its name to Parager
Corp., New York, with the Delaware
Secretary of State Walter Dent Smith
Feb.

into

at

Dover.

41,

floor.

Beverly Hills, Feb.

5.

—Word

day because of his

being undertaken to eliminate nonessential subsidiary corporations as a

means to taxation economy.

the death of his brother in Pittsburgh

was kept from Thomas Meighan

A

Paramount official said yesterday
that no particular significance attached
to the proposed mergers which are

of
to-

illness.

Mrs. Lyman Howe Dead.
Wilkes-Barre. Pa., Feb. 5. Mrs.
Mary Koehler Howe, widow of
Lyman H. Howe, film pioneer, died at

Court Upholds Acts

Of Major Companies
— Federal
Minneapolis, Feb.
5.

Judge Gunnar H. Nordby, in denying
a temporary injunction against major
companies, as sought by the Shubert
Theatre Players Co., held that no conthe age
spiracy had been shown and upheld the

—

home

here yesterdav at

of 75.

Loew's Theatre and Realty Corn.,
"Adverse" Ts Finished
whollv owned subsidiary of Loew's.
Inc., holding company, owning leases
Hollywoop. Feb. 5. "Anthony Adand operating a number of Loew verse" was finished at Warners on
houses, reports a net loss for the vear Saturday after 86 davs of shooting.
ended Aug 31, last, of $14,498 after Principals numbered 98. There were
expenses, taxes, interest and other 131 sets, 1,150 scenes and 2.500 exdeductions. The previous vear showed tras. Cutting will not be hurried, for

—

a net loss of $239,544.

While here Fairbanks will confer
with U. A. executives, he said, and in
about three weeks he will go to the
coast and meet Samuel Goldwyn and
Fairbanks, Sr. He expects to remain
in
the United
States
for
several
months.
Cunningham Reed,
Capt.
chairman of the Criterion board, preceded Fairbanks' arrival by a few

shortly.

her

Loew Firm Cuts Loss

Manheim

Shifted by
Max

Staff

land.

the release date

is

in the fall.

right of distributors to conduct their
business in such a manner as to prevent admissions under 15 cents and

double

bills.

The complainant operates
here and the Lyceum in St.

the Palace
Paul, and
had charged conspiracy and discrimination on the part of M-G-M, Para-

mount, RKO, Warners, Twentieth
Century-Fox, Universal and U.A.

and most emotional stories that
the screen has known' comes to Radio City Music
Hall today in Warner Bros.' 'THE PETRIFIED
FOREST' with LESLIE HOWARD and BETTE

'One

of the finest

DAVIS

turning

in

'magnificent,

exceptional'

portrayals in this 'impressive production of the

famous stage play.' Archie Mayo's
tion' 'extracts

every ounce

tional value' from the stars
cast of

'skillful

direc-

and emoand great supporting

of dramatic

Genevieve Tobin, Dick Foran, Humphrey
and

Bogart, Joseph Sawyer, Eddie Acuff

Charlie Grapewin. Released February 8th.

THE SERIAL SCOOPS
UNIVERSAL, CHAMPION PRODUCER OF CHAPTER-DRAMA,
AGAIN STARTLES THE ENTIRE INDUSTRY BY CAPTURING
THE GREATEST PROPERTIES IN SERIAL HISTORY AT A
STAGGERING PRICE!

NOW APPEARING

IN

HUNDREDS AND

SUNDAY. READ BY MILLIONS, YOUNG J
WHEN THEIR FAVORITE ADVENTURE STRI
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As Chaplin
Film Opens

"Modern Times"
of ParaFRANK KENNEBECK
International Corp., has
(United Artists)

been attached to the company's Australian distribution office for the past
lour years, is at the Paramount home
office on a week's visit prior to leaving
for Bombay where he will become assistant

1936

Enthusiasm

Looking 'Em Over

mount

6,

Charles

to

Ballance,

in

charge of Paramount's Indian office.
He will visit Paramount headquarters
in London and Paris en route east.
•
Ed Fay, Laurence Stallings,

Talley, Lew Lehr, Ed
Greenthal,
Monroe
Thorgesen,
Charles Curran, Gregory Dickson, Ken O'Brien, Lowell Calvert, George Weeks, Colvin W.
Brown, A. J. Van Beuren, Jack
Goetz and Pat Garyn, among those
assembled at the Tavern yesterday
noon hour.
•
Harold Oxley, manager of Jimmy
Lunceford's "Harlem Express" orchestra, leaves today for Ithaca. The
orchestra has an engagement to play

Truman

at the Cornell junior

prom.

•
Irving Renner of the Nelson &
Renner circuit returned yesterday
from Miami and Louis Nelson is
due back from the same resort shortly.
•

Mrs. A. W. Kelly arrived from
London yesterday on the Majestic.
She was met at the pier by her husband and Harry D. Buckley.
•
Mort Spring is scheduled to check

—

—

Charlie Chaplin you will remember him, no doubt last night returned to basic fundamentals in story construction, coupling with it
an ironic poke or two at the System, as constituted today, and combined with that his great talent in his first screen appearance since
"City Lights."

He also dug deeply into his memory, recalled his famous series of
two-reelers and, by sometimes twisting the gags to fit the situations,
incorporated in "Modern Times" highlights of such classic and historic
films as "The Rink," "The Floorwalker" and perhaps others which a
faltering memory failed to marshal at the midnight hour.
matter especially. In the years which have rolled by since
his two-reeler days, a new generation has advanced well on its way.
Those who may remember probably will recall reminiscent scenes with
a pat, self-implanted in tribute to their own mental alertness.
It failed to

The

"Modern Times"

simple and this is it: It brings
the outstanding
comedian of his time back to the screen after an
absence of five years in the type of picture with which he has always
been associated. And that means considerable. It is this reviewer's
belief that the film will prove a formidable attraction.
point about

is

film

Firstly, because it has Chaplin in virtually every scene and because
the audiences curious to see him and with their money waiting must
mount into the millions. Secondly, because of its content.

The story essence can be boiled down briefly. There is the same old,
pathetic Chaplin, this time tightening bolts on a conveyor belt in a steel
mill until he cracks under the exhausting strain. He goes to a hospital,
Later, when he accidentally picks up a red flag
is cured and released.

(Continued from page

1)

Zukor, but Mrs. Consuelo Vanderbilt
and Airs. Vincent Astor got in without
stirring a ripple.

Five years is a long time to wait
for a Chaplin picture. The tradition
that his work is art has grown in
the meantime. The belief that he is

funny also has built, so the art-lovers
and the laugh-devotees were there,
mixed in a mass that had the theatre
attaches groggy.

One

of

them shouted

:

"Get inside

get outside!" He began pushing
in the lobby with the enthusiasm of
woman screamed
a football player.
or

A

"Let go of

:

my arm!"

It was a big
About 9 :05

night.

the

reserves

arrived

with a captain at their head. Lined
up three deep, with their backs to
the crowd, the police pushed north
and south until they had an opening
about 50 feet wide. It was simple
after that. People could get in with
their buttons and zippers intact.
Even the start of the newsreel of
King George's funeral couldn't get the
crowd into its seats, but "Mickey's
Polo Team" did. That came close
to being the Mount Everest of laughs
in Walt Disney's career.

dropped by a truck he finds himself the unsuspecting leader of a labor
Premiere Has $5.50 Top
protest parade. Arrest follows
later a thwarted jail break in which
Years ago a quarter was a hefty
Chaplin is the hero, then prison privileges. Subsequently there is price for a Chaplin picture. Last
his release and his touching plea to remain just a little longer because night top was $5.50, and if there had
he's happy in jail. There ensue efforts to get work, his meeting with been another thousand seats they
in at the M-G-M foreign department the street gamin, played without distinction
by Paulette Goddard their probably would have been filled. Totoday.
He was supposed to get in adventures, pathetic and funny, and their final futile
there will be 11 shows, starting
attempt to get day
Monday from Miami.
9 A.M. and running until 3 :30
away from workaday hardship as they walk down a country road into at
•
A.M. This will go on indefinitely.
Paul Parry has been signed by the dawn.
Beginning this morning, the scales
;

;

Al

Christie for the second lead in
"Gold Bricks," an Educational short

Bert Lahr.

to star

Jack Goldstein

of

Rex Premiums

has returned from a trip to Syracuse
and Buffalo. He does all his traveling
via plane.

Jules Girdon, Warner home

pound

office

father of a sevengirl born at the Lister Hospital.

executive,

is

the

•

The Chaplinesque antics at the conveyor belt are amusing. The department store sequence wherein he is a night watchman pulls at the
heart and the funnybone alternately and that, we think, is a combination achieved only by an approach of genius. The emotional tug which
courses through the hut episode where the comedian and Miss Goddard
seem to reach out and for once tangibly touch happiness is another
place where emotion conflicts with laughter in expert mixture. There
is,
thinking rapidly now of the high points, the cafe episode where
it's all fun, poked at the ribs relentlessly and with fury, and the grand
piece of business where Chaplin, carrying a duck to an irate customer,
finds himself hopelessly and ludicrously entangled on the crowded dance

will

Casino.

mimist probably reaches
C.

Weisman

rest

and

will

taking a
return to-

is

•

Lonergan sails for
Elizabeth
Hollywood via the Canal on Saturday.

•

Ned

E. Depinet heads west shortly.
He'll be in Hollywood about the 20th.

•

Mrs. Laudy Lawrence will reach
New York today on the Lafayette.

Cowan Bringing Prints
Los Angeles, Feb. —James Cow5.

manager, Walter Wanger
Productions, left here by plane today
for New York with prints of Wanger's Technicolor film, "The Trail
an, general

of the

40 cents.

They'll

runj

mittee of welcome, ran their enthusiasm high. They predicted, exclush
premiere performance, that
of the
the picture will do between $90,00Ci
and $100,000 on its first full weel<|

I

which starts this morning.
During the run of the picture thel
Rivoli name will be missing from thfj
front and rear of the theatre. Hug<
Charlie
Chaplin
signs
have bee:
erected.
The front of the house
covered with cardboard machinery]
some of which moves. Monroe Green

its

peak.

ill

j

out to make New
Chaplin-conscious, and he did.

thai

Milton

at

;

floor. There is in this part of the picture also a memorable scene when
Noel Francis will make her debut Chaplin sings, or presumably does, a nonsensical ditty with words scramtomorow night at the Central Park bled and only occasionally decipherable. Here his cleverness as a panto-

few days
morrow.

start

up to 99 for the night shows.
George Skouras and John Wright,
acting as a sort of unofficial com-

Lonesome Pine."

Perhaps it was because it came well within the opening half hour.
Perhaps not. But nowhere did the distinguished premiere audience
react as it did to the crudest jibe of all at big business. This was an
automatic feeder for the workers, a patented idea designed to reduce
the lunch hour and to increase efficiency. Chaplin becomes the test
tube for the experiment. What happens between mechanically contrived
soup and meat plates, a revolving ear of corn, a persistent chin wiper
and the bewildered Chaplin make for a panic of yells and shouting
glee. It is a gem of comedy invention played superbly.
Chaplin, of course, wrote, directed and produced "Modern Times,"
religiously following the technique of the silent picture, for a silent
picture it essentially is. Alfred Newman's musical score, attuned to
Henry Bergman,
the action, is splendid. Charlie's old time standbys

—

Chester Conklin, Stanley Sandford, Hank Mann, Louis Natheux, Allen
Garcia, Murdock McQuarrie, Wilfred Lucas and Ed Le Sainte are
in the support, but nowhere do they or could they rank alongside
Chaplin.

—

Production Code Seal No. 1,596.

Running

time, 87 minutes.

"G."

KANN

set

Many Notables Present
Among those who attended

Yorll

lasl

Vincent Astor
Harry D. Buckley, Paul Block
Nathan Burkan, Burns and Aller
Eddie Cantor, William A. Curle>
Edmond Coblentz, Colvin Browr
Harry M. Goetz, Corinne Griffitf
Lillian Hellman, Arthur W. Kell)
Evelyn Laye, Tilly Losch, Parkya
karkus, Edward G. Robinson, Mr;
Ogden Reid, Lee Shubert, Arthu
night

were:

Mrs.

Hays Sulzberger, Alexander Wooll
Adolph Zukor, Mort Singe
Tallulah
Bankhead, Fanny Hursj
Terry Ramsaye, Sam Dembow, Jr'
and Mrs. Dembow, W. G. Va
Schmus, Emanuel Silverstone, Paul
cott,

Lazarus, Si Seadler, Willard C. Pa'
terson and Mrs. Patterson and Dc

Mersereau.

\

i

Lou Metzger

IS

HAPPY

OTHER EXHIBITORS, WITH

MARGARET SULLAVAN un.v»sai
NEXT TIME WE LOVE''

s

)
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DAILY
Koplar Warner Suit
Speak at
Review Board Meet Gets Started Today

Thursday, February

(Continued from fane
(Continued from page

common

1

stock to Renraw, Inc.,

War-

ner family corporation.
Cleveland
Plain Dealer; Robert Giroux, of the
An accounting is also sought for
Nation; Cecilia Ager, of Variety; profits alleged to have been made by
Evelyn Gerstein, of the board's com- the Warners in dealing with the cormittee on exceptional photoplays
poration, and the court is asked to ap
J.
K. Paulding, chairman of that com- point a receiver and oust the Warners
mittee, and Wilton A. Barrett, ex- from control.
ecutive
secretary
of
the
National
Koplar, who has been fighting the
Board.
Warners on the St. Louis front for
Marsh expressed the opinion that years, charges that the stock was
films today are nearer to a real motion issued to Renraw, Inc.,
in exchange
picture art than ever before, while for
the
services
of
the
Warner
Paulding pointed to the enormous in- brothers to the corporation, and that
fluence exercised by the screen cul- they
were to be paid collectively
turally
and socially. Miss Gerstein $10,000 a week. The Warners in their
stressed the fact that the National answer have denied that they received
Board and the exceptional photoplay that salary, but had "forgiven" the
committee, opposed to censorship from obligation in the interests of the com
their inception, arc concerned with re- pany.
viewing pictures and pointing out the
An amendment to Koplar's com
value in good films, rather than in
plaint will be filed tomorrow charging
criticism of bad ones.
in effect that the corporation transAt the morning session yesterday,
ferred to Goldman, Sachs & Co., of
in the Warner projection room, the
which Waddill Catchings, Warner
conference delegates met with the exdirector, is a partner, 50,000 shares of
ceptional photoplay committee, with
common stock worth $6,000,000 withPaulding presiding, to view "The Life
out adequate consideration.
Goldman,
of Louis Pasteur."
film
The
was
Sachs, Koplar charges, transferred to
voted as worthy of major mention by
McClure, Jones & Co. 15,000 of the
the committee after discussion.
Henry A. Rudkin, anshares.
The evening session, attended by the 50,000

Ward Marsh,

H.

Likes It

M. Warner got such

Rockefeller Cent

a

kick out of the first screening
of "Brides Are Like That"
that he sat through it a second time and a third.
There may be a fourth any

1)

critic of the

(Continued from page

transfers to Rockefe
Center.
In the span of those 20 ye
Quigley has acquired and consolida

minute.

delegates, was held at the home office
theatre of Twentieth
Century-Fox.
The Young Reviewers Club of the

National Board met with representatives of the 4-Star Club, organization

of junior members, the
discussing the Twentieth

two groups
Century-Fox

film,
"Every Saturday Night," following a screening. The film has not
yet been released.
Today's meeting will feature a
round table discussion of "Community
Activity in Helping to Develop the
Motion Picture," with the smaller and
larger communities to be considered

separately.
The resolutions committee will submit resolutions to the conThe evening session will
ference.
consist of a demonstration of a university course in the motion picture at
New York University. The principal
address, on "The Motion Picture's
Challenge to Higher Educaiton," will

be by Professor Robert A. Kissack,
University of Minnesota director
of visual education.
Jr.,

California Taxation

Conference Adjourns

—The

Governor's tax conference here adjourned
yesterday for not more than 90 days
after selecting a committee of three to
name a larger committee of 25 to
study the proposed transactions tax,
the diversion of the gasoline tax fund
to pay highway bonds and to decide on

Sacramento, Feb.

5.

issuance of state warrants. The
estimated state deficit at the end of the
current two-year period is put at
the

$79,000,000.

The conference unanimously opposed
repeal of the sales tax and all except
the film industry representatives favored retention of the income tax. The
resolutions committee, of which Bud
Lollier of F.W.C. is a member, asked
the immediate curtailment of state ex-

penses

and

opposed

any new taxes
upon the Gover-

now. It also called
nor to call a special session of the
legislature to straighten the state relief
question, which is said to be driving
the state into the red at the rate of
$2,000,000 monthly.

other
is

Warner

Koplar states,
McClure, Jones.

director,

a partner of

Koplar asks an accounting of the
value of the stock and also that the individual defendants be held responsible

Celler Assails

Upon Alien Actors
(Continued from page 1)

point

waved

Trafalgar Is a New
Producer for U.A.
(Continued from page 1)

Baxter, M.P., former publicity direc-

Gaumont

for

Film's

Denham

British,

among

the

produce at London

The

a

letter

in

he

claimed Equity asked for enactment.
Celler stressed the fact that had a
similar measure been in force 20 years
ago, there would today be no Garbo.
no Arliss, and added that the fame of
the American product rests upon its
it
is
that
character;
international
America's best salesman abroad, and
that its essentially American success
has been furthered by foreign players
who have starred in such of our pic"Cavalcade," "Pursuit of
tures as

"Elizabeth of England," previously on
London Film's schedule. Alexander
Korda of London is expected to transfer the cast so far selected to Trafalgar.
statement from Capitol indicated that Schach remains as managing

A

:

ing

with the film industry including RI
Universal. The March of Time, F
Division, Trans-Lux, Republic I
tures, the U. S. Army M. P. Serv
Castle Films and the home offices
a number of theatre circuits such

;

;

Zeldman

Reduce
1)

absorb the type of product planned by
Zeidman.

The

decision to reduce the program
to six was made recently at
a coast conference attended by Zeidman, Schlaifer and William Fitelson.
New York film attorney, who returned
from Hollywood on Monday.
Zeidman's plan was to budget his productions at from $75,000 to $100,000 each.
The six features which he now plans
to make will be cf the same type, and
shooting on the first, "Angels in
White," will be begun in a week or 10
days, Fitelson said.

made

Schlaifer

a national tour of

;

Brown,

Colvin

treasurer

vice-president
Sullivan, secrets
Brady, assistant secrets

T.

;

first

5.

and Leo J.
Branches are operated in Chica
Los Angeles. London and Paris.

Mack

in

William

named

district

general

sales

Paramount

Consolidated,

had

previously

upheld

The waiving of

the appeal is exoected to result in some 10,000 billboards in the Bay State being moved
within the prescribed limit from highways and otherwise altered as to
position and size to comply with state
regulations passed in 1924.
No reason
was given for dropping the appeal.

manager.
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General Theatre
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deb rights
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23%
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59
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Paramount B'way

3s '55
from the Center, uses a stage show
Pict.
with line and acts, with a top of 25 Paramount
6s '55
cents.
The Tabor is second run, the Warner Bros. 6s

of

—

on Curb

Little Activity

policy

policy

6*4

19%

5%
5
5%
new front and marquee, Trans-Lux
The house has 1.596
Warner Bonds Up lU

will be first runs and
with
resident
line.
shows,
Vaudeville acts will be used.
No
other first run is using a stage show
The Denver is using a
at present.
stage band
the Tabor, half a block

G

High Low Close CKa
43%
42% 43
+
50
49% 50
+

Loew's. Inc
53
Loew's, Inc., pfd. 10556

first

stage

orice

Best Board

1 pfd..

Eastman

more than ever before.
George A. Allan has leased the Empress, closed for several years, from Sentry Safety
Sonotone
the Center Investment Co., and after Technicolor

seats.

b<

N
Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd
Consolidated

runs,

putting on a
will
reopen.

has

Wall Street

has had far-reaching effects, has ended,
at least on one battlefront, with the
withdrawal of an appeal to the U. S.
Supreme Court. Three separate petitions were filed with that court last
June, contending that certain advertising
regulations in Massachusetts

have seven

G. B. Poi
Mack

V.

manager for the G.
midwestern exchanges with headqu
ters in Chicago by George W. Wee

March Denver

the acts.

New

A.

tising war, that since its onset in 1925

will

;

J.

independent

Denver First Runs
On Billboards Ends
Soon Will Total 7
Denver, Feb. 5.— By the
of
Boston, Feb. — An outdoor adver-

The Massachusetts Su-

Inc.,

;

State's Battle

were invalid.
oreme Court

News-Week,

Publications,

director, and that the Trafalgar for- Century and Monarch.
mation was done with the approval of
More than a score of advertis
C. M. Woolf, whose General Film agencies are housed in the Radio C
Distributors has a long contract to development. Among them are Do.
distribute for Capitol.
A new unit of hue & Coe; Arthur Kudner, Ii
Capitol will be formed to produce for Bodger, Browning & Hersey
Ke
General release the same number of Nason & Roosevelt
Transit Ad\
films that Trafalgar will make for tiser
Radio Advertising Corp.
U. A.
Wildrick & Miller.
Officers of the Quigley Publish
Co. are Martin Quigley, preside
to

exchanges in preparing
Happiness," "What Price Glory" and his report which disclosed that only
many others. Such successes, he said, the New England and Chicago terrimake necessary the continued employ- tories could absorb the type of indement of thousands, by producers, dis- pendent product planned at this time.
bill
posters, Schlaifer this week assumed a new
exhibitors,
tributors,
printers, etc.
sales post with United Artists.

Bay

M

Film Index, Motography,
Picture World, Motion Pict
News and Exhibitors' Daily Revx
The new offices are located in
area which is rapidly becoming a f(
point of activity for publishing,
film business and advertising.
Oj
ating from Rockefeller Center are
Curtis Publishing Co., the Macfad
tions

first

from 16

which

these publ

two McCall Co. and others.
films will be "Pagliacci," with Richard
There are in Rockefeller Cei
Tauber, directed by Karl Grune, and more than 50 companies connec
studio.

(Continued from page
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Herald

Picture

Motion Picture Daily

His Schedule to Six

for this value.

Motion

into

board members.
Trafalgar will

1)

way and now

;

tor

I

Quigley Company t

Critics

He
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96%
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NEW

32

S. R.

New High

In Semi-Final
Name

Ballots

And

4 Actors
6 Actresses

—

Hollywood, Feb. 6. The Academy
today reached the semi-final stage in
the eighth annual merit award race for
1935.

With

the past few

YORK, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

7,

"Modern Times,"

first

Chaplin pic-

ture in five years, went S.R.O. at
the Rivoli last night after an opening morning and afternoon of substantial but not sellout business.
By about 9 :30 the house was
jammed, approximately 300 waitees
were parked in the back of the orchestra and a line strung along the staircase from the lounge to the upper

weeks marked

unprecedented voting, Academy
members have placed four actors and
actresses on the final ballot, instead of the customary three in each
group.

"six

boildown of what New York
critics wrote about the Chaplin
film appears on page 5.

A

Twelve productions have been nomiAt the outer box office
nated as outstanding films. They are
balcony.
"Alice Adams," Radio; "Broadway about 100 were in single file.
Melody of 1936," M-G-M "Captain
Because of the intense interest
Blood," Warners
"David Copper- among theatre operators throughout
field,"
M-G-M; "The Informer," the country, the first day of the ChapRadio
"Les Miserables," Twentieth lin film was news. Staff members of
Century; "Lives of a Bengal Lancer," Motion Picture Daily clocked the
Paramount; "A Midsummer Night's theatre from the opening until 11.30
Dream," Warners; "Mutiny on the last night and reported
Due probably to the advance in
Bounty," M-G-M
"Naughty Marietta,"
M-G-M; "Ruggles of Red
(Continued on page 5)
Gap," Paramount and "Top Hat,"
:

TEN CENTS

1936

By Kuykendall

Walls Adorned

—

Boston, Feb. 6. Headquarters of the E. M. Loew Circuit have been moved. In the
new reception room there are
E.
M.
pictures
of
three
Loew and a mirror.

—

No Film Levy
Seen in New
Tax Measure

;

;

;

Radio.

Although the selection of more than
three artists in the actor and actress
groups was unusual, it complied with
Section F, Rule 6 for the awards of
merit competition, which reads
"If
(Continued on page 11)
:

Detroit Vote Shows

Duals Are Favored

—

Detroit, Feb. 6. The final tally in
the voting held in six Ben and Lou
Cohen theatres here to determine
whether patrons preferred double or
single bills, resulted in an overwhelming decision in favor of two features.
Jan.

26,866.;

31

for

single bills, 6,455.

The approximate

three to one ratio
favor of duals was maintained in
-four of the theatres, all of which are
important situations in widely sepain

(Continued cm page 5)

New

Producing Plan
Dropped by Fitelson

The refusal of major studios to approve outside production activities by
producers under contract to them has
resulted in the shelving of a plan
sponsored by British and American
capital for the making of six to 12 features budgeted at from $200,000 to
$250,000 each.
The plan contemplated the lining up
of five or six producers under contract to a major company who would
(Continued on page 5)

Essaness Refuses to
Play Warner Product

—

Chicago, Feb. 6. Essaness has refused to play Warner product in any
of its houses here, following the action
of the Warner exchange in giving
preference to Warners' Metropolitan
over the Essaness-owned Michigan.
Both houses are in the same week of
release,
but the Metropolitan was
given one week's protection over the
Metropolitan.
Both theatres have a
negro patronage.
Edward Silverman of Essaness declared, "We will not play any Warner pictures until we get a square deal.
Other exchanges do not show preference in this situation and it is unfair that Warners should, despite the
fact that the theatre is affiliated."

Film

May

Men

in Spain
Move to Madrid

Barcelona, Feb.

5.

—American

dis-

tribution representatives here are discussing the advisability of moving
their Spanish distribution headquarters to Madrid some time this summer.
The location there of the Spanish
censor's headquarters and American
dubbing plants is regarded as making
the move advisable.

Foreign distribution managers here
yesterday that the moving of
Spanish distribution headquarters from
Barcelona to Madrid had not been
said

discussed in the

home

office.

Fellows'
Plight
Getting Bad, He Says

Little

Pleading the plight of the small exEd Kuykendall, president of
the M.P.T.O.A., yesterday urged a
change in sales policies by distribuhibitor,

tors to
fellow.

make

things easier for the

little

Kuykendall has just returned
from a cross-country tour and expressed his views at the Ampa after
of
theatre
contacting
"hundreds
owners."
"It is becoming increasingly hard
for the small fellow to operate at a
profit," Kuykendall stated, "because of

mak-

selling policies. Distributors are

;

to

in All

O. Sign

by

The vote from Jan. 18
was: For double bills,

the

Hung Out for Sales Policy
Chaplin By End of 1st Day Change Urged

Academy Vote
Hits

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti

VOL.

Alert.

harder every day," he declared,
"and unless something is done to
film change the trend existing today I
Washington, Feb.
in
the wonder where the independent exhibiincluded
be
will
taxes
in
tax bill to raise $500,000,000
tor with one and two theatres will
new revenue to carry out the farm end."
program, suggestions for which will
The M.P.T.O.A. head held that
be submitted to Congress by Presi- from his survey "the most sound addisdent Roosevelt next week, it was
vice was given by fellows who say
Chairman little at conventions." He also detoday
by
closed
here

By

BERTRAM

ing

LINZ
6. — No

F.
'

it

Doughton of the House Ways and cried the "money moving to one end,
following
a the production side of the business."
Committee,
Means
luncheon conference at the White He said he couldn't account for this
House.

inasmuch

The new revenue

be kept
as "light" as possible, and probably
will be confined to the reimposition
of the processing taxes invalidated
under the recent Supreme Court
decision. Consideration has been given
to making the taxes retroactive, but
it was learned today that the Attorney General has held any retroactive
bill

will

AAA

(Continued on page 4)

Committees Named
For Ampa Dinner
Various committees for Ampa's
third annual Naked Truth dinner, to
be held at the Astor on March 14,

as

"theatres

receive

the

brunt of attacks."
Kuykendall paid his respects to the
Legion of Decency, asserting "I was
horrified at first when I read about
:

(Continued on

parie

4)

Allied Adopts Plan
To Shift Presidents
With the unanimous election of
Nathan Yamins of Fall River, Mass.,
as president of Allied, succeeding Sidney E. Samuelson, the national organization has adopted a plan of rotating
the presidency from year to year.
The annual convention will be held
in Cleveland between May 15 and June
(Continued on page 5)

were completed yesterday.
In charge of the dinner is the committee headed by Paul Benjamin and
comprising Marvin Kirsch, W. R.
Ferguson, Ray Gallagher, Hal Home,
James P. Cunningham, Ralph E.
Lund,
Rutgers
Neilson,
Monroe
Greenthal,
Alex
Gottlieb,
R.
G.
O'Neil, Edward F. Finney, Bert Adler, Jack Harrower, Paul Gulick, Silas F. Seadler, S. Barret McCormick,
Vincent
Trotta,
Thomas Hamlin,
Charles E. Lewis, S. Charles Einfeld,
John C. Flinn, Al Friedlander, Paul
Greenhalgh,
Hap Hadley, Lester
(Continued on page 5)

Conference Called
On N, Y. Giveaways
In an effort to reach a better understanding on the subject, License Commissioner Paul Moss has sent out a
call for all local exhibitors playing

games

in

any form

to

meet

at

his

next Monday.
The purpose of the session is to
inform Greater New York theatre
men on the various angles on lotteries.
District attorneys in all counties

office

(Continued on page 4)
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^

day thoughts on
"Modern Times": There is,

as,

of

expected,

course,

mendous

interest

Chaplin's

first

feature

"Muss 'em Up" and

a three-reeler,
the Rialto
at
Millions,"
garnered a profitable $12,000 for the
of

being held over by
Arthur Mayer. "Professional Soldier"
at the Center also ended in the black
with a $20,000 take.
first

week and

is

We

Love" at the Music
Hall tallied around $60,000, while the
Roxy, with "King of the Damned,"

"Next Time

ended with about $26,500.
Bowes amateur unit will

A

Major
make its

debut at the Roxy starting Feb. 21.
The Palace was oft' on the five-day
showing of "Captain Blood" and "Two
in the Dark," grossing under $5,000.
The first picture was a holdover from
the previous week, while "Two in the

Dark" was a new attraction.
The Rivoli wound up the last five
days of "The Ghost Goes West" with
approximately $13,000.

Mayer

claims that the Rialto last
Saturday put on 11 shows in the 600seat house, playing to 5,800 patrons
for the day, which is something of a
record, he says.

a treCharlie
in

And that, too, was anticiFor instance, much criticism was heaped on the attracreminded so
tion
it
because
day in proChaplin, ran the comhad not kept abreast of

ment,

Hollywood and "Modern Times"
was the proof.
.

.

.

T

We

are curious about that.
picture itself heightens that
curiosity.
In the steel mill segeneral
handling
quence,
the
certainly proved in keeping with
this day.
Beyond that, it quite
definitely reverted back to the

The

earlier

formula

Chaplin

and

technique, so much so that, aside
from the improved quality in
photography,
an
intervening
scissors, doing its work, easily
might have snipped out sequence
after sequence reminding strongly
of other pictures the noted comedian had made.
.

.

T
Our curiosity, however, goes
beyond. We have been speculating since the opening whether
Chaplin did not deliberately plan
it.
If, in the same film, an opening series of shots reflected modern production methods and the
remainder did not, the assumption seems fair
to
draw, we
think, that there can be no matching of the two parts because the
producer
designed
that
there
should not be. After all, Chaplin
demonstrated rather conclusively
with "A Woman of Paris" that
there was in him, as of that time
any

enough brilliance to
fashion a film which ran consid-

at

erably
raries.

rate,

ahead of
Thinking

contempo-

its

in

print,

it

is

made

a writ of cer-

in the

Due

a $21,188 assessment, representing the sales tax on its revenues for
city

Neil F. Agnew, general sales manthe period from Dec. 28, 1934, to May
ager of Paramount, will leave on a
tour of exchanges shortly. He expects 31, 1935, in preparation for its court
appeal moves.
to reach Hollywood about Feb. 20.

.

T
Many

cafe

is

is

excuse

the

mum

.

.

.

each

for

effectiveness.

It

.

new

maxiwas argued

L. B.

reviving

many

of

his

old

the
such
as
"dope" episode, the skating busitricks,

ness and the escalator. This, we
take it, is merely the price which
the outstanding exponent in his
field
must pay for doubling
back on ground already trodden.
Chaplin, by inference, is
expected to evolve the constantly
new and the forever more entertaining.
Why ? The laugh inventions of another era were his
brainchilds and so his property

A

back at
and the

to bring

esting

will.

It is inter-

kind

finest

of

tribute to Chaplin's abilities that

and consummate

skill.

.

.

.

T
While we adhere

to our orig-

which is that
the automatic feeding machine
gag is the most uproariously
inal point of view,

"Modern Times,"

the
brain invention behind the labor
parade sequence is the most
clever. This is the point where
Chaplin picks up a red flag
in

dropped by a speeding truck and
hurries down the street with his
funny walk in an effort to return

As he

.

Steedman Made

India

Head

Fox

for

turns a corner, totally
knowdedge there

his

has been received at the

home

Twentieth Century-Fox that
the appointment of L. B. Steedman to
be manager for India, made by Disof

office

Manager Delbert Gooman at
Bombay, has been confirmed by Wal-

trict

ter J.
Hutchinson,
manager.

general

foreign

Steedman joined the London

Fox

staff of

He

has passed succesdepartments
sively through various
from district salesman, assistant con1928.

in

tracts manager to assistant manager
In 1935 he won first place
in India.
At that time
in the Kent sales drive.

was

he

stationed

the

at

Singapore

office.

Steedman
and served
ing the

was
in

educated

the British

World War.

He

in

India

army durspeaks Hin-

hustani.

recognition
is
widespread
the
that he does them with artistry

funny

.

.

Other comment chided Chaplin

comedy

the

is

.

Word
for

to

flies

compelled to
bluff his way through with jumbled lyrics in his own Esperanto.
His interwinding of jargon, funny
little dance steps and story planting through gestures is a gem of
its kind and Chaplin at his height,
which is very high indeed.

in

.

carrying the

cuff

song

his

of

wall and Charlie

trite for a

one circle yesterday that a
sound story would have interfered with the timing or the
rapid pace of the gags themselves.
We, for one, hold such
The
theory to be fallacious.
combination has been tried before
by other comedians and has
worked.

where a

lyrics

so

U. A. to Appeal Sales Tax
application for

.

that its story construcflimsy. The dramatic
thread recedes almost into complete invisibility at times, leavion,

tion

without

An

.

his ability in pantomime. One of
the most delightful occurs in the

it.

intention

tion.

The chief disadvantage about
"Modern Times," it is this opin-

proof,

Chaplin's

police

T

copies of his earlier successes.

our impression, totally lacking of
that

The

strikers.

are the places where
Chaplin, relegating direct comedy business into the background,
makes scenes notable through

ing

duction.

^—

to reappear on the celluloid
scene in a story, a tempo and a
close
were
which
treatment

gag often too

definitely of another

protesting

pounce down, assume Chaplin to
be the leader and hurry him to
jail.
It
is
a gorgeous concep-

was

pated.

N. Y. State
Supreme Court today by the local
Feb. 21
Bernerd
United Artists exchange in order to
Jeffrey Bernerd, general manager of bring to the Appellate Division an apG.B., is due here from London, Feb. peal from the city comptroller's re21, on the Majestic for a visit of sevcent finding that film rentals are suberal weeks at G.B.'s American headject to the two per cent city sales
quarters.
tax. The exchange yesterday paid the

Trip

KANN^^—

camps.

tiorari will be

Agnew Plans

Outlook

five

The New York trade at
large yesterday was inquiring of
those present at Wednesday's
distinguished premiere how it
went. The schools of thought
divided themselves into several

.

"Idol

in

years.

"Muss 'em Up' Gets
$12,000 at Rialto

By RED

-

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)

No. 32

1936

7,

masses behind him a group of

DAILY Insiders'
—
1936

February

Friday,

Form New Law Firm
Jacob Schechter, A. S. Cutler, Myron Sulzberger, Jr., and Daniel J. McMahon have formed a new law firm,
Schechter, Cutler, Sulzberger and McMahon, with offices at 500 5th Ave.,
following the dissolution of the firm
of Schechter, Lotsch and Sulzberger.
The firm has a number of film clients.

Wanger, Para. Deal On
Hollywood,

Feb.

6.

— Negotiations

under way among Walter
Wanger, John E. Otterson and Watterson Rothacker for the future release of Wanger product by Paramount.
are

still
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A WEISS SERIAL

CREDIT ANOTHER RAVE-WINNING COMBINATION

TO 20th CENTURY- FOX!
—and did it dick at
the Coast preview:
A

solid hit

.

.

.

George
performances.
past

for real acclaim.

Raft exceeds all

Rosalind Russell indicates she will be

one of the

first

ladies of the screen!"

— Daily Variety
"A

swell show!

in

ages!

George

Raft's best part

Rosalind Russell

is

perfect!

Leo Carrillo gives his top-notch perform-

—Hollywood Reporter

Vividly combines drama, romance, intrigue

and excitement. George Raft and

Rosalind Russell contribute swell per-

formances!"

— Mot/on Picture Daily

with

LEO CARRILLO
ARLINE JUDGE

ALAN DINEHART
ANDREW TOMBES
a

DARRYL

F.

ZANUCK

20th CENTURY PRODUCTION
Presented by Joseph M. Schenck
Based on a story by Rupert Hughes.
Screen play by Howard Ellis Smith
and Kathryn Scola.

Associate

Producer

Raymond Griffith
Directed by Roy Del Ruth

THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE
But Leo Carrillo thinks
love is the bunk.

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
School Films
Not Theatre

Capt. George W. Cowan, Providence
amusement inspector.
Today's session will be on "Cul-

and Teaching Applications of
Motion Picture
Progress and
Possibilities."
Arthur Garfield Hays
will speak on "The Problem of the

tural

the

:

Sales Policy
Change Urged

By Kuykendall

Competition

Censors," in connection with a private showing in the evening at the
New School for Social Research.

'"-Developments in visual education
Minnesota have
at the University of

deliver one of the principal talks, on
censorship, at the 21st annual lunch-

(Continued from page 1)
their activities in the trade press."
Talking for the industry in general,

eon on Saturday. Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., and Tilly Losch are expected to

he

Langdon W.
given proof of "the national awarecan be
ness that films should and
without
used in the classroom, and
with
any suggestion of competition
theatrical

the

motion

picture

indus-

"
declared Professor Robert A.
Kissack, jr., director of the visual
education department at the univernight before
sity, in an address last
delegates to the 12th annual conferReence of the National Board of

try

view.

The meeting was held at New York
University in connection with a demonstration of a university course in
motion pictures, and formed the third
session of the second day's proceedings of the four-day conference. During the morning and afternoon round

were held at the
Hotel Pennsylvania on "Community
Activity in Helping to Develop the
Motion Picture." The morning session was devoted to the smaller community and the afternoon to the
larger community.

table

be

is

expected

to

the guests.

one of the most valuable, since it
affects the manners, morals and attitudes of the nation. "The time has
even arrived," he said, "when indiis

viduals in the film industry are realizing that the educational film field
at last shows signs of becoming a
money-maker." He expects "startling"
developments within the next two

f

the
hectic

at

department has a
his
instruction,
schedule of 13 productions of all
lengths and types, said Kissack, and
the plans offers a practical model.

The

yesterday,
Mrs. Marguerite E.
conducted by
Schwarzman of the executive committee of the National Board, discussed the development of film appreciation work in the schools. P. J.
Wood, exhibitor leader, stressed the
importance of the theatre manager
becoming part of the community and
giving it what it wants. The afternoon session was conducted by Mrs.
James F. Looram, chairman of the
motion picture bureau of the InterCatholic
of
Federation
national

morning

session

Herbert L. McNary, in
Alumnae.
charge of amusement licenses in Bosare

better
now than they have been for several
years. Among the other speakers was
said

films

definitely

responsibilities

to

more or

the

in

public.

our

it

We

less

:

why

Conference Called
On N. Y. Giveaways
(Continued from page

1)

have been trying to establish the illegality of the games. Leave to file an
appeal from an adverse ruling of the
Appellate Division of the Supreme

was recently granted
the Winthrop, which has been featuring Farmer Miller. Loew's has three
cases pending in the Bronx Supreme
Court.
The hearings are scheduled
fur the latter part of the month.
Court, Brooklyn,

Arguments Heard
— With intent
Hollywood, Feb.
6.

to determine if the
jurisdiction, and to take

only

inary matters and set the case for
if

such jurisdiction

is

has

court

up prelimtrial

established, Fed-

Judge Alger Fee today heard
arguments on the petition of T. L.
Tally and Corbar Corp. to have the
Fox-West Coast bankruptcy adjudica-

eral

tion

set

aside.

Oscar Lawler, counsel for the respondents,
opening
the
argument,
the facts of the petition
the petitioners to proceed since Tally and Corbar are not
petitioning as creditors, and all creditors have been paid in full. He added
that petitioners had full opportunity
to protest during creditors' meetings.
stated that

do not

entitle

the

Ampa

doesn't hold

its

conven-

the same time with the cosmetic people. They make so much of
so little."
Clarifying a wrong impression he
said prevailed due to his being misquoted on his stand on classics, the
M.P.T.O.A. president stated "I never
said producers shouldn't make fine
I
said classics should be
pictures.
made in reasonable proportion to

tion

moment

is in the
controversy. The
midst of a
value of films in education is beyond
question, said Kissack, but a plan of
organized use is the problem now.
Minnesota University's visual education department was pointed to by the
speaker as indicating a method of
Daily screensolving the problem.
ings are held to discover educationally
valuable films, and a complete service activity is maintained for the
entire university, including the maintenance of portable equipment. Special
screenings are held at intervals. Because so few films are planned for

field

became negligent

No Film Levy Seen
In New Tax Measure

"Plan Is Needed

The

"We

on ourselves
and I am proud of the fact the boys
in Hollywood heeded the warnings.
"As a result, there are hundreds of
pictures which are good entertain"This drive by orment," he said.
ganizations and newspapers has made
(Continued from page 1)
many people theatre-minded and has
action cannot extend back of the bebrought back people who had drifted
ginning of the current fiscal year, July
away." He said the classics have been
1
last.
made into pictures with a definite enAt present the Administration is tertainment value "and our obligation
hopeful
financing
of
the
soldiers'
is to keen the people coming into the
bonus without resort to new taxation, theatres."
and if this is accomplished the danger
Before launching into his lengthy
of new levies on the film industry is
talk Kuykendall subtly ridiculed adbelieved postponed at least until next
"I don't know
vertising men, stating

F.W.C. Bankruptcy

years,

said,

brought

discussions

Education, in the opinion of Prof.
Kissack, is catching up with the tools
of civilization, of which the screen

ton,

among

Post

at

:

modern

7,

1936

than the big boys.
The big
fellows can well afford to stretch a
point for the little man and keep him
in business.
need each other," he
fights

We

said.

Estimating that there are from
25,000 to 30,000 theatres in the country which are attended by 120,000,000
people weekly, Kuykendall urged for
the elimination of "disgruntled obstructionists,
else has."

who want what some one

He

added "they will tear us
destroy us.

down and

"I'm doing my level best fighting
for things for the good of all of us,"
Kuykendall asserted. "I take no sides.
I

make up my mind on what

I

think

is

right and stand for it.
Let's not destroy ourselves by petty jealousies and
let's keep our fights within the industry."

whose voice was
was master of ceremonies.
Gordon White first introduced M. B. Horwitz, from Cleveland,
who took a bow. Walter Reade also
stood up for less than a minute. ArWoodhull,

Pete

affected by a cold,

thur Mayer, who described himself as
"a scavenger who looks around for
stuff everyone discards" and "the guy
that takes the body odor out of pictures and puts in box-office," told how
the Rialto has now become a theatre
for all sorts of action pictures.
Pete Wood of Columbus regarded
trade papers as a great asset to the
industry, but he was inclined to believe they were being censored. James

P.

Cunningham

Herald objected

of the Motion Picture
to the allegation as

Quigley Publications were con-

far as

cerned.

Max
of

Stern described the early days

motion pictures.

pictures.

O'Reilly Hits Giveaways

Calls For Cooperation

More

February

Friday,

between exhibiCharles L. O'Reilly, head of the
and legislative or- T.O.C.C., lambasted the trend the
ganizations was propounded by Kuy- industry has taken on giveaways and
He said "had theatre organkendall, who declared "one of the games.

tors

and

cooperation
local civic

greatest obligations of the exhibitor is
to cultivate the friendship of organizations which are in a large majority.
need them badly, not so much for
patronage as for aiding in combating
things inimicable to the industry.
should always stand together and work
with them. Their friendship will bring

We

We

about more goodwill than any amount
of money could foster." He added that
about 17 states have committees working on legislative taxation moves.
"Outsiders don't understand our
Kuykendall asserted in
problems,"
deploring the Pettengill Bill and the
Louis criminal and civil suits.
St.
"The Pettengill bill won't do what its
sponsors claim it will and it will be a
long time before we will live down the
St. Louis litigation."
Continuing his fight against Ascap,
Kuykendall declared "the copyright
laws should be amended to give exhibitors equal rights."

He

hit the arbi-

izations made as much progress as pictures the theatre today would not be

semi-gambling

and

houses

grocery

stores.

industry can't survive on
predicated upon, it can't
survive at all," he stated. "The time
has come when organizations must get
together and bring back showmanship
and eliminate gambling."
Discussing the two per cent sales
tax on rentals, O'Reilly recommended
the

"If

what

that

it

is

exchanges open

offices

in

New

Jersey to get around it. He declared
the tax doesn't seem much, but will
amount to $1,000,000 a year. "There
is no place for a sales tax on a disappearing service (leasing of films),
but a 10 to 20 per cent tax should be
imposed on games," he said.
Election of Nathan Yamins as head
of Allied was highly approved by the

T.O.C.C.
president,
who worked
closely with Yamins on the Code Authority.
O'Reilly's appearance yesterday was the first since the demise of
the code.
He recommended a work-

all
charges "specifically, trary levy by Ascap and hoped to see
the time when theatre owners will
and categorically."
Major Walter K. Tuller, following have a voice in the license levy.
Duals were described as "the third ing harmony between Allied and the
Lawler, stated that the petition makes
M.P.T.O.A. on things "which affect
no charge of intrinsic fraud, saying big menace we have." He stated they
tended to reduce quality and encourage us all."
that for that reason the law could not
Walter Vincent, chairman of the
quickies and held it would be healthier
reopen a closed bankruptcy.
for the business if few er and better Republic board and a prominent exThe case will be continued tomor- pictures were the rule. Kuykendall hibitor, was brief and read several

He

denied

positively

r

row.

Yates Leaves Coast
Los

Angeles,

—

Feb. 6.
Herbert
Yates left here for New York tonight after completing a week of conferences on the coast. Herman Rifkin,
head of Republic distribution in Boston, who came here with Yates, is
remaining for another week.

also attacked non-theatricals, particularly the policy of some companies
which sell schools and institutions
when they have been closed out of a
local theatre situation.
Culminating his stand for the inde-

notations relating reactions
who had visited theatres in
He appealed to Ampa to
blurbs and "tell the truth

Remarks, he

of patrons
his circuit.

soft

pedal

about pic-

;

i

from patronsi
in
Allentown, Reading, Harrisburg
pendent, the M.P.T.O.A. head added and Altoona were ludicrous, but struck

that "if the small exhibitor is not protected we are destroying the industry.
He is the very foundation of the busi-

ness

and means more

in

tures."

home

said,

the point of grossly exaggerated'

copy to describe certain films.
He
ended his short discourse by quoting
legislative a Chinese philosopher on words.
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SRO Sign Up
On 1st Day of

N. Y. Critics Give Chaplin

Feature a Mixed Reception

Committees Named
For Ampa Dinner
(.Continued

Chaplin Film

newspaper critics view in the motion picture technique. On the
contrary
is a bold retreat to the early
"Modern Times" with mixed com- silent filmit days.
ment, ranging from that of William
The gorgeous spoofing, the annihilating
{Continued from page 1)
Boehnel of the World-Telegram, who inventiveness of the comedy, comes from
morning admissions from 25 cents to found it the funniest picture since Chaplin rather than from his material.
The picture is a brilliant succession of
40 cents, the day got off to a moder"City Lights," to Eileen Creelman in gags and stunts, strung together on the
ate start at 9:30 o'clock.
By 9 :40 The Sun, who sang its praises, but priceless
His
tradition of Chaplin himself.
there was no sign of a crowd outside, found
it
behind the times "in direc- story is not so much a satiric thrust at
the machine age as it is an employment
although theatre attaches and a couple tion
as in sound technique."
of machinery as a field for comedy.
of policemen were standing near the
A consensus of their opinions fol-

New York

.

I
I'

[

'

3

box-office waiting for a rush.

|

At

1 1

lows

were no lobby holdcustomers were visiting

:30 there

outs, but cash

the box-office in a steady stream.

At

:10 there

1

tivity

the

in

was considerable

lobby,

but

the

ac-

ticket

booth could have been busier. There
was no line waiting to get in.
By
this time the house was comfortably
filled.
The rear of the orchestra during the third show had about 50
standees. The balcony was practically
full, but ushers were seating new arrivals up near the roof where a few
vacant seats remained.
A full staff
of ushers was on hand.

i

j|
'

;

—

warm the
Daily
Mirror
Should
hearts of the Chaplin enthusiasts who pine
for 1916. It contains the skating rink scene,
the shanty scene, the cruel Juvenile Society
scene, the tramp wistfully taking the highroad fadeout all these trusted and honorable situations
from Keystone, Essanay,
.

.

.

—

"The Gold Rush," "The Kid," "The Rink."
They are skillfully worked into a typical
Chaplin story about the browbeaten tramp
and the irrepressible waif whose optimism
shines through the darkness of benighted
society.

Undoubtedly,
see

it.

.

.

.

everyone

will

As modern movie

want

to

entertainment,

it

just a pleasant gag comedy.

is

and

to lie in Mr.
to be "significant"
film several years

seems

weakness

chief

Its

determination

Chaplin's

his having
at a time

begun the

when

message was more

his

pertinent.

o'clock until a little after
I 4 o'clock the theatre had some empty
seats.
In the rear of the orchestra
there were a number of vacant spots.
!

As

the 6 o'clock price change to 99
neared there was no rush, although
second
box-office
a
was
opened, evidently in anticipation of
one.
The rear of the balcony to the
right and left of the center were practically deserted, but the front part and
the loges were comfortably filled. The
orchestra was well filled and ushers
were seating new arrivals singly and
I in pairs.
The out-jutting sections in
the rear of the orchestra were empty.
Ordinarily the week day scale is 25
cents from 9:30 A.M. to 1 P.M.; 55
cents, 1 P.M. to 6 P.M. ; 75 cents, 6
P.M. to 10 :30 P.M., and 55 cents for
the so-called midnight show. On Saturdays it is 25 cents to 1 P.M. ; 65
cents, 1 P.M. to 6 P.M.
99 cents, 6
P.M. to 10 :30 55 cents for the midnight show. The Sunday scale is 55
I cents, 12 to 1 P.M.; 99 cents, 1 P.M.
I to 11 P.M., and 75 cents for the midnight show.
cents

i

J

I

;

I

;

At
full

7.30 o'clock the

orchestra

and standees totaled to

25.

— There

nothing new about
All the
the title.
out and dusted off
But they are such good old standChaplin
they still earn laughs.

Daily News.
old gags
for use.
bys that

are

balcony was peopled to capacity and
a steady stream was applying at the
street box-office for admittance.
Be1 tween 7.50 and 8.10 P. M. roughly
400 tickets at 99 cents each were sold
I across this box-office.
;

!

I
J
II
,1

(
I

At

M. there was a break
show. At that time the Rivoli

9.20

in the

P.

was packed with 300 standees in the
rear of the orchestra and a waiting
throng gracing the stairs leading from
the lounge to the upper balcony. Applause greeted the end of the picture

,

j

at this

performance.

;

At 11.10 a check showed that the
orchestra was 90% full while the balcony had 50% of its capacity. At
|that time stragglers were still filterjsng past the box-office.
1

i

!J|

j:

ij

j

is

has stuck to his traditional way of making
comedies by working strictly in pantomime
himself and by having most of his cast

its

a
tech-

title,

is

The

Chaplin, broad, sentivery funny.
"Modern Times," of course, is not always at its best. The absence of dialogue,
along with frequent, unnecessary and decidedly dull written titles, often makes the
film seem something out of the Museum
of
Modern Art's Film Library. ... is
good Chaplin, filled with funny and well
executed gags, told against a topical background of strikes and unemployment and
whirring factories.
But in direction as in
sound technic it is behind the times.
Mr. Chaplin, during his two or three
years of work on "Modern Times." has
collected plenty of good material for his
Even with all those subnew comedy.
titles and those dreary bits of sentimentalthis

at its best,

very

is

funny

slapstick.

Evening

—

these
curious.
actors move and
to hear no sound, but the lack of talk
almost unnoticed whenever the picture
is
resolves itself into the characteristic Chaplin slapstick and mimicry.
And "Modern Times" is, for the most
part, fast-moving and frequently hilarious
action. . . .
The best of the gags is one in which
Chaplin, as the factory hand, is fed by a
mechanical food server that goes out of
commission with riotous results. His roller
skating episode in the department store,
the song that he chants in the cafe and
numerous other bits are diverting slapstick
and much funnier seen than detailed in
cold type.
*
*
*
to

Journal.

see

the

Herald-Tribune.

It's

lips

—For

of

the

fun-lovers, it
presents the great Chaplin in a piece of
slapstick hilarity, which, if it is not quite
a worthy successor to "City Lights," "The

picture rowdiness.
For the antiquarians,
offers a brilliant example of the greatest
tradition in film history, that of the glorified tramp comic and the missile thrower,
brought up to date, with the latest uses
of sound and fury presented intact.
For
the philosopher, it provides, amid its frantic
physical insanity, a sardonic contemplation
of current events, done from a surprisingly
direct, if intermittent, leftist viewpoint.
.
.
There
are
many scenes in "Modern
Times" that are magnificently hilarious,
but it must be confessed that there is no
climax or episode that quite belongs in
the first night of the Chaplin tradition.
it

.

Post

—"Modern

author,
its

its

Times"

is

principal actor,

musical composer.

Mr.

worthy of

its

director and
Chaplin, rolled

its

into one or unrolled into his component
parts,
becomes a picture that no other
screen artist could paint.
"Modern Times"
bears his imprimatur, which is to say that
it belongs in a category of its own.
If this observer left it last night with
a qualified enthusiasm it was because he
had been misled by the secrecy ballyhoo
into his own (and secret) hope of a radical
departure in style or form.
"Modern

M

:

Entertainment will be

in

the hands

Home, Edward McNamee, Arnold Van Leer, Ferguson, Irwin Zeltof

Morris Kinzler, Phil de Angelis

ner,

Kay Kamen, Hazel

Flynn, Leon

Bam-

berger, Tess Michaels, Patricia Reis
Bessie Mack, Mabel Drew and O'Neil.

Kirsch and Benjamin will have
charge of arrangements and tickets.
The reception committee consists of
Adler,
Cunningham,
Ben Atwell
Drew, Michaels, Gallagher, Hamlin!
Ruth Weisberg, Hortense Schorr and

Bruce Gallup.

A

souvenir program will be edited

by Silver. Benjamin will be business
manager. Other members of the staff
include Cunningham, Flinn, Martin
Starr, Harrower, Herbert
S. Berg'

McNamee, Ted

Sullivan,

H.

S. Fuld,'

and Red Kann. The advertising wili
be handled by Silver, Seadler, Hadley
and Lund. Those in charge of publicity are: Finney, Zeltner,
Harrower,
Cunningham, Al Sherman, Berg, MiEven chaels, Schorr and Weisberg.

I

—

Times

Restores him to a following that has waited patiently, burning incense in his temple of comedy, during the
long years since his last picture was produced.
"Modern Times" has still the same old
.

.

.

.

.

whose hands
and feet and prankish eyebrows can beat
an irresistible tattoo upon an audience's
funnybone or hold it still, taut beneath the
Charlie, the lovable little fellow

days,

1)

.

.

thought, was the accompanying
Disney cartoon. "Mickey's Polo Team,"
with Donald Duck as its frantic hero.

.

follow suit.

Rates are advanced all along the
hne for the run of the Chaplin picture. Times" does not attempt any innovations
They follow: 40 cents, 9 A.M. to 1
P.M. 75 cents, 1 P.M. to 6 P.
99 cents, 6 P.M. to 11 P.M.; 75 cents', days 40 cents, 9 :30 A.M. to 1 P.M.
99 cents, 1 P.M. to 11 P.M.; 75 cents,
midnight show.
Saturdays and holimidnight show. On Sundays the scale
;

of

regulation

is

mental and,

brought

Pilgrim" and "Shoulder Arms," is still one
of the great triumphs of hearty motion

was
The

spite

"Modern Times" except

:

Standees After 7:30

in

somewhat old-fashioned in
some grand slapstick.

film,

comedy

ity,

;

i

—This,

nic but boasting

funnier,

3

I

Sun
silent

.

.

ago

Afternoon Attendance Fair

From

:

.

from page

Thompson, A. S. Rittenberg, Elias E
Sugarman, Tom Waller, Hy Daab
and Milton Silver.

A

flick of his
spell of human tragedy.
cane, a quirk of a brow, an impish lift
of his toe and the mood is off; a droop of
his mouth, a sag of his shoulder, a quick
blink of his eye and you are his again,
Or do you have
a companion in suffering.
to be reminded that Chaplin is a master
Time has not changed his
of pantomime?
genius.

Allied Adopts Plan
To Shift President
(.Continued from page 1)
1,

which time problems confronting

at

the organization will be discussed.
M. B. Horwitz, who represented
the Cleveland unit, arrived yesterday
after the Washington session, as
did
P. J. Wood of Columbus. Wood
yesterday said that at the last directors'
meeting of the Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio the unit endorsed the
Pettengill Bill.

Samuelson recently also resigned as
head of Allied of New Jersey and was
succeeded by Lee Newbury.

—

World-Telegram There may have been
funnier comedies produced and shown during the time that Chaplin was making
"Modern Times" out in California's famed
climate, but if there were I haven't seen
them.
All I know is that last night I
saw the funniest motion picture since this
Lights"
"City
produced
same
Chaplin
nearly half a decade ago.
Let others tell you that Chaplin is a
I prefer
great artist or a great genius.
to think of him as the most ingratiating
and brilliant clown that the screen or the
stage has produced, who combines superb
inventive humor with pathos in an extraLet others tell
ordinarily effective manner.
you of what hidden momentous comments
"Modern
scene
social
the
current
on
prefer to think of
I
Times" possesses.
it
as grand knockabout, satirical nonsense
that needs no apology or label.

Detroit Vote

Shows

Duals Are Favored
rated

(Continued from page 1)
of the city.

sections

At

the

Roxy, Woodward Ave. house, there
was a slight preference for single
bills, but this was overcome
at the
new Rio, where the poll was very
heavy in favor of duals.
"We were surprised that so many
patrons voted and even more surprised at the heavy voting in favor
of double features, as we had thought
that single bills would win.
Natu-

rally, in face of the result, we
will
adhere to our policy of showing
days or "Modern
double
features," said Ben Cohen.
Times," there's only one Chaplin, nor can
familiarity with the pantomimic antics stale
the infinite variety of his talent as an enFrom the opening shots of his
tertainer.
he kept last night's
contribution
latest
Rivoli audience in almost constant mirth.
True, some of the material had a reminisBut there is a new public by
cent ring.
(Continued from page 1)
now.
And, anyway, Chaplin will bear
repetition through many years to come.
make
one or two pictures a year for
The star is busy in nearly every scene,
the new company outside of their conthe equipment, that derby, which is now
the world's most famous: the cane, the tract schedules.
The producers would
same.
trousers,
all
are
the
shoes, the baggy
own 50 per cent of the new company.
He still flips things over his shoulder to
sufficient number of producers to
give them a backward fillip with his heel.
He still turns corners in the same amusing launch the project were found to be
way, and with variations, he continues to interested but were unable to obtain
elude the ever-pursuing minions of the law. authorization
from their companies to
participate.

American

— Good

old

New Producing Plan

Dropped by Fitelson

.

.

.

A

will be 55 cents, 12 M. to 1
cents, 1 P.M. to 11 P.M.;

midnight show.

P.M.

;

99

75 cents,

William Fitelson,
attorney,

New York

represented
backers of the plan.

the

film
financial

—

:
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HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

Fraud Charge
Wilmington, Feb.

6.

—Harry

1936

7,

$24,000,000 profit;

and that under the able management
Alessrs. Warner the corporation
has survived the depression when its
other largest competitors were com-

of

pelled to go into bankruptcy
ceivership.

and

re-

"The plaintiff, Harry Koplar, has
waged an unceasing warfare against
the corporation and the Alessrs. Warner since 1931. He instituted receivership actions in St. Louis and in the
trial of those cases the courts found
after a full examination of the facts
that Koplar had brought the actions
for the purpose of forcing a sale of
his stock at an exorbitant price. The
court found that his 'purpose in prosecuting this suit was an attempt to
force Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., to
purchase his stock at his price or suffer the consequent loss.'
"After this defeat Koplar organized
a group to take over the theatres in
St. Louis operated by the corporation,
and he and his associates filed charges
with the Federal Government which
involved the corporation and its officers in further litigation, all of which
has resulted in favor of the corpora-

'Preview Murder Mystery'
Kop-

made over

poration

February

(Paramount)

stockholder suit against Warner
Hollywood, Feb. 6. There is much in this that is refreshingly
Bros. Pictures, Inc., the three Warner
brothers and others got under way to- new in the way of a murder mystery, plus many inside revelations of
day with charges of fraud, abuse of the art of picture making which should provide unique entertainment
duties as directors and other sweep- for audiences and give the exhibitor a wealth of angles on which to
ing statements by Ernest L. Wilkin- base intriguing exploitation. It is a story of murder for revenge
son, Koplar's counsel.
intelligently handled from beginning to end.
Koplar seeks to have Harry M.,
Film star Rod La Rocque, who has been warned that he will never
and
other
Warner,
Albert
and
L.,
Jack
live to see the picture he is making, is killed at the theatre preview.
approximately
$14,return
directors,
Publicity director Reginald Denny, assisted by Frances Drake, takes
000,000 said by Koplar to have been
the value of stock given in 1928 by the charge of the case, and the scene moves into the studio itself as the
policeman and director
company in part to Renraw, Inc., sinister activities of the murderer continue.
family holding company of the War- Ian Keith are slain. Denny finally traps the murderer, Conway Tearle,
ners, and in part to Goldman, Sachs, a passe star, who killed La Rocque and Keith because of a belief that
brokerage house.
they had ruined his career. During the unfolding of this story the audiPlaintiff's counsel charged the stock
ence is taken into every nook and corner of the studio, to be shown in
was given away fraudulently, and that
complete detail the mechanics of picture making.
tion and its officers.
the Warners used the assets of the
The players mentioned contribute realistic performances, while the
"Koplar has openly admitted that
company for their own purposes. The
defense counsel pictured the brothers work of Gail Patrick, George Barbier and Thomas Jackson adds to the the purpose of this suit was to force
Robert Florey's direction accounted for the Messrs. Warner and the corporaas men of vision in the matter of talk- show's entertainment value.
ing films, as having loaned millions to an arresting brand of suspense. The screen play by Brian Marlow and tion to pay him substantial sums of
the company, and as having staked Robert Yost is a smart adaptation of Garnet Weston's excitement- money or else suffer the heavy extheir reputations and fortunes upon packed original. Sell the picture as one that will keep the patrons on pense incident to litigation.
"The same matters alleged by Koptheir product.
the edge of their chairs and which will give them many inside glimpses
lar in this litigation were presented to
Joseph Proskauer, New York deworkings.
From
it should click loudly.
of
studio
these
angles
the stockholders at the annual meeting
fense counsel, told of how Sam Warner
in 1932 and the stockholders voted in
Production Code Seal No. 1,899. Running time, 65 minutes. "G."
worked on producing "The Jazz
favor of the management and against
Singer," and died on the night the film
the claims raised by Koplar in his
His three brothers carried
opened.
complaint in this case.
on, the attorney said, and that picture
"The officers of the company stated
revolutionized the industry.
{Regal)
they would welcome the opportunity
The suit has been pending since
6.
Hollywood,
Feb.
Done in color, using Magnicolor, this unusual to air this entire situation in court so
Koplar is a minority stock1932.
holder.
Wilkinson charged that in Regal feature stacks up as something that will engage attention. Not that there can for all times definitely
1928 Renraw entered an agreement only is color intelligently applied, but the story has an action adventure be put to rest the wild and groundwith Warners whereby the former quality which, dominated by comedy and amplified by romance and less claims of minority stockholders
would sell the services of the Warner drama, packs an entertainment punch that easily creates and holds who seek to benefit personally by their
ability to involve the company in litibrothers exclusively to the picture interest.
company for a total of $10,000 weekly
Ex-gangsters Reginald Denny and Vince Barnett, seeking a rest cure gation."
that Renraw also refor six years
from bullets and pineapples in Paris, carry on a flirtation with Sisters
ceived 90,000 shares of Warner common valued then at $11,000,000; that Esther Ralston and Claudia Dell. They join the Foreign Legion because
Miss Dell is to accompany her sister, Capt. Robert Frazer's wife, to a
this stock was given by a company of
which the Warners were directors and Moroccan outpost. There the pair, breaking every legion regulation, are in
was not in consideration of any serv- more hot water than in the most hectic gangster days. Following
ices, and that the issuance of the stock sequences in which both legionaires are excited about singing and
Substantial Gains Mark Trading
Net
to Renraw was fraudulent and in vio- dancing Eleanor Hunt, the two sisters arrive.
High Low Close Change
He
lation of the state constitution.
Sentenced to a disciplinary camp for infractions, comedy-tinged drama Columbia, vtc
43
4334
43
also charged that the giving of a block
Columbia,
50
enters as Denny and Barnett, after precipitating a mutiny, break up an Consolidatedpfd ... 506% 50
6$£
6A
+ 54
of stock to Goldman, Sachs, valued at
Arab
attack. Their heroism wiping out the stigma of past offenses, both Consolidated, pfd. 1954
1834
1954
+ Vs
$9,000,000, for which 25,000 common
Eastman Kodak.. 15754 157
15734
+ 34
are
promoted
and
Denny
is further rewarded by winning Miss Dell.
Eastman, pfd ...162
—1
160
shares were received in return, valued
160
Produced by George Hirliman from a story by J. D. Newsom with the K.-A.-O.-, pfd ... 90'A 90
90A +5A
at $3,000,000, was an abuse of duties,
Loew's, Inc
53
SVA
5134
54
since 25,000 shares was too high a screen play by Roger Whately, Crane Wilbur's direction concentrates Loew's, Inc., pfd. 10556 10556 10556
sl5
Paramount
12
1156
1156
remuneration.
+
Vs
on the comedy trend save in the dramatic death scene which sets off the
Paramount
pfd.
83
8654
+354
Proskauer traced the development mutiny. Selling both the novelty of color in an outdoor feature, the Paramount 21 pfd. 8754
12
1234
1256
+ 36
of the company, and told of Warners' worth of the story and the quality of the
Pathe Film
854
756
854
+156
performances by all players RKO
8
736
7*6
loans during the depression period. He
should be sufficient to arouse patron attention.
20th Century-Fox. 2756
2654
2654
+ 54
also gave details of the Stanley Co. of
20th Century, pfd. 3534
3434
3434
54
Production Code Seal No. 1,908. Running time, 65 minutes. "G."
Warner Bros
America acquisition and called the
1356
\2% 1356 + Vs
Warner Bros. pfd. 54
54
5254
54
court's attention to the results of the
r
recent St. Louis litigation.
Koplar, who instituted his action in 000,000 and that the Messrs.
arner
Sentry Out of the Fractions
June of 1932 seeking to hold the of- had contributed 50,000 shares of stock
Net
High Low Close Change
ficers and directors of Warner Bros. to the corporation in order to enable
Sentry
Safety
..
1
.156
1
Warners Hit Koplar Suit
+A
Pictures, Inc., liable for 90,000 shares it to secure the underwriting of a Sonotone
4- 54
254
254
254
Wilmington, Feb. 6. In a state- of stock in the company voted to $4,000,000 note issue.
Technicolor
2254
2154
2154
A
5
556
5A
ment issued here today in connection Harry M. Warner, Albert Warner
"The management also has answered Trans-Lux
with Harry Koplar's suit against and Jack L. Warner in December, stating that it was through the farSole Loser on Bonds
Warner Bros. Pictures and the War- 1928, as part of a six-year employment sightedness and unfailing, conviction of
Net
High Low Close Change
ner brothers the company's counsel agreement with the company. The the Messrs. Warner that talking picGeneral Theatre
charged that Koplar has "openly ad- plaintiff charges that the issuance of tures became an accepted medium of
6s '40
2456
24A 2436 + 56
mitted that the purpose of this suit the 90,000 shares was not supported entertainment and displaced the silent General Theatre
'40. ctf
6s
2456
2336
2456
+ Vs
was to force the Messrs. Warner and by a consideration and was therefore movies that as a result of the indus- Keith B. F.
the corporation to pay substantial a bonus or gift.
try and enterprise of the Messrs. War6s '46
9354
9336
93V2
+54
sums of money or else suffer the heavy
"The management has answered, ner the corporation was enabled to Paramount B'way

—

lar's

A

"The Rest Cure"

—

;

Wall Street

—

—

—

W

—

—

RKO

,

;

expense of

The

litigation."

text follows

(Koplar

"This

suit

a

minority

vs.
Bros. Pictures, inc., et al) is

by

stockholder,

Warner
brought

Harry

stating that the Messrs. Warner from
1926 to 1928 had made unsecured
loans to the corporation and had personally guaranteed bank loans to the
corporation in a total exceeding $13,-

5936

5956

99%

97
pp.. 75}4

9654
7554

96*4
7554

94

94

3s '55

emerge from a small company with Paramount
recurrent losses to
picture company in
assets totaling over
for the years 1926

the largest motion
the business, with
$150,000,000; that
and 1930 the cor-

6s

RKO

6s

'41

Warner Bros.
'39

wd

+ 56
+ 36
—2

Pict.

'55

'

6s

9434

(Quotations at close of Feb.

....„
6)

Police emergency squads are called out tc
Tumultuous first night demonstration! Rioi
sirens screaming, Emergency Squads 3 and |

Queensboro Bridge sped

to the scene

tc

^Modern Times
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throng from in front of theatre*
was sent to police headquarters. With
>m the West 30th Street Station and the

fear
ifl

strain the spectators,"

—New york Times

m EMA'S

THE

FIRST

IMMORTAL RETURNS!
iicnan

Same

The funniest picture in years. .Chaplin
still supreme. My only advice is to see
.

the film

and laugh

Kept

old Chaplin,
last

same

rare comedy.

audience

night's

in

almost

— Regina Crewe, American

Constant mirth.

yourself sick.

— William Boehnel,

feral

World -Telegram

•

•

Not only

is

he the

Modern Times

pantomimist of

first

.

the screen, but Charlie can sing. .Had

.

.

new

— Kate Cameron, News

laughs

slapStic
It is

stunts. ..the season's

picture event.
screen

A

characteristic Chaplin

mimicry.

motion

Picture no other

•

Post

The comedy

As

we

— Frank

go

S.

regulation Chaplin,

broad, sentimental and very funn
boasting some grand slapstick. ..fill<
with funny and well -executed ga<

—

Eileen Creelman,

to press, every record in the history of

Up

.

.

.

since

to 8 p. m.,

dance records had been
.

is

Nugent, Times

the Rivoli Theatre

shattered.

Pelswick, Journal

— Bland Johaneson, Mirror

— Thornton Delahanty,

his genius.

— Rose

adheres to the Chaplin tradition,
sweet and sentimental and touching.
Everyone will want to see it.

A rousing, rib-tickling, gag bestrewn
jest in the best Chaplin manner. Chaplin
is a master of pantomime. Time has not

.

.

It

•

.

.

old role, but brings

could paint.

artist

Changed

and

.

in

Chaplin

at his best ... a brilliant succession of

gags and

fast-moving, hilarious

a succession of amusing gags.*

Chaplin returns

the audience breathless with suspense.

Highest rating EXCELLENT.

is

was built ... is being
all money and attenit

far outdistanced

by

this

the screen's greatest box-office attraction!

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
Written.

Directed

and Produced by
CHARIES CHAPtIN
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New High

In Semi-Final

ARTHUR

individual

receives

of votes which equals or exceeds the third highest vote for any
single achievement, then there shall
also be included on the final ballot
the one of the achievements of such

which

highest

the

polled

vice-president

Wax-

vote."

E. L.
yesterday

;

;

;

With about 50 friends present, Edward M. Schnitzer was rendered a
testimonial dinner last night in the
He was
Sert Room of the Astor.
given an onyx desk set as a token of
the esteem in which he is held by the
Monday Nighters. Among those presE. H. Goldstein, Herman
ent were
Gluckman, John O'Connor, Max Sel-

leaves for Bermuda
Saturday in search of sunshine and
recuperation from a persistent cold.

Bob Cochrane

•

Alperson

for

left

Florida
goes to

and from there
Los Angeles to attend a forthcoming
meeting of the heads of National The-

English
Bernstein,
L.
theatre executive, is en route here on
the Berengaria, due next week.

Sidney

:

Hornstein,
C.
Charles
J.
Moses, Arthur Fisher, Henry Randel, Louis Frisch,
Harry Shiffman,
atres Corp. on Feb. 17.
Roy Haines, Harry H. Buxbaum,
•
Charles
Rogers,
Max A. Cohen,
M. B. Horwitz, Cleveland exhibRobert Wolff, Harold Rinzler, Joe
•
itor, will return to the Ohio city toLee, Morris Sanders, Edward MulMort Singer, who arrived from lins, William Saal, Irving Wormser,
day.
He arrived from Washington
for the
leave
will
Tuesday,
Chicago
yesterday after attending the two-day
William Secor, H. L. Eldridge, BerWindy City on Saturday.
board of directors' session.
nard
Kleid,
Nat
Beier,
Harry
•
•
Decker, Dave Sohmer, Joe Bernat,
Budd Rogers will move into AlliHarry M. Goetz, president of Re- Eugene Picker, Edward Rugoff, Lou
It's
ance's own office on Saturday.
liance, is due from the coast some Weinberg,
Nat Cohn, Jack Goetz,
one floor below his former Republic time next week.
Henry Brown, Louis Geller and
headquarters on the 20th floor of the
•
many others.
Bldg.
There was plenty of entertainment
is slated to get
Johnston
Ray
W.
•
and dancing. Schnitzer leaves Columback from a three-week Florida rest
Charles Herbert, March of Time
bia tomorrow to join Republic as eastcameraman,
and
Anthony Giro- on Tuesday.
ern district manager.
•
la mi, soundman, have returned to

Actors nominated on the final balwere: Clark Gable, for "Mutiny
Charles Laughton,
on the Bounty"
Victor
for "Mutiny on the Bounty"
McLaglen, for "The Informer" FranTone, for "Mutiny on the
chot
Bounty."
Actresses were: Elizabeth Bergner,
Claudette
for "Escape Me Never"
Colbert, for "Private Worlds"; Bette
Katharine
Davis, for "Dangerous"
Hepburn, for "Alice Adams" Miriam
York after four months in the
Merle New
Hopkins, for "Becky Sharp"
South.
Angel."
"Dark
for
Oberon,
•
Directors were: John Ford, for
Nirska,
Forsythe,
Seaman &
Hathaway,
Henry
"The Informer"
Farrell, the Three Gobs, Dorothy
Bengal Lancer"
of a
for "Lives
Frank Lloyd, for "Mutiny on the Proby and Tommy Dunne headline
the Roxy stage show starting today.
Bounty."
•
Original writing nominations were
Harry H. Thomas, president of
"Broadway Melody," "Gay Deception"
First Division, is on a tour of com
and "The Scoundrel."
"The Informer," pany exchanges that will keep him
Best adaptations
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer" and "Mu- away until the middle of the month
tiny on the Bounty."
•
Walter Gould, division manager
Many Shorts Named
for U. A. in Latin America, will sail
Cartoons—"The from Rio de Janeiro today for New
subjects:
Short
York.
He will arrive here Feb. 19.
Harman-Ising
Dragon,"
Calico
•
"Three Orphan Kittens," Disney;
L. Jack Schlaifer, who has re
"Who Killed Cock Robin?" Disney
joined the U. A. as an assistant to
comedy shorts "How to Sleep,"
G-M "Oh, My Nerves !" Columbia Arthur W. Kelly, is scheduled to
lot

a Day," is being given a screen test
by Universal,
•

10.

•

number

individual

LEE,

;

1)

nominations
for two or more achievements, a total

any

A.

of G. B. George W. Weeks, general sales manager, and A. P.
man, advertising counsel, left yesterday for Miami Beach to attend the
opening of "Rhodes" at the Lincoln

Feb.
(Continued from page

Friends Give Dinner
For E. M. Schnitzer

Purely Personal

Academy Vote
Hits

it

lerman,

•
Carl Levin, one of the Loew division managers, sails today on the
Lafayette for a 17-day cruise.

RKO

;

;

;

is on his way to the
due to return in about

Al Rockett

;

coast and

is

Kansas City I.T.O.
Signs Giveaway Ban
Kansas City, Feb. — Practically

two weeks.

ager, has

gone

to

Miami

tion.

John

J.
he'll

when

6.

Streimer, local U. A. man-

Moe

;

for a vaca-

•

:

—

Grace Hayes has been signed by
Vitaphone for a two-reel musical.
•
cago

is

;

;

•
Jack Partington, president of F
& M., will leave for Chicago Tuesday to be on hand for the opening of

Al Pearce

at the

classifications.

Joseph New
Assistant directors
Eric
man, for "David Copperfield"
Clem
Stacey, for "Les Miserables"
Beauchamp and Paul Wing, for
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer."
Music Best song selections were
Irving Berlin, "Cheek to Cheek," in
"Top Hat" Jerome Kern and James
McHugh, for "Lovely to Look At,'"
Harry Warren and Al
in "Roberta"
Dubin, "Lullaby of Broadway," for
"Gold Diggers."
Best Musical Scoring "The In
former," "Mutiny on the Bounty" and
;

—

;

and Y.
in

Frank Freeman

engrossed
conversation and food at the Astor

Hunting

Room

yesterday.

Pete Wood, secretary
pendent Theatre Owners

Columbus.
•

of

Mort

Lombardy.

of the Inde
of Ohio, left

ther effort to get the few exhibitors
not yet signed to go along.

Nate Blumberg

had

Clark Flying West

John D. Clark, general sales manager of Twentieth Century-Fox, flies
to Hollywood today to confer on plans
are for next season. He had planned to
go from Miami, but instead returned
to New York.
s

a birthday

"Times" in Boston Feb. 14

Tuesday.

—

.

.

London

Joe Friedman of Columbia
uled for a

March

visit to

is

sched-

New York

and Hollywood.

Sidney Jackson, from British

•

last night for

at the

.

•

do likewise. The independents are apparently determined to make the move
a success because they feel that it will
produce a healthier business condition.
E. Rolsky, president, will make a fur-

yesterday afternoon.

Harry Singer, brother
now on the coast.

Palace.

Adolph Zukor, Barney Balaban

:

;

RKO

returned to Chi-

Jack Benny and Mrs. Benny

;

return from Hollywood shortly.

of I.T.O. today signed
agreement to abolish all money

•

M

"Tit for Tat," Roach; novelties
"Camera
M-G-M
"Audioscopiks,"
Thrills," Universal "Wings Over Mt
Everest," G. B. Of these, one award
will be given jointly for the outstand
ing production in each of the three

late

member

an
and premium giveaways provided all
other Kansas City, Missouri, exhibitors
not decided

Friedl has
return to Minneapolis.

Barney Balaban

every

Boston,
6.
Feb.
The Majestic
here has been leased by United Artists
and M. & P. Theatres Corp. for the
roadshow
engagement
of
Charlie
Chaplin's
"Modern Times," beginning Feb. 14.

&

Dominions, appointed sales supervisor
to C. M. Woolf's General Film Distributors.

F.
is

Sidney Bernstein

sailed for

W.

C. Reopens

Compton,

Cal.,

Feb.

6.

Tower

—F.

W.

planning a big opening for the

New Fox

Tower

tomorrow

night.

C.

new
The

York Jan. 29. He will go on to the Skouras brothers, F. W. C. officials
plans to leave for coast.
and studio personages will attend.
Washington Monday, but may return
SinTempleman
and
Harcourt
here prior to leaving for his Columclair Hill of Grosvenor Sound Films
bus, Miss., home.
Los Angeles, Feb. 6. Kay Brown,
planning a Hollywood talent-search•
"Peter Ibbetson."
eastern story head for Selznick Ining trip in March.
Tess Michaels of the U. A. pubternational and Pioneer, entrained for
"For Technical Merit"
licity department, will sail tomorrow
Eleanor M. Plumer taking the New York today
accompanied by her
on the Monarch of Bermuda.
It's place of Mrs. H. A. L. Fisher, reassistant, Dorothy Modisette.
Technical nominations were made vacation stuff.
signed, on the Films Act Advisory
here tonight, with eight sound studios
Committee, as representative of the
The recognition is for
represented.
G.
Jeanne Dante, 12-year-old juvenile general public. Is associated with
the best achievement by a studio
Word has been received at the G. B.
star of the Theatre Guild's "Call It Public Morality Council.
sound department. They were Uni
offices that Milton Rosner, director of
versal, for "Bride of Frankenstein"
"Mister Hobo," has been signed to a
Warners, for "Captain Blood" Sam
new one-year contract. He will write
Samuel Goldwyn's "Dark Angel,"
uel
Goldwyn, for "Dark Angel"
as well as direct.
Paramount's "Bengal Lancer" and
6.
Hollywood, Feb.
Warners are
RKO, for "I Dream Too Much" the
"Top Hat."
expected to give Mervyn LeRoy a
Columbia, for "Love Me Forever"
General balloting will open Feb. 10 new contract shortly, replacing the
Seattle
M-G-M, for "Naughty Marietta"
Seattle, Feb. 6. Jay C. Allen, W.
one,
which terminates in
Republic, for "One Thousand Dollars and continue until March 5, when the present
ballots will be opened and the results March.
The director plans a Euro- H. Patterson and Archie Kaufman
a Minute," and Twentieth Century
announced at the Academy dinner to pean vacation, having just completed have organized the Third & UniverFox, for "Thanks a Million."
sity Corp. to operate theatres.
"Anthony Adverse."
Art Direction nominations went to be held at that time.
;

Ed Kuykendall

—

Kay Brown on Way Here

—

B. Re-Signs Rosner

:

Expect

;

RKO

New LeRoy
—

Pact

Form

—

Company

,

:

:

:

:

:
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Me " 100% Over Par

Cantor Pulls
Only $11,000 Despite Louisville Freeze $16,500 Lead
—
Me
In Pittsburgh Cantor Is $16,500
In St. Louis

"Pink" Pulls

"Strike

Hit in Cincinnati

—

Louisville, Feb. 6. "Strike
Pink" hit town at the same time that
sub-zero temperatures were being recorded, which probably prevented the

—

Sub-zero
Pittsburgh, Feb. 6.
Louis, Feb. 6. "Strike Me
Sfr.
State from shattering a record. At
weather continued to hit grosses all
Although that, the gross of $8,500, was over Pink" at Loew's with a gross of
Cincinnati,
Feb. 6.
over town. At the Perm, "Strike Me
$16,500 was by far the best draw of
minus-zero weather still prevailed last 100 per cent above par.
Pink" got only $11,000, the poorest
business was not as seriously
week,
held up well at the week; $7,500 above house average.
Goes"
"Anything
gross ever chalked up locally by an
"Seven Keys to Baldpate" and
affected as might have been expected. the Rialto, grossing $5,000, over the
Eddie Cantor picture.
"Strike Me Pink" was tops at the line by $1,500, while a double fea- "Widow from Monte Carlo," a deal at
"Professional Soldier," although it
Albee, striking $16,500, com- ture,
Soldier"
and the Orpheum, also got into the profit
"Professional
bettered average by $100 at $4,100,
pared with $12,000 average. It moved "Charlie Chan's Secret," at the Strand class with $8,800 for six and a half
was likewise a disappointment.
Capitol.
to the
went $800 over average, for a gross days compared with average of $8,500
It was the Stanley that took the
for seven days.
"Ceiling Zero" and
"Ceiling Zero" gave Keith's one of of $3,300.
worst licking, "Riffraff" and a stage
and "Her Master's Voice" at the SchuBaldpate"
the best weeks in many moons at
Keys
to
"Seven
Millinder's
Lucky
show headed by
up $1,000. This rated a hold- "Sylvia Scarlett," dual feature at the bert-Rialto also went over the top
band slipping to $14,250, while the $7,500,
House average is $6,500.
over. "Hitch-Hike Lady" hiked the Brown could not overcome the effects with $7,950.
Warner, with "Three Live Ghosts"
The showing made by these pictures
gross at the independent Strand to of the cold wave, the take being
"Coronado,"
couldn't
better
and
is rather remarkable, since the week
$1,900, plussing average by $400, while $1,600, or $400 under average.
$3,375. "The Magnificent Obsession"
Informer" was $200 on the profit
"The
Midsummer
Night's Dream," was the fourth coldest on record in
"A
wound up a 19-day stay at the Alvin
The average minimum
side on a $2,950 gross at the
playing an eight-day engagement at St. Louis.
with $3,800 for the last five days in
Grand. "Riffraff" got an even break the Mary Anderson, and preceded by temperature was 3.9 below zero and
the third week, which was fair.
Palace. Figures sagged a tremendous exploitation campaign, the general average was only 5.1
the
Total first-run grosses were $36,- at
at the other first runs.
wound up with a gross of $6,000, above zero. The lowest mark for the
525. Average is $45,000.
Total first run business was $61,- which would have been greater had week was 10 below zero.
Estimated takings for the week end- 750. Average is $60,200.
Total first run business was $48,000.
the weather been more favorable.
ing Jan. 30:
Estimated takings
Total first run business was $28,100. Average is $46,000.
Estimated takings for the week end"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)
Average is $18,500.
Week Ending Jan. 28:
ALVIN— (2,000), 25c-40c, 5 days, 3rd
in? Jan. 30
Estimated takings
"HITCH HIKE LADY" (Republic)

—

RKO

RKO

RKO

RKO

week.

Gross:

(Average, for

$3,800.

7 days,

$5,500)

"PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER"

(20th-Fox)
FULTON
15c-40c,
(1,700),
days.
7
Gross: $11,000.
(Average, $12,000)
"STRIKE
PINK" (U.A.)
(3,300), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross:
(Average, $12,000)
$11,000.

—

ME

PENN—

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)

—

STANLEY
25c-55c,
days.
(3,600),
7
Stage: Lucky Millinder's band, Pops and
Louie,
Edith
Wilson,
Rhythm
Three
Queens. Gross: $14,250. (Average, $18,500)
"THREE LIVE GHOSTS" (M-G-M)
"CORONADO" (Para.)

WARNER —
Gross:

$3,375.

25c-40c,
(Average, $5,000)

"Pink"

$12,000
Smash in Montreal
Montreal, Feb.
—Although
Is

6.

theatres

all

were closed on the day of

Week Ending

"Strike

The

Me

on

Pink," $5,000 over par.
for a second week.

was held

film

ing.

Gross:

Moved

to

RKO

$5,000.

(Average,

$6,500)

Grand.

"KING OF BURLESQUE" (ZOth-Fox)
RKO LYRIC— (1,400), 35c-42c, 7 days,

2d downtown week.
age, $6,500)

Gross:

good for
$11,500 at the Palace, while Loew's
registered $11,000 on a combination
card topped by "Charlie Chan's Secret."
"Rose of the Rancho," heading
the dual at the Capitol, was supported
The legitito the extent of $9,000.
mate stage was dark all week and
social functions were cancelled because
of the court mourning.
Total first run business was $46,500.

Average

$41,500.

is

Estimated takings for the week ending Feb.

1

"ROSE OF THE RANCHO" (Para.)
"HER MASTER'S VOICE" (Para.)
CAPITOL— (2,547), 25c-35c-40c-50c-60c,

•

days.

Gross:

(Average,
(French)

$9,000.

"ROSE"
"MIMI"

RKO GRAND— (1,200),
Gross:

$2,950.

"BAR

20

(Aver-

$4,800.

(Radio)

25c-40c,

(Average,

7

$2,750)

RIDES AGAIN"

Gross:

$3,000.

"CEILING ZERO"
KEITH'S— (1,500), 30c-40c,

$7,500.

(Average,

days.

(Para.)
days.

$6,500).

days.

(F. N.)
7 days. Gross:
Held over.

7

20c-29c-34c,

7

days.

Universal Directors
To Wait for Scripts

—

Hollywood, Feb. 6. Under a new
policy just inaugurated at Universal,
directors will hereafter be assigned
to pictures after the first draft of the
script has been accepted by the front
office, and not after acceptance of the
By this
story idea, as heretofore.
policy, the studio will effect a saving
of several weeks' director's salary on
all productions, as directors worked
with authors on first drafts in the
past.

Roach Builds Bungalow
Hollywood, Feb.

(Average, $3,500)

6.

—Construction

"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET" (ZOth-Fox) will start immediately on a six-room
"NAVY WIFE" (W.B.)
LOEW'S — (3,115), 30c-34c-40c-50c-60c, 7 double bungalow to house the Laurel
days. Stage: "Happy Days Revue." Gross: and Hardy and the Edward Sedgwick
(Average, $10,500)
$11,000.
units at the Hal Roach Studio. The
"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (F.N.)
bungalow will be at the east end of

PALACE— (2,600),

davs.

Gross:

25c-35c-40c-50c-65c,

$11,500.

"STRIKE

ME

"ATLANTIC ADVENTURE" (Col.)
PRINCESS— (2,272) 25c-30c-35c-50c-65c,
,

days.

Gross:

Held over.

7

(Average. $11,000)
(U.A.)

PINK"

$12,000.

(Average,

7
$7,000).

$6,000.

(Univ.)
(Republic)
25c-35c-55c,

the administration building and will
be ready for occupancy on Feb. 15.
The former quarters of the Laurel
and Hardy unit will be used by
writers.

SHUBERT-RIALTO— (1,723),

(Average, $2,500)

"CONDEMNED TO LIVE"( Chesterfield)
"HITCH HIKE TO HEAVEN" (F. D.)
"HONG KONG NIGHTS" (F. D.)
NATIONAL— (2,400), 15c-25c-40c, 7 days,
week.
Stage: Ed Lowry's Brevities,
Elaine Arden, Helen Compton Band, Rita
Royce & Reece Bros. & Lillian Dawson.
Gross: $2,800.
(Average, $3,000)

7

days.

Gross:

BROWN— (1,400),

Gross:

$1,600.

6

15c-25c-40c,

days.

(Average, $2,000)

PERSON" (Radio)
"THE THREE MUSKETEERS" (Radio)
"THE SINGING VAGABOND" (Republic)
"IN

ALAMO— (900),
week.

Gross:

$900.

7
days,
(Average, $1,400)

15c-25c,

split

25c-35c-55c,

(Average, $6,5C0)

$7,950.

"Pink" Strong as
Portland Holdover
—"Strike Me
Portland, Feb.

Week Ending Feb. 1:
"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE" (Radio) Pink" was
"SYLVIA SCARLETT* (Radio)

"PURSUIT' (M-G-M)

$9,500)

(Republic)

IMPERIAL— (1,914),

AMBASSADOR— (3,018),

split

"THE INFORMER"

was

Blood"

"Captain

Jan. 30:

7
Week Ending Jan. 30:
"STRIKE ME PINK" (U. A.)
Gross: $7,500. (Average, $10,000)
"STRIKE ME PINK" (U. A.)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,000), 15c-25c-40c, 7 days.
"KING OF BURLESQUE" (ZOth-Fox)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300), 35c-42c, 7 days. days. Gross: $8,500. (Average, $4,500)
"LONE WOLF RETURNS" (Col.)
(Average, $12,000) Moved
Gross: $16,500.
"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
FOX— (5,038), 25c-35c-55c, 7 days, 2nd
to RKO Capitol.
RIALTO— (3,000), 15c-25c-40c, 7 days. week.
Gross: $7,350. (Average, $12,000)
"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)
Gross: $5,000.
(Average, $3,500)
35c-42c,
7
"STRIKE ME PINK" (U.A.)
PALACE— (2,700),
RKO
"PROFESSIONAL
SOLDIER"
(ZOth(Average, $10,000)
LOEW'S — (3,162), 25c-35c-55c, 7 days.
days. Gross: $10,000.
Fox)
"TWO IN THE DARK" (Radio)
CHAN'S SECRET" (20th-Fox) Gross: $16,500. (Average, $9,000)
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150), 35c-55c. 7 "CHARLIE
"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE" (Radio)
STRAND—
15c-25c-40c,
7
days.
(1,500),
Stage: Benny Meroff Band and
days.
"WIDOW FROM MONTE CARLO"
(Average, $2,500).
(Average, Gross: $3,300.
Gross: $11,000.
vaude. acts.
ORPHEUM— (1,950), 25c-35c-55c, 6A days.
"A MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM"
$12,000)
Gross: $8,800. (Average, $8,500)
(W. B.)
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)
"CEILING ZERO" (F.N.)
MARY ANDERSON— (1,000), 55c to $1.65,
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000), 35c-42c, 7 days, two
"HER MASTER'S VOICE" (Para.)
Gross:
performances
daily,
days.
8
2nd downtown week with week interven-

RKO FAMILY— (1,000), 15c-25c, 3
King George's funeral until 6 P.M., Gross: $1,100. (Average, $1,250)
"GUARD THAT GIRL" (Col.)
the box-office outcome for the week
RKO FAMILY— (1,000), 15c-25c, 4
was generally satisfactory. The Prin- Gross:
(Average. $1,250)
$1,000.
cess shot to the top with $12,000

"INVISIBLE RAY"
"HITCH HIKE LADY"

days.

15c-25c,
7
$1,500)

(Average,

$1,900.

X

days.

7

(2,000).

STRAND— (1,500),

Gross:

6.

held for a second successful
week at United Artists, securing
another $7,000, over par by $2,000.
Jackie Cooper on the stage with
heavy exploitation on "Tough Guy"
at the Broadway secured $8,000 over
the usual average by $3,000. An extra
long double bill at Orpheum with

"King of Burlesque" and "Widow
from Monte Carlo" registered $6,000,
over par by $1,000. The weather continued clear and cold.
Total first run business was $33,000.
Organization of Average is $24,700.

New Central States

Formally Organized
Chicago, Feb.

new

6.

—

Central States Theatres Circuit, Inc., has been completed and the
directors
selected.
The Capitol in
Canton, 111., will be the main office of
the

the corporation.
Officers elected are
President, A.
L. Hainline, Macomb
vice-president,
Walter Fluegal, Pekin, and secretarytreasurer, Charles Kuehan, Sr., CanIn addition to the officers, other
ton.
directors are Charles House, Monmouth, and N. Frye, Danville.
Nine theatres are now connected
They reprewith the organization.
sent
an investment of more than
$500,000, with a seating capacity of
more than 5,500. These theatres are
the Pekin and Empire, Pekin Capitol,
Canton; Rivoli and Bijou, Monmouth \
Princess,
Illinois and Royal, Macomb
:

Estimated takings for the week ending Feb.

1

"TOUGH GUY" (M-G-M)

BROADWAY— (1,912),
Gross:

$8,000.

"NAUGHTY MARIETTA" (M-G-M)
"ANNAPOLIS FAREWELL" (Para.)
(2nd Run)

;

;

BLUE MOUSE— (1,700), 20c-25c, 7 days.
(Average, $1,700)
$2,000.
"STARS OVER BROADWAY" (W.B.)
"TWO FISTED" (Para.)
MA YFAIR— (1,700), 30c-35c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $3,000. (Average, $3,000)
"KING OF BURLESQUE" (20th-Fox)
"WIDOW FROM MONTE CARLO"
Gross:

(W.B.)

ORPHEUM— (1,700),
Gross:

$6,000.

Other

30c-35c-40c,

7

days.

(Average, $5,000)

"ROSE OF THE RANCHO" (Para.)
"ANOTHER FACE" (Radio)

PARAMOUNT —
days.

Gross:

$7,000.

"STRIKE

;

Colchester and Cozy, Augusta.
houses are to be added.

30c-35c-40c, 7 days.

(Average, $5,000)

(3,008),

(2nd

Gross:

7

Week)

UNITED ARTIST— (945),
days.

30c-35c-40c,

(Average, $5,000)
(U.A.)

ME PINK"

$7,000.

30c-35c-40c,

(Average, $5,000)

7

We Saw The Sea

with

IN RKO-RADIO'S

SUPERDREADNAUGHT
/OF MUSICAL SHOWS

it

S IFStSSff

WITH

RANDOLPH SCOTT, HARRIET
HILLIARD, ASTRID ALLWYN
Directed by MARK SANDRICH
A PANDRO S. BERMAN PRODUCTION
Founded upon the play

''Shore Leave"

LYRICS AND MUSIC BY

WHO

FIRES

OF SEVEN
"We Saw The

WhJT A

Wwf

BROADSIDE

NEW SONG

HITS

Sea"; "Let's Face
the Music and Dance"; "Let Yourself Go",
'

America's newest ballroom
sensation; "I'd Rather Lead
a Band"; "Here Am I, But
Where Are You?" "Get

Thee Behind Me, Satan";
"I'm Putting All
iin

Cne

Basket"

My

Eggs

by Hubert Osborne

MOTION PICTURE
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"Obsession"
Lone Wolf
Pulls $9,200 Top in Dull

'Rose Marie"

Just Another Fire
Kansas

6.—KanThey were

City, Feb.

calm.

are

sans

Heavy Grosser

film in the WhitKan., township hall rewhen the building
cently

showing a
ing,

3dLoopWeek

Capital

Week

caught

of the audience
calmly picked up a chair
apiece and other furniture
they could carry handily, and
moved out of the flaming

—

Washington, Feb. 6. Continued
Chicago, Feb. 6.— "Magnificent Obwas the surprise of the week. Arctic temperatures, coupled with a
After two weeks at the Palace it was lineup of sub-torrid pictures, caused
moved to the Garrick, and, in spite grosses to hit the skids, with only
of sub-zero weather, it piled up $9,200, "The Lone Wolf Returns" at the
over a first week normal by $3,700, Metropolitan and "If You Could Only
Cook" at the Earle topping par, the
and was held for another week.
"Strike Me Pink" was strong at former by $600 for a take of $4,900
It went $4,000 and the latter by the same amount for
the United Artists.
over the line for a take of $21,000. a take of $19,000. At the Earle, one
"Dangerous" also was in the money at of Major Bowes' amateur units was
the Chicago, with Libby Holman and on the stage, a fact generally credited
Ina Ray Hutton and band on the for the above-average business.
Other first runs were well under
The $37,500 take was above
stage.
respective
the line by $5,500. "Riffraff" reached their
pars.
At RKOat the Keith's, "The Magnificent Obsession"
3,000, over par by $3,500,
Apollo. Elsewhere business was in a hit $8,000 on its third week, with the
tenth issue of "The March of Time"
bad way.
Total first run grosses were $137,- added for one week only.
Total first run business was $69,700.
300. Average is $117,000.
Average is $76,700.
Estimated takings
Estimated takings, exclusive of tax
Week Ending Jan. 28:
session"

ME PINK"

"STRIKE

(U. A.)

UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700),
7

days.

Gross:

30c-40c-60c,

(Average, $17,000)

$21,000.

AT THE OPERA" (M-G-M)
ROOSEVELT— (1,591), 30c-40c-60c, 7 days.

"A NIGHT
2nd

week.

Gross:

(Average,

$14,000.

$11,000)

Week Ending Jan. 30:
"TWO IN THE DARK" (Radio)
PALACE— (2,509), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.
Stage;
$17,700.

Wayne King and Band.

Gross:

(Average, $19,000)

BROADWAY"

(W. G.)
ORIENTAL— (3,490), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Stage: Ben Lyon and Bebe Daniels in pervaude revue.
Gross: $17,400.
son, with
(Average, $15,000)

Week Ending Jan. 31:
"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)
APOLLO— (1,400), 25c-35c-50c, 7
Gross:

$8,000.

(Average,

days.

$4,500)

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"
GARRICK— (900), 25c-35c-50c.
(Following 2 weeks at
(Average, $5,500)

(Univ.)
7
days.
Palace).
Gross:

$<\200.

"IN PERSON"
STATE-LAKE— (2,776),

$3,000)

Week Ending Jan. 30:
YOU COULD ONLY COOK"
EARLE— (2,218), 25c-77c, 7 days.

(Col.)

Stage:

Major Bowes' Amateurs, with Ruth O'Neill,
Mike Bolero, Wyoming Jack O'Brien, Arthur Frischette, "Diamond Tooth" Mary
Perry, Eva Ortega. Gross: $19,000. (Aver$18,400)

A GREAT LIFE" (Para.)
LOEWS COLUMBIA— (1,264), 25c-40c, 7
days.
Gross: $2,000.
(Average, $3,600)
"THE ROSE OF THE RANCHO" (Para.)
LOEWS FOX— (3,434), 25c-66c, 7 days.
"IT'S

days.
7
Stage: Libby Holman, Ina Ray Hutton and
Band, Jack Pepper. Gross: $37,500. (Aver-

"STARS OVER

(Average,

$2,500.

age,

"DANGEROUS" (W. B.)
CHICAGO— (4,000), 35c-50c-68c,

age, $32,000)

Week Ending Jan. 28:
"KAMERADSCHAFT" (Assoc. Cinemas)
BELASCO— (1,140), 25c-60c, 7 days. Gross:
"IF

Emile Boreo, Toby Wing, Tommy
Monahan & His Paradise Cafe Orchestra.
Stage:

Gross:

(Average,

$19,300.

METROPOLITAN — (1,591), 25c-40c,
days.
Gross: $4,900.
(Average, $4,300)
"THE MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

7

(Univ.)

RKO- KEITH'S — (1,836),
week.
Gross:
week, $10,600)

20c-30c-35c,

(Para.)

LOEWS PALACE— (2,370), 35c-55c, 7
days.
Gross: $14,000.
(Average, $15,900)
"THE LONE WOLF RETURNS" (Col.)

3rd

(Radio)

$20,900)

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME"

25c-55c,

days,

7

(Average,

$8,000.

"bhe Married" Hits

attraction in a

week

6.

— "She

strongest

of snow, ice and

lC-above

temperatures. It was held
er for one day at the Midwest and
ossed $4,700, over par by $700.
"The Invisible Ray" was the only

i

other straight film program to make
par.
It grossed $2,000 at the Capitol.
"Millions in the Air," helped by a
stage show, reached $2,400 in four
days at the Liberty.
Total first run business was $13,625.
Average is $14,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 1

"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (F.N.)
CRITERION— (1,700), 10c-20c-36c-55c,
idays.

Gross:

$4,000.

(Average.

MIDWEST —
Gross:

$2,000.

(Average, $2,000)

Gross:

$7,700.

(Average. $12,000)

HIPPODROME— (2,100),
$7,100.

(Average,

GREAT LAKES— (3,000)

Gross:

$9,300.

(Average,

"MILLIONS IN THE AIR"

LIBERTY— (1,500),

10c-26c-41c,

CENTURY-(3.OS0).
(Para.)
4
days.

Vaudeville on stage. Gross: $2,400.
age for week, $3,000)

"CRIME AND PUNISHMENT"

LIBERTY— (1,500),
Gross: $525.

(Average

(Aver-

(20th-Fox)
7 days.

30c-50c,
$7,300)

10c-26c-41c,
3
days.
for week, $3,000)

—

Milder
New Haven, Feb. 6.
weather brought the hibernating movie
audiences out to the tune of good
The Paramount
business all around.
led the way with a $3,200 increase
over the normal $4,800 on "Anything

Goes" and "Confidential."
"Strike Me Pink" at the Poli topped
ordinary $7,000 business with a $7,300
The Roger Sherman stole a
take.
march by opening a day early with

Average

450.

$86,150.

is

Estimated takings for the week endeng Feb. 5
"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)

CHINESE— (2,500),

Gross:

30c-55c, 7 days.

(Average, $12,500)

$14,500.

"THE GHOST GOES WEST" (U.A.)
STAR— (900), 30c-55c, 7 days. Gross:
4

Zero" and "Hitch Hike $5,800. (Average, $3,250)
"Ceiling
"FRONTIER" (Amkino)
Lady," the results being $2,000 betGRAND INTERNAT'L— (750), 35c-40c, 7
Standing room on ama- days. Gross: $2,200. (Average, $1,200)
ter than par.
"STRIKE ME PINK" (U.A.)
teur night brought the College gross
HILLSTREET — (2,700) 25c-40c, 7 days.
and
Secret"
Chan's
"Charlie
on
2nd week. Gross: $7,000. (Average, $8,000)
"Three Live Ghosts" up to $3,600.
"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (2,500), 30c-55c, 7 days.
Total first run business was $25,,

600.

Average

is

Gross:

$19,300.

Estimated takings
ending Jan. -31 :-

week

the

for

"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET" (ZOth-Fox)
"THREE LIVE GHOSTS" (M-G-M)

COLLEGE — (1,499),

Gross:

25c-35c.

(Average.

$3,600.

"ANYTHING GOES"
"CONFIDENTIAL"
$8,000.

$7,300.

ME PINK"
35c-50c,

7

days.

7

Gross:

days.

(U. A.)
Gross:
days.

ME

Al Lyons^ & orchestra, F. & M.
Judy Starr, Nick Cochrane. Gross:

(Average.

WARNER

$18,000)

35c-50c.

BROS.

25c-40c.- 7
(Average. $14,000)
(3.0Q0),

(F.N.)

(HOLLYWOOD) —
Gross:

days.

$15,000.

"CEILING ZERO" (F.N.)
WARNER. BROS. (DOWNTOWN)
(3.400).

25c-40c.

7

Gross:

days.

—

$16,000.

(Average, $12,000)

D.)
(Republic)

(F.

8

(Average, $4,700)

$6,700.

(Average, $14,000)
PINK" (U.A.)

"CEILING ZERO"

(Average, $7,000)

"CEILING ZERO"

revue.
$17.2.50.-

35c-50c,
(Average. $4,800)

"STRIKE
POLI— (3.040),

Stage:

(Para.)

(Mascot)

PARAMOUNT— (2,400),
Gross:

days.

7

$2,800)

$17,500.

"STRIKE

PANTAGES— (3,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. 2nd
week. Gross: $6,200. (Average, $3,200)
"ROSE OF THE RANCHO" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT — (3.595), 30c-55c, 7 days.

"Burlesque" Gets
$4,000, Charlotte

Plan a Television Film

—

Charlotte, Feb. 6. "King of Burlesque" was the top draw last week

,

25c-40c, 7

$5,800.

25c,
$5,800)

days

$7,300)

(Average,

7

days.

Gross:

"MR. HOBO"

(G.B.)
(3,300), 25c, 7 days.

LAFAYETTE—
Gross:
(Average, $6,000)
"TOGETHER WE LIVE" (Col.)
GAYETY — (1,600), 15c-25c-35c, 7 days,

vaudeville.

Gross:

$3,400.

(Average,

on the ice in front of the Globe. He
was taken to Bridgeport Hospital.

(F.N.)

BROADWAY— (1,114),
Gross:

$1,000.

(Average,

25c-40c,
$2,000)

3

days.

"KING OF BURLESQUE"

$9,500.

(Col.)

New Haven

Best in

—

"THE INVISIBLE RAY" (Univ.)
"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET" (20th-Fox)
CAPITOL— (1,200), 10c-26c-36c-41c, 7 days.
"SHIP CAFE" (Para.)

[Gross:

Anything" on Dual

per cent over normal with $6,200 in
It
its second week at the Pantages.
fell
over to $7,000, however, in its
holdover at the Hillstreet.
"Ceiling Zero" was a profit-maker
both Warners' Hollywood and
at
Downtown. At the former it was
$1,000 over the line on a take of
$15,000, and at the latter it was $4,000
over to the good on a gross of $16,000.
Total first run business was $101,-

Hollywood, Feb. 6.— Columbia has
Buffalo, Feb. 6.
Hobo" was scheduled a picture called "Trapped
the top draw here in a week of sub- by Television" for early production. with a take of $4,000 in four days at
zero weather. Playing the Lafayette, The story is an original by Al Mar- the Carolina, average is $2,000 for
three days. "The Bride Comes Home"
it pulled $8,500 past the turnstiles, to
tin and Sherman Lowe. Lee Loeb and
break par by $2,500.
Harold Buchman are now working on got off to a good start at the Carolina
"Ceiling Zero" was close behind at the screen play, and the cast will in- grossing $2,000 in two days, and is
the Great Lakes, an average $7,300 clude Mary Astor, Lloyd Nolan, Jean expected to continue to make money
house, with a take of $9,300. It was Dixon and Gene Morgan. Del Lord next week.
Bad weather all week held down
held over for another week.
will direct.
attendance at other first run houses,
The only counter attraction in town
and no other picture broke average.
was the Jooss Ballet, playing one
Total first run business was $11,000.
night at the Court St. to capacity.
Ted Holt Breaks Wrist Average
is $11,000.
Total first run business was $42,200
Bridgeport, Feb. 6. Ted Holt, forEstimated takings for the week endAverage is $42,000.
manager of the Majestic and ing Feb. 1
Estimated takings for the week end- mer
"SYLVIA SCARLETT " (Radio)
Globe here, and now a member of the
ing Feb. 1
BROADWAY— (1.114), 25c-40c, 3 days.
Loew's New England maintenance
"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
(Average, $2,000)
$1,500.
BUFFALO — (3,000), 30c-50c, .7 days. staff, fractured his wrist when he fell Gross:
"THE MURDER OF DR. HARRIGAN

"CEILING ZERO" (W.B.)

8

Me

—"Mr.

Gross:

$5,000)
(Col.)

(1,500),
10c-26c-36c-56c,
$4,700.
(Average, $4,000)

Top

"PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER"
7

"SHE MARRIED HER BOSS"
days.

Is

In Buffalo, $9,500

4,700 in Oklahoma
Jklahoma City, Feb.
Married Her Boss" was the

"Mr. Hobo"

It

"Rose
two
ran up to
in

$14,500, over the line by $2,500, at the
Chinese, and at the same time piled up
$17,500 at Loew's State downtown.
This was $3,500 to the good.
Pink" was nearly 100
"Strike

ties.

44

here last week.

spots

building burn to
ground for a loss of $4,000.
The town has no water facili-

"HITCH HIKE LADY"
ROGER SHERMAN— (2.200).

days.

—

the

the

the Coast

Los Angeles, Feb. 6.
Marie" was in the big money

They then watched

building.

first

7

Stage: Verne Buck and Vaudeville
Revue. Gross: $11,500.
(Average, $13,000)

On

fire.

Members

$3,600)

Hub Rebooks "Informer*'
Boston, Feb.
— A new experi6.

ment, locally at least, is being conducted by the M. & P. Theatres Corp.
in rebooking "The Informer" day and
date at the first run Fenway and Par-

amount.

The

double-feature
top adverlisinc

picture

is

part

of

a

(20th-Fox)
23c-40c,
4
days.
(1,400),
(Average for three days,

CAROLINA —

Gross:

$4,000.

$2,000)

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME"
CAROLINA — (1.400), 25c-40c,

Gross:

$2,000.

(Average

for

(Para.)
2
days.
days,

three

$2.0^0)

"THE MELODY LINGERS ON"
IMPERIAL— (989), 30c, 3 days.

$1,500.

"PADDY O'DAY"
IMPERIAL— (989), 30c,

$1,000.

(U.A.)
Gross:

(Average. $1,500)

(Average, $1,500)

(20th-Fox)
days.
Gross:
3

:

:

:

;

:

:

:
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"Widow" and "Burlesque,"
Show Top in Beatty Again
Philadelphia Lead Detroit
Philadelphia,
weather continued

Feb.

—

4.

Cold

to hit grosses with

the result that only one house, the
Eaiie, made much of a profit. It had
a combination of "Widow from Monte
Carlo" and a stage show headed by
Frank Parker. The $15,500 take was

over normal by $1,500.

Me

"Strike

week

Pink,"

in

second

its

was good

at the Aldine,

for $10,-

000, over the line by $1,840. Only one
other house, the Fox, reached par. It
took $14,000 on a combination of

"Paddy O'Day" and a

stage show.
Total first run business was $75,250.
Average is $82,230.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 30

ME

"STRIKE

ALDINE— (1,200),
week.

2nd

PINK"

(U.A.)

40c-55c-65c,

Gross:

days,

7

(Average,

$10,000.

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)
days.

5

days, $2,800)
(Univ.)
(2,400), 40c-55c, 7 days, 2nd week.
7

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

BOYD—
(Average, $14,000)
$11,000.
"WIDOW FROM MONTE CARLO"

Gross:

EARLE—

(W.B.)

days.
35c-40c-50c,
7
Stage: Frank Parker, Bob Hall, Stone and
Lee,
Virginia
Bacon,
Emerald Sisters.
Gross: $15,500.
(Average, $14,000)
(2,000),

"PADDY O'DAY" (20th-Fox)
FOX— (3,000), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days. Stage:

Brothers. Shandor, Twelve
Gross:
(Average,
$14,000.

Wiere

Three

Aristocrats.
$14,000)

"DANGEROUS"

(Average,

$3,200.

(W.B.)
9

days,
(Para.)

15c-65c,

(20th-Fox)
days.
Stage:

7

Gross:

MICHIGAN— (4,100),

(Para.)
days.
7

15c-65c,

Coogan & Betty Grable

Jackie

"Hollywood Secrets."

Gross:

$23,500.

in

(Av-

erage, $20,000)

"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W. B.)
"IT'S A GREAT LIFE" (Para.)

STATE— (3,000),

(Average.

$3,300.

10c-40c,
$5,000)

Gross:

days.

7

"AH, WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)

UNITED ARTISTS— (2.070),
Gross:

days.

"ANOTHER
RKO DOWNTOWN— (2,950),
Stage:

days.

15c-65c.

7

(Average, $10,000)
FACE" (Radio)

$9,200.

Earl

Carroll's

15c-65c,

7

"Vanities."

(Average, $10,000)

$10,400.

"COLLEGIATE"
KEITH'S— (2,000),

30c-40c-50c,

"CEILING ZERO"

STANLEY —
Gross: $13,000.

(F.N.)

40c-55c,

(3,700).

days.

7

(Average, $14,000)

"INVISIBLE RAY"

STANTON— (1,700),
Gross:

days.

7

(Average, $4,000)

$2,100.

(Univ.)

30c-40c-50c,

days.

7

(Average, $7,000)

$5,300.

"Pink" Beats Out
Indianapolis Cold
— Sub-zero
Indianapolis, Feb.
4.

Bitter Cold Hits

Takes

in Lincoln

—

Lincoln, Feb. 4. Bitter cold sent
business down. The only spot on the
street to come through was the Orpheum with two stage shows and three
pictures during the seven-day stretch.
The films were "Kind Lady" (3 days
with "Passing Parade" unit), "Hitch
Hike Lady" (2 days, with Major

Amateurs)

Bowes'

and

"Great

personation."
The take
which was $1,300 up.

Comes

was

Im-

$3,400,

was

years pounded down
theatre attendance last week.
Only
one,
Loew's,
which was showing
"Strike Me Pink," ran appreciably
over normal. The gross was $6,000.
Total first run business was $26,500.

average

with $3,100
"Dangerous" was down at the Lincoln
with $1,900, $300 below par, and the
Varsity took it on the chin with "Lady
of Secrets" and got $750, down $550.
Total first run business was $9,950.

Average

Average

wave

in

this

city's

bitterest

many

is

$26,500.

Estimated takings

$6,000.

(Average,

25c-40c,
$4,500)

7

days. Gross:

"THE WIDOW FROM MONTE CARLO"
(W.

B.)

APOLLO— (1,100), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average. $4,000)
"FANG AND CLAW" (Radio)
"ANOTHER FACE" (Radio)

$3,000.

CIRCLE— (2,800),

$4,000.

(Average.

25c-40c,
$4,000)

7

days.

Gross:

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

INDIANA—
$7,500.

(F. N.)
(3.300), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

(Average,

$7,000)

"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET"

(20th-

Fox)

LYRIC— (2.0001.
ville.

Gross:

25c-40c,

$6,000.

at

is

the

Stuart

$9,850.

Estimated takings

Week Ending Jan. 31:
"STRIKE ME PINK" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S— (3.000),

Bride

7

days.

(Average,

Vaude$7,000)

Week Ending

LOUIS-RETZLAFF FIGHT
COLONIAL — (550), 10c-15c, 7
Gross:

$800.

Two More

Athens, O., Feb. 4.— E. R. Custer, manager of the Athena, will also
manage the Court and Ohio, recently
acquired by the Schines.

days.

(Average, $850)

Week Ending Jan. 29:
"BRIDE COMES HOME" (Para.)
STUART— (2,000), 10c-25c-40c. 7 days.
Gross: $3,100.
(Average. $3,100)
"DANGEROUS" (W.B.)
LINCOLN— (1,600), 10c-20c-25c, 7 days.
(Average, $2,200)
Gross: $1,900.
"KIND LADY" (M-G-M)
"HITCH HIKE LADY" (Republic)
"GREAT IMPERSONATION" (Univ.)

ORPHEUM — (1,350).

Custer Gets

Jan. 28:

10c-15c-20c-25c-35c-

Stage: Three days with "Passing Parade" unit, two with Major Bowes'
Amateur unit No. 5, and two with straight
film.
Gross: $3,400. (Average, $2,100)

40c, 7 days.

"LADY OF SECRETS" (Col.)
VARSITY— (1.100). 10c-20c-25c. 7
Gross: $750.

(Average.

$1,300)

days.

Cities"

Fair as Rain

Hurts Frisco
—

San Francisco, Feb. 4.
Rainy
weather hit grosses all along the line,
with "The Tale of Two Cities" the
only first run attraction to reach par.
It garnered $7,000 at the St. Francis.

"Alagnificent Obsession" at the Or-

was

Golden Gate
week, $9,274.

"Obsession"

Total

Denver
High Points

Hits

run business was $62,-

first

Average

800.

second

$13,200;

$76,800.

is

Estimated takings

Week Ending

Jan. 28:

"MELODY LINGERS ON"
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200).
40c-55c,
$9,000)

7

Gross:

days.

(U. A.)
15c-25c-35c-

(Average,

$4,500.

THE ROSE" (Para.)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850). 25c-35c-40c.
"SO RED

Denver, Feb.

4.

— "Magnificent

Ob-

session" packed the Denver every day
with holdouts usually twice a day,
with some of them extending across
the sidewalk and furnishing an overflow for the Paramount across the
street.
The $15,500 take broke house
records every day except Saturday. It
was $10,500 over average.
The picture was moved to the Aladdin for a second week.
In spite of this terrific competition
"Anything Goes" did a whale of a
business at the Denham, the $9,500
take being more than double normal.

days.
erage,

7

(Av-

Gross: $11,800.

Stage, band.
$14,500)

Week Ending Jan. 29:
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)

ORPHEUM— (2,440),

15c-30c-35c-40c,

Gross:

days, 3rd week.

7

(Average,

$4,500.

$6,800)

"PADDY O'DAY" (20th-Fox)
"ROSE OF THE RANCHO" (Para.)

PARAMOUNT— (2.740),
days.

Gross:

15c-30c-35c-40c.

(Average,

$11,000.

Week Ending Jan. 30:
"CEILING ZERO" (F. N.)
WARFIELD— (2,680), 30c-35c, 7
Gross:

7

$11,500)

days.

(Average, $21,000)

$18,000.

"TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
ST.
FRANCIS— (1,470). 15c-30c-4Oc. 7
(Average. $7,000)
days.
Gross: $7,000.
"DANCE BAND" (First Div.)
"WATERFRONT
LADY"
(Mascot)
Burlesque" and "Crime and
FOX— (5,000), 10c-25c-35c, 7 days. Gross:
the profit

in

run business was $34,500.
$19,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 29
first
is

"CALLING OF DAN MATTHEWS"
(Col.)

ALADDIN— (1,500). 25c-40c-50c, 7 days.
(Average. $2,000)
Gross: $2,000.
"KING OF BURLESQUE" (20th-Fox)

BROADWAY— (1,500),

"ANYTHING GOES"

DENHAM— (1.500),
Gross:

$9,500.

7

days.

Gross:

$1,500.

25c-40c,

Following week at Denver.
(Average. $1,000)

(Para.)

25c-35c-40c,

7

days.

7

(Univ.)
days.

(Average. $4,000)

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

DENVER— (2.500).

25c-35c-50c.

(Average.

$15,500.

$5,000)

"SYLVIA SCARLETT"

(Radio)

ORPHEUM— (2,600), 25c-35c-40c,
(Average. $5,000)
Gross: $3,500.
"CRIME AND PUNISHMENT"
PARAMOUNT— (2,000). 25c-40c,
Gross:

$2,500.

7

days.

(Col.)
7

days.

(Average, $2,500)

Cannot Bar Cripples
From Houses, Ruling
Oklahoma City, Feb. — Crippled
4.

"NEW FRONTIER" (Republic)
"HIS FAMILY TREE" (Radio)
"TIMBER WAR" (Ambassador)

1936

7,

pheum was good for $4,500 in its third
week.
The first week's take at the

Gross:

Home"

"The

in

speare's time."

Average

cold

weather

letter from an
feminine fan. "What
do you mean, 'microphone
manners'? Everybody knows
there was no radio in Shake-

irate

column.
Total

(2nd run)

Gross:

Back came a

"King of
Punishment" both were

days.
$4,000)

7

satisfactory."

is

(20th-Fox)
Gross:

"ROSE OF THE RANCHO"
Stage:

here,

10c-40c, 7 days.
$5,000)

"KING OF BURLESQUE"

Gross:

25c-35c-40c,

(Average,

$3,600.

ADAMS— (1,770),

re-

4.

apropos of "A
Midsummer Night's Dream,"
wrote: "The work of the lovexception of
ers, with the
Powell who brought his microphone manners into play,
viewer

(20th-Fox)

"YOUR UNCLE DUDLEY"

"Two

No Radio Then
—A
Providence, Feb.

"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET"

run)

(2nd

KARLTON— (1,000),
Gross:

Estimated takings for the week ending Jan. 30

$19,400.

25c-40c-S0c,

(Average,

$1,750.

$23,500. This was up by $3,500. Other houses felt the competition.
Total first run business was $69,000. Average is $65,000.

Clyde Beatty's animals, 2nd week.
(Average, $15,000)

(2nd run)

Gross:

its

FOX— (5,100),

$8,160)

ARCADIA — (600),

—

Feb. 4. "King of Bursecond week at the Fox,
with Clyde Beatty and his animals on
the stage, was away out front as a
money-maker last week, the take going to $19,400, over normal by $4,400.
"Rose of the Rancho," helped by
Jackie Coogan and Betty Grable on
the stage, ran into heavy money, too,

Detroit,

lesque," in

February

Friday,

persons have the right to attend theatres in wheel chairs, the attorney
general has ruled in an opinion to
W. C. Theimer, state fire marshal.
Theimer declared that a Bristow.
Okia., exhibitor sought to have him
take action on the ground a wheel
chair might be a fire hazard by blocking exits. The attorney general decided he had no authority in the matter, and that it rested with the exrefuse

hibitor

to

anyone

whom

to

sell

he wished

a ticket to
to exclude.

$4,800.

(Average. $6,000)

Week Ending Jan. 31:
"NEW GULLIVER" (Amkino)
CLAY— (400), 35c, 7 days. Gross:

$1,200

(Average, $1,000)

"Obsession," At

Omaha Top

$7,500,
Omaha,

Feb.

4.

—"Magnificent

Ob-

session" was the big draw of the week
here. Topping a dual with "Here's to
Romance," it garnered $7,500, up by
$2,000 at the Omaha, in spite of seven
On the
days of sub-zero weather.
opening night the mercury was 15 below.
Zero" pulled a strong
"Ceiling
$6,000, up by $2,000, at the Brandeis.
At the Orpheum "King of Burlesque"
and "Dr. Socrates" were good for a

par $8,000.
Total first run business was $21,500.

Average

is

S17.500.

Estimated takings

Week Ending

Jan. 29:

"CEILING ZERO"

BRANDEIS— (1,200).
Gross:

$6,000.

(F.N.)

25c-35c-40c,

7

days.

(Average. $4,000)

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)
"HERE'S TO ROMANCE" (20th-Fox)

OMAHA —

Gross:

$7,500.

7*/2

25c-40c.

(2.200),

days.

(Average, $5,500)

Week Ending Jan. 30:
"KING OF BURLESQUE" (20th-Fox)
"DR. SOCRATES" (W.B.)

ORPHEUM— (3,000),

Gross:

$8,000.

25c-40c,
$8,000)

7

days.

(Average,

Mulloney, Deery Jailed
Sid Jacobs in Hospital
Pittsburgh,

Feb.

4.

— Sid

Jacobs,

acting district manager for Warners
in the West Virginia territory, is in
the Passavant Hospital suffering from

blood poisoning in one arm.

Boston, Feb.
theatre

circuit

4.

— John

head,

A.

Deery,

and Daniel

C.

Mulloney. former bank president, have
been transferred to Plymouth County
Jail to begin serving sentences of one
year and a day.
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City Asks for

Justice

YORK, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

Sale Tax Stay
Exchanges Inform Court
Of Their Appeal

8,

St. Louis Case Is
BY CLARENCE LINZ

—

Resume

Selling in

"Rose Marie" was the topnotcher
on Broadway last week, tallying a
profitable $61,000 for the first seven
days. The picture garnered the largest take of any house, including the
Music Hall, despite the slippery
streets

and sub-zero weather.

"Collegiate" in its second week at
the Paramount ended with a nice
$30,000, while the third stanza of
"Ceiling Zero" at the Strand wound

t

j

!

i

!

up with approximately $16,000. The
first two days
of "Anything Goes"
at the Paramount showed
$17,000 on the books.

close

to

Essaness-RKO Row
Is Reported Ended
Chicago, Feb.
—
understood
7.

It

is

that the Essaness-RKO booking difficulty was straightened out today, but
that no progress has been reached

toward an agreement with Warners.
Essaness objects to one week clear-

Warner product playing
Warner Metropolitan.

ance for

the

Branches

TEN CENTS

LeBaron Head,
in Work
Para. Studio;
Unit Plan In
making

Washington, Feb. 7. Far from abandoning the St. Louis case,
prepathe Department of Justice is definitely engaged in
rations for a new suit, it was declared by officials today.
Denying rumors that the department was holding back and
intended to undertake further consideration of the facts before
proceeding, officials asserted that the matter is "all set" and that
while the new suit may not be filed immediately, it will be delayed
no longer than is necessary to line it up.
It was explained at the department that the Attorney General
yesterday, in response to a question at his press conference,
repeated his announcement of some days ago that the Government had secured dismissal of the suit without prejudice and
planned to bring a new case with additional defendants so as to
get into the record certain conversations which were barred by
rulings of Judge Molyneaux. By no stretch of imagination, it
was declared today, could this be construed as meaning that the

U.S. Firms

"Rose Marie" Leads
B'way with $61,000

in All

1936

Lubitsch

Nat'l

Mexico

able adjustment of import duties on
American films and income tax schedules of the companies operating in
settlement of an emMexico.
ployes' strike which closed the offices
of eight distributors in Mexico City
last Sept. 27 preceded the agreement
with the government by about 10 days.
Under the strike settlement the employes received a 25 per cent wage increase and 80 per cent of their pay for
the time they were out.

A

Board Hears

Censorship Attack

the

New

Censors,"

was delivered

at

Has Own Unit

To Produce 4 Yearly

The city yesterday asked for dismissal of a motion for a temporary
injunction against the levying and
collection of the city sales tax on film
rentals at a hearing before Justice
Callaghan in N. Y. Supreme Court.
The court reserved decision.
The injunction is sought by Harlou,
department was quitting.
Inc., and Quinral, Inc., operators of
The department has all the facts necessary for the new suit,
Brooklyn theatres, as a test action on
but requires a little time in which to arrange its campaign. AtThe two
behalf of the I.T.O.A.
torney General Cummings was consulted before the suit was
plaintiffs are represented by Weisman,
withdrawn last month and gave his approval to the motion as an
Quinn, Allen & Spett, attorneys for
advisable strategic move to secure the introduction of testimony
I.T.O.A., who, in supporting their
which the Government considers vitally important.
application for the injunction, argued
that the imposition of the sales tax
on film rentals placed an undue burden
on interstate commerce, involved the
taxing by the city of a Federal instrumentality and was injurious to exhibition in that it might force the
closing of theatres.
"Censors have two purposes, to
American distributors in Mexico
New York exchanges, which are
opposing the tax independently with resumed selling activities in that hold their jobs and to save people's
the
city's
assessment against the country yesterday following upon the souls. The former requires that they
United Artists' exchange rentals ac- publication in the Mexican Official find occasion for the latter," declared
cepted as their test case, advised the Gazette of the recent settlement de- Arthur Garfield Hays, attorney concourt through Edward Raftery of cree entered into between the Gov- nected with the American Civil LiberThe ties Union, in an address last night
O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery, that an ernment and the distributors.
appeal was being taken to the Appel- publication of the decree automati- before the delegates to the 12th ancally makes it a law, officially permit- nual conference of the National Board
(Continued on page 4)
ting the resumption of business.
of Review.
The settlement involved a favorHays' address, on "The Problem of

!

the

Department Declares

New

Dismissal of

!

Intelligent

DAILY

Irowshai

Motid^

Alert,

the

School for Social Research, in

the closing session of the third day of
the four-day meeting. The two earlier
sessions at the Hotel Pennsylvania
were devoted to a discussion of "The
Cultural and Teaching Applications of
{Continued on page 4)

—

Hollywood, Feb. 7. -William LeBaron today became head of all production at Paramount studios by appointment of John E. Otterson, company president.
LeBaron succeeds
Ernst Lubitsch

who

relinquished the

of studio managing director. Lubitsch, however, steps into a unit pro-

title

ducing berth which provides for the
heading of his own unit and for his
production of four pictures annually,
with the possibility that he will di-

two of them himself.
LeBaron's post was announced here
as a temporary arrangement during
rect

the establishment of several other
units similar to the one headed by Lubitsch.
Following the completion of
the transition to the new system, Le-

Baron

will be placed in charge of one
units. Today's appointment,
however, is effective immediately. The

of these

decision to establish the unit system
the result of several weeks of executive conferences at the studio during which time the changes which are
now confirmed have been constantly
reported as imminent.
Lubitsch leaves for London next
week on a three-month hunt for talent and story material.
is

Paramount-Schine
Dicker Is Delayed
Paramount's deal with the Schine
New York and Ohio
has been delayed until next week
when George Lynch and Louis Schine
will return from Gloversville, N. Y.
One hour after Lynch arrived from
Gloversville Wednesday he received a
circuit of upstate

telephone call that his wife had to
undergo an operation for a ruptured
appendix.
Both Lynch and Schine
New Haven, Feb. 7. Independent left for their upstate headquarters and
members of the M.P.T.O. of Connec- are due back either Tuesday or
Wednesday.
ticut are expected to form their own
Is
at
Hollywood, Feb. 7. Demands for exhibitor organization, separate from
an amalgamation of the Actors' Guild the affiliated theatre members, within
in
with Equity were voiced here last the next few weeks, according to some
Consideration is being
night at a general meeting at which independents.
Frank Gillmore, Equity head, was one given to an affiliation with Allied by
Los Angeles, Feb. 7. James Cagof the speakers. Morgan Wallace was the independent group.
ney today obtained from Superior
There is said to be a feeling of re- Court Judge Douglas L. Edmonds a
chairman.
The meeting was marked by argu- sentment against Edward G. Levy, temporary order restraining Warners
ments for and against the move.
general counsel of the M.P.T.O.A. from interfering with his attempts to
In explaining the agreement exist- and reelected secretary of the Connec- obtain a contract elsewhere, in the
ing between Equity and the guild, ticut group. It is claimed by the in- player's action to cancel his Warner
Gillmore said that Equity's jurisdic- dependents that he has attempted to contract.
The order is returnable
tion over screen actors had been aban- bring the local unit into line with the Feb. 14, when Warners must show

Indies Plan Split

From Conn.

—

Equity-Guild Merger

Asked

Meeting
—

MPTO

Enjoin Warners
Cagney Pact Action

—

(Continued on page 4)

larger organization.

(Continued on page 4)
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"Company" Extensions Granted

Allied Is

all times was and still
a company union," Supreme Court
Judge Frank F. Adel in Brooklyn
yesterday held in denying Allied M.
P. Operators an injunction against
Terminal Associates and DeGrow
Amusement Co., operating the Terminal, Atlantic and National in Brooklyn.
Local 306 intervened through
its attorney, Matthew Levy.
The three theatres have been employing Local 306 operators and some
time ago joined the I.T.O.A. Allied,
which has a 10-year master contract

"Allied at

all members of the exhibitor organization, demanded that its
projectionists replace Local 306.

covering

Extensions of from 10 and 20 days
answers to suits instituted
file
against local and national broadcasting
stations have been granted by Warner music companies, it was stated
yesterday by Wattenberg & Wattento

in

Purely
Personal
CANTOR,

DDIE

tp

George

*-* Skouras,

Clayton Bond, A. H.
Schwartz, Herman Starr, Bob
berg, attorneys for the plaintiffs.
Wolff, Max A. Cohen, Milton
Among the stations getting 20 days Weisman, Hugo Bryk, and C.
J.
and Arthur
were
NBC, CBS,
Hlrsch gathered at the Astor
WNEW.
in New York and Hunting
Room yesterday

WMCA

WIP,

WHN

noon.

Philadelphia, have been allowed

10 days.

"At first the companies were very
anxious to have the suits filed so that
they could answer them, but now they
are asking for delays," a representa-

tive of Wattenberg
& Wattenberg
Judge Adel said yesterday.
to
lications, Inc. Address all correspondence
"Allied was organized by the
Two new actions were filed yesterOther Quigley pub- said
the New York Office.
Motion Picture Herald, Bet- I.T.O.A. and was sponsored by them. day for alleged damages totaling
lications,
Picture
The Motion
"Allied never selected a committee $25,000.
ter Theatres,
The first was Witmark &
Almanac and The Box-Office Check-Up. to negotiate with the I.T.O.A. for the Sons against
for $5,000 for
Hollywood Bureau: Postal Union Uie

Continuing
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In Broadcast Suits i

Union, Court Rules
is

8,

part,

;

a

Arthur

G.

student

in

Doyle, who has been
in Twentieth

training

Century-Fox domestic branches
two years, has been assigned to

for
for-

eign service. He will sail today from
San Francisco for Shanghai.

•

Abe

Montague,

due back last
Thursday, has delayed his return from
the coast until Monday at which time
he will appoint a successor to Edward
broadcasting without permission "I
Like Mountain Music." This is the M. Schnitzer, former local exchange
manager for Columbia.
third suit filed against this station,
•
the
total
damages
sought
being

WNEW

Vine and Yucca Streets, Boone
Mancall, Manager; Chicago Bureau, 624
South Michigan Avenue, C. B. ONeill,
Manager; London Bureau: Rerao House,
W. 1,
London
Street,
Regent
310
Bruce Allan, Representative. Cable address
Bureau:
Berlin
London";
"Quigpubco,
35; Joachim K.
Stuelerstrasse 2, Berlin
Rutenberg, Representative; Paris Bureau:
Building,

W

Pierre
Cour-des-Noues,
la
de
Autre, Representative; Rome Bureau: Viale
Malpassuti, RepresentaVittorio
Gorizia,
Sydney Bureau: 600 George Street,
tive;
Mexico City
Representative;
Holt,
Cliff
Bureau: Apartado 269, James Lockhart,
86 DunBureau:
Glasgow
Representative;
drennan Road, G. Holmes, Representative;
Budapest,
Kaplar-u,
Budapest Bureau: 3,
Representative; Tokyo
II, Endre Hevesi,
Bureau: 47 Higashi Gokencho UshigomeRepresentative.
Tominaga,
H.
Ku,
Entered as second class matter, January
Endre Hevesi, Representative; Tokyo
II,
City, N. Y., under Act of March 3, 1879.
Subscription rates per year: $6 in the
Single copies:
Americas, and foreign $12.
10 cents.
19,

Rue

O. P. Heggie, Actor,
Dies in California

—

7.
O. P. Heggie,
stage and screen character
actor, died here today of pneumonia
at his hotel. He had been a resident
of the United States for about 20
years, having come here following a
successful career on the English and

Hollywood, Feb.

English

He was born in
Australian stage.
south Australia. Private funeral services will be held here Monday, and
will be followed by cremation.
Among the American pictures in
which Heggie appeared were: "Anne
of Green Gables," "Peck's Bad Boy,"
Cristo" and
the recently completed "Shark Island."
The ashes will be scattered from
an aeroplane over Great Island near
Hyannis, Mass., where he had a home.
He is survived by his wife, Lillian
Clara Heggie two daughters, Barbara
and Kean, and a son, Peter.

"The Count

of

Monte

;

Second Variety Club
Jubilee Is Planned
Philadelphia, Feb. — Plans were
7.

master

contract,"
he said, adding,
"prior to said contract there never
was a 10-year contract in the industry
and the usual terms of labor contracts
prior thereto was for two-year periods.
The contract, dated Aug, 21,
1933, is against public policy."
In denying the injunction the court
also assessed Allied for costs.

Remick against Knickerbocker Twentieth Century-Fox mid-winter
sales meet in Chicago on Feb. 22-23.
Broadcasting Co., Inc.,
for
He's taking his wife and son Harry,
$20,000 for using without Remick's
consent "Chinatown, My Chinatown," Jr., with him.
•
"Crying for the Carolines," "NagaWilliam Gering of Twentieth
Political
saki" and "I Want to Bounce Around
with You." Previously Warners filed Century-Fox will leave for Cleveland
He will relieve
three suits for $15,000 damages against over the week-end.
George Roberts, local manager, who
Chicago, Feb. 7.— After delaying this station.
his decision 24 hours Police LieutenNathan Burkan is reported repre- will take a vacation.
•
ant Harry Costello has granted a per- senting all defendants. His firm also
Ginger Rogers left for the coast
mit for the showing of "Amateur Fire is counsel for Ascap.
yesterday on the 20th Century after a
Brigade" and other political antiholiday here. At noon she was the
New Deal pictures to start Feb. 10
luncheon
guest
at the Grand Opera House.
of
W. G. Van
SCHMUS.
Costello, who is head of the censor
•
board, asked a final decision from

bers.

WMCA,

Get Chicago Permit

Precedents Cited
In F. W. C. Hearing

—

Police Commissioner Allman.
Los Angeles, Feb. 7. Walter K.
"As the pictures violate no law," Tuller, continuing arguments here toAllman said, "we cannot refuse a day in the Fox-West Coast bankruptcy
permit."
hearing before Judge James Alger Fee,
Costello's explanation of the delay
cited many instances to prove that the
was
"I thought the pictures disrecourts have refused to reopen closed
spectful.
They hold the President up bankruptcies. Tuller claimed that the
to ridicule.
After all, he's our Presi- present case parallels
that of the Lerdent and he shouldn't be held up to
ner chain stores bankruptcy even to
ridicule."
the inclusion of a dividend payment
such as is now questioned. He stated
that in claims for future rents the
suit for $5,000 damages alleging courts have maintained that landlords
conspiracy and fraud was filed in the have no provable claim.
Judge Fee will study the records of
N. Y. Supreme Court yesterday by
Lee Shubert against Basil Dean and the case over the week-end and will
Dorothy Gladys Smith, the latter half hear further Tuller arguments on
:

Shubert Sues Authors
A

owner of "Autumn Crocus."
The complaint sets forth that on
Aug. 15, 1931, Schubert and Dean &
Reed, Ltd., entered into a contract for
exclusive producing rights and was
to get one-quarter of the film rights.
Shubert sets forth that in February,
1933,
the defendant sold the film
rights to Associated British Film Dis-

He

tributors, Ltd., for £3,000.
charges
that this caused Dean
Reed, Ltd.,
to breach an agreement with him.

&

RKO

to

Have a Drive

RKO

The commitee will include Earl
Sweigart, James Clark and one more
to be selected from the Variety Club
tent.
Mayor White and three other
Atlantic City men will also be mem-

by

Pictures

launched today for a second annual
March will be Bob Wolff Month at
Showman's Variety Jubilee and Miss the local
exchange.
The speAmerica contest to be held at Atlan- cial sales drive will begin Feb. 28 and
Ed Cor- end April 3. It's an annual event with
tic City Labor Day week.
coran was named general maanger, Wolff.
with Lenore Slaughter as parade
director.

Harry Buxbaum plans on flying to
The second complaint was lodged Miami Beach after the Chicago

$15,000.

Goldwyn Signs Huston
Hollywood, Feb.

7.

—Walter

Huston

has been signed by Samuel Goldwyn
to play the role of Dodsworth in
"Dodsworth."
Ruth Chatterton has
been cast to play opposite him.

Monday.

will

president of
return from
Miami
has been recuperating

Tuesday.
He
from pneumonia.

•

Charles Reagan, western division
manager for Paramount, has returned
from Indianapolis. His right arm is
still

in

a

cast.

•
Fred Schwartz, son of A. H.,
was given a bachelor dinner last night
at the Park Central.
•
Jan Kiepura arrived from the coast
yesterday en route to Europe to fill a
series

of concert engagements.

•

Sam

M-G-M Studying Appeal
M-G-M

W. Ray Johnston,
Republic,

Jaffe

will leave soon for the
coast to appear in "The Scarlet Empress" for Paramount.

•

considering applying for
Bret Harte's "M'liss" has been
a writ of certiorari to appeal to the acquired
by Radio as a starring vehiU. S. Supreme Court the recent deci- cle for Anne Shirley.
sion of the U. S. Circuit Court of Ap•
peals here holding that "Letty LynNeil F. Agnew will leave tomorton" is an infringement of the play, row for a tour
of Paramount ex"Dishonored Lady" by Edward Shel- changes.
don and Margaret Ayer Barnes. The
•
Circuit Court yesterday denied MJoe Moskowitz and Bob Goldstein
G-M's petition for a rehearing. The went playgoing in Philadelphia last
U. S. District Court here had de- night.
cided the picture was not an infringe•
ment but an appeal was taken to the
Al Adams yesterday resigned from
higher court by Sheldon and Mrs. the U. A. advertising
department.
Barnes.
•
is

Goetz Talking Plans
Hollywood, Feb. 7.— Ben Goetz

is

conferring with M-G-M heads
on the company's production plans in
England.
Nothing as yet has been
definitely formulated.

here

Sam Rinzler will return Monday
from an 18-day cruise.
•
Charles Moses is in the sick bay
with intestinal grip.

George

J.

Florida today.

•
Schaefer returns from

Kann
Is
*

On

on

his

wayl

a roving assignment,

heading for where the news

may

be breaking, including

a closeup of the

Hollywood

situation*
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HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

1)

Progress and
morning
and
afternoon meetings were presided over
by Professor Robert A. Kissack, Jr.,
of the University of Minnesota, and
Dr. Frederick M. Thrasher of New
the

Saturday, February

University,

respectively.

Dr.

Hardy,

"Shadows of the Orient"
{Larry Darmour Prod.)
Hollywood, Feb. 7. Providing the maximum amount of thrill
action, embellished by romance, drama, melodrama and comedy, this is
geared to appease the appetites of the excitement-adventure fans as well
as those who like a little freshness in their entertainment fare.
It's a story of Chinese smuggling.
It tells of the activities of a new
kind of G-man, a young immigration inspector, an in-the-rut veteran
who was just smart enough to be on the job at the right moment, a
suave behind-the-scenes racketeer and a girl who had a penchant for
getting herself in all kinds of romantic and dramatic trouble.
Moving rapidly, it spends no time beating around the bush, but
plunging right into the plot, makes good use of rigid suspense to carry
The story centers on a drive to
it through realistically and logically.
break up the smuggling ring. How the young inspector adapts newfangled detective methods to amaze the veteran and put the finger on
How he brings the full
the villain are continual sources of interest.
force of his magnetic romantic personality to work on the girl is equally
How he gets her out of a serious jam in the finale is bold and
so.

—

superintendent
of
Dr. Walter S.
Dr. V. C. ArnBarnes, N. Y. U.
spiger, of Erpi
John E. Abbott, of
the Museum of Modern Art Film Library, and Dr. J. F. Montague, editor
of the Health Digest, were among the
speakers.
The conference yesterday afternoon
adopted five resolutions: (1) endorsing the program of the National
Board; (2) urging the further development of local film councils
(3)
endorsing the program designed to
give young people the opportunity to
select and evaluate films
(4) urging
all efforts to educate the public to the
intriguing.
value of films as aids in education
Regis Toomey is the inspector, J. Farrell McDonald the old stager,
(5) endorsing the National Board's
refusal to accept censorship in any Sidney Blackmer the heavy and Esther Ralston the girl. Eddie Featherform, and opposing any extension of stone, Matty Fain, Kit Guard and James Leong are an assortment of
legal censorship "which might be ap- gangsters.
plied to the selection or classification
Production, which is ample in its suggestion for interest-creating
of films either for children or adults."
showmanship is based on a story by L. E. Heifitz, with screen play by
In his attack on censorship, Hays
said,
"The demand for censorship Charles Francis Royal and direction by Burt Lynwood concentrating
legislation and its discriminatory en- on thrill action elements.
Production Code Seal, No. 1,928. Running time, 65 minutes. "G."
forcement shows a desire to control
morals and thoughts by law and to
save people from themselves. The
crusaders would set up a howl if anyone suggested that a law be passed
compelling them to see something they
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
disapprove.
But they actually exercause why the court should not make doned in favor of the guild. He also
cise this power on others."
said that applications for relief work
the order permanent.
Today's closing conference session
Cagney charged that his Warner could be granted only to those on relief
will be featured by the twenty-first
contract, signed in October, 1932, pro- prior to Nov. 1.
This had been apannual National Board luncheon at the
vided for his appearance in only four pealed to Washington, Gillmore said,
Pennsylvania.
pictures a year.
His complaint said without success.
Kenneth Thompson, president of the
that during the first year he appeared
in only four, but during the following guild, explained the reasons for the
two years he was assigned to five pic- present affiliation with Equity, and
tures each year. He claimed that the said that attorneys were now clarifynumber of roles assigned him resulted ing the agreement and making changes
(Continued from page 1)
in overwork and was detrimental to wherever they were found to be neces-

White Plains schools

;

;

;

;

;

Equity-Guild Merger
Enjoin Warner In
Cagney Pact Action Is Asked at Meeting

City Asks Dismissal
Of Sales Tax Stay

late Division

on the

recent decision that rentals are subject to the
tax.
Raftery stated that the distributors felt that their procedure was the
one most likely to be successful and
feared that the injunction proceedings
might prejudice their appeal.
He
asked the court to fix bond for exhibitors in the amount for which they
might be liable under the tax in the
event the injunction was granted. This
was done because the city sales tax
law provides that the tax must be
passed on to the ultimate consumer
and if the tax on film rentals is not
invalidated exhibitors would be liable
to distributors, under the city's interpretation of the law, for a two per
cent tax on their film rentals from
Dec. 28, 1934. The city's contention
is that the exhibitor and not the public
is the ultimate consumer.
The city based its plea for dismissal on the grounds that the tax
law itself provides for a review by
certiorari of the city's decisions on
the applications of the sales tax, which
makes an injunctive proceeding unnecessary if not improper.
The state supreme court yesterday
granted United Artists' application
for a writ of certiorari under which
it will take its appeal from the city's
tax decision to the Appellate Division.
city's

"Mickey's Polo Team"
{Disney-United Artists)
There can be no comparison of this
cartoon series. Each is as good as the
last and then becomes better.
The
whirlwind action and splendid animation of a burlesqued polo game here
leaves audiences breathless and then
revives them to applaud.
The team
spotted with various film personalities
in good-natured satire.
Gable,
Shirley Temple, W. C. Fields, Garbo,

is

Oliver

Hardy with Stan Laurel and

many

others are in the stands and on
the field. The game is a fast, hilarious
and spectacular picture of action, with
Jack Holt as referee. The usual
comic invention and clever sound effects bring the game to a close, with
the mounts riding the riders. Production Code Seal No. 1,570.
Running
time, 8 mins.
"G."

Repeat on "Obsession"
Kansas

Feb.

City,

7.

—"Magnifi-

cent Obsession" began a repeat run at
the Tower today, following a recordbreaking two-week run at the house
two weeks ago.

Don Marquis

III

Don

Marquis, humorist and playwright, is ill at his home, following a
cerebral hemorrhage. His right side
is

reported paralyzed.

Wall Street
Warners Pfd. Leads Stock Gains
Net
High Low Close Change
Columbia, vtc
44
Consolidated
6Ji
Consolidated, pfd. 19A

Eastman Kodak

159
5234

43

12

Paramount
Paramount

- V*
+VA
5i

105^
11^

105^

sl5

&SVz

86J4
12!4

5154

105^
pfd. 87Ji
2 pfd. 12J4
1

+1

44
6Vt
19
159
51?4

6y2
19
158

H§4

+

m
m m
m 26V

Pathe Film

RKO

Vs
—H

754
27/s

75/s

+

20th Century-Fox. 27
20th Century, pfd. 345/8
Warner Bros
1334

3m

123/4

13

-

57'A

55}4

57'A

+3V2

2

3VA

Vs
Vt
v%

Most Curb Issues Up
Net

No

statement on the Cagney action
was obtainable at the Warner home
office

Short Subjects

sary.

his popularity.

1936

8,

yesterday.

Koplar Suit Hears
Catching s, Koplar
Wilmington, Feb. — Harry Kop7.

Bank Night Cleared
In Two N. E. States
Boston, Feb.
—Bank Night
7.

now

legal in

two

New

23J4

2?4
21?4

S'/s

4%

Trans-Lux

plaintiff

in

presenting

the

case

England

states

as a result of a ruling by the New
Hampshire Supreme Court that it is
no violation of the lottery laws there.
Maine prosecutions were withdrawn a
few days ago.

himself as a stockholder, testified that
he now owns 15,181 shares.
There was read into the testimony
during the afternoon session, parts of
the Warner Bros. "Biography" to

—%

Fractional Rise Spots Bonds
Net
High Low Close Change
General Theatre
6s '40

24J4

3s '55

23Vz

23&

23Vz

23V2

—%
—%

W3 /s

+
+

59

59

—

54

96A
76

96?4
76

+

V2

94Vz

95?4

+1?4

94

935^
103}<S

J

59

Vi
Vi

Paramount

Radio Re-Signs Jason

—

Flash Review
"Tango"—A well directed story

on

to undertake the floating of securities for
the company and to show the extent of
the services rendered by the financial

the time-tried thesis of the working
girl who marries into the wealthy
family.
This film will be reviewed in full
in a later issue of Motion Picture

organization.

Daily.

show how Goldman-Sachs came

Vi
Vi

+2

Paramount B'way

documents and recHollywood, Feb. 7. Radio has
ords pertaining to the Koplar acquisition of stock through the Skouras signed Leigh Jason, director, to a new
His next will
deal.
There were additional exhibits long term contract.
concerning the Goldman-Sachs deal. be a musical tentatively titled "Make
Koplar, on the stand to establish a Wish."
plaintiffs, exhibits,

+
+

1J4
2'A
23J4
47/s

is

was the giveaway.

surprisingly short, Koplar being the
only witness.
The rest of the time
was taken by the introduction of the

Close Change

VA

Wt
2y2

....

and Waddill Catchings, director of
General Theatre
24i4
6s '40 ctf
Warner Bros., were the only witnesses
Keith B. F.
to be heard today in the Koplar-War6s '46
94
In this state two Superior Court
Loew's 6s '41
ner trial.
Time consumed by the decisions have recently
gone against
ww deb rights.. 103^
lar

Low

High
Sentry Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor

Pict.
6s '55
9634
6s '41 pp.... 76
Warner Bros. 6s
'39 wd
95?4

RKO

(Quotations at close of Feb.

7)

CLASSIFIED
POSITIONS WANTED
NEWSPAPERMAN, YOUNG;
experience;
tacts

Long

10

YEARS

Columbia graduate; press
Island;

department; low
Picture Daily.

valuable

salary.

Box

in
655,

con>
publicitj

Motioi

MOTION PICTURE
Picture
Industry

39.

NO.

NEW

34

Warners May

Moss

YORK, MONDAY, FEBRUARY

Seek
Move to End Stoppage for
Music Taxes AH Giveaways
to

Warners favors

the elimination of
theatres and believe that the entire music royalties
levied against films should be paid by
the producers, it was learned yesterday from an authoritative source.
Warners are now studying the theatre music tax situation with a view
to putting their policy into work, and,
if they are successful in this, there is
reason to believe that other major
producers as a matter of policy might
successful
be obliged to follow suit.
development of the policy by Warners
reasonably could mean that exhibitors
within a short time would be relieved

music tax for

all

License Commissioner Paul Moss
today will appeal to major and independent circuit operating heads to voluntarily abandon all games in metro-

10,

an

unit

in

new

Daily's

Rockefeller

Texas, spent
Picture
in
quarters

Motion

hour in

Center Saturday

the first official
visitor to the new offices.

Chicago Gains
19 Theatres;

politan theatres.
.Notices have been sent out by the
commissioner for all circuits to be
represented at a meeting scheduled for
10 :30 o'clock this morning at his office at 6 Reade St. Practically every
circuit, large or small, will be repre-

contending that they violate the lotMany suits have been in-

tery laws.
stituted

and

where

exhibitors

have

(Continued on page 13)

Paramount

Circuit

Censorship Hit by
Post at Board Meet
A

general attack on censorship and
praise for the work done by the National Board of Review keynoted a
talk by Langdon W. Post, tenement
house commissioner of ^New York
City, at the concluding four-day session of the 12th annual conference and
21st luncheon of the national board
on Saturday.
Post told conventionites assembled
that "the people who sit in judgment
on these films are in my opinion incompetent and completely without ability to tell the people in this
state
what they shall and shall not see."
He added that only the work of pre-

|

(Continned on page 13)

Buy-Back Deal Set
A

new agreement under which Par-

amount

20,060 Seats

I

j

(Continued on page 13)

With

a handful of theatres spotted

New

York and Pennsylvania,
Trans-Lux plans an expansion move

in

which will provide for the establishment of a short subject unit in every
key city, it is learned by Motion
Picture Daily.
In line with the plan, Arthur Mayer
will supervise

Feb.

Chicago,

9.— How

far

the-

The

of theatres in this

total

terri-

tory is 895 with a seating capacity of
652,710. Of these, 776 are in Illinois
and have a seating capacity of 584,552.
In Indiana there are 118 theatres with
In Michigan one
seats for 67,923.
theatre is listed with a seating ca-

management

of all

new

Parcels are now being assembled in two eastern cities and
deals are expected to be closed within
Because of competitive
a fortnight.
bidding for properties in the same
cities, no sites will be revealed until
negotiations are completed.
Mayer's deal with Trans-Lux gives
him a 25 per cent interest in all TransLux houses with the exception of the
theatres.

show

Brooklyn

window

which

was

turned down by Mayer and subsequently taken over by Henry Seigel.
In return for the one-fourth interest,
Trans-Lux has received a 25 per cent
equity in the Rialto.

The two Trans -Lux theatres in
Manhattan now are being operated by
Mayer and it is expected that the
Affiliated circuit theatres in Illinois
will
soon come
unit
Philadelphia
number 117 with 188,851 seats. In
under his management.
seat-

given the right to exercise
an option to purchase the 50 per cent
stock interest in the A. H. Blank and
Karl Hoblitzelle circuits from the operators
has
been
concluded. The
original buy-back privilege expired
last Dec. 31 after having been extended several times.

Indiana

there

are

six

theatres

(Continued on page 13)

is

Under the agreement Paramount is
privileged to purchase from Blank his
50 per cent stock interest in the IowaIllinois circuit up to April
and
1,
from Hoblitzelle a 50 per cent interest in the Texas circuit up to April 4.
The new buy-back arrangements were

consented to recently by the operators
following
negotiations
with
Para-

Roxy Bondholders
Ask RFC Aid

Still

The Roxy bondholders' committee
its negotiations with the
$750,000 loan to finance
its own reorganization of the theatre
and may ultimately adopt this procedure unless proposals which are more
inviting to the creditors are received
in the near future, it was stated on
Saturday at the offices of White &
Case, attorneys for the committee.
number of proposals for reorgan-

is

continuing

RFC

for

a

A

mount.

|

Arthur Mayer Will Have

pacity of 235.

'Obsession" Holding
Up All Over
— Chicago To Allow "Write-in"

Chicago, Feb. 9. "Magnificent Obsession" with the thermometer below
izero continued to pack them in at the
[Garrick.
Standouts (mostly women)
at the peak hours proved the great
Udraw the picture has, as those stand
ling outside a theatre with the ther
mometer well below zero, must have
wanted to see it pretty badly.
1 The picture played its first two
jK weeks in the
Loop at the Palace and

Key Spots

General Supervision

atres in this territory have progressed
learned Saturday. on the road back to prosperity is
resented, it was
John Manheimer, secretary of the 1. shown in the annual theatre guide of
T. O. A., also will be on hand as the the Film Board of Trade. Mineteen
official representative for members of
more theatres are open this year than
the organization.
there were the year before, the new
of the music tax.
Commissioner Moss has made vari- total being 708, with a seating caWhile Herman Starr, vice-presi- ous efforts to have the numerous types
pacity of 495,192. This is an increase
dent of Warners and in charge of its of games eliminated from theatres,
of 20,060 in seats.

publishing subsidiaries, could
not be reached yesterday for a statement on the information given to
Motion Picture Daily, the current
issue of Metronome, a professional
(Continued oh page 6)

All

was

A

music

Branches

Trans-Lux Has
Plan to Cover

morning.

He

in All

TEN CENTS

Harry A. Cole, head of

Gol.

Allied

the In

1936

The First

Studying Plan to Have Will Appeal to Theatre
Producers Pay Costs
Men at Meeting Today
the

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti

OL.

Alert,

Transfer of Trust

Case Here Rumored
scene of the Government's civil
Paramount
against Warners,
for allegedly refusing to
and
service F. & M.'s Ambassador, Missouri and New Grand Central in St.
Louis may be shifted from the Mound
City to New York, according to unconfirmed reports circulated over the

The

action

RKO

week-end.
Carrying with the rumors is the additional understanding that the hear(

Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 13)

Nebraska Cold Hits Report Warners to
Academy Award Vote Small Town Houses
Get Cleveland Spot
Hollywood, Feb. 9.—The 1936
Warners are reported interested
Omaha, Feb. —Constant sub-zero
Academy Awards Committee
in

9.

has de-

clared that Academy members will
have the privilege of "write-in" balloting in all divisions except art direction, making it possible that the
four actors and six actresses who
were nominated for the 1935 awards
and other nominees will encounter
new competition in the final balloting.

a new theatre to be constructed in
Cleveland. While not concerned with
the building, interests which are backing the project have approached the
company to take over the structure
when completed.
tense cold.
The Lake, on 19th and Euclid, a
Film delivery trucks were halted
Monday night on their northern routes Warner unit, has been closed for sev-

weather for two weeks has kept exhibitors confined to their home towns,
leaving Film Row here with scarcely
Showhouses in small towns
a visitor.
have been closing because of the in-

(Continued on page 13)

(Continued on page 13)
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Insiders Outlook
By RED KANN'

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)
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Vol. 39
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Chicago, Feb. 9.
western legal slant on
the
incorporation in exhibition contracts of clauses having an actual, regulatory effect
on the theatre's minimum admission and playing policies differs
widely from the eastern version,
as exemplified by the recent U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals decision at Philadelphia holding the
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John F. Cronin, Long
At Film Board, Dead
John P. Cronin, office manager of
the Film Board of Trade, died Saturday from a heart ailment. He had
been sick four weeks at his home, 24719 13th Road, Rosedale, L. I.
Cronin, who was 61, had been with
the Film Board of Trade since its inception and prior to that had been with

.
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.
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anti-double featuring clauses
contracts to be illegal.
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lications,

The

more recent decision
Judge Gunnar H. Nordbye
U. S. District court at Min-

of
in

still

neapolis in the case of

Theatres

Players

Shubert

Co.

against
involving
the 15-cent minimum admission
clause as well as the duals clause,
is in sharp contrast and was rendered by the Minneapolis court
after attention had been given
by it to the Philadelphia appeals

major

distributors,

court's

held the

ruling. Judge Nordbye
distributor has an in-

where his
pictures are played and that the
safeguarding of this interest by
contract clauses which regulate
policy may be valid; that, when
similar
to
are
those
clauses
clauses contained in the contracts
terest in theatre policy

of other distributors this, in itself, is not evidence of concerted
action in violation of the antitrust laws.

.

Excerpts

.

.

from

decision

this

follow

"The high cost of production of the
modern motion picture film requires
an arrangement between the distributor

and exhibitor, whereby the for-

mer may be assured

Marion.
Funeral

of a sufficient
source of revenue to repay the costs
The
of production with a profit.
distributors, therefore, have a direct
interest in the admission price of a
theatre where its pictures are ex-

morrow from

hibited.

the

Hoey System which preceded

it.

He is survived by his widow, Jennie; one son, John, and one daughter,
services will be held tothe home, and burial
will be at Monticello, N. Y.

Rites for

Sam Wolf

—

Chicago, Feb. 9. Funeral services
were held Friday for Sam Wolf, veteran exhibitor, who opened his first
theatre at Halstead and Monroe Sts.,
in the

nickelodeon days.

Vic Moran Recovering
New Orleans, Feb. 9. —Vic Moran,
Republic-Bromberg Exchange booker,
recovering after a major operation.
He expected to be back at work in a

is

week or two.

Carolina Meet March 1
Charlotte,

Feb.

9.

— The

annual

convention of the M.P.T.O. of North
and South Carolina, which has been
postponed several times, is now scheduled for March 1 and 2, at Pinehurst.
Major Edward Bowes will be a guest
of the meeting and Ed Kuykendall,
M.P.T.O. A. president, is also expected
to attend.

Monday, February

."
.

.

the
that
"The court finds
policy of these defendants with respect to the establishment of a
minimum admission price and the
prohibition of double features in the
theatres in this vicinity where their
films may be licensed, is predicated
on long years of experience in the
moving picture field, and that such
policy has for its purpose, and does
tend to secure to the defendant distributors, a better remuneration for
copyrighted motion picture
their
films, so licensed and to be licensed."
"That none of the defendant disindividually
tributors
produce or
distribute a sufficient number of motion picture films to monopolize or
control the available motion pictures for license among the various
theatres in this vicinity, and the restrictions in the license contracts regarding the admission prices and
double features do not tend to substantially lessen competition in contravention of the Sherman Act or
the Clayton Act, and do not tend to
.

.

.

create an illegal

commerce,

monopoly

in

inter-

be a fact that
such contracts are promulgated by
their own individual experience and
uninfluenced or supported by any
arrangement, understanding or contract, express or implied, with any
other distributor."
state

it

if

.

.

.

The Shubert

petition for a temporary injunction, therefore, was

Thus, indicating somedenied.
thing or nothing about the judicial system of the nation, two
diametrically opposite decisions

emerge

confuse the
ultimate outcome on the vexatious problems of low admissions and double features.
But
there is something beyond law
to

further

courts and citations and it leaves
a mighty impress on the practicalities of the twin bill complexity.
Major distributors rant
against the system and apply all
of the
well-known arguments,
not the least significant being
the effect on the lowering of production standards.
That's the
one side. Many theatres owned,
controlled or operated by distributors, nevertheless, play them.
That is the other side and reduces their first contention to
reductio ad absurdum with devastating, and little room for counter,

argument.

.

.

T

.

During the changeover from
The Century to The Chief today, an interesting report was
dumped in this traveler's lap.
It stems to comment in this space
recently about the increased tempo which is marking the expansion of -major circuits and sheds

an arresting light on ways and
means. The report comes down
Lake Michigan from Milwaukee
and has to do with the growth
in that area of Wisconsin Amusement Enterprises, one of the
units in National Theatres which
means Twentieth Century-Fox.
There, Harold J. Fitzgerald is
understood to be acquiring more
still more to come,
under a booking arrangement
which keeps the original operators at the helm and charges a
five per cent fee for the privilege
of playing on and with National
Theatres' buying power. Profits,
if
any,
divide
evenly
both
ways.
houses, with

.

It

is

.

.

said

for

theatre.

however, seem

vinced

Wisconsin

in-

dependents that they are kicking

up dust over the method and out
of that something may come
although perhaps nothing more
than a good deal of yelling. As
a cited instance of how it appears
to be working out is the case in
hand of the Sherman in Milwaukee, which is advertised as a

it

is

1936

towners

to be con-

actually operated by

George Levine and Etta Weisner under an agreement with
Fitzgerald.
The booking combine angle

revives several

itself

fond recollections.

One:

That

distributors at large say they reThis infuse to deal with them.
is another example of
fluctuating technique, as witness
the trouble Aaron Saperstein long
had right here in Chicago, where-

cidentally,

Ray Moon in overnight
as
Detroit had little except with
M-G-M. Two: The days, dim
now, when the industry was
rocked by the ambitious plans,
engendered by the old Stanley

Company of America, to organize
You
a national booking circuit.
can't
tell
about these things.
Either
can
we.
That's
why
we're returning to window gazinar.

.

.

.

Board of Education
Takes Chicago House
Chicago, Feb.
—The Board of
9.

Education has taken possession of the
McVickers Theatre building at 17-27
West Madison St. on an eviction order signed by Judge Stephen Adamowski. The court order was directed
against the McVicker Theatre Co.,
headed by Aaron Jones, Sr., which
held a 99-year lease on the property.
The order followed the theatre
company's failure to pay rental to the
school board for 1935.
In addition a

judgment for $66,878, the amount of
unpaid rent for the year, was entered.

T

Home

Fox
there,

10,

will be
stated.

some

Bids for leasing the theatre
accepted shortly, the board
The house has been dark for

time.

Fox

in 157

Chicago

Spots for One
Chicago, Feb.

—A

Day

new booking
here one day last week
9.

record was set
when Twentieth Century-Fox pictures
were shown in 157 Chicago theatres.
This is the largest number of bookings any one company has had in local
history.
Practically all "C" week and
first and second week release houses
played the company's pictures.
Advertising in the papers showed
that 95 theatres out of 124 advertising, were playing product from the
company. Most of the bookings were

on "Old Kentucky," "The Littlest
Rebel" and "Thanks A Million."

Lottery Charge Up
In East Cleveland

—

Cleveland, Feb. 9. Stuart Cagney,
manager of the Windamere, East
Cleveland, has been arrested on a
charge of running a lottery. A hearing has been set for Feb. 14 before

Police Justice Myran J. Penty.
This arrest is independent of the
activity of Police Prosecutor Perry
A. Frey, who has been gathering evidence against Bank Night and other
giveaways for a week.

Richards Optimistic
New

Orleans, Feb. 9.—E. V. Richards has this to say about 1936:
"I think that 1936 will be an excellent year for the picture business."

With Josephine Hutchinson • Anita Louise • Donald

Akim Tamiroff • Directed by William Dieterle •

A

Woods

• Fritz Lieber • Henry O'Neill • Porter Hall

Cosmopolitan Production •

A

First

National Picture

"

THE
'Next Time

"Splendid.

We
gem

in

Love'

is

anothei

the already studded crown

o\

Universal."

—Jimmy

Starr,

Los Angeles Herald Express

"Heart -warming, human and understandably emotional

.

.

.

a generally

superior attraction."

— Red
"A natural

for

Kann, Motion Picture Dai I)

women,

in this respect

fully as strong

as U's current heavy

grosser, 'Magnificent Obsession.'

—

Arthur Ungar, Daily Variety

MARGARET
"NEXT TIME

SU

BIG-TIMERS SAY
ABOUT UNIVERSAL'S

"Ranks high among the finer
examples of cinematic entertain-

—

ment."
"

'

Regina Crewe, N. Y. American

Next Time We Love" has been made

a beautiful, thoughtful film
.
expertly acted, sympathetically

into

.

•

directed."

—

!

Carol Frink, Chicago Herald and Examiner

"A grand picture for women to cry
over and generally enjoy themselves
L
• Miss
Sulla van has never looked
•

nor acted with more sureprovides sighs,

so lovely

ness

.

.

.

romance and tears."
1

—

Eileen Creelman,

N. Y. Sun

SUCCESSOR TO

"MAGNIFICENT
OBSESSION"

—
MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
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Monday, February

Short Subjects
(Radio)

The characters of Fontaine Fox's
comic strip are vividly brought to
animated life in this color effort. The
Skipper, the powerful Katrinka, and
the trolley car all go to make an
amusing few minutes with a new set
of figures. The plot centers around
the Skipper's attempt to get to the
depot on time to meet the daily
train. Aided by Katrinka, he bests a
cow who goes after the car and with
some toreador tactics outwits
also bent on mischief. It is

a

bull

good
Code

a

Production
offering.
No. 0758. Running time, 7 mins.

cartoon
Seal,

"G."

"Winter Sports"
(Radio)

Corum

Bill

the audience to
where the best

takes

the parts of Canada
of winter sports are in sway. Well
photographed, there are seen champion
It
skating.
figure
curling,
skiing,
closes with a day in the life of a set
of champion Siberian sled dogs.
short that fills a demand due to its
timeliness. Production Code Seal, No.
0838. Running time, 10 mins. "G."

A

the

of

Color Rhapsody caran entertaining number,

toons, this is
with the bluebirds

the

boy

small

makes

fishing impossible.
acterizations of the Marx

Mae

Laurel

West,

cheer

to

rallying

whose sprained

foot

The

charBrothers,

and Hardy and

Charlie Chaplin in bluebird form are
well done, and the subject should fill
Production
a spot on any program.
Code Seal No. 1,419. Running time,
9 mins. "G."

"Bird Stuff er"
(Columbia)

Krazy Kat, taxidermist,
by the bulldog to stuff a

is

fish

ordered

and make

look like a bird. His dog steals the
fish and, chasing him, Kat is knocked
His dream has all the stuffed
out.
animals coming to life and trying him
before the owl judge for his treatment
When he comes to be puts
of them.
The subto rout the fussy customer.
ject is of average quality with others
Production Code Seal
of its type.
No. 1,898. Running time, 7 mins. "G."
it

"Winter at the Zoo"
(Van Beuren-RKO)
The Easy Aces pull gags about
what the
the

title

New York

shown.
shots of
times of

implies

as

scenes

of

"Tango"
(Invincible)
9.

— Good direction and a competent cast greatly help

this twice-told tale.

will

in

ings.

there are plenty of misunderstandings over stolen letters before all ends
happily when Miss Nixon turns up to remarry Kemp with a surprise in
the shape of a little stranger clutched in her arms.
This tale is well played and directed and such good actors as Warren
Hymer, Herman Bing, Franklin Pangborn and Marie Prevost aid
Chick Chandler as the loyal family
materially in the comedy roles.
So does Miss Nixon as the sincere
friend, draws plenty of sympathy.
Meeker is smoothly caddish as the menace. Phil Rosen's direction
bride.
keeps action progressing at a satisfactory speed. Arthur Horman wrote
the screenplay from Vida Hurst's novel. Credit goes to Rosen for able
direction and to Lon Young for producing such an adequate film on a
limited budget for Maury Cohen.
Production Code Seal, No. 1,861. Running time, 68 minutes. "G."

—

Hollywood, Feb. 9. This modernized version of George M. Cohan's
stage success should please, although it lacks the fire of the original.
Adapter Maude Fulton has made the title role, played by Paul Kelly,
secondary, dividing the focus between Clair Trevor, Kelly's dancing
partner, and Michael Whalen, wealthy playboy.
Whalen places Miss Trevor in a show he is backing after persuading
Kelly it is best to split their dancing act. Left to drift, Miss Trevor is
all but forced from the show by Ralf Harolde, stage director, who seeks
her numbers for his sweetheart. At dress rehearsal Kelly returns, exposes Harolde and leaves Miss Trevor to Whalen after the opening.
Director Allan Dwan frequently interrupts the main trend of the story
and inserts comedy, which is ably handled by James Burke and Ruth
Donnelly as comedy lovers, and Helen Troy in an amusing switchboard
operator routine. Three musical numbers written by Sidney Clare and
Lou Pollack are tuneful, but the dances staged by Fanchon are not impressive.
In general the production is good, however. The love scene
and comedy offer the best exploitation angles.
Production Code Seal No. 1,824. Running time, 72 minutes. "G."
horses, iceboat sailing and handsail
skating.
The feature of the subject is
a recent professional hockey match at

Madison Square Garden, when the
boys became "annoyed" at each other
and sticks and fists were flying with
reckless abandon.
A good subject.
Production Code Seal No. 0,839. Running time, 10 mins. "G."

"Screen Snapshots No. 6"

Park are (Columbia)
some interesting
In this number of the Seeing Hollyfeeding time and winter paswood with Harriet Parsons group, the
the animals winding up with
Zoological

audience

is

given glimpses at

home

of

see the players in off moments this
subject should be satisfactory.
Pro-

duction Code Seal No. 1,913.
ning time, 11 mins. "G."

"Ice Cut-Ups"

Run-

(Columbia)
delivered by
of Sport subject offers interesting shots of various
forms of fun on the ice. Included are
racing and stunt skating, trotting races
the

Ford Bond,

in sleds

be heard before
District
the U.
S.
Court.
It is stated that when the
Government brings an anti-trust action in equity three judges instead of
one can be demanded for the proceedset,

judges

Russell Hardy, chief Government
attorney in the matter, was about to
wind up his presentation with Harry
C. Arthur, chief Government witness,
a dismissal was sought and granted
without prejudice to again file and
as

name

individuals as supplementary defendants.
The hearings had been on
for three weeks.
One of the reasons given for the
possible change in states is said to be
the fact that all of the individuals to
be named as defendants are in New
York.
Many of the witnesses called
to St. Louis were inconvenienced no
end, having to report daily to the attorney general's office and then remain in the corridors because they
were excluded from the courtroom.
This, it is stated, would be done away
with if the case is transferred.

Warners May Move
To End Music Taxes
(Continued from page 1)
musicians' publication, carries an interview with Starr in which he is quoted

along lines which substantially verify
this information.

make for ordinary comedy
Production Code Seal, No. 1847.
Running time, 15^2 mins. "G."

"The performing rights business is
a new one with us," Starr is quoted as
saying, "and we are studying a number of angles at the present time.
believe, for instance, that all performing rights fees should be paid at the
source and for that reason are not interested in whether hotels have radios
in their rooms or not.
What's the
difference if a man catches a radio
program in his home or in a hotel
room?
do not propose to tax
hotels for the use of our music. Likewise," Starr is quoted as saying, "we
see no point in imposing a double tax
on pictures at the source and in the
theatres where they are showing
and are studying this situation with a
view to simplifying the matter. While
the ultimate amount paid for the use
of music in pictures should not be any
less, we believe the producer should
pay the whole amount."

"All Business"

Greenwich Opening

Kane
in

this

act out
short.

a

typical

comedy

plot

Revolving around the
theme of too smart neighbors, the
story has Arthur, promoted to sales

manager

at the office, replacing a
fellow who entered a contest run bv
the fi rm.
Arriving home he finds
himself in a similar predicament due
to hjs wife. There follows a free for
all in which a prize, a gift and a

dog

all

fare.

We

We

—

There are

12 mins. "G."

With

when

Marian Nixon plays the poor, but honest, working girl who marries
When the equity case was tried in
Matty Kemp, rich, but easily influenced younger brother of George St. Iouis, Federal Judge Joseph W.
Meeker, who also has an eye on Miss Nixon. Meeker, enraged at being Molyneaux of Minneapolis was called
rebuffed by Miss Nixon, conspires to have the marriage annulled and in to decide the issues at stake. Just

Jane Ace, who has been sitting unBette Davis, Hal Mohr and his wife,
comfortably all through it discoverEvelyn Venable, Ken Maynard, Aring that she has been on a man's lap.
thur Rankin and Gloria Shea.
The
Excellent photography accompanies
reel features the opening of Max Facthe piece which should be found entor's beauty salon, attended by dozens
Protertaining by most audiences.
of stars.
For audiences who like to
duction Code Seal, No. 0872. Running
time,

(Continued from page 1)

three

(20th Century-Fox)

(Columbia)

Case Here Rumored
ings,

"Song and Dance Man"

"Dr. Bluebird"
One
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Transfer of Trust
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"Toonerville Trolley"

10,

and

narrative

this

World

sulkies, ski racing

behind

"Radio Barred"

Set Despite Strike

(Radio)
This

a dull treatment of a comic
theme that is tarnished from constant rewriting. It concerns the efforts
of Ford Sterling to sell a line of
is

diamonds

to

Kitty

McHugh

suspicions of his wife

who

and the
thinks he

carrying on with another woman.
is also beset with facing his boss
and annoyed by the attentions of the
house detective. The usual quota of
is

He

slapstick

situations

prevails

and

it

(Radio)

ends up with a degree of understanding on all sides.
Production Code

Johnny Arthur, Landers Stevens.
Ruth Hiatt, Maxine Jennings and Ed

mins.

Seal.

No.

1,666.

"G."

Running

time,

18

Despite differences with Local 306
over an operators' agreement. Ben

Knobel will open the new 600-seat
Greenwich in Greenwich on Wednesday, as originally planned.
Construction on the theatre was
halted last week when crafts affiliated
with the A. F. of L., of which Local
306 is a member, walked out on the
job. However, equipment dealers and
others interested in completing the
work, appealed to the A. F. of L. and
after a few days men who had been
employed on the theatre were called
back.

The STARK

DRAMA of I AM A FUGITIVE!

r he MIGHTY
All that...

POWER of LES MISERABLES!

and more... in

this

spectacular pro-

duction vibrant with every emotion

An

with nerve-tearing suspense.
tably

moving document

ablaze

unforget-

of courage prevail-

ing over unbearable cruelty
faith triumphing over

...

.

.

.

unshakable

man's basest betrayal.

starring

WARNER BAXTER
GLORIA STUART
with

CLAUDE GILLINGWATER
ARTHUR BYRON • O. P. HEGGIE
HARRY CAREY, and cast of 1000
F°.

ZANUCK

20th CENTURY

PRODUCTION

DARRYL

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck
Associate Producer

and Screen Play

Nunnally Johnson
Directed by John Ford

THE KEYSTONE OF

YOUR FUTURE

Based on the

life

of Dr.

Samuel A. Mudd

TEARS WILL GLISTEN

THE KEYSTONE OF

YOUR FUTURE

IN A MILLION EYES!
Crushed, despised, tortured

and forgotten!
with despair.

.

.

.

His heart black
.

.

his soul

of hope. Only one faint
light stole into

bound dungeon

gleam of

dank, rock-

his
.

blank

.

.

the divine

spark of a woman's love that

gave him the strength

to pray!

THE STARK TRUTH
more grimly powerful than
fiction's

strangest creations!

story

o
scene of the blackest blot on a nation's honor.
most thundering drama in screen history!
.

locale of the

America's Devil's Island. ..a bit of burning
white hell in the Gulf of Mexico called
the Dry Tortugas, where life imprisonment was an ironic term for slow death!

.

A STATEMENT TO THE TRADE
Hollywood,

A,,NY

six-page insert should have a serious purpose and carry

a proportionately important
In

Calif.

my

eighteen years

message

endorsed very few productions; but
Shark Island/' which
everything that

Not only

shall

I

is

John Ford, the

have

I

just

say about

our customers.

business

this

in

to

feel

I

viewed

have personally

I

that

"The Prisoner

at the studio, deserves

it.

Darryl Zanuck at his best, but the

it

director,

Warner Baxter and

outstanding as to label

it

of

one

definitely

work

the entire cast

is

of

so

of the three great pic-

tures of the year.

page from our own
history. It could be properly labeled our own American "Les
Miserables" and Dr. Samuel A. Mudd, its chief character, could
well be called our own Jean Valjean.
"The Prisoner of Shark Island"

The story
through

many

of his calling
will

is

is

a true

Mudd, who

that of the tragic fate of Dr.

because he dared

hells

— only

to

to serve the highest ethics

be saved when, under circumstances that

wring your heart, he answered the

dreds of helpless, as well as

his

call

again to save hun-

own worst enemies.

Only recently our government has taken action
proper honor to
fice

this

lived

hero

— the

victim of

mob

hysteria

pay

to

—a

sacri-

thrown to an inflamed and prejudiced public.

What

a price!

What

a story!... and what a picture!

The holders of 20th Century-Fox contracts should approach
the handling of this subject
sponsibility as

I

feel for

its

in their

theatres with the

same

re-

proper handling the world over.

President, 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.

THE KEYSTONE OF

YOUR FUTURE
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Purely
Personal

GEORGE WEEKS

and Arthur
Lee are due back from the south
either Feb. IS or Feb. 17. Accompanied
by A. P. Waxman and Reg Wilson,
Weeks and Lee are now in Miami
Beach for the opening of "Rhodes" ing
After the opening they will
Charlotte and Washvisit Atlanta,
Wilson, who has
ington exchanges.
been transferred to the home office,
will be succeeded by Scott Chesnutt, who will supervise G. B. sales
in Charlotte, Atlanta, New Orleans
and Memphis.
•
today.

Edwin

L.

Weisl, personal

attor-

ney to Floyd B. Odlum, Paramount
director and head of Atlas Corp., returned Saturday from a visit of several weeks at the Paramount studio
during which he conferred with John
E. Otterson.

:

if

—

Monroe Greenthal.

New York

J.

Schaefer returned

to

from Florida on Saturday

for a couple of days, after which he
returns to that sunny clime. In answer
to reports that he had made a new
deal,

he declared

this

was not

decrease of 3,121.

ther

Independent theatres are located as
follows: Illinois—462, with 214,127
Indiana 90 theatres, 39,933
seats;
Michigan one theatre, 235
seats

—
—

;

seats.

at present total 187,
27 less than a year ago.

which

This year there are 74 sound theatres closed against 94 for the same
period last year. Silent theatres total
113 and all are closed.

something.

George

have been taken to the higher courts.
The commissioner's new move, it is
said, is designed to do away with fur-

is

you could lift Eddie
Edelson bodily and move him out
that mould be
of Sardi's reach

Now,

so.

•

president of
Republic; C. C. Ezell, southwestern district head; William G. Underwood, Dallas
manager, and Irving Mandel,
central district manager.

Ray Johnston,

Unaffiliated circuit the11,262.
atres in Illinois total 197 with 181,574
seats and in Indiana 22 theatres with
16.728 seats. This makes a total of 342
circuit theatres with a total seating
capacity of 398,415, an increase of 26
theatres and 14,291 over last year.
Independent houses total 553, a decrease of 34 compared with the previous year. There are 254,295 seats
compared with 277,416 a year ago, a

theatres

stunt.

Miami, Feb. 7.—Spotted at
Hialeah track yesterday in
serious conference were: W.

1)

total number of sound theatres
782, one less than a year ago. Silent theatres total 113, as compared
with 120 the previous year. Closed

received your note about lifting yourself up bodily and moving
over to Rockefeller Center.
I don't think that's such a tre-

mendous

{Continued from page

is

1

They Confer

20,060 Seats

The

Quip of the Day
Dear Motion Picture Daily

Censorship Hit by

Chicago Gains
19 Theatres;

i

13

M.

Giveaway Stoppage
Sought by Moss
(Continued from page
lost in the

legal actions.
of the most important circuits
in
the local territory has advised
Motion Picture Daily it will not

A

high offidiscontinue the practice.
cial of the circuit will attend the session this morning and express his
views, it was stated.
Pending before the Bronx Special
Sessions Court are three hearings involving Loew units playing Screeno.
Arguments will be heard on Feb. 21

on the Grand and Elsmere. The Paradise case

is

B. & K., with 39 theatres seating
92,816, heads the circuit list. PublixGreat States is second with 51 theatres, seating 62,187.

game

;

Col. Harry A. Cole left for Dallas
E.
Unaffiliated circuit details are
Saturday after coming on from Wash- E. Alger, Peru, nine F. W. Anderington, where he attended the two- son,
Harry Balaban,
Morris,
11;
day
Allied
directors'
meet.
Al Chicago, eight Bikos Theatres, Gary,
Steffes and H. M. Richey were in Ind., four; Bland Bros., Chicago, six;
town also and left a day before Cole. M. & B. Brotman, Moline, five; L.
•
Cochevety, Mishawaka, Ind., four
Dorothy J. Bayless, secretary to G. C. S. Circuit, Inc., Chicago, five
A. H. McCausland,
trustee's Essaness Theatres Corp., Chicago, 27
representative, will be married on D. Frisini, Mattoon, seven
Goodman
Wednesday to Charles Oatley of & Harrison, Chicago, four GumbiGreat Neck, L. I.
ner Theatre Interests, Chicago, seven
•
Charles
House,
Rockford,
eight
Joe S. Hummel, foreign sales man- Jones, Linick & Schaefer, Chicago,
ager for Warners, has left Rio de Ja- five
Jacob Lasker Theatrical Manneiro for Buenos Aires where he will agers, Chicago, six
C. G. LeKander,
remain until Feb. 20.
Geneva, four B. A. Lucas, Chicago,
seven
Van Meter Theatres, GalesMarvin Schenck, assistant to burg and Rockford, four
Midwest
Charles C. Moskowitz, left Wednes- Theatre Corp., Chicago, 14
A. B.
day for Hot Springs, Ark., and a McCullom, Hoopeston, six L. Reinvacation. He'll be gone until March 1. heimer, Chicago, 11
Jack Rose, Chi•
cago, 20 H. Schoenstadt & Sons, ChiDouglas Fairbanks, Jr., will en- cago, 16
Stern Theatre Interests,
tertain the press in his
penthouse Chicago, eight
Simansky & Miller,
suite at the St. Regis tomorrow after- Chicago, five; Van Nomikos Theatres,
noon.
Chicago, seven.
•
Mort Singer left Saturday for Chicago, where he will remain for a week
and then head for the coast.
•

Supreme Court, Brooklyn,
connection with a Farmer Miller

in

;

RKO

;

;

;

at

granted

the Winthrop was recently
Weisman, Quinn, Allen &

Spett, attorneys for the
of which the theatre is a

I.

T. O. A.,

(Continued from page 1)
censorship should exist in this country,

at

if

:

Barrett, executive secretary of the
board, and President Roosevelt. The
president said, in part "I believe our
motion pictures should be sane and
salutary, enlightening and mentally
stimulating. This can be accomplished
without subjecting the industry to
:

onerous restrictions."

(Continued from page

1)

ization of the property have been recommittee, it was
the
ceived by
stated, but none offer sufficient ad-

Bakewell,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Harriet Hilliard, W. G. Vam Schmus,
Ernest Truex, Tilly Losch, Ed Kuykendall, Dr. A. A. Brill, Dr. John
Rathbone Oliver, Mrs. Oliver Harriman and others.

"Obsession" Holding
Up All Over Chicago
(Continued from page 1)

was

rushed into the Garrick
did record business.
Bookings made previously caused it to be
taken out of the Loop after this engagement and put in the "big three,"
the Tivoli, Marbro and Uptown, B.
& K.'s deluxe neighborhood houses.
Heavy advertising campaigns were
launched on the playdates.

where

it

vantages to warrant abandonment by
the committee of a plan of its own.
Among other proposals known to
have been submitted are those of F.

Wall Street

Cullman and Haring & Blumenthal. Recent interest in
the house displayed by Paramount
ended with the death of Samuel L.
(Roxy) Rothafel, who would have

&

M.,

Howard

S.

under

returned as operator
mount's proposal.

Para-

Trading Irregular on Board
Net
High

pfd.

Eastman Kodak..

;

Report Warners to
Get Cleveland Spot

;

(Continued from page

1)

;

;

This
arrangement with
eral weeks.

is

due to a pooling

RKO.

However,

;

since the pool

became

effective,

RKO

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

19-4
157

654
1954
157

5154

SUA

1154

pfd.

1

Low
4iy2

Columbia, vtc. ...
Consolidated Film
Consolidated,

;

;

message from

also was read. He,
likewise, praised the efforts of the organization. R. H. Cochrane, vice-president of Universal, highly lauded the
group's activities in his message.
Harry M. Warner spoke in eloquent
defense of the screen.
At the speakers' table were Edward
Robinson, John Beal, William
G.

;

;

A

Mayor LaGuardia

member.

Roxy Bondholders
Still Ask RFC Aid

all.

Applauding the work of the board,
"It seems to me that
Post continued
the National Board of Review is
based on a correct and proper principle and I commend it for its stand
against silly and stupid censorship
laws which exist in this country."
Messages were read by Wilton A.

then

:

;

scheduled for Feb. 28.

Leave to file an appeal in the Court
of Appeals in Albany on a decision
handed down by the Appellate Division of the

Peru, four.

preliminary stages appeals

One

Six theatres were dismantled or demolished during the year.

Other affiliated circuit details are
Blank Theatres, Davenport, Iowa,
LaSalle-Peru Theatre Corp.,
three

1)

Post at Board Meet

86J4
1254

2 pfd.

UA

Close Change

WA - X
654
19J4
+ 54
--2
157
- v%
5154
US/8

86

86

1254

1254

m
W
7A
m

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox.
20th Century, pfd.

l

267/i

26)4

754
26)4

3454

35

1254
5754

13

125/8

Warner, pfd

57%

S7H

l

VA

35

Warner Bros

-A
-A
+ 'A
— Vs
-%
+ 54
- 54
+

;

Nebraska Cold Hits
Small Town Houses

Frank M. Thomas,
resently signed by Radio,
to

is

player
en route

Hollywood by motor.
•
Boris

Karloff

be host at a
cocktail party to be given this afternoon at the Algonquin.
will

(Continued from page

stage

by a

blizzard

1)

struck northeast
Nebraska and southeast South Dakota.
Deliveries beyond Norfolk, key city
of the northeast, were in peril.
Exchanges were receiving film cancellations from many small towns mathat

has taken over the Lincoln, a neigh-

borhood unit, and Warners, likewise,
have decided to take on additional representation.

Representatives of the
office

Warner home

have made several trips to the

Net
High
Sentry Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor

Trans

Lux

Ohio city in connection with the deal
and are slated to make the trip again
this

H. Hoffberg's 1936 short product has been taken by the Capital Film
•
rooned by snow and cold.
Exchange of Philadelphia, by Elliott
Pete Mayer is on the bounding
The loss in confused bookings and Film in Minneapolis and Sack Amusemain and heading for the West Indies. lost time is expected to reach a tidy ment for Texas, Oklahoma and ArAway until the end of March.
sum.
kansas.
J.

Little

13/8

2}4
2354
454

254
23J4
454

Close Change

+54

1}4
254

+

23fs"

—

454

'/s

'A

Activity

Low

Close

24

2354

2354

'40 ctf. 24

2354

2354

High
General
Equip.
General
Equip.

Low

1J4

Bond

week.

Take Hoffberg Shorts

54

Few Curb Gains

Net
Change

Theatre
6s

'40...

Theatre
6s

Paramount Broad59

59

59

9654

96'A

9654

-

54

9654

9sy2

9654

+

Vi

Paramount

Pictures 6s '55
Warner Bros. 6s
'39

wd

(Quotations at close of Feb.

8.)

:

:

:

:

:
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Anything" Is

Kansas

"Pink" Leads

—

Governor
Miami, Feb. 9.
Schulz and Joseph P. Kennedy conferred here the other
day on the possibility of

Seattle for
Top, $10,600 Second Week
—

Average

is

$9,000.

The Fox Uptown's first week under
a new policy of single bills for a
straight 25 cents was considered fair
when "Paddy O'Day" took $2,900.
Average under
was $3,500.
Total

first

Average

is

schedule

25c-40c

the

was

run business
$39,000.

$38,800.

Fstimated takings

Week Ending Jan. 30:
"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)

NEWMAN— (1,900), 25c-40c, 8 days.
"STRIKE

ME PINK"

Gross:

(U.A.)

MIDLAND— (4,000), 25c-40c, 7
(Average, $11,500)
"CRIME AND PUNISHMENT"

Gross:

days.

$11,200.

(Col.)

TOWER— (2,200),

25c-35c, 7 days. Stage:
Louie's Chinese Revuette,
Brothers & Pearl, and Rodney &
Gross: $6,000. (Average. $7,000)
FACE" (Radio)

Kennedy,

Chic
Stalac
Gould.

"ANOTHER
MAINSTREET—

25c-35c-50c,

(3,100),

7

Duke Ellington and His
Stage:
days.
Orchestra, with Ivie Anderson, Four Step
Brothers, Jigsaw Jackson. Gross: $7,100.
(Average, combination

UPTOWN— (2,000),
(Average,

$2,900.

$8,150 in a

snow.

It

week of extreme cold and
was held over for a third

stanza.

"Magnificent Obsession" held up to
$3,100 in its third week on an extended run from the Fifth Ave. All
other spots were in the doldrums.
Total first run business was $34,550.

Average

is

$33,500.

Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 3

"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (F.N.)
BLUE MOUSE— (950), 25c-40c-55c, 7

Ave.

PARAMOUNT — (3,050), 20c-25c-30c, 8
days. Gross: $4,900. (Average, $5,000)
"FRISCO WATERFRONT" (Republic)
REX— (1,500), 15c-25c-35c. 7 days. Stage:
Gross:

Revue."

Paradise
"Blue
(Average, $3,500)

days.

7

Two "U"

Gross:

Releases Set

—

Universal
Hollywood, Feb. 9.
release "Love Before Breakfast"
and "Sutter's Gold" in March. The
will

first picture, in which Carole Lombard plays the leading role, is tentatively set to open in New York March
2. The other, which features Edward
Arnold, Lee Tracy and Binnie Barnes,
will probably be released right after

Faster.

Pick Santley's Third
Hollywood, Feb.

9.

—When

Joseph

"Laughing

Irish
start on

finishes

Yuma Bookings
Feb.
— Product scheduled

Switch

9.

Mike

play

which

burned

Yuma,

Rosenberg's

down

last

Saturday

be booked into the Lyric.
The Lyric is a smaller house. Both
theatres were operated by Rosenberg
in connection with F. W. C.
night, will

She's

Now

will

be

known

as

spite of sleet

_

Average

600.

$26,000.
Estimated takings for the
ing Jan. 30
is

week end-

"MUSIC IN THE AIR"

Omaha,

Feb.

9.

—"Splendor,"

with

unit on the
stage, overcame the effects of sub-zero
weather by running the Orpheum take
up to $10,000. This was $2,000 over
par.

a

Major Bowes amateur

"Magnificent Obsession," in its second week at the Omaha on a dual
with "Coronado," went into the profit
column on a gross of $5,200, and
"Ceiling Zero" got off to a fast start
The
in four days at the Brandeis.
$2,900 gross was $400 over normal for
a week.
Total first run business was $23,300.

Average

is

$21,000.

BRANDEIS —

Gross:

50c.75c-$1.00-$1.50,

(1.200),

Gross:

OMAHA— (2,200).

25c-40c.

"Magnificent Obsession."
(Average. $5,000)

Week Ending
"SPLENDOR"

ORPHEUM — (3,000),

(Aver-

$5,200.

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"
"CORONADO" (Para.)

(Univ.)

2nd week for
Gross:
$5,200.

Feb. 6:
(U.A.)
35c-55c,

6

days.

Stage: Major Bowes' Amateur Unit No.
Gross: $10,000. (Average, $8,0001

Carrol

"STRIKE

15c-35c,
$1,500)

ME

Lightman
Lightman was
ber

of

the

3

PINK"

Gross:

(Fox)
Gross:

days.

(2nd week)

MAJESTIC— (2,250)
Gross:

in

Kiwanis

—

Jonesboro Kiwanis

Club

grossed

"The Milky Way" got off to a good
four-day start of a 10-day run at the
Denham, the $4,000 take being within
$500 of a week's normal gross. The
temperature was around zero for the
entire week.
Total first run business was $38,500.
Average

$23,000.

is

Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 5

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

ALADDIN— (1,500),

25c-40c-50c,

(Univ.)
7
days.

Followed a record-breaking week at the
Denver. Gross: $3,500. (Average, $2,500)

"MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM"
(W.B.)

BROADWAY— (1.500).

50c-75c-$l-$1.50,

7

days, roadshow engagement, twice dailv.
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $1,250)
"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
(1,500), 25c-35c-40c, three-day
holdover after a big $9,500 week. Gross:
$2,000.

"MILKY WAY" (Para.)
DENHAM— (1,500), 25c-35c-40c,

but will stay at least a

(Average

full

4

week.

"STRIKE ME PINK" (U.A.)
DENVER— (2,500). 25c-35c-50c, 7
Gross:

days,

Gross:

week, $4,500)

for

dav*.

(Average. $6,000)

$8,000.

ORPHEUM— (2,600).
Gross:

25c-35c-40c,

I

davs.

(Average, $6,000)
(W.B.)

$14,000.

"DANGEROUS"

PARAMOUNT— (2,000),
Gross:

25c-40c.

',

(Average, $2,750)

$3,000.

(Radio)
25c-50c.

7

Managers

Circuit Shifts

—

(Average, $7,000)

$6,700.

Wasserman

Des Moines, Feb. 9.
Tri-State
Theatres has made the following manchanges. Harry Holsberg has
Aids Benefit agerial
quit the management of the Spencer
Harry I. Wasser- at Rock Island, 111., and has been
suc-

—

Boston, Feb. 9.
man, M. & P. district manager, heads
the entertainment committee for the
fifth annual benefit performance of the

Menorah

Sunday

Institute, to be held

Hy

on the stage of the

M.

Harry
Harry

Colonial.
& P. stage show director;
Goldstein,
Samuel
Kraft,

Harris, Charles Van, Ralph
Harris and Joseph and Mrs. Silverman complete the committee. Gene

Raymond

is

expected.

ceeded

by

R.

J.

Wernimont. James

Silvers has been promoted to Wernimont's former place as assistant manager at the Paramount, Cedar Rapids,
la.
Locally, Forrest H. Largent has

moved from assistant manager at
Paramount to the Des Moines.
Henry Workman, assistant at the Des
Moines, is now manager at the Garden.
Harry Laster, former assistant
been

the

at

the

Strand,

is

now

at

the

Para-

mount.

Hamrick

in

Opera Deal

—

Seattle, Feb. 9.
Hamrick-Evergreen has just closed a deal to bring
the San Carlo Opera to the Music Hall
the week of March 15.
It is understood to be a percentage deal in order
to use a dark house.
Seating capacitv
is

2,280.

Group Protests Shows
Ottumwa,

Iowa,

Feb.

9.

— The

District Ministerial Ass'n., has passed
a resolution attacking the presentation
of shows at the new armory-coliseum
on Saturday nights, as "an affront to
the religious people of the community."

5.

Ark., Feb. 9. M. A.
elected honorary mem-

it

(Average,

$6,500.

DREAM TOO MUCH"
METROPOLITAN— (2.600),

days.

days.

7
25c-50c,
$7,000)

.

which

during

"ROSE-MARIE" (M-G-M)

(U. A.)

LOEW'S STATE^(2.750), 25c-40c. 7
Gross: $9,500.
(Average. $7,000)
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)

Gross:
"I

held.

moved to the Broadway for a third
week after a fair second week at the

$4,000.

days.

"Lef s Sing"
Jonesboro,

(W. B.)

(W.B.)

days.

3

(Average,

$1,700.

Fine,

Estimated takings

twice daily,
age. $5,500)

KIRBY— (1,450),

was

It

"Strike Me Pink" had repeated
holdouts at the Denver before it
reached $8,000, up by $2,000. It was
moved to the Paramount for a second
week.
"Magnificent Obsession" was

DEXHAM —

(Average, $500)

$1,500.

Omaha High

$8,000.

in
its
Obsession,"
"Magnificent
Aladdin,
second week at the Majestic, had a $3,500.

KIRBY— (1,450),
(Average, $3,000)
"PERSONAL MAID'S SECRET"
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-35c, 1 days.

"Splendor," Bowes

—

hereafter

—In

(Univ.)
15c-35c, 3 days.

"Carrol"

Hollywood, Feb. 9. Kay Hughes,
recently made a featured player by
Warners for "The Golden Arrow"
Hughes.

9.

"STORMY"

Eyes" for Republic, he will
Week Ending Feb. 2:
"The Gentleman from Louisiana" as
"CEILING ZERO" (F.N.)
the third picture on his contract. Lee
BRANDEIS — (1,200), 25c-35c-40c, 4 days,
Freeman, Andre Boehm and Reginald 2nd week. Gross: $2,900. (Average, $2,500)
Hammerstein are working on the
Week Ending Feb. 5:
script.
"A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM"

to

Houston, Feb.

and rain, unusual here and continuing
most of the week, "Strike Me Pink"
at Loew's State ran above the $7,000
average by $2,500, grossing $9,500.

undetermined under new

Unit,

Yuma,

,500 in Houston

$2,700.

(20th-Fox)

25c,

Pulls

$3,100.

Jan. 31:

policy)

Santley

days,

Me"

"Strike

take of $6,500. Average is $7,000.
"Music in the Air" at the Kirby
"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
also bettered the $1,500 par slightly,
"TWO IN THE DARK" (Radio)
Other
pictures
$1,700.
FIFTH AVENUE— (2,500), 25c-40c-55c, 7 grossing
days. Gross: $6,700. (Average, $7,000)
dropped. "I Dream Too Much" at the
"STRIKE ME PINK" (U.A.)
LIBERTY— (1,800), 15c-25c-35c-50c, 7 days, Metropolitan proving a disappoint2nd week. Gross: $8,150. (Average, $4,000) ment with $6,700, which was low by
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.) $300, and "Stormy" falling to $2,700
MUSIC BOX (950), 25c-40c-55c, 5 days, at the Kirby where the week-end fig3rd week, extended run from Fifth Ave.
ure is $3,000.
Gross: $3,100. (Average, $4,000)
Bank Night, combined with "Per"ROSE OF THE RANCHO" (Para.)
"INVISIBLE RAY" (Univ.)
sonal Maid's Secret," brought a oneORPHEUM— (2,450), 25c-30c-40c, 7 days. day take to the Kirby of $1,500, of
(Average, $6,000)
Gross: $5,200.
which the matinee trade of $400 was
"WIDOW FROM MONTE CARLO"
(W.B.)
credited to the picture.
"WE'RE ONLY HUMAN" (Radio)
Total first run business was $28,2nd week, extended run from Fifth
Gross: $3,400. (Average, $4,000)

$9,000)

bill,

Week Ending
"PADDY O'DAY"

—

Denver, Feb. 9.
"Rose Marie"
went into the record-smashing division
in a hurry at the Orpheum. It set up
new attendance marks and passed the
top-money
classification
it
when
reached
over
normal by
$14,000,

in its

—

(Average, $8,000)

$10,600.

—

1936

Gets $14,000

transferring a portion of production to Florida.
It is understood the state
will £0 fifty-fifty with the industry on any studio venture.

Seattle, Feb. 9. "Strike Me Pink"
second week more than doubled
average at the Liberty by getting

10,

Rose Marie"
Denver Smash;

Florida Again

City's

Grosses
Kansas City, Feb. 9.
followed the thermometer down. "Anything Goes" at the Newman had the
best showing with $10,600, compared
with an $8,000 average for eight days.
excellent promotion,
In
spite
of
"Strike Me Pink" at Loew's Midland
fell $300 under par $11,500.
"Crime and Punishment," plus a
stage show at the Tower, took $6,000,
which was $1,000 under average; and
combination bill with "Another
a
Face" at the Mainstreet pulled $7,100.

Monday, February

Hollywood,

New
—

Title

Feb. 9.
Sol
the title of the

Lesser

changed
Bobby
Breen picture, "The Show Goes On"
to "Let's Sing Again."
Breen sings
a song with that title in the film.
has

"Music" Set for Miami
Miami Beach,

9—

Feb.
Columbia
hold the premiere of "The Music
Goes 'Round" at the Lincoln Feb. 19.
Harry Richman, star of the picture,
will

will

be present.
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Comedy
HITS

and earning a

.

Sensation of 1936!

FROM

DANCING

SKIPWORTH

ALISON

of Republic's

winning acclaim through-

out the country

"HITCH HIKE LADY
A really grand comedy

head

REPUBLIC:

FEET

with Eddie Nugent, Ben Lyon, Joan Marsh, Isabel Jewell

MAE CLARKE ARTHUR TREACHER
JIMMY ELLISON BERYL MERCER
WARREN HYMER
•

•

$1,000 A MINUTE
with Roger Pryor, Leila

Hyams

THE LEAVENWORTH CASE
with Donald Cook, Jean Rouverol

FORCED LANDING
with Esther Ralston, Onslow Stevens

FRISCO WATERFRONT
with Ben Lyon, Helen Twelvetrees, Rod La Rocque

NOW
Directed by

AUBMY SCOTTO
Original Story by

Supervised by

VICTOH ZOBEl
WALLACE MacOONALD
*

Screenplay by Garden Rigby and letter Calf

IS

THE TIME TO BOOK REPUBLIC PICTURES
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Business in

New England
On Up Trend
in

Boston, Feb. 9.
New England
an encouraging

— The

film business

heading up

is

hill

clip on the whole,
according to a cross-section of indus-

at

try

members.

ors,

premium men and

Distributors, exhibitthe equipment
tield join in the prediction.

"The year 1936 should prove memorable in the annals of our country,"
declared Gov. James M. Curley of
Massachusetts, "marking as it will the
end of the greatest depression ever
visited upon the American people."
Theatre openings in the territory in
1935 showed an increase of at least
four per cent over 1934, records indicate.
The new product available this
year is pointed out as important to
the
expected
gains
in
business.

Thomas Woodbury, city manager for
the Ramsdell Brothers circuit, cited a
need for fewer and better pictures,
and predicted that this year "film fare
is going to be more important than
dishware."

On the other hand one exhibitor
foresaw giveaways as being a mainstay of theatre business in 1936, while
another showman, Al Somerbee, of
Lothrop Theatres Corp., expressed the
belief that vaudeville will have difficult
sledding during the year.
Substantial gains in repair and reof equipment are anticipated.
Martha W. Ferris and Joseph
Brennan, executive secretaries of the
Film
Board of Trade and the
M.P.T.O., respectively, were cheerful
in their forecasts of business for the
year.
Brennan pointed out that in
Gov. Curley's message to the legislature he proposed no new taxes on
the film business.

Washington Sees
Prospects Hit New
Big '36 Advance
High on the Coast

in

Bridgeport Bright
Bridgeport, Feb.
—Local exhibi9.

1936

10,

Vancouver Is
In Sight of
Better Times

Los Angeles, Feb. 9. If signs mean
anything in southern California, Los
Angeles and particularly Hollywood
exchange territory by distributors and stand on the threshold of an unpreceexhibitors alike.
It is the consensus
The area's basic
dented prosperity.
that the gains registered in the year industries are on a sounder basis than
Vancouver, B. C, Feb. 9. For
just closed are as nothing compared ever before.
Optimism runs high. perhaps the first time in six years
with the tremendous strides forward Leaders in the film industry have Vancouver and British Columbia thewhich will be made in all film voiced their future plans and antici- atre men are optimistic about their
branches in 1936.
Business, finance and com- prospects. British Columbia has been
pations.
Many observers characterized the mercial executives are confident.
slow to feel recovery, just as it was
year just passed as one of the best
All point to the millions spent on slow to feel depression, but it appears
since 1928, and the productions thus the recent Pasadena Tournament of certain now that the entertainment
far this year as superior to those of Roses pageant, and the thousands that business is at least within sight of
any similar period. Production sched- are daily going into the Santa Anita good times.
ules of both major and independent race track parimutuels as evidence of
Concrete proof of this is shown in
producers are pointed to as further the territory's willingness to spend. a review of theatre receipts for 1934.
evidence of continued high quality.
Film Row is one long chorus of en- While Canada as a whole showed a
During the past year exhibitors have thusiasm, a spirit tunefully reflected 1.5 per cent increase over 1933, B. C.
spent freely improving theatres and by theatre people, circuit managers came through with a gain of 6.6 per
building new ones, principally War- and independent operators.
cent, the largest of any province in
ners' Penn and Sidney B. Lust's Milo,
Yet there are a few flies in the the Dominion. Exact figures for 1935
Rockville.
The major construction ointment. Business generally is fear- are not yet available, but B. C. again
program for 1936 is the $4,000,000 ful of new taxes. Almost every im- will lead the field in gains over 1934.
Warner project, calling for six new portant leader qualifies his statement
Nearly all reliable trade and comhouses during the year.
The implied merce indices explain this gain.
with an "if" or "but."
During 1935, postal receipts, sales question is "In view of the Federal, B. C.'s major industries lumbering,
of electricity, telephone installations, state and local tax threat, if we make mining, agriculture and fishing
all
originating telephone calls and earn- any money, can we keep it?"
made a striking improvement. Forest
ings of utility corporations indicated
Exhibitors are hoping for the best. products show a gain of $5,000,000
a resumption of commercial activity Sure that their patronage has the over 1934, with employment in mills,
and presaged still greater expansion money to spend, and is willing to camps, and agencies up by 2,500.
of trade in 1936, an expansion which spend it, if the right sort of screen Mining authorities estimate that 1936
cannot but materially assist the thea- merchandise is to be available, they will show at least a $6,000,000 gain.
tres
and through them the exchanges know they can take care of them- Agriculture is looking more healthy
in forging ahead to bigger and bet- selves, given any sort of a break.
now than for years, and the biggest
ter things.
salmon run in years has put new blood
Feb. 9.
The enexpectations of the leaders
of the industry are reflected in this

—

—

:

—

—

—

Predict '35 Gains

Will Hold in Iowa

Optimism Stressed
By Houston Houses
—

into the fishing business.

In
Vancouver,
bank
clearings
showed a gain of $25,000,000 over
1934, and last year local building was
the highest in three years.
During

Houston, Feb. 9. The general at- 1935, five new independent suburban
of titude in this territory is one of op- theatres were built here, and an ada 20 per cent increase in business of timism for 1936, with planned con- ditional seven were constructed in
Tri-States Theatres Corp. for the last struction to add three to the present smaller towns in British Columbia,
14 weeks of 1935 and expectations total of eight neighborhood houses, and at the present time only one house
that this percentage will be main- and four planned in outlying sections, out of 36 is dark.
With a year as promising as 1935
tained during 1936 are typical of the indicating the feeling of confidence.
leadership
during
1935 under their belts, exhibitors and exreports by other theatres in this ter- Houston's
ritory and of the business indices in among cities of Texas in building, as change men are optimistic about 1936.
an inland port and its position as the
promised property tax reduction
the state.
Business
prospects
are
excellent focal point for the oil fields of the of two mills this year will make it
throughout Iowa, according to W. E. Gulf Coast region, are other indica- easier to keep down the overhead.
The old lineup sometimes a halfBanford, manager of the M-G-M ex- tions of a pickup.
Postal receipts here were $2,240,460 block
in
length—is coming back
change here.
He based his opinion
on the general business improvement in 1935, an increase of $168,074 over again, and that is the surest indica1934.
Theatre operators are optimis- tion of all.
and the quality of product.
General increases were noted in tic but stress the importance of good

Des Moines, Feb.

9.

—Reports

A

—

are agreed that the box-office
prospects for 1936 are bright and that
indications point to the best year since
the depression.
Business has been on
the gain since early last fall and is business indices.
New theatres, six
expected to hold a high level through new suburban houses having been
the winter months.
opened locally, played a part in the
Alatt Saunders, manager of Poli's increased building permits issued. The
Palace, says, "Business is far ahead value of building permits for 1935 was
of last year and taking into considera- $2,083,765, compared with $1,145,284
tion the large increase in factory pay- in 1934.
Bank deposits showed an inrolls here there should be a growing crease, postal receipts gained, and inattendance at the theatres during the creases in new car and truck sales
coming months."
The neighborhood were taken as indicative of the imhouses are feeling the pickup in busi- proved farm situation. Significant was
ness and a number are erecting new the increase in farm income. $43,000,marquees and fronts and redecorat- 000 in 1935 over 1934.
ing interiors with confidence that busiIndicating that Iowans are spendness will remain good.
ing more money, car registrations
The larger factories here are em- showed a distinct gain, as did the
ploying more hands and have returned revenue from the gasoline tax. Memto the policy of vacations with pay bers of the Allied Theatre Owners of
for employes starting next summer. Iowa, in general, reported favorable
Theatre men feel this is an indication business gains.
that more film money will be spent.
Theatre business in Norwalk has
proved a bit disappointing.
Strip
Even
such stars as Lily Pons have failed to
Hollywood, Feb. 9. Universal has
increase receipts.
purchased screen rights to the King
Stamford and Danbury report bus- Features comic strip, "Secret Operiness gaining slowly, but exhibitors ator No. 9," and will make a screen
do not look for any spectacular in- serial from the series. The deal was
crease during the year.
set by the William Morris office.
tors

—

—

Washington,

thusiastic

placement

1936 Outlook

Monday, February

"U" Gets Comic

—

from Hollywood.
The improvement in films in the past few
months is viewed as a hopeful sign.
Will Horwitz, head of a downtown
circuit of subsequent runs, and L. O.
Daniel, Jr., manager of the Delman,
Tampa, Feb. 9.
Business locally
were among the exhibitors who exand in the Tampa territory is showpressed optimism over the prospects
ing definite signs of improvement.
1936.
It is pointed
that
product

Encouraging Signs
Increase in

Tampa

—

for
out
general building plans for the city this
vear, already involving a total outlav
of $15,000,000, should have a helpful
effect on theatre business here.

Theatre Gain Seen

This winter the tourist activity increased grosses by a greater percentage than last year.

The

cigar-making

industry,

this

leading business, showed a
gain of 15,000.000 cigars in 1935 over
locality's

1934.

The

local

chamber

of

com-

merce, in support of the general belief that conditions are better, points
9.
to an increase in postal receipts of 12
look for an upturn in business during per cent in 1935 over 1934, a gain of
the year, since increased activity of 10 per cent in retail business, and corthe state government is expected to responding increases in bank deposits,
bring nearly a thousand new em- building permits, automobile sales and
ployes, and their families, to the city. other activities.
Theatres during the past year have
Although actual figures are not
been somewhat affected by the city's available, it is generally agreed that
over-seating problem, although it is theatre grosses are on the way up,
said that giveaways of various sorts despite severe competition in the form
have been of value to exhibitors in of slot machines, now legalized in the
stimulating business.
state, dog races and the like,

For Albany Houses
— Theatres here
Albany, Feb.
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National Screen Service delivers the goods!
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New England

Houses Gain
Wiseman Plea 8% for Year

Rules Against

Directors Examination of Territory Ranks Second
In National Rating
Former Para. Officer
The U.

S. Circuit

Court of Appeals

yesterday affirmed a decision by Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe which
held that Sir William Wiseman, partner in Kuhn, Loeb & Co., and a former Paramount director, must submit
in connection with
to examination
suits

instituted

by

the

Paramount

bankruptcy trustees to recover from
former officers and directors of the

company

for losses involved in certain official actions prior to the bankruptcy.

Wiseman had appealed from Judge
Coxe's decision on the grounds that
with the approval of the Paramount
reorganization plan by the Federal
court all litigation begun by the trusRoot,
tees was automatically ended.
Clark, Buckner & Ballantine, counsel
to the trustees, successfully contended
tain official actions prior to the bankplan specifically retained for the trus-

—

Boston, Feb. 10. Better than eight
per cent more theatres are now operating in New England than were in
lights one year ago,
according to
the

which Martha

Board

W.

Ferris

is

of
secretary.

708 houses were open in
Hampshire,
Massachusetts,
New
Maine, Vermont and Rhode Island
last year, a total of 768 were doing
business at the close of the present
year.
This is an increase of 8.51
per cent.
The jump of 60 houses puts the
northeastern territory in a strong
position, inasmuch as it ranks a strong
second nationally, both in the total
number of theatres and in capacity.
The theatres booked from Boston
number only 40 less than those covered from New York.
market trend was shown in inde-

A

pendent control.
nationally

New
a

England ranked
ago in the

year

number and

total capacity of indetheatres.
Although it still
tops the field in independent seatage,

pendent

Warners File

NBC

Suit for $995,000
Warners yesterday

filed suit

now ranks second in the number of
independent houses. Whereas unaffiliated circuits took on 30 additional

it

against

(Continued on page 6)

NBC

for $995,000, claiming damages
io this amount for the use without
onsent of "Painting the Clouds with

Sunshine"
'rom the
fan. 1

and

on a program emanating
NBC studio in Chicago on

Loew's will get "Modern Times" for

2.

In the papers filed by Wattenberg &
.Vattenberg, attorneys for Warners in
he handling of the music suits, it is
:laimed that there have been 199 uses
}f
the song from "Golddiggers of

Broadway."

it

was learned yesterday.

tween the

at

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

New York

Seneca Holding Corp., Par-

amount

subsidiary, is offering
for sale one of the smallest
parcels of real estate available in Manhattan. It is six
inches by 100 feet and is located on 44th St., between the

property formerly occupied
by the Criterion and New
York Theatres and the adjoining property at 153 W.
44th St. It is the result of
carelessness in surveys of the
properties some years ago.

A

deal be-

and United Artists

New

Dec. 26 Joseph R. Vogel com-

City

CIRCLE 7-3100

Mexico Sees Gains
For Sound on Film
By JAMES LOCKHART
Mexico City, Feb. 10.—The installation of new sound on film equipment in Mexican theatres is expected
to follow upon the application of the
new

film import duties established recently by the Government.
The new duties on discs are in(Contimied on page 12)

in All

©rasoelaes

Move by Moss
To End Games
Strikes Snag
Exhibitors Air General
Industry Complaints
Efforts by License Commissioner
Paul Moss to put an end to games in

New York

all

mered

CEA

British

Ends Move to
Impose Fines
BRUCE ALLAN

theatres yesterday sim-

on admissions
and clearance and zoning when 25 representatives of major and independent
circuits convened at Moss' office.
Loew's, RKO, Springer & Cocalis,
Cohen and Seigel and Consolidated
Amusements agreed to drop the practo a free-for-all

provided all theatres would unite
the move.
Bernard Barr, representing the I. T. O. A., said all members of the organization would go for
the plan only if certain changes in
scales and protection were made.
tice

in

—

Charles C. Moskowitz of Loew's and
A. Burns of Century questioned the
illegality of games as played in their
circuits and also held that the problem was one which should be worked
out by the industry itself.
fail to comply with officially approved
Basing his opinion on recent depolicies.
The proposal arose in connection cisions of the Appellate Division of
with C.E.A. decisions that 40 per cent the Brooklyn Supreme Court and the
(Continued on page 5)
should be a maximum film rental.
Exhibitors were to be asked to make
cash deposits with the association
to
which would be forfeited if they paid
rentals above this rate.
Legal advice was that these penalMajor distributors expect to file
ties could not be constitutionally imposed. From a practical point of view, their application for a rehearing of
according to T. H. Hartley, a mem- the Perelman double feature case in
ber of the general council, it would the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
have meant members as a whole de- at Philadelphia late this week, it was
The distributors
positing $5,000,000 with the associa- learned yesterday.
tions, with owners of big houses called have until Saturday to make their application.
upon to pay $2,500 per theatre.
The Circuit Court of Philadelphia
To combat high rental demands,
Hartley urges local agreements among last month affirmed a decision of the
exhibitors conducted "without osten- U. S. District Court there holding
the exhibition contract clause which
tation."
prohibits the playing of a second feaNorman Hulbert, M.P., news thea- ture with any other covered by the
tre chief, is prominent in a move to contract to be a violation of the anti1.
Cinematograph
Feb.
Exhibitors' Ass'n. has abandoned the
suggestion for an amendment to its
constitution to permit imposition of
cash penalties against members who

London,

Majors

Rush New

Philadelphia Plea

make new

representations to the Gov-

(Continued

New

located in
offices

circuit

for the
York playing time has
just been completed.

On

DAILY
now
Its new

New

metropolitan
York theatres
as well as for its out-of-town group,
its

pleted negotiations with Charles Chaplin over the long distance telephone
whereby the picture would play in
Loew theatres in 46 key cities exclusive of
York. The latest pact
gives the circuit 100 per cent playing
time.

MOTION PICTURE
Is

Loew's Gets Chaplin
For the N. Y. Houses

the In

TEN CENTS

Small Parcel

By

Intelligent

1936
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Trade,

of

Whereas

first

(Contimied on page 12)

Film

local

Alert,

oil

page 5)

trust laws. Indications are that if the
motion for a rehearing is denied distributors will take the case to the U.
S.

Insurance Covers
English Fire Loss
By

BRUCE ALLAN

London, Feb.

10.

—Insurance

covered

com-

the $2,500,000 loss
suffered in the disastrous fire which
swept the British film center at Elstree early yesterday. Three stages of
British & Dominions and three of
British International were damaged
by the flames, which destroyed sound
defective
and lighting equipment.
pletely

A

(Continued on page 5)

Supreme Court.

Mickey Mouse Lost

—

Omaha, Feb. 10. A call has
gone out from United Artists
exchange to be on the lookout
for "Mickey
Mouse's Polo
Team." Mickey and the team
disappeared while aboard a
train en route to the World
at Kearney.
That was on
Jan. 25.

:
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AURENCE STALLINGS,

[

Tru-

T ALLEY, LEW

LEHR, Ed
ThorgesoNj Harry Gold, Paul LazMAN.

Harry

latest

Koplar

Litvak, European actor and
arrives tomorrow on the
Champlain, en route to Hollywood
Charles Koerner of Boston and
to direct "Sahara" for Walter WanJacob Golden of Rochester arrived in

RKO

town yesterday for
meetings.

home

gee.

office

Martin
canceled

his

Ber-

Where

Wiseman
Lou:

did Sir William
get that sir?
He's a bank knight.

Max

Reinhardt

lywood

Al

P. Operators yesterday
filed an action against Max A. Cohen,
operator of the George M. Cohan, to
prevent him from replacing Allied

men with Local 306 members.

later

in

will leave for

the

week

Warner

on

Hol-

to confer
his next

Cohen took

the

Cohan about a

•
Friedlander, who returned yes-

terday from Buffalo, will take a plane
for the

same

tomorrow.

city

Erpi Wins Judgment
Erpi yesterday stated that a judgof $1,499 had been awarded it
in Boston following trial of a suit
against Wilbur M. Peterson of the

ment

Orpheum, Somerville, Mass., for delinquent payments under a contract
with the company. The judgment included damages of $1,477 and costs
of $22.

from a

circuit

is

London, Feb.

to

Broadcast

—

10.
Charles Laughbroadcast Lincoln's Gettysburg Address tomorrow on a transocean and coast-to-coast
network.
New Yorkers will hear the program
at 6:15 P. M.

back

First Division ex-

of

changes on Friday.

Division

First

Jack Townley and John Twist
have sold their original story, "The
Last Outlaw," to Radio.
•
Fred Baehler and Herb Berg
caught eating fish and beans at the

John Boles, here for a
will be Helen Morgan's

John Cronin

e

quin.

Robert Wolff

will

leave for

West on Feb. 28 on a

Key

fishing vaca-

tion.

•

Max

A.

Cohen

on Feb.
eral weeks.
lulu

16.

will sail for HonoHe'll be gone sev-

for Ascap, will

on Feb.

sail

represenParis

for

•

Joseph Bernhard will return this
week from Miami.
Mort Blumenstock got back the other day.
•

will visit the

West

Indies.

Dave Bader, back from Hollywood,
will leave for London in a
as representative of Zeppo

few weeks

Marx.

a

"THE LADY CONSENTS"

Lou Kaufman
land tomorrow.

will leave for Cleve-

Morgan.

is

New York

of the
seriously

ill

at

his

10— Walter

K.

the FoxWest Coast bankruptcy hearing, maintained that the resignation of Arthur
W. Leeds as officer and director of
F.-W.C. prior to the original bankruptcy proceedings makes no difference
in the present status of the case. The
petition of T. L. Tally and the Corbar
Corporation charges that Leeds resigned because the bankruptcy was
scheduled to come before his fatherin-law,
Federal Judge William P.
James. Tuller claimed that relationship is immaterial.
Tuller further attacked the conspiracy claim in the petition, quoting
numerous court decisions to show that
conspiracy is not subject to civil
action
although damages
resulting
therefrom may be. He denied the
existence of intrinsic fraud.
William Neblett, counsel for the
testifying

today

in

petitioners, is expected to
tomorrow's sessions.

testify

at

•

Mort Spring returned
from a Miami vacation.
•
Bob Benjamin

yesterday

plans to leave for

the coast Friday.

.

I.

desk

_

Wilmington, Feb.

10.

—The

finan-

of the film industry was discussed in United States District Court
here today in the continuation of the
trial of Harry Koplar against Warners. Waddill Catchings, Warner director and a partner in Goldman-Sachs
Co., told how he and his financial organization labored to obtain loans for
arner pictures and to obtain licenses
for the use of equipment in the production of talkies.
Catchings went
carefully into detail, telling how financial side

W

were

ciers

talkies

in

taken to experimental
order that they might ap-

preciate the possibilities of the new
form. He testified to frequent conferences with Owen D. Young and
other G.E. officials in an effort to obtain exclusive use of the sound recording devices controlled by their or-

ganization.

Koenig a Director
Of Producers' Ass'n
— William
Hollywood, Feb.
10.

represent Universal on
the board of directors of the Producers
Ass'n., it was announced here today
following the meeting of the coast
will

producers
called
by Will Hays.
Koenig succeeds Fred Meyer and is
the only change in the personnel of
the board, the other members being
Louis B. Mayer, president; Jack L.
Warner, vice-president; Joseph M.
Schenck, second vice-president, and

Fred

•
.

Catchings Testifies
On Warner Finances

Koenig

Boris Karloff will hold a cocktail
this afternoon at the Algon-

golf

IS.

of

•

.

Hugo Bryk, European
tative

House

vacation,
guest to-

•

party

•

WILLIAM HCRRIS OFLICE

of

due back from a trip around eastern
exchanges the end of the week.
•

Laurence Bolognino has a bad
cold and will have to keep away from
his office for the next few days,

She

CHASE

Al Friedlander

Film Board
home.

is
on her way
here from the coast via the sea route.

ILKA

Republic presiback from Miami today. He has been recuperating from
bronchial pneumonia.
•

night at the

Miriam Hopkins

#YTY\

•

He's too busy to go to Miami.
•

ton will

NBC

War-

Harvard Club.
due

•

Laughton

the

•

Harry H. Thomas

Charles Moskowitz is acquiring a
week home-made tan with
the use of lamps.

ago and served notice on Allied he
would not need the men.

Jr., of

is

with Jack L.

M.

Bennett,

dent, is expected

Quip of the Day
Joe:

S.

ner home office theatre sound department, will marry Kathleen Chamberlain tomorrow at Hewlett, L. I.

W. Ray Johnston,

picture.

Allied

•

•

Cochrane

Bob

the reason.

Cohen on Operators

Los Angeles, Feb.
Tuller,

-

Holt,

Allied Union Sues

Anton

director,

Sydney

10 cents.

KUYKENDALL

against

suit

Bureau:

Subscription rates per year: $6 in the
Single copies:
Americas, and foreign $12.

—

leaves for
IT D
Washington tonight and plans to
return to his Columbus, Miss., home
from there but will probably return
here in advance of the Carolina Theatre Owners' meeting at Pinehurst,
Mar. 1 and 2, which he will attend.

aras, Lynn Farnol, Charles Currun, Monroe Greenthal, Arthur M.
Kelly, Al Sindlinger, A. Mike
Vogel, Al Friedlander, John Curtis,
Irwin Kleeblatt, Charles Moses,
•
Charles Paine, A. Hovel, Jach W.
Harry H. Buxbaum, local TwenSpringer, Harry Shiffman, Budd tieth Century-Fox sales head, will
Rogers, Paul Graetz and Ed Finney talk on film salesmanship at Dartat the Tavern yesterday.
mouth on Feb. 14. About three weeks
•
ago he gave a similar dissertation at
Joseph Berne has signed contracts New Utrecht High School, Brookwith Puritan Pictures and the Mer- lyn.
cury Film Lab. to produce four Pot•
ash and Perlmutter films featuring
Tracy
will get in on the
Arthur
Alexander Carr.
Champlain tomorrow. He finished a
•
picture for G. B. while in London.
Stanleigh Friedman and Joseph Tracy' will be on the Vallee Hour
Hazen of the Warner legal staff Thursday.
are in Wilmington combatting the
•
the company.

1936
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Leeds Resignation
I mmaterial
Tuller

Personal

muda reservations at the last minute.
Too much to do around Universal was

Bureau: 600 George Street,
Representative; Mexico City
Apartado 269, James Lockhart,
Representative; Glasgow Bureau: 86 Dundrennan Road, G. Holmes, Representative;
Budapest Bureau: 3, Kaplar-u, Budapest,
Representative; Tokyo
II, Endre Hevesi,
Bureau: 47 Higashi Gokencho UshigomeRepresentative.
Ku, H. Tominaga,
Entered as second class matter, January
Representative; Tokyo
II, Endre Hevesi,
City, N. Y., under Act of March 3, 1879.
tive;
Cliff

Purely

«

Tuesday, February

W.

Beetson, secretary and treas-

urer.

Hartford

The current budget was submitted

Hoffman is due back at his and adopted.
Thursday after two weeks of
at Hollywood, Fla.
J.

Columbia Appoints
Four New
—

The following will join the exodus
New Haven to Miami in the
Executives
course of this month
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Columbia
J. B. Fishmans, Nat Furst, Sam
Rosen, Barnie Hoffman will soon today promoted H. A. MacDonald,
from

shove off for the South.

Earl Wright and Ben Lourie
the

latest

contenders

to

are
challenge

Jack Byrne's handball championship.
Lou Schaefer recently addressed
Civitan Club and sized up the
movie and vaudeville situation.
Ruth Bernstein, for many years
with the Warner Theatre office, has
joined G. B. as booker and secrethe

tary.

former comptroller, to the newly
created post of assistant studio manager.
R. J. Abshire, former auditor,
stepped into MacDonald's post. T. C.
Pontier of the accounting department
succeeded
Abshire.
Another personnel shift brought Vincent L. Martin,
formerly with the California
State Sales Tax Division, to Columbia as assistant to William Holman,
studio manager.

Sylvia Sidney

and Henry Fonda

thrill to

one of the glorious natural color vistas

in

"THE TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE"

THE TRAIL OF THE
LONESOME PINE
The whole sweep of mountain country

in

sion of breath-taking views of scenic glory

a succes. .

vista

and white would mark
as a sensational advance in the art of

after vista which in black
this picture

motion picture photography.
All

made even more

this first

thrilling

by natural color

in

outdoor feature picture ever completely

filmed in Technicolor.

Sylvia Sidney

Fred

MacMurray

"THE TRAIL OF THE

Henry Fonda

LONESOME

with Fred Stone, Nigel Bruce, Beulah Bondi, Robert

Barrett,

in

PINE"

Spanky McFarland, Fuzzy Knight.

A Waiter Wanger Technicolor Production. A Paramount Picture. Directed by Henry Hathaway.
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Move by Moss New York Critics Bestow
99
To End Games High Praise on "Pasteur
Strikes Snag

A

(Continued from page 1)

Special Sessions, which have
held in the cases of Winthrop, Brooklyn, and Tremont, Bronx, that the

Bronx

games
Moss

were

illegal,

Commissioner

stated: "The giving
prizes constitutes a lottery."

in
their
unanimous
Practically
praise were New York newspaper
critics in their evaluation of "The
Story of Louis Pasteur."
consensus of their opinions fol-

away

of

lows

:

American — "The

Story of Louis Pascinematic masterpiece.
in the title role, has never
given a more vivid, a more impressive,
a
more vital portrayal than he offers
charin
his
powerful, ever discerning
acterization of Louis Pasteur.
teur"

a

is

.

.

.

Paul Muni,

heroism
and nobility that
quality
of
actually makes you proud of the petty,
hapless and bewildered human race.
*

cided.

Mirror

Daily

exciting, this
to our times

RKO

man work out his own problem with
his competitor, asserting this has been
calls

at his office in

an

directed,

deftly
excite

all

the

months

to see

how

it

works

out,"

It is as exciting in its

to

close

our

a film
thoughtful.
* * *
it

is

to

thrill

and

—

Daily
News The
intensely
thrilling
story of the enormously important discoveries of Louis Pasteur, the great French
scientist who had either direct or indirect
effect on the lives of all of us, has been
made into a vital motion picture.
* * *
Journal
is

— Intensely

"The Story

of

impressive
Louis Pas-

teur."
A powerful narrative.
..
It
takes its place as the most distinguished
screen drama of the season.
Emotionally as well as intellectually exciting,
the picture is something new in
screen writing.
.

_

*

Herald-Tribune

*

*

— "The

as

—

way in which it is presented. It is a matter of credit to the Warner studios and
to the whole motion picture industry that
it
has been made at all and that it has
come out so well.
* * #

—

is

Times "The Story of Louis Pasteur"
an excellent biography, just as it is a
photoplay,

notable^

dramatic
played.
subject

.

in
.

.

dignified

in

subject

and brilliantly
The Warners have chosen a
treatment

that should speak personally to
every audience and should receive, in return, something more than the transient
attention accorded the ordinary photoplay.

—

World-Telegram Warner Brothers have
screened impressively and excitingly Louis
Pasteur's gallant and eventually success-

A

Louis

of

written and directed with honesty and tenderness, and stirringly played
by Paul Muni, is not only an exciting and
beautiful screen drama, but possesses a

own way

.

Telegraph It is fine and occasionally
really great photoplay.
Its merits lie in
both the material It lias to present and the

ful

Story

Pasteur,"

.

struggle.

.

.

.

founded on

thrilling chronicle film

fact,

commemorates a great man in simple,
human, natural terms, without once becom-

it

ing hysterical about
epochal character.

its

lofty

theme and

its

Loews Followed Others

(Continued from page
in

1)

regard to Sunday opening.

An

appeal for the legalization of uniopening would, he says, meet
with a friendly reception in official
quarters at this time.
Earl Winterton, M.P. recently offered to initiate action in Parliament
with a view to the abolition of the
general
principle
of
local
control
which at present operates under the
versal

British licensing
laws.
licensing
authorities,
he

The

local

suggested,

should be bound by

official rules laythe conditions under which
licenses should be granted or refused.
At present they have practical freedom of action.
In the case of Sunday opening, however, local option operates in a strict
form, a public vote being the deciding
factor.
Opening, if granted, is subject to a percentage of receipts being
paid to charity. Exhibitors as a class
are even more anxious to be free of
this levy than to see the principle of
local decision amended.
*
* *

ing

down

British against
Renters' Society, which was to have
been heard on Jan. 21, was further
adjourned owing to the closing of the
courts on the death of King George
Conspiracy in restraint of trade
V.
is alleged against the society and its
individual members in connection with
the refusal to book the H. & G.
(Hyams) theatres through G. B.

effort

of the business," the

emphasized.

—

asserted.

Burns said Century was

vital

Moves for Fines
ernment

any tale of G-Men
and as a dramatic show as well as a noble tribute, is decidedly on the must list.

CEA Ends

Loew executive Rentier, John Manheimer, Yoost and
"We're going to live attorneys for a number of circuits.
and will compete with giveaways. Let's
he all stick to entertainment and stop givPlan Cleveland Arrests
ing away things."
Cleveland, Feb. 10. Bank Night
Vatner
interrupted
general arrests will be made this week, acthe

ef-

work

RKO

and

drama

the first

British

The reconstruction scheme of Baird
Television, Ltd., has been approved
by the courts. It provides for an increase of capital from £875,000 to
£1,087,500 after a devaluation of ex-

out a strained situation.
In some instances, he said, the meetings have been fruitful and in other
He
cases nothing has come of them.
pointed to a recent agreement with
as the latest effort between the
two circuits to increase admissions.
"We have boosted our prices and are
giving the plan a trial for several
fort to

— Stirring, filmdramatic

and

Night throughout metropolitan Bos-

....

—

found

ton.

—

Post The picture moves with a dignity
which
and conviction
forcefulness
should be heartily endorsed by the average
scienthose
the
in
movie fan, as well as
tific know.
For, besides being a stimulating account of a great man's activities and
accomplishments, it is vastly engrossing
movie material as just that
There are countless stirring sequences.

and

Sun

was

to
boost prices,
Moskowitz sented to defer action on games until
picked two situations in Brooklyn and the cases pending before various courts
said such moves were hopeless.
He indicated he
He are determined.
added: "We set our prices according would call another session shortly.
Also attending the meeting were
to the prospective buying power of a
neighborhood.
The customer decides Lou Goldberg, R. H. Emde and Willwhether 25 or 40 cents is too much iam Englander of RKO, Hyman
Rachmil, Rudolph Sanders, Gilbert
for him.
"We're not going to be driven out Josephson, Eugene Picker, Irving

a long-standing practice of Loew's and
that he has never refused to see any

man who

is

*

problems.
Handsomely produced, splendidly acted and

representing
the
Ralph Vatner,
Yoost circuit, and Barr, held that if
Evening
the games are ruled out independent and stirring
exhibitors could not exist because of
the competition from major circuits.
They sought relief in a re-scaling of
Both
protection.
and
admissions
declined to agree to
Loew's and
such a move, contending they had
bought and paid for protection and
admissions are at their peak.
Moskowitz suggested that every

*

*

who

Dorchester,

guilty on a lottery charge, may be
settled out of court if present conferThe case was
ences are successful.
appealed to Superior Court following
Wilson's conviction.
The suit is regarded as a legality test for Bank

*

*

.

Declaring he had been advised by
the corporation counsel that he would
be justified in revoking licenses and
closing theatres employing "lotteries,"
Moss asserted at first that he would
set March 1 as the date for all theMoskowitz
atres to eliminate games.
asked that the order be deferred until
cases pending in the Bronx Supreme
Court affecting Loew's have been de-

ilton,

in favor of

discontinuing games, but found in a
year-to-year comparison that they had
helped, improving business to pay for
licenses, taxes and other assessments.
He said there were 646 theatres locally
producing a revenue of $154,000 for
the license department.
"Loew's had for many years been
limited to entertainment," Moscowitz
said, "until we found ourselves confronted with other attractions. About
75 per cent of our competitors had
something more than the show.
"We hesitated for several weeks
before adopting games because of a
Loew's doesn't want
legal question.
anything in its theatres that isn't 100
per cent according to law," he stated.
"We did it to compete with the
others," he declared, referring to the
adoption of Screeno in most of the
He pointed out that
circuit's houses.
if
exhibitors go In for other stimulants, Loew's would follow suit.
Speaking for about 175 independents,
Barr, discussing prior runs, said "the
situation is an intolerable one." The
organization's members are ready to
stop games provided there are changes
welcome to us. He recommended a
revision of admissions from the first
run down to the last.
In discussing the futility of several
meetings with independents in an

trend of discussion to attack an unexhibitor who lines up a number of theatres and books them for a
fee.
He said this was a "racket" and
should be stopped.

named

As

a gesture to help clean up the
Moss offered his services,
telling them his offices could be used

muddle,

for meetings which he hoped would
bring about a solution.
"I don't see
why this business cannot regulate its

unfair

practices,"

stated, referring to

commissioner
an instance where

the

laundry owners worked
with his cooperation.

"A

New

out

a

plan

definitely refused to increase prices, saying they are at their

"It

is

no new problem to

us.

We

every day," he said. Turning
to Vatner, who broached the subject
"I run
of protection, Moskowitz said
my business, you run yours. If you
want me to sit down and talk about

have

to

Prosecutor Perry
told 27 operscheme that he would

Police

who

last

week

ators of the
shut down on them on the ground of
operating a lottery. There has been
no cessation of Bank Night since
then. Police are visiting all operators
and reporting to the prosecutor. Frey
says he wants reports from all local
operators so as to determine whether,
in his opinion, all of them are run-

ning according to Bank Night rules.
After Bank Night, he will go after
Movie Sweepstakes, Farm Night and
other giveaways.

Problem," says Moskowitz

Moskowitz

top.

cording

A. Frey,

it

:

but I will
continue to buy first runs as I have
done in the past."
illegal acts, that's all right,

RKO

also declared it had raised its
prices to the top and that another
move at this time could not be considered.

The meeting broke up with Moss
requesting those present to write him
The commissioner consuggestions.

Bank Night

Files

New Haven,

Suit

—

Feb. 10. Bank Night
has instituted copyright infringement
suits
in Federal court against the

isting
lished

shares on lines already pubby the Motion Picture Daily.
#

The adjourned

*

#•

action of Gaumont
the Kinematograph

Insurance Covers
English Fire Loss
(Continued from page

1)

water supply hampered the work of
firemen.

All negatives were saved. Capitol
Prod, have taken space at Warton
Hall to complete a film, and Paramount is moving a production to Rock
Studio. B & D. have no films scheduled
for immediate production and plans will
depend on what decision is reached
in regard to rebuilding. The fire was

the most serious in the history of
Clive Brook,
and the British industry.
Fishman Theatres in New Haven, the Helen Vinson, Leslie Banks and
Strand, Wallingford, and the Colo- Tullio Carminati were among the
players whose dressing rooms were
nial, Southington.
These are the first theatres in Con- completely destroyed.
necticut featuring Cash Night, against
which actual stenographic evidence is
Action
alleged to have been gathered. Many
London, Feb. 10—The abandonother exhibitors in the state, however,
ment of the action of Gaumont
are running similar plans.
British
against the Kinemotograph
Renters' Ass'n, was foreshadoweded
Boston Case Near Settlement
here today in the intimation that proBoston, Feb. 10. The case against ceedings against individual companies
Charles Wilson, manager of the Ham- will be dropped.

Whalley,

Howard, White

Way

May Drop KRS

—

;
;

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

Tuesday, February

II,
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WLW Organizes New

New England

Booking Department

Looking 'Em Over

Houses Gain
for Year
7

Cincinnati, Feb.
Service,

Inc.,

has

—

10.
P r o g r a in
been incorporated

here with Powell Crosley,

"Follow the Fleet"
(Radio)

The Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers team goes

to

this time

town again,

Jr.,

presi-

Lewis

Crosley, vice-president;
John L. Clark, general manager, and
Edward Wegert, business manager of

dent,

yarn of gobs and girls, with emphasis on the comedy element, and, WLW.
Although a separate organization,
course,
built around the fast and high stepping of the cast's leaders.
ot
year
the
of
course
spots during the
the new company will book all talent
music
with
numbers,
the
song
There
something
to
sell
in
addition
in
is
house,
one
added
and affiliated circuits
for WLW, which also will be availsitua- and lyrics by Irving Berlin. A lively, tuneful, fast-moving light com- able for
17
the independents dropped
stage presentations, dance
tions.
edy drama, there is plenty of romance in a double combination, and the spots, carnivals and similar entertainin
New England holds third place
Radio acts, espement enterprises.
dancing pair do all that may be expected of them.
total seatingin
the United States
The second romantic pair are Randolph Scott and Harriet Hilliard, cially musical, will be built into units
capacity in lights. Nevertheless, the
the latter a newcomer to the screen from the radio, who gives consider- for film house booking, and the comdivision ranks first with the number
Astaire gives further evi- pany will act as agent for the artist,
both sound and able promise both in voice and appearance.
of closed houses,
regardless of location.
The producdence of the fact that he is a first class comedian even without his edu- tion department, now being organized,
silent.
The total number of theatres in the cated feet, and Miss Rogers is expert playing opposite.
will be in charge of a manager to be
territory is 1,096, with a seating caAstaire and Scott, sailor-mates, meet Astaire's old dancing partner of selected in New York shortly. HeadMaine has 253 his vaudeville days, Miss Rogers, in a 10-cent dance hall, where she is quarters will be maintained here, and
pacity of 801,191.
houses with a seating capacity of 130,- an entertainer, when they are on shore leave. Be-speckled Miss Hilliard, offices established in New York, Chi473; New Hampshire, 138, seating Miss Rogers' sister, is attracted to Scott, but he is cold to her, until she cago and the west coast, with others
73,339; Vermont, 121, seating 57,197;
does a little dress transformation. Astaire and Miss Rogers win a to follow.
Rhode Island, 88, seating 72,736, and
dance contest, and she loses her job when he says the wrong thing.
Massachusetts, 496, seating 467,446.
Miss Hilliard spends all her savings having a boat her father once
The affiliated circuit houses now
number 150 and seat a total of 206,- owned refitted, dreaming of Scotr. taking command when they are
in
274. Although an increase of one the- married, and not realizing Scott didn't mean what he said. When the
Kansas City, Feb. 10.
More
atre, this is a decrease of 11,457 in fleet returns, there is comedy and drama and stepping, with Astaire
straws in the wind that point to recontrol
circuits
Affiliated
capacity.
putting on a show to save Miss Rogers and her sister from the loss of
covery in this area
38 Maine situations, seating 34,269;
wealthy Astrid Allwyn,
Kansas banks in 1935 increased by
New Hampshire, seating their ship. Scott, who has been attracted to
eight
in
the
show
Miss
Hilliard,
is a success and with a proloves
realizes
he
$5,000,000 loans and discounts, and
Vermont, seating
eight in
20,161;
nine in Rhode Island, seating ducer looking on, the future is big for the Astaire-Rogers husband and decreased by approximately $330,000
9,200
in real estate owned.
This points to
and 112 in Massachusetts wife team, and Scott is headed for the command of his wife's ship.
14,617,
seating 140,279.
Pandro S. Berman produced and Mark Sandrich directed from the a revival in borrowing by business,
screen play by Dwight Taylor and Allan Scott, who adapted the play, and movement of real estate, acIndies Numerous in N. E.
cording to Roy A. Haines, state bank
Leave," by Hubert Osborne.
Unaffiliated circuit houses total 181 "Shore
commissioner, who prepared the bank
Running
No.
time,
110
Seal
1,801.
minutes.
Production Code
"G."
151 12 months ago.
in contrast to
in a

{Continued from page 1)

Bank Figures Show
Gains

Missouri

—

;

total capacity is 179,927 in com
parison to 154,050, a jump of 25,877
seats. Maine has 24 unaffiliated circuit
houses seating 13,084; New HampVermont,
shire, 26, seating 20,161
Rhode Island, 10,
nine, seating 5,960
Toledo, Feb. 10. On the ground
seating 14,617, and Massachusetts 112, that it showed disrespect to President
seating 126,105.
Roosevelt and discredited certain laws
Although registering -a drop durin which had helped the cause of labor,
the past year, independent theatres are the Central Labor Union has voted to
still the most numerous in New Engemploy every possible means to preland spots. There are 765 of these vent showing of "The Amateur Fireagainst a total of 331 circuit situa- man." They also voted mass pickettions. Maine has 191, seating 83,120; ing and an indefinite boycott of any
New Hampshire, 104, seating 44,571 theatre showing the film.
motion
Vermont, 104, seating 42,037; Rhode was adopted to notify all Central
Island, 69, seating 44,200, and Massa
Labor Unions throughout the United
chusetts, 297, seating 201,062.
States to take similar action if the
Affiliated circuit details are
M. picture is booked in their communities.
& P. Theatres Corp., 90 theatres, of
The picture, tentatively scheduled
which 59 are in Massachusetts, 18 in for local showing Feb. 19 and 20, is
Maine, seven in Rhode Island, five in sponsored by Sentinels of the Repub-

report.

The

Publix Salt Lake
"Amateur Fireman" Now Intermountain

Toledo Labor Hits

;

—

;

A

Salt Lake, Feb. 10.— Publix Salt
Lake Theatres has changed its name
Intermountain Theatres, Inc., in
with the recent policy of local
operation of the 16 Utah and Idaho
houses, and affiliation with Paramar
Theatre Co., Ogden, Utah, and Menmar Theatre Co., Boise, Idaho. Officers of Intermountain are
Y. Frank
Freeman, president
Harry David,
vice-president and general manager;
Fred J. Ewald, secretary-treasurer.
to

line

:

Inc.

lic,

;

Rhode

Island.
Loew-Fox Circuit, seven, of which
six are in Massachusetts and one in

Rhode Island and the Maine & New
Hampshire Theatres Co., 31, of which
20 are in Maine, three in Vermont,
;

one

New

Massachusetts
Hampshire.

in

Mary

T.

and

seven

in

Broomhall Dead

Hamilton, O., Feb. 10— Mary T.
Broomhall, widow of John H. Broom
formerly an executive of the
Jewel Photoplay Co., and manager of

hall,

the old Jefferson, died at her home
here of a heart attack. She was 67.
C. H. Brown, Jr., Dead
Cleveland, Feb. 10. Caldwell H
Brown, Jr., manager of the New Theatre of Bucyrus and son of Caldwell
Brown, Zaneville's largest operator,
died Saturday of pneumonia.

—

Intermountain Joins
MPTOA as 21st Unit
The Intermountain Theatre Owners'

Ass'n, with headuarters

at

Salt

City, has affiliated with the M.
P.T.O.A., as the 21st regional member of the national organization. The
unit at one time was affiliated with

Roach Starts Building
Hollywood, Feb.
has started work on

10.

—Hal

Roach

expansion program. Stages 1 and 2
will be completely modernized with
the latest heating and lighting equipment, a new mill will be built, and a
new bungalow to house the Laurel &

Hardy
will be

Sid

unit will be erected. The work
done under the supervision of

Van Kuren.

Navy Previews

"Fleet"

—

Washington, Feb. 10. Officials of
the Navy Department motion picture
Eureka, Utah, board will make a final review of

New
change

Radio's "Follow the Fleet" tomorrow,
prior to release. On Wednesday night
it will be shown to President Roosevelt at the

White House.

Salt Lake

Exchange

10.

—A

new ex-

opened here under the
management of Arthur A. Shayer to
handle Howard Hughes product in the
Intermountain area.
has

—

Los Angeles, Feb. 10. Edward
and Victor Halperin today announced
the formation in New England of a
producing
distributing
organization
to be known as Academy Halperin
Pictures.

The company now has

fifty

country and abroad and
employs 450 salesmen in the field, at
distributing
the
the
present
time
company's latest production, "I Conquer the Sea."
offices in this

Players,

III,

Get Pay

—

Feb. 10. John Hay
Whitney, head of Pioneer, has continued the salaries of four players in
"Dancing Feet," who are out because
of illness, although their contracts are
subject to automatic cancellation when
they do not appear on the set. The
four are Jean Joyce, Art Whitney,
Ray Santos and Petro Valencia.

Hollywood,

Show New March of Time
The March of Time will give a private preview of the second issue of the
reel's second year at the Hotel MadiThe release includes
son today.
"Russia Today," "Father Divine" and

"The Hartman Solution."

Roach Signs Hatley

Salt Lake, Feb.

Form New

Distributing Firm

and

his building

Lake

Allied States.
Charles E. Huish of
is president of the organization, which
covers Utah, Idaho and Nevada. John
Gillette
is
vice-president,
John
J.
Rugar treasurer and Beverly S. Clendenin secretary and general counsel.

Halperins

;

:

Vermont, and one in New Hampshire
Warners, 17 in Massachusetts RKO,
four in Massachusetts and two in

Missouri's income tax collections increased $856,647 during 1935 for a
$4,428,698 total, third largest since
Missouri started collecting income
taxes in 1917.

Hollywood, Feb.

10.

— Marvin

Hat-

To Hear Technicians

—

London, Feb. 10. The Ministry of
composer, has been signed to a
long-term contract by Hal Roach. Labor will receive a delegation from
Hatley has done all the music scoring the Ass'n of Cine Technicians, regardfor Roach for seven years, but was ing the employment of foreign technicalled in only when needed.
cians in British studios.
ley,

CAROLE LOMBARD
IN

im

BEFORE BREAKFAST

IS A

SOCK
IN

THE EYE!

<

UNI VERS AL'S

NEWEST COMEDY SMASH!

GB CONGRATULATES THOSE 117 FAST
EXHIBITORS WHO ARE CASHING IN
OVER "THE YEAR'S FASTEST MOVING

THINKING

. . .

FAST MOVING

. .

EXTRA DOUGH BY HOLDING
MELODRAMA."

PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION

•

FOX EXCHANGES

•

CANADA, REGAL

FILMS, LTD.

:

:

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
"Zero"

"Rose Marie"
$23,000 Top,
Philadelphia
—

10.
"Rose"
Feb.
Philadelphia,
Marie" banged through to a top
notch $23,000 on its first week at the
Boyd, defying the continued sub-

freezing weather.

The

Marcus

flashy

Revue,

with

Secret" as the film
brought a nice $16,000 to the Fox.
little under, with $15,500, was the
figure grossed by the Farle, which had
also had a flash stage show and
"Dangerous Intrigue" on the screen.
Also on the right side of the ledger
was the second run of "Tale of Two
Cities" at the Arcadia, which got
$4,700 in 10 days.
Total first run business was $90,600.

Chan's

A

Average

$86,160.

is

Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 6
(U.A.)
ALDINE (1,200), 40c-5Sc-65c, 7 days, 3rd
week. Gross: $4,500. (Average, $8,160)

—

"TALE OF

TWO

CITIES" (M-G-M)

(2nd run)

ARCADIA— (600),
Gross:

$4,700.

10
days.
(Average, 7 days, $2,800)

25c-40c-50c,

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)

BOYD— (2,400),

40c-55c, 7
(Average, $14,000)

$23,000.

Gross:

days.

"DANGEROUS INTRIGUE"
EARLE — (2,000), 25c-40c-50c,

7

days.

FOX—

"HER MASTER'S VOICE"

(Para.)
2Sc-35c-40c, 7 days.

KARLTON— (1,000),

and "Freshman Love"

the

at

above average. This was in spite of
another
snowstorm
and
sub-zero
weather in a week marked by but one
day of mild weather and a five-day
Socialist bazaar and carnival at the
Milwaukee Auditorium, which attracted 134,500 people.

Second high honors for the week
went to "Guard That Girl" and "Redheads vs. Blondes" on the stage at
the Riverside, grossing $300 above
average, or $5,300.
Other business
again dropped below par. What downtown exhibitors have had to face in
the form of weather can be gleaned
from the fact that it has been zero or
colder every day in the last 17, except
two.
Total

first

Average

"Redheads
and Marsh, Dawn

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

vs.

•

RKO

average by $2,000. "If You Could Only
Cook" dished up a palatable $14,000

days.

7

Babe

Gross:

$5,000)

"CEILING ZERO" (W.B.)

"FRESHMAN LOVE"

(W.B.)

WARNER — (2,400), 25c-40c, 7 days.
$6,000.
(Average, $5,000)
"THE MAN WHO BROKE. THE BANK
AT MONTE CARLO" (20th-Fox)

RKO

Gross:

"FIRST

A GIRL"

WISCONSIN— (3,200),

RKO

(G.B.)

25c-40c,

(Average,

$5,200.

7

days.

$5,000)

(Univ.)

(2nd run)

KEITH'S— (2,000),
Gross:

$2,400.

30c-40c-50c.

(Average.

7

days.

$4,000)

"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
STANLEY— (3,700), 40c-55c, 7 days. Gross:
"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)

STANTON— (1.700),
Gross:

$9,200.

30c-40c-50c,

(Average, 7 days,

"Ceiling" $10,000

Best in Providence

(Average, $14,000)

$13,000.

10 days.
$7,000)

Original Versions

At One Rome House
Washington, Feb.
—A special
10.

permit was granted recently to a private firm in Rome, Italy, for the showing of films in original versions without any bar on language, according to
a report to the Department of Com-

—

Italian.

who are unacquainted
The venture is said

with
be

to

Officials

Kansas

City, Feb. 10.— City offiare to get "in the movies."
film is to be produced by the city to
teach pedestrians traffic safety.
The
mayor, the city manager, and other
city notables, according to present
plans, will take the leading roles.

A

cials

Ann Sothern
Hollywood, Feb.

who

terminated

10.

her
week,

contract with
has signed a
seven-year
agreement with Radio.
Miss Sothern had announced she
would free lance, but signed the new
agreement the following day.

Columbia

this

4:

77" (First Division)
15c-25e, 7 days. Gross:

STRAND— (1,500),

Total

first
is

run business was $40,000.

$39,500.

"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
"IT'S A GREAT LIFE" (Para.)
STRAND — (2,300) 15c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
,

(Average,

$9,000.

$6,500)

"FRESHMAN LOVE"

MAJESTIC— (2,400),

"STRIKE ME PINK" (U A.)
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000), 35c-42c, 7

days.

7

$6,500.

days,

(Aver-

(Average,

days, $6,500)
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)
25c-40c. 7 days,
(1,200),
$3,900.

7

RKO GRAND—

age,

Gross:

$3,200.

(Aver-

$2,750)

"CRIME AND PUNISHMENT"

(Col.)

RKO FAMILY— (1,000), 15c-25c, 3 days.
Gross: $1,200.
(Average. $1,250)
"DANGEROUS INTRIGUE" (Col.)
RKO FAMILY— (1.000), 15c-25c, 4 davs.
$1,100.

(Average. $1,200)

(Univ.)

Lane

15c-40c,

Revue."

7

days.

Stage:

Gross:

$7,000.

(Average. $7,000)

"THE GHOST GOES WEST" (U.A.)
"THE GIRL WHO CAME BACK"
(Chesterfield)
15c-40c,

RKO ALBEE— (2,300),
Gross:

$5,000.

7

days.

(Average, $7,000)

"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)
"LAST OF THE PAGANS" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,800), 15c-40c, 7 days.

Gross:

$9,000.

(Average, $12,000)

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

WORLD— (400).

week.

Gross:

Loop

(Average, $3,000)

Week Ending Feb.
"NEVADA" (Para.)

LYRIC— (1,238),
$1,500.

(Univ.)

25c-55c, 7 days, 4th

$3,000.

20c-25c,

(Average,

7

6:
Gross:

days.

$1,500)

Week Ending Feb. 7:
"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
MINNESOTA— (4,000) 25c-55c, 7 days.
(Average. $10,000)
Gross: $10,000.
"TWO IN THE DARK" (Radio)
,

ORPHEUM —

Stage:

Wayne

25c-40c,

(2,900),

King

(Average. $5,500)

$5,500.

(Average, $5,500)

days.

7

Gross:

orchestra.

$8,500.

"ROSE OF THE RANCHO" (Para.)
STATE— (2,300), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
St.

Paul:
Feb. 7:

Week Ending

"KING OF BURLESQUE"

PARAMOUNT— (2,300),

(20th-Fox)
7
days.

25c -40c,

(Average, $5,500)

$5,500.

(Average,

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"

ORPHEUM— (2,000),
Gross:

Gross:

$3,500)

(F.N.)

25c-40c,

7

days.

(Average, $4,000)

$6,000.

(20th-Fox)
Gross:
(1,000), 15c-25c, 7 days.

(Average, $1,500)

"MR. HOBO"

WORLD —
2nd week.

(G.B.)
25c-35c,

(4,000),

Gross:

$1,500.

7

days,

(Average, $1,500)

Golden Gate Shows Set

—

San Francisco, Feb. 10 The Goldfirst run, has inauguen Gate,
rated a policy of enlarged stage and
band presentations, with the girl-act
under the direction of Peggy ONeill,
local dance teacher.
Miss
ONeill for several years

RKO

the

vaudeville-type

used by the Warfield, F.

stage

W.

act
C. first-

which recently discontinued all
presentations.
The Golden
Gate is now the only first run here
offering full stage and band enterrun,

but film

tainment with films.

"Zero Hour"

New
—

Title

10 "Zero Hour"
is the new title of the Twentieth Century-Fox film which has been shooting under the title, "Wooden Crosses,"

Start Seat or d Rebuilding

and in which Fredric March, Warner
Baxter and Lionel Barrymore have

week.

Gross:

$3,750.

"THE GREAT IMPERSONATION"
FAY'S— (1,600),

Minneapolis
Feb. 5:

Week Ending

(F.N.)
7 days, 2nd
(Average, $6,500)

(Average, $7,000)

$10,000.

$16,000.

is

:

"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET" (20th-Fox) staged
RKO LYRIC— (1,400), 35c-42c, 6 days.

"CEILING ZERO"
KEITH'S— (1,500). 30c-40c.

(W.B.)

15c-40c,

Gross:

age, $6,500)

Gross:

"CEILING ZERO" (W.B.)

Gross:

$12,000)

2nd downtown week.

6.

Paul was $17,500. Average
Estimated takings

$1,500.

Stage: "Cocktails of 1936" unit, headed by
Ada Leonard. Gross: $14,000. (Average,

Average

Total first run business in Minneapolis was $29,500. Average is $25,500. Total first run business in St.

TOWER—

Week Ending Feb. 7:
"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)

Gross:

his

"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET"

$1,500)

2nd downtown week.

in the

King and

World.

$4,000.

"Exclusive Story" and "Last of the
Pagans" at Loew's was good for only

"Melody

to Radio
—Ann Sothern,

Week Ending Feb.
(Average,

— "Hwo

"DANGEROUS" (W.B.)
RIVIERA— (1,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.

Estimated takings

$2,000.

Wayne

the stage at the Orpheum, was the outstanding profit
combination of the week with a take
This was $3,000 to the
of $8,500.
good.
"Captain Blood" at the St. Paul
Orpheum was strong with $6,000,
which was $2,000 over the line.
"Magnificent Obsession" held up to
$3,000 in its fourth Loop week at the

Gross:

$60,200.

Fay's.

ing Feb.

To Film K. C.

.

is

RKO ALBEE— (3,300), 35c-42c, 7 days.
(Average, $12,000)
Moved
Gross: $23,500.
to RKO Capitol.
"PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER" (20th-Fox)
RKO PALACE— (2,700), 35c-42c, 7 days.
(Average, $10,000)
Gross: $12,000.
"IF YOU COULD ONLY COOK" (Col.)
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150), 35c-55c, 7 days.

Estimated takings for the week end-

meeting with success.

Average

"SPY

Providence, Feb. 10 "Ceiling Zero"
hit the high spot for the week, bringing in $10,000 to the Majestic, which
is $3,000 over the usual gross.
The Strand was next in line with
"Anything
which
caught
Goes,"
$9,000, bettering par by $2,500. "The
Great Impersonation" and a stage
show brought in a normal $7,000 to

merce from Charles A. Livengood,
commercial attache at Rome.
The $9,000, which was $3,000 under. The
RKO Albee likewise had a poor
first showing received official approval
after
a
private
showing to the week with "The Ghost Goes West"
and "The Girl Who Came Back,"
authorities.
The theatre, a small house seating which netted $5,000. The usual take
350, is designed to serve tourists in for the house is $7,000.

Rome

RKO

Shubert, where it was
the
served with the "Cocktails of 1936"
unit, headed by Ada Leonard. Average is $12,000. "Magnificent Obsession" had a third downtown week
Grand, where
with $3,200 at the
par is $2,750. "Strike Me Pink"
Capitol's established
struck the
figure of $6,500, while "Spy 77" reported $500 over the top at the independent Strand on a $2,000 take.
Total first run business was $71,650.
at

and Neal,

Leonard.

RKO

Capitol for
to the
a second stanza.
"Professional Soldier" marched into
Palace, upping
$12,000 at the

was moved

Blondes" with Boice

Sisters, Sisson

Sisters,

(Average,

$5,300.

15c-20c-25c,

with
orchestra on

RKO

ONLY COOK" (Col.)
"THE LONE WOLF RETURNS" (Col.)
PALACE— (2,800), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$4,800.
(Average, $5,000)
"guard That girl" (Coi.)
RIVERSIDE— (2,300),

Minneapolis, Feb. 10
Dark,"

10—Virtually
Feb.
Cincinnati,
doubling average in a record week
Albee, "Rose Marie"
at the
sang its way into a tuneful $23,500,
compared with a $12,000 normal. It

run business was $21,300.

Stage:

High, $8,500

$23,500 in Cincy

$23,000.

is

Minneapolis'

"Marie" Hits Heavy

ing Feb. 6:
"IF YOU COULD

Gross:

(Average, $4,000)

$2,300.

— "Ceiling

Warner enjoyed high business for the
week with a $6,000 take, just $1,000

Southern

(Col.)

Stage: Benny Rubin, and unit "Everything
Goes."
Gross: $15,500.
(Average, $14,000)
"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET" (Fox)
Stage:
(3,000), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days.
A. B. Marcus Continental Revue. Gross:
(Average, $14,000)
$16,000.

Gross:

10.

—

Providence, Feb 10. Isaac
N. Eddy and Mrs. Eddy of
Pawtucket, both over 80, don't
go to the movies very often,
but there is one star they
never miss. It's their "boy"
Nelson.
Loew's State is planning a
big reception for the grandparents of the singing star
in connection with the showing of "Rose Marie." Asked
if Nelson ever sang when he
was a little shaver, Mrs. Eddy
answered: "Sing, I should say
so! That's all he ever did."

Estimated takings for the week end-

ME PINK"

"STRIKE

Zero"

Feb.

1936

II,

"Dark," King

To See Their "Boy"

Milwaukee Leader
Milwaukee,

"Charlie

$6,000

at

Tuesday, February

—

Seaford, Del., Feb. 10 Work has
been started on a new theatre to replace the Palace building destroyed by
fire Dec. 23.
The destroyed theatre
was owned by the Seaford Investment
Co., Thomas E. Ayres, manager. The
new house will cost approximately
$40,000 and is expected to be completed by April 1.

Hollywood, Feb.

leading roles. It will be the
lease for the 1936-37 season.

first

re-

Custer City Manager
Athens,

O., Feb. 10.— F. R. Custer
been named city manager in
charge of the Ohio, Court and Athena
houses recently acquired by Schine.

has

HAVE YOU RECEIVED YOUR COPY
of the

NATIONAL
PROJECTOR CARBON

THIRD EDITION
112 Pages

73 Illustrations

Now Ready

for Distribution

FREE
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This

is
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at the
..:

..
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and quality of screen illumination from projection lamp equipment. New chapters cover the
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is
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type of projection lamp.
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Mexico Sees Gain
For Sound on Film

Variety Club Chatter

Rules Against

Wiseman Plea
(Continued from page

Cincinnati

to include annual milk fund drives and
the placing of children in homes for
adoption.
The address, as one member put it, was "short, sweet and

Arno Brown, commercial art- swell !"
Nat Comisar, operator of the La
H. J. Shumow,
Normandie, and Anthony Kogel, made the responses
three

1)

—

Feb. 10. The membership roster has been increased by

Cincinnati,
:

ist;

tees their causes of action in the suits
against the former officers and directors of the company.
The suits brought by the trustees,
in both of which Wiseman is a defendant, endeavor to recover for Paramount large sums alleged to have
been lost by the company as a result
theatre acquisition deals of
of the
1927 to 1932 under which Paramount

to redeem its stock,
issued for the theatres, at guaranteed
prices, and for losses alleged to have
from the participation of
resulted

superintendent

a

of

local

sporting

has

returned

Schwarz

Detroit

—

Detroit, Feb. 10. The third annual
of Variety Club will be held in
Arthe Book-Cadillac March 28.
Paramount officials in the company's rangements are in charge of the enteremployes' stock purchase tainment committee, headed by M.
so-called
Gottlieb.
It is planned to bring a
plan.
The circuit court yesterday took name orchestra here for the occasion
under advisement a motion by Samuel and to have several stage and screen
Proceeds of the affair
Zirn, counsel for Paramount Publix stars present.
bondholders, for a stay of a U. S. are to be devoted to the club's welfare
District Court order directing him to work among unfortunate members of
litigation

ball

the state court in

tention of the banks that the settlement of their bankruptcy claims agaist
Paramount carried a provision releas-

Omaha
—

was upheld
H. J. Shumow was the first prolower court, which directed visional president. He now takes a
Zirn to withdraw his state court ac- place on the board of directors.
tions or be cited for contempt of court.
Evert R. Cummings has been electIn his appeal yesterday Zirn asked ed first assistant barker Joe Scott,
for a stay of the lower court order second assistant barker; M. G. Roguntil an appeal has been decided. The ers, dough guy; Edward Shafton,
court asked for additional briefs.
secretary
directors, Roy Miller, R.
ing them from litigation

;

San Francisco,

(Continued from page 1)
creased so as to make their continued
importation prohibitive, whereas the
duties on sound on film importations
are much lower than formerly. They
are now §5.60 a kilogram, instead of
$9.72 for the annual quota up to 100,000 meters for each importer, and
$11.20 per kilogram, instead of $19.85,
for each kilogram in excess of the
quota.
Discs recorded in Spanish are
$7 each and in other languages $14.
The distinction is made, according
to an official statement, in order to encourage "the most advanced" sound
methods of the industry for Mexican
theatres.
Exhibitors are allowed 90
days in which to install the sound on
film process.

A

non-progessive income tax of five

Galanty, with Barkers Charles per cent on gross receipts is estabKranz, Carter T. Barron, Harry lished for distributors under the new
S. Bruwn, Charles E. Schulman decrees which have just gone into
has been fast, and in
four weeks after the committee was
named by Chief Barker J. Louis

and permitted the resumption of
business by American distributors here
for the first time since last September.
Pictures produced in Mexico are ex-

Rome, workmen began knocking down

empt from

William

and

E.

S.

Wilcox

asso-

action

ciated,

effect

this

income tax.

walls.

"Film Survey" Scheduled
A series of special screen programs

"A Short Survey of the Film
America, 1895 to 1932," will be presented at the auditorium of the New
School for Social Research, 66 West
12th St., under the sponsorship of the
The membership
Membership Samuel N. Wheel- Film Group of the New York Adult
er,
chairman; Robert M. Grace, Education Council, on five Sunday
Joseph
Morgan, Harold A. evenings starting Feb. 16. Frederick
P.
Weinberger, Sidney B. Lust, George Lewis Allen, author of "Only Yesterday," will introduce the first program.
J. Gill, Robert Smeltzer.
entitled

in

Harry S. Brown, chairCharles E.
Schulman,
Open London House
Charles Kranz, A. E. Lichtman,
A. A. Mendenhall, Walter Green,
London, Feb. 10. The Paramount
John J. Payette, James B. Fitz- Theatre here, new 2,500-seat house,
and Shumow.
gerald, Carter T. Barron, Edward
In an elaborate ceremony, Tent No.
was formally opened here tonight.
Heiber, Rudolph Berger.
16 was inducted into the national VaNumerous film celebrities made per;

S.

In San Francisco

the enlargement of the lounging room
and the installation of a modern cocktail bar.
Under the chairmanship of Sam A.

Standing committees for 1936 have
been announced by Chief Barker J.
Omaha, Feb. 10. D. V. McLucas Louis Rome. Included in the list this
has been elected first permanent presi- year are social activities and greeters'
committees for the first time.
dent of Variety Club.

by the

No Theatres Dark

Washington
—

Barker F. Kemp Mohler, architect,
drew the plans for the cocktail bar.

by him the industry.

instituted

1932 against a
number of banks formerly identified
with Paramount financing. The conin

master.

from a trip of several days during
which he visited a number of the
Washington, Feb. 10. Works has
major key cities in the state.
been started on remodeling the clubrooms of Tent No. 11. Plans include

was committed

abandon

local chief barker,

and acted as toast-

goods establishment.

Merrell

Ballantyne, William Miskell,

House

man

;

—

Entertainment

riety organization.

—

—

;

A

A

A

president

of

the

Woodmen

of

the

Payette, chairman

Guy Wonders,

Barron,

Feb. 10. With no
film theatres dark in the San FranOmaha, Feb. 10. In an elaborate
cisco bay region, the year has started ceremony, Tent No. 16 was inducted
under most favorable circumstances into the national Variety organization
for exhibitors. Informed quarters es- at 2:30 A. M.
timate that receipts now are averaging
John H. Harris, Pittsburgh, naat least 15 per cent better than a year tional chief barker, and James G.
ago.
Last year at this time there Balmer, Pittsburgh, national doughwere seven first runs here
today guy, conducted the ceremonies.
there are nine, and all are successful.
The induction was preceded by a
Approximately 20 new theatre ven- banquet. Harris was caught without
tures have started in the past few a tuxedo. The entire membership of
weeks, and theatre advertising is ap- 70 (with one or two exceptions) was
proaching the lineage figures of 1928- in formal dress. The banquet was set
29.
Government spending and the on two long tables joined to form a V.
construction of two new bay bridges
radio program carried part of the
are held largely responsible for the entertainment over the air.
full orimprovement locally. The completion chestra played throughout the dinner.
of the bridges in the fall will mark the
At the end of the banquet hall, letbeginning of preparations for the new ters
carved
out
of
ice
spelled
world's fair. The bridges are expected VARIETY.
fountain olayed in the
to increase the population of the city
center of the V-shaped tables.
from the present 700,000 to over
The meal began at 1 A. M., Harris
1,000,000 within a few years.
The unusual activity in theatre and Balmer, having been delayed enroute. Following the induction, a busibuilding, opening and remodelling is
ness meeting was held.
The affair
being matched by the growth of exended at 4 :30 A. M.
changes, especially among the indeAmong honor guests were D. E.
pendents. Many of them recently have
Bradshaw, king of Ak-Sar-Ben and
enlarged their quarters.

F.
Ford, Harry E. Lohmeyer,
A. Stiefel, Nat Glasser.

sonal appearances.

Eugene

Nathan

Ways and Means Harry Hunter,
chairman
Charles H. Olive, Arthur A. DeTitta, Samuel M. Flax,
Joseph P. Morgan, Harry P. Somerville, Thomas J. Clark.
Publicity Payette, chairman
Hardie Meakin, Norman Pyle,

Wall Street

;

;

Don Craig, Edward DeS. Melcher,
Andrew R. Kelley, Nelson B. Bell,
J. Raymond Bell.
Sports Sam A. Galanty, chairman Harry S. Brown, Robert J.
;

Folliard, James A. Pratt, Lichtman, Fitzgerald, Barron, Joseph C.

Small Losses Dominate Board
Net

High
Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd
Consolidated

43
.... 4954
654
Consolidated, pfd. 19
Eastman
158
Loew's, Inc
52
Loew's, Inc., pfd 10554
Paramount
1154
Paramount 1 pfd. 85*4
Paramount 2 pfd. 12%
...

Pathe Film

Low
43
4954
654
19
15654
51

105

nyx

8454
12

9

Close Change
43

54
- 54
+ Vi
- 54
- V2
-

4954
654
19
157
5154
105
11J4
85
1254
854

m

—
+ 54
+ Vi
+ 54
1

RKO
77/i
7A
20th Century-Fox. 2654
2656
2654
Grant, Fulton Brylawski.
20th Century, pfd. 365-4
3454
35J4
Universal,
pfd
65
65
65
Welfare and Public Charities
13
1254
1244
William E. S. Wilcox, chairman; Warner Bros
Lichtman, Hunter, Charles
Kranz, Morgan, Dr. Edward A.
Net
High Low Close Change
Cafritz, A. Julian Brylawski.
154,
1J4
+ J6
Social Activities
Br y l a w s k i
254
254
2Vz
chairman; Kranz, Wheeler, Joseph
2556
2456
25
+
5
4%
4Vs k
Kranz, Nat B. Browne Berger,
Lust, Pyle, Meakin, Ford, SchulFew Rise on Bonds
,

man, Maurice Davis.
Greeters— Browne, chairman
Frank T. Shyne, Somerville.

Net

;

Dr.

High Low Close Change
General Theatre
6s

'40

24

23J4

I

23'A

General Theatre
World, and Harris P. Wolfberg, disWhile plans are still in the forma6s '40 ctf
24
2354
24
Light
in
Fire trict M-G-M manager, Kansas City. tive stage. Chairman
Brylawski's Loew's 6s '41 ww
Hollywood, Feb. 10.— Little damdeb
ri R hts
103
103
103
Harris, in his banquet address, re- social activities committee is consider- Paramount
Pict.
age was caused by the fire which peated
the story of the start of Variety ing
special
Saturday and Sunday
*X 96<A
swept one of the cutting rooms at the Club, and
told
Catherine events to be held in the club rooms. rIo!
about
41
Western Laboratory over the week- Variety Sheridan's adoption
Elected to regular resident member- Warner Bros. .... 7654 76J4 76A
and her
6s
end. Several studio rushes were depresent status.
39 wd
He explained how ship was Jack Goldberg of the local
97'A
9&A 97
stroyed, but the loss was unimportant. Variety
Club's charities have grown M-G-M office.
(Quotations at close of Feb.

Damage

1936

II,

Lab

'
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'
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South, West
Shifts

Out Hollywood Way

Among

Theatres Gain

Barbara Denny, daughHollywood, Feb. 10. Farley and lumbia.
Riley, the " 'Round and Around" au- ter of Reginald, signed by David O.
thors, have arrived, a day late.
Selznick for "Little Lord FauntleColumbia set to start with Harry roy."
Richman.
Bob Riskin, recovered
Eve Southern cast in untitled
from tonsil operation, back at his desk Grace Moore picture, Columbia.
Dwight Taylor Claude Rains to play Napoleon in
at Columbia.
threw a party at Del Monte to honor "Hearts Divided," Eugene Pallette
his sister, Marguerite.
added to "Golden Arrow," both at

(

Middle West and southern reports
the past few days show theatre

changes are continuing without slackThis applies both to changes
ening.
in ownership and new construction.
Cleveland is soon to have a new
$200,000 house, work on which will
be started in February, according to
Louis Israel, president of the Tiffin
Amusement Co. A. A. Treuhaft of
Keys-Treuhaft Co., is owner and
builder.

Work

I

!

i

|

!

I

I

has been started on a 1,000seat house at Trenton, Mich., which
Schreiwill be ready about April 15.
ber, Smiley & London will be the
owners.
Ohio is to have a new house at
Marietta, to be built by the Marietta
Concrete Corp. and leased by Mort A.
Shea.
Still another house is to be built in
This will be at Ferguson,
Missouri.
with T. E. and H. E. Huett. It will
be a two-story theatre and store building with seats for 650, with the cost
At Salisbury,
estimated at $25,000.
Mo., Elmer Bills is planning to rebuild
the Lyric, recently destroyed by fire,
and at La Plata V. G. Greer is remodeling the Princess.
M. Kurlan has purchased the New

Chicago neighborhood
from Russell Rothrock.
Lyric,

j

i

house,

.

.

—

openings and renovations continue at a
fast pace. Latest to be remodeled here
is the Five Points, owned by Waters
Theatres, Inc.
The new Lyric at Rockwood, Tenn.,
has opened.
Palmetto Theatres Co.,
has purchased the Ritz at Columbia,
S. C.
The Lyric at Gordon, Ga., long
dark, is being remodeled for early
opening.
In Louisiana, E. I. Hawkins has
opened a new house at Newellton and
alterations have been made in the
Blackman at St. Joseph. Cecil Culp
also intends to
adelphia, Ark.

open the Co-Ed

at

Ark-

Central States Adds One
Des Moines, Feb. 10. Central
States Theatre Corp. has acquired the
Grand at Estherville, la., from Henry
Hower of Omaha and will take pos-

—

session Feb. 10.

Parker Opening Set
Portland, Feb.

10.

new United

—

J.

J.

Parker's

Artists Theatre will open
1.
It's a 600-seat
modernistic structure with Victor
Ready as manager.
at

Pendleton Feb.

Prepare N.O.

M

WPA Shows
WPA

New

Orleans, Feb. 10— The
theatre project has begun to function
here. "After Dark" will be presented
the Little Theatre in about five
weeks. John McGee, author of "Jefferson Davis," is southern supervisor.

at

Sirica City
Lowell,

Feb.

Manager

10—John

Sirica has
manager here for
Michael Daly, operating the Capitol
[and Victory, formerly a part of the
Ij: Frederick
E. Lieberman circuit.

s

,

!been
!

named

city

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Charles Richards, casting direcfor
David O. Selznick, has

Warners.

.

.

.

Spencer Tracy in "San
Clark Gable and

with

Francisco,"

placed his racing car, a Miller special,
on the market and plans to quit rac-

Jeannette MacDonald, M-G-M.

ing.

.

is in Texas on
Sybil Jason, Warner

Irvin S. Cobb

.

.

a vacation.
child star,

.

.

.

is in Hollywood Hospital
recovering from a tonsil operation.

Ben Holmes brought

"Farmer

in

the Dell" three days ahead of
schedule at Radio.
Count Stepanelli, wintering here, is to play a bit
in "The House of a Thousand Candles" for Republic.
Josef von
Sternberg insists upon using helium
to blow up the toy balloons used in

in

.

.

.

.

.

.

Grace Moore picture.
Katherine DeMille cut short her
New York vacation to do retakes in

the

"Sky Parade" for Paramount.
Elizabeth Russell, sister of Rosalind, here to begin Paramount con.

tract.

pher,

.

.

.

Ned

Scott,

still

added to publicity

Snell

.

.

photogra-

staff of

Paul

Casting

— Robert

Middlemass

in

Paramount.
Maurice Cook spotted in "Laughing Irish
at

.

in

.

"Angels

.

.

.

Ian Keith

.

White,"

in

B.

gets
F.

Zeidman production.
Victor Varconi added to Pioneer's "The Pirate
Dances."
Jean Arthur assigned
to lead in "Bless Their Hearts," Co.

.

.

.

.

.

cast

.

.

.

"Wooden

in

Century-Fox.

Twentieth

Crosses,"

+
Contracts— Frank Thomas,

char-

and Walter Plunkett,
costume designer, given term pacts by
Radio.
Columbia takes up option
on Victor Kilian.

acter

actor,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

Chicago Tries Out
Payment at Toronto
Bank Night Matinee Stirs Small Mystery
Chicago,

Feb.

10.

— Bank

Night

matinees are proving the rage here at
present.
The afternoon business at
theatres using the plan has jumped.
Cold weather has hurt the standout
trade.
All circuits which have been
using Bank Night have gone for the
matinee plan.

Rosener Buys Another

—

San Francisco, Feb. 10 Herbert
who operates the Clay Inter-

Rosener,

national here, has purchased the

Na-

—

10.
Sensational
Toronto,
Feb.
statements were made by Paul Hinds,
lawyer for Patrick Sullivan, in a case
involving the estate of Mrs. Teresa
Small, widow of Ambrose J. Small,
former theatre magnate, who mysteriously disappeared more than 16 years
ago after he had received payment of
$2,000,000 for his circuit in Ontario.
Famous Players Canadian Corp.
sought to pay a $5,000 balance owing
on a mortgage against the Regent, to
obtain discharge of the mortgage
originally held by Small. It was dated
Jan. 20, 1916. The company had tried
to clear up the obligation over a period

Stockton and is expected to
operate it under a similar policy.
Rosener's houses, the Clay here of years.
tional in

Opposing the payment in court,
Hinds alleged there had been perjury
and forgery in connection with what
manager of the Clay, was recently purported to be the last will of Small
transferred to Los Angeles.
John and claimed there was a subsequent
will.
With regard to the disappearPeltret will replace him here.
ance of Small, which had engaged the
police of several countries and private
investigators, Hinds asserted he had
Little
Little Rock, Ark., Feb. 10.— The four persons "who can testify it was
and the Grand International,

in

Los

Angeles, show only foreign product.
Henry Pincus, formerly advertising

Form

of

PROJECTION
•

The sixth edition, all new
from cover to cover, is now
available.

The Bluebook contains 714
pages plus 153 illustrations.
It details and describes every
piece of sound and projection apparatus in the

ern
gives

projection
all

booth

modand

instructions for op-

and maintenance. It
includes a complete troubleshooting department as a
first aid in breakdowns and
eration

features a quick-finding in-

dex system that provides the
answer immediately to any
projection problem.
Don't put off owning a Bluebook. You will find it indispensable as a daily reference.

Price $5.25 Postpaid

Rock Firm

Metropolitan Theatre Co. has been
granted a State charter. Incorporators
are Milton Starr and Alfred Starr of
Nashville and others.

Selznick Signs Garrett
Hollywood,

BLUEB00K

+

Warners.
Story
Buys Barry Benefield's
novel, "Valiant is the Word for Carrie," acquired by Paramount.
"Taxi,
Cohen's
Octavus
Roy
Please," purchased by Columbia.

hills,"

Richardson's

.

Directors Louis Friedlander directing chase sequences of "Sutter's
William Dieterle to diGold."
rect "The Schoolhouse in the Foot.

Did you get
your copy of

+

—

Writers Richard English given
Working
term pact by Warners.
on an original. ... P. J. Wolfson
signed to new agreement by Radio.
Norman Reilly Raine doing
screen play of "God's Country and the
Howard
Woman," Warners.
Estabrook working on screen play
of "Kim" in collaboration with Hugh
Universal borWalpole, M-G-M.
rows Ben Markson from Warners
to do script of "Unconscious."

—

+

lead

Qualen

John

at Pioneer.

"Reunion"

.

.

tor

Eyes," Republic.

Southern Openings Gain
Birmingham, Feb. 10. Southern

.

.

.

in

13

—

10.
Feb.
David O.
Selznick has signed Oliver H. P. Garrett to a term writing contract.
As
his first assignment, Garrett will prepare an original for Ronald Colman.

cold-blooded murder."
Objection was raised by opposing
counsel regarding these statements because Small has long since been declared legally dead and the Government recently declined to reopen the
investigation.
Justice J. A. McEvoy,
who presided, closed the case by announcing he would grant the application of Famous Players to pay the
$5,000 balance to the estate of Mrs.

Small.
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Kansas Likes Snow

—

Kansas City, Feb. 11. Kansas exhibitors are mixed in
their
attitude
toward the
heavy snow that is blocking
rural highways.

Set

On March 5-6

hurts business now and
it
later, because the
wheat crop will be that much
It

the In
in All

Branches
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Ascap Claims Move to Take
Big Block of Up Film Bills
Herbert Works Made in House

helps

Varied Problems on Tap;
Elections Scheduled

better and farmers will have
to spend.

more money

Small Rights Claimed to Subcommittee Will Hold
Pettengill Hearings
Warner Music

Ascap laid claim yesterday to the
performing rights to 63 individual
song numbers, all of the separate
musical compositions of Victor Herexcept those from "Naughty
bert
and all of the works of
policies, conferences on industry selfPhiladelphia, Feb. 11. The al- Marietta,"
the late Louis A. Hirsch, published by
regulation through conciliation and
to deliver prodleged failure of
The
subsidiaries.
Warner music
arbitration of trade disputes and discommensurable with promised
uct

The annual meeting

of the board
directors of M.P.T.O.A. will be
held March 5 and 6 at the Miami
Biltmore Hotel, Miami.
Exhibition
problems,
distributor
of

Blind Buying Hit

By Phila. M.P.T.O.
—

RKO

on raising exhibition stan- quality will be the first item of testidards and increasing theatre attend- mony
to
be submitted to Federal
ance will occupy the two-day meeting.
Tudge George A. Welsh and Special
The annual election of officers also Investigator Benjamin M. Golder
cussions

will be held.
Advance indications are
that Ed Kuykendall, president, and

most,

if

not

all

other officers, will be

the evils of blind buying.
resolution to this effect was passed
today at a meeting of the Independent
relative

to

A

These include M. E. ComM.P.T.O. The confab was attended
A. Lightman, W. S. But- by
representatives
of
125
houses
B. N. Berinstein, and A.
throughout this territory.
The text

reelected.
erford, M.
terfield,

Brylawski,
vice-presidents
Morris Loewenstein, secretary Wal-

Julian

of

the

resolution

is

follows

as

;

(Continued on page 6)

Seen at $1,000,000
Warners are expected to show a net
profit of more than $1,000,000 for the
quarter ending Feb. 29, it was reported yesterday.
The reputed earning power is based on the lineup of

1
I

I
|

1 pictures released during the current
I quarter.
For the last quarter the company
I revealed a net of $1,031,315, after all
1 charges, including interest, amortiza1 tion, depreciation and Federal taxes.
With the next board meeting scheduled for Feb. 18, routine matters are
likely to come up.
Harry M. Warner,
president, plans to sail for Europe
next month on a combined business
I

and vacation

trip.

now
new

located in
offices

at

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

New York

the performing
positions was

Ascap

license

rights

to

made

in

a

covers

these comletter ad-

to all broadcasting stations
licensed by Ascap advising the stations that their license with the sothe
listed compositions
ciety made
available for their use and intimating that additional song numbers pub(Continued on page 5)

dressed

U. A. Seeking Writ
On City Sales Tax

City

CIRCLE 7-3100

LINZ

—

terstate Commerce Committee today
when the group met to map out a
schedule for the session.

The committee approved

the holding

on the Pettengill block
booking bill, and instructed that a
sub-committee be formed to take

of

hearings

charge of the measure.
Representative Pettengill, a member of the major
committee, probably will head the
group.
It was said it is planned to
hold

the

hearings
sometime this
in about two weeks.
Congressman Pettengill has expressed confidence that the bill will
be favorably reported by the committee and be accepted by the House. It
is considered doubtful, however, that
the Senate will reach it at this session, especially if an early adjournment is sought.

month, perhaps

Gaumont Drops
Suit Against

Its

KRS

London, Feb. 11.— Gaumont British

has definitely abandoned its conspiracy
in restraint of trade action against the
"Resolved, that a copy of this reso- a hearing date on the appeal can be Kinematograph Renters' Society, after
lution be forwarded to Judge George set by the appellate division. As the several adjournments. The action
was
A. Welsh and Special Investigator United Artists assessment is the only brought against the society and its in."
Golder
one to be made by the city against a dividual members in connection with
Morris Wax presided at the meeting local exchange the appeal is viewed the refusal of the K. R. S. u) book the
in place of Charles Segall, who is ill.
by distributors here as a test case.
H. & G. theatres through Gaumont
British.

Although the I.T.O.A. has invited
License Commissioner Paul Moss to
act as mediator in an effort to readjust the price and protection schedules in the local territory, no changes
are anticipated for some time, according to exchange managers.
It is pointed out that New York is
the only city which has a seven-day
clearance, all others outside of the
local exchange supervision having at
least 14 days.
As a result of the 10-year Paramount-Loew franchise, a week's clearance has prevailed in this area during

A

curious

situation

has arisen in
adhering to its resobook the Hyams houses
through H. & G., which has legally
gone out of existence through absorption in Gaumont British Super Cinemas, Ltd. The deadlock resulting may
be ended by the dissolution of Super
the past nine years.
Loew's, during Cinemas, but this could
not be conthe past eight years, has been playing firmed today.
50 per cent of Paramount under the
seven-day protection proviso, with

Exchanges Cold
To Changes in Clearances

DAILY
its

the

F.

Feb. 11. Film legislation was given a place on the program of the House Foreign and In-

RKO

Circuits,

MOTION PICTURE

Is

that

beginning of 193536 selling season,
represented
in advertising, advance literature, and
Application for a writ of certiorari
by sales representatives that product
was made to the State Supreme Court
for
1935-36 would possess definite
yesterday by the local United Artists
production quality
and box office
exchange in preparation for an appeal
values, and, whereas, of 16 released
of the city's recent decision holding
so far, only one, "Top Hat" conthe film rentals of the exchange to be
forms to representation, remaining 15
subject to the city's two per cent
being far inferior,
sales tax.
Ordinarily, such applica"Be it resolved that
be re- tions are granted as a matter of
quested to revise the terms of exist- course by the court.
ing contracts where such revision is
The city will have 20 days in which
justified, and, be it further,
to file its answer to the writ before
at the

RKO

Warner Quarter Net

I

"Whereas,

claim

BERTRAM

By

Washington,

that K. R. S.
lution only to

is

"Modern Times" Does

RKO

showing the other half. Earlier
split between RKO and
$65,000 First
Paramount resulted in Loew's getting
First week of "Modern Times,"
the other 50 per cent of Paramount's
which ends tonight at the Rivoli, is
output for two years.
in the

The

season a

10-year

Week

Loew-Paramount

pact,

expected to show approximately $65,-

which expires next year, is not likely 000 on the books. This is considered
to be followed by any changes in the unusual for the house.
Estimates yesterday were that the
clearance map, it was asserted.
New
theatres which may be taken over by Chaplin film will continue at the house
(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 6)
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Barham Conferring Here
Tracy Barham, who operates the
Paramount theatres in Middletown
and Hamilton, O., and Harry David,
in charge of Paramount units in Salt
Lake, are in town conferring with Y.
Frank Freeman on bookings. David
also is discussing a number of improvements planned in the Utah group.
Both Barham and David will remain in town until the end of the week.

Legion Talk for

Ampa

Representatives of the Legion of
will be guests of honor at the
regular weekly luncheon of the Ampa

Decency

Ona MunAstor tomorrow.
son and Paul Graetz, the latter featured in "Mr. Cohen Takes a Walk,"

at the

also will be guests.

Clyde Shyrigh Is Dead
Urbana,
Shyrigh,

Ohio.
Feb.
formerly in

11.

— Clyde

vaudeville
under the name Eddie Clifford, died
suddenly here today of a heart attack.
Shyrigh had been manager of the old
Clifford Theatre.
65,

Joseph B. Bracken Dies

Kansas

—

11.
Joseph B.
dramatic critic
for the old Kansas City Times, died
yesterday. He had been a member of

Bracken,

City, Feb.

73,

the Kansas
years.

former

City Board of Trade 35

Rites for Heggie
11.
Funeral services were held here yesterday for O.
P. Heggie. His ashes will be scattered from a plane over his home in
Hyannis, Mass.

Hollywood, Feb.

—

12,

1936

forth in large upright
signs in place of the Rivoli's at

blazons

Insiders' Outlook
—
By RED KANN—
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 1
A S Hollywood and the land
where they make 'em draws
the
realization,
never
slighted in this corner, of the importance of the product becomes
keener.
There comes bouncing
back into mind with a gallop the
favorite and constant coast assertion that production is the lifeblood
of
the
business.
True
enough, certainly, but the stream
coursing through the body must
have an uninterrupted and stimulated flow as a necessary adjunct.
And that reminds of an
incident and an observation about
closer,

Editor

JERAULD, Managing Editor
JAMES A. CRON, Advertising Manager
J.

Wednesday, February

which Hollywood may or may
not have heard.
.

.

.

fault, far more than the west's.
For the administrative headquarters are and will continue to be in
New York. It is from that point

trary
struck
of the
operate
;

should be
attitudes
these two integral parts

in

one business should counderstandingly.

"Magnificent
Obsession,"
and
what Jimmy Grainger did with
and about it.
He saw it, or
enough of it, in Hollywood last
fall to launch and complete a
selling job which may have been

By

this

Or
you may be scoffing.
you may be remarking to yourtime,

self that all of this is old stuff.
It is,

in

a

but

it is

very much up front

number

better

industry's

the

of

There

minds.

will

be a

sequel to this train dispatch one
of these days.
.

A few days before he left on a
South American cruise J. B.
Clinton, president of Allied of
the Northwest, did what all exhibitor
association
leaders
do
from time to time. He issued a
bulletin.
His, however, was not

run-of-the-mine because in

it

he

sent aloft a trial balloon labeled
cooperation between Allied and

M.P.T.O.A. on problems where
two organizations

over the years, but
definitely has not been excelled.
On the strength of his word,
which could be another way of
talking about his reputation for
honesty, Grainger, sitting at his
desk back in New York and by
telephone, arranged for one hundred day and date runs his crew
lined up an additional twenty-six,
all played off in two weeks. Many
of the nation's leading first runs
were in that assemblage, including the Music Hall in New York.

the aims of the

Thereafter and because the atrated and because the
key city stimulus, as usual, properly excited other showmen, the

it reminded him that exhibitors,
or those who go in for national
associations, have had a very
persistent habit of damaging their

duplicated

;

traction

picture
dates.

nabbed many immediate
In five weeks Universal

almost $500,000. Dear
reader, that's business, make no
It
mistake.
illustrates
several
things and, among the pertinent,
but aside from the vast credit it
reflects upon Grainger and his
sales
capabilities,
the
undergrossed

standing which should be Hollywood's that matters do not quite
begin and end when the master
print is shipped over the mountains east.

.

.

.

T

A

long train ride such as this
never fails to impress anew the
desirability of a closer understanding between the two coasts.
The very difference, geographi-

makes a

difference.
Considerable has been said about the
opposite directions in which Holcally,

lywood and
should

New York

say that

pull.

was the

conflict.
At the time,
F. Myers, for Allied, had
no comment to make. Only recently his board of directors completed a two-day session in Washington.
So far as it has come to
light, nothing happened with the
Clinton suggestion.

do

.

.

isn't

far

.

Neblett Argues
At F.W.C. Hearing
— ConcentratHollywood, Feb.
11.

on the F.W.C. million dollar
vidend and the assignment of its

di-

ing

as-

27 other corporations organ-

sets

to

ized

two days

after the

filing

of the

bankruptcy petition, William H. Neblett today opened argument for T. L.
Tally and Corbar Corp. before Federal Judge James Alger Fee to have
the P'.W.C. petition set aside. After
conceding the right of anyone to file
a voluntary bankruptcy petition, Neblett
argued that an oath of insolvency does not mean that shifts in
assets have been made and further
stated that desirable assets of the firm
were transferred to these 27 new cor-

.

T

It

a picture, a good picture, called

be

Hollywood

where they should be carried out.
This is not to say that the arbi-

.

has to do with invaluable
contact and the confidence breeding from it established over a
long period of years with the exhibiting fraternity. It deals with

should

that the instructions
issued and it is in

49th and Broadway.
Sam Goldwyn's next
behind.

not

Abram

.

.

.

T
This journeyman, for one, was
not surprised. He was even less
astonished when the idea met
with complete silence from the
M.P.T.O.A. As a matter of fact,

own

cause by failing to hang together in sufficient numbers long
enough to make their impact felt.
That, you might reflect, is an extremely fortunate state of affairs
for the distributor, but it does
not help the exhibitor.
Clinton
must be told, if he has not appreciated the facts himself by now,
that any ennobling plan to bring
about cooperation between the

remain
associations
will
merely an idea until politics is
rooted out with the sharpest of
scalpels.
This department, approaching more pleasant climate
now, would wish that Clinton will
be of this existence long enough
to witness such a miracle.
It is
only the melancholy truth to observe, however, that he will not.

two

T T

We

These are brave days at United
Artists. For the run of "Modern

east's

Times," Charlie Chaplin's name

only
worthless
porations
leaving
properties to bankrupt.
He claimed
that the dividend was declared solely
for the purpose of creating a fictitious
condition and added that the dividend
was the withdrawal and reduction of
capital stock, and as such was a criminal act.
He charged also the Federal
Judge Henry C. James was not informed of the transactions and particularly scored Charles P. Skouras
for this omission.

Cross Examination
Of Catchings Starts

—

Wilmington, Feb. 11. Cross-examination of Waddill Catchings was
started by Abraham L. Pomerantz,
plaintiff counsel, just before adjournment today in the Harry Koplar action

against

Warner

Bros, directors.

Seeking to establish the domination of
the directors by the Warners, Pomerantz drew from Catchings the admission that the brothers could have
have obtained the
resignation
of
George Quigley, a minority director,
although Catchings insisted that this
could be done only "for cause."
Prior to this testimony, Joseph M.
Proskauer, defense counsel, drew from
the
the

witness a

lengthy description of

Warners' indispensability to the
company, especially during the transition to talkies.

Catchings will resume the stand to-

morrow.

Doug.,

Jr.,

Goes West

Doug

Fairbanks. Jr., following a reception yesterday at the St. Regis left
for Hollywood for a series of conferences
with
owner-producers
of

United Artists on the distribution of
his latest film,

"The Amateur Gentle-

man."

Schine Deal Delayed
Paramount's deal with the Schine
circuit on product for next season is
off
again,
due to George Lynch,
executive buyer for the circuit, being
detained in Gloversville because of
the serious condition of his wife after
an operation.

Hays Meets Ad Men
Hollywood, Feb.
met with

11.

—Will

Hays

studio publicity directors
here today in the regular monthly conference. He may leave for New York
the end of this week.

Let Yourself

Go

•

•

•

with

.

DREADNAVqjMT
OF
MUSICAL

SHOWS

. .

WHO

FIRES A BROADSIDE
OF SEVEN NEW SONG HITS:
"Let Yourself Go", America's newest
ballroom sensation,- "Let's Face the

KO RADIO PICTURE

Music and Dance"; "We Saw The
Sea"; "I'd Rather Lead a Band"; "Here
Am I, But Where Are You?",- "Get,
Thee Behind Me, Satan"; "I'm Putting All My Eggs in One Basket"
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Ascap Claims
Big Block of
Herbert Works
{Continued from page 1)
be
lished by Warners probably could
added to the list in the future.
Ascap bases its claim to license the

Warner

the

to

rights

performing

published compositions named on sevthe
eral grounds. Chief among these,
society says, are "the terms of agreements between writers and the pubrelisher under which the writers
served the small rights or made them
agreements with
their
to
subject

Ascap," and "the terms of agreement
between composers and authors of
musical comedies, operas and operwhereunder there never was
ettas,

conveyed to the publisher any socalled 'small rights' and such rights,
by virtue of the writers' agreements
with Ascap, remain vested in the

Ascap

repertoire."

The communication adds

that

the

is

of

compositions

foreign

of

origin

whose authors, composers or publishers are members of performing rights
agreements
have
which
societies
vesting in Ascap the sole and excluperformances

non-dramatic

license

to

right

of

the

works

in

this

Looking 'Em Over

"March

Compositions to Be Listed
that a study is now
of all of these agreements

Ascap declares

made

will determine the compositions

which

Once again

"Spy 77"

Time No. 2"

the

March

of

Time

in

second issue of the second
year, offers material of a high degree
this,

(First Division)

An

Alliance picture, produced in England and released here by First
Division, this film has an occasional note of suspense, and a fair portion
of action, against a background of secret service intrigue during the
World War. The romance of an Italian woman spy and an Austrian
officer rather unfortunately ends in tragedy, as the Austrian officer does
his duty for his country.
The cast is headed by Greta Nissen, as the Italian spy Don Alvarado,
as the chief of the Italian service, and Carl Diehl as the Austrian officer.
With the possible exception of Miss Nissen, the names will mean comparatively little to the average American screen audience.
Miss Nissen falls in love with Diehl and learns that incriminating
evidence has been planted on him to save her by her superior. Diehl
is stripped of his rank, re-enlists and seeks permission to vindicate himself. He is sent to Rome by the Austrian secret service, to discover the
identity of an Italian spy who is seriously damaging the Austrian cause.
There follows the major part of the film's suspense, as Miss Nissen on
several occasions saves Diehl from the Italian service because she loves
him. Finally, when she tries to prevent him from flying across the line
with the needed information, he shakes her off his plane and she is
killed, while, vindicated, he is restored to his rank in the Austrian army.
Production Code Seal No. 0,782. Running time, 82 minutes. "G."
;

"Heir to Trouble"

interest and current significance.
reel is divided into three phases,
the first on "Russia Today," the sec-

of

The

ond on "Father Divine" and the third
on "The Hartman Solution."

Modern Russia, with
ward various of the

its

trend to-

activities

of

ably deShown are women indulging
picted.
in beauty parlor treatments, people
buying as much of anything as they
desire, the busy transportation system, the industrial activity and the
like,
all in implied contrast to the
Russia of the early days of its present
Seen is Alexei Stakhanov,
system.
Russian hero, whose method of speedStakhanovism, has
ing production,
made him a national figure.
Extremely good, with expert use
of the camera, is the Father Divine
sequence, picturing the manner in
which the diminutive colored man,
with the accents of the evangelist,
completely dominates a vast group of
in
New
centering
"disciples,"
his
"capitalistic"

countries,

is

The
boon

Starting off with a fast pace, this western, aided considerably by the
experienced trouping of Tarzan, the Arabian stallion, is good outdoor
action fare that will satisfy the fans.

a

its

York's Harlem.

(Columbia)

rancher-miner, becomes

friend dies and leaves his infant son in his
heavy, a rival miner, plots to have the child
story of infamous goings on with a singer in
local women's club that watches out for the

a

father

when

best
the
taken away, concocting a
a saloon, and tips off the
virtue of the town. This
care.

his

Harry Wood,

brings about a misunderstanding between Maynard and Joan Perry, who
are the romantic interest. There are the usual riding, fighting and shooting sequences which prevent the piece from getting dull. The climax
the society says, to issue the first list is reached when Maynard, rescued by his fellow cowboys, corners
of such compositions, any of which, Wood, and Tarzan saves the baby a moment before Wood gets his due.
inits communication states, may be
The supporting cast, ably assisting, includes Martin Faust and Harry
cluded in broadcast programs of its Bowen.
Tarzan, superb animal that he is, almost steals the show.
licensees.
Spencer Gordon Bennett's direction keeps the film moving at a good
of
songs
The first list includes 56
pace. Herbert Kirkpatrick is responsible for the fine photography. The
George M. Cohan, published by M.
Witmark & Sons; all of the Victor story is an original by Maynard.
Production Code Seal No. 1,322. Running time, 59 minutes. "G."
Herbert compositions except those
from "Naughtv Marietta," published
by M. Witmark; all of the works
will carry them through to the sumof Louis A. Hirsch, published by Vicmer, when the courts adjourn, it was
toria Publishing Co. and M. Witover to
mark the composition "Poor But- said. With September given
matters, the music cases are not
terfly,"
by Raymond Hubbell and other
New Orleans, Feb. 11. Exhibitors
reach the calendar until
John Golden, published by Harms, expected to
No new actions and exchange men here are discussing
the following month.
Inc.; "The Very Thought of You,"
the possibility of the enactment of
were filed yesterday.
by Ray Noble, published by M. Witlaws affecting the industry when the
mark; "Without That Certain Thing,"
legislature meets in May.
It is said
by Max and Harry Nesbitt, published
that the Gulf States M.P.T.O.A. will
additional
comand
Harms,
B.
by T.
Hollywood, Feb. 11. George Raft take definite steps to protect the inpositions published by T. B. Harms
has had his contract definitely sus- terests of the industry from the passInc.
and Harms,
pended by Paramount as a result of ing of adverse measures.

Warner companies which
have the right to license.
it
The study has progressed far enough,

published by

may

of

(RKO)

Ken Maynard,

country."

being

Short Subjects

i

augmented by "large numbers

list

sive

5

final portion reviews the latest
to the dental profession, the new

developed over a long
period by Dr. Leroy Hartman, which
to a certain extent eliminates pain in
the drilling of teeth. It is pointed out
that it is not successful in all cases,
but is most successful in working
"desensitizer"

with

children.

Engaging

camera

angles serve to inject amusement into
this sequence.
Running time, 20 mins. "G."

still

Louisianians Study

Legislative Outlook

;

—

,

Raft Suspended

—

Warner

"Darkest Africa"
(Republic)
15-episode

A

serial,

with

names

attract the attention of the
younger element, this film has enough
juvenile twists to make it pleasing to
the Saturday morning trade. There is
excitement enough in the first two
reels to predict that the story comes
up to the needs of this type of prothat

will

duction.

The beginning of the story has
Clyde Beatty as an animal trapper
rounding up beasts for shipment to

He also trains them a bit.
Starting out on a safari, he meets up
with young Manuel King, the boy
who recently was a newsreel sensation with his handling of a cage full
He is a sort of a miniature
of lions.
The story proceeds to the
Tarzan.
rescue of his sister, who is held by a
tribe in the interior which believe her
Also in the cast are
to be a goddess.
circuses.

be
not
his refusal to accept Teddy Tetzlaff
There are two possibilities frequent- Wheeler Oakman, Edward McWade
comment on as camera man on current films. Raft
The first is a bill to and Edmund Craddock. The heroine
ly mentioned.
the Ascap communication but some
has five pictures on his contract.
provide an examining board for pro- of the piece is Elaine Shepard. Lucien
film attorneys predicted the society's
jectionists.
The other is a statute Prival aids, too.
Production Code
stand might lead to lengthy litigation
aimed at the various forms of give- Seal No. 3,530.
Running time, 30
Cartoon Banned
before its claims were fully estabaways.
Regarding the latter, film
lished legally.
"The men feel that the statewide elimina- mins. "G."
Columbus, O., Feb. 11.
Amateur Fire Brigade," anti-New tion of gift nights might work to the
Deal animated cartoon, was banned betterment of the industry as a whole. Frisco U. A. Holds Scale
Music Action Delay Seen
here today after the Censor Board deSan Francisco, Feb. 11. Since
None of the many actions filed clared that it "encourages disrespect

reached

officials

yesterday

could

for

—

—

;

against national and local radio sta- for the President."
tions for alleged infringement of copyright for using without permission
music controlled by Warners is schedOmaha, Feb. 11. E. G. Huhnke,
uled to come up for trial in the Fedexchange here,
eral courts here until October, it was salesman of the
is recovering in Bartlett, Nebr., after
stated yesterday.
Many of the judges sitting in the having been almost frozen to death in
Federal courts are now confronted his car which had been caught in a
with plans of reorganization which snowdrift near the town last Friday.

E. G.

Huhnke Recovering

—

RKO

Chouteau a Candidate
St.

Louis, Feb.

11.

—Henri

owner

Chou-

of the World's Theatre
building here, is a candidate for the
Republican nomination for lieutenant
governor of Missouri.
is a former
member of the state General Assembly
and a former Republican state comteau,

He

mittee man.

the Warfield dropped stage shows and
reduced admissions to 40 cents top
the United Artists is now the highest
priced house here, with 55 cents top.
The Warfield, which under its stage
policy had been grossing around $22,000 to $23,000 weekly, has dropped to
around $19,000 with duals. It is ahead
in net profits, however, because of
savings in overhead.

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
MPTOA Board
Meet

Set

Is

On March 5-6
(Continued from page

1)

Edward

Vincent, treasurer
general
counsel,
Levy,
ter

;

G.

Fred

and

Wehrenberg, chairman.
Exhibitor problems scheduled

for
discussion in addition to industry self
regulation, include unfair competition
between theatres through double and
triple featuring, unreasonably low adthe music
missions and giveaways
unfair and distax
labor relations
criminatory taxes legislation Sunday
free shows and unfair nonshows
local censortheatrical competition
ship; irresponsible exhibition and unfair allocation of prices by distributors
after pictures are exhibited.
The improvement of the public relations of the exhibitor and his standing in the community will also be discussed, in addition to specific organi;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Circuits Cold to

Purely

<

RITCHEY, Frank

Rogers, Ed Fay, Jules Chapman,
A. M. Wattenberg, Buddy Morris,
William Feitelson and William
Pizor gathered at the Tavern yesterday for lunch.
•

Frank V. Kennecbeck, for four
years publicity and exploitation manager for Paramount's Capitol, Melbourne, will leave New York today
on the Washington, en route to Calcutta to become assistant to General
Manager Charles Ballance of Paramount.
•

Schaefer,

J.

Frank

Y.

Freeman and Frank Walker armand-arming it down Broadway from
Walker's office to the Algonquin.

Schaefer leaves today by plane
be
Miami Beach.
all

zational topics, among which will
methods of correlating efforts of
regional units affiliated with M.P.-

for

•

Bob Collier, who returned yesterT.O.A.
doing special work on a
The national organization empha- day after
Night's
"Midsummer
number
of
sizes that the meeting is not a convenDream" openings, will leave Warners
tion and that while meetings of the
board are necessarily executive sessions for officers and directors only,
other exhibitors will be welcomed at
informal discussions outside the business sessions.
Indications are that the organization may adopt a stand at this meeting on the General Motors free shows
which will play 12 hours daily over a
20,000-mile
itinerary
beginning
at
Miami, Feb. 17. An opportunity will
have been afforded by the time of the
meeting, it was said, to observe the
competitive effects of the project on
established theatre business.
Kuykendall left yesterday for Washington on legislative work. He is expected back here late this month in advance of leaving for Pinehurst to attend the annual meeting of the Carolina

M.P.T.O.A March

1

and

2.

"Modern Times" Does
$65,000 First

Week

(.Continued from page 1)

at least six weeks.
Loew's will get
first run after the Rivoli showing.

it

Feb. 15.

•

Locke are due here today on
•

Harry C. Arthur left for the coast
Monday to confer with Marco Wolff
and Fanchon Simon. He'll return
boat.

•

—

sioner in this regard.

Six Films Named in
The Editing Section
Hollywood, Feb.

11.

— Nominations

the achievement awards in the
film editing division of the Academy

for

were

listed

late last night

by Harold

A. Partington and Jesse Kaye
& M. arrived today in Chicago
for the opening of Al Pearce's en-

RKO

City,

11.

Feb.

— An

"induced many of the stars of independent producers to leave their employ and enter employ of the defendant producers."

Judge Vaught held that before the
latter allegations could be continued in

the petition the stars would have to be
named and the accusation made more
specific.

of the film editors'
follows
"David Copperfield," "The Informer," "Les Miserables,"
"The Lives of a Bengal
Lancer,"
"A Midsummer Night's
Dream" and "Mutiny on the Bounty."
Four productions were tied for third
place, instead of the usual three, which
accounts for the listing of six films,
in accordance with Academy award

in Greenwich Village will
not be ready until Friday.
Labor
trouble set back completion of the
house until then.

regulations.

Walter Wanger's all outdoor color
film,
"The Trail of the Lonesome

section,

as

:

J.

of F.

Hold Stamford Dance

Delay Greenwich Opening
Scheduled to open today, the new

Greenwich

"Pine" Premiere Set
Pine,"

starring

Sylvia

Paramount Feb.

into the

—

goes

Sidney,
19.

11.
Stamford, Feb.
The annual
and floorshow of the film theatre
Boris and Mrs. Karloff, and Mrs. employes of Stamford, Greenwich and
Wallace Beery leave today on the Darien was held at the Elks' auditorium here tonight.
Washington.
•
Anthony J. Marrucco was chairman,
Eastman Issues Up on Baord
Gloria Swanson will leave today assisted by Nicholas Trimboli, LawNet
on the Century, and will catch the rence DeMott, Jerry Saumo, Joseph
High Low Close Change
-1
42
42
4254
Chief from Chicago tomorrow.
Mitchell, Joseph Bonomo, Earl Curtis Columbia, vtc
50
Columbia, pfd ... 50
50
+ *4
•
and Charles E. Bankston.
Consolidated
7
654

gagement

at the

Palace.

•

ball

Wall Street

Richard

Bennett

Harbor

left

Hospital today to continue his convalescence in Florida.
J.

London Press Praises Film

the

Champlain.

by

Oklahoma

Loew's may find an alteration here order striking 64 sections from the
and there, but nothing of a radical $3,146,912 damage suit petition of A.
nature.
B. Momand, Shawnee, Okla., operUnder the provisions of Paramount's ator, and virtually necessitating filing
contract subsequents can follow Loew's of amended charges against 21 disa week later with a 15-cent minimum tributors has been signed by Judge
admission.
In M-G-M pacts any ex- Edgar S. V aught in Federal Court
hibitor charging under 20 cents must here.
wait 45 days after Loew.
Judge Vaught ruled that the 64 secWhile Moss has indicated a willing- tions charging monopolistic practices
ness to intervene on behalf of the un- were vague.
affiliated theatre men, major circuit
Momand instituted the action in
heads feel that the license commis- 1931. He claimed they had conspired
If
his
authority.
sioner is exceeding
to refuse release of desirable pictures
there are any readjustments in zoning for his theatres, then operating in
and hiking of admissions, major cir- Capitol
Seminole,
Shawnee,
Hill,
cuit executives would prefer to work Okmulgee, Pawhuska, Wewoka, Holthem out with the independents with- denville, Hartshorne, Alva and Clinout outside forces entering the picture. ton, all in Oklahoma.
Despite the fact that I.T.O.A. yesAmong the sections stricken out by
terday authorized Moss to act for the Judge Vaught was one charging the
members of the unit in re-zoning the "conspirators" obtained leases on thecity, major circuits will disregard any atres "by means of threats" and anmoves made by the license commis- other charging the large film producers

McCord, chairman

Natalie Paley, Arthur
Anton Litvak and Erik

Princess

Tracy,

Court Eliminates 64

(Continued from page 1)

Charles D. Paine,
Harry Shiffman, Edward SchnitHerman Gluckman, Budd
zer,

George

1936

12,

Clearance Changesl Of Momand* s Charge

Personal
NORTON
Bruno,

Wednesday, February

J.

circuit

•
Unger has returned from a
of

southern

Paramount

ex-

changes.

London, Feb. 11. Charlie Chap•
lin's "Modern Times," which opened
David Sarnoff, at the Astor yesterhere tonight at the Tivoli, was greeted day, made
a dash for the main elewith considerable praise by the press vators to
attend a meeting.
following a showing for critics this
•
morning.
Three evening newspapers
Jan Kiepura and Marta Eggerth
were highly laudatory and gave the sail tonight on the Bremen.
opening feature news space.
•

1%

Consolidated,

pfd. 19J4
157J4
162
pfd
Loew's, Inc
52*4
Loew's, Inc., pfd.l05*£
Paramount
1154
Paramount 1 pfd. 8454
Paramount 2 pfd. 125i

Eastman Kodak

Visits Injured Parents

—

Hollywood, Feb. 11. June Travis,
cast in "The Gentleman from Big
Bend," has been given leave by

War-

ners to fly to Palm Springs, to the
bedside of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Grabiner, who were injured
there recently in an automobile acci-

Eastman,

8%

Pathe Film

51%
105*4

n

83M
1254
8*4

m m

RKO

20th Century -Fox. 26*4
20th Century, pfd. 35*4

Warner Bros
Warner,

157
162

13
56*4

pfd

157
162
5156
105*$
1156
8354
12*4
8*4
8

+ *4
+ *4
+2
+ **
+ *£
-a
-1*4

-

*4

35

2654
35*4

+H
+ *4

12J4
56

1254
56

-154

26*4

dent.

Sonotone Lone Curb Gain

Brandt Buys the Globe

Net
High Low Close Change

1*4
156
1% — *6
Harry Brandt, who has been operat2%
254
2% + *£
— *4
25*4
24
24*4
Bill Yearsley of Warners has ar- ing the Globe under a lease for the
Trans-Lux
— *6
5
454
454
Rogers Library Started rived in town.
past four years, has purchased the
•
property from the Globe Land Co.
Claremore, Okla., Feb. 11. Work
Para. Pict. Bonds Off
Pts.
W. Ray Johnston is expected back
Net
on the Will Rogers Memorial Library
High Low Close Change
was started yesterday by Morton from Florida tomorrow.

Sentry Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor

....

—

Harrison,
$18,000.
$10,000.

WPA
The

director.

WPA

It will cost
is

supplving

Fred Greene of New
was in town yesterday.

Paltz,

Y.,

•

Warner Party

to

Europe

Joseph Bernhard
from Florida.

has

returned

H.

J.

Yates

is

General Theatre
General Theatre

in

Federal taxes, a

final

6s '40

ac-

counting showed today.

6s

in

the

back from the coast.

"IP Board Meet
indefinitely.

+

24*4

23*4

24

24*4
F. 6s '46 94*4

23J4
94*4

2354
94*4

ctf

ww

103

103

—
+

Yt
Ye.

*4

103

Paramount B'way

Off

The_ regular meeting of the board
of Universal, scheduled for yesterday,

was postponed

'40

Keith B.
Loew's 6s '41
deb rights
3s

Morris hopes

to leave
for a Florida vacation before sailing.
trip.

Dressier Tax $70,181

Los Angeles, Feb. 11.—The $282,476 estate of Marie Dressier paid
$70,181

Harry M. Warner, Sam E. Morris,
•
Mervyn and Mrs. LeRoy are planning
Gary Grant was spotted
to sail for Europe on March 18 for a Paramount Bldg. yesterday.
six-week

N.

59%

59*4

59%

+56

96*4
'41
pp.. 76*4
Bros. 6s
98

94%

—1*4

76*4

96
76*4

97*4

97%

+%

'55

Paramount
6s '55
6s

RKO

Warner
'39

wd

Pict.

(Quotations at close of Feb.

11)
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Daily

Picture
Industry

39.

NO.

NEW

37

L00% Royalty
3n Some Plays

What

cold wave has done to
across the northern and
central portion of the country during
the past three weeks is shown in reports from 30 key cities gathered by
Motion Picture Daily. After climbthe

all

with slight fluctuations during
October and until the Christmas holidays, they have taken a marked drop
sub-zero
since
mid-January when
weather and snow became widespread.
ing,

Royalties up to 100 per cent of the
of the picture rights of stage
roductions will be asked by writers
rider their new contracts with managers in instances in which film commies participate as play producers,
was reported yesterday.
Changes in the authors' participaon in film rights to stage plays will
made only where film companies
p
ipear as play producers, it was said,
he new arrangements, although sublet to negotiation with the managers,
e scheduled to go into effect March
They are being proposed as a soition to the problem created for the
riters by the recent appearance of
Im companies as the backers of numerous stage productions with the realue

(Continued on page 10)

During the early weeks of January
grosses were hitting new highs for the
season.
In the second week of January they began to slide, the total for
the week ending Jan. 16-17 being $1,722,400.
The following week the
total went down to $1,539,065, with a

W. Ray

It is expected that
on, Republic president,

was

it

who

Johndue

is

atre activity.

.

Locally the Dubinsky Brothers will
reopen the Regent next month after
remodeling. E. B. Danielson is building a second house, the Mecca, in

from a Florida rest folwing a recent illness, will confer Russell, Kan. James Owens, mayor
ith E. H. Goldstein, vice-president of Branson, Mo., is replacing his presOwens with a new theatre.
id general manager, on an appoint- ent
ent to the midwest sales post at Charles Barron and Floyd E. Droz
will start construction next month on
ice.
a new house at Anthony, Kan. John
Goshen is building a new house at

ick today

Sedalia,

while

O.

L.

Sullivan

DAILY
its

now
new

offices

ROCKEFELLER

New York

Named For
Photography Award
— "Barbary
Hollywood,
Feb.

3 Films

located in
at

CENTER
City

CIRCLE 7-3100

The total of first run houses open
has also declined from the peak of
186 for the week ending Oct. 31-Nov.
1 to 169 for the week ending Feb. 6-7.
Last week's declines were confined to Buffalo, Chicago, Cleveland,
Kansas

City,

Lincoln,

St.

Paul and Seattle.

found on page 6

By

CLARENCE LINZ
Feb.

12.

— Senator

Burton K. Wheeler of Montana,
chairman of the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee, today announced the appointment of a subcommittee to consider the bill introduced by Senator Neely of West Virginia, prohibiting block booking and
blind buying.

The sub-committee

nold.

"The Lives
was added to

of a Bengal Lancer"
the nominations for the

sound recording award.

No

top-line

executive

changes

at

Paramount are in prospect at this
time,
it
was stated yesterday by
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the board.
Reports of dissension between finanrepresented on the company's board over theatre and financial interests

have been rumored wide-

for many weeks past.
More recently reports have been current that
changes in the company's executive
ly

setup were imminent with the names
of both Zukor and Joseph P. "Kennedy, former SEC head, linked with
new active management posts within
the company.
The reports in each
instance have been denied officially by
the financial interests and the individuals involved.
Zukor's statement of yesterday fol(Continued on page 6)

Warners Studying
Ascap Music Claim
Warners

said yesterday thatAscap's
the licensing of the small
rights of certain music published by
Warner subsidiaries was being studied
by the company's legal associates and

claims

to

comment would be withheld

until the

be headed
by Senator Neely, other members being Senators Barkley of Kentucky,
Benson of Minnesota, Metcalf of
Rhode Island and Davis of Pennsylvania.
The group will meet for consideration of the measure Feb. 18, it
was said by Senator Neely.
Consideration of film legislation by

available for their use under their
Ascap contracts because the small
rights to the works were reserved by
the writers, composers and authors

(Continued on page 11)

(Continued on page 6)

Lesser to Do Six
20th-Fox Outdoors

Dietz to Star

will

—

Los Angeles, Feb. 12. Sol Lesser
has contracted to release six outdoor

through Twentieth
This arrangement is
entirely separate from his producer
deal, which is still being negotiated
Academy cinematography award fol- with the same company. It is not
lowing two days of screenings during likely that Lesser's new outdoor films
which .13 pictures were shown. The will again star George O'Brien. The
nominations were made by the laborawriting of a new ticket has been held
tory and camera department heads
up by the star's desire for a different
under the chairmanship of John Artype of role.
12.

Coast," "The Crusades" and "Les Miserables" won the nomination for the

Reaffirms Confidence In
John E. Otterson

cial policies

Complete tabulation will be

Washington,

Contemplated

Louisville,

Montreal, New Haven,
Oklahoma City, Portland, Providence,
Minneapolis,

is

(Continued on page 6)
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further recession to $1,515,300 for the
week ending Jan. 30-31. For the week
ending Feb. 6-7 there was a slight
gain to $1,591,350 as a result of the
release of several big pictures.

—

Kansas City, Feb. 12. Indications
here are that remodeling and new theunder
way or
construction
With E. M. Schnitzer in charge of atre
epublic sales in the east and Jack planned in this area for the first half
the
ier in the west, the company's new of this year will be far ahead of
Remodeling is
des setup will be completed in the same period last year.
:ar future with the appointment of expected to form the bulk of the the-

Setup Complete Soon

manager,

TEN CENTS

1936

Construction Senate Moves
In K.C. Ahead For Action on
Of Last Year Picture Bills

lepublic's Selling

midwest sales
ated yesterday.

13,

in All

Zukor Denies
Grosses for Three Weeks Para. Changes

grosses

Vant All of Film Value
If Producer-Backed

YORK, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

the In

Wave Drops Key City-

Writers Seek Cold

Is

Intelligent

DAILY

Moth

OL.

Alert,

action

pictures

Century-Fox.

Lesser will not arrange a release on
current Bobby Breen production
titled "Let's Sing Again" until the
picture is completed.

the

study had been completed.

Ascap
casting

notified its licensed broadstations that a considerable

amount of the

Warner music was

Hollywood, Feb. 12.—Pete
Smith,
after
months
of
high-powered
salesmanship,
has persuaded Howard Dietz
to go into action before the
camera.
Dietz is "the demon pingpongist."
He will appear in
Smith's next short for MG-M, "Table Tennis," and
will not
only demonstrate
how to win gracefully, but
will decide once and for all
what the well dressed ping
pong player will wear.
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Budd

rates

Services

Albany, Feb.

12.

Today

— Funeral

services

tomorrow for William H. Budd, personnel manager of
Budd died
the Warner home office.
at his home here Monday. He was 73
years old. Surviving him are his widow, two sons, Reginald and Ralph,
and two sisters, Mrs. John H. Miller
will be held here

and Mrs. Lucas Schermerhorn.

Joseph Brady Passes

—

Feb. 12. Joseph Brady,
formerly connected with the Cape Cinema at Dennis, is dead. During late
years he has put over exploitation
Boston.,

states

that

paid

and

celebrities

100

"the

of

most widely
of Hollywood"

Monday

after a short illness. He was
years old.
Jones was president
and founder of Film Pickup Service
and Photoplay Poster Service.

62

Rites for Mrs. Barrows
Boston, Feb. 7. Funeral services
were held here for Mrs. Catherine
Barrows, mother of Thad C. Barrows,
head projectionist at the Metropolitan
and for years president of the Operators' Local 182.

—

New

Air Film Reviews

WMCA

has introduced a new type
presenting an "average" picturegoer each Monday at 6
of

film

criticism,

P.M. under the program title. "Your
Girl Friend at the Movies," in a discussion of current films.

permanently

out of
truth for some
been
that
English
has
time
studios largely have been content
to take what they have been able
Hollywood hasn't
to
get and
their

hold.

EDWARD

The

dispatch in terms of "Raid."

T

wanted.

Thinking exhibitors will fail
become alarmed. Others are
told not to worry over any depletion of significant Hollywood

American

for

talent,

producers

are allowing not a single valua-

Joan Bennett

More for

Important talent heading for
London will go by consent of the
major producers either to develop their own production in Eng-

from the coast

matters
Saturday.

to

Do

Wanger
—

in

mood

reciprocal

of

where made merit

to

He

here.

has reattend to
goes back

•

Eddie Reed of the Strand, Providence,

R.

I.,

is

conferring here with

Hy Daab

on an opening date for "The
Music Goes 'Round."

in-

duced by the need to keep the
British market a continued happy hunting ground for American
In any event and regardfilms.
less

Universal

Major Roger Marchetti
turned

land or

to

4

BONNS,

subject sales manager, is
back from a six week tour. He said
he found serial business definitely on
the increase.
•

short

legal

The reporting is careless and
the Times headline writer was
inaccurate when he captioned the

Quip of the Day
Nate Manheim contributes
as his marquee favorite;

will

this

"The King's Funeral."
"You May Be Next."

find playdates waiting.

Renraw No "Device"

Phil Regan, who recently finished
"Laughing Irish Eyes" for Republic,

Catchings Testifies

has arrived here.
He is at the New
Feb.
12.
Walter
Wilmington, Feb. 12. An at- Yorker.
•
Wanger has signed Joan Bennett to a tempt to have Renraw, Inc., described
new four-picture agreement.
Under as a "device" was made in U. S. DisMabel Drew has withdrawn from
the terms of the pact, two of these trict Court here today during the the
M-G-M publicity department
pictures must be released by Para- cross examination of Waddill Catch- where she was handling radi^.
mount.
As Wanger has not yet ings, Warner director, in the trial of
•
signed his new releasing contract with Koplar against the Warner directorBuddy Morris plans to leave for
Paramount, this clause was put in to ate. Catchings, on the stand for the Miami and a fishing vacation on
guarantee the services of the actress defense, said that he would not call March 10.
to
this
studio
in
the event
that the organization a "device" but rather
•
Wanger makes other releasing ar- a legal method of private individuals
Y. Frank Freeman is looking forrangements.
to incorporate themselves.
ward to a vacation next month at
In the event that Wanger renews
During the testimony of the same either New Orleans or Miami.
with Paramount, it is likely that all
•
witness there was introduced comfour pictures will go to that common stock quotations of 1928, when
Joseph M. Schenck is due from the
pany.
The contract will start after Warner shares were bringing from
coast the end of the month.
He'll
Miss Bennett returns from London.
$114 to $122 each.
These figures then go to Florida.
She is now working in "Big Brown were
•
used by the plaintiffs in order to
Eyes" for Wanger.
show the value of the 90,000 shares
James A. FitzPatrick, who is on J
issued to Renraw and of the 50,000 a world tour, will return sometime
to Goldman- Sachs.
Catchings admit- next June.
•
ted receiving $30,000 for establishing
with bankers the |3,000.000 revolving
Hal Le Roy and Toby Wing have
Los Angeles, Feb. 12. With the credit for the company.
been signed by Sam Sax for a Vita^
continuation here today of the petition
phone short.
•
to set aside the Fox- West Coast bank-

Hollywood,

—

FWC

Decision Delay
Seen as Possibility

—

ruptcy, the consensus of court opinion
that Judge James Alger Fee may
not render a decision for several
weeks because of the tremendous

was

to five in favor of a reopening.

—

name

ble

year.

a

Services for James Jones
Chicago, Feb. 12. Funeral services were held here today for James
Jones, prominent film man, who died

4

appear in British films this

will

number of local exhibi- precedent which will be set should he
tors,
including
Frank Lydon and decide in favor of the petitioners. Observers here feel that the odds are six
Loew's State and Orpheum.
stunts for

Purely
Personal

Outlook

By RED KANN«

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)
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William H. Neblett, counsel for T.
L. Tally and Corbar Corp. continued
his testimony today, citing authorities
to prove that the court has jurisdiction to act upon the arguments which
he presented yesterday regarding the
validity of the bankruptcy. He testified that the transfers of F. W. C.
properties were effected by long distance phone conversations between the
boards of directors of various companies in

Los Angeles and

Rogell Head,

New

York.

RKO Studio

Hollywood, Feb. 12.— Sid Rogell
become general manager of the
RKO studio on February 24. The

Day's "Times" Gross
Above Opening U.A.

—

"Modern Times" grossed $8,000 up
P.M. yesterday, Lincoln's Birthday, according to Rivoli management.

Temporarily

has been under the jurisdiction of J. R. Crone, production
manager.
Rogell recently resigned
from associate producer berth at Columbia.
it

McKay

due back from

is

•

Sidney R. Kent

is

expected

in

from

the coast late this week.

to 6

•

The

Joe Moskowitz has a coast trip in
view, but hopes to go to Miami first.

figure is claimed to be greater
than that grossed during the same
hours on the opening day.

At
was

the office of United Artists it
stated
that
"Modern Times"
showed to capacity houses throughout
the day, setting an all-time record for
the Rivoli.
They expect the second
week of the picture to do even better.
U. A. also reports that the picture,
opening at the Erlanger in Philadelphia yes/erday at 10 A.M., played to
2,503 people up to 1 P.M.. which com-

pares with 2,097 for the first hours of
the opening day of Charlie Chaplin's
"City Lights" at the same theatre.

will

post has been vacant since the death
of Herman Zohbel and C. D. White.

Willard

Florida late this week.

Change 20th-Fox

Titles

•
Bill

Scully

return

will

Miami sojourn on Feb.

from a

20.

•
Irving Berlin has returned from
the coast.

Joe Vergesslich
Movie Sweepstakes.
•

is

Arthur W. Kelly
"Modern Times"

a

no longer with

is

in

Chicago on

deal.

•
.

Cincinnati
Andrew Hettesheimer, manager

.

.

of the Norwood, suburban, is vacai
tioning in Florida with his family.
Levitt Bugie, Fox salesman, previously covering Kentucky, has been
transferred to the local city district,

Hollywood. Feb. 12.— Twentieth
Century-Fox has changed the titles of
two productions, "I Will Be Faith- replacing Nick Shafer. E. Nagel
ful" has been changed to "Human replaces Bugie in Kentucky.
Cargo" and "The Matron's Report"
Noah Schecter has returned from
will be seen as "Miss Nobodv."
an automobile trip through the south.

The subtle

arl of

G-men and

man-hunting, as practiced by

big-time newspaper reporters, re-

ceives a rather rudely jolting treatment this week,

Warner Bros.' 'excellently conceived satire',
'MAN HUNT'. Ricardo Cortez again clicks as a
in

'smoothie' gangster

whom

Marguerite Churchill

kind-heartedly hides, small-town reporter
William Gargan cleverly uncovers, and ex-sheriff
'Chic' Sale hilariously brings to earth, aided and
abetted
of

by the

'tongue-in-cheek' direction

William Clemens. Released Feb.

15th.

AS CRITK
RADIO

Cm

HOLD!
THIS 3RD BIC
HIT O
Seven times better than the aver
with excitement, humor and roma

Sherwood's st
to the screen. Delightful, enorn
Excellent. Robert

A

E.

production of most distinguisl

and blazing

action. This

Animate and

vital.

is,

perh

The Warn

transcribing plays into film.

WARNER

Brilliantly written, splendidly

BROS.

d

and absorbing. Howard
which he gave on the stage and
finest performances on the screer

Thrilling

give you the stars of
'Of Human Bondage'
in

We

a certified success

LESLIE

##

r

the

COMPLETE

Stor

CHEER,

I

IUSIC HALL

OVER
fARNER BROS.
936
odrama. An excellent

film

. . .

filled

ork of distinction."— World -Telegram

has been admirably transferred
effective entertainment/'—Journal
3re.

Tense, swift, hot melodrama,

Howard's

finest role."— American

tinue to display their skill at
is

'Petrified Forest."'

—Times

handsomely produced!"—Mirror
With GENEVIEVE TOBIN

he same compelling performance
3 him Bette Davis gives one of her
-warming and appealing."—News

FORAN

•

DICK

HUMPHREY BOGART
JOSEPH SAWYER • EDDIE
ACUFF • CHARLEY GRAPEWIN
Directed by ARCHIE L. MAYO
•

BETTE

ry o

ouis Pasteur'-s

;

:
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Construction
Zukor Denies Cold Wave Drops Key City
Para. Changes
Grosses for Three Weeks In K.C. Ahead
Of Last Year
Contemplated
(Continued from page

Comparative grosses for the
{Continued from page

1)

lowed upon the publication of a report linking his name with the active management of Paramount, possibly as a successor to John E. Otterson,

Zukor

president.

"I

said,

wish at this time to reaffirm the confidence in John E. Otterson which I
expressed when he assumed the posi-

head of Paramount.
of any change in the executive setup within the company are
I am very happy in my
groundless.
position as chairman of the company
and I wholeheartedly support the
management policies of Mr. Ottertion of executive

Rumors

son."

Richardson Quits Board
Charles

E.

Richardson,

director

a

31-Nov.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

1

185
183
181
181
183

21-22
28-29

Dec. 5-6
Dec. 12-13
Dec. '19-20
Dec. 26-27
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

180
171
175
179
179
176
173
177
168

2-3
9-10
16-17

23-24
30-31
Feb. 6-7

(Copyright, 1936, Quigley Publications.)

in order to devote his entire
time to his business interests, located

Chicago

7
6
3
8

Cincinnati

9

Philadelphia.
that Robert K. Cassatt,
also of Philadelphia, had again tendered his resignation from the board,
could not be verified at Paramount
Cassatt, who was also
yesterday.
elected for a one-year term, offered
his resignation several months ago,

Cleveland

5

Denver

6

Reports

was induced

to

withdraw

at

it

the time.

Warners Studying
Ascap Music Claim
(Continued from page

1)

under their agreements with the publishers and as a result were fully
The
covered by the Ascap license.
Warner music coming
first list of
within this category, as compiled by
Ascap, included many George M.
Cohan numbers, all of the Victor Herbert works with the exception of the
"Naughty Marietta" numbers and
many others from other writers and
Additional lists will be
composers.
issued as Ascap's study of the agreements between member writers and
their publishers
ciety said.

progresses,

the

so-

Buffalo
Charlotte

Detroit

6

Houston

4

Indianapolis
Kansas City
Lincoln

5

Los Angeles

Week Ending

Feb. 6-7

Jan. 30-31

Gross

5

Louisville

Milwaukee

4

Minneapolis
Montreal

5

New Haven
New York

4
9

Oklahoma City

4

Omaha

3
9
5
5

5

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

Portland
Providence
San Francisco
St. Louis
St. Paul

5

8
5
5

Seattle

7

Washington

7

act

168

Total

Holiday Closes

Street,

the

stock,

Office

bond

curb markets were closed also,

9
5
6

6
4
5
5

5

9
7

4
5
5

4
9

4
3
9
5

6
5

8
5

6
7
7

177

$1,591,350

and

new

1)

house

800-seat

at

Schine's Bucyrus at Bucyrus, O., is
expected to open in a few weeks. The
Hennepin Amusement Co. of Minne-

rebuilding the Grand at
is
Perry, la. The company is spending.
$40,000 on complete renovation.
apolis

The

Film

Omaha

Board

of

Trade

at.

openings in the
territory during January, and only
two closings.
The houses opened
were Cook, Cook Farnam, Farnam
Rex, Mason City; Cass, Plattsmouth;
Rosy, Table Rock, all Nebraska;
Strand, Arlington, and State, State
Center, la., and the Grand, Hurley,
Charles Schweitzer is spending
S. D.
$5,000 on remodeling the Allen, at
Akron, O.
F. B. Price shortly will begin remodeling a three-story building in
listed

:

eight

!

I

;

Marysville, O., into a film house.

i

The

Majestic has been opened in CrooksGross ville, O. Ross Garver and Maurice
$94,000 Reinking plan to acquire one new
41,800 neighborhood theatre each year. They
11,000 have three houses in Terre Haute.
136,300
61,000
54,100
34,500
69,000
28,600
26,500
37,800
9,950
81,450
28,100
19,100
35,500
46,500
25,600
225,000
13,625
21,500
76,250
36,525
33,000
41,500
62,800
48,000
16,700
39,900
69,700

Southern Spots Active
Feb. 12. The Parkview
Co. will build a new
house here, costing $35,000.
The
Strand at Columbia, S. C, has reop-

—

Memphis,
Amusement

ened after complete remodeling.
Interstate Circuit plans one of the largest outdoor parking lots in the country adjacent to the newly opened
Tower, in Houston.
The Carolina
and Granada, recently taken over by
the Kincey circuit, will be remodeled.

Closings Gain in N. E.
Boston, Feb. 12. Closings

—

have
outbalanced openings in this territory
during the past few days.
The openings are the Town Hall at
Oxford, Mass., and the Alley at
Groveton, N. H., badly damaged by
fire some time ago.
The closings are:
State,
South Berwick, Me.
Surf
Casino, Old Orchard, Me.; Odd Fel;

lows'

Hall,

Smyrna

Eureka,

Sedgwick,
Cornish, N. H., and

Mills,

Me.;

Me.;

Cornish,
Hall, Jef-

Town

$1,515,300

Hyman Lampert

Ohio Jury OK's Gifts

—

12.
Feb.
The first
legal decision to determine the status
of Bank Night from the lottery angle

this territory

was handed down

in

Universal Sets Its
24th Serial Lineup
It was on April 14, 1913, that Universal released its first serial, "Lucille
Love," starring Francis Ford and

Grace Cunard.
"Trey o' Hearts"
and "The Master Key" completed
1913-14
serial
the
April 14, this year.

schedule.

On

Universal will
start on its 24th season of serial production, with four of the episodic pictures planned for the 1936-37 season.
The four are "The Phantom Rider," in 15 episodes, with Buck Jones
Stories as the star "Ace Drummond," with
Hollywood, Feb.
12— Universal John Mack Brown "Jungle Jim,"
has purchased two stories. They are
All but
and "Secret Agent X-9."
"Roxanna," by Clarence Budington "The Phantom Rider" have been tak
Kelland, and "Adam's Evening," an
en from newspaper comic strips, by
original by Katherine Kavanaugh. EdKing Features,
arrangement with
ward Everett Horton will be in the which syndicates the strips in newssecond,
papers throughout the country.
:

Film offices in New York yesterday
declared a half holiday observing Lincoln's birthday.
Twentieth CenturyFox was closed all day.

Wall

3

8

a

Wichita.

is
remodeling a
house in Broadbrook,
Conn., and will open a new house in
East Hampton shortly. J. Ashalt
plans a new house in Saybrook, Conn.

former

Baker's

totaling $504,024.

7

6

(Continued from page

building

fersonville, Vt.

court of Painesville
Dallas, Feb. 12. The anti-trust Judge
suit of Ruben Frels, exhibitor, against when a jury, after four hours of dethe Jefferson Amusement Co., and liberation, acquitted Dan Stearns of
several major distributors, was not the Willoughby Theatre, who was acreached in Federal Court here today. cused of violating the State lottery
Basis for the decision was
It
expected to begin tomorrow. statute.
is
Frels,
charging
conspiracy,
seeks that no consideration was involved in
triple damages under
the
Sherman the winning of a prize.
anti-trust

No. Theatres

$99,500
37,100
14,500
129,100
71,650
50,750
46,000
70,700
28,000
27,800
31,100
9,400
101,450
20,600
21,300
28,500
42,500
19,600
243,500
13,100
23,300
90,600
49,300
28,700
40,000
71,400
51,350
16,000
34,550
80,000

5

9
7

in

—

Week Ending
No. Theatres

Cleveland,

Frels Suit Delayed

$1,655,050
1,572,310
1,452,499
1,563,750
1,534,575
1,544,724
1,545,710
1,722,305
1,578,550
1,593,860
1,766,910
1,434,785
1,321,385
1,228,199
1,918,729
1,901,455
1,722,400
1,539,065
1,515,300
1,591,350

7-8
14-15

Boston

in

Gross

164
178
178
178
180
186

3-4
10-11
17-18
24-25

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

resignation is expected to be taken
at the company's next board meeting,
Feb. 27. Richardson was elected last
June 5 for a one-year term. He has
several
for
resigning
considered

months

No. Theatres
Sept. 26-27

and former trustee of Paramount, has
tendered his resignation from the
Action on the
company's board.

but

1)

last available periods:

"U" Buys Two

silent

San Francisco Opening

San Francisco,

Feb.

12.

—Aaron

Goldberg has opened the Regal here,
formerly the Pompeii, after complete
remodeling at a cost of $25,000.

Denver Openings Numerous
Denver,
Feb.
12.— Numerous
houses have been opened in this ter-j
ritory recently, including the Prairie,
Ogallala, Neb.; Dixie, Terrero, N.

M., and Lyons, Lyons, Col.

;

;

Shapiro Quits

DuWorld

Irvin Shapiro has resigned as general manager of DuWorld Pictures,

Inc. He will sail Saturday for a tour
of Europe and will announce his future plans on his return,

,

PRISONER OF
SHARK ISLAND
BREAKS EVERY
OPENING DAY
RE CORD AT T HE
ENTER THEATR

NEW YORK!
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"Ceiling" Is "Pacific" Is
$16,000 Draw Kansas City's

Edward M. Schnitzer, who
was given an onyx desk set
by

Best, $5,800

—

Pittsburgh, Feb. 12. Although the
weather continued to stifle business,
"Ceiling Zero" at the Penn got away
to a flying start and never let up, collecting

At

$16,000.

the

Stanley,

the

—

Kansas City, Feb. 12. With continuous zero weather slowing business
all along the line, "Miss Pacific Fleet"
was the only first run in town to go
over par. It took $5,800, up by $300,

condensed version of Earl Carroll's at the Newman.
"Sketch Book" was a successful bolThe Fox Uptown made a good
ster for "Show Them No Mercy" on showing with "First a Girl," doing
the screen and the combination was $3,700 under the new straight 25-cent
policy. Under the old 25c-40c schedule $3,500 was average for the house.

good for $20,000.

Nowhere else, however, was there
any indication of improvement. The
Loew's Midland took $8,700 with
Alvin
tried
another
stage
show, "The Ghost Goes West." This is well
headed by Earl Hines' band, with "If below the $11,500 average.
You Could Only Cook," but the re"Captain Blood," at the Mainstreet,
sults were unsatisfactory, the gross took $6,900.
Average is $8,000 on
barely reaching $6,500. At the Fulton,
"East of Java" and "Dance
Band" couldn't better a weak $2,900,
while at the Warner "The Widow

From Monte Carlo" and
Life" did a

"It's

a Great

better at $3,900.
Total first run business was $49,300.
Average is $49,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 6:
trifle

YOU COULD ONLY COOK"
ALVIN— (2,000), 25c- 55c, 7 days.

"IF

single bills.

"The Lone Wolf Returns," plus a
stage show at the Tower, fell under
its $7,000 average by $1,000.
Total first run business was $31,Average

100.

is

$35,500.

Estimated takings

Week Ending Feb. 4:
"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W.

NEWMAN— (1,900),
Gross:

B.)
5
days.
days, $5,500)

25c-40c,

(Average,

$5,800.

5

(Col.)

Week Ending Feb. 6:
Stage:
"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (F. N.)
Hines band, Arthur Simpkins, Three
MAINSTREET (3,100), 25c-40c, 7
Dancing Demons, Radcliffe and Rogers,
Kathryn Perry. Gross: $6,500. (Average, Gross: $6,900. (Average, single bills.
Earl

—

"THE GHOST GOES WEST"

$10,000)

"EAST OF JAVA" (Univ.)
"DANCE BAND" (First Division)

FULTON— (1,700),
$2,900.

15c-40c,

7

days. Gross:

(Average, $4,000)

"CEILING ZERO" (W.

PENN— (3,300),

25c-40c, 7
(Average, $12,000)

$16,000.

B.)
Gross:
days.

"SHOW THEM NO MERCY" (20th-Fox)
STANLEY— (3,600), 25c-55c, 7 days. Stage:
Carroll's "Sketch Book" with Ken
Murray, Lillian Carman, Dale Winthrop,
Sibyl Bowan, Sassafras, Milt Charleston.

Earl

Gross:

$20,000.

days.
$8,000)

(U. A.)
25c-40c, 7 davs. Gross:

MIDLAND— (4,000),
(Average, $11,500)
"THE LONE WOLF RETURNS"
$8,700.

TOWER—

(Col.)

Stage:
(2,200), 25c-35c, 7 days.
Beatrice Howell. Gardner & Kane, the
Valors, George McClennon, and Jack Carson, who has returned as mc. Gross: $6,000
(Average, $7,000)

Week Ending Feb.
A GIRL" (G.

"FIRST

UPTOWN— (2,000),
$3,700.

25c.

7

7:

B.)
davs.

Gross:

A GREAT LIFE" (Para.)
"WIDOW FROM MONTE CARLO"
"IT'S

(W.

WARNER— (2,000),
$3,900.

B.)
25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

(Average, $5,000)

Show
Oklahoma City Top

"Exit" with

— "Grand

Oklahoma City, Feb. 12.
Exit," with 10 acts of vaudeville, made
by far the best showing by pulling
$2,300 in four days at the Liberty.
Normal for a week is $3,000. During
the remaining three days of the week
"Charlie Chan's Secret," with "Spanish Night" on the stage, garnered
$1,400.

Washington's

Nighters

week

as a token of
friendship, never got

Hit,

their
the gift home.
It seems that shortly after
the set was presented to him
someone, either playing a
prank or serious in his intention, walked off with the
package.
The mystery is agitating

Washington,

12.— Bitter cold is
"Captain
business.
Blood" was the sole first string
straight film bill to get over average,
that by $100 on a take of $3,200 at
the Stuart.
The Orpheum, with the help of
Andy Kirk's stage show three days,
Lincoln, Feb.

still

retarding

12.

—"Ceiling

continued its smash success, taking
against the house average of

$3,600.

"Ceiling" $5,000

High

in Louisville

"Exclusive Story" at Loew's Fox
proved a surprise by taking §22,000,
or
par.
$1,100 over
"Broadway's
Hollywood Cabaret Revue" helped.

At the Metropolitan, "The Murder
12.
"Ceiling of Dr. Harrigan" topped par
Feb.
by $1,300
did spectacular business at the Mary for a take of $5,600, and the Belasco
Anderson, getting $5,000 on the week, went $200 over average for a gross
It was of $3,200 on "A Nous La
100 per cent over normal.
Liberte."
held over.
The surprise flop of the week was
"Two Sinners," with the help of "Fang and Claw" at RKO-Keith's.
an excellent vaudeville bill, boosted Making two days of personal appearthe take at the National to $3,400, ances, Frank Buck got the picture off
$400 over the line. All other business to a swell start, but it died during the
was below average.
latter part of the week.
The $8,000
The weather continued cold, and gross was $2,600 under average.
hurt
streets
the
condition
of
the icy
"Strike Me Pink" at Loew's Palace
theatre attendance somewhat. Warn- slipped $400 under par for a take of
ings were issued over the air recently, $15,500, but it was held for a second
urging motorists to keep their cars week.
off the streets while the slippery conTotal first run business was $80,000.

—

Louisville,

ditions

prevailed.

Average

The Golden Gloves Boxing Tournament at the Jefferson County Armory
offered only mild competition.
Total first run business was $20,600.
Average is $18,500.
Estimated takings

Week Ending Feb. 6:
"THE GHOST GOES WEST" (U. A.)
"CRIME AND PUNISHMENT" (Col.)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,000), 15c-25c-40c,
Gross:

$3,500.

$3,400.

(Average. $4,500)

(Average. $3,500)

"THE GREAT IMPERSONATION"
(Univ.)

"PADDY O'DAY" (20th-Fox)
STRAND — (1.500), 15c-25c-40c, 7
Gross:

$2,200.

days.
B.)

age, $3,000)
(F.

MARY ANDERSON— (1,000),

(Col.)
15c-25c-40c,

BROWN— (1,400),

Week Ending

Feb. 6:

(F. N.)
(2,218). 25c-77c, 7 days.
Stage:
Keller Sisters & Lynch, Paul Gerrits, Don
Lee & Louise, Three Emerald Sisters.

Gross:

|

(Average, $18,400)

$20,200.

TWO

"A TALE OF

CITIES" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,264),

days (return engagement).
(Average, first run, $3,600)

25c-40c,

Gross:

7

$5,500.

"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S FOX— (3,434), 25c-66c, 7 days.
"Broadway's Hollywood Cabaret
Revue" with Lew Parker & His Playmates,
Ames & Arno, Edna Janis, Mildred Fenton,
Jack

Gross:

Starr.

$22,000.

(Average,

ME PINK" (U. A.)
LOEW'S PALACE— (2,370). 35c-55c,

I

"STRIKE
Gross:

days.

$15,500.

7

(Average, $15,900)

"MURDER OF DR. HARRIGAN" (F. N.)
METROPOLITAN— (1,591). 25c-40c, 7 days.
$5,600.

RKO-KEITH'S— (1,836),
Stage:
only).

(Radio)

25c-55c,

7

days.

Frank Buck (Fridav and Saturday
Gross:

I

(Average, $4,300)

"FANG AND CLAW"

15c-25c-40c,

7

(Average, $3,000)

$3,200.

Gross:

N.)

"Freshman Love," split with 7 days. Gross: $5,000. (Average, $2,500)
"Stars Over Broadway," had a final
Week Ending Feb. 8:
tally of $2,300, which was $200 good. "THE MELODY LINGERS ON" (U. A.)
"Freckles" at the Lincoln was aver- "THE CALLING OF DAN MATHEWS"
Gross:

I

Week Ending Feb. 4:
"A NOUS LA LIBERTE" (French)
BELASCO— (1,140), 25c-65c, 7 davs. Gross:

$20,900)

days,

split
week. Stage: Kit-Kat Club Revue,
Sid Page. Macey Bros. & Beatrice, Peggy
Earle & Ruth Rudie. Gross: $3,400. (Aver-

"CEILING ZERO"

$76,700.

Estimated takings, exclusive of tax:

Stage:

(Average, $2,500)

"LOVES OF A DICTATOR" (G.
"TWO SINNERS" (Republic)
NATIONAL— (2,400), 15c-25c-40c, 7

j

EARLE—

7

"THE INVISIBLE RAY" (Univ.)
"MY MARRIAGE" (ZOth-Fox)
RIALTO — (3.000). 15c-25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross:

is

j

"CEILING ZERO"

and

age with $2,200.
Total first run business was $9,400.

Feb.

$5,500

1

"Captain" $3,200
Leader in Lincoln

$20,000

Zero" sent the gross at the Earle to
$20,200, topping average by $1,800.
In a return engagement at Loew's
Columbia, "A Tale of Two Cities"

Film Row.

days.

(Average, old policy, $3,500)

(Average, $18,500)

Monday

the

1936'

13,

"Ceiling" Is

Gift Is Missing

last

In Pittsburgh

Thursday, February

$8,000.

J

(Average, $10,600)

Rachman Seeks Release

days.

—

(Average. $2,000)

Lincoln, Feb. 12. After four years
the Nebraska State Prison, Jules
Estimated takings
Rachman,
former
Omaha theatre
Week Ending Feb. 4:
owner and operator, who was sen(Radio)
"FAST BULLETS" (Reliable)
ALAMO— (900). 15c-25c. 7 days, split tenced for 15 years on second degree
"MURDER OF DR. HARRIGAN" (F. N.) week. Gross: $1,200. (Average, $1,400)
murder charges growing out of the
COLONIAL— (550), 10c-15c, 7 days on
Average is $14,000.
shooting of Sam and Harry Goldberg,
Estimated takings for the week end- split. Gross: $900. (Average, $850)
Again business associates on Dec. 2, 1932,
Vidor
ing Feb. 8:
Week Ending Feb. 6:
Hollywood, Feb. 12. King Vidor will appear before the Pardon Board
"BORN FOR GLORY" (G. B.)
"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
Many
has been awarded a diploma of honor tomorrow in a clemency plea.
CRITERION— (1.700), 10c-20c-36c-55c, 7
"DANGERUS INTRIGUE" (Col.)
days. Gross: $4,500. (Average, $5,000)
VARSITY— (1,100), 10c-20c-25c, dual 7 by the Festival International of Brus- national figures in the show business
days. Gross: $800. (Average, $1,300)
"BARBARY COAST" (U. A.)
sels.
Vidor's work as a director has have signed a petition asking com"FRECKLES" (Radio)
MIDWEST— (1.500), 10c-26c-36c-56c, 7 LINCOLN—
been
similarly
recognized recently by mutation of the sentence.
days.
10c-20c-25c,
7
(1,600),
days. Gross: $3,100. (Average, $4,000)
Gross: $2,200. (Average, $2,200)
the United Daughters of the Con"SYLVIA SCARLETT" (Radio)
"FRESHMAN LOVE" (W. B.)
CAPITOL— (1,200), 10c-20c-26c-36c-41c, 7 "STARS
Blue"
Sale to
OVER BROADWAY" (W. B.) federacy and the League of Nations
days. Gross: $1,800. (Average, $2,000)
ORPHEUM — (1.350). 10c -15c -20c -25c, 7 Film group.
Hollywood, Feb. 12. Chic Sale"
"GRAND EXIT" (Col.)
days. Three days with Andy Kirk's band
Boy
his
Cold weather hit grosses all along
the line, with "Anything Goes," "Barbary Coast" and "Sylvia Scarlett" all
falling under par.
Total first run business was $13,100.

Average

is

$1,800.

"GRAND EXIT" (Col.)
"RED SALUTE" (U. A.)
"THE RETURN OF PETER GRIMM"

$9,850.

in

Honored

—

Do "Boy

—

LIBERTY— (1.500),

Stage:

10c-20c-26c-41c. 4 days.
10 acts of vaudeville. Gross: $2,300.

Average

for

week.

Average.

$3,000)

"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET" (20th-Fox)
LIBERTY— (1.500). 10c-20c-26c-36c, 3 days.
"Spanish Nights."
(Average for week, ($3,000)

Stage:

headlining

Gross:

$1,400.

a

stage

show.

Gross:

$2,300.

$2,100)

—

Week Ending Feb. 7:
"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (W. B.)

STUART — (2.000),
Gross:

$3,200.

10c-25c-40c.

(Average, $3,100)

7

Elsie Wilkins Returns

days.

Hollywood, Feb. 12. Elsie Wilkins
secretary
of
the
Screen Writers'
Guild, has returned after a twomonths vacation in Australia.

will

appear

in "Little

Blue" as

M-G-M

miniature.
The short
will be based on the story which Roy
James wrote from the Eugene Fieldl

next

poem. Jack Chertok will produce
Harry Boucquet will direct.

and!

STAR

PERFORMER
SUPER X

delivers unparalleled photographic

quality to the screen. That

to hold its position as star

is

why it

continues

performer among

negative motion picture films. That

it

is

why

plays a part in most of the feature pictures

the

world's leading movie-pro-

ducing country.

Eastman Kodak Company,

released

in

Rochester, N. Y.

Fort Lee,

New

(J.

E. Brulatour, Distributors,

York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN SUPER A
PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE
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"Tom Thumb"
(Celebrity)
Again using a fairy tale story, this
film should be found pleasing to chil-

dren and amusing to their elders.
narrative has Tom getting into

Thursday, February

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

Tinall

sorts of mischief due to his smallness.
First in a pie, then he is swallowed

—A

—

"Stars of
No. 5"

Tomorrow

broken leg of Francis McDonald, as Booth. Arrested with seven others, charged with conspiracy and murder, they are
The seven are hanged and Baxter
tried before a biased court martial.
At Arcadia Prison, the country's
is sentenced to life imprisonment.
post-war Devil's Island, Baxter is a victim of inhuman torture. He is
of his patient, sets the

(Columbia)

Amateurs on the screen, with Benny
Rubin as master of ceremonies, this
number of the series offers some turns
which are good and some which could
Helen Marion sings well,
be better.
and a farm trio is featured by novel
For the rest a New
throat-whistling.
York college boy presents some impersonations, the Mandel Sisters sing
and tap dance, and three boys play
As the taste for
the banjo and sing.
amateurs goes, so this will go. ProRunduction Code Seal No. 0,771.
ning time, 11 mins.

placed in a dungeon when his attempt at escape fails.
Yellow fever breaks out, panic strikes and Harry Carey, the commandant, begs Baxter to halt the epidemic. Without hope of reward he
In the conclusion liberties have been taken
agrees and is successful.
with the facts, as Baxter is exonerated and returns to his wife, Gloria

A
A
in

"Ali Baba"

whirlwind of animated

'Her Master's Voice"
takes
into

it

activity.

the
a

The

a fine, entertaining offering.
The thread of the plot involves the
discovery of the cave with the "Open
result

is

Sesame" password by Ali Baba and
the subsequent overcoming of the obstacles put in his way by the thieves.
few modern burlesquing twists

A

should bring some hearty
No production code seal.
"G."
time, 8 mins.

guffaws.
Running-

Tomorrow

"Stars of
No. <T

and child, Joyce Kay.
preview audience several times interrupted the film with applause.
courageous production, it calls for the same brand of sensationalism
selling as went into the making.
Production Code Seal, No. 1,907. Running time, 105 minutes. "G."

Stuart,

"G."

(Celebrity)
This Cinecolor cartoon
familiar story and spins

(Columbia)

(

W anger-Paramount)

youngsters, Jay and Anne,
doing an Apache dance, are the best
bet in this series of amateur acts, for
which Benny Rubin acts as master of

—

Dore Schary and Harry Sauber constructed the screen play from
The direction by Joseph Santley keeps
play by Clare Kummer.

the

the

laughs rolling out.

and the Catskill Hill Billies, who
Producare what the name implies.
Running
tion Code Seal No. 0,772.

"The Three Godfathers"

sing,

"G."

F. D. Appoints Kilfoil
Kilfoil has been named
agent for First Division.

Thomas A.

purchasing
He was formerly associated with Majestic and Paramount. Joe Cronin has
been named a salesman out of the Boston

office.

306 to Vote on Attorney
if

Local 306 may have a new attorney
a move on way by some members

A

number of members at
succeeds.
the last general meeting brought up
the question of replacing Matthew
Levy.
Another group is in favor of
retaining Levy.
special session will
be called to thresh out the matter.

A

(Continued from page

I)

that competitive bidding for the
film rights to plays has been noticeably restricted with a consequent lessening of the writers' royalties, accordWhere
ing to the Dramatists' Guild.
there is no participation by film companies in the production of plays and
suit

film rights in conse-

the bidding for

no
competitive
freely
quence
is
changes are contemplated in the existing provisions under which writers
share up to 50 per cent of the film
reported.
it is
contract committee of the Authors' League is completing a first
draft of the proposed new contract
which will be submitted to the managers in the near future for ratificaIndications are that the 100 per
tion.
film
participation
in
cent
royalty
rights may be revised downward at
probably in accordance
that
time,
with the extent of the financial interest of a film company in a stage production.
If the film company is only
a part owner of a play the writer's
participation in film rights may be adjusted accordingly, it was said.
Efforts to reach officials of the Authors' League for comment on these
details of the proposed new agreement were unsuccessful yesterday.
rights,

The

Of "Rhodes" Preview
—

Play up the tame husband going berserk under continued feminine
dominance, and Horton's name.
Production Code Seal, No. 1,772. Running time, 72 minutes. "G."

time, 11 mins.

On Some Plays

Miami Beach Scene

ceremonies.
Then follow Blanche
Lewis, tap dancer; Jack MacPherson,
who sings well the Blane sisters, who
;

Writers Seek
100% Royalty

12.
This light hearted comedy of mistaken identian excellent one to couple with a sombre drama.
Edward Everett Horton is funny in his usual exact fashion as a mild
and loving husband driven to animal rage by his wife's relatives. ElizaMiami Beach, Feb. 12. "Rhodes,
beth Patterson plays his harmlessly tippling mother-in-law for fine comedy effect as she blames him for everything from losing his job to the the Diamond Master," G. B. special,
was previewed at the Lincoln here
whole depression. Laura Hope Crews does nobly with the equally funny with numerous
film company execubutler,
hires
away
Horton
for
him
mistakes
a
maiden
aunt
who
part of a
tives in attendance.
The film will
from himself, and then resorts to girlish blandishments. The harder the have a $10 premiere at the Ritz
aunt falls, the more Horton's dismay grows after he has accepted a job Carlton Hotel in New York, Feb. 19,
Peggy Conklin is for the benefit of the Adventure Soas the aunt's handyman in order to be near his wife.
appealing and charming as the worried young wife who is the victim ciety, and will open at the Roxy,
Grant Mitchell, as a song- there, Feb. 28.
of the managing impulses of her relatives.
Among those present were: John Hays
bird business man, has a smaller but thoroughly funny part. The film Hammond, former chief engineer for Cecil
closes on a hilarious note when Horton is revealed as a success at last, Rhodes in South Africa; Joseph E. Widener,

Hollywood, Feb.

ties is

as a radio crooner.

Two

1936

"The Prisoner of Shark Island"

( Twentieth Century-Fox)
powerful drama with emotion-stirring
Hollywood, Feb. 12.
by a goat an imaginatively presented
and colorful sequence and finally he punch in dialogue and action. Intelligent selling should make this picpictures a chapter in
is overwhelmed by a worm when he
It vividly
ture one of the year's big features.
goes fishing and use_s it as bait. He American history heretofore closely guarded.
is swallowed by a fish which in turn
It is splendidly acted, with Warner Baxter giving perhaps the best
is gulped down by another and anperformance
of his career.
John Ford's direction is excellent. Although
other. Finally he is rescued and given
Excellent.
No produc- at first glance it would appear to be a man's picture, the skillfully blenda spanking.
Running time, 8 mins. ed romantic love interest with the motivating forces of loyalty, heroism
tion code seal.
and sacrifice make it readily adaptable to feminine patronage.
"G."
The assassination of Lincoln hurls the North into a fury of bigoted
Dr. Samuel Mudd (Warner Baxter), not knowing the identity
hatred.

—

13,

(M-G-M)
Hollywood,

—

This tale of three outlaws develops as an inFeb. 12.
teresting character study motivated by a heart gripping theme after
starting as an average action feature.
While fleeing from a bank stickup, the characters, Chester Morris, a
killer
Lewis Stone, philosopher turned bandit, and Walter Brennan,
good humored ignoramus, encounter Helen Brown and her baby, Jean
Kirchner, dying of thirst on the desert. Their horses die from drinking
poisoned water. Left with meager supplies, Stone and Brennan promise
the dying mother that they will get the baby to civilization while Morris
sulks and refuses to commit himself. Trekking back on foot to the town
they have just fled, Stone is the first to fall by the wayside. The next
clay Brennan succumbs and Morris, after a struggle with his conscience
and inclinations, picks up the infant and goes forward. For the climax,
Morris delivers the child back in the settlement. He falls dead, himself
a victim of the poison water which he had purposely drank to gain
strength for the final spurt.
Richard Boleslawski's direction captures the full power of the strug;

(Continued

on

page

11)

president of the Hialeah Jockey
Club;
Major Albert Warner, I. J. Hoffman, Frank
Damis, Edward Alperson, Col. Fred Levy,
Myer Schine, Claude Ezell, William Underwood, N. L. Nathanson, Oscar Hanson,
Nathan Yamins, Charles Segal, Louis
Blumenthal, William and Harry Brandt,
A. H. Blank, Dan Finkelstein, Leon Netter, E. J. Sparks, Aaron Saperstein, Jack
Miller, Emil Stern, Col. W. S. Butterfield,
John J. Payette, Joseph Hartfield, Ed Sullivan, David Wilentz, New Jersey attorney
general; Arthur A. Lee, William J. Lee,
George A. Weeks and A. P. Waxman.

Urges Mass. Bond
Boston,

Feb.

12.

Bill

—Passage

of

a

pending bill for the establishment of a
state commission to conduct investigaof real estate bond reorganizawas urged before the legislative
committee on banks and banking today by Peter N. Borre, New England

tions
tions

counsel for the Sabath Congressional
committee, which is conducting bond
reorganization investigations nationallv.

Ambrose

to

Milwaukee

—

Feb. 12. James Ambrose has been appointed to succeed

Milwaukee,

Joseph Hardman as manager of the
United Artists exchange here.

MOTION PICTURE
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Continued Pickup
Seen in Salt Lake

—

Salt Lake City, Feb. 12. According to all indications regarding the
business outlook for Salt Lake City
and the surrounding Intermountain
territory, 1936 will be a banner year.
The holiday season, closing the
year 1935, far surpassed expectations
for spending and optimism, and nothing is seen on the business horizon for
the coming year which should hinder
a continuous pickup in this direction,
according to the leading exhibitors and
distributors here.
gradual improvement in mining,
of which this region is a center, is
Farmers of Utah received
forecast.
$5,365,000 more for their crops in
1935 than in the previous year, it was

S

i

A

1

1

1

!

]

officially indicated,

and

is

it

1
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(Continued from page 10)

own emotions and with the elements of nature.
E. Paramore, Jr., and Manuel Seff, who wrote the screenplay
from the Peter B. Kyne- novel, have given the story vitality after the
theme is established. The Joseph L. Mankiewicz production is class and
the photography of Joseph Ruttenberg does the desert backgrounds full
justice.
All the parts are trouped splendidly with Irene Hervey, Sidney
Toler and Roger Imhoff outstanding in support.
The picture can best be sold from the heart angle.
Production Code Seal, No. 2,012. Running time, 85 minutes. "G."
gle of the three with their

Edward

Looking 'Em Over

expected

shown during

a similar gain will be
I

1936.
activity has taken a
There has been
turn.
considerable remodeling as well as
some new construction going on in

Real

definite

!

estate

upward

the theatre field in this area.

boring Montana

Neigh-

expected to gain
substantially, chiefly through the anticipated greater activity in mining.
is

Production Gains
With 38 in Work
Hollywood, Feb. 12— Both major
and independent producers increased
their activity last week, with 38 features and five shorts in work, as compared with 32 features and two shorts

.

I

i

during

!

the

week.

previous

Fifteen

pictures are in preparation.
Columbia had four features in work,
three in preparation and six in the
cutting room. Fox had four, two and
seven; Goldwyn, zero, zero and one;

I

J

one and 12; Paramount,
Radio, three, three
one, one and zero
Universal, two, one and two; Warners, eight, zero and seven; indepen-

M-G-M,

'

six,

two and 10
and two Roach,
seven,

;

;

two and one.
Columbia had one short subject
shooting, one preparing and three editing. M-G-M had three, two and six;
Radio, zero, one and three; Roach,
independents,
zero, one and three
one, one and one.

"Mr. Cohen Takes a Walk"
(

Warners)

Produced

Warner English

studios at Teddington, this comedy
drama of the self-made Jewish department store owner who brings happiness to others and finds that he is not quite the has-been he had been
made to feel, offers simple but enjoyable entertainment.
Although the names of the players will be unfamiliar to American audiences, the performances are good, that of Paul Graetz in the leading role,
as Jake Cohen, being especially outstanding.
It is a thoroughly human
story and one which should be found generally appealing, and often
amusing. The English countryside backgrounds add to the production
value of the picture.
Graetz is completely lost in his large department store since his sons
handle the business so efficiently, and he has little to do. Returning from
the United States, his youngest son falls in love with an Irish girl, and
the boy is unable to tell his parents that he does not love Julie, the girl
at the

they had long planned he should marry, before his mother dies. Unhappy with nothing to do, Graetz leaves on a long walking tour. The
youngest son leaves the firm and a strike at the store threatens. Graetz
meets an unemployed boy and sends him to the store in London. Then
he learns of the strike and reaches town just in time to save the situation, and take complete charge.
Julie meanwhile has fallen in love with
the boy Graetz met on the road, and a double wedding concludes the film.

William Beaudine directed.
Reviewed without production code
"G."

seal.

Running

;

New Post
—Howard
Feb.

Hollywood,

12.

J.

Green today is associate producer at
Columbia, a post to which he was
signed a month ago by Harry Cohn.
Green has been engaged on several
writing jobs. The first film under the
new setup will be "Taxi Please," which
Green is adapting from the story of
Octavus Roy Cohen. He will also do
some of his originals.

Coast

ITO

T.

O. will hold
membership meeting

Teachers' Ass'n. of

to

Meet

12.

its

—-The

first

local

general

in several months
next Friday.
Lester Eisler of Oakland will speak on the Social Securities Act.

I

West High School

families are urged not to attend theatres showing films of the companies
refusing to cooperate.
Dr. C. S. Pollock, local president,

declared efforts will be made to conHe
tact 20,000,000 P.T.A. members.
urged that films should be made available for rental to schools after their
expired, and
pointed out that theatres constantly
use schools for advertising tieups and
that schools should be entitled to rent

value

has

Tearle Series Delayed
Leichter
his

is

Conway

—

12.
Mitchell
Feb.
holding up production on
Tearle series while Tearle

will produce.

eight for the 1936-37 season as well.

— Reports

from

in

There also has been real activity in
the theatre building field for the first
time in several years.
Figures compiled by the local chamber of commerce indicate the promising fact that employment, wages and
product values have shown steady and
substantial gains since 1932.
Commercial bank deposits are now nearly
normal, and savings bank deposits
were $70,000,000 higher in 1935 than
in
1934.
The local stock exchange
reports the greatest volume of trading since 1930.
Similar improvement in the sales
of automobiles, and in the steel industry in Ohio are noted. Local prosperity is seen as receiving great impetus
from a building boom, which will include 10,000 new houses to overcome
the present shortage.

"Zero," at $6,000
Charlotte's Leader

Senate For Action

On

Picture Measures
(Continued from page

1)

House Committee on Interstate
Commerce will include not only the

the

Pettengill block booking bill, but also
other similar measures now pending,
it was disclosed today.
All film legislation before the committee has been turned over to a subcommittee which, if repeated, will
probably be headed by Congressman
Pettengill, of Indiana, with instructions to study the whole situation.
As a result, it is anticipated that the
hearings which will probably be called
late this month will canvass all phases
of the film situation, since there are
pending a number of bills dealing
with the subject.

—

the Broadway with a take of $6,000,
exactly $2,000 over par. It was held
over for six days more. The weather

man

reached into his bag and produced
snow, rain, fog and cold.
"The Bride Comes Home" continued its run at the Carolina with $2,000
in two days.
"Magnificent Obsession"
failed to break par in four days at the
Carolina with $2,000.
Average is
$2,000 for three days.

"Sweet Surrender"

in

two days

at

the Imperial, combined with a stage
show, grossed $2,000, double average,
which is $1,000 for two days. "Tough
Guy" did $2,500 in four days at the
Imperial.
Total first run business was $14,500.

Average

is

$11,000.

Estimated takings for the week ending "Feb. 8

"CEILING ZERO" (W.

B.)

BROADWAY— (1,114),
Gross:

H. C. Bissells in Miami

films.

12.

Greater
the
Cleveland area are generally in agreement that business showed a definite
improvement in 1935 and almost all
indicate faith in a continuation of the
gains in 1936.
The theatre business in the area
showed an approximate attendance increase of 30 per cent and a 10 to 20
per cent gain in gross receipts, although exhibitors did not make a corresponding profit because of the generally low scale of admissions, according to Ernest Schwartz, president of
the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n.
Schwartz looks for a continuation of
last year's improvement in 1936 if
the level of product holds up, and predicts an increase in admissions to approximately the pre-depression scale
of a 60-cent top downtown and a 40cent
neighborhood houses.
top
at
industries

Charlotte, Feb. 12 "Ceiling Zero"
overcame bad weather conditions at

$6,000.

days.

6

2Sc-40c,
(Average, $4,000)

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME"

(Para.)

CAROLINA— (1,400), 25c-40c, 2 days.
Cleveland, Feb. 12.—Holbrook C.
Gross: $2,000.
Average for three days.
Bissell, Columbia branch manager, and $2,000)
Mrs. Bissell are in Miami for a two"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)
week

vacation.

CAROLINA— (1,400),

Gross:

$2,000.

25c-40c,
4
for three

(Average

days.
days,

$2,000)

D. Clark

on Coast
Hollywood, Feb. 12.— Bing Crosby's plays a part in "Romeo and Juliet" at
Hollywood, Feb.
next picture for Paramount will be M-G-M. Leichter has five films of the
D.
12.—John
"Beach of Dreams," from an original series of eight to make for this season, Clark is here for conferences on
story by Harry Hervey. William Le and has Tearle under contract for product at the Twentieth CenturyBaron

l

— The Parent-

P.T.A. groups to bar all commercial
film tieups from schools, following the
refusal of distributors to furnish old
films for school lunch-hour use. P.T.A.

Hollywood,

Pick Bing Crosby's Next

12

recently called upon nationwide

commercial

Los Angeles, Feb.
I.

School Film Tieups
Minneapolis, Feb.
here,

Green in

Would Bar

Cleveland, Feb.
leading

time, 80 minutes.

dents, three,

P. T. A.

Attendance Gained
30<Jfo in Cleveland

/.

Fox

studios.

"TOUGH GUY" (M-G-M)
IMPERIAL— (989). 25c, 4 days.

$2,500.

(Average

for four days,

Gross:

$2,000)

"SWEET SURRENDER" (Univ.)
IMPERIAL— (989), 25c, 2- days. Gross:
$2,000.

(Stage:

(Average

"A Night

for two days,
in Havana.")

$1,000).

.

Styles
there's
. .

in pictures

one kind of picture

.the picture

"Little

"Mrs.

may come

and styles

that's

may

go but

always box

office

with good, old-fashioned heart appeal.

Women"

Wiggs

.

had

of the

it,

"David Copperfield" had

Cabbage Patch" had

"Timothy's Quest" has

American small town

life

.

it
.

.

.

.

.

it

.

it,

.

the heart appeal of

the sentimental appeal

of real people living real lives

.

.

6*

Timothy's Quest
A Paramount

99

Picture Directed by Charles Barton with
TIMOTHY

SAMANTHA

Dickie Moore

Virginia Weidler

MISS

CUMMINS

Elizabeth Patterson

GAY
Sally Martin

DR. CUDD
M. Kerrigan

J.

MOTION PICTURE

The Leading
Dajlv

lwws|u

Industry

39.

NO.

NEW

38

Legion's

Work

To Be Pressed,
States Priest
Asserts Campaign Raised
Grosses 25 Per Cent
The Legion of Decency, far from
entertaining thoughts of disbanding
now that the hue and cry which attended its launching has subsided, is
preparing to dig in for the long, hard
I

I

!

|

pull

in

safeguarding what has

the Legion, saying they

YORK, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

were twofold

—the encouragement "of patronage

for
pictures which are worthwhile from a
moral and educational standpoint, and
the discouragement of patronage for
the vulgar and indecent. The results,
he said, are reflected in a 25 per cent
increase in theatre attendance since
the formation of the Legion, and in
such encouraging manifestations as

Box-Office

were shown in the last
Check-Up which rated Shirley Temple
(Continued on page 8)

German Technicolor
Lab Being Studied
Construction of a Technicolor laboratory in Germany following completion of the one now being built on the

—

"We

Cowdin

lands."

its

located in
offices

at

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

New York

City

Issues
By

For Studios

BRUCE ALLAN

London, Feb. 1.— Details of the
proposed financing of Sound City have
just been made known by Sound City
(Films), Ltd. They include an offer
of £135,000 in 1£ six per cent cumulative

participating preference shares
in three-shilling value or-

and 156,263

The preference shares are
offered at par and the ordinaries at
6/
a premium of 1/-.
Five additional floors are to be
erected at Sound City, Shepperton,
and space has been booked by UniverWainwright
sal and J. G. & R. B.
to the value of £30,000 a year, it is
stated. The share capital is being acquired by the renting company, Gilbert
Films, Ltd., controlling Associated
Producing and Distributing Co.
* * *
dinaries.

SEC Reveals Cohns
Hold 3-Year Pacts
— Harry
Washington, Feb.
13.

Cohn, president, and Jack Cohn, vicepresident, hold three-year contracts
with Columbia Pictures, expiring July
1, 1937, it was revealed here today by
the Securities and Exchange Commission, which released salary data
for the company additional to that
disclosed last December.
The executives' salaries are $3,500 weekly for
Harry and $2,000 weekly for Jack

Promoters of the Petersen-Harvey
fight
for the British and Empire
heavyweight championship fight, made

own two-reel picture because
the newsreels were unable to cover
the event owing to the footage demands of ceremonies in connection
with the late King George V.

Samuel B. Pettengill indicated

today that he is not entirely
satisfied with the desirability of such
film legislation as the block booking
bill which he has introduced into the
House, and wants the opinion of men

who have no interest in the matter.
The Congressman thus explained the
reasons behind his refusal of the post
of chairman of the sub-committee of

House Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee which will consider film legislation. It was expected
that Chairman Sam Rayburn of the
Commerce Committee would name

the

Pettengill as chairman of the smaller
Pettengill declared he_ had
urged Rayburn to name a chairman

group.

(Continued on page 8)

A

writers, players, etc.

Details of an underwriting contract
with Hemphill, Noyes and Co. for the
floating of 75,000 shares of $2.75 preference convertible no par stock were
also made public, showing the company was to receive $46.50 a share and
the stock was to be sold to the public
at $50, the underwriters retaining the
difference.

council and members of the Authors'
The proLeague for ratification.
visions covering the writers' partici(Centinued on page 6)

Horowitz Is Named
For Republic Post
Sam

Horowitz, formerly mid-west
manager for United Artists,
yesterday was appointed mid-west
district manager for Republic by W.
division

Hollywood, Feb. 13. The laugh
highlight of Chaplin's premiere here
last night was the address by Charlie
Chaplin himself, the substance of

*

LINZ

—Represent-

Schneider, treasurer, held
a two-year contract from April 17,
1933, for $650 a week with options for
The contract committee of the
the next three years at $800 for the
Authors' League will meet with the
first, $1,000 for the second and $1,250
League of N. Y. Theatres today for
for the third.
J. Freidman director preliminary conferences on the new
(Columbia Pictures Export, S.A.) re- contract between writers and managceived $33,884 in the last fiscal year,
ers which is scheduled to become opand E. Zana, director
(Columbia erative March 1. This is the first
Films, S.A.), $13,699. Approximately
meeting on the new pact which the
$120,000 was paid to 16 other officers writers have had with the managers.
and directors.
total of $1,173,093
When the managers' views have
was reported paid to 29 other em- been obtained the contract committee
ployes, of which $1,045,977 went for
will complete its draft of the new pact,
the salaries of production managers,
which then will be submitted to the

"Trader Horn."
*

13.

9

Abraham

Personal Appearance
At Chaplin Premiere

*

F.

Writers Terms Up
At League's Parley

Cohn.

"Mutiny on the Bounty," held for a
sixth
week at M-G-M's Empire,
Leicester Sq., beat the record of

their

CIRCLE 7-3100

By BERTRAM
Washington, Feb.
here

television theatres in London
practical. Ultimately B. B. C.
will turn to making its own newsreels,
because existing newsreels will not be
available for television.

DAILY

Refuses to Head Group
For Film Hearings

ative

more
more

MOTION PICTURE

Doubt on His
Booking Bill

ready."

Two

Branches

Pettengill in

Rogers refused to discuss the matter, saying, "We're not making
any halfway statements. We will release statements when we're

British Plan

Ini

in All

TEN CENTS

Hollywood, Feb. 13. It is understood here that all details connected with the financing of the purchase of Universal by Standard Capital Corp. have been completed by J. Cheever Cowdin in
England. Cowdin is now on his way back to this country, due to
arrive next Monday.
beJack Ross, assistant to Carl Laemmle, Sr., said today,
lieve that Cowdin has completed arrangements for financing Standard Capital and Charles R. Rogers to purchase Universal. We
do not know the details, or how they will affect the option to buy
until after

the

1936

Financing for Universal Deal
Is Set by Cowdin, Coast Hears

How the British Broadcasting Corp.
Great West-Bath Highway near Lon- proposes to make its recently andon was predicted yesterday by Dr. nounced films for television broadcastHerbert T. Kalmus, president and ing has been made known.
general manager of Technicolor, who
Primarily the film unit will record
returned a few days ago from a tour musical and dramatic performances
of Europe.
for subequent air transmission in the
Formation of a Technicolor subsid- experimental service to be inauguiary for Central
Europe was dis- rated in a month or two.
(Continued on page 8)
A film library of this sort will provide the television service with a dependable reserve of material and
make the B. B. C. scheme for one or

now
new

14,

been

achieved, Rev. Joseph A. Daly, Ph. G.,
executive secretary of the Legion's
national headquarters, told members
of Ampa at their weekly luncheon
meeting at the Astor yesterday.
Father Daly reviewed the aims of

Is

Intelligent

DAILY

ft

Picture

VOL.

Alert,

—

Ray

Johnston,

his return

president,

following

from Florida.

The appointment completes Repubnew national sales setup, E. M.

lic's

Schnitzer

charge
Fier

in

of

having

been placed in
eastern sales, and Jack
charge of western sales,

which was going Hollywood rounds earlier.
today.
Chaplin described a round
Horowitz's territory will include
table session between Charlie Skouras, Chicago, Milwaukee, Omaha, Detroit,
Sid Grauman and himself, punctuating Cleveland, St. Louis, Minneapolis, Des
the description with Greek dialect for Moines, Cincinnati, Kansas City and
(Continued on page 6)

Indianapolis.

—
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own honesty and

and man contributed the best performance
that of
his two
brothers and the for the month of January in "The
firm's associates, Harry M. Warner, Tale of Two Cities," according to the
president of Warner Bros., took the monthly vote of the Screen Actors'
stand for two hours late this after- Guild.
noon in the Koplar action against
Eric Linden received first honorable
the Warner organization.
His testi- mention for his role in "Ah, Wildermony was practically the history of ness," and Errol Flynn received secthe business lives of himself and his ond mention for "Captain Blood."
brothers from the time when they
The poll was based on 27 pictures
were peddling America's earliest films released in Los Angeles between Dec.
until the present.
He told of his faith 21 and Jan. 19, with no women rein the talkies and the obstacles which ceiving awards during January.
had to be overcome to bring them
Percentage figures indicate actors
their present success.
He denied that have outnumbered actresses almost
"pressure" had been brought to bear two to one since the guild inaugurated
upon directors or associates.
He the monthly poll system eight months
characterized the $30,000 fee to Wad- ago.
Seventeen men and nine women
dill Catchings as "fair compensation
have been selected in that period.
for what was furnished."
The Writers' Guild has selected
Testimony brought out the fact that "Ah, Wildrness" as the best screen
the three Warner brothers each re*- play of the month. Frances Goodrich
ceived $10,000
weekly and 15,000 and Albert Hackett did the adaptashares annually over a six-year period. tion
from Eugene O'Neill's play.
Stanleigh P. Freedman, a Warner First honorable mention went to W.
director, testified, substantiating the P. Lipscomb and S. N. Behrman for
Warner claim that there had been no "The Tale of Two Cities" and second
tampering with the directorate.
mention to Casey R. Robinson for
sincerity,

_

Theatre

—

Indiana

Chicago, Feb. 13. The pooling arrangement between the Warner circuit
and Balaban & Katz on the Paramount in Hammond, Ind.. will be completed this week and Warners will
start operation of the house immediately.

Harry Mintz,

resident

manager

Hammond,

will have charge of the
house under L. S. Stein, district manat

Warner Indiana

ager for

DllIL REISMAN,

in charge of the
foreign department, will sail
de France to
next Friday on the

houses.

Bombing Scenes Shown
Pictures of the recent bombing of a
Swedish Red Cross hospital by Italian
planes in Ethiopia, claimed by Universal Newsreel to be the only pictures ever taken on the actual Ethiopian front, were shown yesterday at
the Roxy, Music Hall and Embassy.

RKO

make

offices in
a survey of the
He will stop off in London
several other cities.

Europe.

and

•

Natalie Kalmus

of Technicolor
today for Hollywood, while
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, who returned with her from Europe this
week, will remain here for several

leaves

days.

•

Roy Hargrave,
playwright,

13.

tion of

forthcoming picwhich Paramount will release.
•
Louis Goidel of the Paras Court,
Gloria and Boro Hall, Brooklyn, has
tures

been

special

sheriff in

He was

reappointed a
Brooklyn.
service a year.

Quip of the Day
Goldstein says his insomnia
bad these days; he can't even
sleep
through XYZ's pictures
anymore.
is

—

the

new

Boyer

Marlene Dietrich-Charles
Loved a Soldier," which

Harry Hervey

film, "I

story,

has

Wins

—

Mayer

WHN.

—

situations.

New Lab Ready

May

"Experience" to Loew's

Marry

—

Monday

Film Group Meets

A

Way
—Will Hays

the

13.

New

will leave the coast for
York tomorrow by train. There will probably
be a stop-over in Chicago,

has sold his original

"Beach of Dreams,"

to Parabeen shooting about a month. mount as a vehicle for Bing Crosby.
Ernst Lubitsch, who has been in William LeBaron will produce.
•
charge up to this time, leaves on a
three-month vacation today. His deJ. Cheever Cowdin, head of Standsire to start his vacation now is given ard Capital, is returning from London
as reason for the switch of supervision. on the Europa, scheduled to dock
In order to permit contemplated Monday.
•
changes in the script, shooting has
Henry King is flying his own plane
been suspended for a week or 10 days.
eastward on the first leg of a nationwide tour of 26 leading cities.
1 to Aug. 19, 1928.
Wurlitzer Suit
•
Cincinnati, Feb. 13. Strand ThePeggy Conklin will be interviewed
atre Enterprises, Inc., operating the
by Radie Harris on her Movie Club
Explains Pool
Strand, downtown independent, has
Arthur Mayer, operator of the Ri- been awarded $4,490 by Judge Stanley program tonight over
•
alto, said yesterday that he is not the Struble in Common Pleas Court as
Arthur Tracy will be guest of
managing head of the Trans-Lux
result of a cross-petition filed against
Rialto pooling arrangement, but that the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. to recover honor at a cocktail party at the
he and Major Leslie Thompson of $29,000 alleged to represent loss of House of Morgan this afternoon.
•
Trans-Lux form the operating com- patronage by failure of an air-condiJohn Ferguson's "A Night in
mittee.
He declared further that tioning system to function properly.
has been purchased by
there is no intention of transferring The Wurlitzer Co. originally filed Glengyle"
the Philadelphia Trans-Lux theatre to suit for $14,399 claimed to be balance M-G-M.
•
the Trans-Lux Rialto pool.
Some due for installation of the system, but
Walter Reade, vacationing in Florexpansion is planned, Mayer said, with the defense countered with the crossida, is due back about Feb. 24.
deals
now in negotiation in two petition, and won the decision.
•

New

Hays on

deputy
out of

Bob

Hollywood, Feb. 13.
William
LeBaron has taken over supervision of

Case

Hollywood, Feb.

actor, director and
leave this afternoon
for conferences with

Walter Wanger on

Pathe Overassessed
Takes Over
On 1929 Income Tax LeBaron
Film
from
Lubitsch
Washington, Feb.
—Determina-

in
Loew's has booked "The Voice of
Consolidated Film's new west coast Experience" into the greater New
laboratory will be opened late in May York houses, with the start scheduled
or early in June, according to H. J. for the Ziegfeld and other houses in
the latter's request.
Yates, president, following his return Manhattan and the Bronx on Feb. 25.
from Hollywood. Yates' trip was for Brooklyn, New Jersey and Westchesthe purpose of inspecting progress on ter houses will follow later.
F. J.
to
the project, he said. All of ConFred J. Schwartz, son of A. H. solidated's west coast work will be
Frels
Set
Schwartz, head of the Century Cir- concentrated in the new plant when it
Dallas, Feb. 13. The anti-trust
cuit, will be married Monday after- its completed.
suit of Ruben Frels against the Jefnoon at 5 o'clock at Temple Emanuferson Amusement Co., and several
El, 5th Ave. and 65th St., to Shirley
major distributors, scheduled to start
Joyce Wilkens, daughter of J. Y. and
today in Federal Court here has been
Mrs. Wilkens of Kew Gardens.
discussion of the methods of obpostponed until Monday.
taining better film

Schwartz

will

Hollywood

for

Wallace Beery is on his way east.
Next Monday night he will broadcast
on the Lux program.
•

Universal sent the scenes to the International Red Cross in Geneva at

Will

RKO

*

"Captain Blood."

an overassessment of $22,036 in
the 1926 income tax of Pathe Exchange, Inc., New York, as a result of
Bureau: 47 Higashi Gokencho Ushigomeallowance of an additional deduction
Ku, H. Tominaga, Representative.
Entered as second class matter, January for debts ascertained to be worthless
1926, at the Post Office at New York and charged off within
4,
the taxable
City, N. Y., under Act of March 3, 1879.
Subscription rates per year: $6 in the year, has been approved by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
Americas, and foreign $12.
Single copies:
10 cents.
The company is to be credited with
$10,886, refunded $8,054 and $3,095
will be withheld in connection with
deficiencies for the Producers' International Corp. for 1927 and Pathe Inin
ternational Corp. for the period Jan.

Warners Take Over

1936

Purely
Personal

la

Sydney Bureau:

14,

Warner Takes Stand Colman Voted Best
At Koplar Hearing
January Performer i
Wilmington, Feb.
—Defending Hollywood, Feb. —Ronald Colhis

No. 38

1936

14,

Friday, February

offerings and of developing children's appreciation of the
better offerings was held last night by
the new cooperative institute on motion pictures under the auspices of
the United Parents' Ass'ns. of New

York

City.

Thomas Mitchell, Broadway

act-

or and director, has been signed to a
long term contract by Columbia.

•
.

.

.

Pittsburgh

Bill Brown, the Tarentum exhibi-

was tendered a testimonial dinner
the other night, and all Film Row was
tor,

there.

W. H. Trunick,

of Photophone,

is

the father of a girl.

Dave Biederman, exchange
on the

opera-

and Les, his brother,
Pittsburgh Express sports writer, reRecuperating ceived condolences on the death of
13.
Baltimore,
Feb.
Maxwell their father here last week.
Jimmy Balmer thought it was gall
Weinberg, manager of the Little Theatre here, has gone to Atlantic City stones, but it was an attack of ptoto recuperate from a recent illness. maine poisoning.

Weinberg

—

tor

coast,

UNITED IN THE KIND OF LOVE THAT
MAKES YOUR PROFITS ZOOM!
Imperious society beauty and impetuous

man

of

the

people

"natural" heart

-

.

.

.

played

beat team

.

.

by that
resistless

.

George Raft and ravishing Rosalind
winning
combination from 20th Century- Fox!
Russell of "Rendezvous." Another

0/
.

m

" alt y°°

i

RUSSELL

RAFT
with

LEO CARRILLO
ARLINE JUDGE

ALAN DINEHART
ANDREW TOMBES
DARRYL

F°

ZANUCK

20th CENTURY PRODUCTION
Presented by Joseph M. Schenck
Based on a story by Rupert Hughes.
Screen play by Howard Ellis Smith
and Kathryn Scola.

Associate Producer

Raymond Griffith
Directed by Roy Del Ruth

THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE

But love is just a
iaugh to Carrilloi

n

Q Q

u Q

:

MOTION PICTURE
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14,
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Finances of FWC
Personal Appearance Missouri December
Tax Over a Million
Aired at Hearing At Chaplin Premiere
Filed in Buffalo

Amended Trust Suit
Is

second
13.— A
Feb.
complaint has been filed
here in the $750,000 anti-trust suit
of Reliance Theatres, Inc., of Lockport, against Schine Chain Theatres,

Buffalo,

amended

Inc.,

and other defendants.

complaint replaces one
from which three points were stricken by Federal Judge John Knight
upon motion of the defendants.
Actual damages of $250,000 and
damages of $500,000 are
punitive
sought by the plaintiff, operator of the
Palace in Lockport, on the plea that

The new

defendants conspired to prevent
from obtaining films from major
it
producers.
"By collusion, by unlawful agreement and combination, by threats and
by the pressure of their great purchasing power, the Schine defendants
have induced all the major distributors to give their theatres exclusive
right or license to first and second
runs of their photoplays," charges the
amended complaint.
Schine interests operate the Rialto
and Hi-Art in Lockport.
In the complaint, Peter Grafiades,
Reliance president, charges that his
firm leased the Palace on Jan. 1, 1933,
and that since that time, Schine interests have been trying to drive him
from the field by attempting to buy
the building or its lease, and by attempting to keep him from getting important films.
the

—

Hollywood, Feb. 13. Hot words
between counsel featured today's session of the hearing on the petition of
T. L. Tally and Corbar Corp. to have
the Fox West Coast bankruptcy adjudication set aside.
Oscar Lawler,
of counsel for respondents had claimed
Tally was paid approximately $50,000
in settlement of the Criterion Theatre lease and had given release for
the claim. William H. Neblett, counthe petitioners, claimed that
the settlement was ineffectual since
Tally had given the release in the belief that all proceedings were regular.
for

sel

Lawler had submitted

figures

showing

F. W. C. receipts had dropped
from $44,000,000 in 1930 to $32,000,000 in 1932.
He also argued that
Chase National was owed $4,500,000
and
$4,000,000 at the time of
adjudication.

that

WES CO

Argument
row and the

will be concluded

tomorcase turned over to Federal Judge James Alger Fee for decision.

Robeson Signed for
One by Hammer Prod.
By

BRUCE ALLAN

London,

—

Feb. 3. Hammer Prod,
have signed Paul Robeson for "The
Song of Freedom," based on his own
life
story and will make it at the

(Continued from page

human

interest.

out for a five
Chaplin.
said
couldn't be done. "If you insist, however," Skouras added, "give the suckers a break and make a personal apBesides, you haven't been
pearance.
on the screen for five years they've
probably forgotten you. Your picture
;

Skouras also told
enough !"
Chaplin, "Quit worrying about Manhattan, as the town is just a village

isn't

compared

to

Hollywood."

Paulette Goddard climaxed Chapplin's story by stepping into the footlights

and announcing

"It's all

—

City, Feb. 13. December
under Missouri's
one per cent levy exceeded $1,020,000.

Kansas

1)

"It was me who held
dollar top premiere,"
it
said
Skouras

Greek

to me.

Among

those present were
Mary Pickford, Samuel Goldwyn, Douglas Fairbanks, Jesse Lasky, Walter Chrysler,
Amelia Earhart Putnam, Alfred G.
Vanderbilt, John Hay Whitney, Marlene

sales tax collections

This

is

the largest

in any month since
effective August 27.

amount produced
the levy became

Observers believe the tax will not
average $1,000,000 a month, as was
expected by its proponents, but might
reach $11,000,000 for the year.
The spectre of a special Missouri
session to increase appropriations for
old age assistance is still in the back-

ground. Governor Park continued to
oppose the session.
An increase of the sales tax from
one to two per cent, considered most
frequently as a means of raising more
revenue, has strong opposition among
legislation, particularly in the senate.

Meanwhile Kansas, whose governor

a presidential possibility, continues
the
Norma to hear demands, especially from
Stokowski,
Leopold
a special session.
for
Shearer, Irving Thalberg, Franchot Tone, unemployed,
Louis B. Mayer, Sid Grauman, Ernst
Lubitsch, B. P. Schulberg, Harry Rapf,
Freddie Bartholomew, W:arren William,
Groucho Marx, Dolores Costello, Otto
Kruger, Allan Dinehart, Hugh Walpole,
Edward Arnold, Vicki Baum, Charles
Boyer, Joe E. Brown, Virginia Bruce,
Three bills
Boston, Feb. 13.
Harold Lloyd, Al Jolson, Ruby Keeler,
aimed at theatres have been defeated
Sally Eilers, Leo Carrillo, Claudette ColMadame Schumann-Heink, Joseph in the House following adverse combert,
Schenck, David O. Selznick, Fred Stone mittee reports.
and Walter Wanger.
three were sponsored by Rev.
is

Dietrich,

Massachusetts Beats
Three Theatre Bills

—

All

Day Al-

Robert Watson of the Lord's

Chicago Opening Feb. 22
One would have delayed the
liance.
Chicago, Feb. 13.—"Modern Times" start of Sunday shows until 7 o'clock
Beaconsfield studio of British Lion, will open here on Feb. 22 at the
The second would
Meyer which will also handle world distri- United Artists, with a four to six in the evening.
include:
Defendants
J.
have prevented Sunday shows consistSchine, Louis Schine, John A. May, bution. An exterior unit has gone to weeks'
Arthur W. ing wholly or in part of vaudeville,
run expected.
Vitagraph, Inc., First National Pic- West Africa.
Two other Hammer- Kelly, U. A. sales head, is here ar- and the third, an indirect censorship
tures Distributing Corp., Fox Film British Lion productions with Stanley ranging for the future release, which
measure, was designed to prevent the
Corp., Paramount Pictures Distribut- Lupino are scheduled, the first being is expected to be through the B. & K.
licensing of "any theatrical exhibition
Artists
Corp., "Sporting Love," which ran for over circuit.
United
ing
Corp.,
the
most
of
It is reported
in which is used any obscene or sacriColumbia Pictures Corp., Universal a year as a stage play at the Gaiety deals for the film outside of the downlegious language, or any cursing or
Film Exchange, Inc., and RKO Dis- here.
town run will be on a 65 per cent basis. any swearing."
tributing Corp.
For their own production British
Lion have signed Fay Marbe and
"'Times" Breaks Record
Claude Hulbert for "The Interrupted
Philadelphia, Feb. 13. The first
Writers'
Honeymoon," and Sir Seymour Hicks popular priced grind showing of
St.
for "It's You I Want."
"Modern Times" at the Erlanger drew

At League's Parley

Appraisers Chosen
For
Louis Firm

—

Terms Up

admissions more than did the
of "City Lights" at the same
day
Bernhard Gardner has assumed the
house five years ago. A storm today
duties of managing director for RCA
cut into the attendance, but the picin place of F. P. Culbert, who will
beat the eight-week
remain here during the first few ture seems set to
run of its predecessor.
months, to advise.
1,941

(Continued from page 1)

first

pation

in

film

rights

to

stage

plays

have not been reduced to writing yet,
it was stated at the Authors' League
yesterday.
It is
reported, however,
that considerable sentiment within the
membership of the organization favors
a 100 per cent participation in film
rights for the writer
in
instances
where the play is wholly or largely
owned by a film producer. The provision is being sought to remedy the
curtailed competitive bidding for film
rights for plays in which a film producer is financially interested.

Century Drive Planned
Century Circuit managers gathered
at the Astor to hear circuit officials

Fight Ticket Price Bill
Boston, Feb.

13.

—Joseph

Brennan

of the M. P. T. O. and other exhibitor figures protested strongly at a

hearing on the

Hayden

bill

designed

to regulate the price of theatre tickets

on Sundays and holidays. The bill is
now before the Committee on Mercantile

Affairs.

M. Franciscus, Jr., Joseph M. O'Reilly
and Cornelius M. McDonald as appraisers of the property owned by the
Theatre Realty Co., including the Fox
Theatre, the Humboldt Building and
adjacent stores.

Chaplin Awarded Medal
The appointment was made after
Charlie
Hollywood, Feb. 13.
James T. Blair and Edmond Koeln,

—

Chaplin has been notified that the Motion Picture Division of the League of
Nations has awarded him a gold

medal in recognition of his work as
an international screen figure.

Los Angeles, Feb.

13.

—The

trustees for Theatre Realty, had advised the court that an appraisal was
necessary to determine accurately the
assets and liabilities of the company.

Father,

IATSE Local in
Test Case on Coast

"Pine" at Miami Beach

—

Federal Judge
St. Louis, Feb. 13.
George H. Moore has named James

I.

A.

Local 150 will

Not Son

Under an Albany date
Motion Picture Daily, in

yesterday,
error, re-

ported the death of William H. Budd
and named him as Warners personnel

T. S. E. Projectionists
manager in the home office. This was
13.
Beach, Feb.
"The force a test case in Superior Court wrong, he was the father of Ralph
Trail of the Lonesome Pine" will get here on the Pasadena ruling requirBudd, the personnel manager.
June 12. About 25 of them were a formal opening here next Monday ing newsboys to obtain permits bepresent.
fore selling papers on the streets. The
night at the Colony.
It is getting a
Ed Hyman and Charles Moses pre- big campaign as the "Premiere for move is a result of the arresting and
R. E.
in Florida
sided and explained the details. Prizes 48 States" and all the stage, screen fining of a newsboy who was particiDetroit, Feb. 13. Ray E. Moon,
will total $2,300.
and other celebrities here are expected pating in the organization's news- general
manager of Co-Operative
Fred J. Schwartz, son of A. H., was to turn out.
paper campaign against the Robb & Theatres of Michigan, has gone to
given a gold wrist watch in honor of
selling
Pasadena
by
Rowley circuit in
Palm Beach for a month. M. Gott-

outline plans for a business drive to
start March 14 and continue through

—

Miami

Moon

his

approaching marriage.

Charter Masonic Paper

Lowe on Writing Staff

—

13.
Edward T.
has resigned his producing post
at 20th Century-Fox.
He will join
the writing staff of the same company.

Hollywood, Feb.

Lowe

—

Sacramento, Feb. 13. Articles of
incorporation have been filed here for
The Counsellor, to be the official organ of the Central Council of Masonic
Clubs in the film industry.
Incorporators are Frederick Hutchinson, Harland West and Edmond L. De Patie.

labor

—

outside the State, an lieb, local Universal branch manager,
house operated by Al Retz- will leave this week for Miami.

papers

R & R

who made the complaint.
R. L. Haywood, head of the L A.
local promises a fight to the finish.
Union men have been picketing the
houses for the past two
circuit's
months in protest against wage scales

away on

and the employment of non-union men.

Honolulu.

laff,

Phillips in Honolulu
San Francisco,
Phillips,

F.W.C.
a

Feb.

13.

—

Phu

publicity director,

three-week

vacation

is

in

$10.00

Premiere Preview
2 a Day Extended

Preview

Auspices Adventure

Run, Lincoln, Miami
Beach, Beg. Feb. 10th

Society, Bits Carlton
Hotel, N. Y.. Feb. 19th

WALTER HUSTON

The astounding drama
of the

world

and buried

WORLD

... A

of

a man who changed the map
romance of adventure

thrilling

treasure.
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Work

Legion's

To Be Pressed,
States Priest
(Continued from page

and

whom
been

1)

Rogers, upon neither of
the Legion's frown ever has

Will

visited, as first in box-office rank.

the Legion's work "great
that
had
of
the
public
masses"
been alienated from motion pictures
have been returned as patrons, Father
Daly said. Producers have been encouraged to forsake threadbare dramatic themes and to turn to the classics for source material with the result
that new audiences have been won for
the screen, "family trade" has been revived and parents who formerly did not
permit their children to attend pictures
they had not themselves seen and approved, now are guided by the Legion's reports, Father Daly said.

Through

your credit and our gratification,"
Ampa members.
"The Catholic bishops have decided
that the Legion of Decency is to be
permanent," he concluded, "and, not
in any blue-nose spirit, we dedicate
ourselves to continuing its work."
Recognition for the improvement in
ad copy was also given McCarthy by
Mrs. Mary H. Looram, head of the
motion picture bureau of the Interis

to

he told the

national Federation of Catholic
nae, who was also a speaker.

Friday, February 14,

German Technicolor
1)

Gains, Losses

cussed by Dr. Kalmus while he was
in Berlin, he said.
in Arabia" is to be done
color, with the outdoor scenes actually made in the country described,

"Lawrence

Alum- he

He

completed the arrangewith Alexander Korda
Robert Kane's first for
Twentieth Century-Fox in England,
"King of the Jews," also will be in
color, he said, and Natalie Kalmus
said.

ments for

this

wonderful

"and

in

she said,

results,"

commending Mr. McCarthy

we mean

it

for the entire

industry."

Mrs. Looram's bureau reviews films will be color director.
in cooperation
with the Legion of
Decency.
Other guests at the meeting included
Pitt Will
Paul Graetz, featured in "Mr. Cohen
Pittsburgh, Feb. 13. Backed by
Takes a Walk" Maurine Ward, Florence Muzzy and Walter Tetley, radio a group of Cleveland men headed by
William Skirboll, the old Pitt here
performers.
will reopen next week as the Barry,
playing late-run double features at an
afternoon scale of 15 cents and an
in
evening top five cents higher than that.
Bill The house, which has been dark since
a month ago, when Morse and Roth(Continued from page 1)
enberg,
New England operators,
and committee membership of impar- failed to put it over with vaudeville,
Legion to Continue
tial men.
then triple features and finally twin
"The Legion of Decency," he obIt is planned to have the sub-combills with a series of prize nights, is
fulfilled
its
obligation
to
served, "has
mittee consider all pending film legis- being
renovated at a cost of $5,000.
the public."
lation and if action appears necessary,
Skirboll's brother is Joe Skirboll,
But, Father Daly added, its work is to draft a combination bill which will
head of First Division exchange here.
not over. The reasons for its organ- meet the situation with a maximum of
ization impel its continuation, he said, simplicity. It was indicated also that
explaining that the Catholic Church the sub-committee will consider the
Auditorium Seats
has definite duties to its 22,000,000 measures proposing repeal of the ban
members in America, and that it must on the interstate transportation of fight
Kansas City, Feb. 13. The City
remain "the custodian of their moral- films.
Council has appropriated $135,785 for
ity." "For this reason the Legion was
seats, projection equipment, screens,

Columbia, vtc
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"The advertising code has accom- while abroad.
plished

Wall Street

Lab, Being Studied
(Continued from page
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Buy

—

—

it
was unwilling to see
work undone bv any influence such

its

the screen undoubtedly

we

created

is.

If,

as

as

believe, the screen is a powerful force
in the life of America, a moral and
ethical responsibility to parents and

public rests with the industry."

A

recent tendency in production, of
which the Legion is taking note, is an
effort to return to pictures certain objectionable features of their past, Father
Daly said. He described these as "the
so-called Lubitsch touches" in pictures
and offered the opinion that they were
being encouraged, if not inspired, by

New York

film critics. These, he said,
cater to a sophisticated few but they
have their influence on the makers of
pictures for the entire country and its
small towns, in which these things
cannot be exhibited without giving
"serious offense."

tendency

not checked,"
Father Daly said, "it will drive away
the newly regained patronage, and
next time it will be harder to get them
back."
"If this

is

Lauds Breen's Help

He

said

that the type of criticism

complained of made the work of Joseph I. Breen, Production Code administrator,
more difficult.
Producers
anxious to add "the Lubitsch touch"
fortify their arguments with clippings
from New York reviews which describe
pictures
without
them as
"naive," he said.
Father Daly said that Breen had
been "most helpful" to the Legion in
its work and the organization "wants
to stand 100 per cent behind him."
The Legion officer also recognized the
work of J. J. McCarthy, head of the
Advertising Advisory Council, in noting the great improvement made in
the industry's advertising copy. "The
advertising is important," he said,
"and the more favorable type of copy

etc., in

Congressman Asks

cipal

the

two theatres of the Muni-

Auditorium.

Kodak Declares Dividend

—

Rochester,

Feb. 13.
Eastman
declared a regular quarterly dividend of $1.25, payable April
1 to stockholders of record March 5.

Kodak has

Copyright Action
Washington,
of the House of

—

Feb. 13. Members
Representatives to-

day were being urged by Congressman
Zioncheck of Washington to sign a
petition to discharge the Patents Committee
from consideration of the

Duffy Copyright Bill so as to bring
up for immediate consideration.
The petition was filed, the Congressman explained, because Representee Sirovich of New York, chairman of the Patents Committee, "refuses even to hold hearings upon a

it

bill

that the Senate has passed unani-

mously."
Sirovich's action he charged,
"arbitrary and capricious."

was

Zioncheck placed the petition on the
Speaker's desk and withdrew one he
had filed earlier to discharge the committee
from consideration of the
Bloom Bill, which was the House
version of the copyright measure, but
which the committee planned to supplant with the bill introduced last
month by Representative Daly of
Pennsylvania. The only signature he
had secured to this petition was that
of Congressman Pierce of Oregon.

The Patents Committee plans to
hold hearings on copyrights, but has
not yet decided on any date.
However, it is possible that in view of
Zioncheck's agitation, if he secure any
extensive support for his petition,
hearings may be called in the near future.
It is planned to have the copyright legislation placed under a subcommittee, of which Representative
Daly has indicated he will be chair-

MAYFLOWER^
Washington's Finest Hotel

WHERE
GREAT EVENTS

AND INTERNATIONAL
PERSONAGES RESIDE
Rooms from $4
Double Rooms from $6

Single

man.

Any

hearings on the measure, it has
will be on the Daly bill
rather than on that oassed last year

been

OCCUR

All with bath, of course

said,

by the Senate.

R.

L.

POLLIO,

MANAGER

MOTION PICTURE
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P
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NEW

Bank Night in

Philadelphia

VOL.

39.

NO.

YORK, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

Missouri Hit Plea Goes to
By 2nd Ruling Court Monday
But State Not Expected Majors Seek Rehearing
To Prosecute Users
On New Dual Angles

—

AlJefferson City, Mo., Feb.
though the office of Roy McKittrick,
14

attorney general of Missouri, this
week again pronounced Bank Night
a lottery, and therefore contrary to
Missouri statutes, the office probably
will not itself file charges against theatres using the giveaway, it was indicated.

This leaves the situation in Missouri just about where it was before.
The Attorney General's office pronounced Bank Night a lottery some
time ago, but no charges were pressed
Although
by the Attorney General.
the present opinion gives local police and county prosecutors authority
to bring action, the earlier opinion
did likewise without local police and
county attorneys doing anything about
it.

It

understood, however, that a
of St. Louis theatres have deto abolish such giveaways as
The reNight, Screeno, etc.

is

number
cided

Bank

(Continued on page 4)

Temporarily Drops
Bank Night Action

—

14.
Max Kaplan
Grand Central here today was

Cleveland, Feb.
of the

Intelligent

DAILY

Iwwsrai

Picture

Alert,

granted a dismissal without prejudice
of his complaint against Stuart Cagney of the Windamere in East Cleveland, a competitor who was charged
by Kaplan with operating Bank Night
in violation of the state lottery laws.

Kaplan sought dismissal of the complaint because his attorney was not
ready to proceed, but indicated that he
file a new complaint later.

would

Major

distributors will file their application for a rehearing of the Perelman double feature case with the U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals at Philadelphia today in a further effort to establish the legality of double featurthrough exhibition
restrictions
ing

15,

in All

TEN CENTS
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Film Material
A New York film executive
received the following:
"I have made up a story,
have the gangster obtain
planty money thru the dirty
tricks, with out of the interfearance of the law from the
usurper people.
"It starts sad and end comick.

the In

Wanger

U. A. Contract

For Ten Years
Ticket

Content some murders,

Calls

Hollywood,

Wanger today
tract with

Empire's Election

Four

for

Productions Yearly

goast.
"If you are interest to mak
a film please let me know."

Signs

cial

—

Walter
Feb.
14.
signed a ten-year con-

United Artists.

The

offi-

statement from the U. A. offices

stated,

"The board

of

directors

of

announce that Mr.
Walter Wanger has been granted a
franchise to release the future product
contracts.
An application to set aside the re- of Walter Wanger Prod, through
The application for a reargument
of the appeal will be based on new cent election of officers of Empire United Artists' distributing organizaevidence and legal considerations not State M. P. Operators' Union as il- tion. Associated financially with Mr.
touched upon at the first hearing and legal was made yesterday in Brook- Wanger in his future production acupon developments subsequent to the lyn Supreme Court before Justice tivities will be Miss Mary Pickford,
handing down of the decision, Jan. 16. Peter P. Smith by Joseph Kimmel, Mr. Charles Chaplin, Mr. Douglas
Fairbanks, Mr. Nathan Burkan and
The Circuit Court decision upheld a member.
Because of a mass of conflicting Mr. Samuel Goldwyn. The releasing
the original finding of Judge George
A. Welsh and held the contract clause affidavits Justice Smith named a ref- agreement contains provisions for a
period
of
and report ten-year
distribution
in some distributors' contracts restrict- eree to take testimony
through United Artists."
ing double featuring to be illegal and back for the court's information.
The new Wanger contract will beKimmel charges that the election
amounting to restraint of trade on
both exhibitors and independent pro- held Jan. 21 at Irving Plaza Hall, gin at U. A. about July 1. His presducers.
The clauses in question were 15th St. and Irving Place, Manhat- ent Paramount contract calls for four
included in the contracts of Fox, Vita- tan, was marked by disorder and a more pictures. "Palm Springs," "The
graph, RKO, Paramount, M-G-M and free-for-all fight in which he was Moon's Our Home" and "Brazen"
During the disorder, he are in work. Following these will be
United Artists. Their effect is to pro- trampled.
(Continued on page 4)
hibit the showing of a second full charges, an adjournment was declared
length feature on the same program and the election was held after a numwith any picture covered by the con- ber of members had gone home. During a "rump" meeting which followed,
tract.
It is believed certain that distribu- he alleges, Casper Ricca was elected
tors will move to bring the case to the president and trustees were chosen by
Miami, Feb. 14. "Modern Times"
has broken records for both money
U. S. Supreme Court in the event a vote of 120-36.
Ricca, in reply, says the only dis- and attendance at Loew's State, actheir application for a reargument of
order was created by Kimmel's fac- cording to J. A. Cunningham, manathe appeal in Philadelphia is denied.
tion, and that the meeting was held in ger.
accordance with the by-laws.
The opening on Tuesday set a new
Two questions which the referee high and these receipts were exceeded
whether by $250 the second day and $470 on
will have to decide are
1,
to
an adjournment could be taken le
the third, he says.
Negotiations for settlement of the gaily 2, whether there was sufficient
Rockefeller
claim
Center
$9,000,000
disorder to warrant an adjournment.
"Modern Times" is scheduled to
against RKO are being continued,
open in 13 Loew houses Feb. 27, acnecessitating
another
postponement
cording to U. A.
to
of the federal court hearing on the
Exploiteers leave today to handle
exceptions of the RKO trustees to
the picture in Dayton, Toledo, Richthe allowance of the claim at that
Hollywood, Feb. 14. Gabe Yorke mond, Norfolk, Houston, Atlanta,
amount.
The hearing, which was
New Orleans, Nashville, Memphis,
was
today made publicity and adver
scheduled for next Tuesday before
Louisville,
Akron,
Canton,
and
tising director for Paramount studios,
United

Artists

Challenged in Suit

Claim New Chaplin
Records—for Miami

RKO Claim Hearing
Delayed

Feb. 25

:

;

Yorke Appointed

Para. Publicity Job

—

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
Is
its

now
new

(Continued on page 4)

located in
offices

at

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

New York

He succeeds Bill
resigned the post to become
executive aide to Cecil B. DeMille,
who is scheduled to produce six or
eight films annually under the studio
unit system.
Pine is scheduled to work with
Yorke for several days before joining
DeMille.
Monday.

effective

City

CIRCLE 7-3100

Ohio Cuts Only 16
Of 661 Reels Seen
Columbus,

Feb.

14.

—Eliminations

by the Ohio censor board for January
amounted to one-quarter of one per

Pine,

number of reels re
viewed. Of 661 reels, eliminations
Yorke was studio director of pub
were ordered in but 16. During the licity and advertising for Fox during
week ending Jan. 23, there were only the latter days of Winfield Sheetwo eliminations in 120 reels reviewed. han's regime. Prior to that he was
The record for December was 660 in charge at the New York office of
reels reviewed and 27 eliminations Fox and had previously been publicordered.
ity and advertising head for F.W.C.
cent of the total

Cleveland.

who

Attorneys Studying
Cincinnati Ruling
Attorneys associated with film company reorganizations studied with interest yesterday the U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals decision at Cincinnati holding a part of Section 77-B of
the Bankruptcy Act to be unconstitutional.

In the absence of copies of the
court's opinion lawyers were uncertain of its full significance to compa(Continued on page 4)
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May

30, 1932, in which he admitted
stock profits of $7,393,564 by himself

and his two brothers. It is these operations to which Koplar objects.
It is hoped to conclude the trial

Monday.

47

10 cents.

National Meet

"Music" Opening Set
In Miami Wednesday

—

Miami Beach, Feb. 14. Openings
are coming so fast these nights that
the film contingent won't have anything to do when it gets back to New
14.— Division York. Columbia has set "The Music

Monday

Feb.
heads of National Theatres will open
their three-day annual meeting here
Monday, with Spyros Skouras, who
has just returned from a vacation in
Honolulu, scheduled to preside. Elmer
Among
C. Rhoden was with him.
those expected are E. L. Alperson,

Los Angeles,

—

—

pany, insistently denied that he or his
brothers, Albert and Jack, had conducted stock transactions to build up
their personal fortunes, or that their
weekly salaries of $10,000 over a
period of six years were at all excessive when compared with the compensation received by officials of competitor companies. During his testimony
Warner touched on many of the interesting phases of film production
and distribution, telling of the methods of purchasing stories and film
rights, of the necessity of keeping in
tune with the public's preferences,

and Around" for the
next Wednesday, with all
the trimmings of a premiere.
Pre-release showings have been set
Springfield,
Mass.,
Providence,
in
Pinehurst, Kansas City, Los Angeles,
Omaha, .Salt Lake City and San
night,
Arch Bowles, Frank L. Newman, Sr., Francisco for the following
with others on the 21st, 22nd and 23rd.
Rick Ricketson and Harold Fitzger-

Goes

'Round

Lincoln

ald.

15,

1936

Purely
Personal

Decision Reserved i

Los Angeles, Feb. 14. Federal
Wilmington, Feb. 14. Harry M.
Judge James Alger Fee today reWarner, on the stand again today in served decision on the petition of T.
the Koplar action against his comL. Tally and Corbar Corp. to have

lications.

Gorizia,

FWC Hearing Ends;

Says Harry Warner

New York

the

Saturday, February

the Fox West Coast bankruptcy adjudication set aside. Judge Fee, who
has been hearing argument of counsel
for the past seven days, stated that
while his mind is clear on a great
many points he will need time to investigate the voluminous records of
the original proceedings.
In the concluding arguments today
William H. Neblett, counsel for the
petitioners, claimed that the bankruptcy has never closed because of the
fact that the Government has a tax
lien of $1,000,000 against the bankrupt. On the other hand, Walter K.
Tuller, representing the respondents,
maintained that the Government has
waived the claim against the bankrupt, agreeing to file the lien against

WILLIAM and Mrs. Wilkerson,
Frank

Edward
and

Mack Gordon
among

are

Hugo Bryk, Mrs.

Pope,

G. Robinson, Victor Orsatti

those
Champlain today.

and Harry Revel
sailing
on the

•

Harry D. Buckley,

vice-president

U. A., will return Monday from
Boston, where he attended the opening of "Modern Times" at the Majestic. Jack Goldstein, exploitation man,
is still up there.
of

James R. Grainger

left last

night

on a 10-day tour of Universal exchanges that will take him to Cin-

cinnati,
St.
Louis, Oklahoma City
and other spots.
National Theatres instead.
Judge Fee intimated that several
weeks may be necessary to consider
Quip of the
all the facts and testimony before a
Seeking information in the mild
decision can be reached.
and wooly Bronx via telephone
produced the following
"What is the running time on
the feature ?"

Day

Philadelphians Get
Charter in Delaware

'"Three days."

—

Dover, Del., Feb. 14. The independent M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware, recently organized in Philadelphia as an amalgamation of the
I. E.
P. A. and certain members of
the M. P. T. O. unit, has been granted
a Delaware charter. Incorporators
are M. S. Cook, A. L. Raughley and
J.

M. Townsend

of this city.

Other incorporators are Stratford
Pictures Corp., by Emile Bonnot, L.
:

Dave Bader arrived from the
coast yesterday and will be here until
Thursday, when he sails on the Majestic to

open his own

offices in

Lon-

don.

Lee Loeb's and Harold Buchman's "Watch Your Step," a comedy
drama, has been purchased by Radio
for an

Astaire-Rogers

film.

M. Taby and J. A. Lauridsen; Heron
Prod., by Edward P. Goetz, Herman
Frederick H. Knocke, RKO disH. Butterman and Harry Fleishman,
and Spencer & Spencer, by M. C. tributor in the Porto Rico territory,
has left on the Borinquen for San
Swearer, M. B. Pinder and A. S.
Juan.

Foulk.

•

"Investigator" for Dix
Hollywood,

Feb.

14.

—Richard

Sam
fined

to

Spring, film attorney, is conhis home at New Rochelle

Dix's next film for Radio will be an with the grippe.
•
outdoor drama titled "Special InvestiGene Raymond and his brother,
gator."
In the supporting cast are
Margaret Callhan, Moroni Olsen, Ray George Marlow, have returned to the
Mayer, Lucille Ball and Harry Jans. Lombardy from Boston.

Plan "Pine" Broadcasts
Paramount has gone in for exten•
work on "The Trail of
Hollywood, Feb. 14. Samuel Gold- sive radio
the
Lonesome
Sunday
at
Pine."
On
Rites
Waxman
for
A.
P.
is back from that
Francis
Burton
wyn will leave here tomorrow for 2
P. M. an outline of the Miami
Funeral services will be held Mon- Florida sojourn.
New York, where he will view the Beach
•
opening at the Colony next day in Arlington National Cemetery,
latest plays with an eye toward the
Monday will be given on the Magic Va., for Francis Burton Harrington
Will H. Hays is expected back
acquisition of new material and posKey hour over an NBC hookup.
of the Outdoor Advertising Depart- from the coast Monday.
sibly some new stars. Mrs. Goldwyn
Tonight Christopher Dunphy of ment of Ross Federal Research Corp.,
him.
accompany
will
Samuel,
and
Jr.,
Paramount will broadcast on the who died at his home Thursday. He
opening from WIOD at 5 :50 o'clock,
40 years old. Marjorie Harring- . . . Bridgeport
Star Son and there will be a 15-minute program was
Fairbanks
ton, his widow, and two children, surMrs. Morris Rosenthal, wife of
Douglas
14.—
Feb.
Hollywood,
from the theatre over WIOD before vive.
the manager of the Majestic, has

Goldwyn Starting East

—

May

Fairbanks has offered to Fairbanks, the picture

the leading role in "Marco Polo,"
preparations for which are now in the
Doug Jr., has not
formative stage.

starts.

gone to Miami.

Jr.,

acted on the offer as yet.

"Hobo" Gets
"Mr. Hobo"

at the

$30,000
Roxy, together

with stage show, grossed $30,000 for
while
the week ending Thursday,
"Rose Marie" in the second week at
the Capitol did $42,000.

Atwell Quits Columbia
Ben H. Atwell, assistant to Jack
Cohn, vice-president of Columbia, has
resigned from the company, effective
this week. His future plans have not
yet been set, he indicated.

Martin H. Griffin has inherited
Funeral services will be held today the Empress at Danbury.
at the Campbell Funeral Church for
Martin Brown, 51, playwright and
film writer, who died at Bellevue . . . San Francisco
Hospital Thursday of pneumonia. He
Grover Parsons, head of the Malso played in numerous stage shows G-M exchange, is still on the sick list,
before turning to writing, chiefly for but is expected back shortly.
the stage. He is survived by a sister,
Herbert Harris, operator of a theFrederika Brown, of New York.
ate in Stockton, was in town for a

Brown

Bowes, 2 Governors
For Southern Meet

—

Pinehurst, Feb. 14. Names are
being lined up for the annual convenTheatre Owners of North and
South Carolina here March 1 and 2.
In addition to Major Bowes and some
of his amateurs the Governors of
North and South Carolina have been
invited, and Ed Kuykendall will be
one of the speakers.
Kuykendall is expected to discuss
the Pettengill bill, the Ascap problem
and theatre competition from commertion of

cial advertisers.

Services Today

few days.
Rites for C. W. Kline
Akron, Feb. 14. Funeral services
were held here today for Clinton W.

—

Kline, operator of the Arcade for the
past 15 years, who died after a long
illness.

He

is

survived by his

and a daughter.

widow

Harry Douglas, who, with Morris
Bergman runs the Roosevelt, went to
Los Angeles a few days ago on a
hunt for talent.
Phil Frease, operator of the Albany, Vacaville and Redwood, has just
returned from a vacation.
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Science Will Cure
World Ills Sarnoff

—

—"The

Chicago,

solution
Feb. 14.
of the world's economic problems will
yet be found through the progress of
Sarnoff,
declared
David
science,"
president of RCA, in the course of an
and
"Communication
on
address
Democracy" before the Third Annual Woman Congress at the Palmer
House here today.
Sarnoff sharply scored the manner
in which the press, radio, the screen,
theatre and printed word have been
made tools of "blind prejudice" in the
European dictatorships of today, and
contrasted that situation with this
country. "With communications free,
democratic
opinion controls
public
government and keeps the people
"Science
free," the executive said.
and invention must remain bulwarks
hammering tides of
the
against
autocracy and intolerance," he added.
Enlightened democracy must be guided
in part by the necessity for the un-

hampered development
vention and industry

of science, in-

"through

the

encouragement of personal initiative
and rewards for achievement," Sarnoff declared.

Wilmington Theatre
Rules Stir Protest

—A

set of
Wilmington, Feb. 14.
counter proposals in opposition to the
proposed new building code affecting
theatres, prepared by Robert L. Mills
of Philadelphia, has been submitted to
the Law Committee of the City Council.
The petition urges that the code
be not retroactive and that modifications be made in the sections which

exhibitors have found objectionable.
Among objectionable restrictions in
the code were fixing of minimum
width of seats at 20 inches and other
restrictions on aisles and seats ; prescribing a standard aisle width; requiring steel frame curtains for the
proscenium
stipulating that rewinding rooms be separate from projection
booths and also that storage rooms for
films be separate.
Theatremen requested that the code
should place theatres showing legitimate stage attractions and those showing only films be placed under separate classifications in reference to proposals for fireproof curtains.
;

Chicago Deliveries

Made

Despite Storm

—

Chicago, Feb. 14. Film delivery
service out of this city was hampered,
but not halted despite the heavy blizzard and cold weather during the past
Shipments were delayed in
some cases but no outlying houses serviced from here were without film,
weeks.

acording to reports of the various
film trucking services. Other types of
business were not so fortunate, as
truck as well as rail shipments were
held up in many of the smaller towns.

Open

New

Georgia House

Fitzgerald, Ga., Feb.
Theatres will open their

14.

— Martin

new Grand

A

here Monday evening.
dance will
follow the formal opening of the
house.

Variety Club

MOTION PICTURE DAILY*

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW
"Wife

vs. Secretary*'

(M-G-M)

—

Hollywood, Feb.
Here is something new in the line of comedydrama and triangular romance. The title, the prestige of the players,
including Clark Gable, Jean Harlow and Myrna Loy, plus the novelty
14.

of the story content combine to give this unusual entertainment value
for both exhibitors and patrons.
Tastefully produced and directed, with considerable to stimulate the
imagination, the picture is characterized throughout by an atmosphere
of romantic intimacy, although there is nothing in the slightest way
objectionable in it. The film is certain to appeal to women, and at the
same time has something for the men, assuring a good box-office.
Gable is deeply in love with his wife, Miss Loy, and attached to his
job, which keeps Miss Harlow, his secretary, at his elbow day and
night. Miss Loy, inspired by Gable's mother, May Robson, becomes
jealous. Although the relations of Miss Harlow and Gable are strictly
business, circumstances occur which convince Miss Loy her husband
is straying.
The comedy contrast is provided in the reactions of Miss
Harlow's friend, James Stewart, to the demands Gable makes on her
time. Miss Loy is certain something is wrong when Gable refuses to
take her on a business trip to Havana. When she calls and Miss Harlow answers, she is intent on separation and refuses to hear Gable's
explanations until Miss Harlow, meeting her, makes her see that she
has been looking for trouble.
With lively dialogue and clever situations, the film shows Gable and
Miss Loy as they are preferred, and presents a surprisingly different
Miss Harlow. The picture was adapted from Faith Baldwin's story
by Norman Krasna, Alice Duer Miller and John Lee Mahin, and directed

smartly by Clarence Brown.
Production Code Seal No. 1,989.

Withers Film Titled
14.

— "Little

Miss

definitely selected

forthcoming Jane Withers production now in work at 20th-Fox.
for the

Running

time, 85 minutes.

"G."

Kansas City
—Records
City, Feb.

Kansas

14.

and sheet music autographed by Eddie
Farley and Mike Riley, co-authors
Music Goes 'Round and
of "The
Around," at the Tower where they
appeared between trains, will be auctioned off at the annual Variety ClubFilm Row charity ball.
The ball, which will be held at
Pla-Mor, Feb. 17, promises to have
the largest attendance of any yet.
The purpose is to raise money for
the industry's charity fund. The condition of the fund has improved each
year with the increased interest in the
ball.

Frank Hensler, exchange manager for M-G-M, has been elected chief
barker of Variety Club. He won by
five votes over R. R. Biechele, who
twice attempted to withdraw his name
from the race, but was overridden by
Hensler succeeds
his
supporters.

George Baker.
Biechele became
chief barker,
ond assistant.

assistant
is sec-

first

Harry Taylor

Sam Abend was named
Homer Blackwell as

with

treasurer
secretary.

Directors, in addition to the officers,
are Finton Jones, Elmer Rhoden,

Max

Roth, Fred Wolfson, Arthur
Cole and George Baker.

Philadelphia

—

Philadelphia, Feb. 14. The regular luncheon was held last Wednesday.
Sundays are now known as preview
nights
Tuesdays as stag nights
Wednesdays as Celebrity nights Fri;

"The Leathernecks Have Landed"
{Republic)

Hollywood, Feb.

—In

action film the Marine Corps is
treated slightly differently than in other pictures on the same subject.
Although the story has some elements of weakness, there is enough
fighting to satisfy those who enjoy two-fisted action.
Lew Ayres, scrappy private, constantly involves his buddies, Jimmy
Elison and Maynard Holmes, in personal battles. When Holmes is
killed in such a fight, Ayres is dismissed and joins a gang smuggling
arms to Chinese bandits. Later, when the bandits and Ayres' gang are
fighting the marines, Ayres returns to the marines and eventually is
restored to the corps with honors. Isabel Jewell furnishes the romantic
interest as the Shanghai recluse.
The Seton I. Miller screen play is from an original by Wellyn Totman and James Gruen, and is convincing in all but the fight sequence
which leads to Ayres' discharge. The direction of Howard Bretherton
Ken Goldsmith produced. Satisfactory support is given by J.
is good.
Carol Naish, Christian Rub and Clay Clement.
Production Code Seal No. 1,925. Running time, 65 minutes. "G."
14.

this

;

days

as bridge nights,
nights,
Saturdays, for

with

special

Jim Clark,
Ted Schlanger, Leon Levy, Ben
Amsterdam.
A special Valentine Day party will
be held Feb. 15.
The club is making plans to cooperate in the second annual Showmen's
Jubilee at Atlantic City, Labor Day

Earle Sweigert and James
Clark are directing affairs.
Leonard Schlesinger, chairman of

week.

the entertainment committee,
lining a busy season.

is

out-

Washington
Feb.
—A new pol-

Washington,

14.

icy has been established in the conduct
of the semi-monthly luncheons of Tent

No. 11. Harry Hunter, supported
by the Paramount personnel, had
charge of the season's first noontime
"The Bohemian Girl," which opened at the Rialto last night, was reviewed get-together. This was the start of
a series with the barker in charge
by wire from Hollywood on Dec. 13.
aided by his business associates.
"It Had To Happen," now current at the Roxy, was reviewed from HollyHunter presented a program that
wood by wire on Jan. 28.
included the Keller
Sisters and

Lynch, Bob Gerrits,

M-G-M Seeks Review SMPE to Hear RCA's
For "Lynton" Case New Sound Advances

Octette from

the

the

Hollywood

Earle and Loew's

Fox.
Arthur A. DeTitta introduced Cameraman Al Waldron, late-

ly returned from Ethiopia.
Demonstrations of the latest develQuestions were fired at the newsyesterday served notice
that it would seek a writ of certiorari opments in RCA's recording and a reeler, and before he was able to reto bring to the U. S. Supreme Court description of its workings will fea- sume his seat, Waldron had used
an appeal from a recent U. S. Circuit ture a meeting of the New York Sec- nearly 20 minutes in a fascinating
Court decision holding the picture tion of the S.M.P.E., to be held in the account of the Italo-Ethiopian fracas.
studio of RCA Photophone, Inc., 411
Also on the speakers' list was
"Letty Lynton" to be an infringement
5th Ave., next Wednesday night.
Alvin W. Hall, director of the
of the novel "Dishonored Lady," by

M-G-M

Edward Sheldon and Margaret Ayer
Barnes.

Hollywood, Feb.
Nobody" is the title

3

The Circuit Court yesterday granted
M-G-M's application for an order
withholding that court's mandate from
the district court pending the filing of
the writ of certiorari.

Glenn L. Dimmick of the RCA Mfg. Bureau of Engraving and Printing.
will talk on "Increased ResoluThe luncheon on Feb. 17 will be in
in Sound Recording and Print- charge
of
Former Chief Barker
ing Through the Use of Ultra Violet Rudolph Berger, presenting "MetroLight."
Goldwyn-Mayer Day."
Dinner will be served at the EastUntil the remodeling of the club
man Kodak Co. offices, 350 Madison rooms has been completed, all formal
Ave., at 5 :30 o'clock.
evening affairs have been canceled.
Co.,
tion

;;
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Missouri Hit
By 2nd Ruling
(Continued from

page

(.Continued from

page

Harry

1)

1)

.

—A

Bank Night was won here when Dis-

W.

Johnson denied the district attorney an injunction against the Rex, Brighton, Col.,
trict

Judge Samuel

to prohibit the use of the stunt. The
district attorney claimed that Bank
Night and Divvy, which the Rex was
also using, were in violation of the
Colorado lottery laws, but Judge
Johnson held that neither violated the
state law.
The Rex is owned by Charles
Yaeger of Affiliated Enterprises, Inc.,
owner of Bank Night. Emmett Thur-

man

conducted the defense.

W

Walter anger Signs
Ten-Year Contract
(Continued from

page 1)

Beano Report Out Soon
Boston, F eb. 14. According to
U. S. Attorney Francis J. W. Ford,
findings of an extensive investigation
into Beano in Massachusetts will be
presented to a Federal grand jury in
Boston shortly.

—

"Spendthrift," a

by Al

Santell,

Charles Boyer,
Anatole Litvak.

for four yearly.
Among
Wanger's properties are "African Intrigue," "Spawn of the North" and

deal

C. E. Sasseen Passes
Atlanta,

Feb.
14.— Charles E.
Sasseen, 66, retired film executive
died at his home here.
He was a
native_ of Atlanta.
Until his retire-

ment

he was district manager
for Publix with headquarters in Dal
in 1933,

—Giveaway

ad
discontinued by

vertising
has been
both the Denver Post and the Rocky
Mountain News here, following a letter of warning
Stevic.

from Postmaster

J.

O

old
held

Orpheum

in

He

1883.

also

Center

:

;

;

;

;

pact to correct restricted competitive
bidding for film rights to stage plays
as a result of the appearance of film
companies as whole or part owners

will

it

Hub

submitted

be

Fete Berlin

of celebrities who will be
invited to take part in the testimonial
if the plans materialize.

With

ITO Debts Paid
14.

—All

indebt-

the council
the
Authors'

to

Canfield,

wanda,
prano

songs

Sullivan,

Siegel,

Symphony

Its
14.

Ana-

Peters,
pianist
;

so-

Ed-

song and dance; Berbaritone; Harris
;

Sal Asaro,
Engel, songs.
singer

Harry

;

Emma

;

Norman

;

die

songs

Jr.,

;

Sam

Dornfeld,

singer

;

Muriel

"Crusoe" Third on List

Art Film

—When

this

town

goes arty in a big way.
Guild's Fine Arts
Theatre under the direction of George
Kraska is an example.
Recorded concerts are to be presented with each program.
When
"The New Gulliver" went on the
screen, the music included the "Sibelius Symphony," No. 2 in D Major,
as played by the Boston Symphony
Orchestra under the direction of Dr.
Serge Koussevitzky.

goes arty

Guaranteed Pictures will release
"Robinson Crusoe" as the third on its
It
current season.
Uncle
completion.
Don, radio character, plays the lead.

schedule
is

for

now

the

nearing

it

The Art Cinema

Wall Street
Gains Mark Board Trend
Net

High
Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd
Consolidated

.... 41 54
.... 4954
7

pfd. 20
157%.

Consolidated,

Eastman

52%

Loew's, Inc

Screen Tests on 16mm.
Hollywood,

Feb.

14.

—

Edward

Small of Reliance is planning screen
tests
on 16mm. film, conducted at
various points far removed from Hollywood. It is estimated that such a
test can be made on 50 feet of film at
a cost not in excess of $3.50. Studio
scouts will be sent into all sections
of the United States and Canada for
the purpose.

"Time" Worksheet Out

list

Los Angeles, Feb.

Gets

Boston, Feb.

had

executive posts in Dallas, Fort
Worth, Galveston, Houston and San
Antonio.

edness of the local ITO has been paid
up since the election of Harry Vinniin
coff as president, it was revealed to
Windsor Prod., Inc., producers of day at the annual meeting. The group
industrial films, have leased space in now has a chest of $1,500, with for
the International Building in Rocke^ mer indebtedness of $2,178 entirely
wiped out.
feller Center.

Takes Space

tion costs of the theatres.

Managers
Progress on Terms

Sasseen began his career with the

a long
14.

RKO
RKO

Writers,

las.

—

Feb.

1)

Para. Amateurs Shine

calls

change.
Patrons bet on characters serving his 25th anniversary this year
which are later flashed on the screen as a popular song writer. Gordon
White, Ampa president, is contacting
in a comedy race.

Denver,

page

Paramount's amateurs had their big
chance last night. They furnished the
entertainment at a dance given by the
Paramount Pep Club at the Park
Progress toward agreements on the Central. Eighteen of them performed
new contracts between writers and after having previously satisfied the
managers which are to go into effect entertainment committee that they had
on March 1 was reported yesterday specialties.
Louis T. Davidson,
They were
following the first meeting between
Esther Jablow, soprano
the contract committee of the Authors' harmonica
League and the League of N. Y. The- Nat Brownfelder, tap dancer Stanley
Victor Bikel and
atres, which represents the managers. Esterson, crooner
The joint meeting will be resumed Joe Stern, skit, "Lulu's Back in
Radin,
soprano
Town"
Esther
next Tuesday.
The writers are preparing a new Buddy Neustein, recitation Thornton

and membership of
musical to be directed League for ratification.
and "Simoon," with
to be directed by
The United Artists'

Race Night in N. E.
14.
Plans are in work to make next
Ace Night has
into New England by week's Ampa luncheon meeting a testimonial to Irving Berlin, who is obSol Bines of the American Film Ex

Drop Ads on Giveaways

at the conclusion of a screen
show will hit the spot with
audiences as they file out.

Broadway plays, they say. When nard Solomonick,
magician
Joan the new contract has been completed Leroy,

"Big Brown Eyes," starring
Bennett; "The Case Against Mrs.
Ames," featuring Madeleine Carroll;

Ampa May

Boston, Feb.
been introduced

some homy sort of dialogue,
short poem or proverb that,

(Continued from

Federal Judge William Bondy, was
set back yesterday to Feb. 25.
Indications are that the hearing of
the trustee's exceptions will not proceed while the settlement negotiations
remain active enough to promise an
early agreement between Rockefeller
Center and RKO. The huge claim is
based on the default of RKO's leases
on the Music Hall, Center and office
Building. The despace in the
liable for construcfault made

of

—

nights.

James

formerly a

to Feb. 25

;

Bingo Hits Bridgeport
"Wuthering Heights."
Bridgeport, Feb. 14. Managers are
Wanger intends to make a trip to
beginning to moan over Bingo games
Europe before starting work on the
here.
There are one or more Bingo
new assignment.
games operating downtown every
night in the week, and drawing plenty
of customers.
Some nights there are
as many as four vying for the trade
The girls have become the strongest addicts in the nightly hunt for
prizes.
The games are cheaper than
most of the theatres and the couples
can stay indoors longer these cold

and

with Universal,
are about to launch what
can be called "the last word."
They have formed a company
called Epilogues, with offices
here, and production plans
call for the distribution of 52
sound tracks a year, scored
with appropriate music and

The

.

latter

Delayed

cameraman

zations

if it stands.
Circuit Court held that subsection B-S of the reorganization statute was unconstitutional in attempting to authorize the court to provide
which held theatre drawings illegal a treament for non-assenting creditors
because the theatres derive a direct in reorganization which lack a majorbenefit
by attracting patrons who ity of creditor support.
Some attorwould not otherwise attend.
neys felt that if this outlawed the enAn editorial in the local Post-Trib- tire sub-section many companies
une, headed, "On the Wane," cited would prefer to reorganize
under the
the attorney general's opinion and old equity procedure instead
of under
attendance
artificial
"The
part,
said in
77-B.
The possibility of reorganizathe
inbrought
not
stimulation has
tions already consummated, such as
creased clicks in the turnstile hoped Paramount Publix, Fox
Met Playfor but has resulted in arousing dis- houses and
others, being reopened for
favor among those who see in that the settlement of
dissenting creditors'
form of harmless gambling a kinder- claims was also suggested by
some
garten for the more serious forms.
attorneys.
It was generally believed,
It appears that the era of chance takhowever, that the creditor company ining has about reached its apex."
volved in the Cincinnati case would
first move for a reargument and if it
Bank Night Wins in Denver
was not successful would take its case
victory for
Denver, Feb. 14.
to the U. S. Supreme Court.

Fields

the

Cook,

with corporate reorganizations in
the offing, such as RKO, the Roxy,
General Theatres Equipment Corp.
and others. Many felt, however, that
the decision could have a decidedly
adverse effect on corporate reorgani-

for

New

Something

nies

a ruling on Bank Night
came from a St. Louis attorney.
The opinion referred to a Washingsupreme court decision
ton
state

quest

1936

15,

RKO Claim Hearing

Attorneys Studying
Cincinnati Ruling

BanklNight in

Saturday, February

of

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

of simplified worksheets for
exhibitors, which will accompany each
new release. The sheet contains ex
ploitation suggestions, newspaper re
lease material on the content of the
reel, and samples of lobby displays.

40%
48%
(H/t

19%
157

51%

1154

1154

84%

84

12%
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8%
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RKO

8%
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20th Century -Fox. 2754
20th Century, pfd. 36%
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Warner Bros
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55%
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"Whispering Smith Speaks," one
the Sol Lesser-George O'Brien
series
for
Twentieth Century-Fox,
goes into the Globe tonight.
of

Vt

— 54
+54

—1

+54

—%

Curb Activity
High

Low

1%
2%

154

....

25

4%

Trans-Lux

Close Change

2454
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Close Change
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23%

23%

24
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General Theatre
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'40.
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Keith B. F.
6s '46

Loew's

6s
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"Whispering" at Globe
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Net
Sentrv Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor

With the current issue, the "March
Time" has inaugurated a new

group

pfd.
2 pfd.
1
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Paramount
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59%
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'39
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(Quotations at close of Feb. 14)
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Fox Met Fees
Fight Warner Cut Over 50%
Music Deals By the Court

Song Writers

Fees for services in the reorganizaThe Song Writers' Protective Ass'n
a letter to the Warner music sub- tion of Fox Metropolitan Playhouses
made public on Saturday aggregating $333,100 were allowed on
sidiaries
Warner companies' Saturday by Federal Judge Julian W.
challenged the
The allowances represent a
right to dispose of the performing Mack.
rights for the music which it controls reduction of considerably more than

ten in reply to a communication from
the Warner group giving information
of the company's "efforts and progress" to date in licensing music users.
"While your letter recognizes the
interest of

song writers

in SO per cent

I

of the proceeds derived from the use
of their songs in radio," the S.W.P.A.
letter says, "yet we resent the implica-

tion, both from your letter and your
i

recent activities, that the rights in
question belong to you or your subsidiaries to handle in any way you see
fit.

"Our members and their assignees
are interested not only in the proceeds
but in the rights themselves. They in(Continued on page 10)

one-half the amounts sought by the
reorganization participants who, last
Sept. 30, filed petitions asking for a
The court
total of $867,011 in fees.
has had the applications under consideration since that date.
The allowances in most instances
cover the entire four-year period during which Fox Met was in receiverThe court
ship or reorganization.
allowed $100,000 to the firm of Beekman, Bogue, Leake, Stephens & Black,
which, as counsel to the noteholders'
protective committee, had asked a fee
of $125,000, plus expenses. The Irving
Trust Co., as receiver and trustee of
$80,000, and
had applied for $100,000. The firm of
Dawes, Abbott & Littlefield, counsel
to Irving Trust, which had asked a

Fox Met, was allowed

(Continued on page 10)

16.

— Divisional

operating heads of National Theatres
will gather here tomorrow for a threelay annual get-together with Spyros

and Charles Skouras. The men will
nake their annual reports on business.
changes in personnel are contem-

Ho

plated.

Attending

the

session

will

be,

in

two Skouras brothers,
iRick Ricketson, Denver; Harold J.
Elmer C.
Milwaukee;
(Fitzgerald,
Arch Bowles,
jRhoden, Kansas City
San Francisco; Frank Newman, Sr.,
Seattle; E. L. Alperson, William T.
New
Powers and Irving Barry,
jiddition to the

;

York.

Conn.

MPTO Split

Plan of 42 Indies
New Haven,

—

Feb. 16. It is understood here that 42 independent theatre
owners are favorable to the formation of a new independent organiza:ion, with possible affiliation with Alied. The new group, which is already
:onsidering office space in one of the
buildings as its headquarters,
would be separate from the Connecticut M. P. T. O., of which the inde)endents are now members.

K

16.

and general bad weather slowing up
production, there were 35 feature pictures and five short subjects in actual
work on the sound stages as compared
to 38 features and the same number of
shorts for the preceding week. Studio
location plans were hampered by the

bound

One company was snow-

in the

mountains.

Warners remained

of

list of active studios with seven
films before the cameras.
Columbia had five features in work,

the

three being readied for filming within
the next two weeks and four in the
Fox had four, one and
cutting room.
Goldwyn, zero, zero and one
seven
M-G-M, five, zero and 12 Paramount,
Radio, two, three
five, three and eight
and three Roach, one, one and zero
Universal, two, one and two; Warners, seven, one and six independents,
four, two and one.
In the short subject classification
Columbia had one shooting, one preparing and three editing. M-G-M had
three, two and six; Radio, zero, one
and three; Roach,, one, one and two;
independents, zero, two and one.
;

;

;

;

;

E. C. Grainger

dizzy, but it's

The board of governors of
the Monday Nighters, Inc.,
has adopted a resolution relative to applications for membership which provides that
each exchange man must be
endorsed by three exhibitors
and each theatre owner must
have three branch managers
approve him.
The plan goes into effect
immediately.

Quits

Fox

for

Theatre Post
To Be General Manager
For Feiber & Shea
E.
sales

C.

Grainger,

manager

eastern division
for Twentieth Century-

Fox, has resigned
position

that

become

Report M-G-

manager
cuit.

& Shea cirHe will as-

sume

his

theatres

Shea
within

well

the

next

few days.
Grainger,

Africa, Feb.
founded, are cur-

Johannesburg, South

—Reports,

new post
Mort

the

with

In So. Africa
16.

to

general
of the

Feiber

Ends Dispute

who

has held high
sales executive
posts with the

between
Theatres ProFox organization
E. C. Grainger
have been settled.
Ltd.,
prietary,
for the past 10
undifficulties
is
of
the
Termination
years, forwarded his resignation to
derstood to have come about with John C. Clark, Twentieth CenturyUnion
by
the delivery of a release
Fox sales manager, who is now on the
Theatres Proprietary of a five-year west coast for product conferences at
which
contract for M-G-M pictures
In Clark's absence no
the studio.
had been the subject of litigation here.
(Continued on page 8)
M-G-M some time ago filed suit
against Union Theatres to set aside
the five-year franchise on the ground
that it had been obtained illegally.
Arthur Loew, head of the distributors' foreign activities, arrived here
about two weeks ago. His mission
Philadelphia, Feb. 16. Emphasizwas to attend the trial and also make
a general survey of the theatre situa- ing that clauses in exhibition contion in South Africa. His departure tracts which prohibit the showing of
from America was cloaked in secrecy. a second full length feature with one
With the suit now, out of the way, covered by the contract are designed
that

rent

M-G-M

difficulties

all

and

Union

Ban

—

(Continued on page 8)

Denies Injunction
In "Times" Action
New Haven,
fred

the head

at

Tough

Protects Property

Weather on Coast
—With rain
Hollywood, Feb.

weather.

Branches

Assert Dual's

National Executives
Gather on the Coast Studios Slowed by
Los Angeles, Feb.

in All

TEN CENTS

a fact.

in

without first consulting the authors
and composers. The letter was writ-

It

may sound

It

the

1936

17,

Making

Claim Right to Share Judge Julian Mack Sets
Total at $333,100
In Negotiations

|

Intelligent

DAILY

Motl

VOL.

Alert,

C

Baldwin

Feb.
in

—Judge AlSuperior Court
16.

here denied a mandatory injunction
sought by Vuono Operating Co. of
Stamford against LTnited Artists, ask"Modern
ing that U. A. furnish

Times" for an immediate playdate. A
$5,000 damage suit charging failure

solely for the protection of the distributor's property,
Paramount yesterday filed a petition for a rehearing

of the

Perelman double feature case

the U.
Appeals here.

before

S.

Circuit

Court

of

The petition denies that a combination or conspiracy existed among defendant
distributors
employing the
duals clause in their contracts and
{Continued on page 7)

set for hear-

"Forest" Is Strong
In Spite of Weather

charged that on Jan.
31 notice of the film's availability was
received, and the film was advertised
for Feb. 14 showing. U. A. claimed
the notice went out in error and was
recalled by a second notice on Feb. 4.
Richard Carroll, Paramount booker,
testified "Milky Way" was available,
contesting the plaintiff's contention
that no other Class
picture was
available to substitute for "Modern

weather, which hurt
grosses
generally,
"The
Petrified Forest" did remarkably well
at the Music Hall, garnering $82,000
for the first week. Expectations are
that with a change in the weather, the
picture will gross about the same figure for the second stanza.
The Center with "The Lady Consents" ended with a nice take. The
gross was around $20,000. "King of

to supply the picture

ing on

The

March

is

3.

plaintiff

A

Times."

Despite

bad

Broadway

(Continued on page 7)
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Spitz, Depinet

Go West

RKO

Leo

president, left yesSpitz,
terday for a three weeks' visit at the
will stop over
company's studio.

He

in

Chicago today and be joined there

tomorrow by Ned Depinet, who
accompany him to the coast.

will

Goldwyn Going Abroad
Hollywood, Feb.

far

removed from that which Ben

Schulberg once

De

Mille

is

Cecil

filled.

Hollywood.
But the Rogers bungalow is no
more. The space now has reposing on it a film vault. When the
was under construction,
job
steam
shovels
howled
and
snorted through the otherwise
outwardly calm atmosphere.
"What's
all
the
activity
about ?" inquired one who hadn't
heard.
shovels

"Why
so

are

his ball," replied another.

number."
"O. K.," comes his reply as he
swings into "Thanks a Million."
that

T

.

.

lost

.

of the topparticular field

is,

ners plan to preview "Anthony
Adverse" at the six-day bicycle
race with "Les Miserables" as a
trailer.

.

.

.

T

T

The observation followed
was a perfect time to

that
step

.

T T
Young man moves

No
this.

statement from Radio
.

.

on

.

V
"Have you seen Pine lately?"
someone inquired of Gene Fow-

"Which

one," he asked, "Lonesome, Bill or Virginia?"
.

.

.

blithely

and

with springy step from the ad-

Fowler,
rapier-like
on
the
draw, calls Hollywood the land
of

left

Hulburd, will sail for Europe on the
Berengaria March 4.

entombed

intelligence.

.

.

.

T
One producer around town,
proud of his latest talent-signing
exploits,
is
reported to have
bragged the other night:
"I've
signed
Rimsky-Korsakov. Both of them."
.

.

.

Alabama Men Fight Parent-Teachers Hit
Moves for 10% Tax Oklahoma City Films
Birmingham, Feb.
—Film men Oklahoma City, Feb. —Doubleare hot under the
as they begin
16.

Cummins Has MusicFirm

16.

collar

barreled
lambasting
producers
of
"responsible for juvenile crime" and
Samuel Cummins has formed the
of mothers who park their children in
Foreign and Domestic Music Corp. to
theatres
while they attend bridge
revamp songs published in foreign
parties was engaged in recently by
countries to which he holds the rights,
members of the Parent-Teachers'
for domestic consumption.
Ass'n., film committees.
group of 20 men and women attion from retail interests.
tending a teachers' convention met for
lunch at the Y. M. C. A. to hear Paul
Harrup, chairman, parade the faults
Hollywood, Feb.
16.
John
D. of the industry and suggest remedies.
The P. T. A. members dwelt at
Clark,
general
sales
manager of
Twentieth Century-Fox, may return length on the refusal of film companies
to New York before attending the to provide features for showing in
company's divisional sales heads' con- Oklahoma City schools.
Is
in
ference in Chicago Feb. 22-23.
its
Herman Wobber is at the studio
offices at
outlining plans for the 1936-37 schedBill
ule with Joseph M. Schenck, Darryl
St. Louis, Feb. 16.— The Public
F. Zanuck and Clark.
Safety Committee of the Board of
City
Aldermen here will hold a public
Closes for F.
hearing Wednesday when exhibitors
Seattle, Feb. 16. Al Goldstein of will be heard on the bill calling for
Principal Pictures with offices here two men in a booth, now before the
and in Portland, has closed for the Board with the backing of the local
distribution of First Division product operators'
union.
Exhibitors
are
in this territory.
opposed to the measure.

MOTION PICTURE

a fight against a bill in the legislature levying increased taxes on quite
a list of "luxuries," including 10 per
cent on all amusements. The "Luxury"
tax was put forth by Gov. Bibb
Graves after a proposed three per cent
sales tax met with vigorous opposi-

now
new

A

Clark East Shortly

—

DAILY
located

Set Booth

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

New York

D. Product

—

CIRCLE 7-3100

guests were present at
and dance of the Columbia
Club held Saturday night in the ballroom of the Waldorf Astoria. Harry
Hershfield, as master of ceremonies,
was assisted by Benny Rubin.

700

The affair, in a measure, was a
testimonial to Jeanne Dressier, vicepresident, who is to marry Frank McGrann of Columbia's exploitation department.

Among those attending were: Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Cohn, Mr. and Mrs.
A. Schneider, Mr. and Mrs. L. I.
Barbano, Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Burkan, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schwartz,
Mr. and Mrs. Saul Bornstein and Mr.
and Mrs. William Germain.
Present

officers

Hearing

of

the

club

are:

George Joseph, president Miss Dressier, vice-president; Leo Jarre,
treasurer, and "Fan" Melmen, secretary.
;

Storms in Illinois
Cause Booking Shift
Chicago, Feb.

16.— Downstate ex-

hibitors in some cities, having big pictures booked for Sunday showings,

jerked the films for cheaper product
when they saw business was to be extremely light on account of the blizzard and sub-zero temperature.
They explained to the few disappointed customers that the deluxe
feature
didn't
arrive
because
the

weather was so bad.

The other

ler.

T

this

.

of

"Wooden Crosses"
which Howard Hawks has well
under way for Twentieth Century-Fox, says he's heard War-

filter

Walter Winchell and Ed Sullivan are in Miami. Louis Sobol
is here.
Sidney Skolsky has been
for some time and likes it.

.

and

only,

Much."

notchers in that
of literary expression.

out in Gotham.

makeup

The suggestion has been made

through from the outside world.
The dope hurdles the mountains
that, for the first time since columnists came into their own,
Broadway is without a resident

That

grimy

March,

Eredric
in
battered
course, for

that Lily Pons' first night be renamed from "I Dream Too
Much" to "Show Them No
Mercy." Or, "I Scream Too

word does

occasion,

T

those

T

scrivener.

I

digging

all

frantically

away ?"
"Henry Herzbrun's boy has

On

ministration building at the beautiful
Fox plant in Westwood
J
ills, singing "Anything Goes."
shouts,
"Hey," a passerby
"you're on the wrong lot with

the current occupant

Columbia's Annual
Party Draws Crowd
Some

B.

in transitory

1936

17,

the d nner

—Samuel Gold-

here yesterday for New
with James Mulvey and Merritt

wyn, who

York

16.

Hills:
In
the
days
not
long back when Charlie Rogers
was producing for Paramount
and so rated headquarters of his
own he occupied a bungalow not

Street,

Bureau:

II,

Hollywood, Feb. 16.
from the Hollywood

TP ALES

Mahtin Quigley

J.

Outlook

By RED KANN'

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)

Vol. 39

Monday, February

films will be

shown

later.

British Films Fall

In Canadian Houses

—

Toronto, Feb. 16. Fewer British
features were released in Canada during 1935 than during 1934, according
to figures compiled by Regal Films,
Ltd., and Empire Films, Ltd.
The
1935 total was 65, as compared with
80 for 1934. Returns on the decreased
total were higher than during the previous year, however.

Cagney Action Delayed
Los Angeles, Feb. 16.— The action
of James Cagney against Warners in
the player's suit to cancel his contract
has been delayed until Wednesday in
Superior Court here.
Cagney had
obtained a temporary order restraining
Warners from interfering with his attempts to obtain a contract elsewhere.

Warners must show cause why the
made permanent.

order should not be

To Handle Premiums
Lester S. Tobias has closed a contract for the exclusive sales representation of the Jeanette Glass Company's

Windsor and
for
theatres
territory.

Delfite lines of
in
the

premiums

New

York

Exhibitors Visit Coast
Hollywood, Feb. 16.— Ralph Talbot,
Tulsa, Okla., exhibitor, is visiting the
studios.

Izzy Rappaport, Baltimore first run
has been here, is en

operator, who
route east.

Agnew Heading South
Hollywood, Feb.

16.

—Neil

F.

Ag-

new, general sales manager of Paramount, is due here from Seattle and
Portland in a few days.

DNLYONE COMPANY
COULD MERIT
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Reporter)

And

every release

date proves more conclusively
the

wisdom

of their choice!

believes,

bad.
has ever

THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE

BREAKING
RECORDS
SO FAST THE

PRESSES
CANT KEEP
UP WITH
THE NEWS!

MIGHTY AS A NATION'S FURY.
STIRRING AS A STRONG MAN'S COURAGE
HEARTS

will

pound

a million breasts ... as

in

this

grimly real story of America's Jean Valjean unfolds
breathlessly
fiction's

act of
.

.

.

powerfully

most fantastic

compare

to

. . .

unforgettably.

man whose

story of a

mercy earned him a nation's

and who found

pain of a hundred living

innocent

relentless persecution

woman's

that a

For never in

has there been anything

flights

TRUE

to this

. . .

love can soothe the

hells.

starring

WARNER BAXTER
with

GLORIA STUART
CLAUDE GILUNGWATER

ARTHUR BYRON
O.

HEGGIE

P.

HARRY CAREY
and a
a

cast of

DARRYL

20th

one thousand
F.

ZANUCK

CENTURY PRODUCTION

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck
Associate Producer and Screen Play

.

.

.Nunnally Johnson

Directed by John Ford

Based on the

life

of Dr.

Samuel A. Mudd

MOTION PICTURE
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Asserts Duals Ban
Protects Property 4
9

(Continued from page

1)

endeavors to point out to the court
what appear to be discrepancies between testimony given in the case and
the findings of both the district and
appeals courts that use of the clause
in violation of the anti-trust laws.
"It is the protection of its property
that compels a defendant to insist that
its property be not economically and
is

sacrificed

artistically

another

with

Paramount
by

&

its

showing

picture,"

the

which was filed
Simpson, Thacher

petition,

attorneys,

its

by

feature

Bartlett,

states.

The court

is expected to set a date
a hearing on the petition within
the next few days and if the petition
is denied efforts will be made to bring
the case to the U. S. Supreme Court.
Defendants in addition to Paramount
include
Vitagraph, RKO,
M-G-M,

for

Fox and United

Artists.

Purely

Personal

Buffalo

PHIL REGAN,

who

played the lead

"Laughing

Irish

Republic's
Eyes," will entertain the press today at
He
a luncheon at the New Yorker.
leaves tomorrow for Rochester to begin a series of personal appearances.
in

•

—

new

theatre in Lockport will be
Buffalo, Feb. 16. Variety Club
in April.
will have its first annual ball and frolic
H. Van Meter, Rockford exhibitor, in the Statler ballroom March 14.
is another who took off for California
Vincent R. McFaul, president, is
to get a rest and escape the cold
honorary chairman. Harry T. Dixon
weather.
and Nate Sauber are co-chairmen of
Emily Kuchan has been elected arrangements
Arthur WoodC.
secretary of the newly formed Cenward,
John Chinell, William
tral circuit at Canton.
Bork, Elmer Lux
Lucien
and
Frank Ford, who operates the Blumenfeld are in charge
of recepState in Sterling, left for California
his

ready for opening early

;

Blumberg

is back on the
job. He's taking no chances after being laid up with the grippe and now
travels around with a fur coat that
almost weighs him down.
•
Joe Moskowitz returned from an
out-of-town trip over the week-end,
worn out from carrying a heavy fur

Nate

J.

Mrs. Ford accompanied

week.

this

Jack Goldhar, after two days here,
left for Des Moines and Minneapolis
to handle the opening of the Chaplin
picture.

•

•

Edward G. Robinson leaves for the
Warner coast studio today to begin
work on

"Bullets or Ballots."

•
R.

Kent

leaves for Florida this

Interstate Controls

week. He returned last week from a
lengthy stay on the coast.
•
San Antonio, Feb. 16. -The InterMort Shea of the Feiber & Shea
state
Circuit, Inc., has obtained a circuit is back from a Miami sojourn.
©
monopoly of local
theatres
with
the acquisition of our second runs,
Jack Allen Partington is back
through a deal between Robert J. from a trip to the Windy City.
•
O'Donnell, Interstate general manager,
and Eph Charninsky, operator of the
Fred Meyers has an envious Miami
Palace,
Uptown,
Harlandale
and tan.
Highland Park, the last three suburban houses.
Bill Powers is now on the coast.

San Antonio Houses
—

Under

the deal Interstate will operwith an option for a
15-year extension. Interstate has been
operating the Majestic, Aztec and
Texas, the city's three ace houses, for
a number of years, as well as the
Empire and State, second runs. The
Empire will be made a first run, but
no other changes are planned.
ate for 10 years,

Quip of the Day
of the gang around New
York are considering launching a
movement to recoup the 10 bucks

Some

they spent on the testimonial dinner tendered Dave Loew when he
auit Loeufs last fall to join Hal
Roach zvhose organization h-e has
twzv left.

Cincinnati's

Baltimore

.

.

.

tion

Nicholas

;

J.

Basil and Carl

W. Kempke of tickets Harry Altman, Dewey Michaels and Murray Whiteman of entertainment;
;

him.

coat.

S.

Banks
Showing Heavy Gain
— Another
Cincinnati, Feb.

Variety Club

Denver

Carson Harris, publicity
for the Denham, will handle

director
publicity
for the annual Shrine circus at the
city auditorium March 23 to 29.
Morton F. Meister, uniform sales-

man and

manufacturer, was here last

week.

Harry'

Stearn

has

resigned

as

salesman for United Artists.

Three

Robert

Dixon

T.

Murphy,

of favors

Sauber and
Will-

and menus

;

iam Martin, John Sitterly, Mike
Simon, Ralph Maw, I. R. Lounsberry and Edgar Twamley of publicity
Ephraim Bettigole and Hercules Webster of decorations; Kenneth Robinson of reservations and
seating; Basil Brady and Phil Lavene of transportation, and Joe Friedman, Otto Siegel, Leo Murphy,
George
Ferguson,
Matthew V.
;

Sullivan,

Jr.,

Norman

L.

Sper,

Emerson Dickman, Nathan Marcus

managers of the and J. R. Levee of the club journal.
Harry Huffman theatres have been
Barker Harry A. Seed and Mrs.
shifted.
Sterling Ray, formerly Seed are in Miami for their winter
manager at the Rialto, is now at the vacation.
Aladdin
John Lindhardt, Aladdin
Former Chief Barker Edward K.
manager, has gone to the Broadway, O'Shea and his first assistant, Sydand John Denman has gone from ney Sampson, have gone to Miami
the Broadway to the Aladdin.
Beach for a three-week vacation.
C. L. McFarling, who resigned
Nicholas J. Basil, former dough
as manager of the Englewood, has
guy, just back from an eight-week trip
been succeeded by Harold Shallow. to Greece and other European counAppointed as assistant to Shallow tries, recounted his experiences at the
was John Herzog, former doorman at semi-monthly luncheon Monday. Ralph
the Gothic.
Maw and Emerson Dickman were
Ben Fish, western division mana- kings for the day, with Samuel
ger for United Artists, was at the Bronkie, potentate of Ismailia Temlocal exchange looking the situation
Bronkie disple, as guest speaker.
over for a few days.
cussed "Organization."
of

the

;

Tommy Melton of the Victory has
been visiting his father, who is spending the winter on his southern planta-

Dallas

16.
Frank Harris
Louis Rome has sailed for
George Allan, who recently leased of Pittsburgh, national Variety Club
heartening sign on the local horizon is Nassau on the Corinthian.
the Empress, will make his home here head, came here for induction of ofreflected in the report of 11 of the
Ike Hornstein of the Regent and with his family.
ficers of Tent 17.
He was accomlargest state banks here, which shows Diane is on a tour of South America.
J. T. Sheffield, who is here from panied by James B. Balmer, national
total deposits of $223,670,346 for 1935,
Mrs. Gene Freeland, wife of the his Seattle headquarters, will confer secretary.
an increase of practically $31,000,000 Avenue manager, is the mother of a with Jack Fier, western sales manaR. J. O'Donnell is head of the loduring the year. In the same period, seven-pound boy.
ger for Republic, who is expected, cal tent.
Pete Rosian has been appointed here soon.
resources jumped from $227,879,808
.

.

16.

gain of $39,062,271.
corresponding
amount of cash in Cincinnati banks
were close to the peak year of 1929,
bank executives said.
to $256,942,079, a

and

Deposits

The
ulation

was part of a tabreleased by Samuel H. Squire,

superintendent of banks at Columbus, which indicated that 46 state
banks in the seven Ohio key cities
had total deposits of $847,844,677 at
the close of
compared with
1935,
$715,942,643 on Dec. 31, 1934, an instate

"Forest" Is Strong
In Spite of Weather
(Continued from page 1)
Burlesque" and "Paddy O'Day" at
the
Palace took in approximately
$8,000. This house continues to be a
problem with
because of poor

RKO

However, the dual

continue as

policy will

is.

"Muss 'Em Up" and "Idol

of Milabout $7,000 in the second Rialto week. At the Paramount,
"Anything Goes" and Isham Jones
and his orchestra, a strong' combinalions" tallied

I

tion,

Universal salesman

Leon

Back,

in

this territory.

Broadway

Colman Deal

manager,

is getting ready for his anniversary
week starting Feb. 14.
W. S. Finch of Reading has taken
over the Auditorium.
Arthur B. Price with Mrs. Price
and their two sons has gone to

Florida.

•

.

.

.

got pretty close to $40,000.

Hollywood, Feb.

Los Angeles

Dick Moss has been

transferred by
F. W. C. from the Imperial, Long
Beach, to the Boulevard here to replace Pat Argust, resigned.
He is
replaced in Long Beach by Jack LaMont, formerly manager of the Criterion in Santo Monica.
Paul de Outo of G. B. and E. W.
MacLean of United Artists exchanges both at home with influenza.
.

.

.

J.

in

.

Chicago

Jacopeck from the Lake Theatre
Milwaukee comes to the Shore

Bill

crease of $131,902,034.

intakes.

Dallas, Feb.

tion.

J.

the

local report

.

.

.

man

is

heavy

Profitable
15.

— Ronald

Col-

reliably reported here to be a
winner as the result of his per-

centage contract with M-G-M on "A
Tale of Two Cities." He is said to
have refused the company's offer to
buy his contract for a flat sum. His
deal with David O. Selznick calls for
a percentage on the untitled original
in preparation by Oliver H. P. Garrett.

Heineman

very busy with
here as assistant manager.
James Winn went to Minneapolis plans for the premiere of "Sutter's
Para. Signs
He spent four Gold" in Sacramento, March 20.
for a two-day stay.
Hollywood.
Feb.
16
Clifford
Lee Scamahorn, Republic salesman
Snowbound.
days there.
Odets, author of "Waiting for Lefty,"
Charlie House, prominent down- who suffered a skull fracture in De"Awake and Sing" and "Paradise
back from a cember, is out of the hospital and imis
exhibitor,
state
Lost," was signed Saturday by Paraproving steadily.
month's vacation in California.
A. Valesco has closed the Colum- mount to do the script for "The GenSol Strauss, manager of the Mideral Died at Dawn." Lewis Milestone
way in Rockford, received a chest of bia.
will direct, and
Gary Cooper will
D. F. I yon is opening the Alpine
sterling silver as a wedding gift from
which has been dark for some years. probably be starred.
the Film Row lads.
Nate Scheinberg has opened the
Joe Reynolds moves from the
A. E.
to
Stratford here to Milwaukee to man- Rivoli in Van Nuys where he also
operates the Van Nuys.
Hollywood, Feb. 16. Albert E.
age the Lake for Warners.
Dave Bershon has closed the Levoy, associate producer at RepubE. E. Alger, circuit operator from
Peru, 111., is en route to Hollywood Studio and has taken out the equip- lic, and Ella Arnold, secretary to Nat
ment. The little house on Hollywood Levine, will be married on Wednesfor a vacation.
day.
August Marchesi announces that Boulevard seats only 303.

Odets

—

Levoy

Marry

—

;

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
Pittsburghers Fear
Association Breakup

—

Because
Pittsburgh, Feb. 16.
George Jaffe refused to join the Pittsburgh Managerial Ass'n and is charging only 40 cents for pictures and
stage shows at his new Casino while
organization
scale
is
55
theatre men see
a possible
dissolution of the association in the
near future and possibly the outbreak
of another price war.
was
the
association
Last year
formed to control prices following a
battle which sent the de luxe scale
down to 40 cents for combination bills.
Since then Warners and Loew's have
pooled their product and the Casino

the

set

cents,

Monday, February

MOTION PICTURE DAILYS

state.

This

film,

Sanchez

which is featuring
Michoacan women's
being directed by
Valenzuela,
local

journalist, and the first native woman
The production
to direct a picture.

has musical numbers performed
crack Mexican orchestra.

by

—

Providence,

Feb. 16. In spite of
that highways all over the
state are ice-blocked and temperatures
have been hittting record lows, theatres have held up remarkably well in
recent weeks.
Because local houses
depend on people from outside the city
for about half their trade, most exhibitors are convinced, as a result, that
better times are definitely on the way.
"Mutiny on the Bounty," shown
during the worst of the cold spell, did
heavy business, and "Rose Marie,"
now playing at Loew's State, is also
* hit.
the

fact

"F Man"
(Continued from page 1)
to Grainger has been

{Paramount)

Hollywood, Feb.

16.

—Here

successor
is

a

comedy

sleeper

which

patrons of double

make
money in

will

spite of

produced.
country sap played for a sucker by wise guys and making good
the best angle to play up.
Production Code Seal No. 1930. Running time, 68 minutes. "G."

A

is

"Love Before Breakfast"
Hollywood, Feb.

Hollywood, Feb.

—

16.

—Pert

new

post with the Shea

the bulk of the Shea theatres are located in Ohio, it has a number of important houses in up-state New York,
at Pittsburgh, Erie and Bradford, Pa.
Manchester and Nashua, N. H., and
Westfield, Amherst and Attleboro,

Mass. The circuit numbers approximately 50 houses in all. The circuit
maintains headquarters in the Loew's
State Building here.

Clark Offers Best Wishes

Hollywood, Feb.

16.

— Commenting

on the resignation of E. C. Grainger,
John D. Clark, general sales manager
of Twentieth Century-Fox, on Saturday said, "I wish him every success
in the

world."

No

indication

was

given

as

Report M-G-M Ends
South Africa Suit
(Continued from page 1)
expected Loew will put the finishing touches to an expansion program planned in South Africa. This
is in line with Loew's announcement
some time ago that the company
it

is

in all situations

in

which

shut out. Loew is expected to leave here within the next
few days for an unnamed destination.

found

itself

many

localities.

Running

time, 72 minutes.

Watt Republic Director

—

Hollywood, Feb. 9. Nate C. Watt
has been signed by Republic to a term
directing contract. He was formerly
an assistant director. His first assignment will be the last film on I. E.
Chadwick's current Republic production contract, which has not been
'

titled

as yet.

Wall Street
Eastman Up

114

Pts.

on Board

"G."

Net

High Low Close Change

Kelton

Kelton has not been signed to complete the series, but has been engaged
short.

Looking 'Em Over
"Dangerous Intrigue"
(Columbia)

Action and suspense against a background of a steel mill, and the
regeneration of a once-famous surgeon combine to make this unpreWriters Assigned
tentious but lively picture satisfying entertainment, especially in the
Hollywood, Feb. 16. New assign- smaller situations. The title means comparatively little.
ments to writers at Republic include
Ralph Bellamy is effective in the lead, supported by Gloria Shea,
Wallace Sullivan and Jo Graham, on
Fred Kohler and Joan Perry. Bellamy, hospital head, is forced to
"Sitting on the Moon" Joseph Fields,
on the final treatment of Tristam resign when he refuses to leave an operation to tend the ill daughter
Tupper's novel, "The Gentleman from of the hospital's chief financial supporter. Miss Perry, his fiancee,
Louisiana," and Isabel
Dawn and throws him over in consequence and Bellamy, his mind temporarily
Boyce DeGaw, on "My Old Kentucky affected," wanders away. He finds himself in a Pennsylvania steel town

—

:

Columbia, vtc
Consolidated Film

4154

Consolidated, pfd..

20%

6%

Eastman Kodak.. .15854
Loew's, Inc
52^4

4i j4

(Continued on page 10)

+

54

6H
20
15854

Paramount
Paramount

1154
12

RKO

8J4
85^
27

llji
2 pfd.. 1254
Pathe Film
8Ji
854
20th Century-Fox. 27
20th Century, pfd. 36J4
Warner Bros
1354

4i j4

20
15854
S2Ji

+154

+H

1154
125-8

36J4
13

13

Sonotone, Technicolor Curb Gains
Net

High Low Close Change
Sonotone

2S/S

Technicolor

24^4

254
2454

Trans Lux

V/s

4%.

2^4

24M
4J4

+
+

—

54

54
54

Very Little Bond Activity
Net

;

Home."

to

Grainger's successor.

suit of

Teamed

will take the place of Thelma Todd
in the next Patsy Kelly short for Hal
Roach. The picture, which will be the
sixth in a series of nine, is scheduled
to go into production Feb. 20.
Miss

just for this

Grainger's

circuit will be a specially created one
in which he will act as a general aide
to Shea, the circuit's operator. While

would build

16.
Concerned entirely with Preston Foster's purCarole Lombard, her rejection of his suit until he feigns disinterest, then her pursuit of him, this picture attempts to overcome its plot
deficiencies by resorting to dialogue which may or may not amuse.
The chase covers much territory and takes the characters in and out
of night clubs, bridle paths, modernistically furnished offices and apartments, ending aboard a magnificently appointed yacht.
Edmund Grainger has kept the production suited to the affluence of
the characters who are conceded to possess unending wealth.
The
screenplay by Herbert Fields from the Faith Baldwin novel, "Spinster
Dinner," has some clever lines which are mostly delivered by Richard
Carle and Janet Beecher. Cesar Romero does well with a part that has
but slight meaning in the story. The photography by Teddy Tetzlaff is
uniformly excellent. Walter Lang directed.
A pseudo-sophisticated comedy, this picture will doubtless please in

ap-

pointed.

it

Production Code Seal, No. 1966.

Kelton, Kelly

for

Theatre Post

{Universal)

Providence Grosses
High Despite Cold

Fox

Quits

Produce

the activities of
organizations, is

Elenea

E. C. Grainger

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

bills feel that they have full value for the
no draw names.
Jack Haley plays a bucolic soda jerker who longs to be a G Man
and after a correspondence course sets off for Los Angeles, never doubting that a letter from his local sheriff will open the door of Dickdom.
competition isn't expected to affect Headquarters is surprisingly slow to regard him as anything but a headthem, but the Alvin and the Fulton ache from the backwoods, and his proud spirit is considerably bruised at
may find the going pretty rough.
having to scoop up ice cream, instead of criminals, in the big city, espeIf either of these houses secede from cially when his country sweetheart turns to witness his failure.
First
the association, as observers predict, he mistakes the choleric chief for Public Enemy No. 1 and gets his man
it will mean the end of the organizawith a doped milkshake, then he blunders into the carefully arranged
tion.
trap for the real criminal, driving the department to near insanity
before the racketeers are caught and he decides to retire to his own
to
drugstore on the reward money.
measure of gag situations give the
Series of Scenics Plenty of action and a generous
film its chief value though Haley's roundeyed comedy is good for the
Mexico City, Feb. 16.—A series of
part. Adrienne Harden shows marked talent as his sweetheart, William
shorts depicting Mexico's beauty spots,
places of tourist interest and activities Frawley draws a full measure of laughs as a badgered G Man, June
Brewster has a nice bit as a despairing 'phone girl and the excellent cast
of the people is to be made by the
Ministry of Public Education, which includes Onslow Stevens, Edward McWade, Norman Willis, Robert
accepted the suggestion of a group of Middlemass, Walter Johnson, Franklin Parker, Heinie Conklin, Buck
congressmen that these pictures would Mack, Phyllis Crane, Mabel Forrest, Gail Sheridan, Spencer Charters,
be excellent publicity abroad to at- Carol Holloway, Eddie Welch and Henry
Johnson. Paul Gerard did
tract visitors.
a smooth job on the screenplay from a story by Richard Connell. The
The first picture is being made in
Val Paul
Michoacan, President Cardenas' home direction by Edward Cline is nicely calculated for speed.

Mexico

1936

17,

Paramount
tures 6s

Warner
'39

wd

High

Low

9554

9554

9554

97J4

97J4

97^

Close Change

Pic-

'55

Bros.

6s

(Quotations at close of Feb.

15.)

—

54

THE
PICTURE

WITH THE

UNFORGETTABLE
PUNCH!

CAROLE

LOMBARD
Universale
Smash Comedy

in

"LOVE

BEFORE
BREAKFAST

)

MOTION PICTURt
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Fox Met Fees
Cut Over 50%
By the Court
(Continued from pane

1)

fee of $110,000. was allowed $100,000,
less $30,000 already paid to it.

Milton C. Weisman, receiver of Fox
Theatres and proponent of the Fox
Met reorganization plan, was granted
He had applied for $75,000.
$60,000.
Central Hanover Bank & Trust Co.,
trustee under the Fox Met mortgage
indenture, asked a total of $20,575 and

was awarded

$12,500, less $5,000 paid

Central Hanover's counLarkin, Rathbone & Perry, for
sel,
whom a fee of $55,000 was sought,
was allowed $30,000, less $15,000 paid
on account. Archibald Palmer, counsel for independent bondholders, who
asked a fee of $40,000, was allowed
Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Mont$5,000.
gomery, auditors, was allowed a $600

on account.

Monday, February

1936

17,

Song Writers

Looking 'Em Over

Fight

Warner

(Continued from pane 8)

He is about to be tired when an accident occurs.
hired as assistant to the doctor.
He meets Miss Shea, daughter of a steel foreman, who has been de T
moted because of too frequent "accidents" in his section. From that
point there is considerable action involved in the discovers by Bellamy
that Kohler, mill safety chief, is actually behind the accidents and in
the pay of a rival mill. Kohler, attempting a last "accident." is killed in
the explosion, while Bellamy successfully completes an operation on
Kohler's in jured son. Offered his former hospital post, Bellamy refuses,
preferring to stay in the mill town with Miss Shea.
Production Code Seal No. 1,787. Running time, 60 minutes. "G."
work

and

at

He

a>M*ts and

i*

"Bulldog Courage"
(

Puritan

Music Deals

in the mill.

)

Tim McCoy,

starring in this western, plays a dual role and in both
provides plenty of action to come up to outdoor action standards.
When his father is mortally wounded by the sheriff, McCoy follows
in his steps toward achieving certain revenge on a swindling banker.
This end takes him to the town of Goldfield, where he arrives on the
day of the trial of a friend of his father's who is threatened with a like
fate. Touched off with what he has seen he sets out and with stagecoach
holdups, hard riding, wit and the required amount of shooting, brings

(Continued from pane

1

make

that you have no right to
contracts affecting those rights
out their consent," the letter
sist

with-

which
Romberg,

signed by Sigmund
president of the association, concluded.
Warner officials could not be

was

reached on Saturday for comment on
the S.W.P.A. letter, but it appears
that the communication may have been
aimed at Warners' recently stated
policy of favoring a performing fee
charge only at the source of music
In the case of radio this would
use.
be the broadcasting station, rather
than the hotel or other factor which
disseminated the actual broadcast, and
in the case of the industry it would
mean that producers would be taxed
both the recording and performing fee
while theatres would be exempt from
any tax.

end with the banker caught in one of his own schemes
Exhibitor observers on Saturda
dynamited.
saw this policy as it relates to theatres
The romantic thread is carried on somewhat by Joan Woodbury, but seriously jeopardized by the song
Some Applications Disallowed
there is little clinching, for the film ends abruptly after a shooting match. writers' stand unless Warners are sue
Sam Newfield's direction plays the effort for all its thrill and action cessful in meeting their objections
Among the applications for fees
which were disallowed entirely were content, while Jack Greenhalgh's photography takes in the pictorial the future.
those of members of the noteholders' backgrounds and follows the action suitably.
Production Code Seal No. 1,818. Running time, 61 minutes. "G."
protective committee which sought an
See Court Test by Ascap
aggregate of $117,500 in fees and
A court test of Ascap's claim tha
fee

it

had asked.

the piece to

its

whe"n a mine

is

i

$79,927 expenses.

The members

of the

committee were Ernest W. Niver,
chairman William Greve, Max Horwitz, Alvin J. Schlosser, Herbert P.
Howell and the late Casimir I. Stra;

The

court ruled that testimony
expenses of the committee
should be submitted to Referee John
E. Joyce and when proper expenses
were established recovery might be
had from a fund set up in the reorganization plan for this purpose. The
same procedure also applies wherever
large expense amounts were sought
lem.

on

the

by applicants.
C. Frank Reavis, who was attorney
for Si Fabian in the proposal of an
unsuccessful, alternate reorganization
plan for Fox Met, was denied an apLikewise, no
plication for $15,000.
remuneration was made to Percival E.
for
independent
attorney
Jackson,
bondholders, nor to Isidor J. Kresel,
who was of counsel to Weisman.
The court made frequent commendatory references in the opinion to the
work of Weisman in effecting the
successful reorganization, from which
Fox Met emerged as Metropolitan
Playhouses
under
control
of
the
Joseph M. Schenck's United Artists
Theatre Circuit and with Keith-AlbeeOrpheum as a participating interest.

Weisman Lauded

licensed radio broadcasters are enuse of Warner published
music wherever writers, composers or
authors have not assigned the small
rights to the Warner publishers appears certain for the near future.
On the advice of its counsel after
studying the agreements between the
writers and the Warner publishing
companies, Ascap recently issued a
first list of Warner music, which, it
said,
was available to broadcasters
under their licenses with the society.
Additional lists are to be issued as
the Ascap study of the agreements
Warners have described
proceeds.
the Ascap claim as "erroneous and
misleading, and if relied upon by stations which have no license from us
may result in many actionable inAscap and its counsel,
fringements."
its

Production Code Seals Go
To 27 Features Reviewed
The following listing covers 27 features which were previewed in Hollywood
and reviezved in the East by Motion Picture Daily without Production Code
Administration seals, and have since been accorded seals. The period covered
is from Sept. 6, 1935, to Jan. 7, 1936.

Review Date

Picture

Nov.

Ah, Wilderness
Cappy Ricks Returns

Sept.

Fence, The
Exclusive Story
Fire Trap
Frisco Waterfront

Dec.
Jan.

Gun Play
Hitch Hike Lady
I Live My Life
It's in the Air
Judgment Book, The

Dec. 31
Dec. 12

Kind Lady
King Solomon of Broadway
Manhattan Butterfly
Melody Lingers On, The
Murder By Television
Murder of Dr. Harrigan
No More Yesterdays
O'Shaughnessy's Boy

Nov. 29

Drift

Code Seal

12
6

1767
1138
1756
1925
1807
1622
1139
1769
1257

7
7

Nov. 26
Nov. 29
Sept. 19
Oct.
7

Dec.

1571

26

Fever
Thunder Mountain

Oct. 14
Sept. 4
Oct. 21
Dec. 26
Sept. 23
Sept. 9
Oct.
7
Oct. 28
Sept. 12

1720
1806
1205
388
1688
1670
1156
1788
1311
1310
1586
958
1535

Too Tough

Sept. 10

Nov. 29

Red Salute

Remember Last Night
Society

Dec.

5

1561

Faces
Virginia Judge, The

Nov.

13

Western Frontier

Dec.

1706
1269
1033

to

Kill

Two

Sept. 16
27

titled to the

the Nathan Burkan office, were emphatic on the legality of the stand
being taken, despite the Warner statement.
Indications are that Ascap licensed
stations will shortly avail themselves
of the Warner music in the Ascap list
in order to provide a court test of the
society's stand.

Ricketson on Coast
Los Angeles, Feb.
etson,

"In
one, of

the

final

result,"

the

opinion

"some measure, indeed a large
what I believe to be a success-

conclusion of a difficult task is due
to the intervention of Mr. Weisman.
The final result, a result which on
market quotations is at this time far
more favorable to the bondholders
than had at any time been contemplated before he stepped into the picture, and a result which appears likely
to be increasingly better, is due in
ful

good

measure

activities."

to

Mr.

Weisman's

Warners Delay Film
Hollywood,

Feb.

16.

—Warners

have postponed the start of "Way of
a Pirate," and because of the delay,
Guy Kibbee will play the leading role
instead of Chic Sale.

Tobin in Lovett Post

—

Rites for Mrs. Balaban
Chicago. Feb.

16.

— Mrs.

Bessie

Balaban, 75, an aunt of Barney Balawas buried Thursday. She had
been ill for some time. She is survived
by three sons and four daughters.
ban,

Republic Plans Serial

—

Hollywood, Feb. 16. Republic will
Providence, Feb. 16. Henry R.
Tobin has been named as manager of make a 12-chapter serial of "RobinBarney Sarecky will
the Olympia, Olneyville, to succeed son Crusoe."
Tobin for- produce, and production is scheduled
the late J. Fred Lovett.
to start in July.
merly 'was with theatres in Boston.

exhibition

Century-Fox,
is

also in

is

16.

—Rick

of

the

Rick-

Rocky

National TheaTwentieth
of
here.
E. L. Alperson

Mountain division
tres,

states,

operating head
of

arm

from Miami.

National Theatre heads
meeting
scheduled

their

hold
beginning

will

tomorrow.

To Publish Film Songs

—

Hollywood, Feb, 16. Republic has
signed with the Sam Fox company
for the publication of all the numbers
from the film, "Laughing Irish Eyes."
The numbers were written by Sam H.
Stept and Sidney Mitchell.

FLASH from COAST
"21
ro COAST. LISTEN

ROSE MARIE
s ENSATIONAL!
Typical telegrams to

M-G-M

"BIGGEST GROSSES IN HISTORY!"

— wires

I.

Libson, from Cincinnati

"Congratulations,

M-G-M.

'Rose Marie destined to be

topnotch musicals ever made. The Albee

five

the

week will do one
the house and the picture will

of biggest grosses in the history of

undoubtedly do four to

among

this

weeks in downtown Cincinnati."
—I.

LIBSON

"HUNDREDS COMING BACK!"

— wires Chas. A* Midleburg,

."Get ready,
StQtUG, yOU V6 QO\
Q P6W SW66ti6

.

.

Ond t"l6r nom6
n
R0S6-M0N6
!

"First four days nearly doubled the

"Had we been

first

Charleston,

W. Va.

four days of 'Marietta.

able to take care of the crowds, our receipts

have been hundreds of

would

dollars more.

"Receipts on the fourth day

fifty

percent more than on opening day.

is

Patrons are returning by the hundreds

Thousands stood outside
It will break

in zero

all existing records."

to see

it

a third and fourth

weather trying to get

in.

time.

"THREE TIMES 'MARIETTA

—

says

Mr. Wilson, ofWilliamsport, Pa.

In the face of the worst possible weather conditions
Rialto

opened yesterday on "Rose Marie" to what we

believe to be the largest number of paid admissions in
the history of the theatre for a mid-week opening. The

was more than 300 per cent of the opening day
on "Naughty Marietta." Words fail me to express
the comments of our patrons. Practically each one of
gross

the thousands enthusiastically endorsed

it

as the best

picture in years. Congratulations!

LATER WIRE: "Rose Marie" engagement completed
sets new house record beating "Mutiny on Bounty"
previous record-holder!

IMAGINE!

TWO

ON SAME

STREET!

—Miami makes

FIRST

RUNS

theatrical history!

"After screening 'Rose Marie'

we

realized picture

had

ex-

ceptional box office possibilities. Accordingly, plans were

FLASH
ICY

FROM

DENVER!

'Number of admissions Saturday
broke every existing record in the
Orpheum Theatre, even surpassing the week they had

Ben Bernie
and also the week they
had Sally Rand. Also surpassed

in person

quickly
in

made

to present simultaneous twin

our Colony and Community Theatres, Miami Beach,

which are located on Lincoln Road directly across street
from each other. Picture doing biggest business in history of Miami Beach. Continuous lobby holdouts both
theatres matinee and evening. 'Rose Marie' is a history
maker as superlative entertainment as biggest local grosser
and as first picture to play first-run engagement simultaneously in two theatres."

—ERNEST MORRISON

number of Saturday admissions on Top Hat' which pulled
the

the house record. There were
8300 admissions on Saturday.
'Mutiny' at the Denver Theatre
on Saturday, November 9th,
played to 8022 people. Sunday
attendance was approximately
8500 people, making a total of
60,800 admissions over the week
!"
end, which is a lot of sugar

engagements

LOOK OUT!
"Rose-Marie" is hot
after those Mutiny
records! Watch
the papers!
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:

:

:
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on

"Soldier''

Monday, February

Dual$14,000,

—

Hollywood, Feb. 16.
David O.
Selznick signs Elizabeth Jenns,

Way"

"Milky

Out Hollywood Way

1936

17,

Seattle Top,

Zeidman's "Angels in
B.
F.
Barton MacLane, JoWhite"
socialite, to a term contract.
Denny seph Crehan and Joseph King in
Morrison added to the Selznick In- Warners' "Murder in Sing Sing"
Carlyle Moore, Jr.. gets "juvenileSan Francisco, Feb. 16. "Profes- ternational publicity department.
Seattle, Feb. 16. In spite of cold
Robert Edmond Jones, Pioneer's art lead in "Two Against the World," weather "The Milky Way" breezed
sional Soldier," topping a dual bill
director,
gets medal from American Warners.
Frank McHugh bor- into a strong $8,700 at the Fifth
with "The Widow from Monte Carlo"
Institute of Architects.
He's, now rowed by M-G-M from Warners for Avenue, passing par by $1,700.
at the Paramount made the best showa part in "Hollywood Bowl"
ing of the week.
"Strike
The take was $14,- working on "Dancing Pirates."
Me Pink" continued to
Joe E. Brown to add his footprints Ann
Rutherford opposite Gene demonstrate strength in its third week
000, which was $2,500 above normal.
"Coming 'Round the and took $5,100, over the line by
in
"Last of the Pagans" and "Forced to those concrete impressions in front Autrey
Republic.
Franchot $1,100, at the Liberty. Jackie Cooper
Mountain,"
Landing" went $1,000 over the line for of Grauman's Chinese Theatre.
a total of $7,000 at the Fox, and Homer Croy observes his 21st wed- Tone opposite Loretta Young in M- in person, with "Tough Guy" and
Sybil Jason out G-M's "The Unguarded Hour"
"Exclusive Story" was $2,500 to the ding anniversary.
"Drift Fence" on the screen at the
M. J. Rivkin and Norma Shearer to be starred in Paramount, kept the house filled with
good on a gross of $17,000 at the of the hospital.
Golden Gate.
The gross was
"Magnificent Obses- Mrs. Rivkin, parents of Joe Rivkin, "Pride and Prejudice," M-G-M, after children ail week.
Duncan Re- $6,550.
sion" held up to $5,500 in its fourth Roach casting director, here on a vacation in Europe.
visit.
Clarence
Brown
term
gets
shipnaldo
signed
to
a
contract
by
week at the Orpheum.
Total first run business was $35,950.
To appear in "San Fran- Average is $33,500.
Total first run business was $71,400. ment of young olive trees from Pal- M-G-M.
estine.
planting
cisco."
He's
them.
Average is $73,800.
Estimated takings for the week end+
Luise Rainer practicing with choping Feb. 8
Estimated takings
sticks for her role
in
"The Good
"CAPTAIN BLOOD" (F. N.)
Week Ending Feb. 4:
Writers Sarah Y. Mason and
Earth."
Laurel and Hardy getting
BLUE MOUSE— (950). 25c-40c-55c, 7
"PETER IBBETSON" (Para.)
Heerman
Victor
doing
screenplay
3rd week, extended run from Fifth
days,
ready to start "The Money Box" for
UNITED ARTISTS— (1.200). 15c-25c-35c(Average, $4,000)
Ave.
Gross: $3,250.
Katharine Hepburn and for "Pride and Prejudice," M-G-M...
40c-55c. 7 davs.
Gross: $5,900.
(Average, Roach.
"THE MLKY WAY" (Para.)
Fredric March to start "Mary of Delmar Daves re-signed for anoth$9,000)
FIFTH AVENUE— (2.500), 25c-40c-55c,
"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)
er year by Warners.
S. K. Lauren 8 days.
Scotland" Feb. 15.
Gross: $8,700.
(Average, $7,000)
GOLDEN GATE — (2,850). 25c-35c-40c,
gets term pact at Radio.
+
"STRIKE ME PINK" (U. A.)
stage, band. 7 clays. Gross: $17,000. (Aver15c-25c-35c-50c,
LIBERTY— (1,800),
7
Casting Geokge
Guhl, Rosina
age, $14,500)
+
Gross: $5,100.
(Average,
<lays, 3rd week.
Lawrence, Arthur Hoyt and Mat
Week Ending Feb. 5:
$4,000)
Story Buys Warren Chetham"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.) McHugh signed by Roach for "Ar"I DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)
Strode's play, "Man Disposes," and
ORPHEUM — (2,440). 15c-30c-35c-40c, 7 bor Day," an Our Gang comedy.
MUSIC BOX— (950). 25c-40c-55c, 7 davs.
days, 4th week.
Gross: $5,500.
(Average.
Oliver Claxton's "Lucky Night" ac- Gross: $3,100.
(Average. $4,000)
Sam
Hinds
in
Walter
Wanger's
$6,800)
"CEILING ZERO" (F. N.)
Billy
and
"PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER" (20th-Fox) "Brazen."
Beverly quired by M. G. M.
"YOUR
UNCLE
DUDLEY" (20th-Fox)
"WIDOW FROM MONTE CARLO"
+
Bemis, dancing team, cast in "Kelly,
ORPHEUM— (2,450), 25c-30c-40c, 7 days.
(W.B.)
the Second," Roach.
Gross:
(Average,
$6,300.
$6,000)
Douglas GerDialogue Director
Stanley
PARAMOUNT— (2.740). 15c-30c-35c-40c. 7
rand and Onslow Stevens in "Under Logan, dialogue director for War"TOUGH GUY" (M-G-M)
days.
Gross: $14,000.
(Average, $11,500)
"DRIFT
(Para.)
FENCE"
Two Flags," Twentieth Century-Fox. ners, re-signed to work on "Angel of PARAMOUNT—
Week Ending Feb. 6:
(3.050).
20c-25c-30c.
7
Jean Hersholt will have lead in Mercy."
"COLLEGIATE" (Para.)
days.
Stage: Jackie Cooper and Rin-Tin-

San Francisco
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Gets $8,700
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"MY MARRIAGE" (20th-Fox)
WARFIELD— (2,680). 30c-35c. 7

Gross:

"Job,"
days.

(Average. $18,000)

$13,200.

"TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
FRANCIS — (1.470), 15c-30c-40c,

ST.

days, 2nd

Gross:

week.

$7,000.

7

(Average

$7,000)

"LAST OF PAGANS" (M-G-M)
"FORCED LANDING" (Republic)
FOX— (5,000). 10c-25c-35c, 7 davs. Gross:

$7,000.

$6,000)

"NEW GULLIVER"

(Amkino)

CLAY INTERNATIONAL— (400).
Gross:

days.

$1,800.

35c,

7

(Average, $1,000)

"Zero" with Show
Indianapolis Hit

—

Indianapolis,

Feb. 16.
"Ceiling
Zero," plus vaudeville, pulled a gross
This was
of $10,500 into the Lyric.

above average by $3,500.
All five first runs continued to suffer from cold weather, although the

wave was not

frigid

as severe as the

The Indiana
one the week before.
grossed $8,000 on "Anything Goes."
Two houses showing double features, Loew's and the Circle, dropped
below average. The second feature at
the Circle was a return engagement
of "If I Had a Million."
Total first run business was $26,800.
Average is $26,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 7

"PADDY O'DAY" (20th-Fox)
APOLLO— (1.100), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$2,500.
(Average. $4,000)
"THE INVISIBLE RAY" (Univ.)
"IF

Twentieth

—

.

Century-Fox.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

$3,000.

Warns
Tax Licenses Needed

Ohio

S3.800.

less.

The law does

not apply to performance where beneficiaries of the net proceeds include religious, charitable or
educational organizations.

"CEILING ZERO"
ville.

Gross:

25c-40c.

$10,500.

7

(Average.

Gross:

$7,000)

Fong.

Gross:

"Obsession" Big in

Third Denver Week
—

.

U niform Protection
Sought

Cleveland
—

Advances Night Price

—

New H aven,

Feb. 16. Finding that
house was unvaryingly filled at
matinee prices just before the price
change on amateur night, the College
has moved its change hour from 6
the

P.M.

to

5

P.M. on

BROADWAY— (1.500).

$1,250)

"THE MILKY WAY"

DENHAM— (1,500).

in "Intrigue"
16.

—Henry Fonda,

who

school use.

Trail of the Lonesome Pine." has been
cast by Walter Wanger for "African
Intrigue."

has just finished

work

in

"The

7

days,
$5,000.

"CEILING ZERO" (W.

DENVER— (2,500).

Fonda

(Para.)

Gross:

25c-35c-40c.

played three on last week.
(Average. $4,500)

Stage

Hollywood, Feb.

(Univ.)
7
days.

25c-40c.

Alreadv plaved a week each at the Denver
(Average,
and Aladdin.
Gross: $2,000.

that night only.

tional

Education Ass'n. convention in
St. Louis the week of Feb. 24, to
(W.B.)
discuss the production of subjects for
davs. Vaude-

25c-40c. 7 days.
(Average. $4,500)

LYRTC— (2.000).

.

—

"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
INDIANA— (3.200). 25c-40c. 7 days. Gross:
Harry A. Kapit, vice-president of
SS.000.
(Average. $7,000)
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc., producers of
"THE GHOST GOES WEST" (U.A.)
16 mm. subjects, will attend the Na"ONE WAY TICKET" (Col.)
T.OEW'S— (3.000).

Vaudeville headed bv Tue
(Average. $3,500)

$2,950.

Gentleman Goes to Town" new title
Frank Capra's "Opera Hat,"
Denver, Feb. 16. "Magnificent ObColumbia.
"The Three Godfathers" session" is turning out to be one of
Chair," Radio.
is final title for M-G-M's "Men Withthe most remarkable draws here in a
Teru Shimado cast as "Negochi" out Love."
long time. With temperatures running
to 25 degrees below zero it took $2,000
last week at the Broadway, over a
Official
first week normal by $750.
The film
had already played a week each at the
in
Denver and Aladdin.
"The Milky Way" was good for
Toledo. Feb. 16. A warning has
Cleveland, Feb. 16. Local theatre
been issued to all places of amusement owners will try to effect a plan where- $5,000, up by" $2,000, at the Denham,
by Guy F. Chilcote, local excise tax by there will" be a uniform protection and "Ceiling Zero" was strong at
manager,
that
amusement licenses plan, such as was used here during $6,500. "Rose Marie" failed to reach
must be applied for immediately under 1933-34. When that agreement ex- par in its second week at the Orpheum,
the new state admission tax law. Pen- pired Jan. 1, 1935, distributors each but it was held for another.
Total first run business was $23,250.
alty for failure to obtain a license is set up individual protection schedules.
from $25 to $100 for each place in- The i5-cent houses were most affected Average is $23,000.
Estimated takings tor the week endvolved. Under the law there is no ex- when the old schedule expired, being
emption from the three per cent tax on pushed back an added two weeks in ing Feb. 12
"INVISIBLE RAY" (Univ.)
grosses, regardless of the admission most cases.
ALADDIN — (1.500). 25c-40c-50c. 7 days.
charged.
The law in effect last year
Gross: $2,250.
(Average, $2,500)
exempted admissions of 10 cents or
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"
for

Kapit to Attend N. E. A.

$4,000)

(Average. $5,000)

$6,550.

"SWEET SURRENDER" (Univ.)
REX— (1.500). 15c-25c-40c. 7 days. Stage:

.

Louise Latimer, Maxine Jennings,
George Offerman, Jr., and William
Benedict set for
"The Witness

HAD A MILLION"

(Average,

Gross:

Tin, Jr.

—

(Para.)
CIRCLE— (2.800), 25c-40c. 7 days. Gross:
I

+

.

Ferdinand Gottschalk and FerdiMusic Eric Wolfgang Korngold
nand Munier in B. F. Zeidman's
"White Cargo."
.Margaret Sulla- to do score for "Anthony Adverse,"
van to star in "It's a Small World," Warners.
+
Universal.
John
Milton
and
Frank Reicher signed for Radio's
Title
Changes "Murder
on
a
"The Puzzle of the Briar Pipe"
Bridle Path" is final title of Radio's
Moroni Olsen, John Halliday, "Puzzle of the Briar Pipe" ... "A
.

(Average,

.

.

band.

B.)

25c-35c-50c.

Gross:

$6,500.

7

days,

(Average,

$6,000)

"ROSE MARIE"

ORPHEUM— (2.600).
2nd week.

Gross:

(M. G. M.)

25c-35c-40c,

"STRIKE ME
PARAMOUNT— (2.000).
following
$2,500.

a

week

(Average.

7

davs.

(Average, $6,000)
PINK" (U. A.)

$5,000.

at

the

$2,750)

25c-40c.

Denver.

7

days,

Gross:

SPECIAL FLORIDA NEWS FLASH! FEB. 17,

Moon Over Miami Eclipsed
Tonight by World Premiere
of

Paramount V "The

Trail

Of The Lonesome Pine"
the

at

Colony Theatre, Miami

Beach, Florida.

Read your favorite
rade Paper for
complete details
for this

Wanger

Walter

Production

:

:

:
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"Marriage," "Milky Way"
Lowry, Lead Los Angeles
In

—

Louis, Feb. 16.
Ed Lowry
lost none of his local personal
popularity,
the
combination of his
St.

having

—

Mrs.
St. Louis, Feb. 16.
Alpha Sears thinks there is
nothing to approach Warner
product. She operates the
State at Nashville, 111., and is
Grad Sears' mother.

stage show and "My Marriage" on
the screen at the Ambassador proved
the best draw of the week with a
gross of $15,250 against the house
average of $10,000.

—

Los Angeles, Feb.

16.
Even rainy
couldn't halt "The Milky
Way" at the Paramount. The crowds
started early and kept arriving until
the take reached $23,500, over normal

weather

"The Lady Consents" made a

fine

Average

$46,000.

is

ing Feb. 6:

Ed Lowry and stage show.

days.

(Average,

$15,250.

7

Gross:

$10,000)

"LADY OF SECRETS"

(Col.)

"DANGEROUS WATERS" (Univ.)
FOX— (5,038), 25c-35c-55c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average,

$8,500.

$12,000)

"PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER" (20th-Fox)
"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S— (3,162).

Gross:

25c-35c-55c,

(Average,

$10,000.

ORPHEUM —
Gross:

days.

7

$9,000)

"PETRIFIED FOREST"

days.

(W.B.)

25c-35c-55c,
(1,950),
754
(Average, $8,500)
$9,900.

"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
SHUBERT-RIALTO— (1,723), 25c-35c-55c,
7

Gross:

days.

"RIFF RAFF" (M-G-M)
"THREE LIVE GHOSTS" (M-G-M)

$7,700.

(Average, $6,500)

—

30c-55c.
(Average, $12,500)
(2,500),

$8,750.

7

"SOAK THE RICH" (Para.)
FILM ARTE — (800), 30c-40c, 7
Gross:

"MY MARRIAGE" (ZOth-Fox)
AMBASSADOR— (3,018), 25c-35c-55c,

at the

CHINESE
Gross:

Estimated takings for the week end-

days.

hockey matches.
Total first run business was $42,500.

$2,800.

cold weather failed to check Cagney
fans, and "Ceiling Zero" at the Majestic led the field with a take of
$8,500, which was $1,500 up.
"Anything Goes" beat the Metropolitan $7,000 average by $500, but
all other pictures fell below normal.
Bank Night at the Kirby helped
"Freshman Love" bring in $1,500 for
the day.

"The Ghost Goes West"

Loew's
fell
to $6,500, or $500 under, and
"Music Is Magic" at the Kirby for

midweek

at

registering
$1,200. "Charlie Chan's Secret" at the
Kirby for the week end also took the
off

fell

grossing

rap,

$300,

$2,800.

Average

is

$3,000.

Total

Average

first
is

run business was $28,000.

(Average, $3,250)

$4,200.

week.

days, 2nd
7
(Average, $1,200)

40c,

Gross:

35c-

$1,750.

"THE LADY CONSENTS" (Radio)
HILLSTREET— (2,700). 25c-40c, 7 days.

Gross:

(Average,

$6,500.

$8,000)

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)
"THREE LIVE GHOSTS" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (2,500), 30c-55c,
Gross:

days.

days.

Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 6

"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET" (20th-Fox)
KIRBY— (1,450), 3 days. Gross: $2,800.
(Average, $3,000)

"FRESHMAN LOVE"

KIRBY —

(1,450),

Gross: $1,500.

"MUSIC

1

day

(W. B.)
(Bank Night).

(Average. $500)
IS MAGIC" (20th-Fox)

KIRBY— (1,450),

3

days.

Gross,

$1,200.

(Average. $1,500)

"THE GHOST GOES WEST" (U.
LOEW'S STATE— (2,750), 25c-40c, 7

Gross:

$6,500.

A.)
days.

(Average, $7,000)

"CEILING ZERO"

(F. N.)
25c-50c,
7

MAJESTIC— (2.250),
davs.
$8,500.
(Average, $7,000)
"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
METROPOLITAN — (2,600), 25c-50c, 7

Gross:

days.

Gross:

$7,500.

WARNER

(Average,

$7,000)

7 days, 2nd week.
(Average, $14,000)
(F.N.)

7

days.

(Average, $3,500)
"PADDY O'DAY" (20th-Fox)

LOEW'S —

30c-34c-40c-50c-60c,

(3,115),

7

Revue."

"Miami Nights
(Average, $10,500)

Stage:

Gross:

PALACE—
days.

Gross:

(2,600),
$11,000.

PRINCESS— (2,272),
$7,000)

2nd

week.
week:

$6,000.
$12,000.

WARNER

(HOLLYWOOD) -

BROS.

2nd week.

days.

7

25c-40c,

(Average,

Gross:

7

(Average,

$8,000, Portland
Portland, Feb.
in its first

was

week

16.

—"Rose

at the

in the hit class,

Marie"
United Artists

securing $8,000,

over normal by $3,000.

A

dual at the Orpheum, "So Red
Rose" and "Dangerous," grossed
$7,000, over par by $2,000.
the

Weather

close to zero increased the
overhead and cut into grosses.

Total

run business was

first

Average

$24,700.
Estimated takings for the
ing Feb. 8

$37,-

is

week end-

"CEILING ZERO"

BROADWAY—
Gross:

$6,000.

(F. N.)
(1,912), 30c-35c-40c, 7 days.

(Average. $5,000)
INFORMER" (Radio)

Pace in Detroit
— "Professional
Detroit, Feb.
16.

Soldier" made an excellent showing at
the Fox, in the face of continued zero
weather. The $17,300 take was above

average by $2,300.
"The Lady Consents" at the

RKO

pulled a good $11,900, up
by $1,900, and "Ceiling Zero" was
$1,400 over the line with $21,400 at
the Michigan.
Total first run business was $70,700.
Average is $65,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 6

Downtown

"EAST OF JAVA" (Univ.)
"GREAT IMPERSONATION" (Univ.)

ADAMS— (1,770),
$4,100.

Week Ending Feb. 4:
THE OPERA" (M-G-M)
ROOSEVELT— (1,591), 30c-40c-60c, 7 days,

"A NIGHT AT

10c-40c,

7

days.

Gross:

(Average, $5,000)

"PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER"

FOX— (5,100),

15c-65c,

7

Gross:

(20th-Fox)
Stage:
days.

vaude. Gross: $17,300. (Average, $15,000)
"THE
"GAY DECEPTION" (ZOth-Fox)
"CEILING ZERO" (F. N.)
(2nd Run)
MICHIGAN— (4,100), 15c-65c, 7 days.
BLUE MOUSE— (1,700), 20c-25c, 7 days. Stage:
(Average,
Gross: $21,400.
vaude.
Gross: $1,700.
(Average, $1,700)
S20.000)
"DANGEROUS" (W. B.)
"MURDER OF DR. HARRIGAN" (F. N.)
"SO RED THE ROSE" (Para.)
"HER MASTER'S VOICE" (Para.)
ORPHEUM— (1.700). 30c-35c-40c, 7 days. STATE—
Gross:
(3,000), 10c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $7,000.
(Average, $5,0001
(Average, $5.0001
$3,800.
"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
"STRIKE ME PINK" (U. A.)
"CHATTERBOX" (Radio)
15c-55c, 7
(2,070),
PARAMOUNT— (3,008). 30c-35c-40c. 7 UNITED ARTISTS—
days. Gross: $12,200. (Average, $10,000)
days.
Gross: $6,000.
(Average. $5,000)
"THE LADY CONSENTS" (Radio)
"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
(2,950), 15c-65c, 7
UNITED ARTISTS— (945), 30c-35c-40c, 7 RKO DOWNTOWN

Stage: Clyde Beatty and his Animals, Ella
Logan and vaudeville. Gross: $14,000. (Av$19,000)

"KING OF BURLESQUE"

CHICAGO—

Gross:

$8,000.

(Average, $5,000)

days.

Gross:

$11,900.

Waring

and

(Average,

$44,500.

ORIENTAL—

(ZOth-Fox)
7
days.
show.

35c-50c-68c,

(4,000),

Fred

Radio

$32,000)

GENTLEMAN"

(M-G-M)

25c-40c,

(3,490),

"Spices of
(Average, $15,000)
1936"

days.

7

Gross:

revue.

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)
GARRICK— (900), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days, 2nd
Gross:

(Average, $5,5001

$9,200.

Week Ending Feb. 7:
"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)
APOLLO— (1,400), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days,
Gross:

2nd

(Average, $4,500)

$5,600.

"STRIKE ME PINK" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS — (1,700), 30c-40c-60c.

10 days, 2nd week.
age. $17,000)

Gross:

$17,000.

(Aver-

Stage: Mitzi Green and her revue.
(Average, $13,000)

Gross:

$14,800.

Only Buffalo Draw
—
K. "Escape From

Buffalo, Feb.
Devil's

with

heading a dual bill
Feather in Her Hat," was

Island,"

"A

practically the only attraction to get
into the profit division to any extent
The $7,800 take at the
last week.
Lafayette was over par by $1,800.
Continuance of the bitter cold kept

home and

people at

were below
Total

(Average, $10,000)

other houses

all

par.

run business
$42,000.

first

Average

is

was

$37,200.

Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 8

"THE LADY CONSENTS" (Para.)
BUFFALO — (3,000), 30c-50c, 7 days.
(Average. S12.000)
Gross: $8,300.
"ROSE OF THE RANCHO" (Para.)
HIPPODROME — (2,100), 30c-50c. 7 days.
Gross:

$6,600.

(Average. $7,300)

"CEILING ZERO"

(W.B.)

GREAT LAKES— (3,000). 25c-40c, 7 days.
(Average. $7,300)
Gross: $5,100.
"THE MURDER OF DR. HARRIGAN"
(W.B.)
"MILLIONS IN THE AIR" (Para.)

CENTURY— (3,000).

$5,900.

(Average.

25c,
$5,800)

7

days.

Gross:

"ESCAPE FROM DEVIL'S ISLAND"
(Col.)

"A FEATHER IN HER HAT" (Col.)
LAFAYETTE — (3,300), 25c, 7 days.
Gross:

$7,800.

(Average, $6.0001

"HAPPINESS,

'

days.

(Average, $11,000)

$8,500.

Week Ending Feb. 6:
"NEXT TIME WE LOVE" (Univ.)
PALACE — (2,509), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.

"Island" on a Dual

"Soldier" Sets

$12,000)

"Rose Marie" Gets

$117,000.

is

"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE" (Radio)
STATE-LAKE— (2,776), 20c-30c-35c, 7 days.

(Col.)

25c-30c-3Sc-50c-65c,

Gross:

First

7

(Average, $11,000)
PINK" (U.A.)

"CEILING ZERO"

(3,400),
$8,300.

Average

Estimated takings

week.

(Para.)
25c-35c-40c-50c-65c,

"STRIKE ME
"ATLANTIC ADVENTURE"
days,

100.

week.

"PURSUIT" (M-G-M)

days.

Obsession" was also
in its second week.
It hit §9,200, up by $3,700. "Riffraff"
was good for $5,600 in its second week
at the Apollo and "Strike Me Pink"
took a par $17,000, also in its second
week, at the United Artists.
Total first run business was $119,-

money-maker

$15,500.

"ANYTHING GOES"

(F.N.)

25c-40c.

(3.000),
$10,380.

20c-29c-34c,

Bur-

"Magnificent

a

Stage:

$6,000.

Gross: $11,000.

(HOLLYWOOD) -

BROS.

$8,500.

coldest

"A PERFECT
7

(Average,
MATERNELLE" (French)

Gross:

of

to beat out
stretches in 26

par.

Stage:
Gross:

$9,500)

"LA
IMPERIAL— (1,914),

7

(Average, $14,000)
CONSENTS" (Radio)

"CEILING ZERO"

days.

Gross:

$11,000.

"THE LADY
PANTAGES— (3,000), 25c-40c. 7
Gross: $6,600.
("Average. $3,200)
"THE MILKY WAY" (Para.)

week end-

"RENDEZVOUS" (M-G-M)
"KIND LADY" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL— (2,547), 25c-35c-4Oc-50c-60c,

—-"King

hereabouts.
Even
slippery
streets couldn't keep the crowds away
from the Chicago and the $44,500
take, with Fred Waring and his radio
show on the stage, ran $12,500 over

erage.

for the

ing Feb. 6:

"FRONTIER" (Amkino)
GRAND INTERN ATIONAI^-(750),

700.

$26,000.

The

"THE GHOST GOES WEST" (U.A.)
Average is $41,500.
4 STAR— (900), 30c-55c, 7 days, 2nd week.
Estimated takings

Gross:

the

of

3rd week.

legitimate stage was dark and
chief opposition was the professional

$18,000)

16.

—

Montreal,

weather

week.

PARAMOUNT—

Leader in Houston
— Abnormally
Houston, Feb.

Slump

days.

30c-55c, 7 days.
(3.595),
Stage: F. & M. revue, Al Lyons and
orchestra, Sunnie O'Dea, Midge Williams,
Gross: $23,500.
(Average,
Tudy Starr.

"Ceiling" $8,500

one

16.

was strong enough

years

Wintry
Feb.
16.
put a damper on theatres.
"La Maternelle" took $6,000 at the
pull well at the Hillstreet where the
Imperial as compared with $3,500 par.
gross of $6,500 was down by $1,500.
"Anything Goes" counted $11,000 at
"The Ghost Goes West" held up to
the Palace and this gross equalled
$4,200 in its second week at the 4Loew's made it $11,000, or
average.
star.
"Ceiling Zero," in its second
the line, largely on the
above
$500
week at Warner's Hollywood and
popularity of "Paddy O'Day" as first
Downtown, took $10,380 at the former
feature of a combination bill.
and $8,300 at the latter.
Capitol
the
topped
"Rendezvous"
Total first run business was $85,750.
show for a take of $8,500. Second
Average is $86,150.
and last week of "Strike Me Pink" at
Estimated takings for the week end- the Princess brought $6,000 as coming Feb. 12:
pared with $12,000 for the previous

Pantages with a gross
This showing was very good indeed of $6,600, up by $3,400, but failed to

considering that there was another
week of sub-zero weather with the
streets covered with ice.
"Petrified Forest" at the Orpheum
did $9,900.
The house average is
"Professional Soldier" and
$8,500.
"Exclusive Story," the joint attraction
at
Loew's, did $10,000, or about
This is some$1,000 above average.
what behind what other recent attractions at this house have done.
"Anything Goes" at Shubert-Rialto
also was in the black.
Total first run business was $51,350.

Chicago, Feb.
lesque"

by $5,500.

showing

1936

Waring Smash
Hits on Loop

Maternelle" High
In Montreal

17,

" Burlesque,"

The Tops

Top $23,500

Louis

St.

Monday, February

GAYETY—
vaudeville.

C. O. D."
(Chesterfield)
15c-25c-35c,
7
(1,600),

Gross:

$3,400.

days,

(Average, $3,600)
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U" Decision
Ready Soon,
Says Cowdin

Denies Erpi Will Share
In the Financing

YORK, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY

St. Louis,

Feb. 17.—Harold

atop the snow heaps.
Just a bit of old fashioned

Veteran

15.

While declining to confirm or comment on reports that the requisite

Exhibitor

financing for the exercise of the option
had been set during his stay in London, Cowdin did make an emphatic deniel of a report that Erpi would be a
The Standard
financial participant.
head said that his London trip had
served to "clarify" many things in-

volved in his company's current study
Universal's operations here and
of
abroad and brought the study nearer
His London visit,
to its conclusion.
Cowdin said, provided him with an
opportunity of looking over Universal's foreign organization and properties and of meeting the people with
whom he is dealing.

U. A. Gets

On

Sale

Issue

United Artists has been granted a
writ of certiorari by the New York
Supreme Court in a move to bring to
the Appellate Division its appeal from
the city's ruling that film rentals are
subject to the two per cent city sales

The

writ was served on the city
comptroller yesterday and an answer
must be filed with the court by March
4.
The case will then be noticed for
argument and a hearing will probably
be held some time before the end of

tax.

March.

Stebbins Quits Firm

For

New

Connection

Los Angeles, Feb.

17.

—Arthur

officials

said

yesterday they had not been advised
whether or not the company had permanently abandoned plans for producing Sinclair Lewis' novel, "It Can't
Happen Here," which Louis B. Mayer
announced over the week-end would
not be made "at the present time,
because it would cost too much.

Los Angeles, Feb. 17. Alexander
Pantages, theatre owner, veteran of
the Klondike gold rush days, horseman, and colorful figure in the inits inception, was found
dead in his home here this morning.
Death was believed due to natural
dustry since

He was 72.
For years Pantages had suffered
from heart trouble. He is survived
by his widow, Mrs. Lois Pantages,
and two sons, Lloyd A. and Rodney,
and one daughter, Carmen Considine.
Pantages was born on an island off
As a youth
the mainland of Greece.
He
he worked at Cairo, Egypt.
causes.

"If all this talk continues," Mayer
as saying, "perhaps we
will find it profitable to make the picture at once."
studio denied reports
The
that the change in production plans
was occasioned by a Hays organization ban on the novel which depicts
America under a dictatorship, and its

Calls for Ten
Pictures Annually

Hollywood,

Feb.

17.

— Winfield

Sheehan today reached an agreement
with John E. Otterson to produce ten
pictures annually for Paramount over
Sheehan will have
a period of years.
his independent unit and will produce
at the General Service Studios under
the style of Winfield Sheehan Prod.
The new producer is now on his way
to New York accompanied by his wife,

Mme. Maria Jeritza.
By the terms of the

present arrangement, four pictures will be produced
by Sheehan personally while the rewill have his supervision.
present deal has been hanging
fire for several months.

maining six

The

reached this country, still a youth, in
the gold rush excitement, and began
his career in the show business by
talking "Klondike Kate," song and
M-G-M
dance girl, into working for him on
a percentage basis. This was the first
vaudeville in Alaska.
When he returned to Seattle he
Kansas City, Feb. 17. Attorney
opened his first theatre, and during General Roy McKittrick has termed
No comment the succeeding years he built up a his department's ruling that Bank
subsequent overthrow.
could be obtained from the M.P.P.- circuit of vaudeville and film houses Night is contrary to Missouri statutes,
D.A. here which said that the matter, in the west and in Canada that was which was announced last week, preif brought to the attention of the orsaid to have totaled more than 250 mature. The opinion will be reconsidganization, would be handled by the at one time.
in
He sold out to
ered.
Hollywood office. Will H. Hays, who 1929, and reports at the time were
McKittrick has written Franklin
Hollywood Friday, reiterated, that he had received $24,000,000.
left
Miller, circuit attorney of St. Louis,
and
exhibition
when questioned in Chicago yesterday,
reentered
In 1933 he
who asked for the opinion, and who
the M-G-M denials that his organiza- took over the Pantages, Hollywood. had
threatened
to
bring
charges
exfurther
on page 5)
He announced plans for
( Continued
against St. Louis theatres if they conpansion, but little was done.
tinued to use Bank Night, that in view
of information theatres would take the
question of legality of the promotion to
orthe Missouri Supreme Court, he will
to
withhold an opinion until such time as
The New York State Racing Com(Continued on page 5)
mission has sent to Senator John J.
Meetings between representatives of
protective
exhibitors'
Dunnigan, president pro-tem of the the
national
Senate, a letter setting forth its op- committee and officials of Ascap will
position to the legalization of dog rac- be continued from time to time as
$2,018,786 in
ing in New York. The letter char- developments in the music perform"sport"
as ing situation warrant, Walter Vinso-called
the
acterized
Allied Owners' Corp., theatre owner
"anti-economic, and opposed to the cent, chairman of the exhibitor com- and builder, which is reorganizing
best interests of all sports." It pointed mittee, said yesterday. Representatives under Section 77-B of the Bankruptcy
out that dog racing is essentially a of the committee held their first meet- Act, has $2,018,786 in cash as of Jan.
betting proposition and that it fur- ing with E. C. Mills, Ascap general 31, last, according to a trustees' renishes unfair competition to theatres.
manager, late last week.
port filed in Federal court at Brook"This competition," says the letter,
Vincent said the meeting left the lyn yesterday. The trustees state that
"becomes especially devastating in the discussion "in a fluid state." He said this represents an increase of $66,112
small towns and city suburbs. The that there had been no assurances in the company's cash position as of
experience of the theatres in and from Ascap that a reduction of its Jan. 1.
around the tracks in New Jersey last rates might be made as a result of the
Receipts for the month of January
year affords a good case history. The- loss to its catalogue of the Warner were $78,310 and disbursements were
atrical enterprise is entitled to pro- music, but that Mills had advised $12,197.
The company has about
tection against unnecessary hardship." them that "there was no intention on $10,000,000 in bonds and debentures
Members of the Racing Commission, Ascap's part to work a hardship on outstanding.
The only proceedings
who prepared the letter, are, Herbert the exhibitor or to ignore his problems remaining in the reorganization is the
Bayard Swope, chairman John Hay as a result of the present music situa- payment of fees to attorneys, trustees

was quoted

Missouri to Rule

Again on Giveaways
—

RKO

Review

Tax

office

Has

And Agreement

—

M-G-M Stand Upon
Lewis Yarn in Air
M-G-M home

TEN CENTS

1936

Horseman Was 72

in an old fash-

A

March

in All

His Sleep Producer Post
Coast Home At Paramount

W. Evens, manager of Loew's
State, took advantage of the
big snow banks in various
parts of the city by having
his bill posters place cardboard announcements of the
current films at his house
showmanship

18,

the

ges liies Slieehan

Uses Snow Piles

ioned Winter.
decision on the exercising of
Standard Capital Co.'s option to acquire control of Universal can be made
in the near future, J. Cheever Cowdin,
head of Standard, said yesterday on
his arrival from London on the EuThe option continues in effect
ro pa.

up to

Intelligent

DAILY

MotS

VOL.

Alert,

W.

'Stebbins has resigned as director and
chairman of the board of Stebbins,
Letterman and Gates of New York
and Stebbins, Letterman and Gates,
Ltd., of Los Angeles to re-enter the
insurance business here on his own.

Racing Commision
Opposes Dog Tracks Exhibit

Associated with him will be Cosgrove & Co., Inc., large insurance
brokers and one of the largest of its
Whitney and John Sloan.
kind west of Chicago.

Talks

A scap

Continue

Allied

Owners Have
Cash

;

tion."

(Continued on page
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"The Story
off to a

good

of Louis Pasteur" got
start at the Strand, hit-

ting $28,000 for the first week. Weekend business for the second week is
on a par with the first few days of
the opening stanza.

"The Music Goes 'Round" opens
Friday at the Capitol and will be followed by "Wife Versus Secretary."

"Quints" Debut Mar. 5
"The Country Doctor," starring the
Dionne quintuplets, is slated to open
Some
at the Music Hall March 5.
sequences were photographed in the
Callender, Ontario nursery under the
technical supervision of Dr. Allan Roy

Dafoe.

Once known
Lou" and now

"Klondike

as

refurbished as
"Klondike Annie," her newest
decidedly average entertainis

ment wending

way

its

and

in

out of the accepted Western tradition with one eye covetously

on the distant

fixed

when

past,

Mae

could do what she cannot
now, and the other turned to the
fashioning of essentially phony
dramatic situations
story and
which may fit the code but certainly not West. For the truth
of the matter is at once simple
and obvious. Miss West is the
arch exponent of the hurly burly,
the double entendre, the ques-

With

tionable-in-taste.
all

Is
its

now
new

located in
offices

at

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

three,

free

has

she

made

in
box-office attractions
Shorn of some of
their time.
each, as prevails in the instance
of "Klondike Annie," you get a
Mae West with her bag of tricks

largely turned inside out and so
leaving woefully little left.
.

.

.

T
"Klondike Annie" has to do
with the following situations
Miss West is first seen living
with Harold Huber, an Oriental
operating a joint in San Francisco in the '90s. The dialogue
fails to say so, but there is the

circumstance inescapably planted
by situation in large degree and
dialogue in lesser. Her planned
escape "to associate with men
friends of her own race" is discovered.
In self-defense, since

Chinaman threatens to blind
him to death and
makes her escape on a tramp
bound for Nome with Victor
McLaglen in command and the
Alaskan gold rush. At a northern
point of call McLaglen learns

New York

City

through a police circular that
Miss West is really the San
Francisco Doll wanted for murder.

.

.

.

T
The West-McLaglen byplay
he on the make and Mae ready
although playing hard to get

CIRCLE 7-3100

a substantial
picture
at
this
fills

Jerome

Eddy,

and much

sincerity

in

less

save herself

in the desire to

gallows, Miss West
there to be met

from the
arrives in

Nome,

by a simpering set of reformers
headed by Harry Beresford.
.

.

.

T

her, she stabs

DAILY

far

more

segment of the
point.
Helen
a

yarn had grafted to it a story
by Marion Morgan and George
Dowell with further material
suggested
by
Frank Mitchell
Daze}'.
Adult
entertainment,
this.
And unexciting enough in
its
way.
The difficulty about
"Klondike Annie" is that it tried
hard to get naughty, as well as
objectionable, but did not make
the grade because of the brakes
sometimes known as the production code.

T
Typical

of

the

dialogue

and

correct in import if not always
in text are lines like "It's a cold
sheet with only one underneath

There

is, to boot, the song
Better to Give Than
to Receive," sung by the congregation with a significant flash-

it."

titled

"It's

.

the

MOTION PICTURE

the

T

wheeling of

"Pasteur" $28,000
In Its First Week

.

outfitted as a member of
Salvation Army, boards the
ship, hell bent for the north and
soul saving. She leaves her impress on Miss West in the whitewashing process which immediately ensues.
Upon her death,
plus impending police discovery,
the star assumes the role of Sister Annie. In this guise, assumed

worker

17.

with
Mae
West in these days of Production Code Administration and

Martin Quigley

Qu

Hollywood, Feb.

41

Editor-in-Chief and Publisher

MAURICE KANN,

Outlook

1936

18,

settlement

Adopting what smacks of the
Aimee Semple MacPherson type
of religious ballyhoo, Miss West
proceeds to apply her own particular style of technique to the
job at hand and packs the settlement house with the riffraff
of the sprawling frontier town.
Steeped well in the bawdy overtones of her earlier and clearly
established

career,

the

idea

Miss West thinks she
salves the gnawings of her conscience and her debt to the original Sister Annie and fills the
coffers of the settlement group
clicks

;

with considerable cash. On the
sidelines and waiting is McLaglen, ready to take his hotcha to
the South Seas and thus out of
reach of law and order. But Miss
West decides to stay, Philip Reed,
looking right handsome in his
police
outfit,
having
demonstrated his interest to her sufficient

Overhearing

liking.

Laglen

Mc-

who

she really is,
she confronts the officer with a
genuine problem. Moved apparently by Mae's perpetual hourglass figure, he decides to step
out of duty by resigning and into
love

yell

by

However,

inclination.

Mae

refuses to allow. She
drops the fake psalm-singing role
and returns to McLaglen, presumably on her way to the
'Frisco police to pay the penalty
for easy handling of that knife
in Huber's back.
However, the
picture instead ends in a clinch
that implies her good intentions
have gone bodily out of the most
convenient porthole.
.
this

.

.

This was directed by Raoul
Walsh, who once made "The
Cocked-Eyed
World."
That,
however, was in another day. It
has a production code seal, too.
No. 1,856 for the record. It was
based on a play by Miss West,
who also did both script and dialogue, as is her wont, and who
arranged production detail to
include her presence in every
scene,
supplied
with all the
answers.
The credit citations
also

set

forth

that

the

original

back to McLaglen. "A good line
is hard to resist" is a third, and
a fourth Mae's crack that she
found McLaglen a "good loving
man" all the weeks up from
'Frisco to Nome. By no means
to be ignored is the deep philosophical reasoning which goes to
point out: "Give a man a free
hand and he puts it all over you."
"Klondike Annie" impresses as
far more dull than daring.
It's
like a firecracker with most of
the gunpowder
removed.
Not
all,
however, and sufficient to
make a secondary explosion.
.

.

.

Modern Times" Is
Banned in Germany
Berlin, Feb.
will not be

17.

shown

—"Modern
in

Times"
it was
a ban by

Germany,

revealed today, because of
the Nazi Government.
The Ministry
of Propaganda declared the film was
"contrary to the spirit of the New
Germany of Chancellor Adolf Hitler."

Queried yesterday on whether United Artists would seek an appeal from
the

Nazi Government ban on "Mod-

ern Times," Arthur

W.

tive

last

the

vice-president,

Kelly, execunight stated

company would not.
up to Mr. Chaplin

"It's

ever

he

wants

to

to

about

do whatKelly

it,"

asserted.

O'Connor Switched
From Japan to Cuba
Edward

F. O'Connor, who was retransferred
from
M-G-M's
Shanghai office to Japan, again has
been switched, this time to take charge
of the company's branch in Cuba.
Dave Lewis, who has been at the helm
in Cuba, will assume charge of the

cently

Japan office.
O'Connor recently made
enter Japan, but permission

by immigration
been with

efforts

authorities.

M-G-M

to

was denied

He

has

for seven years.

Arthur Loew is en route from
Johannesburg, South Africa, to South
America, where he will arrive March
1
for an indefinite stay.

Schmertzes Celebrate

—

Cleveland, Feb. 17. I. J. Schmertz,
Fox branch manager, and Airs.
Schmertz are celebrating their 25th
wedding anniversary.

THE TRAIL OF THE
LONESOME PINE
The expert direction of one of the keenest minds
in Hollywood . . . Henry Hathaway, who gave you
that box office champion of 1935, "The Lives of a
Bengal Lancer". . . direction which has movement,

power, emotional impact, heart appeal,
major box office qualities.

And every one

of

all

the

them heightened, strengthened,

by natural color in this first outdoor feature picture
ever completely filmed in Technicolor.

Sylvia Sidney

Fred

MacMurray

Henry Fonda

THE TRAIL OF THE LONESOME
with Fred Stone, Nigel Bruce, Beulah Bondi, Robert

A_Walter

Barrett,

Wanger Technicolor Production. A Paramount

in

PINE''

Spanky McFarland, Fuzzy Knight.

Picture. Directed

by Henry Hathaway.

MOTION PICTURE

Tuesday, February

18,

DAILY

1936

M-G-M Stand Upon
Lewis Yarn in Air
(Continued from page

1

had banned the production.
action on the book was taken

tion

"No

by the Producers' Assn.," Hays said.
"I have been out of touch with Hollywood since leaving and will not
make any statement until I am in
I shall
possession of the full details.
make a statement later if I think it
necessary.
"The statement reported to have
been made by Sinclair Lewis," Hays
added, "is full of inaccuracies. There
never was any question of this story
affecting the Republican party in any
way and no one, including myself, ever
made any statement to that effect."
Industry opinion is that the M-G-M
action was taken because of the probability of retaliatory action by Germany and Italy, spokesmen for both
of which nations were quoted as saying they were pleased by the decision
Paranot to produce the picture.
mount's recent complications in Spain,
in which a ban on the company's enproduct in that country was
tire
threatened for a time, because of alleged material offensive to Spain in
"The Devil Is a Woman," was cited
as a case in point.

Missouri to Rule

5

MOTION PICTURE DAILYS

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

body has ruled on the question.

He

also

Herman Kosand D. Rabinowitz will arrive
today on the lie de France for con{Paramount)
Nate Manheim, in
ferences
with
Hollywood, Feb. 17. This handsome western, placing heavy em- charge of the company's foreign acphasis on humor and fast riding, should appeal in a big way to boots tivities, and later go to the coast
and saddle fans. Buster Crabbe plays the part of the Indian owner of where they will produce a feature with
this in mind.
a fabulously rich gold mine which Monte Blue, bad man, wants. Blue
The sessions with Manheim will
kidnaps Crabbe and tortures him in a lonely mountain camp, hoping to
several days, following which
last
learn from him the location of the mine. Mining engineer Tom Keene Pasternak, Kosterlitz and Rabinowitz
rescues Crabbe, thus winning the friendship of his tribe. The Indians will leave for Hollywood for confergive Keene the job of developing the mine.
ences with Carl Laemmle on foreign
Keene is in love with Marsha Hunt, who is engaged to Blue. He production plans. Universal execukidnaps her on her wedding night and flees with her to the secret mine. tives feel that in having the three for.There follows a battle with bullets and dynamite. The villains are wiped eign production men make one film on

—

out and the lovers are left united and happy.
Crabbe has little to do as a stoic Indian, but he looks the part.

Keene

is engaging as a flippant lover, and Marsha Hunt is excellent as a
spirited frontier sweetheart. Raymond Hatton, as her father, has several
highly amusing scenes. Robert Cummings, as a rather silly tenderfoot,
draws plenty of laughs, while Si Jenks shines in the short part of a
stage coach driver. Monte Blue does a really fine villain. James Hogan's
direction gives full emphasis to speed and tension, especially in a scene

between Cummings and a rattlesnake.
The screen play, from the novel of Zane Grey, was done by Robert
Yost and Stuart Anthony. The photography by George Clemens is unusually fine. Harold Hurley produced and William Lackey supervised.
The humor of the production and the prominent names deserve the stress.
Production Code Seal No. 1,931. Running time, 55 minutes. "G."

Bank Night was

form
the

of

law

March

last

a lottery.

Owners Have
$2,018,786 in Cash

Allied

(Continued from page

and

others

from

peals

for

the

their

1)

services.

allowances

Ap-

granted

some of the

fee applicants by the U.
Court here have been carthe U. S. Supreme Court

S. District

ried

to

where a decision

now

being awaited.
Following this the company will be
discharged from the custody of the
is

court.

Allied

Owners owns

tion.

Manheim
west,

trio

accompany the

not

will

but

afterwards to

depart

will

sit

in

shortly

on the coast con-

fabs.

Copyright Hearings
To Open on Feb. 25

—

Washington, Feb. 17. Hearings
on copyright legislation will open beHouse Patents Committee Feb.
was made known today by Rep-

for the
25,

it

Sirovich of New York,
Apparently spurred on by
the petition filed last week by Representative Zioncheck of Washington
for the discharge of the committee
from further consideration of the

Looking 'Em Over

New

the

In the premature opinion issued by
Franklin E. Reagan, assistant attorney
general, last week, the Iowa statute
governing lottery was explained as
more technical and narrow than Missouri's.
Reagan expressed the belief
that
Missouri
courts,
under
the
broader statute, would hold "consid-

McKittrick's department

the coast the internationalization angle will be easier to grasp. This provides for less dialogue and more ac-

resentative

Hampshire Supreme Court, as well as
that of Iowa, had held the plan legal.

held

Uni-

chairman.

that

eration" to be any definite
consideration recognized in
of contract.

of discussing

terlitz

(Continued from page 1)

out that

For the purpose

versal's plan to inject an international
technique and flavor in pictures to be
produced in Hollywood and in Eu-

rope, Joseph Pasternak,

"Desert Gold"

Again on Giveaways
pointed

"U" European Heads
Here on Production

the Brooklyn

Paramount, Loew's Pitkin, Kings and
Valencia, and theatres in Birmingham,

Glens Falls, N. Y., and Fremont, O.
The company was one of
the largest unsecured
creditors
of
Paramount Publix in that company's
reorganization proceedings.

Ala.,

_

"Sunset of Power"
(

Universal)

A

western that

"The Prisoner of Shark Island"

WILLIAM HCERIS OTFICE

;

is

definitely in the better class, this film,

with a

fair

story and well composed action and riding sequence played against picoutdoor scenery, should please.
Buck Jones plays a cowhand at Charles Middleton's ranch. Opening
with the boys going to town for a drink, the narrative begins rambling,
with well spaced spots of action and some shooting toward the problem of Dorothy Dix and cattle rustling. Miss Dix's problem is with
her grandfather, Middleton, who" has marital plans for her and harbors
some hard feeling because she is the last of the Brennan line and a
female. Charles King acts out a good part as the cheat who is made
Status
foreman of the ranch and just about compelled to marry Miss Dix.
Hollywood, Feb. 17. The question
With a murder and a last minute kidnapping to stave off the ill-matched of jurisdiction over sound men, schedwedding, the piece closes when Jones and Middleton settle their accounts uled for settlement here over the
with King.
week-end, has been postponed and
As usual, Jones' performance is top notch and Middleton is excellent probably no adjustment will be made
as the grandfatherly old codger. Miss Dix handles a dramatic role until March, it was learned from
Pat
convincingly. Ray Taylor directed. Allen Thompson's and Herbert I. A. T. S. E. headquarters.

torially beautiful

Delay Sound

Kirkpatrick's camera work is exceptional.
Production Code Seal No. 1,741. Running time, 65 minutes.

Casey,
said

"G."

Conner y Hits Use of Bank Night Files 14
Army -Navy in Films
Actions in Indiana
Washington, Feb.
—Free use Indianapolis, Feb. 17.— Affiliated
17.

of the military and naval forces at a

time when thousands of unemployed
extras are walking the streets was attacked today by Representative William P. Connery, junior Democrat
from Massachusetts, speaking at the
bi-monthly luncheon of Variety Club.
Although declaring himself pro-film,

Connery

NUNNALLY JOHNSON

Chairman Sirovich revealed that the hearings will cover
both the Duffy Bill, passed by the Senate last session
the Daly Bill, submitted in the House last month as a
substitute, and any other plans which
may be brought up for solution of the
copyright problem.
Plans for the creation of a subcommittee
have
apparently
been
dropped as a result of the Zioncheck
attack, it being stated that the hearings, would be held before the full
committee.
legislation,

stated his intention to introduce legislation to prevent such pictures as 'Annapolis Farewell."
The Congressman also expressed
regret at the reappearance of doublemeaning dialogue and warned that a
continuance would bring censorship.

Enterprises, Inc., of Denver, has filed
suit in Federal Court here to enjoin
N. C. Weinberg of this city and the
management of 13 theatres from operating Cash Nights.
The suit asks
damages of $10,000.

Weinberg has arranged Cash Night
for several local neighborhood houses

Men
—

studio
labor
that no arbiter

representative,
been ap-

has

pointed yet.

J. D. Clark Flies East
Hollywood, Feb. 17.—John D.
Clark,
general
sales
manager of
Twentieth Century-Fox, left for New
York tonight by air, but will return
here by Feb. 25. In between will be
a sales meeting of the company's top
flight sales executives from the field
in Chicago on Feb. 21-22 when new
season's plans will be discussed.

Fox Buys "Slaver"

Hollywood, Feb. 17.— "The Last
number in smaller Indiana
cities.
The suit contends that despite Slaver," adventure story of the closthe change in name, Cash Night is an ing days of the African slave trade,
and a

infringement. Max M. Plesser, attorney, speaking for the theatre men, asserts the plaintiff has no cause for
action.

has been purchased by Twentieth
Century-Fox. Nunnally Johnson, script
writer of "Shark Island," will be associate producer.

MOTION PICTURE
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Koplar-W arner
i
Action Concluded

Purely

ARTHUR

—

Wilmington, Feb. 17. Sam Morris,
Warner director, and Thomas
Garrett, New York attorney, were the
witnesses to testify as the Koplar action against the Warners and
the organization's directorate came to
a close in the U. S. District Court
here this afternoon.
Morris, who testified just before the
trial closed, told of a promise made
to pay to Waddill Catchings, another
Warner director, a sum of money in
addition to the commission due him for
his services to the organization.
Garrett testified as to the fairness
of the compromise that was ratified
at the annual stockholders' meeting
of the company last December. His
testimony centered about the employment contract between Renraw and
The stockholders at
the company.
their last annual meeting approved a
settlement of the controversy between
the company and Renraw, Inc., over
remuneration for services of the three
Warner brothers. Under the terms of
the settlement approved, the Warner
company was to receive from Renraw
100,000 shares of Warner Pictures
stock and agree to pay the legal fees
last

and expenses
brought the

of

Max

Goldberg who

suit against the

company

W. KELLY, Paul LaHarry Gold, Harry
H. Thomas, Al Hovell, Charles
Moses, Joe Tepperson, Arthur Lee,
zarus,

Weeks,

George

A.
Feitelson,

William

Waxman,

J.

Jack

Gold-

Buddy
Dickson,
Beuren, Truman
Talley, Lew Lehr, Ed Thorgeson,
Charles Paine, Frank Underwood,
Jock Lait and Bob Goldstein, at the
Tavern yesterday.
Gregor

stein,

Morris, A.

J.

Van

•

FRED SCHWARTZ,

In Cleveland;

Shirley Wilkins

manager

distribution

appointed
E. Star to head the non-the-

Alan

Cinepix,

of

has

atrical division of the company to
start a distribution service in schools,
churches and clubs.

at

•
Phillips &
Nizer again has postponed his coast
trip and now is scheduled to leave to-

Robert

Benjamin

of

•
Rifkin, Boston franchise
holder for Republic, has returned from

Herman

•
held a pep talk meeting at the Paramount New York exchange yesterday.
•
W. Ray Johnston is being bothered
by a cold again.

Unger

J.

J.

tomorrow on

the Century.
He will look over the new plays and
the current crop of stage stars.

.

.

.

Denver

George Allan will reopen the old
Empress as the Center the last of this
month. The assistant manager will be
George Allan, Jr., and Rex Jewell

Brooklyn, will come up
for
hearing about the middle of
March in the Court of Appeals, Albany. In view of this, Loew's legal
representatives will try to have their
cases put over until the determination
of the three judges in Albany.
Leopold Freidman of Loew's is expected from the coast the end of the
week. Irving Greenfield, his assistant,
will seek the continuations.

Winthrop,

Grainger to Leave
20th-Fox April 15
E.
Grainger's resignation
C.
eastern
division
sales
manager

as
of

Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler

are

Shea

circuit.

run business was $58,000.

first

$42,000.

is

Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 14:

"THE INVISIBLE RAY"

ALLEN— (3,300),

30c-35c-42c,

(Univ.)
7
days.

(Average, $3,000)

$5,000.

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,400), 30c-35c-42c,
Gross:

days.

7

(Average, $12,000)

$23,000.

"HER MASTER'S VOICE" (Para.)
LOEW'S STILLM AN— (1,900), 25c-35c,
Gross:

days.

7

(Average, $4,000)
(20th-Fox)

$3,000.

RKO

PALACE— (3,100),

30c-42c-60c,

"THE PETRIFIED FOREST"
WARNERS' HIPPODROME
30c-35c-42c,

erage,

here.

7

Stage: Clyde Beatty and His AniGross: $14,500.
(Average, $15,000)

days.
mals.

Gross:

days.

7
$8,000)

(W.

—

B.)

(3,800),

$12,500.

(Av-

R.

Widen

J.

W

•

Warners reJ. T. Sheffield
Wilmington yesterday. weeks in Denver.

from

turned

of

He was

expected to go on the stand in
the Koplar suit, but wasn't called.
•
Willard McKay returned yesterday from a Florida vacation after a
slight
delay when his plane was

grounded

at

of

South Dakota.

in

Herman Starr

is

City, Portland, Butte

and

.

.

.

Fractional Losses

Lincoln
a

long

visit

with

child back
relatives in

stop-over

Chicago en route
from the
and is expected here today.
•
James Campbell and Irwin Dash
of G. B. have arrived from London.
in

coast

They are stopping

at the

Warwick.

•

H. C. Grubbs has been appointed
director of distribution

of

Erpi Pic-

Grad Sears

now

sighing with
that his boy is well again.
•
is

Arthur Willi,
scout,

Y.

is

RKO

back from the
•

Frank Freeman

on a brief business

trip.

out of

interested in the Del
Rio midget trio, persuaded the newsreel men here covering the Hoover
speech to do several shots of the tots,
who were playing at the Lincoln.
John Echols, who practically
lived with a duck for 10 days exploiting
"Collegiate,"
almost
cried
when the man who owned the duck

came and took him away.

Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd
Consolidated
Consolidated,

....

.

.

pfd.

Eastman Kodak
Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

to

his

home

bad bronchial cold.

Johnny Mayer,
tist,

the Penn's sign arhas just become the father of a
girl.

month.

6%

19%

1953
15954

19J4
15954

pfd. 84
pfd. 1254
Pathe Film
854
854
20th Century-Fox. 27
20th Century, pfd. 37

51%
106

10%

1

82

8254

2

11%

11%

pfd

26J4
3554
62^4

RKO

Universal,

.

.

Warner Bros

63
1354

853

8%

12&

&A
8%
2654
36
63
1354

— 54
—
—%
M
+1

— 34
+%
—
%
—154
— 54
—%
— V—%
— 54
+

54

Sonotone, Technicolor Curb Gains
Net

High
Sentrv Safetv
Sonotone
Technicolor

....

1%

2%
2553
4^4

Low
1%
254
25
454

Close Change

1%

2%
2554

4%

+%

+
—
%

54

Bonds Fractionally Off
Net
High

Low

Close Change

General Theatre
6s '40

24

2354

2354

General Theatre
6s '40 ctf
Loew's 6s '41

24

2354

ww

deb rights

Jud Spiegle and Mrs. Spiegle are Paramount B'wav
3s '55
in town from their two-week
Paramount Pict.
honeymoon in Florida.
6s '55
Max Shulgold, Monarch sales- Warner Bros. 6s
'39 wd
town man, will become a benedict next
back

49

6%

51%
105%
11% 10%

Harry Kalmine

has been confined
for several days with a

49

6%
15954
52
106

Loew's, Inc
Loew's, pfd

Pittsburgh

.

High Low Close Change
4V/$
40% — s/s
4054

.... 4954

Trans-Lux

baby

Radio talent

coast.

is

relief

Jack Tavlin,

Mark Stocks
Net

Bobby Brown's wife and

cuit.

a
east

Wall Street

Seattle.

Maynard Nelson, former publicity
Louise Stuart, New York model,
man for the band leader, Carl King,
has been signed by Paramount and
now taking care of the Albion,
is
will leave for the coast immediately.
Neb., end of Harry Weinberg's cir•
Will H. Hays made

Art.

•

Ohio.

•

Modern

spending a few

Sheffield owns Republic exchanges in Denver, Salt Lake

from

Washington.

Century-Fox becomes ef- ture Consultants.
it was learned yes•
forwarded his resMyron Sattler of the New York
ignation late last week to John D.
Paramount exchange is going in for
Clark, general sales manager, who
was attending production conferences ox blood shirts. •
Clark is expected back here today,
but probably will not announce a successor to Grainger until a later date.
He leaves Friday for Chicago.
Grainger resigned the sales post he
had held for many years to become
general manager of the Feiber &

Total

Average

Morrison, manager of the
N. H. Council
Twentieth Century-Fox exchange, is
New
Haven, Feb. 17.— The New
on a sales trip through New Mexico.
Harry Nolan, theatre supply man, Haven Council of Theatre Patrons
has inducted seven new organizations
is spending his vacation in Texas on
to
membership,
among them the
Anatole Litvak, European direc- his ranch at Brownsville.
tor, will leave for the coast today to
Charles Bumstead, operator of a League of Women Voters, the Ameristart
work on Walter
anger's portable circuit in Colorado, is plan- can Ass'n. of University Women, and
"Sahara," starring Charles Boyer.
ning a new five-town portable circuit the New Haven Committee, Museum

Twentieth

the company's studio.

Roxy

the

planning their European trip for this
spring, following the completion of
''The Singing Kid" and "Colleen."
•

fective April IS,
terday.
Grainger

at

tition.

shows. "PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER"

•
will have charge of the stage
Gene Du Chemin, formerly with
Max A. Cohen, the theatre man,
Judge John P. Nields set May 5 as
The motion suddenly changed his plans and in- the Denver Poster Service, is in Salt
the date for argument.
Lake City for some time.
for dismissal, which was made by stead of going to Honolulu for a vaForest Swanson, who was forJoseph L. Proskauer today, will also cation he left Sunday for Hollywood,
merly with the Atlas Theatre Co. at
Fla.
be heard on that date.
•
Lamar, Col., has been transferred to

Attorneys for Loew's will ask for
a month's postponement of the hearing
scheduled Friday against the Elsmere
and Grand in Bronx Special Sessions
If the dein connection with games.
lay is granted, a similar request will
be made on Feb. 28 when a like complaint is set in the same court involving the Paradise.
One of the reasons for the continuation will be that an appeal from a
decision in the Appellate Division of
the Brooklyn Supreme Court on the

"The Petrified Forest" also was in
the money in a big way, the $12,500
gross being $4,500 over normal. "The
Invisible Ray" turned in an excellent
$5,000 at the Allen.
The food show, starring Julia Sanderson and Frank Crumit, and the
Playhouse stage presentation of "The
Petrified Forest," combined with continued zero weather, were stiff compe-

Gross:

Samuel Goldwyn, with Mrs.
Goldwyn and their son, Samuel, Jr.,

as stockholders.

Loew's Seeks Delay
In Two Bronx Cases

—

Temple Emanu-

Cleveland, Feb. 17. "Rose Marie"
Following the wedding, a recepThis was a smash hit at Loew's State. It
tion was held at the Waldorf.
afternoon Schwartz and his bride piled up $23,000, leaving par $11,000
behind, in spite of zero weather.
sail for a Honolulu honeymoon.

•

arrive here

Gets $23,000

El.

the coast.

•

up-and-com-

ing son of A. H., had a busy day
In the morning he was
yesterday.
guest of a cocktail party given by his
father at the Centry Circuit headquarters.
At S P. M. he was married to

Playhouses.

Edward A. Diamond,

1936

'Rose" Smash

morrow.

left

18,

Personal

C. Weisman is in Miami.
Saturday shortly after Federal Judge Julian W. Mack signed
an order allowing Weisman, Quinn,
Allen & Spett a fee of $60,000 in the
reorganization of Fox Metropolitan

Milton

He

Tuesday, February

10353

103

2354

— 54
—%

103

59

5854

5854

9554

95

95

98

9754

9754

(Quotations at close of Feb.

17)

—1

—
—

}4

1
'

54

DID YOU EVER

CRITIC

SINGING?
THEN GATHER 'ROUND, MATES,
AND LISTEN WHILE THE NEW YORK
CRITICS SING THE PRAISES OF

PAUL MUNI
THE STORY
OF LOUIS
in

PASTEUR
Thousands upon thousands of words of un-

and unparalleled praise in 12 great
York dailies certify another rearin'

diluted

New

WARNER BROS.

HIT

V Checked and
Wdou&ie-Cltecked
As a Top Cash Proposition by Biggest Muni

Week-End take on Record inYear's Toughest
Weather and Indefinitely Extended Run

AT N.Y. STRAND WORLD PREMIERE
HERE

IS every syllable from every review—from every New,
York paper— unedited and unexpurgatedl The keynotes abovs
each clipping will give you the general idea. But if you have time,
read every line and see if you can find a single word of blame!:
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SHAKE HANDS, GENTLEMEN
The trade press and newspaper critics agree, man to
man and eye to eye, one
hundred and no one hun
dredths percent, about "The
Story of Louis Pasteur".

Almost three months ago the gentlemen of the trade press started
warning you in loud and insistent
tones that "Pasteur" was going to be
a hit of the de luxe

order—sometimes

known as the "wow" type. And
now look what's happened! Put ditto
marks under

their previews and

you'd have an almost exact approxi-

mation of what the gentlemen of
the public press are saying today.

So score another point for the accuracy and reliability of the forecasts of the better trade papers!

STOW
THE
100V8
OF
.c

Directed

HUTCHINSON

*

w_

^

by

A

f

„„

.

HeiU

..«•>

/
and Proved Money-Maker All Set Up
and Ready to Shoot! Advertised and Publicized
to the Limit in Key Papers from Coast to Coast!
Release February 22nd— And We're
Ready for Right Dates. ..Right Now!

A

LET

Tested

"

"The Story

of Louis Pasteur" followed

by two days

the brilliant success of "Petrified Forest" at
Radio City Music Hall.
"Pasteur" followed by one day the record-breaking
3 -week run of "Ceiling Zero" at the Strand.

"Ceiling Zero" followed the 3-week run of
"Captain Blood."

"Road Gang," surprise sensation, will follow "Pasteur."
Boris Karloff in

"The Walking Dead"

will follow

"Road Gang."
"Colleen," with Dick Powell,

Ruby

Keeler, Jack

Oakie and Joan Blondell, will follow
"The Walking Dead."
Al Jolson's "The Singing Kid" will follow "Colleen.
Joe E.

Brown

in

"Sons O' Guns" will follow

"The Singing Kid."
Marion Davies in "Hearts Divided"
"Sons O' Guns."

"Anthony Adverse"

starring Fredric

will follow

March

will

follow "Hearts Divided."

"Green Pastures"

will follow

"Anthony Adverse."

So Fo llow the Leader ....

WARNER

BROS.

MOTION PICTURE

Tuesday, February

DAILY

1936

18,

Lloyd, Cantor

19

"Rose Marie"
Hits $26,000

Out Hollywood Way

Films Strong

—

Hollywood, Feb. 17. W. P. Lips- O'Neill,
Paula Stone, Hobart
comb intends to buy some race horses, Cavanaugh and Helen MacKeller
he says. ... George O'Brien going in "Two Against the World," and
to Honolulu after he finishes "O'Mal- Marie Wilson, Virginia Brissac,
ley of the Mounted."
George Olin Howland and Andre BerPittsburgh, Feb. 17. "Rose MaDetroit, Feb. 17. This town's film
Bancroft is a pearl fisher on the side. anger in "Big Business," all Warners. rie," despite snowstorms, zero and
patrons are having a hard time decidHe owns a schooner cruising in
Frieda Inescourt, William everything else, ran up a new high
ing whether to go see "The Milky
the South Seas.
Lillian Deigh- Stack and David Torrence signed at the Penn, getting close to $26,000
Way" or "Strike Me Pink," so they're ton
named as head of David O. for "Mary of Scotland," Radio.
in nine days and showing sufficient
going to see both.
Selznick's research department.
Robert Montgomery and Myrna strength at the finish to send the picThe Lloyd opus garnered $22,400,
Samuel Goldwyn's publicity de- Loy in M-G-M's "Love on the Run." ture to the Warner for a continuation
up by $2,400, at the Michigan, and
Franchot Tone cast in "His of its downtown run.
Cantor's musical held up to $12,200 in partment being enlarged to provide a
press room where the reporters can Brother's Wife," same studio.
At the same time, the latest firstits second week at the United Artists.
Steve Charles Winninger added to the run house, the Casino, formerly the
In the meantime "Next Time We wait for the news to break.
Love" was pulling an excellent $16,- Hannigan handling opening of "The Jones family in the series formerly Harris, made an auspicious debut unTrail of the Lonesome Pine."
called "Our American Family" to be der its new operator, George Jaffe,
300 at the Fox.
Steffi Duna has birthday party on released by Twentieth Century-Fox formerly burlesque impresario here,
Total first run business was $69,set of "Dancing Pirates."
collecting a remarkable $10,000 with
Frank as "The Jones Family."
200. Average is $65,000.
Wilson, New York stage player,
Directors Nate Watt assigned to "Crime and Punishment" and the
Estimated takings for the week endsigned by Warners for "The Green direct "Navy Born," Republic.
"Folies de Paree" revue. A personal
ing Feb. 13
Pastures."
William Keighley, now co-directing appearance of Phil Baker, with "The
"LONE WOLF RETURNS" (Col.)
Fred Datig, Paramount casting "The Green Pastures" with Marc Lady Consents," took $19,500 at the
"YOU MAY BE NEXT" (Col.)
ADAMS— (1,770), 10c-40c, 7 days. Gross: director, back at his desk after four Connolly at Warners, to direct Ed- Stanley. "Next Time We Love" at
(Average, $5,000.)
$4,800.
months' illness.
Sam Fox to pub- ward G. Robinson in "Ballots vs. the Fulton, heading a double bill that
"NEXT TIME WE LOVE" (Univ.)
lish
three
songs
from Republic's Bullets."
William Dieterle also included "Dancing Feet," manStage:
days.
7
15c-65c,

Draws

Detroit

—

In Pittsburgh

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

FOX— (5,100),

Vaudeville.

(Average,

$16,300.

"THE MILKY WAY" (Para.)
MICHIGAN— (4,100), 15c-65c, 7
Gross:

Vaudeville.

Stage:

$22,400.

days.

(Aver-

"THREE LIVE GHOSTS" (M-G-M)
"FRESHMAN LOVE" (W. B.)
STATE— (3,000). 10c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average,

$5,000.)

"STRIKE ME PINK" (U. A)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,070 15c- 55c,
),

days, 2nd week.
$10,000.)

Gross:

Gross:

$9,300.

(Average,

.

.

Joe E.

.

burlesque

.

.

signed

to

.

.

four-year

a

contract

by aged to reach par.

The

Warners.

"Sons o' Guns" at
Burns and Allen back
for

Warners.
Paramount.
Warners sign Ann
Tobin, recent U.C.L.A. graduate, to
term contract.
.

.

—

and Matthews" sunk the Alvin to $3,500,
"The while the Warner had a difficult time
Charge of the Light Brigade," War- picking up $3,850 with "Tough Guy"
ners.
John Lloyd, author of "The and "Freshman Love."
+
Total first run grosses were $66,850.
Wooden Kimono," doing an original,
Casting
George Average is $50,500.
Eric Blore in Radio's "Quarantine," at Warners.
Estimated takings for the week end"One to Two."
Jean Sennett, Marion, Jr., signed by Walter

at

.

.

.

Writers
Michel
Roland Leigh finish
.

.

Jacoby

.

—

.

.

.

of

script

.

.

.

"Law in Wanger to do the script of "Spend- ing Feb. 13
"THE INVISIBLE RAY" (Univ.)
Richard Sherman.
Her Hands," same studio.
Olivia thrift."
de Haviland opposite Errol Flynn author of "To Mary. With Love." CALLING OF DAN MATTHEWS" (Col.)
ALVIN— (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
:

.

15c-65c,
$10,000.)

7

.

.

.

.

.

"The Charge of the Light Brigade," signed by Twentieth Century-Fox to
same lot.
Herbert Marshall a term contract which leaves him six
and Gertrude Michael to be teamed months to do magazine work.
in "Something to Live For," Parain

.

"Marie" Houston's
Leader at $12,000
—"Rose Marie"
Houston, Feb.
17.

mount.

.

.

.

.

.

Molly Lamont

in

+

"Mary

—

of Scotland," Radio.

Story Buys David O. Selznick
have lead in "His takes option on "Haven for the GalMajesty Bunker Bean," Radio.
lant," by Thomas Rourke.

John Beal

to

.

.

Loew's State,
Bank Night opposition
at

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Average, $5,500)

$3,500.

"NEXT TIME WE LOVE" (Univ.)
"DANCING FEET" (Republic)

FULTON— (1,700),

.

.

.

.

—

—

25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

(Average, $4,000)

$4,000.

"CRIME AND PUNISHMENT"
CASINO— (1,800), 25c-40c, 7 days.

(Col.)

Stage:

"Folies de Paree" revue with Bill Telaak.

Gross:

(Average,

$10,000.

$6,500)

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)

.

Hilda Vaughn, Margaret Hamil"Mother Carey's Chickens," Kate
in
spite of
ton,
Paul Harvey and Murray Douglas Wiggin's story, bought
by
from five theatres, a stage show at the Kinnell signed for Radio's "The
Radio for Anne Shirley.
Same
and the Witness Chair."
door,
Metropolitan next
Kay Linnaker studio also buys "Watch Your Step,"
"Hollywood" opening of the new in Republic's "Tiger Valley."
an origial by Lee Loeb and Harold
Tower Friday night. The gross was
Carol Hughes assigned to "Mur- Buchman, for Fred Astaire and
$12,000, which was $5,000 up. It was der in the Big House,"
Ginger Rogers.
Owen Wister's
Warners.
held over for a second week.
Halliwell Hobbes in "Hearts Di- "Tim McLean" bought by Paramount
An all negro stage revue led by vided," Robert Middlemass, Henry for Gary Cooper.
Lucky Millinder with "If You Could
Only Cook" raised the ante at the
Metropolitan by $2,500. The total was
"Mohicans" Is Delayed
Closes Burroughs Deal
"Red Salute'" at the Kirby
$9,500.
17.
Hollywood, Feb. 17. The fact that
Hollywood,
Feb.
J.
Samuel
with
for the week-end also was high
Average is $3,000. Berkowitz' Far West Exchange has Edward Small will start his first
a take of $3,300.
"The Great Impersonation" at the signed with Burroughs-Tarzan for Radio picture, "Marry the Girl," on
Kirby mid-week broke even with $1,- distribution through California, Ari- March 1 will not interfere with "The
Nevada,
Oregon, Last of the Mohicans," which will go
Hawaii,
The Majestic took the rap with zona,
500.
into production shortly after April 1,
"The Petrified Forest," ringing up Washington and northern Idaho.
Other franchises closed by Bur- according to Harry Goetz.
only $5,500 as against an average of
"The Last of the Mohicans" will
roughs-Tarzan are with Henri Ell$7,000.
Total first run business was $33,000. man for northern Illinois with Jack- be the last Reliance film for United
Adams for Texas with Harry Silver- Artists release. Its release date, set
Average is $26,000.
Estimated takings for the week end- man for Oklahoma, and with C. W. for June 19, will be postponed to some
was the pace-setter

other two double feature houses

didn't fare so well, however. "The Invisible Ray" and "The Calling of Dan

+

contract player, assigned to

(Radio)

RKO DOWNTOWN— (2,950),
days.

7

(Average,

$12,200.

"MUSS "EM UP"

Irish Eyes."
rehearsing
the

Apache dance

$20,000.)

$4,200.

"Laughing

Brown

.

.

.

Gross:

$15,000.)

age,

.

.

.

.

PENN— (3,300),
$26,000.

25c-40c,

(Average, for

Gross:

9 days.

7 days, $12,000)

"THE LADY CONSENTS"

STANLEY— (3,600),

(Radio)
7
days.

25c-55c,

Stage: Phil Baker, Beetle, Bottle, Ward
Wilson,
Three Emerald Sisters, Agnes
Moorhead, Frazee Sisters, Fete, Peaches
and Duke.
Gross: $19,500.
(Average,
$18,500)

"TOUGH GUY" (M-G-M)
"FRESHMAN LOVE" (W. B.)

WARNER— (2,000),
Gross:

25c-40c.

7

days.

(Average, $5,000)

$3,850.

Cinaudagraph

to

Move

Stamford, Feb. 17.— The Cinaudagraph Corp. of Long Island City,
manufacturers

of acoustical products
for the industry, has leased No. 1
plant of the Petroleum Heat & Power
Co. here. Operations will be transferred to this city starting May 1.

;

;

ing Feb. 13

"RED SALUTE" (U. A.)
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-35c, 3 days. Gross:
$3,300.
(Average, $3,000)
"THE PAYOFF" (F. N.)
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-35c, 1 day. (Bank
Night).
Gross: $1,200.
(Average, $500)
"GREAT IMPERSONATION" (Univ.)
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-35c, 3 days. Gross:
(Average, ($1,500)
$1,500.
"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S
STATE — (2,750),
7

(Average,

"PETRIFIED FOREST" (W.
MAJESTIC— (2.250), 25c-50c, 7

B.)
days.

Gross:

Gross:

$5,500.

$12,000.

(Average.

$7,000)

YOU COULD ONLY COOK" (Col.)
METROPOLITAN— (2,600), 25c-S0c, 7

"IF

days.
vue.

Lucky Millinder and
Gross:

$9,500.

All

features and
coming season.
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Negro Re-

(Average, $7,000)

two

serials

for

of

the

date in July, according to Goetz.
The Reliance offices still are being
maintained at the RKO-Pathe lot,
though Edward Small already is occupying offices at Radio.

Boston, Feb. 17.—More than 3,000
here

todav

attended

the funeral of
father of Samuel Pinanski, president of M. & P.
Theatres Corp.
The elder Pinanski
was also a pioneer exhibitor, owning
a large number of theatres.
He was
also known as one of the leading
Jewish philanthropists in the United
States.

73,

Seiler

To Form Amateur Unit
Pittsrurgh,
Feb.
17.
Armstrong, house organist

—

Back

has signed
First

Fox.

Lew

Wurtzel

to

Hollywood, Feb.

Lamar

Rites for N. Pinanski
Nathan Pinanski,

25c-40,
$7,000)

days.

Trampe for Wisconsin.
The company plans a maximum

17.

—Sol

Wurtzel

"The
Baby" for Twentieth Century-

The

Seiler to direct

story

Trotti.
after directing
for Wurtzel.

an original by
had left the lot
"Here Comes Trouble"
is

Seiler

Bernie
at

the

Harris-Alvin, who also conducts a
weekly sponsored amateur hour every
Sunday on WJAS, will form a unit
of his prize-winning talent and install
it at the Alvin for a week's engagement starting next Friday.

Gerald Hoyt to St. John

—

Toronto, Feb. 17.
Gerald Hoyt
has been put in charge of the St.
John, N. B., branch of Empire Films,
Ltd., by A. W. Perry, general manager. He succeeds Harold D. Buckley.

!

:

:

:
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Tuesday, February

"Rose" New Haven "Rose" Is $12,000
Leader at $11,500
Hit in Louisville
— "Rose Ma- Louisville, Feb. 17.—"Rose Marie"
New Haven, Feb.

"Rose Marie"
Big Despite

1936

18,

"Secrets" and

Cortez

Top

in

17.

K. C. Freeze

rk" at Poli's hit the high spots in a
week of bad weather, reaching $11,500,
normal.

or $4,500 over

17.— "Rose
Feb.
City,
Marie'* demonstrated that cold weather can't handicap a big attraction. It
ran the Midland gross up to $20,000,
over par by $9,000.
In spite of this competition "The

Kansas

Milky

"Milky Way" and "Remember Last
Night" opened two days early at the
Paramount, and garnered $7,000, up
from the seven-day average by $2,200.
The Roger Sherman, with "Petrified
Forest" and "Freshman Love," reported a steady take which added to

Way" was

over the

line

good for $8,500, $5,700,
by $1,500, at the New- $4,700.

compared

as

to

usual

the

The College went $400 down

man.
the scale from normal with "Sylvia
going Scarlett" and "Seven Keys to Baldthe
found
Other houses
rough, with the competition including pate," grossing $2,400.
a Better Homes and Building ExposiTotal first run business was $26,600.
tion of the Auditorium and Nazimova Average is $19,300.
stage play, "Ghosts," drawing strongly.
Estimated takings for the week endTotal first run business was $43,- ing Feb. 14:
700.

Average

is

"SYLVIA SCARLETT" (Radio)
"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE" (Radio)

$37,000.

Estimated takings

COLLEGE— (1.499),

Week Ending Feb. 11:
"MILKY WAY" (Para.)

NEWMAN— (1,500),
Gross:

$8,500.

25c-40c,

days.

7

$6,500.

(Average,

Gross:

25c-40c. 7 days.
single bills, $8,-

000)

Week Ending

MIDLAND— (4.000).
$20,000.

days.

7
25c-40c,
$11,500)

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

TOWER— (2.200).

25c-35c, 7 days.

Baxter & Dean. Flo
inson, and the Three Kanes.
(Average, $7,000)
400.

$7,000.

(Average,

SHERMAN— (2.200).

$5,700.

Gross:

$6,-

UPTOWN— (2.000).

Gross:
25c, 7 days.
(Average, under 25c-40c policy. $3,-

500)

grosses.

in

"Ceiling Zero" was a profit-maker
Mary Anderson, grossing
the
This is
$3,600 on its second week.
$100 to the good, and a better figure
than is usually returned on an exten-

Backed by a heavy campaign, the
Metropolitan took $5,000 for "You
May Be Next," over average by $700.
"First a Girl," on an eight-day run
at the Belasco, took $3,300, or $300
sion.
Bad weather the first part of the over the usual seven day average.
"A Tale of Two Cities," playing
week was followed by an abrupt rise
the second
in temperature, accompanied by heavy its fourth downtown week
at Loew's Columbia an a return enrainfall.
Principal opposition was a food gagement received $3,500, or a mere
show held all week at the Jefferson $100 under the first run average.

—

—

County Armory.
Total

run business was $32,800.

first
is

$24,200.

Estimated takings

Week Ending February

(W. B.)

13:

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3.000), 15c-25c-40c.

B.)

days.

Gross:

days.

(Average.

$12,000.

7

$5,500)

"THE MILKY WAY" (Para.)
RIALTO— (3,000). 15c-25c-40c. 7

Estimated takings, exclusive of tax

"NEXT TIME WE LOVE" (Univ.)
STRAND— (1.500), 15c-25c-40c, 7 days.
Hollywood, Feb. 17. — Margaret Bovard, Grace Goodall, Sarah Edwards Gross: $3,300. (Average. $3,500)
"CEILING ZERO" (F. N.)
and Ann and Mary Brude, twins, have
MARY ANDERSON — (1.000). 15c-25c-40c

Eight Days Ending February 12:
"FIRST A GIRL" (G. B.)'

been

added

W anger's

to

the

cast

"Palm Springs."

GET READY TO
CHEER FOR
MONTHS AND

MONTHS

of

Walter

Gross:

$7,000.

(Average,

$4,500)

Gross:

days, 2nd week.
age. $3,500)

7

Evans.

Dale

UNIVERSAL'

Gross:

Week Ending February

GOLD"
COMING!

7

Ricardo Cortez, Thelma Leeds, Harry King
Sinclair Twins. The Nonchalants. Gross:
$19,000.
(Average. $18,400)

&

"A TALE OF

TWO

days
(return
Gross: $3,500.

engagement),
2nd
week.
(Average, first week, $3,-

CITIES" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,264),

25c-40c,

"TOUGH GUY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S FOX— (3,434), 25c-66c,

15:

"SPLENDOR" (U. A.)
"ESCAPE FROM DEVIL'S ISLAND'
(Col.)

"SKY DEVILS" (U. A.)
"TO BEAT THE BAND" (Radio)

ALAMO— (900).
week.

8
davs.
days, $3,000)

25c-65c,

(Average.

$3,300.

Week Ending February 13:
"LADY OF SECRETS" (Col.)
EARLE— (2,218), 25c-77c, 7 days. Stage:

7

600)

$3,000)

Gross:

15c-25c.

$1,100.

7

davs.

split

(Average, $1,400)

(Col.)
15c-25c-40c.
(Average. $2,800)

BROWN— (1.400).
$2,300.

7

davs.

Dissolve

"STRIKE

LOEW'S
first

ME PINK"

17.

—Two

new

(U. A.)

PALACE — (2,370).

2nd week. Gross:
week, $15,900)

Gross:

$5,000.

WE

Gross:

firms

$9,500.

35c-55c.

7

(Average,

$7,100.

"YOU MAY BE NEXT"
METROPOLITAN— (1.591).
days.

"NEXT TIME

One

days.

"Phil Lampkin's Varieties," with
Funnyboners. Johnny Burke, Miles &
Kover,
Ruthie
Barnes.
Honey Troupe.
Gross: $16,000. (Average, $20,900)
the

(Col.)
25c-40c.

7

(Average, $4,300)

LOVE"

RKO-KEITH'S— (1.836).

Form Two;

7

Stage:

days,

"THE MELODY LINGERS ON" (U. A.)
"THE CALLING OF DAN MATHEWS"

Albany, Feb.

"SUTTER'

7

(Average.

$3,500.

BELASCO— (1,140),

Gross:

(Aver-

$3,600.

"EVERGREEN" (G. B.)
"TANGO" (Chesterfield)
NATIONAL— (2.400). 15c-25c-40c.

Grcss:

IS

At RKO-Keith's "Next Time We
Love" slipped $1,000 under par for a
take of $9,500. "Tough Guy" and a
stage show dived to $16,000 at Loew's
Fox, a figure $4,900 under average.
The second week of "Strike Me Pink"
at Loew's Palace was weak at $7,100.
Total first run business was $63,400.
Average is $76,700.

days.

Wanger Completes Cast

days.
Stage: vaudeville, 4 days, Old Time Fiddlers Contest. 1 day; straight pictures, 2
Stage: Freddie Stritt, Britt Wood.
davs.
Mallette, Tack & Jill. Sam. Gil & Louie.

^

Washington, Feb. 17. Opening
with a snow storm and closing with a
sleety rain, the total gross last week
hit
the skids.
The combination of
'Lady of Secrets" and a personal appearance of Ricardo Cortez, however,
sent the Earle take to §19,000, or $600
over par.

at

Average

7

—

ness.

Gross:

(Average, $4,700)

piled

Milky Way" at the Rialto
topped ordinary $4,500 business with
"Evergreen" passed
a $7,000 take.
par at the National by $500, but the
show is generally
stage
excellent
credited for the above-average busi-

(Univ.)
Stage:

& Bob Rob-

It

"The

days.

9

35c-50c,
$4,800)

turn

big

the

in

State.

(Average, $7,000)

ROGER

Gross:

Week Ending Feb. 14:
"GREAT IMPERSONATION" (Univ.)
$2„100.

$2,800)

"THE PETRIFIED FOREST"
"FRESHMAN LOVE" (W.

(Average.

Revel.

(Average.

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
FOLI— (3,040), 35c-50c, 7 days.
$11,500.

Feb. 13s

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)

Gross:

$2,400.

days.

7

"THE MILKY WAY" (Para.)
"REMEMBER LAST NIGHT" (Univ.)

PARAMOUNT— (2.400).

(Average. $7,000)
(F. N.)

"CEILING ZERO"

MAINSTREET— (3,100),
Gross:

Gross:

25c-35c.

Capital Slump

money at Loew's
up $12,000, over normal by $6,500, and led a general upwas

(Radio)
25c-55c, 7 davs.

(Average. $10,600)

New
—

Zeller Gets
have been incorporated here and one
Post
has been dissolved.
Kansas City, Feb. 17. Phil ZelThose formed are
Odyssey, Inc
ler, formerly with the Glenn W. Dickbv Rose Lader, Hilda Goldman and inson circuit at Manhattan, Kan., and
William J. Bratter, and Newsies, Inc
elsewhere, has been made manager of
by Jules Suppin, Benedict Santospirito the Mokan by W. D. Fulton.
and Irma Weisman.
Ben Hill, Mokan manager, goes to
The firm dissolved was Ackro the Tivoli for a while, and Ted Stiles
Theatrical Enterprises, Inc.
of the Tivoli has been made bookkeeper at Fulton's central offices.
:

Roach Signs 2 Writers

—

Hollywood. Feb. 17. Hal Roach
has signed Richard Flournoy, and Bert
Granet, writers, to term contracts

O. to Aid Producers
New Orleans, Feb. 17. —This town

iV.

intends to furnish official cooperation
any film producer desiring to make
scenes here. The publicity committee
of the Chamber of Commerce, made

Flournoy is working on the script of
"Once Over," a feature which will
star Jack Haley, and Granet has not

to

been assigned. Roach also has signed
Milton Krasner to a term contract as

up of Harry S. McLeod, Rodney
Toupe, Vic Meyers and Robert Blair,
has its plans all set.

cameraman.

Warner

Offices

—

Moved

Charter Amity Harbor

—

Albany, Feb. 17. Amity Harbor
Boston, Feb. 17. Warner theatre
offices
have been moved from the Enterprises, Inc., Queens, has been
Warners exchange to the Hotel formed here by Ethni Morton, Sidney
Snyderman and Lillian Dufek.
Statler, adjacent to the film district.

:

:;
;

:

:
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"Rose Marie"
Minneapolis

"Fang" on a Dual
At $3,900, Omaha
Omaha,

Top, $13,000
—

"Rose
Minneapolis, Feb. 17.
Marie" was such a consistent draw all

week

in spite of the

continuance of the

Feb. 17.

sub-zero

of sub-zero weather have slowed theatre attendance somewhat, but the first
runs are still on the profit side of the
ledger.
"Fang and Claw," topping a
dual bill with "Two in the Dark" at
the Brandeis, went $500 over the line
(in a take of $3,900 for six days.

BRANDEIS— (1,200),

was

Total

was

$28,500.

Average

Average

$19,000.

is

$25,500.

is

run business in

first

MinnePaul

St.

Gross:

$16,000.

WORLD —

ORPHEUM —

OBSESSION"
(Average,

$2,500.

$3,000)

Week Ending
"THE WIDOW FROM MONTE CARLO"
Feb. 13:

(W.B.)

LYRIC— (1,238),

20c-25c,
(Average, $1,500)

$1,500.

7

Gross:

days.

Week Ending

Feb. 14:
"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)

MINNESOTA— (4,000), 25c-55c, 7 days.
(Average, $10,000)
$13,000.
"NEXT TIME WE LOVE" (Univ.)

Gross:

ORPHEUM— (2,900),
Gross:

25c-40c,

(Average,

$6,500.

days.

7

$5,500)

"PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER"

STATE— (2,300),
(Average,

$5,000.

Week

25c-40c,
$5,500)

7

"COLLEGIATE"

$6,000.

(20th-Fox)
Gross:
days.

St. Paul:
Ending Feb. 14:
(Para.)

PARAMOUNT— (2,300).
Gross:

25c-40c,

days.

7

(Average, $5,500)

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)
RIVIERA— (1,000). 25c-40c, 7 days.
(Average, $3,500)

$4,000.

"NEXT TIME

WE

ORPHEUM— (2,000).
Gross:

25c-40c,

(Average.

$5,000.

"NEVADA"

TOWER— (1,000).
(Average.

$1,500.

LOVE"

Gross:

(Univ.)
days.
7

$4,000)

The police will try to control some of the traffic move-

25c-35c,

7

days.

25c-40c. 7

days. Gross:

$5,000)

Gross:

$8,150.

(3.000),

7

davs.

(Average, $8,000)

Capital Stock Par

Franchise Tax Base

—

New

Orleans, Feb. 17. Corporations of Louisiana must pay their state
franchise taxes on the par value of
capital stock, without deducting
operating losses and the
like in any given year, according to
a four-to-three decision of the state
Supreme Court, handed down recently.

their

any

Bans All Giveaways
In County in Maine
— All cash
Portland, Me., Feb.
17.

giveaways have been banned in Cumberland County by order of County
Attorney Walter M. Tapley, following
the conviction of three former employes of the Keith here, of conspiring
to deliver a cash award in the
atre's Greyhound Derby game.

the-

Greyhound Derby is distributed by
Meyer Gruber and Harry Bloomberg

(U.A.)

25c-40c,

ment.

deficit for

The

of Boston, who, in connection with
their handling of Parlay Cash Night,
are being sued for alleged infringement
by Bank Night which is particularly

by the order, inasmuch as it was believed clear in Maine following the.
refusal of the state Supreme Court to
County Attorney
declare it illegal.
Ralph O. Dale of Sagadahoc said he
would not press charges further.

hit

Smash Hit in

Two Hub Spots
—

This town
Boston,
17.
Feb.
turned out in a big way for "Rose
Marie," playing
day and date at

Orpheum

Loew's

and

Western Houses Now
Using Presentations
Lincoln, Feb.
— Several houses

RKO

The week's

$28,000, on
the profit side of the line by $13,000.
Other spots felt the competition.
Total first run business was $109,000. Average is $85,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb 14
ton.

was

total

"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
(Second Run)
A GREAT LIFE" (Para.)

"IT'S

FENWAY— (1,382),

30c-50c. 7 days. Gross:

(Average, $4,500)

$5,000.

"THE GHOST GOES WEST"
5
7

(U. A.)

MEMORIAL— (2,907),

KEITH'S

Gross:

days, 2nd week.
days, $12,000)

territory have begun to use
vaudeville, notably the Wilbur Cushman circuit, where the 20-person unit
type of show has been found suc-

and Investment Co. The company had
sought to deduct $108,000 of operating
losses from its $276,000 of capital

Among the smaller towns where
theatres are using the stage units from
one to three days a week are Boze-

stock.

man,

in

this

Gross:

$20,500;

Gross:

:

Mont.

Livingston,
Springs and

Billings,

7

(Average. $13,000)

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,537), 25c-55c,

7 davs.

(Average, $12,000)

$18,000.

METROPOLITAN— (4,332),

B.)

35c-65c,

7

days. Stage: Tom Howard and George
Shelton heading lavish stage show. Gross:

(Average, $22,000)

$22,000.

"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
(Second Run)
"IT'S A GREAT LIFE" (Para.)

PARAMOUNT— (1,793),

Gross:

$8,500.

25c-50c,

(Average,

RKO BOSTON— (3,246),

Sta ge:

7

days.

$7,000)

"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE"
rade,

cessful.

25c-65c,

(Average.

$7,000.

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM— (2,970), 25c-55c,
days.

17.

decision broke a three-to-three
tie through the vote of Justice-elect
A. L. Ponder, who was called in to
give the deciding opinion, in the case
of the state against the Bisso Realty

The

State.

$20,500 take at the former was $7,500
over par and at the latter the $18,000
gross was $6,000 over normal. This
makes a total of §38,500 for the two
houses.
"Seven Keys to Baldpate" also was
in
the big money, with Gene Raymond on the stage, at the
Bos-

"PETRIFIED FOREST" (W.

35c-65c.

(Radio)
7 days.

Gene Raymond, Hollywood on PaEdward Rosenwald and Orchestra.

Gross:

$28,000,

(Average, $15,000)

Hub Gets Novel Booking

Boston, Feb. 17.—An unusual bookWheatRock
Chey- ing arrangement here is the spotting
Scottsbluff Neb.
land, Wyo.
Burroughs' Second Ready enne, Wyo. Rapid City, Lead, Dead- of a 20th Century-Fox feature dayHollywood, Feb. 17. Burroughs- wood, and Hot Springs, S. D. Santa and-date at the first run Loew's OrTarzan Pictures will start their sec- Fe, N. M., and La Junta and Trini- pheum and State Theatres. RKO and
M. & P. have been dividing 20th
ond feature, "City Pavements," imme- dad, Col.
Century-Fox product among their five
diately after completion of "The Dragfirst run houses.
The feature is "ProNet." The producers plan to comSheridan,

;

(Para.)
7 days.

15c-25c,
$1,500)

"THE INFORMER"

WORLD— (400),

,

;

•

Gross:

(Radio)
days.
Gross:

(Average, $1,500)

$2,500.

(Average,

"RED SALUTE"

(Univ.)
(400), 25c-S5c, 7 days, 5th Loop

Gross:

6

Week Ending Feb. 13:
"DANGEROUS" (W.B.)

Minneapolis
Week Ending Feb. 12:
week.

25c-35c-40c.

(Average, 6 days, $3,400)

OMAHA— (2,200),
$5,100.

Estimated takings:

"MAGNIFICENT

$3,900.

"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
"GREAT IMPERSONATION" (Univ.)

"Rose Marie"

Aid Shows

Methodist Church here has
had to call in the police department to help it with its
sound film showings. At the
first showing some weeks ago
noises
prevented a
street
large part of the congregalion from hearing what was
going on.

that

the line for a total of $2,500.
Total first run business in
apolis

Police

1936

18,

Bethel, Conn., Feb. 17.— The

—Twenty-two days

"Anything Goes" and "The Great
it
was moved
from the Minnesota to the State. The Impersonation" at the Omaha reached
take at the Minnesota was $13,000, $5,100, and "Dangerous" and "Red
Salute" at the Orpheum were good for
over par by $3,000.
"Next Time We Love" held up on $8,150.
Total first run business was $16,150.
It reached
both sides of the river.
$6,500 at the Orpheum here, over the Average is $16,400.
Estimated takings
line by $1,000, and went to $5,000, up
by $1,000, at the St. Paul Orpheum.
Week Ending Feb. 12:
"The Informer" was outstanding at
"FANG AND CLAW" (Radio)
"TWO IN THE DARK" (Radio)
the St. Paul World, going $1,000 over
record

Tuesday, February

Cincy Picture on View

—"And

;

—

;

plete three features before they choose
exchange affiliates to handle distribu-

Denver Operators Elect

—

fessional

Soldier."

It

is

given

top

Denver, Feb. 17. Operators' Local booking on a double feature bill that
Cincinnati, Feb. 17.
Good tion. Ben S. Cohen, president, and No. 230 here has elected the follow- includes an M-G-M release.
Will Toward Men," a picture pro- Harry Rathner, sales
manager, will ing officers to serve two years G. W.
duced and directed locally, depicting visit the key distributing centers,
G. G. Pettibone,
and Thomas, president
methods employed by directors and award franchises to exchanges.
Beery in Chicago Deal
vice-president
T. T. Anglen, finanworkers at the Goodwill Industries
Chicago, Feb. 17. Wallace Beery
cial secretary
G. L. Campbell, reand Settlement, is being shown at the
secretary
Victor
Travis, arrived here today via a
cording
plane
:

;

;

—

;

Auditorium.

Industries

Children's
clinics,
day
nurseries,
vocational
classes and similar activities are included.

"Two Against World" Set
Hollywood,

Feb. 17.

—

Warners

have set "Two Against the World,"
an original story by Michael Jacoby,
for early production. Humphrey Bogart and Beverly Roberts will play
the leading roles, and William McGann will direct. "Big Business" will
be the next film for Guy Kibbee.

Son

to J. J.

Lynch

—

Boston, Feb. 17.
Jeremiah J.
Lynch, manager of the M. & P. Para-

mount
boy.

at

Newton,

is

the father of ?

Takes Canadian House
Vancouver, B. C, Feb.

17.

—Famous

Players Canadian has taken the old
Starland at Nelson, B. C, on a long
term lease, and after remodeling, will
reopen it as the Strand. The house
has been dark for several years.

;

agent
C. W. Bishop, sergeant-at-arms A. E. Wilson, N. Jinacio and L. A. Ritchey, trustees.
business

;

;

and proceeded

on
a contract for a personal appearance
at the Chicago for one week starting

March

Denver Musicians Elect

TWA

to put his signature

6.

Beery

the engagement,

it

will get $7,500 for
is

reported.

—

Denver, Feb. 17. Officers for the
coming year have been elected by the Pickford-Lasky on
Denver Musicians Union. They are
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
PickfordTheatre Firm Chartered
Michael Muro, re-elected as presi- Lasky Prod., having completed "One
Greenwood, S. C, Feb. 17.— Green- dent; G. A. Forter, 'vice-president
Rainy Afternoon," are preparing their

—

wood Theatres,

Inc.,

has been charH. F. Kin-

tered to operate theatres.
cey is president.

Charles C. Keys, recording secretary,
and John Herr, financial secretary.

Next

second,

tentatively titled
"Tonight,
Lover, Tonight," starring Nino Mar-

tini.

Taube Joins "U" Staff
Detroit, Feb. 17.— Sid Taube has
succeeded Frank Stuart as state salesman for the Universal exchange.
Taube formerly handled state right
roadshow productions here.

Reject Mass. Holiday
Boston, Feb.

17.

—The committee on

Warners Change
Hollywood,

of the state legislature
has turned down an attempt to established another legal holiday in the
state, "Worshipful Day," a holiday in

cast

New

Bette Davis.

the judiciary

Hampshire.

Feb.

is

Title

— Warners

title of "Men on Her
"Hard Luck Dame." The
headed by Warren William and

have changed the

Mind"

17.

to

The Leading

Industry

39.

NO.

NEW

42

ITOA Denied
Injunction on
City Sale

Tax

Brooklyn Court Refuses
To Pass Upon Levy
I. T.O.A. -sponsored motion for
temporary injunction against the
levying and collection of the city sales
tax on film rentals was denied yesterday by Justice Callahan in N. Y.

The

a

Supreme Court.
opinion the court pointed out
that while "it may be that as to some
transactions involved in the rental of
films no tax is collectible, such questions should not be passed on at this
time or in this proceeding" and denied
the motion without prejudice to any
ppeal action directed against the
legality of the tax as applied to film

In

(

its

rentals.

The suggested procedure of contesting the legality of the tax as applied to film rentals is the course being taken by local distributors through
the appeal of the United Artists exchange from the city comptroller's
ruling holding rentals to be subject to
writ of certiorari has althe tax.
ready been obtained by the exchange
to bring the case to the Appellate
Division, which is the course prescribed in the sales tax law itself for
contesting the city's application of the
tax. The United Artists appeal, however, may not be argued before the

j

A

end of March.

The

injunction

taken by Harlou,
Inc.,
j

|

lyn

Alert,
Intelligent

DAILY

t
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move was underInc.,

and Quinral,

two companies operating Brookfor whom
Weisman,
theatres,

Quinn, Allen & Spett, attorneys for
In
the I.T.O.A., served as counsel.
their motion for the injunction the
(Continued on page 6)

Chaplin Film Nears
$125,000, 2
With $110,000 in the till
12 days, "Modern Times"

Weeks
for the first

expected
to chalk up a two-week gross of about
$125,000 at the Rivoli. The first week's
take was $65,000. The first five days
of the second stanza grossed slightly
under the same period of the opening
week.

YORK, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

19,

CLARENCE LINZ

—

Washington, Feb. 18. Hearings on block booking legislation
will be opened Feb. 27 by the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee appointed last week by Chairman Wheeler of Montana.
The sub-committee is headed by Senator Neely of West Virginia, whose bill to prohibit block booking and blind selling will
be the subject of the hearings. Similar legislation is also expected
to be considered in the near future by the House Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
The Senate sub-committee held its first meeting this afternoon
to consider what action it should take with respect to picture legislation, and decided, despite the volumes of testimony on the
subject which have been taken in the past, to give all parties to
the booking controversy another opportunity to present their
views.

Motion Picture Daily will
publish
on
Saturday,
which is Washington's Birthday, a legal holiday.

TEN CENTS

Circuits

Here

Move Swiftly
To Get Houses
Independent Groups Aim
To Solidify Holdings
At

least

seven independent theatre

circuits in the local area are now engaged in negotiations to solidify their

holdings

with every important

name

circuit either discussing building plans

or acquisition of properties from land-

The

deals, regarded as at the peak
any one time in the Greater New
York territory, find Randforce, Skouras, Brandt, Isle, Jack W. Springer,
Cohen & Seigel and Sam Cocalis bid-

for

Gardner Says Much Census Check Uses
British Sound Old Elaborate System
— Rapid
Philadelphia, Feb.
By BRUCE ALLAN
18.

the work of taking the
new national amusement census as
part of the business census undertaking of the Department of Commerce
is reported at the bureau's headquarters here.

progress

Feb. 8.— Speaking at a
to signalluncheon tendered by
ize his appointment as European manager, Bernhard Gardner declared that
a large percentage of the reproducing
equipment in British theatres is out of
date, producing only 50 per cent of

London,

RCA

In the amusement industry as in
certain others the census will classify
establishments or organizations as independent and individually operated,
units of a branch system or units of

The
the sound capability of films.
plant could not be modernized, he declared; it was a case of "virtually
scrapping the existing equipment."
*

*

in

Reports
corporate chain system.
will cover operating revenues, operating expenses and employment data.
However, no figures for any business
classification will be published unless
enough individual reports are included
to make it impossible to distinguish
the facts about any particular individual firm or corporation, according
to census headquarters.
a

*

Details issued today of the offer of
£1,000,000 in five per cent first mort-

gage debenture stock, by Associated
British Picture Corp., state that the
issue is partly to provide for the purchase of 30 houses, of which 21 are
freehold. It is stated that the profits
of the company during the present
financial year, based on nine months'
figures, are expected to exceed by
£200,000 the figure of £481,972 recorded last year.
Net assets of the
company are put at £8,486,850. The
whole of the debenture stock of
£3,500,000 has now been issued. The
freehold and leasehold properties on
which it is secured are valued at over
A. B. P. operates 260
£5,700,000.
theatres.

An

elaborate system of checking
re-checking against reports received from 400 supervisor offices
throughout the country has been devised at the national headquarters here
to guard against inaccuracies appearing in the census of any of the business classifications. A force of nearlv

and

3.000 workers under
chief statistician, is

Fred A. Gosnell,

recmired at the
census headquarters for this work, the

bureau reports.

Goldwyn Says B. & K.
Split Lifts

Returns Renort DeMille Deal
For Nine Each Year

Chicago,
Feb.
18.— B o o k n g s
through independents in this territory
are returning more revenue for his
Hollywood, Feb. 18. It is underpictures than he obtained through stood here that under the nending deal
B. & K., declared Samuel Goldwyn with Paramount, Cecil B. DeMille,
here today between eastbound trains. heading his own unit, will produce
Goldwyn conferred with U. A. sales nine features yearly, financed by Paraexecutives here.
mount. The first will probably be
"We are doing better without "Buffalo Bill," with Gary Cooper,
B. & K.," was the way he put it. "You Fred MacMurray and Carole Lom-

ding for properties to bolster their
current operations.
While the various operators named
are reticent about specific sites under
negotiation, all admit deals are under
way, with consummation expected as
soon as an accord is reached on terms.
The independent moves are in direct
contrast to major circuit plans. Loew's
executives state no new adand
ditions are contemplated.
However,
developments which may bring about
a change in .attitude leave the major

RKO

companies open to deals.

Some

of

the

negotiations

are

(Continued on page 6)

'

bard.

re-

(Continucd on page 6)

Court Move Coming
On Ohio's Film Ban
Columbus, Feb.

—

18.
Sentinels of
Philadelphia, has
action of the censor
board in banning "The Amateur Fire

Republic,
appealed the
the

Inc.,

Brigade," an animated cartoon depicting President Roosevelt in caricature,
and the case is heading for a court

according to Raymond Pitcairn,
national chairman of the Sentinels.
Roy Reichelderfer, censor chief,
says he feels the board has acted
wisely, because the film "encourages
disrespect for the President of the
United States."
The board reviewed the film four
times before rejecting it, but passed
"America's Bulwark of Liberty," a
companion picture by the same producers.
test,

i

—

not

Branches

lords.

is

No Paper Saturday

in All

1936

Block Booking Hearings Set
For Feb. 27 by Senate Group
By

the

Duals, 10 Shorts
Norwalk, Feb.

—

18.
Once a
week the Rialto is offering
two features plus 10 shorts.
It is the longest program of-

fered by any theatre in the
state.

—
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German Chaplin Ban
Yarn

Is

"Premature"

—

Berlin, Feb. 18. Reports that Germany has barred "Modern Times" are
described
as
"premature"
at
the
Propaganda Ministry. The film has
not been presented for review, it was
stated, and no announcement will be

made

until

Chaplin's

it

has.

"The

Rush"

Gold

was

banned when presented for revival on
the ground that it did not conform to
the spirit of "the

William

J.

new

ideology."

Gane Dead

Philadelphia, Feb.

18.

—William

J.

Gane, 57, for many years an exhibitor
here and at one time manager of the

New

York, is dead after
Funeral services will
a short illness.
be held tomorrow morning.
Manhattan,

that

MOTION PICTURE
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offices
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ROCKEFELLER CENTER
City

T
Based on the John Fox, Jr.,
opus and whipped into script by
Grover Jones, this is a combination, and an adroit one, of many
of
the
fundamental situations
which have done valiant service
for the industry over a long
period

and

Love

years.

of

interest

heroism and
he-man formula

the
are

conflict,

two-fisted

mixed with comedy

relief played

against
nature
in
colors
which are usually extremely efoff

fective

and sometimes

not.

rate, there is plenty of

it.

At any
.

.

Chicago,

tion-old argument with his enemies.
It
works out, but not
before Fonda is plugged in the

back by a scurrilous Falin who,
in turn, is shot to death by his

own

father.

Fonda

hills.

.

.

.

7
"The Trail
Pine"

melodrama

in its

civilization

form of a
company which
the

in

mining
wants and gets, but pays for, the
land owned by the traditional
enemies, the Tollivers and the
Falins. Fred MacMurray reprecoal

He

invaders.

sents the friendly

Henry Fonda's

saves

life

by an

emergency operation on a
wound gone to pot and so

guii
in-

gratiates
himself
point
to
a
where the Tollivers, headed by
Fred Stone and of which Fonda
is one, sell.
Sylvia Sidney, not
entirely
plays
the
believably,

mountain

whom

everyone
expects to marry Fonda. Only
she does not and in the end finishes up in MacMurray's arms,

where
along.

girl

she
.

.

rousing

and

reels

final

early ones. Some
trimming of its present 100 minutes,
it
is
this
idea,
space's
would tighten matters and make
what is built well in the popuits

mould

entertainment

lar

into

something even better. The producer, however, advises the picture is ready to go as is. The
array of sterling performances
is a formidable one and includes,
not necessarily in order of merit,
Miss
Stone,
Bondi,
Fonda,
Fuzzy Knight, as a singing troubadour
MacMurray,
Nigel
Bruce, Spanky, Robert Barrat
and Sam Hinds.
;

.

.

T

It's
all
about hill-billies, the
Blue Ridges and the onslaught

of

Lonesome

the
therefore,

is,

of

.

.

Mac-

dies, the

Murray-Sidney match is thereby
sealed and peace returned to the

wanted

to

be

all

.

About the color. Generally it
makes the picture rich and many
of the outdoor shots are beauti-

Howard Greene was at the
camera with Robert C. Bruce in
ful.

charge

general

ment on

depart-

that

of

seemed to
us that Technicolor, judged from
this
effort,
has something to
overcome in its blues and its reds
which are so definite they are
not

this

job,

It

The

natural.

entirely

dramatic direction was in the
hands of Henry Hathaway, the
"Belgan Lancer" man; his job
a good one. Stamped by production code administration, the
is

seal

number

is

1,859.

.

.

all

this

of

this

feud is pretty much domthroughout.
There
is
Beulah Bondi, as Melissa Tolli-

The

who wants

seems

time to point out that his deal
with United Artists, effective with
next season, created a stir in

with a hole to plug in its production setup. Wanger has under
direct contract a number of im-

stopped. But
by the time Miss Sidney returns
from Louisville where her coating of culture is being applied

portant

MacMurray's sister, little
Spanky McFarland, her brother,
dies when the Falins blow up

the span of the next three or
four years
and Frances Lang-

it

the railroad bridge and the steam
shovel
parked on its tracks.
Sylvia seeks revenge in the only

way

she knows,

rifle

ritual

of

and

the

that's

feud.

the

Mac-

Murray, however, undertakes to
the score when Fonda,
having learned
Miss
Sidney
loves the other fellow, does the
manly thing and goes alone,
minus gun, to patch the genera-

players,

their

number

embracing Miss Sidney, Fonda,
Joan Bennett, Charles Boyer,
Madeleine Carroll for ten over

—

—

His

writing crew, now
under the U. A. banner, takes in
Dorothy Parker, Alan Campbell, Gene Towne, Graham Baker,
Ed Chodorov, who once was a
press agent in New York for
Columbia, and Lynn Starling.
ford.

18.

— Ivan

Spear's

Pathe

News

charging the defendant with inducing
the father of the Dionne quintuplets
to breach an exclusive contract he
said he held for the rights for theat-

appearances and photographs, has
been dismissed in Federal Court here.
In dismissing the action, the court
held that the complaint failed to state
the cause of action and that the Spear
contract with the father of the quins
was against public policy.
Also
named as co-defendants were Kresge's,
Woolworth's, NEA, Scripps Howard,
a number of radio companies and
rical

others.

Pathe, in defending the suit, contended it never made a contract with
the father, but instead entered into a
deal with the guardians of the babies.
Spear also alleged the various defendants conspired to freeze him out.
The complainant also had a contract
with the father for the appearance
of the babies at the World's Fair,
held in Chicago last year.
Dr. Roy
Allen Dafoe would not permit the
quintuplets to leave Callander, Ont.

RKO
In

Building Men
New Lunch Group

About 30 employes and executives
of Quigley Publications, Republic and
yesterday met at Jack Lyons'
restaurant and moved to make this
eatery a central gathering place for
film and theatre companies located in
Radio City.

RKO

Among

those attending were W.
Johnston. E. H. Goldstein, Budd
Rogers, Barrett McCormick, A-Mike
Vogel, Sam Hacker, Ed Finney, Rob-

Ray

Griffith,
Robert
Socas.
Paul
Radin, Will Murphy, Dennis J. Shea.
Morris Kinzler. Bill Ornstein, Ted

ert

Merriam.

Gertrude

Sullivan,

Robert

Dan Halperin, Al Friedlander, Ray Gallo. Ray Gallagher, M.
Freise,
Sam Kestenbaum, William
Pierce. Fred Schaefer, Dave Strumpf,
Lou Chapman. Herbert Fecke. Tim
Harrison,

Leahy and
The next

others.
get together will be

Mon-

day.

Asks Delay on Loew Issue
concerns
to be the

Hollywood and leaves Paramount
inant

Feb.

.

T T
While
Wanger,

1936

Spear Suit on Quins
Quashed in Chicago
suit for $1,000,000 against

T

settle

CIRCLE 7-3100

KANN—

leisurely in

by

located in

New York

"The

Trail of the Lonesome Pine" is
the
first
essentially
outdoor
melodrama in Technicolor's new
three-way blushes.
But, merchandisable as that is, there is
a good deal more to be said about
this picture of Walter Wanger's,
made for Paramount release.

ver,

now
new

point

selling-

Tokyo

Representative;

Bureau: 47 Higashi Gokencho UshigomeKu. H. Tominaga, Representative.
Entered as second class matter, January
4.

the

;

19,
Rue de la Cour-des-Noues, Pierre
Autre, Representative; Rome Bureau: Viale
Gorizia,
Vittorio
Malpassuti, Representative;
Cliff

of the noise

all

Motion Picture Herald, BetThe Motion Picture

lications,

DERABLE
p
^ ONSI
now

correspondence to
Other Quigley pub-

Inc.

tions,

18.

fulminating
and
to
come, no doubt will pivot around

Editor-in-Chief and Publisher

MAURICE KANN,

Hollywood, Feb.

Outlook

19,

Washington,
ment

Feb. 18.

—An

amend-

SEC

in connection with the offering of its proposed issue of $15,000,000 3V2 per cent

to its application to

debentures has been

filed

by Loew's.

The company

seeks a delav in
the date of the offering to Feb. 25.
Inc.

Warner Meet Postponed
The regular monthly meeting of
Warner directors, scheduled for yesterday, was
three weeks
returns from
with Edward

adjourned yesterdav for
until

Harry M. Warner
Warner left

the coast.

G. Robinson on Monday.

Lichtman Reaches Coast

—

Hollywood, Feb. 18. Al Lichtman
arrived here after some delay.
His
trin by air required 43 hours. J. Robert Rubin and Leopold Friedman leave
for the east tomorrow.

Wanger

quit Paramount, where
he could have made a new deal,
because he was dissatisfied with
his return.

That makes the rea-

son the perfunctory one.

.

.

.

Kent

to

Go South Today

R. Kent today will leave for
Boca Raton, Fla., for a vacation. He
returned last week from the coast.
S.
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Appeal Upon Young
Action Set in

May

RKO

An

appeal by
Pathe Pictures,
on a motion to dismiss a plagiarism suit for $2,000,000 filed by
James Young, husband of Clara Kimball Young, in the N. Y. Supreme
Court, is scheduled for hearing in the
Appellate Division next month.
The
complaint, originally brought in Oct.,
1933, at first was dismissed on grounds
of insufficiency and then was re-filed.
RKO Pathe attorneys contend the
suit involves a copyright and as such
Inc.,

should come within the jurisdiction of
The State Court
the Federal Court.
has held that the manuscript involved
was submitted in this city and denied
W. S. Savage, counsel
the dismissal.
for the defendant, will argue the appeal before five judges.

Purely

4

JOSEPH KONINGFEST,
•J

5

French

EDDIE FARLEY and Mike Riley,

independent

producer, sails Friday on the lie de France for Paris.
Koningfest, about two months ago
arrived with two pictures he made in
Paris and made several efforts to
negotiate a deal to re-make the feature on -the coast for American consumption, but nothing came of the
talks.

co-authors

Warners were urged to renew, then"The Music Goes membership in Ascap by Irving-

of

'Round and Around," have been signed Caesar, music publisher and auby Columbia to make a personal ap- thor, much of whose work is pubpearance tour in connection with the lished by Warner music subsidiaries,
"Music Goes 'Round."
in a letter to the company made pub•

to confer with

for next

Herman

the three Universal foreign producers
arrived on the He de France yesterday, will continue on tomorrow to
the coast.

•

.

.

Y., to-

Milt Kusell

on a Paramount product deal
Pasternack,
season.
Kosterlitz and Gregor Rabinovitch,

who

Boston

.

Eleanor MacDonald,
Charles W. Koerner
mourning the death

secretary to
of

RKO,

is

of her

mother

in

Brookline.

William

yesterday.
Caesar's communication was in reply to a recent letter from the Warner music companies to authors and
composers affiliated with them reporting on progress being made on the licensing of Warner music for public
performance.
Caesar's reply challenges Warners' right to proceed with
its licensing negotiations without consulting the authors and composers
whose work comprises the Warner
catalogues.
He also challenges the
company's right to transfer the theatre
music tax to the producer, a move
lic

Lynch

Louis Schine and George
are due from Gloversville, N.

morrow

•

Joseph

Caesar Asks Warners
To Return to Ascap

Personal

Rodgers has returned
Ralph Ripley, manager of the M.
from Washington.
Tom Connors & P. Theatres Corp., Codman Square,
picture
"What Price Hollywood?" and
J. S. MacLeod have been plan- has lost his sister.
which was made with Ann Harding, is ning trips to M-G-M exchanges, but
Alex Tradd, local distributor and which Herman Starr, Warner vicean infringement on his book "What have canceled them for the time being.
president, was recently quoted as saytechnician, is planning to leave for
Price Sex in Hollywood?"
ing the company was considering.
the Near East to marry.

Young

U. A,

alleges in his

Board

to

suit

F.

that the

Name

O'Brien Successor
The annual meeting

of United Artists stockholders is scheduled for early
in April at which time a new board
of directors is slated to be elected.
The vacancy created by the resignation several weeks ago of Dennis F.
O'Brien, United Artists general counsel, is expected to be filled at that
time.
O'Brien's resignation was tendered
to make a place on the board for a
representative of the new PickfordLasky producing organization. O'Brien
continues as Miss Pickford's attorney
and his firm, O'Brien, Driscoll &
Raftery,
continues as
counsel
for
United Artists.
Ed Raftery of the
same firm continues on the board as
a Douglas Fairbanks representative.

Switch Columbus House

—

Columbus, Feb. 18. The Hartman,
recently acquired by Charles F. Boda
as a legitimate house, has swung into
the picture column, with a first run
policy.
Matinee rate is 30 cents, with

RKO

Edward Rosenwald of the
Boston, a hunting enthusiast, has been
presented a gun by fellow employes.

Quip of the Day

—

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Jerry
Hoffman, Louella Parson's assistant, coming out ojf a preview,

Jeremiah Lynch, manager
Paramount in Newton, is the

was reading

the credit sheet of the
picture he had just seen, when
the producer accosted him:
"Looking otter the credits?",
queried the presenter.
"No, just reviewing the bidding," piped Jerry.

of a seven-pound son.

Gladys

.

C. Colin, formerly associated
and other companies in Paris, is now affiliated with
the Louis Shurr Agency, stage and
screen scenic designers.

RKO, Paramount

•

Friedlander's

back

back, but the plane
Syracuse.
•

fly

town

in

He

after a trip to Buffalo.

with

tried to
grounded in

.

Aims to Halt
Showing of "Pine"

Suit

Los Angeles

.

An order to show cause why a stay
should not be issued to halt the exhibition of "The Trail of the LoneRay Olmstead spent part of last some Pine" was obtained in New York
week-end stuck in the mud of the supreme court here yesterday by the
clay road which leads to his San Trail Co., which claims ownership
of certain motion picture and draDiego ranch.
Harry Stearns, formerly United matic rights to the work which it asArtists salesman in Denver, here with serts have not been obtained by Paramount.
the intention of staying.
Justice Aaron Levy, who signed the
Eddie Cooke, after only seven weeks
of trying, succeeded in opening his order, set a hearing for Monday.
Paramount legal officials could not
Christmas lighter.
Lou Metzger, Southern California be reached for comment on the action.
operator, on his way to Australia for The picture was previewed at Miami
Beach by Paramount Monday night
a vacation.
•
and begins an indefinite run at the
Paramount this morning.
Bill Winship, back after three and
a half weeks in Arizona for All Star
Exchange.

.

.

Pittsburgh

.

Phil Baker's

radio sponsors held

Buck, Ascap head, is in a big reception here for him before his
Washington for sub-committee hear- opening at the Stanley.
ings on the Duffy Copyright bill. Due
Irene Lee, the Pittsburgh girl who

occasionally.

office

tariff

back Friday.

William Levy

Hanover, N. H., Feb. 18.— The history of films is being offered for the
first time in a new course at Dartmouth College, under the joint guidance of the departments of English
and Art and Archaeology. The latest
projection and sound equipment has
been installed in Dartmouth Hall for

Java,

in

the

the

of
in

is

Universal

town conferring

Nate Manheim.

Europe

He

Howard

S.

Ruth Waag
in

is

Joe Feldman's new

Warner

the

publicity

She succeeds Violet Sloane.
John McGreevy, booker for the
Harris Amusement Co., has gone to

office.

Cullman,

trustee

of

Roxy, arrived on the coast yester-

day via boat.
and vacation

months, has just had her op-

tion taken up.

secretary

•
the

last six

leaves for

few weeks.

in a

New York branch of
Small-Landau agency for the

has headed the

•

with

Dartmouth Studies Films

He'll take in the studios
at the same time.

St.

Petersburg with

his

first

the family for
in four years.

vacation
•

•
.

M-G-M Buys Wead
—
No

writing, directing or cast
assignments have been made as yet.

the coast to confer with
ner on future plans.

•

Dorothy Parker Signed

Jack

L.

War-

at

Ann Arbor, Mich.
John Joseph has

Miami Beach,

Feb.

been

ill

with

a

throat infection.

Harry Balaban and Nate Platt
"Banjo have gone to the West Indies for a

18.

— Among

folk and notables who attended the opening of "The Trail of
the Lonesome Pine" at the Colony

the

film

were Albert Warner, Irene Rich, John
Golden, Daniel Frohman, H. I. Phillips,
Gar Wood, Damon Runyon,
Heyward,
Hervey Allen,
Dubose
George Ade and David Wilentz.

Idaho Quarantine Ended
Mountainhome,

Ida..

Feb.

18.

Theatres here have reopened after a

two-week quarantine.

.
.
St. Louis
Robert Young is due back next
week from England where he made a
Frank Olsen is in charge of the
the study.
picture for a British company.
big benefit dance the I. A. T. S. E.
will hold at the Aragon Ballroom
•
10.
Yarn Edward M. Saunders, who returned Feb. Consenting,
auditor for Amity
J.
Hollywood, Feb. 18. M-G-M has a few days ago from the coast, has
and Spectrum Pictures, is in town.
purchased "Wings of Tomorrow," an gone to Miami for a vacation.
Ray Blass, theatre architect, has
•
original by Commander Frank Ward.
just been married to Jean B. Felker
The yarn deals with aviation in the
Max Reinhardt left yesterday for

future.

Notables See "Pine"

Gene

The
30 and 42 cents.
house, originally a legitimate stand,
was taken over by J. Real Neth a
few years ago and operated with various policies until released to Boda.
Legitimate attractions will be played
evening

gress.

from an au-

•

Saul

Al

formerly

here, is recovering
tomobile accident.

general manager in England, arrives today on the
Majestic. He will take in the premiere
of "Rhodes" at the Ritz Carlton next
week.
•

with

Pillman,

RKO

GB

Jeffery Bernerd,

of the
father

Caesar's letter criticized the recent
actions against
radio broadcasters, declaring that the
size of
the damages being sought
might invite unfavorable revision of
the Federal copyright laws by Con-

Warner infringement

Highways

be-

tween Twin Falls and Wells, Nev.,
are blockaded by snow. The Lincoln
Highway east of Evanston is clogged
with snowdrifts.

Bronx House

Will Open

Amusements on Friopen the new Earle, seating

Consolidated

day will
1,000,

Bronx.

at

161st

This

is

St.

and River Ave.,
group of

the last of a

houses the circuit built in this section
of the city.

Harry Hamilton's novel,
in Hospital
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Dorothy on My Knee," has been purchased by mid-winter vacation.
Parker and Alan Campbell have been Twentieth Century-Fox.
Charlie Miller is making a tour
O. R. McMahon, comptroller of
•
signed by Walter Wanger to do addiof the Superior Film Co., exchanges. KAO, yesterday entered a Brooklyn
tional dialogue for "The Moon's Our
Van Ness Philip, R.C.A. execu- He will visit Indianapolis, St. Louis hospital and today will be operated
Home."
upon.
tive, arrives today on the Manhattan. and Milwaukee.

—

McMahon

;

..
.
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Variety Club Chatter

Move Swiftly
To Get Houses
(Continued from page 1)
unaffiliated theatre men
"self-preservation."
Others are
as
held to be expansion moves.
All of the seven circuits mentioned
have made substantial acquisitions in
the last year. Consolidated, which has
built three new theatres in the west
Bronx during the past few months,
has no plans for the new season, but
circumstances which may be brought
about by moves of other independents,
principally invasion into Consolidated
zones, will be met by Laurence Bolognino, vice-president of Consolidated.
Harry Shiftman, president of Isle
Theatres, has a deal on for a number
theatres
Max A. Cohen and
of
Arthur Seigel, who took over the
George M. Cohan recently, are dickering for a few houses George Skouras
after the Majestic, Jersey City;
is
Randforce may build or take over a
Cohandful of Brooklyn projects.
calis,
who operates a number of
theatres independent of his joint circuit with Springer, has acquisition and
building plans in work. Springer has
a deal on for several units.
Century and Prudential, two circuits which usually build their own
theatres, have no plans for new structures during the near future.
It is known that some of the smaller
theatre owners are interested in building, principally in Brooklyn and Long
Island, as well as adding a new unit

garded by the

;

;

here and there.

Century Files Plans for Two
circuit, with 25 theatres,
has filed plans for two new structures
in Brooklyn and on Saturday will take
over from Randforce the Parkside,
also in Brooklyn, a 600-seat house.
The two new units will each cost
around $125,000 and will take approxConimately four months to build.
struction will begin as soon as the
weather breaks. Both will seat 1,000.
One of the new theatres will be
erected at Quentin Rd. and 12th St.,
the other at 19th St. and Ave. M.

Split Lifts

B&K

Returns

(Continued from page 1)

don't

have

pictures.

have palaces to show
Make your picture the
to

The

ness.

"Pictures that cost a million can't
be sold for a nickel. For example, in
a downstate town here we used to get

$100

flat

rental.

The

last picture

we

played there under the new release
grossed $1,300.
The Balabans are

—

good friends of mine grand people,
good showmen but they have an ex-

—

aggerated idea of the importance of
their theatres."
Goldwyn said he was planning to
make the "Goldwyn Follies" next fall,
with beautiful girls selected from
every state in the union.
He also
said he would make "Hurricane" in

Technicolor, sending Howard
to the South Seas for scenes.

Hawks

Moved

Following a settlement reached with
landlords whereby
will pay a
year's rent in lieu of cancellation of
a 10-year lease, all subsidiary companies which have been in the Bond
Bldg. yesterday moved to the
Bldg. in Radio City.
originally held a 20-year lease
in the Bond Bldg. at an annual rental
of $60,000.
With the removal of the
parent companies some time ago, the
landlords filed a number of suits which
had been in the courts until a settlement of the lease was reached.

RKO

and now when the

Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Feb.

18.

— One

the

;

apolis

Mayor Russell Wilson, Ed-

;

ward B. Imbus, vice-mayor;
Stewart and Jim Wilson,

Jim
City

Councilmen of Cincinnati. Large delwere on hand from Pittsburgh, Columbus and Cincinnati.
Judge E. T. Dixon was master of
Talent was provided by
ceremonies.
the
RKO Shubert, the Lookout
House, a night spot across the river
on the Kentucky side, and several
Paul
from Chicago.
special
acts
Krieger was in charge of the enteregations

Col. Arthur Frudenfeld
main guy of the side show gang.
Jim Grady, who holds down the

tainment.
is

while

depression,
of

outstanding events of the current social season was the installation dinner
held at the Hall of Mirrors in the
Netherland Plaza at which Harry J.
Wessell, new chief barker, and his
aides were inducted into office.
Approximately 260 attended.
Among the notables were Harold
Van Otman, former lieutenant-governor of Indiana; Johnny Harris,
national chief barker, Pittsburgh
M.
R. Clark, chief barker, Columbus
.M arc J. Wolf, chief barker, Indian-

managerial chair at the Fox exchange,
is the father of a baby daughter.

Washington—

Washington, Feb. 18. "MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Day" was celebrated,
with Rudolph Berger and Norman
Pyle as kings for a day at the semimonthly luncheon.

battle against the

gory,

less

theless strenuous.
In satisfying that

demand

none-

is

humor

for

and

entertainment the Congressman
paid a tribute to the industry.

Connery

said that unless the industry stays cleaned up it will have the
Legion of Decency to contend with in
a manner even more militant than it
was last year. Federal action even
censorship was not beyond the realm
of possibility, he stated. Connery declared that the industry, notwithstanding the self-imposed regulation and
quasi censorship, is subtly returning
to the use of sexiness and double entendre.
For the first time, Variety itself
provided one of the hit bits of enter-

—

—

tainment, a wrestling match between
Butch, the Blood, alias the Whole In-

(Harrold A. Weinberger),
and the Gas House error, alias Leo
(Herman P. Amsher),
the Lion

dustry

with

Sam M. Flax

one-fall bout

was questioned and

decision

The

as referee.

was won by Leo, but
the

RKO

RKO

Dvorak Action Resumed
Los

Pa.,

Feb.

18.

repeated in slow motion.
Bert Granoff, Earle Theatre tenor,
with Bob Stickney as accompanist,

A

four-piece Meyer
chestra furnished music.

William
M. Grace

Goldman

John C. Gore, of Uniontown, succeeds to the

office.

Barrett on

or-

E. S. Wilcox and Robert
will be kings at the next

Wilton A. Barrett, secretary of the
National Board of Review, and Joseph E. Hanson, executive vice-president of the Frank Presbrey advertising agency, will be the principal
speakers at the Ampa weekly luncheon meeting at the Astor tomorrow.
Peggy Fields and Roy Smeck, radio
entertainers, are also to be on the
program.

of

Warner Stock Hits 14
Warners' common stock yesterday
new high for the year on a turn-

hit a

half point.

Pantages Rites Tomorrow
Los Angeles,
services

Justice Callahan also pointed out
in his decision that I.T.O.A. had failed

advance any reasons to show that
the comptroller has no jurisdiction to
to

Local

exchanges

will

to

be

Pantages,
died here yesterday, have been
arranged for tomorrow at the Wee
Kirk of the Heather in Forest Lawn.
Interment will take place at the
Forest Lawn Mausoleum.

Wall Street
Short Gains Revives Stocks
Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd
Consolidated ....
Consolidated, pfd

Eastman

.

.

.

.

Kodak.

Steps

Out."

"The King
Albertina Rasche is

training the troupe.

1

2

pfd
pfd

18.

Raft Role

— George

Raft

has been replaced by Fred MacMurray in the Paramount production now
in preparation which was to have
starred Raft.
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Hollywood, Feb.

V)Vz
161

11%

—

picture,

MacMurray

6%
52J4

Columbia has
sequence to the

18.

-

49

Loew's, Inc

the
result of

illegal.

ballet

Net
High Low Close Change
41
40/2
40M
Vt

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

Ballet Sequence

added a new
Grace Moore

— Funeral

resume

collection of the tax as a
the decision, but this will be returned
to exhibitors if and when the tax is

shown

18.

who

.

assess the tax.

Feb.

Alexander

for

plaintiffs

Hollywood, Feb.

Bill

Ann
clari-

her Warner contract was
here today before Judge
Harry R. Archbold. Miss Dvorak's
physicians testified that her physical
condition was good at the time of the
Warner suspension. J. R. Files, Warner attorney, contended that the firm
was ready to reinstate the actress as
soon as her physical condition was
such as to warrant the action.
fication

(Continued from page 1)

Adds

Ampa

—

.

argued that the imposition of
the sales tax on film rentals placed
an undue burden on interstate comsince its establishment in 1914, was merce, involved the taxing by the city
dismissed today from his post as ad- of a Federal instrumentality and was
ministrative assistant to the board. injurious to exhibition and might force
The dismissal is thought to be of the closing of theatres.
Berrier was appointed by Governor
John K. Tener 22 years ago, since
which time more than 1,000,000 films
have passed through the censors'
hands.
He has served as consultant
to the boards of numerous states upon
their inauguration of censorship in one
form or another.

18.

started the program.
Ben Lyon re- over of 30,300 shares for the day. Up
Y\ a point, the issue closed at 14, the
sponded to an introduction.
From Loew's Fox came Johnny top figure of the five-hour session.
Wood, imitator, and Sarah Ann The preferred on the same exchange
McCabe, singer, and Melissa Mason, was off Yt, on the day. On the bond
market, Warners' 6's '39 wd gained a
dancer.

—Joseph

A. Berrier of this city, one of the most
important figures in the work of the
Pennsylvania State Board of Censors

Feb.

resumed

Injunction Denied
Censorship Pioneer
On City Sales Tax
Dismissed in Penna.
Harrisburg,

Angeles,

Dvorak's court application for

the

match

luncheon to be held March 2.
Shortly after March 1 ArchitectBarker F. Kemp Mohler expects the
remodeled clubrooms will be ready for
principal speaker.
Taking for a title of his major re- house-warming.
Louis E. Harris, insurance broker,
marks the need of humor today, Connery drew the analogy between cir- has been elected to affiliate membercumstances obtaining during the war ship.

purely political origin.

independent exhibitor
should have a chance to live and I'm
giving him that chance. No combination ever won out in the picture busipalace.

Subsidiaries

Representative William P. Connery, Jr., chairman of the Committee
on Labor, was the guest of honor and

Century

Goldwyn Says

1936

19,

RKO Rent Suits End;

Here

Circuits

Wednesday, February

6s
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Paramount
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wd

Vz
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GAY MUSICAL
with

EDDIE NUGENT
BEN LYON

JOAN MARSH
ISABEL JEWELL
Adapted from the
Novel by ROB EDEN

by JOSEPH SANTLEY

Directed

Supervised by

Story by
*

JERRY
V

neatnre

alto Theatre

liter

»
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scent
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COLBERT CLARK
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Screenplay by
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•
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Waring, Loop

$46,600

Hit,

Chicago, Feb. 18.— Bitterly cold
weather continued to hit theatres last
week, but the holiday stirred up some
excitement with the result that "Anything Goes," with Fred Waring on
the stage of the Chicago, piled up a
magnificent $46,600. This was $14,600
over normal.
"A Lady Consents" at the Palace,
with Ruth Etting and a revue on the
stage, managed to get slightly over
Lady,"
"Kind
$20,500.
par
at
helped by Jackie Coogan and Betty
(irable, was $1,000 up on a take of

"King of
$16,000 at the Oriental.
Burlesque" and "Professional Soldier," at the Garrick and Apollo, respectively, were on the profit side of
the line, but all other houses were in
a bad way.

Total

run business was $128,-

first

Average

$117,000.

is

Estimated takings

Week Ending Feb. 11:
"SHOW THEM NO MERCY" (ZOth-Fox)
7
30c-40c-60c,
ROOSEVELT— (1,591),
days.

Gross:

(Average,

$9,800.

$11,000)

Week Ending Feb. 13:
"A LADY CONSENTS" (Radio)
PALACE — (2,509) 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.
,

Stage:
$20,500.

Gross:

Ruth Etting and revue.
(Average, $19,000)

"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
CHICAGO— (4,000), 35c-50c-68c, 7

days.

Waring

show.

"KIND LADY" (M-G-M)
ORIENTAL— (3,490), 25c-40c, 7

days.

Fred
Stage:
Gross: $46,600.

and Radio
(Average. $32,000)

Stage: Jackie Coogan and Betty Grable in
Gross: $16,"Hollywood Secrets" revue.
(Average, $15,000)
000.
"KING OF BURLESQUE" (20th-Fox)

GARRICK— (900),

Gross:

$7,000.

25c-35c-50c,

(Average,

7

days.

$5,500)

Week Ending Feb. 14:
"PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER" (20th-Fox)
APOLLO— (1,400),

Gross:

$6,400.

25c-35c-50c,

7

days.

days.

Gross:

$11,000.

STATE-LAKE— (2,776),

Philadelphia
Warners)

—

Philadelphia, Feb. 18. One cheerspectacular Boulder Dam project ful spot in a dull week that still felt
serving as a picturesque background, this picture is far from what may the sting of winter and tied-up traffic,
at first seem propaganda. Warners have taken occasion to build a thrill- was the Earle. With the stage coming story around the dam in addition to making the big hole in the bination of Bebe Daniels, Ben Lyon,
Nevada mountains play an important part in the romantic leanings of Toby Wing and Sammy Cohen, to
the
house
the customers,
lure
in
Ross Alexander and Patricia Ellis.
grossed $24,000 and would have hit
Two episodes which will sufficiently hold the interest of patrons and higher were it not for the continued
probably have some also holding their seats, wishing the suspense were bad weather break. The film was
over, are
firstly, where the hero, at the risk of his life, goes to the "Dancing Feet."
showing on
grind
aid of a brother dam worker who is driving a truck laden with dynamite
its
Starting
"Modern
Chaplin's
and which has gone out of control as it races down the mountainside; Wednesday,
secondly, the rescue of Lyle Talbot, the menace,, as he is dangling from Times" got off to a good holiday start,
more admissions than
a cable in mid air. These are natural hair-raising scenes for patrons playing to 1,941
"City Lights," which played at the
who can stand a good dose of excitement.
same house (Erlanger) five years
Prior to Alexander's getting a job at the dam, the story tells of his
ago, on its first day. Business took
hasty departure from Detroit after he has killed his boss in a fist fight. a nosedive yesterday in face of snow
Employed as a mechanic in a taxi garage, the ever-asserting hero tells and sleet storms, but the week should
his employer where he gets off picking on him and is fired, following gross well.
"The Ghost Goes West" topped the
which the fatal blow takes place. After a series of lifts on the road,
Alexander reaches the dam headquarters. He finds disappointment at house average a trifle with $9,000 at
the Aldine and was held a second
first in trying to land work, but eventually is put on the payroll.
"Every Saturday Night" took
Coining to the assistance of Miss Ellis, who experiences motor trouble week.
a fall at the Fox and was yanked
on the highway, Alexander, as a result, is virtually adopted by the girl
after five days. The $11,500 taken by
and her family until he gets set. As time passes on, he wins a promo- "The Milky Way" at the Stanley
tion for the first daring life saving stunt involving the truck driver and was only so so.
also gradually wins the affection of the girl. Talbot, a former mechanic
Total first run business was $78,800.
in the Detroit garage, has faint recollections about Alexander and when Average is $77,900.
Estimated takings for the week endhe recalls the incident which led to the hero's sudden flight, he gives
him 24 hours to leave town. The injunction causes Alexander to drop ing Feb. 13
"GHOST GOES WEST" (U. A.)
his affair with Miss Ellis, much to the satisfaction of Talbot. After
ALDINE— (1,200), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days.
Talbot is rescued by the former killer, he reneges on his threat to re- Gross: $9,000. (Average, $8,160)
"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
veal all, but Alexander comes clean, confesses and is assured the legal
BOYD— (2.000), 40c-5Sc, 7 days, 2nd week.
support of the organization building the project. The heroine, naturally, Gross: $13,000. (Average, $14,000)
"ROSE OF THE RANCHO" (Para.)
promises to wait for her man who is rewarded with another promotion.
ARCADIA— (600), 25c-40c-50c, 7 days, 2nd
Sy Bartlett, Ralph Block and Laird Doyle have patterned an engag- run. Gross: $2,200. (Average, $2,800)
"DANCING FEET" (Republic)
ing and entertaining screen play. Frank McDonald has done well by
EARLE — (2,000), 25c-40c-50c, 7 days.
The entire cast is good. Sam Bischoff directed.
the direction.
Stage: Bebe Daniels, Ben Lyon, Toby
Wing, Sammy Cohen. Gross: $24,000. (AvProduction code seal, 1,753. Running time, 70 minutes. "G."
(

Hollywood, Feb.

18.

— With

the

:

erage, $14,000)

7

(ZOth-Fox)

"The Music Goes 'Round"
(Columbia)

(Radio)
20c-30c-35c,

Show Lead in

"EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT"

7

(Average, $17,000)

"ANNIE OAKLEY"

1936

Dam"

(Average, $4,500)

"THE GHOST GOES WEST" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700), 30c-40c-60c,

19,

"Dancing" and

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW
"Boulder

800.

Wednesday, February

Hollywood, Feb.

Stage: Eddie Rio and revue. Gross:
$11,500.
(Average, $13,000)
days.

18.

—Relying principally on that

FOX— (3,000),

40c-S5c-65c, 5

Gomez and Winona;
Cass,

infectious, tantaliz-

and
7

Popeye,

days. Stage:
the Sailor;

Mack, Owen and Topsy;

Ed Ford

Gross:

(Average,

Whitey.

$8,000.

days. $14,000)

ing and ubiquitous tune, "The Music Goes 'Round and Around," Vic"STRIKE ME PINK" (U. A.)
KARLTON— (1,000), 25c-35c-40c, 7 days,
Schertzinger has bundled all the action into the last few reels of
2nd run.
Gross: $2,700.
(Average, $4,000)
this musical. Up to the time Harry Richman introduces the zippy num"CEILING ZERO" (W. B.)
KEITH'S— (2.000), 30c-40c-50c, 7 days, 2nd
ber in an extravaganza in which he is interested vitally, the pace unrun.
(Average, $4,000)
Gross: $2,900.
fortunately is slow. However, as soon as the first strains of the popular
"THE MILKY WAY" (Para.)
STANLEY
40c-S5c,
7
days.
(3,700),
—
melody are heard, the picture takes on life.
Gross: $11,500.
(Average. $14,000)
To bring out variations effectively, Schertzinger has Herman Bing
"YOU MAY BE NEXT" (Col.)
STANTON— (1.700), 30c-40c-S0c, 7 days.
sing the song in his own peculiar style, while Michael Bartlett renders
Gross: $5,500.
(Average, $7,000)
the fascinating number in an operatic vein. The composers themselves,
Edward Farley and Michael Riley, join in a duet, explaining the words
with the aid of an enlarged cornet. Finally, Richman sings it and then
Fuel;
Close
he has a first night audience attending his opening doing the same.
Omaha, Feb. 18. An acute shortin the U. S.
Lavishly produced, this film has one of the best current exploitation age of fuel in western Iowa and many
y
possibilities. Everyone knows about the song by now and it's a matter sections of Nebraska is forcing many
•
ONE SYSTEM ONE WAYBILL
of telling the paying public that the song is a highlight of Richman's theatres to close.
With the roads
* Prompt pick-up and special delivery picture. Besides the star there are Rochelle Hudson, Walter Connolly, blocked it is impossible to truck in
coal
or oil.
Nebraska houses have
of shipments at no extra charge door- Bing, Bartlett and the composers. There isn't much to the story, which
closed at Superior, Nelson, Emerson.
to-door. * Fast service between swift tells of Richman, a prominent Broadway musical star, falling in love
Pilger and Arcadia, while similar
trains and planes now extends Air with Miss Hudson, leading lady of her father's show boat. The seashut-downs have been recorded in the
Express speed to 23,000 Express offi- sailing melodrama is one of a by-gone era and is on the verge of sink- Iowa towns of Battle Creek, Sanborn
ces. * Deliveries up to 2,500 miles
ing into the mortgagee's hands when the hero, incognito, buys an in- and
averly.
overnight. * Low, economical rates. terest. He envisions big things for the troupe on Broadway.
* Night and day service. * Shipments
Richman's purpose in adding to his own show the "sizzling" dramatic
Three for Shirley
accepted prepaid, collect, or C. O. D. sketch by the troupe is to create a few laughs. Broadway doesn't reHollywood, Feb. 18.
Radio has
Call or phone any Railway Express office. ceive the thespians as Miss Hudson had anticipated and this brings
about discord in the romance. However, when Richman follows his fair three stories in preparation for Anne
Shirley,
and the first complete script
maiden to the waterfront and sings "Rolling Along" to her a la "Romeo
which receives an okay from Sam
and Juliet," the heroine capitulates and comes a running to her Rich?Briskin will be the first to go before
man with open arms. Richman has a powerful voice and it is heard the cameras. The stories are "M'liss,"
division of
effectively several times.
Miss Hudson confines her talents to acting. "Daddy and I," and "Mother Carey's
Production code seal, 1,900. Running time, 65 minutes. "G."
Chickens."
'

tor
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19,

"Goes" Leads
San Francisco

Week

In Dull
San Francisco,

Feb.

18.

— Only two

made much impression on the
box-office lethargy last week. At the
Paramount "Anything Goes," topping
houses

a dual

with "Man Hunt," reached
This was over normal by

bill

$14,200.
$2,700.

At

Orpheum "The

the

Invisible

Smith
"Whispering
with
Ray,"
up by
garnered $9,000,
Speaks,"
Lady Consents" was
$2,200. "The
at the Golden Gate.
All the other first runs, with the exception of the 400-seat Clay which
had "The New Gulliver" on the
screen, failed to get to first base.
Total first run business was $67,-

good for $15,000

Average

500.

Indianapolis

A tlantic-B erke )

All the melodramatic incidents that make for die-hard western fans
a pleasing offering are present in this picture. As westerns go, however, it i"s an ordinary production.
Jack Perrin, as captain of a cavalry unit near the Mexican border,
He enis called back to his ranch, warned to be prepared for trouble.
counters his foreman in a scrap with a Chinaman before he leaves and
orders for him to return soon follow. At the ranch a cowhand has been
murdered and Perrin, with plenty of he-man dialogue, is soon on the
trail which involves the smuggling of Chinese over the border. After
some riding, shooting and general action sequences the piece ends with
the capture of the criminals.
Also in the cast are Betty Mack, the feminine interest Wally Wales,
Phil Dunham, Ed Cassidy and Robert Walker.
Harry Fraser directed from a story by Monroe Talbot. Robert Cline
;

did the photography.
Production Code Seal No. 1,872.

Running

Gross:

days.
Stage; band.
erage, $14,500)

"Two
7

Montreal, Feb.

12:
(Univ.)

ing

"WHISPERING SMITH SPEAKS"
(20th- Fox)
15c-30c-35c-40c,
(2,440),

"ANYTHING GOES"

"MAN HUNT"
PARAMOUNT— (2,740)
Gross:

days.

(W.

7

(Para.)
B.)

15c-30c-35c-40c,
(Average, $11,500)

$14,200.

,

7

days,

2nd week.

Gross:

7

$5,000.

(Average, $9,000)

Two Cities" despite the continued
Arctic weather and the film was held
over for a second week. At Loew's
"Hitch Hike Lady" on the screen and
a Major Bowes' Unit on the stage

of

"TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
ST.
FRANCIS— (1,470). 15c-30c-40c,
Gross:

7

(Average,

$5,800.

$7,000)

"MILKY WAY" (Para.)
"THE PERFECT TRIBUTE" (M-G-M)

WARF1ELD— (2,680)

,

Week Ending
CLAY— (400), 35c, 7

Feb. 14:

"NEW GULLIVER"

Gross:

(Amkino)
days,
2nd week.

(Average,

$1,200.

$1,000)

"Rose Marie" Hits
City,

Feb.

18.

—"Rose

Marie" at the Criterion brought them
out in the cold to the tune of $7,500,
which was $2,500 over the house
average.
The only other house to make a
dent in the general lethargy was the
Liberty which had "The Widow from
Monte Carlo" and a stage show for
four days.
The take was $2,200.
Normal for a week is $3,000.
Total first run business $15,800.
Average is $14,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 15

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
CRITERION— (1.700), 10c-20c-36c-55c,
days.

Gross:

$7,500.

"CEILING

Gross:

10c-26c-36c-56c,

$3,700.

"I DREAM TOO
CAPITOL— (1,200),
..days.

"THE

Gross:

$1,900.

7

(Average, $4,000)
MUCH" (Radio)
10c-20c-26c-36c-41c,

at

week

of

are drawing better than a month ago,
there wasn't much opposition until
Feb. 14, when St. Valentine's Day was
observed with many dances.
Total first run business was $46,000.
Average is $41,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 15
"DANGEROUS" (W.B.)

"THE WIDOW FROM MONTE CARLO"
(W.B.)

CAPITOL— (2,547). 25c-35c-4Oc-50c-6Oc, 7
Gross: $9,000.
(Average. $9,500)
"LA MATERNELLE" (French)
IMPERIAL— (1,914). 20c-29c-34c, 7 days,

days.

2nd

Gross: $3,000.
week.
(Average, $3,500)

First

week:

$6,000.

"HITCH HIKE LADY" (Republic)
LOEW'S— (3,115). 30c-34c-40c-50c-6Oc,
davs.
unit.

"A TALE OF

TWO

Gross:
over for

$14,000.

PALACE— (2,600).

days.

Held

7

Stage: Major Bowes' Amateur Hour
Gross: $13,000. (Average, $10,500)

"Sirens In Satin."
for week, $3,000)

Gross:

"CHATTERBOX" (Radio)
LIBERTY— (1,500), 10c-20c-26c-36c,
(Average

for

With this exception, the local houses
continued to suffer from the tag-end
of the cold wave. Ice-sheathed streets
helped keep
prospective
customers
home at night. The Apollo, showing
"The Jones Family," reported the
worst week in many years, with receipts about 35 per cent of average.

$2,200.

week,

3

days.

$3,000)

with a special printed top telling of
the opening of "The Milky Way,"
when the date for the premiere of
the

Harold Lloyd comedy

is

set.

To Begin Stage Shows

—

is

run business was $34,300.

$26,500.

Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 14

"THE JONES FAMILY"

APOLLO— (1,100),
$1,300.

CITIES" (M-G-M)
(Average.
week.

second

7
$11,000)

"PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER" (20th-Fox)
"ONE WAY TICKET" (Col.)
PRINCESS— (2,272), 25c-30c-35c-50c-65c, 7
days.

Gross:

$7,000.

(Average.

$7,000)

Scientists for Halperin
Halperin

Feb.

18.

— Academy-

George
Chicago Institute, as art director for "Revolt of the
Zombies."
Lee Smith, archeologist,
Prod,

have

signed

Zeidman Plans Special
Hollywood, Feb.

18.

—B. F. Zeidman

produce "Revolt of the Zombies"
as a special.
Present plans call for
a budget of between $50,000 and
$60,000 on the film.
will

(ZOth-Fox)

25c-40c, 7 days.

Gross:

(Average, $4,000)

"ROSE OF THE RANCHO" (Para.)
CIRCLE— (2,800), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$5,000.

(Average, $4,000)

"NEXT TIME WE LOVE" (Univ.)
INDIANA— (3,200), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$6,000.

(Average, $7,000)

"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)

Feb. 18. Jack Benny
will inaugurate stage shows at Loew's
State here, starting late in February,
according to Harry E. Long, Loew's

$15,000.

division manager.

ville.

Cleveland,

first

Average

LOEW'S— (3,000),
Stage:

25c-35c-55c,

Cab

Calloway and
(Average, $4,500)

"MURDER OF

DR.

LYRIC— (2,000),
Gross:

SWEEP!

POWER!
MAJESTY!
BOX OFFICE!
THAT'S

UNIVERSAL'

UTTER

3

GOLD"*

7

days.

days.

7

band.

HARRIGAN"

25c-40c,

$7,000.

25c-35c-40c-50c-65c,

will serve as technical director.

10c-20c-26c-41c, 4 days.

Chicago, Feb. 18. The Paramount
exchange has arranged a tieup with
the Milk Foundation here, whereby
800,000 milk bottles will be capped

Cotton Club Revue,

his

$6,000 which is the tops for this house
under the current policy.

7

(Average

Gross: $500.

$3,000

(Average, $2,000)

(W.B.)

Stage:

for
first

Savidge, head of the

WIDOW FROM MONTE CARLO"

LIBERTY— (1,500),

Calloway and

shot the take at Loew's up to about
Average for the
$15,000 last week.
house is $4,500.
Prices were upped
for the attraction from the established
25c and 40c to 25c-35c-55c.

Second week of "La

sional Soldier."

Hollywood,
7

(Average, $5,000)
ZERO" (F.N.)

MIDWEST— (1.500),
days.

Princess touched par at $7,000
with a double bill headed by "Profesthe

:

Oklahoma City Top
Oklahoma

"Dangerous," top feature of the duo

Apart from hockey matches, which

days.

30c-35c.
7
(Average, $18,000)

Gross: $12,500.

$13,000.

Maternelle" accounted
the Princess after a

(Average, $6,000)

days, 3rd week.

—Two outstand-

at the Capitol, registered $9,000, while

Week Ending Feb. 13:
"DANGEROUS WATERS" (Univ.)
"CHATTERBOX" (Radio)
FOX— (5,000), 10c-25c-35c, 7 days. Gross:
$4,800.

18.

engagements featured the week.
to $14,000 on "Tale

"PETER IBBETSON" (Para.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200). 15c-25c-35c- brought
40c-55c,

—

The Palace soared

(Average, $6,800)

$9,000.

Set Big Lloyd Tieup

Cities" Gets

$14,000, Montreal

(Av-

$15,000.

Week Ending Feb.
"THE INVISIBLE RAY"
Gross:

"G."

—

Indianapolis, Feb. 18. "Exclusive
Story," plus a stage appearance of Cab

Total

Week Ending Feb. 11:
"THE LADY CONSENTS" (Radio)
GOLDEN GATE — (2,850), 25c-35c-40c,

ORPHEUM—

time, 60 minutes.

$73,800.

is

Wow

Calloway

Hair Trigger Casey
(

Estimated takings

days.

"Story" and

Looking 'Em Over

Gross:
(F.N.)

Vaude-

(Average, $7,000)

WE COULDN'T KEE
THIS UNDER OUR HAT
..because this picture is smashing every
house record for cash and attendance
wherever it has played!
•

NEW YORK
BOSTON

*

•

MONTREAL

LOS ANGELES

Police reserves called out at

continue to stream into

all

all

•

PHILADELPHIA
MIAMI LONDON
•

•

openings and undiminishing crowds

theatres from

morning

to midnight.

Indefinite holdovers everywhere!

1/U.a tcL

for the record-

smashing openings

in

the following cities on
FEBRUARY

FEBRUARY 28th

21st

Dayton

Providence

Toledo

Rochester

Richmond

Syracuse

Norfolk

Indianapolis

Houston

Kansas City
Harrisburg

Detroit

Reading

Atlanta

Wilmington

New Orleans

St.

Louis

Nashville
Springfield

Memphis

London, Ont.

Louisville

Toronto

Akron

Worcester

Canton

Hartford

Cleveland

New Haven
Waterbury

Baltimore

FEBRUARY 22 nd
Chicago

FEBRUARY 27th

Released thru

UNITED ARTISTS

South Bend

•

Bridgeport

MOTION PICTURE
Picture
Industry
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NEW
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Long Hearings Atlas Reduces
Seen Barring Investment in
Copyright Law Para- Warners
Favors Is
Administration
April 15 Closing
By

CLARENCE LINZ

—

secure

action

in

the

House

and come to an agreement with the
Senate, which passed the Duffy bill at
the last session.
Members of the committee have
made it clear that they will not accept
the Duffy bill as it stands, one of the
points of controversy being the $250
minimum for infringement, so that it
will be necessary to send the legisla-

Over Alien Actors
Washington, Feb.
—Resump19.

hearings by the House Immigration Committee on the Dickstein
bill
to bar alien actors today was
marked by a renewal of hostilities between Representatives Celler of New
tion

Latter

of

York and Kramer

of California.
Celler brought to the hearing a
report from the British Embassy in
Washington as to England's policy
with respect to the admission of alien
actors, in which, he said, it was declared that no legitimate actor or
actress had been barred in the past
three years and that only 30 vaudeville

performers had been
cabaret
barred out of some 1,800 admitted.
The report was immediately challenged by Kramer, who declared he
(Continued on page 6)

and

Motion Picture Daily will
publish
on Saturday,
which is Washington's Birthnot

day, a legal holiday.

Rugs

and

19.

had

carried aloft by the
boys. Entrance was through
a skylight.
Louis Goulden,
manager, says he'll nail the
skylight shut.

ers discloses.
The largest

Paramount holdings

mount during 1935. The new Paramount securities are still held by the
company.

Atlas disposed of $800,000
of Warner Bros. Pictures debentures
during 1935. It is reported that this
practically
eliminates
Atlas
as
a

Warner investor.
The most appreciable Atlas gain

in

(Continued on page 7)

New RCA Recording
Is

Shown

SMPE

to

Features of RCA's latest development in recording by use of ultra
violet rays instead of white light were
described last night by Glenn L. Dimmick at a meeting of the New York
section of the S.M.P.E.
demonstration also was given with Lauretta Lee
singing
Sleepy Time Down
"It's
South," Joseph Lilly giving a piano
rendition and a symphony orchestra
playing Kurt Weil's score for Max
Reinhardt's "Eternal Road."
Clarity
of tone and elimination of lisping and
hissing effects effectivelv contrasted
the new development with the old.
None of the producers have put the
new system to use, it was stated. It

A

(Continued on page 7)

Government Settles
Warner Tax Claims
Washington, Feb.
—The Federal

Government today compromised

$95,000 deficiency taxes totalling
$681,839 against the three Warner
brothers for profits alleged to have
been received in the sale of securities
inherited from the estate of their
father, the late Sam Warner.
Each
for

(Continued on page 13)

New

Season List to Be
32-34,

John
properties

been

during 1935, the annual report of the
investment company to its stockhold-

©raois ©IMS

Pioneer Will
Make Four for
U.A., Goldwyn

backstage.

investments of the Atlas Corp.,

in All

TEN CENTS

formerly was the Rialto, a
burlesque spot, and the lads
have been undisturbed since
it was switched to films and
no one took occasion to look

Paramount and Warner Bros,
securities
were appreciably reduced

19.

No Paper Saturday

Indianapolis, Feb.

Company

the In

1936

Police
uncovered
a
lair
floored with planks laid over
girders high in the flies of the
Tower where half a dozen
street urchins have been living since October. The house

of

reduction in the Atlas
resulted from the
sale by Atlas of its controlling interest
in the Blue Ridge Corp., to Harrison
Williams, investment operator.
Blue
Ridge held 300,000 shares of Paramount stock. Certificates of deposit
for $454,000 of additional Paramount
securities which were listed by Atlas
at the end of 1934 were exchanged for
securities of the reorganized Para-

20,

Boys on Girders

in

(Continued on page 6)

Bickering Resumed

Out

Practically

The

Washington, Feb. 19. Efforts of
Administration leaders to bring the
Congress session to a close about
April 15 today were seen as threatening enactment of the copyright legislation, in view of plans of Representative Sirovich of New York, chairman
of the House Patents Committee, to
devote a full four weeks to hearings
on the measure.
Under the committee's program, the
hearings would not conclude until
March 19, which would leave but a
month in which to draft and submit a
report,

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti

VOL,

Alert,

K.C. Independents

End Giveaway Pool
—

Kansas City, Feb. 19. The 14 independent exhibitors who have operated
a Sweepstakes pool for several weeks
have discontinued the promotion for
several reasons, according to E. Rolsky, president of the I. T. O.
One was a belief that such promotions lose their pull if used every
night in the week. While the venture
had been fairly successful, near-zero
temperatures the past 35 days have
prevented the plan from accumulating

Hay

He States

Whitney's Pioneer Pic-

add four features to the
United Arists program for the new
season, bringing the company's list for

tures

will

1936-'37 to

a

total

32 to 34 pic-

of

Samuel Goldwyn said yesterday
on his arrival from the coast. Pioneer
still has two to make on its current
Radio deal.
tures,

Pioneer's four will
color productions and
additional features on
season list also will be

wyn

be all-Technia possible five
the U. A. new
in color,

Gold-

Walter Wanger, David O.
Selznick and Alexander Korda may
produce one color picture each, while
said.

Goldwyn himself may contribute two.
These would be "Goldwyn Follies"
and "Hurricane."

The new season U. A.

list,

the larg-

company's history, will be
made up of eight from Goldwyn, four
from Pickford-Lasky, five from Selznick, four from Wanger, four from
Pioneer, six from Korda, one from
Douglas Fairbanks and a possible additional feature from either Walt Dis-

est in the

expected. Another factor
ruling of Attorney General
Roy McKittrick's office last week that
Bank Night was a lottery.
Independents have been the moving
force behind the effort to get all giveaways, cash and premium, eliminated
in the city, and they felt that discontinuing their chief offering might help
to get the move toward elimination

New Stay Obtained
On Sales Tax Levy

under way.

city sales tax

the

effect

was

the

Members

of the Sweepstakes pool
and backers of the promotion recently
were sued by Affiliated Enterprises,
Inc., Bank Night patentees, for an ac-

counting and damages.

Bernerd Now Heads

(Continued on page 13)

A further stay restraining distributors from collecting the two per cent
hibitors,

on
and the

from exfrom collecting

film rentals
city

from distributors, resulted yesterday from an appeal by the I. T. O. A.
it

from Justice Callahan's decision denying a temporary injunction against
the city's levy on film rentals.
The appeal was taken by Harlou,
(Continued on page 7)

All of G. B. Sales
Jeffrey Bernerd is now head of all
G.B. sales, he stated yesterday upon
his arrival on the Majestic.
Heretofore, his distribution activities have
been limited to England, but the new
duties include the United States as

well.

The added

duties do not mean any
American setup, Bernerd
explained. He expects to remain from
four to five weeks during which he
will visit Hollywood to look over production and talent possibilities.
While here Bernerd will discuss

change

in the

(Continued on page 13)

Easy, Says Joe
Hollywood, Feb. 19.—Joe E.

Brown has

tonsilitis

and

he's

predicting the doctor will be
able to operate without a

compass.
In fact, he predicts that
after they get past his incisors all they'll have to do
is make a sweep from left to
right and catch the tonsils

unawares.

—

!
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Hollywood, Feb. 19.
A PKOWL through the night
finally
brought us to the
fringe of Hollywood where one
of its most
colorful characters,
little known and less appreciated
by the film colony, resides. Before we left New York, Ali Gaga
bad commissioned us to ferret
out

Mox

Shobbus,

to

out

find

what sort of a guy he was. On
our own, we wanted to meet Mox
anyway. One of our most ardent
subscribers could not be ignored
and besides paying some attention to an exhibitor, that forgotten man in Hollywood, would be
different.

.

.

.

How does a theatre operator,
even on the fringe of Hollywood,
feel
about
Hollywood? That
seemed a pertinent query. So we
proceeded to find out and discovered that, as an exhibitor, Shobbus wanted to become a producer.

So far the trail has failed to unearth a producer who would even
talk to an exhibitor unless he
asked
couldn't help himself.
Mox why, since he felt the way
he did, he took no action.
"There's L. B. Mayer, Sam Katz,
Adolph Zukor and Phil Goldstone all were exhibitors at one
Now they're
time or another.
producers," mused Mox.

We

—

.

.

.

deals.

F'ring-

We

hire some one to
work for $500 a week the first
year with an option to pay $400
the second, $300 the third, etc.

So, after five years of hard work,
everybody breaks even. Then we
close up the studio which we
never had in the first place.
"People want employment from
us already," continued Mox. "A
secretary in N'York wrote, saying she is willing to pay us $10 a
week to work for us in the office
we won't have in Carolina, or
Jersey or any other place.
.

.

.

T
"I'm just getting up my prospectus which I'm going to send
to my partner in Florida where
he won't be despite any talks Joe

may have had with
Governor Schulz."
"And your financial setup,
Mister Shobbus?"
"It's already in Washington,
just like Loew's debentures issue. We're going to have no
stock, no bonds, and no dividends
at no time. So we'll have no receivers and no money."
Mox has other ideas, all worth
recording and reporting for future industry guidance and impact. For instance, he heard John
Clark had been here for TwenCentury-Fox
Leo
tieth
that
Spitz and Ned Depinet for Radio, Neil Agnew for Paramount
would be here in a couple of days
plotting and planning for next
season.
He was counting his
day's take. "I'll make an advance
deposit on it that Roosevelt don't
have to worry about inflation.
Why should he? Didn't all the
Kennedy

;

—even with
—I'm going

"Some day

Clear Custom Rules

On Newsreel Films
Travel and scenic films are not regarded as news unless tied in with
news events the Bureau of Customs
has ruled in a clarification of regulations applying to duty-free entry of
newsreels.
Some confusion has existed among
newsreel producers as to what constituted duty-free material. The ruling
is designed to clear up any misunder-

Society Sees "Rhodes"
"Rhodes,"

Walter Husstarring
last night as a special

was shown

feature of the Endowment Fund Dinner of the Adventure Society, at the
Riz-Carlton Hotel.

MOTION PICTURE

its

he

my

pro"I've

continued.
even got a name for my company
duction,"

and some rough

"And

ideas."

name

the

of

your com-

?"
pany, Mr. Shobbus, will be
"I'm calling it 'The No Studios

Everywhere
waxing so

he said,
Corp,' "
enthusiastic it was
impossible to bottle all of his flow
of conversation.
"And my pictures will be pro-

now
new

script

and

around."

.

.

a

final

okay

all

.

T
"When we make

deals,

we'll

at

City

CIRCLE 7-3100

salesmen get plenty of inflation
at their conventions from their
bosses last year?"
"But this year I'll be waiting.
So here I give notice to all in
writing 'No booking from fancy
Montgomery
ard catalogues in

W

T

Technicolor.' I'll believe it when
I see it in trade papers, maybe.

With me, when salesmen storm
the citadel, it's going to be cold
kishke. Make me an offer and
I'll give you half.
That's my idea of inflation."
.

"Times" Big

—

in

.

.

London

other defendants in the suit are Columbia, Rockwell O'Keefe, Inc., dis-

Shearer in Los Angeles

:

tributors
of the
song,
and Select
Music Publications, publishers.
Jack Cohn, vice-president of Columbia, last night stated he had heard
nothing about the suit.

Hollywood, Feb.

who

runs the B.

19.

F.

—Ben

committee of the
will complete the
new basic agreement for

contract

League

drafting of

its

managers,

incorporating the provicontrol of sale of film
rights to stage plays, within the next
sions

the

for

The views

few days.
the

new

film

of

provisions

managers on
were heard

by committee members at a meeting
with the League of N. Y. Theatres on
Tuesday, which was the final joint
session in advance of the drafting of
the new agreement.
The contract
committee advised the managers that
their views would be given consideration in the drafting of the pact.

On

completion the

its

new

agree-

ment will be submitted to the Authors'
League council at a meeting early next
week and will then be offered to the
membership for ratification. A final
meeting with managers late next week

may be held in advance of the effective
date of the new agreement, March 1.
Present indications are that the new
pact will call for drastically increased
participation by authors in film rights
to plays, gauged by the amount of the
financial interest of a film company in
Competitive
the play's ownership.
bidding for film rights has been restricted, the authors claim, by the increasing appearance of film companies
as play sponsors.

Standard Contract
Upheld in Illinois

—

Chicago, Feb. 19. The Illinois ApCourt has given a sweeping
decision in favor of Paramount which
pellate

upholds the standard exhibition conGeorge and
John T. Gehring, operators of the
Rosewood, for alleged breach of three
tract in an action against

contracts.

Paramount had appealed from

the

Appellate
Court, and the latter court has reversed the Municipal Court's decision
of Feb. 8, 1934, giving judgment to

Municipal

Court

Paramount

for $3,073.

to

the

The opinion was handed down by
Judges Scanlan, Friend and Sullivan.
It is said to be the first ruling on a
damage clause of the standard conThe case may go to the Sutract.

preme Court.

Studio Honors Laemmle

—

Hollywood, Feb. 19. More than
200 Universal studio executives, players, directors and employes, past and
present, will attend the anniversary
luncheon to be tendered Carl Laemmle
on Monday in observance of his 30th
The
anniversary in the industry.
luncheon will be the high spot of the
anniversary observances at the studio
which will be joined in by many industry executives.

London, Feb. 19. "Modern Times,"
which has just ended its first week at

Court here by William Harold
Hodgson, Chicago, composer, against the Tivoli, broke all existing house
Eddie Farley and Mike Riley, alleg- records with a gross of $40,000, it was
ing that "Music Goes 'Round and stated by G.B. officials. The Tivoli, a
Around," is identical, except in title, 2,000-seat house, is one of the G.B.
with his original composition, "Orange string.
Number."
In addition to Farley and Riley,
trict

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

New York

—

Suit has been filed in the U. S. Dis-

located in
offices

—

blueprints.
plans y'know
We'll hold conferences, decide on
a story, cast it, get a perfect

make

Claims "Music" in Suit

DAILY
Is

all

into

duced at 'No Place-Anywhere.'
"We start just like bankers

standing.

ton,

headaches

Ready in a Few Days
Authors'

make only option
stinks.

New Dramatist Pact
The

By RED KANN'

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)
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"Shark Island" $21,000
"The Prisoner of Shark Island" at
the Center tallied a profitable $21,000.
film is in its second week and
The second
holding up nicely.
stanza of "Anything Goes" and Isham
lones and his band at the Paramount
tapered off to a mild $23,000.

The

still

Shearer,

Shearer theatre

Dembow on Coast
— George F.j

George

equipment company is here in connection with opening of a Los Angeles
office.
A. H. Pugh will be the man-

Dembow

ager.

is

Los Angeles, Feb.
in

from

of

19.

National Screen Service

New

York.

Sweeping across ihe screens of the nation ihis
week, with an impressive record of pre-release
triumphs already behind it, comes 'THE STORY
OF LOUIS PASTEUR', unanimously acclaimed

by

the premiere reviewers as

mark

in screen drama.'

'a

towering land-

PAUL MUNI,

painting

an 'immortal portrait' of a famous hero of humanity, Josephine Hutchinson, Anita Louise, Donald

Woods, and Director William Dieterle,all contribute brilliantly to the acknowledged importance
and success of Ihis great new Cosmopolitan
Production. Presented by Warner Bros.
Released

by

First

National Feb. 22nd.

!

!

NEW YORK
Third
still

week

at Capitol

and

going strong

BOSTON
Day-and-Date State and
Orpheum, second week
in

both

LOS ANGELES
Additional week at United
Artists after sensational

Day-and-Date extended
run at State and Chinese.

ATLANTA
Second week

HOUSTON
Second week

HARRISBURG
Second week
ST.

LOUIS

Second week

TOLEDO
Second week

WILMINGTON
Second week

CLEVELAND
Second week
CINCINNATI
Second week

HARTFORD
Second week

NEW HAVEN
Second week
PHILADELPHIA
Second week
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Extra days

BRIDGEPORT
Extra days

CHATTANOOGA
Extra days

FORT

WORTH

Extra days

DENVER
Second week

PORTLAND
Second week

SPOKANE
Second week

NORFOLK
Second week

PROVIDENCE
Second week
PITTSBURGH, KS.
Extra days

MINNEAPOLIS
Second week

— and that's just
the beginning!

AMERICA'S
SINGING
SWEETHEARTS!
Jeanette

MacDonald
Nelson

Eddy
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Long Hearings
Seen Barring

Law

Copyright

(Continued from page 1)

tion to conference

a

if

the

House

passes

bill.

In planning for April 15 adjournment, Administration leaders have indicated that no controversial legislation will be permitted to come up on
the floor unless it is part of the President's recovery and relief program. If
this attitude is adhered to, difficulty
will be encountered in securing House
consideration for any measure reported
out by the committee.
The hearings will open Feb. 25 and
carry through the following two days,
during which representatives of Ascap
will present their views. Hearings on
March 3-5 will be devoted to the

Authors' League, dramatists, newspapers and other writing and publishing interests, and the hearings March
10-12 and 17-19 will give oportunity
for testimony by film producers, distributors and exhibitors and minor interests such as hotels.

Bickering Resumed
Over Alien Actors
(Continued from page 1)

knew

many cases
who had been

of

of

American

refused admisEngland and read a telegram
from David Dunbar saying that in
1934 he was "forced out of Hollywood
because aliens are given work in
preference to American citizens," and
went to England where he obtained a
year's contract in films, but was immediately thrown into Broxton Jail
and deported for "daring to work
actors
sion to

Thursday, February 20,
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Japan's Film

Looking 'Em Over

Shows Cut by
Regulations

"Rhodes"
(G. B.)
Painted on the broad canvas which was South Africa in the 1880's, this
picture portrays the highlights in the life of one man, Cecil Rhodes,
who, almost alone, and in an incredibly short space of time, carved out
for Great Britain a country of fabulous wealth.
That one man, whose
entire picture this is, has been personified with all the power that is inherent in the role by Walter Huston, whose unquestioned ability in just
such a characterization as this, is once again amply demonstrated.
The fact that the picture was produced in England, with English performers, with the exception, of course, of Huston, should make no difference whatever for any audience in this country.
The force of
Huston's dramatic, wholly human portrayal may be expected to carry
to any audience.
The performances are uniformly excellent.
Filmed in South Africa, the background scenes are an impressive
adjunct to the action, which in themselves add much to the entertainment value of the picture as a whole. Perhaps the strongest portrayal
beside that of Huston is the work of Oscar Homolka as the conservative, stern old president of the Transvaal, Paul Kruger, who alone stood
in the way of Rhodes' dream of a united South Africa.
Rhodes, a young man, given only six months to live by Basil Sydney,
who, as Starr Jameson, becomes Rhodes' physician and lifelong friend,
is a diamond digger in Kimberley.
Infected by the dream of empire in
South Africa, Rhodes, a genius in his ability to make reality of his
dream, obtained control of the Kimberley diamond fields. Driven on by
his ambition, he obtained concessions from the native king of the Matabeles, north of the Transvaal, formed the British South Africa Co., and
became prime minister of the Cape Colony.
battle with the Mataveles,
his effort to avoid war with the Boers in the Transvaal, his sparring
with Kruger, Jameson's invasion and capture, and Rhodes' surrender
of his prime minister's post and his company direction, to save his
friend, Jameson, from death, form interesting, often exciting episodes.
Rhodes dies before the Boer War, and the eventual complete fruition
of his ambitious dream, a united South Africa under the English flag.
strong picture of a strong man, the picture should be sold without
difficulty, and with the cooperation of groups interested in better pictures.
Previewed without production code seal. Running time, 95 minutes.

A

A

"G."

By

TETSUYA MORI

—

Tokyo, Feb. 19. One of the first
moves of the Japan Ass'n of Motion
Pictures formed in January has been
to bring about a shortening of shows
in key cities and in surrounding small
Under the new regulations,
towns.
soon to be issued, key city shows will
be limited to three and one-half hours,
a cut of a half hour, and small town
programs will be cut to four hours,
a reduction of a full hour.
Footages will be reduced from 6,000
to 5,000 metres.
The regulations were agreed upon
after a visit of association members to
the Home Office.

* * * Maintenance of production schedules
for the double purpose of cutting costs
and meeting release dates are now a
topic
here.

of

discussion

among producers

In recent months schedules have not
been laid out to provide for bad
weather or other unforeseen delays.
As a result pictures have been presented to the censors for review on
the days they have been scheduled for
In others, release dates have
release.
not been kept and delays have been
costly.

The Shochiku and Shinko Co's are
bringing pressure to bear on their
studio organizations for the purpose
of increasing efficiency without sacrificing box-office values.

Increasingly close relations between
Japan and Manchukuo have raised a
number of problems in connection
with duties on films and the use of

"Second Bureau"

Manchukuoan locations.
(Du-World)
Conferences are under way to get
While the story lumbers along on heavily emphasized sequences which some kind of an agreement worked
lead to the climax, this account of the activities of the French military out.
Some argument was stirred reintelligence bureau registers as another commonplace spy drama.
The cently when J. O. made "Fa Taitin"
When the film was
poisonings, Mata Hari flirtations in Manchukuo.
retaliation for which England would vital elements of an espionage film
and disguises are all present and the Gallic humor helps out somewhat. brought back to Japan the Kobe cusbuild a higher wall.
Appearing with other witnesses for
The story involves the counter espionage activities of the German toms insisted that the film was not
and against the measure, Martin Beck and French governments. The former enlists the aid of Erna Flieder, raw material, but finished product.
The taxation threatened to destroy
asserted that it would be impossible to who is
a sort of Mata Hari as she disposes of a Count Brosilow, who has possible profits.
cast American actors for all parts now

there."
Celler declared that the proposed
reciprocal arrangement provided in the
bill would "merely build a wall" in

—

—

given to foreigners because while the
latter may not be of "distinguished
merit" they have the particular qualities required for a particular role.

James Palser Passes
Angeles,

Los

Feb.

19.

—James

Palser, a theatre veteran of London,
New York and the west coast died

here

Tuesday

He was

after

a

long

illness

85.

Palser started as an usher and rose
manager and executive, later becoming associated with Lily Langtry,
Edgar Selwyn, Peggy Wood and
Ralph Morgan. He is survived by his
widow, Mrs. Eleanor Wilkins Palser
and a stepdaughter, Mrs. George R.

to

been selling information to both sides. Captain Benoit, of the French
office is commissioned to get the plans of a silent airplane engine. With
a disguise and the help of Dorothy, a German postoffice clerk, he accomplishes this end. Discovered, he heads for Paris taking Dorothy,
who will be implicated, along with him. Their love grows after they
reach their goal. Erna is ordered to get rid of Benoit, but she falls in
love with him and prevents his murder, to be killed herself. The finish,

manages

to achieve a

thrills,

which are few and scattered

in the

Jean Murat does well as Benoit and Vera Korene of the Comedie
Francaise handles the Erna Flieder role expertly. Jeanine Crispin, as
Dorothy, is excellent as the blonde fraulein who loses her heart to
Benoit.
Jean Max is the man of the world, Brosilow. Pierre Billon

Adequate English

titles

interpret the story intelligently

diences will be able to follow

and most au-

it.

Reviewed without production code

Borrow Rochelle Hudson "Three

—

Hollywood, Feb. 19. Paramount
has borrowed Rochelle Hudson from
Twentieth Century-Fox for the ro-

W

"Poppy," the next
Richard Cromwell
C. Fields picture.
Edwill play opposite Miss Hudson.
ward Sutherland will direct.
in

seal.

Running

time, 105 minutes

Women"

(Amkino)
In the expected tradition of the Russian

film, this glorifies the activity

women

in the revolutionary era, personified in the work of three
women. They are carried through by the story from the pre-war Czarist
The result is
conditions of early 1914 to 1919 and the Revolution.

of

Des Moines, Feb.

(Continued on page 13)

19.

—

A. H.

president of the Tri-States
Theatre Corp., vacationing the past
three weeks at Miami Beach, suffered
an attack of acute appendicitis and was
operated on at St. Francis Hospital.
His condition following the operation
is satisfactory, according- to word received here by his son, Myron Blank.

Blank,

Plan Show for Lovett
Providence, Feb.

'directed.

"G."

Brennan.

mantic lead

few

rest of the film.

Operate on A. H. Blank

19.

—

Theatrical

associates of the late J. Fred Lovett,
manager of various Rhode Island
theatres during the past 20 years, will
sponsor a show in his memory at the
Carlton, Feb. 27. All of the resources
of the profession in Rhode Island
have been pooled in the undertaking.

Wells Film Opening Set

—

London, Feb. 19. "Things to Come,"
by Alexander Korda of
London Films, from a story by H. G.
Wells, will have its premiere at the:
produced

Leicester Square here Friday.

i

i
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New RCA Recording

Atlas Reduces

Is

Investment in

Shown

to

SMPE

(Continued from page 1)

Para- Warners

is expected that the companies employing RCA's sound-on-film device shortly will adopt the new method, it was

said.

(Continued from page 1)
film securities during the year was, of
course, its purchase of 50 per cent of
the
holdings in
This

RCA

RKO.

RKO

I

comprises $2,128,597 of
debentures and 263,493 shares of common
stock.
At the time of the purchase
Atlas also acquired a three-year option
to purchase the remaining 50 per cent
of RCA's holdings in RKO. This investment, the report states, is regarded
by the Atlas management as being in
the nature of a "special, temporary
investment." The description is purely
technical, being in conformity with
SEC requirements for distinguishing
between "investments" and "specula-

Dimmick told the engineers "the
tendency for the high pitched voices of
some screen celebrities to sound sharpedged, especially in the sibilants, has
long presented a difficult problem to
sound engineers.
"Ordinary white light," the RCA
engineer explained, "is composed of a
great many different wave lengths.
Since it is impracticable to focus all
of these wavelengths exactly at one

7

time, those of them that are even
slightly out of focus blur the edges
of the sound pattern on the negative
and introduce distortion in reproduction.
Additional
distortion
of
the
sound results when the light penetrates
too deeply into the film emulsion.
"The new ultra-violet method in-

volves only a few simple adjustments
in existing High Fidelity sound recording systems, consisting in the main
of an adjustment of the lenses in the
optical system for sharper focusing,
and in the use of a light filter over
an ordinary incandescent lamp, which
limits the radiant light energy focused on the film to a narrow band,
invisible to the unaided eye.
The
same method permits a much wider
latitude in the process of making accurate positive prints for the theatres,"

Dimmick

said.

Sioux City Cut Off;
Gets Film by Plane

—

Sioux City, Ia., Feb. 19. Isolated
from the world, this city and its 12
faced

theatres

week.

film shortage last
trains were at a

a

Trucks and

standstill for three days.
Theatres
played same films over, unable to get
new ones in or old ones out.
Tri-States solved the problem for
the Capitol, the
house, by sending

A

Paramount's
plane.
landing,

The

"Anything
pilot

Goes"

unable to

make

(As

Mwrfked

in yestewkty's

Hew

Ij&ik

popm)

A

industry.

The Atlas report showed consolidated assets of $103,928,679 at the end
of the year as compared with $110,517,809 the year before. The company
-reported net income of $1,149,052 for
1935, as compared with $1,250,245 for

TORTURE STRIKERS
ADVANCE 0NJL Y.!

1934.

Desperate Rioters

Sacramento Getting

Ready for "Sutter"
Sacramento, Feb.
—The Joe

Defy the L aw

19.

Blumenfeld circuit has leased the Alhambra from F. W. C. for one night
for the premiere on March 25 of "Sutter's Gold."
After the opening, which
is

set for $1.65, the film will

move

MOB

to

Sierra for a continued
run.
Reason for holding the opening
at the Alhambra is that extensive
space around the theatre allows for a

Blumenfeld's

Convicts At Large After

Blazing Revolt

crowd expected.

Commerce requested the premiere from Carl Laemmle, since much of the action of the
The

Chamber

of

DUE HERE SATURDAY

story took place near Sacramento.

New Stay Obtained
On Sales Tax Levy
(Continued from page 1)
Inc.,

atre

and Quinral,
operators, by

Inc.,

Brooklyn the-

whom

made.

the original
for
the injunction was
The stay was obtained from

Justice

John

application

McAvoy by Weisman,

Quinn, Allen & Spett, I. T. O. A. attorneys, yesterday and remains in effect pending a hearing, March 6, on
a hearing of the appeal in the Appellate Division.

RULE THREATENS

Hundreds of Torture-Crazed

colorful parade in which city officials
will appear in the dress of fortyniners, and for a reconstruction of
Sutter's Fort in front of the house, as
well as seating accommodations for the

They Are Fugitives From a

ROAD GANG
A

First

National Picture • Presented by

a

had wrapped the films carefully in heavy sacks, dropped them
overboard by long ropes until he
could safely unloose them in snowOther houses are still hoping
drifts.
for break in the fierce cold.

tion."

In the report, Floyd B. Odium,
Atlas president, who is a Paramount
director, says that it is not the policy
of the corporation to manage businesses and that it does not make investments for the purpose of controlling any business or its management.
suit by an Atlas stockholder is
now pending against officers of the
company in the local courts alleging
that the Atlas underwriting of Paramount stock was a speculative excursion rather than an investment, and
charges Odium with an ambition to
become a dominant factor in the film

by

Warner

Bros.

.

TODAY'S THE DAY!
Blazing a Box-office Tra

a

on
MY! MIAMI
How they jamme
and cheered th
world

premier

last night!

IN

MUSICALS!

O. K.

Turn

*er

Over

KLONDIKE ANNIE' OPENING AT THE
COLONY HERE SATURDAY FEBRUARY 15
BUSTS ALL RECORDS ... CROWDS JAM
STREETS TO GRAB LOOK-SEE AT
MAE WEST AND VIC McLAGLEN OPUS...
BOX OFFICE CASH REGISTERS GOING
LIKE MACHINE GUNS AS SECOND DAY
SEES CROWDS STILL MOBBING INTO
COLONY. .SUNDAY OPENING AT
COMMUNITY ALSO A WOW. PICTURE
TERRIFIC. .ALREADY BROKEN ALL TIME
OPENING AND SECOND DAY RECORDS FOR
MIAMI. IT'S THE HIT OF THE YEAR."
.

.

Adolph Zukor present*

MAE WEST

in

"KLONDIKE ANNIE'
with Victor

McLaglen

Directed by Raoul Walsh

ERNEST MORRISON, MANAGER
PARAMOUNT ENTERPRISES
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neer w 1
Make Four for

13

Now Heads

Bernerd

Looking 'Em Over

All of G. B. Sales
(Continued from page 1)

new product with Arthur

"Three

Goldwyn

U.A.,

Women"

(.Continued from page 1)

500,000.
He said it was his belief
that pictures of this classification, supplied in sufficient numbers, would provide the answer to double features, low
admissions and other cut-rate exhibition practices,
by offering enough
program strength to be played alone
for good returns.

Goldwyn

also

extolled the

individ-

ually-owned producer organization and

made

the prediction that the future
will see this type of production organization contributing all of the industry's important product.

moving drama, but on the whole the film offers comparatively little to the average American patron, having its greatest appeal
Superimposed dialogue
to those in sympathy with the Russian situation.
translations make for ready understanding of the story.
For the followers of Russian films the names of Boris Babochkin and
Boris Chirkov, who played in "Chapayev" and "Maxim," respectively,
may be of selling value for those metropolitan houses which may have
an audience receptive to the picture by reason of its origin.
The three girls suffer in the Russia of 1914, form an inseparable
friendship, and, grown, become nurses in the Red army when the revolution breaks out.
They serve throughout the campaign against the
White Russians, until one of them is killed by White soldiers. Romance
enters in the reuniting of the three with a Red soldier they had played
with as children, who falls in love with one of the girls.
The per-

"The factory method

of production

on the wane," he said. "Salaried
producers will soon be a thing of the
is

The

past.

must come

own

best production results
from those who have their

who stand or
by their own efforts. The man of
ability working for his own company
organizations and

formances are uniformly good.
Reviewed without production code
"G."

seal.

Running

time, 91 minutes.

a

greater stake than the same
has no other interest in a

man who

company than his
Goldwyn said

MOTION PICTURE DAILY*

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

while

that

a

because "they are not good pictures."
The producer said that the present
U. A. executive setup could be re-

garded as "essentially permanent" and
that

the

post

of

president

might not be filled for some time to
come.
This post, temporarily occupied by Mary Pickford following the
resignation of Al Lichtman some time
ago, remains open.
Arthur Kelly,
vice-president,

handles

all

of the top

home office executive functions.
Goldwyn will be here until March
4, when he will leave on the Berengaria for London.

Hollywood, Feb.

new

U. A. contract with Disney had not
been signed yet a virtual agreement
had been reached and there were "no
differences" between them.
The current Disney contract expires in about
a month.
He said that while he had
received, no report of the banning of
Chaplin pictures by Germany he was
sure that none of them would be banned

indicated

"You May Be Next"
{Columbia)

salary."

He

will be there
approximately two months on a talent
and story hunt and for conferences

with Korda.

19— Alexander

Kor-

da and United Artists plan to shorten
in England the present clearance arrangements between pre-release and
general release houses by from three
to six months, officials of the company stated here today.
idea,

managing director

new

release

adopted
the 200
50 C.

A.

J.

now

has a substantial interest.

"In

with a new form of racketeering,
and holds the interest throughout.
an attempt by Douglas Dumbrille and his

The
mob

novelty of the theme is
to engage in hijacking on the air by creating static to interfere

the future," Silverstone said,
the big films we handle will go
to the provincial centers immediately

be released. However, an increase in
the schedule is anticipated next sea-

he said.
Five of the group of features Max
Schach will produce for Capitol will
be distributed in this country by G.B.,
Bernerd said.
He added he brought
the contract with him.
Mark Ostrer is now making his
headquarters at the studio instead of
son,

Maurice Ostrer,

was

it

stated.

Bernerd's trip may be cut short because of the illness of his wife in
England.
She was scheduled to be
operated on yesterday;

Government Settles
Warner Tax Claims
of the brothers received 13,333 shares
of Warner stock in the distribution of
the estate.

A

deficiency

of

$229,517

against

Jack L. Warner was settled by agree-

ment

for $35,000 in a stipulation filed
today with the Bureau of Tax Appeals, while, for $30,000 each, the
Government will settle assessments of
$229,997 against Harry M. Warner
and $222,325 against Albert Warner.
The stipulation showed that Federal
income taxes for 1930 were paid in
the sum of $155,014 by Jack L. $161,103, by Harry M., and $177,690 by
Albert Warner.
;

with commercial programs. When one network buys him off, DumIn the course of these
to Republic
brille's greed spurs him onward to try further.
Hollywood, Feb. 19. Republic has
This almost results in the
efforts he inadvertently jams navy signals.
sinking of a battleship and brings the wrath of the Government upon signed Andre Boehm, former M-G-M
writer, to a long term contract.
his activities.

Andre Boehm

—

Meanwhile, an interesting romantic plot is introduced involving Ann
Sothern and Lloyd Nolan, an engineer kidnapped by the mob and
rescued by the efforts of Miss Sothern and John Arledge.
Fred Niblo, Jr., and Ferdinand Reyher did the screenplay from a
The direction of Albert Rogell
story by Henry Wales and Reyher.
blends comedy and drama deftly. First rate support is given by Berton Most Off Slightly, Warner Gains
2Vt
This
Churchill, Nana Bryant, Robert Middlemass and Clyde Dilson.
Net
High Low Close Change
Sid Rogell production offers several real good flashes and is always in
Columbia,
vtc
..41
39
39
—154
As an action and novelty picture it should please all Columbia, pfd ... 49% 48% 48% —
the best of taste.
%
Consolidated
general audiences.
6%
6%
6J4
Consolidated, pfd. 1834
1854
1854
+
%
Production Code Seal, No. 1,786. Running time, 64 minutes. "G."
Eastman Kodak.. 161% 16054 16054 — %
K.-A.-O., pfd .... 90
— %'
90
90

Wall Street

Loew's, Inc

West End

Walker Shifts Men
In Comerford Units
—

beginning
with 'The Ghost Goes West'."
Curbing of double featuring and the
use of the so-called "quota" pictures
Scranton, Feb. 19.
Frank C.
are hoped for as a result of the
Walker, general manager of the Comchange, Silverstone added.
erford interests, has appointed William J. Cosgrove, former manager of
the Strand here, as the firm's reprePalace
Hartford, Feb. 19. Loew's Palace sentative in Wilkes-Barre.
Cosgrove has been associated with
has been reopened with a return enafter

the

run,

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount
Fa the Film

51%
11%
pfd. 83
2 pfd. 12
854
1

5056

50%

10%
81%
11%

11

9%

844
854

20th Century-Fox. 2654
20th Century, pfd. 36%

26^
35%

Warner Bros
Warner Bros.,

1354
57%,

RKO

1454

pfd

5754,

81%
1154

8%
9
2654
35%.
13%i

57%

— 1%
—%
— 54
— 54
+

—%
— %%
—%

+2%

Curb Issues Off

Opened

—

Sentry Safety
Sonotone

....

Net
High Low Close Change
1%
1%
1%

2%
2%
2% — %
26
24% 24% — %
gagement of "Dancing Lady" and the Comerford theatres for the past Technicolor
Trans-Lux
—%
4%
22
years.
4
4%
will
which
it
"The Big House," after
Other changes follow
hold over "Rose Marie" from the
RKO Bonds Gain V/i Points
M. Blanchard, manager of the
Poli, with a stage show. Aside from
Net
J.
High Low Close Change
a possible holdover of "Wife vs. Sec- Strand, Sunbury, promoted to manaretary" the house will again be dark

here, said that the

system could be
through the cooperation of
Odeon circuit theatres and the
Donada houses in which U.

"all

— Dealing

General Theatre

ger of the Strand, Scranton.

Korda as the sponsor of until Mar. 20, when the NTG show
Lloyd
House,
Murray Silverstone, U. A. has been booked, with "Rita Rio."
Strand, Scranton,

Crediting
the

19.

this picture builds excellent suspense

U. A. Seeks Speedup
Of British Release Hartford
London, Feb.

Although

(Continued from page 1)

fall

has

Lee, head of

company.

G.B. announced 35 this season, 26 will

(Continued from page 6)

occasionally

ney or Charlie Chaplin. Goldwyn said
that no picture on the list would be
budgeted at less than $500,000 and at
least one would be budgeted at $1,-

American

the

manager

6s

of

to the Strand,

the

Sun-

bury.

To Roadshow "Zeigfeld"

—

Hollywood, Feb. 19. "The Great
Ziegfeld" has been definitely set as a
roadshow. It will open at the Astor,

New

M. J. O'Keefe, manager of the
Ritz, Scranton, to the Riviera, Scranton.

Thomas

Killeen made manager of
the Ritz, Scranton.
John
Galvin,
manager
of
the
Riviera,
Scranton,
to
Penn,
the

York, Easter week at advanced
and in 15 other cities about the
same time on the same basis.
Wilkes-Barre.

prices,

'40

23%

23%

23%

—%
—%

9454

9454

9454

+%

102%

102%,

102%

59

59

59

24

23%,

23%

General Theatre
6s

'40.

ctf

Keith B. F.
6s '46

Loew's 6s '41
deb rights

ww

Paramount B'way
3s

'55

Paramount
6s '55
RKO' 6s '41

Warner
'39

wd

Pict.

pp

.

.

.

.

+%
—%

94%

94%

94%

78

78

78

+1%

98

97%

97%

—%

of

Feb. 19)

Bros. 6s

(Quotations at close

:
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Amendment

Filed

In the F.W.C. Case
Angeles,

Los

19.— William

Feb.

Neblett, attorney for T. L. Tally
and Corbar Corp., today filed an
amendment to the Tally-Corbar petition to have the Fox West Coast
bankruptcy adjudication set aside. The
amendment alleges that Samuel McNab, the referee in the original proceedings, received a fee of $75,000

H.

from National Theatres and
Moss,

split

it

Charles

with referees Earl
Irwin and Rulert Turnhill.
A copy of the new complaint was
forwarded to Federal Judge James
Alger Fee, who now has the case
under advisement after having heard
argument on the petition last week.

Special Session in

Missouri Is Denied
Kansas City, Feb. 19—Although
opposing a special session of the Missouri legislature ever since talk of one
became current some weeks ago, it
was not until last week that Governor
Guy B. Park definitely announced he
will not call one to appropriate additional funds for relief.
number of members of the legislature believe such a session would

A

not accomplish its purpose.
The plan now is to turn back to
counties and cities the responsibility
for relief after April 1, when the $6,000,000 appropriated for such purposes
by the last legislature shall have been
spent.

"Music" Opens at Miami
Feb. 19.— Before a
crowd which comprised stage

Miami Beach,
sell-out

and screen stars, society folk and film
executives, "The Music Goes 'Round"
had its premiere here tonight at the
Among those present were
Lincoln.
Albert Warner, Joseph P. Widener,
Nate Spingold and N. L. Nathanson.

Morros Re-Signed
Hollywood, Feb. 19.— Boris Morros
had his contract extended
today
as general director of Paramount's
musical department. Morros will also
produce a number of musical pictures
on the season's schedule, although it
was announced here that the exact
number

is still indefinite.

Jean Arthur

to

Radio

—

Radio has
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
borrowed Jean Arthur from Columbia for the feminine lead in "One to

Personal

Purely

4

Thursday, February 20,
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>
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Argentine Picture
Releases Show Gain

—

Washington, Feb. 19. The steadily
H. Hays arrived here last
AYLESWORTH, Phil
night from the middle west increasing popularity of films in ArReisman, R. H. and P. D.
gentina is indicated in a report to the
Cochran and Willard C. McKay where he stopped over for a few days
U. S. Department of Commerce from
RKO Bldg. main en route from coast.

Will

.

chattering in the
Aylesfoyer yesterday afternoon.
worth says he may take a trip to the
He recently returned
coast shortly.
from a three-week Florida vacation.

•

arrives from the
coast today and will leave tomorrow
for Chicago where a Twentieth Cen-

tury-Fox
writes from Miami and
the swell time he's having.
those with him are Jake

Oscar Doob
tells

of

Among

Quip of the Day
Ali Gaga, eavesdropping on the
colloquy between two exhibitors
after a preview
First Exhibitor "Well, what

—

did you think of it?"

Second
certainly

George

meeting will be held.
•

W. Weeks

by a bad cold.

is being bothered
He's staying indoors

possible.

Larry Darmour

—

Exhibitor
"Pictures
have advanced. First,

During

1935,

Italian.
It

is

states, that of

town from

in

is

the coast on a brief

they were silent; then they talked.
Now, this one is odiferous."

office.

the report shows, a total of 524 pictures were released in that country,
compared with 477 in 1934 and 404 in
1933.
Of the 1935 releases, 412 were
in English, 34 in Spanish, 26 in German, 18 in French, and seven in

estimated locally, the report
the total 1935 releases,
409 were produced in the United
•
States, 28 in the United Kingdom, 22
Gary Cooper is due here Saturday
in Germany, 18 in France, seven in
from the coast. He will go to BerItaly, six in Spain, and one in Russia.
muda next week.
The Argentine industry accounted
for approximately 21
releases, one
Jeffrey Bernerd says his latest each in the 10 small firms and the remaining 11 made and released by four
crossing is his 32nd.
companies, it was stated.

and as much as

Vogel

Lubin, Mrs. Joseph
Lionel Keene.

sales

Buenos Aires

its

John D. Clark

visit.

Joe Hornstein has gone south for
a two-week vacation.

U. S. Films Leading
Czechoslovak Sales

—

Washington, Feb. 19.
American
producers regained their strong position in Czechoslovakia during the past
Sidney Howard, script writer on
S. S. Krellberg of Amusement Se- year, supplying 53 per cent of the feaGoldwyn's "Dodsworth," is expected
curities is in Montreal on business.
tures passed for entry by the PreSaturday on the Century. He plans a
screening Commission, according to a
Bermuda visit with Sinclair Lewis,
Dodsworth" author.
Jim Finn is back from the coast report to the U. S. Department of
Commerce from the commercial atwhere he spent a week and a half.
tache at Prague.
Under a contingent system which
Freddie Bartholomew arrives in
was in operation for the period from
Quip of the
town from the coast today, accomMay 5, 1932, to Feb. 8, 1935, Ameripanied by his aunt, Millicent BarJust
Kansas City, Feb 19.
can films were virtually excluded from
tholomew. They will stay here for
made a Kentucky colonel, Max
the country. On the latter date a sysseveral weeks.
Roth, Columbia district manager,
tem of registration went into effect
was twitted by friends over the
which provides basically for a free
about
2,500
there
are
that
fact
Clarence Brown, director, arrives
market.
title in
bearing
that
individuals
tomorrow for a brief vacation, having
States.
United
the
completed work on "Wife Versus
"That's true, but there are 120
Stern in Hospital
Secretary."
United States,"
million in the
Pittsburgh, Feb. 17. Sam Stern,
•

Day

—

Sam

G. B.

and

Sid

M-G-M
story,

DeSylva, Jack

have closed
the purchase of
Off."

"Shove

retorted.

their

Mrs. Alice Duer Miller and Alexander Woollcott are among the
passengers sailing on the last voyage
of the Majestic tonight.

•

of
.

.

.

Los Angeles

Edward L. Thompson has taken
over the Valley in North Hollywood
from R. O. Grover.
J.

J.

M-G-M
for

Milstein,
exchange,

manager
is

in

end in Del Monte.
G.

Cook

is

weeks

—

Warners who spent a couple
in the hospital in

December,

has been ordered back there by his
physician for another rest cure. Stern
is suffering from nervous strain and
will be on leave from his duties for at
least six weeks.

the

of

Palm Springs

a two-week vacation which

Walter

Arthur Tracy,

artist for

with

Silvers
for

Roth

MacGowan

Beano

Bill

may

Reported

—

Boston, Feb. 19. A bill to bar
Beano in this state by repealing last
opening the year's authorization of the game was

from Valencia in Placentia.
favorably reported to the House today
Europe, will be tendered a welcome
Lola Gentry', secretary of the by the Legal Affairs Committee. Exhome party tonight at Leon and Ed Film Board of Trade, back after a hibitors have been opposing widespread use of the game for some time.
die's.
week's bout with influenza.
back

just

Arthur Lee and A.
London

P.

Waxman

two months

Dave

Biedermann

of

Pictures has returned from

Selected

New

York.

Children's Bill Filed

—

Albany, Feb. 19. Senator Lazarus
George A. Hickey, division superinPowell. a visit at the G. B. home offices.
perWilliam
opposite
Two"
tendent for M-G-M, is making a trip Joseph has introduced a bill to
mit cities to license film theatres
Stephen Roberts will direct under the
around his territory.
where children between the ages of 10
supervision of Edward Kaufman.
A. Menard has bought the and
Sinclair Lewis sails for Bermuda
J.
16 years can be admitted to septomorrow on the Monarch of Ber- Downey at Downey from Frank arate blocks of seats under certain
Back muda.
Atkins.
St. Louis
conditions.
Stage shows
St. Louis, Feb. 19.
will be returned to the Ambassador
Dudenheffer Resigns
Friday and admissions will be cut to
Reels
Ballot on
To Publish Film Songs
New Orleans, Feb. 19. Benjamin
25c-35c-40c.
Boston, Feb. 19. Martha W. Fer- Dudenheffer has resigned from AlArrangements have been completed
between Pickford-Lasky and the Sam ris, Film Board secretary, is conduct- lied as purchasing agent.
He has
Hold "The Milky
Fox music publishing house to publish ing a postcard ballot on exhibitor re- bought Ed Goodrow's Attraction ExAgita2,000-foot
reel.
action
the
to
Salt Lake City, Feb. 19. "The the music from "One Rainy Afterchange.
Goodrow will open a gas
Milky Way," Harold Lloyd comedy, noon," starring Francis Lederer and tion against the increase in footage is station.
here.
centered in the operators union
has been held over for a second week Ida Lupino.
at the Paramount here.
'Fauntleroy* Premiere Set
will sail for

in

for

Shows

—

Long

—

—

Way"
—

Charter Tramon Corp.

—

Tramon Corp.
Albany, Feb. 19.
has been formed here by Daniel H.
Stone, Jacob Klein and Edward Cohn.

Added

vision has added
sales force here.

Feb.

19.

—First

Fred Sandy

He

Baltimore territory.

will

to

—

Universal Signs Collins

to F. D. Staff

Washington,

Dithe

cover the

Hollywood, Feb. 19. "Little Lord
Hollywood, Feb. 19. Universal has Fauntleroy" will have its world presigned Arthur Greville Collins to di- miere at the Aldine in Phildelphia on
Pro- March 5, with a minimum of two
rect "She Married a Million."

—

duction will begin in March.

weeks scheduled.
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Chaplin Film
Proves a Gold
Mine on Coast
—"Modern

Bay

State Enforces
Old Billboard Law

—

Boston, Feb. 19. Billboard laws
passed in 1924 are now being enforced
here for the first time as a result of
withdrawal from the U. S. Supreme Court of an appeal from a decision of the State Supreme Court upthe

Midwest Snow

Cuts Grosses

By Over 50%

holding the regulation.
The regulations add approximately $5,000,000 to
Kansas City, Feb. 19. Near-zero
Times'" is just about the biggest sen- the cost of outdoor advertising in the
temperatures, snow, ice and wind,
sation here since gold was discovered. state.
for 35
In the first seven days, it went to $26,An injunction against the State which have held on steadily grosses
000 at Grauman's Chinese, over nor- Public Works Department had pre- days in this area, have cut
mal by $14,000, and at Loew's State vented this department from enforcing; more than 50 per cent for all houses.
W. L. N orris, head of the Consoliit was $6,000 up on a take of $20,000.
the laws relative to the size of signs,
just reThis is a total of $46,000 for the two their location, construction and condi- dated Film Exchange, has
houses when other first runs are wor- tion.
The attorney general will be turned from a trip through Kansas
rying about rain and resulting bad brought in on a number of direct and and southern Missouri. He found
recent
violations.
business.
Commissioner of that in almost every case grosses
The only other attraction to make Public Works William F. Callahan were off more than 50 per cent.
However, Norris reports, crop conmuch of an impression was "The says. Many billboards and other adPetrified
Forest,"
which garnered vertising devices up to within 300 feet ditions are better in the territory than
in some years, particularly in west$14,200 at Warners' Hollywood and of public highways will be removed,
ern Kansas, and exhibitors actually
Warners'
Downtown. Callahan states.
at
$12,700
Applications for inspection of bill- are optimistic. Their only worry now
"Next Time
Love" and "The Inis how long the cold will hang on.
visible Ray," on a dual at the Pan- boards and advertising devices within
Many theatres are closing tempotages, grossed $5,700, over par by $2,- 300 feet of highways must be made at
Few, if any, are making exrarily.
once in writing. The fee is $2.
500.
penses some aren't even making film
Total first run business was $106,rental, where the snow has been par600.
Average is $86,150.
ticularly bad. This is especially true
Estimated takings for the week endnorth of Kansas City in northern
ing Feb. 19;
Missouri and Kansas and in Iowa and
"MODERN TIMES'* (U. A.)
Most of the temporary
Hartford, Feb. 19.—Warners are Nebraska.
CHINESE (2,500), 35c-75c, 7 days.
Gross: $26,000.
(Average, $12,500)
receiving a direct benefit from the closings have been in that area.
"SOAK THE RICH" (Para.)
number of isolated towns are
Federal Theatre program.

Los Angeles, Feb.

19.

—

We

;

Warners Benefiting
From Hartford WPA

—

—

A
FILMARTE— (800), 30c-40c, 7 days, 2nd PWA
Warners pay $800 a week to keep a facing fuel shortages, and theatres
Gross: $1,300.
"THE GHOST GOES WEST" (U. A.)
4,000-seat house closed.
They figure have been placed on fuel rations. An
4 STAR— (900), 30c-55c, 7 days, 3rd week.
they save money, because when the instance of this is Maryville, Mo.,
Gross: $2,800.
(Average, $3,250)
theatre is open it kills business in nine where Doc Cook reports his Tivoli
"MARIA CHAPDELAINE"
(Franco- America)
other Warner
Sunday night was placed on rations of 500 to 1,000
GRAND INTERNAT'L— (750), 35c-40c, 7 is the only timehouses.
the city can stand the pounds at a time last week.
days.
Gross: $2,500. (Average, $1,200)
Train schedules have been interextra seats provided at the State.
"NEXT TIME WE LOVE" (Univ.)
"THE INVISIBLE RAY" (Univ.)
The WPA, having been unable to
HILLSTREET— (2,700), 25c-40c, 7 days. wrest the Parsons
from the wreckers,
Gross: $5,900. (Average, $8,000)
will use the State at about $400 a
"MODERN TIMES" (U. A.)
LOEW'S STATE— (2,500), 35c-75c, 7 days. week on Wednesdays, Thursdays,
Gross: $20,000.
(Average, $14,000)
Fridays and Saturdays.
"NEXT TIME WE LOVE" (Univ.)
With only 1,000 seats being offered
"THE INVISIBLE RAY" (Univ.)
PANTAGES— (3,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. for sale, Warners figure they can run
Gross: $5,700. (Average, $3,200)
it on Sunday nights and pick up the
"LADY OF SECRETS" (Col.)
other $400, erasing entirely an $800
"HER MASTER'S VOICE" (Para.)
week.

in many instances, and in some
abandoned altogether.
Sam Abend of Film Delivery reports that Ridgeway, Mo., couldn't be
served by trains last week. The ex-

rupted

hibitor there called the express agent
at. Laclede, Mo., who told him that
there was no train service, but that a
Film Delivery truck had just gone

through.

The
through

has
been
delivery
and delivering film

required
tomers,
although
has
it
heroic efforts in some cases. All
trucks going north now are equipped
with shovels, and are moving in convoys. In some cases the number of
trucks have been increased simply to
supply more manpower for shoveling.
It required five hours for the truck
to go from St. Joseph to Maryville,
Mo., 40 miles, Feb. 9.
The company has accepted all orders turned down by the express companies, and so far has been able to
deliver them.

Seek Reorganization
For Sioux City Firm
Des Moines, Feb. 19.— The Frances-Orpheum Building Co. has asked
Federal Court permission to reorganize the

Orpheum

theatre structure at

Sioux City under the amended bankPending a hearing Mar.
ruptcy act.
10 Federal Judge George C. Scott has
granted
an
injunction
restraining
creditor interference with operation of
the building.
Bonds now outstanding total $973,000, with no interest paid since June
Of the first mortgage bonds
10, 1932.
secured by a trust deed agreement,
$77,000 has been paid.

"

F.

chestra.

M.

30c-55c,

7

days.

Al Lyons and orGross: $15,500.
(Average, $18,-

expense item.

revue,

000)

"THE PETRIFIED FOREST" (W. B.)
WARNER BROS. (HOLLYWOOD) — (3,000), 25c-40c, 7
erage, $14,000)

days.

Gross:

$14,200.

"THE PETRIFIED FOREST" (W.

WARNER

400),

25c-40c,

7

(AvB.)

(DOWNTOWN)— (3,-

BROS.
days.

Gross:

$12,700.

(Av-

erage, $12,000)

Schultzes
Kansas

City,

Go

to

Feb.

Coast

19.— Clarence

of
Commonwealth
Corp., who has been in
Mexico City with Mrs. Schultz for a
short vacation, went to Los Angeles
early this week from Mexico City in
order to return to Kansas City with
Elmer C. Rhoden, head of Fox Midwest, who has been in Honolulu oil
vacation with Mrs. Rhoden.
They're
due here Friday.
Schultz,

head

Selznick Is Honored

—

Hollywood,

19.
Feb.
David O.
Selznick has been awarded the January Blue Ribbon of the National
Screen Council for "A Tale of Two
Cities."
The Council includes 200
screen editors of newspapers, film
chairmen
of
state
federations
of
women's clubs and state chapters of
the International Federation of Cath-

olic

Alumnae.

Amusement

Weiner Made Salesman
Boston,

Feb.

19.

—Abe

Weiner,

manager

for United Artists here,
has been appointed to the sales force
of the exchange.
He succeeds Louis
office

Wechsler who went to New Haven as
exchange manager there.

Chase

AN EXTRA
BOX OFFICE

GET

PARAMOUNT— (3,595),

Stage:

to Buffalo

Post

Buffalo, Feb. 19.— Maurice Chase,
formerly in the Cincinnati exchange,
has been named First Division branch
manager here, replacing Basil Brady.

Bay

State Vaude Hit

Boston, Feb. 19.— "There are too
many hells and damns on the vaudeville

stage,"

declared

iam McSweeney today

Senator Willat a hearing

before the Legislative Affairs Committee of the House on a bill presented by Rev. Robert Watson of the
Lord's Day Alliance to bar obscene
language on the stage and to prevent
Sunday vaudeville showings before 7
P. M.

Try Out Color
Hollywood, Feb.

Stills

— Pioneer

Pictures has contracted for from 20 to
40 color negatives from the still photographers, W. Wallis Clendenin and
Steffen Lindberg Hansen, who are
using a newly perfected camera of
their own design as well as specially
treated film for color stills.
19.

getting
cus-

to

UNIVERSALIS

"SUTTER'S

ASTAIRE

ROGERS

FOLLOW THE FLEET
WITH

RANDOLPH SCOTT, HARRIET
HILLIARD, ASTRID ALLWYN
Directed by MARK SANDRICH
A PANDRO S. BERMAN PRODUCTION
Founded upon Iho ploy "Shors Loovo" by Hubeit Oiborno
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"Milky Way"
Cincy Leader
With $14,500

"Tonight," Revue,

High

in

Milwaukee,

Milwaukee
—"Two for
Feb.

Thursday, February 20,

1936

"Rose Marie" "Obsession"
Pulls $4,100
In St. Louis

19.

In Lincoln

Tonight" and the Earl Carroll Vanities were high despite another snowy
week with a $10,»00 take at a 55-cent
top at Fox's Palace. This is $5,800
"Magnificent
Lincoln, Feb. 19.
"Rose Marie"
St. Louis, Feb. 19.
Cincinnati, Feb. 19. Five out of above average.
"Rose Marie" at Fox's Wisconsin at Loew's topped the week with a Obsession," a natural here because of
the nine local first runs showed up on
the profit side last week, with "The rated second high for the week, gross- draw of $19,000, over average by $10,- the presence of Robert Taylor, Nebraska boy, in the cast, ran the Stuart
Milky Way" getting the cream at the ing $8,000, just average business for 000. It was held over.
RKO Palace, where it delivered $14,- that house. Business at the other The Shubert-Rialto also got into up to $4,100, the best gross for the
500 at the box-office, a plus figure of houses, primarily because of continued the profit division with $9,800 for house since early in the year. It was
"The Milky Way" and "Another $1,000 over average and the pace was
It was shifted to the RKO blizzards, was below par.
$4,500.
Total first run business was $28,100. Face," or $3,300 above average. The maintained with the thermometer at
Capitol.
Orpheum had an average week with zero or below all but one day.
"Rose Marie" continued to demon- Average is $23,000.
Estimated takings
Roadshowing of "A Midsummer
$8,500 for "The Lady Consents" and
strate its drawing power at the RKO
Night's Dream" at the Varsity got
"It's a Great Life."
Capitol, where it played its second
Week Ending Feb. 13:
"THE GHOST GOES WEST" (U. A.)
Principal attractions in opposition $2,600, which was 100 per cent over
downtown week to $10,250, up $3,750,
"SYLVIA SCARLETT" (Radio)
were furnished by the Municipal Audi- the ordinary priced average for seven
after a smash first week of $23,500 at
WARNER—
25c-40c,
6
days.
(2,400),
days.
This was strictly on matinee
torium and its free shows.
the RKO Albee. "Petrified Forest" Gross: $4,800. (Average, $5,000)
The weather continued in the sub- strength, the nights dying. At the
garnered $13,500 at the RKO Albee,
Week Ending Feb. 14:
Burlesque" got
zero strata several days, being far Lincoln "King of
where the normal figure is $12,000.
"TWO FOR TONIGHT" (Para.)
PALACE— (2,800), 25c-35c-55c, 7 days. below the seasonal average for this $2,400, $200 up.
"The Lone Wolf Returns," aided by
Stage: Earl Carroll
Vanities.
Gross:
Total first run business was $12,200.
period of the year.
a stage show, headed by Lottie Mayer $10,800. (Average, $5,000)
Total first run business was $53,300. Average is $9,850.
"HITCH HIKE LADY" (Republic)
and diving girls, did $1,000 better
RIVERSIDE— (2,300), 15c-20c-25c, 7 days. Average is $46,000.
Estimated takings
than average on a $13,000 take, while
Stage: "Varieties of 1936" with Charley
Estimated takings for the week end"Forced Landing," plus an amateur Ahearn and his band, Ross, Pierre &
Week Ending February 11:
"ALIAS, JOHN
(Supreme)
show for one night at the Strand, was Schuster, Burns, Moriarity & Dell. Gross: ing Feb. 13
(Average,
"FIGHTING
COWARD" (Victory)
$4,500.
$5,000)
"NEXT TIME WE LOVE" (Univ.)
$250 to the good on a $1,750 week.
"ROSE
MARIE"
"WE'RE
(M-G-M)
ONLY
HUMAN"
(Radio)
"WATER
FRONT
LADY"
(Mascot)
The weather, although moderating in
WISCONSIN— (3,200), 25c-40c, 7 days.
COLONIAL— (550), 10c-15c, 7 days.
AMBASSADOR— (3,018), 25c-35c-55c. 7 Gross:
(Average, $8,000)
(Average,
spots, still hovered near zero most of Gross: $8,000.
$800.
$850)
Gross: $7,900.
days.
(Average, $10,000)
the week.
"KING OF THE DAMNED" (G. B.)
Week Ending February 13:
"WHISPERING SMITH SPEAKS"
Total first run business was $63,800.

Gets $19,000
—

—

—

LAW

:

Average

is

$60,200.

Estimated takings:

Week Ending February
"FORCED LANDING" (First

IT:

19.

Div.)
(1,500), 15c-25c, 7 days. Stage:
show for one night. Gross:

STRAND—
Amateur

(Average,

$1,750.

$1,500.)

"PETRIFIED FOREST" (W.

RKO ALBEE— (3,300),
Gross:

(Average,

$13,500.).

B.)
days.
7

35c-42c,
$12,000.)

"THE MILKY WAY" (Para.)
RKO PALACE— (2,700), 35c-42c, 7
(Average,

Gross: $14,500.

days.

$10,000.)

"THE LONE WOLF RETURNS" (Col.)
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150), 35c-55c, 7 days.
Stage: Lottie

Howard, Fine
(Average,

Girls, and
Gross: $13,000.

Mayer and Diving

& Howard.

$12,000.)

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000), 35c-42c, 7
week.
downtown
2nd
(Average, $6,500.)

Gross:

days.

$10,250.

"THE LAST OF THE PAGANS"
(M-G-M)

RKO LYRIC— (1,400),
Gross:

$3,300.

35c-42c,

(Average,

days.

6

RKO GRAND— (1,200),

B.)
2Sc-40c, 7

downtown week. Gross:

days,

(Aver-

$2,000.

$2,750.)

"THE MAN FROM GUNTOWN"
(First Div.)

RKO FAMILY— (1,000),

15c-25c,

(Average,

$1,250.)

Gross:

$1,000.

3

days.

"GALLANT DEFENDER" (Col.)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000), 15c-25c, 4 days.
Gross:

$1,000.

(Average,

$1,200.)

"LADY OF SECRETS"
KEITH'S— (1,500),
$3,500.

(Average,

Majestic

30c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

$6,500.)

19.

run
now.
This originally was
a first run spot until it went dark
early in October concurrently with
opening of the RKO Grand, acquired
by the circuit several months ago. It
reopened with second runs on Christmas Day.
This gives this 290,000 population
town five first run houses.
into the first

division

Gross:

$8,100.

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S— (3,162), 25c-35c-55c. 7

days.

$2,000.

Interstate Refuses Offer
San Antonio,

Feb.

19.

—Interstate

Circuit, Inc., has rejected the proposal
of Mayor C. K. Quin that it lease the

night
Municipal
Auditorium
one
weekly to provide for large crowds
that have been drawn to theatres operInterstatt
ated here by the company.
in

declining

the

Gross:

(Average, $9,000)
LADY CONSENTS" (Radio)

$19,000.

"THE
"IT'S

A GREAT LIFE"

ORPHEUM— (1,950),
Gross:

$8,500.

(Para.)

25c-35c-55c,

7

days.

(Average, $8,500)

"THE MILKY WAY" (Para.)
"ANOTHER FACE" (Radio)
SHUBERT-RIALTO— (1,725), 25c-35c-55c,
7 days.

Gross:

(Average, $6,500)

$9,800.

LINCOLN— (1,600),

Gross:

$2,400.

(W.

VARSITY— (1,100).
days.

Gross:

"Marie" at $7,000
2d Portland Week
19.

—"Rose

"The Milky Way," for its first
downtown week at the Paramount,
with the assistance of "Fang and
Claw," was a profitmaker at $9,000,
above normal by $4,000. In its first
week at the Broadway, "Ah Wilderness" secured $7,000, up by $2,000.
The thermometer dropped another
five

days.

7

$2,200)

B.)
55c-83c-$1.10-$1.65,
(Average, $1,300)

$2,600.

"CHATTERBOX" (Radio)
"SANDERS OF THE RIVER" (U.

ORPHEUM— (1,350),

degrees to the lowest mark of the
yet failed to dent grosses

winter,

7

A.)

10c-15c-20c-25c,

7

days.
Gross:
$2,300.
(Average,
$2,100).
First half of week, "Music Goes 'Round"
revue on stage.

Week Ending February
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"
STUART— (2,000),

Portland, Feb.

(20th-Fox)

10c-20c-25c,

(Average,

"A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM"

shortly.

Gross:

$4,100.

10c-25c-40c,
$3,100)

14:
(Univ.)
7

days.

(Average,

No. Carolina Adds Two
Charlotte, Feb.

—

19.
North CaroTheatres, Inc., has added the
Carolina and Granada in Lexington

lina

to its circuit.
M. S. Philips, now manager of the
State here, will take charge of the two
new theatres. Neil McGill, manager
of the Victory in Salisbury, will come
here to manage the State.
Gene
Street, manager of the Carolina here

and supervisor of the Imperial
supervise

management

the

of

will

the

State.

Bill Hits

Sunday Prices

Mayor's much.

—

Boston, Feb. 19. Sunday and holioffer, said it would cost them $22,000
Total first run business was $36,700. day advances in theatre tickets will
to wire the auditorium for sound pic- Average is $24,700.
be illegal in Massachusetts if House
tures.
Estimated takings for the week end- Bill No. 737, filed with the clerk of
ing Feb. 15
the House by Daniel J. Hayden and
Cast Is Shifted
"AH, WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
referred to the Committee on Mer-

Now First Run
— The RKO "Hands"
Hollywood,

Columbus, Feb.
Majestic has moved

"KING OF BURLESQUE"

(20th-Fox)

25c-35c-55c, 7 days.
(Average, $12,000)

Marie"
in its second week at United held up
strongly at $7,000, over the line by

officials,
(Col.)

FOX— (5,038),

has a good sized influenza epidemic
scare on its hands, with something
like
13,000 school children ill, and
most of the schools closed as a result.
Last year this time some 5,000
kids were out of school.
Warnings have been issued by
health authorities to avoid crowds.
With the weather soaking wet for the
past 10 days, as the result of several
gales, some of the theatres have been
badly hit. Down the peninsula and in
the east bay regions the situation is
the same with many of the theatres
taking it on the chin.
Spring, however, is just around the corner and
the situation is expected to clear up

$6,500.)

"CEILING ZERO" (W.

3rd
age,

Flu Epidemic Bumps
San Francisco Trade
San Francisco, Feb.
— This city

Feb.

19.

—

Warners

have made two changes in the cast of
"The Law in Her Hands." Warren
Hull has replaced Craig Reynolds,
who is still working in "Golden Arrow," and Matthew Fain has replaced
George E. Stone, who is ill. Al Sheehan has been added to the cast.

BROADWAY— (1,912), 30c-35c-40c,
$7,000.
(Average, $5,000)
"BROADWAY MELODY OF

7 days.

Gross:

'36"

(M-G-M)

"CHARLIE CHAN IN SHANGHAI"
(20th- Fox)

BLUE MOUSE— (1,700),
2nd run.

Gross

:

$1 ,700.

20c-25c,

7

days,

(Average, $1 ,700)

"ESCAPE FROM DEVIL'S ISLAND"
(Col.)
"PERFECT GENTLEMAN" (M-G-M)

MAYFAIR— (1.700), 30c-35c-40c, 7
$5,000.
(Average. S3 ,000)
"FIRST A GIRL" (G. B.)

days.

cantile Affairs, is passed.
Top prices
are, in many cases, put into effect
earlier on Sundays and holidays in
this state because of the shorter operating period.
Exhibitors generally

oppose the measure.

Shaw

to Springfield

New Haven,

—

Feb. 19.
Harry
Censor
Shaw, Poli-New England division
Winnipeg, Feb. 19. C. M. McCann "PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER" (20th-Fox) manager, has transferred William
ORPHEUM— (1,700), 30c-35c-40c, 7 days.
Dixie
has been named chairman of the Gross: $7,000.
MacDermott, assistant at the Poli,
(Average, $5,000)
"MILKY WAY" (Para.)
Manitoba
Board of Censors. He sucHigh Point, N. C, Feb. 19. Dixie
Worcester, to the Poli, Springfield.
"FANG
AND
CLAW"
(Radio)
Model Show, Inc., has been chartered ceeds Looksley McNeill, who has bePARAMOUNT— (3,008). 30c-35c-40c, 7 Walter Kessler, formerly at the
to own and operate general theatrical come private secretary to Premier days.
Springfield house, has gone to a Loew
Gross: $9,000.
(Average. $5,000)
"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
enterprises.
The incorporators are John Bracken. McCann was formerly
house in Jersey City.
Several other
UNITED
ARTISTS—
(945).
30c-35c-40c,
7
Mrs. J. P. Bolt, W. H. Royal and civic service commissioner in Mani- davs. 2nd week.
changes will be made shortly, it is
Gross: $7,000.
(Average,
toba.
Hazel Bolt Royal.
reported.
$5,000)

Show Formed

—

McCann New

—

Gross:

TICKETS
= N O W-

READY
for

A. M. P. A.
NAKED TRUTH
DINNER DANCE
Paul Benjamin at National
Screen Service for Reservations

Call

9*.
Ik

$11,000 ABOVE
NEAREST COMPETITOR
in

ft

the worst weather of the year!

V ^
«^pyt<t^

i.

%>''«

( GROSS:

$24,000
AVERAGE: $14,000

DDIE NUGENT

BEN LYON
JOAN MARSH
ISABEL JEWELL
Directed by Joseph Santley. Supervised by
Colbert Clark. Story by Dave Silverstein.
Screen play by Jerry Chodorov, Olive Cooper

and Wellyn Totman
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Warners Plan Court Fines Fox $235, 082
-G-M Seeks
Expansion of
As Penalty for Contempt Eliminations
Fox
A
Of Holdovers
Coast Houses
|

Bernhard, Sears Leave to

it

is

learned au-

expansion
the west
coast. Joseph Bernhard, general manager of the circuit, and Gradwell L.
southern and western sales
[Sears,
manager of Warners, leave today for
the coast to study the situation, with
a view to the circuit's next moves in
an effort to fill the gaps in the theatre holdings in strategic locations on

thoritatively, are planning
bf the circuit's holdings on

the coast.

Operating
states,

circuit,

the

approximately

in

there are

23

some 450

although

theatres in
greatest
the

strength lies in Pennsylvania, where
there are more than 130 houses, or
approximately one-third of the total.
|On the coast the circuit has comparatively few theatres, the most recent list-

showing one in Washington, two in
Oregon, and 12 in California. Practically all of the California group are
located in the neighborhood of Los
Sffi

Angeles, with three in that city, three

Santa Barbara, and one each in
Fresno, Hollywood,
Hills,
Huntington Park, San Bernardino and
San Pedro.

in

Beverly

Grainger Successor

Up at Chicago Meet
A

successor to E. C. Grainger, who
esigned recently as eastern division

manager

for Twentieth Centuryfox, may be named at the company's
Chicago sales conference this weekend, John D. Clark, general sales maniger,
said yesterday on his return
rom the coast.
ales

and Grainger, with other
Twentieth Century-Fox eastern sales
:xecutives, will leave for the Chicago
Clark

Grainger's resignaneeting today.
ion will be effective April 15, when
becomes general manager of the
le
r
Following the
eiber & Shea circuit.
"hicago meeting, Clark will return
|o Hollywood to resume conferences
(Continued on page 7)

Limited

Actual

Study Situation
Warner Theatres,

William
hearing of the
yesterday was fined Court of Appeals.
$235,082 in connection with a punish- appeal probably can not be had before
ment order for contempt of court late in March.
signed by Federal Judge William
The $235,082 fine would be paid to
Obligation
to
Bondy, who directed that the former the Capital Co. in satisfaction of the
film executive be taken into custody by unpaid balance of what was originally
Releases
a U. S. marshal and held until the a $285,000 judgment obtained by it
fine
was paid.
Judge Bondy also against Fox for the latter's alleged
Hollywood,
20.
Feb.
new
costs liability on a defaulted lease on the M-G-M sales policy under which the
assessed Fox $10,000 court
Samuel B. company's obligations in deliveries to
which he directed should be paid by Fox, San Francisco.
Feb. 28 to Cravath, de Gersdorff, Stewart, of Standard's counsel, sought exhibitors will be what it actually reSwaine & Wood, attorneys for the to examine Fox last fall on his leases will swing into effect for the
Capital Co., plaintiff in a judgment asserted inability to satisfy the judg- new season.
action against Fox out of which the ment and when Fox failed to answer
The change in policy is designed to
contempt citation arose.
a subpoena for this examination he eliminate hangover product and keep
The former M-G-M complete within each season.
Hirsh, Newman, Reass & Becker, was cited for contempt.
Fox's attorneys, obtained an imme- film executive was reporte*d receiving In paving the way for the change, the
diate stay of Judge Bondy's order medical attention in Toronto at the company is revamping its releasing
pending an appeal to the U. S. Circuit
(Continued on page 12)
program for the remainder of this
season and is asking exhibitors to
conform.
M-G-M says the changes
are slight and exhibitors generally are
agreeing to them.
For years M-G-M has steadily fallen behind on releases, although it has
Fiftyoccasionally regained ground.
Miami, Feb. 20. General Motors
LINZ
By
company's
the
pictures,
or
seven
opened its free show and exhibit, "The
greatest number in any one year, are
Parade of Progress," here on TuesWashington, Feb. 20. Indicascheduled to be released from last July
day, but after two days of performance tions of a serious rift among memChanges in star
next August.
local exhibitors said they had noticed bers of the House Patents Committee to
values and material, thereby necessipractically no drop in business.
here
were seen today by observers
This locality, however, may not be in the remarks on copyright made tating changes in plans, plus the inan accurate test ground for the effect last night in a radio address by Con- tention of clearing the decks from now
(Continued on page 7)
of the free competition on theatres, as gressman Deen of Georgia, a member
Florida, and particularly the Miami of the committee.
section, is experiencing one of its
Calling for a speedy enactment of
greatest seasons on record. The Gen- the Duffy Bill, Deen criticized his
eral Motors' exhibit has attracted committee for its failure to take acgood crowds, but it cannot be expected tion. He made no mention of the
to cut into theatre attendance seriously four weeks of hearings announced yesduring an exceptional season such as terday by Chairman Sirovich, pisHollywood, Feb. 20. New York
this.
With Greater Miami's present sibly seeing in the long drawn out executives are arriving here en masse
population estimated at 500,000 as consideration the possibility that the for discussions on next season's procompared with a normal summer measure may be talked to death.
grams.
Leo Spitz and Ned Depinet
arrived today to confer with
population of 160,000, the local theThe Georgia Congressman attacked of
atres are experiencing their share of Ascap for its pyramiding of fees and Sam Briskin, and Harry M. Warner
the business.
assailed the $250 minimum penalty for arrived for conferences with Jack L.
Mitchel Wolfson of the Wometco infringement as entirely out of pro- Warner.
circuit said that he anticipated little portion to the damage which may be
John D. Clark, Twentieth CenturyFox sales chief, will return here from
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 7)

—A

Motors Show Fails

To Disturb Miami

Motion Picture Daily will
not publish tomorrow which
is Washington's Birthday, a
legal holiday.

on

Copyright Measure

—

CLARENCE

—

Industry Heads at

Coast on Product
—

RKO

Chicago divisional sales meeting
Tuesday. Neil Agnew of Paramount
Edward G.
is expected momentarily.
Robinson was another arrival here
the

Para. 1936-37 List
Report $111,355 as
Totals 62 Pictures
Six-Month Roxy Net
Operation of the

Roxy

for the 29Jan. 2 showed a
profit of $111,355.50 before interest
on funded indebtedness, arrears on
taxes and depreciation, it was indicated in a report filed yesterday with
Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey by

week period ended

Howard

No Paper Tomorrow

Rift Indicated

S.

Cullman, trustee.

Approximately $309,000 in back
taxes and penalties have been paid
since June 14, 1934, the report adds.
All current taxes have been paid in
full.
Remaining back taxes and pen-

A

to be paid total $45,143.12.
rise of 14 per cent in attendance for
the 29-week term is also noted.
alties

Hollywood, Feb.
present

20.

assignments,

—According to

Paramount

will

have 62 films on the 1936-7 production list. A. M. Botsford heads the

today.

Sheehan Completing
Product Plans Here

from the standpoint of quantity
Winfield Sheehan will complete ar12.
Winfield Sheehan is down
for 10 which he will produce at Gen- rangements for his new Paramount
eral
Service Studios. Cecil B. De production affiliation during an inlist

with

Mille's activities will be greatly increased. William LeBaron also will
make six, as will Harold Hurley. Arthur
Hornblow, Benjamin Glazer,

definite stay here, he said yesterday
on his arrival from the coast.
definite production plans have been
made yet in connection with the four
pictures he will make this year. Ac-

Frank Lloyd and Ernst Lubitsch are
for four each, and Paramount cording
will have another six "Hopalong Cas- Jeritza,
sidy" action films by Harry Sherman.

down

No

to reports, however, Maria
his wife, who accompanied

(Continued on page 7)
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The unvarnished

truth of
the change of administrations at
the Paramount studio is that he
is glad to be relieved of a post
to be.

A.

20.

PRNST LUBITSCH
*-J

Martin Quicley

JAMES

which,
should

he now says, he never
have undertaken in the

first place.

The

reshuffling takes

him down from the job dubbed
managing director of production
and reduces him without protest
producer charged with
four pictures a year. He's openly
glad of the change.
to a unit

.

.

.

ter

W
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Hollywood

rampant

is

with

speculation about the Paramount
situation. Costs on that lot have
been and are high, very high.
It's
one of those open secrets
which everyone up and down the
line in that studio and in all
others knows about. But Lubitsch, on the defense, says of
those costs-:

"You know,

I

made

it

bility for

running the studio."

.

.

.

Frank Borzage directed "Desire," the new Dietrich which is

"Happen," in Roxy,
Closes at $31,000
to Happen," at the Roxy,
the
for
tallied a profitable $31,000
week ending last night. The Music
Hall on the second week of "Petrified

Had

Forest" garnered $55,000.
The opening day's gross at the
Paramount for "Trail of the Lonesome Pine" and Eddie Duchin on the
stage was $6,400, indicating the picture will be held about three weeks.

Kent

to Sail April 17

R. Kent, now vacationing at
Boca Raton, Fla., will sail for England on April 17, returning in May
with Walter J. Hutchinson, head of
foreign activities for Twentieth Century-Fox.

story.

.

.

You

.

Once operator of the Publix de
luxe theatres and later a partner
in Monarch Theatres, the Sam
Katz-financed circuit in the Middle West, Milton H. Feld today
bulks large in a small cubicle on
the Twentieth Century-Fox lot in
the Westwood Hills. By search-

ing diligently, he may be found
in the writers' building with Ju-

Johnson, Gene Fowler and
Kelly as neighbors above
and to the left and right and a
pleasant bit of greensward on

lian

Mark

other
side of his window.
Feld is learning production via
the story route. Directly responsible to Darryl F. Zanuck, who
is
giving him his chance, this
ex-theatre operator, his song un-

sung

supposed to have cost $1,400,000.
Lubitsch,
however,
supervised
and, so declares, willingly accepts
the responsibility for it. If, however, that were the only one in
the current crop which ran to

fancy figures, he adds this would
be an indictment of his regime.
There are, on the other hand,
"Klondike Annie," the West film,
down for over $1,000,000; "Anything Goes," talked about in the
$800,000 class, and "Rose of the
Rancho," another million dollar

and

known
is

presence

his

little

to the rest of the studio,

finding

among

life

the palms

carries a thrill a scenario. Nothing, he says, can take him back
to exhibition.
.

.

.

T T

clear at

times that I was not a business man and that I would not
undertake the financial responsiall

year: $6 in the
Single copies:

10 cents.

That's his
baby.
take it or leave it.

the

Americas, and foreign $12.

"It

Outlook

By RED KANN"

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)

Vol. 39

Friday,

Mervyn LeRoy

finished

"An-

thony Adverse" the other day and
is

now

trying to piece

together

it

Quite a job. Completion of the
shooting schedule almost simultaneously completed his contract
as
a director with Warners.
Pending is a deal whereby he
will become a producer, perhaps
at the company's Sunset Boulevard plant.

T
The

"Adverse"
gags
mounting. Only this one is

are
true.

LeRoy

recently sent wires to
of Hollywood critics
and columnists. The text
"This is to advise I have just
completed 'Anthony Adverse.'
An unsigned reply, also by

a

number

wire
"You're
has."

.

.

the

only

one

who

.

S.

Bernerd's Wife Dies
London,

Feb.

20.

— Mrs.

distribution

for

G.

B.,

died

here

today following an emergency operation for a kidney ailment.

taken to the hospital

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
Is
its

now
new

she
is

located in
offices

at

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

New York

City

CIRCLE 7-3100

in

last

was suddenly taken

New

York.

With

Censors No Aid to
Pictures

—Barrett

Censorship problems facing the industry were discussed yesterday by
Wilton A. Barrett, executive secretary
of the National Board of Review, at

Ampa.

the

"Neither the Legion of Decency nor
any other groups with an axe to
grind have improved films one bit,"
Barrett stated.
"What accounts for
the fine lineup of films is the fact
that the boys on the coast have learned
that the finest pictures they can make
pull the patrons into the box-office.

"All attempts to hamper the indushaven't contributed one iota to
the fine pictures this year," he added.
He ridiculed the theory that all artisbeen
"flops"
productions have
tic
try

financially.

Barrett stressed the importance of
producing films appealing to juveniles
who, he said, are the adult audience of

tomorrow.
Joseph Hanson, an advertising executive, discussed promotional tieups,
relating some of his experiences with

the Bamberger company. He deplored
the elastic use of adjectives in advertising copy, stating this used to be the
practice of department stores, but had
been discontinued long ago.

On

the entertainment

program were

who sang two numbers
Roy Smeck, who played an electric
Peggy

Fields,

Hawaiian guitar and gave an imitaRobinson tap dancing with
a ukelele, and the Ritz

tion of Bill
the use of

Quartet.

LeBaron

Now Heads

All Para. Production

—

Hollywood, Feb. 20. William Le
Baron has been placed in permanent
charge of all Paramount production,
and his contract extended for a number of years, it was announced here
tonight by John E. Otterson at a dinner which he tendered to Paramount
executives at the Hollywood Athletic
Club. Otterson also welcomed Frank
Lloyd to the ranks of Paramount
producers, and further announced that

Henry Hathaway has been given
new long-term contract.

a

Otterson plans to leave tomorrow
night for New York, where he will
confer with Winfield Sheehan on pictures which Sheehan will produce at
General Service Studios.

three territories closed within

the past

few weeks, Chesterfield and
are speeding up plans to

Invincible

complete

national

distribution

tieups

She was within the next six weeks.

Le Maire Quits M-G-M

—

Hollywood, Feb. 20. Rufus Le
Maire, M-G-M casting head, has tendered his resignation, effective March

15. He will enter the agency business
have on that date, and will handle about
Bernerd been with Charles Trampe for Mil- six clients. Bill Grady, studio talent
waukee, Lee Goldberg for Indian- scout, who substituted for Le Maire
recently, will take over the casting
apolis and David Komm of Majestic
post permanently.

Friday,
ill.

1936

Speed Distributing Deals

Jeffrey

Bernerd, wife of the general manager
of

February 21,

when

Jeffrey Bernerd, here to confer with
G. B. officials and look over production in Hollywood, had not decided
last night whether he would sail immediately for London, where his wife
died yesterday.
He did not sail last
night on the outgoing Majestic, on
which he arrived on Wednesday. He
said then that Mark Ostrer, G. B.
head, had informed him Friday of
his wife's sudden illness, when the
ship was one day out en route to this
country.

Territories

closed

recently

Pictures in St. Louis.

Flash Preview

Rubin, Friedman East

Things

—

to

Come

— This

a product

is

Hollywood, Feb. 20. J. Robert of British studios which will rank
Rubin and Leopold Friedman, sched- among the real achievements of film
uled to leave for the east yesterday,
departed today after several weeks
here.

Harry M. Warner and Edward
Robinson
York.

arrived

today

from

G.

technicians. Portrays the world's collapse
barbarism through war.
to
Glimpses into the future include rocket
trips to the moon.

New

This film
•>/

"fill

be reviewed

Motion Picture Daily.

in

a later issue

EVERY NEWSPAPER IN THE COUNTRY
For

two years each gurgle

of the

IS

A BROADSIDE FOR THIS

SHOW

quints has been red-hot news!

COUNTRY
DOCTOR
JEAN HERSHOLT
with

JUNE LANG
MICHAEL WHALEN

DR.
Darryl

F.

SLIM SUMMERVILLE

DOROTHY PETERSON

ALLAN ROY DAFOE

A FOX

PICTURE

Zanuck

Charge

in

of Production

Associate Producer Nunnally Johnson

Directed by Henry King
Screen play by Sonya Levien
Stcry idea suggested by Charles E. Blake

THE KEYSTONE OF

YOUR FUTURE

PUSH-OVER
FOR HOLD-OVERS!
A

IT'S

Box-office stands out

Doctor".

.

.

with

over "The Country

all

5-star cast

its

unparalleled news-value
liant

ously

supporting cast

human

story

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

and

with

with

its

and with

their

its

bril-

tremendits

myriad

of sure-fire exploitation angles to sparkle

the eye of every

showman!

Pencil

it

in for

extra playing time!
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M-G-M Seeks

Out Hollywood Way

Eliminations

Hollywood,
Feb.
Schwartz, manager of

20.

.

.

.

the

.

.

1)

.

background

are

reasons

.

new setup.
Of the SO

M-G-M

sold this season,
sales forces are asking theatre owners
One Clark
to cancel the following 10

.

.

.

.

on

Up at Chicago Meet

Milton "Brazen."
Morgan Wallace asTwenti- signed to Claire Travor's "Human
eth Century-Fox story department, Cargo," Twentieth Century-Fox.
marries Doris Kimball Gittleson. Patsy Kelly in Loretta Young's
Jack Sydney to manage the Our next at same studio, tentatively titled
Gang personal appearance tour start- "Servant Girl."
George Brent
for the ing April 12.
Edward Arnold to loaned by Warners to Walter Wanmake six-week personal appearance ger for "The Case Against Mrs.

Of Holdovers
(Continued from page

Grainger Successor

.

Ames."

tour in east.

M-G-M

.

.

.

tests

Sam Hardy

Mrs.

Alma Lloyd

for

She
a part in "The Good Earth."
two Joan Crawfords, two Jean was known on the New York state
Harlows, one Grace Moore, one mus- as Betty Scott.
Sidney Howard
ical, "The Great Ziegfeld," "The Fordoing script of "Dodsworth" in the
ty Days of Musa Daugh" and one east so he can confer with Samuel
Jeanette MacDonald.
Goldwyn as it progresses.
Joan
In place of this group, the company Davis has a long-term pact at Radio
"Captain Courageous," as a result of her work in "Millions
offering
is
with Freddie Bartholomew "The Un- in the Air."
guarded Hour" and "His Brother's
Glenda Farrell and Ross AlexWife," with Franchot Tone; "The ander have their options taken up at
Lady Comes to Town," with Joan Warners.
Marie Branhan, WilCrawford and Clark Gable; "Pica- liam Seiter's secretary, and Clifdilly Jim," with Robert Taylor and ford Stine, cameraman, married at
Rosalind Russell Madge Evans, Ro- Reno.
George Bagnall father of
land Young, Chester Morris and Ted a boy born at Cedars of Lebanon HosHealy in "Speed;" Myrna Loy and pital.
Robert Montgomery in "Love on the
:

.

.

.

Gable,

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Big

gets feminine lead in
Business," Warners, replacing

June Travis, who has gone
"Murder

into

Big House."
Miss
Travis replaced Patricia Ellis, who
had measles.
Hobart Cavanaugh
in "Two Against the World," same
in the

.

.

.

.

.

.

studio.

:

;

.

.

.

Brandon

Anita Counihan, Cyril McLaglen, Alan Mowbray, Jean Fenwick, Molly LaMont, D'Arcy Corrigan added to
cast of "Mary of Scotland," Radio.
Lila Lee signed for "One to
.

.

Hurst,

.

Two," Radio.

;

.

Run," and "Night

in Glengyle."

Sheehan Completing
Product Plans Here

.

.

+

—

Casting Louis
Hayward, Ann
Loring, Lionel Atwill, Irene Hervey, Stuart Erwin, Wallace Ford,

will

star

to
in

concert engagements,

fill

one.

.

Under his agreement with Paramount, Sheehan is to make four and
supervise
of years.
here will
cause of

six annually, for a period
Sheehan said that his stay
be of indefinite length bethe nature of some of his

production arrangements which reto be completed. He stated that
he did not plan to begin producing
for "several weeks."

main

original
for
the
next
Withers picture at Twentieth

tury-Fox.
original,

.

.

.

San Antonio,

—With busi-

Feb. 20.

ness 25 per cent better in 1935 than in
the preceding year, local theatre managers are more optimistic than they
have been in years. They look forward to 1936 being the best year since
1929.
They base their belief on the
many excellent pictures that have been
shown in the past year.

—

Hollywood, Feb. 20. G. B. Howe,
general manager of the RKO-Pathe
Studios, has opened bids for extensive
improvements. In addition to new
buildings to be erected, three sound
stages will be expanded to accommodate the David O. Selznick's "Dark
Victory," soon to start. Work will

begin next week.

Comerford Takes Fay's
The Comerford

.

.

.

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Walter Wanger

for

Motors Show Fails

To

.

:

George
Roberts,
Cleveland;
O'Loughlin, Toronto.

Branch managers

result of

M.

shows.
Paramount
officials
only houses which
might show a box-office decrease
would be the second runs downtown
and some of the neighborhoods, but
so far this has not been noticeable.
Miami's theatres apparently have
far sterner competition from the two
dog racing tracks, which have bargain admissions and which have cut
into general business enough to cause
local merchants to threaten an attack
on the pari-mutuel law unless racing
days are curtailed.
free
said the

William
also

will

Controls "Pine"

It

Paramount has owned

the recognized picture rights to "The Trail
of the Lonesome Pine" since 1915, the

company's legal department stated yesterday in commenting on the issuance
of an order to show cause why exhibition of the picture should not be
halted. The order was obtained last
Monday by the Trail Co., which
claims ownership of certain film and
dramatic rights to the work.
hearing on the order will be held in N.
Y. Supreme Court here on Monday.
"Paramount does not recognize the
validity of any claims to the motion
picture rights of this work other than
those owned by it," a member of the

A

company's legal department

on
Copyright Measure
(Continued from page 1)

Most Off on Big Board
High
Columbia, vtc
Consolidated

Eastman

done the copyright owner, although
favoring the proposed high maximum
penalty as being in line with the
possible value of copyrighted works
today.
•

While

Representative

Deen

dis-

cussed the Duffy Bill at length and
suggested that some changes be made
in that measure by the House, he did
not mention the Daly Bill which was
planned as the House substitute for
the
Senate
measure.
His whole
speech, observers declare, was of a
tenor to indicate a sharp difference of
opinion among committee members on
the form the legislation should take.

—

—
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General Theatre Bonds Gain

Delay "Fleef Opening

Coming

said.

Wall Street

Rift Indicated

Disturb Miami

on the box-office as a

M.

:

Lorentz,
Detroit;

Paramount Asserts

Consolidated,

G.

Jim

to attend are

A. Levy, Minneapolis; J. H.
Milwaukee; Lester Sturm,
Clyde Eckhardt, Chicago.
Gering, field representative,
be on hand.

by Paramount.

(Continued from page 1)

the

Harry H. Buxbaum,

.

20.
Chicago,
Feb.
Opening
in
Blanke Re-signed
RKO's midwestern theatres of "FolStiefel.
Hollywood,
low the Fleet" has been postponed
Feb.
20.
Henry
from one to two weeks in most cases Blanke today was given an extension
to the severe cold weather. The- of his contract as associate producer
Lubitsch
East due
atre executives feel that with trans- with Warners. Blanke's most recent
Hollywood, Feb. 20. Ernst Lu- portation conditions so bad it would productions
are
"A Midsummer
bitsch will leave here by train for New be unwise to play the picture on the Night's Dream," "The Story of Louis
York on Saturday. He will sail for scheduled dates, so releases have been Pasteur" and currently, "Green PasEurope on the Berengaria March 4.
set back for a week or so.
tures."

—

Collins,

kins and Martin Moskowitz.
District managers who will attend
are Herman Wobber, San Francisco
Tom Bailey, Boston; Ward Scott,
Kansas City; Edgar Moss, Philadelphia;
Harry
Ballance,
Atlanta;

.

signed by

tralto,

.

.

.

.

has

again
assumed operation of Fay's, Philadelphia, which
up to recently has
been operated by Nate and Sam
circuit

.

—

.

—

effect

Expand RKO Pathe Plant

.

—

.

Edward

Joe Lee, Clarence Hill, Irving Maas,
Jack Bloom, Roger Ferri, Felix Jen-

.

.

.

.

leaving New York for the
City meet at the Congress
Hotel are William J. Kupper, William
Sussman, J. A. Clark, Charles E. McCarthy, William Clark, Nat Finkler,

Also

Windy

Cen-

Thomas Lennon's
"Grand Jury, being adapted

.

Gains in San Antonio

Parker doing
Jane

an

.

.

tives.

+

—Jefferson

Writers

Bernardine Hayes, Raymond Wal- by Lennon and James Edward
Maury Graburn and J. Carol Naish signed for Grant for Radio.
shin signed by Hal Roach to adapt
"Absolute
M-G-M's
Quiet."
Tammany Young and Robert Em- "The Money Box," W. W. Jenkins'
ett O'Connor signed for Hal Roach's story, for Laurel and Hardy.
"Kelly, the Second."
+
Janet Reisenfeld, daughter of Dr. Hugo ReisDirectors Edward
H.
Griffith
enfeld, signed for a solo dance in signed by Twentieth Century-Fox to
Pioneer's
"Dancing
Pirates."
direct "To Mary
With Love."
Warner Oland set for three Chan
+
films
"Charlie Chan at the Races,"
Story Buys "Archaeologists," an
"Charlie
Chan at Harvard" and original by Lew Lipton and Jack
"Charlie Chan with the Navy" at Townley, will be next for Wheeler
Twentieth Century-Fox.
Morgan and Woolsey at Radio.
"The RidWallace in "Human Cargo," Twen- dle and the Dangling Pearl" bought
tieth Century-Fox.
by Radio for James Gleason and
Isabel Jewell leaves Hollywood Helen Broderick.
Helen Grace
Hospital to find Walter Wanger has Carlisle's original, "Wedding Dress,"
Bruce
signed her for a role in "Big Brown purchased by M-G-M.
Eyes."
Ann De Metrio, con- Gould's "The Better Half" acquired
.

(Continued from page 1)

him here

(Continued from page 1)

on new product with studio execu-
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(Quotations at close of Feb. 20)

LOM BARD
Featuring

PRESTON FOSTER

Cesar Romero, Janet Beecher, Bert Roach, Joyce Compton, Richard
Carle, Forrester Harvey, Betty Lawford, John King, Priscilla Lawson

with

THE

REPORTER

I

One long howl from

start to finish,

Universal has a smash box-office com-

edy

in

"Love Before Breakfast/ 7

.

.

.

It

simply can't miss.

•

.

should be a panacea for any head

condition

•

.

the picture

is

top notch en-

good returns in
anybody's theatre
Miss Lombard does
the best work she has done in some time.

tertainment,

headed
•

.

for

•

ARL LAEMMLE presents UNIVERSAL E

EXT BOX-OFFICE SWEETHEART!

LOVE BEFORE

BREAKFAST
From FAITH BALDWIN'S Novel
Spinster Dinner"
Directed by Walter Lang

An EDMUND GRAINGER production

The

picture with the punch!

HURRICANE
••aid >.&~s.i.v3'w.

Sic? Meyers,

ace
exhib, flashes
stirring news
of record take!
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Golden Gale

of

Song

and Story Blows
Amazing Gross Into

New

Lincoln Boxoffice! Front-page

celebrities

showmen
princes

—

.

.

.

.

premier

merchant
and clamor.

.

ing fans jam-pack
house for gala preview!

World Premiere Today
Loew's N. Y". Capitol

—
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Cantor Is $13,700
Leader in Buffalo

Friday, February 21,

Court Fines Fox $235,082
As Penalty for Contempt

(Continued from pane 1)
time and was offered an opportunity
of purging himself of the contempt
charge by submitting to the examinaWhen he failed .to do so
tion there.
the order fixing his punishment was
signed by the court.
Under Judge Bondy's order Fox
Lafayette.
was to be held in custody either until
Total first run business was $48,400.
the fine and court costs were paid or
Average is $42,000.
until Fox paid the court costs alone
Estimated takings for the week end- and submitted to the original order for
ing Feb. IS:
examination concerning his resources.
"PETRIFIED FOREST" (W.B.)
yesterday that he
BUFFALO— (3,000), 35c-50c, 7 days. Stewart stated
wanted to query Fox concerning the
Gross: $10,700. (Average, $12,000)

"LAST OF THE PAGANS" (M-G-M)
"THREE LIVE GHOSTS" (M-G-M)

HIPPODROME— (2,100),

Gross:

$4,400.

3Sc-50c,

7

days.

(Average, $7,300)
PINK" (U.A.)

"STRIKE

ME

GREAT LAKES— (3,000). 25c-40c, 7 days.
(Average, $7,300)
"FANG AND CLAW" (Radio)
"KIND LADY" (M-G-M)
CENTURY— (3,000), 25c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $5,800)
$5,800.
"FIRST A GIRL" (G.B.)
"ATLANTIC ADVENTURE" (Col.)
LAFAYETTE— (3,300), 25c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $6,000)
$10,000.
"MORALS OF MARCUS" (G.B.)
G AY ETY— (1,600), 15c-25c-35c, 7 days.

Gross: $13,700.

Gross:

Stage: vaudeville.

$3,800.

(Average,

$3,600)

N. E. Allied Names
Executive Council

—

20.
Feb.
An executive
council has been elected to aid Nathan Yamins, president of Independent
Exhibitors, Inc., in administration of

Boston,

Allied's affairs in

New

England. Mas-

sachusetts exhibitors included on the
are: William H. McLaughlin,
list
Walter B. Littlefield, Frank Perry, A.
Bendslev, Edward Ansin, Charles F.

Hodgdon, Irving Isaacs, Daniel Murphy, Morris Pouzzner, George Ramsdell,
Philip Smith and William A.
Yiano.
E. J. Bolen and Richard Flora have
been elected to represent Maine, J. E.
Charboneau and Warren Nichols for
New Hampshire, Allard M. Graves

and Andrew Tegu for Vermont, and
John D. Findley and Martin Tuohey

Rhode

for

Island.

Arthur King Howard continues as
the New England business manager.

Goldwyn Re-Signs Espy

—

Hollywood, Feb.

20.
Samuel Goldhas exercised an option on the
contract of Reeves Espy, his production assistant.
Espy, formerly with
F. W. C. as assistant to Charles
Skouras has been with Goldwyn for

wyn

the past year.

disposition

that

Tax Revenue Is
$300,000 Under Dec.
—Admission
Washington, Feb.

— The

Bette

Davis film, which has been shooting
under the title "Men on Her Mind,"
be

will

released

as

Dame." The

shows that

collec-

sold during
tions
1935 totaled $16,039,720, an increase of
$101,834 over the 1934 total of $15,This would indicate that
937,886.
business during 1935 was approximately at the same level as in 1934,
as far as houses charging more than
40 cents are concerned, the $100,000
increase reflecting an increase of only

from

admissions

$1,000,000 in ticket sales.

Carl Buermele

They left all their luggase
parked in their car at Birmingham. Then they report-

committee, which includes

ed the loss to the police.

fund.
First of a series of film shows to
be given by the club for children in
hospitals was given last Wednesday
for 60 inmates of Children's Hospital.
Alex Schreiber, head of the welfare

"Hard Luck
was used for

latter title
a while during production on the film,
which later was released as "Danger-

ous."

acquired

Agatha

the screen rights
Christie novel, "The

to

the

ABC

Murders," and has taken an option
on the entire detective series centercharacter Hercules
ing about the
Poiret. Jean Hersholt is being con-

Hollywood, Feb.

20.

— Before

Fire Destroys Theatre
Aliceville,
in

Ala.,

the

—

20.
Fire
Feb.
projection booth

Bigdee here.

Officials

estimaed at $7,000.

was
About 100 patrons

in the theatre
left

when

the fire broke out

without disorder.

Dissolve Friedman Film

Crawford-Clark

Gable picture, "A
to Town," for M-G-M.
other cast assignments have been

Lady Comes

No

made.

20—With

passage

Feb.
Victorian

and the

New

the

legislation,
of the
South Wales
fact that
has a similar act, a substantial percentage of distributors throughout
Australia will be compelled to use

Australian features as soon as the
quota can be supplied, according to a

A

Smith.

Form

Australian-produced pictures, before being eligible for showing as quota films, have first to be
passed by this board. It is stated that
three out of eight which have so far
been submitted have been rejected.

was

passed.

World Production Pty., Ltd., has
purchased a 31-acre site a few miles
from Melbourne. More than £75,000
converting the
in
spent
be
will
comproperty into a film colony.
pany with a capital of £300,000 will
be organized to finance the enter-

Silvery Theatres

—

Wisper

William Flemion, were

in

and

charge.

Exchanges furnished film and Herman Hunt, manager of National
Theatre Supply Co., the sound projection equipment.
The operators' union
supplied an operator.
Applications

of

eight

prospective

prise.

Kansas City
Kansas

City, Feb. 19. Arthur
Cole, general chairman for the fifth
annual Variety Club-Film Industry
Charity Ball, which went off hilariously, tells the best story of this year's
effort.

The day

of the ball, a

man came

in

with $2 he had collected for the one
last year,

and which had

lain,

clipped

to a notation, in his desk ever since.
Cole can't figure out to which fund,
this year's or last year's it should be
credited.
The ball, outstanding social affair

of the season for film and theatre men
and their employes, as well as for exhibitors in nearby towns and cities,
was a distinct success.

The Electric, Tower and Mainstreet,
as well as the 85 Club, Silver Slipper,

The new company is to take Harlem Nite Club and other night
World Produc- clubs contributed to the floor show.

over the interests of

and erect theatres
and Sydney.
tions

in

Melbourne
(

Lehman Sees Fauntlero\f
Hollywood, Feb.

Copenhagen Grosses Up
months

of 1935, 8,263,245 tickets

were

by the 36 film theatres, according to a report to the U. S. Departsold

20.

—Robert

Leh-

Lehman

Brothers, in from
New York, attended the preview here
tonight of "Little Lord Fauntleroy,"
production of Selznick International
Pictures, of which he is a director.
Thomas Hitchcock, Jr., and Mrs.

man,

of

Hitchcock and A. C. Schwartz and
ment of Commerce from Assistant Mrs. Schwartz accompanied Lehman.
Trade Commissioner Paul H. Pearson
in
Copenhagen. Box office receipts

these houses aggregated 9,798,625
kronen over the period, as against
9,283,418 kronen during the corresponding months of 1934.
at

Ratoff Will Co-Direct
Hollywood, Feb.

20.

—

Gregory

Ratoff will co-direct "Job" with Otto
Brower under supervision of Kenneth

Acquires Detroit House

—Manuel Green-

Pittsburgh, Feb. 20
wald,

who

operates

the

Art Cinema

has

just taken over the small
Europa in Detroit, which he will open
Feb. 26 as a foreign picture house.
It is reported that Greenwald and
his backers are anxious to acquire a
string of such houses in key cities.

here,

on Campaigns

Bill Pine
Twentieth Century-Fox.
Hollywood, Feb. 20. Bill Pine,
an acting and writing
ticket at that studio.
This will be his Paramount publicity man, leaves here
first directorial job with this
com- Saturday night to work on advance
pany.
Jean Hersholt will play the campaigns for first run showings of
leading role. Sam Engel is preparing "The Trail of the Lonesome Pine"
through the Midwest.
the script.
MacGowan

Dover, Del., Feb. 20. Silvery Theatres Corp. has been incorporated by
Albert L. Simon, Marjorie B. Milus
and Alice V. Meredith.

Lew

and

committee,

is

Barkers will be acted on at a meeting
report to the U. S. Department of of the membership committee Feb. 29.
Commissioner
Commerce from Trade

—

Dover, Del., Feb. 20.
Friedman
Film Corp. has been dissolved by concerof all the stockholders.
of dissolution was issued by
Secretary
of
State
Walter Dent

he

Washington,

Washington, Feb. 20. In Copenhagen, Denmark, during the first 10

tificate

leaves for his European vacation, Hunt
Stromberg will produce the next Joan

Second Quota Act Is
Passed in Australia

—

sidered for the lead.

sent

Set Stromberg's Next

chairman of the
J. L. Saxe,
Irwin Pollard and Charles Perry.
Proceeds go to the club's welfare

A

Christie Novel to M-G-M
Hollywood, Feb. 20.—M-G-M has

—

vacation.

Brazil, Ind., Feb. 20.— Stanley Cooper, manager of the
Theatre Co., and
Citizens

20.
E. C. Squire, at Sydney.
tax collections in January declined
New South Wales production plans
nearly $300,000 from the December are well under way. Under the new
level, but were approximately $130,- Film Quota Act, a Films Advisory
000 above the receipts in the cor- Board was appointed, consisting of
responding month last year, the In- the Commonwealth film censor, the
ternal Revenue Bureau revealed today. under-secretary of the Chief SecreJanuary collections totaled $1,459,- tary's Department, and F. W. Marks,
694, against $1,755,059 in December who made an industry study and upon
and $1,328,884 in January, 1934. An- whose recommendation the Quota Bill

alysis of the figures

Detroit

Mrs. Cooper discovered a perfect way to ruin a Florida

Vacation Upset

of

of the theatre estimated the loss

Davis Picture
20.

made

Jan.

destroyed the

Re-title

been

full.

originating

Hollywood, Feb.

had

$15,000,000 allegedly received by Fox
in 1930 for his Fox Film holdings.
Daniel Rosenblatt, of counsel to
Fox, said that the latter is now under
the care of a physician at Atlantic
City and too ill to testify. He stated
that Fox contends that the Capital
judgment has been more than paid in

Variety Club

Detroit, Feb. 20. The annual ball
of Variety Club has been postponed
from March 28 to April 25, because
the former date is in Lent. It will be
held in the three ballrooms of the
Book-Cadillac and plans now are to
bring a "name" band and several stage
and screen stars here for the occasion.
The club is holding its second keno
party of the season in the main ballroom of the Book on Saturday night.

—

Buffalo, Feb. 20. The first abovezero weather in three weeks put circulation back into frozen box-offices.
"Strike Ale Pink," in its first week at
the 'neat Lakes, drew $13,700, breaking par by $6,300.
A dual, "First a Girl" and "AtlanAdventure," topped average by
tic
$4,000, with a take of $10,000 at the

1936

Ratoff

has

at

—
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Sanctions Big

Help for U. S.
Film in Italy
Governmental nursing of the film

in-

dustry in Italy, which included a 75

film policy are being evidenced in the
remodeling of theatres throughout
Italy and the conversion of auditoriums into film houses. Also, he reported, construction has begun on an
11 -stage studio in Rome.
Italy's objectives, he said, are to bring home

mand by American home
economies

in

offices

dubbing costs

in

He

for

Italy.

spiked the policy as a dangerous
it might, if pursued far
enough, drive Italian patronage away

were speaking from the screen for
Wallace Beery or Shirley Temple. If
the

practice

continues,

he

said,

per cent reduction in the film imports

worked out

allowed, might have

dis-

mally for American distributors had
it not been for the appearance of the
sanctions against Italy and the non-

appearance

among

of

United

the

States

the sanctionist nations.

An interview yesterday with Mario
Luporini, United Artists' distribution
representative in Italy, and a producer
in his own right, who is here for home
office and Hollywood visits, resulted in
Luperini related that
this impression.
Italian film imports, since the sanctions, are limited to 25 per cent of the
footage formerly permitted and that
the entire 25 per cent, naturally, must
be obtained from the non-sanctionist
nations.

Inasmuch

as,

CHAINED LIKE DOGS
SAYJTORTURE-STRIKERS

film iminclude only

for

porting purposes, these
the United States, Germany, Austria
and Hungary, the source of supply is
pretty well centralized.

Charge Convicts Were
Literally
Whipped To Rebellion

Sound Track Part of Quota
Even

circumstance, however,
in an appreciable
reduction in the purchases of American films had it not been for the ingenuity of the Italian importers, of
whom Luporini is one. In computing
the film footage imported, the Italian
this

mob takesTaWTnoWn
hands
Rioters To Descend

might have resulted

Ne w York Soon

government measured and counted as
part of the quota, the sound trackentirely apart from the film itself. Now
the importers re-record the sound in
Italy,

eliminating the

much

additional footage to
cover the actual importation of film.
Needless to say, the bulk of the footage is of Hollywood origin.
Luporini reported that the Government's ministrations to the native industry are proving successful and
greatly stimulating home production.
Italian producers will make about 50
features this year, he said, as compared with 32 last year, and a smaller
number the year before. Producers
may obtain financing from a Government approved bank, but their scripts,
casts and other essentials must first be
approved by the Governmental overseer for the industry, one Commendatore
Fredi.
exhibitors,
of
Italian
whom there are about 3,000, are required to play all of this native product.
Much of it is "surprisingly
good," Luporini said, and some of it
good enough to be purchased by Joe
Brandt for distribution here.
About
the remainder of it Luporini was noncommittal.
He observed, however,
that there were occasions on which
patriotic exhibitors admitted patrons
solely for a contribution of valuable
or useful metals, i. e., iron, steel, gold.
These are turned over to the Government by the exhibitor, who neither receives nor expects reimbursement.

Renovation Widespread
Luporini declined to answer when
asked if this practice was permitted

when United

Artists'

pictures

were

playing a percentage engagement.
The effects of the Government's

On

EXPECTED TO INVADE
CITY SATURDAY

importation of

sound tracks and, thus, allowing themselves that

the

same voice ultimately may be utilized
for those two, or for Garbo and Vicfrom American pictures there. He tor McLaglen.
"Who are the most popular Amerpointed out that the economy demands
production up to about 100 features were resulting in a standardization of ican stars in Italy?" Sam Cohen of
annually, leaving playing time in the- dubbing practice which was bringing the United Artists foreign publicity
atres there for only the best foreign- the same voices into everyone's pic- staff prompted Luporini.
made product.
tures and, even now, some of the
"Will you give me a list of our
Luporini protested against what he voices were recognizable from one end stars?" Luporini smiled, as the resaid was an increasingly insistent de- of Italy to the other, whether they porters arose to leave.
one and said

They Are Fugitives From
a

"1

VE GOT ENOUGH ON

THESE GUYS t n
smear their names across
eve" tontwf n
the country" says
Jim Larra^e! noMefder

ROAD
GANG
A

First Nat.onal
P.cture

.

Presented by Warner
Bros.

?I?.AND .^SATURDAY
MIDNIGHT

SHOWS— B'WAY

and 47th

ST.

:
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"Our Gang"

to

Be

Cut to One Reel

features.

Definite

program

new

is

announcement on the
awaiting the signing

contract with

M-G-M.

—A

bill of excepwith the clerk of
tions has been
the State Supreme Court by attorney

20.

filed

George S. Ryan as a step in the appeal of the conviction of James Wall,
manager of the Fellsway, Medford, on
decision on
anti-lottery charges.
the appeal of George Wilson, manager of the Hamilton, Dorchester,

A

is

still

being

held

City Court in behalf of Amusement
Securities Corp. in connection with a
breach of contract action brought by
the latter.

The complaint sets forth that
and
Securities
Corp.
new Amusement
Academy entered into a written agreeof a

Bank Night Appeals
By Mass. Managers
Boston, Feb.

for examination before
of Benjamin W. Solomon, assistant secretary of Academy Pictures
Dist. Corp., was filed yesterday in

motion

trial

under advisement

by Judge James Sisk. The two are
parallel Bank Night cases.

ALBRIGHT

Hays

of the

on Cultural Overtones in Present Day Motion Pictures"
tomorrow at the Scrappy Cartoons exoffice will talk

hibit

in

British

the Bermuda Festival at the
Empire Bldg., Radio City.

•

ing

charge

of

$1,666

would

and

that

the

have

exclusive
the
The
right to furnish release prints.
plaintiff also charges that the defendant refused to accept a loan, to pay
the financing charge and refused to
deliver the negative to the plaintiff
for the purpose of making positive
plaintiff

•

Dorothea Johnson of
will be married tomorrow

Walsh, Washington
Church

entered a general denial and asserts that the alleged
agreement was never executed.

Joseph

to

attorney, at the
of Lima. They

Rose
Washington.

St.

Ricketson,

next

play bridge with anybody."

Hollywood, Feb.

—

Republic has
"Tiger A^alley"
"The Girl from Mandalay."
20.

of

featured in
"Don't Get Personal." now at the
Roxy, has been booked for a threeweek personal appearance there.
is

•

George
from the
maining

Batcheller
coast.

in

arrived

has

Maury Cohen

Hollywood due

is

re-

to the

ill-

ness of his daughter.

include

;

;

Nat Furst, New Haven Moe Silver,
Albany zone manager, and Leo Rosen,
;

Troy.

Those in charge are Sam Schneider,
head of the executive committee, and
Steve Trilling, A. W. Schwalberg.
Max Blackmail, Harold Rodner, H.
M. Doherty, John T. Holmes, Irving
Birnbaum and Marie Carroll.

Freeman Lang Firm
Angeles, Feb.
— Mark L.

Los

Gerstle,

20.

San Francisco

capitalist,

has

bought Freeman Lang Enterprises,
Inc., and under articles of incorporation now being filed in Sacramento,
will operate a

new

firm to be called

Studios.

Henri Ellman
Chicago.

THE

He

town from

in

is

plans to stay a couple

Ferguson

of

returned yesterday from a

_M-_G-M

UNIVERSALE

cation.

At

St.

Corp.

Louis House

New

•
on the He de

sails

•

—

Under a new
M., stage shows
will be definitely discontinued at the
Missouri for a dual feature second

Louis, Feb.
arrangement by F.

France tonight.

"SUTTER'S

Finance

& M. Drops Shows

St.

Dave Selznick will probably come
York opening
east to attend the
of "Little Lord Fauntleroy."
Phil Reisman

F.

Miami va-

•

AMERICAN HISTORY!

Production

Frank W. Purkett, who has been with
Lang for some years, is vice-president
and general manager.

of days.

William

GREATEST EPIC IN

Enterprises specialized in
transcriptions and in industrial films.
Gerstle plans to continue
those activities, and intimated that he
would engage shortly in all phases
of production. His holdings at present do not include a distribution organization, but he is interested in International Cinema, Inc., a film laboratory established last year, and an
electrical

affiliate,

•

IT'S

will

and

The Lang

Republic Changes Title
title

visitors

Mrs. Bracken.
Xew Haven Albert M. Cohen, Philadelphia; B. W. Steerman and Mrs.
Steerman. Pittsburgh
J. Ellis Shipman and Mrs. Shipman, Philadelphia

Associated

office.

Pinky Tomlin, who

changed the

my

"In

no mincing words.

contract," he told friends, I want
a clause stating I do not have to

to

the First Division sales staff in Philadelphia.
Ben Oletsky has joined the

Washington

Out of town
James Bracken

Gerstle Takes Over

Fox

theatres
division manager at Denver, ivho
an ardent golf devotee, exis
presses his aversion for bridge in

Rick

Adds Salesmen

Sidney Mesibov has been added

to

Universal

Quip of the Day

The defendant has

F. D.

of

will reside in

prints.

—

Warners report a sellout for the
seventh annual banquet and ball to be
held tomorrow night at the WaldorfAstoria. An attendance of 1,500 members and guests is predicted.
Rudy Vallee will be master of ceremonies and his orchestra will furnish
the music.

;

ment on Oct. 22, 1935, by the terms
Dave Bader left on the Majestic
of which Amusement Securities Corp. yesterday for London, where he will
agreed to lend the defendant $15,000 open a European office for Zeppo
for the production of "The Thrill of Marx, with himself as managing dithe
Century,"
and the defendant rector. D. N. Watney is associated
agreed to pay the plaintiff the financ- with Bader in London.

Rites for Mrs. Frazier
Kansas City, Feb. 20. Mrs. Ed
Frazier of Pittsburgh, Kan., wife of
the former operator of the Grand
there, was buried Feb. 18.
R. R. Biechele and George Harttmaii, attended the funeral. Mrs. Frazier was as widely known among exhibition and film men as her husband.
Frazier sold the Grand several years
ago to M. B. Shanberg.

Purely
Personal

ROGER

1936

Look for 1,500 at
Warner Club Party

Seek Examination in
Film Financing Suit i
A

—

Hollywood, Feb. 20. Hal Roach
will reduce the footage on his "Our
Gang" comedies to one reel instead of
two when his new program begins in
September. Five of the comedies are
scheduled for the season, with the balance of the program consisting of

Friday, February 21,

20.

&

run policy. The Ambassador is permanently set for stage shows with
Ed Lowry booked starting tomorrow,
to be followed next week by "Hollywood Secrets," with Jackie Coogan
and Betty Grable. Lowry is dated

Phil D'Angelis has returned from to follow the unit show
Hot Springs, Ark.
weeks. Dave Schooler is
•

for an early date.

Charles

Barrf.ll
Israel Hospital.

is

ill

in

Beth

•
due from the
coast either today or tomorrow.
•

M. H. Hoffman

Harry

C.

is

Arthur

Hollywood on March

will return

from

2.

•
.

.

.

Chicago

Jimmie Allen, of radio and film
fame, is back home for a visit with
his

parents.

Off the air and screen,

Timmie is known
Lean Kendrick.
Clyde Eckhardt

as

Murray-Mac-

planning to take
the train for Florida as soon as the
Twentieth Century-Fox sales meeting is over. The conference is set for
Saturday and Sunday of this week.

Sam

M-G-M

is

Sherman, manager
exchange

for several
also booked

in

of

the

Milwaukee, has

been a visitor along film row.

Competition Gains
For N. O. Theatres

—

New

Orleans, Feb. 20. Competideveloping on two fronts here.
theatre shows are to be free,
it has been stated, and Sunday horse
racing is to be inaugurated soon for
charity. On top of this, plans are being discussed for night baseball later.
Also, a movement has been started
to obtain Government funds for reconstruction of the French
Opera
House with
labor.
Just what
this spot would be used for is still
tion

is

WPA

WPA

uncertain.

Harry Martin a Father

—

Boston, Feb. 20. Harry Martin,
manager of the Universal exchange, is the father of a baby girl.
office

can't hold up this holdover natural . , . Best

business in yearsjn the
worst weather in years

OF THE
onrad Veidt
Helen Vinson
FIVE IN A

ROW

MISTER HOBO
GEORGE ARLISS
FIRST A GIRL
JESSIE MATTHEWS
TRANSATLANTIC TUNNEL • Eight stars
THE 39 STEPS
ROBERT DONAT
KING of the DAMNED
VEIDT, VINSON
.

.

.

. . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

Physical Distribution • Fox Exchanges • Canada, Regal Films, Ltd.

______
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:
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"Two in Dark"
Top as Boston
Does Nosedive
—

Boston, Feb. 20. With another
snowstorm piling snow on the city's
accumulation of old snow and ice,
business went into the doldrums last
The only house to go over
week.
normal was the RKO Boston with
"Two in the Dark" on the screen and
ayne King and his orchestra on the
stage. The take was $18,000.

W

The Metropolitan took a heavy
Par is $22,000.
nosedive to $4,500.
"The Story of Louis Pasteur" was the
screen attraction with John Boles on
"Rose Marie," in its secthe stage.
ond week, took $13,000 at Loew's Orpheum and $12,000 at Loew's State.
Total first run business was $66,500.
Average

$85,500.

is

Estimated takings for the week end-

Radio Buys Original
Hollywood, Feb.
"Twinkle
purchased

20.

— Radio

Twinkle,"

"Gram" Full

has
an

story by Edward Hartman,
and set it for early production. Leigh
Jason will direct under the supervision
of Lee Marcus.
Gertrude Purcell is
now working on the screen play.
original

Friday, February 21,

Hollywood, Feb.

of Music
— M-G-M will

20.

use 27 musical sequences in "Gram,"
the Kathleen Norris novel which will
co-star Mme. Schumann-Heink and

May

Riggs Joins Republic
Omaha,

Feb. 20.

owns

—Jack

Riggs,

The cast will also in- territory. Mrs. Riggs
Harry Stockwell and Frances to operate the theatre.
Langford. Richard Thorpe will direct. former film salesman.
Robson.

clude

(As AdwUised in y&st&aUty's Hew Ij&ik

will

continue

Riggs

ftafte^s)

BARREL TORTURE
BLAMED FOR BREAK

"FRESHMAN LOVE" (W. B.)
"MY MARRIAGE" (20th-Fox)

Gross:

30c-50c.

days.

7

(Radio)

KEITH'S MEMORIAL-(2,907).
Gross:

days.

25c-65c. 8
for 7 days,

(Average

$9,000.

$12,000)

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM— (2,970), 25c-55c,
Gross:

days, 2nd week.

On Way

Convict Rioters

(Average, $4,500)

$4,000.

"THE LADY CONSENTS"

Here Charge Inhuman

7

(Average.

$13,000.

$13,000)

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,537), 25c-55c,
Gross:

days, 2nd week.

P unishmen t

7

(Average,

$12,000.

$12,000)

"THE STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR"
(F. N.)

METROPOLITAN— (4.332).

35c-65c.

7

MEN HANGED ALL NIGHT ON

Stage: John Boles heading large
(Average,
Gross: $4,500.
show.

days.
stage
$22,000)

"FRESHMAN LOVE" (W.
"MY LOVE" (20th-Fox)

B.)

PARAMOUNT— (1,793), 25c-50c. 7 days.
(Average. $7,000)
$6,000.
"TWO IN THE DARK" (Radio)

INQUI SITION BA RREL

Gross:

RKO BOSTON— (3,246).
Stage:

Wayne King and

Rosenwald.

Gross:

7

35c-65c,

days.

Orchestra, Edward
(Average,

$18,000.

Desperate

$15,000)

Mob Menaces

Officials

Cold Hits Midwest
Portable Circuits
Kansas

City, Feb. 20.

—The

long

REVOLT TO REACH CRISIS
HER E SATUR DAY

cold weather has forced the closing
of some of the portable jackrabbit cir-

Kansas and Missouri.
However, several are continuing to
stick it out, including H. A. Parker,
who operates four small towns with
headquarters at Weston, Mo.
Floyd
cuits in

;

E. Hill, operating six out of Drexel,
Mo. Shannon Jones, with five out of
Horton, Kan., and Elmer C. Carp,
;

with six starting

at Clarksville,

Six More Join

—

Mo.

:

National Screen, Irving
Filmack, Sidney Stern of

of

Mack

of

General

Film Co., Harvey Olsen, of the
Chicago Daily News, Jim Luntzel of
Oriental,

Liner

Mitchel

of

and Frank Ward of
Chicago Herald and Examiner.

Harding

Pick

the
the

Two Leading Men

—

Hollywood, Feb. 20. Kay Francis
will have two leading men in "Angel
of

Mercy,"

story

They

she
are

W oods.

will

Ian

Florence

make
Hunter

A SWELL BREAK

WHEN YOU

Warner Bros. Hand America

DIE QUICK,"
nies like this,

rather than suffer agosay the "torture strikers."

Dramatic Shock Since "I

Am

Greatest

Its

A

Fugitive''

CAPA

Chicago, Feb. 20. At the last meeting of the Chicago Amusement Publicists' Ass'n., six new members were
named. They are Jack McPherson

the

"IT'S

Nightingale
for

and

Warners.
Donald

ROAD GANG
A Fir^ National

SMtlliiiiSi

who

the Sun at Central City, Neb.,
has joined the sales force of RepublicMidwest and will handle the Nebraska

ing Feb. 21

FENWAY— (1,382),

1936
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Theatre
See Big Slash Giveaways Up
In Rent Claim To 3 Million
IN.

Y.

24,

the
In All

Branches

TEN CENTS

1936

Dietz Balks
Hollywood, Feb. 23.—Howard Dietz won't turn actor
for Pete Smith and his ping
pong short after all.
Dietz, wise to Hollywood
ways, says he doesn't like the

SussmanMade
Eastern Sales

Head

for

Fox

part.

Hold Hope of Two-Thirds Annual Cost in Greater
City Is Computed
Off Rockefeller Item
Possibilities of reducing the $9,100,-

000 Rockefeller Center claim against
to less than a third of that
amount are seen by counsel to the
trustees in the event opposition
Ito the claim is forced into court
through the failure of settlement nego-

RKO
RKO

\

tiations.

The

negotiations
are
settlement
continued, however, and pending
| being
their outcome, hearings of the trustee's
to the allowance of the
I exceptions
I claim in the amount recommended by
Master Thomas D. Thacher
I Special
are being deferred. The hearing which
was scheduled for tomorrow has been
[postponed to March 3 as a result.
The exceptions to the allowance of
!;the claim would be made to the Federal court by Donovan, Leisure, Newton & Lumbard, counsel to Irving
trustee.
Among
[Trust Co., the
other grounds for opposing the allowance of the claim will be an effort to
show that the three-year rent liability
ft

Si

RKO

•

More than

$3,000,000

nually by Greater

New

spent anYork exhibiis

on giveaways and games, it has
been indicated by an important independent circuit operator.
This is in
addition to service
charges theatre
men have to pay distributing agents of
games. At the estimated rate of $10

tors

a theatre, the service fee total for
the 12 months is figured at $1,500,000.
Of the 650 theatres in the local
area, more than half are either featuring games or giving away dishes,

perfumes and other novelties. In many
instances theatres are doing both. The
practice of giving away articles and
monetary awards has reached a point

numerous

where

theatres distribute
something different every night in the
week with the exception of Sundays.
About $40,000 in cash is said to be

given

away every week by Greater

New York
clusive

exhibitors.
This is exof giveaways which run into
(Continued on page 16)

(Continued on page 16)

Court Ruling Bars
Zirn's Para. Suits
pending

Suits

in

state court against 12
!

the

New York

banks formerly

with Paramount financing
have to be withdrawn as a result
of a denial by the U. S. Circuit Court
of Appeals of a motion for an appeal
by Samuel Zirn, attorney for former
Paramount Publix bondholders, from
a U. S. District Court order directing
Zirn to withdraw the state court actions or be held in contempt of court.
A cross motion brought by Beekman,
Bogue,
Leake,
Stephens
&
identified
will

'

j

I

i

I

Black, attorneys for the defendant
banks, for a dismissal of Zirn's appeal
motion was granted by the appeals
court.
of

Zirn instituted his action on behalf
independent bondholders against
(Continued on page 10)

"Pasteur" Gross in

Boston
Due

to

Was

an error

$44,385

in transmission of

figures
the
Metropolitan,
Boston,
gross on "The Story of Louis Pasteur" was printed in Motion Picture
Daily as $4,500 for the week ending
Feb. 21.

The

figure should have been $44,385.

ITOA Members for
M-G-M's New Plan
Members
last

of the I.T.O.A. at their
meeting endorsed M-G-M's plan

to cancel 10 features
group in line with
effort to eliminate
overs.
While no

of this season's
the distributor's
seasonal hangresolution
was
broached, the majority of the exhibitors present approved the action.
John Benas, a member of the association's buying committee, told the
members M-G-M was entitled to the
concessions as the distributor from

Named by John

Rebuilding of

Many Theatres

A. Deal
Reported About Set

Walt Disney

is

understood to have

reached

a deal with United Artists
whereby the company will continue to
distribute the Mickey Mouse and Silly
Symphony subjects for an indefinite
period.

Roy Disney, who recently returned
to the coast after conferring with Arthur W. Kelly, executive vice-president of U. A., is said to have worked
out the deal. Although no new contract has been signed, the deal is said
to be in the nature of "a meeting of
the minds."

as eastern
division
sales
manager, succeeding
E.
C.

Grainger, whose
resignation
will
take effect April
15.

Announcement
to this effect

made

near completion.
Bonifay,
Fla.,
is
North Carolina Theatres, Inc., has
bought the Purcell Hotel in Wilmington, N. C, for a reported $40,000, and
plan a new house to cost $135,000.

The Miami Valley Amusement Co.,
has been incorporated by Joseph G.
Asbury and others at Dayton, O. Interstate circuit plans a new theatre in
Houston. S. L. Taylor plans to rebuild the Kozy at Pass Christian,
destroyed by fire.
recently
Miss.,
Wheeling Theatres, Inc., has been
formed at Wheeling, W. Va., by
Charles P. Mead, Helen B. Shaw and
(Continued on page 10)

Pathe Natan Delay
Stirs Speculation
By PIERRE AUTRE

—

Paris, Feb. 23. The impression is
current in film circles here that an
effort is being made to delay the reorganization of Pathe Natan, now in
receivership, and to prevent Robert
Dirler, representing the Pathe Natan
stockholders, from obtaining control
of the company through the reorgani-

William Sussmnn

of the film industry.

was

Clark

representa-

and district
the Congress

and branch managers at
Hotel which ended tonight.
Sussman's first film experience was
with the old Famous Players-Lasky
Corp. which he joined in 1920 when
he joined the sales statistical department.
the

to

In 1923

Sussman was assigned

New York Paramount Ex-

change as office manager and salesman. In 1925 he returned to the home
(Continued on paae 10)

Decision

Upon "U"

Option Next Week
A

decision on the exercising of
Standard Capital Co.'s option to acquire a controlling interest in Universal is not likely to be made earlier
than the latter part of next week, it

was learned on Saturday.
Standard officials said that some
additional required study of Universale operations would delay the decision for at least a week or 10 days
longer than had been expected at the
time of the return from London of J.
Cheever Cowdin, Standard president.
The option continues in effect through

March

14.

"Fleet"

Heads for

Gross of $100,000

Court approval was obtained for an

ment control

office

tives

zation.

extension of the receivership for two
months, on the request of Banque de
Paris et des Pays-Bas, said to be a
Government affiliated bank. This has
given rise to the speculation that the
action relative to the receivership may
be a step in the direction of Govern-

by

today at the closing of the threeday meet of home

:

(Continued on page 10)

£/.

named

Theatre changes are numerous in
various parts of the country, with the
greater portion of the activity concerned with remodeling and construcMany houses have retion work.

time to time has granted adjustments
where complaints were justified. He

Disney* s

—

Chicago, Feb. 23. William Sussman, for years assistant to John D.
Clark, has been

Goes Forward

opened recently.
Among the changes in the south
The Martin
have been the following
circuit has opened the New Grand at
Fitzgerald, Ga., a 1,600-seat house replacing the old Grand destroyed by
fire last fall.
The Beugnot Building
at Mt. Vernon, Ga., is being remodeled
for the new Metro, to be managed by
The new Bonifay at
F. L. Liggett.

D. Clark

To Grainger's Post

Starting with a first-day gross of
approximately $16,500, "Follow the
Fleet" at the Music Hall bids fair to

$100,000 or better for the first
week. The musical is set for a second
week.
The Capitol on the second week of
hit

(Continued on page 10)
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Insiders Outlook
Hollywood, Feb. 23
wheels go 'round and
* around merrily and with much
precision on the Fox lot, snug-

'THE

the
Westwood Hills.
There, in the short space of six
months which have elapsed since

gled

in

Twentieth Century merged with
Fox, a producing organization,
better attuned to Darryl F. Zanuck's liking and method of doing
things, has taken on form and
such pictures have bounced
through as "Thanks a Million,"
"Metropolitan," "The King of
Burlesque" and now "The Prisoner of Shark Island."
.

.

.

W

Pierre
Cour-des-Noues,
Autre, Representative; Rome Bureau: Viale
RepresentaMalpassuti,
Vittorio
Gorizia,

Rue

de

la

600 George Street,
Mexico City
Representative;
Apartado 269, James Lockhart,
Representative; Glasgow Bureau: 86 Dundrennan Road, G. Holmes, Representative;
Budapest Bureau: 3, Kaplar-u, Budapest,

Sydney Bureau:

tive;
Cliff

Holt,

Bureau:

II,

Endre Hevesi,

Tokyo
Ushigome-

Representative;

Bureau: 47 Higashi Gokencho
Ku, H. Tominaga, Representative.
Entered as second class matter, January
1926, at the Post Office at New York
4,
City, N. Y., under Act of March 3, 1879.

On
Fox

is

told the story of his patience

with green writing and producing talent how, when he did not
have to, he stopped more important matters to explain by lengthy
;

memo,

Reorganization Near
For Fox in St. Louis

quick

F. & M. under an arrangement with
the trustees and it is anticipated that
no change in the management will
take place when the court approves the

favorite,

his

well as
this and that
as

method why
were wrong and what to do.
There is the story of how he is
usual,

definite indications that reorganization
plans for the Fox, St. Louis, would be
Federal Court in the
in the
filed
Mound City shortly were reported by
Halsey, Stuart & Co., which will float
the new bond issue.
also
are
details
Reorganization
scheduled to be sent to about 90
per cent of the bondholders which already have deposited their certificates
with the committee.
The Fox is now being operated by

Century-

where you might expect
it, the tales told of this phenomenally successful young producer's
energy and horsepower are legion.
But off the lot, in a community
where jealousies run rampant
and praise is often grudgingly
handed out, much of the Zanuckiana prevails as well. There

Subscription rates per year: $6 in the
Single copies:
Americas, and foreign $12.
10 cents.

Although no action has been taken,

Twentieth

the

lot,

;

as well as to
damn, and how there is inherent
in him the ability to pass on the
verve and enthusiasm which apparently are essential parts of his
praise,

to

makeup.

.

.

think

is

when

quite a job here

you consider the circumstances.
It's only about six months since

we

actively stepped into produc-

and already we have turned
20 pictures. When Will
Rogers died, the blow was more
emphatic than is perhaps generally realized. Rogers was good
tion

out

plan.

Halsey, Stuart have called in $56,400 first mortgage six per cent bonds,
due March 1, on the Fox Realty Corp.
of California.

"Fleer Big
Boston,

Feb.

in

23.

Boston

— "Follow

the
$3,000

Fleet" opened to a gross of
for the first night at Keith's MemoAstairelikely that the
It's
rial.
Rogers musical will be held a second

week.

for $4,000,000 profit a year, or
$1,000,000 on each of his pic-

But along came 'Thanks
a Million' which stop-gapped the
tures.

with $1,000,000 in the black
country and plenty to
come from abroad where Rogers
was not fully appreciated because
he was not understood."

loss

in

this

.

USED

LABORATORY

.

.

EQUIPMENT

FOR SALE
Animating camera stand, zooming auto focus
Optical

type.

16mm.
printers.

16mm.

35mm.

reduction printers. 35mm. to
continuous sound and picture

Developing machine 35mm. and
rewinders,
cutting
tables,
Metal

flangers.

O.

& W. CINE ENTERPRISES

729 Seventh Ave.
Phone:

N.

ME

3-3814

Y.

C.

Zanuck seemingly blossoms on
work and considerable of it. In
the next six months, he expects
to have his organization further
rounded out to a point where the
pressure won't tax him so

the heavenly
power plant

will tell
this score later. . . .

In the offing is a six
weeks' vacation, but by the time
the holiday comes along he will
have ready at least eight on the
company's schedule for 1936-37.
As a matter of fact, he moves
with such steam that, sandwiched

V

heavily.

"Little
Lord
Fauntleroy,"
David O. Selznick"s first for
United Artists, is a nostalgic
and charming version of a sen-

timental potboiler of the sunshine and honey epoch, but in
all departments it is handled
with due deference to and understanding of its tear-jerking

Zanuck

the
works. His
principal activity centers around
the thirty
pictures which he
will contribute to the new year
in which the total number of releases will hit off on even keel
with this. In the Western Avenue plant where Sol Wurtzel is
the boss twenty-four in the B
is

A

made.
about
this alphabetic arrangement; not
even Zanuck who admits readily
are

classification

to

However, nobody can

be

tell

A

ingredients.

B may become an
or vice
versa. Plenty of precedent makes
the observation readily understandable.
.

Freddie Bartholomew is excellent and vastly appealing in
the title role and Dolores Costello, who still uses the Barry-

sponsibility

more name

a

.

professionally,

is

gentle and suffering. C. Aubrey
Smith as the crusty old earl
does his part in the accepted
tradition for that type of role
and does it extremely well at
that.
The long cast, including
Guy Kibbee, Mickey Rooney and

Henry Stephenson,

is

fine,

and

the entire production is well in
keeping with the vast sentimenWhere
talities of the story.
sweetness and saccharinity continue to be appreciated, "Little
Lord Fauntleroy" should regis-

.

However, he thinks
of

it

the re-

producers to

all

give the gun to properties that
stack up as something with a
punch and to be definitely modest
on stories which, per se, indicate
they can only emerge as average
stuff.
"We have a fixed amount
of money on which we operate,
naturally.
But it is up to us to
decide on which picture we will
spend that amount. Our under-

in between the handful which
have yet to be made in the washup of the current season, will be
three or four of next season's.
These will get under way in the

standing with Sid Kent in New
is very clear on that point.
are running this end of the
business and New York not only
comprehends but cooperates." As
an indication of how matters
stand on this lot, Zanuck has his
thirty
subjects for next year
already lined up. Twenty-five
are definitely fixed five are being
toyed with and held in temporary

next couple of weeks.

vacuum pending

ter substantially.

.

.

York

We

A

;

a change in the
market or in timeliness. "Lloyds
of London," to be handled in the

.

T

to production in large numbers,
but here I am back at it without
minding it a bit," he stated.
"You know we've done what I

1936

slows down. There's a preview
looming on this one quickly now.

you more on

.

So we talked to Zanuck. "I
once said I would never return

With

own.

its

kids, his descriptive

24,

The wires out of here

By RED KANN"

ter

19,

on

9

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)

Vol. 39

Monday, February

Looming large in Twentieth
Century-Fox's scheme of things,
with results to be demonstrated,
of course, is "Under Two Flags"
which already costs over $1,000,000 and which will hit the
$1,500,000 mark before the final
scene is shot.
The cast which
numbers about fifty principals,
all
of them in the money, is
topped by
Claudette
Colbert,
whose stipend for this job is a
mere $150,000; Ronald Colman,
Rosalind Russell, generally accepted here as ready for stardom,
and Victor McLaglen.
cool
half million, that's the charge for
players alone in this one picture
which Frank Lloyd is directing
for the current year's schedule.

"House
is

Rothschild"

of

one of the potential

naughts.

.

.

manner
dread-

.

Bernerd Not

to Sail

—

London, Feb. 23. Jeffrey Bernerd,
whose wife died here last week as a
result of a kidney ailment, is not due
to return for another month. Bernerd

was considering leaving the United
States immediately upon the news of
his wife's death, but notified the local

G.B. headquarters he would not
at this

time.

A

T
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DAILY
Is

now
new

located in

This lot is gaga over "The
Country Doctor," starring the

its

Dionne quints and for which the
sales force is lining up a smash

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

day-and-date run across the nation, totaling perhaps as many as
three hundred and fifty theatres.
Zanuck says of it the material
built around the babies, telling
the story of Dr. Dafoe as it does,
would make for an ace attraction

offices

New York

at

City

CIRCLE 7-3100

sail

-

muei

\^Jol<Lwi^n chose

3 outstand-

ing stars to portray the difficult major
roles in this powerful dramatic

theme

which shows how one malicious lie almost
destroyed the lives of

3 innocent people.
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Thousands

of lines of

publicity have alreadyappeared on this picture
... it is the most -talked
about story of the year.
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Authors Draft New
Basic Pact Details i

Purely

AL

ZIMBALIST, exploitation and
Aupublicity head of the Cohen & Seigel
met yesterday to draft
and
agreement for writers circuit, is all excited these days
the
and managers, which will include new losing plenty of sleep because of
The

contract committee of the

thors' League
the new basic

provisions for the disposition of film
rights to stage plays. The agreement
will become effective March 1 and
will be operative for two to five years.
The definite term of the agreement
has not yet been decided by the
writers.
The completed draft will be submitted to the council of the league at
a meeting today for approval, and
following possible revisions as a result of this meeting will be placed before a general membership meeting on
Thursday for ratification.
Several
suggestions for new provisions covering the disposal of film rights are
under consideration by the contract
committee and may not be definitely
determined until the council passes on
them today.

Detroiters in South
Ben

the

& Lou

—

Ben Cohen, of
Cohen theatres, and

Detroit, Feb. 23.

Mac Krim,

the last weekly luncheon of the N. Y.
Advertising Club.

Charles

•
Koerner,

Boston

RKO

theatre head, will return to
Beantown today. He arrived Friday
morning with fine reports of the opening of "Follow the Fleet" in his town.
district

•

Asked what he thought
talking

pictures

weeks in Miami and Havana. Other
Michigan sojourners in Florida include W. A. Cassidy of Midland, who
is at Miami, and Ray E. Moon, gen-

"Noiseless recording, high fidelity, hill and dale and the
pushinventions are marvelous
pull'
even though I'm not technical.
"Now, if someone could create
for the foreign stars, an 'accent
remover,' and for our domestic
stars a 'tonsil and adenoid extractor,' such a gadget could win

—

Berlin, Feb. 23. This country's
combination long distance telephone and television line will be put
in operation March 1 on an experimental basis as a feature of the Leipzig Fair. The line will run from the
capital to Leipzig.
Four booths for
users will be provided at each end.
first

Hollywood, Feb.

23.

—Henry

Gins-

berg, former general manager of the
Hal Roach Studios, joins Selznick International Pictures tomorrow in the
same capacity.
The deal was negotiated by Selznick
and John Hay

Whitney.

Judell

Back from Coast

—

Chicago, Feb. 23. Ben Judell, local
independent exchange operator, returned over the week-end from a
regular seasonal visit to the coast
during which he took up matters pertaining to his distribution activity.

Fire at Parkersburg
Parkersbueg,

W.

Va.,

Feb. 23

The Palace has been destroyed by
Manager Peter Thomas said the

—

fire.

started,

Mox

Shobbus, Hollywood showman,
mature deliberation, said:
"Sound has improved wonder-

fully.

Today

it's

Changed

to take a

10-day

West.

•

Arthur Loew, head

M-G-M

of the
foreign department, arrives in Rio de

A

number of interests have been
skeptical about the plan since it was
broached. They claimed someone had
an idea to take over theatres without
giving anything substantial in return
and that such a plan would never

Henry King Touring

•

Academy award, maybe.
"And if someone invented these

the

things, I'd be willing to try-out
both inventions myself if the service charge is reasonable."

—

By Air

Jack

Jossey, Republic franchise
holder in Cleveland, leaves today for
home after several days here conferring with Herbert J. Yates.

•

refined.

Jean Madden,

18 year old singer,

has been signed by Warners. She will
leave for the coast

Wednesday.

•

Bob Wolff, RKO Radio New York
exchange manager, leaves for Key
West and a fishing trip this week.
•
J. Robert Rubin, Leopold Friedman and Howard Dietz are due back
from the coast today.
•

Samuel Spring's son was stricken
with pneumonia last week.

No. 10451

of the

for "Doctor"

—

Hollywood, Feb. 23. Piloting his
own plane, Henry King, who directed
"The Country Doctor," starring the
Dionne quintuplets, is barnstorming
key cities of the nation addressing women's clubs and visiting newspaper
publishers at large as advance ballyhoo for the attraction.
Occasionally
directors here do this, but the in-

come along

stances

infrequently.

His schedule interrupted by snow in
the Middle West, King was in Cincinweek. He is covering as many as three cities a day
and so is due to visit Memphis, Oklahoma City and Dallas on Feb. 29 after
which he will return here to start direction of "Job" for Twentieth Cennati earlier in the

tury-Fox.

A-Mike Vogel has received his
Arthur Lee sailed Saturday for
certificate and is now charter member Bermuda and will return tomorrow.

Grainger in N. O. on
Jefferson Franchise

Mickey Mouse Club

Alabama Theatres.

Gary Cooper got into town SaturNew Orleans, Feb. 23.—J. R.
•
day. It's a vacation.
Grainger, general sales manager of
Whitford Drake, Erpi vice-presiUniversal, and Edward Olsmith, Daldent, sails from England this week on
Roy Heffner of Boston was in las branch manager, are here negohis return from a month's business
town over the weekend.
tiating a franchise deal for a period of
and vacation trip.
years with Jefferson Amusement Co.,
•
•
Walter Reade is due back from of Beaumont, Tex.
Mike Poller of RKO says he has
Joseph Clemmons, president, and
been kept busy while his boss, Jules Miami either today or tomorrow.
Sol Gordon, vice-president, are repre•
Levy, has been vacationing.
senting Jefferson.
E. V. Richards of
•
. . Denver
the Saenger Amusement Co. has an
Edward Schnitzer will leave toDave Cockrill is in the east interest in Jefferson.
morrow for a tour of Republic ex- scheduling some stage shows for the
Denham.
changes under his direction.
John Consentinia auditor for Biella out of town men recently on
•
Major I. E. Lambert is thinking of Amity Film, has just made one of his Film Row.
Arnold Gurtler, manager of
taking a run down to Miami this periodic visits to Denver.
Charles Klein, president of the Elitch's Amusement Park and theatre,
week.
Black Hills Amusement Co. of Dead- will go to New York in March, to
•
A arrange for his summer stock comO. R. McMahon, KAO comptrol- wood, S. D., is a grand-daddy.
was born recently to Dick Klein pany.
ler, is recuperating from a double op- son
and Mrs. Klein, of the Pace, Chaderation in a Brooklyn Hospital.

loss
•
and equipment will agErnst Lubitsch is due from the
gregate $20,000, and the building was coast tomorrow
en route to Europe on
valued at $30,000. The theatre will
a story and talent pursuit.
be rebuilt, it was stated.
o
H. A. and Mrs. Fortington sailed
Withers Title
Saturday on the Monarch of Bermuda.
in furnishings

entire group plans
fishing trip at Key

.

after

of the

Ginsberg to Selznick

Ditto Harvey Newins and Harry house in the project. A checking of
Clay Miner. Al Hovell and Eddie books was reported under way at
Rugoff leave this week by which time that time, but now it is said that the
The Wall Street interests have backed out.
Joseph Seider will be there.

in California.

of the

advances of sound since

Germany

Plans for a third circuit in Greater

*

Robert Garland, World-Telegram Janeiro on March 1 and in New York
work out.
Saturday on the March 12 from South Africa.
columnist,
sailed
In contrast to the original idea,
•
Munargo for Nassau, Miami and
Robert Benjamin of the Phillips practically every independent today is
Havana.
& Nizer office left for the coast Fri- out after theatres, large and small.
He plans to spend three weeks
day.
Quip of the Day
scientific

Television for

DAT SCOLLARD, Edward Golden,

Claude Ezell, Al Hovell, Wil- New York are understood to have
liam Feitelson, Charles Paine, fallen by the wayside.
Laurence Stallings, Lew Lehr,
Sponsored chiefly by a number of
arrival of a seven pound, three ounce Truman Talley and a host of other exhibitors who were anxious to mold
Zimbalist
Fox Newsreel men at the Tavern on the many independents into a solid
girl on Feb. 17. Both Mrs.
Friday, while Sidney Samuelson, Roy string of units in an effort to break
and Reed, the baby, are doing well.
H. Haines, Harry Shiffman and down major circuit buying power, the
•
Laurence Stallings, editor; Mitchell Klupt gathered at Dinty ballyhoo has died down and no one
Lowell Thomas, commentator, and Moore's.
is even thinking of the plan any more.
•
Lew Lehr, humorous commentator on
Some of the men behind the idea
A. H. Schwartz is now in Miami. once interested a downtown banking
Fox Movietone News, were guests at

of the Krim circuit here,
have gone to Miami to spend several
weeks.
Phil Kaplan, of Theatrical
Advertising Co., and Harry Lush,
Northville exhibitor, have returned
to
Detroit after
spending several

eral manager of Co-operative Theatres
of Michigan, who is spending a month
at Palm Beach.

Third Circuit Plans
Reported Abandoned

Personal

.

ron, Neb.

.

.

.

Cincinnati

Charles U. Yaeger and Mrs.
Edgar M. Paul, manager of the
Yaeger have left for a three-week Pythian, Logan, was married a few
vacation in California.
days ago to Mrs. Blanche Grindle
J. J. Morgan, local manager of the of Logan.
National Theatre Supply, conferred
recently
with Walter E. Green,
president, and Oscar Oldknow, manager of the southern and western

C.

Harry

manager
a baby

at

girl.

RKO

Schreiber,
city
Columbus, is the father of
It's his

second daughter.

Hollywood, Feb. 23.—"Little Miss
•
Tracy Barham, general manager,
Nobody" is the new title for the Jane
S. Charles Einfeld is due to re- divisions.
Southio Theatres, Inc., Hamilton, is
Withers film made as "The Matron's turn from Miami this week.
Leo Adler, auditor for United m New York on a business trip.
Report" from the story by Frederick
•
Artists here from New York.
Paul Krieger has just celebrated
Hazlitt
Brennan.
M. H. Aylesworth plans to leave
L. M. Teller, C. W. Kelly, Ross his fifth anniversary as manager
John
Blystone
of
directed and Sol Wurtzel produced.
for the coast soon.
Labart, J. F. Carper and Stanley the local Universal branch.
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America

Goes

TO TRIUMPH!
Columbia's Wonder Show
In a Thundering Cavalcade
of

Smashed Records and

Audience Acclaim As

It

Outrides the Most Atrocious
Weather in a Generation!

THE BIG SHOW ROARS

I

I

WALTER CONNOLLY FARLEY & RILEY
•

directed by

VICTOR SCHERTZINGER

•

and

their

'Round

& 'Round Music

A COLUMBIA PICTURE

Music and Lyrics by Lew Brown, Harry Akst and Victor Schertzinger

"

:

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
"Voice" and
Bowes' Unit

Yassir, the
—

—

never mentioned

Petrified Forest"

film

doing

was

average.

transformer and get the juice flowing again.

Pickets Protesting

$24,750.
Estimated takings for the
ing Feb. 19

the opening of "Riffraff" at
Loew's State on Friday, an alleged
union group started picketing the
house and distributing handbills in protest against the showing of the pic-

week end-

"EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT"
(20th-Fox)
ALADDIN— (1,500), 2Sc-40c-50c, 4 days. ture.
Gross: $1,000.
On the picket's sign was inscribed
"KING OF THE DAMNED" (G. B.)
ALADDIN— (1,500), 25c-40c-50c, 3 days. "Organized labor is not 'Riffraff.'
Gross:
750)

(Average

$1,000.

week,

for

$2,-

"CEILING ZERO"

(F. N.)
25c-40c,
3 days.
(1,000),
Following week at Denver.

BROADWAY—
Gross:

$600.

"INVISIBLE RAY"

BROADWAY— (1,000),

(Univ.)
days.
Aladdin.

4

25c-40c,
Following week at
Gross: $600.
for
week,
(Average
$1,500)

"HER MASTER'S VOICE"

(Para.)
25c-35c-40c,
7
days.

DENHAM— (1.500),
Stage:

Major Bowes' Amateurs.
(Average,

$8,500.

DENVER— (2,500),
$7,000.

Gross:

$4,500)

"THE PETRIFIED FOREST"
Gross:

(W.

2Sc-35c-50c,

7

B.)
days.

(Average, $7,000)

"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)

ORPHEUM— (2,600),
Gross:

$4,000.

25c-35c-40c,

7

days.

(Average, $6,000)

"MURDER OF DR. HARRIGAN" (F. N.)
"FRESHMAN LOVE" (W. B.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.

Gross:

$2,500.

(Average,

$2,500)

Delay U. A. -Star Case
United

Artists' complaint against
the Star, Manhattan, for breach of
contract to the extent of $60 was indefinitely postponed on Friday by the
New York Film Board of Trade
where it was scheduled for arbitration.

No
this

cases are listed on the calendar
week.
It is likely the U. A.-

Star complaint

may

be settled without

trial.

Skouras Delays Return
Spyros Skouras, E L. Alperson and
William T. Powers, all of National
Theatres, will not return from the
coast until March 1.
The trio have
been in Los Angeles for the three-day
meeting of divisional operating heads,
but are staying over to clean up other
matters.

handbills were headed "Boycott
Riffraff!"
The handout further said "175,000
members of organized labor and 250,-

The

000 Anti-Fascists in

New York

:

A.

W.

to End Gift Stamps
Kansas City, Feb. 23. Fox Mid-

Fox

—

;

;

will

duo

will revert to duals.

For Cleveland Meet

—

Cleveland, Feb. 23. The annual
convention of Allied will be held at
the Hollenden Hotel, June 2-3-4, ac-

cording to H. M. Richey, general convention chairman.

Levy on Coast Feb. 27

—

Los Angeles, Feb. 23. Jules Levy,
Radio,
general sales manager for
will arrive here from Honolulu, Feb.
27, and remain here for several days
to confer with Ned E. Depinet and
Leo Spitz on current and new
product.

RKO

Cresson E. Smith, southern and
western division sales head for
Radio, returns today from a tour of
exchanges under his supervision.

RKO

Thomas Back from Tour

made known on March

pletion

of

several

New Haven

21, on compending deals.

office will

A

be opened togeneral

morrow.
Thomas noted a
improvement in business.

"Dark

The
ly

More than
was

1,500
estimated.

festivities

after

9:30

got under
o'clock,

way
with

short-

Rudy

Vallee and his orchestra on the stage.
During the dinner a varied program
of entertainment with talent from
radio acts, the New York stage and
the screen on hand. The party broke
up about 4 o'clock Sunday morning.

Pictures Co., Inc., and
subsidiaries report a net loss of $677,185.54 for the 53-week fiscal period
ended Nov. 2, 1935. The net loss is
after all charges, including amortization and depreciation of fixed assets,
totaling $474,052.74.
This compares
with a profit of $238,791 for the fiscal
year ended Oct. 27, 1934.
The 1935 figure is subject to the
accountant's audit, which is expected
to be completed in a few weeks. However, the company indicates no substantial change in the figure is antici-

—

gift

The

par.

run business was $31,600.

first

$33,500.

is

Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 21

"CEILING ZERO" (F.N.)
"YOUR UNCLE DUDLEY" (20th-Fox)
BLUE MOUSE— (950), 25c-55c, 7 days.
Gross:

Second week. (Average

$3,100.

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
FIFTH AVENUE— (2,500), 25c-55c,

$4,000)

days.

7

(Average, $7,000)

Gross: $11,250.

"THE LONE WOLF RETURNS" (Col.)
"MYSTERIOUS AVENGER" (Col.)
LIBERTY— (1,800), 15c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $4,000)

$2,850.

"THE MILKY WAY"

(Para.)

(2nd run)

BOX— (950),

MUSIC

25c-55c,

Second week.

$3,200.

6

days.

(Average

for

days, $4,000)

"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)

"MY MARRIAGE"

(ZOth-Fox)

PARAMOUNT— (3,050), 20c-30c, 6 days.
(Average for 7 days, $5,000)
$3,900.
"THE LEAVENWORTH CASE"
(Republic)
REX— (1,500), 15c-25c, 7 days. Stage:

Gross:

Jed Dooley and
(Average, $3,500)

Gross:

others.

$2,950.

Transfer R. E. Catley

—

San Francisco,

Feb. 23.
Robert
E. Catley, formerly stage show booker
for F. W. C. here, has been made
assistant manager of the California.
Henry P. Franklin is manager.

Wall Street
Universal Best Gain on Board
Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd
Consolidated

....

Net
High Low Close Change
38%
38% — %
47% 47% 47% — 1%

6%

Consolidated, pfd.. 19%

Eastman Kodak

..161

Eastman,

pfd
Loew's, Inc

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

1

2

160

pfd
pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO

20th Century- Fox.
20th Century, pfd.

Universal,

6%
18%
160%
160

6%

19
161
160

49%
10%

48%
10%

80

79

10%.
79

11%

11%

11%

8%
9%

8%
8%

48%

8%

—%
—%
+
%
—2

—
—%
%
—1
—%
—%

26

9
26

35%

36%

+1%

66

+3

14

66
13*4

56%

56%

56%

26%
36%

..66

pfd

Warner Bros
Warner, pfd

13%

+%

—%
+

54

Curb Issues Show Gains

pated.

Net
High Low Close Change

To Retire Loew Issue
&

Dillon, Read
Co., sinking fund
agent for Loew's, Inc., has called
$247,500 principal amount of the company's 15-year six per cent sinking
fund debentures for redemption April
1 at 101.

Victory'* in Color

Hollywood, Feb. 23. "Dark Victory,"
David O. Selznick's second

other

all

was $900 below

Average

Universal Reports
$677,185 Net Loss
Universal

first runs
take at the
was $11,250, over normal

Avenue

Gross:

persons at-

Marie"
extreme

The only other attraction to succeed
making a slight dent in the general
"Ceiling
Zero" and
lethargy was
"Your Uncle Dudley" on a dual bill
The $3,100 take
at the Blue Mouse.

7

it

of

in

on 14th Street. The first two
go single feature while the latter

Sentry Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor

Rebuild Portland House

—

....

1%
3%
25

Trans-Lux

4%

1

1%

3

354
25

24%

4%

4%
Keith Lone Bond Rise

+%
+154
+%

Net
High Low Close Change
General Theatre
6s

'40

24

2354

24

2354

2354

23%

—%

95%

95

95%

+%

General Theatre
6s

Portland, Me., Feb. 23.
The
stamps April 30. Selznick International picture, will be Strand and the building it occupies
The stamps, amounting to about 10 made in Technicolor. Lenore Coffee are being put back into condition folper cent on admissions, were used only is writing the screenplay from the lowing a $25,000 blaze. The house is
in the Kansas City district, under L. drama by George Brewer and Bertram owned
and operated by Abraham
Bloch. Merle Oberon will be starred. Goodside,
owner of the Empire.
J. McCarthy.
west will end

Fifth

ferson,

night.
tended,

Allied Sets Dates

Richmond, Feb.

ton, Jr., as vice-president, and
Parker as secretary-treasurer.

New

New

Jersey group which have been playing
vaudeville during the past few months.
The theatres eliminating the shows
are Palace, Rochester Capitol, TrenTilyou, Coney Island, and Jefton

—"Rose

by $4,250. The picture was moved to
the Music Box for an extended run.

in the eastern

Big Crowd Turns Out
For the Warner Ball

be

Corp.
has just been chartered here to operate theatres with Andrew D. Christian as president, Col. Robert T. Bar-

from four theatres

These are the only houses
division.
York and
in the circuit's

the showing of 'Riffraff' in
Loew's Theatres." It is signed "Auspices Trade Union Committee, American League Against War and FasWarners had a turnout that taxed
cism, New York Committee, 156 Fifth the capacity of the main ballroom of
Ave."
the Waldorf-Astoria at the seventh
annual banquet and dance Saturday
protest

Charter Fairfax Corp.

—Fairfax

ville

on Thursday will drop vaude-

City

Harry H. Thomas, president of
First Division, has returned with Robert M. McKinney, a director, from
a tour of exchanges. He declared the
company's future production plans will

23.

RKO

With

is

23.

in spite

skidding below par.

Total

RKO Houses

"Riffraff" Showing In Four

run business was $25,-

first

Average

Vaudeville to End

Feb.

Seattle,

was a smash hit
cold which sent

there

did only fair.

Total

a-tall.

split

week at the Broadway following a
week each at other first run houses,

000.

Tampa

was when the lights went out.
Then someone got a hunch to sing songs and have the audience
join in, so that pepped things up and kept the audience good natured until another hunch came to bat. This hunch was a couple
door, and
of auto headlights hooked up to an auto at the stage
repair the
that kept the show all lit up for the hour it required to

the only
"Ceiling

Zero" and "Invisible Ray," on a

Seattle Cold

Well, they induced the

But, what I started to tell you was— the first show was on, when
"phlopp," just like that, a transformer burned up— maybe someone
hit the gong, or sompin'— and there was a stage show where Moses

edly.

"The

— yassir!

Mayor to proclaim
v how 'tis,
the said two days as "Major Bowes Days" and you know
Mainr
The Major
that should be good for a plug over the radio. Curses! Th*

23.
The continued
cold wave, with temperatures to zero
and below several nights, hurt boxand "Her Master's
office receipts,
Voice" with Major Bowes' Amateurs
on the stage, was the only combination to get above average. The amateurs packed the Denham time after
time, and with heavy holdouts repeat-

other

Hit Despite

Tampa, Feb. 23. The Victory brought in one of the Major Bowes
amateur units for a two-day frolic, five frolics daily, and at ad
vanced prices

1936

24,

"Rose Marie"
Show Went On!

By SCOTT LESLIE

Lead Denver
Denver, Feb.

Monday, February

'40,

ctf

Keith B. F.
6s '46

Loew's 6s '41
deb rights

Paramount

ww

'39

wd

102%

102%

Pict.

6s '55

Warner

102%

94%

94

94

97

96%

96%

Bros. 6s

(Quotations at close of Feb. 21)

—%
—%

Now You Can Be Sure
You Won't Bore Them!
BOREDOM
will stay

the worst

enemy of the

Enemy

.

.

.

Laughter

To keep them awake,

and coming back for more, get

eager,

And

your program.

Human

the strongest

is

antidote to boredom. Nothing chases the glooms

Interest

.

BUSTER KEATON Comedy. And
never did a better job than in "GRAND

"THE SEEING

Buster

ment" (Film Daily )

SLAM OPERA!'

Film Daily says it's "The best
comedy Buster Keaton ever delivered!'

.

hitting on high in

goes on

with a laugh for every man,

who

according to Box-Office,

will,

community

for

showing

it!'

.There's a breeziness

that gives the air to

JOE COOK

AIR"

can't be touched with

ened movie audience" and bring the exhibitor

screen. Hilarity

child

it

"stimulate the emotional instinct of the most hard-

notony whenever
is

how.

EYE?' This "very human docu-

"the gratitude of his

.

here's

.There's not a heart in your

.

audience so hard that

faster than. a

Giving 'em the Air
added to your program

prin-

first

to be to avoid putting the customers to

variety, sparkle, laughs, thrills into

B's Worst

Even your best friends

Box-office.

away in crowds when you become tiresome. The

showmanship ought

ciple of
sleep.

is

Sports Thrills

mo-

.

.

.

Imagine anyone sleeping

through a hand-to-fin battle with a fighting sword-

your

fish!

"GIV 'IM

They've just got to

you play

woman and

GAME OF

ever turned on a loudspeaker.

up and

sit

"FISHERMAN'S LUCK,"
JAI ALAI" shows

speed of the world's

fastest

all

thrill

and

when

"THE

the terrific

game. Two more gems

from The Treasure Chest.

Melody with Their Mirth
spirit

For songs and the

of youth, look to Educational' s Musical

For good old, down-to-earth fun
Cartoonics
for the whole family, depend on Paul Terry-Toons.
"THE 19th HOLE CLUB" is better than a highball after a hard game. And "HOMETOWN
.

"THANKS, MR. CUPID"
with NIELA GOODELLE, FRED LIGHTNER
and NELL KELLY, and the Young Romances,
Comedies, such as

9

"BEWARE OF BLONDES," with
MARLYN STUART, ACKLAND POWELL.

such as

OLYMPICS"

Star

Names

.

.

.

new big

LAHR. Watch
BRICKS!'

ones.

Now

it's

for his first one,

He's struck

Color

it

BERT

that

"GOLD

rich in laughs.

.

.

will

.

more winners

a timely subject with a special

for

Frank Moser and Paul Terry.

Get a touch of beauty on your screen

waken admiration.

TAPESTRY"

And

the

Subway

is

its

Presented by

E.

W.

best.

"MANHATTAN

catches the beauties of

Bagdad on

in all their natural colors.

LEGEND OF THE LEI"

TIM and IRENE in
"JUST PLAIN FOLKS."

another one to watch for
a real button-buster,

is

Educational''s star line-up,

already the biggest in short subject history, keeps
bringing you

.

appeal while the big games are on. Check two

%7
New

.

is

"THE

colorful Hawaii

at*,

They're Treasure Chest Productions.

HAMMONS

Distributed in U. S. A. by

20th Century-Fox Film Corporation
"THE SPICE

OFTHE PROGRAM"

:

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

10

Rebuilding of

SussmanMade

New Champion
Denver, Feb.
—Claiming

Curran.

Louis Amusement Co. will
remodel the Lafayette in St. Louis at
a cost of $10,000. Other changes in
the Midwest include the following
W. G. Thick will convert the old postoffice building in Marshall, Mich., into
a 400-seat house, to be known as the
Sun.
Simon Galitzki is remodeling
the Princess at North Topeka, Kan.
The Kaw, new 350-seat house in the
same town, has been opened by W. G.
McKinney. Otto Motrie and James
Warba shortly will reopen the Lyric
at Tiffin, O., following extensive remodeling.

The

St.

Youngclaus Adds a Third

W.

G. Youngclaus has added a
third house to his group, taking over

Comet

the

at Shelton, Neb.,

E. A. Phelps.

The

from Mrs.

theatre will be re-

modeled and the name changed.
Youngclaus has remodeled the EmR. H. Montpress at Grand Island.
gomery has opened his new 450-seat
house, the Cozy, at Ottawa, Kan. The

George J. Schaethat time was eastern dimanager. In 1926 he be-

office as assistant to
fer,

who

at

vision sales

came personal assistant to Clark, who
was western division sales manager.

When

Clark went to Fox

in

1932

(Continued from page 1)

further added that the company this
year cut the list of percentage pictures to four and held that the general sales policy of M-G-M was fair.
As a result, he said, independent exhibitors should be fair with the company and fall in line and cancel the
films.

In the case of Universal, Benas
asked that exhibitors pay any additional charges sought by the company
on "Magnificent Obsession." He also
recommended giving Universal extended playing time on the picture.
It is likely that the same topics will
be approved by Allied of New Jersey
when the organization convenes. No
meetings have been held within the
last few weeks because Lee Newbury,
president, is out of town.
number of independent circuits
in the local area already have signed
cancellation deals with M-G-M,
has been learned.

A

i

Sosna Brothers shortly will open the
Sosna at Moberly, Kan., after reHardwick & Tuggle are
modeling.
building a 500-seat theatre at Neosho,

RKO

Mo.

Plans for a 13-week international
sales drive under the heading of "The

TOCC-ITOA Merger
Predictions Current
Reports of a merger between the
T.O.C.C. and the I.T.O.A. are going
the rounds again. Latest indications
are that as soon as Harry Brandt returns from Florida he will confer
with Charles L. O'Reilly, president of
the T.O.C.C. on the amalgamation.
For a number of years the T.O.C.C.
held sway in the local area until
Brandt and a number of other independent exhibitors formed the I.T.O.A.
The latter organization grew up to a
membership of about 400, while
O'Reilly's followers dwindled from
the ranks.
With the I.T.O.A. membership reported down to less than 100, some
minds have figured that it's about time
the two units got together and united
into one solid independent organization.

O'Reilly,

who

has

been

devoting

Completes Plan
For 13-week Drive

RKO

Foreign Legion Olympics" were
completed last last week prior to the
sailing of Phil Reisman, vice-president of
Export Corp., on the
lie de France.

RKO

The

drive will start
13 with 39

end June
tries

participating.

March

15

and

foreign counNed E. Depinet,

Reisman and E. D. Leishman will act
as judges.
Field captains in charge
of various territorities will be Ben Y.

though

he

has

resigned

from the

I.T.O.A., will most likely continue on
the board of the new setup.
Negotiations for a merger of both
exhibitor groups had been held some

Zirn's Para. Suits
(Continued from page 1)

the creditor banks in 1933 as a result
of the so-called "film hocking" deals
by which titles to a number of Paramount film negatives were transferred
to Film Productions, Inc., as security
for $12,600,000 of new Paramount
credit from the 12 banks in 1932.
Subsequently, the Paramount trustees
in bankruptcy brought an action in
Federal court against the same banks
in an effort to set aside the transaction.
With the settlement of the
banks' claims against Paramount during the company's reorganization proceedings the trustees agreed to cancel
their litigation against the bank as one
consideration in the settlement of the
claims.
The Paramount reorganization plan, when approved by the Federal court, also provided for the withdrawal of litigation against the banks.

Zirn endeavored to continue his
court action against the banks
the reorganization and counsel
for the banks brought action to compel Zirn to discontinue the suits or be
held in contempt for a violation of the
court order approving the reorganization plan.
When this order was
signed by Federal Judge Alfred C.
Coxe Zirn appealed to the Circuit
Court.
Zirn said yesterday he would endeavor within the next three weeks
to obtain a writ of certiorari to bring
the case to the U. S. Supreme Court.
state
after

Court Approves Kent
Claim Against Para.
Sidney

R.

Kent's

$65,000

tains will be E. Smith, B.

D. Lion and

R. K. Hawkinson.

Lubitsch

Due Wednesday

Ernst Lubitsch is slated to arrive
from Hollywood Wednesday enroute
for Europe where he will vacation and
at the same time look over the talent
market. The director has booked passage on the Berengaria for March 4.
He is expected to be abroad several
weeks.
time ago, but fell through. With the
exhibitors being nettled with a two
per cent sales tax, a new children's
law and other legislative measures,
some important independents hold that
it would be propitious to get the two
groups together for solid support in
fighting the various bills.

Detroit,

Feb.

23.

—A

combination

of "Exclusive Story" and Fred Waring and his band turned out to be the
best draw of the week here with a

take of $23,500 at the Michigan. This
topped normal by $3,500.
"It Had to Happen," with a vaudeville bill, came in with second honors
on a gross of $15,400 at the Fox. All
other first runs were below par.
Total first run business was $64,-

Average

100.

$65,000.
for

is

Estimated takings
ending Feb. 20

"CRIME AND PUNISHMENT"

"MY MARRIAGE"

ADAMS— (1,770),
$3,800.

(Average,

week

the

(Col.)

(20th-Fox)

Gross:

10c-40c, 7 days.
$5,000)

HAD TO HAPPEN" (20th-Fox)
FOX— (5,100), 15c-65c, 7 days. Stage:
"IT

vaudeville.

Gross:

$15,400.

(Average,

$15,-

000)

"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)

MICHIGAN— (4,100),
Fred Waring's band.

7
days.
$23,500. (Av-

15c-65c.

Gross:

erage, $20,000)

"CEILING ZERO"

(F. N.)

STATE— (3,000),
Gross:

10c-40c, 7 days,
(Average, $5,000)

$4,100.

2nd run.

"THE GHOST GOES WEST" (U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,070). 15c-55c,
days.

Gross:

$8,800.

7

(Average, $10,000)

"THE INFORMER" (Radio)
"CHATTERBOX" (Radio)

RKO DOWNTOWN— (2,950),
days.

Gross:

$8,500.

"Fleet' '

15c-65c,

7

(Average, $10,000)

Heads for

Gross of $100,000
(Continued from page 1)

"Rose Marie" garnered $25,700, while
the Rivoli on the second stanza of
"Modern Times" tallied slightly over
$55,000. "Bohemian Girl" at the Rialto ended with about $8,500 and the
Palace with a twin bill of "Next Time
We Love" and "Professional Soldier" got about $7,000.

Major Bowes' amateurs at the Roxy
will probably tilt the gross to around
$50,000 this week.

claim

Paramount was allowed in
amount plus interest of more than

against
that

$7,000 in an order signed by Federal
Judge Alfred C. Coxe late last week.

Lesser

court's order stipulated, however,
that the proceeds are to be held in escrow until recovery actions instituted
by the trustees in bankuptcy of Para-

against former officers and directors of the company have been disposed of. Kent is made a defendant in
one of the actions which are still pending in the New York State Court.
Kent's claim was based on a new
contract made by him with Para-

mount

January, 1932.

"Gang*'

for 20th-Fox

—

Hollywood, Feb. 23. Sol Lesser,
who has just made a new deal for
the release of six through Twentieth

Century-Fox, may become a producer
on the same lot if negotiations for a
two-picture deal materialize.
Lesser's plan provides that he personally supervise two features of the
next season's lineup for Twentieth

Century-Fox.

claimed
only the amount due him under the
contract up to the time of his resignation from the company.
in

May Produce

Two

The

Cammack, Reginald Armour and
Harry W. Leasim. Home office cap- mount

most of his time to

his candy vending
business during the last two years, it
is said will be an active factor in the
combined association.
Brandt,
al-

Court Ruling Bars

Sussman went with him as assistant.
No successor to Sussman has been
named as yet.

ITOA Members for
M-G-M's New Plan

Waring Leads
Detroit Takes

to

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Woodstock, Vt., from W. Lamere. W.
D. Lord has reopened the Star in West
Pembroke, N. H. The Star in South
Portland has been remodeled and has
been renamed the Seville by R. E.

be the champion fan in
Denver, a young woman recently told Alberta Pike, Denver News dramatic editor,
that she had seen "Rose
Marie" over 75 times, going
the
ahead
of
man who
claimed he had seen
"Naughty Marietta" 60 times.

1936

24,

"Story" with

23.

Many Theatres Eastern Sales
Goes Forward Head for Fox
C. F. Fain plans a
T. H. Duval.
$25,000 house at Livingston, Tex., and
will remodel the present theatre in the
The Clarendon at Clarendon,
town.
Ark., has been reopened after extensive remodeling.
In New England, A. C. Barwood
has taken over the Woodstock in

Monday, February

It

Ads Unusual

Effectively depicting some
horror scenes contained in

of the

"Road

Gang," Warners have worked out an
unusual campaign in a series of newspaper ads.
In some of the copy ac-

Brandt

to

Add Spots

Following return of Harry Brandt
next month from Hollywood, Fla.,
several theatres are expected to be
added to the Brandt circuit. Because
of the increasing number of units being added to the circuit, Brandt re-j
fused to continue as president of the
1

I.

T. O. A.

The acquisitions will be in Brooklyn
scenes from the picture are
shown with bold bannered heads and and Manhattan. The Brandt brothers

tual

text creating immediate reader interest.

now interested in
atres in the local area.
are

about 45 the-

CANDID CAMERA SHOTS OF WELL

KNOWN PEOPLE AT MARCH OF TIME
PREVIEW IN NEW YORK FEB. 11th

IMPORTANT!
NEW YORK

REVIEWS -NO. 2 FOR 1936 -U.S.
VARIETY— Per usual, high-grade.
SUN— The current MARCH OF
MARCH OF TIME

TIME

deserves applause This edition is
certainly the best, a remark I've probably
made when reviewing each issue, so surely
and rapidly does this editorial newsreel
improve.

NEW YORK
John Martin.

March of Time Editor and Managing Editor of TIME,

new

talk* over the

Ned Depinet,
Distributing Corporation.

release with

President of

RKO

DAILY

NEWS— Progress

subfeature material.

NEW YORK TIMES—.

.

.

up

to the series' usual

high standard.

MOTION PICTURE HERALD—.
high in its succession.

.

The

.

release

rates

of Rus-

sia's second Five Year Plan . . . Hartman's
Solution delightfully demonstrated . . . and
amazing scenes of Father Divine's No. 1
heaven in Harlem . . . comprise the three
interesting and graphic episodes in the new

MARCH OF

Again

shapes up as sturdy

—

CHARLOTTE NEWS The screen has produced
only two real literary inventions: a little
mouse that runs out of an ink bottle, and a
dramatic method of presenting news THE
OF TIME. The TIME product
today gives continuity, spells out a story,

MARCH

TIME.

tells

MOTION PICTURE DAILY— Extremely good,
with expert use of the camera, is the sequence
on Father Divine . . . who dominates a vast
group of disciples centered in New York's

why.

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW—.

.

.

continues

to provide finer audience-pleasing stuff than
more feature pictures than you'd care to

remember.

Harlem.

REVIEWS -GREAT BRITAIN
GLASGOW SUNDAY MAIL— MARCH OF TIME

.

standing events with the argument clearly
pointed.

.

almost yanked me out of my seat. Terrific is
just a mild way of describing this strong
and meaty fare.

—

to Rieht Thornton Delehanty, N. Y. Post's Cinemacritic.
Kenneth Hyatt, Manager of Radio City Center Theatre, and James
H. McFarland of the Music Hall compare impressions.

Left

—

MANCHESTER EVENING CHRONICLE When
first issue was shown
.
the manage-

the

when

cuts a new path through the jungle of
rush to
everyday subjects and ideas.
report weddings, sports, parades and floods,
but a leisurely reconstruction of some out.

.

ment received hundreds of letters asking
the next issue would be shown.

NEWCASTLE SUNDAY SUN — MARCH OF TIME
.

.

.

No

DAILY DISPATCH— THE

MARCH OF TIME, cermost sensational short feature

tainly the

ever seen

on the

screen.

EXCLUSIVE EXPLOITATION
Each month more than 4500 theatres show a new issue of The March of Time.
Backing up their local effort is a powerful selling campaign that reaches millions
costs these theatres nothing. This month for an example:

—

—Double

—

—

page in Fortune Magazine. 2 Page in Time. 3 50,000 gummed posters,
from Russian episode by Lieca. 4 Page in color in 2 largest weekly magazines and
in 5 other national magazines by International Truck (M.O.T. Camera Car). 5
American
Dental Society informs its 60,000 members of the Hartman episode. 6 March of Time's
own advertising (this month 500 advertisements in 125 newspapers in 33 key cities
7
Five nights a week, over the Columbia network, March of Time on the air.
1

—

"stills"

—

John Chapman, N. Y. News columnist
impressions as

we

Publicity

(left),

look over the shoulder of

and Advertising,

S.

Barret

gives his

RKO'S

first

hand

—

—

Director of

McCormick.

NOW IN MORE THAN 4500 THEATRES
No.

2

for

1936

RUSSIA—THE 2nd FIVE YEAR PLAN
HARTMAN DISCOVERY—NEW OENTAL PAIN KILLER?

LIFE BEGINS IN

FATHER DIVINE

Rene Maison, the Metropolitan's new Belgian tenor (left)
and Paul Ash famed orchestra leader with their charming
friends

from the

Follies,

June and Cherry Preisser, view No.

2.

— ENTERS
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Short Subjects
"Hit and

Run

(M-G-M)
One more item in the intensive campaign being waged by intelligent people everywhere
of injuries and
from fast and
subject, No. 5

to reduce the

number

By

23.— "Things

Feb.

Come" opened

at the Leicester

to

Square

here Friday. It was previously shown
It's a western
or an outdoor drama, as they call them nowadays— at a press preview the day before the
with only one stagecoach holdup and no cattle rustling. That sets it apart opening.
The film deals with a world of the
for this type of film fare. It has some darn good singing by a very good
looking girl, Leila Hyams, who makes her role seem real in an effort- future, after H. G. Wells, a world
that is replete with the last word in
less, competent way, and Richard Dix does his stuff with a nonchalant
modernity great buildings that overfreedom from heroics that is refreshing.
shadow present skyscrapers, helicopAny western that can stir up scattered applause from a Times Square ters landing and taking off in the
audience when the hero escapes from hanging has achieved something. streets and a perfected television
which permits leaders to address the
"Yellow Dust" did this at the opening show at the Rialto.
The story, by Cyril Hume and John Twist, is based on the play whole world on screens thousands of
"Mother Lode," by Dan Totheroh and George O'Neil. Just how much feet high in the public square. The
narrative involves the world's collapse
it is based on it this reviewer can't say, but it's enough to make for a
to barbarism through war and its
series of tense scenes and a good assortment of laughs, most of which
regeneration by a group of scientists.
are contributed by Andy Clyde, as an old prospector, and Moroni Olsen The high point is near
the end when
as a western brigand who is willing to reform.
two young people, pioneers in interDix and Clyde discover a gold vein together, and then interrupt a planetary flight, are shown entering a
stagecoach holdup while on their way to town to register their claim. rocket and being hurled to the moon.

which result
reckless driving, this
in the "Crime Doesn't
Pay" series, takes its place as an important contribution to that most important work.
At the same time the
direction has made of the subject an
intensely interesting, forceful bit of
human drama, as the police chief recounts the story of a particular hit and
run case to a reporter. His account
is reenacted on the screen.
The rushing car on a highway at night, the
sharp curve, the young couple walking, the blinding crash, the mutilated
bodies, and the terrified escape of the
driver.
Then the manner in which
the police, slowly and carefully unearth sufficient evidence to pin the
"crime" on the right person, and his
eventual confession as he witnesses the Dix's infatuation for Nellie
Miss Hyams and Clyde's flirtation with
unsuccessful operation on one of his a bottle at the bar, interrupt their plans for filing the claim. Dix winds
victims.
two
The story is told with up in the jug and Miss Hyams files the claim in her own name to foil
a stark realism which cannot fail to
crooked hotel proprietor, who intends to get both the
impress.
The exhibitor is faced al- Onslow Stevens, a
most with a duty in the presentation gold and the young woman.
There's some smart riding, a tense scene when Dix seems about to
of this subject, and it is certain civic
authorities will cooperate with him. be hung, and another exciting moment when Dix interrupts Stevens'
fatalities

—

—

Production Code Seal No.
ning time, 20 mins. "G."

BRUCE ALLAN

London,

"Yellow Dust"
{Radio)

1936

Things to Come" Is
Given London Start

Looking 'Em Over

Driver"

24,

1,862.

Run-

efforts to

—

Some of the photography by Edward
Wallace Fox directed.

—

They circle it and return.
The model settings and technical
work is of a high calibre and it is
offered that the picture will create a
great impression in America which for
the first time in film history may be
led to think itself technically outdistanced.

marry Miss Hyams.

Cronjager is splendid.
Production Code Seal No.

1,799.

Running

time, 68 minutes.

"G."

A

complete review of this film will
be published at a later date.

"Important News"
{M-G-M)
The work

of Charles (Chic) Sale in
another of his excellent characterizations makes of this an entertaining
short.
Herein, Sale is the small town
editor of a very small town newspaper, who realizes that his readers
believe the arrival of twins is real
news and the warning of an approaching frost makes first page material
for the farmers.
When a wanted
gangster is shot by G-Men before
his
Sale runs a short obit
eyes,
on the man's death, refusing to
take the frost warning off the front
page. He is ridiculed until a vacationing big city editor heaps high compliments on him. Production Code Seal
No. 1,300. Running time, 10 mins. "G."

"Airhoppers"

Three Union Merger

"Fast Bullets"
{Reliable)

Standard western drama, this one features Tom Tyler as a Texas
Ranger and the plot of the film involves the rounding up of a band of
gun runners. The usual excitement prevails and it should be a good
adjunct to a Saturday children's program.
Tyler, when a couple of his buddies are murdered, sets out after the
With unusual good luck he captures three of them in the
criminals.
first reel.
To the third, Rex Lease, he explains the dangers of the
Lease helps him round up the remainder of the gang.
criminal life.
After a bit of sleuthing, a narrow escape from death and the arrival of
the Rangers to settle accounts, the piece ends with Lease and his sister,
Margaret Nearing, in the Rangers as the cowboys sit around the campThere is a bit of humor injected into the narrative when
fire and sing.
the Rangers use dummies to foil an ambush.
Miss Nearing recites her lines quite amateurishly. Tyler rides and
Al Bridges is also
fights in good style and Lease handles his role well.
in the cast. Henri Samuels directed and Pliny Goodfriend photographed.
Reviewed without production code seal. Running time, 60 mins. "G."

{M-G-M)
With Pete Smith affording occaamusement in his handling of the twin sister actually arrives to
the accompanying dialogue, this num- completely bewilder Charlie. Producsional

ber of the Sports Parade series pictures the thrill-seeking enthusiasts of
the glider, as they soar aloft in motorless planes, relying on air currents,
and taking their lives in their hands.
There is entertainment and often a
thrill for the audience in the daring
maneuvers of the pilots. An effective
subject.
Production Code Seal No.
1,942.
Running time, 10 mins. "G."

"Vamp

Till

Ready"

{M-G-M—Roach)
Charlie

amusing

Chase's

antics

are

often

comedy, when his wife
plays a neat trick on him. The Chase
in this

fans especially should find the subject
entertaining. His wife is old-fashioned
in her dress, and when she suddenly
buys a modern gown, Chase, coming
home, mistakes his wife for her twin
sister, expected for a visit.
The wife
takes advantage of the opportunity,

and proceeds

to "vamp" her husband,
to his discomfiture.
Eventually
she tells him the truth, at which point

much

tion Code Seal No.
time, 20 mins.
"G."

1,888.

"The Lucky Corner"
{M-G-M—Roach)

Dvorak

Row

in

Court

—

Los
Angeles, Feb. 23. Judge
Running
Harry R. Archbald has taken under
advisement the contractual dispute between Ann Dvorak and Warners. The
star contends she has been suspended
from the studio payroll and has been
able to work although studio physicians said her health would not permit

There are numerous laughs in this
in which the always infectious kids seek to aid the strenuous dancing.
poor lemonade vendor who is ruled off
a good corner by a greedy stand
anger in Deal
owner. Their ingenious plan and its
Hollywood, Feb. 23. Warners and
laugh-provoking execution as they
beat the competitor at his own game, Walter Wanger are exchanging talent.
afford a series of amusing moments. Madeleine Carroll, who has recently
As usual, Spanky, the gang's leader, is returned from New York, and Henry
an entirely delightful and entertaining Fonda, have been borrowed by Warperformer, ably aided by the rest of ners from Wanger in exchange for
the gang.
The comedy is one which George Brent and others.
should satisfactorily fill a spot on any
program. Production Code Seal No. "Pine" Hearing
on Today
889. Running time, 16 mins. "G."
Hearing is scheduled today in the
New York Supreme Court on arguDix in "Investigator** ments concerning ownership of the
Hollywood, Feb. 23. Sam Briskin rights to "Trail of the Lonesome
has assigned Richard Dix to "Special Pine."
Louis Phillips will represent
Investigator."
Paramount,

Our Gang comedy,

Warners-W

—

—

Is

Now Held Remote

Although Local 306 is reported in
control of Empire State Union, a merger of Allied M. P. Operators, Local
306 and Empire is regarded as remote
among independent exhibitors in the
local

area.

Reports have

that the

it

new

set

of

Empire are representatives

officers in

Local 306.
Independent circuits
which have long term contracts with
Empire and which call for cancellation
upon three days' notice if a merger
of the unions is completed are considering taking action.
of

However, the

now

Empire

in the courts.

election

is

members
officers was

Certain

claim that the list of
elected illegally and are now asking
the courts to return the former setup.
In the event the court holds the election void, the theatre men will continue with the Empire agreements. If
the court decides the election was
legal,

a

new union

is

expected to be

formed by the members who are balking at the

new

official roster.

Curb on Long Island
Wells Being Sought
Further sinking of artesian wells
under Brooklyn and nearby Long
Island theatres for cooling systems
will probably be barred if legislation
sought by Governor Lehman is enacted by the present Legislature.
Brooklyn, nearby portions of Queens
and adjoining towns
in
Nassau
County have in the past made use of
the underground water supply for
which Long Island has been well
known. It seems, however, that the
pumping done by the city in Flatbush
and in the areas out on the island for
water supply has drained the level,
or "table," as it is called, to the point
where there is danger of salt water
seeping

in.

MOTION PICTURE
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Cummins Applies

for

Order on "Ecstasy

ft

Samuel Cummins on Friday in state
Supreme Court applied for a show
cause order preliminary to seeking an
injunction restraining Intimate Theatres, Inc., Metropolis Film Exchange
and the officers of the two companies
from exhibiting any picture using, in
whole or in part, the title, "Ecstasy."
The action followed the advertising
for showing at the SSth St. Playhouse, operated by Intimate Theatres,
of "Ecstasy of Young Love."

Cummins,

Henry

J.

through his attorney,
Pearlman, charged unfair

and fraudulent

practice, claiming that
he owns the rights to two pictures,
"Ecstasy" and "Young Love," both
produced in Czechoslovakia, and that

these

two

addition

in

the

to

two

The

companies,

A. and William Goldberg,
president and treasurer, respectively,
of Intimate, and Martin J. Lewis,
president of Metropolis.
Max Goldberg said late Friday that it had been
decided not to run the picture at the
but

Cummins

the injunction action

indicated

that

would be pressed

any case.

in

The

"Ecstasy" was involved
controversy some time

film

in considerable

ago when the Government refused

it

admittance to this country.

Raise Ohio
Columbus,

in St. Louis

—

Brod Made Supervisor

Menches Is Reelected

—

Hollywood,

Feb. 23. Sid Brod,
formerly production assistant on Harold Hurley's staff at Paramount, has
been made a supervisor. Brod has
been with the company for 10 years,
and was an assistant director before
joining the Hurley staff.

Town Votes Sunday Film Greenberg Joins Capitol
Denton, Tex., Feb. 23 — Citizens of
Omaha, Feb. 23— Meyer Greenberg
Denton voted 983 to 962 in favor of is the new western Iowa representaSunday films in a special election re- tive for Capitol Pictures. He succeeds
cently.
Sunday shows had been Joe Zwieback, resigned. Greenberg
banned for several years as the result was with Capitol in 1930, but resigned
of a previous vote.
to go into insurance.

(As Adv&disedl-Attoike* tdm-hitpt

Akron, Feb.
has

been

Akron

I.

23.

relected

T. O. A.

—Robert

president

Other

WPA

O.,

WPA

Feb.

Wages
23.

—More

workers in Ohio
than 18,000
have been granted a 10 per cent increase in wages, meaning an expenditure of at least $1,000,000 additional
each month to meet the payrolls.
The present payroll varies between
$10,000,000 and $11,000,000 monthly.
The State
has an $81,000,000
budget for operations up to July 1.

Michaels Buys Control

—

Buffalo, Feb. 23. Dewey Michaels, co-owner and operator of the
Gayety and Palace, has bought out his

Arthur at Salt Lake

—

Salt Lake City, Feb. 23. Milton
Arthur, Western representative for
F. & M., is in town for conferences.

Skm pum

partner, Nathaniel Boasberg.

He

*

Barricade

Wmm

Umm BwsJ)

in

Escape

Attempt Incited Mob

will

book stage shows

at the Gayety.
a burlesque empoNate Boasberg is a brother of
Al Boasberg, Hollywood gag man and

The Palace

is

rium.

f

script writer.

Olmstead Drops

—

Name

RIOTERS HEADING HERE

"Torture Strikers'

Hollywood, Feb. 23. Ray Olmstead, owner of Principal
Pictures

Invade Broa dway

Exchange, has dropped the name, and
from now on will operate under his
own name. Olmstead started using

name Principal Pictures Exchange
some years ago when the Sol Lesser
Principal
Pictures
were his best

the

WILD DEMONSTRATION SET
FOR SATURDAY

product.

U. S. Seeks Maloy Tax
Chicago, Feb. 23.— A claim for $99,255.87 has been filed against the estate
of the late Thomas E. Maloy, on behalf of the U. S. Government for
unpaid income taxes by Carter H.
Harrison, collector of internal revenue.
When letters of administration were
issued Maloy's estate was estimated
at less

than $2,000.

Broadcast Twice Daily
New

Haven,

—

Feb.
23.
The
Whalley, a subsequent run, now
broadcasts twice daily over
with organ programs, in addition to
broadcasting its amateur contest from

Just

when you thought you had tasted the greatest thrills the screen could give-along comes

ROAD GANG
A

First

National Picture • Presented by

WELI

the stage of the theatre.

25ctolP.M. •

Warner

STRAND

the

Park Belden.

Burning of Buddy On Wired

SGI!

of

First vice-president, W. P. Hart; 2nd
vice-president, Charles Stalder; secretary, J. G. Deetjen; assistant secretary, Robert Paulus;
treasurer, Al
Ploenes; directors, Melches, chairman; Deetjen, Ploenes, Stalder and

ELECTROCUTION
ON DEATH FENCE
SPURRED REVOLT

WPA

Menches

officers are:

into
action,

Max

theatre,

Two

Louis, Feb. 23. The Aubrey
Realty Co., a holding company controlled by Eugene A. Freund, plans
to build two houses here, which will
be leased to the St. Louis Amusement
Construction will begin about
Co.
April 1, both to cost about $150,000.
St.

were combined

titles

one by Intimate Theatres.

names

Plans

13

Bros.

• B'way & 47th

St.

.

MOTION PICTURE
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Another RCA

Monday, February

JL

—

Washington, Feb. 23. At the beginning of December, 1935, Greater
Union Theatres of Australia launched
a reconstruction policy, starting work
on the Brisbane Tivoli, according to
a report from Trade Commissioner
E.
Squire in Sydney.
About
C.
£20,000 is to be spent in modernizing

—A

big: day at the Newman.
front and cut his hand on the ice. He was
taken inside and given first aid.
A tough looking customer walked up to the box-office and demanded money. A policeman standing in a nearby doorway was
listening.
He took the stranger to the station.
A woman patron lost her balance and fell down stairs, spraining

Kansas

A man

ULTRA-

City, Feb.

fell

23.

down out

the

Two men patrons, desiring the same seat, came to words about
the matter, and went out into the foyer to have it out. Only timely intervention of the staff prevented blows.
A pipe in the alley froze, causing the water to back up and flood
the main floor rest rooms about two feet deep.
John Balaban of B. & K. came to town to visit with Manager
Ralph Lawler all day.
Mrs. Lawler phoned that she had fallen on the ice trying to
reach the corner near the Lawler home.
The theatre had the biggest opening day in two years.

VIOLET

RECORDING

Maybe

Newest
office

it

draw

Not since High Fidelity sound
have theater owners

had such a chance for increased
profits as

now. Sound that

you've never before listened
to

is

being recorded by

RCA

Photophone's new UltraViolet process. You'll be

amazed. Your audiences
thrilled,

all

because

Mae West came

Fleischer

and your attendance

On

in "Klondike

Judge Woolsey.
Louis Nizer of

Phillips

&

Nizer

orginally tried the case for the plainWoolsey, who
before Judge
tiffs
held there had been an infringement of the Max Fleischer cartoon of
Betty Boop by the doll manufacturer.
The decision was then appealed to
the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
and the U. S. Supreme Court and in
both instances the determination was

Hollywood, Feb.
technical
sideration

23.

Nacard and Packer,
expected to open in March.
new theatre which cost about £19,000.
was opened recently at Manly, a suburb
of Sydney.

scientific

or

award has completed con-

of the technical achieveAnnouncements
ment nominations.
will not be made until the Academy
dinner March 5.
All Academy members will attend
the final short subjects showing at
Warners Hollywood tomorrow night
to cast ballots for the best achievements.

Form Two New Firms
23.

A

is

Reelects Pierce
—The board of Bangor
Bangor, Me., Feb. 23.— Albert E.

Academy

Albany, Feb.

—Two

new

film

Pierce has been reelected president of
the Local 198, I. A. T. S. E., which
has celebrated its 25th anniversary
here. James E. McGuigan is the new
recording secretary. Louis Rice and
Fred Aieta have been returned as
financial secretary and treasurer, respectively. Everett Bickford has been
elected sergeant-at-arms.

MacDermott Transferred

—

Springeield, Mass., Feb. 23. William MacDermott, formerly assistant
manager at Loew's Poli in Worcester, has been transferred to a similar

companies formed here are
Alto
Theatres Co., Inc., New York City, position at the Poli here. MacDerby Nicholas De Pasquale, Edith Kahn mott replaces Walter Kessler, who has
and Samuel Wollan, and Plaigo Corp., been shifted to Jersey City.
also New York City, by Anna Eichel,
Betty Black and Florence L. Levy.
State Closed
:

Bucyrus

affirmed.

—

Bucyrus,

But don't miss your share of

Use RCA Photophone

equipment, whose sound
head, amplifiers and speakers

can handle without loss or distortion the higher frequencies

recorded by the new, exclusive Ultra-Violet

method.

To Investigate Storage

—

Denver, Feb. 23. An investigation
of film storage in the city will be
started as a result of a $7,500 fire
Laboratories, in
at
the Filmcraft
firemen were overcome.
Careless handling of film caused the

which
blaze,

five

which necessitated closing the

plant
City ordinances
temporarily.
prohibit the storing of more than five
reels outside a storage vault.

Charter Kirby-McLeroy

—

Winnsboro, Tex., Feb 23. KirbyMcLeroy Theatres, Inc., has been
granted a state charter.

J.

G. Kirby,

of

built for Packer,

Decisions Are Made
Doll Suit On Technical Awards
judges for the

circuit

What is claimed to be the highest
price paid for any theatre site in Sydney
for many years is that on which a new
£25,000 theatre and shopping arcade
will be erected. The theatre is being

Awarded

Special Master Theodore S. Kenyon, appointed by Federal Judge John
Woolsey to determine the amount of
damages in the copyright infringement suit by Fleischer Studios, Inc.,
Inc.,
Service,
and Fleischer Art
against Freundlich, doll manufacturer,
has awarded $5,500 to the plaintiffs.
This is .exclusive of $2,000 for costs
and attorneys' fees to be decided by

entire

bourne.

and

increased!

profits.

town

to

The

—

Annie."

$5,500

in 1932

was

Tivoli.

Greater Union Theatres is to be modernized during 1936, and work is to
begin
on four other
immediately
houses one at Brisbane, one at Newcastle, one in Sydney and one in Mel-

her wrist.

box

1936

Greater Union Sets
Modernization Plan

Day

'Twas a Busy

First

24,

Charter

Two Companies

—

Albany, Feb. 23. French Motion
Picture Corp. has been chartered here
by

John

S.

Tapernoux,

Napoleon

Vaillancourt and Sylvia Shafran.
Epictone Films,
Inc.,
has been
chartered by Moss Pym, Adela Heller
and Bertha Twerie.

F.

M. Witte

Cincinnati,
Witte, former

to Crosley

—

23.
Fritz
M.
exhibitor, has been
appointed director of publicity for
Crosley Radio Co., operating stations
and
here. He succeeds

WLW

Feb.

WSAI

Feb. 23. Schine's
O.,
been closed until damage
by smoke from a fire originating in
the heating plant can be repaired. The
building adjoining the theatre was deState

has

stroyed.

Ferrara to

New

Jackson,

Orleans

—

Miss., Feb. 23.
Marion
E. Ferrara of
Orleans, artist,
ad man and sports columnist, has been
made manager of the Istrione here.
Placing of Ferrara as manager permits A. M. Jacobs to give his entire
time to management of the Century.

New

Theatre to Be Church

Tampa, Feb. 23.— The
Rialto,
Karlye Kirby and Raymond Mc- Barkley Schroeder, who has become
resort promotional director of the started as a stock company theatre 15
Leroy are the principals.
Duluth, Minn., Chamber of Commerce. years ago and closed for the past three
years after films had failed there, is to
G. B.
be remodeled into a church.
The
Cincinnati, Feb. 23. Herman L.
property has been deeded to the Tampa
Turner to Pittsburgh
Booth has been named G. B. branch
Pittsburgh, Feb. 23. Charles N. Welfare Home.
manager here, and Rudy Knoepfle Turner, of Atlanta, has been brought
will leave the local exchange for a to Pittsburgh by George Jaffe to manUnited Exhibitors
new assignment, not yet decided.
age the new Casino, formerly the
Albany, Feb. 23. United Moving
Harris.
He'll have as his associates Picture Exhibitors,
Inc.,
has been
Ben Jaffe, son of the proprietor. Dick formed here by Greta L. Stratman,
Shift Dallas
Gertrude M. Conroy and Mary K.
Dallas, Feb. 23. Ainsley G. Wood St. Martin is house treasurer.
Stratman.
has been appointed manager of the
Melrose here. He succeeds W. M.
U. A.
Carroll
Jr.,

Names Booth

.

—

—

Form

—

RCA PHOTOPHONE
RCA TRANS LUX

RCA

Mfg. Co.,

•

RCA SONOTONE

Inc.,

An RCA

Camden, N. J

Subsidiary

who

—

Managers

manage

Promotes

Remodel

Provo Theatre
Boston, Feb. 23. Joseph Carroll,
Provo,
Utah,
Feb.
23.—F.
former booker for United Artists here,
S.
So.
Gets
has been named office manager of the Levine of the Paramount is remodelSouth Norwalk, Feb. 23. The exchange. He replaces Abe Weiner, ing and modernizing. C. B. Schultz
Empress is now using stage shows one who has been promoted to the sales will open a new 300-seat Orpheum in
Tremonton shortly.
night a week.
force.
Fink,

will

Norwalk

the Palace.

Shows

—

—

STAR

PERFORMER
SUPER X

delivers unparalleled photographic

quality to the screen. That

to hold

its

is

why it

continues

position as star performer

negative motion picture films. That

it

among
is

why

plays a part in most of the feature pictures

released in the world's leading movie-pro-

ducing country.
Rochester, N. Y.

Fort Lee,

New

Eastman Kodak Company,
(J.

E. Brulatour, Distributors,

York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN SUPER X
PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE

—

:
;

MOTION PICTURI

DAILY
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N. Y. Theatre

Giveaways

To

Hollywood, Feb. 23. Mae West's
current trip east is her first since she
came out here to make pictures.

Richard

with

all

.

.

"Special Investigator."

Arthur

1)

a weekly figure of $25,000, it is stated.
One independent circuit is reported
to be handing out more than $4,000
The bill for
in cash every week.

giveaways for the same group of thethis
approximates
virtually
atres
amount, it is said.
One remedy suggested by a few independents is to tax games and gifts
out of the film business by a municiA levy of from 10 to
pal ordinance.
20 per cent has been recommended,
but nothing has been done by either
individually

exhibitors

O. A. to make a move

or

the

I.

T.

in this direc-

tion.

Claim 4,000 Spots
Using Bank Nights
Approximately 4,400 theatres in the
United States are now featuring Bank
Night, Claude Ezell, general manager
of Affiliated Enterprises, owners of
the game, stated Friday prior to his
departure for Dallas after two days in
New York.
While here he conferred with Roy
Brauer, ex-film salesman in Dallas,
who sailed Saturday for Rio de Janeiro to open an office and supervise
in
South
activities
the company's
America.
Ezell leaves Dallas today for the
coast to confer with Rick Ricketson,
one of the two partners of Affiliated
Enterprises.

.

.

Dismissal of Suits

.

Fox

Howe

of Twentieth Century-

department buys

publicity

five-

acre farm.
Intends to build.
Plans afoot to have Mary Pickford
press button to signal Mayor LaGuardia to snip ribbon at opening of
Tri-Borough Bridge, New York, next
.

.

.

.

.

.

summer.
Florence Richler, who has been
acting as secretary to Russell Birdwell, publicity director for Selznick
International, has returned to her old
boss, Gabe Yorke, now at Paramount.
Succeeded by Melba Howe, from
M-G-M.
Florence Pine, sister
of Bill, resigns from Paramount pub.

.

.

.

licity

.

.

department.
will

direct

"The

Charge

of the Light Brigade" for
First National.
.
Errol Flynn to
.
have the leading male role.
"Busman's holidays" getting popular here
.

.

.

.

Toomey and Lupe Velez

making stage tours.
Joan Davis, she of "Millions
Air," signed by Radio.

.

.

in the

Harry

.

Ueberroth, photographic model, also
signed by Radio, motored here from
Chicago to start work.
Anita
Counihan, another of the modeling
.

lumbia

in

ticket, a

renewal.

—Dixie

+
Dunbar

in

"The

.

.

—

company
ing

if

Night

will insure one against losname is called at a Bank
and he is not present.

his

Hearing on two cases against
Loew's for alleged violation of the
Bridgeport Hits Prizes
lottery laws as a result the use of
Bridgeport, Feb. 23. Police here
Screeno in the Elsmere and Grand
was postponed Friday to March 17 in who have forced the operators of
Special Sessions, Bronx. Continuation Bingo games to abolish cash prizes
of the cases was sought by Irving will next turn their attention to the-

—

This will
Greenfield, Loew attorney, because of atres making cash awards.
an appeal pending on a decision of be the first city in the state where
have taken action
against
the Appellate Division of the Brook- police
Screeno, Bank Nights and other cash
lyn Supreme Court.
Another hearing is set for Feb. 28 giveaways in theatres.
involving the

Paradise on a similar
request for an adjournment likewise is expected to be
granted.

Delay Bank Night Case
Scheduled for hearing Friday

Bronx
Night

Supreme
case

in the

Court, the
Bank
against Harry Harris'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

of their star productions of the season.

.

.

Roger Imhof and Paul

.

Guilfoyle

prominent

get

parts

in

"Roaming Lady."
Spencer Tracy for "Mob Rule," now
in work at M-G-M.
Columbia's

.

.

.

+

Writers

— Jefferson

Parke

and

Murray Roth

doing screenplay for
"Public Nuisance No. 1," Twentieth
Edward T. Lowe
Century-Fox.
and Katharine Kavanaugh writing
story for second of "The Jones Family"

same

series,

Fulton

.

.

studio.

.

.

.

Maude

"The

Girl from

Mandalay."

Reopen

in Providence

Providence, Feb.

—The

23.-

—

"Mercy

Killer."

+
Buys— "Riddle

ling Pearl,"
tery acquired

of the DangStuart Palmer mys-

M-G-M
by Radio. .
has taken "Not Too Narrow, Not Too
Deep," of Richard Sale, and "A
Couple of Quick Ones," by Eric
.

.

.

.

.

Seven Major Heads

As the claim
largest in the

now

stands,

unsecured

it

is

the

creditors'

group.

Officials of Rockefeller Center
that they regard a final settlement agreement as "premature" at this
time, and indicate that no commitment
on a settlement of the claim will be
made until material advancement on a
has
plan of reorganization for
This may entail six
been made.
months or more, in view of statements
from reliable sources that little progress has been made on the development of a plan in recent months, thus
leaving reorganization in a definitely
elementary stage at this time.

state

RKO

RCA

Sees Chance of

Liability
Contingencies

from

under

RKO

which

RCA
RKO

sold one-half of its interest in
to Atlas Corp. and gave an option for
the purchase of the remaining half
could reduce RCA's return on the
transaction to as little as $3,700,000,
it is disclosed in the annual report 'to
stockholders issued recently.
The report states that if the option
held by Atlas is not exercised, there
could arise a liability on RCA, following a reorganization of RKO, which
could amount to a maximum apAtlas
praised value of $1,300,000.
paid $5,000,000 in cash for the 50 per
holdings. The
cent of the
liability mentioned in the report would
indicate that the price was fixed in
relation to an estimated value of the
new securities which would be issued

RCA

RCA

RCA

Now in California

Seven presidents of eight major
companies are now in Hollywood, the
upon reorganization in exeighth being in Florida on a vacation. by
The presidents in Hollywood are change for the old securities. If the
Nicholas M. Schenck of M-G-M, new do not have the anticipated value,
Harry M. Warner, Warners Mary and the Atlas option is not exercised,
Pickford,
United
Artists
Harry Atlas could be reimbursed up to a
Cohn, Columbia; Carl Laemmle, Uni- maximum appraised value of $1,versal John E. Otterson, Paramount
300,000.

RKO

;

;

;

Leo

Spitz,

RKO.

The

Vacationing at Boca Raton, Fla.,
S. R. Kent, Twentieth Century-Fox.

is

RKO

Ned

E. Depinet, president of
Distributing Corp., also is on

the

option to acquire

maining holdings
to Dec.
000,000.

31,

1937,

RCA'S

recontinues
at a price of $6,-

in

RKO

RCA

reported net profit for 1935
$5,126,873, as compared with a
profit of $4,249,264 in 1934.
of

coast.

May Change "Polo" Plans
Hollywood, Feb. 23.—There
a
is

Danziger Is Promoted

strong possibility that Douglas FairLouis Nizer, executive secretary of
banks will personally finance his film,
the New York Film Board, has pro"Marco Polo," without the assistance
moted Henry R. Danziger to office
of United Artists. Production on the
manager, succeeding the late John T.
film is being held in abeyance pending
Cronin.
At the same time Peter
his final decision.
Lewis has been named head of the investigating department, taking over a
post formerly held by Danziger.

Lehman Coming East

—

Los Angeles, Feb. 23. Robert
burlesque Lehman, New York banker and a

Modern

Theatre, erstwhile home of
and stock, has reopened as a secondrun feature house, with three changes
of programs weekly.
"The Lives of
a Bengal Lancer" and "Roberta" are
booked for the first week.

000.

+

Director George Marshall, who
has just finished "A Message to Garcia" for Twentieth Century-Fox, will

Story

RKO

signed by Republic for final

dialogue revision on

direct

claim is based. If counsel succeeds in
proving this,
would be liable
only for rent for three years following the lease defaults, which would
reduce the $9,100,000 claim to $2,900,-

.

J.

Denver

A

.

.

Hatch.
"Love on the Run," by
M. Kerrigan, Ethan Laid- Alan Greene and Julian Brodie,
law, Si Jenks and Joseph Sawyer, also to M-G-M.
.

—

situation.

.

First Baby," Twentieth Century-Fox.

Boston, Feb. 23. George S. Ryan,
Bank Night attorney, has filed an ap- Bronx Opera House was put over unpeal with the U. S. Circuit Court of til some time in March.
Although District Attorney Foley
Appeals against the dismissal by
Judge Sweeney of the U. S. District is anxious to have the various cases
Court of a Bank Night infringement involving games brought to trial, desuit brought against Meyer Gruber fense counsel asked for the delay beand Harry Bloomberg, distributors of cause of actions pending in the higher courts.
Parlay Cash Night.
the
In
dismissing
suit,
Judge
Sweeney said that both stunts were
Insures Prizes
gambling "within the meaning of the
Denver, Feb. 23. The Theatre
Massachusetts statutes."
Guarantee Corp., which has just
opened offices in Denver, is an insurance company for bank nights. This

Loew Screeno Cases
Postponed in Bronx

.

.

.

"Mary of Scotland."
Nana Bryant has long term Co-

fraternity,

.

Craig Reyand Eddie Acuff.
nold and June Travis playing the
Ann Tobin and Humphrey
leads.
Bogart heading a big cast in Warners' "Two Against the World."
Madeleine Carroll also slated for
a Warner vehicle as yet unnamed.
Henry Fonda to be featured in one

.

Michael Curtiz

with Regis

.

.

designer, re-signed

by Paramount.

Milt

.

.

.

Banton, costume

Casting

Bank Night Appeals

.

.

with

.

from page

See Big Slash
In Rent Claim

Radio's

in

Johnny
William Powell in
Donald Crisp
Bette Davis wants to go to Honolulu "One to Two."
for a vacation, but is waiting to see and Robert Barrat added to "Mary
(Continued from page 1)
whether Warners assign her to "Mary of Scotland."
limitation applies to the RKO leases
of Scotland."
First National's "Murder in the
Joan Davis gets
with Rockefeller Center on which the
new contract at Warners.
Travis Big House" to have Carrol Hughes
.

(.Continued

Dix
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24,

RKO Lawyers

Out Hollywood Way

Up

3 Million

Monday, February

Schaufele in Cleveland

director of Selznick International, left
here tonight for New York. He had
attended the Santa Anita Handicap
and the preview of "Little Lord

Cleveland, Feb. 23. Cliff Schaufel
has come here from New York to become manager of the Garden, Asso-

Fauntleroy."

ciated house.

—

MOTION PICTURE
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24,

—

Swedish

The

studio

—W

Gets

New Post
—

Hollywood, Feb. 23.
Newport, R. I., Feb. 23. Harold
arners
San Francisco, Feb. 23. Rene T.
have signed Harold Coxe, cartoonist, McGinn and Winfield White, Jr., local
LaMarre, advertising manager for
to make a special series of drawings projectionists, have been appointed as
new to exploit "The Green Pastures." The a board of examiners to pass upon Harvey Theatrical Enterprises, has
which work of Coxe is well known particu- prospective operators in this city under been made manager of the Victory in

23.
Feb.
A
producing company,
will be capitalized at between 100,000
crowns and 300,000 crowns, will be
established in the near future by a
small group of distributors and theatre owners, it was reported to the
U. S. Department of Commerce by
Trade Commissioner Basil D. Dahl
in Stockholm.

Washington,

Name Examiners* Board LaMarre
—

Warners Sign Up Coxe

Swedish Group Plan
Producing Company

17

larly in

Chicago and

New

York.

the provisions of a

—

Los Angeles, Feb. 23. The Kent
Corp. has opened the Palm Gardens
K. K. Comstock
at Las Vegas, Nev.
is

city ordinance.

Form Laboratory Firm
Albany, Feb. 23. — Cineque Labora-

Open Las Vegas House

tories,

Inc.,

Jean Gross,
Anders.

president.

be located in or
near Goteborg and a number of the
actors and actresses
of
Goteborg's
Stads-teater
(The
Goteborg
City
Theatre) will be employed by the

new

has been chartered by
Sol Brown and Sarah

San Jose.
Another change

in the Harvey perthe appointment of Ray Kelsall to the main office, where he will
act as assistant to Julian Harvey. Kelsall
has represented the circuit in
southern California.

sonnel

is

will

new company. Production will be
started in three or four months, according to present plans, the report

(As Adi/0Uised!-Ak6ilte>i Ixtoa-pAofit

IT'S

stated.

HARD TO

SUm

putm

BELIEVE

.

Wmm BtosJ)
.

.

BUT!

New Concern

Small in

William Small, formerly executive
secretary of the I.T.O.A., has joined
with his brother, Fred, in the formation of Theatre Advisory Service.
William is president.
The company will finance construction and reconditioning of theatres as
well as render special advisory service
on advertising and other matters.

Paris,

III.,

Spot Burns

23.— The Opera
House building here, owned by Mrs.
Phillip Bibo, was destroyed by fire at
Paris',

Feb.

111.,

an estimated loss of approximately
Mrs. Bibo states the build$100,000.
ing will be rebuilt and used for other
business purposes.

Cincy House Gets Organ

—

Cincinnati, Feb. 23. The Rialto,
neighborhood, operated by Charles
Fine, has installed a Hammond pipeHy C. Geis and Pat Gilless organ.
lick are organists, the latter being a

member

WLW

of the

radio

staff.

N.O. to Get Art Films

—

New Orleans, Feb. 23. The Modern Film Society of New Orleans
has been formed here for the purpose
of bringing so-called art films and
imported film to the city. Showings
will be at the Happy Hour.

Carlyle Biggs Resigns

—

Lumberton, N. C, Feb. 23. CarBiggs, manager of the Carolina,

lyle

has resigned and has been succeeded
J. B. Jones of Lexington.

by

Garrity to Lowell

—

23.
Edward Garrity
has been named manager of the Victory at Lowell, recently taken over
by Michael Daly. Garrity formerly
managed the National here for E. M.

Boston, Feb.

Loew.

Ackerman

in

Ready Job

—

Portland, Feb. 23. George Ackerman, long associated with the J. J.
Parker theatres, has succeeded Victor
Keady as house manager at the Broadway.

Bill Hits

Holiday Shows

Boston, Feb. 23.—The latest bill
aimed at theatres to make its appearance in the House is one introduced
by Thomas A. Flaherty to put Sunday
restrictions on holiday shows.

Now- STRAN D 25c to 1 P. M
•

•

MIDNIGHT SHOWS

• B'WAY and 47th STREET

A *l*Ef
TA

.

You can have the shirt off my back

. . .

but

it

takes

National Screen Trailers to keep your "coming
attractions" in the

That's

why

minds of your patrons

.

.

exhibitors everywhere use

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE

MOTION PICTURE
Picture
Industry

39.

NO.

NEW

46

Long session

Sirovich

BERTRAM

F.

YORK, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY

—

Washington, Feb. 24. Members
of the House Patents Committee tomorrow will begin a four- week ses-

Cease

made

He

said:
"I notice

—

Commerce

(Continued on page 7)

Heads
"Pine" and "Fleer
House Film Group Big Over Week-End

Pettengill

mittee

for
Interstate
and Foreign
Commerce, the personnel of which was
named today by Representative Ray-

burn of Texas, chairman.
The sub-committee includes
Representatives Sadowski of Michigan,
Peyser of New York, Terry of Arkan:

sas,

New

Democrats
and Wolverton of
Jersey and Cooper of Ohio, Re;

(Continued on page 7)

Moss Offer on Roxy
Denied by Israels
S.

Reports current yesterday that Ben
Moss had submitted a bid for the

reorganization of the Roxy were denied by Carlos Israels of White &
Case, attorneys for the first mortgage
bondholders' committee.
Israels

he had heard Moss
attorney on a bid but

stated

consulted his

the
committee hasn't heard
either Moss or the lawyer.

from

"Trail of the Lonesome Pine" at
the
Paramount and "Follow the
Fleet" at the Music Hall are going
great guns, the former aiming for
a $50,000 take while the latter looks
as

though

will hit close to $110,000.
The all-color outdoor picture garnered $40,000 for the first five days
at the Paramount and indications are
it

the theatre will have a three-week
tenant.
The Saturday record for the
Music Hall was shattered by $2,000,
according to the theatre's executives,
indicating the Astaire-Rogers musical
may be held for a third stanza, too.
Paramount claims 18,000 patrons
checked in at the box-office on the
opening dav of "Trail of the Lone-

On Saturday, WashingBirthday, it is said more than
22,000 people jammed the theatre, representing about 1,000 more cash customers than have ever attended the
Paramount in one day since it was
opened.
Out-of-town business on "Follow
the Fleet" is doing better than "Top
some Pine."

ton's

(Continued on page 12)

Control Slated to Pass

Canadian House of Commons,
his maiden speech in
Parliament and it was a gem.

Games

with a
promise from Chairman Sirovich of
New York that he will have a new
Bridgeport, Feb. 24. Following a
Sirovich in- conference with police, managers of
bill to put before them.
troduced a general copyright measure theatres
using
Bank Night,
here
in the House last week, but withdrew Screeno and other cash giveaways deit before
it
could be circulated, ap- cided to withdraw such games from
parently with a view to making some their houses.
In most cases Country
last-minute changes.
It is expected Store was substituted, although some
to be ready for the committee tomor- of the houses inaugurated Bargain
row.
Night, reducing admissions to a 10For three days, beginning tomorrow, cent top.
the committee will hear representaCity Prosecutor Cotter issued a
tives of Ascap.
On Thursday, the decree prohibiting all games for cash
committee will divide honors with the prizes, following constant complaints
Neely sub-committee of the Senate from business men against Bingo and
Interstate
Committee, Beano games running nightly at the
which then opens hearings on block clubrooms of various local organizabooking, and possibly with a sub- tions. Bank Night officials have taken
committee of the House Interstate no action as yet, but Adolph G. Johnand Foreign Commerce Committee, son, representative in the New Haven
which may hold hearings on the same territory, has indicated that a test case
subject at the same time.
probably will be sought in the near
Next week, for three days, the future.
(Continued on page 7)
This is the first city in the state to
Norwalk's
giveaways.
cash
stop

—

Branches

TEN CENTS

Ottawa, Feb. 24.—H. E.
manager
of
the
Wilton,
Strand,
Hamilton, Ont., a
newly elected member of the

sion on copyright legislation,

Washington, Feb. 24. Congressman Pettengill of Indiana will head
the sub-committee of the House Com-

In All

1936

25,

Maiden Speech

Theatres

In Bridgeport

LINZ

the Industry

standard Capital Deal
For "IT Definitely Set

New All

Declares

Measure Ready
By

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti

VOL.

Alert,

most of the mem-

bers have taken their full
40 minutes for their speeches.
If at any time in this House

am caught speaking more
than 15 minutes I hope some
member will ring the bell on
me."
Under Canadian Parliamen-

I

procedure, a member
for 40 minutes on
any measure or motion.

tary

may speak

To Cowdin-Rogers On
Or Before Mar. 14
By RED KANN
Hollywood, Feb. 24.

—Control

swing
by J.
Cheever Cowdin, and the group
represented by Charles R. Rogers
on or before March 14, when the

of Universal definitely will
to Standard Capital, headed

extended option granted these interests by Carl Laemmle expires.
notice of intention to
the
option
reliably
is
learned to have been given Universal
within the past 48 or 72 hours by
Cowdin.
Official

exercise

Rogers whose financial
Adolph Ramish, one of the

Production Gains

With 37

in

Work

chief
is
original

participants in West Coast Theatres
long before it became Fox West
Coast, today continued his policy of
caution, but went far enough to make
this
flat
statement
"We will go
:

Hollywood,

Feb.

24.

—Continued

bad weather failed to hold down production here last week. Studio activity
showed an increase over the preceding
week with 37 features in work. The

week

showed

35 features
shooting.
Short subject production
dropped to one, at the Roach studio.
There were five shorts in work the
preceding week.

previous

M-G-M

recorded the greatest activreplacing Warners, which had
held the lead for several weeks. The
Culver City plant had nine features
working on the sound stages.
ity,

Columbia had four features shootthree in preparation for filming
within the next two weeks and four
in the cutting rooms.
M-G-M had
nine, one and 12
Paramount, five, six
and 14; Radio, two, two and four;
Roach, one, zero and zeroj Twentieth
Century-Fox, five, three and seven

through.

"There

remain, however, several
straightened out and in
the face of them there seems to be no
details to be

point
will

in

making any statement.

We

make our announcement when

time arrives and I think it will
prove a surprise.
will divulge an
array of personalities whose identity
with Universal has not been suspected," he said.

the

We

Asked whether or not he was referring to production personalities or
executive personalities, or both, Rogers replied
"I am referring to both."

ing,

;

swung

Mae West Hurrying
Back

to the Coast

Feb.

24.

— Mae

West's

stay here was short.
She arrived
yesterday and didn't even take time
to unpack, but left for the coast immediately.
Paramount has exercised its option
on Miss West's contract. Plans call
for a new film scheduled to start
(Continued on page 7)

24.

of the

(Continued on page 7)

Chicago,

Music Society Hit
In Canadian House
Ottawa, Feb.
—The 1936 session
Canadian Parliament had barely
into

its

full

stride

before the

Canadian Performing Rights Society
was mentioned. Speaking on the floor
of the House of Commons, William
Esling, member for Kootenay West,
described the operations of the society
as a "pernicious racket" and said the
country was suffering a great deal
from its exactions.
He demanded
legislation to restrict the scope of the
society which, he declared, did not
protect Canadian authors and composers but only foreigners.
Esling asserted that the fees de(Continued on page 7)

:

:
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Mudd
— Represen-

Seek Tablet for
Washington,

Feb. 24.

Jennings Randolph of
Virginia today introduced a

tative

erect a tablet to the

memory

West
bill

to

of Dr.

Samuel A. Mudd, Maryland physician who treated John Wilkes Booth
the assassination of President
Lincoln, and for which he spent four
years at Fort Jefferson, Fla.
There
he was the hero of a yellow fever
outbreak.
His story is the theme of
the film, "The Prisoner of Shark
Island."
after

by any
up from

Los Angeles Examiner:
"A man with 'zwip' is a
much better sweetheart than a
man with 'zumph,' declares

the

blonde Bette Davis, co-starred
with Leslie Howard in 'Petrified Forest' opening tomorrow
at both Warner Bros. Holly-

wood and Downtown

theatres.
" 'Zumph,' according to Bette,

is
that he-man quality which
any red-blooded male can acquire, with big biceps, day-old
whiskers and rough-and-ready
mannerisms predominating.
" 'Zwip,' on the other hand, is
a tender, almost inspirational,
quality which few men have."

Or

didn't

you know?
.

Nina Skolsky

.

.

.

T

the three-anda-half-year-old daughter of Sidney, Hollywood columnist for the

New

30th Anniversary

York Daily News.

know, but

I

Nina,

brought

it

home

for your pills."

Perhaps it's necessary to point
out Skolsky is one of the colony's
leading hypochondriacs.
The rumor has it Nina writes
the Skolsky column. Sidney rests

some sort of
rights and refuses
on

deny.

.

.

—

weight champion. Radio signed
him for a part. That brings the
tale to a Vine Street eatery and
an enthusiast seeking an autograph.

"How do you want it?" asked
Rosenbloom. "As a fighter or an
actor ?"

.

.

.

T

A Walter Wanger nifty. Scene
and place The Brown Derby on
:

Wilshire Boulevard.
A streamer in the Examiner
"Mother's Kiss Smuggles
read
Dope to Convict."
Wanger "I'll bet Zanuck has
a picture out on that in the morn:

:

ing."

.

.

.

T
One from Leonard

Goldstein

"I just ran into a fellow who
works for Republic. They're going to rename it the S. S. S.
Studio.

constitutional
to confirm or

.

T T
Maxie Rosenbloom

a pug
is
and once the world's light-heavy-

.

.

.

.

T

.

.

T

Skolsky for a minute.
He's writing a takeoff on Cliff
to

Odets' "Waiting for Lefty."

"Waiting for Thalberg" is the
and Odets the central char-

title

.

.

T
Hollywood,
Description
of
courtesy of eavesdropping:
"This isn't a city. It's not even
a town. It's a hamlet. Accent

on the

representing

Will

H.

Charles R. Rogers, Sol Lesser,
William Koenig, Carl Laemmle, Jr., Walter Wanger,
Col. William Selig, Comm.
Briskin,

Stuart

J.

Blackton.

Red Kann, Louis Sobol, Robert Welsh,
Ungar, Boone Mancall, Jimmy
Starr, Louella O. Parsons, Edwin Schallert,

Arthur

man.

lobbies at the Paramount in New
York, by his own word has gone
conservative.
He was wearing a deep ruby
red at the time.

.

Breen,

Winninger, Bela Lugosi, Herman
Beulah
Livingstone,
Ernst
L.
Frank, Dr. A. H. Gianinni, Carl Schroeder,
C. K. Freeman, E. B. flatrick, Douglas
Churchill, Relman Morin, William Heine-

Boris Morros, whose shirts
used to scream louder than the

acter.

I.

Frank Capra, president of the
Academy; Jesse L. Lasky, Irving Thalberg,
Henry Herzbrun, Cecil B. DeMille, Jack
L. Warner, Hal Wallis, Al Jolson, Joe
E. Brown, Joseph H. Schenck, Darryl F.
Zanuck, Sol Wurtzel, Hal Roach, S. J.

Stern,

T T

Back

Joseph

Hays;

Charles

"Sunrise.
"Sunset.

"Sundays."

Hollywood, Feb. 24. More than
300 film personalities of the past and
present gathered at luncheon today
in the Universal studio to honor Carl
Laemmle on his 30th anniversary in
the
motion
picture
industry.
The
gathering included such past celebrities as King Baggott, William Selig,
J. Stuart Blackton, Hobart Bosworth,
Grace Cunard also such present-day
tycoons as Hal Roach, Cecil DeMille,
Henry Herzbrun, Hal Wallis and
Jesse Lasky, as well as a veritable
galaxy of current screen stars. Paramount and Universal Newsreels recorded the event.
Rupert Hughes acted as toastmaster. Among the guests were
;

T

is

tender years notwithstanding, is
a regular visitor to the studios.
Just as regularly she collects bags
of candy. Back home the other
afternoon when papa was busy
tickling the typewriter keys, she
handed pater a bag.
"Why, it's empty!" said Skolsky.
"I

10 cents.

style

this picked

W

Pierre
Cour-des-Noues.
de la
Autre, Representative; Rome Bureau: Viale
Malpassuti, RepresentaVittorio
Gorizia.
tive; Sydney Bureau: 600 George Street,
Mexico City
Representative;
Cliff
Holt,
19,

and at

significantly

Hollywood

essarily

JERAULD, Managing Editor
JAMES A. CRON, Advertising Manager
M.

tions,

ADDING

large to the inanities of
press agentry, although not nec-

Martin Quigley

J.

Outlook

Laemmle Feted on

By RED KANN«

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)
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first syllable."

.

.

.

Irene Dunne, May Robson, Edward ArGrace Cunard, King Baggott, Dorothy Phillips, Jack Mulhall, Hobart Bosworth, Allan Jones, Gloria Holden, Otto
Kruger, Jack Holt, Buck Jones, Binnie
Barnes, Jane Wyatt, Helen Westley, Billy
Burrud,
Gloria
Stuart,
Buster Crabbe,
Jean Rogers.
James Cruze, Priscilla Lawson, Lee
Shippey, Stanley Bergerman, Paul Kohner,
Lucien Hubbard, Ella Hall, Edward Everett Horton,
Julius Klein, Jack Smalley,
Elizabeth Wilson, Elizabeth Yeaman, Flannery Lewis, Marian Rhea, Ted McGee,
Harrison Carroll, Hubbard Keavy, Ronald
Wagoner,
Wallace
X.
Rawles,
Albert
O'Keefe.
Mervyn Le Roy, Shaindel Kalish, James
nold,

Whale, Lambert Hillyer, Edward Laemmle,
Alfred Stern, Arthur Collins, David Diamond, Edmund Grainger, Henry MacRae,
Walter
Lantz,
Arthur Jacobson,
Don
Briggs, Noah Beery, Jr., Maurice Pivar,
Cesar
Romero,
Leopold
Wyler,
Mrs.
Wyler, Gaston Wyler, Fred S. Meyer.
Marguerite Churchill, Jerry Sackheim,
Julius Bernheim. Irving Starr, Martin F.
Murphy, Nan Gray, John King, Sunnie
O^Dea, Nat Ross, Sam van Ronkel, Diana
Gibson. Dutch Ergenbright, John Schwarzkopf, Henry H. Zehner, Paul Harrison,
Ella Williams, Sidney Skolsky, Rob Wagner, Mike Marco, Louis Friedlander.

M. Woolf May Join Intermountain Takes To Confer with Laemmle
Union Cinema Board Over Nielson Houses Joseph Pasternak, Herman Kosterand D. Rabinowitz, who have
London, Feb.
understood
Intermountain Theatres, a Para—
been connected with Universal for-

C.

ITOA Meets Tomorrow
Directors of the I.T.O.A. will hold
a special meeting at the Astor tomorrow for a discussion of several topics
on tap, among those being the two
per cent sales tax, admission of children under 16 and product.

24.

here that C. M.

litz

It is

Woolf may

join the

board of directors of Union Cinemas,
in which his financial associate, J. A.
Rank, is already interested.

Cotton Wins Judgment
A judgment for $69,585 was handed

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
Is
its

now
new

located in
offices

at

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

New York

City

CIRCLE 7-3100

mount subsidiary, on March 1 will
assume operation of four Alike Niel-

eign

son theatres in Preston, Idaho, and
Logan and Bingham, Utah. Nielson
also has a theatre in Boise, Idaho,
which is not included in the transac-

coast.

tion.

down

in the Supreme Court yesterday
on behalf of John Colton, scenario
writer who wrote "Rain" and "Shang-

Harry David, operating head of
Intermountain. who was in town last
week conferring with Y. Frank Free-

hai Gesture," against Harry Oshrin,
theatrical attorney, who was at one
time Colton's manager and personal
representative. The judgment was obtained after accounting proceedings
were brought by Colton.
The Appellate Division ruled that
all
money received by Oshrin for
Colton was received as trustee in a
fiduciary capacity, and that Oshrin's
charge of $18,337 for commission on
Colton's salary was improper and
should be set aside. Oshrin was also
taxed the cost of the action, which
amounted to $3,551.

man, closed the deal for the leases.
Two of the four houses to be taken
over are in Logan.

production

activities,

leave

for

Hollywood today to confer with Carl
Laemmle on making pictures on the
Universal is endeavoring to inject
international angles in pictures to be
made abroad and will have the trio
work at the coast studios for a while.
They arrived last week on the He de
France and since have been discussing
plans with Nate Manheim, head of the

company's foreign department.

To Reopen Sabath Probe
Fairbanks Flies East

—

Hollywood, Feb.
24.
Douglas
Fairbanks left here by plane for New
York yesterday for further conferences with Robert E. Sherwood on
"Marco Polo." He will remain in
The
the East three or four days.
tentative starting date on the film has
been set for May 1.

Murray Garsson,
Sabath

attorney for the
Congressional committee for

the investigation of real estate bond
reorganizations,
returned from the
coast yesterday after hearings on the
Fox West Coast reorganization.
Garsson said that additional hearings
on film company reorganizations may
be held in Washington before the full
committee in the near future.

u

TRAIL OF LONESOME
PINE" A

WOW!

Paramount Technicolor
Picture Smashes All
Records

in

Miami Beach

and Broadway Openings.
Within a single week, "The Trail of the
Lonesome Pine," first big film drama in
color, has smashed all time records in two key
spots on the Atlantic Seaboard. Opening

Society

Colony,

Storming

Miami

Beach, as "The
Trail of the Lone-

some Pine" Opens
in

Summer

Weather

HOT OR
COLD IT'S
A HIT!

Monday in Miami Beach,
the big Walter Wanger production had mobs fighting
for admission to the high
hat Colony Theatre.

And

Wednesday morning saw
Broadway jammed as the

New York Paramount

New

York

its first

gave
glimpse

of the Technicolor opus.
Critics joined with Florida
society, with celebrities of
the theatre, of the sports

world, of the writing busi-

and with Mr. and Mrs.
to tell the world
Paramount had a winner.
ness,

Fan

And

Trail of the Lone-

exhibitors all over the
country had the home office
haywire begging for prints.
Follow up business at both
houses continues strong.

some Pine" Opens

And it looks like Paramount

Broadway Street
Scene as "The

in

Zero

Weather

has added another to the

Paramount

list

of box

office aces.

(TURN OVER PLEASE)

—

HURRICANE OF APPLAUSE HITS MIAMI

AS "TRAIL OF LONESOME

PINE"

BEACH

TAKES FIRST BOW

Miami Beach,

Fla.

—Feb. 18—There may have

been a Moon over Miami last night. If there
was, nobody noticed it. They were too busy
fighting their way through the mobs on Lincoln Road, trying by a little straight arm stuff
to muscle their way into the biggest picture
opening this winter resort has ever seen
the world premiere of
Paramount's all-color
drama, "The Trail of
.

Mr. and Mrs. Du Bose "Porgy' Heyward with Mr. and Mrs.
Hervey "Anthony Adverse" Allen at "Trail" opening,
Miami Beach
'

.

.

the Lonesome Pine."
The big shots of the

Celebrities at "Trail"

"Magnifiicent beyond com-

sports world, the theatre,

Opening Praise Color
Picture as Tops

pare.

high society, not to mention a few hundred ordi-

"The color was really won-

— George F.

Getz,

Treasurer, Republican
National Committee

derful. It was well pre"Enjoyed every minute of
sented and well acted."
the picture."
Daniel
George

—

"It is the

—Daniel Frohman

Ade

Frohman, dean of
Broadway producers, at" Trail"
opening, Miami Beach.

most beautiful

have I been so
have ever seen on "Never
touched with a motion pic- "Great box office picture.
the screen."
Never have seen anything
ture."
Paul Block, Publisher
Henry Horner,
so beautiful."

thing

I

—

—

Governor of

"The natural coloring is
the most beautiful thing I
have ever seen."

—H.

I.

—E.

Illinois

Sparks

kicks to the little fellows
voted without a single dissenting opinion that this
big time action picture in

was aces, and set up
mark for the other boys

color

a

in the picture business to

shoot

Phillips,

New York Sun

J.

nary muggs like your reporter wrinkled their stiff
bosoms, k.o'd their straw
kelleys and had themselves
one brawl of a time but it
was worth it ... as everybody from the moneyed top

at.

columnist

\

Marks New Picture
Epoch says MajorWarner

Trail

"The screen has found a
new medium."

—Gar Wood, speed boat racer

WJ

'

Major and Mrs. Albert Warner
at "Trail" opening,

Miami PIC

Miami Beach

— Feb.

18—

"Tonight's premiere
brought me back to the
day when we made the
tvith

Mr. and Mrs. Al Levy first talkie,"

Miami Beach.

Critics

"In a good many years of
show-going, we do not remember havingsat through
"The most important pic- an hour and a half of anyture in nearly a decade
thing quite so beautiful as
since 'The Jazz Singer'
this film."
made the screen articuGeorge Ade, famous humorist,
Miriam Bell,
late."
—Edgar Hay,
at "Trail" premiere, Miami
Miami Daily News pictures."
Miami, Fla., Herald
Beach.

Write Raves After First
Look-See at "Trail"

—

said

Major

Albert Warner, interviewed at "Lonesome Pine" opening. "They said it could
not be done. They predicted the public would
never take to it. But the
skeptics have been proved
wrong. The Trail of the
Lonesome Pine' is a magnificent production in color. It marks an epoch in

What

the

New York

Fans Say About "Trail
of the

CROWDS BRAVE WEATHER, MOB BROADWAY

Lonesome Pine"

FOR "TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE" OPENING
New York, N. Y.—Feb. 20—Old Weather Man
slipped over a fast one and hauled the temperature down to the zero line yesterday. But
the New York fans just buttoned up their
overcoats, held their mitts to their ears and
stood in line until they got what they wanted
and what they wanted was to see the world
premiere of the first color drama, "The Trail
With
of the Lonesome Pine."
.

"It's

ing

a fine picture. The act- "A stirring picture.
And the plenty of spirits."

is excellent.

photography fine."
— Elma Anzak, saleslady

— Dominic Sicilian
Charles Ferrar, bartenders

New York Critics Praise
Color Picture as
Real Triumph for the

.

.

Before noon the New York Paramount had chalked
up a new record for attendance and the fans were still
streaming in. And did they like it? They did. As far
as New York is concerned Paramount has topped off
its recent series of box office successes with an even
bigger winner.

Picture Industry

"The beauties of nature
and those of Miss Sylvia
Sidney are brought in
realistic hues to the screen

"A honey of a picture with of the Paramount in this
marvelous acting. The col- handsomely Technicolored
or

is

production. Each scene is
a painting wrought by the
actresses hand of the Master."

beautiful."

Georgette Vine Edith Frankel

— Regina

Crewe,
Neiv York American

"A tremendous advance

in

color photography. It is
beautiful enough to shine
as a milestone in the movtechnical march of
ies'

progress."

N .Y .Paramount warms

— Bland Johaneson,
"Fine acting
photography."
.

.

Daily Mirror

excellent

George Fox
sales clerk

frost bitten fans

with sinkers and

coffee.

"The picture that opened "Accurate reporting comthe story is at the Paramount Theatre pels the reporter to write
added a cast of unusual yesterday before a record that the audience love it."

"When

to

—

merit and a richly beautiWilliam Boehnel,
early morning audience
World Telegram
ful color production, then
marks the beginning of a
it becomes a distinguished
and worthwhile picture, new epoch in films. Henry "Utterly lovely are the
commanding attention no Hathaway, the director colors in 'The Trail of the
less for its intrinsic enter- who handled 'Lives of a Lonesome Pine'. As a demtainment value than as an- Bengal
Lancer' so expertly onstration of outdoor phoother milestone in the detography in color it is an
velopment of the cinema." has kept the story moving outstanding achievement."
at a lively pace."
"It's got everything."
Rose Pelswick,
Frank S. Nugent,
—Joe Mangelli, auto salesman
Kate Cameron, Daily News
New York Journal
New York Times

—

—

—

—
.

PARAMOUNT BOX OFFICE NEWS
HOLLYWOOD DUSTS OFF ADJECTIVES AS TRADE PRESS
CRITICS WRITE RAVES

ON "THE TRAIL OF LONESOME PINE"

Sure Fire Mass Entertainment
With Strong Appeal in Story, Fine
Cast and Color That Is Best Yet

Wanger's Production Kid"

did at the box office.
That
picture was the first
Would Be Box Office Even
outdoor
talking picture. It
Without Color Novelty;
gave the producers confiHathaway, Sylvia Sidney,

Writing Splendid

Color

With or without color, this production has been so
effectively clone from screenplay and casting to direction and editing that it can't miss
action, suspense
and heart interest all dovetailed together and carried

is

here.

And

pros-

dence that talking pictures
were here to stay. Now

comes "Lonesome Pine".
the first major outdoor
.

perity too, for the theatres
talking feature in color
booking Walter Wanger's to prove that color is here
"Trail of the Lonesome to stay.
The picture
would
hit
be
a
even in
Pine." You don't have to
black
and
white,
due
to the
to a strong finish that will send the fans home with be a veteran in the busiuniformly high quality of
wet handkerchiefs but a satisfied feeling.
ness to remember what
its
cast,
direction and
Irving
Cumming's "Cisco story.
FILM DAILY
.

.

.

.

.

.

—

— HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"Trail" Proves Film of
Magnificence Great Entertainment; Box Office Smash

"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine" is a film of dramatic and artistic magnificence, a great piece of

entertainment for

all

and a box office
smash by every sign.
classes

Picture

is

a directorial

triumph for Henry Hathaway. The players score
solidly, man, woman, and
child. Supporting the
whole pyramid of outstanding excellence is the
courage, the vision, the imagination and showmanly
intuition

and shrewdness

of Walter Wanger paving
a further way into the
realm of screen color on
firm commercial ground."

— DAILY VARIETY
"Trail of the

Lonesome

Pine" should blaze a new

Box

Office for
an outstanding triumph in the
field of natural color, por-

trail to the

new

records. It

is

by an excellent
and the last word in

trayed
cast,

scenic beauty.

—BOX OFFICE
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tic, covered in the permanent injunction and also started using them in
the Forest, Garden and Blackstone, in
most instances every night but Satur-

All Theatres

In Bridgeport

Cease

Games

(Continued from page 1)
now studying the legality of
the awards, but so far has not indicated any intention of asking theatres
to discontinue the practice.

mayor

is

day and Sunday.
Judge Merriam's
order followed.
Schreiber declared he would continue to use the cash prizes until the
contempt action and the
Court ruling were settled.

—

St.

liated

Enterprises,

Bank Night, was arrested
At Danbury, Bank Night has grown for
promotion

to the extent that the city's three theatres all offer the same show with the
same scale of prices on that night.

last

the sale and

today

a hearing on block booking
at the same time as the
sub-committee of the Senate

of

may have

week

legislation

patentees

Inc.,

of the sub-committee, he exthat all Democratic
members senior to him are either ill
or engaged on other matters.
The sub-committee will hold a meeting within the next day or two and

plained

City, Feb. 24. G. E. McLouis distributor for Affi-

Kean,

(Continued from
(Continued from page 1)
While Pettengill said last
publicans.
week he would not accept the chair-

Supreme manship

Missouri Test Case Near

Kansas

Mae West Hurrying
Heads
Back to the Coast
House Film Group

Pettengill

of a lot-

Fredericktown.
McKean immediately filed a habeas
corpus writ with the Supreme Court
tery, -at

Neely

Interstate Commerce Committee on
Feb. 27 to accommodate witnesses here
for the latter hearing, who do not

page 1)

and are thought to be acceptable
the
star
since
Ernst
to
Lubitsch is no longer production head.
She had frequent disagreements with
April

1,

Lubitsch,

was

stated here.
to discuss her
plans today, saying that she had come
to Chicago for a shopping trip and
that she
had not intended to go
through to New York.
it

Miss West refused

Picketing

Law Upheld
24. — Ala-

Montgomery, Ala., Feb.

bama's anti-picketing law has been upwish to make another trip. It was held by the Court of Appeals in a test
stressed, however, that this will not case review of the conviction of John
Study Bank Night Insurance
be the only hearing to be held on the M. O'Rourke, charged with picketing
Denver, Feb. 24. Bank Night inthe Ritz with a placard declaring the
surance companies are being studied promotion does not involve "consider- subject, and that those who do not
stage hands non-union men. The court
by the state. Assistant Attorney Gen- ation."
This is the state Supreme wish to appear this week, if a hearing
later oppor- held the statute was not in conflict
eral J. Glenn Donaldson has ordered Court test, on the strength of which is held, will be given a
with the constitutional guarantee of
two companies here, and invited the- Attorney General Roy McKittrick last tunity to be heard.
free speech and affirmed the lower
atre managers to attend a hearing to week
withdrew
department's
his
court's sentence of $1 and costs.
be held at the statehouse in an at- "premature" decision pronouncing the
tempt to determine the legality and promotion illegal.
M'g'rs
whether the state insurance laws govof Missouri, in which it was asserted
that Bank Night does not violate the
state's
anti-lottery law because the

—

ern.

insurance laws govern, the companies must post large cash bonds.
In Arizona the attorney general ruled
the insurance laws applied and the
Bank Night insurance there quit because of inability to post the $100,000
If

required.
The Theatre Guarantee
Corp., first of the Denver companies
to sell Bank Night insurance, says
it will post whatever bond is necessary.
second company, backed by
a large drug chain, and ready to start
operations, has postponed action until
a state ruling is made.

A

The Theatre Guarantee Corp.

Birmingham Houses Warned
Birmingham, Ala., Feb. 24. Local

—

theatres have been warned by the police department that Jackpot Nights
or any form of lottery contest will not
be permitted. Contests of this nature,
Police Chief Luther Hollums said, are
violation of a city ordinance.

Production Gains

With 37

Work

in

Music Society Hit
In Canadian House

Meeting Extended

Los Angeles, Feb.

Clark,
Clark and

Feb.

;

theatre.

Lottery Charge Dismissed

Elkhart,

Ind.,

Feb. 24.

—An

affi-

davit charging Sid Holland, manager
of the Elco here, with violating the
Indiana anti-lottery law by conducting

Bank Night was quashed in Superior
Court here by Lenn J. Oare of South
Bend, special judge.
Oare held that
the theatre asked "no cash or
valuable consideration" from
customers participating in Bank Night,
the state law had not been infringed.
since

Copyright Session
Will Begin Today
(Continued from

page

1)

Patents
Committee will hear the
writers and publishers and other interests, and for three-day periods during the two following weeks representatives of the film industry and
others affected will testify.

other

Morros Coming East
Hollywood, Feb.

Cited for Contempt on Games
Detroit, Feb. 24. Judge DeWitt
H. Merriam, of Circuit Court, has issued an order directing Jacob Schreiber to show cause why he is not in
contempt of court for using cash giveaways in spite of a permanent injunction granted by the judge on Jan. 16.
The order is returnable on Feb. 29.
The injunction was obtained by the
Temple-Sproat
Co.,
operating
the

—

Roxy

of the Ben & Lou Cohen circuit.
Schreiber has an appeal pending in
the state Supreme Court.
Prosecutor

Duncan McCrea

Schreiber immediately resumed cash
at the Colonial and Majes-

giveaways

recently

elevated

to

line

up

talent

production

Berenstein to
Los Angeles, Feb.

24.

on

for
his

Miami

— Ben

Beren-

M.

P. T. O. representative,
plans to leave for Miami next Sunday
to attend the M. P. T. O. A. meeting
stein, local

there.

To Re-Release Rogers
Twentieth Century-Fox will re-release the pictures of the late Will
Rogers, beginning with "A Connecticut

Yankee"

in April.

J

GIGANTIC CAST!

IMMENSE STORY

UNIVERSALE

SUTTER'S

MorParamount

producership in addition to his duties
as general manager of the music department, entrained for New York
tonight.
He will
the first musical
new contract.

TREMENDOUS
PRODUCTION

— Boris

week

stated that
he would take no further action
against theatres using cash prizes until the high court had rendered its decision in the Schreiber case.
last

ros,

24.

24.

—John

D.

Century-Fox executives, arrived
here today from the company sales
meeting in Chicago over the week-end.

tieth

;

;

man-

Herman Wobber, Twen-

ates

;

—The

Wobber on Coast

Hollywood,

(Continued from page 1)

oper-

through agencies, having more Universal, two, one and two; Warindepenthan 30 in the city.
It charges 10 ners, seven, zero and seven
cents for the first $100 insurance, 15 dent, two, two and three.
In the short subjects lineup were
cents to $200, 20 cents to $300 and
Columbia with none shooting, two in
25 cents for $400 to $500.
Theatre Guarantee's plan covers 14 preparation and three editing; M-G-M
Radio, zero,
theatres, the Lucky Seven and Civic with zero, five and four
Roach, one, zero and
groups, and two others.
In order to two and two
independents, zero, two and
win, one must not only have the first three
number drawn, but must not be at the zero.

24.

meeting of Fox West Coast
and National Theatres now in progress here has been extended until
Friday in order that further business
conferences may be held. The confab
had been scheduled to end today.
agers'

(Continued from page 1)
manded of small amusement owners
were excessive. During the investigation of the society last year by Judge
James Parker of Toronto, the society,
he claimed, sent agents about the
country to collect all possible fees in
advance because of the fear of adverse
legislation.
He said he hoped the
Government would take early action
to compel the society to publish the
compositions on which it
list
of
claimed copyright, at least.

GOLD'!

.

/

DIAMOND MASTER
EMPIRE BUILDER
JUNGLE CONQUEROR
.

The Kimberley Diamond

land of romance, adventure
where men became millionaires over-

Fields

.

.

•

and buried treasure
night
and women were scarcer than diamonds.
.

•

.

•

.

.
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DIAMOND MASTER
diamonds bought women's
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conquered the jungle
built an empire
changed
His
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WOR

Newark
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Kemick has withdrawn two copy-

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

Actions to

infringement suits filed against
the Bamberger Broadcasting Co. in
N. Y. Supreme Court and yesterday
right

the same suits
in
Newark
where station
is located.
The
Warner music subsidiary is seeking
§10,000 damages for the use without
permission of "My Isle of Golden
Dreams" and "I Want to Bounce

"Little

Hollywood, Feb.

WHOM

$5,000.

Papers have been sent to Philadelphia and New Orleans where actions
will be filed against
by Witmark & Sons in the former city for
the use of "Mother Machree" and by
Harms against
in New Orleans
for using "Three Little Words."

WPEN

DSU

Conn. Group to Hold
First Meeting
New

Haven,

Today
—

Feb. 24. Approximately 45 independent exhibitors are
expected to meet here tomorrow in the
Film Building, in the first meeting of
the group of unaffiliated exhibitors
who are attempting to form a new independent exhibitor association, in a
split from the Connecticut M. P. T. O.

Future policies of the group and a
possible affiliation with Allied are to
be discussed.
The meeting place is
expected to be made the permanent
headquarters of the group.

WE'RE

mood which has

Strictly in the
tures, such as
to the sticky

—

"A

Two

Tale of

and minor

characterized

of his recent pic-

all

young producer has turned
Frances Hodgson Burnett and, by dint

Cities," this

classic of
and intelligence, has fashioned

of considerable ingenuity

an attraction
which should send parent-teacher associations out cheering and club-

women into ecstatic raves over this celluloid exploration into motives
pure and chivalry untarnished.
Rarely has there been such a set of unblemished characters and infrequently a group of individuals who have thought so well of their
fellow man. The story tells of Freddie Bartholomew, son of the son of the
Earl of Dorincourt, who married Dolores Costello and into an estate
so beneath him parental forgiveness failed to be forthcoming. Comes
the day when the boy, Ceddie, and his mother, ''Dearest," are called
from Brooklyn of the '80s to England, where the last of the Dorincourts
is waiting to induct the youngster, now Lord Fauntleroy, into the magnificence of the landed gentry. The condition is "Dearest" cannot live in
the great castle.
Freddie, who plays Ceddie, goes and at once captivates the earl,
played gruffly and with much hiccoughing by C. Aubrey Smith, to a
point where the entire household undergoes a heart-warming change.
The only menacing influence in the picture is the rival claim set up
by a woman representing herself to be the wife of another son and
mother of their offspring, who, therefore is the legitimate Fauntleroy.
But Freddie's pals in prosaic Brooklyn recognize the fraud from the
newspapers and prove instrumental in puncturing the trumped up
charge. Serenity returns to the countryside and "Dearest" into the
household.

John Cromwell's direction is sympathetic and intelligent. Young
Bartholomew's performance is expert and impressive far beyond his
age. Miss Costello, returning to pictures after a lengthy absence, bears
the mark of the years lightly and remains lovely to look at and pleasant
to hear. Smith makes a very good job of the grumpy nobleman in the
style perfunctory with a role of the type. Others who do well include
Henry Stephenson, Mickey Rooney, Una O'Connor, Guy Kibhee, E.
E. Clive, Constance Collier, Jackie Searl, Jesse Ralph and Helen Flint.
"Fauntleroy" has a definite mid- Victorian flavor reeking from

it

and

course, is traceable to the story which is quite light and
nostalgic. If the public will take any "Little Lord Fauntleroy," it will
take this one in sizable gobs.
that,

of

Production Code Seal No. 1,959.

Running

time, 106 minutes.

"The Walking Dead"
Warners)
Hollywood, Feb.

ter characterization

When we

think
of the surprise
exhibitors have

coming

to fair

—

24.
Karloff here delivers an interesting and sinisthough the weak story motivation holds the picture

entertainment classification.

Edmund Gwenn,

a scientist, restores life to Karloff after his electro(

Continued on pape

1 1

Rossasy Joins Schwartz

Tracy in "Courageous"

of the AdelBrooklyn, has joined a partnerThe new
ship with Lulu Schwartz.

Hollywood, Feb. 24. M-G-M has
assigned Spencer Tracy to the leading role in "Captains Courageous,"

to build a new 600-seat
theatre in Woodhaven, L. I., on the
Cost of the
site of the Forest Park.
^iriicture is estimated at $50,000, with

which
Tracy

Ben Rossasy, operator

plii,

team plan

work

to

start

next week.

—

Jack

Conway

will

direct.

appearing in "San
Francisco" and "Mob Rule," and
there is a strong possibility that
shooting schedules on these three picis

also

New

YOU'LL BE LAUGHING,

24.

—

James R.

Grainger has closed a three-year franchise deal for Universal product with
the Jefferson Amusement Co., which
operates

YES AND SINGING TOO.

Orleans. Feb.

in

21

Grainger is due
York Thursday.

Texas cities.
east
arrive in
New

to

Reserves Dvorak Ruling
Hollywood, Feb.

24.

—Judge

Harry

R. Archbald has taken under advisement testimony given in the suit of
Ann Dvorak for the legal interpretation of her Warner contract. Miss
Dvorak was suspended bv the studio
last

Nov.

1.

*

not

novel, the treatment is
it over.
Errol, having
quite a reputation as a practical joker,
is planned a counter reception by his
brother-in-law and his friends.
He
arrives in town and joins an automobile club and there his troubles begin.
His car is stolen and when he reports the theft he is referred from
one department to another. The dialogue here produces the required
comic effect with the dumb answers
and incompetent acting principals. At
the conclusion, after much exasperation, he is inducted into the Ribbers'
will put

Club and given his badge.
tion Code Seal, No. 1,262.
time, 21 mins.
"G."

ProducRunning

"The Goose That Laid the
Golden Egg"
(Radio)
This is a good entertaining color
cartoon which features the return of
Felix to the screen.
Felix has the
Golden Goose and is solving the depression problem in his town by distributing gold to the needy. However,
a villain, Captain Kidd, breaks into
the house and makes off with the
goose.
Felix, ingeniously, after the
fashion of cartoons, gets on board
Kidd's ship and with a good amount
of animated action sequences turns the
tables and returns a hero. Production

Code
7

Running

No. 0809.

Seal,

mins.

time,

"G."

"Framing Father"
(Radio)

A

standard comedy plot gives this
film a bit of interest.
Ford Sterling,
a hosiery manufacturer, breaks into
print in a Broadway column and must

answer to his wife, Marjorie Gateson.
His son, Kenneth Howell, is really
to blame and the triangle revolves
about this end, with Dorothy Kent the
Sterling

is

against his

wish to marry Miss Kent, and
by a bit of smart trickery they obtain
his consent and all ends well.
Production Code Seal, No. 1776. Running
l
time, 16 /2
mins. "G."
son's

"Winged Pageantry"
(RKO-Van

Beuren)
Remarkable closeups of various sea
birds and beautiful photographing of
aerial patterns as the birds take wing
together with an intelligently spoken
accompaniment should put this over
with most audiences. The film, after
the fashion of natural history efforts,
shows the migration, breeding and
habits of gulls, cormorants, sea parrots,
gannets and the penguin-like

murre.
1,917.

Code

Production

Running

time,

Seal, No.
10 mins. "G."

"Garcia" Plans Halted

tures will overlap.

Grainger Closes Deal

is

love interest.

"G."

K.

(

to some humorous mocomedy starring Leon
entertaining.
While the

this

is

what

24.
There is substantial merit in David O. Selzunder his own banner for United Artists release.

the Ribber"

(Radio)
Building up

plot

(Selznick Inter' I- United Artists)

Around With You."
In addition to these suits, Harms
yesterday filed an action in Newark
against the same station for $5,000
for the broadcast of "Chansonette."
In Jersey City, Harms has filed suit
against
for the use of "I
Want to Woo," claiming damages of

Lord Fauntleroy"

nick's initial picture

"Down
ments,
Errol

reliled

WOR

Short Subjects

San

Francisco,

Feb.

24.

— Plans

for a special premier performance of
"A Message to Garcia" in honor of
Col. Andrew Rowan, hero of the
Spanish
incident on which the
picture is based, are being held up
because of the colonel's illness at his
home here, where he lives in retire-

War

ment.
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"Ceiling"

n
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Show $38,000
Chicago Lead

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW
"The Walking Dead"

—

Bitterly cold
Chicago, Feb.
weather held down grosses generally,
but "Ceiling Zero," with Horace Heidt
and his Brigadiers on the stage at the
Chicago, garnered $38,000, over the
line by $6,000, for the best downtown
showing.
"A Tale of Two Cities," at the

(Continued jrmn page 10)

24.

Karloff had been railroaded to the chair by crooked politicians
and had been innocent of the crime for which he had paid the penalty.
The story is concerned with his vengeance on the crooks, who all meet
a violent death after their encounters with Karloff, who merely stares
at them. Intertwined in the plot is a light romantic theme carried by
Warren Hull and Marguerite Churchill with some interest focused on
the scientific aspect of reviving the dead.
Roosevelt,
was good for $17,000,
The cast includes Ricardo Cortez, Barton MacLane, Joseph Sawyer
"Miss
which topped par by $6,000.
Pacific Fleet" managed to get $16,800, and Henry O'Neil, all of whom give creditable performances. The story
up by $1,800, with a stage show, at and screen play are credited to Ewart Adamson, Peter Milne, Robert
the Oriental.
Andrews, Lillie Hayward and Joseph Fields. Michael Curtiz directed
Total first run business was $1 19,- under the supervision of Lou Edelman. Hal Mohr photographed.

Average

200.

is

$109,900.

Week Ending Feb. 18:
"TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
ROOSEVELT— (1,591), 30c-40c-60c, 7 days.
(Average, $11,000)

$17,000.

25c-35c-50c,

Stage: Al Pearce and Gang.
000.
(Average, $19,000)

7

days.

Gross:

$14,-

"CEILING ZERO" (W. B.)
CHICAGO— (4,000), 35c-50c-68c, 7
Horace Heidt and

Stage:
Gross:

his

days.
Brigadiers.

(Average, $32,000)

$38,000.

"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W.
ORIENTAL—(3,490),
Stage:
Gross:

25c-40c,

B.)
days.
revue.

7

"Continental
Cavalcade"
(Average, $15,000)
$16,800.

"ANYTHING GOES"

G ARRICK— (900)
Gross:

(Para.)

25c-35c-50c,

,

(Average,

$6,000.

Week Ending
"DANGEROUS"

davs.

7

$5,500)

Feb. 21:
(W. B.)

APOLLO— (1,400), 25c-35c-50c, 7
Gross: $5,400.
(Average, $4,500)
"THE GHOST GOES WEST" (U.
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700),

7

days, 2nd week.

age,

Gross:

days.

A.)

30c-40c-60c,

(Aver-

$9,000.

$17,000)

"THE GREAT IMPERSONATION"
(Univ.)
STATE-LAKE— (2,776), 20c-30c-35c,

Stage: Fifi D'orsay and Paul Ash.
Gross: $13,000.
(Average, $13,000)

"Petrified" Pulls

$6,200, Milwaukee

—

Feb. 24. "The Petrified
Forest," on a dual bill with
"Chatterbox," copped high honors at
the Warner, grossing $6,200, or $1,200

above par.
A premier performance
opened the new program on a Wednesday night.
"The Milky Way" and "Timothy's
Quest" ranked second with a $5,800
take at Fox's Palace, just $800 above
par.
Other business was average or
below. Feb. 18 brought to a close the
coldest 30-day period in the city's history.
Since Jan. 19 the average temperature here has been 1.5 degrees
above.

Average

first
is

run business was $22,700.

$23,000.

Estimated takings

24.

—The

fails

to

bright

WARNER— (2,400),
$6,200.

25c-40c,

B.)

,

RIVERSIDE— (2,300),

15c-20c-2Sc,

7 days.

(20th-Fox)

"MY MARRIAGE" (2«th-Fox)
WISCONSIN— (3,200), 25c-40c, 7

days.

Average

$24,200.

is

Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 20

"TOUGH GUY" (M-G-M)
"THE LONE WOLF RETURNS" (Col.)
LOEWS STATE— (3,000), 15c-25c-40c, 7
days. Gross: $4,800. (Average, $5,500)
"IT HAD TO HAPPEN" (ZOth-Fox)
"EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT"
RIALTO— (3,000), 15c-25c-40c, 7
$4,500. (Average, $4,500)
"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)

days.

STRAND— (1,500),

Gross:

15c-25c-40c,

days.

7

(Average, $3,500)

$3,700.

"THE PETRIFIED FOREST" (W.

MARY ANDERSON— (1,000),

7

days.

Gross:

$3,600.

"THE LADY CONSENTS"

week. Gross:

B.)
15c-25c-40c,

(Average, $3,500)
(Radio)

15c-25c-40c, 5 days, 2nd

$3,400.

(Average,

$2,800)

"SWEET SURRENDER" (Univ.)
"THE CRIME OF DR. CRESPI"
(Republic)
"LOVER DIVINE" (G. B.)

NATIONAL— (2,400),

15c-25c-40c,

7

days,

week. Stage: Four days, Lottie Mayer
Ballet, Gene Gory & Roberta, Jack
Lane. Gross: $5,400. (Average, $3,000)

split

Water

"ANNIE OAKLEY"

"IF

(Radio)

YOU COULD ONLY COOK" (Col.)
"TWO IN THE DARK" (Radio)
"MISSISSIPPI"

ALAMO— (900),
week. Gross:

15c-25c,

$1,200.

(Para.)
7
days,

split

(Average, $1,400)

Delmar Watson.

sample of the dialogue is in the scene where the comics,
!"
drunk, mistake a goat for a patient. "He reminds me of my old man
"Reminds
you!" retorted Woolsey. "He
sobs Wheeler sympathetically.
smells like mine !" Fred Guiol directed the story which he wrote with
Tom Lennon. The screenplay is by Al Boasberg and Jack Townley.
Dave Dreyer and Jack Scholl wrote music and lyrics for a rather
amusing cowboy song. Lee Marcus produced.
Production Code Seal, No. 1,866. Running time, 65 minutes. "G."
fair

Whether your
name
or

is

Leibowitz

Murphy we

don't

want to see

your ...

Sussman and Chicago Coast Independents
Conferees Get Back Plan Booking Office
Los Angeles, Feb.
William Sussman, newly appointed
—Indepen24.

for TwenCentury-Fox, arrived yesterday
Chicago after attending a two-

eastern division
tieth

manager

from
day mid-winter conference with John
D. Clark, general sales manager.
Clark left yesterday for Hollywood
from the Windy City.

Among

those returning with Sussare E. C. Grainger, William J.
Kupper, J. A. Clark, Charles E. McCarthy, William Clark, Nat Finkler,
Collins,

Harry H. Buxbaum,

Joe Lee, Clarence Hill, Irving Maas,
Jack Bloom, Roger Ferri, Felix Jenkins and Martin Moskowitz.

dent exhibitors in this territory are
laying plans for the formation of a
cooperative booking office.
It is believed that through such an office
independent theatres might receive
benefits which distributors are unable
to grant individuals.
Distributors favor rather than oppose the idea, as it will enable them
to make deals that would otherwise
be unprofitable.
meeting of the
exhibitors will be held within the next
few weeks. Such an office will not
effect the I.T.O. or any other independent exhibitor organization, it is

A

said.

Jane Withers on Tour
Hollywood, Feb. 24. Jane

—

Withers, accompanied by her mother,
has left here for Chicago for personal appearances at the Oriental.
From there she will go to Detroit

& Steps."
and Cleveland. The trip will last a
"PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER"
month, after which the youngster re-

Stage: Saul Grauman's "Tunes
Gross: $4,700. (Average, $5,000)

Anderson.
Total first run business was $26,600.

of

Woolsey plays a dentist going west to make his fortune in the pioneer
settlement of Littletown. Wheeler is his assistant who falls moonily in
love with school teacher, Dorothy Lee. Richard Alexander, bad man,
sells them a building on the eve of the departure of the whole town in
the California gold rush. Harry Woods, bad man number two, has
arranged for the wagon train to be massacred by Indians. Wheeler
and Woolsey ride to warn of the plot, but are accused of being in league
with the Indians. Some fairly funny scenes are contrived during the
attack on the wagon train when Woolsey uses sponges soaked in chloroform to knock out the savages. Wheeler rides for the cavalry and saves
the day. The supporting cast includes Ethan Laidlaw, Chief Thunder-

(Average, $5,000)

Week Ending Feb. 20:
"THE MILKY WAY" (Para.)
"TIMOTHY'S QUEST" (Para.)
PALACE— (2,800) 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$5,800. Average, $5,000)
"DANGEROUS INTRIGUE" (Col.)

—

Louisville, Feb. 24. "Sweet Surhelped by a stage show
headed by Lottie Mayer's water ballet
for four days, led the first runs last
week, and contributed the bulk of the
"The
$5,400 gross at the National.
Crime of Dr. Crespi" and "Lover
Divine" formed the film fare for the
other three days.
"The Lady Consents" took a strong
$3,400 at the Brown in its second
week. This was over normal by $600.
"The Petrified Forest" was $100 up
on a take of $3,600 at the Mary
render,"

BROWN— (1,400),

days.

7

idea

work out according

background.

A

in Louisville

(20th- Fox)

putting Wheeler and
to hopes, resulting
in the least funny offering of the comics to date, and giving exhibitors
little to promise except the usual antics of the buffoons against a new

Edward

Week Ending Feb. 19:
"THE PETRIFIED FOREST" (W.
"CHATTERBOX" (Radio)
Gross:

Hollywood, Feb.
Woolsey in a western

Top

Show

Gross:

man

Total

"G."

Silly Billies"

bird and
7

days.

Milwaukee,

best selling angle is Korloff's name.
Production Code Seal No. 1,812. Running time, 65 minutes.

(Radio)

Week Ending Feb. 19:
"ANOTHER FACE" (Radio)
Palace— (2,509),

cution.

The

Estimated takings

Gross:

Surrender,"

turns to do "Public Nuisance No. 1"
for Twentieth Century-Fox.

Bartholomew Invited
Freddie

Bartholomew,
star
of
"David Copperfield" and "Little Lord
Fauntleroy," will be one of the guests
of honor and possibly a speaker at the
regular Ampa luncheon to be held
Thursday at the Astor.
Robert M.
Brinkerhoff, cartoonist, is also scheduled to speak.

WHY WE'RE
TELLING YOU TO
THAT'S

WATCH FOR

.

.

;;
;

..

MOTION PICTURE

W

DAILY

12

and "Fleet"
Big Over Week-end 4
(Continued from

paijc

Purely

Leon

1)

1

At
Hat," according to Radio-ites.
the Stanley, Philadelphia, a new rec-

fer,

J.

Bamberger, Ed McAvoy,

Finney, F.

J.

Irving Lesser

is

excited about

all
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Grants Examination
In Pathe-Casey Suit

Personal

Iarry Michaelson, Fred Schaef-

Dan Frankel, Ed

Tuesday, February 25,

the business recorded at the Roxy
Saturday.
It was the largest day's
business in four years, Lesser states,
the receipts topping everything since
the popular price schedule was placed

Justice John E. McGann in N. Y.
Supreme Court yesterday granted the

application of the Pathe Studios, Inc..
McCarthy, A-Mike Vogel, James
lor an examination before trial in
ord opening day was established, it Cron, Ray Gallagher, Robert Harconnection with its suit for breach
The Memorial, Boston rison, James Cunningham and Al
was said.
of contract against Patrick J. Casey.
Hippodrome,
Cleveland
Orpheum, Fixestone were among the film group in effect.
Also named as defendants were E. B.
Minneapolis;
Unity, from the
Colony
and
•
Building seen yesterMiami Beach and in Albany and day destroying lunches at Jack Lyon's
David Palkreyman left yesterday Derr, Charles E. Sullivan, Clinton J.
Scollard and Pat Casey Enterprises.
Cincinnati are also showing grosses Chop House.
for Washington and will proceed from
The complaint alleges that Casey
on the musical which indicate the pic•
there to the annual meeting of the
was appointed agent of Pathe Studios
ture will exceed "Top Hat."
M.P.T.O.
at
Pinehurst,
Dorothy
Spero,
secretary
to Carolina
in November, 1930, to purchase in his
"Road Gang" at the Strand opened Arthur Greenblatt,
branch manager March 1 and 2, and the M.P.T.O.A.
own name for Pathe's account and
to capacity business Saturday, Warof the local G. B. exchange, has just board meet at Miami, March 4 and 5.
with funds provided by Pathe the
ners state, and week-end figures are
•
gotten around to telling her friends
film dialogue and music rights to
far above those chalked up by "ShipErnst
Lubitsch,
accompanied
by
she
Mrs. William Goldberg.
is
"Lonely Wives" and "The House of
mates Forever," "The Irish in Us"
Mrs.
Lubitsch
and
Vivian
Gaye,
Goldberg and his brother Max opGlass."
It also charges that Casey,
and "Page Miss Glory."
erate the 55th St. Playhouse in New English Actress, will arrive tomorwithout Pathe's consent and contralThe Rivoli with "Modern Times"
York and the Europa, Philadelphia. row on the Century. He is en route to instructions,
took title to the propcontinues at a steady pace and will
to Europe for a vacation.
•
erties in the name of Pat Casey Enprobably end the third week with
•
Robert
Rubin
and
Leopold
J.
$50,000, or better.
Robert Young, having completed terprises as a conspiracy to defraud
the plaintiff.
Pathe claims it paid
Attendance and box office records Friedman arrived yesterday from two pictures in England,
will arrive
Howard Dietz did not
Casey $58,250 and he failed to hand
for several houses in widely separated Hollywood.
Young
today
with
Mrs.
on
the
AquiHe's still on
sections of the country are reported accompany the lawyers.
tania.
He will leave for the coast in over the rights to the material.
Casey has entered a general denial
for "The Music Goes 'Round and the coast.
a few days.
•
and further sets forth that this acAround" in wires received at the Co•
lumbia home office yesterday. Houses
Cresson E. Smith returned from a
Omar Kiam, who recently com- tion is not brought in good faith, but
to annoy him and discourage him
reporting exceptional business for the month's tour of Radio exchanges. He pleted
designing the costumes for
from the prosecution of a stockpicture were Lincoln, Miami Beach
says he spent six of the 30 days in bed "These Three,"
is in New York on a
holder's action which he had preBrandeis, Omaha; Grand, Evansville
with a bad cold.
short vacation.
•
viously filed against the plaintiff.
Bijou, Rochester, and Orpheum, Terre
•
Haute.
Eddie Ruben, who has the PanS. S. Krellberg is due back from a
tages,
Minneapolis,
and
Granada, week of iceberg hurdling at Montreal
;

RKO

;

"Pine" Suit Hearing
Postponed by Court
The

scheduled

hearing

should not be issued against the exhibition of "The Trail of the Lonesome Pine" was postponed to Wedin

N. Y.

Supreme Court.
The show cause

order was obtained by Gustavus Simons, attorney
for the Trail Co., which claims ownership of certain dramatic and film
rights to the work which it contends
have not been obtained bv Paramount.

Wilk Goes

to

Coast

Jake Wilk, eastern story head for
Warners, left for the coast Sunday
to confer with production executives
on raext season's output.
Harry M.
Warner already is in Hollywood and
Joseph Bernhard, Gradwell Sears and
A. W. Smith arrive at the studio today.

Hammond Fisher, creator of Joe
Palooka, has been signed to turn out
a series of six two-reel cartoons for
three years.
The company also has
signed Rosalind Marquis, a singer
who

left

for

the

studios

yesterday,

and Jeanne Madden, another singer,
who is en route to Hollywood.

Walk Out at Saenger

—

New Orleans, Feb. 24. The engineers walked out of the Saenger
here Saturday afternoon, demanding;
42 hours weekly instead of 57. E. V.
Richards, circuit executive, who had
been seriously ill, surprised employes
bv appearing

Falls,

is

town

in

at his office in a

a

Hoffman Quits Selznick

few today.

e

•

nite stay.

Pat Garyn
G.

Max Kravetz, who handles independent production deals, is in from
John E. Otterson
the coast today.

is

—W

i

due back from

completed draft of the rebasic agreement between the Dramatists Guild and theatre managers, which was drafted by
the guild's contract committee at a
meeting on Sunday, was submitted to
the council of the guild yesterday
and approved by it.
The revised agreement, which is
first

minimum

scheduled to become effective March
1, will not be valid, however, until it
has been ratified by the guild membership.
Ratification is expected at
the general membership meeting to
be held on Thursday.
Details of the changes covering
new methods of bidding for film rights
to stage plays, which are covered in
the revised agreement, were not disclosed following the council meeting
yesterday because of the awaited ratification

i

by the membership.

in

on "Dodsworth," which he will direct
for Goldwyn. Jock Lawrence, Goldpublicity director, will leave here
for the east on Wednesday.

Chicago

Chicago, Feb. 24. "Modern Times"
opened yesterday at the United Arthere to sensational business. The
house opened this morning at 8 :30 for
the first time in its history, and is
running 10 shows daily. The opening
day gross was claimed to be the greatest since the last Chaplin film ran at
the house.
ists

back

at

Co-

in

advance.

Miriam Hopkins

is

due today from

Wall Street

California on the Santa Elena.

Dramatists Present
Draft of New Terms
The

is

Sellout

—

Hollywood, Feb. 24. The Academy has announced a record sellout
for the annual Awards dinner, with
every reservation sold out two weeks

•

—

Wyler Heading East

Awards Dinner

•

Arnold Van Leer

•

vised

—Renaud

his

over by Henry Ginsberg, general manager of Selznick International.

•

lumbia again.

Hollywood.

24.

resignation as business assistant to David
Selznick.
His post has been taken

Miami.

returns today from a
two-weeks vacation in Miami.

"Times" Big

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
1 1
a m
Wyler is en route east to confer with
Sidney Howard and Samuel Goldwyn

at

Oscar Doob

visitor.

Hollywood,
Feb.
Hoffman today tendered

leaves today for a three-

Levy, general counsel week vacation
for the M.P.T.O.A., was a week-end

Edward

wheel-

chair.

wyn

for

Louis Rome, Baltimore exhibitor,
M. H. Aylesworth planed to the in town for a short stay, having reyesterday coast over the week-end for an indefi- turned from
his Nassau vacation.

on an order to show cause why a stay

nesday by Justice Collins

Sioux

days.

Bandits Get $12,500
Boston,

Feb.

24.

—Three

bandits held up the cashier's office of
the
Boston here last night, and
escaped with the day's receipts, $12,500. The office, on the second floor in
the rear of the house, is always locked,
the three gaining admission by a bold
use of the buzzer system.

RKO

Robbery Suspect Caught

—

Boston, Feb. 24. Charles Malkewicz, a local resident, has allegedly
confessed to participation in the $12,500
Boston robbery last night.
$3,500 was found in his room and tentatively identified as part of the the-

RKO

atre's

week-end

Fox Issues Best Board Gain
Net

armed
Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd
Consolidated

...
.

.

.

Consolidated, pfd

High

Low

38
4754
654
19

3754
47
654

Eastman Kodak.

.161

K.-A.-O., pfd

.

...

85

48*£

Loew's, Inc., pfd. .10654

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

.

1 pfd
2 pfd

.

,

RKO

20th Century -Fox
20th Century, pfd
Universal, pfd...

Warner

Bros.

.

1054

1054

7m

8
8/8
2754
3754
6654

im

. .

48
10654

79
1154

Pathe Film

18%
160'X
85

Close Change
3754
47
654
19
161

85
48
10656
1054
7854
1154

—

854

25%
36
66
1354

834
2754
37fs

66
135*

1

—H

m m

Sentry Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor

.

.

.

l

354
2554

Trans-Lux

4J4

Low
1

lA

+154

+ 54
+k

354
2454
454

Close Change
1

To Play "Times" Feb. 27

—The

denied a mandatory injunction against
United Artists for Feb. 14 service of
"Modern Times" will play the feature
on Feb. 27. Vuono has not withdrawn
its $5,000 suit for damages, however.

Vs

Keith Best Gain in Bonds
Net
High Low Close Change
General Theatre
6s '40

24

2354

24

23%

2354

2354

96

96

96

General Theatre
6s

'40

ctf

6s '46

Loew's 6s

'41

ww

deb rights
10354
Vuono Paramount
B'way

Operating Co. of Stamford, recently

—

354
25
454

Keith B. F.

24.

—5

— %\

Net

High

Dallas, Feb. 24. "Magnificent Obsession" has just completed an unusual
run here, with one week at the Palace
and three at the Rialto. It was indicated at the Dallas Public Library
that the showing of the film stimulated
exceptional interest in the novel.

Haven, Feb.

— 'A

Curb Activity

Little

receipts.

"Obsession" Dallas Hit

New

—154

3s '55

Paramount
6s

RKO

Warner
'39

wd

5754

58

—1

94J4

-

Pict.

9354

93</s

76

76

—2

96

95

95J4

—1

(Quotations at close of Feb. 24)

\
|

58

'41

'A

Vi

102^

pp.... 76
Bros. 6s

'55

6s

102^

+
+

I

54

1
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Big 20th-Fox

YORK, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

Hearing Split

U. S.

Stock Shifts Hinders Bills
Shown by SEC On Copyright
Chase Active; Kent Cuts Gene Buck Only Witness
Holdings; Goetz Gains
As Sessions Open

—

Washington,
shifts of

Feb. 25. Extensive
Twentieth Century-Fox stock

holdings

are revealed in the semimonthly report of the Securities and

Exchange Commission.
R. Kent's Berkshire Finance
S.
Corp. in September disposed of 2,842
shares, reducing its holdings to 100
shares.
Chase National Bank in August acquired 387,377 shares of common and disposed of 1,549,507 shares
of
common. Chase National also
acquired 774,754 shares of $1.50 cumu-

A

lative preferred, and at the close of
the month held 7,381 warrants for old
Class
Fox stock.
Holdings
reported
August
for
showed William Goetz, Beverly Hills,
to have 214,643 shares of Twentieth
Century-Fox
common and 55,284
shares of $1.50 preferred, while Darryl
F. Zanuck was shown to hold 183,980
shares of common and 21,946 shares of
preferred.
Other details of the Twentieth Century-Fox report showed that in November Seton Porter. New York, acnuired one share of common, bringing
his holdings to 251 shares, and dis-

A

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Feb. 25. Dissension among the members of the House

—

Patents Committee as hearings opened
today on copyright measures, threattened to make impossible any action

on the legislation at

this

session

of

Congress.

The
came
after

hearing,
to

set

for

the full

day,

an abrupt conclusion shortly

noon when Congressman Church

of Illinois criticised Chairman Sirovich for reversing the usual committee procedure of first hearing proponents of legislation, and called attention to the fact that no permission
had been obtained from the House to
sit during its sessions.
Under that
rule, Sirovich was forced to adjourn
the hearing until tomorrow morning.
A roomful of creative talent greeted
Sirovich as he opened the hearings
with the announcement that in addition to the Duffy and Daly bills,
the committee would consider a measure which he had introduced yesterday. After posing with Rudy Vallee,
Irving Berlin and George Gershwin,
(Continued on page 9)

Censorship Measure
Introduced in Jersey
Trenton, Feb.

25.

—A

motion pic-

ture censorship bill was introduced in
the Senate today by Senator Horace
G. Prall, Republican, of Hunterdon.
The bill would create a state board
of censors consisting of two men and
a woman appointed by the governor
with Senate confirmation.
Wide powers are given the censors.

would be unlawful to sell, lease, exhibit or lend any film until approved
by the board.
The board is further
empowered to prevent distribution and
It

(Continued on page 9)

Not Strong Enough
Chicago, Feb. 25.—That Albuquerque dispatch to the effect Ernst Lubitsch "pushed

Mae West

all around" is all
wrong, Lubitsch insisted here
today en route to New York.
"It's ridiculous," says Lubitsch;
"I'm
not
strong
enough."

Sabath to Resume
Hearings Mar. 11
RKO

Open hearings on the
receivership and reorganization proceedings will be held before the Sabath
Congressional committee in Washington beginning about March 11, Murray W. Garsson, attorney for the
committee, said yesterday.

Garsson

declined
to
state
what
of the proceedings would be
subjects of the committee's study, but
indicated that the acquisition by Lehman Bros, and Atlas Corp. of onehalf of RCA's holdings of
securities and an option to purchase
(Continued on page 9)

phases

RKO

Hearst Papers Make
Attack on West Film

TEN CENTS

1936

EQUITY SUIT

IS

FILED IN
—

Carrying out plans he made known when he withdrew the civil
in St. Louis 27 days
action against Warners, Paramount and
ago, Russell Hardy, special assistant to the Attorney General, yesterday filed a similar equity suit, this time in U. S. District Court here.
That the Government was anticipating shifting the scene of the new
action from St. Louis to New York was exclusively reported to Motion

RKO

Picture Daily on Feb.

10.

All the acts complained of in the original equity action are the same
in the new one, according to a source connected with the case, except
that the papers filed yesterday are "technically broader, based on more

New 2-Month Deal
Set on Music Hall
A two-month
agreement under

of

the

RKO

and

extension

which

RCA

are given a participation in operating profits of the Music Hall was
agreed upon yesterday and will be
submitted to the Federal court here
The current agreement
for approval.
expires Feb. 29 and the extension
continues it to April 30.
allocates

weekly and

annual profit participations to RKO,
RCA and Rockefeller Center under
various scales of earnings. The agreement originated in September, 1934.
when Rockefeller Center and RCA
took over the Music Hall lease from
and assumed the operating management. It provides for a joint parand RCA on an
ticipation by
annual basis of $500 per week in the
initial
earnings of the Music Hall

RKO

RKO

(Continued on page 10)

Jefferson Answers
Frels Dallas Suit
Dallas,

Amusement

Feb.

25.

—The

Jefferson

Federal
here an answer to the action
brought by Rubin Frels, former exhibitor in Victoria, Texas, under the
Sherman anti-trust act, charging conCo., has

filed

in

spiracy and askinar triple damages totaline $504,024.
The trial of the suit

has been postponed until the Mav term
Franctsco.
Feb.
25— The of the Federal court. Named with
Call-Bulletin,
Hearst paper, todav Tefferson were East Texas Theatres,
launched a heavy editorial attack Inc., and various major companies.
against "Klondike Annie," playing at
In its answer Jefferson denies all

The

arnon? other things,
said: "Mae West's 'Klondike Annie'
is a disgrace to everyone
connected
editorial,

.(Continued on page 11)

of the statutes involved. In addition
to the individual acts, the charges
also state the contracts for product
for the Shubert-Rialto and Orpheum
are in restraint of trade."
In the suit filed yesterday, 10 corporations and 30 individuals were
named as defendants. One of the corporations, Paramount Theatres Service Corp., was not named in the St.
(Continued on page 11)

Schaefer Talking

Post at Universal
George J. Schaefer, former Paramount vice-president
and general
manager,

will

join

Universal

in

the allegations in the plaintiff's petiIt declares that in January, 1931,
Jefferson concluded that Victoria presented a good opportunity for a the(Continued on page 10)

tion.

an

executive capacity if negotiations now
in progress are consummated, it was
learned yesterday.
The negotiations with Schaefer are
being conducted by representatives of
Standard Capital Co., which is expected to exercise its option to acquire a controlling interest in Universal within the next week or 10
days.
Schaefer will probably occupy
a managerial post to be created for
him.
Reports that he would succeed
James R. Grainger as general sales
(Continued on page 11)

court

San

the Warfield.

N. Y.

Grounds Broader Than in St. Louis Action;
Ten Corporations and 30 Individuals
Are Named To Seek Early Trial

The agreement

(Continued on page 4)

26,

More Quints
Hollywood, Feb. 25.—Twentieth Century-Fox is reported
guardians
negotiating with
of the Dionne quints for their
appearance in another talker, probably when the children first begin to talk.
"The County Doctor," their
first, will be previewed here
at the Carthay Circle Wednesday night.

—

.
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many good

the season. The film colony may
chortle over the gags recounted
at the general expense of Sam
Goldwyn and delight in their
never-ending and largely legendary flow, but this man has the respect of the individuals who count

how

because he knows

superior films and they

he does.

.

.

to

produce

know

Motors Show Stirs
Few K. C. Protests

—

City, Feb. 25. The GenMotors show opened here for a

Kansas

week's run,

Feb. 22, with plenty of

newspaper publicity, an official blessing from City Manager H. F. McElroy, and general fanfare.
Theatre men grumbled a little about
it,
but haven't done, and probably
won't, do anything.
"We ought to boycott General
"But General
Motors," said one.
Motors could call attention to the fact
that theatres have gone into the merchandising business

—

away cars,
The only dif-

giving

houses, money, dishes.
ference is that General Motors gives
the show and charges for the merchandise.
Theatres charge for the
show and, etc."

"Original story and screenplay
Lillian Hellman," read the
credits and nowhere a reference
to "The Children's Hour" from
which the film stems, with a significant shift in the nature of the

by

The

scandal.

play's

tongue wag-

ging dealt with the relations between two women teachers. The

and

Oberon,

Much

Miriam

Hopkins.

of the stage dialogue, as we
it, and certainly all other
situations have found their

recall

major

way

into the film adaptation. Yet,
a craftsmanlike twist, dramatically and expertly improvised by Miss Hellman, the one
alteration leaves the original es-

by

untouched and provides
the picture with the power and
the impact of the New York
version.

.

.

.

T
Several times in this area

only

they lent themselves to
the film formula as author and
playwright conceived them. The
case in point now proves something which gravely damages our
first contention.
"These Three,"
very definitely and easily recognizable as a close relation of
"The Children's Hour" and, at
the

if

same time, pivotally

different,

tends to substantiate the welldefined producer theory that material often may be worth acquiring if only for an idea, a characterization or a situation.

Miss

New York

situation

.

concerns

here

at

CENTER

tering without restraint.
The
basic thought is as old as old, but

Oberon,

—

college students

located in

ROCKEFELLER

.

Miss Hopkins
and chums and
McCrea, small town doctor and
the devastation heaped upon them
by maliciously glib tongues chat-

offices

class

baneful.

is

.

.

City

CIRCLE 7-3100

its

development here

fully

different.

is

power-

The scene

is a
school for girls approaching the
adolescent age.
Bonita Granville, playing Mary Tilford, is
the bully a pampered child of
the rich, arrogant, deceitful and

—

26,

1936

and McCrea for a happy ending
to
one hour and thirty-seven
minutes of engrossing drama.
.

.

.

T
The performances of all principals are dignified, forceful and
brilliant and the direction by William

Wyler from Miss Hellman's

excellent

.

distinguished.
Granville, as Mary
Tilford, delivers in a manner
which finds us floundering for an
adjective and ending with amazscript

Young Miss
Caught
she

lies,

in a constant series of
punishment, ter-

faces

Marcia Mae Jones, who
portrays Rosalie, into complicity,
and, taking French leave, returns
to her grandmother's house with
a vindictive and wholly fanciful
tale of oppression suffered at the
hands of her two teachers. The
other thread of the drama finds
McCrea in love with and engaged
rorizes

Miss Hopkins
love with him to
around which the

to

Miss Oberon.

is

secretly

in

The

boot.
tragic

lie

McCrea

cident of

falling asleep

in Miss
Hopkins' room
waiting for his fiancee.

Mary

Tilford

.

while
.

through

spies

When

the open door.

her grand-

mother, played by Alma Kruger,
fails to become impressed with
the brat's fantastic tales of punishment, the youngster weaves
and whispers into Miss Kruger's
ear her "fears," her stories of
"strange things happening there."
Rosalie, completely cowed and in-

By
timidated, verifies the story.
telephone, the news is spread, the
children withdrawn and personal
holocaust at large let loose. Attempts by McCrea to get the
truth from the Tilford girl fail
McCrea,
and
"these
three"
Oberon and Hopkins file a libel

—
—

suit.

.

.

.

Their strongest witness, Miss
Hopkins' aunt, fails to appear in
answer to a trail of frantic messages and the case is lost. Some
months elapse.
The poison of
the

In slightly lesser measure
goes for Marcia Mae Jones
as Rosalie as well.
Even McCrea, who has in the past impressed this department as a
merely good-looking bohunk, acts
with authority under Wyler's
persuasive tutelage.
There is
ing.

this

charm

in the lighter sequences,
stalwart drama when the time
comes for it and fluidity and flow
in the unfoldment of the story.
.

consequences are constructed develops through the
simple and entirely innocent in-

scandal

gradually

through Miss Oberon

circulates
until final-

her own doubts.
denies it in accordance with the facts and leaves for
Vienna, the romance blasted.
Miss Hopkins immediately learns
of it, attempts to convey the truth
and, for the first time, voluntarily
tells her chum of her love for
McCrea then she departs with
ly she voices

McCrea

;

The

DAILY
its

we

have chided Goldwyn for purchase of the vehicle. These were
recurring evidences of our phobia
about buying books and plays

MOTION PICTURE

now
new

Her inthoroughly despicable.
fluence on the remainder of the

.

picture concerns the alleged intimacy between Joel McCrea, at
the
time
engaged to Merle

.

Is

that

.

sentially

10 cents.

eral

Hollywood, Feb. 25
things com^^ing out of Hollywood, "These
Three" will rank with the best of
the

Outlook

RED KANN«

By

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)

Wednesday, February

her aunt by this time returned
from abroad.
.

.

.

One

note of minor criticism.
the youthful menace finally
is tripped in the meshes of her
own intrigue and is ordered to

When

her room in open rebellion, the
maid gives her one resounding

smack across the cheek. Every
audience that sees "These Three"
will at

once hope for more.

FWC

scene of the difficulties and to
Rosalie
goes
Miss
Hopkins.
Mary Tilford's lies are brought
into the open and the situation
cleared.
On a note of sacrifice

Miss

Hopkins

withdraws from
other two and
Miss Oberon hurries to Vienna

the

lives

of the

.

.

.

Executives

WB

Visit

Studio

—

Hollywood, Feb. 25. Fox West
Coast executives and division managers visiting

Warner

Bros, studio to-

day heard Jack Warner describe several of the 42 pictures which the
studio plans to make during the year.
In
addition
to
"Anthony Adverse," "Green Pastures" and "Singing Kid," Warner announced "Three
Men on a Horse," "The Charge of
the Light Brigade," "Green Lights,"
"Gold
Diggers
1937,"
of
"God's

Country," "Robin Hood" and "The
Gentleman from Kimberly."
Spyros Skouras spoke briefly, saying

that

of

all

the

studios

visited,

none announced a comparable program.
He paid tribute to the Warners for having starred Errol Flynn
in "Captain Blood."
Others in the party included Edward Alperson, John J. Sullivan,
Elmer C. Rhoden, Frank Newman,
John Hamrick, Rick Ricketson, A.
M. Boles, W. C. Steege and William
Gossert.

Among

Warner greeters were
Jack Warner, Andrew
Smith, Gradwell Sears, Hal Wallis,
Edward Hatrick, Joseph Bernhard
Lou Halper, Jack Brower, Harry
Mazlich and Edward Selzer.
the

Harry and

Aylesivorth

Coming East

Hollywood, Feb.
Conversation between them on
the train imparts a clue to the
truth and back to the painful

.

T

the

end

present
Ned E.

—

25.
Merlin H.
will leave for
York
of this week, according to
plans.
It is understood that

Aylesworth

New

Depinet and Leo Spitz will
remain here several days longer.

Sheehan

to Start Later

—

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Winfield
Sheehan will not start actual production activities until Walter Wanger
leaves General Service Studios,
understood here.

it

is

MOTION PICTURE
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Big 20th-Fox

Stock Shifts
Shown by SEC
(.Contimtcd from page 1)

posed of one share of $1.50 cumulative
preferred, bringing his holdings to
In September, John R.
500 shares.
Dillon, New York, acquired one share
of common, apparently to qualify as
a director Wilfred James Eadie, New
York, acquired 125 shares, apparently
to qualify as an officer, and Eadie also
was shown to have disposed of 500
shares of A common and to have acquired 250 shares of $1.50 preferred,
while Dillon acquired one share of
$1.50 preferred and the Berkshire Finance Co. disposed of one share.
;

Purely

4

JEFFREY

BERNERD,

details of the August report
that William C. Michel acquired
311 shares of Twentieth Century-Fox
common; H. G. Place, one-fourth
share, and Sydney Towell, 309 shares.
Michel disposed of 1,242 shares, Place
of one share and Towell of 1,234

Other

In $1.50 cumulative preferred
Michel acquired 621 shares, Place onehalf share and Towell 617 shares. At
the close of the month Towell held
7,000 six per cent convertible debenshares.

tures.

In

October,

H. Donald Campbell

as the holder of onefourth share of common and one-half
share of preferred.
Reports for other film companies
showed that during December Albert
Warner acquired 166,000 shares of six
per cent optional convertible debentures in Warner Brothers' Pictures,
bringing his holdings at the end of

was reported

He disposed of
the year to 1,731,333.
4,000 shares of common during the
month, reducing his holdings to 59,260
shares.
Cohns Reduced Holdings
Receipts of reports on Columbia
several
Corp.
covering
Pictures
months was also announced by the
commission. In a report for Decem-

Jack Cohn was shown to have
of, by gift, 5,089 shares of
common through voting trust, reduc-

ber,

disposed

ing his holdings to 32,544 shares,
while Harry Cohn sold 300 shares,
reducing his holdings to 69,238 shares.

A

report for November shows that
through a stock dividend, Harry Cohn
received 509 shares of common and
23,179 shares through voting trust certificates, and Nathan Burkan received
12 shares of common.
Still earlier
reports showed that Harry Cohn disposed of 1,100' shares of common
through voting trust certificates in
October.

Reports on Consolidated Film Industry showed that in December the
Setay Co., Inc., New York, disposed
of 1,900 shares of $2 cumulative participating preferred, and at the end
of the year held 2,098 shares of the
preferred and 155,673 shares of common. In November, the company disposed of 2,100 shares of preferred and
in October of 700 shares.

Arthur

Lee,

HARRY H. THOMAS

is

kell Masters, Irving Lesser, George
Batcheller, Edward Golden, Irwin
Kxeeblatt, Al Friedlander and Emil
Jensen, among those at the Tavern

tury

On Macfadden Shorts

due back

•

Abe Montague

will

from

return

about three weeks when he
is expected to name a new manager
for the local exchange.

Miami

in

•

Leo Abrams, manager of Universal^ New York branch, has been
awarded a diamond stick pin signifying the best sold territory.

•
of the Left & Meyers cirsending exhibitor and branch
manager friends boxes of oranges
from Miami. It's his usual custom.

Abe Leff

cuit

is

•

Ralph

will

make

his

stage debut at the Palace,Chicago, Friday. This will be the first of a series
of personal appearances for F. & M.

•

William Wyler

is due here today
from Hollywood. He will collaborate
with Sidney Howard on the "Dodsworth" script.
•

Samuel Goldwyn will be guest
of honor at a luncheon tomorrow at
the Lombardy given by the Ass'n. of
Foreign Correspondents.
•

on a
which

series of
will take

will

him

to Boston,

Wash-

C, and Baltimore.
•
Edward Rugoff will leave Satur-

ington, D.

day for Miami. He plans to be gone
about two weeks.

•

Cameron

William

Menzies

is

aboard the Berengaria en route here
with a print of "Things to Come."
•
A. K. Mills, March of Time pubhas returned after sev-

licity director,

eral

weeks

in

Nassau and Florida.
•

George Browne, head of the I.A.T.
is due from the coast in about
two weeks.
S.E.,

•

William A- Scully
the sunny south,

all

is

Jack Schlaifer, again with United
is rounding out a stay of almost four weeks and hits for the
North shortly.
Charlie Skouras, also Spyros
doing the light fantastic at the Cocoa-

nut Grove.

Ray

who runs the Robb
theatres in Pasadena,
now five strong, had a narrow squeak
driving in from Tucson.
tire blew
Miller,

Rowley

and

A

out.

Fred Schwartz, now on A. H.,
circuit operator, and his
bride sail shortly for Honolulu fol-

New York

lowing a stay here. They will reach
the east about mid-April.
George Dembow plans to stay on
another couple of weeks.

tanned up.

Louis Frisch and Harold Rinzler
are Miami-ing.

•

Charles Moses and his wife leave
Friday for a West Indies cruise.
•
coast costume designin town for a short vacation.

New

Orleans

•

series of one-reel shorts to be known
as the "Court of
Relations,"

Human

derived from the publisher's national
radio program.
Ben Blake will be
producer and director of the series.
The deal also gives Columbia rights
for this series to all stories published
in Macfadden magazines, as well as
the radio scripts used in the national
broadcasts.
Publicity cooperation for
the series from the Macfadden publications
is
also
assured,
Columbia
states.

Warner Executives Meet
Hollywood, Feb.

Scott E.
Chestnut, divisional
manager for G. B., is in the city.
Back in the days gone by Chestnut
was a professional baseball player.
Harry McLeod and Jack Duffy,
of the St. Charles, have
purchased an automobile jointly for
use in promotional work.
Miles A. Pratt, president of the
St. Charles Amusement Co., ducked
the carnival, preferring to spend a
couple of weeks in quiet Miami.
•

executives

.

.

Omaha

Evert R.
Cummings, A. H.
Blank's district manager, was snowbound for several weeks but in the

—

He's preparing for a
swing around the territory with the
country now thawing out.
D. V. McLucas, United Artists
branch manager, president of the Film
Board and Variety Club, was caught
in a blizzard and delayed in Min-

district office.

neapolis for four days.
C. H. Sartorius, manager of the
Capitol at Hartley, la., was the first
exhibitor Monday to drive the highways for any distance. He made the
180-mile drive to Omaha in four
hours.
Bert Thacker, manager of the Soo
at South Sioux City, Neb., has gone
to California for the second time,
this time to close a deal for a theatre out there.

•
.

.

Pittsburgh
Ruth Schwerin,
.

Pittsburgh

girl

with the Blackstone Agency in New
York, has just announced her engage-

ment

to

Max

work

at the

is

doing the pub-

Art Cinema while

Mannie Greenwald
house

— The

arrival

Talk Probe on

Award

—

Feb. 25. Legislative investigation is being talked here as a
result
of
statement credited to
a
Louis Berrett that he had to split
with a legislator a $2,500 lump sum
awarded him by the Legislature as a
result of his arrest with Clement Molway in connection with a holdup at
Three other men
the Paramount.
later confessed and were electrocuted.

Rachman Loses His Plea

—

Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 25. The Pardon Board has denied Jules W. Rachman's plea for clemency and parole.

Rachman is serving the third year of
a 15-year sentence resulting from the
shooting of his cousins and business
partners, Harry and Sam Goldberg.
Harry Goldberg
his

died as

a result of

wounds.

Plan Grainger Dinner
Friends and associates of E. C.
eastern
Grainger,
retiring
division
Centurysales head for Twentieth
Fox, on March 9 will tender him a
testimonial dinner at the Astor. Moe
Sanders, office manager of the New
York exchange, is in charge of the

arrangements.

RKO Buys L. A. Building
Los Angeles, Feb.

25.

— RKO

has

just closed a deal with Gore Bros,
for the two-story exchange building
at 1,980 So. Vermont St., formerly
•

Remodeling
occupied by Paramount.
starts at once and it is expected
will move into the new quarters in
two months.

RKO

Loewenthal.

Sam Hoginberg
licity

25.

today of Jake Wilk and Max Reinhardt completed the gathering of
Warner executives here for conferences on product.
Gradwell Sears
and Andrew Smith got in yesterday.
Sears and Smith declared that "A
Midsummer Night's Dream" will not
be released generally this fall due to
the success of the road showings.
These will continue for another year.

Boston,

is

opening a new

in Detroit.

Mrs. Ira Cohn, wife of the 20th
Century-Fox exchange manager, is ill
S. Charles Einff.ld is back from in the West Penn Hospital.
Miami.
Ed Segal, manager of the Ritz, will
•
become a benedict soon.
A report of the effective registraHarry Shiffman will sail on the
Dave Idzal, manager of the Fox in
tion in April of Universal snowed Lafayette March 20 for a cruise.
Detroit, was in town to catch the
•
R. H. Cochrane to hold 22,746 shares
N.T.G. unit at the Stanley.
of common and Samuel Sedran, New
Joe Hornstein is due back from
Harry Kalmine is back on the job
York, four shares.
the south next Monday.
again after battling bronchitis at home.
er, is

Columbia yesterday completed negotiations with Macfadden Publications
for production and distribution of a

•
.

.

back from

•

Omar Kiam,

Los Angeles

Artists,

.

shortly embark
personal appearances

Roger Pryor

.

.

.

Bellamy

Friday for
fishing vaca-

•
.

•

two-week

for a

tion.

for lunch yesterday.

F. Joseph Holleran, assistant vicepresident in charge of the Times
Square branch of the National City
Bank, leaves for the coast the end of
the week on bank business.

leave

will

circuit,

Miami

1936

26,

Columbia Sets Deal

Personal

William Fitelson, Harry
today from New Haven where he
Shiffman, Nat Cohn, Irving Worm- attended the opening yesterday of the
Mike
ser, Charles Moses, Al Hovell, new First Division exchange.
Mitchell Klupt, Louis Weber, Thomas is in charge.
Arthur W. Kelly, Paul Lazarus,
•
Harry Gold, James Mulvey, HasAl Howell, vice-president of Cen-

»J

Further Details Reported

show

Wednesday, February

Vergesslich to Warners
has rejoined the
force in Atlanta.
Up
to two years ago, he had been manager of the New York branch.
Vergesslich resigned
this
post shortly

Joe

Vergesslich

Warner

after
sales

sales

Roy H. Haines was appointed
head of the metropolitan area.

Sherman Re-Signs Stout
Hollywood, Feb.

—

25.
Harry Sherhas signed Archie Stout, cameraman, to a new one-year contract.

man
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Hearing Split
Hinders

Bills

On Copyright
(Continued from page 1)

chairman called Gene Buck, president of Ascap, as the first witness.
Charging repeatedly that the "Power Trust" was behind the Duffy bill,
which he said was written by an interdepartmental committee after one
hour of hearings, and passed by the
the

Senate with but 13 members present,
Buck asserted that Congress "has
been sensitized by propaganda from
the users of music," including exhibithat this propators, and declared
ganda was evidenced in the telegrams
received at the Capital, and in the efof Representative Zioncheck a
week ago to have the committee discharged in order that the Duffy bill
could be brought up on the floor of
the House.
fort

Ascap Collected $4,000,000
Buck revealed that total collections
of Ascap last year were slightly more
than $4,000,000, of which some $860,000 was secured from film theatres,
$197,000 from 1,200 hotels and $2,500,000 from radio stations. His statement that Ascap had never collected
from hot dog stands, saloons and
similar places was challenged by Representative O'Malley of Wisconsin,
who declared that demands had been
made upon 10 taverns in his home city

Milwaukee.
Meeting criticisms from members
of the committee that the 10-cent tax
seemed high for the small house, Buck

of

asserted that houses playing less than
three days a week were assessed only
five cents per seat.
Ascap's chief opposition to the
Duffy bill is based upon the elimination of the $250 minimum damage
clause and the provision that the
right to produce a picture includes
also the right to exhibit it, said Buck.
Referring to the latter provision,
he testified, "This means that the
creator and the author loses a right.
That will be one of the great stumbling blocks in the bill for this nation
to join the Berne Convention.
You
cannot take any right away from a
creator and merge it, and still be a
party to the Berne Convention."
Buck also objected to the clause
calling for a 56-year copyright term.
The 28-year term is better, he explained, since the author can retrieve
the copyright then and make new disposition of it.

"Congress Being Used"
The picture, broadcasting and

hotel
industries, he said, are "attempting to
use Congress to write their contract

with Ascap," and added that "these
same forces motivated the Department
of Justice to bring action against us
for monopoly."
The picture industry,

he said, should not favor the elimination

of the

because

it,

minimum damage

suffers
bicycling.
too,

clause,

from infringe-

ments and
Buck charged that the provision to

make

the right to exhibit part of the

to produce was asked by the
exhibitors "to rid themselves of paying much money for the right to exhibit pictures."
This, he claimed, "is
going to lead directly to the doorstep
of the power trust."

right

When

Buck,

concluding

his

testi-

mony, prepared to introduce Vallee as
a witness, Church criticised Sirovich,
pointing out also Sirovich's failure to
fix any specific time for the hearing
of particular witnesses who planned
to come from long distances, and
called the chairman's attention to his
violation of House rules.
Shortly
after, the session was adjourned.
Sirovich, in an effort to proceed in
the face of Church's opposition, questioned Buck on infringement suits, and
declared that in 22 years Ascap has
collected only $8,800 through such
suits.
Sirovich told the witness three
bills were pending before the committee and asked which he favored.
Buck replied, "I favor the Sirovich
Bill."

Sirovich Bill eliminates many
provisions of the Duffy and
Daly Bills. It gives to the copyright
owner the right to synchronize his
work for use in films, as well as to
make or exhibit films, but does not
join the right to exhibit with the
right to produce.
It also provides
that copyright shall subsist in dram-

The

of

and picturizations whether
or not based in whole or in part upon
works in the public domain, but where
based on copyrighted material the
consent of the copyright owner must
be obtained.

Infringement provisions include injunctive relief and recovery of damages by suit or in lieu thereof, statutory damages, which in the case of
films would be not less than $250 or
more than $20,000.

Censorship Measure
Introduced in Jersey
(Continued from

page

1)

sale of films if they are deemed
scene, immoral or sacrilegious.

morals."

The bill was assigned by Senate
President John C. Barbour to the
Miscellaneous
Business
Committee,
headed by Senator Clifford R. Powell
of Burlington.

Sahath to Resume
Hearings Mar. 11
1)

the remaining half would probably be
a subject for the hearing.
Garsson
leaves for Washington today.
An application to list an additional $500,000 of
debentures was
filed with the N. Y. Stock Exchange
yesterday.
The listing is sought to

RKO

accommodate holders of part-paid debentures
which have become exchangeable for the new.

Warners

Sell

The

managing director of the theatre.

Pathe Seeks Ending
Of New Spear Suit
a

new

—

25.
With the filing
$1,000,000 suit in the last

Chicago, Feb.
of

few days, Pathe News yesterday made
a motion to dismiss Ivan I. Spear's
claim that the newsreel company induced Oliva Dionne to break a contract held with the plaintiff.
Operating as Century of Progress

Tour Bureau, Spear contends he had
exclusive arrangement with the
father of the Dionne quintuplets which
was breached. Pathe moved to dismiss on the ground the complaint
doesn't state the cause of action. Two
previous attempts by Spear to have
this action heard in the local U. S.

an

District Court have failed.
In addition to Pathe, respondents
include S. S. Kresge, F. W. Wool-

worth, NEA, Scripps Howard, Dr.
Allen Roy Dafoe and others.
David W. Kahane, brother of B.B.
and local legal representative for
RKO, will represent Pathe with the
assistance of William

New York

office.

Savage of the

Luis Kutner

is

public

offering

at-

turity.

The net proceeds from the sale will
be used for the redemption on April
of $7,972,500 of the company's 151
year six per cent debentures, and the
balance will be used to reimburse the
treasury for advances made to subsidiaries for the retirement of debt
and preferred stock, and for additions
to

the company's

20th-Fox

working

Samuelson

After being out of the situation for
two years, Warners has sold Sidney

Samuelson for the Newton, Newton,

The deal was closed by Roy
J.
H. Haines, metropolitan manager for
Warners.

capital.

Names Mayer

Charles Mayer has been named
Twentieth Century-Fox manager in
the Federated
Malay States, with
headquarters in Singapore.
He was
named manager in Calcutta a year
ago.
This appointment follows the
promotion of L. B. Steedman, former
Singapore manager, to the post of India manager, with headquarters in

Bombay.

Pathe Board Meet Off
A regular meeting of the Pathe
board scheduled for yesterday was
postponed indefinitely because of the
absence of Frank F. Kolbe, president,
and Robert Atkins, board member,
who

IT'S

of $15,000,000

Loew's, Inc., 3J4 per cent sinking
fund debentures, due Feb. 15, 1946,
was made yesterday through an underwriting group headed by Dillon,
Read & Co.
The debentures are
priced at 99 and accrued interest. The
bonds will be redeemable in whole or
in part after 30 days' notice at 103
and interest if redeemed by Feb. 15,
1941, and at lower premiums to ma-

are vacationing in Florida.

ob-

for violations.
Jail
sentences from
10 to 30 days could be imposed for
failure to pay the fine.
The statement attached to the bill
declares that it is designed "to prohibit the showing of any films immoral, indecent, obscene, sacrilegious,
or which tend to debase or corrupt

N.

Hollywood, Feb. 25.—"Follow the Fleet" grossed $22,800 at the Music Hall Saturday for the theatre's largest single day take in its
history, according to a wire
received here by Ned E. Depinet from W. S. Van Schmus,

torney for Spear.

A fee of $2 would be charged for
examination by the board of each 1200
feet of film, and
the same charge
would be levied for each print.
All
funds collected would go to the general state fund.
Fines are provided

(Continued from page

Loew's $15,000,000
Debentures Offered

"Fleef ' Sets Record

the

atizations
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.

pfd.

.

Consolidated
Consolidated,

Eastman

High
37/

.

Out Hollywood Way

(Continued from page 1)

.

pfd

37/

4754

47/

47J4

bVz

654
1854
162
48!/2
106
105*

18)4

Kodak

164

495*
Loew's, Inc
Loew's, Inc., pfd. 106

Paramount
Paramount

pfd. 79
pfd. 11/

1

2

Net
Low Close Change
367/S

RKO

854
20th Centurv-Fox. 28/
20th Century, pfd. 37
Universal, pfd
66/
Warner Bros. ... 14
54
Warner, pfd
.

.

Curb

49
106

10/
78

11

115*

m
m 27/

7*6

8

+4

-

2654

35/
65J4

36
6554

12%

13

54

54

...

1

- 54
-H
-2/

1

3/
255£
45*

- 54
-/
-

3

245*
45*

24/
45*

5*

Bonds Mostly Down
Net

Low

Close

23?4

23

23

23%

23

23%

High

Change

General Theatre
'40

6s

—1

'40

ctf

ww

Loew's 6s '41
deb rights

....103

102?*

103

Paramount B'wav
'55

3s

5754

Paramount
6s

94/
'41

pp.

Warner Bros.
'39

5654

5*

—154

wd

.

.

76/

92/,
76

92/
76/

9554

95

95

6s

(Quotations at close

of

—15*

—/
— 54

Feb. 25)

lished

.

—

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Miriam
Hopkins changed her plans in Guatemala when the Santa Elena arrived
there from California, and went to
Mexico City, whence she flew back
here.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

:

.

.

.

.

"Mob Rule," also M-G-M
Burns and Allen added to "Three

in

"Sutter's Gold"
Charlie Rogers
is probably the hardest man to reach

same studio
for untitled

.

.

.

.

.

.

Rule,"

.

Nat

.

few

at the

M-G-M

.

Wood

.

.

in

.

.

.

.

.

"Mob

in

Herman Bing and
"Human Cargo,"

Century- Fox

Lockhart

set for

"The

.

.

Gene

.

First Baby,"

Leon Errol signed
Laurel and Hardy feaHal Roach
George Marion,
.

.

.

.

.

.

"Job," Twentieth Century-

Jr., cast in

George Fox.

Forbstein,

cast

Twentieth

ture,

Dembow, Eddie Selzer, Louis Sobol,
Jesse Lasky and Eddie Goulding
just a

Albertson

Harry

Nick and Joe
ZaNUCK, Sam

.

Paramount

Love,"

for

Frank

.

Hollywood
SCHENCK, DARRYL

.

Cheers

.

.

.

.

hopes to start for New York shortly.
Here on production matters.
Lynn Farnol will stay for one more
Pickford broadcast then hie himself
Mrs. Farnol's here with
to Gotham.
him
Eddie Grainger hopes to go
abroad after another picture or two
for Universal.
He's now finishing

+

Etienne Girardot added

to "Lightning Strikes Twice," Twentieth Century-Fox
Douglas Walton bor-

Clover Club early

Sundav morning.

.

.

.

Samuel Goldwyn by
Columbia exercises option on Irv- Radio for "Mary of Scotland"
ing Briskin for another 12 months, William B. Davidson in "Big BusiBeulah Bondi in
making it his sixth year with the com- ness," Warners
The defense contends in its answer
Anita Counihan, under 'Hearts Divided," same studio
pany
that these figures prove Frels licensed
contract to Radio, to be Anita Colby Jack Santos in Republic's "The Girl
was
Martha Raye, more pictures than he played and both
hereafter.
She is starting in "Mary from Mandalay"
offered more than he licensed,
rowed

+

from

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Rhythm

night club singer, assigned to
on the Range," Paramount.

of Scotland."

+
Mel

.

.

.

.

Abbott, formerly

in

the

—George

Stevens
and
Dudley Nichols get new term contracts at Radio
Mitchell Leisen
writing contract for Radio
re-signed by Paramount
Henry
Jimmy Grier and orchestra signed by King, who directed "The Country
Radio for "Small Town Girl."
Doctor," signed for three more years
+
David
by Twentieth Century-Fox
Madeleine Carroll and Charles Howard assigned to "The Mine with
Litvak
train
Boyer met Anton
at the
the Iron Door," Republic
Richard
Both have worked for him
Boleslawski signed by David O.
Pickford-Lasky company offering $600 Selznick for "Dark Victory."
for trade mark idea
James Hilton
+
postpones trip to England to work on
Writers John Lee Mahin gets
May
"Camille" script for M-G-M
Can also
also work on "Goodbye Mr. Chips." new term pact at M-G-M
.

Directors

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

act in

Greta Garbo expected back from
Charles
Sweden middle of March

.

.

.

any of his

stories,

Maude Fulton

.

if

doing

.

he wishes
final

because

Wanger,
.

in

will

be watching

.

cast in

.

Jerry

Mandy

"Brazen," also

GREEN
LINE

.

.

cast as waiter in

Wanger.

.

.

that

in

opened the Rita,
a second Victoria house, because oil
fields were opened and the city's population had substantially increased, and
that the action
dependently of

dants in the

was taken entirely inany other of the defen-

Deal
Set on Music Hall

Buys

— Willson

Cullison's
"Save a Lady," acquired by Radio
Edward Hartman's "Twinkle, Twinkle" purchased by Radio.
.

.

.

+

Change

— "U.

Smith"
S.
changed to "Pride of the Marines,"
Columbia.
Title

(Continued from page

Editor

There has been an editorial shakeup over at the office of the Mickey
Mouse Magazine. Donald Duck, that
sterling comedian who boasts that he
is one of Richard Watts, Jr.'s favorites,
has been made editor-in-chief,
succeeding Mickey. Heckled by newspaper reporters, Donald, according
to the Home publicity, broke down
and admitted that it was his unquestioned ability that brought about his

Young Suit
Argument
10

in

the

Is

Delayed

scheduled for March
Appellate Division of the
is

N. Y. Supreme Court on the plagiarism suit for $2,000,000 filed by James
Young against RKO Pathe Pictures.
Meanwhile William Savage for RKO
Pathe has filed briefs in support of a
motion for dismissal.

Young contends that the picture
"What Price Hollywood?" is based
on his book "What Price Sex in
Hollywood

?"

1)

participation of
$700,000 per year for Rockefeller
Provisions for additional
Center.
participations for all three are made in
the event of profits in excess of the

an

and

initial

initial

rent

requirements.

No

split-up of the profits has been
made since the agreement became operative and the participation of the

have
consequently,
interests,
been increased by two-thirds since the
end of the original agreement on Sept.

three

1,

New

suit.

New 2-Month

.

+

Story

+
Ginger Rogers writes words and
music for "I Don't Understand Why
You Don't Understand Me," to be pub-

appointment.

also

declares

1934, Jefferson

vision of dialogue for

.

"Big Brown Eyes"

Donald Duck

FOLLOW THE

.

Selznick International player, father
Walter
of a seven-pound girl
Pidgeon, just signed by Walter
.

the whole industry

.

.

.

have it...

The answer
May,

re-

"The Girl from
Mandalay," Republic
Robert Lee
Sir John Lavery, noted Johnson and Joseph Graham colknee
artist,
to paint portrait of Norma laborating on "Sitting on the Moon,"
Shearer as "Juliet"
Eric Alden, also Republic.
.

suffering from a wrenched

.

period Frels licensed a greater percentage of the major companies' product than did Jefferson.

.

+

.

is
It
not obtain sufficient product.
claimed that during the five-year

.

—

.

subsequent run, answering
charge that he could

plaintiff's

.

.

Winninger

and

first

+

charge of

script analysis for Radio, made assistant to Sid Rogell, studio manager
Irwin Shore due here to start
.

THE

.

.

.

Miriam Hopkins Returns

.

EuYork,

.

Bischoff,
5*

Pict.

'55

6s

RKO

5654

+
+

Mervyn

to that

.

in

General Theatre
6s

—

atre location, and at the time did not
know Frels. The house was opened
in April, 1931, Frels at the time operating the Victoria and the Uptown.
Since Frels had licensed practically all
of the product for the 1930-31 season,
Jefferson had available only 41 films,
being required to take 43 films from
prior seasons.
Reviewing in detail the licensing
situation for the seasons 1930-31 to
1934-35 inclusive, Jefferson sets forth
that it licensed 970 first run pictures
of the major companies and Frels licensed 865 films, but points out that
if Frels had licensed films from several of the major companies during
those seasons which had been offered
to him, and which he refused, Frels
would have licensed during the fiveyear period a total of 1,072 pictures
from the majors.
For the same period, according to
the defendant's answer, taking into
consideration the product of all distributors, Frels licensed a total of
1,396 pictures, and Jefferson a total
During the period, it is
of 1,131.
claimed, Frels refused to license a
total from all companies of 291 pictures, of which 207 were the product
It he had liof major companies.
censed all the product available to
him, the answer declares, Frels would
have had a total of 1,687 pictures.

Fred
by Irving Berlin
Astaire rehearsing six hours daily
ropean trip starting from New
for "Never Gonna Dance," Radio
March 18.
for rest purposes. John Blystone planning trip around
It's
the world
Bruce Humberstone
[e'll be away a couple of months
Levy due in from Honolulu vacationing at Lake Arrowhead
J ules
Bob McNeill Albert E. Levoy and his bride, forthe end of the week.
and the missus came down from San mer Ella Arnold, to Honolulu for
Francisco for the Santa Anita Han- three-week honeymoon.
dicap.
+
Everyone was there, including
Castings Additions to "The UnHoward
Jack Kuindler of "21"
Benedict likes the life here, but turns guarded Hour," M-G-M, are DudDigges, Aileen Pringle and
restless when the theatre season gets ley
Lionel Barrymore
going back East
Jack Barnstyn Jessie Ralph
.

-15*

Net
Low Close Change

1

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Le Roy looking forward

1

4-i

— 5*
— 5*
54
-H
- V*

Issues Off
High

Sentry Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor
Trans- Lux

54
54

65*

78

8/

Pathe Film

+
+

1854

164
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Jefferson Answers
Frels Dallas Suit

Eastman Best Stock Gain
Columbia)
Columbia,

26,

1935.

N. M. Schenck East Soon
Hollywood, Feb.

25.

—Nicholas

M.

Schenck probably will leave for New
York the end of the week. His brother, Joseph M. Schenck, will be in the
party.

Powers Acquires Comic
The Gene Byrnes newspaper comic,
"Reg'lar Fellers," will be part of the
expansion of P. A. Powers and will
be released as Celebrity short.

MOTION PICTURE

Wednesday, February

26,

DAILY
Looking Em Over
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U. S. Equity

Schaefer Talking

9

Action Filed

Post at Universal
(Continued from page 1)

In New York
(Continued from page 1)

Louis case. All the individuals are
new, the former action having been
limited to nine companies,
six
of

which were

The

subsidiaries.

is
an application for
temporary and permanent injunctions
to restrain Warners, Paramount and
RKO from allegedly withholding
product from the Ambassador, Missouri and New Grand Central in

action

"The Farmer in the Dell"

manager

(Radio)
A wholly human, and often highly amusing story of the farmer who
landed in Hollywood and pictures, and thereby almost lost his home
and happiness, interwoven with a youngster romance and a measure of
drama, this picture should be found engaging entertainment almost
wherever played.
It is actually a yarn of one central character, and the player, Fred
Stone, by this production, should considerably enhance his popularity
with picture-goers. Comparisons with Will Rogers here are inevitable,
and it cannot be said that Stone suffers particularly by such a com-

itatively

F.

& M.

Long Beach, and

the Studio- Phoenix,
Phoenix, Ariz. Warners, the papers
state, have been doing business with the
Roxy, New York, and in continuance

conspiracy,

alleged

the

Paramount nor Warners

neither

of losing his sweetheart, who is taken with a bogus Russian nobleman.
Stone's bewilderment on his return home is a highlight of the film,
but, thoroughly mad, he straightens out his household and happiness
results. Robert Sisk was associate producer, and Ben Holmes directed.
Production Code Seal No. 1,991. Running time. 68 minutes. "G."

The 10 defendant companies
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,

are

General

Management

Theatrical

October and
i^st
Fordyce was ill during
case and was not on hand at

Corp.,

Enterprises,

Inc.,

The 30

RKO

Distributing Corp.
individuals are
Harry M.
:

Peacock,

Myke

Lewis,

of

Paramount, and George J. Schaefer,
Ralph Kohn and Samuel Dembow,
formerly of Paramount
Ned E.
Depinet,
Levy,
Cresson E.
Jules
Smith, Bernard J. McCarthy and
Louis Ellman, of RKO.

Jr.,

;

Attorney

Perkins of the company's
staff, who aided import-

Take New York Quarters
Temporary offices have been established by Hardy and Rice in the new

Hearst Papers Make
Attack on Mae West

the civil
any time.

Robert

home

W.

office

assistant

;

;

Warners n.ay call in former Senator James A. Reed, who with Frederick H. Wood, acted in both cases.
Wood will again represent the
in

the

new

hearings.

Warner, Albert Warner, Herman antly in assisting Reed and Wood, is
Starr, Abel Cary Thomas, Gradwell
in Hollywood, and is expected back
Sears,
Bernhard,
Maurice in time for the new hearing.
Joseph
Silver, Andrew W. Smith, Jr., LesGeorge S. Leisure of Donovan,
ter Krieger, Clayton Bond, Roy H.
Newton, Leisure & Lumbard, will
Haines,
Nat H. Brower, Robert probably represent RKO alone. It is
Hicks, Byron F. Moore, of Warners
doubtful that Jacob M. Lashly, St.
Adolph Zukor, John E. Otterson, Neil Louis attorney, who worked on both
F.
Agnew, Charles M. Reagan, cases, will be called to assist on the
Ralph LiBeau, Maurice Schweitzer,
new action.
Carroll

S.
Cummings,
John Dickinson,

General
to the Attorney General Lamar Hardy, U. S.
Attorney
Russell Hardy, Rice and
Schilz, special assistants to the Attorney General.
After a six and one-half week trial,
the nine Warner companies, Harry
M. Warner, Starr, Sears, Depinet and
Schaefer were acquitted by jury of
indictment charges in St. Louis. On
Jan. 6, the Government brought the
first equity suit before Judge Joseph
West Molyneaux of Minneapolis and
this case was withdrawn by Hardy
after the court had refused to permit
into the record certain testimony by
Harry C. Arthur, complaining witness. The hearings lasted about four
weeks.

action

criminal

Paramount Pictures Distributing Co.,
Inc., Paramount Pictures Distributing
Paramount Theatre Service company
Corp.,
Corp., and

Gardner's Mother Passes

—

Columbus,
Gardner,
Gardner,

25.
Marie E.
Feb.
mother of John Bernard
local Paramount salesman,

67,

died at the St. Francis Hospital after
an 18 months' illness. Burial was at
Saginaw, Mich. Gardner's father died
Jan. 31.

Mrs. Emma Boyd Dead
Cincinnati, Feb. 25. Mrs. Emma
Boyd, mother of Cliff Boyd, manager

—

RKO

of the
Shubert, died last night.
Burial will be at Fort Thomas, Ky.,
tomorrow. Boyd and a daughter sur-

"Pasteur" at $24,000
"The Story

The November.

Vitaphone Corp., First National Pictures, Inc., Vitagraph, Inc., Warner
Circuit

West

will sell the

theatres mentioned.

Bros.

control.
coast reports that official notice of Standard's intention to exercise its option had been given Universal already were denied by officials of
both companies yesterday.
Little doubt remains, however, that
the option will be lifted in advance
of its expiration date, March 14.
in

operates the three

;

of

with Universal following the change

parison.

Taken from the novel by Phil Stong, the story has Stone selling his
Iowa farm and with his wife and daughter, Jean Parker, moving to
Hollywood, an idea entirely his wife's. Frank Albertson, Miss Parker's
houses.
fiance, follows them on a hint from Stone that he did the same when
Para. Contracts Specified
he was a youngster. There is considerable amusement in the first visit
In addition, the complaint points of Stone and his daughter to a studio, the purpose of their moving
out that Paramount "has been enter- to Hollywood, a career for their daughter, suddenly becoming clear
ing into contracts with corporations to Stone. Accidentally, on the set of a farm picture, Stone is drafted
affiliated with the lessees of the Amto help, and is given a large contract as a result.
bassador, Missouri and New Grand
His« wife becomes ambitious, and during his absence on location,
Central for films at the Manchester
family like millionaires, and Albertson is in danger
and Balboa, Los Angeles the Strand, she fits out the
St. Louis.

of the company were authordenied.
It was stated that
Grainger had been asked to remain

Federal Bldg., opposite the Municipal
Bldg. According to the Government

(Continued from page 1)

Paramount and Will Hays'
headquarters will be established in office should be ashamed to allow it
Subpoenaes to Be Served
about a week or so in the same build- to be shown to the public."
Both the Hearst papers here, the
About 45 witnesses will be called ing to prepare for the hearings. Preby the Government, it was said, and liminary reports have it the case may Examiner and Call-Bulletin, are refusing to accept advertising on the
be heard by Judge John C. Knox.
it is estimated the hearings will not
The complaint cites the history of picture.
run longer than a month.
A. M. Bowles, F. W. C. head here,
Walter Rice, assistant to Hardy, the case starting in 1932. The total
is now in Los Angeles, and George
last night completed arrangements for assets of the three companies involved
serving
complaints
and sub- are listed as $767,237,638.39, as taken Smith, manager of the Paramount exthe
poenaes.
Hardy, who arrived Mon- from financial statements of War- change, refuses to make any stateof ment.
as
day afternoon, returned to Washing- ners, Paramount and
ton last night. Rice will go back to- Aug. 25, 1934, and Dec. 31, 1933. It
day. Both plan to return here next is contended that during the period
of the alleged conspiracy Warners
week.
Paramount, 976
Representing the Government in had 581 theatres
the new hearings will be
Hardy, RKO, 254, or a total of 1,811. The
Boston, Feb. 25.— The House has
Rice,
Harold L. Schilz, William percentage of pictures produced by
Benham, John S. Claggett, John Her- eight major companies from 1932 to recommitted a bill to prohibit Beano
berg and Grant Kelleher. Paramount 1935 is listed as Warners, 16 Para- to the Committee on Legal Affairs.
will not bring on Samuel W. For- mount, 17; RKO, 13; Columbia, 10; It was felt in some quarters that the
dyce or William R. Gentry from St Fox, 15; M-G-M, 13: Universal, 10; bill should be reframed so as to reLouis.
Louis Phillips of the Para- United Artists, 6. The three com- strict the game to churches and
mount home office legal staff will panies involved are said to have charitable agencies.
An amendment to limit prizes to a
most likely handle the case for his turned out 46 per cent of the total,
$100 top was proposed by Representacompany alone. Both Fordyce and according to the complaint.
Signing the complaint are Homer tive Lawrence Curtis.
Gentry represented Paramount in the

men

from

Washington,

permanent

with

it.

RKO

Bay State Sets Back

Vote on Beano Bill

;

:

;

of Louis Pasteur" in its
second and final week at the Strand
grossed approximately $24,000.
The Paramount garnered slightly
over $50,000 for the opening week of
"Trail of the Lonesome Pine," while

"Modern Times"
at

the

$38,000.

Rivoli

in

the third stanza

chalked

up

about
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Copyright Is Legion of Decency Opposes K.C. Indies
Barely Heard Law Against Block Booking Take Zoning
—
In Wrangling Washington,
Row to Court
were
Feb. 26.
Opponents of block booking legislation togiven the support of the Legion of Decency, which sees in
the measures pending in Congress "grave danger of political censor-

day

Threats to Impeach and
"Challenges" to Fore
By BERTRAM
Washington, Feb.

F.
26.

LINZ

— Threats

to

File Trust Suit Against

ship."

In a formal statement by the administrative board of the National
Catholic Welfare Conference following its midyear meeting, it was
held that block booking has a business as well as a moral side and
insofar as it is a purely business matter it is of no concern to the

impeach a Federal judge, "challenges"
produce alleged victims forced illegally to pay Ascap fees, and general
to

Standing

among members of the
bickering
House Patents Committee marked today's hearing on copyright legisla-

O., Feb. 26.
unusual "fire" disturbance
without a fire occurred at the

An

here recently when a
boy upset a fire extinguisher
on which he was standing.
discharged
contents
The
struck a radiator, and the resulting cloud of steam caused
other boys nearby to raise
Fire officials
the "fire" cry.
have been summoned to in-

Dome

tion.

Except for a revelation by Gene
Ascap president, that the
"power trust" which he said yesterday was behind the Duffy Bill, was
represented by the North American
Co., which is backing the development of wired radio in Cleveland,
there was
little
discussion
of the
Buck,

copyright legislation itself.
Buck's attack on wired radio was
set off by Representative Lanham of
Texas, who asked regarding the provisions of the Duffy Bill.
"Nothing
in
this bill disturbs us more," the
"It is my opinion
witness declared.
they are liable to be eminently successful, because there are millions of
people kicking on the quantity of ad(Continued on page 8)

Chaplin Film Pulls
$167,000, 3
For
night,
tal of

Weeks

weeks ending last
"Modern Times" grossed a to$167,000 at the Rivoli. For the
the

three

week, the take was $65,000, exclusive of $5,000 checked in for the
opening night.
The second week's
first

tally

third

approximated $55,000 and for the
week, ending last night, the

gross was close to $42,000.
Indications are that the Chaplin film
will run another three weeks, following which it will be booked into
the Loew metropolitan circuit.

Decision Reserved
On Stay for "Pine"
Decision on an order to show cause
injunction should not be issued restraining Paramount from exhibiting "The Trail of the Lonesome
Pine" was reserved by Justice Collins following a hearing in N. Y. Supreme Court yesterday.
The injunction is sought by the
Trail Co., which claims ownership
of certain dramatic rights to the production.
Paramount contends that it
has owned all of the essential film
rights to the play since 1915.

why an

Room

Youngstown,

The show

vestigate.

contin-

ued without interruption.

Independent
Is

Formed

New Haven,

MPTO
in

Conn.

—

Feb. 26. The Independent M.P.T.O. of Connecticut was
organized yesterday at a meeting of
exhibitors seceding from the Connecticut M.P.T.O.
Joseph A. Davis, acting chairman,
committees
on
by-laws,
appointed

nominations

and

membership,

which

report to the group at the first
regular meeting in the newly-leased
clubroom in the film building on
March 10. It is expected that at that
time about 50 exhibitors, or 75 per
cent of the total number of independent exhibitors in the state, will elect
officers and draft by-laws for the operwill

(Continued on page 6)

Schaefer Calls "U"
Reports "Premature"
George

Schaefer, former viceJ.
president and general
manager of
Paramount, yesterday declined to comment on the possibility of his appointment to an executive post in Universal other than to describe the story
as "premature."
Discussions looking
toward such an appointment when
Standard Capital Co. exercises its option to purchase a controlling interest
in Universal have not been concluded
yet.

Schaefer arrived yesterday from
Florida and left last night for Washington where he will spend a few
days.
He will return to New York
before he goes back again to Florida.

organization. So far as the moral side
is concerned, the Legion is interested,
it was said and will continue to work,
as in the past, through public opinion.
Commending the producers for their
cooperation in elevating the moral
tone of the screen, the board warned
against legislation in which "one law
may lead to another" and result in
the establishment of a bureaucracy.
"The Legion of Decency sees in legis
lative measures not a means of securing a wholesome screen but rather
a grave danger of political censorship," it was declared. "There would
be the danger of political appointees
interpreting the provisions of the law
in a bureaucracy so as to set up moral
standards of films. There would be
being
appointees
danger
also
of
influenced
by political pressure in
interpretations.
"The Legion of Decency has had one
simple, clear objective, to insure for
the public, as legitimate recreation, a

Fox Midwest, Majors

—

Kansas City, Feb. 26. Local independents have filed suit in Federal
court here asking temporary and permanent injunctions to prevent the operation of the zoning schedule set up
by Fox Midwest
fendants are
local houses,

last fall.
The
Fox Midwest, with

de12

and Paramount, UniTwentieth
Century-Fox,
M-G-M, Columbia, Radio, United
Artists and Vitagraph.
Based on the anti-trust law, the petition
charges the arbitrary zoning
versal,

competition
of
the
the circuit's houses,
which have the choice of run in every
Restrained from buying until
zone.
Fox had its choice of pictures and
the complaint says the
availability,

eliminates

the

with

plaintiffs

independents were forced to take contracts

Fox and

the

distributors

had

determined for them, thus preventing
(Continued on page 8)

their

(Continued on page 6)

Soundmen Meet Set
For March in N Y C
Hollywood, Feb.
soundmen

of studio
arbitrated

March,

it

26.

— Jurisdiction

will be definitely

New

York

during
was stated here today. Juin

risdiction of first cameramen
tled
here yesterday at a

was

set-

private

meeting with producers.
Approximately 100 special effects cameramen
joined the I. A. T. S. E. This settlement cleans up all problems affecting
the closed shop contract, with the
exception of the soundmen.
Actors,
laborers,
painters
and
scenic artists have joined forces to
the

for

fight

inclusion

studio agreement at the

of

a

basic

Papers Are Served
In Equity Action
William P. Sears, deputy marshal,
yesterday began serving the 40 corporate and individual defendants in the
Government's civil suit against War-

Paramount and

ners,

RKO

for alleg-

withholding product from the
and
New
Missouri
Ambassador,
Grand Central in St. Louis.
The papers served yesterday were
copies of the original complaint filed
in the
U. S. District Court here
Tuesday.
Subpoenas for about 45
witnesses will not be issued until a
hearing date has been set by the
court.
Respondents in the action
have until March 16 to file answers.
edly

Although attorneys for the 10 companies

involved

March meet-

accepted

service

in

(Continued on page 6)

ing.

Hunt Stromberg Has

Directors* By-laws

Revision Completed
Hollywood,
seph

O.

Feb.

26.

— Major

Jo-

Donovan, business manager

Screen Directors' Guild, has
completed revision of thy organization's by-laws as suggested by members and the board of directors at
of

the

a recent meeting.

He

will

call

rectors next
revisions.

a meeting of the difor approval of the

week

New

5 -Year Ticket

Hollywood, Feb.

26.

—With

two

go on his current contract,
Hunt Stromberg has been
signed by M-G-M to a new five-year
deal, giving him a seven-year term as
years

still

to

producer.

Metro's action is recognition of
Stromberg's work on such outstanding productions as "Naughty Marietta," "Rose Marie" and "The Great
Ziegfeld."

—
MOTION PICTURE
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DAILY

Hits West Picture

—

Baltimore, Feb. 26. The Hearst
papers here, the Baltimore News-Post
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a

human

fine,

With

this

would be an exceptional picturebetween tears and laughter.

story, balanced to a nicety

the five babies

is

it

a screen masterpiece.

The word

is

used ad-

visedly.
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Fairbanks,

Jr., at

Ampa

to Freddie BartholoRobert M. Brinkerhoff,
guests at the meeting of the Ampa
today at the Astor will include Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., William Wyler,
the Kelly Sisters and Lynch and John
Connery.

In

addition

mew

and

Clark Discussing Meet

—

Hollywood, Feb. 26. One of the
purposes of John D. Clark's visit here
is to confer with Darryl Zanuck on
dates for the annual sales convention
of Twentieth Century-Fox.
Clark is
slated to return east in about a week.

Swedish Actress Weds
London, Feb.
American band
today to
actress.

—Jack
leader,

Donahue,
was married
Solvei Jenny, Swedish film
26.

It

is

a

memories

—

picture that will linger long in the memory
meaning the
of exhibitors as well as audiences. For theatre men every-

like

Is
its

now
new

story is as dramatic as life itself. It is shrewdly based on the
element of sacrifice in the life of a country doctor, with little material
reward in prospect, who ushers babies into the world under the most
trying conditions; fights to preserve their lives with contagion spreading under the overwhelming menace of a northern winter with communication blocked and medicine running low fights again for proper
hospitalization when he visits Toronto, and finally in a supreme achievement brings the quintuplets into the world. Dr. Dafoe is almost a
deified figure in the hearts of millions today, and Jean Hersholt does a
masterly job in presenting his conception of the doctor's finer qualities
on the screen.
The characterization is a blend of gentle humor, modesty, intense
devotion to duty. He seems to be what the world thinks Dr. Dafoe is
a hero without heroics. Just the gentle shadings of his voice bring
tears to the eyes at times.
As the long winter sets in and the lumberjacks have gone, the doctor
battles a diphtheria epidemic almost hopelessly until a crippled lumberjack gets in touch with Montreal over his amateur radio. The doctor's
nephew, Michael Whalen, responds by plane, thereby introducing a
note of romance when he falls in love with June Lang, daughter of a
village functionary, who has volunteered as nurse. Through these dark
days Dorothy Peterson is the only nurse available. Her portrayal is
unforgettable.
The doctor incurs the enmity of the heads of the lumber company
which controls the village when he makes a public appeal at a medical
banquet.
young doctor is sent in to take his place and he is about
to leave his beloved countryside when the father of the quintuplets
appeals to him for help. In the meantime it has been learned that the
doctor has no license. Slim Summerville, constable, goes to arrest the
doctor, but stays to assist at the birth. This scene will live as a classic.
It is
It has tremendous suspense, heart-warming humor, tenderness.
;

A

extraordinary.
The story is credited to an idea suggested by Charles E. Blake, with
the screen play by Sonya Levien. Darryl Zanuck and Nunnally Johnson, the former as production head and the latter as associate producer,
undoubtedly had a hand in the wise blending of its elements. All concerned deserve credit.
Henry King's direction is superb. The world has been told of the
Unquestionably the world especially that
problems he encountered.
portion of it which devotes its attention to production will applaud

—
—

the results.
The quintuplets appear only in the closing sequence. They are remarkable. They have personality, beauty, childish abandon in the
presence of strangers.
Production Code Seal No. 1,976. Running time, 95 minutes. "G."

The board

located in
offices

at

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

New York

City

of

of

directors

from Jan.

1,

1936.

Pantages Will Filed
Pantages left
widow, Lois

his

26.

— Alexander

entire estate to his

Pantages,

under

terms of his will filed today.
ation was mentioned.

Ampa

Twen-

tieth Century-Fox yesterday declared
a quarterly dividend on the preferred
stock of 37^2 cents per share, payable
March 31 to stockholders of record
March 14. The preferred stock was
issued in August, 1935, and carries an
annual dividend of $1.50 cumulative

Los Angeles, Feb.

CIRCLE 7-3100

refusal of advertising.
The film opened Saturday at Keith's

"A

captioned,

it.

The

20th-Fox Sets Dividend

DAILY

and Sunday American, have instituted
an editorial broadside against the Mae
West picture, "Klondike Annie," and
have refused to accept advertising on
the film from any theatre. The advertising was accepted up to and including Sunday, when a sudden policy
switch brought the denunciation and

where, it will be one of those monumental money-makers they like to and is still running. It was passed by
look back upon year after year with fond hopes of playing another the Alaryland censors. The editorial,

J.

MOTION PICTURE

1936

No

the
valu-

M.

J.

Truth Dinner

In Studio Setting

Filthy Picture," scores

Will Hays for permitting the film and
Paramount for producing it. The editorial concludes
"The only way of
influencing such producers is by the
people showing that pandering to the
lewd elements of the community is not
:

The attack is coincidental
similar
action
by the CallBulletin, San Francisco Hearst paper.
profitable."

with

Other Hearst papers are expected to
follow the same line as the film opens
in various cities.

Warner-B. & K. Pool
Details Decided On
Chicago, Feb. 26.— Details of the
pooling arrangement between Warners and B. & K. whereby the former
will
take over the Paramount at
Hammond, Ind., have been completed.

The arrangement
March 1.
Larry

will

go

into

effect

will be district manWarners and Sonny MacDonald will be manager of the 2,000seat
house.
Tom Bonk has been
moved from the Orpheum here to
serve as assistant manager and Paul
Marlowe takes Bonk's place at the
Orpheum.

ager

Stein

for

Critics Awards
New York film critics

Sunday

will hold the
awards for the

presentation of their
outstanding screen achievements of
last year Sunday at the Ritz-Carlton.
The awards will go to "The Informer" as the year's best picture tc
John Ford for the best direction tc
;

;

Greta

Garbo and

Hecht
the

and

script

Laughton
and to Ben

Charles

for the best performances,

Charles

MacArthur

for

most suitable for reading,

"The Scoundrel."

Mrs. Elmer Pearson Dead
Mrs. Emily B. Pearson, wife of
Elmer Pearson, who has been associated with the industry for many
years, died yesterday in the emergency
ward of Bellevue Hospital, where she
was taken on Tuesday when stricken
suddenly.
She was 50 years of age.
Funeral will take place tomorrow
at 1 P.M., from the Campbell Funeral

The Ampa will hold its annual
Naked Truth Dinner on March 14 in

Church.

a film studio setting in the main ballroom of the Astor. Lights, cameras,
drops and all the rest of the studio
paraphernalia will decorate the room,
and Naked Truth sketches will be
presented on studio stages spotted all
over the floor.

Rites for Lennox Pawle
Hollywood, Feb. 26. Funeral services for Lennox Pawle, actor who

A

hidden newsreel camera will
"shoot" the guests as they enter, and
the result will be shown at a special

midnight screening.
his

orchestra

will

Ralph Stone and
and Ampa

play,

authorities vow and declare there will
be absolutely no speeches.

—

died here last Saturday night, were
held Tuesday. Pawle died in his 65th
year.
His last picture role was in
"David Copperfield." He is survived
by a daughter, Mrs. Dermott Darby,
of

New

York.

C. A. Phillips Passes
Providence, Feb. 26. Charles B.
Phillips, who formerly ran the Rialto,

—

is

dead.

DICK FORAN gallops
lo Ihe fore again in 'SONG OF THE SADDLE',
ihe second of Warners' new western series which

'The Singing Cowboy',

f

has had such an enthusiastic reception from the
trade. This

fans

who

is

a melodic

like

thriller

their villains

designed

for action

bad, their heroes

musical, and ever the twain shall meet. Alma
Lloyd supplies the charm, Addison Richards the
drama, Charles Middleton and Eddie Shubert the
villainy, and Louis King the colorful direction that
go lo make this film noteworthy in its field.

A First National Picture. Released Feb. 29th. m

"A box

office knockout in the first round.

manner of audiences,

critical

or casual, with

effective pathos, genuine feeling

It

will

its

delight

high

all

comedy,

and fine dramatic unfoldment,

and will clean up financially from the acers to the subsequents
because of its sheer merit and irresistible human appeal."
—DAILY VARIETY

"The most charming motion picture have ever seen. It will be
a sweeping triumph everywhere. David O. Selznick again shows
—Jerry Hoffman. UNIVERSAL SERVICE
the way."
I

•
I

"The picture is refreshing and brilliantly accurate. Freddie
Bartholomew and C. Aubrey Smith should be contenders for
—Grace Wilcox, Detroit free press
the 1936 Academy Award."

"This

is

a notable production. Freddie Bartholomew's

Lord Fauntleroy

1

is

truly marvelous.

A

'Little

perfect screen story,

photography, stunning costumes, colorful
music, fine sound, a grand cast and superb direction of John
Robb Wagner, SCRIPT
Cromwell."
rich sets, beautiful

—

1

"David O. Selznick has given an incomparable production that
would wring the heart of a stone image. It is the perfect
picture for Dolores Costello Barrymore's come-back. Freddie
Bartholomew tops his 'David Copperfield' appearance."
—Alice

Tildesley.

PUBLIC LEDGER SYNDICATE

SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL
presents

FREDDIE BARTHOU
with C.

AUBREY

RELEASED

S

" 'Little

Lord Fauntleroy' is greater than 'David Copperfield'.
have never been so thrilled by the performance of any human
being as by the portrayal of 'Ceddie' given by Freddie
Bartholomew. David O. Selzniclc again shows the way to the
—Jimmy Starr, Los Angeles HERALD-EXPRESS
rest of the film world.
I

•

"David O. Selznick's

initial

production for

his

own

Selzniclc

International puts that organization in the production front rank

at one bound.

A

picture of the widest audience appeal.

It is

box-office of large proportions and should spell prosperity for
—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
all concerned."
•
"

" 'Little

Lord Fauntleroy' is another triumph for David O.
Selzniclc. Laughs and tears are expertly woven into a cinematic
fabric that resolves itself into magnificent entertainment pat—BOX OFFICE
terned for both mass and class appeal."
•

"A

picture of such surpassing excellence that

as one of the finest achievements

in

it

must be rated

screen history.
—Carl

Schroeder.

SCREEN BOOK

four-star plus picture in which every member of the cast
—Marion Rhea. SCREEN PLAY
excells.

"A

"One

of the most charming, heart-warming pictures of the
year, with Freddie Bartholomew at his ingratiating best."
—Ruth Waterbury, PHOTOPLAY

FAUNTLEROY

•RP

STARRING

|W

DOLORES COSTELLO BARRYMORE

.

GUY KIBBEE
^h)aviis

C^.

•

MICKEY ROONEY

<zS>elznt,cL

U

HENRY STEPHENSON

vtaducttLOtt

DIRECTED BY JOHN CROMWELL

R

•

UNITED

ARTISTS

)

;

;
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Legion of Decency Opposes
Law Against Block Booking

Purely
Personal

<

E. C. Grainger, huddled at one table

Leo Moskowitz and Bob Goldstein

at

another; Jeffrey Bernerd, Arthur
Lee, George Weeks, William Feitelson and A. P. Waxman, grouped
in a corner, and scattered at other
tables at the Tavern yesterday were

Lew

Thorgesen,

Lehr,

Al

Trop, J.
H.
Friedlander, Jack
Hoffberg, Jack Lait, Dan Frankel, Ken O'Brien, Gregory Dickson, Moe Streimer and Haskell

Masters.
•
E.

man

Grainger, William

Sussand William Kupper leave toC.

morrow

for Washington to attend the
Edhearings on the Pettengill Bill.
gar Moss left Philadelphia last night
Capital.
for the
Joe Unger also
leaves tomorrow for the sessions.

•

Walter Vincent

will start south-

most instances, few individuals were
(Continued f rom page 1
served, most of them being out of
wholesome screen against which there merely by protest, but in any legal town.
In the Warner group, Herwould be no objection on moral action taken against the producer.
man Starr and Clayton Bond were
grounds," the statement said.
"Its
"The Legion urged the producers served, as were John E. Otterson and
strongest weapon has been an aroused to allow a cancellation of pictures pro- Charles
M. Reagan of Paramount
public opinion and public opinion will duced prior to July 15, 1934, when
and Cresson E. Smith of RKO.
grounds.
moral
continue to be the most effectual safe- there was a protest on
Walter Rice, special assistant to
guard against salacious films. The Such cancellations have been author- the Attorney General, yesterday left
camLegion of Decency regards public ized. Before the opening of the
for Washington after spending two
opinion as a much safer guide than paign of the Legion of Decency it is days here on the case.
He is schedwould be any regulations made by said there were few if any complaints uled to return next week with Ruspolitical
appointees
in
Federal against block booking by exhibitors sell Hardy.
a
agency.
when there was a question of salacious
Louis Phillips of Paramount, Stan"The national Legion of Decency has pictures which are financially profit- leigh Friedman of Warners, William
The producers have invited Mallard of RKO and Frederick H.
not dealt with the exhibitor, but with able.
the producer. To deal with the for- reasonable and constructive criticism
Wood of Cravath, de Gersdorff,
mer would mean conducting cam- which must be of benefit morally to Swaine & Wood late yesterday afterpaigns on 12,000 fronts rather than the public which seeks entertainment noon conferred
for about two hours
confining it to one front— the produc- in films.
on the latest developments in the
ers.
"Since there has been a marked
decided after the
civil action, but
"The Legion has not dealt with improvement in the moral tone of meeting not to issue a statement.
opinthrough
public
questions that have not at least a pictures effected
moral implication.
Block booking, ion, it seems reasonable to let the
however, as it involves a moral ques- good work go on. The Legion of
A. Meets
tion that is, to force exhibition of Decency will continue to be vigilant
The American Federation of Actors
salacious
pictures
should be dealt and to urge that all groups maintain
with.
Local groups in such cases an active interest in the moral sig- will hold its annual nominations meet-

—

not

physician
to the Dionne quintuplets, the stars of
"The Country Doctor," arrived in
town yesterday for a short holiday.

Is

•
Joe Vogel has gone to Boca
Grande, Fla., where he will join E.
A. Schiller for a few days and then
head for Miami.
•

Isaac Levinson of the Warner
legal department has been home ill
for the last few days.
•
Jack Alicoate left for Miami yesterday and Joe Pincus will head for
the same resort over the week-end.
•

Merian

C. and Mrs. Cooper arfrom a trip through Europe
on the Conte di Savoia.
•
Eddie Ruben of Minneapolis leaves
for home today after a few days
around town.
rive today

Freddie Bartholomew will make a
radio appearance tomorrow night at
8 o'clock over WHN.
•
Paul Graetz, comedian, of "Mr.
Cohen Takes a Walk" has been given
a long-term contract by Warners.
•
Boris Morros is due to arrive from

Sam Decker,

district

manager

of

Miami sometime next week.

.

.

.

•
Sr.,

yesterday on the Aquifania,
even the ship reporters.

sailed

fooling

•
R. H. Cochrane joined the industry delegation at Washington yesterday.
C.

•
Erpi general sales
returns Saturday from a

W. Bunn,

manager,

lengthy coast

visit.

•

Conn.

The purpose
ation of the new body.
of the organization is defined as "promoting the interests and welfare of
the strictly independent and unaffiliated theatre owners of Connecticut."
Committees appointed are by-laws,
Harry L. Lavietes, chairman Joseph
:

;

Reed,
Bailey

Joseph

;

;

town.

Fairbanks,

in

;

Henry King was laid up yesterday
with a bad cold.
He plans to go to
Douglas

Formed

(Continued from page 1)

Schulman,
Samuel
nominations, Ralph Pascho,
the coast tomorrow for conferences
chairman
George Comden, Barney
with Paramount executives.
•
Calechman, and Michael To masmo
membership, Al Schuman, chairman
.
Los Angeles
.
.
Lavietes, Leo Schapiro and Morris
Al Bowman, who operates the Schulman.
Davis serves ex-officio on
Glassell in Eagle Rock, is blowing
all committees.
himself to a new marquee, new carpets and new projection equipment.
He is also changing the name of his
house to the La Salle.
First Division in the Detroit territory,
who has been here for several weeks
lining up product, will leave for home
soon.
Bill Nagle, exhibitor from Gallup,
N. M., who is here to buy, has been
laid up with flu since he got to

•

MPTO

Independent

•

•

Allan Roy Dafoe,

.

.

.

Toronto

Joe Franklin and Mrs. Franklin
are enjoying the tropical pleasures of
Miami.
Among other Toronto film
men vacationing at the Florida resort
are Oscar Hanson, president of Empire Films, Ltd., Sam Firestone of
the Aster Theatre, Sam Ulster of
the Embassy, Charlie Rottenberg of
the Chateau and Abe Polakoff of the
Mayfair. Mrs. Harry Gunsler, wife
of the Iola's manager, is also there.

Professor Predicts
Early Stereo Films
Boston, Feb.

Kennedy
Northampton

ence

— Professor

Clarof Smith College in
credited with the
is
26.

that he believes
stereophotography will make its appearance
in the motion picture field within the
next 12 months.

statement

Professor Kennedy is now making
three-dimensional still photographs for
college use.
More than 500 views
have been taken to date. He is using
polarizing apparatus developed in cooperation with Edwin H. Land of this
city,

due

in

on

the

Berengaria

England.

Rudy

New Studio Chartered
—As-

Sacremento, Calif., Feb. 26.
sociated Cinema Studios today

Arnold M. Cannan,
Vida Lee Debona, and
William Manns, all of Los Angeles.

Ford

Collins,

Claire Jordan,
It is

cern

reported a local millionaire conbacking the venture.

is

Wall Street
Majority on Board Slightly Off
Net

High

Low

Columbia, vtc .... 38
Consolidated
6H
Consolidated, pfd. 18J4

3754
654

Eastman Kodak

16054

Loew's, Inc
Loew's, pfd

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

49*/s

10554
1054

pfd. 77%
2 pfd. 11
Pathe Film
734
8
20th Century-Fox. 27Vs
20th Century, pfd. 3654
Universal. pfd.... 6656
1

RKO

Wamer

Bros

12%

The Fire Department today resumes
inspection of buildings in the city under the provisions of two bills signed
yesterday by Gov. Lehman, transfering the Bureau of Combustibles from
the Department of Buildings back to
the Fire Department.

well

Close Change

1854
160
4854
105'/

3754
654
1854
16054
4854

are also featured.

Safety

.

.

.

Technicolor

....

.

1

10

76'A

'7654

—154

10%

10H

—'A

734
8

Vt

734

7*4
2654
365i
66
1254

Wi
Little

—

1254

Close

Net
Change

3'A
25
4

'40
'40

+
+

-

'A

54
Vt

Bond

Activity
Net
High Low Close Chang<

.

23

2254

22J4

-M

23

2254

23

-%

96

96

General Theatre
6s

I

1

General Theatre
6s

,\

Vs
!4
V»
54

Curb Gains

2%
4

+
+

66'/6

Low
2454

—
—

27Vt
3654

1

3Vs
2SVs

—%

— 54
— 34
— 34
slS
— 54

105/

9%

Technicolor, Sonotone
Sentry

Shift Building Check

filed

incorporation papers listing 2,000 no
Directors are Victor
par shares.

High

—

is

tomorrow

the inventor.

Bernstein,
M. H. Aylesworth is expected back
manager
of
Jules
from the coast within the next few Loew's and Mrs. Bernstein, have
days.
motored to California. Harry Bra•
den and Mrs. Braden are also on the
Morris Ruffman, Warner lawyer, coast. Braden manages the Kenmore,
returned yesterday from a cruise.
Hamilton.
Fields Starts "Poppy"
•
Donat Paquin, owner of three
Harry Moskowitz has returned houses in Ottawa and Hull, is back
Hollywood, Feb. 26. W. C. Fields,
from a short trip to Chicago.
from Bermuda.
completely recovered from his recent
•
Mrs. Sam Lester, wife of the owner illness, has started work in "Poppy."
Whitford Drake, Erpi vice-pres- of the Doric, Toronto, has sailed for Rochelle Hudson and Richard Cromident,

at 11 P. M. in Union
Vallee, president of
the organization, will preside and he is
expected to announce the members of
the nominating committee which will
submit the official ticket for eight
council terms expiring in May.

ing

of pictures."

nificance

Church.

business and vacation trip to England.

plans to
vacation.

Tomorrow

A.F.

—

ward Saturday to attend the Carolina
M.P.T.O. meeting at Pinehurst and should sustain the exhibitor,
the M.P.T.O. A. directors' meeting at
Miami next week, following which he
next Tuesday from a five-week
remain in Florida for a brief

Dr.

Papers Are Served
In Equity Action
(Continued from page 1)

NETTER, Felix Jenkins,
LEON
Lou Weber, Arthur Mayer and

Ed

Thursday, February 27, 1936

ctf

Keith B. F.
fis

06

'4fi

Loew's 6s '41
deb rights

ww
.102%

Paramount B way
3s

'55

.

Paramount
6s
'39

wd

-

56

56

9.1

9254

9254

95

9454

95

Pict.

'55

Warner

wm

S6Vi

Bros. 6s

(Quotations at close of Feb. 26)
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ROCKETS WAY

to

SCREEN

ENTURES on STRANGE PLANET!

^.

1

|

BusflL-

Je tm Rogers

Crabke,

as

Flasri%Makes tKc
Conqu^k of Mongo
Flash GordonVkas risen to the
third plane of his eoktful existence.

made his twto from Alex
Raymond's mind and tnkh into the
newspaper strip read by^UJlions of
people. Then he rocketed
First he

mysterious planet
has hurtledjMMMTenture-blazo'

tomjpra

orbit

!r. Zarkov ii
and n^^^msTTricIuding'TKe'^p-

picture screens across'

enlWr country.

the

-paratus
Laratusjhat
„that

lash Gordon" has beWi "jtipeff
proportions of a living

it

pirsA

Jniversal chapterplay of the

All

makes Flash

invisible.

thApIleridors and marvels

"Wing's^iwc-i
ig's^we-inspiring palace have been

same

reproduced. Vultan's City in the Sky

Dame, the character being portrayed

lo oms

u p in shining magnificence, delH^^fcp flR^rsaJ^BfdioHulletin.

4i><
city at

Shark Men hold Flash captiveTrTthe
underwater kingdom, where he sub-

your favorite theatre.

from ltokwood, the sequence^ re^in

Octoy^Sl
MeWfbcko afl^elafldBnlt

the vivid^iBUghts of the original

struggles with JCTash.

The

roctet »hip-jnakes

dangerous trip to the

Watch
against Dale Arden.

Ray guns spew

hurling
were
irown by a schoolboy,
inned all the electrical machines
ts

Gordon," the cast includes Jean Rogers
Charles Middleton as

iiues-tte

its

It

o devised
of show-

ila's

According to advance information

narrative.

onist.

Flash,

ed

—
amera and wiinoon™ be sRbwn
ijs

of

in

Priscilla

Lawson

»ace as if they

as

ra%k Shannon as Dr. Zarkov,
John Lipson as Vulian and

forth streams of

the special effects for the film.
Stated

sTral

as

a

scientific

formula.

Buster Crabbe plus Jerry Ash equal

for this page! Syndicated to the greatest
I

graph. How the

cameramen performed

I

Ash, cameraman, astronomer and ex-

|

newspapers

tion of moviegoers of this country.
|

in

the world!

r^K^f/llfi i
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Copyright Is
Barely Heard
In Wrangling
(Continued from page 1)

vcrtising that you get in the reception
of the artists."

wired radio,

In

he

explained,

the

programs are offered from records,
for which the creator of the composition receives a royalty of two cents,
which must be split with his publishAsked by Lanham if the extener.
sion of wired radio would not result
unemployment among artists and
in
musicians, he said it would parallel
the situation in film theatres. "There
in theatres outside
is unemployment
the metropolitan cities because producers put everything on the film," he
declared.
"The basic interest of the

power

companies

is

to

sell

more

power."
Representative
by
O'Malley of Wisconsin as to his salary as president of Ascap, Buck

Questioned

said he received $35,000 a year, but
added that for many years he did not
get anything.

Pressed by the Wisconsin Congress-

man

to explain the

form of contracts

uses, Buck promised to
furnish for the record copies of contracts with film, radio, hotel and other
licensees, but insisted that he also be

which Ascap

permitted to introduce copies of contracts between producers and exhibitors and between the electric companies and the broadcasters.

Burkan and O'Malley Clash
Today's fireworks began when Nathan Burkan, Ascap counsel, took the
stand and delivered an oration which
O'Malley said was a lecture aimed at
him.

Burkan

bitterly

criticized

organization
and
threatened the Ascap attorney if he
did not stop bringing cases.
Repre-

by

the

sentative Daly of Pennsylvania thereupon assailed any judge who acted
improperly and promised to bring the
matter upon the floor of the House.
O'Malley said Daly had misquoted
him and a general squabble ensued.

Reverting to his charge of yesterday that small tavern keepers in Milwaukee had been mulcted by Ascap,
O'Malley asked Burkan to explain
and the Ascap counsel challenged the
Congressman to produce the alleged
victims, promising to pay their expenses if they were brought to Wash-

These allegations, he exare part of the "fabricated,
false, malicious charges" which have
been injected into the issue.
Burkan also went into the history of
the Government suit charging Ascap
with monopoly and asserted that during the hearings last June he showed
by the Government's own witnesses
that
piracy
was rampant in the
broadcasting industry and the Government thereupon secured an adjournment of the trial because, he said, it
found that those it was attacking were
not the "racketeers."
He also introduced a bulletin of the
National Ass'n. of Broadcasters to
show that Justice Department men
had been consulted with respect to
the contracts broadcasters were to
make with Ascap and asserted that
ington.
plained,

Government had no
itself

The

right to inter-

the matter.

in

coherent explanation of
Ascap's objections to the Duffy Bill
was given by Deems Taylor, composer and music critic, who said that
"the $250 minimum is the rock upon

sition

about four cents.

is

After con-

clusively
showing infringement, he
said, the court might make an award
based on the charge, leaving the copyright owner a moral victory and a
financial loss.

Beano, Sweepstakes
Lotteries in Mass.
Boston,
that

Feb.

26.

—The

Massachu-

Supreme Court has declared
Beano and Sweepstakes are lot-

upholding the ruling of
Judge Daniel Gillen of Municipal
Court here that the Beano game organized by the Brookline General
Hospital was a violation of state laws.
Acting Attorney General James
Ronan has declared he will launch a
statewide drive against all such games.
The decision is seen here as probably
indicating the fate of Bank Night,
teries,

in

which

now

is

to

Study

Diesel Generators

first

which Ascap rests."
Taylor explained that the Duffy
Bill would eliminate the amount of
damage a copyright owner had suffered through infringement.
It would
cost $100 or more to bring suit. On
the basis of Ascap receipts the charge
for each use of a copyrighted compo-

setts

ITOA Men

Following unsuccessful efforts to
secure reductions in theatre rates from
the New York Edison Co., the board
of directors of the I. T. O. A. yesterday authorized David Weinstock to
make a survey of local theatres for
the installation of Diesel engines in a
number of houses.
An official of the exhibitor organization stated that theatre men installing Diesel engines will be guaranteed
the cost of light and power will not
exceed one cent a kilowatt hour. This
compares with five and six cents a
kilowatt which now prevails.
The
Edison company,

it

was

said,

prom-

ised a new schedule of rates for theatres which would effect savings, but
when the plan was announced exhibi-

tors found bills increasing.

Maurice
board,

the

who

is

in

chairman of
presided.
Leo Brecher,
Florida, and Ben Roman
Fleischman,

were the only board members absent
from the meeting.

Boston Arrests Made

—

Boston, Feb. 26. The arrest today of Edward Leland, James Stunkel, Ritch Stunkel and George Stockman is believed to have cleared up
the robbery last week-end of the RKO
Boston, when $12,500 was taken by

armed

bandits.

before the courts.

Giveaways Gain

Charter Kentucky Firm

in Cleveland

Louisville,

Ky.,

Feb.

26.

— Ritz

Cleveland, Feb. 26.— Bank Night Theatre, Hickman, Ky., capitalized
at
and Movie Sweepstakes continue to
$1,000; has been incorporated by J.
nourish in local theatres without interDee Henry, E. B. Wiley and Joe
ference in spite of Police Prosecutor
Wiley.
Perry A. Frey's warning two weeks
ago that he was going to crack down
on them, and on all types of giveaways.
Max Kaplan of the Grand Central,

who

complaints

filed

Night users, has gone

Row to

Court

(Continued from page

buying

The plaintiffs and their theatres
Emanuel Rolsky, St. John and
National
Edwin S. Young, Roanoke

are

:

;

and Central
Charles Esterly, State
and Prospect; Frank T. Mountjoy,
Circle H. F. Pautz and H. C. Rhode,
Abe and Rosa Baier, LindSun
bergh
Saline Theatre Corp.
C. H.
Potter, Baltis and Admiral, and Murray and H. H. Barrett, Ritz.
;

;

;

;

;

Set Play in Portland

—

Portland, Ore., Feb. 26. J. J.
Parker Theatres on Feb. 29 will open
a 12-scene stage play, "Life Begins at
Sixty," at the Mayfair here, dropping
pictures temporarily.
The play, written by Will Maylon and George Stone,
and based on the Townsend Plan, will
be presented by the Maylon and Stone
Road Co.

in for two-for-

ones at his house.

Isaac-Shearer Test
New Sound Devices
Hollywood,

Feb.

26.

—Lester

B.
Isaac, in charge of sound and projection for the Loew circuit, is collaborating with Douglas Shearer, recording
director at M-G-M, in a series of

demonstrations and experiments with
the new Raven screen in conjunction
with the push-pull system of recording
and the Shearer horn.
The Raven screen is of metal. It
has tiny louvres, similar to the vents
on the sides of an automobile hood,
only much smaller, which allow the
sound to come through the screen
without distortion and also without

dimming

the picture.

Pick Joe E. Brown's Next
Hollywood,

Brown

will

Feb.

appear

Tractors"

as

Warners,

with

26.
in

—J o

e

E.

"Earthworm

next picture for
production scheduled
to start late in March.
June Travis
and Carrol Hughes have also been
his

and Ray Enright will direct
under the supervision of Sam Bischoff.
cast,

Koenig on Serials

—

Hollywood, Feb. 26. Ben Koenig,
former Film Board secretary in Milwaukee, and one time attorney for the
M.P.T.O. of Wisconsin, is now head
of the serial department at Universal
where his brother, William, is studio
general manager.

1)

an open market. Independents in practically all zones must
play behind the circuit's houses with
the same admission, it is charged. The
complaint details specific instances of
the alleged unfair zoning schedule.
It is charged also that prior to the
time the zoning was set the distributors informed the independents that
they would not be able to furnish
them with product except under the
terms of the schedule. The independents as a result were forced to agree
to the plan, complaint states.
in

Bank

against

1936

K.C. Indies
Take Zoning

con-

ditions in Wisconsin and said a Federal judge had thrown out 17 cases

brought

the
est
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Proponents of Ascap Pleads
Block Booking For Retention
Bill Have Say Of $250 Fine

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, Feb. 27. Raising

—

again the cry of "Big Eight" domination, representatives of social organizations and independent exhibitors today launched a concerted attack at
block booking and blind selling before the Neely sub-committee of the
Senate Interstate Commerce Com-

Because of block booking, it was
are
being
pictures
bad
launched upon communities which do

asserted,

not want them, exhibitors are receiving no assistance from distributors in
meeting the demands for better pictures, the number of features produced annually has been cut, and the
number of producers has been reduced,
stated.

Today's hearing, running

until

late

practically disposed
of the testimony of the advocates of
the Neely- Pettengill Bill, and tomorrow, after hearing two or three women's
organization
representatives,
the committee will call upon opponents, headed by Charles C. Petti
in the

afternoon,

(.Continued on page 6)

Jr.,

bar were lifted.
Alleged double collections from the
film industry were injected into the
hearing
Congressman
today
by
O'Malley of Wisconsin, who has harassed witnesses throughout the hearings with sharp questions as to their
demands on tavern keepers in his district.
For the first time, Buck today admitted that infringement suits
have been brought against barrooms

with

Jr., has indefiproduction
plans
postponed
for "Knights of the Round Table,"
he stated yesterday, because M-G-M
has claimed prior rights on all the

nitely

stories.

He

is

now

negotiating for another story which
he expects to announce prior to his
sailing for England in three weeks.
Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., who sailed
Wednesday for London to attend the
Grand National races at Aintree, is
slated to
return immediately after
the big event.

"Fleet" at $105,000
For Its First Week
"Follow the

Fleet" chalked up a
swell take of $105,000 for the first
week at the Music Hall. Preliminary
estimates indicated the Astaire-Rogers
musical would garner from $100,000
to $110,000.

The second week
Shark Island" at
with about $9,000.
at

the

$7,500.

Rialto

radios

to

entertain

patrons,

as

O'Malley repeatedly asserted had been
done, and Buck and Nathan Burkan,
attorney for Ascap had strenuously
denied.
first
objective reached when
Ascap head admitted that tavern
keepers had been threatened with
suits, O'Malley moved into the exhibi-

His

the

with a charge that double

field

(Continued on page 6)

To Produce "Table"

Arthur

this

if

of "Prisoner of
the Center ended

"Bohemian Girl"
was good for around

Louis Theatres
Await Game Ruling

St.

—

Louis, Feb. 27. Local theatre
are awaiting with interest the outcome of the proceedings brought in
the Missouri Supreme Court at Jefferson City by G. E. McKean, state
representative for Bank Night.
He
seeks release from charges that he
violated the lottery laws in operating
Bank Night in a Fredericktown, Mo.,
theatre.
Arrested Dec. 24, 1935, he
has since been under the technical
custody of the sheriff of Madison
St.

men

County.
Attorney

General

Roy McKittrick

and McKean's counsel have agreed to
(Continued on page 5)

Anti-Trust Suit in
K. C. to Judge Otis
Kansas

City,

Feb.

27.—The

re-

straint of trade suit filed

by 13 independent theatre owners here Tuesday
against Fox Midwest and major distributors is in Judge Merrill E. Otis's
division of the U. S. District Court.

Get New Term

M-G-M Pact
Will

Advance Sales
Get Approval

New

By

RED KANN

—

27.
Irving Thalabout to sign a new long term
contract with M-G-M which virtually
will set him up in business on his
own, but with finances and distribution supplied by the organization with
which he has so long been promiis

nently identified.
With three years to go on his cur-

understood the
run for 10 years.
It will not be a renewal of the partnership arrangement with J. Robert
Rubin and Louis B. Mayer under
rent

Pacts

Produce Virtually
On His Own

Hollywood, Feb.

berg

In

\Bffm<skm

Thalberg to

played during the recent record-cracking cold wave and
look to mild weather to insure more generous takings
than were possible during the
storm.
Included
will
be
"Rose Marie," "Ceiling Zero,"
"Captain Blood" and "Anything Goes."

their

in All

TEN CENTS

27.
Indianapolis,
Feb.
First run managers have one
means of outwitting the
weather.
They'll bring back
several
attractions
which

— Represen-

taxation exists and that the society
discriminated between neighborhood

Not

Douglas Fairbanks,

King

27.

right act as the only barrier to "millions of piracies'' which Gene Buck,
Ascap president, declared would oc-

tion

Fairbanks,

Feb.

Ascap today concluded

arguments before the House Patents
Committee with a fervent plea for
retention of the $250 minimum damage provision of the present copy-

cur

mittee.

was

Washington,
tatives of

the

1936.

28,

To Bring Back Hits

Raise Cry of "Big Eight' Finishes Arguments In
Copyright Hearing
Domination at Hearing

it

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti

VOL.

Alert,

contract,

new agreement

it

is

will

The

sale in advance of motion pic- which Thalberg now functions and
and stage production rights to under which the three have been split-

ture

when consummated

simultanepermitted in the new basic
agreement between playwrights and
producing managers, which was approved unanimously by the Dramatists' Guild at a membership meeting
The
at the Shelton Hotel yesterday.
agreement will be effective March 1
plays,
ously,

and

is

run for two years.

will

The

guild has forbidden the sale
in advance, heretofore, but under the

new

agreement,

if

film

the

and

stage rights to an unfinished play are
disposed of simultaneously, and with
the knowledge of the producing manager, it now becomes an approved
If
both play and picture
practice.
rights are sold by the author to a
film company, it must be in accordance with a new form of standard
contract to be devised which, however, would give the author a percentage of the earnings of both the
play and picture.
The new agreement revises the
manager's participation in the sale of
(

Continued on page

1 1

Merian Cooper Back;
Will Supervise Four

ting profits for a number of years,
but a direct contract with M-G-M.
It is expected to provide that Thalberg will produce with his own unit
on the
lot,
but with the
studio's
personnel,
manpower and
technical
facilities
available
all
at
times.
Attorneys are now going over
the context and phraseology of the
contract.
The deal is declared to be
so close to completion that signatures
are expected to be affixed momentarily.
This is the chief piece of business

M-G-M

which brought Nicholas M. Schenck
west three weeks ago. The fact that
he plans to leave for New York next
week seems to indicate the deal will
be closed before then.
Joseph M.
Schenck probably will accompany his
brother east.

Legion's

New

List

Passes 128 Films
The National Legion

of

Decency,

in its second nationwide list of classified pictures, notes as unobjectionable

for general patronage 128 of 225 films
listed.
Fifty-seven are called "unobjectionable for adults," 37 as "objectionable in part" and three are con-

Returning with his wife, Dorothy
from
a
four-month
trip
Jordan,
abroad, Merian C. Cooper, executive demned.
The list is prepared under
vice-president in charge of produc- the direction of the New York Archtion for Pioneer Pictures, yesterday diocesan Council of the Legion of
stated he will supervise the four all- Decency, with the cooperation of the
Technicolor films the company will M. P. Bureau of the International
produce for United Artists' release Federation of Catholic Alumnae.
next season. He also added he might
Additions to the first complete list,
make one in England, but this was published in Motion Picture Daily
indefinite.
on Feb. 5, and divided into classificaCooper said he could not tell what tions, follow
would be his first upon his return to
Class A, Section 1, Unobjectionable
the coast until he had conferred with for General Patronage "The Crime

—

(Continued on page 5)

(Continued on page 5)
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Jersey's Governor

Will Address

Ampa

of New Jersey will be the principal speaker at
a joint meeting of Ampa and the
Cheese Club which will be held at
the Astor next Thursday,
Gordon
White, Ampa president, said yesterday.

Governor

Hoffman

M. Brinkerhoff, cartoonist, entertained Ampa members yesterday
R.

with his illustrated lecture on the
decrease in the birth rate of Antarctic penquins.
Others on the guest list
included William Wyler, director
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., who is en
route to London, where he will produce four pictures for United Artists;
Jock Connery, actor, and the Keller
Sisters and Lynch, radio entertainers.

^

The regular board meeting of
Trans-Lux, scheduled for yesterday,
was postponed until the early part of
April, when it is expected Percy N.
Furber will return from Boca Raton,
Thompson, president
Movies Corp., is in
recuperating from a recent

Fla.
Leslie E.
of Trans-Lux

Miami

operation.

Postpone Para. Meeting

his

from "Doc" Giannifrom Jock
Whitney, Brother Myron and
the Bank of America; Pioneer
from Whitney who, in case you
didn't know it, has more than he
knows what to do with, notwithni

finances

;

Dave

Selznick

standing Technicolor, "Jumbo"
and horse racing; Mary Pickford and Jesse Lasky from the
Goelets ; Charlie Chaplin out of
his own sock; Alex Korda from
Prudential Life Assurance of
London; Doug Fairbanks, if and
when he makes another, has the

means

available.

.

.

.

Paramount as the film colony has
been quick to recognize. Financing under his United Artists deal
would have been easy to arrange
from several sources, as we get
it,
but it's coming from within.
understood the surplus rolled
up by the United Artists Distributing Corp. is being converted
into a financing fund and that
the one to debut under this new
development will be Wanger.
It is

.

those

With

the rule.

new

manager, today Kelly

sales

the tops largely because of the
record he is rolling up on "Modern Times."
Yet the value of
added manpower in the selling
is

machine is an important something which the U. A. group is
not overlooking.
This may lead
to something or nothing.
If it
should
prove something, you
might have time to recall it was
mentioned here today.
.

pictures

coming

through with far more regularity

T T

grown

surplus, part of
go to Wanger

Chaplin,

into a handsome
which now will

for

production.

Pickford,

Fairbanks

and Goldwyn are on the

financial

side of the deal personally, to
boot, as is Nathan Burkan, a very
active personality in U. A. since

Joe Schenck and Al Lichtman
stepped out. That makes Burkan
one of Wanger's partners as well
as his attorney.

Arthur

.

.

.

W.

Kelly, former vicecharge of foreign
sales, and since Lichtman's withdrawal, the general factotum in

touches

including production
sophisticated
and with sex implications always
delicately handled, the film is
completely charming in its mood,
its performances, its story and its
backgrounds. International jewel
robbery is its idea with Marlene
as the beauteous criminal, who
reforms, quite naturally Gary
Cooper he's immense as the
heart throb, and Jack Halliday, as
$1,400,000,

Highly

trouble.

—

—

—

the gentlemanly

menace who tries
on the crooked

to keep Dietrich

but
"Desire"

path,

no matter where, stands
aces high with the owner-mem-

"Doctor" in 350 March 6
"The Country Doctor"

will

open

in

350 theatres on Mar. 6. This is said
to be a record for premiere bookings.
The film will have simultaneous
premieres at the Music Hall here and

Toronto on March

5.

Col. Declares Dividend
The board

of

Jr., National Screen execuyesterday
were served with
copies of the Government's complaint
against
Warners,
Paramount and
RKO, alleging a conspiracy in restraint of trade in St. Louis. The two
men are among the 30 individual defendants named.
Mimeographed copies of the 24page application for a temporary and
permanent injunction have been sent
to a number of marshals out of town
to be served on defendants residing
in those towns.
Included in the list
Maurice Silver, Warner Alwere
:

Nat H.
bany district theatre head
Brower, coast district sales head for
Warners
Robert Hicks, manager
of the Orpheum, St. Louis Byron F.
Moore, in charge of the Orpheum,
Shubert Rialto and Hi-Point, St.
Paramount
Ralph LiBeau,
Louis
midwest district manager, with headMaurice
quarters in Kansas City
Paramount St. Louis
Schweitzer,
branch manager; Carroll Peacock,
Los Angeles branch manager for
;

;

out to love.
typically
Lubitsch
and that, of course, stamps it as
fun and fare for the more intelli-

gent

The scene:

.

.

.

The Beverly- WilBreakfast.

Lep Friedman, Howard Dietz and ye scribe.
:

A truck passes along Wilshire
Boulevard and the coffee thermos
"An

earthquake ?"
From the divan where Howard
is pulling himself together:
"Don't mind it. The place is just
naturally restless."

.

.

Columbia Pictures has

declared a quarterly dividend of 25
cents per share on the common stock,
payable April 1 to stockholders of
record on March 18.

J.

RKO,

Eastman Head Hits
New York Tax Rate
—Eastman Kodak
Albany, Feb.
27.

Co. has been increasing employment

New York

Details later.

.

.

.

Buys "Allah"

—

Hollywood, Feb.

state

grave, vice-president and secretary of
the company, and was on the Brownell bill to create a temporary state

commission to analyze unemplyoment
and its relief.
Lovejoy declared the tax burden in
higher than in other inand suggested that the
committee study the subject to see
whether the higher taxes in New
York had had an adverse effect on
the trend of employment in the state,
as compared with others.
this state

is

Tax Figures
Show General Rise

Ohio's

.

Mox Shobbus spoke to Eddie
Alperson over the telephone the

Selznick

McCarthy, St. Louis manager
and Louis Ellman, former
St. Louis exchange head and now stationed at Des Moines.
for

dustrial states,

quivers ever so gently.
"What's that?" asks Lep.

other night.

P. Schulberg in production; Ber-

audiences.

shire.
:

B.

nard

more rapidly outside

T T

The time
The cast

Paramount; Myke Lewis, coast district sales manager for Paramount
Ralph Kohn, who is associated with

than within the state, partly because
comparative tax rates have favored
locating new developments elsewhere,
Frank J. Lovejoy, Eastman president,
told the Assembly's Public Relief and
Welfare Committee. The statement
was presented by Thomas J. Har-

is

among

;

loses

in

all sales,

in

Lubitsch

Columbus, Feb.
on the

27.

— Some

figures

revenue from the industry, as compiled from the records
of the State Treasurer, are presented
by P. J. Wood, secretary of the Ohio
I. T. O.
During 1934, when the 10 per cent
admission tax was in effect, the state
state's

27.
"The Garden
of
Allah,"
Robert
Hichens'
famous novel, will again be filmed, collected $3,366,705.15, the records
this time by David O. Selznick, in show, whereas during 1935, when the
Technicolor.
Merle Oberon will be admission impost was suspended and

Moran, Brooklyn Democrat, has introduced a bill in the Assembly imposing a tax of one mill per foot on

exhibitors paid three per cent, on
grosses, the state derived $1,278,940.19.
Conversely, the state collected on
the basis of $48,000 per year when
charging $1 per 1,000-foot reel for
censorship fees, while now the returns
are at the rate of $185,000 a year with
the fee advanced to $3, including

negative films or prints.

newsreels, heretofore excluded.

featured.

The

regular meeting of the board
of Paramount Pictures, scheduled for
yesterday, was postponed to today
for the convenience of a month-end
action on the proposal to simplify the
corporate
structure
by
company's
merging five subsidiary companies
with Parager Corp.

Dembow,

tive,

;

and that director's influence are
markedly evident in "Desire,"
the new Marlene Dietrich attraction on which Paramount spent

in the last couple of years, that

profit has

.

.

Although
the
direction
is
charged to Frank Borzage, the

.

years when
U. A. faltered with a hit-andmiss releasing schedule, sales operations were handled so well and
so economically that profits were
in

consideration

was seriously turned toward a

;

Walter
Wanger has
joined up.
This producer has
done well in his first year as an
independent distributing through

Even

Where once

bers.

oft-mentioned

T

Now

president

Delay Trans-Lux Meet

gets

Haines, Dembow Get
Trust Case Papers
Roy H. Haines, metropolitan branch
manager for Warners, and Sam

RED KANN"

Hollywood, Feb. 27.
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Asks

New Tax

Albany,

Feb.

27.

on Films

— Bernard

J.

WHAT A
The posters

LINE-UP!
tell

the story

Jl
lTS

SERVICE

CLASS Of

FREDDIE

And

•

every other opening brings

office glory to
.

.

.

"The Prisoner of Shark Island"

the Fox, Philadelphia, with the

days equal to a
Theatre,

full

Baltimore,

we

first

week's business
with the year's

opening out -grossing even

and

new box-

"Littlest

could go on, and on!

.

.

.

two

New

biggest

Rebel".

.

.

20th Century-

Fox sure makes the big ones BIG!
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Purely
Personal

Twin "Doctor" Runs

4

Des Moines, Feb. 27.—Two

downtown

going
to play "The Country Doctor" day and date here the
Des Moines and Roosevelt
both Tri-States houses.
One of the promotion

Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Cleveland and Kansas City. Accompanying
him as far as Chicago will be Mrs.

stunts includes prizes for the
on
the
scrapbooks
best
Dionne quintuplets.

Blum berg.
Lois Ravel, radio find now on the
network, will make her stage
debut at the Paramount following the
successful run of "The Trail of the
_

St.

Louis Theatres

Await Game Ruling

Lonesome Pine."

{Continued from page

•

Alfred Batson, author of "African Intrigue," recently purchased by

Walter Wanger,

leave shortly
for a South American jaunt in search
of book and screen material.
will

•

Hummel,

general foreign sales manager for Warners, left
Rio de Janeiro yesterday and is scheduled to arrive in New York March 12.

Joseph

S.

New

List

Passes 128 Films

are

—

BLUMBERG yesterday left
NATE
for a tour of RKO theatres in

NBC

spojts

Legion's

1)

submit the test case on briefs.
McKittrick has not yet issued a definitive
opinion on the legality of Bank Night.
Attorney Franklin
Locally
Circuit
proceed
Miller
has
threatened
to
against any house using giveaways.
Temporarily
theatres
have
local
dropped the games, but it is expected
there will be a rush to revive them if
the Supreme Court rules they are not

Television Cable Is
Approved by F. C. C.
Washington,

{Continued from page

eral

1)

Get Personal," "Der
Vetter Aus Dingfda," "The Face in
the Fog," "Fast Bullets," "Follow the
Fleet," "Garden Murder Case," "Kid
Ranger," "Love on a Bet," "Mysteries
of Notre Dame," "Modern Times,"
"Mysterious Avenger," "The Music
Patrol," "Don't

Feb. 27.

Communications

—The

FedCommission

yesterday authorized the A. T.

and the

&

T.

New York

Co. to

Bell Telephone
construct a coaxial cable be-

tween

New York

and

Philadelphia

for use in experiments in radio tele-

Actual construction must start
1, under the permit.
It
is stipulated that the cable should be
Goes Round," "The Preview Murder
open to those radio companies interPrisoner
of
Case,"
"The
Shark
ested in experimenting.
(French), "The
Island," "Pasteur"

Return

Jimmy Valentin e,"

of

"Rhodes," "The Valley of the Law"Woman
less,"
Trap,"
"Yellow
Dust."
Class A, Section 2, Unobjectionable
for Adults
"The Bridge of Sighs,"
"Die Fraunen vom Tanvrof" (German),
"I'll
Name the Murderer,"
of
the
"Leichte
Jungle,"
"Jaws
Kavallerie," "Three Women" (Rus-

—

sian).

Class

B,

Objectionable

in

Part

vision.

before July

It is not certain that the two companies will accept the terms, but the
F. C. C. in the new permit removed
many of the restrictions to which the
companies objected in a previous
order from the commission on the
cable.
The petitioners are required
to file with the commission in writing within 30 days, acceptance of the
conditions imposed.

Pickford-Lasky in Lull

—

Hollywood, Feb. 27. The Pick"Mr. Cohen Takes a Walk," "It Had
to Happen," "Itto" (French), "Klon- ford-Lasky studios will undergo a virin violation of the lottery laws.
dike Annie," "Living Dead," "Song of tual shut down for the next few
•
the Saddle," "Walking Death."
weeks, with staff reduced to skeleton
Leslie Howard, who has been deAsks More Particulars
No additions were made to Class C, until the untitled Nino Martini pictained on the coast for retakes, is
New Haven, Feb. 27. Motion for Condemned, which includes "Guilty ture is started before the cameras.
slated to arrive about March 15. He
may do "Hamlet" on the stage here. more particulars has been filed in Fed- Parents," "High School Girl" and "One Rainy Afternoon," now finished
eral court here by defendants in the "Java Head."
will be some weeks in the editing, and
•
Bank Night infringement cases. The
preparations of the Martini film will
M. L. Markstein, president of defense has asked for the filing by
part of the staff in the interVidor on
Jury" occupy
Screeno, has been in town for the last Bank Night, or Affiliated Enterprises,
vening weeks.
Hollywood, Feb. 27.
Charles
few days and left yesterday for At- Inc., of copies of certificates and other
Vidor has been assigned to direct
lantic City.
alleged copyright material in connecShapiro to Coshocton
•
"Grand Jury" at Radio. The story is
tion with the plan, including form of
Coshocton, O., Feb. 27.
Allen
Blumer has been engaged by license agreement, advertising trailers, an original by Tom Lennon, and the
I.
screen play is by Lennon and James Shapiro of Warners' poster departGeorge Orth for the 16mm. depart- registration book.
Edward Grant. No cast assignments ment, Cleveland, has been named manment of the J. H. Hoffberg Co. and
The complaint is against A. Fishhave been made as yet.
ager of the Pastime here.
leaves today on a sales tour.
man,
B. Fishman, Dixwell Theatre

—

"Grand

—

—

J.

•
Co., Lawrence Theatre Co., Howard
Universal Operating Co., Jadams Amusement
Sullavan,
player, is due to arrive from the coast Corp., Michael Tomasino, New Haven
in 10 days.
Amusement Corp., Whalley Theatre
•
The
Co., Inc., and B. S. Mysliviec.
Freddie Bartholomew was ill yes- plaintiff asks that the defendants be

Margaret

terday and couldn't attend the Ampa
luncheon, as scheduled.
•
Frank Henry of the Hildinger
circuit in Trenton spent a few days in

town

this

required to render a full account of all
profits derived from cash nights, that
a temporary restraining order be issued against the theatres, and that
damages be paid by them.

week.
•

is back from Miami
complexion like chamber of
commerce propaganda.

To Investigate Beano
Boston, Feb. 27. The City Coun-

Rube Jackter

with

—

a

moving against Beano, has ordered

public welfare committee to launch
a sweeping investigation of the game,
which has been termed a lottery by the
Massachusetts Supreme Court.
its

•

George Browne,

cil,

A. T. S. E.
president, is expected here from the
coast within the next few days.
I.

•

Gregor

Rabinowitsch,

Universal

foreign producer, leaves today on the
Century en route to the coast.

Merian Cooper Back;
Will Supervise Four

•
J.

from

R.

New

Orleans.
•

Franklyn Underwood
from Miami on Monday.
•
.

.

.

{Continued from page

Grainger returned yesterday

Lincoln

will

return

Carl Rose, city manager of Ralph
Blank's York, Neb. houses, is in the
hospital recovering from an operation.
T. B. Noble, Westland Theatres
general manager, in from Denver conferring with Cal Bard, Bob LivingHorwitz Troupe Touring
ston, and his city manager, Milt
Holiston, Feb. 27. Will Horwitz
Overman.
G. A. Ruth, manager of the Mili- has a troupe of radio amateurs on tour
tary, Omaha, got stuck in a snowdrift in much the same way the Major
near here with a carload of chorus Bowes units have been making the
They're all winners in his
girls.
Along with 40 others they took rounds.
refuge in a roadside cafe, and had the broadcasting contests and will make
most of the east Texas towns.
girls dance for the unfortunates.

—

THE BIGGEST

GOLD-MINE YOU
EVER PLAYED!

UNIVERSALE

SUTTER'S

1)

Hay

Whitney, president of
Pioneer. The Coopers leave today for
Hollywood.
While abroad, Cooper spent two
months at St. Moritz. During the
other two months he said he looked
over a number of plays and players.
Among the cities visited were London, Paris, Vienna and a number of
other European capitals. He returned
on the Conic di Savoia.

John

IT'S

GOLD"!

MOTION PICTURE
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Proponents of
Block Booking
Bill Have Say
(Continued from page

1)

counsel for the Hays'
whose witnesses will include
office,
George J. Schaefer, Robert H. Coch-

general

john,

Ed Kuykendall, Mrs. E. M. Barsham, M. A. Lightman, Stanley Summer, Edward G. Levy, O. C. Lam,
rane,

John H. Harris, Mrs. S. A.
worth and Julian Brylawski

Ells-

With the completion of the Senate
hearings, the two sides will have a
breathing spell, but will meet again
in Washington on March 9 to appear
before the Pettengill sub-committee
on the House side.

A

feature of today's hearing was the
Canon William Sheafe
failure
of
Chase, for years the spearpoint of the
attack on block booking, to make his
usual plea for adoption of the legislaAlthough present, the Canon
tion.
remained quietly in the background
for the first time in eight years during which the matter has been before

Congress.

The

subject before the sub-commit-

was introduced by Stephen P. Ca-

tee

M. P. Research
but the bulk of the attack
on block booking was carried by
Abram F. Myers, general counsel for

bot, representing the

Council,

Allied,

and

ducers to make pictures."
The bill,
he said, "would open the field to independent and experimental production."

believe

this

bill

will

restore

free competition and in the long run it
will remove the constantly threatening
danger of this powerful industry in
Hollywood dictating its will as to

what communities 3,000 miles away
see.

Under

practices it is
ship," he said.

continue."

Pointing out that the bill deals only
with the relationship between producer
or distributor and the exhibitor, Senator Barkley of Kentucky asked the
witness where the public comes in,
Cabot replying that it would permit
the "cooperation" of the community
aiding the exhibitor to

select

his

programs.

"Would it not be a rule that the exmore usually select pictures

hibitors

hearing

continued

be

next

1921 to 500 in 1936," the witness said
in substantiation of a charge he had

made that compulsory block booking
"And the numcreated monopolies.
ber of national distributors has been
reduced by the practice from 22 to
eight," he added.
"But how much have box-office

For Retention
Of $250 Fine

week.

Dave Palfreyman

rectors' meeting.
felt

none too well
*

Charles
brigade

C.

at that

moment.

*

*

Pettijohn

consisting

led a

Hays

Tony Muto,

of

Burt New, Tom

Petty, Pelfreyand Gabriel Hess who found

man

the hearing more to his liking than
the copyright bill hearing not far

away.
*

re-

*

*

been cut as a result?" queried
Senator Davis.

ceipts

(.Continued from page 1)

and downtown houses by demanding
equal fees from both.
Buck sought to defend the seat
charge, declaring producers acquire
the right to use musical compositions
through direct negotiation with writers, while the exhibitor tax is for
performance for profit and does not
constitute a double levy.
Declaring that if $250 is a good penalty for infringement the same sum
might be adopted as the statutory penalty for automobile collisions, Representative Deen recalled Buck's assertion that Ascap has collected little

Ed Levy, M.P.T.O.A. general
counsel, tried hard to bring as an
That stumped witness Sidney Samexhibit of prosperity Irving Jacocks, from infringement suits and asked
uelson.
new president of the Connecticut Burkan why, if the provision brings
* * *
388 pounds, in no money, the organization is so
Abram Myers advised the senators M.P.T.O., who weighs
and runs a 400-seat house in Bran- concerned about it.
that the bill would compel distribuThe statute discourages piracy,
ford, Conn.
tors to furnish a synopsis in advance,
#
*
*
Burkan asserted, protesting that an
which he said was a practice of labelThe hearing room resembled a automobile that will last one year
ing products much the same as the
should not be considered in the same
law requires of other industries. This Quaker meeting place, what with all
all the breath with one that will last a cenon
side
and
women
one
the
Unger,
Edmund
caused
Joseph
tury.
Urging that the committee
Grainger, Jack Connolly, P. A. men on the other. Glimpsed among
scrap the Duffy Bill, Buck and BurPowers, George Schaefer, Robert the men were Frank Jack, Warner
kan asserted that if the courts were
Mochrie, William Kupper, Wil- Theatres division manager; Oscar
Sidney left to determine the damages, inGeorgia
exhibitor;
liam Sussman and other distributor Lam,
fringement suits would bring awards
representatives
to
squirm in their Lust and Julian Brylawski, both
George as low as four cents.
on their home grounds;
seats.
*

*

started at 10 :39 o'clock
with all the earmarks of a Hollywood
premiere.
Flash lights and reporters
were as thick as Ed Fay's hair.
*
*
*

Aaron s, Philadelphia exhibitor leader; William Hissner, Lebanon, Pa.,
exhibitor, and Joseph Brennan of
Boston.
*

*

#

were

experts

Statistical

put

to

The day was unseasonably muggy, shame by the manner in which Pettiwhich explains why Senator Neely, john, Myers, Kuykendall, Samchairman, fell asleep while Myers ex- uelson and others quoted figures on
plained the intricate machinery of the
business.

Two

hearts

—belonging

to

Ed Kuy-

would produce the
house and the community
would not have any more to say
about it than it does now?" Barkley
that they thought

biggest

asked.

two theatres are located in a
community and one refuses to show
a picture how can you prevent the
other house from exhibiting it?" Cabot was asked by Senator Davis of
"If

Pennsylvania.
it

"There would be no way to prevent
under this bill," the former ad-

attendance, receipts, feature production, the number made by each producer, the number of theatres and
their seating capacity.

Raft and Paramount
Hollywood, Feb.

27.

—

and Paramount have settled the dispute which arose when Raft walked
out

during

Bill

Drawn

at

The Neely

bill

was drawn up by

the Legislative drafting office of Columbia University, and the block booking clause was lifted from the cease
and desist order of the Federal Trade
Commission in the Paramount case, it
was divulged by Thomas E. Ervin,
associate on the Universal legal staff,
who explained the various provisions
of the measure and said his office was
prepared to submit a brief should the
constitutionality of such legislation be
questioned.

Senator Neely introduced for the
record amendments offered by the
Federal M. P. Council of America,
but the witness refused to give any
opinion as to their desirability. Briefly,

the

council demanded the
(Continued on page 11)

inclu-

fees.

we

"These gentlemen thought that this
could be utilized and they
could move in on the writers with all
society

filming of "Princess
the influence they possess.
They felt
with Carole Lombard.
The actor was today put back on they should be getting millions and
millions of dollars.
This society has
the payroll and assigned
to
"The
tried to be decent with the broadcastDuchess," which Louis Gensler will
ers of this nation and is furnishing
produce. Filming will start March 23.
them with service they cannot buy.

the

Hollywood,

Columbia

later.
The man who is not a pirate
has nothing to fear."
Charging
that
the
broadcasters
sought to wreck Ascap by trying to
buy the Warner library to set up an
opposition pool and force royalties
down, Buck explained that Warners'
music firms pulled out because the
association refused to increase license

Come Across"

Plan Film on John

mitted.

"Tried to Destroy Ascap"

"Thousands of infringements are
going on now," Burkan told Representative Deen of Georgia.
"They
will keep on pirating first and pay

"Warners wanted more money and
told them we are not out for all
the
traffic
would bear," he said.
George Raft

Settle Grievances

Feb.

27.

—

Law
Warners

produce a film based on the life
of John Law, Scotch economist, responsible for the "Mississippi Bubble,"
a financial system which caused a
will

Questioned by Senator Neely as to
situation now as compared with
1927, Cabot admitted there has been
"tremendous "
improvement
and
"there are some very beautiful pictures
and fewer harmful pictures being
shown today." But, he added, "there
is
no guarantee that this situation

in

the

that

"The supply of product has been
cut down from 800 features yearly in

the present trade
practically a dictator-

the

will

extolling the virtues of a film business
without block booking.

*

Declaring that as a result of block
booking an exhibitor has no room for
meritorious pictures which may not
be among those bought, he declared
"if all the time is filled up there is no
way of encouraging independent pro-

—

kendall and M. A. Lightman beat
waltz time when Neely proposed

in

Both envisioned compulsory
distributors and representatives of the abandonment of their scheduled trip
public listening intently to a witness to Miami and the M.P.T.O.A. di-

The hearing

Code Adoption Called Futile

shall

CUNNINGHAM

1936

Ascap Pleads

the Sidelines

JAMES P.
Picture a crowded chamber in the
Senate Office Building with five senators and 100 legislators, producers,
By

his associates.

Repeatedly referring to statements
and letters of various officials, both
American and foreign, regarding the
effect of the present day pictures on
the youth of the world, Cabot told
Senator Neely's group that the industry has repeatedly adopted "codes"
of great promise, but has failed to
live up to them.

"We

On

Friday, February 28,

monetary crisis in the 18th century.
Errol Flynn will have the title role.

Mary Pickford Coming

—

27.
Feb.
Mary
Pickford plans to leave here for New
York next Tuesday for home office
conferences at United Artists regarding the release of "One Rainy Afternoon."

Angeles,

Los

Free

WPA Films Shown
—

Feb. 27. Free films
under
supervision are now being held one night a week in the three
recreation centers at Fairfield.

Bridgeport,

WPA

Then they

tried to

form

but couldn't do

their

own

so-

with a million dollars.
When Warners found
they couldn't exert pressure they
withdrew."
With the conclusion of Ascap's
presentation the hearings were suspended until March 3, when the writciety,

it

ing crafts will present their views.

Swarthout, Boles Meet

—

Dallas, Feb. 27. This town got
worked into a state of excitement the other day with Gladys
Swarthout and John Boles both here
at the same time.
Boles paid a visit
itself

to the opera singer at her hotel, accompanied by a flock of photog-

raphers.

He came

here to attend the funeral
mother, accompanied by Mrs.
Boles and left later for New York.
Miss Swarthout is on a concert tour.

of

his

Matching" The STOR Y of Louis Pasteur"
Almost Dollar for Dollar

ROAD GANG
Shows Sensational Strength in Ace
House Pre-Release Premiere ....
PROVES REAL MONEY PICTURE IN SPECIAL TRYOUT
RUN TO TEST EXTRA-PROFIT POSSIBILITIES ....
Steps Into Line with Captain Blood

and

Zero In N. Y. Strand's 1936 Hit Parade

^^^^"""""""To,.,
Ca " p
The Winning

aet

Is

"Ceiling
.

.

.

.

Service
Your
At

f^!U

G ANt*

ROAD
IWrW ^^WARNER BROS

.y-SS^m

For April

For
an set „ UP

0^

FIRST 2 DAYS ACTUALLY TOPPED SUCH

SHOWS AS

Shipmates Forever

,

.

. .

'Page Miss Glory*. .'The
.

'Bright Lights*. ..'In Caliente*...' Broadway Gondolier*... 'Oil For the

FIRST REVIEWS SAY "More
phic,

melodramatic shocker

rousing. Pulls

no punches!**

.

.

.

gripping!**

{Mirror)

{N. Y.

Irish In Us'

Lamps

of China*

shivers than the cold spell

.

.

.

gra-

American)— "Raw meat, red-blooded,

— "Striking... effective

indictment!"

{Herald- Tribune)

—
MOTION P1CTURI
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Goldwyn Purchases
"Dead End" Rights
Samuel Goldwyn has purchased the
screen rights to the current Broadway stage success, "Dead End," by
Sidney Kingsley, for production on
next season's program. This will increase Goldwyn's contribution to the
next
schedule for
United
Artists
year to nine. It is reported Goldwyn
paid $165,000 for the play. No cast
assignments have been set as yet.
Goldwyn recently bought the screen
rights to "Dodsworth," which will
star Walter Huston and Ruth ChatWilliam Wyler, who will
terton.
direct "Dodsworth," is in New York
for conferences on the film with Sidney Howard, who will adapt the play
for the screen. Wyler will be here for

three weeks,

then will return to the

coast.

His "Goldwyn Follies"
revue

.international

will

be an

featuring

talent

of both the American and foreign
stage and screen, Goldwyn said yesterday at a luncheon given in his
honor by the Ass'n of Foreign Press

Zorrespondents

at

the

Goldwyn stated that he would visit
France, Vienna and Russia and that
"whenever I see interesting personalities or beautiful girls, I will sign
them." His contention is that such
have added interest
a picture will
value in every country from which
the members of the cast have been
drawn.

Goldwyn

March

4 on the

Mrs.

accompanied
Goldwyn and Samuel Jr.

by

C. E. Williams to

Miami

Berengaria,

Omaha,

27.— Charles E. Wil-

Feb.

Wall Street
Substantial Gains Revive Board
Net

High
37%

Low

16054

3254
4754
654
187/8
16054

K.-A.-O.. pfd .... 90
49%
Loew's, Inc
Loew's, Inc., pfd. 106

90
4854
106

Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd
Consolidated
Consolidated,

Eastman

...

...

47J4
654

18%

pfd.

Kodak

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

1054
1

pfd

773/6

2 pfd.

10%

8%
8%

Pathe Film

rko

10
7654
1054

Close Change
3654
4754
654

18%
160>4

90
49)4
106
1054

77%
10%

7%

-i

+ 54
+%
+ 54
+5

+15/2

+ y,
+ 54
+ %
+ 54
+ %
+ 54

20th Century-Fox. 3054
20th Century, pfd. 38%
78
Universal, pfd

275:;

3054

37
67

38%
76

+2%
+2%
+9%

Warner Bros

12%

13

54

.

.

13

+

Most on Curb Up
Net
High
Sentry Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor

....

1

354
2554
454
954

Trans-Lux
Universal

Low

Close Change

1

1

21A

3

25
454
8

2554
454
954

—
+
+

54
54
'4

+1%

General Theatre Bonds Rise
High

Net
Low Close Change

General Theatre
'40

6s

2554

2254

25

+254

2554

2254

25{4

+2-4

96

%

96

General Theatre
6s

'40.

ctf

Keith

B. F.
6s '46
Loew's 6s '41
deb rights

Paramount
6s

10254

'55

wd

10254

10254

Pict.

Warner Bros.
'39

ww
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HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW
"Give Us This Night"
(Paramount)

Hollywood, Feb.
have an appeal only

27.

— Topheavy

with music, this picture

apt to

is

to class audiences.

The story is constructed on the backstage opera formula with Jan
Kiepura cast as a singing fisherman who is released from jail through
the efforts of Gladys Swarthout, a diva, and Philip Merivale, a composer, to replace Alan Mowbray as the tenor with the opera company.
Kiepura leaves the troupe upon learning that Merivale is his rival for
Miss Swarthout but returns melodramatically to his job after learning
that he is the object of her affection.
Alexander Hall, who directed, strived to inject comedy relief but
succeeded only rarely. Benny Baker, a first rate comedian, is practically
lost in the shuffle and the laughs are drawn only by the antics of Mowbray. The musical score by Erich Wolfgang Korngold with lyrics by
Oscar Hammerstein is good but offers no tune to capture the popular

"Ants in the Pantry*'
(

Columbia)

A

sure fire comedy containing the
ingredients that makes for the Three
Stooges suitable material, this one
should certainly be found enjoyable.
The boys are employed by an exterminator and on the verge of being fired

Anderson, the art directors, and ably photographed by Victor Milner.
of William LeBaron indicates the picture is intended

The production

as a class offering.

Production Code Seal No. 1,896.

Running

time, 68 minutes.

"G."

"The House of a Thousand Candles"
(Republic)

—

Hollywood, Feb. 27. A drama of international espionage,
new but the title. Well produced, with romantic
interest and comedy balancing the suspense of the motivating

this

9254

92

9254

95

94%

95

6s

(Quotations at close of Feb. 27)

love
plot,

the film has that quality which should interest general audiences.
The story concerns the efforts of an arch conspirator, Irving Pichel,
to intercept a secret message carried by a courier, Phillips Holmes.
Using modern methods, sending code messages by radio to his agents,
Pichel causes Holmes to fall into the hands of beautiful Rosita Moreno.

Holmes and his sweetheart, Mae Clarke, who has followed him in a
chase across Europe, are trapped in Pichel's "house of a thousand
candles." With death staring them in the face, Miss Clarke gets a
message to Holmes' valet, Fred Walton, who, with Michael Fitzmaurice,
orchestra leader, frees Holmes. An exciting auto chase across the
mountains follows, ending in PicheFs death and Holmes' recovery of
the message in time to avert a new world war.
The character of the story plus the names gives the exhibitor a fair
opportunity to develop an interest-creating campaign emphasizing the
novelty of the adaptation. Based on the novel by Meredith Nicholson,
the modern screen play by H. W. Hanemann and Endre Bohem is an
Arthur Lubin's direction is
intelligent departure from the original.
good.

Production Code Seal No. 1,982.

Running

time, 70 minutes.

"G."

"The Walking Dead," opening tomorrow morning at the Strand, was
reviewed by wire frotn Hollywood on Feb. 25.
"Rhodes," previewed last night at the Roxy, was reviewed on Feb. 20.
"Wife vs. Secretary," previewed by wire from Hollywood on Feb. 14,
opens tomorrow morning at the Capitol.
"The Garden Murder Case," this evening's preview at the Rialto, was
reviewed from Hollywood by wire on Jan. 30.
"The Voice of Bugle Ann," now current at the Center, was reviewed
by wire from Hollywood on Feb. 3.

Buys 7 Beach

Stories

Seek

New Premium Laws
Orleans, Feb.
—Both

ambitious

and

set

forth to drum up some business. They
pick out a likely looking house and
break into it setting various vermin
all over the place.
They go around
and are welcomed for their timely
arrival and instructed to clean up the
place.
From this point on the sky, as
usual, is the limit and their novel
brand of slapstick is responsible for
whatever humor comes out of the
piece.
It ends on a smelly note with
the capture of a skunk while they are
on a fox hunt. Clara Kimball Young
is
seen again as she plays the foil
for their humorous sallies.
Excellent

Production Code Seal,

Running

1846.

time,

18J4;

mins.

"Just Speeding"
(Columbia)

Monte Collins and Tom Kennedy play
a couple of goofs who run amuck
with a doctor's car, and, meeting the
police, continue their harum-scarum
flight from the law through a hospital where the usual slapstick antics
prevail.
After eluding the operating
table and the dissecting knife Collins
and Kennedy escape, only to be confronted again by John Law, and,
rather than go through it all again,
which Kennedy is in favor of, Collins
raps him on the head with a wrench
and prefers jail.
The comedy is of
the standard grade and should enter_

tain.

1802.

Production

Running

Code Seal, No.
time, 18 mins.
"G."

"A Clean Shaven Man"
(Paramount)
Popeye and

his

man

mountain

Bluto, hear Oliveoyl singing
about how she could go for a clean
friend,

shaven

man and promptly

set

about

cleaning up to win her favor. Bluto
is well fixed by Popeye and he slices
up Popeye's countenance so that he is
totally unpresentable.
As Popeye is
being dragged out for the comparison
the spinach comes into action. With
the usual roughhouse, the tables are
turned and they both meet Oliveoyl
walking arm-in-arm with a very hairy
and bearded fellow, whereupon they
fall
to kicking each other.
If the
audience likes Popeye, it will go for
this one.
Production Code Seal No.
0645. Running time, 8 mins. "G."

"The Collie"
(Paramount)
This is a good number that will
find favorable reaction from audiences
that like dogs
and who doesn't?

—

and there

man

interwoven a bit of sporting life in the demonstration of the field
trials of a sheep dog. It begins with

Beach

a

Hollywood, Feb. 27.— Harry Sher-

New

27.

sides to the controversy as to whether
has concluded a deal with Rex premiums and cash awards will be
for seven stories, which he allowed in the state
are making prepwill release through a major studio.
arations for a movement in the Legproduced
outbe
will
pictures
These
islature to allow or to prohibit.
side of his current Paramount con"The
will
be
probably
First
tract.
Barrier" and "The Ne'er-Do-Well."
Guaranteed Pictures has acquired
Sherman is now negotiating with two
majors, he said, one of which is said the distribution rights in this counAccording to pres- try and Canada on "Jeanne," French
to be Paramount.
ent plans, Sherman will do "The Bar- film, which will be released shortly
with English titles.
rier" in color.

Takes French Film

—%

become

suddenly

entertainment.

fancy.

offers everything

liams, president of M. P. T. O. and
N. I. D. E. A., was ill at his home
throughout the four weeks of the
"xtra sub-zero weather that plagued
He has left for Miami
this territory.
where the board of directors of the
M. P. T. O. A. will hold its session.

1936

Short Subjects

Edwin Justus Mayer and Lynn Starling wrote the screen play from No.
"G."
Hotel Lom- a story by Jacques Bachrach. The film has pictorial appeal and the
Italian settings have been well conceived by Hans Drier and Roland

bardy.

will sail

Friday, February 28,

is

boy who is seeking a canine companion and his selection of a dog from
a kennel. It goes on with some fine
camera portraits of thoroughbred
and the evolution of the species
from shepherd dogs. The latter Dart
is given over to the roundup of a flock
of sheep by a finely trained beast and
is something that must be seen.
Production Code Seal No. 0757. Running
time, 10 mins. "G."
collies

MOTION PICTURE
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Proponents of
Block Booking
Bill Have Say
sion of a minimum penalty for a violation, the appointment by the President of a Federal M. P. Commission
to make rules and regulations to carry
out the provisions of the act, the proposed commission to be charged with
the duty of instituting equity proceedings to prevent violations of the Act,
and that finally, unless the bill is so
it be scrapped and the Culking Bill, providing for the creation
of a commission, substituted.
None of the persons engaged in the
drafting of the measure ever had any
experience as a producer or director
of pictures or as a distributor, Ervin
admitted in response to questions by
He also admitted newsPetti john.
reels had been left out because, as
Pettijohn phrased it, "you cannot tell
the exhibitors a year in advance what
Pettijohn also sethe news will be."
cured from the witness an admission
that the block booking provision of
the Federal Trade Commission, which
he had incorporated in the bill, had
not been upheld by the courts.
The economic side of pictures is the
one that interests exhibitors, Myers
told the sub-committee in opening his
presentation.
"These practices are the proper subjects of regulatory legislation because
first,
they permit monopoly
second, they are a cloak for dishonest
business practices; and third, they
compel the showing of undesirable pictures and prevent the showing of de-

amended,

—

Out Hollywood Way
Hollywood, Feb. 27. Alida Depinet, here with her husband, Ned,
picked Top Row to win at that big
race about which they're still talking
about
lar.

Law

he

is

Violation Charged

no industry

in the

Asserting that the present form of
contract shows nothing which can be
used to identify the pictures covered,
Myers declared it thus was impossible
for distributors to classify features as
they
wished,
switch
them from
straight to percentage basis and vice
versa and withhold for later distribution under a new contract pictures
which showed extraordinary box-office

.

.

the end of the week. .
John D. Clark, who traveled from
Hollywood to New York to Chicago
to

a

.

.

New York to Hollywood again in
week and held a Twentieth Century-

sales powwow in the Windy City
between, says he's here to stay until
plans for the new season are set.

Fox

in

.

.

.

.,.

flareup.
applies for U. S.

Henry Blanke

citizenship.

.

.

Born

.

in

back from Palm
Springs.
Jesse L. Lasky, Jr.,
returns from London and a six-month
.

.

.

writing job for Gaumont British.
S. W. B. Cohn resigns as publicity
head for Hal Roach. ... To be succeeded by Fred Purner, who has
been handling publicity at the Santa
Anita track for two years.
Neville Reay joins publicity department at Selznick International.
Personal appearance tour of
.

.

.

.

.

.

Grable and Jackie Coogan
extended five weeks by F. & M.
The Beverly-Wilshire groaning un- Ben Fish, district manager for U. A.,
der the flock of New Yorkers residing back from a five-week trip through
Eleanor Whitney,
"Doc" Giannini over his northwest.
there.
Paramount tap dancing expert, reWas out for about a week.
cold.
Joe Reddy looks very well and con- hearsing new routines for "Three
remember what Paul Cheers for Love."
Alexis Archtinues
to
Brunet said 15 years ago when he angelsky signed by Twentieth Centransferred Reddy here from New tury-Fox to do music for "Job."
York.
Abe Meyer hasn't been
+
East in five years and says he does
Grace
Goodall, Rosina
Casting
Walter Wanger
not miss it.
plotting a trip to Europe when he fin- Lawrence and Jack Clifford signed
That's for next Kelly-Kelton short by Hal
ishes his Paramount contract.
Bruce Cabot added to
Herman Roach.
pictures
away.
four
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wobber in from San Francisco again cast of "Mob Rule," M-G-M.
Russ Powell to have role of grand
now that Clark has returned.
Sol Wurtzel, the Henry Ginsbergs, opera singer in Walter Wanger's
Raoul Walsh, Abe Meyer and "Brazen."
+
Delphine Meyer, seen at the Clover
Club
Directors E. A. Dupont, who will
.

.

.

Warners

to

—

"Anthony Ad-

release

"Something to Live For" for
Paramount, is working on the script.

+

Mary

Astor, recovered from influenza, back in cast of "Bless Their
Hearts," Columbia.
.

.

.

direct

verse" in 12,500 feet for roadshowing.
.

.

.

+

.

.

.

William

their poor pictures they will go
broke.
On the contrary, he asserted,
they will in the end make more money
because the better pictures will have
longer runs. The independents are not
trying to put the producers out of
business, he added; on the contrary,
"the theatres we represent are absolutely dependent upon the producers

for

Nightingale."

impossible for an exhibitor to
book a picture singly, he asserted, citing a letter from F. J. McWilliams
of the Porthea, Portage, Wis., in
which it was explained McWilliams
made an offer of $75 for "Magnificent
Obsession," which had been offered to
him in block for $20, but was re-

cost of production, but would enable
the exhibitor to meet the demands
of his patrons for good pictures.
Block booking is compulsory in the

Maryland area and is bitterly opposed
by the independent exhibitors, it was
declared by J. L. Whittle of Baltimore.

Approval of the legislation was
would be foolish to voiced by Mrs. Mary T. Bannerman,
imagine us coming here to advocate acting chairman of the committee on
for

pictures,

it

something that is going to put the
distributors out of business."
No exhibitor would be required to
book singly if he desired to secure
blocks, he said.

legislation to abolish compulsory block
booking of the M. P. Research Council
Mrs. E. G. Nourse, of the
;

American Society
men, and Mrs.

American

Nathan Yamins

of University

Home

bill."

Pacts

to
stage plays so that
open, competitive bidding for these
rights is reestablished, according to
Sidney Howard, guild president. The
appearance of film companies as producing managers of stage plays in
recent years curtailed the competitive bidding for film rights and was
one of the principal reasons for drafting the new agreement, the guild says.
Under the new minimum basis pact
manager and author continue to receive 50 per cent each of the proceeds of sales of film rights up to
participation
the
the
of
$15,000;
author is increased by one-third on
the second $15,000, and on a graduated scale on amounts above $30,000,
so that if the film rights to a play
sold for $50,000 the author would receive 65 per cent., or $32,500, and the
manager 35 per cent, or $17,500, and
if sold for $100,000 the author would
receive 70 per cent and the manager
30 per cent.
Bidding for film rights will be
through the guild-appointed arbiter,
Joseph Bickerton, and the guild itself.
Bids will be kept secret unless voluntarily disclosed to interested parties
by the author. The guild hopes that
correct
the
these
provisions
will
lessening of competetive bidding for
plays produced by film companies.

rights

Modifications Provided
In the case of productions of any
type costing the manager a minimum
of $60,000, modifications of the participation percentage in film rights
may be granted by the guild's council

upon the intercession of the author.
A flat fee of $100 per month was
also included in the agreement for six
months' options taken by producers
on any play. If renewed for a second
six months the option fee is $150 per
month. The option is cancellable at
the end of any month.
The terms of the pact as approved
yesterday were declared to be final
despite some dissatisfaction on the
managers.
Guild officials
part
of
stated that they believed a majority
of managers approved the new pact.

Economics Ass'n.

McConnell Rejoins Col.
Levine Signs Miss Roger

Fred McConnell has returned to
Hollywood, Feb. 27. Nat Levine Columbia's short subject sales dehas signed Fanchon Royer as produc- partment, which he left some time
tion assistant.
Miss Royer recently ago to become associated with The
completed production of a series of March of Time. McConnell was also
block booking Spanish pictures for the Mexican in charge of short subject sales for
buy bad. The Government, and prior to that had Universal at one time.

—

mins, president of Allied, who declared "the universal opinion of the
independent exhibitors is in favor of

"We

Wo-

Paul Howell of the

Testifies

Myers was followed by Nathan Ya-

this

New

(Continued from page 1)
film

—

Change Warners change title
"Angel of Mercy" to "Florence

Title

of

In

Germany.

Ash

Mervin

Betty

+

potentialities.
It is

.

Koenig burned by matchbox
.

said.

United
States that has more persistently and
flagrantly disregarded the anti-trust
laws than the motion picture producers and distributors."

"There

it,

start east

;

sirable films,"

New York to know
Willard McKay in particuJoe Bern hard expects to

She wants

here.

(Continued from page 6)

Advance Sales
Get Approval

are opposed to
because it forces us to
annual feature production has been
fused.
reduced from 800 to about 500." Also
Myers held that if block booking is he declared, his theatre is playing to
abolished blind selling also must be fewer patrons than in 1919 although
eliminated if there is to be any im- the take is greater because of the
provement. But, he stressed, the bill higher admission prices. "I am conis in no sense an attempt at censorvinced that the elimination of this
ship; on the contrary, he told the sub- monopolistic practice will restore to
committee, "I think the draftsmen of this industry a great era of prosperthe bill must studiously have tried ity and a great opportunity for public
to arrive at the very minimum of service," he said.
Government control."
"Play or pay," is the rule in the
Attempting to forestall arguments middle west when exhibitors attempt
which might be offered by the distrib- to reject pictures because of local oputors, Meyers declared there could position," H. M. Richey of Detroit asbe no truth to the contention that if serted. Adoption of individual selling,
the producers cannot secure a market he contended, would not increase the

produced pictures of her own.

Taglor Leaves Radio
St. Louis, Feb. 27.— Robert Taylor, for five years office manager and
booker for Radio here, has reentered
the independent field, taking over the
management of the local Majestic

Pictures Corp.

To Open

in

Hollgwood

—

27.
Feb.
George
Shafer, former theatre operator in
Pittsburgh, will open the Hollywood
Playhouse tomorrow, with a combined
stage and screen show.
Shafer will
use independent film product.

Hollywood,

office.

John Felloneg Married

C. H.
Kansas

Badger Injured

—

Boston, Feb. 27. John Felloney,
salesman at the Twentieth CenturyFox exchange has been married to
Mildred Shell of the M. & P. home

City, Feb. 27. C. H.
Badger, head of the Stebbins Theatre
Supply Co., is getting about on
crutches.
He slipped while getting
out of his car and has a fractured

office here.

ankle.

—
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IRISH
A
THE WORLD
WILL BE

HUMMING

WITH A SONG
IN HIS HEART
A TWINKLE
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EYE
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PHIL

REGAN

WALTER C. KELLY
EVALYN KNAPP
Directed by

JOSEPH SANTLEY

Supervised by Colbert Clark
Screen play by Olive

Cooper-Ben Ryan-Stanley RauH

Original story by Sidney Sutherland=^X^allace Sullivan
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Men New Optimism

Industry

Kent, Pettijohn Attack
Senate Measure

BERTRAM

F.

—

to the inception of the industry.
sub-committee
the
of
showed little interest in the testimony, apparently planning to read

most

Members

printed

the

record

of

hearings.

the

Davis of Pennsylvania, to
whom Senator Neely handed over
the hearing as he left for West VirSenator

ginia last night,

was

in

constant at-

Senator Benson of MinneSenator
sota made a short stay
Barkley of Kentucky did not appear.
Psychological studies of the effect
of films upon youth in the Payne reports were discussed Dr. Henry James
Forman, author of "Our Movie Made
tendance

of Strike, Cuts in
Import Tax Help
By JAMES

LINZ

Feb. 28. Resorting
to a night session to clean up the
hearings on block booking, the Neely
Senate sub-committee today heard
representatives of the industry defend
block booking as the only economic
method yet devised, dating back al-

Washington,

End

;

;

settlement of
against eight
major American distributors, the reduction of 45 per cent in import duties
and the fixing of a non-progressive
tax of five per cent on distributors'
gross incomes.
Distribution is moving much more
smoothly exhibitors are buying more
pictures, and five new houses are being rushed to completion, following
building delays. All will open within
a few weeks. Mexican producers have
received a new incentive with the ex;

emption of their revenues from income
Six features are in work, and
companies are attempting to draw the
best stage and radio names for their
taxes.

productions.
*

*

Cine Alliance, a

Children."

*

German

enterprise,
(Continued on page 4)

Denmark has outlawed block book(Continued on page 3)

—

Feb. 28.—MoPicture Daily was the
only trade paper circulated
here today at the hearing on
block booking legislation in
one of the large committee
rooms of the Senate Office
Building.

Monday, a banquet and dance

will be

held.

A

of M. P. T. O. A. direc(Continued on page 4)

number

Two

Pizor Action Halts
Segall's
Philadelphia,

MPTO
Feb.

28.

—

Use
It

has

been revealed here that Lewen Pizor,
president of the M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and Delaware, has acquired a
Delaware charter for the Independent
M. P. T. O. What at first appeared
to be an incorporation by Charles
Segall, president, of the new Indepen(Continued on page 4)

Action Delayed on
Arbitration Cases
cases,
tion at the

scheduled

New York

for

arbitra-

Film Board of

Trade yesterday, were defaulted when
respondents failed to put in an
appearance. Both were for breach of

Report on Studio
A

Paramount studio
report on
plans and operations was presented
to the company's board at its regular monthly meeting yesterday by
John E. Otterson, president, who returned early in the week from a
lengthy studio stay.
The board approved the merger of
Paramount Pictures Distributing
Corp., Paramount International Corp.,
Penates Trading Corp. and Parager
Corp. with Paramount Pictures, Inc.,
the parent company.
The move was
taken to simplify the company's corporate setup and to effect tax economies through the elimination of nonsubsidiaries.

essential

No

was taken on the comcontract with Winfield
Sheehan, recently signed as an independent producer.
It is understood
that this matter is to await a later
meeting of the full board. Floyd B.
Odium, H. A. Fortington and other
members of the board are away from
the city at this time.
action

pany's

new

Is

The first complaint was that of
Paramount against Nick Paley of the
Bronxville,

Bronxville,

Y.
The
against the
involved the
they recently

N.

RKO

second was filed by
Brothers and

Adams

Leonia,

Leonia,

which

took over from Julius Charnow.

Denied by Court

M-G-M Set to Build
Two in South Africa
— M-G-M

definitely set to build two theatres
in South Africa in line with recently
announced expansion plans. Neither
of the new houses will be erected in
this city where the company operates
is

the Metro.

Arthur Loew, head of
eign activities,

is

M-G-M

net profit of
the year 1935 was $665,297, it
disclosed in a preliminary state-

was
ment completed yesterday by Irving
Trust Co., as trustee of

RKO,

in

-.ts

report to the U. S. District court on
results of operations for the year.
While the consolidated statement is
subject to an audit now being con-

ducted by Price, Waterhouse & Co.,
the results of this audit are not expected to alter the preliminary state-

ment in any material respect. The
year's earnings return RKO's consolidated operations to the black for the
irst time since 1930.
The company's
consolidated loss for 1932 was $10,695,503; for 1933 it was $4,384,064,
and for 1934 a net loss of $310,574
was incurred.
income
for
1935
$44,879,837, of which
$42,708,193 was from film rentals and
admissions.
Additional income from
Consolidated

amounted

to

dividends received on investments, interest
earned
and
other
sources
amounted to $529,315. Operating expenses
aggregated
$39,807,263,
of

which film sales and service costs of
comprised
the
largest

K-A-0 Profit
Is

of

Seen

An

indicated profit of more than
$700,000, before taxes and deductions
for non-recurring expenses, is antici-

pated for Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp.
for 1935, directors of the company
were informed yesterday at a regular
meeting of the board.
net profit

A

of approximately $500,000, after
charges, is predicted, subject to
audit now under way.

The earnings

all

an

report compares with

(Continued on page 4)

'Follow the Fleet"

May Move to Center
may be switched
Center after a two-week run at

"Follow the Fleet"
to the

the Music Hall, it was learned yesterday.
The Astaire-Rogers musical

garnered $105,000 in the first week
and held up well in the first two days
of the second.

for-

conducting negotia-

(Continued on page 4)

RKO

The consolidated
for

(Continued on page 4)

application for an injunction to
prevent exhibition of "The Trail of
the Lonesome Pine" was denied The
Trail Co., which claims ownership of
certain dramatic rights to the production, by Justice Collins in N. Y. Supreme Court yesterday. The injunction was sought by the plaintiff pending trial of its action against Paramount for an accounting.
In denying the application Justice
Collins said, "Although the plaintiff's
claim to the exclusive dramatic and
dramatization rights to John Fox,
(Continued on page 4)

28.

'30

$17,355,582

An

Johannesburg, Feb.

'35

Time Since

First

Para. Board Hears

the

contract.

Of $665,297
For the Year
Goes into Black in

—A

(Continued on page 4)

Branches

RKO Has Net

Hand

Studio Men Define
Carolina Exhibitors
Will Meet Tomorrow Cameramen Status "Pine" Injunction
Pinehurst, N. C, Feb. 28. The
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
group of
Theatre Owners of North and South
studio managers met here yesterday
Carolina will hold their annual midwith Pat Casey for the final clarificawinter convention at the Hotel Carotion of first cameramen's status under
lina here on Sunday and Monday, with
the I. A. T. S. E. closed shop.
C. W. Picquet, president, presiding.
In defining the clause stating that
The list of speakers to date includes
all cameramen other than the firsts
Kuykendall, president of the
Ed.
M. P. T. O. A.; Dave Palfreyman, shall be members of the I. A. T. S. E.,
the statement clarified first cameramen
M. A. Lightman, H. F. Kincey, Robert
as those who operate cameras either
Wilby and a number of distribution
in process or production more than 25
executives.
cent of the working period in
Following the business session on per

Int

In All

TEN CENTS

Washington,

—

months, following the
the four-month strike

the

1936

tion

LOCKHART

Mexico City, Feb. 28. There is
more optimism along Film Row here
now than there has been in many

29,

Daily on

Defend Block Stirs Mexican
Booking Use Film Industry

By

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti

VOL.

Alert.

The Roxy with "Don't Get PerMajor Bowes' Amateurs

sonal" and

(Continued on page 4)
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Percy Kent, Hoffeld
Coming East for FWC

—

Los Angeles, Feb. 28. Percy Kent,
brother of Sidney R. Kent and Milton
Hoffeld, both of F. W. C. leave soon
for New York to assume new posts
with National Theatres.
Kent will head the F. W. C. realty
department through National Theatres, which is the same post he occupied here, and Hoffeld will supervise
booking dates.
Hoffeld was head booker under J. J.

the

fulfillment

of

Sullivan in the local office of F. W. C.
The announcement of the shift was
made here yesterday at a division managers'

meeting

The meetings

by

Spyros

Skouras.

are expected to extend

complete
with
Ben

without
visit
a
It
was impromptu
Schulberg.
today,
however,
and
Sunset
Boulevard was the scene. His
ideas are definite about things
now and to come, and after
twenty-six years of it in this
opinions
business
Schulberg's
are always interesting.
The chance meeting for some
reason or
other
livened
our
memory. In mentally reviewing
his years it was a surprise to
check into the number he has
spent with Paramount.
It
all
began in 1912 as publicity manager and scenario editor combined. Four years later he became general manager of Paramount Distributing Corp. under

Hiram Abrams.

Rue

19.

be

could

trip

.

.

.

Outlook

RED KANN<

Hollywood, Feb. 28.
Hollywood
exploration

T
Preferred was born in 1918
with Al Lichtman and Jack Bach-

mann as partners, if you remember that far back. It was
an independent venture, followed
in
1925 by an invitation for
Schulberg to head Paramount
production here. For seven sigyears, including 1928,
when the company returned an
$18,000,000 profit, or the biggest rolled up by any one company in any one year, he held the

he

that,"

Open

.

.

.

T

T
One

secretariat

studio

the

of

was presented with a copy of
"Boy Meets Girl" the other day.
"Did you think it funny?" she
was asked.
The answer was in the negative.

"And why not?"
"Because it's too much like
what we get around here every
day in the week."
.

.

.

post,

his

1932 to form
company but again with

resigning in

own

a Paramount hookup in distribution.

Studio shifts create excitement
in these parts. Thus, when Gabe
Yorke succeeds Bill Pine at
Paramount, the legend goes, the
next day brought a letter reading:
"If you can find jobs for these
fellows in the next week or so,
a lot of your friends would be
happy."
Attached was half dozen pages
torn from the Los Angeles tele-

phone directory.

.

.

he now is completing the last
tour of a series of eight. This

Then
carries him to May 1.
what? Nobody knows, but his
knowledge of the Paramount lot
and what makes it go suggest a
resumption of the old association
might not be amiss or too screwy
to contemplate.

.

.

.

"How

for

leaves

Miami on an extended

inquiring.
"Not so

and

back

a

vacation.

Judge Isadore Frey will get away for
the same resort some time next week
and Louis K. Sidney has plans of
leaving about March 15. Oscar Doob
returned earlier in the week and E. M.
Saunders will be back in about 10
days.

Fred Quimby returned yesterday
from a six weeks' coast trip and Al
Lichtman is scheduled to return next
week.
The latter arrived in New
Orleans yesterday and from there proceeds to Atlanta and a few other
points before hitting New York. Felix
is due from Hot Springs, Ark.,
another 10 days. William F. Rodgers will return Monday from Cleve-

Feist

in

Laudy Lawrence, who will sail
from Paris shortly, will time his arrival with that of Arthur Loew, who
will sail Monday from Rio de Janeiro
and is due here on March 12.
Nicholas M. Schenck and Howard
Dietz are scheduled to leave the coast
next week. J. Robert Rubin and Leopold Friedman returned from there a
few days ago.

Fabian Takes Over
Two at Middletown
Si

.

Fabian,

who

operates the Parain

Brooklyn,

New

as well as a number of upstate
York theatres, tomorrow will

you?" Yorke was

over the State and Stratton in Middletown, N. Y., from the Hathaway

Chills,
good.
bad
couple of grippe

symptoms thrown

"What

tomorrow

T
are

in."

picture did you see last
.

.

.

T T
Gordon,
whose New
York season has been a wow,
what with "Pride and Prejudice," "Jumbo," et al, is here
working on the Metro lot.
"They keep on sending me
clippings from New York, telling
me what a genius I am. But a
couple of flops will set them
straight," he remarked.

Max

.

.

take

Brothers.

Joseph Shure, manager of Proctor's,
Schenectady, has been transferred to
Middletown to handle both houses under the Fabian management.
George
Walsh of Paramount has made several
efforts to pool the two Hathaway
houses with the Paramount in the same
town, but never got further than the
preliminary stages of negotiation.

Arrest 11 Pickets
Eleven men, arrested in front
Loew's State on Broadway, where
they
had
been
picketing
against
i

"Riffraff,"

were held

in

total

bail

of

They will be given
$20 yesterday.
a hearing in West Side Court on

March

T

Well down front on the Metro

Springs

Lord Fauntleroy"

Warm

Springs, Ga., in a small theatre prepared for the showing.
The
guests will be the children at the

Warm

or planning trips.
David Bernstein

3.

T

will have
world premiere next Wednesday at

"Little
its

Warm

and Loew executives are
transportation
the
various
lines quite active these days, what with
a number of them either on, returning

mount, Strand and Fox

night?" asked Gabe.

Three years later found that
arrangement washed out and
Schulberg at Columbia, where

M-G-M

land.

T T

nificant

week.

at

re-

no attention," he was
"Merely a production

.

into next

a min-

hills for

marked.

"Pay

M-G-M, Loew Heads
On Move Everywhere
keeping

from out of the
"Look at
ute.

urged.
touch."
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Saturday, February 29,

Springs Foundation.

Freddie

Bartholomew, the star, now in New
York, will attend if he recovers from
a severe cold in time. Dolores Costello Barrymore, featured in the film,
will be present.

a large hole in the ground.
Sam Katz can hear the noise
of construction from his office,
which rises a couple of stories

lot is

above it in a nearby building.
"What's it for?" asked Howard Dietz.

"For rejected scripts,"
Larry Weingarten.

third.

you?"
.

now uses an EngEvery night he loads

lish valet.

man

his

with scripts and these

instructions

the language

tell

a

.

.

T T

New

York Evening Journal,

here

to

It's

is

a

two-month jaunt.
The other day the sun peeked

The

T

space's comment
results in "Trail

Lonesome Pine"

Louis Sobol, columnist, of the

nicolor on
It did not
is

in

this

any

rate.

own

optics.

tremendous ovation from both the
and public. German titles are

critics

RCA

.

In which, cheerfully and sans
request, an error is made aright.

This

a

me whether

correct."

is

T

commented

—

Berlin, Feb. 28. "The Broadway
Melody of 1936." which opened at the
Marmorhaus the other night, received

superimposed.

"Read them and

.

do the studios.

plus, a small

producer here

color

Washington,

Feb. 28.— The A. T.
& T. has accepted the conditions set
by the Federal Communications Commission, clearing the way for the installation of a coaxial cable between
New York and Philadelphia for television experiments.

.

"Melody" Is Berlin Hit

from nothing

replied

"Rejected scripts ? You mean
only those on
'Good Earth,'
don't

Accepts Cable Terms

Up

of

criticized

blue of

trip

on

its

seem natural.

the
the

Techblues.

Yet

it

part of the world, at
We've seen with our
.

.

.

Declares Dividend
RCA Corp. of America has de-

clared its regular quarterly dividend
on the "A" preferred stock. The dividend amounts to S7 J/i cents a share
uavable to stockholders of record!

Mar.

11.

Kent Opens at Clinton
M. Kent, former husband

of

(

Bland

Tohaneson, film critic of the Mirror,]
has opened the Clinton Point, Clinton,
N. J., with C. F. Smith acting as general

manager.
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a total misconception of the issue," he

Men

Defend Block
Booking Use

MOTION PICTURE DAILYS

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW
"Hellship

(Continued from page

1)

(

ing and has prohibited producers from
having an interest in theatres, the

committee was told by Catherine Van
Etten Lyford, Boston, who, with Mrs.
Frederick P. Bagley, also of Boston,
submitted a plea for passage of the
from the Massachusetts Civic
bill
League.
Charges that block booking gives
effective control over exhibition and
programs were read into the record
on behalf of Dr. Russel J. Clinchy,

Washington

minister.
Enactment of
the bill also was advocated by Mrs.
B. E. Danley for the Y. W. C. A.;
Izor A. Scott for the W. C. T. U.
Mrs. Sina N. Stanton for the Council
Mrs.
of Women for Home Missions
Louis Ottenburg of the National Wo;

;

men's Trade Union League
Mary
Quest for the Girls' Friendly Society,
and Mary T. Bannerman for the
National Congress of Parents and
Teachers.
;

Charging that much of the support
of the Neely-Pettengill bill was coming from professional agitators, "most
of
haven't a nickel invested in

whom

business," Charles C. Petti john,
general counsel for the Hays organization, led the attack on the measure.
"It is my belief that SO or 60 per
cent of theatre owners and managers
in this country do not belong to any
exhibitors' organization," he said.
this

3

Morgan"

Columbia)
28.

Pettijohn

—A

tuna industry.

Bancroft plays "Hellship" Morgan, who pops sailors on the jaw because
a woman two-timed him once. On shore he roisters in dance halls for
the same reason. When Victor Jory, drunk, refuses to drink with him,
Bancroft knocks him out, discovering meanwhile, by some psychic
method, that Jory is hungry and also the embittered victim of woman's
Bancroft takes Jory on as part of his crew after words of
treachery.
cheer in which they exchange all but the Boy Scout oath. "Hellship"

Morgan's heart of gold is next touched by the plight of broke and
hungry Ann Sothern. She is so grateful when he gets her a job in a
cannery that she marries him, though she has already slapped Jory on
the cheek, clearly indicating the dawn of a love for him. Once married,
Miss Sothern cannot keep out of the pilot house where Jory is always
standing watch and Bancroft, understanding the situation, drags himself

over the

side,

seeking a watery grave.

shots of tuna fishing and canning are interesting. Harold Shumate
wrote the screenplay and original story. D. Ross Lederman directed.
The photography by Henry Freulich and the special effects by A. Roy

The

Davidson deserve special

praise.

George Regas does well with a small part and so do Howard Hickman,
Ralph Byrd, Rollo Lloyd and Snoflake. The three principals struggle
valiantly with the difficult dialogue.
Production Code Seal, No. 1,838.

smaller towns,

"And

Senator Davis asked:

13,000 of the houses are inde-

pendent?"
"Nearly

Making way briefly for Mrs. John
B. Sullivan of the International Federation of Catholic Alumnae to read
the statement issued Feb. 26 by the
Legion of Decency, Pettijohn paid
high tribute to the work which has
been accomplished by that organization in improving the morality of
pictures.

better tale than this might have been contrived for George Bancroft's return to the screen after a long absence,
for the good cast has little chance against the thin story of love in the

Hollywood, Feb.

declared.

Irving Briskin produced.
time, 63 minutes.

Running

"A."

stressed

lem of the industry

that
is

the

harass, improve or dictate to the inits distribu-

it

being necessary to circulate 30,000
miles of film a day, and referred to
the efforts that must be made to keep
the product moving to all houses.
As an evidence that the industry is
not entirely hard boiled he called attention to the free shows for the inmates of 855 institutions throughout
the country.

A

explanation of the difindustry was given by
Sidney R. Kent, president of Twenstriking

ficulties of the

Century-Fox.
Far from forcing blocking 100 per cent, he said, 40
per cent of his company's contracts
are for less than all.
tieth

The disagreement among

the exhithemselves on the question of
block booking was evidenced by the
appearance in opposition to the bill
of Ed Kuvkendall, president of the
bitors

M.P.T.O.A.
Kuykendall
assailed
compulsory booking and asserted there
are other trade practices which the
theatre men don't like, but which the
average exhibitor feels are questions
to be ironed out in the industry and
not

in

public.

Several women leaders
opposition to the bill.

dustry are now attacking
tion system."

prob-

distribution,

spoke

in

"Film Morals High," says Cochrane

Characterizing the bill as old fash"It is an utterly false supposition
Pettijohn
many,"
that
Opening an attack upon Allied
Robert H. Cochrane, vicethat the exhibitor buys 'blindly' be- ioned,
agreed.
which, he charged, a few years ago
does not always see the fin- president of Universal, said that if
To save time of witnesses who had cause he
offered a five-year block booking,
ished picture in advance of his con- the need for the legislation ever exdistances, Petti jhon
blind selling Tiffany contract, Petti- come from long
The fact is that he is given all isted it no longer does from the standbrief tract.
john paid his respects to Nathan read but briefly from a detailed
the details in possession of the dis- point of morals.
committee.
the
filed
with
which
he
Yamins, who, he said, cried that a
tributor about the character of each
Nathan Yamins, who charged he
"Ostensibly written to alter the film production at the time such conmonopoly was being raised, and who
was forced to pay for "The Devil Is
the
industry,
the
had a monopoly in Fall River, and trade practices of
tracts are made.
Even in cases where a Woman" and "Four Hours to Kill"
distributors had to deal with him on real effect of the present bill would the full story of the plot cannot be
after
unsuccessfully
attempting to
of
freedom
the
be to strike a blow at
his terms.
made available, the exhibitor is given cancel, and who was criticized for
the screen, at the progress of an art data to judge amply of the entertainmonopolistic practices by Pettijohn
and at the great popular service of ment offered.
Mae West in Demand
and made a heated rejoinder, found
motion picture entertainment," the
"If it is 'blind buying' for the ex- himself again in the limelight when
Pettijohn submitted data on cancel- committee was told.
hibitor to pay $25, $50 or $100 for the George
Schaefer,
formerly of
J.
lations which showed that Paramount
"The red herring that has been rental of a film which will feature Paramount, produced contracts and
had not had a single cancellation on
measure
this
of
the
trail
across
drawn
Mae West, while "Alice in Wonder- is that its provisions would meet an stated stars, directors and artists, what records to show his side of that conis to be said for the producer who introversy.
land" was cancelled "all over the lot."
allegedlv 'moral issue.'
vests $100,000 or $1,000,000 in advance
Yamins, he said, sought to cancel
The same was true with other com"That issue is rank hypocrisy."
to produce a spectacle, the success of the pictures on the ground they were
panies, Warners having had few candetermined
which
can
not
be
even
cellations on "Little Caesar" and many
put in Class C by the Legion of DeBased on Brookhart Bill
when the picture is completed, but only cency, whereas, in fact, one of them
on "Alexander Hamilton."
when
it
is
actually
shown?"
Pointing out that block booking
was in Class B and both had been
Instead of the screen being a deletebeen conducted from
passed by Massachusetts authorities
rious influence, he said, Edgar Hoover, hearings have
Contract
Data
Introduced
time over a period of eight
for Sunday showing.
He played and
chief
of
the
Justice
Department's time to
The figures prove that an exhib- paid for one, but did not play or pay
Bureau of Investgation, had credited years, Pettijohn declared that court
decisions have affirmed the producers' itor's
judgment does not rest on for the other, which was withdrawn
films with being of great service to
contention that block booking is mere- moral considerations, Pettijohn con- from circulation.
his department.
Schaefer also went into Yamins'
The purpose of the bill is to im- ly wholesale selling and a fair and tinued, submitting figures to show
The block booking that pictures to which objection had operations, winding up by saying that
prove the morals of pictures, but, he lawful practice.
of the Neely bill, he said, been rajsed were taken
prohibition
by more exhib- Yamins demanded a selective conwarned the committee, its enactment
in the
itors than films of less drawing power
tract at prices less than the average
would merely transfer responsibility is practically the same as that
original Brookhart bill, introduced in but of possibly higher moral quality.
he paid for full blocks and Paramount
from the producers, where it properly
1928, which in turn was copied from A list showing the contracts played
refused to sell him. He said Yamins
rests, to the exhibitors.
the cease and desist order of the Fed- by a long line of pictures during the
Enactment of the bill would increase
had a contract under which Mae West
eral Trade Commission in the Para- 1933-34 season was topped
by "I'm No was to play for four days made a
costs of distribution, Pettijohn conmount case.
Angel" with 11,558, followed by "Lit- new contract giving him seven days,
tended, and would mean an increase in
Provisions in the bill making the tle Miss Marker," 9,630; "Too Much and then his general manager spoke
admission prices. At the present time
the House in the smallest town can measure applicable to foreign as well Harmony," 9,494; "We're Not Dress- on the evils of block booking at a
get for from $6 to $10 the same fine as interstate commerce, he asserted, ing," 9,267, and "Belle of the Nine- New Bedford cleanup rally and said
At the other end of the he "blushed when he saw" the picture.
features that the metropolitan de luxe would put American distributors at a ties," 9,100.
theatre pays as many thousands for. serious competitive disadvantage in list were "Heart Song" wjth 1,136
The former Paramount executive,
contracts and "Constant Nymph" with presented
There are about 16,000 houses in the foreign markets.
figures on cancellations dur993.
country and 12,800 are independent.
Although the pictures themselves
ing the code period.
Many of these,
Referring to the low prices at which are beyond reproach,
the
witness
"To assert that block booking is a he said, were because the pictures were
Pettijohn said films were given the charged, "there are still those who to public and moral problem is to revea" on percentage.
;
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RKO Has Net
Of $665,297
For the \ear

Men Define K-A-0 Profit of
$700,000 Is Seen
Cameramen Status

Studio

studios.

It

to continue

was

(Continued from page

1)

also generally voted

N. R. A. time and wage
fittings also

subject of costume
brought out at the meeting resulted in
a decision to pay one quarter of the
daily wage to extras detained over an
hour and a half for fittings and carfare to extras detained under that

The

service and production expenses were
$5,077,996; film selling and general
expenses, $3,968,680, and other operating and general expenses, $7,637,-

Other charges aggregating

835.

$4,-

619,430 are listed, including interest
and discount of $2,199,895, and depreciation of capital assets and amortization of leaseholds, amounting to
$1,470,864.
In addition, the trustee's individual
account for the period from July 1,
1934, to Dec. 31, 1935, shows receipts of $509,167 and disbursements
The report notes that
of $422,858.
during the same 18 months period the
and subsidavailable cash of
iaries increased from $4,696,904 to $5,287,893, while the inventory value of
inaccessories and supplies
films,
creased almost $2,000,000, fixed in-

RKO

was

reduced by $2,362,472, and interest on indebtedness was
paid in the amount of $2,259,055.
debtedness

Theatre Operators Gain

The earnings

period.

Doubt Guilds Will
Go Into the IATSE
the
Dramatists' Guild, the Screen Actors'
Guild and Assistant Directors' Assn.
are seeking to join the I. A. T. S. E.,
informed opinion is that the international union will not accept such or-

Although reports

persist

that

ganizations as members.

George Browne, head

of

the

I.

A.

T. S. E., is scheduled to return from
the coast in about a week or so to confer with executive board members on
the membership applications.

RKO

"Pine" Injunction
Is Denied by Court
(Continued from page

1)

story appears to be impressive,
it falls short of that clarity and persuasiveness which would warrant the
drastic remedy of injunction in advance of trial. Especially is this true
because the picture is now being exIf the plaintiff's rights are
hibited.
upheld, the defendants will be accountable. No good can come from a
the
injunction
halting
temporary
showing of the picture on the other
hand, considerable harm will be visited
upon the defendants by such summary action. The serious doubt which
the papers and the clashing claims
create dictate that the motion be and
it is denied."
The action was placed on the
calendar for trial March 30.

dicated net profit after all charges,
of $777,425, as compared with a net
profit of $570,378 the preceding year.
Theatre operating subsidiaries, exclusive of Orpheum Circuit, had an
indicated profit of $69,348 in 1935, as
compared with a loss of $741,718 the
preceding year. The report notes that
theatre admissions last year increased
$1,124,844 over 1934, while operating
expenses increased only $588,019. An
improvement in ordinary operations
of Orpheum Circuit of approximately $125,000 was shown last year over
1934, the report states.
Pathe Pictures, Inc., and
subsidiaries showed an unaudited net
loss of $187,937, as compared with
Pathe
a loss of $270,477 in 1934.
(Continued from page 1)
News, Inc., has an indicated profit
of $3,921 for the year, against a net tallied $40,500, which means plenty of
loss in 1934 of $48,646.
profit for the bondholders' committee.
The trustee's report notes that the The Capitol dropped to $17,000 with
in
claims filed against "Music Goes 'Round and Around."
$55,104,721
in its reorganization proceed"Yellow Dust" at the Rialto ended
ings have been reduced to approxi- with approximately $8,000, while the
mately $33,000,000, with further sub- Palace with "Ceiling Zero" and "The
stantial reductions still probable. Of Chatterbox" chalked up about $8,000.
the remaining claims, the secured debt
In the event "Follow the Fleet" is
amounting to $13,768,500, and the dated into the Center, the Albee,
Rockefeller Center claim of more than Brooklyn, will be held up a week.
$9,000,000 account for the largest portion of the claims.
It was learned unofficially that little
progress has been made in the preparation of a plan of reorganization,
(Continued from page 1)
although the report notes that the
dent
M.
P. T. O., composed of fortrustee has conferred "from time to
time" with representatives of RCA, mer Pizor organization members and
members of the I. E. P. A., became
Atlas Corp.-Lehman Bros, and
an obvious move on Pizor's part to
officers on data pertinent to a plan.
prevent the use by the Segall organization of any name similar to that of
Is
the M. P. T. O.
Denver, Feb. 28.— voluntary petiThe result of the action by Pizor is
tion in bankruptcy has been filed here not yet apparent, but film men here
in U. S. District Court for Vincent have hopes that eventually a single
Youmans, orchestra leader and com- exhibitor organization will be evolved,
poser.
The petition listed liabilities to include all exhibitors, ending the
at $511,306 and assets, patents and long period of disagreement among
trademarks with "value unknown."
various exhibitor groups.
;

RKO

"Follow the Fleet"
May Move to Center

RKO

Pizor Action Halts

SegalVs

RKO

Youmans

Bankrupt

A

Wall Street

a loss of $176,000 for K-A-0 in 1934,
and a loss of $650,000 in 1933.
head and a
David Sarnoff,
member of the K-A-0 board, cojnmended Herbert B. Swope, chairman,
and the K-A-0 management on the
improvement in operating results at
The directors voted a
the meeting.
dividend of 1% P er cent on tne P re "
ferred stock, payable as of Dec, 1931,
the quarter in which the dividend was
The dividend repfirst made payable.
regular
of
the
resents one-fourth
seven per cent on the preferred and
brings the past due dividends up to
the first quarter of 1932.
The K-A-0 managers' bonus, inaugurated a year ago by Swope short-

RCA

he became
board, was extended
The annual meeting
holders will be held
after

ly

MPTO

Use

Net
High Low Close Change
37% 36)4 37
+ V*
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Columbia, vtc
Consolidated
Consolidated,

....

6'A
pfd. 1854

Loew's,

Inc.,

Paramount 1
Paramount 2
Pathe Film

-A
- 54

105%
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7644

78

107/s

11

744
i'A
30
SiVz
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8

pfd.
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8%
Century -Fox

31

Universal

plea for the lengthening of pictures to
14,000 feet was expressed here today

by Joseph Bernhard, general manager

He

stated

running to approximately

two and a half hours would accomplish the double purpose of eliminating

dual

He
its

"Anthony Adverse"

present length of 14,000

feet,

in

bas-

ing this judgment on his belief that
the public prefers one good full-length
feature plus a program of shorts.
Bernhard leaves here tomorrow,
having completed a tour of Warner
coast houses as well as conferences on

new product with Jack Warner and
Hal Wallis.

Carolina Exhibitors
Will Meet Tomorrow
(Continued from page

tors

from

New

1)

England and the

east-

ern states are expected to stop off for
the meeting en route to Miami where
the
national
organization's
annual
board meeting will be held, March 5
and 6.
Among those expected are
Walter Vincent, A. Julian Brylawski,
Edward G. Levy, E. M. Fay, Lewen
Pizor, Sidney Lust, J. H. Michael,

William Benton and Samuel Pinanski.

Mrs. Vergesslich Dead
M.

Vergesslich, 40, wife of
Joe Vergesslich, who recently rejoined
Warners in Atlanta, died early yesterday morning in the Park East Hospital after a protracted illness.
Services will be held tomorrow morning
at Vergesslich's home.
Burial will be
Jessie
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General Theatre Only Bond Gains

increasing patronage.
has advised the Warner heads, he
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Long Feature Films
—A strong
Hollywood, Feb.
circuit.
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Sentry Safety
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Technicolor

l

Up on Curb

Technicolor

for another year.
of K-A-0 stockearly in April.
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Trans-Lux
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RKO
20th
20th

6%

18%

49%

Eastman Kodak.

chairman of the

28.

Jr's.

Radio Pictures, Inc., and its film producing and
distributing subsidiaries, had an inof

1936

Trading Irregular on Board
(Continued from page

scales.

(Continued from page 1)
salaries
Artists'
charge.
single
amounted to $1,253,418; other salaries and wages totaled $4,513,748; film

Saturday, February 29,

Optimism Stirs
Mexico Industry
(Continued from page 1)

has organized a

Mexican

subsidiary,

to distribute a series of features made
in Germany.
Sixteen will be released
in the spring, including

one with Pola
Negri and six with Martha Eggerth.

Ufa's distribution service here was
temporarily affected by sympathetic
action in connection with a strike

which closed several German stores,
but the movement ended with the settlement of the strike.
* * 4r
Six

radical

students

awaiting

are

Cuernavaca for disrupting a
showing of "The Wandering Jew" by
throwing tear and stench bombs into
the audience from the balcony.
They
face prison terms of five to 10 years.
trial

in

M-G-M Set to Build
Two in South Africa
(Continued from page
tions

with

builders

1)

via

radiothe Santos Maru.
He is
due in Rio de Janeiro March 2 and
in New York 10 days later.
local

gram from

—

Paris. Feb. 28. Laudy Lawrence,
head of M-G-M European offices, sails
at Montefiore Cemetery, Springfield,
next week for New York on his anL. I. In addition to her husband, Mrs.
nual trip.
His mother is now in
Vergesslich
is
survived
by
two Miami. Lawrence will remain in New
daughters, Maxine and Lorraine; a
York for several weeks.
father
and
brother,
Charles
and
Harold Anderson.

Change "Fire Brigade"

Rites for Mrs. Pearson
Funeral services for Mrs. Emily B.
Pearson, who died Wednesday after
a short illness in Bellevue Hospital,
were held yesterday in Campbell's
Funeral Church.
Mrs. Pearson was
the wife of Elmer B. Pearson, who
was prominently affiliated with the industry.

—

Boston, Feb. 28. That "Amateur
Fire Brigade" film gotten out by the
Sentinels of the Republic which has
been encountering censorship trouble
and public protest throughout the
country has been changed to eliminate
President Roosevelt and substitute a
figure to represent the New Deal, according to Alexander Lincoln.
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Free Lancing

Cold Continues to Depress
Booking Bill
Seen Helping
Nation s Key City Grosses Called No Aid
?

Japan's Films
Fanck Plan, Fewer Small
Firms Also Factors
By TETSUYA MORI

Snowbound

areas

all

across

the

northern part of the country and exceptional cold well into southern spots
that are not accustomed to it continued to put a damper on the nation's
key city box-office returns for the
week ending Feb. 20-21.
The total
for the 30 cities reporting to Motion

Picture Daily was $1,558,185.
The slump has been persistent in
inite impetus through three important spite of some of the biggest pictures
First the in- of the year.
It began in mid-Janurecent developments
creased tendency to use free lance ary when the first extreme cold besecond, the plan of Dr. Ar- came widespread, and reached a low
players
nold Fanck to produce films here, point, $1,515,300, for the week endusing Japanese players, and designed
(Continued
for world showing, and third, the reduction in the number of small com-

Tokyo, Feb. 13.— Production

in this
country is expected to receive a def-

:

;

panies.

Until recently only a few of the
more progressive producers used free
players, considering their contract talent too important a company

lance

All producers today are coming to realize the importance of using
in each film those players who are
An increasbest suited to the roles.
ing number of players are turning
free lance at the expiration of existing contracts.
P.C.L. is one of the
important
companies
which has
formed a definite policy of going afield

asset.

During the two sucweeks there was a pickup.

ing Jan. 30-31.

ceeding

For the week ending Feb. 6-7 the
total rose to $1,591,350, and went up
to $1,680,180 the following week, Feb.
13-14.

A
for

Lust

because of better travel conditions.
Last week's decline was fairly uniform, except in Cleveland, Detroit,
Los Angeles, Minneapolis, Montreal,
Omaha, Philadelphia, Portland and

Washington.
on page 14.]
on page 14)

Man

Little

Senators

Tells

It

Would Help Big Spots

general improvement is looked
now, however, in spite of Lent,

By

BERTRAM

F.

Washington, March

LINZ
1.

—The

pro-

posed block booking measure "would
help the big theatres, not the little
men," Sidney B. Lust, Washington
exhibitor, told the Neely Senate sub[Comparative tabulation committee at a night session which
concluded hearings on the bill here.
Lust was one of a number of witnesses
who testified in opposition to the abolition of block booking.
Lust denied that distributors de-

Intermountain Adds No "U" Move Seen

Two; Plans Changes Bef ore March 10
Salt Lake City, March —InterAlthough satisfactory progress
1.

mountain Theatres, Inc., has acquired
two theatres, and plans improvements
which will total $75,000. Several personnel changes have been made by
Harry David, vice-president and general manager.
The Grand in Preston, Idaho, and
the Grand in Brigham City, Utah,
were leased from Michael Nielson,

To

toward completion of Standard Capi-

mand

big cuts on box-office attracby classifying them as percentage pictures. He declared that none
of his five houses runs any percentage
pictures and that he does not book
any company's entire output. The wittions

tal Co.'s study of Universal operations
ness said exhibitors know well in
and financial requirements is being advance what a picture is, submitmade, there is little likelihood of any ting a copy of Motion Picture Herald
formal action being taken before as an example of how the trade paMarch 10 on Standard's option to ac- pers carry criticisms long before
quire a controlling interest in Uni- films are in general distribution. "I
versal, it was stated authoritatively on go by the trade papers and plan my
for the most suitable players, and
Saturday.
programs on the basis of their reother companies are following the giving the circuit 18 houses in Utah
The option, which was renewed for ports," he said.
(Continued on page 4)
and Idaho. Further acquisitions are six weeks from Feb. 1, expires March
Picturing himself as an exhibitor
contemplated.
14. There is no indication at this time,
who bought 100 per cent blocks withRay Hendry has been promoted it was said, whether a new extension
(Continued on page 4)
from the management of the Capitol of the option will be required to comhere to the post of assistant general plete the work now under way.
Ass'n.
Approximately 920 theatres through- manager of the circuit. Nevin Mc- Developments during the next 10 days
out the country are now featuring Cord of the Orpheum in Twin Falls, are expected to determine this.

Says 920 Theatres
Are Using Screeno

Screeno, J. S. Markstein, president,
stated prior to his departure yesterday
for Detroit after spending a week here

Idaho,

of the City
(Continued on page 2)

is

second with 110.

City has had a high of 170
accounts at one time but because B.
& K. has reinstated stage shows in a
number of houses, games have been
discontinued in about 25 units. In New
(Continued on page 4)

Bank Fees Approved
In Paramount Case
An

order approving the payment of
compensation to New York Trust Co.
and Commercial National Bank for
services as depositaries in connection
with the reorganization of Paramount
I Publix
was signed on Saturday by
Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe.
The orders authorize compensation
of $32,615 and expenses of $2,344 for
f N. Y. Trust and compensation of
i

|

1

i

$24,582 for

Commercial National.

Insurance Illegal

The

Windy

and Or-

Denver Bank Night

Screeno, Markstein said, and Greater

New York

Hendry at the
Baughman has been

replace

Earl H.

named manager

conferring with George West, eastern
representative.
Chicago is the biggest territory for

will

Capitol.

Poster
Meet
Is Set for Chicago

Denver, March

1.

— The

scheme

to

insure against loss to winners in Bank
or Cash Night drawings at theatres
has been declared illegal in an opinion
by Assistant Attorney General J.

Glenn Donaldson, and approved by
Attorney General Paul P. Prosser.
The plan was branded a lottery by

Hearst Scores West
Film in Paper Here
Continuing the attacks of the Hearst
newspapers throughout the country
against Mae West's "Klondike Annie,"

the

New

York York American

Members
Service

:

was ruled

out.

The ruling first declared the plan
was not insurance, the opinion holding
that "the interest must be more than
a mere hope
thus an expectation of
a gift is not an insurable interest."
:

Inc.,

National Poster
will hold their

annual convention in Chicago the latter part of April, it was decided at a
meeting of the board late last week.
The date and hotel will be set later.
Attending the meeting were Louis
Weinzimmer of Progressive Poster
Service, E. Behrens of Behrens Supply, Harry Schlitz of Exhibitors Pos-

The editorial concludes
"It is to Omaha,
The Theatre Guarantee Corp. had be hoped that the churches of the fied of
conceived the idea, charging from 10 country are awake to the necessity of distance

plan

the

on Saturday published a lengthy editorial, under the title
"Stop Lewd
Films," in which Paramount and the ter Service of New York; Simon
Hays office were scored sharply. Pre- Libros of National-Kline Poster,
vious attacks have been registered in Philadelphia, president of the organiSan Francisco, Chicago and Balti- zation, and George Aarons of Philamore, where the Hearst papers also delphia.
refused all advertising on the film.
M. Levin of Exhibitors Poster,

them.

cents for $100 to 25 cents for $500
insurance, to be paid if the winner was
not at the theatre.
More than 40
agencies were established before the

of

Ass'n.,

boycotting such a picture as 'Klondike Annie' and denouncing its producers.
The public should bring
its
influence
to
bear by showing
through non-patronage of such productions that pandering to the lewd
elements of the community is not
.

.

.

—

The

scheduled
shortly in Chicago.
film

is

to

open

was

noti-

by

long

A. Clark Resigns

/.

From 20th-Fox Post
James A. Clark,
Century-Fox

tieth

signed.

profitable."

did not attend, but
the developments
telephone.

The

charge of Twenaccessories, has re-

in

post has been taken over

by Lee Balsley, who had been at the
head of the department prior to Clark,

—

:
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Expect Over 500 at
Dinner for Grainger

1.

have

spots

Somewhere,
somehow, somebody dubbed prochanged.

not

duction

the

industry.

stream

life

the

of

was

Sufficient truth

in

the assertion to make acceptance
of the observation widespread.
There is no gainsaying the fact
that attractions are what make
the
industry,
no matter how
dizzily, revolve on its axis. All
the rest of the paraphernalia
the mystery which surrounds the
job, the social and caste systems,
the political rivalry, the empiric complexes, the cock-eyed
ideas which mix so freely with
the good are part of the warp
and woof of the conglomerate
mass which spells out Holly-

—

wood.

.

.

.

W

Rue de la Cour-des-Noues. Pierre
19,
Autre, Representative; Rome Bureau: Viale
Malpassuti, RepresentaVittorio
Gorizia.

T

A

truth of this tour of inspection is the indisputable fact
that the studios are trying hard
and are generally succeeding in
improving product. Whether or
not the money they are spending on the "A" stuff, which
means sluffing the "B," is always in the cards is another
story. This is the day in Hollywood where those pictures designed as big pictures run close
to and over the million dollar
mark. The procedure is getting
to be quite a regular affair now.
So much so that one of the bet-

manufacturers of celluloid
talks about anything

ter

ironically

More

are expected to
turn out for the testimonial dinner to
be tendered E. C. Grainger at the

costing less as a trailer.

Astor on March
on arrangements

Hollywood at large agrees on
at least two points of view. More
may come to light later, but

than

500

9.

The committtee

totals

44,

including

the following

Clayton Bond, Harry Brandt, Leo
Brecher, Harry H. Buxbaum, Nat
Cohn, Sam Cocalis, Harry Gold, Jack
Hattem, Clarence Hill, William Kupper, Joe J. Lee, Abe LefF, Frank McCarthy. Ed McEvoy, Charles Moses.
Leon Netter, Louis Nizer, J. J.
O'Connor, Charles L. O'Reilly, Edward J. Peskay, Louis Phillips, Eugene Picker, Lou Preston, Walter
Reade, Sam Rinzler, W. F. Rodgers,
Leon Rosenblatt, Mike Rudin, Edward
Rugoff, Sidney E. Samuelson, Morris
Sanders, Edward M. Schnitzer, Joseph
Seider,
Benjamin
Sherman,
Harry Shiffman, Jack Skirball, A. W.
Smith, Jr.. David Snaper. Jack W.
Springer, Al Suchman. William Sussman, Harry H. Thomas, George C.
Walsh and George W. Weeks.
Most of the preliminary work is being handled by Buxbaum, Lee, Sanders, Kupper and Hill.

Delay Loew Bronx Case
The complaint

against Loew's Para-

misunderstand
Because

here.

For
Los

until

March

17.

been

continued

I

what
it

on
and be-

goes

does

A Confab Here

Angeles,

March

1.

Browne's

trip

by way of the Canal

is considered as a vacation
the pending meetings.

prior to

Cecelia Parker Loaned
Hollywood, March
borrowed

Cecilia

1.

— Sol

Parker

is

.

.

.

The other slant, widely concurred in, is that, as high as
negatives have been, they are
going higher. The reasons, as
propounded here, are several.
The astute makers of pictures
maintain there is an alarming
shortage of genuine personaliThis department agrees,
ties.
but fails to recall the day when
an identical situation had not
prevailed. The handful or more

men and women who
are

tickets

actually

constant de-

in

Thus, Freddie March is
getting $125,000 flat for his role
opposite Katharine Hepburn in

mand.

"Mary

Radio,

Scotland."

of

having established that, nobody
can foretell to what figure his
next job will rise.
.

The

drift

T
now

.

.

cluster

big names in one picture. Thus,
Darryl F. Zanuck has combined
Claudette Colbert, Victor McLaglen,
Ronald
Colman and
Rosalind Russell and a string of
fifty name players
in the support of "Under Two Flags" at
a cast cost alone of about $500,000.
Producers, certainly conscientious and honest enough in
putting forward their best foot,
often get a fixation, couple it
with determination, and set out
to nab the player they envision
for a particular role and worry
less about the price. At the same

Adds
Two; Plans Changes

Inter mountain

directing.

for

under heavy penalties.

of the Paramount here.
The improvement program includes
$25,000 on the Paramount here. $25,000 on the Paramount in Provo,

ment

Utah, and the balance
houses just acquired.

on

the

two

Showing Foreign Films
Boston, March

downtown

films.

for

the

1.

—Tremont

theatre,

is

—

of

for their own ten
result is only one.

and

clients

The

per cent.

anything

be

couldn't

It

else.

The current market on ticketselling names
is
so bullish it
roars and will reflect itself in
percentage terms demanded for
1936-37 product.
.

.

.

The

theatre operator will howl,
course.
The buyer always

of

Yet what

does.

do

to

is

some-

thing not easily answered. One
segment of substantial Hollywood opinion thinks it sees the
answer in a general hike in admissions. This is a free and easy
solution and the obvious suggestion.
Whether
or
exnot

can

dependent upon
Business, taken

is

local conditions.

sum total, is much better, but
has it recovered to a point where
admissions can be booted up the
line? The persistence with which
double features hang on strikes
in

an indication that the public
continues in a bargain-buying
mood. For some time now it has
been getting plenty for little
money and patently finds the
as

buy an
the

if

where

attractive

cost

do

Will

one.

hiked?

is

Hollvwood

business get off?

.

.

it,

If

not,

and

the

.

Divide Schnitzer Job
Irving Wormser and Sol Trauner
have taken over the sales duties formerly handled by Edward M. Schnitzer prior to his resignation
local
in

Columbia exchange.
charge
Jersey,

of

from the

Wormser

for northern
Island and Upstate

sales

Long

York, while Trauner has Manhattan
Brooklyn.
are
and
Both
reporting
Nat Cohn, district
to
manager.

Bernerd on

Way

to

Coast

Bernerd. supervisor of all
G. B. sales, left Saturday for the coast
on a three-week trip.
He plans to
make several stopovers en route. Although he will look over production
activities, Bernerd is not expected to
sign anv talent while in Hollvwood.
Teffrev

Decide on "FleeF Today

RKO

executives today will decide
to hold "Follow the Fleet" a
third week at the Music Hall or move

Tem- whether

has been re-

showing

Univer-

a case in point, but there
all
are
others
practically
others with the sole exception
of M-G-M. Agents, clever and
well-informed boys, know what's
going on. They know how great
the need and how pronounced
the shortage and invariably do a
very good job of it for their
sal

New
McClurg New

pheum in Twin Falls. Earl
has been named manager of the Victory here, while Paul Hendry will
manage the theatre in Preston, and
Mark Nielson will manage the Grand
at Brigham City. Chester Price will
succeed Paul Hendry in the manage-

in this

the situation which
the studio which is
of name players and bids
them in the open market

shy

is

opened

.

There must be included

(Continued from page 1)

ple,

.

.

discussion
confronts

hibitors
to

is

from

for the leading role opposite

David Howard

world beyond its mountain and
sea embroidered boundaries.

Lesser

Richard Arlen in "The Mine With the
Iron Door," second in the series of
Harold Bell Wright stories which
Lesser is producing for Columbia release.

from the Mayers, the

well trained on their returns, it
is
a rare few who know or
bother to learn what happens
after the print goes East, Hollywood pays little attention to the

sell

line.

T

Thalbergs, the Zanucks, the De
Milles, the Wangers, the Goldwyns, who keep a business eye

of

—

where along the

cause, aside

— George

Browne will leave here tomorrow by
boat for New York where he will
confer with Dan Tracy, I.B.E.W.
head, on the arbitration of soundmen
status.
This matter is the last of the
problems to be ironed out by the
I.A.T.S.E.

M-G-M

had

.

Browne Leaves Coast

laws by featuring Screeno has been
postponed in Special Sessions, Bronx,

Elsmere

.

these are the two: (1) It insists
and persists in its age-old opinion
that
New York continues to

has

comand

.

T

dise for allegedly violating the lottery

until April 6. Previously, similar
plaints
against Loew's
Grand

Outlook

By RED KANN<

No.

1936

they are constantly establishing new price levels which'
fellow producers
and they as
well will have to meet sometime,

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)
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foreign

Astaire-Rogers musical
Center on Thursday.

the

to

the

AND QUINTUPLY YOUR

PROFITS

MOTION P1CTURL

DAILY
Purely
Personal

Booking

i

NORMA
Harry

GARE,

to

secretary

Weinzimmer, Egert's partner, will
married to Dr. I. Edward Cohen
Brooklyn on April
•
flew

be
of

(Continued from page 1)
cancellation privileges,
Stanley

which are to be adopted by school
systems throughout the country in the
near future will become a strong factor toward picture improvement, it
was said by Paul D. Mann of the NaAny method
tional Education Ass'n.
of distribution which discouraged the
production of prestige films of doubtattraction
would be
box-office
ful
deadly to the growth of what he
termed one of the most important
developments in modern education.
In an effort to save the time of the
sub-committee, both sides agreed that

Mass., told
of Cambridge,
sub-committee he has never had any further arguments they might
any difficulty making changes under wish to offer would be put into the
such contracts and that passage of form of briefs to be filed later.
the bill would be a hardship because
he then might lose the advantages he
now has as compared with the affiliated
competitor directly opposite
the

Washington

to

out

Sumner

3.

the quintuplets' directhe other

Henry King,
tor,

No Aid
To Little Man

Called

Egert of Progressive
Service and niece of Louis

l'uster

Bill

Monday, March

day to meet Mrs. King returning
from Florida. They came back here
over the week-end.

Says 920 Theatres
Are Using Screeno

his house.

and
Fairbanks,
Jr.,
(.Continued from page 1)
Douglas
A similar situation was detailed by
Dorothy Burgess exhibiting the M. A. Lightman, Memphis, who Yurk, 46 Loew houses feature the
finer points of a rumba at El Mo- pointed out that as he has 45 houses game, Markstein said.
rocco the other night.
he has "probably 45 times as much
In certain cities where the legality
interest in the matter as some of the of
has been disputed,
the games
Gene Raymond is en route to Palm exhibitors who have appeared. Light- Screeno is not represented, according

Beach with his mother and brother
for a week's sojourn before returning
to the coast.
•
Sam Morris won't be able to make
that anticipated Florida trip before

Europe on March

sailing for

18.

Too

busy.

•
has been confined
J. J. McCarthy
to his bed for the past few days with
a cold.

•

Margot Heller, the German actress, left on the Hansa Saturday.
•

Jack and Mrs. Cohn

Saturday on the Santa Elena for a Central

American

left

William

on

the

S.

He

town from

Hart
is

is in
at the Astor.

•
Erpi general sales
manager, has returned from the coast.

W. Bunn,

Milton C. Weisman
morrow from Miami.

returns

to-

©
.

.

out a phase of the probnot been discussed
asking the sub-committee

had

previously,
to consider what would become of
the gangster and other undesirable
pictures under a selective buying system. The result would be, he said,
that such pictures would carry the
lowest prices and would be bought by
men who didn't care what their community wanted, but would be sure
of an audience from that part of the
population which would be attracted
what could be exploited as
by
This,
he added, would
"banned."

Denver

A. P. Archer's successor as president of Foto Films is Charles U.
Yaeger, Bank Night owner. Archer
remains with the company as vice-

Dave Davis is secretary
president.
and Ralph Whitaker, treasurer.
Claude Graves, who formerly managed the State at Boulder, but sold
out to Fox, was on the row recently
selling automobiles.
T. B. Noble of

Westland was

in

Business and
Dallas a few days.
pleasure combined.
Able Davis is spending some time
He manages the Mercury
in Denver.

Film Exchange in Salt Lake City.
Paul Hoppin is modernizing his
p3.lci.cc

Denver Poster exchange has returned from Salt
Lake City where he established a
branch of his Denver office. He plans

Roland Lutz

of the

to return there soon.

PRODUCTION RIGHTS AVAILABLE

EMERSON HOUGH'S
MAGNIFICENT ADVENTURE
Belt~American Epic Story Ever Written

JAY PACKARD.
Tel.:

Agt.

41

W.

ELdorado 5-86G8

52nd St.

He

company.

to the president of the

referred to Cleveland and Milwaukee.
In Milwaukee all games have been
stopped.
About 70 theatres in California are
now on the Screeno books, it was
stated, with Warners going in for the

game

in

units.

Los Angeles and Hollywood

The company

is

also doing well

Kansas City and Texas, he said.
One problem confronting the game
distributors is that exhibitors want to
play them too many times a week,
in

bring about a tremendous expansion
of 10-cent houses catering to that type

Markstein declared. The public tires
of the game if it is played too frequently, he asserted.
The company recently opened an

of people.

office

Enforcement Discussed
Saturday

•

.

which

Dissatisfaction with the provisions
of the bill was indicated by Senator
Davis of Pennsylvania, who asked
Lightman, "How many inspectors do
you suppose would be necessary to
enforce this bill if it was passed?"
Lightman declared that he could give
no estimate. Further, Lightman asked,
who is going to decide which are the
good pictures, pointing out that no
exhibitor would permit a committee of
women to tell him that a certain picture is good and that he must run it,
maybe paying four times as much for
it as for a picture which will draw
better at the box-office.
It was emphasized to the sub-committee that distributors have always
been willing to accede to reasonable
requests of exhibitors and have cooperated heartily with the efforts of
organizations to select films
local
which can be recommended for young
people.
New Haven distributors are embarrassingly cooperative, it was declared
Alfred
F.
Mayhew, assistant
by
superintendent of schools there, in explaining how a consolidated group
churches and
representing
schools,
civic groups screen and select pictures
which can be recommended three
weeks or a month in advance of their
The school system
public showing.
furnishes the auditorium, the distributors the films and the theatre men the
The distributors
operators, he said.
offer for screening more pictures than
can be handled, there is no difficulty
in selecting excellent features and although New Haven is a double bill
town the theatre men make every
effort to have the co-features of a type
comparable to that of the recommended pictures, he declared.
Courses in photoplay appreciation

Aires with H. S.
Negotiations are

Buenos

in

Wallack
•

C.

lem

cruise.

Lily Pons left
Conte di Savoia.

the coast.

man brought

in charge.

under way for representation in Continental Europe, Cuba and Mexico.
The
York office, now in the
Film Center Bldg., will move to the

New

RKO

Bldg. on April

1.

Freed in Milwaukee
On Gift Night Count
Milwaukee,
Young,

March

manager

1.

—William

the Roosevelt,
local neighborhood house, was found
not guilty of violation of a gambling
ordinance by a District Court jury
here. Young was charged with operating a Manufacturers' Gift Night.
It marked the second such verdict
returned by a District Court jury
Norman Haacke, manager of
here.
the Grace, was acquitted on a similar charge several months ago.
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Free Lancing

Seen Helping
Japan's Films
(Continued from page

1)

example, in order to add versatility
to

product.

their

Recently there has been a marked
tendency toward the elimination of
numerous small independent producing companies, and their acquisition
by the larger firms. This movement
is seen in most quarters as eventually
resulting in an improvement in
quality of the native product.

the

A

total of 450,000 yen is expected
be gathered for the financing of
Dr. Fanck's producing venture. The
producer and his backers are expected
to contribute two-thirds of the total
and Japanese interests one-third. The
Government stands ready to extend
He
the fullest cooperation to Fanck.
is understood to be planning a stay
of at least six months here. He will
handle distribution of the product in
European countries, while the Japanese interests will handle distribution to Oriental countries, the United
States and South America.

to

*

*

*

Tokyo

theatres are expected to enjoy a definite increase in attendance
as a result of the anticipated removal
of what has been virtually a ban on
the attendance of high school students at film houses in the Tokyo Prefecture.
The Guardian Society, composed of teachers, was formed last
year to keep an eye on the out-ofschool activities of children, and its
work soon had the effect of establishing a practical ban on film attendance.
Another factor of importance
to exhibitors is the plan of the Education Department to produce films of
an educational nature for students, to
be shown at theatres throughout the
country.

of

Withdraws One Suit
New Haven, March 1. Affiliated
Enterprises,
Inc.,
owner of Bank

—

Night, has withdrawn its alleged infringement suit against one of the 10
defendants named, B. S. Mysliviec,
operator of the Strand, Wallingford.
A settlement provides that the Strand
shall start Bank Night within a few
weeks, discontinuing the Cash Night
which has been running in common
with the other theatres sued in the
case now pending in Federal Court

Wall Street
Twentieth Century-Fox Best Gain
Net
Columbia,
Columbia,

vtc
pfd

High

Low

3654
47

3654

36%

47

47

6%

Consolidated Film.
Consolidated, pfd..

18%

Eastman Kodak.
Loew's Inc

49%

.16054

Loew's, Inc., pfd.. 105

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

pfd..
2 pfd..
1

RKO

Close Change

6%
16054
48J^
105

18J4
160J4
4854
105

10J4

9%

9%

77%

75%
10%

75%
10%

10%

— 54
— J4
— %,
+
J4
—1

+%
—
%
—2%
—%

8%

8%

20th Century -Fox. 31%
20th Century pfd.. 3954

30
3854

31

+%

3954

Warner Bros

12%

12%

—%

12%

Technicolor Reaches

8%

+1

New High
Net

High Low Close Change
Sonotone

3

2%

2%

Technicolor

28%

27J4

28%

Trans Lux

454

4%

454

Little Activity on

here.

—%

+1%

Bonds
Net

Cromwell Assigned

—

Hollywood, March 1. Darryl F.
Zanuck has assigned John Cromwell
to

direct

"To

Mary With

Love,"

magazine story by Richard Sherman
soon to go into production. Zanuck
has also assigned Francis Ford,

Anne

Shoemaker and Gene Reynolds

to the

cast of "Turmoil."

High
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40.... 26
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40 ctf. 25%
Keith B. F. 6s '46 96
.

Loew's 6s

Paramount

wd

Close Change

25%

26

25%

25%

96

Dealt

41

+%
—%

96
in

32nds

Pic-

tures 6s '55
Warner Bros. 6s
'39

Low

89%

89

89

94

94

94

(Quotations at close of Feb.

—1

29.)

GRAB

IT

NOW AND

ADVERTISE IT BIG!
A

Nothing

sensational short!
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ever on the screen before!
Millions have asked for it! Milit

lions will

come
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see
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Cash

it!

Tell
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Short Subjec ts
Screen Snapshots No. 7
(Columbia)
The Racquet Club

Palm Springs

in

run by Charles Farrell and Ralph
Bellamy opens this snapshot, and after
the camera records the stars and film

—

people who are there there are many
it goes into awards with Walt Disney getting the French Legion of
Honor cross and young George
Breakston receiving an autographed
photo of Mussolini for his performance in "No Greater Glory." Also
seen are Mary Pickford starting her
first production, how they name a polo
pony in Hollywood and a scene on
shipboard with Victor McLaglen and
ihe Three Stooges cutting up aided
by Wynne Gibson.
The last part presents one of the

—

parties in which Anita
Louise does a card trick while Dolores del Rio and Gene Raymond play
ping pong and then Fred and Dorothy Stone dance a bit, but nobody
seems to care.
This is good fodder
Production
for the rabid film fan.

lackadaisical

Code

A

10 1

Seal,

mins.

Running

No. 1968.
"G."

time,

"The Voice of Experience
No. 9"

MOTION PICTURE DAILYS

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

trivial matters.

He

known

hits

old.

The

a few
film editing is well
done as the actual scene from the picture is played against the musical

well

from pictures

Mary Eastman is featured
review.
and she does a solo accompanied by
an orchestra that is calisthenically led
by Andre Kostelanetz. The music is
well played and the singing is of a
superior grade that should pleasantly
entertain. Production Code Seal No.
Running time, 11 mins. "G."
0774.

:

;

;

men,

women and

children.

The

story is laid in Kansas during the 70's, and deals with the efforts
Craig Reynolds, a buffalo hunter, to poach on Indian buffalo preserves and stir up trouble between the Indians and the cavalry. Battles
between the whites and redskins are frequent and bloody until Foran
learns that the uprisings have been inspired by Reynolds. He then takes
the poachers into custody and peace is restored.
William Jacobs, author of both story and screen play, has furnished
a well constructed, logical yarn which Frank McDonald has directed
with intelligence. The cast includes Paula Stone, Monte Blue, Jim
Thorpe. Don Barclay, Frank Bruno and Carlyle Moore, Jr., all of
whom give good portrayals. Bryan Foy supervised production and the
photography was handled by L. W. O'Connell. The story angle of the
abuse visited upon the Indians by the white man should gain favor with
of

parent-teacher associations.
Production Code Seal No. 1,870.

Running

(Paramount)
Betty
are

Boop and her

annoyed

in

this

dog, Pudgy,
cartoon by a

chorus of cats that keeps them awake.
Betty "sics" Pudgy after them and
there follows some swell cartoon adventures involving the dog with first
one cat and then with the whole tribe
The sound
that inhabits the alley.
effects are good for plenty of laughs
and the action will more than satisfy.
entertaining bit for any program.
Production Code Seal, No. 0606. Running time, 7 mins. "G."

—

of the Bell, transto the State
Jack Mahon,
assistant manager of the Granada,
Olyphant, transferred to the Globe,
South Scranton, as manager; J. Sittler, assistant
manager of the Bell,
;

promoted to manager; George Baldinger, manager of the Kingston, Kingtransferred

ston,

to

the

Capitol,

Bloomsburg; Gregory Beck, manager
of the Capitol, Bloomsburg, transferred

to

the

Capitol,

Byron Lynn, manager

Williamsport
of the Capitol,

Williamsport, transferred to the Kingwhere he also will be city manager
and Frank Kovaletz, assistant
manager of the Granada, Olyphant,
ston,
;

to

"G."

manager

of that house.

Rockefeller Claim

Hearing Again Off

Looking 'Em Over

The
of the

scheduled

RKO

hearing

tomorrow

trustee's exception to the

allowance of the Rockefeller Center
claim against
at $9,100,000 has
been postponed again, this time to
March 10, before Federal Judge William Bondy.
The claim is based on RKO's liability on its defaulted leases for the
Radio City theatres and office space,
the bulk of the claim being for the
construction costs of the theatres.
Special Master Thomas D. Thacher
recommended that the claim be allowed at $9,100,000, after hearings
held a year ago. Irving Trust Co.,
Thacher's
trustee,
opposed
report and has prepared exceptions to
present to the Federal court. Mean-

RKO

"Don't Gamble With Love"
(Columbia)

A

marital drama with complications other than the usual triangular
pattern, this should prove satisfactory entertainment. Bruce Cabot and
Ann Sothern share the leading roles, supported in particular by Irving
Pichel and

Tan

Keith.

when she suddenly

her inclination to return to him.
he runs into the opposition of other
game operators. He is not disturbed by their threats, and Miss Sothern,
tipped off to their intention, reveals his crooked operation to his clients,
running him out of business before he can be hurt. She is shot by a
heavy loser who attempts to kill Cabot, and that makes the reconciliation complete, as Cabot is cured of gambling as a career. Dudley Murdiscovers

Then, as he seeks to branch

it,

stifles

out,

phy directed.
Production Code Seal No. 1,902.

Running

time, 62 minutes.

"G."

RKO

while,

(Republic)
A western yarn built around the efforts of the lawless element to
control the vote of Wyoming territory wdien it applied for admission
in 1890, and the manner in which Government
the voters, this picture is fast-moving and lively
action fare, good for the week-end program or on a double bill.
John Wayne, hard rider and realistic scrapper, has the lead, with
Ann Rutherford, Harry Woods, George Hayes and Al Bridge in principal supporting roles. Wayne, Government agent, is ordered to the
to the

agents

United States
protected

territory to safeguard an

however,

negotiations

for

a

compromise or settlement of the claim
are being continued between Rockefeller Center on the one hand, and RCA,
Atlas Corp. and Lehman Bros., on
the other. The latter represent
through their controlling interest in
the company.

RKO

McCullough Gets Back
Hollywood, March
Cullough,

F.W.C.

orderly election. En route, he saves Miss
Rutherford and Hayes, her father, southerner who has bought a paper.
The fast pace is maintained throughout as Wayne goes out after the
gangs, despite the killing of Hayes and Wayne's fellow-officer. Eventually, of course, the gangs are cleaned out, the election makes the terriErber, Smith Dissolve
tory a state, and Wayne wins Miss Rutherford. Joseph Kane directed.
Joe Erber and
St. Louis, March 1.
Previewed without production code seal. Running time, 57 mindisagents,
have
booking
Joe Smith,
utes.
"G."
their
partnership.
solved

An

manager

thews,
ferred

promoted
time, 58 minutes.

"The Lawless Nineties"

"Not Now"

1.

—

Cabot and his wife, Miss Sothern, are deeply in love with one another, and concerned with the future of their infant son. They operate
a swank gambling hall, on the square, and are successful. Miss Sothern
concludes that a baby and a gambling career do not mix and persuades
"Movie Melodies on
Cabot to give up the racket. His fling in the "legitimate" brokerage
Parade"
business
ends when he is innocently involved in the firm's crooked deal( Paramount)
With an orchestra and a choral ings. Angry, he returns to gambling without his wife.
He turns to crooked operation in order to make money faster, and
group this short revives some of the
years

Comerford Managers
In Another Shakeup
— Additional
Scranton, March

"Treachery Rides the Range"

illus-

trates, before and after, and takes up
the problem of balancing the budget
with a young couple, how to bring up
children and child psychology, and the
ancient mother-in-law problem. If the
audience goes to the theatre to see
the silhouette that interests them on
the radio rather than to forget their
own problems for a brief spell, then
Production Code
this is their meat.
Running time, 11
Seal, No. 0827.
mins.
"G."

1936

changes have been made in managers
and assistants by Comerford Theatres
since the first changes were announced
on Feb. 15 by Frank C. Walker, vicepresident and general manager.
The following are involved in the
( Warners)
changes
Eugene Lynch, former asHollywood, March 1. Offering a happy combination of good story, sistant manager of the Riviera, Scrancapable ac<mg, excellent photography and skillful direction, this pro- ton, transferred to the booking departduction ranks high among the current picture offerings. Dick Foran, ment Frank Yerke, manager of the
as a scout with a cavalry regiment, gives a pleasing performance which State and former artist, transferred
should increase his following. His personality has definite appeal for to the art department Willard Mat-

(Columbia)
This issue has the Voice revealing
how his advice, if taken, would avoid
certain serious problems that arise in

homes over

2,

technical
real estate

—

1.
R. N.
expert of
department,

Mcthe

has

returned from a week in Arizona
where he made estimates for remodeling the Globe, at Globe, and looked
into renovation requirements of theaThe
tres in Tucson and Phoenix.
Globe has been closed for some time,
due to inactivity in the copper mines
which supply the payrolls of that
district.

Open F. D. Exchange
New Haven, March 1. — Exhibitors
all
over the state and representatives of the exchanges attended
the open house which marked the establishment of a First Division exchange here in the Kilfeather Bldg.
Michael Thomas, brother of Harry
Thomas, First Division president, and

from

the

new exchange manager, was

to the gathering.

host

.

.

with this magnificent cast!

.

ONE OF THE REALLY GREAT
STORIES OF ALL TIME UNFOLDS UPON THE SCREEN!

Dolores Costellc

BARRYMORE

FREDDIE

BARTHOLOMEW

(more enchanting than

David Copperfield fame) as
Ceddie (Little Lord Fauntleroy)
the lovable boy who worshiped
his mother with a fierce loyalty
and who changed a tyrannous
old

man

into a

human

been long awaited by million;
of fans) as "Dearest," mothei
her

being.

the

World Famous Story by Frances Hodgson Burnett

AUBREY SMITH

(gruff,

grumpy and

who sacrifice:
own happiness for his.

of Fauntleroy,

From
C.

ever,

her return to the screen has

(of

MICKEY ROONEl
as

starring

lovable) as

"Dick" the American boot

black and pal of the

little

Lord

the "Earl of Dorincourt," proud

and tyrranical grandfather of
Fauntleroy and sworn foe of

BARTHOLOMEW

FREDDIE

the child's mother.

DOLORES COSTELLO BARRYMORE
picture for United Artists release. David O. Selznick has selected one
of the world's greatest stories. Every part

As his

first

in this picture has been cast with infinite

HENRY STEPHENSOIS(

attention * . . is portrayed by finished
actors
each contributing to the whole
pattern of a beautiful story, the kind of
performances that achieve a real and
lasting triumph.

as

. . .

GUY KIBBEE
as the genial

"Mr. Hobbs," gro-

cer philosopher

and confidante

of Freddie before his departure

"Havisham"

the kindly law

yer whose deep understanding
of

human

nature brought a

ter family feud to

bit

an end.

to England.

Screenplay by

Directed by

JOHN CROMWELL

HUGH WALPOLE

JACKIE SEARL
who

causes

all

the trouble,

the false "claimant" to the

as

titlt

of "Lord Fauntleroy."

JESSIE

RALPH

"applewoman" whom
Fauntleroy befriends when he

as

"

*

A.

(•

I

cased

lit

i-

1

1-_

'.earns

of his fortune in England,

with IVAN SIMPSQt"
E. E.

the

U N

I

T E

D

A RTISTS

CLIVE

O'CONNOR

hundreds

of

•

UN/1
a n

other

tl
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"Marie" Hits
Big $24,500
In Washington
Washington, March

1.

—During

a

the Arctic weather, grosses shot
Loew's
upward all along the line.
Palace took $24,500 for "Rose Marie,"
the biggest take since "David Copperfield."
It was $8,600 over average.
The picture was held over.
"The Petrified Forest," plus Ben
Lyons and Bebe Daniels on the stage,
sent the Earle to $20,300, or $1,900
lull in

over par.
The combination of a return engagement on "The Bride Comes Home"
and a 36-minute version of "Little
America" garnered $5,000 at Loew's
Columbia, to top par by $1,400.

A

return

engagement of "Ceiling

Zero" at the Metropolitan was good
for $5,400, over average by $1,100.
reissue of "Disraeli" at the Belasco
for eight days topped par by $200 for

A

a take of $3,200.

Total

Average

first

run business was $88,100.

$76,700.
Estimated takings, exclusive of tax
is

Eight Days Ending Feb. 19:
"DISRAELI" (W. B.)
Gross:

$3,200.

days.

7

$3,000)

Week Ending Feb. 20:
"THE PETRIFIED FOREST" (W. B.)
EARLE— (2,218), 25c-77c, 7 days. Stage:
Ben Lyon & Bebe Daniels, DuFaye Dance
Revue, James &
Ramblers. Gross:

Alvan, Radio
(Average, $18,-

Mildred
$20,300.

400)

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME"

(Para.)

(Return engagement)

"LITTLE AMERICA"
Gross:

$5,000.

(Average,

25c-40c,

7

run,

first

$3,600)

"IT HAD TO HAPPEN' (20th-Fox)
LOEW'S FOX— (3,434), 25c-66c, 7 days.
Woods,

Johnny

Sarah

Mason,

Aloma,

Harold

$19,500.

Bounding

the

(Average, $20,900)

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S PALACE— (2,370). 35g-55c,
Gross:

days.

$24,500.

In Cleveland
—

(Average, $10,500)

TWO

CITIES" (M-G-M)

PALACE— (2,600),

25c-35c-40c-50c-60c,
7
days. 2nd week. Gross: $9,000. First week,
$14,000.

(Average,

(Average, $15,900)
(F. N.)

days (return engagement).
(Average, first run, $4,300)

25c-40c.

Gross:

7

$5,400.

"THE LADY CONSENTS" (Radio)
RKO-KEITH'S— (1,836), 25c-55c, 7 days.

Gro«:

(Average,

$10,200.

$10,600)

Center Is Denver's
Seventh First Run

—

Denver, March 1. For the first
Denver will have seven first runs

time,

with the opening here of the Center,
formerly the Empress.
It also will
mark the first time an independent
company has had a regular first run
outlet here.
George A. Allan, formerly with the Playhouse in Salt Lake
City, signed a franchise for five years

with Republic Pictures. J. T. Sheffield made a trip here from Seattle
to sign the contract.
The opening
picture is "$1,000 a Minute."
The house will have stage shows,
with three or four acts of vaudeville
each week.
The shows will be produced by W. Rex Jewell.
new

$60,200.

Gross:

Week Ending Feb. 18:
"DANCING FEET" (Republic)

Amateur show
(Average,

for
$1,500)

15c-25c, 7 days.

one night. Gross:

Gross:

days.

days.
3
days, $3,000)
(Para.)

30c-35c-42c,

(Average

$1,000.

for 7

"ANYTHING GOES"
LOEW'S STATE— (3,400),
$11,000.

30c-35c-41c,

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STILLMAN— (1,900),

Stage:
$1,700.

42c,

30c-35c-

days, 2nd week. Gross: $6,000.

7

erage,

7

(Average, $12,000)

(Av-

$4,000)

Week Ending Feb. 20:
"THE WIDOW FROM MONTE CARLO"
"NEXT TIME WE LOVE" (Univ.)
(W. B.)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300), 35c-42c, 5 days.
RKO PALACE— (3,100), 30c-42c-60c, 7
Gross: $6,500. (Average, 7 days, $12,000)
days. Stage: Joe Cook and "Topsy Turvy
"Marie" Beats
"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
RKO PALACE— (2,700), 35c-42c, 7 days. Revue." Gross: $13,000. (Average, $15,000)
"NEXT TIME WE LOVE" (Univ.)
Gross: $13,750.
WARNERS' HIPPODROME — (3,800),
Indianapolis Cold to RKO Capitol. (Average, $10,000) Moved 30c-35c-42c,
7 days. Gross: $7,000.
"FRESHMAN LOVE" (W. B.)
(AverRKO SHUBERT— (2,150), 3Sc-55c, 7 days. age, $8,000)
Indianapolis,
March 1. — "Rose
with
pull a total of $14,000 at Loew's.

It

top price of 35 cents

set.

"THE MILKY WAY" (Para.)
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000), 35c-42c, 7 days,
downtown week. Gross:

$9,500.

(Av-

"SYLVIA SCARLET" (Radio)
RKO LYRIC— (1,400), 35c-42c, 7

days.

the only one to make an outstanding showing in the teeth of the new
cold wave, which chilled receipts of
every other first run house in the city.
"The Petrified Forest" did but $4,000 at the Indiana, a marked drop
from average. Observers say that Indianapolis has always seemed apathetic
toward Leslie Howard, however.
Total first run business was $31,500.

Average

Gross:

is

$26,500.

Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 21

$3,000.

(Average,

$4,000)

$4,000.

(Average,

$4,000)

(Average,

$7,000)

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S— (3,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $4,500)
$14,000.
"MY MARRIAGE" (20th-Fox)
LYRIC— (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. Vaudeville.

Gross:

$6,500.

$6,200.

(Average. $6,500)

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)

RKO GRAND— (1,200),
3rd
age,

25c-40c,

downtown week. Gross:

$4,000.

RKO FAMILY— (1,000), 15c-25c, 3
$1,100. (Average, $1,250)
"MAN OF IRON" (F. N.)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000), 15c-25c, 4

days.

Gross:

$1,050.

(Average,

days.

$1,200)

"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)
KEITH'S— (1,500), 30c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average,

(Average, $7,000)

Aid Racing Opposition

—

ly supported at a public hearing before the legislative committee on legal

Theatre operators in the
western part of the state reported
Salt Lake City, March 1.— The their attendance dropped from 30 to
Capitol, Intermountain Theatres house 50 per cent during the dog racing
season.
here, starts double bills tomorrow.

"Marie" Strong in
3d Portland Week
Portland, March — "Rose Marie"
1.

days,

7

(AverHeld over for fourth week.
$2,750.)
"OREGON TRAIL" (Republic)

$5,750.

"THE PETRIFIED FOREST" (W. B.)
INDIANA— (3,200),
25c-40c,
7
days.
$4,000.

Gross:

$6,500)

went into a third big week at the
United
Artists
securing
another
$7,000, over average by $2,000.
"Ah, Wilderness" at the Broadway,
as predicted, was held for a second
week, annexing $6,000, over the line
by $1,000.
"The Lady Consents" and "It Had
to

$6,500)

(20th-Fox)
days. Gross:

"THE LADY CONSENTS" (Radio)
CIRCLE— (2,800), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

Gross:

erage,

:

HAD TO HAPPEN"
APOLLO— (1,100). 25c-40c, 7
"IT

affairs.

Starts Double Bills

Red
Stage: "Cocoanut Grove Revels"
Hodgson. Gross: $13,000. (Average, $12,000)

2nd

Boston, March 1. Bills for regulating
and otherwise hitting parifront, marquee and improvements inmutuel
dog
racing,
legalized
in
side have changed the appearance of
Massachusetts last year, were strong-

A

ALLEN— (3,300),

is

Estimated takings

STRAND— (1,500),

PRINCESS— (2,272), 25c-30c-35c-50c-65c. 7
days. Gross: $12,500. (Average, $7,000.) Held
over.

A

the house.
has been

Average

$11,000)

"MODERN TIMES" (U. A.)
"GUARD THAT GIRL" (Col.)

was

7

"CEILING ZERO"

METROPOLITAN— (1,591),

Leads Parade

—A crackup of

Cabe, Ruth del Rio, Olive White, Melissa

Arabs. Gross:

"Marie" Again

Cincinnati, March 1.— Business for
the long cold spell gave theatres a the most part continued on the up and
break. Outstanding was the first week up last week, especially considering
of "Modern Times" on a double bill the continuance of frigid blasts. "Anyat the Princess for a take of $12,500 thing Goes" went to the tune of $13,which set a season's record at this 750 at the RKO Palace, where averCleveland, March 1. "Rose Marie,"
house.
age is $10,000. It was transferred to in its second week downtown, was the
Second week of "A Tale of Two the RKO Capitol.
only picture of the week to make a
Cities" at the Palace held up to $9,000
The runner-up was "The Milky showing because of the continued cold.
after a first week at $14,000.
"King Way," playing its second downtown It grossed $6,000 at Loew's Stillman,
of Burlesque," heading the screen duet week at the RKO Capitol where it which is 50 per cent over average.
at the Capitol, was responsible for grossed $3,000 more than normal with
"Anything Goes," with $11,000, was
$11,000, well above average, while the a $9,500 take.
It will probably be $1,000 under par at Loew's State.
same figure was found at Loew's on brought back. "Rose Marie" contin"Next Time We Love" took $7,000,
"Sylvia Scarlett" and a stage show. ued to spell box-office at the RKO which was $1,000 under average at
The principal opposition was the Grand, grossing $4,000 in its third Warners'
Hippodrome
and
"The
hockey with the two local teams in a downtown week.
Average for this Widow From Monte Carlo," with a
battling mood going into the season's spot is $2,750.
The picture was held stage show headed by Joe Cook and
home stretch.
for the fourth week. "Freshman Love" his "Topsy Turvy Revue" failed by
Total first run business was $46,500. was $1,000 plus at the RKO Shubert. $2,000 to make the $15,000 house
registering $13,000 with the help of average.
Average is $41,500.
Estimated takings for the week end- "Cocoanut Grove Revels," starring
"Navy Wife" and "Personal Maid's
ing Feb. 22:
Red Hodgson on the stage.
Secret" split the week at the Allen re"Dancing Feet" had a $1,700 week sulting in a little better than average.
"KING OF BURLESQUE" <20th-Fox)
"MY MARRIAGE" (ZOth-Fox)
"Next Time
at the Strand, up $200.
Total first run business was $40,200.
CAPITOL— (2,547). 25c-35c-40c-50c-60c, 7 We Love" was a disappointment at the
Average is $42,000.
days.
Gross: $11,000.
(Average, $9,500)
RKO Albee with $6,500 compared Estimated takings for the week end"ACHILLE" (French)
"FRISCO WATERFRONT" (Republic)
with a $12,000 average, and the run ing Feb. 21
IMPERIALr-(1.914), 20c-29c-34c, 7 davs.
was shortened by two days. Keith's,
"NAVY WIFE" (ZOth-Fox)
Gross: $3,000. (Average, $3,500)
ALLEN— (3,300), 30c-35c-42c, 4 days.
which has not used Warner product
"SYLVIA SCARLETT" (Radio)
Gross:
$2,200. (Average for 7 days, $3,000)
LOEW'S— (3,115). 30c-34c-40c-50c-60c, 7 for two weeks, resumes this week.
days. Stage: "The Gay 90's Revue." Gross:
Total first run business was $62,550. "PERSONAL MAID'S SECRET" (W. B.)
1.

Dave
Ann Mc- Marie" crashed through a return engagement of the zero wave here to

Stage: "Continental Varieties," with
Apollon,

Is

Out

(Para.)

LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,264),
days.

Montreal, March

"A TALE OF

25c-65c,

(Average,

"Anything" Pulls
Montreal's Leader
$13,750 in Cincy

$11,000.

(Re- issue)

BELASCO— (1,140),

"Modern Times"

9

Happen" brought

$6,000 at the

in

Paramount, over normal by

Nebraska Thaws Out
And Theatres Reopen
Omaha, March — Exhibitors be-

Total

Many

theatres are reported relighted, though some in the smaller towns
remain dark because with the snow
melting in the side roads, the roads
will be as impassable because of mud
created by the thaw as they were
when snow obliterated fences and

other country markings.

ing Feb. 22:

"AH, WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)

BROADWAY— (1,912),
2nd week.

"BIG

Gross:

—

(Average,
1936"

$5,000)

(Para.)

(2nd Run)

BLUE MOUSE— (1,700), 20c-25c, 7 days.
$1,700.
(Average, $1,700)
"ESCAPE FROM DEVIL'S ISLAND"
(Col.)
"THE PERFECT GENTLEMAN"
(M-G-M)
MAYFAIR — (1,700), 30c-35c-40c, 7 days.

Gross:

Gross:

$4,000.

(Average. $3,000)

"PETRIFIED FOREST" (W.B.)
"HER MASTER'S VOICE" (Para.)

ORPHEUM— (1,700),

Los Angeles, March 1. J. B.
Sloate has purchased the Gem here
from the Harry Hicks estate, and will
reopen it as the Maynard, after al-

30c-35c-40c, 7 days,

$6,000.

BROADCAST OF

"NO MORE LADIES" (M-G-M)

Gross:

Takes L. A. Theatre

terations.

$24,700.

is

Estimated takings for the week end-

1.

gan showing up on the row here this
week and activity on Davenport St.,
where the exchanges are located, began to assume old time proportions.

Average

700.

$1,000.

run business was $30,-

first

$6,000.

30c-35c-40c.

7

days.

(Average, $5,000)

"THE LADY CONSENTS" (Radio)
"IT HAD TO HAPPEN" (mh-Fox)

PARAMOUNT—
days.

Gross:

$6,000.

(3,008),

30c-35c-40c,

(Average,

days,
$5,000)

2nd

week.

Gross:

$7,000.

7

$S.000)

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (945), 30c-35c-40c,

7

(Average

We a/xept ihe A&spcmiMijty.

&DARK
HOUR

RAY WALKER
IRENE WARE
BERTONCHURCHILL'HEDDA HOPPE
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•

From the novo/
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Directed by
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4

MOTION
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I
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SIGHS
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$8,800
Providence Leader

"Rose Marie" Chaplin Good
Again Strong In 2nd Week

On

In Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, March

1.

"Milky"

—

—

Los Angeles, March I. "Modern
Times" held up fairly well in its second week at Grauman's Chinese and
up Loew's State, but was far from sen-

the

continued to plug holes in grosses all
over town last week, only one house,

managing

Warner,

the

come

to

with anything resembling par. There,
"Rose Marie," after a sensational nine
days at the Penn, claimed the best
comparative take in the downtown sector, $5,900.

At

Had

the Stanley, "It

to

Happen"

and the N.T.G.

revue took $17,500.
"The Petrified Forest" took $10,000.
Bernie Armstrong's amateur revue
gave "Lady of the Secrets" enough of
a lift to keep the Alvin around the
$6,250 mark, while the Casino, with
"Escape From Devil's Island" and the
"Bandbox Revue," fell off after a good
opening week, getting only around
$6,000.

Despite the fact that

it

has played

everywhere in these parts,
return engagements and otherwise,
"The Informer" was chanced by the
Fulton on a double bill with "Another
Face" and did a fair week's business
practically

reached $13,000, over par
the Chinese, and took
a par $14,000 at the State.
"Love on a Bet" and "Muss 'Em
Up" at the Pantages were $2,900 to
the good on a take of $6,100. "Prosational.

It

by $1,000,

at

for $5,000,
"The
$1,750, at the 4- Star.
Goes 'Round" was strong at

up by
Music

Paramount with a stage

$19,500 at the

show

Average

800.

is

$86,150.

Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 26

"MODERN TIMES" (UA.)
CHINESE— (2,500), 30c-55c, 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $13,000. (Average, $12,500)
"THE INFORMER" (Radio)
FILMARTE— (800), 30c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$2,500.

"PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER"

(20th-Fox)
days. Gross:

STAR— (900), 30c-55c, 7
(Average, $3,250)
"MARIA CHAPDELAINE"

4

Total

first

Average

is

run grosses were $49,150.

$56,000.

Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 20

"LADY OF SECRETS" (Col.)
ALVIN— (2,000), 25c-55c,_ 7 days. Stage:
Armstrong and

Bernie
Gross:

(Average,

$6,250.

"ESCAPE FROM

CASINO— (1,800),

his amateur
$10,000)

unit.

DEVIL'S ISLAND"

(Col.)
25c-40c,

7 days. Stage:
with Jack Leonard
Gross: $6,000.
(Average,

Box Revue"

"Band

and Al Belasco.
$6,500)

"THE INFORMER"
"ANOTHER FACE"

FULTON—

(Radio)
(Radio)
(1,700). 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

(Average, $4,000)

$3,500.

"THE PETRIFIED FOREST" (W.

B.)

PENN— (3,500), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $12,000)
"IT HAD TO HAPPEN" (20th-Fox)
STANLEY— (3,600), 25c-55c, 7 days.

$10,000.

Stage: N. T. G., Slate Brothers. Rita Rio,

Mickey Bratz, Taka

Nan

Gross:

Blair.

Sisters,

$17,500.

Fay

Carroll,

(Average,

$18,-

500)

(

2nd week.

Gross:

$900.

35c-40c,

7

(Average,

$1,200)

"LOVE ON A BET" (Radio)
"MUSS 'EM UP" (Radio)
HILLSTREET— (2,700), 25c-40c, 7

Gross:

days.

30c-55c,

week.

Gross:

25c-40c,

$5,900.

7

and

F.

& M.

revue,

days.

7

Gross:

orchestra.

David Broekman

"PETRIFIED FOREST"

WARNER
(3,400).
$10,000.

(Average,

$19,500.

(W.B.)

(DOWNTOWN) -

BROS.

7 days.
2nd week.
(Average, $12,000)

25c-40c,

Gross:

(Average,

2nd

days,
$5,000)

"Consent," "Face"

(Average,

$6,500)

"THE INVISIBLE RAY"

FAY'S— (1,600),
"Night

of

(Univ.)
days. Stage:

7

15c-40c,

Gross:

revue.

Love,",

$7,000.

days,

3rd

Gross:

$8,200.

7

(Average,

$12,000)

"THE PETRIFIED FOREST" (W. B.)
"WIDOW FROM MONTE CARLO"
B.)

MAJESTIC— (2,400),

15c-40c,

7

days.

:

Week Ending Feb. 18:
"TWO IN THE DARK" (Radio)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850), 25c-35c-40c,

7

days. Stage, band. Gross: $13,500. (Average.
$14,500)

Week Ending

Feb. 19:

ME PINK"

"STRIKE

40c-55c,
$9,000)

7

days.

Gross:

A)

(U.

UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200),
$12,500.

15c-25c-35c-

(Average,

"LADY OF SECRETS" (Col.)
"LONE WOLF RETURNS" (Col.)

ORPHEUM— (2,440), 15c-30c-35c-40c,
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $6,800)
"IT HAD TO HAPPEN" (ZOth-Fox)
"KING OF THE DAMNED" (G. B.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,740), 15c-30c-35c-40c,

7

days.

Gross:

7

(Average, $11,500)

$11,500.

Week Ending Feb. 20:
"PETRIFIED FOREST" (W. B.)
"EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT"
(20th- Fox)

(Average, $7,000)

$7,000.

with "Lone Wolf Returns" at the
Orpheum. The take was $7,000
"Fang and Claw" and "Powdersmoke
Range" were up by $200 on a total of
$3,800 at the Embassy.
Total first run business was $73,000.
Average is $77,400.

days.

$7,000)

week.

— Persist-

WARFIELD— (2,680), 30c-35c, 7
(Average, $18,000)
$13,000.
"MILKY WAY" (Para.)

days.

Gross:

"Obsession" Hits
$9,600,

New Haven

New Haven, March

1.

FRANCIS— (1,470),

ST.

days. Gross: $6,500.

— "Magnifi-

15c-30c-40c,

7

(Average, $7,000)

"SOAK THE RICH"

(Para.)

"DANGEROUS INTRIGUE" (CoL)
FOX— (5,000), 10c -25c -35c, 7 days. Gross:
$4,000.

(Average, $6,000)

Week Ending Feb. 21:
"SWEDENHIELMS" (Scandivanian)
CLAY—
(400), 35c, 7 days. Gross: $1,200
$18,000)
(Average, $1,000)
"PETRIFIED FOREST" (W.B.)
"FANG AND CLAW" (Radio)
WARNER BROS. (HOLLYWOOD) — ued to attract good houses all week "POWDERSMOKE
RANGE" (Radio)
(3,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
2nd week. Gross:
in spite of near-zero weather and icy
EMBASSY — (1,400), 15c-25c-35c, 7 days.
(Average, $14,000)
$10,600.
Stage:

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)

WARNER— (2,000),

$8,800.

Gross:

"MODERN TIMES" (UA.)
LOEW'S STATE— (2,500), 30c-55c, 7 days.
2nd week. Gross: $14,000. (Average, $14,000)
"LOVE ON A BET" (Radio)
"MUSS 'EM UP" (Radio)
PANTAGES— (3,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $6,100. (Average, $3,200)
"THE MUSIC GOES ROUND" (Col.)

PARAMOUNT— (3,595),

"THE LADY CONSENTS" (Radio)
"YELLOW DUST" (Radio)
RKO ALBEE— (2,300), 15c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $7,000)
"THE MILKY WAY" (Para.)
"NEVADA" (Para.)
STRAND— (2,300), 15c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

1.

grosses except the
United Artists where "Strike Me
Pink" ran up to $12,500, thereby topping normal by $5,500.
"Lady of Secrets" managed to gel
slightly over the line on top of a dual
all

Estimated takings

$39,500.

(W.

(Average, $8,000)

$6,200.

is

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,800), 15c-40c,

Franco- America)

GRAND INTERNAT'L— (750),
days.

bill

bumped

Fay's likewise did a par $7,000 with
"The Invisible Ray" and a stage reAlbee was $2,000
The
vue.
under its usual gross of $7,000, featuring "The Lady Consents" and "Yellow
Dust."
Total first run business was $36,000.

(Average,

$5,000.

at $3,500.

San Francisco, March
ent rain

Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 20

run business was $87,-

first

of $8,800 at the

San Francisco
With $12,500

This is $2,300 over par.
"Rose Marie," in its second week at
"The
Loew's State, caught $8,200.
Petrified Forest" and "The Widow
From Monte Carlo" were good for an
average $7,000 at the Majestic, and

Average

to help.

Total

week with a take

1936

2,

"Pink" Leads

Strand.

RKO

was good

fessional Soldier"

Is

Providence, March 1. Zero weather
and icy highways continued to interwith the
fere
with grosses here
"The
suburbs literally "snowed-in."
Milky Way" did the best business of

the Coast

—The weather

Monday, March

"Happen," $2,500,
Is

Top

in Lincoln

on

dual
with
"Tough Guy" at the Poli, turned them
away over the week-end, and contin-

cent

Obsession,"

a

streets.
The gross was $9,600, or
$2,600 over par.
The College held over "Rose Marie"
at Poli prices and outdistanced the
$2,800 average by $1,400. The Paramount and Roger Sherman dipped
considerably under the line with duals
featuring "Woman Trap" and "The
Widow from Monte Carlo," respec-

Gross:

$3,800.

(Average,

$3,600)

Way" Only

"Milky

Draw in Oklahoma
Oklahoma City, March
Way" was the only

Milky

1.

—"The

attraction

"Henry VIII" was brought to get over par last week. It was
tively.
March 1. — "It Had to back to the Roger Sherman for three
$200 up on a $4,200 take at the MidHappen" made the best showing in a days as an added attraction.
west. The weather was cold, but fair,
1.
dull week.
The $2,500 take at the
Total first run business was $20,900. so there was no way to account for
sents" and "Another Face" at the Lincoln was over normal bv $300.
Average is $19,300.
a general slump.
Brandeis led the parade here with sub"Her
Master's Voice" and
Estimated takings for the week end"The Petrified Forest" was fair at
zero weather continuing.
The $4,900 "O'Shaughnessy's Boy" reached $2,400 ing Feb. 21
the Criterion with §3,800. "Red Sathe
Orpheum.
take was $400 over normal and the bill at
This also was up by
"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
COLLEGE— (1.499), 35c-50c, 7 days. 2nd lute" was weak at the Capitol on a
Other first runs had a bad
was held.
$300.
gross of $1,500. "Murder of Dr. Harweek. Gross: $4,200. (Average, $2,800)
"The Milky Way" and "Paddy week.
rigan," with a stage show at the
(Para.)
"WOMAN
TRAP"
O'Day" came in second best with
Total first run business was $9,200.
"EAST OF JAVA" (Univ.)
Liberty for four days, managed to get
Average is $9,850.
$5,200 at the Omaha.
PARAMOUNT— (2,400). 35c-50c, 6 days. $2,300."

Get $4,900, Omaha
Omaha, March — "The Lady Con-

Lincoln,

:

Total

was

run business
$17,500.

first

Average

is

$17,900.

Estimated takings

Week Ending

Feb. 18:

"THE LADY CONSENTS" (Radio)
"ANOTHER FACE" (Radio)
BRANDEIS— (1,200), 25c-35c-40c, 8 days.
Gross:

$4,900.

(Average, 8 davs, $4,500)

Week Ending Feb. 19:
"THE MILKY WAY" (Para.)
"PADDY O'DAY" (20th-Fox)

OMAHA— (2.200).
$5,200.

(Average.

25c-40c,
$5,000)

Week Ending

7

ORPHEUM— (1,350),

Gross:

$7,800.

(Average.

$8,000)

7

:

days.

Gross:

$2,400.

10c-20c-25c-40c,

Cross:

days.

$800.

$3,800.

(Average,

$4,800)

(Average, $3,100)

Reinhardt Conferring
Hollywood, March

days.

(Average, $1,300)

Week Ending Feb. 21:
"BARBARY COAST" (U. A.)
STUART— (2,000). 10c-25c-40c, 7
Gross: $2,800.

7

(Average. $2,100)

"DANCE BAND" (First Div.)
VARSITY— (1.100). 10c-20c-25c, 7

Feb. 20:

25c-40c,

Gross:

Total first run business was $12,400.
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)
Week Ending Feb. 19:
Average is $14,000.
"TOUGH GUY" (M-G-M)
"BAR 20 RIDES AGAIN" (Para.)
POLI— (3,040). 35c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
Estimated takings for the week end"DANGEROUS WATERS" (Univ.)
ing Feb. 22
COLONIAL— (550), lOc-ISc, 7 days. $9,600. (Average, $7,000)
CARLO"
WIDOW
FROM
MONTE
"THE
Gross: $800. (Average, $850)
"THE PETRIFIED FOREST" (W.B.)
(W. B.)
CRITERION— (1.700), 10c-2Cc-36c-55c, 7
Week Ending Feb. 20:
"ANOTHER FACE" (Radio)
"IT HAD TO HAPPEN" (20th-Fox)
days. Gross: $3,800. (Average. $5,000)
ROGER SHERMAN— (2,200). 35c-50c, 7
LINCOLN— (1,600), 10c-20c-25c, 7 davs. davs.
"THE MILKY WAY" (Para.)
Gross: $3,300. (Average, $4,700)
Gross: $2,500. (Average, $2,200)
MIDWEST— (1,500), 10c-26c-36c-56c, 7
"HER MASTER'S VOICE" (Para.)
days. Gross: $4,200. (Average, $4,000)

"O'SHAUGHNESSY'S BOY" (M-G-M)

days. Gross:

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)
"KIND LADY" (M-G-M)

ORPHEUM— (3,000),

Estimated takings

days.

New

hardt, here from
into conference with
his next production.

1.

—Max

Rein-

York, has gone

Warners about

A

definite selection has not been made as yet, though
several stories are being considered.

"RED SALUTE" (UA.)
CAPITOL— (1.200), 10c-20c-26c-36c-41c.
davs.

Gross:

$1,500.

"Murder of

dr.

6

(Average, $2,000)

harrigan"

(F.n.)
LIBERTY— (1,500), 10c-20c-26c-41c, 4 days.
Stage: The Ritz-Carlton Blondes. Gross:

$2,300.

(Average

for

week,

«3.000)

"THE THREE MUSKETEERS"
LIBERTY— (1,500), 10c-20c-26c-36c.
Gross:

$600.

(Radio)
3 days.

WILLIAM

A. SEITER

PRODUCTIONS

"THE
With

MOONS OUR HOME"

MARGARET SULLAVAN- HENRY FONDA
and CHARLES BUTTERWORTH

IN

PREPARATION

"THE CASE AGAINST MRS. AMES"
With MADELEINE CARROLL and GEORGE BRENT

FOR

WALTER WANGER
A PARAMOUNT

RELEASE

:

)

...
.

:

;
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Monday, March

Chaplin Tops

Cold Continues to Depress
Chicago Loop
Nation 's Key City Grosses
With $35,500
(Continued from page

Comparative grosses for the

Chicago, March

—A

crack in the
warm spell hurt grosses, but "Modern Times" kept going to the tune of
$35,500 at the United Artists. The
latter part of the week wasn't as good
as the first part, but the take was
over par by $8,500, nevertheless, and
that is something to get excited about.
"Ah, Wilderness," with Ricardo
Cortez and a revue on the stage at
the Chicago, went over the line $3,000
for
of
a total
$35,000. "Charlie
Chan's Secret" was in the money with
a gross of $19,000, up by $4,000, at
the Oriental. "Fang and Claw," with
Frank Buck in person, pulled $14,200
This was $1,200
at the State-Lake.
on the profit side of the line.
Total first run business was $141,-

Average

1.

$117,000.
Estimated takings

700.

is

$11,500.

Week Ending

Feb. 27:

"MUSS 'EM UP"

PALACE— (2,509),

(Radio)

25c-35c-50c,

days.

7

Stage: Joe Cook and revue. Gross:
(Average, $19,000)

$15,500.

"AH WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
CHICAGO— (4,000), 35c-50c-68c, 7 days.

Stage: Ricardo Cortez and "Winter Cruise"
(Average, $32,000)
revue. Gross: $35,000.
"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET" (20th-Fox)
ORIENTAL
(3,490), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross:
Stage: "La Vie Paree" revue.
(Average. $15,000)
$19,000.

Week Ending
Feb. 13-14

No. Theatres
Boston
Buffalo

7
6

Chicago

8

Cincinnati

9

Cleveland

5

Denver
Detroit

6
6

Houston

4

Indianapolis
Kansas City
Lincoln

5

Gross

Montreal

5

New Haven
New York

4
9
4
3
10
6
6

17,900
90,300
49,150
30,700

5

36#00

5

9

73,000
47,200
17,000
27,250
88,100

8

7

$1,558,185

174

$1,680,180

Los Angeles

10
6

Louisville

Milwaukee

4

Minneapolis

5

Portland
Providence
San Francisco
St. Louis
St. Paul

5

5

Seattle

6

Washington

7

175

Key

city grosses

from September

$6,000.

25c-35c-50c,

7

days.

(Average, $5,500)

Week Ending Feb. 28:
"BOHEMIAN GIRL" (M-G-M)
APOLLO— (1,400), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.
(Average. $4,500)
Gross: $5,000.
"MODERN TIMES" (U.A.)
7

Sept. 26-27

Stage: Frank Buck in person anil
Gross: $14,200. (Average. $13,000)

U. S. Film Imports

Show

Rise in Greece

Washington, March

1.

— During the

quarter of 1935 in Greece, a total
of 92 films were given initial showing
in that country, according to a report
to the U. S. Department of Commerce
last

from Acting Commercial Attache Don

Removal

of all import quota restrictions in January, 1935, has made it
possible for American companies to

compete

in

the

Greek market on an

equal basis.

9
5

6
6

4
5
5

5
10

7
4
5
5

4
9

4
3

9
6

6

5
5

6

February
No. Theatres

Gross

.

.

.

.

171

...

175

1.228,199

Jan. 2-3
Jan. 9-10 ....
Jan. 16-17
Jan. 23-24 ....
...
Jan. 30-31
Feb. 6-7
Feb. 13-14 ...
Feb. 20-21 ...

179
179
176
173
177
168
174
175

1,918,729
1,901,455
1,722,400
1,539,065
1.515,300
1.591,350
1,680,180
1,558,185

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

3-4
10-11 ...
17-18 ...
24-25 ...

31-Nov.
7-8
14-15
21-22
5-6
12-13
19-20

26-27

181
181
183

.

Nov. 28-29
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

1

...

.

180

.

Acquires Three Houses

Orders Theatre Sold
Bucyrus,

O.,

March

1.

— Common

Pleas Judge Clarence U. Ahl has ordered the local Opera House sold
within 30 days after proper notice.
The building was partially destroyed
by fire a few weeks ago, during which
all the instruments of Major Bowes'
Amateur Unit No. 10 were lost. The
court has set a value of $21,000 on
the property.

—

Milwaukee, March 1. L. P. G.
Amusement Co. has been organized

No

Consider Booth Bill
St.

Louis,

March

1.

—The

ler,

vice-president

and secretary,

successor has

The

permanently-installed

first

sound projection equipment op-

byA.C. came
Photophone. This

erated completely

from

RCA

made

much

installation

expensive, reduced

less

cost and

first

maintenance, made operation

much

simpler.

The

industry

adopted A. C. operation with

tre-

mendous

had

rapidity because

it

real cash value.

This

is

but one of

Photophone

many

RCA

basic contributions

to your profits.

When

equipping

or modernizing your theatre, be
sure to get the full

phone

RCA

Photo-

story.

RCA

FIRSTS!

impressive list of
See this
s great

RCA

Photophone

forwardstepstakeninyour

oCinteresf.RCARotary

High

Fidelity..-

90-Day

Suarantee...LiberalMa
tenaoce and

1

n-

Serv.ce.

re-

Beckman

—

March 1. Louis BeckAl- man has been named assistant to Jo-

been appointed as Safety Committee of the Board of
William Kostka, editor of Mod- dermen has taken under advisement
ern Mechanics and Inventions, has the proposed city ordinance to have
been named eastern managing editor one operator for each projection booth
of the Fawcett magazines.
in theatres.

yet.

FROM RCA

spectively.

U. A. Appoints

Public

FIRST

here
to
take
over
the
Layton
Park, Pearl and Grace, neighborhood
houses, from Charles Washicheck on
March 15. Members of the firm are
George L. Levine, president-treasurer ;_E. L. Weisner and B. J. Mil-

Lurton Quits Fawcett
Douglas Lurton, supervising editor
of all Fawcett magazines, has resigned
after eight years with the company.

OPERATION

era«on
Stabilue,..A.C.O P
Noiseless Recording-

(Copyright, 1936, Quigley Publications.)

Bliss in Athens.
By nationality
these films were: American, 66; German, 12; French, seven; British, six;

spectively.

6
8

164
178
178
178
180
186
185
183

..

O.

and Czechoslovak, one. The percentages were 71.7, American and 13, German.
The percentages for the same
period last year were 52 and 33^2, re-

$109,000
43,600
128,800
63,800
58,000
23,250
69,200
33,000
34,300
43,700

$1,655,050
1,572,310
1,452,499
1,563,750
1,534,575
1,544,724
1.545,710
1,722,305
1,578,550
1,593,860
1,766,910
1,434,785
1,321,385

UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700), 35c-50c-68c. Nov.
days. Gross: $35,500. (Average, $17,000)
Nov.
"FANG AND CLAW" (Radio)
STATE-LAKE — (2,776). 20c-30c-35c, 7 Nov.

davs.
revue.

7

to late

"CEILING ZERO" (W.B.)

GARRICK— (900),

Gross

12,200
83,780
32,800
28,100
28,500
46,000
26,600
322,000
15,800
17,150
77,900
66,850
29,700
40,000
74,500
53,300
19,000
35,950
63,400

5

—

Gross:

No. Theatres

$106,385
43,250
119,200
62,550
40,200
25,200
64,100
28,500
31,500
36,100
9,200
106,600
26,600
22,700
29,500
46,500
20,900
250,200
12,400

5

First

periods

Feb. 20-21

Oklahoma City

(Average, $11,000)

available

1936

A.C.

1

Week Ending

Week Ending Feb. 25:
Omaha
"A TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
Philadelphia
ROOSEVELT— (1,591), 30c-40c-60c, 7 days, Pittsburgh

2nd week. Gross:

latest

Another RCA

2,

Boston,

seph

Carroll,

office

manager

for

United Artists here. Beckman also
will handle booking, replacing Abe
Weiner, promoted to a sales post.
.

RCA PHOTOPHONE
RCA TRANS-LUX

•

RCA SONOTONE

RCA MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
Camden, N. J. A Service of the
Radio Corporation of America
RCA Sound Equipments Lid.,

Montreal. Cansd.

The Leading

Picture
Industry

39.

NO.

Alert,

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti

VOL.
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NEW
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Booking

YORK, MONDAY, MARCH

Intermountain Adds

Bill

No Aid
To Little Man

Galled

2,

the In
In All

TEN CENTS
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SCHAEFER TO BE

Two; Plans Changes
Salt Lake City, March — Inter-

U. A.

1.

SALES HEAD

mountain Theatres, Inc., has acquired
two theatres, and plans improvements
which will total $75,000. Several personnel changes have been made by
Harry David, vice-president and genLust Tells Senators It eralThemanager.
Grand in Preston, Idaho, and
Spots
the Grand in Brigham City, Utah,
Although satisfactory progress
were leased from Michael Nielson, toward completion of Standard CapiBy BERTRAM F. LINZ
giving the circuit 18 houses in Utah tal Co.'s study of Universal operations
Washington, March 1. The pro- and Idaho. Further acquisitions are and financial requirements is being
posed block booking measure "would contemplated.
made, there is little likelihood of any
Ray Hendry has been promoted formal action being taken before
help the big theatres, not the little
men," Sidney B. Lust, Washington from the management of the Capitol March 10 on Standard's option to acexhibitor, told the Neely Senate sub- here to the post of assistant general quire a controlling interest in Unicommittee at a night session which manager of the circuit. Nevin Mc- versal, it was stated authoritatively on
concluded hearings on the bill here. Cord of the Orpheum in Twin Falls, Saturday.
Lust was one of a number of witnesses Idaho, will replace Hendry at the
The option, which was renewed for
who testified in opposition to the abo- Capitol. Earl H. Baughman has been six weeks from Feb. 1, expires March
named manager of the City and Or- 14. There is no indication at this time,
lition of block booking.
< Continued on page 2)
Lust denied that distributors deit was said, whether a new extension
mand big cuts on box-office attracof the option will be required to comtions by classifying them as percentwork now under way.
plete
the
age pictures. He declared that none
Developments during the next 10 days
of his five houses runs any percentage
are expected to determine this.
pictures and that he does not book
Illegal
any company's entire output. The wit-

No "U" Move Seen
Before March 10

Deal with Goldwyn Set,
Is Report; Will Be
Announced Soon

Would Help Big

—

Denver Bank Night
Insurance

exhibitors know well in
advance what a picture is, submitting a copy of Motion Picture Herald
as an example of how the trade pacriticisms
long before
pers
carry
"I
films are in general distribution.
go by the trade papers and plan my
programs on the basis of their reness

said

ports," he said.

Picturing

who bought

himself as an exhibitor
100 per cent blocks with-

(Continued on page 4)

Says 920 Theatres
Are Using Screeno
Approximately 920 theatres throughout the country are now featuring
Screeno, J. S. Markstein, president,
stated prior to his departure yesterday
for Detroit after spending a week here
conferring with George West, eastern

Denver, March

1.

— The

scheme

to

insure against loss to winners in Bank
or Cash Night drawings at theatres
has been declared illegal in an opinion
by Assistant Attorney General J.

Glenn Donaldson, and approved by
Attorney General Paul P. Prosser.
The plan was branded a lottery by
them.

The Theatre Guarantee Corp. had
conceived the idea, charging from 10
cents for $100 to 25 cents for $500
insurance, to be paid if the winner was
not at the theatre.
More than 40
agencies were established before the
plan was ruled out.
The ruling first declared the plan
was not insurance, the opinion holding
that "the interest must be more than
a mere hope
thus an expectation of
a gift is not an insurable interest."
:

Poster Ass'n. Meet
Is Set for Chicago

Members of the National Poster
Service Ass'n., Inc., will hold their
annual convention in Chicago_ the latter part of April, it was decided at a
meeting of the board late last week.
The date and hotel will be set later.
Attending the meeting were Louis
Weinzimmer of Progressive Poster
Service, E. Behrens of Behrens Supply, Harry Schlitz of Exhibitors PosSimon
ter Service of New York
National-Kline
Poster.
of
Libros
Philadelphia, president of the organization, and George Aarons of Phila;

delphia.

M. Levin of Exhibitors Poster.
Omaha, did not attend, but was notiof the developments
distance telephone.
fied

by

long

representative.
Chicago is the biggest territory for

Screeno, Markstein said, and Greater

New York

The
is second with 110.
City has had a high of 170
accounts at one time but because B.
& K. has reinstated stage shows in a
number, of houses, games have been
discontinued in about 25 units. In New

Windy

(Continued on page 4)

Bank Fees Approved
In Paramount Case
An order approving the payment of
compensation to New York Trust Co.
and Commercial National Bank for

Cold Continues to Depress
Nation s Key City Grosses
9

Snowbound areas all across the
northern part of the country and exceptional cold well into southern spots
that are not accustomed to it continued to put a damper on the nation's
key city box-office returns for the
week ending Feb. 20-21.
The total
for the 30 cities reporting to Motion

Picture Daily was $1,558,185.
The slump has been persistent in
Saturday by spite of some of the biggest pictures
Coxe.
of the year.
It began in mid-Janucompensation ary when the first extreme cold beof $2,344 for came widespread, and reached a low

services as depositaries in connection
with the reorganization of Paramount

Publix was signed on
Federal Judge Alfred C.
The orders authorize
of $32,615 and expenses
N. Y. Trust and compensation
$24,582 for Commercial National.

of

point,

$1,515,300,

for

the

week end-

During the two sucweeks there was a pickup.

ing Jan. 30-31.

ceeding

For the week ending

Feb. 6-7 the
rose to $1,5°1,350. and went up
to $1,680,180 the following week, Feb.
total

13-14.

A
for

general improvement is looked
now, however, in spite of Lent,

because of better travel conditions.
Last week's decline was fairly uniform, except in Cleveland. Detroit,
T os Angeles, Minneapolis, Montreal.
Omaha, Philadelphia, Portland and

Washington.
on page 14.]

(Continued on page 14)

Negotiations
between George
Schaefer,
former vice-president

:

Paramount, and Samuel Goldwyn

J.

of
are

understood to have resulted in agreement by which Schaefer will become
vice-president and general manager
of United Artists early this week.
It is known that Schaefer and Goldwyn have been in almost daily conference since Goldwyn's arrival here
from the coast. Shortly after Goldwyn reached New York Schaefer flew
north from Florida.
Since that time
Goldwyn has consulted other United
Artists

Douglas

franchise holders, including
Fairbanks, who stopped in

New York

on his way to Europe,
Schaefer and
Cheever Cowdin aimed to put
J.
Schaefer in an executive sales post at
Universal as soon as Cowdin had exercised his option for purchase of conj

Negotiations between

trol

company were

of that

definitely

suspended several days ago.
Both Goldwyn and Schaefer refused
to discuss the matter late last week.
Since Schaefer's resignation from
Paramount several months ago and the
shift of Al Lichtman from the presi-

dency of United Artists to an executive position with M-G-M Schaefer's
name has been mentioned repeatedly
in connection with the United Artists

Arthur

position.

W.

Kelly, vice-presi-

dent in charge of foreign distribution,
has been handling domestic sales as
well since the resignation of Lichtman.

Hearst Scores West
Film in Paper Here
Continuing the attacks of the Hearst
newspapers throughout the country
against Mae West's "Klondike Annie,"

the

New

York York American

on Saturday published a lengthy editorial,
under the title "Stop Lewd
Films," in which Paramount and the
Hays office were scored sharply. Previous attacks have been registered in
San Francisco, Chicago and Baltimore, where the Hearst papers also
refused all advertising on the film.

The editorial concludes
"It is to
be hoped that the churches of the
country are awake to the necessity of
boycotting such a picture as 'Klondike Annie' and denouncing its producers.
The public should bring
its
influence
bear by showing
to
through non-patronage of such productions that pandering to the lewd
elements of the community is not
:

.

.

.

—

[Comparative tabulation profitable."

The

film

is

scheduled

shortly in Chicago.

to

open

—

:
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Expect Over 500 at
Dinner for Grainger
More than 500 are expected to
turn out for the testimonial dinner to
be tendered E. C. Grainger at the
Astor on March 9.
The committtee
on arrangements totals 44, including
the following
Clayton Bond, Harry Brandt, Leo
Brecher, Harry H. Buxbaum, Nat
Cohn, Sam Cocalis, Harry Gold, Jack
Hattem, Clarence Hill, William Kupper, Joe J. Lee, Abe Leff, Frank McCarthy, Ed McEvoy, Charles Moses,
Leon Netter, Louis Nizer, J. J.
O'Connor, Charles L. O'Reilly, Edward J. Peskay, Louis Phillips, Eugene Picker, Lou Preston, Walter
Reade, Sam Rinzler, W. F. Rodgers.
Leon Rosenblatt, Mike Rudin, Edward
Rugoff, Sidney E. Samuelson, Morris
Sanders, Edward M. Schnitzer, Joseph
Seider,
Benjamin
Sherman,
Harry Shiffman, Jack Skirball, A. W.
Smith. Jr., David Snaper, Jack W.
Springer, Al Suchman, William Sussman, Harry H. Thomas, George C.
Walsh and George W. Weeks.

Most

of the preliminary

work

is

be-

Buxbaum. Lee. SandKupper and Hill.

ing handled by
ers.

Delay Loew Bronx Case
The complaint

against Loew's Paradise for allegedly violating the lottery
laws by featuring Screeno has been
postponed in Special Sessions, Bronx,
until April 6. Previously, similar complaints
against Loew's
Grand and
Elsmere had beer) continued until

March

17:

1.

have

spots

Somewhere,

changed.

not

somehow, somebody clubbed production

the

industry.

stream

life

the

of

was

Sufficient truth

in

the assertion to make acceptance
of the observation widespread.

There

no gainsaying the fact
are what make
industry,
no matter how
dizzily, revolve on its axis. All
that
the

is

attractions

the rest of the paraphernalia
the mystery which surrounds the
job, the social and caste systems,
the political
rivalry,
the em-

complexes, the cock-eyed
ideas which mix so freely with
the good
are part of the warp
and woof of the conglomerate
piric

—

mass which
wood.
.

.

Holly-

out

spells

.

W

Rue de la Cour-des-Noues. Pierre
19,
Autre. Representative; Rome Bureau: Viale
RepresentaMalpassuti,
Vittorio
Gorizia.

Outlook

they are constantly establishing new price levels which
fellow producers
and they as
well will have to meet some-

T

A

truth of this tour of inspection is the indisputable fact
that the studios are trying hard
and are generally succeeding in
improving product. Whether or
not the money they are spending on the "A" stuff, which
means sluffing the "B," is always in the cards is another
story. This is the day in Hollywood where those pictures designed as big pictures run close
to and over the million dollar
mark. The procedure is getting
to be quite a regular affair now.
So much so that one of the better
manufacturers of celluloid
ironically talks about anything
costing less as a trailer.
.

.

.

T
Hollywood at large agrees on
at least two points of view. More
may come to light later, but
these are the two: (1) It insists
and persists in its age-old opinion
that
New York continues to

misunderstand
here.
Because

what
it

goes

does

on

and be-

cause, aside

from the Mayers, the

Thalbergs, the Zanucks, the De
Milles, the Wangers, the Goldwyns, who keep a business eye
well trained on their returns, ita rare few who know or
is
bother to learn what happens
after the print goes East, Hollywood pays little attention to the

world beyond its mountain and
sea embroidered boundaries.
.

.

.

T
The other slant, widely concurred in, is that, as high as
negatives have been, they are
going higher. The reasons, as
propounded here, are several.
The astute makers of pictures
maintain there is an alarming
shortage of genuine personalities.
This department agrees,
but fails to recall the day when
an identical situation had not

The handful or more
men and women who actually
tickets,

sell

are

constant

in

de-

Thus, Freddie March is
getting $125,000 flat for his role
opposite Katharine Hepburn in
Radio,
"Mary of Scotland."
having established that, nobody
can foretell to what figure his
next job will rise.

mand.

.

trip

.

.

cluster

to

is

Thus,
Darryl F. Zanuck has combined
Claudette Colbert, Victor McLaglen,
Ronald
Colman and
Rosalind Russell and a string of
picture.

fifty
name players in the support of "Under Two Flags" at
a cast cost alone of about $500,000.
Producers, certainly conscientious and honest enough in
putting forward their best foot,
often get a fixation, couple it
with determination, and set out
to nab the player they envision
for a particular role and worry
less about the price. At the same

considered as a vacation
the pending meetings.
is

prior to

Cecelia Parker Loaned
Hollywood, March
has borrowed Cecilia

M-G-M

1.

— Sol

Parker

pheum in Twin Falls. Earl
has been named manager of the Victory here, while Paul Hendry will
manage the theatre in Preston, and
Mark Nielson will manage the Grand
at Brigham City.
Chester Price will
succeed Paul Hendry in the manage-

ment of the Paramount here.
The improvement program includes
$25,000 on the Paramount here. $25,000 on the Paramount in Provo,
Utah, and the balance on the two
houses just acquired.

Lesser

from

for the leading role opposite
Richard Arlen in "The Mine With the
Iron Door," second in the series of
Harold Bell Wright stories which
Lesser is producing for Columbia release.
David Howard is directing.

Showing Foreign Films
Boston, March
ple,

downtown

opened
films.

for

.

the

1.

— Tremont

theatre,

for

under heavy penalties.

showing

of

foreign

Univer-

a case in point, but there
are
others
practically
all
others with the sole exception
of M-G-M. Agents, clever and
well-informed boys, know what's
going on. They know how great
the need and how pronounced
the shortage and invariably do a
very good job of it for their
sal

is

—

and

clients

per cent.

for

The

couldn't

It

own

their

result

anything

be

ten

only one.

is

else.

The current market on ticketis
so bullish it
selling names
roars and will reflect itself in
percentage terms demanded for
1936-37 product.
.

.

.

The

theatre operator will howl,
course.
The buyer always

of

Yet what

does.

do

to

is

some-

thing not easily answered. One
segment of substantial Hollywood opinion thinks it sees the
answer in a general hike in admissions. This is a free and easy
solution and the obvious suggesexWhether
or
not
tion.

can

is

local conditions.

sum

in

total,

is

dependent upon
Business, taken
much better, but

has it recovered to a point where
admissions can be booted up the
line? The persistence with which
double features hang on strikes
as an indication that the public
continues in a bargain-buying
mood. For some time now it has
been getting plenty for little
money and patently finds the
buy an attractive one. Will it.
If not,
if
the cost is hiked?
where do Hollvwood and the
business get off?

.

.

.

Divide Schnitzer Job
Irving Wormser and Sol Trauner
have taken over the sales duties formerly handled by Edward M. Schnitzer prior to his resignation
local

Columbia exchange.

from the

Wormser

for northern
Island and Upstate
York, while Trauner has ManBrooklyn.
are
hattan
and
Both
reporting
Nat Cohn, district
to
is

in

charge

Jersey,

of

sales

Long

manager.

Bernerd on

Way

to

Coast

Jeffrey Bernerd, supervisor of all
G. B. sales, left Saturday for the coast
on a three-week trip.
He plans to
make several stopovers en route. Although he will look over production
activities, Bernerd is not expected to
sign any talent while in Hollywood.

Decide on "FleeF Today
RKO executives today will decide

Tem- whether

has been re-

in this

the situation which
the studio which is
of name players and bids
them in the open market

shy

New
McClurg New

page 1)

by way of the Canal

.

There must be included

hibitors

The drift now
big names in one

1.

LA.T.S.E.
Browne's

.

discussion
confronts

prevailed.

of

line.

T

Browne Leaves Coast Intermountain Adds
For I A Confab Here Two; Plans Changes
(Continued from
Los Angeles, March
— George
Browne will leave here tomorrow by
boat for New York where he will
confer with Dan Tracy, I.B.E.W.
head, on the arbitration of soundmen
status.
This matter is the last of the
problems to be ironed out by the

—

where along the

By RED KANN«

Editor-in-Chief and Publisher

J.
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time,
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to hold "Follow the Fleet" a
third week at the Music Hall or move
the Astaire-Rogers musical to the

Center on Thursday.

Annette
THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

Copyright 1936 by

NEA
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PROFITS

Service, Inc

)
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DAILY
Purely
Personal
NORMA
Harhy

GARE,

secretary

to

i

Cohen

of

•
the quintuplets' direcWashington the other

Henry King,
Hew

tor,

tu

Bill

No Aid
To Little Man

Called

Egert of Progressive
Poster Service and niece of Louis
[NZIMMER, Egert's partner, will be
\\

married to Dr. I. Edward
Brooklyn on April 3.

which are to be adopted by school
systems throughout the country in the
near future will become a strong factor toward picture improvement, it
was said by Paul D. Mann of the NaAny method
tional Education Ass'n.
of distribution which discouraged the
production of prestige films of doubtwould be
attraction
box-office
ful
deadly to the growth of what he
termed one of the most important
(.Continued from />«</<' 1
developments in modern education.
out
cancellation privileges,
Stanley
In an effort to save the time of the
Sumner of Cambridge, Mass., told sub-committee, both sides agreed that
the sub-committee he has never had
any further arguments they might
any difficulty making changes under wish to offer would be put into the
such contracts and that passage of form of briefs to be filed later.
the bill would be a hardship because
he then might lose the advantages he
now has as compared with the affiliated
competitor directly opposite

Booking

i

Monday, March

day to meet Mrs. King returning
from Florida. They came back here
over the week-end.

Says 920 Theatres
Are Using Screeno

his house.

and
Fairbanks,
Jr.,
(.Continued from page 1)
Douglas
A similar situation was detailed by
Dorothy Burgess exhibiting the M. A. Lightman, Memphis, who York, 46 Loew houses feature the
tiner points of a rumba at El Mo- pointed out that as he has 45 houses game, Markstein said.
rocco the other night.
he has "probably 45 times as much
In certain cities where the legality
interest in the matter as some of the of
the
games has been disputed,
Palm
exhibitors who have appeared. Light- Screeno is not represented, according
Gene Raymond is en route to

Beach with

mother and brother

his

for a week's sojourn before returning
to the coast.

Sam

•
Morris won't be able to make

that anticipated Florida trip before
sailing for Europe on March- 18. Too
busy.

•

McCarthy

has been confined
to his bed for the past few days with

man brought
lem

which

out a phase of the probnot been discussed

had

previously, asking the sub-committee
to consider what would become of
the gangster and other undesirable
pictures under a selective buying system. The result would be, he said,
that such pictures would carry the
lowest prices and would be bought by
men who didn't care what their com-

to the president of the

He

company.

referred to Cleveland and Milwaukee.
In Milwaukee all games have been
stopped.
About 70 theatres in California are
now on the Screeno books, it was
stated, with Warners going in for the

game
units.

in

Los Angeles and Hollywood

The company

is

also doing well

Kansas City and Texas, he said.
munity wanted, but would be sure
One problem confronting the game
of an audience from that part of the distributors is that exhibitors want to
a cold.
•
population which would be attracted play them too many times a week,
Margot Heller, the German ac- by what could be exploited as Markstein declared. The public tires
would of the game if it is played too freThis,
he added,
"banned."
tress, left on the Hama Saturday.
•
bring about a tremendous expansion quently, he asserted.
The company recently opened an
Jack and Mrs. Cohn left Satur- of 10-cent houses catering to that type
office in Buenos Aires with H.
S.
day on the Santa Elena for a Central of people.
Wallack in charge. Negotiations are
American cruise.
•
Enforcement Discussed
under way for representation in ConLily Pons left Saturday on the
Dissatisfaction with the provisions tinental Europe, Cuba and Mexico.
J.

J.

Conte di Savoia.

William
the coast.

S.

He

Hart
is

is

in

town from

at the Astor.

•
Erpi general sales
manager, has returned from the coast.

W. Bunn,

C.

•

Milton C. Weisman
morrow from Miami.
.

.

.

returns

to-

Denver

A. P. Archer's successor as president of Foto Films is Charles U.
Yaeger, Bank Night owner. Archer
remains with the company as vice-

Dave Davis is secretary
and Ralph Whitaker, treasurer.
Claude Graves, who formerly manpresident.

aged the State at Boulder, but sold
out to Fox, was on the row recently
selling automobiles.
T. B. Noble of

Westland was

Dallas a few days.
pleasure combined.

Able Davis

is

Business

in

and

spending some time

Denver. He manages the Mercury
Film Exchange in Salt Lake City.
Paul Hoppin is modernizing his

in

P3.l3.CG

Denver PostSalt
er exchange has returned from
Lake City where he established a
branch of his Denver office. He plans

Roland Lutz

of the

to return there soon.

PRODUCTION RIGHTS AVAILABLE

EMERSON HOUGH'S
MAGNIFICENT ADVENTURE
Besi American

JAY PACKARD,
Tel.:

Epic Story Ever Written
Agt.

41

W. 52nd

ELdorado 5-8668

St.

in

The New York

by Senator
who asked
many inspectors do

of the bill was indicated
Davis of Pennsylvania,

office,

now

in the
to the

Film Center Bldg., will move
RKO Bldg. on April 1.
Lightman, "How
you suppose would be necessary to
enforce this bill if it was passed?"
in
Lightman declared that he could give
no estimate. Further, Lightman asked,
who is going to decide which are the
Milwaukee, March 1. William
good pictures, pointing out that no
Young, manager of the Roosevelt,
exhibitor would permit a committee of
local neighborhood house, was found
women to tell him that a certain pic- not guilty of violation of a gambling
ture is good and that he must run it,
ordinance by a District Court jury
maybe paying four times as much for here. Young was charged with operit as for a picture which will draw
ating a Manufacturers' Gift Night.
better at the box-office.
It marked the second such verdict
It was emphasized to the sub-comreturned by a District Court jury
always
distributors
have
that
mittee
here.
Norman Haacke, manager of
been willing to accede to reasonable the Grace, was acquitted on
a simirequests of exhibitors and have colar charge several months ago.
operated heartily with the efforts of

Milwaukee
On Gift Night Count
—

Freed

organizations to select films
which can be recommended for young
local

people.

Withdraws One Suit
New Haven, March 1. Affiliated
embar- Enterprises, Inc., owner of Bank

New Haven distributors are
rassingly cooperative, it was declared
F.
Mayhew, assistant
Alfred
by
superintendent of schools there, in explaining how a consolidated group
churches and
representing schools,
civic groups screen and select pictures
which can be recommended three
weeks or a month in advance of their
The school system
public showing.
furnishes the auditorium, the distributors the films and the theatre men the
The distributors
operators, he said.
offer for screening more pictures than
can be handled, there is no difficulty
in selecting excellent features and although New Haven is a double bill
town the theatre men make every
effort to have the co-features of a type
comparable to that of the recommended pictures, he declared.
Courses in photoplay appreciation

—

Night, has withdrawn its alleged infringement suit against one of the 10
defendants named, B. S. Mysliviec,
operator of the Strand. Wallingford.
A settlement provides that the Strand

Bank Night within a few
weeks, discontinuing the Cash Night
which has been running in common
with the other theatres sued in the
case now pending in Federal Court
shall start

Free Lancing

Seen Helping
Japan's Films
(Cuittinued from puye
in order to add

1)

example,

versatility

product.
Recently there has been a marked
tendency toward the elimination ol
numerous small independent producing companies, and their acquisition
by the larger firms. This movement
is seen in most quarters as eventually
resulting in an improvement in the
quality of the native product.
* * *

to

their

A

total of 450,000 yen is expected
be gathered for the financing of
Dr. Fanck's producing venture. The
producer and his backers are expected
to contribute two-thirds of the total
to

and Japanese interests one-third. The
Government stands ready to extend
He
the fullest cooperation to Fanck.
is understood to be planning a stay
of at least six months here. He will
handle distribution of the product in
European countries, while the Japanese interests will handle distribution to Oriental countries, the United
States and South America.
* * *

Tokyo theatres are expected to enjoy a definite increase in attendance
as a result of the anticipated removal
of what has been virtually a ban on
the attendance of high school students at film houses in the Tokyo Pre-

The Guardian

fecture.

Society,

com-

posed of teachers, was formed last
year to keep an eye on the out-ofof children, and its
the effect of establishing a practical ban on film attenAnother factor of importance
dance.
to exhibitors is the plan of the Education Department to produce films of
an educational nature for students, to
be shown at theatres throughout the
country.

school

activities

work soon had

Wall Street
Twentieth Century-Fox Best Gain
Net
High Low Close Change
36^
36^
y2

Columbia, vtc
47
Columbia, pfd
Consolidated Film. 6%
Consolidated, pfd.. 185/6

Eastman Kodak.
Loew's Inc
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20th Century-Fox. 31%
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Warner Bros
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l
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RKO
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Technicolor Reaches
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l
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Paramount
Paramount
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Net
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3
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Technicolor
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27J4
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Trans Lux

4'A

4%

4'A

Little Activity on

here.

1936'
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—

V*

+15/6

Bonds
Net

Cromwell Assigned

—

Hollywood, March 1. Darryl F.
Zanuck has assigned John Cromwell
to

direct

"To

Mary With

Love,"

magazine story by Richard Sherman
soon to go into production. Zanuck
has also assigned Francis Ford,

Anne

Shoemaker and Gene Reynolds

to the

cast of "Turmoil."

High
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40.... 26
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40 ctf. 257-6
Keith B. F. 6s '46 96
Loew's 6s 41
.

Paramount
tures 6s

Low

Close Change

25J/$

26

25%

25%

+%
—%

96

.....

96

Dealt

in

32nds

Pic'55

Warner Bros.
'39 wd

8934

89

89

94

94

94

—1

6s

(Quotations at close of Feb.

29.)

GRAB IT NOW AND
ADVERTISE IT BIG!
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Nothing

sensational short!

like

ever on the screen before!
Millions have asked for it! Milit

lions will

come

them you've got
its

tremendous novelty!
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Short Subjects
Screen Snapshots No. 7
{Columbia)
The Racquet Club

Palm Springs

in

by diaries Farrell and Ralph
Bellamy opens this snapshot, and after
the camera records the stars and film
run

—

people who are there there arc many
it goes into awards with Walt Disney getting the French Legion of
Honor cross and young George
Breakston receiving an autographed
photo of Mussolini for his performance in "No Greater Glory." Also
seen are Alary Pickford starting her
first production, how they name a polo
pony in Hollywood and a scene on
shipboard with Victor McLaglcn and
the Three Stooges cutting up aided
by Wynne Gibson.
The last part presents one of the

—

lackadaisical

parties

in

which Anita

Louise does a card trick

while

Do-

Rio and Gene Raymond play
ping pong and then Fred and Dorothy Stone dance a bit, but nobody
This is good fodder
seems to care.
Production
for the rabid film fan.
Code Seal, No. 1968. Running time,
"G."
2 mins.
lores del

W/

"The Voice of Experience

r

No.

(Columbia)
This issue has the Voice revealing
how his advice, if taken, would avoid
certain serious problems that arise in
homes over trivial matters. He illustrates, before and after, and takes up
the problem of balancing the budget
with a young couple, how to bring up
children and child psychology, and the
ancient mother-in-law problem. If the
audience

goes to the theatre to

see

the silhouette that interests them on
the radio rather than to forget their
own problems for a brief spell, then
Production Code
this is their meat.
Running time, 11
Seal, No. 0827.

mins.

"G."

"Movie Melodies on
Parade"
(Paramount)

MOTION PICTURE DAILYS

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

played

against

Mary Eastman

the
is

musical
featured

and she does a solo accompanied by
an orchestra that is calisthenically led

by Andre Kostelanetz. The music is
well played and the singing is of a
superior grade that should pleasantly
entertain. Production Code Seal No.
"G."
0774. Running time, 11 mins.

Scranton,

—

March

1.

—

Additional

:

;

;

women and

men,

The

thews,
ferred

manager

of the Bell, transto the
State
Jack Mahon,
assistant manager of the Granada,
Olyphant, transferred to the Globe,
South Scranton, as manager; J. Sittler, assistant manager of the
Bell,
promoted to manager; George Baldinger, manager of the Kingston, Kingston,
transferred
the
to
Capitol,

children.

;

is laid in Kansas during the 70's, and deals with the efforts
Reynolds, a buffalo hunter, to poach on Indian buffalo preserves and stir up trouble between the Indians and the cavalry. Battles
between the whites and redskins are frequent and bloody until Foran
learns that the uprisings have been inspired by Reynolds. He then takes
the poachers into custody and peace is restored.
William Jacobs, author of both story and screen play, has furnished
Bloomsburg; Gregory Beck, manager
a well constructed, logical yarn which Frank McDonald has directed
of the Capitol, Bloomsburg, transwith intelligence. The cast includes Paula Stone, Monte Blue, Jim ferred to the Capitol, Williamsport
Thorpe. Don Barclay, Frank Bruno and Carlyle Moore, Jr., all of Byron Lynn, manager of the Capitol,
whom give good portrayals. Bryan Foy supervised production and the Williamsport, transferred to the Kingphotography was handled by L. W. O'Connell. The story angle of the ston, where he also will be city manaabuse visited upon the Indians by the white man should gain favor with ger; and Frank Kovaletz, assistant
manager of the Granada, Olyphant,
parent-teacher associations.
promoted to manager of that house.
Production Code Seal No. 1,870. Running time, 58 minutes. "G."

story

of Craig

Rockefeller Claim

Hearing Again Off

Looking 'Em Over

The
of the

scheduled

RKO

hearing

tomorrow

trustee's exception to the

allowance of the Rockefeller Center
claim against
at $9,100,000 has
been postponed again, this time to
March 10, before Federal Judge William Bondy.
The claim is based on RKO's liability on its defaulted leases for the
Radio City theatres and office space,
the bulk of the claim being for the
construction costs of the theatres.
Special Master Thomas D. Thacher
recommended that the claim be allowed at $9,100,000, after hearings
held a year ago. Irving Trust Co.,
Thacher's
trustee,
opposed
report and has prepared exceptions to
present to the Federal court. Meanwhile, however, negotiations for a
compromise or settlement of the claim
are being continued between Rockefeller Center on the one hand, and RCA,
Atlas Corp. and Lehman Bros., on
the other. The latter represent

RKO

"Don't Gamble With Love"
(Columbia)

A

marital drama with complications other than the usual triangular
pattern, this should prove satisfactory entertainment. Bruce Cabot and

Ann Sothern

share the leading roles, supported in particular by Irving
Pichel and Ian Keith.
Cabot and his wife, Miss Sothern, are deeply in love with one another, and concerned with the future of their infant son. They operate
a swank gambling hall, on the square, and are successful. Miss Sothern
concludes that a baby and a gambling career do not mix and persuades
Cabot to give up the racket. His fling in the "legitimate" brokerage
business ends when he is innocently involved in the firm's crooked deal-

Angry, he returns to gambling without his wife.
turns to crooked operation in order to make money faster, and

she suddenly discovers it, stifles her inclination to return to him.
as he seeks to branch out, he runs into the opposition of other
game operators. He is not disturbed by their threats, and Miss Sothern,
tipped off to their intention, reveals his crooked operation to his clients,
running him out of business before he can be hurt. She is shot by a
heavy loser who attempts to kill Cabot, and that makes the reconciliation complete, as Cabot is cured of gambling as a career. Dudley Mur-

phy

directed.

Production Code Seal No. 1.902.

Running

"The Lawless Nineties"

"Not Now"

Comerford Managers
In Another Shakeup

"Treachery Rides the Range"

With an orchestra and a choral ings.
He
this short revives some of the
well known hits from pictures a few when
years old. The film editing is well
Then,
from the picture is
review.

1936

changes have been made in managers
and assistants by Comerford Theatres
since the first changes were announced
on Feb. 15 by Frank C. Walker, vicepresident and general manager.
The following are involved in the
( Warners
changes
Eugene Lynch, former asHollywood, March 1. Offering a happy combination of good story, sistant manager of the Riviera, Scrancapable ac^'rig, excellent photography and skillful direction, this pro- ton, transferred to the booking departduction ranks high among the current picture offerings. Dick Foran, ment
Frank Yerke, manager of the
as a scout w ith a cavalry regiment, gives a pleasing performance which State and former artist, transferred
should increase his following. His personality has definite appeal for to the art department Willard Mat-

group

done as the actual scene

2,

time, 62 minutes.

"G."

RKO

RKO

through their controlling interest
the company.

in

McCullough Gets Back
Hollywood, March

1.

—R.

N. Mc-

technical
expert of the
F.W.C. real estate department, has
returned from a week in Arizona
where he made estimates for remodeling the Globe, at Globe, and looked
into renovation requirements of thea-

Cullough,

(Republic)
A western yarn built around the efforts of the lawless element to tres in Tucson and Phoenix. The
are annoyed in this cartoon by a control the vote of Wyoming territory when it applied for admission
Globe has been closed for some time,
chorus of cats that keeps them awake. to the United States in 1890, and the manner in which Government
due to inactivity in the copper mines
Betty "sics" Pudgy after them and
agents protected the voters, this picture is fast-moving and lively which supply the payrolls of that
there follows some swell cartoon addistrict.
the week-end program or on a double bill.
ventures involving the dog with first action fare, good for
John Wayne, hard rider and realistic scrapper, has the lead, with
one cat and then with the whole tribe
F. D.
The sound Ann Rutherford, Harry Woods, George Hayes and Al Bridge in printhat inhabits the alley.
effects are good for plenty of laughs cipal supporting roles.
Wayne. Government agent, is ordered to the
New Haven, March 1. Exhibitors
and the action will more than satisfy. territorv to safeguard an orderly election. En route, he saves Miss from all over the state and repreAn entertaining bit for any program. Rutherford and Hayes, her father, southerner who has bought a paper. sentatives of the exchanges attended
Production Code Seal, No. 0606. Runthe open house which marked the esThe fast pace is maintained throughout as Wayne goes out after the tablishment of a First Division exning time. 7 mins. "G."
^angs, despite the killing of Hayes and Wayne's fellow-officer. Eventu- change here in the Kilfeather Bldg.
ally, of course, the gangs are cleaned out, the election makes the terri- Michael Thomas, brother of Harry
Erber, Smith Dissolve
tory a state, and Wayne wins Miss Rutherford. Joseph Kane directed. Thomas, First Division president, and
Joe Erber and
St. Louis, March 1.
Previewed without production code seal. Running time. 57 min- the new exchange manager, was host
Joe Smith, booking agents, have disto the gathering.
utes. "G."
solved their partnership.

(Paramount)
Betty

Boop and her

dog,

Pudgy,

Open

—

Exchange

—

"

mm

.with this magnificen
ONE OF THE REALLY GREAT
STORIES OF ALL TIME UNFOLDS UPON THE SCREEN!

FREDDIE

BARTHOLOMEW
David Copperfield fame) as
(Little Lord Fauntleroy)
the lovable boy who worshiped
his mother with a fierce loyalty

(of

Ceddie

and who changed a tyrannous
old

man

C.

AUBREY SMITH

into a

human

being.

From
(gruff,

grumpy and

the

World Famous Story by Frances Hodgson Bu
starring

lovable) as

the "Earl of Dorincourt," proud

and tyrranical grandfather of
Fauntleroy and sworn foe of

FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW

the child's mother.

DOLORES GOSTELLO BARRYMO RE
picture for United Artists release. David O. Selznick has selected one
of the world's greatest stories. Every part

As his

first

in this picture has been cast with infinite

attention * . is portrayed by finished
actors
each contributing to the whole
pattern of a beautiful story, the kind of
performances that achieve a real and
lasting triumph.
.

.

GUY KIBBEE
as the genial

"Mr. Hobbs,"

cer philosopher

gro-

and confidante

of Freddie before his departure

.

.

to England.
Directed by

JOHN CROMWELL

JESSIE RALPH
as

the "applewoman"

whom

Fauntleroy befriends when he
learns of his fortune in England.

Screenplay by

HUGH W A POLE
I.
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"Marie" Hits
Big $24,500
In Washington
Washington, March

1.

— During

a

the Arctic weather, grosses shot
Loew's
upward all along the line.
Palace took $24,500 for "Rose Marie,"
the biggest take since "David Copperfield."
It was $8,600 over average.
The picture was held over.
"The Petrified Forest," plus Ben
Lyons and Bebe Daniels on the stage,
sent the Earle to $20,300, or $1,900
over par.
The combination of a return engagelull in

ment on "The Bride Comes Home"
and a 36-minute version of "Little
America" garnered $5,000 at Loew's
Columbia, to top par by $1,400.
A return engagement of "Ceiling
Zero" at the Metropolitan was good
for $5,400, over average by $1,100. A
reissue of "Disraeli" at the Belasco
for eight days topped par by $200 for
a take of $3,200.
Total first run business was $88,100.

Average

$76,700.

is

Estimated takings, exclusive of tax
Eight Days Ending Feb. 19:
"DISRAELI" (W. B.)
(Re-issue)

BELASCO— (1,140),
Gross:

25c-65c,

days.

7

Week Ending Feb. 20:
PETRIFIED FOREST" (W.

"THE

EARLE— (2,218),

Ben Lyon

&

7

25c-77c,

Montreal, March

—A

1.

crackup of

Alvan, Radio
(Average, $18,-

Mildred
$20,300.

"THE BRIDE COMES HOME"

—

_

"MODERN TIMES" (U. A.)
"GUARD THAT GIRL" (Col.)

PRINCESS— (2,272), 25c-30c-35c-50c-65c, 7
days. Gross: $12,500. (Average, $7,000.) Held
over.

(Para.)

(Return engagement)

"LITTLE AMERICA" (Para.)
LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,264), 25c-40c,
Gross:

$5,000.

(Average,

"Marie" Beats Out
7

run,

first

Indianapolis Cold

$3 600)

"IT HAD TO HAPPEN* (20th-Fox)
LOEW'S FOX— (3,434), 25c-66c, 7 days.

Stage: "Continental Varieties," with Dave
Apollon, Johnny Woods, Sarah Ann McCabe, Ruth del Rio, Olive White, Melissa
Harold
Aloma,
Bounding
Mason,
the

Arabs. Gross: $19,500. (Average, $20,900)

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S PALACE— (2,370), 35c-55c,
Gross:

days.

7

(Average, $15,900)
(F. N.)

$24,500.

"CEILING ZERO"

METROPOLITAN— (1,591),
days (return engagement).
(Average, first run, $4,300)

25c-40c,

7
$5,400.

Gross:

"THE LADY CONSENTS"

(Radio)
25c-55c, 7 days.

RICO-KEITH'S — (1,836),
Gross:

(Average,

$10,200.

$10,600)

Center Is Denver's
Seventh First Run

—

—

Indianapolis,
March 1.
"Rose
Marie" crashed through a return en-

gagement

the zero wave here to
pull a total of $14,000 at Loew's.
It
was the only one to make an outstanding showing in the teeth of the new
cold wave, which chilled receipts of
every other first run house in the city.
"The Petrified Forest" did but $4,000 at the Indiana, a marked drop
from average. Observers say that Indianapolis has always seemed apathetic
toward Leslie Howard, however.
Total first run business was $31,500.
Average is $26,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 21
of

Denver, March 1. For the first
"IT HAD TO HAPPEN" (20th-Fox)
time, Denver will have seven first runs
APOLLO— (1,100). 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
with the opening here of the Center,
(Average, $4,000)
$3,000.
formerly the Empress.
It also will
"THE LADY CONSENTS" (Radio)
CIRCLE— (2,800), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
mark the first time an independent
(Average, $4,000)
company has had a regular first run $4,000.
"THE PETRIFIED FOREST" (W. B.)
outlet here.
George A. Allan, formINDIANA— (3,200),
25c-40c,
7
days.
erly with the Playhouse in Salt Lake Gross: $4,000. (Average, $7,000)
MARIE"
"ROSE
(M-G-M)
City, signed a franchise for five years
with Republic Pictures.
J. T. Sheffield made a trip here from Seattle
sign the contract.
The
picture is "$1,000 a Minute."
to

opening-

The house will have stage shows,
with three or four acts of vaudeville
each week.
The shows will be produced by W. Rex Jewell.
new

LOEW'S— (3,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average. $4,500)
$14,000.
"MY MARRIAGE" (20th-Fox)
LYRIC— (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. Vaudeville.

Gross:

$6,500.

(Average, $7,000)

Aid Racing Opposition

—

Boston, March 1. Bills for reguand otherwise hitting parifront, marquee and improvements inmutuel
racing,
legalized
dog
in
side have changed the appearance of
Massachusetts last year, were strong-

A

the house.

has

been

A

Leads Parade
In Cleveland

400)

days.

—

"Marie" Again

Cincinnati, March 1. Business for
the long cold spell gave theatres a the most part continued on the up and
break. Outstanding was the first week up last week, especially considering
of "Modern Times" on a double bill the continuance of frigid blasts. "Anyat the Princess for a take of $12,500 thing Goes" went to the tune of $13,which set a season's record at this 750 at the RKO Palace, where averCleveland, March 1. "Rose Marie,"
house.
age is $10,000. It was transferred to in its second week downtown, was the
Second week of "A Tale of Two the RKO Capitol.
only picture of the week to make a
Cities" at the Palace held up to $9,000
The runner-up was "The Milky showing because of the continued cold.
after a first week at $14,000.
"King Way," playing its second downtown It grossed $6,000 at Loew's Stillman,
of Burlesque," heading the screen duet week at the RKO Capitol where it which is 50 per cent over average.
at the Capitol, was responsible for grossed $3,000 more than normal with
"Anything Goes," with $11,000, was
It will probably be $1,000 under par at Loew's State.
$11,000, well above average, while the a $9,500 take.
same figure was found at Loew's on brought back. "Rose Marie" contin"Next Time We Love" took $7,000,
"Sylvia Scarlett" and a stage show. ued to spell box-office at the RKO which was $1,000 under average at
The principal opposition was the Grand, grossing $4,000 in its third Warners'
Hippodrome
and
"The
hockey with the two local teams in a downtown week.
Average for this Widow From Monte Carlo," with a
The picture was held stage show headed by Joe Cook and
battling mood going into the season's spot is $2,750.
home stretch.
for the fourth week. "Freshman Love" his "Topsy Turvy Revue" failed by
Total first run business was $46,500. was $1,000 plus at the RKO Shubert, $2,000 to make the $15,000 house
registering $13,000 with the help of average.
Average is $41,500.
Estimated takings for the week end- "Cocoanut Grove Revels," starring
"Navy Wife" and "Personal Maid's
ing Feb. 22:
Red Hodgson on the stage.
Secret" split the week at the Allen re"Dancing Feet" had a $1,700 week sulting in a little better than average.
"KING OF BURLESQUE" (20th-Fox)
"MY MARRIAGE" (20th-Fox)
"Next Time
at the Strand, up $200.
Total first run business was $40,200.
CAPTTOL— (2,547), 25c-35c-40c-50c-60c, 7 We Love" was a disappointment at the
Average is $42,000.
days.
Gross: $11,000.
(Average, $9,500)
RKO Albee with $6,500 compared Estimated takings for the week end"ACHILLE" (French)
"FRISCO WATERFRONT" (Republic)
with a $12,000 average, and the run ing Feb. 21
IMPERIAL— (1,914), 20c-29c-34c, 7 days. was shortened by two days. Keith's,
"NAVY WIFE" (20th-Fox)
Gross: $3,000. (Average, $3,500)
ALLEN— (3,300), 30c-35c-42c, 4 days.
which has not used Warner product
"SYLVIA SCARLETT" (Radio)
Gross: $2,200. (Average for 7 days, $3,000)
LOEW'S — (3,115), 30c-34c-40c-50c-60c, 7 for two weeks, resumes this week.
days. Stage: "The Gay 90's Revue." Gross:
"PERSONAL MAID'S SECRET" (W. B.)
Total first run business was $62,550.
$11,000. (Average, $10,500)
ALLEN— (3,300), 30c-35c-42c, 3 days.
"A TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M) Average is $60,200.
Gross: $1,000. (Average for 7 days, $3,000)
PALACE — (2,600) 25c-35c-40c-50c-60c, 7
Estimated takings
"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
days, 2nd week. Gross: $9,000. First week,
LOEW'S STATE— (3,400), 30c-35c-41c, 7
Week Ending Feb. 18:
$14,000. (Average, $11,000)
days.

B.)

Stage:

days.

Bebe Daniels, DuFaye Dance

Revue. James &
Ramblers. Gross:

"Anything" Pulls
Montreal's Leader
$13,750 in Cincy
Is

,

(Average, $3,000)

$3,200.

"Modern Times"

9

top price of 35 cents

set.

Starts Double Bills
Salt Lake City,

March

1.

—The

Capitol, Intermountain Theatres house
here, starts double bills tomorrow.

lating

ly supported at a public hearing before the legislative committee on legal
affairs.
Theatre operators in the
western part of the state reported
their attendance dropped from 30 to
50 per cent during the dog racing
season.

"DANCING FEET"

STRAND— (1,500),
Amateur show
(Average,

for
$1,500)

(Republic)
Stage:

15c-25c, 7 days.

one night. Gross:

$1,700.

Gross:

$11,000.

(Average, $12,000)

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STILLMAN— (1,900), 30c-35c42c,

7

days, 2nd week. Gross: $6,000.

(Av-

erage,

$4,000)
Week Ending Feb. 20:
"THE WIDOW FROM MONTE CARLO"
"NEXT TIME WE LOVE" (Univ.)
(W. B.)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300), 35c-42c, 5 days.
RKO PALACE— (3,100), 30c-42c-60c, 7
Gross: $6,500. (Average, 7 days, $12,000)
days. Stage: Joe Cook and "Topsy Turvy
"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
RKO PALACE— (2,700), 35c-42c, 7 days. Revue." Gross: $13,000. (Average, $15,000)
"NEXT TIME WE LOVE" (Univ.)
(Average. $10',000) Moved
Gross: $13,750.
WARNERS' HIPPODROME — (3,800),
to RKO Capitol.
30c-35c-42c, 7 days. Gross: $7,000. (Aver"FRESHMAN LOVE" (W. B.)
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150), 35c-55c, 7 days. age, $8,000)

Stage: "Cocoanut Grove Revels" with Red
Hodgson. Gross: $13,000. (Average, $12,000)

"THE MILKY WAY" (Para.)
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000), 35c-42c, 7 days,

2nd

downtown week. Gross:

erage,

"SYLVIA SCARLET"

RKO LYRIC— (1,400),
Gross:

(Av-

$9,500.

$6,200.

(Radio)

35c-42c,

days.

7

(Average, $6,500)

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)

RKO GRAND— (1,200),
3rd
age,

25c-40c,

downtown week. Gross:
$2,750.)

Held over

days,

7

$4,000.

(Aver-

fourth week.
(Republic)
15c-25c, 3 days.

for

"OREGON TRAIL"
RKO FAMILY— (1,000),
$1,100. (Average, $1,250)
"MAN OF IRON" (F. N.)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000), 15c-25c, 4

Gross:

Gross:

$1,050.

(Average,

days.

$1,200)

"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)
KEITH'S— (1,500), 30c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$5,750.

"Marie" Strong in

$6,500)

(Average,

$6,500)

Nebraska Thaws Out
And Theatres Reopen
Omaha, March — Exhibitors be-

3d Portland Week
—

Portland, March 1. "Rose Marie"
went into a third big week at the
United
Artists
securing
another
$7,000, over average by $2,000.
"Ah, Wilderness" at the Broadway,
as predicted, was held for a second
week, annexing $6,000, over the line
by $1,000.
"The Lady Consents" and "It Had
to Happen" brought in $6,000 at the
Paramount, over normal by $1,000.
Total first run business was $30,-

Average

700.

ing Feb. 22:

1.

gan showing up on the row here this
week and activity on Davenport St.,
where the exchanges are located, began to assume old time proportions.

Many

theatres are reported relighted, though some in the smaller towns
remain dark because with the snow
melting in the side roads, the roads
will be as impassable because of mud
created by the thaw as they were
when snow obliterated fences and
other country markings.

$24,700.

is

Estimated takings for the week end-

"AH, WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)

BROADWAY— (1,912),
2nd week.

Gross:

30c-35c-40c, 7 days,

(Average,

$6,000.

$5,000)

BROADCAST OF 1936" (Para.)
"NO MORE LADIES" (M-G-M)

"BIG

(2nd Run)

BLUE MOUSE— (1,700),
Gross:

$1,700.

20c-25c,

7

days.

(Average, $1,700)

"ESCAPE FROM DEVIL'S ISLAND"
(Col.)

"THE PERFECT GENTLEMAN"
(M-G-M)

MAYFATR— (1,700),
Gross:

$4,000.

30c-35c-40c,

7

days.

(Average, $3,000)

"PETRIFIED FOREST" (W.B.)
"HER MASTER'S VOICE" (Para.)

ORPHEUM — (1,700), 30c-35c-40c. 7 days.
$6,000.
(Average, $5,000)
"THE LADY CONSENTS" (Radio)
"IT HAD TO HAPPEN" (20th-Fox)
PARAMOUNT - (3,008), 30c-35c-40c, 7

Gross:

Takes L. A. Theatre

—

Los Angeles, March 1. J. B.
Sloate has purchased the Gem here
from the Harry Hicks estate, and will
reopen it as the Maynard, after alterations.

days.

Gross:

$6,000.

(Average, $5,000)

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (945), 30c-35c-40c,
days,
$5,000)

2nd

week.

Gross:

$7,000.

7

(Average
B
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$8,800
Providence Leader

"Rose Marie" Chaplin Good
Again Strong In 2nd Week

On

In Pittsburgh

Monday, March

"Milky"

Is

Providence, March 1.— Zero weather
and icy highways continued to interwith the
fere
with grosses here
"The
suburbs literally "snowed-in."

the Coast

1936

2,

"Pink" Leads

San Francisco
With $12,500

Milky Way" did the best business of
San Francisco, March 1. PersistLos Angeles, March 1. "Modern the week with a take of $8,800 at the
continued to plug holes in grosses all Times" held up fairly well in its sec- Strand. This is $2,300 over par.
ent rain bumped all grosses except the
over town last week, only one house, ond week at Grauman's Chinese and
"Rose Marie," in its second week at United Artists where "Strike Me
"The Pink" ran up to $12,500, thereby topthe Warner, managing to come up Loew's State, but was far from sen- Loew's State, caught $8,200.
with anything resembling par. There, sational. It reached $13,000, over par Petrified Forest" and "The Widow ping normal by $5,500.
"Rose Marie," after a sensational nine by $1,000, at the Chinese, and took From Monte Carlo" were good for an
"Lady of Secrets" managed to gel
Pittsburgh, March

1.

—

—The weather

days at the Penn, claimed the best
comparative take in the downtown sec-

—

average $7,000 at the Majestic, and
Fay's likewise did a par $7,000 with
"The Invisible Ray" and a stage reAlbee was $2,000
The
vue.
under its usual gross of $7,000, featuring "The Lady Consents" and "Yellow

a par $14,000 at the State.

"Love on a Bet" and "Muss 'Em
tor, $5,900.
Up" at the Pantages were $2,900 to
At the Stanley, "It Had to Happen" the good on a take of $6,100. "Proand the N.T.G. revue took $17,500. fessional Soldier" was good for $5,000,
"The Petrified Forest" took $10,000. up by $1,750, at the 4- Star. "The
Bernie Armstrong's amateur revue Music Goes 'Round" was strong at
gave "Lady of the Secrets" enough of $19,500 at the Paramount with a stage
a lift to keep the Alvin around the show to help.
$6,250 mark, while the Casino, with
Total first run business was $87,"Escape From Devil's Island" and the 800. Average is $86,150.
"Bandbox Revue," fell off after a good
Estimated takings for the week endopening week, getting only around ing Feb. 26

"MODERN TIMES"

$6,000.

Despite the fact that

has played

it

everywhere in these parts,
return engagements and otherwise,
"The Informer" was chanced by the
Fulton on a double bill with "Another
Face" and did a fair week's business
practically

Total

first

Average

run grosses were $49,150.

$56,000.

is

Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 20:

"LADY OF SECRETS" (Col.)
ALVIN— (2,000), 25c-55c, 7 days. Stage:
Armstrong and

Bernie
Gross:

amateur

his

unit.

(Average, $10,000)

$6,250.

"ESCAPE FROM DEVIL'S ISLAND"

CASINO— (1,800),

(Col.)
25c-40c,

7 days. Stage:
with Jack Leonard
Gross: $6,000.
(Average,

Box Revue"

"Band

and Al Belasco.
$6,500)

"THE INFORMER"
"ANOTHER FACE"

FULTON —

(Radio)
(Radio)
25c-40c,
7
days. Gross:
(1,700),

(Average, $4,000)

$3,500.

"THE PETRIFIED FOREST" (W.

B.)

PENN— (3,500), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$10,000. (Average, $12,000)
"IT HAD TO HAPPEN" (20th-Fox)
STANLEY— (3,600), 25c-55c, 7 days.
Stage: N. T. G., Slate Brothers, Rita Rio,
Mickey Bratz, Taka Sisters, Fay Carroll,
Nan Blair. Gross: $17,500. (Average, $18,-

(U.A.)

(20th-Fox)
days. Gross:

STAR—
"MARIA CHAPDELAINE"

4

(

7

week.

2nd

days.

Gross:

35c-40c,

7

(Average,

$900.

$1,200)

"LOVE ON A BET" (Radio)
"MUSS 'EM UP" (Radio)
HILLSTREET— (2,700), 25c-40c, 7

Gross:

days.

PARAMOUNT— (3,595),

and

F.

& M.

Gross:

orchestra.

30c-55c,

days.

7

David Broekman

revue,

(Average,

$19,500.

$18,000)

"PETRIFIED FOREST"

WARNER
(3,000),
$10,600.

25c-40c,

7

2nd week.

days.

(Average,

(3.400),

7

(W.B.)

(DOWNTOWN) -

BROS.

25c-40c,

Gross:

$14,000)

"PETRIFIED FOREST"

WARNER

(W.B.)

(HOLLYWOOD) —

BROS.

days.

2nd week.

Gross:

(Average, $12,000)

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)

WARNER— (2,000),
week.

Gross:

25c-40c,

$5,900.

7

(Average,

2nd

days,
$5,000)

"Consent," "Face"

"Happen," $2,500,
Is

Top

"Night

of

$7,000)

3rd

week.

(Univ.)
days. Stage:

7

15c-40c,

Gross:

revue.

Lcrve,"

(Average,

$7,000.

days,

Gross:

in Lincoln

$8,200.

7

(Average,

"THE PETRIFIED FOREST" (W. B.)
"WIDOW FROM MONTE CARLO"
B.)

MATESTIC— (2,400),
$7,000.

Orpheum. The take was $7,000
"Fang and Claw" and "Powdersmoke
Range" were up by $200 on a total of
$3,800 at the Embassy.
Total first run business

Average

000.

is

15c-40c,

7

was

$73,-

$77,400.
:

Week Ending Feb. 18:
"TWO IN THE DARK" (Radio)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850), 25c-35c-40c,

7

days. Stage, band. Gross: $13,500. (Average,
$14,500)

Week Ending

ME

"STRIKE

Feb. 19:

PINK"

UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200),
40c-55c,
$9,000)

7

Gross:

days.

(U.

$12,500.

A.)

15c-25c-35c-

(Average,

"LADY OF SECRETS" (Col.)
"LONE WOLF RETURNS" (Col.)

ORPHEUM— (2,440), 15c-30c-35c-40c,
Gross: $7,000. (Average, $6,800)
"IT HAD TO HAPPEN" (20th-Fox)
"KING OF THE DAMNED" (G. B.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,740), 15c-30c-35c-40c,

7

days.

$12,000)

Gross:

"MODERN TIMES" (U.A.)
LOEW'S STATE— (2.500), 30c-55c, 7 days.
2nd week. Gross: $14,000. (Average, $14,000)
"LOVE ON A BET" (Radio)
"MUSS 'EM UP" (Radio)
PANTAGES — (3,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $6,100. (Average, $3,200)
"THE MUSIC GOES ROUND" (Col.)
Stage:

(Average, $6,500)

"THE INVISIBLE RAY"

FAY'S— (1,600),

(W.

(Average, $8,000)

$6,200.

"THE LADY CONSENTS" (Radio)
"YELLOW DUST" (Radio)
RKO ALBEE— (2,300), 15c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $7,000)
"THE MILKY WAY" (Para.)
"NEVADA" (Para.)
STRAND— (2,300), 15c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$8,800.

on top of a dual
with "Lone Wolf Returns" at the

bill

Estimated takings

$39,500.

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,800), 15c-40c,

Franco- America)

GRAND INTERNAT'L— (750),

is

run business was $36,000.

Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 20

"PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER"
(900), 30c-55c,
(Average, $3,250)

first

Average

$2,500.

$10,000.

500)

Dust."
Total

CHINESE— (2,500), 30c-55c, 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $13,000. (Average, $12,500)
"THE INFORMER" (Radio)
FILMARTE— (800), 30c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

$5,000.

at $3,500.

RKO

slightly over the line

days.

days.

Gross:

$11,500.

7

(Average, $11,500)

Week Ending Feb. 20:
"PETRIFIED FOREST" (W. B.)
"EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT"
(20th-Fox)

(Average, $7,000)

WARFIELD— (2,680), 30c-35c, 7
$13,000.
(Average, $18,000)
"MILKY WAY" (Para.)

days.

Gross:

"Obsession" Hits
$9,600,
New

ST.

New Haven

Haven, March
on

1.

— "Magnifi-

dual with
"Tough Guy" at the Poli, turned them
away over the week-end, and continued to attract good houses all week
in spite of near-zero weather and icy
streets.
The gross was $9,600, or
$2,600 over par.
The College held over "Rose Marie"
at Poli prices and outdistanced the
$2,800 average by $1,400. The Paramount and Roger Sherman dipped
considerably under the line with duals
featuring "Woman Trap" and "The
Widow from Monte Carlo," respeccent

Obsession,"

a

FRANCIS— (1,470),

15c-30c-40c,

7

days. Gross: $6,500. (Average, $7,000)
"SOAK
RICH" (Para.)

THE
"DANGEROUS INTRIGUE" (Col.)
FOX— (5,000), 10c-25c-35c, 7 days. Gross:

$4,000.

(Average, $6,000)

Week Ending Feb. 21:
"SWEDENHIELMS" (Scandivanian)
CLAY— (400), 35c, 7 days. Gross: $1,200
(Average, $1,000)
"FANG AND CLAW" (Radio)
"POWDERSMOKE RANGE" (Radio)
EMBASSY— (1,400), 15c-25c-35c, 7 days.
Gross:

$3,800.

"Milky

(Average,

$3,600)

Way" Only

Draw in Oklahoma
Oklahoma City, March
Way" was the only

Milky

1.

—"The

attraction

"Henry VIII" was brought to get over par last week. It was
tively.
March 1.
"It Had to back to the Roger Sherman for three
$200 up on a $4,200 take at the MidHappen" made the best showing in a days as an added attraction.
west. The weather was cold, but fair,
1.
dull week.
The $2,500 take at the
Total first run business was $20,900. so there was no way to account for
sents" and "Another Face" at the Lincoln was over normal by $300.
Average is $19,300.
a general slump.
Brandeis led the parade here with sub"Her
Master's Voice" and
Estimated takings for the week end"The Petrified Forest" was fair at
zero weather continuing.
The $4,900 "O'Shaughnessy's Boy" reached $2,400 ing Feb. 21
the Criterion with $3,800. "Red Satake was $400 over normal and the bill at the Orpheum. This also was up by
"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
COLLEGE— (1,499), 35c-50c, 7 days, 2nd lute" was weak at the Capitol on a
Other first runs had a bad
was held.
$300.
gross of $1,500. "Murder of Dr. Harweek. Gross: $4,200. (Average, $2,800)
"The Milky Way" and "Paddy week.
rigan," with a stage show at the
(Para.)
"WOMAN
TRAP"
O'Day" came in second best with
Total first run business was $9,200.
"EAST OF JAVA" (Univ.)
Liberty for four days, managed to get
Average is $9,850.
$5,200 at the Omaha.
PARAMOUNT— (2,400), 35c-50c, 6 days. $2,300.

Get $4,900, Omaha
Omaha, March — "The Lady Con-

Total

first

Average

is

run business was $17,900.

$17,500.

Estimated takings

Week Ending Feb. 18:
"THE LADY CONSENTS" (Radio)
"ANOTHER FACE" (Radio)
BRANDEIS— (1,200), 25c-35c-40c, 8 days.
Gross:

$4,900,

(Average, 8 days,

$4,500)

Week Ending Feb. 19:
"THE MILKY WAY" (Para.)
"PADDY O'DAY" (20th-Fox)

OMAHA—
$5,200.

(2,200). 25c-40c,
(Average. $5,000)

Week Ending

7

days.

Gross:

$7,800.

(Average,

$8,000)

7

Gross:

:

days.

Gross:

$2,400.

10c-20c-25c-40c,

(Average,

Gross:

$800.

(Average,

$4,800)

(Average,

$3,100)

Reinhardt Conferring

days.

his next production.
days.

—

Hollywood, March
Max
hardt, here from New York, has gone
into conference with Warners about
1.

(Average, $1,300)

Week Ending Feb. 21:
"BARBARY COAST" (U. A.)
STUART— (2,000), 10c-25c-40c, 7
Gross: $2,800.

7

$2,100)

"DANCE BAND" (First Dlv.)
VARSITY— (1,100). 10c-20c-25c, 7

days.

$3,800.

Total first run business was $12,400.
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)
Week Ending Feb. 19:
Average is $14,000.
"TOUGH GUY" (M-G-M)
"BAR 20 RIDES AGAIN" (Para.)
Estimated takings for the week endPOLI— (3,040), 35c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
"DANGEROUS WATERS" (Univ.)
ing Feb. 22
COLONIAL— (550), 10c-15c, 7 days. $9,600. (Average, $7,000)
CARLO"
FROM
MONTE
"THE
WIDOW
Gross: $800. (Average, $850)
"THE PETRIFIED FOREST" (W.B.)
(W. B.)
CRITERION— (1,700), 10c-20c-36c-55c, 7
Week Ending Feb. 20:
"ANOTHER FACE" (Radio)
"IT HAD TO HAPPEN" (20th-Fox)
days. Gross: $3,800. (Average, $5,000)
SHERMAN— (2,200). 35c-50c, 7
LINCOLN— (1,600), 10c-20c-25c, 7 days. daROGER
"THE MILKY WAY" (Para.)
vs. Gross: $3,300. (Average. $4,700)
Gross: $2,500. (Average, $2,200)
MIDWEST— (1,500), 10c-26c-36c-56c, 7
"HER MASTER'S VOICE" (Para.)
days. Gross: $4,200. (Average, $4,000)

ORPHEUM— (1,350),

Feb. 20:

25c-40c,

Estimated takings

"O'SHAUGHNESSY'S BOY" (M-G-M)

Gross:

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)
"KIND LADY" (M-G-M)

ORPHEUM— (3,000),

—

Lincoln,

A

Rein-

definite selection has not been made as yet, though
several stories are being considered.

"RED SALUTE" (U.A.)
CAPITOL— (1.200), 10c-20c-26c-36c-41c.
days.

Gross:

$1,500.

"MURDER OF

DR.

6

(Average, $2,000)

HARRIGAN"

(F.N.)
LIBERTY— (1,500). 10c-20c-26c-41c, 4 days.
Stage: The Ritz-Carlton Blondes. Gross:
$2,300.

(Average

for

week, $3,000)

"THE THREE MUSKETEERS"
LIBERTY— (1,500), 10c-20c-26c-36c.
Gross:

$600.

(Radio)
3 days..

WILLIAM

A. SEITER

PRODUCTIONS

THE MOON'S OUR HOME"
With

MARGARET SULLA VAN— HENRY FONDA
and CHARLES BUTTERWORTH

IN

PREPARATION

THE CASE AGAINST MRS. AMES"
With MADELEINE CARROLL and GEORGE BRENT

FOR
I!

WALTER WANGER
A PARAMOUNT

RELEASE

:

...

:

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

M

Monday, March

Chaplin Tops

Cold Continues to Depress
Chicago Loop
Nation 's Key City Grosses
With $35,500
(Continued from payc

Comparative grosses for the

Chicago, March

—A

Average

700.

6
8
9
5

6

6
4
5
5
5

Estimated takings

2nd week. Gross:

$11,500.

Week Ending

Feb. 27:

"MUSS 'EM UP"

PALACE— (2,509),

(Radio)

25c-35c-50c,

days.

7

Stage: Joe Cook and revue. Gross: $15,500.
(Average, $19,000)

"AH WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)

CHICAGO— (4,000), 35c-50c-68c, 7 days.
Stage: Ricardo Cortez and "Winter Cruise"
(Average, $32,000)
revue. Gross: $35,000.
"CHARLIE CHAN'S SECRET" (20th-Fox)
ORIENTAL

—

(3,490).

Vie Paree" revue.
(Average, $15,000)

"La

Stage:
$19,000.

36#00
73,000
47,200
17,000
27,250
88,100

6

Portland
Providence
San Francisco
St. Louis
St. Paul
Seattle

6

Washington

7

5
5

175

days

7

25c-40c,

5

4
9
4
3
10

Oklahoma City

(Average, $11,000)

9

5

Week Ending Feb. 25:
Omaha
"A TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
Philadelphia
ROOSEVELT— (1,591), 30c-40c-60c, 7 days. Pittsburgh

Gross:

Key

city grosses

$106,385
43,250
119,200
62,550
40,200
25,200
64,100
28,500
31,500
36,100

6

4
5

GARRICK — (900),
$6,000.

25c-35c-50c,

7

days.

(Average, $5,500)

Week Ending Feb. 28:
"BOHEMIAN GIRL" (M-G-M)
APOLLO— (1,400), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.
(Average. $4,500)
Gross: $5,000.
"MODERN TIMES" (U.A.)
7

UNITED ARTISTS— (1.700), 35c-50c-68c.
days. Gross: $35,500. (Average, $17,000)
"FANG AND CLAW" (Radio)
STATE-LAKE — (2.776). 20c-30c-35c, 7
Stage: Frank Buck in person and
Gross: $14,200. (Average, $13,000)

days.
revue.

U. S. Film Imports

Show

Rise in Greece

Washington, March

1.

— During the

last quarter of 1935 in Greece, a total
of 92 films were given initial showing
in that country, according to a report
to the U. S. Department of Commerce

from Acting Commercial Attache Don

7

from September

$109,000
43,600
128,800
63,800
58,000
23,250
69,200
33,000
34,300
43,700

6
8
9
5

6
6
4
5

5
5
10
7

12,200
83,780
32,800
28,100
28,500
46,000
26,600
322,000
15,800
17,150
77,900
66,850
29,700
40,000
74,500
53,300
19,000
35,950
63,400

4
5
5

4

9

4
3

9
6
6
5

8
5
5

6
7

$1,558,185

174
to late

"CEILING ZERO" (W.B.)

Gross:

periods

Feb. 13-14
Theatres
Gross

Gross

9,200
106,600
26,600
22,700
29,500
46,500
20,900
250,200
12,400
17,900
90,300
49,150
30,700

10
6

New Haven
New York

$117,000.

is

7

$1,680,180

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

3-4
10-11 ...
17-18 ...

24-25

...

Oct.31-Nov. 1
Nov. 7-8 ....
Nov. 14-15 ...
Nov. 21-22
Nov. 28-29 ..
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

5-6 ....
12-13 ...
19-20 ...
26-27 ...
Jan. 2-3
Jan. 9-10 ....
Jan. 16-17
Jan. 23-24 ....
...
Jan. 30-31
Feb. 6-7
Feb. 13-14
Feb. 20-21 ...

175

1.228,199

179
179
176
173
177
168
174
175

1,918,729
1.901,455
1,722,400
1.539,065
1,515,300
1.591,350
1,680,180
1,558,185

180

.

.

171

$1,655,050
1,572,310
1,452,499
1,563,750
1,534,575
1,544,724
1.545,710
1,722,305
1,578,550
1,593,860
1,766,910
1,434,785
1,321,385

181
181
183

.

.

Gross

164
178
178
178
180
186
185
183

..

.

:

ages were 71.7, American and 13, German.
The percentages for the same
period last year were 52 and 33 lA, respectively.

Removal

of all import quota restric1935, has made it
possible for American companies to
compete in the Greek market on an
equal basis.
tions

in

January,

Orders Theatre Sold

within 30 days after proper notice.
building was partially destroyed
by fire a few weeks ago, during which
all the instruments of Major Bowes'
Amateur Unit No. 10 were lost. The
court has set a value of $21,000 on
the property.

A. Clark Resigns

/.

From 20th-Fox Post
James A. Clark,
Century-Fox

tieth

signed.

The

charge of Twenaccessories, has re-

in

post has been taken over

by Lee Balsley, who had been at the
head of the department prior to Clark.

Acquires Three Houses

—

—

Bucyrus, O., March 1. Common
Milwaukee, March 1. L. P. G
Pleas Judge Clarence U. Ahl has or- Amusement Co. has been organized
dered the local Opera House sold here
to
take
over
the
Layton

The

Consider Booth Bill
St. Louis, March 1.
Safety Committee of the

—The

Public
Board of Al-

dermen has taken under advisement

FROM RCA
The

permanently-installed

first

sound projection equipment operated completely by A.C. came

from

made

RCA

Photophone. This

much

installation

expensive, reduced

less

cost and

first

maintenance, made operation

much

simpler.

The

industry

adopted A. C. operation with

tre-

mendous

had

rapidity because

it

real cash value.

This

is

but one of

Photophone

many RCA

basic contributions

When

to your profits.

equipping

or modernizing your theatre, be
sure to get the full

phone

RCA

Photo-

story.

RCA

FIRSTS!

of
impressive list
See this
s great

RCA

Photophone

forwardstepstakeninyour

Zinteresf-RCARocary
Noiseless Recording...
90-Day
High Fidelity.--

Guarantee-XiberalMamServ.ce.
tenance and

Park, Pearl and Grace, neighborhood
houses, from Charles Washicheck on
March 15. Members of the firm are
George L. Levine, president-treasurer E. L. Weisner and B. J. Miller, vice-president and secretary, re;

spectively.

U. A. Appoints

Beckman

—

March 1. Louis Beckman has been named assistant to JoBoston,

seph

office

manager

here.

Beckman

the

Carroll,
United Artists

in theatres.

handle booking, replacing Abe
Weiner, promoted to a sales post.

proposed city ordinance to have
one operator for each projection booth

FIRST

Stabilizer-ACOperanon

(Copyright, 1936, Quigley Publications.)

O. Bliss in Athens.
By nationality
these films were American, 66 ; German, 12; French, seven; British, six;
and Czechoslovak, one. The percent-

OPERATION

February

No. Theatres
Sept. 26-27

r

Week Ending

Feb. 20-21

No. Theatres

-

Firsi

1)

available

Week Ending

crack in the
warm spell hurt grosses, but "Modern Times" kept going to the tune of
Boston
$35,500 at the United Artists. The
Buffalo
latter part of the week wasn't as good
Chicago
as the first part, but the take was
over par by $8,500, nevertheless, and Cincinnati
Cleveland
that is something to get excited about.
"Ah, Wilderness," with Ricardo Denver
Cortez and a revue on the stage at Detroit
Houston
the Chicago, went over the line $3,000
Indianapolis
for
of
a
total
$35,000. "Charlie
Chan's Secret" was in the money with Kansas City
a gross of $19,000, up by $4,000, at Lincoln
Los Angeles
the Oriental. "Fang and Claw," with
Frank Buck in person, pulled $14,200 Louisville
at the State-Lake.
This was $1,200 Milwaukee
Minneapolis
on the profit side of the line.
Total first run business was $141,- Montreal
1.

latest

Another RCA

193

2,

will

for
also

RCA PHOTOPHONE
RCA TRANS-LUX

•

RCA SONOTONE

RCA MANUFACTURING CO., INC..
Camden, N. J. A Service of the
Radio Corporation of America
RCA Sound

Equipment

Ltd., Montreal,

Canada

MOTION PICTURE
Picture
Industry

39.

NO.

NEW

52

Picquet Again

the pictures shown so seriously that fights resulted,
until the warden grew tired
of the battling, and removed
the source of trouble.
The prisoners have petitioned for a return of the entertainment,
giving
their
word that they will be on
best behavior.

—The
— Charles W.
2.

re-elec-

tion—for the 13th time

of
Picquet, of Pinehurst, as president of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners

North and South Carolina, and an
address by Martin Quigley, president
of Quigley Publications, Inc., featured
the closing session of the organization's annual meeting at the Pinehurst
Hotel here today.
Quigley's address, titled "Let Me
Write the Nation's Songs, and I Care
of

Who Makes

Its

Laws," was an

impassioned plea for vigilance against

Warners Sign
Cosmopolitan

TEN CENTS

Selling Post

KANN

—

RKO

of

Symphony"

for a period
three years.

Formal an-

a

nouncement

ney productions are in the three-component Technicolor.

o f
the details con-

Mo-

firming

No

;

Pasteur,"
"Captain
Blood," Kelly how grateful we are to him
"Ceiling Zero" and "Oil for the lamps for taking over the temporary post.
of China."
To show our appreciation the board
Miss Davies' second under the has given him a new two-year conWarner deal, "Hearts Divided," is in tract and an increase in salary."
production under Frank Borzage's
Seated in the office and chair fordirection.
The star will make an- merly occupied by Lichtman, Schaefother picture on the completion of
(Continued on page 8)
"Hearts Divided" and a third in the
fall.
"The Green Light," based on
the novel by Lloyd C. Douglas, will
go into early production.

Louis

Decision was reserved by the U. S.
Court of Appeals yesterday
on a motion to dismiss William Fox's
application for leave to appeal from
Federal Judge William Bondy's order
fining Fox $235,082 for contempt of
court and directing that Fox be taken
into custody until the fine was paid.
The motion to dismiss Fox's petition for an appeal was made by the
Capital Co., which holds an unsatis(Continued on page 8)

"Fleet" Gets Third
Week at Music Hall
"Follow the Fleet" stays a third
week at the Music Hall as a result
of a decision reached yesterday by
W. G. Van Schmus. There was a
possibility that the AstaireHRogers
musical might be switched to the
Center after a two-week run at the
sister

theatre, but after noting
{Continued on page 8)

the

series.
The first feature,
in production for release within
year, is "Snow White." All Dis-

now

set

number

releases

of

braced in the deal.

is

em-

The Disney

program includes from 12 to 24 shorts
and_ one feature film annually.
Negotiations for the contract have been in
progress for several months. Aylesworth's presence on the coast at this
time was for the purpose of completing the deal. In this he was assisted
by Ned E. Depinet.
Disney, it was announced after the
signing, will soon
to see
at the

come

to

New York

a demonstration of Television
studios in Radio City.

RCA

:

—

Circuit

Disney Prod.

By RED
George J. Schaefer's deal with
United Artists whereby he becomes
Los Angeles, March 2. Walt Disvice-presi dent
ney tonight signed a contract with M.
and general
H. Aylesworth under which all his
manager in
product for a number of years will be
charge of dodistributed through
beginning
mestic and
with the 1936-37 season. The deal inCanadian sales
cludes the "Mickey Mouse" and "Silly

—

Upon Fox's Appeal

RKO Signs for

Arthur W. Kelly Resumes Long-term Ticket Covers
12 to 24 Annually
His Foreign Duties

tion Picture
Communistic and
Daily's adrevolutionary propaganda into films.
Hollywood, March 2. A new long vance story
Radical organizations, he said, consider the motion picture the "pre- term contract has been signed by were made yesGeorge J. Sehaefer
eminent medium of the modern world, Jack L. Warner, head of Warner pro- terday by Samsupplanting press and platform as a duction, and E. B. Hatrick, vice- uel Goldwyn
means of disseminating ideas hostile president of Cosmopolitan Prod., un- and Schaefer began his duties.
Arthur W. Kelly, who has been
to American institutions and tradi- der which Warners will continue to
produce and release
Cosmopolitan handling all sales since the resignations."
including
starring tion of Al Lichtman, has been given
that
The speaker scored the "small, product,
The present con- a new two-year contract as vice-presidominant minority in the Authors' Marion Davies.
League" which recently characterized tract, signed more than a year ago, dent in charge of foreign sales exclusive of England and the Continent,
as "organized alarmists" those Amer- still has a year to run.
Warners thus far have released Goldwyn stated.
ican individuals and organizations who
Goldwyn called in the press to
are struggling to keep films free from eight Cosmopolitan films "Page Miss
"Devil make the appointments known.
insidious propaganda. Alarmists
of Glory," starring Miss Davies
"Don't get a wrong impression,"
the' Paul Revere type
are needed to- Dogs of the Air," "Special Agent,"
{Continued on page 8)
"Shipmates Forever," "The Story of he said; "the board of directors told

Decision Reserved

in All

1936

the efforts to inject

—

the In

Into New U. A. Distribution of

is

New Pact with

3,

SchaeferGoes

Mexico City, March 2.—Inmates of the Federal district
penitentiary, numbering 2,300, have lost their films because they began to criticize

Martin Quigley Address
Closes Annual Meet
Pinehurst, March

YORK, TUESDAY, MARCH

Pen's Pictures

Heads MPTO
Of Carolinas

Not

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti

VOL.

Alert,

Copyright Hearing

Both Jack L. and Harry M. Warner, who is in Hollywood, expressed
gratification at the signing of the new
contract.

Supply Men Select
June 4-8 for Meet
Members of the Independent Supply Dealers' Ass'n, Inc., have set June
4-8 as the dates for the annual convention at the Edgewater Beach Hotel,

Chicago.

Ken Douglas

of Boston

is

expected

to suceed B. F. Shearer of Seattle as
president. Under a plan decided upon

some time ago, a rotating presidency
provides that a new man be elected to
the top post every year.

Will Resume Today
By

BERTRAM

Washington,
of

F.

March

LINZ
2.

—Repre-

Paramount's eastern production acdetermined by the number of production properties on the
company's new season schedule which
are better adapted for production here
than in Hollywood, John E. Ottertivity will be

son,

Paramount

legislation.

With Representative

Sirovich, chairman, definitely opposed to the Duffy
bill passed by the Senate last session,
indications are that that particular
measure has little chance of receiving
a favorable report from the Patents
Committee, and that if any bill is sent
to the House for consideration, it will
{Continued on page 8)

president, said yester-

day.

For
for

this reason the company's plans
eastern production still are in a

flexible state.
It is unlikely, however, that more than one or two features in addition to the Hecht-MacArthur commitments, will be slated

{Continued on page 8)

Ascap,

together with
members of other writers' organizations, will appear before the House
Patents Committee tomorrow for the
second three-day hearing on copyright
sentatives

Para Eastern Work
Hinges on Stories

Moser Leaves; Terry
Heads Cartoon Firm
Frank Moser, president
Terry,

Inc., retired to

of

Moser-

devote his time

to painting, and Paul Terry was
elected president at a meeting of the
board of the company yesterday.
Terry has acquired Moser's interest
in the company, the name of which
will be changed to Terry-Toons, Inc.
Harvey B. Day was elected vice{ Continued on page 8)

:

:

:

:

—

:
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Paramount Dropping
Color Experiments
Hollywood,

March

2.

— After

a

year

of experiment, Paramount has
closed the laboratory on the back lot
where tests for the Keller-Doriaiii
color process were conducted by Dr.
John C. Kapstaff, who has left for
Rochester to continue color research.
The chief difficulty in adapting the
Keller-Dorian process to screen use

commercially

lies in inability to

strike

from the master negative,
understood.
A color filter is
used on the camera, and a similar
filter is used on the projection machine in this process, which requires
more projection light than black and
white film.
off
it

prints

is

Weds

Kent's Daughter

Sydney, Australia, March

2.

—Peg-

gy Ann Kent, only daughter of Sidney R. Kent, president of Twentieth
Century-Fox, was married on Saturday to John Rowland Hodge, son of
Sir Rowland Frederic Hodge, it was
disclosed here today.

Hollywood, March 2.
Warburg, vice-president

job as a doctor of sick pictures
awaiting him. The trouble is
nobody knows who or what or
where he is. It happened onenight in this wise, and, merely to
separate fact from fancy, it might
be worth recording that this
story, like many you have read
here if you have read is fact.
major studio had been experiencing carloads of trouble with
the picture of one of its top stars.
The brains of the company
wearied themselves into near in-

moved

—

—

A

an effort to figure

sensibility in

out what to do. One step was to
again preview the picture.
.

.

.

T
As
wood

the

is

well

known Holly-

custom,

and making no progress at all
very rapidly.
The unsung hero of this tale
listened.
Then tipped, "Say, I
don't know anything about making pictures, but this is a cinch.
What's the matter with you
guys ? Drop the first two reels
and start where the star does soand-so and this-and-that."
He walked away. A couple of
minutes later came the dawn.
Struck by the light, the studio
head exclaimed, "Ye Gods, that's
exactly the way to do it. Where

guy who made the sug-

that

gestion

We

?

can use him."
knew.
Nobody

Nobody
knows.

.

.

still

T

The system
recently.

faltered on one lot
Writers had developed

the habit of reporting for work
at 1 1 in the morning. Eventually
the front office learned about it.

A

conference thereafter.
want you writers to understand that work around here gets
going at nine o'clock," came the
ultimatum.
," replied one, "I
"But, Mr.
"I

—

worked

midnight

until

last

"Don't go changing the subject on me," was the rejoinder.
it

the producer

unconscious

nifties.

The

Felix

of the

Bank

lie

remarked

along,

at

one

"And

here I think we
ought to have an octette of eight
right

voices."

"Why not an octette of ten?"
suggested the writer.
.

T

.

.

T

When studio administrations
change,
practically
everything
else does except the buildings. In
a recent major house cleaning,
one writer was overlooked, but
not his salary. Several months
elapsed.
The writer met the
studio head socially.
The conversation
ran
something like

ary," rejoined the producer. The
next morning, of course, found
the writer fired.
Moral Keep your mouth shut
in
Hollywood.
Or,
let
well
enough alone.

Dietz
Hollywood,
Dietz
night
here,

will

leave

following

Coming
March
for

2.

—Howard

New York

product

to-

conferences

B.

Derr

Silverstein

at

next week.

Ben Piazza Here on
Play, Talent Deals
Ben Piazza, executive assistant to
Emanuel Cohen, head of Major Pictures,

is

here from the coast looking

over

a

number

He

three weeks.
is

making

his

of

and

plays

new

to remain here
During his stay Piazza

plans

headquarters

at

Colum-

bia which will release the company's
first, a Bing Crosby picture.
"Mae West has been signed."

Piazza stated.
"We haven't decided
on the number of pictures she will
make, but she mav do several."

:

.

.

T

An

almost
conversation
ing director
very major

—

major plant
and an unknowna

to-this-reporter performer
"Lissen, you. I'm busy. Those
costumes are waiting for you, so
try 'em on. You
gotta and that's that.

come on over and
can't?

You

—

March 2. David O.
Selznick has rearranged his plans for
"Dark Victory," setting it back inHollywood,

verbatim telephone
between the castof

Delay "Dark Victory"

.

T

and will make "The Garden of Allah" next with Merle Oberon
in
the starring role and Richard
Boleslawski directing.
definitely,

"Dark

Victory,"

previously

an-

nounced for color, will be made in
black and white, and "The Garden of
Allah" will be

be wasting my time on a
lousy $2,000-a-week actor like
you. I got important people to

in

Technicolor.

worry about."

true story is recounted of a
prominent theatre operator here

.

.

Two

writing

men

in

an alter-

The

point was clear and
anyone with a modicum of sense
would have seen it in a hurry.
Yet one of the scriveners persisted in his argument.
Finally
the other, his impatience cracking,

taken to the Superior Court bv Local
150 of the I. A. T. S. E. to have the
newsboy permit ordinance in Pasadena
declared invalid.
The case is an offshoot of the arrest of a newsboy who
picketed Robb & Rowley theatres in
protest against the hiring of non-union
labor.
Robb & Rowley's attorneys
have filed an answer to the appeal.

concluded

"You ought

to be arrested for
eavesdropping on intelligent con.

.

.

T

A

—

is

.

T
cation.

Union Hearing Due
Los Angeles. March 2. Hearing
expected this week on the appeal

T

thinker's thumbnail descrip-

Hollywood and what goes

on here
"It's

like

nobody goes

Coney Island. And
to Coney Island to

transact business."

Warner Party
Harry
Thomas.

Blumberg on Coast

—

KAO

M.

to

Return

Warner,

Abel Carv
Gradwell Sears, A. W.
Smith. Jr.. Robert W. Perkins and
Jacob Wilk are scheduled to return
from the coast next Monday. Joseph
Bernhard is due the latter part of the
week.
Albert
Warner, who has been
spending several weeks in Miami, also
is slated to return next Mondav.

of Manhattan, arrived here today for

semi-annual conferences with Walter
Wanger. He will remain here one
month.

— K.

various times.
Derr's new contract is for one year,
and indicates the abandonment of production plans of the Derr-Sullivan
company for the independent market.
Charles Sullivan, in the hospital for
the past week, will not comment on
his plans until he returns to his office

talent.

"When do I go to work? I'm
on salary, all right, but have had
nothing to do."
"You mean you were on sal-

Dave

and

Goldsmith

point

tion of

T
pulls

in

thoring

versation."

night."

is

Bowes

done." Hea writer to do the auand, as the discussion
to

2.

has joined Republic as associate producer with Nat Levine, and starts today on two assignments, "The Gentleman from Louisiana" and "The
The latter propDevil Commands."
erty just has been bought, but "The
Gentleman from Louisiana" has been
handled by Robert Welsh, Kenneth

I can't

.

T

broadcast

this

studio
bigwigs
clustered in front of the theatre
later, arguing it out pro and con

is

ought

it

a

Major

"show

to

called

who

— Paul

series

Somewhere in these parts is an
unknown who lias a high-salaried

Not always

Warburg on Coast

who determined on

how

hills:

Editor-in-Chief and Publisher

J.

Hollywood, March 2.
from the Hollywood

Derr with Republic
In Producing Berth
Hollywood, March

RED KANN<

By

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)
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Pickford Goes East

—

Declares Dividend

Hollywood, March 2. Mary PickKeith-Albee-Orpheum has declared ford will fly east Tuesday night after

Los
Angeles.
March 2. Nate
Blumberg arrived here from New a dividend of $1.75 on the seven per her weekly broadcast from Pickfair
York yesterday to look over the thea- cent preferred stock, reducing ac- for two programs out of New York
tre situation and confer with studio
executives on new product.
has
a three-theatre pool here with Rodney Pantages.
He is due back in
the east on March 15.

RKO

mulations on the issue to $29.75 as
of April 1. This is the first disbursement since Oct. 1. 1931, at which time
the stock was on a regular $1.75 quarterlv basis.

and then
six.

will return here for the final

Lynn Farnol and Mrs. Farnbl

will leave the same evening and follow the same schedule, arriving back
in Hollywood about March 19.

MOTION PICTURE
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Says Patrons Want

Eleven More Warner

Music Suits Filed

MOTION PICTURE DAILY&

Nine out-of-town and two local
were filed yesterday by Warner
music subsidiaries against broadcast-

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

suits

ing stations allegedly using without
permission, songs published by M.
Witmark & Sons, Remick Music
Corp. and T. B. Harms.
The 11
new actions bring the total of suits

"A Message
(

to Garcia"

Twentieth Century-Fox)

by Warners to 36.
Five of the out-of-town suits involved Witmark and seek damages of

Hollywood, March 2.— Tactfully produced to avoid the possibility
of injuring Spanish sensibilities, this is a thrill action, sometimes horrortinged picturization of Lieutenant Rowan's famous Spanish War ad-

One of the suits
Don Lee Broadcasting
(KHJ), Los Angeles, for

With much theatrical melodrama necessary to provide the
emotional appeal, the story moves slowly for the most part, but builds
to a suspense-laden climax.

instituted

$20,750.

against

System

$5,000 on
Another is against
(WMEX), Boston,

"Mine Alone."
Northern

is

Corp.

_

$5,000 on "Gypsy Love Song."
The Central New York Broadcasting
(WSYR), Syracuse, is detCorp.
fendant in a $5,000 action on "The
for

Words Are

My

in

leans,

WWL

Heart."

(WWL), New

Development Co.

Or-

the respondent in a suit for
on "Let's Have Breakfast in
action
was filed
$750

is

$5,000
Bed."
against

A
WCFL

Cooperative System
Chicago, for using "That
Old Irish Mother of Mine," "Lulu's
Back in Town" and "Sunrise and
You."
Remick is the plaintiff on four

(WCFL),

other

suits

geles,

for

against KHJ, Los
$5,000 on "Whistle

Anand

Blues Away"; WFBL,
Syracuse, for $5,000 on "Get Happy"
WCFL, Chicago, for $250 on "Put

Blow Your

on Your Old Grey Bonnet";
Los Angeles, for $300 on
Georgia Brown."

The two
against

Now

KSFO,
"Sweet

local suits involve

Harms

for $5,000 on

"Every

WNEW

venture.

Given McKinley's famous message to Garcia, John Boles, as Rowan,
is shadowed by Alan Hale, a spy, as he lands in Cuba.
Menaced by
Hale and the enemy, he meets Wallace Beery, a Marine deserter, who
promises to lead him to his objective. Beery, doing business with both
friend and foe, gives a characteristically vivid performance. Meeting
Barbara Stanwyck, a Cuban martyr's daughter, the three go off through
the jungles, infested with the enemy and alligators.
As Miss Stanwyck fears treachery from Beery, and Hale's henchmen
make things difficult, she is shot. Boles is captured by Hale when he
goes on alone. Seeing the trap into which Boles has fallen, Beery's
patriotism forces him on to Garcia. Miss Stanwyck has arrived at
Hale's blockhouse, where she and Boles are being tortured, when Garcia
(Enrique Acosta) and Beery ride to the rescue. In a thrilling battle,
Beery saves Boles and Miss Stanwyck at the cost of his own life. Delivering the message, Boles wins Miss Stanwyck.
Based on Andrew Rowan's own story and Elbert Hubbard's essay,
the screen play by W. P. Lipscomb and Gene Fowler emphasizes thrill
and action, George Marshall's direction assures that where melodramatic adventure and romance are enjoyed, the film should satisfy.
The historical background plus the name strength provide ample opportunity for unique and timely showmanship.
Production Code Seal No. 1,909. Running time, 90 minutes. "G."

actions,

contend "that
controversy does not

matter in
under and by virtue of the
copyright law of the United States
that the matter in controversy herein
the

arise

involves

a

question

of

title

among

and

the song
writers, and that the alleged claim
for infringement set forth in the complaint herein is merely incidental to
such controversy."
Dismissal of the complaints are

Ascap,

this

asked in

B.

all

plaintiff

answers.

& K. to Redeem Shares

Chicago,
March 2.
Katz will redeem as of
at $110 a share, half of

— Balaban
May
its

&

1936,

1,

seven per

cent preferred stock outstanding, or
13,062 shares out of a total issue of
26,126.
About $1,500,000 will be required for the redemption. The company states the purpose of effecting the
resulting saving is to put it in a better position to meet increased operating"

costs.

Townsend Play Sellout
Portland,

March

Ore.,

2.

—The

opening of the stage play, "Life Begins at 60," based on the Townsend
Plan, at the Mayfair set a new house
record.
Townsendites attended from
a distance of 50 miles.
A total gross
of $7,000

is

expected.

Daughter
London,

to

March

—Laura

La

Plante, actress and wife of Irving
Asher, head of Warner production
here, today gave birth to a daughter.

Willingham,

manager.

Mardi Gras Crowds N. O.
New

Orleans,

March

2.

— Mardi

thousands of strangers
in the city, caused the Orpheum to
open two hours earlier and packed
the house.
Suburban houses closed

Gras, with

its

on carnival night.

The

carnival this

year was greater in number of visitors
than ever before.
Night clubs were
jammed to capacity, many running 24
hours.

Talk Ky. Admission Tax
Louisville, March 2. — A 12-point
plan of taxation for
has been prepared,
mitted to Gov. A.
his approval before

revenue purposes
and will be subB. Chandler for
the General As-

sembly convenes for

One

its special session.
of the items listed is a tax of

one cent for each 10 cent admission
on amusements.

film

Schif-

who have been employed in the
shipping room of the local Colthe

few

past

"Colleen"
(

Warners

Wall Street

)

Three tuneful songs and some sumptuous settings in which novel
dance numbers are staged, help make this a pleasant hour and one-half
of entertainment. The songs are: "I Don't Have to Dream Again,"
"You Gotta Know How to Dance" and "Boulevardier from the Bronx."
Dick Powell sings the first two and Jack Oakie and Joan Blondell do
the latter, with some comedy dancing by Oakie.
Powell's appeal to the young women fans and Ruby Keeler's charm
and dancing furnish the best selling arguments.
Much of the comedy load is carried by F. Hugh Herbert as a wealthy
nitwit who likes to play at being a big business executive, and gets himself into varied complications, romantic and otherwise, in spite of the
efforts of his nephew, Powell.
The film has a novel opening in a working man's flat when Oakie,
fiance of Miss Keeler, invites himself to breakfast and outlines his latest
scheme for getting rich a plan to sell biographies at $500 each in a de
luxe volume. Miss Keeler is not impressed, but before the day is over
Oakie has had himself named executive assistant to Herbert. More complications develop when Herbert buys a gown shop so Joan Blondell
can express her artistic longings. Miss Keeler works there.
This furnishes an opportunity to stage some luxurious style shows
and leads to a romance between Miss Keeler and Powell which culminates with some more big scenes on an ocean liner.
It's not one of the best musicals in which Powell and Miss Keeler
have been teamed, but it has its moments, and some good laughs furnished by Herbert and Louise Fazenda as his wife.
Alfred E. Green directed from a story by Robert Lord.
Production Code Seal No. 1,782. Running time, 89 minutes. "G."

—

'U" Leads Substantial Board Gains
Columbia, vtc...
Columbia, pfd....

Net
High Low Close Change
37
36/
36/
4754
4754
47/ + '/

Consolidated
Consolidated,

....

6/

pfd

1854

185/i

1854

Eastman Kodak. 162/2

162/

4934

160
164
90
4834

1045/g

1045/g

1045/g

Eastman,

March

2.

—The

RKO

Palace, playing straight films for the
past several months, will play "Let's
Swing It" on the stage the week of
March 6. It is not known whether the
stage policy will be permanent.

Directors Re-Signed
Hollywood, March

2.

— Paramount

new long-term contracts,
Henry Hathaway and Mitchell Leisen,
directors, respectively, of "The Trail
of the Lonesome Pine" and "Hands
has signed to

Across the Table."

pfd

164

....

K.-A.-O., pfd.
Loew's. Inc.
Loew's, Inc., pfd

90

.

Paramount
Paramount

1

10
77

pfd

Para'mount 2 pfd
Pathe Film

w%

63/i

90

+ 54
H
+ /
+ 74
+ '4
54
+ 4
+ 54

10

76
1054

105/i

7?4

m

31/

31 ?4

393/
78

.40/
82

12/

125/6

8/

83/R

.

Vi

+2

49/

76

20th Century -Fo> 323/6
20th Century, pfd 41
Universal, pfd... 85
Warner Bros.
1254
.

+

164

97/s

1054
8/s

RKO

+a
+5
+A
7

Technicolor Hits Record 31 Vi
High
Sentry Safety

.

Low

1

.

Net
Change

1

1

+ 4
+2
+ Va

3

31/

3054
4'4

3254
4?4

Trans -Lux

Close

2%

3

Technicolor

4?4

Marked Gains Spot Bonds
High

Close

Net
Change

25/

27

+m

2554

27

-mi

9534

95/.

-/

Lew

General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40.
27
General Theatre
Equip. 6s. '40 ctf 27
Keith B. F.
.

6s

Columbus,

Ashers

Frank

J.

unit

exchange for
years, have resigned.

Columbus Gets Show
2.

and

Memphis

umbia

WNEW on previous

the defendants

2.

;

ager,

rin,

by attorneys for

filed

and

Orleans,

Harry Hirsch and Herman

Looking 'Em Over

WHN

WHN, CBS

New

patrons prefer dramas with historical
backgrounds, at least partly based on
fact, yet with plenty of fast-moving
action, in the opinion of Al Lichtman,
M-G-M executive, here in the course
of a three-month tour.
Business has
improved in every section, and the
upturn is sound, Lichtman declared.
He held conferences with Thomas
manager
sales
Conners,
southern
Charles Kesnick, southern zone manager C. J. Bryant, local branch man-

Hirsch, Schifrin Out

and Then" and Witmark against
on "Where the River Shan-

non Flows."
In answers

Dramas
— Film
March

Historical

95/

'46

Loew's 6s '41 ww
deb rights
Paramount B'wa\
.

3s

Paramount
6s

RKO

6s

wd

10254

1023/

56/

56/

565-s-

+ /

89/

88/

89/

+1

93

—1

103

Pict.

'55

Warner
'39

.

'55

'41 pp. 76
Bros. 6s

+%

76

76
94

93

(Quotations at close of

March

2)

UNDOUBTEDLY THE BEST Pl<
AND ONE OF SAMUEL GOL
"Tense, dramatic

—

come

pictures that has

a feather

this is

one

most powerful

of the

to the talking screen.

Samuel Goldwyn's production

in

hat.

much word-of-mouth comment which

create

It
It

will

is

will

mean

excellent business at box-office."

—Ralph
"'These Three'

is

DAILY

Wilk, FILM

great entertainment for mass and

Destined to create a word-of-mouth campaign

class.

that will

town."

seats everywhere. Will

fill

—Warren

Stokes,

be the

talk of the

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS

"Samuel Goldwyn should be highly commended for
bringing to screen so powerful a film as These Three*
amazing in its strength
tremendously convincing
never before in history of screen have children
given such performances as Bonita Granville and
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Marcia

Mae

Jones."

- Loue//a
"These Three'
formances by

will

all

O. Parsons, UNIVERSAL SERVICE

rank with best of season

principals are forceful

— Mou/ice Kann, MOTION

and

.

.

.

per-

brilliant."

PICTURE DAILY

"Samuel Goldwyn's These Three' is notable piece
drama, the like of which one seldom encounters
film

SAMUEL

of
in

houses."

— James Crow, HOLLYWOOD

CITIZEN-NEWS

HOPKin
JOEL
Directed by
Screenplay

/^elea^eJ

tlixu

fa:

ij

RE I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR
Graham, NANA SYNDICATE
YN'S Qreatestl
.

.

.

II

Sheila

one of the finest
and is a credit to all who had any
be remembered event."

''Samuel Goldwyn's 'These Three'
pictures of the year

part

in

it.

A

long to

—Leo
"

Is

is

Townsend,

MODERN SCREEN

extraordinary offering for women. Will do smash

business. Wyler provides powerful, sensitive direction."

— DAILY

VARIETY

—

"Oberon, Hopkins and McCrea these three gave
smash performances in this great Goldwyn picture
along with two amazing child actresses."
—Ted Magee, HOLLYWOOD MAGAZINE

"A superbly acted and directed picture. Samuel
Goldwyn's These Three' from the start took hold of my
heart and never let it go."
Jimmy Fidler, McNAUGHT SYNDICATE
" 'These Three'

I'YN

Goldwyn

is

beautiful production in best

tradition.

Women

will

come

in

Samuel
droves

impelled by word-of-mouth. The cast can be called
nothing

short

of

perfect.

Goldwyn's production

is

flawless technically, as always."

—HOLLYWOOD
"Goldwyn's
anybody's."

jBEROD
:CREA
I

AM WYLER

\N

HELLMAN

ED ARTISTS

finest

emotional drama,

—Philip Scheuer,

in

REPORTER

fact almost

LOS ANGELES TIMES

;

;
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Purely
Personal

Picquet Again

JOE HORNSTEIN

Fox for the
fied judgment against
amount of the fine. Capital asked that
Fox be required to post bond of $250,000 in the event he was granted leave
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
to appeal from Judge Bondy's order.
day, he said, because "those who wish
Fox was held to be in contempt of er remarked to reporters "After six
to use the screen as an aid to the court for failure to answer a subpoena weeks in Florida, this feels very comdestruction
of
existing
civilization served on him by Capital, when it fortable."
He had planned to return
would like to trick responsible leaders sought to question him on his alleged to the winter resort, he said.
The
into silence to avoid protests until, inability to satisfy the judgment.
Asked about changes, Schaefer said:
under the inspiration of alien influ- Capital Co. is the owner of the Fox, "I have no plans now."
ences and precedents, these protests San Francisco, and instituted its acHe reminisced on how he started
could be answered with confiscation of tion against the former film execu- with Lewis J. Selznick, who once
property and the neat business of the tive on his personal guarantee of a tenanted the same chair, to which
firing squad."
defaulted lease on the house.
Judge Goldwyn interjected: "And now his
In closing his address, Quigley said, Bondy's punishment order also di- son, David O., is with us."
"If
these
In
a
destructionists,
mimeographed
statement,
on the rected Fox to pay $10,000 attorney's
strength of their plea for freedom fees to Cravath, de Gersdorff, Swaine Schaefer said
"I have personally
known
of expression, are permitted to inject & Wood, attorneys for Capital.
Jesse L. Lasky, Walter Wanginto pictures their ideas of common
er, and David O. Selznick for a great
property, free love, atheism, slavish
number of years and have great
faith in their creative genius and apdevotion to materials and machines
if they are permitted to attack on the
preciation of box-office product."
Goldwyn will sail tomorrow on the
screen America's respect for the finer

i

returned over

week-end from a 11 -day vacation and claims some sort of a record
Going as far as Palm
for golfing.
Beach by car, he stopped off at
the

Pinehurst,
N.
Norfolk,
Va.;
C.
Charleston, S. C. Augusta and Savannah, Ga.
Palm Beach and Washington, D. C, to play a round on the
greens.
;

;

•
E. deS. Melcher, drama and film
Washington Evening
critic of
the
Star, will arrive in New York today.
He intends to write his column here
for a week and will stop at 410 Park

Ave.

Decision Reserved

Into

New IL A.

(Continued from page 1)

Selling Post
:

.

•

:

of Walter
Reade, flew back from the coast Sunday after an extended vacation. While
in Hollywood he visited his brother,
Sidney, of Paramount's legal staff.

Leo Justin,

partner

•

Copyright Hearing

things of civilization, then
not care who makes the
because they will have triumphed over the law by spreading
their destructive ideas like a pestilence
until
eventually they
engulf

Will Resume Today

spiritual

Robert Smeltzer, branch manager they
for Warners Washington exchange, laws,
return to the Capital city today
after spending about a week con-

will

ferring

home

the

at

office.

•

Ann Borg, Boston model,
been signed to a Paramount con-

Veda
lias

tract.

March

She

leaves

for

the

coast

•

and sound men, have returned after
several weeks of work in the south.
•

Joseph Seidelman, who had been
in the sick bay for the last few days,
returned to his Columbia headquarters yesterday.

•

Edward Schnitzer,

eastern district sales head for Republic, left for
Philadelphia yesterday and is due

back Thursday.
•

Mochrie

Robert

home

office

Florida

returned

the Warner
yesterday from

of

vacation.

•

Norman
phone

will

Church, home and State."
Other speakers at the sessions were
Ed Kuykendall, National president

Hays office;
Wilmer and Vin-

Carl E. Milliken of the

Walter Vincent of
cent, and Edward Levy, M.P.T.O.A.

7.

Richard Maedler and D. Yancy
Bradshaw, March of Time camera

a

SchaeferGoes

Upon Fox's Appeal

Heads MPTO
Of Carolinas

,

H. Moray, head of Vitasales,
returns today from a

counsel.
Officers elected, in addition to Picquet, are
Albert Sottile, first vicepresident, and Harry Buchanan, second vice-president. Directors are H.
R. Berry, J. M. Gregg, H. F. Kincey, J. F. Miller, S. S. Stevenson,
:

Milton

C.

Hollywood,

Robert

Bryant,

Lyle Wilson,

E.

L.

Hearne and George Bailey.
Resolutions were passed endorsing
the
Duffy Bill and opposing the
Neely-Pettengill measure.
Clarence Kuester, of the Charlotte
Chamber of Commerce, extended an
invitation to the association to hold
its
next convention in the South

Carolina

city.

Moser Leaves; Terry
Heads Cartoon Firm
(Continued from page 1)

Weisman
Fla.,

got back from
yesterday, his nose

burnt to a crisp.
•

be the Sirovich measure, which Gene
Buck, Ascap president, last week assured the group, met the needs of his
organization.
At the same time, unless the committee gets down to actual consideration of copyright, it is probable no
legislation will be framed in time for
enactment this session.
During the
three-day hearing last week there was
little discussion of the three pending
bills but much talk of the aims and
methods of Ascap and the activities of
the broadcasters.

:

month's trip to 10 exchanges.

•

(Continued from page 1)

charge of sales, Philip
musical
director,
was
named second vice-president, and William M. Weiss, secretary and treaspresident in
A.
Scheib.

urer.

The Terry-Toons

staff will be

Fredrica Eidelsberc. of the Mana- increased and larger quarters will be
Round Table of Motion Picture taken in the Pershing Square BuildHerald has a birthday today.
ing in New Rochelle. where the car•
toons are produced. Moser and Terry
Mary Brian returns today from had been associated in cartoon makan engagement in England on the ing for 15 years.

gers'

Para Eastern Work
Hinges on Stories
(Continued from page 1)

production

Otterson said.
be largely experimental and confined entirely to productions in which casting or shooting
requirements
lend
themselves
readily to production here.
Otterson said that Paramount's new
season schedule would total approximately 65, including those to be made
for

The

activity

here,

will

About half

here.

A Abandons Defense Tax
Los Angeles, March 2.— The

I.

A.

T. S. E. has voted to abandon the
2 per cent tax on members heretofore used as a defense fund.
George
Browne,
president,
scheduled
to
leave here last week for New York,
was delayed.
He will probably get

away tomorrow.

Bercngaria.

•

Grace Moore

arrived in town over

Tax Injunction Granted

—

Jacksonville, Fla., March 2. CirJudge Ira A. Hutchinson, at Pa-

the week-end.

cuit

Edward Golden

last

week

cele-

brated his silver wedding anniversary.

PRODUCTION RIGHTS AVAILABLE

nama

City, Fla., has granted to

rianna Theatres, Inc., a temporary
injunction preventing the collection
of a sales tax of one cent on each
10 cents of admission charged.

JAY PACKARD,
Tel.:

Epic Story Ever Written
Agt.
41 W. 52nd St.

ELdorado 5-8668

Hollywood, March
ley,

Chicago
is

M-G-M

new

Roach comedy which
starting

M arch.

2.

title

"Mr. Cinof the Hal

will star Jack
latter
part of

the
feature has been in
under the title, "Once

The

preparation

Over."

to Para.

March 23

—

— Sam

Shir-

division

man-

to plav the lead in

2.

titled

Holly-

a film tentatively

"The Duchess."

will produce.

Lewis Gensler

1

Jock Lawrence,

15.

publicity representative who arrived from the coast by plane the
other day, will go west tomorrow.
Kelly plans a six months' trip to a
number of foreign countries. He will
depart in about three weeks for South

j

America.
All the United Artists partners
joined yesterday in expressiong pleasure over the Schaefer agreement.
Goldwyn described Schaefer as "an
outstanding sales executive" and predicted "the biggest year in United
Artists' history."
Alexander Korda cabled "that nothing could make me happier" and expressed the opinion that Schaefer
would help "put the company at the
top of the industry."
He also complimented Kelly for "his great job in
the past few months."
Mary Pickford called the signing
of Schaefer "the solution of the company's greatest problem." and David
O. Selznick, Walter Wanger and
Charles Chaplin also issued congratulatory statements.

"Fleet

9

'

Gets Third

Week at Music Hall
(Continued from page

1)

$62,000 take for the first four days
of the second week it was decided
to put back "The Country Doctor"
until

March

12.

It

is

anticipated

second week's gross at the
Music Hall on "Follow the Fleet"
will tally $90,000, or better.
"Road Gang" did $27,000 at the
Strand last week.
This week's business with "The Walking Dead" will
probably reach the same figure due
to an extensive window card display
around town.
that the

Cagney Suit

to

Be Set

—

Los Angeles, March 2. James
Cagney will appear in court here tomorrow when his suit against Warners will be set on the court calendar.

Hollywood, March 2. George Raft
will report to Paramount March 23,

here on a vacation with Mrs.
Shirley and their daughter.

ager,

the

is

Raft

Shirley on Coast
Best American

derella"

Ma- Haley

EMERSON HOUGH'S
MAGNIFICENT ADVENTURE

Roach Film Retitled
—

Hollywood, March

will return to

his

A

budgeted as
remainder as B
be

I

of this number will
pictures and the
pictures.

Berengaria and
wood on April

Bernerd Due
Los

Angeles,

Bernerd,

general

in L. A.

March
sales

—

2.
Jeffrey
director for

G.B., will arrive here tomorrow. He
will leave for San Francisco in two
weeks on a swing around the country.

|
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Keep

Only Two Partnerships

Remain Unsettled
Local operation of Paramount theatres throughout the country will be
continued as an established policy,
John E. Otterson, president, said yesterday.
In line with this policy virtually all

of

the

theatres.
Buy-back options for the partners' 50
per cent interests in these units were

Uncertainty

us,

Sound Saved

President for

Films, Vallee

New Tax Upon

Tells Hearing All Surpluses

operation.

Hearst Attack Does

Not Hurt West Film
— Edi-

San Francisco, March

3.

attacks by both Hearst papers
here against "Klondike Annie" are
continuing, although the picture has
done considerably better than average
business and has been transferred
from the Warfield, where it played its
first week, to the F. W. C. continuation house, the St. Francis.
Concurrent
with the editorial blasts the
Examiner has been running a daily
symposium quoting prominent people
in denunciation of the picture.
Attacks on the picture did not open
in the Hearst papers until heavy advertising had been run in the same
papers and generous publicity given
(Continued on page 29)
torial

Spanish Group Asks
Edelstein Ousting
Barcelona,

March

3.

A

Mort Spring,

By CLARENCE LINZ
Washington, March 3.

—

assistant

to

(Continued on page 29)

Washington, March
The

industry was on the
destruction when talking
pictures came along, members of the
House Patents Committee were told
today by Rudy Vallee as hearings

American
verge

film

of

resumed on copyright legislation.
The star of the day and last of the
big names brought here to oppose the
Duffy Bill, Vallee admitted that he
had not read any of the three measpending,

ures

was

but

against

the

3.

— Thorough

revision of the corporation tax laws,
involving the imposition of a graduated tax on undistributed corporation
profits from which $1,614,000,000 could
be raised annually, was today recom-

mended

to
Congress by President
Roosevelt.
Releasing the tax message for which
the country has waited for two weeks,
the President declared that recent decisions of the U. S. Supreme Court
have deprived the Treasury of $1,-

(Continued on page 3)

(Continued on page 29)

Full Attendance Expected

OnVanBeuren
As

to

Is

Voiced

Future List

Uncertainty as to the effect on

Beuren Prod, and

Van

association with
RKO, as a result of the latter's distribution deal just completed with
Walt Disney, was voiced here yesterday.
Spokesmen for
and Van
Beuren assume that the latter's Rainbow Parade series of color cartoons
will be affected by the Disney deal.
Van Beuren has produced 13 of these
subjects annually for
release.
Whether the entire distribution deal,
under which
has released approximately 46 Van Beuren subjects
every season since 1930, would be
abandoned with the conclusion of this
season's contract, was seen as a possibility, but was regarded also as unlikely.
Definite word on this is expected with the return from the coast
of Leo Spitz, M. H. Aylesworth and
Ned E. Depinet.
The impression here, however, is
that the Van Beuren list, exclusive of
the color cartoon series, probably will
be continued as
releases.
The
distributor has owned a half interest
in the Van Beuren company since 1930
and Depinet is a member of the Van
(Continued on page 29)
its

RKO

RKO

RKO

RKO

Expect Early Date
On Sale Tax Appeal
A

hearing by March 25 on United
appeal from the city comptroller's
ruling
holding local film
rentals to be subject to the two per
cent city sales tax is expected by the
company's attorneys.
The city is to file its answer today
to the United Artists' complaint. The
case will then be noticed for argument in the Appellate Division and a
hearing date, about two weeks distant,
will be set, it was stated.
Artists'

ForMPTOA Miami Meetings Sabath Probers Turn

—Exhibitors

representing 38 theatres have sent a
cable to the M-G-M home office demanding the resignation of Jacques
Edelstein within 48 hours.
The theatre men are threatening a boycott on
M-G-M's product.
meeting of the
film board is scheduled for Friday.

Disnev's Deal

yesterday at the concluding session of the annual convention of
the Theatre Owners of North and South Carolina, Inc., the following resolution was adopted:
"Whereas the Theatre Owners of North and South Carolina,
Inc., in annual convention at Pinehurst, N. C, March 1 and 2, 1936,
are grateful to those leaders who by their presence, enthusiasm
and ability have added greatly to the value of this convention, and,
"Whereas the convention wishes to express its sincere appreciation of the time and effort expended by these guests who have so

values of life, and,
"Be it further resolved that a copy of this resolution be spread
upon the minutes of this convention and a copy be given to Mr.
Quigley as an assurance of this convention's genuine approval of
his viewpoint."

approxi-

Paramount

extended from the year end to April
1 and April 4, respectively, for further study of both situations.
The localized operating policy for
the company's theatres was introduced
in 1932 and is said to have proved its
value to the management during the
four years it has been in force to such
an extent that no thought is being
given now to a return to centralized

TEN CENTS

"Be it resolved that the convention give its enthusiastic
thanks to Martin Quigley for so forcefully bringing to our attention the problem of un-American propaganda, emphasizing our
sacred responsibility to ourselves, this industry and our country
and picturing to us through example and alarm, the grief that
will be ours if we are parties to the dissemination of information
and practice of those ideals which emphasize and glorify atheism
or the love and worship of material things and which aim to
cause disrespect for and lack of appreciation of the finer spiritual

the company's theatre partnership
and operating agreements have been
renewed for long terms. The future
status of only the A. H. Blank circuit
and Texas Consolidated Theatres, operated by Karl Hoblitzelle, remains

Branches

Raises Query

honored

of

in All

1936

4,

3.

Theatre Plan

out

YORK, WEDNESDAY, MARCH

the In

Quigley 's Stand on Propaganda
Films Praised by Carolina Men
Pinehurst, March
— Following an address by Martin Quigley

Localized

undetermined,
mately
1,000

Intelligent

DAILY

Mot!

VOL.

Alert,

Miami, March

3.

—A

To
nearly com-

plete attendance of the 35 officers and
directors of M. P. T. O. A. is expected for the two-day annual meeting of the national exhibitor organiza-

board of directors, which opens
here Thursday at the Miami Biltmore
tion's

Hotel.

Lightman,

;

;

;

counsel,

and Fred Wehrenberg, chair-

man.
Also expected are E. M. Fay,
Providence O. C. Lam, Rome, Ga.
;

Among those due to arrive tomorArthur row are Ed Kuykendall, president; M.
A.

B. N. Berinstein and W. S. Butterfield,
vice-presidents
Morris Loewenstein,
secretary
Walter Vincent,
treasurer
Edward G. Levy, general

A. Julian Brylawski,

L.

ney

C.

Griffith,

B.

Lust,

Oklahoma City; SidWashington
Lewen

(Continued on page 3)

;

RKO Receivership

Preliminary

questioning of repreAtlas Corp. and
Lehman Bros, in connection with the
receivership and reorganization
proceedings is expected to be opened
here this week by attorneys for the
Sabath Congressional committee for
real estate bond reorganizations.
number of witnesses have already been
questioned at closed hearings at the
sentatives

of

RCA,

RKO

A

(Continued on page 29)

a
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Insiders'

Outlook

Hollyzvood, March 3
cruising up
and down the coast between

CAM

KATZ, now

dition

mately

The time was when
Louis B. Mayer scowled at Nick

he's busy.

in this industry to forget.

Mayer

and Katz today are something
akin to the Siamese twins.
.

.

.

T
Not a great

deal is heard in
the public prints about Katz and

what

he does at Metro. For
one important thing, he is still
working hard on the development of a department which can
turn out musicals as successfully
if not better than elsewhere, say
Warners or RKO, for instance.
Metro has not been doing so
well in that particular type of
attraction and has known it for
some time.
Therefore,
Katz.

"The

Broadway
Melody
of
1936," consequently, came as a
gentle zephyr of spring to Leo's
lair, demonstrating as it did that
Metro, once it got around to it,
could
make them with the
best.

.

.

Metro

these duties, approxisixty per cent of the
through
filters
lineup

Katz's

office.

to

As

Legislation affecting admission of
children to theatres and a report on
the survey by David Weinstock in
.connection with installation of Diesel
engines to reduce the cost of light and
power are the two principal topics
set for discussion today at the regular I. T. O. A. meeting at the Astor.
Harry Brandt, president, who has
iust

returned

Miami,

from

five

weeks

in

will preside.

Nizer Increases Staff
Louis Nizer, executive secretary of
the New York Film Board, has enlearal staff to relieve him
of some of the work. William Corcoran, an attornev, and Charles Ruhenstein, law clerk, are the new ad-

larged the

ditions.

Allied Talks Finances
The

finance committee of Allied of
Tersev yesterdav held a meetinsr
to discuss finances. A meetinsr of the
membership mav be held next TuesrUv. but this is not definite. Lee
Newburv. president, is still out of
town and may return next week.

New

W.

Griffith Marries
7).
Louisville, March 3. David Wark
Griffith yesterdav was married here
to Evelyn Mariorie Baldwin. Griffith

just

received

Linda Avidson.
1905.

—

his

whom

divorce from
he married in

Griffith is 56, his bride 26.

T
Metro

will

a

largely the principal figure. With
talk around the lot that "Broadway Melody" will do as much
$1,750,"000
as
domestically—
very ambitious figure and perhaps $2,700,000 internationally,
the excitement over Powell is
running high. Metro-ites, strictly
in
the Hollywood manner,
view her as "terrific," which
seems to be one stage below
colossal, and so are making plans
to star her in five straight musicals in the next two years. One
will be "Hats in the Air" with
music by Cole Porter, who
knows how another, "Born to
Dance,"
and a third,
"The
Broadway Melody of 1937," on

—

:

which the scheming is mighty
and already assuming definite
story form.

.

.

.

T
Katz thinks the problem with
and about musicals is well on its
wav to solution. He hopes in
perhaps six months to have an
organization well rounded out
for this purpose and describes
as the perfect arrangement a
tried and proven setup which
will give him two producers on
job.

been

continue

worn now,

pretty well

its

of

path,

making

about twenty B pictures averaging $175,000 each in cost and
open the money bags on the
bigger ones. This is a general
drift all over the major lots in
Hollywood. By doing the best
it
can on the cheaper pictures,
Metro, like the others, finds it
can release, without any increase
in total budget, more money for
attractions and go to almost
any fancy figure it likes when
something of genuine proportions

A

The company, for
stacks up.
years, of course, has been making big "pictures, but, while proceeding on that course, has been
spending young fortunes on the

B type in an effort to make
everything A. It hasn't worked
out there as elsewhere because
there is no rule which can prevent an
from growing up to
be a B picture and vice versa.

A

.

.

.

Metro's
The explanation
B line, beyond the funds thereby
released for the smashes, is that
the cheaper group goes far in
absorbing studio overhead which
is
something on that lot. The
looked
B's,
furthermore,
are
upon as supplying a training
and tryout school for new talent,
of which the need is great, although not nearly so pressing
Metro with its Shearer,
as
Garbo. Crawford, Gable. Harlow, Loy,
McDonald, Rainer,
Beery and more. Nobody mentions the double feature market
of

matter of fact so comencouraging was it that
the plotting for 1936-37 may pile
up into as many as eight or nine
musicals with Eleanor Powell

has

words,

other

T

pletely

this

In
.

.

.

.

T

Admission Laws
Coming Before ITOA

to stay

away from such screen limelight,
may be one of the brace. In ad-

San Pedro and Panama, grabbing

Schenck's ideas about Katz on
the lot, but that goes back several years, which is long enough

Katz prefers

credit while

ideas from sky and water, finds
the business life as it is lived
at M-G-M full and, he says, exciting.

Jack Cummings, who
getting
supervisory

and
but

how
it's

the B's

fit

that niche,

there, nevertheless.

.

.

.

T
new

lineup about which
not being bruited so
early,
are several already set
and, in some instances, in preparation. Howard Estabrook, one
of the better writers, is working on Rudyard Kipling's "Kim"

In the

much

too

is

for Freddie

Bartholomew

;

Garbo

"Camille," that hardy
perennial
Shearer, "Marie Antoinette" after all these years,
and "Pride and Prejudice," the
Max Gordon show which the
company financed. Irving Thalberg has "The Good Earth" in
production and has not abandoned the possibility that a way
out will be found for "The Forty
Days of Musa Dagh." Crawford will do four next year, one
will

do

:

of

.

.

.

Hollywood's chief star-developlaboratory, which is another way of describing Metro,
is
currently enthused over Bill
Powell because of "The Great
Ziegfeld," Luise Rainer for the
same picture, Rosalind Russell
because of "Rendezvous," Bob
Taylor because the women of the
nation are apparently nuts over
him, and Freddie Bartholomew
because of Bartholomew. "Little Lord Fauntleroy" won't do'
the youngster and his future any

ment

By RED KANNi

cents.

New

period story dealing with the
times of Andrew Jackson.
a

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)

Vol.
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them "The Gorgeous Hussy,"

hurt either.

.

.

.

Warners Victors in
Test on Dvorak Pact
Los Angeles, March
—Warners
3.

have won the first of two suits filed
by contract players. Judge Harry R.
Archbald has upheld the studio in the
suit of Ann Dvorak for breach of her
contract.

Judge Archbald ruled that the suspension of the actress by the company
Oct. 20 did not constitute breach of
the contract on the part of the company.
Answering
Miss
Dvorak's
charge that she had been ill but ready
to work Nov. 1, but that the company
had refused to reinstate her, Warner
attorneys introduced as evidence a
series of pictures dating from 1934 as
proof of the fact that the actress had

grown thin from ill health.
The court ruled, however,

that her

and that she
is entitled to $7,000 compensation for
the period dating from the time the
contract

is

still

effective

suspension was lifted last January.
current agreement runs for two
years at a weekly salary of $1,500.

The

Cagney -Warner

Trial

Starts on the Coast
Los Angeles, March 3.—Trial on
the motion of James Cagney to have

Warner contract terminated started here today before Judge Charles
I. Bogue in Superior Court.
The Cagney motion is based on the
claim that he signed the present agreement on the strength of Jack Warner's oral
promise that the actor
would not be asked to appear in more
than four pictures a year.
Cagney
maintains that the promise has been
his

violated.

Austin Sherman, attorney for Cagney, testified that at the time he permitted the star to sign the agreement
he had not advised him of the clause
in

the

contract

which

specifically

stated that oral agreements were not
binding.
The action will be continued tomor-

row, with Fredric March and others
scheduled to appear for the plaintiff.

Eight More

to

Tour

Alice Brady, Luis Alberni. Fred
Keating,
Ivan
Lebedeff,
Florence
Lake, Lila Lee, Russell Hopton and
George Bancroft will soon make personal
appearances
throughout
the
country.
F. & M. handled the deals.
.

Warner Executives East

—

Hollywood, March 3. Harry M.*
Warner, Gradwell Sears, Joseph Bernhard and A. W. Smith will leave by
train for New York tomorrow following nine days here.
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Sound Saved

ROBERT WOLFF

Films, Vallee

Rugoff have

{Continued from page 1)

Duffy Bill in its entirety
had been told it was
Ascap.
As the committee met,
tive Daly of Tennessee

because he
inimical

consideration be confined to the legislation and that the committee cease
the excursions into irrelevant matters
which marked last week's hearings.
This was agreed to and within a halfhour the committee discussed with
witnesses and among themselves such
questions as oranges, mothers-in-law,
free speech and the New York building strike.

chance of amendment of any
pending bills to provide for
United States adherence to the Berne
Convention was dissipated when members of the committee declared such
action would permit the importation
of books printed abroad by cheap
labor, now prohibited under the copyAJ1

of

the

Miami and

by Eddie Stern,

Harold Herman and Myron

Seigel.
All but Rugoff, who will spend most
of his time on the golf links, will
journey to Key West for a 10-day
fishing trip. It's an annual event with
these boys.

•

to

Representaurged that

Edward

and

for

left

will be joined later

Tells Hearing

Personal

Purely

4

Harry Thomas

looking forvery soon.
It's purely vacation and he plans to
go by boat. First Division now has
15 of its own exchanges with the
opening of the New Haven office,
he says.

ward

is

to a trip to the coast

•

tive

Representative

pointed

out

pay five
a year as

receiving

for

less

America than

in

his

work

in

•

committee frequently engaged in wrangles among
themselves, particularly when Repre-

I

sentative
that
the

I

I

of

having been confined to his bed for
the past few days with intestinal flu.
•

Gordon E. Youngman

suggested
"rehearse
its
questioning of

Illinois

committee

Under the
Representatives O'Malley of Wisconsin,
Church and Deen, Vallee was
forced to admit that he knew little or
nothing of the respective methods of
the three bills, although he unqualifiedly endorsed the Sirovich version.
Asked by Representative Barry of
New York whether Ascap's license
rates were fair, Vallee said, "I think
they are a joke."
show."

|

;

'

f

j

I
I

[

L

|:

1

j

I
ii

!

of the

RKO

legal

branches.

scheduled to

is

return from Hollywood the latter part
of this week or early next.

•

John Benas,
Rosenblatt- Welt

A

stomach

film

buyer

circuit,

is

for

home

the
ill.

cold.

Herbert Ebenstein
from the coast

rive

is

in

due to arabout two

weeks.

Josephine

Hutchinson

ter.

•

it

has received less than $10,000

by

also carried the fight into O'Malley's
territory with charges that the Wisconsin bill imposing a tax of five
per cent of its receipts on Ascap was
part of an organized campaign of
opposition in that state.

While the board meeting will be an
executive session for officers and directors only, a number of other exhibitors are planning to be here during
the session to confer informally outside the regular business meetings on
individual problems or policies.
In addition to the annual election of
and the transaction of organization matters, informal round table
conferences will be held on plans for
organized self-regulation within the
industry
conciliation and arbitration
of industry disputes
unfair cut-rate
competition between theatres, including double and triple featuring, unreasonably low admissions and giveaways the music tax labor relations
legislation and taxation
distributor
policies
non-theatrical
competition
and sponsored free shows local censorship and restrictions on Sunday op;

;

Sigmund Romberg

the
coast today on the Century connecting
with the Chief tomorrow.
is

for

off

•

;

;

Frank McGrann, head

department,

bia's exploitation

day on a 10-day

of

Columsails to-

cruise.

working on press books.
•
George R. Batcheller,
Chesterfield,

will

eration.

Improvement

of

exhibition

stan-

dards and theatre management, suggestions for increasing attendance and

head

of

leave for the coast

about three weeks.
•

in

;

;

;

•
Vivian Moses has joined Barrett
McCormick's publicity forces. He's

improving relations between the
exhibitor and his community will also
be topics for discussion at the meetfor

ing.

leaves today for

De-

troit

where he begins a personal appearance tour.
•
Edward Golden was in the sick bay
yesterday. He's expected back at his

Erpi in 2,000 Spots
Abroad, Says Drake

office today.

in

•

Pinky Tomlin

holds

second week at the

Roxy

over for a
starting Fri-

•

Mary Pickford

Tom Connors

due

is

from the

is

vacationing

in

Managers Are Switched

—

Toronto, March 3. Famous PlayCanadian Corp. has switched the
managers of the two local ace houses,
the Uptown and the Imperial. Jack
ers

running the Imperial for
changed
with
has
places
Thomas Daley. A change in the policies of the two houses is foreseen.
Arthur,

years,

James M. Walker Dies
Winnipeg,

March

3.

—James

Walker,

M.

dean of local theatre men,
died here at General Hospital at 84.
He had been identified with local entertainment for more than 30 years.
C. P. Walker, only survivor of six

owns

the

total number of installations
Europe is 2,500, he said. Drake
was accompanied by Joseph R. C.
Palmer, patent attorney.
While in
England, Drake inspected the company's London office and also closed a

for

Miami.

brothers,

Erpi has 2,000 reproducers installed
English theatres, Whitford Drake,
vice-president, stated yesterday upon
his return from a six-week trip to
London.

The

day.

•
arrives

here today for a vacation.

that

to a
after

coast today.

•

judgment since its
inception.
Burkan tacitly admitted that judgVallee's assertion that sound saved ments rendered might have been much
the film industry was made in answer greater, telling the committee that
to a question by Representative Lan- after Ascap obtained a judgment it
ham of Texas whether, if picture frequently was not collected. Burhouses were running silent films, the kan detailed for the committee the
witness thought they would get much Washington situation, where the filpatronage. "I think sound came along ing of a copy of the Government's
just in time when silent pictures were petition in its New York suit was
doomed," Vallee replied.
followed by a court order appointing
A question by O'Malley as to the a receiver for the organization. He
propriety of using the $250 statutory
minimum as a basis for heavy imposts on small users brought Nathan
Burkan, counsel for Ascap, into the
picture to explain the method under
which Ascap operates and to reiterate

NBC

chestnut hue in Florida, is back
five weeks and says he never felt bet-

John Boles

•

the

Church of

Jr.,

Walsh,

Irving Berlin and Rear Admiral Major L. E. Thompson of RKO, who
Yates Stirling gave an impromptu has been recuperating here from a reradio broadcast last night. They were cent illness, and E. A. Schiller of

S. Charles Einfeld returned to
his desk at Warners yesterday after

Harry M. Goetz

Members

A.

;

William Brandt, browned

•

any other country,"

Again Frequent

Oxford, Miss.;
FranSan
Charles E. Williams, Omaha,
cisco
and David Palfreyman, New York.
R. X. Williams,

Morgan

officers

he added.
Tiffs

ferences.

Pizor, Philadelphia; Jack Miller, Chicago; Charles W. Picquet, Pinehurst;

Samuel Goldwyn.

department flew to the coast the
that "the
other day. He's expected back in a
question before the committee is which
week or so.
bill
would protect the author and
•
composer to see that justice is done
Al
Lichtman
returned yesterday
to all without embarrassing them by
exorbitant fees. I personally am con- from a western trip during which he
vinced that the author and composer visited the studios and several M-G-M
is

J.

Loew's, now residing in Atlanta and
vacationing here, are also expected to
put in an appearance at the meeting.
Both are M. P. T. O. A. directors.

exhibitors

that

to IS per cent per seat
license fees and declared

,

Sirovich

{Continued from page 1)

Schaefer, Paramount general manager in Germany and Central Europe, arrives here Thursday on
the Washington for distribution con-

Gus

Blue Network.
•
board the Lafayette on an 18-day
Helene Costello and Monroe
cruise.
On March 20, and on the Owsley have been engaged by F. &
same boat, but for a 12-day trip, M. for a vaudeville tour. They will
will be Harry Shiffman, Herman do a one-act play, "Grease Paint."
Gluckman and Irving Wormser.
•
•
George W. Weeks, general sales
Margaret Rawlings will depart manager of G. B., leaves today on a
for England on the Berengaria today. two week tour of the exchanges. His
Also outward bound for Europe on first stop will be Chicago.
that boat are Ernst Lubitsch and
•

tonight.

spirit,"

was advised he had
become a grandfather when his daughter in Portland, Ore., gave birth to
Roger Percy Bliss.

his departure he

heard over the

Sigvard Bernadotte, grandson of
and pointed out that Italy,
Germany and Russia have banned King Gustave of Sweden, who has
American publications and ordered the been studying American film producdestruction of books by American tion in Hollywood, on the Bremen

Launching into a discussion of the
three pending bills following a statement by Vallee that enactment of
the
Duffy Bill "would practically
nullify and kill completely the crea-

HOVELL,

executive
vicepresident of Century circuit is
Just prior to
vacationing in Miami.

Charles Moses and wife are on

right act,

authors.

AL

Expect a Full
Attendance at

Walker

here.

deal for the installation of Erpi's recording apparatus at Boot's Pineland
Studios, just outside of London.
Returning on the same liner, the

Berengaria, was Mary Brian who
stated she would leave for Hollywood
in a few days to take a much needed
vacation.
She said while in England
she appeared in three pictures for
B. I. P. and B. & D. and also did a
play.
Miss Brian may go back to
England later, she said, but this was
not definite.
Tex Jones, head auditor for Paramount in Europe with headquarters
in Paris, arrived on the boat. He will
remain here several weeks conferring
with John W. Hicks, Jr.
Gus Schaefer, general manager in
Germany and Central Europe for
Paramount, arrives tomorrow on the
Washington, It's his annual visit.

MOTION PICTURE
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Dramatists Against
Change in New Pact
There

is

little

likelihood

Wednesday, March

For

the

that

make
minimum

changes in the new
basic agreement between writers and
managers, which went into effect

March

for
Opposition of
1

two years, despite the
managers to the new

provisions reducing their participations
in the sale of film rights to stage
plays, it was stated yesterday at guild
headquarters.
Some opposition from the managers
was expected, guild spokesmen said,
but they believe a majority will favor
the new pact after they have had an
opportunity to examine it. Copies of
the agreement were placed in the mail
only yesterday and few managers had
actually read the pact in the form in

which

it

was unanimously approved

by the guild membership late last
week.
Guild officials observed that the provisions objected to by the managers
were more moderate than those advocated by large sections of the

membership and were confident
that any attempt to modify them fur-

guild's

ther could not gain the approval of
the membership. The provisions objected to are the diminishing scales
of manager participation in the sale
of film rights above $15,000, which
replaced the former 50-50 division of
these rights between writer and manager.

Approval

of the

new agreement was

voiced yesterday by Samuel Goldwyn,
reputed to have paid record prices for
the film rights to such recent stage
plays as "Dodsworth," "Dead End"
and "The Children's Hour." Goldwyn
especially commended the provisions of
the agreement for "sale in advance"
of the stage and film rights on a royalty basis for the author, declaring
that he believed this would encourage authors to do their best work for
the screen with resultant benefits for
both playwright and producer.

Boston Expects Six
Weeks' "Fleet" Run
Based on the business so far, "Follow the Fleet" will run for six weeks
at the Keith Memorial, Boston, and
five weeks at the Downtown, Detroit.

The Astaire-Rogers musical enters its
week tomorrow in Boston. The
Music Hall tomorrow begins a third
week for the film.
third

Charles Koerner,
trict

manager

for

New
the

England

RKO

dis-

circuit,

leaves for Boston tomorrow after being in and out of the home office for
the last two weeks.

Re-Issue Chaplin Films

RKO

is
re-issuing six two-reel
Charlie Chaplin comedies produced
about 10 years ago. About three years
ago the company revived the shorts

after
is

adding sound and

effects.

This

the second revival of the comedies.
Among the subjects are "The

Rink,"
"The
Adventurer,"
"One
A. M." and "The Floor Walker.'

Theatre Fetes Mayor
Ottawa, March

3.

—Howard

Kne-

manager of the Capitol, put on
a big Feb. 29 midnight surprise party
for
Mayor Stanley Lewis, whose
birthday it was. All patrons were required to bring a new pot or pan, and
a mass of kitchenware was donated.

vels,

RKO Allowances

Applications for interim allowances
of $150,000 for services in the

Dramatists' Guild will agree to

any

Made

Applications
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"Things

RKO

Come"

to

(London Films-U. A.)
London, Feb. 21. There may be differences

—

of

opinion regarding

the exact value of this H. G. Wells-Alexander Korda production as
mass entertainment, but one thing is certain. It renders forever obsolete the hallowed phrase "Up to Hollywood standard" as the highest
tribute to British production.
Decisively, and by a wide margin, it
sets new standards of technique far exceeding the most striking of past
achievements, from America or from anywhere else.
The creators of the picture are Ned Mann, who controlled the trick
and model work William Cameron Menzies, who directed George
Perinal, the cameraman, and Vincent Korda, the art director. Two of
them are Americans, one is French and one is Hungarian, and the Englishman, H. G. Wells, who gave them the material, comes last because
it is emphatically a case of superlatively brilliant execution overshadowing its material. But "Things to Come" is a product of British enterprise and will violently open the eyes of any Hollywoodians who may
still be sceptical of the reality of the British challenge.
The story gives the clue to the technical achievement. Wells outlines
;

;

reorganization proceedings have been
filed
in
the U. S. District Court
here by the trustee and its counsel.
Irving Trust Co., trustee of RKO,
asks for an interim allowance of
Donovan, Newton, Leisure
$65,000.
& Lumbard, counsel to the trustee,
ask an interim allowance of $85,000.
The fees sought are for services rendered since July 1, 1935.
Federal
judge William Bondy has set March
16 for a hearing on the application.
Judge Bondy also has signed an
order granting an independent
stockholders' committee leave to intervene in the company's reorganization proceedings.
The order entitles
the committee to receive notice of all
legal proceedings in connection with
the organization.

RKO

Asks Lincoln

to

Resign

the collapse of civilization after another Great War, initiated withBoston, March 3. Alexander Linout notice by thousands of planes bombing defenseless cities. The whole
coln, Boston attorney, who heads the
world is impoverished, machines rust and collapse and cannot be re- Sentinels of the Republic, organizaplaced a primitive society evolves in which men live in the ruins of tion
picture,
behind
the
political
once splendid towns and petty dictators exercise tribal authority. Plague "Amateur Fire Brigade," has been
stalks the earth.
asked to resign from the MassachuOrder is restored by a band of aviators who, in giant planes, bomb setts Board of Tax Appeals by Gov.
the dictators into submission by a "gas of peace" which causes uncon- James M. Curley. Lincoln is charged
with having favored large corporasciousness and no worse. Peace is established on the basis of world
Curley
tions in giving abatements.
rule and mankind sets out on an age of progress founded on science.
listed 14 charges which, he told the
Many hundreds of years pass. In the new world men are living in Executive Council, are sufficient
underground cities lighted by perpetual sunshine helicopters rise and grounds for removal. Lincoln has a
descend from public squares in which, from televised pictures projected week to prepare to meet the charges.
without screens the people listen to their leaders. Disease has been
abolished, dress is comely, leisure plentiful
but there is discontent. The
Gets Series
world rulers have built a giant gun, which fires rockets at and around
Pictures have acquired
mob descends theGuaranteed
the moon; sooner or later a landing will be made there.
foreign distribution rights for the
on the gun to destroy it but, before they can do any damage, it is fired, 8 Kyne-Darrow-Mason series being
the rocket carrying into space the daughter of the world leader and her produced by Maurice Conn.
lover. The film concludes with the rocket still in its progress through
!"
the stars and with the leader's words "All the Universe or nothing
The absence of "human interest" in the conventional sense is obvious. There is, in fact, a story of individual adventure and an identification of the personalities of the suffering men of the dark days with
the triumphant men of the conclusion, but Wells and Korda have not Gains Continue, "V" Leads With
been afraid to make not a man but mankind their theme. Daring
5'/2 Points
Net
usually brings its reward, and it may be the box-office will return an
High Low Close Change
answer surprising to the believers in formula.
Columbia, vtc .... 37
36% 36% + Vt
4754
If so, it will be because of the simply astounding realism of each Columbia, pfd .... 47%
4754
Consolidated
6%
654
6J4
scene of Wells' new world. There are thrills in the war scenes with Consolidated, pfd.. 18% 1854
1854
167
16754 165
+454
thousands of bombing planes filling the air, but it is with the pictures Eastman
4954
Loew's, Inc
49% 49
+ 54
of the future that miracles begin. Planes again, but such planes as Paramount
10
1054
1054
+ 54
77%
never were seen above the earth weird in shape, huge in bulk, carry- Paramount 1 pfd. 77% 77
Paramount 2 pfd. 11
10% 11
+ 54
ing hundreds of men. Then "Everytown" in the distant future; here Pathe Film
7% + Vt
7%
&V&
RKO
8%
854
854
the impression of colossal scale is overwhelming, with human beings
32
3154
20th Century -Fox 32%
+ %
no bigger than flies walking in balcony-like streets which wind from 20th Century, pfd 4054 39% 39% - 54
the depths thousands of feet up, or tending machinery of nightmarish Universal, pfd .. 8754 81% 8754 +554
Warner Bros
13% 12% 13% + 54
size and complexity.
Capping all is the huge Space Gun, dwarfing Warner, pfd
55
55% + Vt
SS'/t
mountains and fed by machinery miraculously convincing.
Technicolor Off a Point
Nowhere, it is safe to say, is the line between model work, camera
Net
High Low Close Change
trickery and stagecraft definitely recognizable even to the expert. Many
15/16
%
will think the Wellsian world of A. D. 2030 (say) even more insane Sentry Safety .... 1
3
3
Sonotone
2%
than that which it has superseded, but few will doubt that the Korda- Technicolor
31% 29% 3054 —1
4%
4% ....
4%
Mann-Menzies-Perinal team have rendered it completely plausible. Trans-Lux

—

;

;

—

Guaranteed

A

:

Wall Street

+m

;

"Things to Come" is in fact of such oustanding merit as a spectacle and
as a technical achievement that big success may come in spite of its
lack of almost all conventional story values, its very considerable
length and the fact that its acting, with the exception of that of Ray-

mond Massey,

mostly declamatory and unsympathetic, though Sir
Cedric Hardwicke, Ralph Richardson, Margaretta Scott and the rest
are not to blame.
About the box-office there is this to be said no American exhibitor
can afford to take second-hand opinion about a picture which may
easily set up records at either end of the scale. It has to be seen to be
appreciated or, for that matter, believed.
Running time, 110 minutes. "G."
is

:

—

ALLAN

(Overseas Previews continued on page 29)

Bonds Gain Steadily
Net
High Low Close Change
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40.... 2754
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40 ctf 27%
Keith B. F.
6s

'46

Loew's 6s '41
deb rights

96

27

27

26%

27

96

96

+

ww
103

102%

54

102%

Paramount B'way
'55
5654
Pict.
6s '55
9054
6s '41 pp.... 7554
Warner Bros. 6s
'39 wd
94

3s

5654

56%

+ %

8954
7554

9054

—%

93

94

Paramount

RKO

75%

(Quotations at close of March

+1%
+1

3)

You cannot have

LITY
without

U.A,

...We
We

believe that great pictures are not accidents.

They represent the

made

producers

who have

who have

purchased

efforts of

a succession of

hits...

the most valuable properties.

We

believe

in

embellishing these properties

with the most powerful box-office names, and
entrusting their filming to the Industry's topnotch directors.

believe
We

believe that these pictures

were made -to-

order for your box-office. ..made with one purpose
in

mind:— To draw

the

maximum number

of

people to your theatre and provide them with the
finest

entertainment the screen has to

why we

offer.

your attention
to the outstanding productions United Artists is

That's

emphatically

call

The picture of

which

it

really

can be

said.,

^He stands
alone as the

greatest
entertainer

of

modern

times

I FEBRUARY

21

st

HE WHOLE WIDE WORLD

99

IS

WAITING FOR!

MODERN TIMES
HIS

NEWEST AND GREATEST COMEDY!
and produced by Charles Chaplin
Released thru UNITED ARTISTS

written, directed

Samuel Goldwyn

STRIKE
MERMAN

ETHEL

PARKYAK ARKUS
Directed by

NORMAN TAUROG

by

LEW BROWN

Lyrics

Adapted from Clarence Budington
Kelland's Saturday Evening
story

Hear Eddie sing "Calabash Pipe" and "The

Lady Dances" Thrill
Ethel Merman's
torchy rendition of
"First You Have Me
High, Then You Have
Me Low!" "Shake It
Off With Rhythm."
to

"Dreamland"

Released thru
UNITED ARTISTS

Post

THE HOLDOVER PICTURE
OF THE YEAR!
records,

.

,

attendance

new cash highs

all

topple before Eddie's sixth
annual musical

frolic.

umtct
in

ME PINK
SALLY EILERS
WILLIAM FRAWLEY
Dance ensembles by ROBERT

Music by

ALTON

HAROLD ARLEN

Samuel Goldwyn chose these three
outstanding stars to portray the difficult
major roles in this tensely dramatic thunderbolt of three innocent people... victims
of a whispering campaign of vicious lies
and ugly rumors that shattered their lives.
This is the most talked about picture of
the year and already has an enormous
advance audience awaiting its release!

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
presents

~ JUL
OPKINS OBERON
C
JOEL M CREA

iember her performance

in

"Barbary Coast"?)

Directed
ocreen play

top honors

WILLIAM WYLER

by
by

Released

(Who achieved

thru

LILLIAN

HELLMAN

UNITED ARTISTS

iZcUd MARCH

13

th

in

"The Dark Angel")

PiCKFORD-LASKY

PRODUCTIONS

resents

\

NCIS

HUGH

HERBERT

•

Joseph

Directed by Rowland

V.

cawthorn
Lee

Pickf ord and Jesse Lasky launch one of the industry's

most important producing organizations with a
comedy that is literally studded with star names
box office caliber.

delightful

of

proven

A story with amusing turns and twists that moves with lightning speed! Humor and romance go hand-in-hand and combine
to make ONE rainy afternoon one of the finest motion
pictures destined to grace the screen during the coming year.

ORTANT

i

*
EUGENE

JEAN

ARKER PALLETTE
Screenplay

by

ROBERT

E.

SHERWOOD

ALEXANDER
production

A LONDON FILM

•

Released thru UNITED ARTIST:

SWEEPING ACROSS THE SCREEN

HUNDRED YEARS AWE AD OF TIME!

ttf

%$ne
ftie

ia

man
man

the world coming

t

has the daring to predict!
has the daring to produce!

An
ALEXANDER KORDA

Production

with

RAYMOND MASSEY
MARGARET?! SCOTT • RALPH RICHARDS
cast of thousands
«...

Directed by

WILLIAM CAMERON MENZ

Released thru

UNITED ARTISTS

PRODUCED

BY

DAVID

O

avid O. Selznick's

first

production for United Artists

of the most beautiful love stories ever told

.

.

.

and

it is

is

one

re-created in

a picture that will bring joyous entertainment to millions of people

the world over!

From

the producer of the best picture of 1935

"David Copperfield", you can expect a production that
for major screen

and

box-office

is

—

marked

honors in 1936.

SELZNICK-INTERNATIONAL

presents

starring

FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW
DOLORES COSTELLO BARRYMORE
wi

AUBREY SMITH GUY KIBBEE MICKEY ROONEY
HENRY STEPHENSON E. E. CLIVE UNA O'CONNOR
JACKIE SEARL IVAN SIMPSON JESSIE RALPH
C.

.

.

.

.

.

DIRECTED BY JOHN CROMWELL

.

.

SCREEN PLAY BY HUG-H WALPOLE

Qfrotn the worlJ-famous slory ly

PRANCES HODGSON BURNETT

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

MARCH

6th

AN UNFORGETTABLE MILESTONE

\h

MARCH TOWARD
THE BUILDING OF A GREAT NATION!
AMERICA'S TRIUMPHANT

Harry M. Goetz
PRESENTS

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER'S
Immortal Classic

THE LAST OF
THE MOHICANS
handful of fearless

men and women

world out of the wilderness

overwhelming odds.
quarter, they lived

.

.

.

fighting side

Hemmed

in

carved a

by

new

side against

by danger from every

and loved with the

fierce realization that

every moment in their bitter battle for existence must count!

A Reliance Picture
Released thru United Artists

An Edward

Small

Production

ROMANTIC AND FIGHTING ADVENTURER... LEAPS
FROM THE PAGES OF JEFFERY FARNOL'S WORLD-FAMED BOOK
FICTION'S

...TO GIVE

<£/

YOUR AUDIENCES THE

VMastering men with his fists and

women with his arms, he rose from
poverty to prestige

in a story that

THRILL OF THE YEAR!

WALT
DISNEY'S
creations are the

most pub-

licized short subjects in the

world.

They

are big

enough

to stand beside your feature
as marquee attractions.

When

you play the colorful
Mickey Mouse and Silly
Symphonies be sure and give
them plenty of space in your
lobby displays and other
advertising and exploitation.
They're little features but
they mean big money!
ads,

Produced entirely

T E C H

COL

N

in

I

Watch

for these

Silly

Symphonies

COCK

0' THE

WALK

11

(Released)

ELMER ELEPHANT

II

II

THREE LITTLE WOLVES
And

be sure to advertise

these

of

new

starring vehicles

Mickey Mouse
da

MICKEY'S POLO TEAM
Ji

ORPHANS' PICNIC
Mickey's
Released

Grand Opera

thru

UNITED ARTISTS

11

IF

YOU'RE A SHOWMAN...
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Disney's Deal

29

President for

Overseas Previews

Raises Query

New Tax Upon

(Continued from page 4)

On Van Beuren

"When Knights Were Bold"
Capitol-British)
London, Feb.
— A tremendously successful

All Surpluses

(

{Continued from page

3euren board.
ist

for

RKO,

On

24.

1)

current release
in addition to the color
its

:artoons, are 13 "Easy Aces" releases
six re.even Bill Corum sport reels
eases of the "Struggle to Live" series,
;

ind seven releases of the "World on
Parade" series. This season's release
also includes six of the "Dumb
,ist

Letters" series held over from
More than half of this
>rogram has been completed.
RKO's current distribution deal
vith Van Beuren expires at the end
)f this season and the Disney deal is
iffective with the opening of the new
abandons the reIf
ieason.
ease of only the Van Beuren color
;artoons the possibility of a new reease series being substituted and
making a new Van Beuren deal, is

3elle

ast season.

RKO

RKO

intermittent run in

England extending over 20

"When

Knights

Were Bold" has already been filmed, with Nelson Keys in the role
originated by James Welsh.
This time the lead is Jack Buchanan and
the treatment has been made semi-musical to suit his style.
Whether
there is not greater humor in the straight idea of a modern playboy
being transported, in a dream, to the middle ages, is a matter of opinion
for Buchanan fans it is an additional attraction that he has geen given
songs and a dance.
The story values are still as fresh as ever, and the transformation of
the happy-go-lucky Sir Guy de Vere bored with the obligations of his
social station and with his stiff relatives
will get laughs wherever they
can appreciate the broad humor of a modern pitchforked into a first class
mediaeval brawl. Staging is on a good scale in scenes of warfare 'round
and about a moated castle. The duplication of present day and "period"
personalities is amusing.
Fay Wray is the Lady Rowena of both
periods, and gets over well both the shocked romantic of the present day
and the fighting heroine of the 15th century.
Running time, 76 minutes. "G."
ALLAN.

—

—

seen.

The RKO-Disney deal is also expected to result in the resignation of
Disney from the board of United Arists in

Hearst Attack Does

Not Hurt West Film
(.Continued from page 1)

he picture. Reviews of
vere not commendatory.

the

picture

Film Assailed in Seattle

—

March 3. In a lengthy
the Post-Intelligencer, Hearst

Seattle,
:ditorial

Mae West's
declared
has
'Klondike Annie" immoral and in-

)aper,

lecent,

and that

Paramount showed

producing it. The paper
idvocated a boycott of the picture.
itupidity

in

Lincoln Bars "Klondike"
Lincoln, March 3. After previewing "Klondike Annie," County Attor-

—

ney

Towle declared

the

picture

was

showing to young people and
informed the Stuart Theatre he would
get out an immediate injunction if an
anfit for

ittempt

was made

to

"Public Nuisance No. 1"
London)
Another first film from one of the group of producers associated with C. M. Woolf's General Film Distributors. The
(Cecil-G. F. D.,

the near future.

show

London, Feb.

25.

—

responsible organization this time is Cecil Films, headed by Herman
Fellner, lately production manager at Gaumont British studios and previously of UFA. Marcel Varnel directed and Frances Day and Arthur
Riscoe are the leads.
This duo puts over a number of catchy song numbers and a good deal
of real comedy within the framework of a story, very musical-comedyish
in flavor, in which he is a rich hotel proprietor's nephew, put to work
as a waiter in a Riviera hotel as a punishment for dissipation, and she
is a shop girl who, by chance, and with his hidden aid, gets a free trip
and lots of gowns to wear, at the same hotel.
As a musical frolic it is, despite dull patches, above British standards,
and' such song numbers as "Between You and Me and the Carpet" and
Dog" should go well with American audiences. There is
"Me and
real comedy in the stratagems by which Riscoe empties one hotel by
creating suspicion of the food and another by the importation of live
Claude Dampier is a good comic valet and
fish into the water supply.
amusing travesty of a film producer is provided by Peter Haddon.
Running- time, 79 minutes. "G."

My

ALLAN

it.

Chicago Passes "Annie"
3.
"Klondike
March
Chicago,
Annie" was given a general permit tolay by Police Commissioner Alhnan
ifter varied opinions had been exiressed by censor board members.

Looking 'Em Over

—

"Laughing
(Republic)

WithB&K

Irish

Eyes"

(Continued from page 1)

stage farce, with an

years,

017,000,000 which must be made up,
while at the same time immediate
payment of the soldiers' bonus will
add another $120,000,000 a year to
Government expenditures.
Imposition of a tax on undistributed
profits will give the Treasury a net
new income of about $620,000,000 a
year, the President proposing, as a
part of the revision of the law, the
repeal of the present corporation income tax, the excess profits tax, the
capital stock tax and the exemption
of dividends from the normal tax on
individual income, which will wipe
out about $994,600,000 of revenue.
The program suggested by the President also calls for the imposition of
taxes paralleling the processing levies
outlawed by the Supreme Court, but
at a lower rate and on commodities
not included in the original Agricultural Adjustment Act.
"The existing difference between
corporation taxes and those imposed
on owners of unincorporated businesses renders incorporation of small
businesses difficult or impossible," he
told Congress, declaring the accumulation of surpluses in corporations affords a method of evading surtaxes
which "constitutes a problem as old
as the income tax law itself."

Spanish Group Asks
Edelstein Ousting
(Continued from page 1)

Loew, head, of M-G-M's foreign
ities,

activ-

yesterday admitted

receiving a
in Barcelona,

cable from exhibitors
but said he knew no reason for their
insistence that Jacques Edelstein resign.

The matter has been turned over to
Laudy Lawrence, general manager for
Europe with headquarters in Paris.
Lawrence is slated to sail from Paris
for New York today on the He de
France, but the Barcelona developments may put back the trip a few
days.

Sabath Probers Turn
To RKO Receivershp
(Continued from page 1)
committee's headquarters here, it was
learned yesterday.
hearing on the
proceedings
before the full committee is being arranged for a week or 10 days from now
in Washington. H. J. Yates, head of
Consolidated Film, which last year
acquired $1,600,000 of
gold
notes, which have subsequently been
reduced to $1,100,000 principal amount
outstanding, is expected to be one of
the witnesses to be called.

Light and entertaining, although unpretentious fare, this should
A
RKO
prove satisfying, in the smaller situations particularly. It is tuneful
and often amusing, and a film which should be easy to sell in the Irish
Chicago, March 3.
A deal on communities. Phil Regan, in the lead, sings several Irish songs in
Chaplin's "Modern Times" has been attractive fashion, and Walter C. Kelly, Evalyn Knapp and Ray Walker
:losed here with Balaban & Katz,
are in chief support.
RKO
United Artists giving them one extra
Kelly, fight promoter of the Irish-American A. C, goes to Ireland
week's clearance between "C" week
to find a good fighter to restore the prestige of his club. Miss Knapp,
md the first week of release.
There she meets and falls in love
his daughter, accompanies him.
It is understood that the terms of
In a
the agreement have caused some re- with a blacksmith, Regan, who wins a singing contest at a fair.
sentment among Warners, Essaness scuffle he knocks out the Irish champion Kelly is about to sign, and
Knife
Bergner
ind Independents. Exhibitors' repre- Kelly signs Regan, unaware he is not a fighter. Miss Knapp, with the
sentatives will meet Thursday for a help
London, March 3. Elisabeth Bergof Walker, sports announcer who is in love with her, gets a radio
discussion of the matter.
ner, who underwent an operation for
contract for Regan, while Kelly trains him for the ring.
here today, is reported as
A series of complications and misunderstandings develop as Walker, appendicitis
Asks Ticket Sale Limit learning Miss Knapp loves Regan, reveals that he is not a fighter, and "doing as well as can be expected."
Albany, March 3. A bill has been Kelly bets all he has that Regan will stay six rounds with the contender
Gehring to
Drive
ntroduced in the Senate here by A.
for the championship. There is suspense and lively action in the bout,
Spencer Feld, Democrat from the
William C. Gehring, who captained
Bronx, which forbids a film theatre which Regan finally wins. He leaves the ring for the radio and wins the previous drive, will have charge
Miss Knapp en route.
:o sell a ticket unless an empty seat
of the fourth S. R. Kent Drive which
Production Code Seal No. 1,981. Running time, 70 minutes. "G."
waits the patron.
runs from Aug. 16 to Nov. 28.

Deal Set

For "Modern Times"
—
•

Under

—

—

Run

—

:

:

:
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Skouras Moves Many
New York Managers

Wednesday, March

"Fleet" Gets

Out Hollywood Way

Big $27,000,

Several changes in the managerial
lineup of Skouras theatres in Greater

New York

have

Hamilton is now
Bronx,
replacing

been
at

made.
Paul
the Blenheim,

Nick

Mann,

Hollywood, March 3. Hal Roach's
"Our Gang" will have a special play
a car on the train which will take them

cousin of the Skourases. Hugh Finnigan, formerly in Nyack, has been
transferred to the Broadway, Astoria, L. I. Tom Sarras is at the helm
of the Grand, Astoria, having formerly checked in at the Lynbrook,

Duluth for a personal appearance
tour.
Six kids and eight adults

to

.

.

are

.

the

in

party.

.

.

The Sam

.

Wrens (Virginia Sale) who
just

have

become the parents of twins,

will

I.

Nate Simons,

assist-

ant manager of the Jamaica, Jamaica,
has been promoted to manager of the
Steinway, Astoria. Lou Hart, publicity director of the Crotona, is now
managing the Granada, Corona, L. I.,

Cooper has been switched from
Fox, Hackensack, N. J., to the
Cove, Glen Cove, L. I., while M.
Guillione has been appointed manager
of the Lynbrook, Lynbrook.
Hank Lowry, brother of Ed, the
m. c, is now at the State, Jersey City,
after having been at the Liberty, Elizabeth, for a while.
George Nicolles
has moved from the Terminal, New-

.

.

.

.

.

has taken over the operation

Newark, from Skou-

but this house continues in the
pooling arrangement with the Proctor under a five-year deal.
Heretofore,
has been managing its own
house and Skouras the Terminal. A.
Belle has just been given the manager's post at the Terminal under the
ras,

RKO

RKO

setup.

3.

.

.

.

.

.

.

can.

.-.

Richman

Harry

.

signed

for another

.

.

Technicolor.

.

.

.

.

Warners borrow

Henry Fonda and Madeleine CarWalter Wanger for one

roll from
picture.

.

.

Virginia Bruce
her home.

.

gymnasium
ard Arlen

in

starring in a

has

a

RichQuaker Oats
.

.

Mary

.

Ralston

Republic's "The Girl from Mandalay."
Arthur Rankin and Harry
Harvey in "Panic on the Air," CoDoris Lloyd, Mary Gorlumbia.
don, Paul McAllister and Neil
Fitzgerald in Radio's "Mary of Scot.

in

.

.

.

.

.

.

+

Story Buy

—Julian

—

Toronto, March 3. Famous PlayCanadian theatres plan a series of
stage contests for amateurs to develop
an all-Canadian unit of amateurs similar to that of Major Bowes.
ers

"ANOTHER FACE"
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-35c,
Night). Gross: $1,500.

A. Gibbs, former salesman at the Columbia exchange here, has been promoted to branch manager, succeeding
Stocker, resigned.

(Radio)
1

day

$1,500.

(Bank

(Average, $500)

"NAVY WIFE" (20th-Fox)
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-35c, 3 days.

Gross:

(Average, $1,500)

langer,

is

$78,360.

"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
(2nd run)
ARCADIA — (600), 25c-40c-50c, 8
Gross:

+

week.

Director— Harry

Lachman

to di-

Laurel and Hardy in feature
based on W. W. Jacobs' "The Money
rect

$3,000.

(Average,

"PETRIFIED FOREST"

BOYD— (2,400),
Gross:

40c-55c,

2nd

week.

Gross:

$5,500.

"Bless

—Columbia

Change

Hearts"

Their

changes

"And So

to

They Were Married."

+

— Sol Polito will photo-

Cameraman
"The

Charge
Brigade," Warners.

graph

of

the

Light

"LOVE ON A BET"

EARLE

$7,000)

"THE MILKY WAY" (Para.)
MAJESTIC— (2.250). 25c-50c. 7 days.
Gross:

$10,000.

(Average,

$7,000)

"NEXT TIME WE LOVE" (Univ.)
METROPOLITAN -(2,600), 25c-50c,
days.

Gross:

$7,000.

(Average, $7,000)

2nd
days,

—

Gene

(Radio)

25c-40c-50c,

(2,000),

Raymond,

Eddie

"MODERN
ERLANGER— (2,000), 40c-55c-87c, 7 days,
Gross: $20,000.
"PRISONER OF SHARK ISLAND"
(20th-Fox)
FOX— (3,000), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days. Stage:

2nd week.

Kazanova and her Tziganes; Sid Gary;
Four Robeys.
Gross: $21,000.
(Average,
$14,000)

WE

LOVE"

(Univ.)

(2nd run)

ner here in what proved to be one of
weeks for this city in a month
or more due primarily to rising temperatures. The Warner take was $2,300
above average.
Other houses topping average included the Riverside with a $6,300
gross for "I Conquer the Sea," and
Fox's Palace with a $6,000 take for

"Anything Goes" and "Woman Trap."
Prospects for an outstanding week's
business were dampened by the opening of the Lenten season.
Total first run business was $26,600.
Average is $23,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 27

"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
"WOMAN TRAP" (Para.)
PALACE— (2,800), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$6,000.
(Average, $5,000)
"I CONQUER THE SEA" (Academy)
RIVERSIDE— (2.300),

Gross:

$2,200.

25c-35c-40c,

(Average.

7

days.

$4,000)

"GHOST GOES WEST"

(U.A.)

(2nd run)

KEITH'S— (2.000),
Gross:

$2,100.

30c-40c-50c,

(Average,

7

days.

$4,000)

15c-20c-25c, 7 days.

Leonard Kellar, Weckler & WynSisters,
Shavo Sherman
& Dell. Gross: $6,300. (Average

$5,000)

"THE STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR"
(W.B.)
"THE LADY CONSENTS" (Radio

WARNER —
Gross:

$7,300.

(2,400),

25c-40c,

8

days.

(Average. $5,000)

"YOUR UNCLE DUDLEY" (ZOth-Fox)
WISCONSIN— (3,200). 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross:

Boston Independent
First Run Planned

—

Boston, March 3. A prominent independent
exchange
operator
is
understood to be behind a move to
turn the Park into a first run house
for independents.
The local first run
situation is controlled by M. & P.,
with three; RKO, with two and
Loew's, with two.
Loew's State and
Orpheum and M. & P's. Fenway and
Paramount play day and date.
The Park, seating 1,500, has been
running roadshows of a sensational
nature, under the management of Max
Michaels and Don Martin. The last
attempt to establish a first run spot
for independents lasted less than two
weeks.

Andrews

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)

7

7

7 days.
Peabody,
Lightner, California Revels.
Gross:
(Average, $14,000)
$19,500.
TIMES" (U.A.)

Stage:

"NEXT TIME

the best

Cliff
7

days,

$14,000)

"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
STANLEY — (3,700), 40c-55c, 7 days.
3.
Gross: $27,000. (Average, $14,000)
"TOUGH GUY" (M-G-M)
of Louis Pasteur" and "The Lady
STANTON— (1.700). 30c-40c-50c. 7 davs.
Consents" on a guaranteed entertainGross: $6,000.
(Average, $7,000)
ment bill grossed $7,300 at the War-

nard,

(Average.

(W.B.)

5

(Average,

$8,000.

days.

7 days, $2,800)

Fred

Title

Stage:

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
STATE— (2,750). 25c-40c,
LOEW'S
days,

Col. Promotes Gibbs
Oklahoma City, March 3. — Charles

put $19,500 in the treasury.
fans kept going to the
Erlanger to the tune of $20,000. The
only weak candidate among the first
runs was "The Lady Consents" which
got only $4,500 at the Aldine.
Total first run business was $113,300.
Average, exclusive of the Er-

The Chaplin

Street's "The
Need of Change" acquired by Paramount for W. C. Fields.

$10,000
"Pasteur" on Dual
Leader in Houston Big in Milwaukee
Milwaukee, March — "The Story
—

To Use Canada Amateurs

bination

KARLTON— (1.000),

Fadiman

j

held.
Gene Raymond proved a
draw at the Earle, both in person
and in "Love on a Bet" and the com-

was

real

.

Lloyd

Goldwyn

1

too,

It,

England, signed by Radio
Estimated takings for the week
on court etiquette for "Mary ending Feb. 27
of Scotland."
John H. Tracy,
"LADY CONSENTS" (Radio)
attorney, signed to advise on "The
ALDINE— (1,200), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days.
Gross: $4,500.
(Average, $8,160)
Witness Chair," same studio.

+

—Esther

Island"

of

+

Casting

\

to advise

Box."

trailer.

second week.
"The Prisoner of Shark
brought $21,000 to the Fox.

.

.

.

of Bank Night is being sought
Is
by Affiliated Enterprises, Inc., in conferences with City Prosecutor Cotter.
Following Cotter's order, all cash
giveaways have been stopped, but orHouston, March 3. In spite of icy
ganizations continue to run Bingo and
Beano games with merchandise prizes. winds, "The Milky Way" ran up a
No theatre previously running Bank gross at the Majestic of $10,000, where
Night or Cash Night has attempted the usual take is $7,000.
a substitute merchandise giveaway.
"Rose Marie," at Loew's for a secBank Night officials question the ond week, fell to $5,500, which was
authority of the prosecutor to put his $1,500 under average.
Other pictures
approval on merchandise as against hit average. "Next Time We Love"
cash prizes and state that if they are at the Metropolitan grossed $7,000,
not permitted to resume operation a and "Nevada" at the Kirby for the
test case will be sought.
week-end broke even with $3,000.
"Navy Wife" at the Kirby in midweek
was also par, with $1,500.
Signs
Total first run business was $28,500.
Clifton Fadiman, book reviewer for
the New Yorker, has been signed by Average is $26,000.
Samuel Goldwyn as editorial counselEstimated takings for the week endor in New York. Fadiman will work ing Feb. 20
in cooperation with William H. Haw"NEVADA" (Para.)
kins, Jr., and will go to the coast when
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-35c, 3 days. Gross:
Goldwyn returns from abroad.
(Average, $3,000)
3,000.

Lynn

—

•

ment

F.

Erin O'Brien-Moore and Ralph
Morgan added to "One to Two," and
Philadelphia, March 3. "Follow
Joseph Sawer set in "Special InRosina Law- the Fleet" took the top place in a
vestigator," Radio.
rence assigned opposite Charlie general pickup with a splendid $27,000
Chase in his next for Hal Roach. at the Stanley. It was held for a

.

.

Philadelphia

studio.

—

.

Seek Return of Bank
Night in Bridgeport
Bridgeport, March
— Reinstate-

James and Lucille Gleato "One to Two," same

.

.

RKO

.

.

.

of the Terminal,

.

.

by Columbia.
ark, to the Liberty, Elizabeth. MorAlan Mowbray back from vacaris HatofT, who has been at the State,
Isabel Stein,
tion at La Quinta.
Jersey City, now is located at the secretary to Lin Parsons at RepubRialto, same city.
Bill Bolger, asrecovered
lic,
from
the
flu.
sistant manager of the Jamaica, JaWarners may do some sequences in
maica, has been moved up to manager
"God's Country and the Woman" in
of the Tivoli, Jersey City.

.

son added

—

.

.

Max

the

land."

move into a new home soon.
+
Pickford-Lasky has Roy James and
James Seymour working on the script
Writers George Bricker working
for the Nino Martini picture.
on screen play of "Radio Jamboree,"
Monte Westmore, back from Lon- Warners.
Delmar Daves on
don, resumes makeup job for Walter Rafael Sabatini's "The Sea Hawk,"
Wanger's players.
Ralph Bell- same studio.
Robert Neville
amy making a personal appearance doing screen play with Martin
tour.
Harry Sherman completes Mooney for "So You Won't Talk,"
cast for "Bar 23," the next HopWarners.
along Cassidy feature. ... In addiTom Reed completes script for "The
tion to William Boyd and Jimmy Case of the Velvet Claws," Warners.
Ellison, he has Muriel Evans,
+
George Hayes, Claude King, Clara
Technical Advisers Hilda Grenier,
Kimball Young and William Dun- said to have been hairdresser to Queen
.

Lynbrook, L.

1936

4,

$7,000.

(Average,

$8,000)

Beckerich to Elmira

—

Cleveland, March 3. Al Beckerich,
former manager of Warners'
Hippodrome, has been made city manager of three Warner houses in Elmira, N. Y. Eddie Miller, treasurer
at the Hanna, has succeeded Beckerich
at the

Hippodrome.

;
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"Fleet" Big
Denver Smash In Cleveland
With $13,000 With $20,000

"Klondike" Is

Denver, March 3.—This town went
"Klondike Annie" in a big way
and ran the gross at the Denharn up
This left par
to $13,000 on the week.
for

$8,500 astern.
The cold weather broke and people
loose from their
pried themselves
"The Story of Louis
radiators.
Pasteur" garnered an excellent $4,000,
The
up by $1,250, at the Aladdin.
picture was moved to the Broadway
for an extended run.
"Modern Times" was in the money
at the Denver, the $12,000 take being
It was moved to
$5,000 to the good.
the Paramount for a second week and
probably will get three in all.
Total first run business was $40,000.
Average is $24,750.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 26:

Cleveland, March

—

3.

With

all

runs playing outstanding attrac-

first

bad weather
and heavy competition, jumped. "Follow the Fleet" at Warners' Hippodrome went to $20,000 as against an

tions, business, in spite of

$8,000 average.

"Modern

Times"

Loew's

topped

(Average

Gross: $700.

week, $1,500)

for

"KLONDIKE ANNIE"

DENHAM— (1,500),

(Para.)

25c-35c-40c,

days.

7

(Average, $4,500)
"MODERN TIMES" (U.A.)

DENVER— (2,500),
Gross: $12,000.

2Sc-35c-50c,

days.

7

(Average, $7,000)

"THE LADY CONSENTS"

ORPHEUM— (2,600),
Gross: $6,500.

(Radio)
7 days.

2Sc-35c-40c,

(Average,

$6,000)

"GALLANT DEFENDER" (Col.)
"LONE WOLF RETURNS" (Col.)

PARAMOUNT— (2,000),
Gross: $2,500.

25c-40c,

7

days.

(Average, $3,000)

New Haven, March 3.
Through the efforts of Nat
Furst, Warner exchange man-

Fred Waring and His Pennsylvanians

stage

the

as

attraction

the

at

RKO

"Modern

Times" and "Follow the
Fleet" were held for second weeks.
Total first run business was $73,200.
Average is $42,000.
Estimated takings for the week endFeb. 28:

"FANG AND CLAW" (Radio)
ALLEN— (3,300), 30c-35c-42c, 7
Gross: $3,200. (Average, $3,000)
"MODERN TIMES" (U. A.)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,400),
Gross: $19,500.

days.

days.

30c-35c-42c,

7

(Average. $12,000)

"WHIPSAW" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S STILLMAN— (1,900),
days. Gross: $6,500.

25c-35c,
(Average, $4,000)

"MY MARRIAGE"
RKO PALACE^(3,100),

days. Stage: Fred
sylvanians. Gross:

Hit in Providence

—

Providence, March 3.
Grosses
picked up with the thermometer and
"Follow the Fleet" cracked out a sensational

$13,000

at

the

RKO

Albee,

where normal is $7,000. The picture
was held over.
"The Music Goes 'Round" and "The
Leavenworth Case" were good for
$8,500 at the Strand, $2,000 over, and
the Majestic caught a par $7,000 with
"The Story of Louis Pasteur." Loew's
also had an average $12,000 week with
"It Had to Happen" and "Tough Guy."
"Here Comes Trouble" and a stage
show caught $6,800 at Fay's where the
average
Total

7

(20th-Fox)
30c-42c-60c,

7

Waring and His Penn(Average,

$24,000.

Cincinnati Leader

Average

is

run business was $47,300

$39,500.

Estimated takings for the week end
ing Feb. 27:

"THE STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR"
(W.B.)
MAJESTIC— (2,400), 15c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $7,000.

"IT

HAD

(Average, $7,000)
TO HAPPEN" (20th-Fox)

"TOUGH GUY" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S STATE— (3,800),
Gross:

$12,000.

(Average,

15c-40c, 7 days.
$12,000)

"HERE COMES TROUBLE" (20th-Fox)
FAYS— (1,600), 15c-40c, 7 days. Stage:
"It's

the

Tops,"

revue.

Gross:

$6,800.

(Average, $7,000)

"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
RKO ALBEE— (2,300), 15c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $13,000.

(Average.

$7,000)

"THE MUSIC GOES ROUND" (Col.)
"THE LEAVENWORTH CASE"
(Republic)

STRAND— (2,300),
$8,500.

(Average,

days.

30c-35c-42c, 7
age, $8,000)

15c-40c, 7 days.
$6,500)

Gross:

Gross:

$20,000.

(Aver-

"The Widow from Monte Carlo
gathered $13,000, or $1,000 above par,
Shubert, where "Spices
at the
of 1936" was on the stage. "The Return of Jimmy Valentine," plus a revival showing of "The Immigrant,"
independent
Strand
brought
the
$1,800, up $300. "The Story of Louis
Pasteur" broke even at Keith's with

$4,100.

Story,"

and

—

March 3.
"Exclusive
with Ted Lewis and his band

five vaudeville

pulled

a

acts

sensational

on the stage,

to the
Orpheum last week. This is the best
showing this house has made in six
years and sets a record since A. H.
Blank took control.

$21,150

"The Music Goes 'Round" and
"You May Be Next" at the Brandeis

Estimated takings

Gross:

$8,000.

(Average,

days,

7

(U. A.)
"METROPOLITAN" (20th-Fox)
(2,200). 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$5,400. (Average, $5,000)

OMAHA—

Week Ending

Feb. 27:
"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)
35c-55c,

Lewis Band
(Average,

and
$10,000)

7
five

Gross:

"WOMAN TRAP" (Para.)
"TIMOTHY'S QUEST" (Para.)
10c-40c,

"MODERN TIMES"

UNITED

2nd downtown week. Gross:
age,

Gross:

"INVISIBLE RAY"

Gross:

$4,500.

(Average,

days.
acts.

The

receipts.

"Klondike

Paramount

Annie"

days,

p 75Q)

"SILVER SPURS"

$1,200.

(Average,

days,

(Univ.)

RKO FAMILY— (1,000),

15c-25c,
$1,250)

days.

3

$1,100.

(Average,

KEITH'S— (1,500),
$6,500.

(Average,

is

$19,300.

ing Feb. 28:

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.)
"YOU MAY BE NEXT" (Col.)

(F.N.)

COLLEGE— (1,499), 35c-50c, 7 days, 2nd
Gross: $4,300.
(Average. $2,800)
"KLONDIKE ANNIE" fPara.)

Gross:

week.

Held over.

"TANGO"

Gross:

,

(Average.

$7,800.

days.

8

$4,800.

"PRISONER OF SHARK ISLAND"

—

Cleveland, March 3.
Col. Nat
Wolf, Warner zone manager and Mrs.
Wolf have left for a two-week vacation at Miami Beach.
Jess Fishman,
tion,

(Invincible)
35c-50c,

PARAMOUNT— (2,400)

Wolfs Go to Florida

also

sec-

Estimated takings for the week end-

$1,200)

30c-40c. 7 days.

$6,500.)

its

The Roger Sherman played

Average

900.

"HELL SHIP MORGAN" (Col.)
RKO FAMILY— (1,000). 15c-25c, 4 days.
Gross:

in an eight-day run,
normal. The picture

"Story of Louis Pasteur" and "Don't
Get Personal" to a $5,800 week, up
from par by $1,100. "Prisoner of
Shark Island" on a dual with "Every
Saturday Night" at the Poli just
made the $7,000 average mark.
Total first run business was $24,-

days.

7

"Tango,"

"Magnificent Obsession" in

$1,500.

25c-40c,

1

with

led

and

ond week at the College, on a dual
with "You May Be Next," first run,
exceeded the $2,800 house average by

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)

RKO GRAND — (1,200),

7

tinued unfavorable, a week's public
school holiday and top prices all day
Washington's Birthday, helped swell

(Aver-

7

15c-65c,

New Haven, March 3.— Although
walking and parking conditions con-

(Univ.)

35c-42c,
$6,500)

(Radio)

(Average, $10,000)

$13,400.

"Obsession" Held
Over in New Haven

$6,500)

RKO LYRIC— (1,400),

15c-55c,
7
$10,000)

(Average,

$13,500.

"FOLLOW THE FLEET"
RKO DOWNTOWN— (2.950),

$13,000.

$3,750.

(U.A.)

ARTISTS-(2,070),

Gross:

days.

$10,000)

Gross:

1936."

Gross:

days.

7

(Average, $5,000)

$3,200.

Gross:

"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000), 35c-42c. 7

days.

(Aver-

$20,000)

grossing $7,800
"WIDOW FROM MONTE CARLO"
or $3,000 over
(W. B.)
RKO SHUBERT— (2,150), 35c-55c, 7 days. was held over.

Stage: "Spices of
(Average, $12,000)

(Para.)

15c-65c,
7
$24,300.

(4,100),

Vaudeville.

STATE— (3,000),

Week Ending Feb. 27:
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
RKO ALBEE— (3,300), 35c-42c, 9 days.
Gross: $25,000. (Average, 7 days, $12,000)
Moved to RKO Capitol.
"THE LADY CONSENTS" (Radio)
RKO PALACE— (2,700), 35c-42c, 6 days.

(Average, $4,000)

"SHOW THEM NO MERCY"

Ted

age,

(Para.)

15c-25c, 7 days.
$1,500)

(Average,

"STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR"

Week Ending Feb. 26:
"THE MUSIC GOES 'ROUND" (Col.)
"YOU MAY BE NEXT" (CoL)
BRANDEIS— (1,200), 25c-35c-40c, 7 days.

$21,150.

Stage:

(Republic)

"THE IMMIGRANT"

Stage:
(Average,

days.

7

$18,600.

"ANYTHING GOES"

MICHIGAN—

Week Ending Feb. 25:
"RETURN OF JIMMY VALENTINE"

Gross:

in

ORPHEUM— (3,000),

15c-65c,

Gross:

$15,000)

days.

STRAND— (1,500),.

(Col.)

Gross:

days.

7

(20th-Fox)

FOX— (5,100),
Vaudeville.

$60,200.

Mercy" and "Metropolitan" managed
to go $400 over the line on a take of
$5,400 at the Orpheum.
Total first run business was $31,250.
Average is $19,000.

Stage:
Gross:

10c-40c,

(Average, $5,000)

"PRISONER OF SHARK ISLAND"

RKO

2nd week, and fourth downtown week for
(Average,
Gross:
$2,750.
this
picture.

$5,200.

ADAMS— (1,770),

$6,500 and was held, and "Rose Marie" got an even break in its second
Grand, at $2,750,
week at the
consecutive
being the fourth
this
downtown week for the picture.
Total first run business was $67,600.

the face of the
competition, the $5,200 take topping
normal by $1,200. "Show Them No

Gross:

"LADY OF SECRETS" (Col.)
"CALLING OF DAN MATTHEWS"

RKO

$1,800.

$77,100.

$65,000.

ing Feb. 27

RKO

is

is

Estimated takings for the week end-

RKO

Average

was

first

Average

1

Omaha Records

Omaha,

Downtown.
— "Follow RKO
Total
run business

3.

the Fleet" was the town's leader, with
a smashing gross of $25,000 on a nineAlbee, which
day run at the
was better than double the seven-day
average of $12,000. It was shifted
Capitol.
to the

$15,-

"Story" and Lewis
Set

March

Cincinnati,

—

March 3. With a break in
weather and a general pickup
downtown, "Anything Goes" led the
first run parade with a take of $24,300
at the Michigan.
This was over par
by $4,300.
"Prisoner of Shark Island" came in
for second honors, garnering $18,600,
up by) $3,600, at the Fox. "Modern
Times" pulled $13,500, over the line
by $3,500, at the United Artists and
was held over. "Follow the Fleet"
was well on the profit side of the
ledger on a take of $13,400 at the
Detroit,

the

Estimated takings

"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
WARNERS'
HIPPODROME— (3,800),

were outstanding

$7,000.

is

first

in

"Fleet" $25,000

000)

"Fleet" a $13,000

$24,300 Gets
Detroit Lead

cooperation with
Walter M. Pickett and others,
a $4,000 appropriation from
organizations throughout the
State will be used to install
standard sound equipment in
the Masonic Home at Wallingford, housing 96 persons.
Local exchanges have offered to provide two shows a
week at the home, with the
Rosen
cooperation of the
Film Delivery.
ager,

500 take.

ing

Gross: $13,000.

"Anything" at

Fund

Set Projector

State average by $7,500, with a $19,-

Palace with "My Marriage" on
the screen, boosted the total to $24,000, which is $9,000 more than the
weekly par.
"Whipsaw" took in $6,500 at Loew's
Stillman where $4,000 is normal and
"Fang and Claw" went $200 over the
Allen average of $3,000.
The Washington Birthday holiday
"STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR" (F.N.) with the advanced holiday matinee
ALADDIN— (1,500), 25c-40c-50c, 7 days. prices helped boost the total take, but
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $2,750)
the Al Siratt Grotto Circus and Wal"PETRIFIED FOREST" (W.B.)
BROADWAY— (1,500), 25c-40c, 4 days fol- ter Hampden in "Cyrano de BergeBoth
lowing week at the Denver. Gross: $1,300. rac" offered keen competition.

"WIDOW FROM MONTE CARLO"
(W.B.)
BROADWAY— (1,500), 25c-40c, 3 days.

31

(20th-Fox)

"EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT"
(20th-Fox)

POLI— (3,040),
«7.000.

(Average.

35c-50c.
$7,000)

7

days.

Gross:

Warner organiza- "STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR" (W.B.)
"DON'T GET PERSONAL" (Univ.)
and Mrs. Fishman, have just
ROGER SHERMAN— (2,200), 35c-50c, 7

of

the

local

returned from Florida.

1

days.

Gross:

$5,800.

(Average,

$4,700)

:

:

:

:

:

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

32

imes" Hits

l

—

Seattle, March 3. "Modern Times"
went into the hit division in a big
way in spite of unusual cold and a
heavy snow storm. The take at the
Fifth Avenue was $9,750, over normal
by $2,750 for eight days, and the
film was moved to the Blue Mouse.
"Rose Marie" was still strong at the
Music Box at $4,240 in its second
week of an extended run from the
Fifth Avenue.
Total first run business was $32,900.

Average

$33,500.

is

Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 24

—

"F"ollow the
Boston, March 3.
Fleet" came within $2,000 of breaking
the record held by "The Cockeyed
The
World" at Keith's Memorial.
take was $37,000, over normal by
new high for Saturday
$25,000.
paid admissions was set.

A

"Next Time We Love," with Ruth
Toby Wing on the stage

Etting and

MOUSE—

BLUE
(950), 25c-40c-55c, 7 days,
2nd week, extended run from Fifth Avenue.
Grcss: $3,700. (Average, $4,000)
"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)

BOX—

MUSIC
(950), 25c-40c-55c, 7 days,
2nd week, extended run from Fifth Avenue.
Gross: $4,250. (Average, $4,000)
"MODERN TIMES" (U.A.)

$5,000.

run business was $123,500.
$85,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 28:

AVENUE— (2,500), 25c-40c-55c, 8
(Average, $7,000)
$9,750.
"THE CALLING OF DAN MATTHEWS"

WE

"WOMAN TRAP" (Para.)
"TIMOTHY'S QUEST" (Para.)
FENWAY — (1,382), 30c-50c, 7

Gross:

(Col.)

"SILVER SPURS"

Gross:

(Average,

$3,200.

(Univ.)

15c-25c-35c,

days.

7

$4,000)

"THE LADY CONSENTS" (Radio)
"THREE LIVE GHOSTS" (M-G-M)

ORPHEUM— (2,450), 25c-30c-40c, 6 days.
Gross: $4,700. (Average, $6,000)
"IT HAD TO HAPPEN" (Para.)
"CHATTERBOX" (20th-Fox)
PARAMOUNT— (3,050), 2Oc-25c-30c-40c, 7
Gross:

days.

(Average, $5,000)

$4,100.

"DANCING FEET"

(Republic)
20c-25c-30c, 7 days. Vaudeby Charles Hoffman & Co.

REX— (1,500),
headed
Gross: $3,200.
ville

(Average, $3,500)

is

"NEXT TIME
LOVE" (Univ.)
RKO BOSTON— (3,426), 35c-65c, 7 days.
Stage: Ruth Etting and Toby Wing. Gross:
(Average, $15,000)
$27,000.

Gross:

LIBERTY— (1,800),

first

Average

FIFTH

days.

RKO

Boston, grossed $27,000,
which was $12,000 over normal. "First
a Girl," with Wallace Beery at the
Metropolitan, garnered $27,000, up by
at the

7

(Average.

$4,000.

days.

$4,500)

"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
KEITH'S MEMORIAL— (2,907), 25c-65c,
davs. Gross: $37,000. (Average, $12,000)
"DANGEROUS INTRIGUE" (Col.)
"IT HAD TO HAPPEN" ZOth-Fox)

LOEWS ORPHEUM— (2,970).
Gross:

days.

25c-55c.

7

(Average. $13,000)

$11,500.

"DANGEROUS INTRIGUE" (Col.)
"IT HAD TO HAPPEN" 20th-Fox)
LOEWS STATE— (3,537), 25c-55c, 7 days.

Gross:

(Average,

$11,000.

days.
$27,000.

Wallace Beery.
Stage:
(Average. $22,000)

"WOMAN TRAP" (Para.)
"TIMOTHY'S QUEST" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (1,793), 25c-50c, 7
$6,000.

7

Gross:

the

although

pickup,

"Ceiling Zero"
at the Stuart

and got only $3,300, $200 over par.
At the Varsity "King of the Damned"
was forgotten with $900, $400 down.
Total first run business was $12,300.
Average is $9,850.
Estimated takings
Week Ending Feb. 26:

"BULLDOG COURAGE" (Puritan)
"TWO IN THE DARK" (Radio)
"MOONLIGHT ON THE PRAIRIES"
(W. B.)
COLONIAL— (550)
10c-15c,
7
days.
,

Gross: $950.

(Average, $850)

Week Ending

Feb. 27:

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)

LINCOLN— (1.600).
Gross:

$2,700.

10c-20c-25c.

7

days.

(Average. $2,200)
(Radio)
SALUTE" (U. A.)

"ANOTHER FACE"
"RED

ORPHEUM— (1.200).

Buffalo, March

3.

—"Rose

Marie"

took this town's fancy in a week of
chilly blasts and listless downtown
It drew $14,600 to the
box-offices.
Buffalo, topping average bv $2,600.

The

Time

"Next

Lafayette's

Love" was $1,500

to the

We

good with a

take of $7,500.

$4,500.

VARSITY— (1.100).
S900.

10c-20c-25c,

(Average.

(G.
7

BUFFALO— (3,000).
$14,600.

(Average.

Gross:

30c-50c, 7 days.
$12,000)

"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)
"YOUR UNCLE DUDLEY" (ZOth-Fox)

HIPPODROME— (2,100),

Gross:

3:5.200.

(Average.

"STRIKE

ME

30c-50c,
$7,300)

PINK"

7

days.

$3,300.

(Average, $3,100)

Average

and

$24,200.

is

ing Feb. 27

"MODERN TIMES"
LOEW'S STATE— (3.000),
Gross:

$6,500.

(U.

GREAT LAKES— (3,000). 25c-40c, 7 days
(Average, $7,300)
$7,300.
"STARS OVER BROADWAY" (W.B.)
"NEVADA" (Para.)
CENTURY— (3,000). 25c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $5,800)
$5,200.
"NEXT TIME WE LOVE" (Univ.)
LAFAYETTE— (3,300), 25c, 7 days. Gross:
Grr-ss:

(Average. $6,000)

"SPY 77"
GIAYETY— (1.600).
vaude.

Gross:

(First Div.)
15c-25c-35c.

$3,900.

(Average,

7

15c-25c-40c,

$3,600)

days.

announced his engagement to Miss Retta

Cleveland, March

M-G-M

Tannenholz

of

3.

—Jack

salesman,

Detroit.

7

(Average, $5,500)

(Average. $4,500)

"PRISONER OF SHARK ISLAND"
$4,800.

15c-25c-40c,

— "Klon-

3.

a take of $15,000 in 10 days, $6,000
over average for the period. This is
Newman's biggest business in
the
eight months.
Other first runs felt the free showi
competition.
About $7,900, which is
$900 over par, was taken by "The
Music Goes 'Round" at the Tower. The
Mainstreet went $400 under a $9,000
average for combination bills with
"The Lady Consents" and stage show.

"Exclusive Story" at Loew's Midland took a low $7,500 against $11,500
par, and "Don't Get Personal" garnered only $2,700 in six days at the

Fox Uptown.
Total

run business was $41,700.

first

Average

$39,500.

is

Estimated takings

Week Ending Feb. 27:
THE LADY CONSENTS" (Radio)
MAINSTREET— (3,100), 25c-35c-50c.
'

Betty

Stage:

days.

Coogan. and
Grcss: $8,600.

and

Grable

Hollywood

the

7

Jackie

Collegians.

(Average, combination

bills.

"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)

MIDLAND— (4,000).

days, 2nd week. Gross: $3,500.

B.)

15c-25c-40c,

(Average,

$3,500)

"BAD BOY" (ZOth-Fox)
"MY HEART IS CALLING" (G.

25c-40c.

TOWER— (2.200).
Cello.

week.

the

&

who won

Jr..

Jewelry-Tower-

(Col.)

25c-35c. 7 days.
Stage:
Co., Brown
Ames, and

&

Johnny Rexola
Tcsenh

days.

7

(Average. $11,500)

$7,500.

"THE MUSIC GOES ROUND"

the Goldman
amateur contest for

WDAF

Gross:

(Average.

$7,900.

$7.-

000)

Week Ending

days.

7

(Average, $3,500)

MARY ANDERSON— (1,000),

7

March

City,

Annie" handily surmounted tht
General Motors show at the Municipal Auditorium, which drew 75.00C
in eight days, and gave the Newman

(ZOth-Fox)

Feb. 28:

"KLONDIKE ANNIE"

NEWMANGross:

(Para.)

25c-40c,

(1.900),

davs.

10

(Average, 10 days. $9,000)

$15,000.

"DON'T GET PERSONAL"

(Univ.)
(Aver(2.000). 25c, 6 davs.
age, under 25c-40c policy, $3,000)

UPTOWN—

B.)

"RING AROUND THE MOON"

(Chesterfield)
NATIONAI,— (2,400). 15c-25c-40c. 7 days.
Stage: Vaudeville 4 days, straight pictures
3 days. Stage: "Radio City Follies," Roxy
Singing Ensemble, Clark Kramer, Sully
& Thomas, Jack Bickle, Hayes, Haig &

Howe,

& Norman.

Ruskin

(Average.

Gross:

$4,000.

$3,000)

"Man Hunt," Show
Lead Indianapolis
— With
Indianapolis, March
3.

Olsen and Johnson, holders of the attendance pull record at the Lyric,
heading the vaudeville bill, the Lyric
ALAMO— (900). 15c-25c, 7 days, split took an estimated total of $12,500.
week. Gross: $1,200. (Average. $1,400)
"Man Hunt" was the picture, and the
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
day proved one of the biggest.
BROWN— (1,400), 15c-25c-40c. 7 days. last"The
Milky Way" at the Indiana
Gross: $9,000. (Average. $2,800)
drew in the neighborhood of $7,000,
and "The Story of Louis Pasteur" at
Officers
the Apollo brought about $3,500. A
Baltimore, March 3. The nomi- return performance
"The Inof
nating committee of the M. P. T. O. former" at the Circle was good for
of Maryland has named the follow- onlv about $3,000.
ing nominees for the election to be
First run business generally started
held later this month Frank A. Hor- slow at the beginning of the week, but
nig, president
Arthur B. Price, vice- virtually all houses showed better
president
Herman A. Blum, secre- business than during the cold wave.
tary
Helen Donnelley, secretary.
Total first run business was $33,000.
Named for the board of directors are Average is $26,500.
Walter Pacy, J. Louis Rome, Elmer
Estimated takings for the week endNolle, Tack Levine, Sam Soltz, Bill ing Feb. 28:
Hicks, Lauritz Garman, Louis Schnei- "STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR" (W. B.)
APOLLO— (1.100). 25c-40c. 7 davs. Gross:
der, in addition to the officers, with
$3,500. (Average. $4,000)
the exception of Miss Donnelley.
(Radio)

"EAST OF JAVA" (Univ.)
"ANOTHER FACE" (Radio)
"FRONT PAGE" (U. A.)
"DANCING FEET" (Republic)

Nominated

—

:

Mund-

has

:

;

"THE INFORMER"
CTRCLE— (2.800). 25c-40c. 7

days,

Jack Mundstuck Engaged
stuck,

Kansas
dike

Grcss:
A.)

"KLONDIKE ANNIE" (Para.)
RIALTO— (3,000), 15c-25c-40c, 7 days.
$6,000.

$15,000

Hit,

$9,000)

Estimated takings for the week end-

days.

Is

;

(U.A.)

B.)
days.

$1,300)

Week Endina Feb. 28:
"CEILING ZERO" (W. B.)
STUART— (2,000). 10c-25c-40c, 7
Gross:

"ROSE-MARIE" (M-G-M)

(Average. $2,100)

"KING OF THE DAMNED"

Gross:

three days of the week.
Total first run business was $43,250.
Average is $42,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 22

$7,500.

10c-15c-20c-25c-40c, 7

days. Three with the Kit Kat Club Revue
headlining Sid Page on the stage. Gross:

shining again in
temperatures as
high as 70 degrees were recorded.
Total first run business was $35,000.

Kentucky,

STRAND— (1,500),

of

was generally dodged

The sun has been

old

"THE PETRIFIED FOREST" (W.

home town
Cornell's
Katherine
amusement
seekers after a month of bad snows stand with "St. Joan" played to standand cold was partly responsible for ing room at the Erlanger the first
liberation

opposition.

Gross:

;

first

A

(Average, $7,000)

3.

The

good share of the $4,000 take,
with the film "Bad Boy" coming in
double feature,
for little attention.
"My Heart Is Calling" and "Ring
Around the Moon," for the remaining
three days were light.
"Prisoner of Shark Island" surprised at the Strand, with a take of
$4,800, over the line by $1,300. This
is a remarkable showing in face of the
for a

Gross:

a Buffalo
$4,500, in Lincoln "Marie,"
— "Another Hit; Gets $14,400
Lincoln, March
A

"The Petrified Forest" continued to
demonstrate its drawing power at the
Mary Anderson, where it played its
second downtown week to $3,500.
"Radio City Revels," on the stage for
four days at the National, accounted

days.

"Face," with Show,

Co.'s

Strand.

$12,000)

A GIRL" (G.B.)
METROPOLITAN — (4,332), 35c-65c,

Amusement

Avenue

Fourth

"FIRST

Gross:

Face," bolstered by a grade
stage
show, the Will J. Harris "Kit Kat
Club Revue" for three days, and following four with "Red Salute," shot
the Orpheum up to $4,500, $2,400
above average for the house. The
only other attraction to make a solid
impression was "Riffraff" at the Lincoln it cornered $2,700, $500 long.

Louisville, March 3.- "Follow the
Meet" was a sensation at the Brown
with a take of $9,000. This is more
than three times the normal take and
Jt
beats the record of "Top Hat."
was held over.
"Modern Times" disappointed at
Loew's State, grossing only $6,500,
but "Klondike Annie" at the Rialto
fared very well, taking $6,000, over
par by $1,500. It was shifted to the

I93i

4,

Kansas City

—

With $37,000

Total

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)

Sensation, $9,000

Hub Record

Gets $9,750

Mae West

"Fleet" Louisville

"Fleet" Nears

Seattle Top;

Wednesday, March

Louis Schaefer to Talk
New

—

Haven, March 3.
Louis
Paramount Theatre man-

Schaefer.
ager, will be a guest sneaker at the
Council of Theatre Patrons meeting
March 9. His subject will be "Theatre Operation."

(Averaee.

$^,000.

days.

"THE MILKY WAY"

TX DIANA — (3.200)
Grns=-

$7,000

.

(Para.)

25c-40c.

(Average.

Gross:

(Col.)

Gross:

$4.5001

"MAN HUNT"

LYRIC— (2.000).
ville.

davs.

7

(Average. $7,000)

"THF MUSIC GOES 'ROUND"
LOEW'S— (3.000). 25c -40c. 7 days.
$7,000.

Gross:

$4,000)

25c-40c,

$12,500.

(W.
7

B.)
days.

(Average,

Vaude-

$7,000)

MOTION PICTURE
Picture
Industry

NO.

39.

U. A.

NEW

54

Expects

Disney Films

YORK, THURSDAY, MARCH

Color Stereo

United Artists does not expect its
distribution contract with Walt Disney to be completed until July, 1937,
due to commitments under the deal

which normally could not be met by

much before that date,
Schaefer, vice-president and

the producer

George

J.

general manager
said yesterday.

United

of

Artists,

was announced
with the 1936-

opening.

of pictures which remained for
Disney to deliver to United Artists he
was certain that the producer was
considerably behind schedule and, on
the

basis

of

wind up

past

deliveries,

would

United Artists' conUntil
tract for another 18 months.
Disney has delivered his final picture
to U. A. no other company may disnot

tribute his

The new

his

product, Schaefer said.
distributing deal

RKO

with Disney, however,
as
'37

becoming

effective

season.
Under the new
(Continued on page 12)

RKO

Warner Stock Buy
Revealed by SEC
—

A

Edwin Land,

inventor of the sub-

(Continued on page

January, giving him a total of 88,060
shares, and the sale of 33,000 six per
cent convertible debentures, leaving
his holdings at 1,823,000, were shown
today in the semi-monthly report of

and Exchange Commis-

sion.

The

report also revealed the acquisition by Jack Cohn, through a stock
dividend, of 813 voting trust certificates, bringing his holdings to 33,357.
reports
Twentieth
Century-Fox
showed that Sidney Towell, New
York, disposed of 275 shares of common, leaving him with 34 shares, and
(Continued on page 12)

W. Rowland Quits
M-G-M; Now in N. Y.

R.

11)

Expect Kuykendall

To

Stay in Office

Washington, March 4. The acMiami, March 4.
quisition by Jack L. Warner of 3,000
shares of Warner common stock in Ed Kuykendall as

the Securities

—The

reelection of
president of M.P.
T.O.A. for another year, together
with all or most of the other officers
of the national exhibitor organization,
is expected at the annual meeting of
the M.P. T.O.A. board which opens a
two-day session at the Miami Bilt-

Insists U. S. Adherence

Sam.

After

Sam Dembow.

Would Be Disaster

Tax

Protest

To

Close All

Paris Houses
By PIERRE

—

AUTRE

Pakis, Feb. 26. Exhibitors at a
general meeting here have decided that
all theatres in Paris will close March
20, if the 10 per cent pauper tax on
gross receipts is not rescinded or

A

similar threat,
reduced.
which did not materialize, was made
some time ago. When the tax was
passed, last July, town councils were
given the option of canceling the tax
if they could find another to replace

greatly

it.

Thus far, Paris exhibitors have received only promises in their effort to
Distributors have promgain relief.
ised to cooperate with the local theatres in the matter of contracts. At
the present time exhibitors pay taxes
amounting to almost 25 per cent of
They believe
their gross receipts.
that the threat of complete closingwill force the Paris Town Council
to take action.
Theatre business in the country has
suffered severely through the depression.
The total of taxes collected
(Continued on page 8)

Big Seat Gain for
South America Seen

;

various

stages

of

construction,

are

Fred Wehrencompleted, Walter Gould, in charge of
berg, present chairman of the board,
Latin America for U. A., stated yes(Continued on page 8)
terday.
He recently returned from
a seven months' trip through the terfield,

vice-presidents.

Lifts Scale, Finds

Patrons
Kansas

ritory.

Up by 20%
—

City, March 4. By rais
ing his admission scale at the Roa
noke, Edwin S. Young claims to have
increased his attendance 20 per cent

weeks.
In 1914 he organized Metro Pictures
Corp. and five years later sold out to

period the temperatures have ranged

since Dec. 22.

During most

of that

around zero.

Young

lifted his

top from 15 cents,

(Continued on page 8)

CLARENCE LINZ

By

Washington, March

more, Thursday.
Other officers whose reelection is
expected are Walter Vincent, treasurer Edward G. Levy, general counsel
Approximately 40,000 seats will be
Morris Lowenstein, secretary, and A.
added to the South American total
N.
Berinstein,
Brylawski,
B.
Julian
as soon as 36 new theatres, now in
M. E. Comerford and W. S. Butter-

Richard A. Rowland, who rejoined
M-G-M as a producer eight months
ago, has resigned and is now in New
York working on several deals. He
will remain in the east for about three

Marcus Loew.

On Copyrights

Two

ber

Berne Treaty

furniture.
for
searching
a
Clark,
name, decided to call the pup

Daily.

cameras joined by a universal
shaft are used in making the pictures,
but in the projection of the double
film one machine equipped with a new
Spectators must
attachment is used.
use spectacles made of Polaroid, a
grayish substance resembling glass.
new reflector has been developed
and patented that may be added in
front of the lenses of present projectors and make one machine do the
work of two, Wheelwright says. Film,
in
such instances, will be double
frame.
The invention is such, however, that each frame is given a full

Schaefer stated that while he did
not have the exact figures on the num-

Branches

Ambassador, knew it and so
presented him a Scotty which
proceeded to chew up the

—

4.
Some of the
of the three-dimension color
film process based on the use of polarized light have been revealed here by
the inventors, Edwin H. Land and
George W. Wheelwright following a
demonstration for Motion Picture

Boston, March

details

in All

Mills Assails

Dembow
March —John

4.
Hollywood,
is fond of dogs. Ben
Frank, manager of the Hotel

Schaefer Says Producer Boston Inventors Using
Is Behind Schedule
Polarized Light

Ini

TEN CENTS

D. Clark

Described

Is

the

1936

5,

Another

Film Process

July, '37

To

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti

VOL.

Alert,

A

dozen theatres are set for Chile,
14 for the Argentine and 10 for Brazil, he asserted.
M-G-M has practically completed new theatres in Lima,
Peru, and in Santiago, Chile.
The
M-G-M house in Montevideo, Uruguay, is expected to be finished in
about three months and another theatre in Rio de Janeiro will be ready
for opening in about six months,
Gould said.

4.

—Declaring

that adherence to the Berne Convention would be disastrous, not only to
American composers and authors, but
to the motion picture industry, E. C.
Mills, general manager of Ascap, today attacked the Duffy Copyright Bill
as a "pretense" under the guise of
which creative talent would be stripped of such protection as it now enjoys.
Appearing before the House Patents Committee, Mills told of the conditions which prevail in Germany,
Italy and Hungary with respect to
.

American authors and composers.
Those countries, he pointed out, have
copyright

treaties with the United
States and the difficulties encountered
under those agreements, he said, are
but a fraction of what would be experienced under the convention.
The treaty with Germany, the committee was told, is absolutely useless
to protect non-Aryan Americans. Italy
has adopted a nationalistic policy and
is not using foreign material, and it is
(Continued on page 12)

Coast Is All Set
On Awards Tonight
Los

—

March 4.
Awards banquet

Angeles,

eighth annual

The

of the

Academy

will be held at the Biltmore
Hotel here tomorrow night, when the
votes will be counted and the 1935
awards of merit in the various divisions of production will be made. The

awards are for pictures exhibited in
this district between Jan. 1 and Dec.
1935.

31,

Academy today announced
250

persons
affair.
This

will

attend

that

1,-

tomorrow's

announcement

was

(Continued on page 8)

Kohn Says No Deal
Set for Schulberg
No new
have been
Prod.,

but

distribution arrangements
for B. P. Schulberg
several deals are under

set

way, Ralph Kohn, who is associated
with Schulberg, stated yesterday as
he left for Hollywood by plane.
The company has three to deliver
to

Columbia before the current deal
(Continued on page 8)

—
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Hollywood, March 4.
gag having to
* do with the father and husband who got home so infrequently one of his own children

T

r

y

J

old Cantor

1IC

finally ran to her mother, exclaiming, "Mama, that strange
man is here again" has an actual
counterpart in Sam Briskin, now
seven weeks on the job as head

man

Radio studio. Not
any of the trade's business, but it might be interesting,
that

of

it

the

is

if it weren't impolite, to ascertain
exactly how much of his family
Briskin has seen since his deal

Union

with Leo Spitz.

.

.

.

Life

Hollywood Bureau:
Vine and Yucca Streets, Boone
Mancall, Manager; Chicago Bureau, 624
Avenue, C. B. O'Neill,
Michigan
South
Manager; London Bureau: Remo House,
W.
1,
London,
Street,
Regent
310
Bruce Allan, Representative. Cable address
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Berlin
London";
"Quigpubco,
35; Joachim K.
Stuelerstrasse 2, Berlin
Rutenberg, Representative; Paris Bureau:
Building,

W

Rue de la Cour-des-Noues. Pierre
19,
Autre, Representative; Rome Bureau: Viale
Malpassuti, RepresentaVittorio
Gorizia,
Sydney Bureau: 600 George Street,
tive;
Mexico City
Holt, Representative;
Cliff
Bureau: Apartado 269, James Lockhart,
Representative; Glasgow Bureau: 86 Dundrennan Road, G. Holmes, Representative;
Budapest Bureau: 3, Kaplar-u, Budapest,
II, Endre Hevesi, Representative; Tokyo
Bureau: 47 Higashi Gokencho UshigomeKu, H. Tominaga, Representative.
Entered as second class matter, January
1926, at the Post Office at New York
4,
City,

N. Y., under Act of March

Subscription

Americas, and

3, 1879.
per year: $6 in the
Single copies:
foreign $12.

rates

10 cents.

Production Changes
In Roach Schedule
Hollywood, March

4.

— Hal

Roach,

accordance with a revised schedule,
have a total of 12 one-reel Our
Gangs and six feature comedies for
release through M-G-M during the

in

will

new season.
The original

plans

called

for

five

of each type.

Columbia Transfers
Olmstead to N. Y. C.
Hollywood, March — Edwin Olm4.

stead, Columbia's coast publicity director, will be transferred to the comYork office, the change to
pany's

While it may be tough on wife
and babes, not to overlook him,
the Briskin activity is developing
into a landslide for Radio. For
sales department purposes, the

company may send up

Republic in Swiss Deal
Republic has closed a deal with Alfred E. Mooser of Bern for exclusive
distribution of the company's product
in Switzerland, according to word reSatori,
ceived here from William
continental European representative.
Mooser has acquired control of

and will
Radio-Cine in Lausanne
change the name to Republic Film,
A. G.

Skouras on
Hollywood,

Way

March

4.

East

— Spyros

Skouras left by train today for New
York. He was accompanied by William T. Powers and Irving Barry.
E. L. Alperson left for a holiday in
Miami.

new

schedule to about fifty-two pichovers
season
it
this
tures
around forty-eight. Briskin says
it can be done, what with facilities and the like available, and
thinks the higher figure might
make for a better-rounded proattracgram. His plans for
tions call for twenty, as against
eight or nine, conceived that way,
but not necessarily that way, for
this year. That, we are told on
all sides, is more of a job than
is
indicated by surface markings. ...
;

A

T
Suitable material is difficult
to sink hooks into and the competition continues extremely keen.
Producers at any time night or
day and whether in the Clover
Club or the assorted Brown Derinto a complete
bies, will go
shambles at the thought of the
possibility

of

annexing unusual

vehicles, not to overlook the price
they are willing and eager to

pay. Briskin's job, as a consequence, is a substantial one and
yet he is optimistic.
.

New

be effective Monday.
The successor to Olmstead's post on
the coast will be named tomorrow.

its

.

.

T
As

actly as

as

"Kim"

will

do ditto for

"Pine" Begins 3rd

Week

at

(

set

is

"The Robber Barons;" Jack

for

)akie for three starring vehicles

;

Asia ire and Rogers for two nimble feet potpourris. Robert Donat,

who was

stepped

the

into

Class A, Section 1, Unobjecfor
General'
Patronage
"Boulder Dam," "Cattle Thief," "Das
Schloss im Sueden," "Give Us This
Night,"
"Here
Comes
Trouble,"

.

Briskin is aware
of the task ahead of him. He understands orte of the rocky roads
over which he must bump his
way is the road that finds personalities at the other end. Exactly
the how, where and the what of
the problem are something else

At any

Paramount

again, but that's where Briskin's
capabilities as a studio operator
fit into the picture. For he knows
the setup here, the pitfalls and the
difficulties. Off the Radio lot, and
naturally on it, there is general
recognizance of the calibre of his
merit and, while the results are
misty in futures, it is a fair crosssection of general opinion to
point out that the expectancy is
.

.

.

T
His induction

at Radio, these
what they are,

brought
changes.

its trail a number of
Ben Kahane and J. R.

in

McDonough
to Briskin.

are

now

will

Island,"
"Gruss und Kuss
Veronika," "Love Before Breakfast,"

"Road Gang," "Three Women," "Wife
vs.

able

Class B,
— "Hellship

Secretary."

Objection-

Part

Morgan,"

in

"Melo," "The Walking Dead."

Schreiber Contempt

Case

Up Wednesday

A

hearing for Jacob Schreiber on
contempt of court charges arising
over
cash
giveaways,
which was!
scheduled before Judge DeWitt H.
I

Merriam

Court last Satur-|
place on Wednesday.
Judge Merriam issued a permanent
injunction restraining Schreiber from
using cash prizes on Jan. 16. Since
then the prosecutor's office has an-J
nounced it will not act on other theatres using the prizes until a ruling
has been made on Schreiber's easel
pending before the Supreme Court.
In view of this and the fact thai
he claims the prizes as now giver!
away are different from those banneci
by the injunction, Schreiber resumecl
them about 10 days ago.
Judge Merriam's ruling for Schreij
ber to show cause why he should no
be adjudged in contempt of court fol
lowed.
day,

will

in Circuit

take

Suit Against

but always under Briskin's final
McDonough, kicked up
say-so.
stairs to an executive vice-presidency, is in an eclipse is being
used by Briskin for far less important tasks than until recently
he filled, and, by common knowledge, is sitting out his contract

which runs until the summer.

Observing that questions of law

his

old line of duties as contact with
other studios which like him and
as general overseer of contracts,

.

.

.

"Fauntleroy" Is Shown
Warm Springs, Ga., March 4 —

Ends

Odium

Dismissed by Couri

subordinate

Kahane continues

go into the
Picture Business
on Friday.
by
published
Business,
Picture
Bugle
Ann"
at
"The Voice of
the Center garnered about $6,000. "Pete" Woodhull and edited by Mar"Rhodes" is being held for a second tin Starr, has suspended publication
week at the Roxy, starting tomorrow. with the last issued dated Feb. 29.
Annie"

New York Paramount

—

Devil's

these things being

All the boy and girl patients at the
"Trail of the Lonesome Pine" ended Warm Springs Foundation who were
second week at the Paramount, able to do so turned out tonight to
its
with $33,000 and yesterday began a see "Little Lord Fauntleroy," with
The film also is being Dolores
third week.
and
Barrymore
Costello
held over for a third stanza at the Richard Barthelmess as guests.
Paramount, Newark, which is operated by Peter and Adam Adams.

"Klondike

"Trail of the Lonesome Pine." Class
A, Section 2, Unobjectionable for
Adults "Desire," "The Escape from

rate,

Briskin will come through.

:

"Leathernecks Have Landed," "Lucky
Terror,"
"The Lawless Nineties,"

subsequent claim that he cannot
produce in this country. There
is also Goetz's contention that the
Warners are wrong. It's all
right with us either way.
.

Additional Pictures

tionable

doubt. There was litigation aimed
at him by the Warners and the

.

I93<

Legion Passes Nine

lows

august classification that counts
by "The Count of Monte Crisco,"
goes over by the deal with Harry
M. Goetz and Edward Small of
Reliance, but whether or not
Donat can or wants to work in
this country is shrouded in some

;

plans are in
these parts, he has lined up
"Gunga Din," which will give
Radio its quota of Kipling exdefinite

M-G-M. Edward Arnold

5,

In its list for the current week,
the National Legion of Decency has'
added 19 pictures, seen this week, to
the previous listings. Of the 19, nine
are called unobjectionable for general patronage, seven arc classed as
unobjectionable for adults, and three
are termed objectionable in part.
The additions, classified, are as fol-

By RED KANN«

Almanac and The Box-Office Check-Up.
Postal

Outlook

Insiders'

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)

Vol.

Thursday, March

in

volved in a $14,896,032 suit agains
Floyd Odium and other directors o
the Securities Allied Corp., formerl;
the Chatham Phenix Allied Corp., fo
alleged waste and mismanagement

had never been passed upon by N. Y
state courts, Justice Lauer grantei
a motion to dismiss the action witl
the suggestion that an appeal be takei
to

the

The sui
Donovan oi

Appellate Division.

was brought by James

J.

an assigned claim of Francis M
Crawley, owner of 2,000 shares o
Securities Allied.
Odium is the president of Atla
Corp., which has extensive invest
ments in the film industry. Dono
van's attorney said an appeal fron
Justice Lauer's ruling would be takei

immediately.

Cross Loses Libel Suit
Albany, March

—

4.
Ben S. Cross'
against Eddie Cantor ha
been dismissed by the Court of Ap
peals. This upholds a decision by Jus
tice Cuff to the effect that the com
plaint did not furnish enough fact
to constitute a cause for action. Thi
ruling was upheld by the Appellat
Division.

libel

suit

Vividly pictured against the spectacular back-

ground

of the greatest

wonder ever wrought

by man is Warner Bros.' thrilling production,
'BOULDER DAM'. 'Loaded with action and
suspense', and enlivened by Ross Alexander's
'moving portrayal',

Patricia Ellis' 'admirable'

performance, Lyle Talbot's 'excellent characterization',

and Frank McDonald's
Dam' is another

direction', 'Boulder

'notable
illustra-

tion of Warners' flair for timely, newsvalue themes. Released March 7lh.
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DAILY
Coast Is All Set
On Awards Tonight

Purely

Richabd A.
Ben Judell, Budd
(Continued from page 1)
Rogers, Jack Lait, Irwin Kleeblatt,
made in spite of open efforts of the Fred McConnell, Franklyn Underscreen actors' and writers' guilds to wood, Harvey B. Newins,
Jack W.
keep their members from attending.
Springer, W. Ray Johnston, E. H.
Keen competition is anticipated in Goldstein, Edward M. Schnitzer,
the performance division for actors Jack Bellman, Ed Finney,
Jack
and actresses. Six actresses and four Partington-, Harry Engel and Dan

tion

(Continued from page

1)

all amusement houses in France
January, 1936, was approximately $550,000, which compares with a
total
of approximately $700,000 for
January, 1935, a reduction of about 20
per cent.
The revenue for the entire
year 1935 from special taxes on
amusements was 15 per cent less than

March

4.

Brownell, Jr., New York,
has introduced a bill here empowering
the State Liquor Authority to issue
liquor licenses to theatres in cities of
1,000,000 population or more. Under
the bill a license would be obtained
for one year for $1,000 or for threequarters of a year for $750.

Hearing on Lottery Bill
Boston, March 4.—A public hearing at the State

House

is

to be held

tomorrow for
to amend the
chusetts.

for

a discussion of the bill
lottery laws of MassaPassage of the bill would

make Bank Night

definitely

legal.

product.

staff

left

work on "A

of the Warner pubyesterday for Dallas
Midsummer Night's

Dream."
•

Hal Le Roy

and Toby Wing finish work today on a two-reeler, "Hal
Is in Wonderland," at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studio.

McManus

to the

Warner

as the

has been moved

.

up,

Kohn

1)

said.

.

.

Pittsburgh

Johnny Morin
relieve

usher

will

leave

for

the

last

returned from

Washington yesterday.
•

Clyde

Eckhardt

(Continued from page

where

left

last

week

.

.

.

Murray.

seven

years,

he

questions

this

have a tendency to judge picture's
value by the theatre's scale of admission prices.

ple

Wall Street
Universal Drops 7Vi Pts. on Board
Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd

Low

38

3754

47A

47$4

1854

18^

167J/2

163J4
10454
10
7V/s
10'A
754

...

Consolidated, pfd

Kodak

Eastman
Loew's,

104%

Inc

Paramount
Paramount

pfd. 77J4
2 pfd. 11
1

Centurv-Fox 31%

10454

+A
—I'A
+ A

76A

-154

163 54-

l

WA -

pfd

Warner Bros
Warner Bros.,

.

.

39
80

84

13
55

13A.
pfd 55

Up

Technicolor

'A

+ A
- 54
-7V%
—
'A
-A

1054

54
54

3154

Century, pfd 3954

Universal,

47!4
654
lSVs

m 30H
m m
8%

Pathe Film

rko
20th
20th

Close Change
38
+15*

39
80
13

55

a Quarter
Net

High
....

1

3

3054
4'/.

Low

Close Change

15/16 15/16
254
254
2914
3054
45i
4U

—
+

V*
Vi,
;

Paramount Bonds Gain

San Francisco

Eddy Skolak

is
back at his old
home, the Capitol, as house manager
for Popkin & Ringer, who opened the
house March 7.

Bill Pine was in from Hollywood
Bob Worth, orchestra director, will
conducting the campaign for the open- also be at the Capitol.
ing of "The Trail of the Lonesome
Grover Parsons is back at his desk
Pine."
at M-G-M after several
weeks on
John Joseph is back from New sick leave.
I

but

was solely responsible.
He contends he draws from a wider
area under the new plan, because peowhether

•

for either Florida or Hot Springs for
a month's vacation.
E_ddie Fontaine is in New York on
business at the Paramount home office.

1)

had stood for two years, to
This gives him 35 days

it

20 cents.
better
clearance,

partment.

Chicago

Up by 20%

Patrons

etta Leaver, Miss America, for the Sentry Safety
Sonotone
annual Pittsburgh Auto Show.
Technicolor
Joe Bern hard's son, Jack, is work- Trans- Lux
ing here in Warners' booking de-

Saturday by automobile for Florida.

Edward Schnitzer

the

been sent to
Harrises to

has
left to become a New York salesman.
Max Silverman, brother-in-law
of Joe Hiller, has been made Forrest Shontz' assistant at the Harlem Casino.
George Tyson has signed Henri-

•

Columbia

has

O., by the
ailing Billy

Robert Weeden, the Penn's singing

who

Lillian Roth
House of Morgan.
of

Lifts Scales; Finds

Net

Youngstown,

Warners.

Hal Hode

term pact, Kohn added.
Schulberg and Kohn are due in New
York again in about t\vo months.
to a long

High

of the Har
ris-Family, and the Mrs. have adopted
a baby.

studios.

Harrison,

New Haven

Jack Hooley, manager

coast studios.

appears in
"Sweet Aloes," has been optioned by

.

winds

•

•

Rex

.

.

Kingston.

Agnew

Paramount

of Far West Exchanges, her new boss, claims that
she will be the industry's first saleswoman. Miss Stewart will also act
as assistant to Carl Bryant of Far

Barney Hoffman is on a 17-day
South American
Caribbean
cruise
aboard the Lafayette.
Erle Wright and Mrs. Wright
took the Pastores on a 12-day trip
with stops at Port au Prince and

three

has returned from
a western trip which took him as far
F.

will

Harry F. Shaw and Mrs. Shaw
celebrated their 12th anniversary with
three formal dinner parties.

•

Neil

.

Set for Schulberg

sell film

•

the
accessory
department at
Twentieth Century-Fox.
•
Joseph Bernhard and Robert W.
Perkins yesterday returned from a

.

Kohn Says No Deal

Sam Berkowitz,

.

Ben Judell, independent exchange
man from Chicago, arrived in town

Elliott

theatres,

West.

•

yesterday and plans to spend
days here on product deals.

Hollywood

several

go on the road next week to

Barron Polan
licity

—Assemblyman

Herbert

new

Al

•
opens tonight at the

Albany,

Roy L. Walker and Mrs. Walker,
C. E. Williams and R. X. Williams, Jr.

One is now
being completed with Mary Astor and
Melvyn Douglas. The other two will
Ma- star Edward Arnold. Schulberg has

his son looking over

in 1934.

Would Allow House Bars

vacate that post for a vice-presidency this year, it was reported. In
this event, M. A. Lightman, a vicepresident, is considered a likely candidate for the post.
Among the early arrivals were
Hugh Bruen, Sol Davis, L. C. Griffin,
O. C. Lan, M. A. Lightman, Sidney
B. Lust, Edward G. Levy, L. H.
Michael and Mrs. Michael, David
Palfreyman, Benjamin Pitts, Charles
W. Picquet, John C. Stapel, Walter
Vincent and wife, Fred Wehrenberg,

(Continued from page

Max

Skou-

•

visit

(Continued from page 1)

may

Los Angeles

.

Lutz, who runs the Screenland
Spyros Skouras, E. L. Alperson, Cafe in Kansas City, is here sam
William T. Powers and Irving pling the schnecken of local Film
Barry are due back from the coast Row eateries.
Rita Stewart, formerly a booker
Monday.

to

Stay in Office

row a visit.
Wintraub, head of the
Capitol, Port Chester, has organ- jestic Exchanges in Omaha, Kansas great hopes for Tamara, the singer
a Shirley Temple club in West- City and Des Moines, is here with and dancer, who was recently signed

from

for

time.

this

film

of

into

All Paris Theatres

.

•

to

Shut

the

at

Howard Cullman of the Roxy
New York, is paying Hollywood and

ized
chester.

— Represen-

to

.

•

the Screen Actors' Guild
and the Writers' Guild today refused

Tax Protest

night

Livingston, manager of the
Capitol, here, was host to the pres
club last week and showed a special
picture.

in

Harry Fuchs, manager

of

matter.

for

T. B. Noble, Jr., general manager
Westland Theatres, stayed here a

week
Bob

ton.

;

issue any official statement regarding responses to wires which they
dispatched to members urging them to
remain away from the Academy
Awards banquet tomorrow night. It
was learned however, that the guilds
are planning an official announcement
for the day following the banquet.
The Directors' Guild has thus far
maintained a neutral attitude in the

of

charge of stage production, arrive today on the Washing-

:

4.

photographers (RKO, by the way)
with two enlarged editions of Mickey

ras'

Monday

each

Orpheum.

producer

manager

city

on an eight-week amateur con

put
test

didn't miss the opportunity of having him pose for the

ciate

Awards will be made in the following additional divisions
best original,
best adaptation, short subjects, with
three sections, cartoon, comedy and
novelty
assistant director, best song,
best music scoring, film editing, dance
direction, and technical awards in cinematography, art direction and sound
recording. Film editing and dance direction are new awards this year.
Los Angeles, March

arrived

Ray Milland, Purnell Pratt,
Mrs. Wallace Beery and Henry
Duffy, Twentieth Century-Fox asso-

on the same picture.

tatives

Jerky Zigmond,

•

Colbert and Gable won the actress
and actor award, respectively. Frank
Capra took the award for best direc-

Lincoln

.

the Lincoln Theatres Corp. here, has
signed with
Beth Langeord, the
"Miss Uollie Wood" of KFOR, to

Mouse.

Miss

picture,

in that

•
.

.

Rutgers Neilson

Twelve pictures have been nominated as outstanding, from which one
will be selected as the best picture
of 1935. Columbia took the honor for
1934 with "It Happened One Night."

work

Ayles worth

H.

Pictures, Inc., was in New
for a week on company business

Superior

York

from the coast yesterday by plane and

Oberon.

their

regarding the opening of
"Follow the Fleet" in this territory.
James J. Jovaney, president of

•

Merlin

To

RKO

executives

Frankel gathered 'round the Tavern yesterday for a noon hour snack.

McLaglen; for the actresses award
they are Elisabeth Bergner, Claudette
Colbert, Bette Davis, Katharine Hepburn, Miriam Hopkins and Merle

For

York where he conferred with

1936

5,

Expect Kuykendall

Personal

i
RALPH POUCHER,
Rowland,

actors have been nominated for those
awards, instead of the usual three in
each group. Balloting in all divisions
has been unprecedented during the past
few weeks. Nominees for the actors
awards are Clark Gable, Charles
Laughton, Franchot Tone and Victor

Thursday, March

Net
High Low Close Change
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40
27J4
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40 ctf 27'A
Loew's 6s '41 ww
deb rights
10254

2654

26%

—

26Vt

27

-• -J|

10254

10254

S6'A

S6A

.....
|

wd

9154

9054

91

9454

94

94

•'9

Pict.

6s '55

39

+ 54" j
+ A

S6A

Paramount

Warner

J

:

Paramount B'way
3s '55

'A

\

Bros. 6s

(Quotations at close of March

4)

LOMBARD
LOVE BEFORE

BREAKFAST
with

PRESTON FOSTER,

Beecher.

An

Cesar Romero, Janet

EDMUND GRAINGER PRODUCTION.

Baldwin's Cosmopolitan Magazine Story. Directed

Lang.

A

From Faith
by Walter

Universal Picture presented by Carl Laemmle.

UNIVERSAL
AGAIN!
DOES
IT

Universal crashed through with

one

Obsession,"

"Magnificent

the biggest grossers in

all

of

box

office history!

TWO
Universal smashed over a successor

with Margaret

Time

Sulla van in

"Next

We Love"!

THREE
whams

Universal

over "the pic-

ture with the unforgettable
punch"!

.

your box

.

.

Universal looks after

office,

so

keep both your

eyes on Universal!

"SUTTER'S GOLD''
Universars "SHOW BOAT"!

Watch for Universal*

Watch for

WATCH UNIVERSAL!
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Mary Pickford Here
To Open New Office

1

Color Stereo

Looking 'Em Over

Pickford-Lasky Prod, will open a
office within the next 10
days, Mary Pickford stated yesterday
upon her arrival from the coast by
Miss Pickford has several
plane.
people in mind and will appoint an

"Timber War''

eastern representative before she returns to Hollywood by plane in two

a dual program.

Film Process

New York

(Ambassador)
Adventure fare,

Commenting on the appointment of
George J. Schafer as vice-president
and general manager, Miss Pickford
said "he is a very fine man and he is
ideally situated.

"Schaefer is the third sales head
United Artists has had in 17 years,"
she

Asked

said.

if

the

would add new producers to
president

acting

the

company
roster,

its

declared

:

amply

fill

on

in

(.Continued from page

Kermit Maynard is the moving spirit of the story. He becomes involved in the workings of a lumber mill through his friendship with
drunken Lawrence Gray, who is a partner with Lucille Lund, in the
control of the plant. Maynard sobers up Gray and takes him to the
woods only to have him hit the bottle again. Mistaken for Gray, he
starts off the action on his arrival with a fist fight with one of the
bad men. This sets him right with the rest of the workers and he
proceeds to run the place. He meets a hazard in the villainy of Wheeler
Oakman, and works to beat him at the game. Miss Lund discovers
his imposture and for the moment sends him away, only to be set right
by Robert Warwick, an old friend. Gray, failing to get off the train
in his drunken stupor, winds up a few stations beyond and, drunk again,
signs trick papers put in front of him by Oakman, which work havoc
on the mill. Maynard saves the day, delivering a load of pulp wood
on time over a burning railroad trestle, beating up the heavy and
settling accounts with Oakman. Gray, sobered up, returns in time and
warns Oakman that if he doesn't leave town he will have him sent to
the penitentiary. Maynard and Miss Lund embrace and it is over.
Interwoven in the narrative are some thrilling shots of falling timber, woodcutting and scenes of general lumberjacking activity which
lend realism to the story by James Oliver Curwood.
Sam Newfield directed and Jack Greenhalgh handled the camera.
Production Code Seal No. 1,750. Running time, 58 minutes. "G."

weeks.
As acting president of United Artists, Miss Pickford will attend a meetRoutine
ing of the board on Friday.
matters are to be discussed, she said.

"We

now have more pictures than we ever
nad and there is no reason for more
producers."

Regrets that the company was to
ose Walt Disney were voiced by Miss
Pickford, who asserted United Artists
,vould not replace the shorts on the
urogram as "there is only one Disley.
He is the greatest producer the
ndustry has turned out," she said.

Accompanying her were Lynn and
Farnol, Miriam Hawkins, Nat

"Melo"

Wolff and William Kuser. The latter
wo are working with Miss Pickford
>n her radio broadcasts.

(Arthur Ziehm)
A heavily dramatic story of the love of a married woman for another man and her eventual suicide when she cannot decide her course
of action, this picture is a well done foreign importation, but may be
considered too weighty for the average audience. In German, it has a
sufficient number of superimposed translations of dialogue to make un-

Warner Takes Stand
In Cagney*s Action
4.

—Jack War-

testifying here today before Judge
3harles I. Bogue in Superior Court
luring the trial of the suit by James
Zagney to have his contract voided,
rlaimed that he had not mentioned to
Cagney an annual limit of four picures but admitted saying that making
ive would be a virtual impossibility
n the 40-week period covered by the

derstanding of the story simple.
Starred is Elisabeth Bergner, who is excellent in a difficult role, supported chiefly by Anton Edthofor as her husband, and Rudolf Forster
as the other man. Dr. Paul Czinner directed from the play by Henri

ier,

Bernstein.

Miss Bergner, wife of a violinist in an orchestra, meets and falls
love with her husband's best friend, a concert artist. At first he
rebukes her, then falls in love with her himself. She is about to follow
contract.
him on a concert tour when her husband is taken gravely ill. Pitying
Fredric March, Lester Cowan and
him, she remains, but suffers a nervous breakdown, the result of her
31iver H. P. Garrett took the stand
indecision. When her lover returns to take her with him, she cannot
tnd stated that Warner at the Acadand rather than hurt her husband, who is unaware of the affair,
decide,
:my arbitration committee meeting
leld in 1932 to arbitrate the differ- she commits suicide.
mcesthen existing between the star
Reviewed without production code seal. Running time, 85 minmd his organization, had declared that utes. "A."
le

in

did not think that his distribution

taff

could

sell

more than four Cagney

Pickets at the Globe

Federal Judge William Bondy yesterday approved the participation by
for an additional two months
in the agreement under which Rockeshare
and
feller Center,
in the operating profits of the Music
Hall. The agreement, which provides
for the payment of rent on the Hall
to Rockefeller Center and minor fees
for advisory services to RCA and
RKO, was extended from Feb. 29 to
April 30.

1 Picketing by members of the Film
Exchange Employes' Union has started at the Globe
which is now showing "The Return of Jimmy Valenfine," a Republic picture.
About a

Boston, March 4.
60, is dead here following a long illness. Before his retirement he was a

RKO

nces.

u'm in September, 1935.
The case will close tomorrow with
lames Cagney taking the stand.

lozen

members

of the union recently
walked out on strike at the local Republic exchange when Herman Gluck-

man refused

deal

with the

con-

to recognize and
executives on a term

tract.

Two men

also continued to parade
front of the Film Center Bldg.
where the exchange is located.

m

Plan Television Chain
4. — A television net-

Approve Music Hall Deal

a year. The present contract
vas drawn after both sides had agreed
let Academy arbitrate their differn'ctures

Willi am Cagney, brother and busiless manager of the plaintiff, told of
lie star's refusal to accept a new
conract which, he claimed, was offered

stance called Polaroid,

is

1)

a young

man

of 26.
He met Wheelwright, who is
not many years older, when the latter was an instructor in
Harvard
where Land attended. The work has
been going on for about 10 years.

The two have been partners during
seven years of this time.
The basis of the experiments has
been the control of light.
Briefly,
from the sun, for instance,
composed of innumerable waves
light

is

vi-

brating in all possible planes at right
angles to the direction of travel of

beam

the

itself.

Such

to be unpolarized.

allows

light

The new

is

said

material

a single plane of light
through it, the inventors say.
This effect is produced by billions
of little crystals. Land has combined
these crystals and has aligned them
in a cellulose acetate base.
This latter substance has the appearance of
grey glass.
Both
Eastman Kodak and the
only

to pass

American

Optical Co. are licensees
the process.
The new Eastman
Pola-screen for cameras- is the result.
The screen enables both the
polarization of light and the control
of light already polarized, according
to the inventors.
for

Vfrs.

Los Angeles, March

Described

Is

suitable for children, this effort will

I

RKO

RCA

Arthur Lord

Berlin. March

work

connecting
Germany's larger
being considered by the Government, following the success of the
experiments between here and Leipzig,
it was disclosed here today. The Leipzig-Berlin stations are to be made permanent April 1.
cities is

Sullavan for Dietrich

Hollywood, March 4.— It is understood Paramount will start producIs Dead
tion again on "I Loved a Soldier,"
Arthur Lord, with Margaret Sullavan in the lead

—

partner in the organization of
pia

Theatres

mount

circuit,

now

a

Olym-

Marlene Dietrich, who
the production recently following
disagreement over story treatment.

A

window

of the
Pola-screen
without hindrance because of ordinary reflection from the
glass,

it

is

asserted.

The

device is also claimed to be
useful in studio lighting over lamps.
Reflection is controlled, it is declared.
The principle of the invention is
this.
Two images are projected, one
on top of the other, on the screen.
The lens on one side of the spectacles
is
polarized so as to admit vertical
light beams.
The other lens is polarized horizontally.
Each eye, therefore, sees one of the two images.
Dead spaces in the theatre will not
be increased by the addition of a
third
dimension,
Wheelwright declares.
The seating range will remain the same as it is at present, he
stated.
Where side seats give a distorted view of regular pictures, this
same distortion will prevail with the
three-dimensional product.
The projectionist will have no extra
duties,

requirements will be necessitated.
Speed will remain unchanged.
Only
a small amount of additional light, if
any, will be required because of the
slightly darkening effect of the grey
glasses.
Projection machines may be
run with the lenses entirely open.
Cost problems will depend upon
volume of manufacture, Wheelwright

a

Son

—

for such shots.
sunlight shot of a store
may be taken with the aid

left

affiliate.

St. Louis, March 4.
Joe Erber,
veteran exhibitor, and Joe Smith have
decided not to dissolve their agency.

Pola-screen, it is claimed, permits the eradication of reflection. By
means of the refinement. Land says, a
cameraman may shoot an underwater scene from a boat, and do away
with all the surface reflection that
heretofore has made such work impossible
under ordinary conditions.
The camera axis is at approximately
30 degrees to the reflecting surface

role in place of

Para-

Joe Erber Not to Quit

Under-water Photos Possible

The

to

Richard Rubin

Boston, March 4.— Richard Rubin,
New England director of Allied and
operator of the State, Saugus,
announced the birth of a son.

has

fire

says.

Wheelwright

said.

No new

—

;
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Mills Assails

4.
Jules Lew
Livy back from Honolulu,
bringing tales of wondrous beauties
"I the islands.
Dave Loiiw and

Hollywood, March

and Mrs.

1)

impossible to get money out of Hungary except at a discount of 40 per
No difficulties arc encountered
cent.
in England or France, so far as copyright alone is concerned.
Mills attacked the Duffy Bill, declaring that his organization sought
to have it confined to authorizing adherence to the convention and complaining that "in every bill introduced
to improve the situation of the creator,
there arc tacked on suggestions by
various interests to reform the law
so those particular interests would be
beneficially affected." Discussing the
plaint of the writers, Mills asserted
that there have never been more than
200 outstanding successes a year, out
of more than 20,000 songs copyrighted
annually. From this he embarked upon
a discussion of the returns from the
two greatest users.
On the basis of Federal tax returns,
he said, film theatres in 1934 sold
$1,560,000,000 in admissions, but only
one cent out of every $47 of that total
went to writers of music. No theatre
uses music except to make a profit,
he declared, and were it not for the
necessity of using music, they would
not do so, since without it they could

make more money.

.

.

To

.

July, '37

Roy HarWalter Wanger.
Mervin Asch to Palm Springs again. grave, Alan Baxter and Marjorie
(Continued from
The New York crowd, en masse, Gateson signed by Walter Wanger agreement Disney is
.

(Continued from page

\inlv"

in

.

.

.

.

.

.

1936

Disney Films

and "McNulty," respectively,
"Panic on the Air."
Guy Bates
Post added to cast of "Brazen," by
"

5,

IL A. Expects

Out Hollywood Way

Berne Treaty

On Copyrights

Thursday, March

.

.

pane

1)

deliver

to
Silly

13

Nigel Mickey Mouses, 13
"Big Brown Eyes."
Symphonies
signed fur two parts at Warand one feature annually for threeners "The Angel of Mercy" and years.
United Artists, it was stated,
"The Charge of the Light Brigade." has no plans at this time for filling
Mary
Simmons,
Harry
Mike and
Pat O'Brien and Guy Kibbee the gap in its short subject releases
and Jean Tugend, Sylvia Lewis, in "Stage Struck," same studio.
left by the Disney loss, due largely to
Mayer,
Luise James Burke in "Something to Live the expectation that the latter's comJustus
Edwin
Watterson
Rotiiacker, For," Paramount.
George Sorel, mitments will not be concluded for
Rainer,
Vic
Shapiro,
Glenn and Mrs. Jacques Vanniers, Gladden James, some time yet, as stated by Schaefer.
Allvine, Lionel Stander and Mrs. William
Newell and Milburn
With the acquisition of the Disney
Jimmy Grainger among those at Stone in "The Princess Comes cartoons RKO will drop the 13 RainArrowhead Springs for the week-end Across," same studio.
bow Parade color cartoons which it
some staying over for a few days.
Herbert Fields loaned to Univer- has been distributing for Van BeuMrs. Nate Blumberg, latest New sal by Paramount for "Kitchen Privi- ren, but will continue to distribute all
York arrival, says she came for the leges."
Marie Osborne, formerly or part of the remaining 33 short
train ride with her husband, Nate. "Babie Marie," cast in Radio's "Spesubjects it receives from Van Beuren
the final day's racing at Santa
Anita.
Eddie Ai.person probably
won't get to Florida after all. His
wife, on the other hand, will.

at

.

.

for

.

.

.

.

.

—

['.kick

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Watterson Rothacker recovering cial Investigator."
Jake Wilk, east- Hugh in "Stage
.

.

.

story editor for Warners, conferring on next season's output.

ern

.

.

.

.

Hour."

where they shot exteriors for "De- same
sire," Paramount.
Virginia DeBolt in charge of casting and pub.

.

.

.

Frank Mc-

M-G-M's "The Unguarded
.

.

studio.

Directors

was learned yesterday.
it
However, the exact extent to which
Van Beuren will contribute to the

annually,

RKO

short subject lineup next season
remains to be determined when Ned
E. Dcpinet, Leo Spitz and Jules Levy

return from the coast.
owns 50 per

+

.

Halperin Prod.

for

licity

.

Henry

.

Struck," Warners.
Daniell, stage player,

Howard Hickman and
William Tannen in "Mob Rule,"

and his cameraman,
Perry, back from Europe,

Harry

.

signed for

.

Locke

Eric

.

.

.

from influenza.

.

.

RKO

— Joseph

Santley

di-

to

cent

of

Van

Beuren and Depinet is a member of
the board of the latter company. RKO

rect "The Harvester" instead of "The
Robert Sisk and Cliff Reid to coGentleman from Louisiana," Republic. formerly participated in the financing
produce "The Plough and the Stars,"
Joseph Kane and Reeves Eason of Van Beuren, but since the RKO reBarbara Stanwyck's next for Radio.
assigned to co-direct "The Undersea ceivership this has been discontinued.
Jane Hamilton, Lucille Bell Kingdom,"
Pathe now does part of the Van Beua serial, same studio.
and Maxine Jennings given new
ren financing.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Nat Shilterm pacts by Radio.
kret doing score for "Mary of Scot-

William

A. Sf.iter signed by

.

.

Wal-

ter Wanger to direct "The Case
Makes Comparison with Radio
Disney Has Year to Go
David SelAgainst Mrs. Ames."
Without music, the broadcasting land," Radio.
man,
director, signed by Columbia to
March 4. Walt DisHollywood.
Carole Lombard recovering from
station would be inarticulate, he conney has a full year's product commit"Princess
Comes Across" long-term contract.
tinued, and besides the $80,000,000 flu.
ment to complete for United Artists,
+
made by the broadcasters out of the company shooting around her.
it
was stated at the producers' ofHelen
Rose
signed
to
by
F.
&
M.
time,
receiving
sets
sale of
owners of
Writers Ralph Block and Nina fices here today. There are 10 Silly
department.
Andy
head
costume
paid $150,000,000 to electric companies
Fraser working on an untitled story Symphonies and 10 Mickey Mouses
departfor power and another $500,000,000 Hervey of M-G-M publicity
for Paramount.
Stuart An- still undelivered.
Larkin,
lepresentament
and
Mark
for receiving sets and equipment, w hile
thony' returns to work after serious
Disney's contract with Radio, thereboth
sick
Pickford-Lasky,
on
tive
for
the composers, authors and publishers
illness and is working on "Good for fore, does not start until the
first
and
Howard
Hawks
sick,
list.
in 1935 got a total of $2,680,406.
Nothing," Paramount.
of 1937.
Entering upon a detailed discussion work held up on "Zero Hour," Twen+
of the Duffy Bill, Mills pointed out tieth Century-Fox.
+
that the manufacturing clause alone
Purchases Republic
buys
Story
would make adherence to the internaCasting Benny Baker and Wil- "The Devil Commands" and "Corpus
tional convention impossible and as- lie Fung signed by Columbia for Delicti," by Allan Vaughn Elston.
serted that his organization would
Chicago, March 4. Sidney Cohen,
stand with labor for its retention.
who is aboard the Century bound for
The bill also "pretends" to give ture Daily and other papers, he more signatures are not put on there New York, is understood to have
divisibility of copyright, when it does traced the efforts of the producers to this circus is going to continue until closed a deal with the Pullman Car
not in fact do so, he contended.
meet this situation, in part, by the Congress adjourns, and no legislation Company for the showing of pictures
Mills defended the $250 infringe- purchase of foreign films at low cost, will be enacted. It is somewhat of a on railwaj' trains.
ment provision as the very life of which was met by requirements for pressure program," he said, "and the
A demonstration of the idea was
Ascap, asserting that without it the quality and parity. Lhider the pur- distinguished and learned gentleman conducted here today on a car of the
organization could not exist.
Several prominent
chase policy of the distributors, the from New York is somewhat irritated Illinois Central.
Apparently smarting under the crit- number of foreign films imported in- now because he seems to think it is persons attended as guests.
icism which has been heaped upon creased from 113 in 1933 to 190 last in the nature of pin pricks that prods
him, Chairman Sirovich yesterday de- year, of which 59 were German, 38 him on.
Sentry
Is $3,622
livered a one-hour explanation of copy- Spanish and 33 British.
"There is no question, but what the
Sentry Safety Control Corp. has
right, the copyright situation and the
"It is the duty of Congress to safe- Ascan has been a hi-jacking proposireported net profit for 1935 after exBerne Convention on the floor of the guard our free system from the strait- tion," he asserted.
penses, depreciation and other charges
House.
jacketing influences of alien doctrines
of $4,097. and its subsidiary. UniverArguing strongly against adherence of suppression and censorship," he assal Sound System, Inc.. reported a net
to the convention, Sirovich outlined serted. "Congress can protect our citloss of $475. making a combined net
the conditions which now exist in izenry
retaliatory
appropriate
by
profit of $3,622. This compares with
many of the European countries, going amendments to our copyright law.
net profit of $10,025 in 1934 for Sentrv
into detail with respect to American Once we adhere to the Berne conven.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

Cohen Plans Films
For Railway Trains
—

—

—

Net

Warner Stock Buy
Revealed by

Congress surrenders that power."
Methods of Ascap were assailed by
Representatives Boileau of Wisconsin
and Zioncheck of Washington, who
sharply criticized the methods used
by the organization in applying the
$250 provision.
His petition to discharge the com-

SEC

(Continued from page 1)

pictures.

tion,

"America's dominance of the world
film market has contributed largely
to discriminatory regulations, confiscatory taxes, excessive tariffs, unreasonable censorship demands and special laws, which, while in form applying to all countries, have in fact been
enacted to curb the United States as
far as possible in this field," he as-

550 shares of $1.50 cumulative preEarlier reports
ferred, leaving 67.
showed that in September, Harold B.
Clark, New York, disposed of 9.700
six per cent debentures, leaving him
with none, and in August bought 50
shares of common, representing his
of
consideration
mittee from further
entire holdings, and through exchange
copyright legislation, Zioncheck dis- disposed of 201 shares of A common
closed, was filed at the request of and acquired 101 shares of $1.50 curadio station
of Seattle, but "if mulative preferred.

serted.

Quoting

liberally

from Motion Pic-

KOL

and net

loss of $7,342 for Universal,
a combined net profit of $2,683
for that year.

making

Radio Signs Joe Penner
Hollywood, March

4.

— Radio

j

has;

signed Joe Penner to a long term conThe screen and radio player
has made two pictures, both for Paramount
"Collegiate"
and "College
Rhythm." His first Radio assignment
has not yet been set.
tract.

;

TRUTH
INNER
There's

date and here's the idea

frie

I

FU N that's

all!

•

Our laboratory experts have
ed 98.2%
at

of the

We

parties.

speaking
ment.

boredoms

eliminat-

usually found

promise you no public

and just enough

entertain-

Dinner at eight, drinking at

dancing

until

will,

unconscious.

•
There's only

one way you can

have a wonderful time
party at the

ASTOR, and

at the
that

is

fail

to

AMPA
to

be too

slow about sending your seven-fifty per

person to Paul Benjamin, 630 Ninth Ave.
'•

Choice locations
for ten.

Advertisement by RKO-Radio.Ad Agencies'
Service Co..\nc.,»nd CityEngraving

Company

to first

comers. Tables

—

:

:

:
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"Fleet" and "Klondike" Is
"Marie" Twin Pittsburgh's
Minneapolis, March

— In spite of

4.

weather grosses

a break in the
to
respond in

failed

either of the Twin
Cities, with the result that "Follow
the Fleet" made the best showing here
on a take of $6,500 at the Orpheum,

—

Pittsburgh, March 4. Despite unnewspaper publicity, with
Hearst and Block papers
blasting it editorially, "Klondike Annie" gave the Penn its best week in
some time at $14,500.
At the Stanley, "The Milky Way"
and Buddy Rogers' band were good

^nd "Rose Marie," with the same take
at the St. Paul Paramount, was the
strongest draw across the river.
for an excellent $23,000.
The only
"The Milky Way" got up to $8,000 other house to show a profit was the
at the Minnesota, but this was $2,000 Warner, where "Sylvia Scarlett" and
under normal.
"Magnificent Obses- "Her
Master's
Voice"
turned
in
sion" hit $2,000, over the line by $500,
at the St. Paul World.
Total first run business in Minneapolis was $24,000. Average is $25,500.
Total first run business in St. Paul
was $17,500. Average is $16,000.
Estimated takings
:

Minneapolis

Week Ending Feb. 26:
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION" (Univ.>

WORLD— (400),

Gross:

$2,500.

25c-55c, 7 days, 7th week.

(Average, $3,000)

Week Ending Feb. 27:
"FRESHMAN LOVE" (W.B.)

LYRIC— (1,238),
$1,500.

20c-25c,
$1,500)

(Average,

7

Gross:

days.

Week Ending Feb. 28:
"THE MILKY WAY" (Para.)
MINNESOTA— (4,000), 25c-55c, 7 days.
Gross: $8,000.
(Average, $10,000)
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)

ORPHEUM —

Gross:

$6,500.

(2,900),

(Average,

25c-40c,
$5,500)

days

7

"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)

STATE— (2,300),

25c-40c,

7

Gross:

days.

PARAMOUNT— (2,300),
$6,500.

(Average,

(Average,

25c-40c,
$5,500)

"ANOTHER FACE"
$2,000.

7

days.

(Average

$1,500.

(Average,

CASINO—

WORLD— (400),

Ralph
Cook,
Mignone
and
Gross: $5,000. (Average, $6,500)

Sherman,
others.

"HERE COMES TROUBLE" (ZOth-Fox)
"DANGEROUS INTRIGUE" (Col.)

$4,000)

days.

Gross:

15c-25c,
$1,500)

7

25c-35c,

7

(Average,

25c-40c,

7

(Para.)
days. Gross:

(Average, $12,000)

Buddy Rogers
Lang,
Roberta,
Bowers. Gross:

and his band,
Miriam Verne,
$23,000.

WARNER— (2,000),
$5,700.

2Sc-40c,
(Average, $5,000)

(Univ.)
days.
Gross:

(Average, $1,500)

Jailed for House Fire
W. Va. March 4.

Paekersburg,

Roulien Is Producing
Washington,

March

4.

—

Roulien, Brazilian star, is financing
and directing a feature at Rio de
Janeiro, according to a report to the

Fire Marshal F. B. Watsaid Harris confessed setting
fire to the theatre to "get even" with
the manager for discharging him.

weeks ago.
kins

Dicker for Greene Houses
Alexander & Horowitz, operators of
the Highland, Highland, N. Y., are
negotiating with Fred J. Greene, Jr.,
for the latter's Hudson, Cold Springs,
and Colonial, New Paltz, N. Y. The
deal is expected to be closed momentarily.

Hearing for Engineers
4.

—The

Assembly

Committee on Labor and Industries
conduct

a

hearing here
March 11 on the Crews bill providing
for one day of rest for engineers in
will

film theatres.

public

first-week average by $1,600 for a
take of $17,500. At Loew's Columbia
a return engagement of "Strike' Me
4.
Pink" took $4,800, or $1,200 over the,
Times" played to $9,000 for its second
first
run average.
"King of the
week at the Princess and was held Damned,"
the first G. B. going tc
over for a third week. The take for
Warners under a new agreement,
the first week was $12,500.
grossed $5,600 at the Metropolitan,
Loew's had a nice combination pro$1,300 over average.
gram headed by "In Person" that
On its first anniversary program,
brought $11,000, above par, but the
"Loyalties" at the Belasco Theatre,
"The
Palace was down to $10,000 on
playing but five days, slipped to
Ghost Goes West." Feature No. 1 at
$1,900, where the full week's average
the Capitol, "Ah, Wilderness," was
"The Milky Way" and a
is $3,000.
responsible for $9,500, equal to averstage show at Loew's Fox did butj
age.
$18,000, dropping $2,900 under par.
Most of the competition for theTotal first run business was $85,100.
atres were the pre-Lent dances and
Average is $76,700.
festivities, while professional hockey
Estimated takings, exclusive of tax:j

games

also took their toll.
first run business was $43,000.
Average is $41,500.
Estimated takings for the week end-

ing Feb. 29

CAPITOL— (2,547),
Gross:

davs.

$9,500.

25c-35c-40c-50c-60c,

(Average,

"LA MALLE DE BOMBAY"

"MAN HUNT"

IMPERIAL— (1,914),
Gross:

— (3,115),

Stage:
Gross:

20c-29c-34c,

7

"Cafe
$11,000.

days.

30c-34c-40c-50c-60c,

7

de Paris" vaudeville
(Average, $10,500)
(British)
25c-35c-40c-50c-65c, 7

PALACE— (2,600),
days. Gross: $10,000. (Average, $11,000)
"MODERN TIMES" (U.A.)
"GUARD THAT GIRL" (Col.)
$12,500.

25c-30c-35c-50c-65c, 7
First week:

Gross: $9,000.
(Average, $7,000)

4.

—WPA

Southern Managers Shift

far

was

from the stage

house.
Clifford D. Robertson,
for several years assistant at the Alberta, has been made manager of the
Jean, Laurel.
Inc.,

drama

has started here with a production
of "Barbara Frietchie" by a cast of
50, at the 4,000-seat State.
Plans
are to sell about 1,400 seats at every
performance. The sale of more than
that might leave some patrons too
to see perfectly,

it

said.

to

Toronto, March
tin,

member

Take House
4.

of the

—George

J.

Tus-

Canadian Parlia-

ment, and owner of the Wonderland
at Napanee, Ont., has closed a deal
whereby Hanson Theatres, Ltd., will
take over the house, adding one more
to the Ontario circuit operated by
R. O. Hanson.

Wayne King and his Orchestra, the Three
Gross:
Eddie
White.
Queens,
$22,500.
(Average, $18,400)
"STRIKE
PINK" (U.A.)

ii

j

LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,264),

"THE MILKY WAY"

LOEWS FOX— (3,434),
Stage:

25c-40c.

Gross:

$4,800.1

(Para.)

25c-66c.

7

days.

Eddie Garr, Carl Shaw, Ted Adaii
Revue, Gautier's Toy Shop. Gross:
(Average, $20,900)

|

& Dance
$18,000.

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S PALACE — (2,370), 35c-55c,
days, 2nd week.
first

Gross:
week, $15,900)

$17,500.

"KING OF THE DAMNED"

(Average,
(G.B.)

METROPOLITAN — (1,591), 25c-K)c,
Gross: $5,600. (Average, $4,300)
"THE GHOST GOES WEST" (U.A.)
RKO-KEITH'S— (1,836),

Gross:

$14,800.

Average,

25c-55c,
$10,600)

7

days.|

Complete Arabic Film

—

Washington, March 4. The
Arab production, "Wedad," has

first:]

been!

completed by the Societe Misr pur lei
Cinema et le Theatre, a subsidiary of
Banque Misr, semi-governmental institution, according to a report to the|
Department of Commerce from Leys!
A. France, commercial attache inn
Cairo. It is hoped to distribute the
j

1

Criterion Sets Second

]

film

internationally.

"Accused"

will be the second Criterion picture for United Artists, Doug-

He

Fairbanks, Jr. said yesterday.
will not be in it, but production will
start in London on March 25. Thornlas

ton Freeland
is

Hanson

(First Div.)
25c-65c, 5 days. Gross:
week, $3,000)

days.

J. H. Grainger has been made manager of the recently acquired Ritz at
Natchez.

Play in Hartford

Hartford, March

full

days (return engagement).
(Average, first run, $3,600)

"THE GHOST GOES WEST"

days, 2nd week.

(Average,

ME

(W.B.)

PERSON"

"IN

LOEW'S

7

$9,500)

(French)

(Average, $3,500)
(Radio)

$3,500.

"LOYALTIES"

BELASCO— (1,140),
$1,900.

Week Ending Feb. 27:
"MILLIONS IN THE AIR" (Para.)
EARLE— (2,218), 25c-77c, 7 days. Stage:

"AH, WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)

"LAST OF THE PAGANS" (M-G-M)

—

WPA

Five Days Ending Feb. 26:

Total

Department of Commerce from Trade
Meridian, Miss., March 4. LeonCommissioner J. Winsor Ives there.
Spanish and Portuguese versions are ard E. Campbell is the new manager
being made. Later Roulian will make of the Alberta, Mississippi Theatres,

lish dialogue.

the

2d Montreal Week
— "Modern
Montreal, March

PRINCESS— (2,272),

Raul

on

his orchestra

was the greater attraction.
"Rose Marie," playing a seconc
week at Loew's Palace, topped the

Chaplin, $9,000

unit.

Franklin Harris, former operator at
another, starring his wife, Conchita
the Palace, has been arrested on
charges of arson in connection with Montenegro, and featuring Hollywood
players. The original will have Engthe burning of the theatre about two

Albany, March

Wayne King and

days.

days.

7

"Th«

RKO

stage

(Average,

"SYLVIA SCARLETT" (Radio)
"HER MASTER'S VOICE" (Para.)

—

4.

West"

sent the
Keith gross to $14,800, over the aver
age by $4,200. The run was extended
While the Earle upped an $18,40(
par to $22,500 with "Millions in the
Air," it is generally conceded thai

needy families.

"THE MILKY WAY" (Para.)
STANLEY— (3,600), 25c-55c, 7 days.

Stage:
Jeanie
Cookie

Washington, March
Ghost Goes

mission is $1.00 and every
cent of the ticket sale will be
turned over to the Toronto
Star Fresh Air Fund for

Gross:

15c-40c, 7 days.
$4,000)

days.

25c-40c,
3
for week,

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

$2,000.

Gross:

(First Div.)
(1,800), 25c-40c, 7 days. Stage:
"Cocktails of 1936" with Ada Leonard, Hal

"LAST OF THE PAGANS" (M-G-M)

TOWER— (1,000),

(Col.)

$5,500)

"MIMI"

Gross:

(W.B.)

$2,000.

(Average,

$14,800 Take
In Washington

of that day; the price of ad-

$18,500)

(Radio)

25c-40c,
days.
4
for week, $4,000)

(Average

ORPHEUM— (2,000),

"THE MUSIC GOES 'ROUND"
ALVIN— (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
$4,200.

"KLONDIKE ANNIE"

"MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM"

Gross:

Music Goes

was plugged heavily, but
couldn't make the grade, collecting
only $4,200, while the Casino, with
"Mimi" and "Cocktails of 1936"
on the stage, slipped to a poor $5,000
after a couple of excellent weeks. The
Fulton also went far down with "Here
Comes Trouble" and "Dangerous Intrigue," getting only $2,900.
Total first run grosses were $55,300.
Average is $51,500.
Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 27

PENN— (3,300),

$3,500)

ORPHEUM— (2,000),
Gross:

"The

Alvin,

the

'Round"

$14,500.

"PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER" (20th-Fox)
RIVIERA— (1,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$3,500.

At

*

$2,900.

St. Paul:
Week Ending Feb. 28:
"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)

Gross:

$5,700.

FULTON— (1,750),

(Average, $5,500)

$5,500.

—

Toronto, March 4. For the
Canadian premiere of "The
Country Doctor" at the Uptown tomorrow, the guest
of honor will be Dr. Allan
Roy Dafoe who brought the
famous Dionne Quints into the
world. Only one performance
is being given on the evening

favorable
both the

193.

5,

"Ghost" Gets

Dafoe at Opening

High Top, $14,500

Cities'

Thursday, March

now doing

will

direct.

Zoe Akins

the script.

"Alcatraz" to Burroughs

—

Hollywood, March 4. BurroughsTarzan have acquired the rights to
"Alcatraz," by J. J. Gilbert, and will
produce it as one of four
specials with the script first to be
approved by Attorney General Cumsbortly

mings.

Ervin Bock Transferred

—

Cincinnati, March 4. Ervin Bock
manager of the RKO Grand, has been
transferred to the
succeeds Clarence

RKO

Capitol.

Valentine.

He||

James

Pendergast,
assistant
manager all
Keith's, has been placed in charge oi
the Grand.

Warners

Name
—

Joyce

Baltimore, March 4. Tyler Joyc<
has succeeded George Browning ai
publicity man for Warners' Stanley:
here.

Browning has resigned

radio work.

!

to dc

l
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Denied; Court

Orders Arrest
Fine of $235,032 and Fee
Of $10,000 Involved
Court of Apan appeal
by William Fox from an order of
Federal Judge William Bondy fining
Fox $235,032, and $10,000 attorney's
fees, for contempt of court.

The U.

S.

Circuit

yesterday

dismissed

also directed that Fox
be taken into custody by a U. S.
marshal and held until the fine was'
Yesterday's dismissal of Fox's
paid.
appeal makes the former film executive subject to this arrest order whenFox is
ever he enters New York.
now reported to be in Atlantic City.
Fox was held to be in contempt of
court when he failed to answer a
subpoena obtained by the Capital Co.,
owner of the Fox, San Francisco,
which sought to question Fox on his
alleged inability to satisfy a $235,000
judgment which it held against him.

By

lia-

(Continued on page 6)

6,

R. Burns,

Branches

TEN CENTS

5.

— In

Three Groups

RED KANN
the colorful

B

A

honors

tion

"The In-

for

budgets for each classification graded
accordingly, it was learned yesterday.
The
pictures will be specials
and will have the advantage of budgeting adapted to their indicated production values, rather than being held
within definitely fixed budget limitations.
The
pictures will be in an
advanced budget classification, probably running as high as $1,000,000 or
more.
The B schedule, which may
consist of 26 features, is expected to
include everything up to approximate-

former." Ben Hecht and
Charles MacArthur topped
the

AA

on the best original

list

with "The Scoundrel." Dudley Nichols won the best
adaptation award for "The
Informer."

A

In the short subject divi-

Walt Disney's "Three

sion,

Orphan

Kittens" took
honors.
"How to
Sleep," M-G-M - Pete Smith

cartoon

ly

Victor McLaglen
the comedy
award, and G.B.'s "Wings
Over Mt. Everest" was named the best in the novelty section.
The best song was adjudged "Lullaby of Broadway," from Warners'
"Gold Diggers of 1935." The music was written by Harry Warren

Bette

Davis

subject,

$300,000.

With William LeBaron

won

in

charge

of production, the company, in addition, will have at least 12 associate

Winfield Sheehan, who
have charge of 10 pictures, four
of which he will produce himself, will
make both A and B product. Present
producers.
will

A

Int'l.

Projector, Passes
Samuel R. Burns, president of the
International
Projector Corp., and
vice-president
of
General Theatres
Equipment Co., died yesterday after
i
long illness at the Post Graduate
Hospital. He was 54 years old.
Born in 1882, Burns saw service
with the 107th Regiment on the Mexican Border and started his business
:areer as an accountant with the old
NJicholas Powers Co., the predecessor
if
the present projection company,
later
becoming executive vice-presiient of the Richardson Manufacturing

& Co. With
formation of International in
1925 he became executive vice-presiand Enos, Richardson

Co.

in All

1936

(Continued on page 8)

S.

Ini

and crowded Biltmore Bowl
of the Biltmore Hotel here tonight were crowned the winners of the
eighth annual Academy Awards for 1935, led by M-G-M's Irving AA,
and
Product Is
Thalberg production, ''Mutiny on the Bounty," Victor McLaglen for
'37
1936Plan
Informer," and Bette Davis for her
his work in Radio's "The
performance in Warners'
Paramount will classify its 60 to 65
"Dangerous."
features for the new season as AA, A
John Ford took the direcB pictures, with production
and

Los Angeles, March

The order

The judgment represented Fox's

YORK, FRIDAY, MARCH

the

Mutiny, 99 McLaglen and Para, to Make
Bette Davis Win Awards New Films in

Fox's Appeal

peals

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti

VOL.

Alert,

:he

Kuykendall Hits
Atlas, Lehman Buy
"Small Minority" Technicolor Stock
Miami, March
— Striking out at Atlas Corp. and Lehman Brothers

A

(Continued on page 8)

5.

!

"a disgruntled small minority" of exwhom he blames for athibitors
tempts to pass destructive legislation,
Ed Kuykendall, president of the M.P.
T.O.A., declared today they must be

removed from the

industry,

at

the

opening at the Miami Biltmore Hotel
of the two-day annual meeting of the
board of the M.P.T.O.A.

have acquired a minority interest in
Technicolor, said to total about 18,000
shares, and made directly from the
company.
The purchase price was
not revealed.
The stock is currently
selling on the Curb at $32. There
are 687,706 common shares outstanding.

Technicolor

is

controlled

by John

of the irritating
legislation we must fight comes from
this very small group of operators,

Hay Whitney who

whom are unscrupulous and
without ethics," said Kuykendall. He
was speaking particularly of the block

which controls Spectrum Corp., which
in turn has on option on 140,000 shares

"Practically

all

most of

acquired a stock
interest in the company some time ago.
Whitney is president of Pioneer,

(Continued on page 6)

M-G-M

to Clean

Up

This Season's List
In keeping with its plan to clean
current year committments with
the expiration of the 1935-36 season,
M-G-M expects to release 30 features
between Feb. 6 and Aug. 31, its sales
force has been advised.

up

From July 1 of last year to Feb. 6
of this, the total ran to 27.
Of this
number, 20 were '36-'37 releases and
seven

(Continued on page 12)

(Continucd on page 6)

plans are that the four will be
pictures and the six which he will supervise will be B pictures.
Associate
producers on the remaining
pictures
Will be Ernst Lubitsch, Frank Lloyd,

carryovers

from

'34-'35.

The

of 30
designed to
Former Senator Reed clude group
28 announced for
and
Steamfitter Leads
season.
Is Conferring Here two carryovers from
Tax Exemption Level
To Lyon Jaw; Fined
Senator James A. Reed,
May Be Decreased whoFormer
Detroit, March
led the Warner legal battery
—Actor Ben Lyon and steamfitter Thomas James
actions
Washington, March —A lower- the criminal and
by Mae West Paramount
a near
the Fox
Louis
coning of the present 40-cent exemption the Government
Contract Is Ended
Today they played to capacity from the theatre admission tax was nection with the alleged withholding
Hollywood,
n Judge John
March — Mae West's
of
product
from the Ambassador, MisMaher's Court.
suggested today to the tax subcomfinal

in-

is

'35-'36

last

5.

in

civil

5.

.tarred in

riot at

in

last

St.

filed

in

light.

5.

J.

Steamfitter

James

Lyons-Daniels act
in a boisterous

>o

:he

last

didn't

like

the

night and said

manner. Lyons left
a smack on the

stage and took

James was fined $15 for assault
ind battery today.

iaw.

He wore

a black eye and split

(Continued on page 6)

lip

mittee of the House Ways and Means
Committee as part of a program of
income
excise taxes and increased
levies designed as a substitute for the
tax on undistributed profits recommended by President Roosevelt.
No new figure was submitted, but it
(Continued on page 6)

New

souri and
city,

is

in

Grand Central

in that

Paramount contract

terminated,
last picture for this company
not be made. The studio voided
the contract by failing to use the actress within the time limit specified.
Miss West is scheduled to start a
for
picture
Emanuel
Cohen
on
April 1.

town conferring with War- and her

ner attorneys.
Reed has just returned from a Miami vacation and plans to spend several days in town, he said yesterday.
Since his arrival he has had very lit(Continued on page 6)

has

will

.

;
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Mel Templeton Out;
Takes London Post
— Mel TemHollywood, March
5.

production budget chief at
Paramount, has resigned to accept a
similar post with London Films, Ltd.
pleton,

His

resignation

takes

effect

March

13.

Templeton, who went from Fox to
Paramount with George Bagnall, will
for

sail

London March

19.

Hollywood,
bounce one

Row

Is

Hollywood, March

5.

-

the
thrills
minute, talks a
great deal about the ZanuckSchenck setup and how the production ingenuity of the former,
who, after all, actually turns out
the merchandise, has set the
wheels humming on that lot.
a

has agreed that the story, "I Loved a
Soldier," is not suitable for Marlene
Dietrich, who quit the film recently.
Miss Dietrich, still in Hollywood, is
expected to leave in a few days for a
European vacation, but has promised
that she will return in September to
make another picture for Paramount.

RCA

Plans Experiments

Washington, March

—

5.
The FedCommunications Commission has
authorized the construction by RCA

eral

of experimental facilities for facsimile

or

picture
transmission from
York to Philadelphia by radio.
may seek to extend the facilities

still

New

RCA

Washington and Baltimore.

to

Lottery Hearing Opens

—

Boston, March 5. The hearing before the Legal Affairs Committee on

amend

the Massachusetts
Lottery law got under way here to-

the

bill

to

day with Attorney George S. Ryan
speaking in favor of the change which
would legalize Bank Night.

.

.

.

T
Friend,
course,

counsellor
business

and,

of

associate,

Schenck sits by Zanuck's side,
keeps all ten fingers in the pie,
and, like the baker who watches
his cooking, constantly sees to it
that the dough is neither over or
under done. He told us Twentieth Century-Fox will maintain
its long fixed total of features for
1936-37; that the plan is to make
seventy per cent of the output
attractions and the remainder B.

A

.

.

.

T
of the B product and how it fits
into the twin bill situation. Executives may deplore the rising
tide of double features, but they

are not ignoring the call of the
market. This explains obviously
enough why all studios are so
irrevocably
committed to the

B

ignation you like. Yet if it goes
automatically it becomes
attraction even if Hollyan
wood labels it a B. This, with
some slight embroidery, we took
to be Schenck's observation and, of
course, it is entirely accurate.
places,

A

.

and

even lower divisions.
however, has another
slant on the matter and it has to
do with the two divisions into
which he breaks down the do-

.

.

T
the foreign situation which
always has been of keen interest
to him since he comprehends the
measure of the return from overseas markets, Schenck reflected

high optimism. He sees nothing
to be gained by production of
cheap films in England merely
for purposes of complying with
the British quota law.
Therefore, whatever Twentieth Century-Fox enters upon in London
will be made on a scale comparable with the A's turned out in
Hollywood. Detailing no detail,
he said eight are in view at the
moment and four of the total
down for immediate production.
.

.

T
expressed, further, his satisfaction in the studio status here
as it bore on the improvement of
the
company's gross in the

Kingdom.

"Before

we

we

played in England
principally as the second feature
in,

despite the fact that the company
owns forty-four per cent of
Gaumont British. This was true
generally except in the case of

the

Temple. However,
changed in the last six

Shirley

that has

months so that today we are getting bookings as the main feature
on British programs," Schenck
declared.
.

.

.

.

T

Why
Why

deed ? While Schenck, in so many
words,
did
not
express
the
opinion that American exhibition,
after all these years, was naturally dividing itself into sharply

defined major classifications insofar as types of pictures are concerned, it appeared to us his comment suggested a belief that he
saw this as fact.
.

.

.

T
While story

possibilities

and

talent explain how producers at
large arrive at their
and B
markings, the approach from the
exhibition point of view is one of
dollars-and-cents. Make and dub
a picture by any alphabetic des-

A

which has this protown on its ear, what with

color,

vincial

"The Trail of
Lonesome Pine," hailed by

local

A

involved

a
Co.
preliminary
injunction
against the Collins organization for
infringement of G. E. patents No. 1,297,188 and 1,344,118 dealing with the
amplification of variable and small
currents.
Collins claims to have sold only 46
receivers of the types under consideration prior to the bringing of the
suits, and further maintains that it has
no intention of buying or selling them
in the future.

Jersey's Governor

Talks Before

Ampa

Governor Harold Hoffman of New
Jersey yesterday proved an entertaining

speaker

Ampa luncheon
conjunction with
There was a capac-

the

at

which was held
the Cheese Club.

in

attendance.
of honor proved a wit
and recited a number of poems. He
touched on the Hauptmann case lightly.
Harry Hershfield acted as master of
ceremonies and virtually walked off
with the show with his brand of humor.
Among the other guests were
P. Halperin of London, S. I. Hsuing,
author of "Lady Precious Stream,"
George Gershwin, Louis Nizer, Albert
Goldman, Donald Flamm, Gabriel

The guest

Heator,
Johnny Johnson,
Arthur
Tracy, Leon Belasco, Alice Reinhardt, William
Edwards.

The

Ferguson

was

session

and

Gus

broadcast

over

WMCA.

Vogel at Phila. Meet
5. —A regu-

get-together of the Independent
Theatre Managers of Philadelphia was
put on last night at Palumbo's Restaurant
with
150
in
attendance.
A-Mike Vogel, chairman, Managers'
Round Table Club, was among the
lar

On
the

"I don't know whether or not
you realize it," he went on to
say, "but there are untold numbers of situations in the United
States where a B attraction actually is an
attraction.
not
feed that market ?"
not, in-

Patents

tube.

No. 1,507,017 and No. 1,507,016.
The Court denied General Elec-

Philadelphia, March

excitement over

.

vacuum

the
are

.

Schenck,

field.

Wilmington,
5.
March
Judge
John P. Nields today issued a preliminary injunction in U. S. District
Court here on behalf of RCA and
A. T. & T. against Collins Radio
Corp. on the charge of infringement
of two patents of Dr. Lee DeForest
dealing with radio transmission and

ity

He

United

Injunction Granted
R. C.A. and A. T.&T.

tric

On

came

Here, as in other Hollywood
directions, no mention was made

Ended

—Paramount

with

satisfied

where

mestic theatre

Dietrich

in

lot

made by

Building,

W

on the

office

Century-Fox

in

the merged
companies since their marriage
and confident that the stride so
early established merely points
the way toward things to come.

lications,

Almanac and The Box-Office Check-Up.

comfortable

the progress

and

ter

his

Twentieth
Westwoocl

Editor

5.

back

sits

1936

6,

—

By RED KANN'

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)

Vol.

Outlook

March

scriveners as "triumphant"

and other conservatisms, Schenck
is

"Color

cautious.

should

be

where the subject
use logical," is his
slant. "We are considering 'Ramona,' for instance, as a case in
used

makes

only
its

That noiseless mental
cheering which Schenck could
not have possibly heard came
from us, for here was one toppoint."

flight executive, at least,

who had

not lost himself in Technicolor's
rainbow.
.

.

.

The consolidation of Twentieth Century with Fox will lose
all of its external manifestations
with the close of this season.
Zanuck was committed

to

make

round dozen Twentieth Cenmerger or no merger. That
task is practically finished. While
it does not mean at all that he
will not personally keep tabs on

guests.

Arrangements
Barney Cohen,

were handled by
manager, Admiral
Theatre, president; John C. Ehrlich,
manager,

New

Resnick,

manager,

Deal, secretary;

Abe

Hamilton,

and
George Nonamaker. The organization
meets weekly at 1313 Vine St.

Thomas

to

Columbia

Hollywood, March 5.— Bill Thomas
will succeed Ed Olmstead as Columbia studio publicity director on Monday. Thomas was formerly assistant
to Bill Pine at Paramount.

Goetz Planing East
Los
Goetz
for

Angeles,

New

April

March

5.

—Harry

here by plane last night
York. He is expected back

left

1.

a

turys,

particular

pictures

to

come,

it

does mean that, with the expiration of that obligation, the blending of the two corporations will

have become complete and their
unity one.

.

.

.

Dated up

more

any otner young
in history!

Annette

Marie

Yvonne

MORE THAN
320 DATES
ON MARCH 6
th

An

all-time industry record for

day- and -date engagements!
A,

THE DIONNE QUINTUPLETS (Yvonne, Cecile, Marie, Annette,
Emelie) in "THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" with JEAN HERSHOLT,
June Lang, Slim Summerville, Michael Whalen, Dorothy
Peterson. Photographed under the technical supervision of
Dr. Allan

Roy Dafoe. A FOX PICTURE. Darryl

F.

Zanuck,

in

Charge of Production. Associate Producer Nunnally Johnson.
Directed by Henry King. Original story by Charles E. Blake.
Screen play by Sonya Levien.

•
THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

And you can bet exhibitors plan to
QUINTUPLY THEIR PLAYING TIME!

NEW

STAR

& NEW

FUN!

The blustering skipper of "Steamboat

Round the Bend".

.

.

.

now

crowds who laughed him
a

full

into

stardom

portion of his joviality ... in a

human, humorous
that

gives the

story of big business

means grand

business for you!

IN

Wlith

ROCHELLE
JOHNNY DOWNES
ALAN DINEHART

DONALD MEEK
Associate Producer Bogart Rogers

Screen play Patterson McNutt

and A.

E.

Thomas

A FOX PICTURE

HUDSON
NORMAN

FOSTER

SARA HADEN

WARREN HYMER
Directed by

James Flood

Suggested by the story by Edgar Franklin

DARRYL
in

F.

ZANUCK

Charge of Production

FOX
THE KEYSTONE
Of YOUR FUTURE

—
MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
Fox Appeal Denied,

Purely
Personal
i

(Continued from page

Beverly Hills, March 5.
Lynn Farnol was busy on de-

I)

in connection with the
Pickford broadcast Tuesday
night in the lobby of the
Beverly Hills Hotel. He finished,
looked up and saw
what he figured to be a hotel
clerk, then said:
"Please put this in Box
tail

under a defaulted lease on the

bility

west coast theatre which was said to
have been personally guaranteed by
mount's music department, returned him. Judge Bondy's order, sustained
to the coast yesterday after spending by the higher court yesterday, directed
three days in town. He said the pur- that Fox be held in custody either
pose of the trip was to make an until he had satisfied the judgment
analysis of talent he wanted. Morros through payment of the fine or until
added he signed a long term contract he has paid $10,000 in fees to Samuel
with Paramount on Jan. 29 and he Stewart, Capital's attorney, and subintends to produce, but he is not go- mitted to the examination originally
sought on his inability to pay the
ing to rush into it.
judgment.

BORIS MORROS,

head

of

Para-

H. Hoffberg has signed Andre

J.

CBS

to narrate a new
of
shorts,
to
be
of adventure
"World Explorations,"
as
will be released shortly.

Brauch
series

known
which

•

May

Gov't.

(Continued from page

1)

understood that Treasury actuaries
have made a study of the theatre situation which shows that a 20 or 25cent exemption would bring in sevis

Mary Brian, who

arrived

this

week from London, where she made
three pictures and appeared in a muwill leave Sunday for
sical revue,

eral

Quip of the Day
coming?"
things
are
George P. Skouras xvas asked
yesterday.
answered.
"Marvelous,"
he
every
ivorse
"They're getting
day."

"Hozv

million dollars a year.

Atlas,

L. J. Schlaifer, who recently rejoined United Artists, returned from
the coast yesterday.

•

(Continued from page

1)

of Technicolor, based on the completion of eight pictures by Pioneer.
The Atlas-Lehman group recently

RKO

•

acquired RCA's holdings in
and
Atlas has a substantial interest in
Paramount,
underwriting the company's reorganization last year.

Arthur Loew, head of M-G-M's
foreign activities, is scheduled to arrive next Thursday from Rio de Janeiro. He's coming via plane and the

Former Senator Reed
Is Conferring Here

Mervyn LeRoy and Mrs. LeRoy
next week en route to

Europe.

lines.

•

Laudy

tie

Lawrence,

M-G-M

general

in

G. B., leaves for the coast today.

Randolph

•
Scott

will

(Continued from page 1)
conversation with Warners about

man- the new

Europe, will arrive on the He de France on Tuesday.
•
Arthur A. Lee, vice-president of

ager for

arrive

in

town Sunday.

Bridgeport
Humphrey Doulens,
and

Post

critic for the

Telegram, in the hospital
from operation for ap-

recuperating
pendicitis.

George Comden, wianager of the
Fine

from

Arts, Westport, has
a trip to Miami and

returned

.

W.

him

silver card trays.

Paul Soskin

is

planning a trip to

the United States.

Lumiere,

pioneer

inventor,

spotlighted at the premiere of "Things
to

Come."

at

week.

He

this

the case comes

up

Starts

Ad Class

district

manager

contracts will start Sept.
to word received here
by Frank Clifford of the union.
Circuit heads and the union conferred daily all last week on the demands of both sides, but finally agreed
to abide by the old contract until
September.
This will automatically
defer the operators' request for a 20
per cent increase.

a holdup."

By

all

according

SteamMter Leads
To Lyon Jaw; Fined
(Continued from page 1)
proving that Lyon also
with his fists.

managers and

assistant

managers

to Exploit

British Music
Hollywood,

March

Here
—James

5.

Campbell has arrived from England
in company with Jeffrey Bernerd,
chief of sales for G. B.
Campbell is here to exploit the
music of the newest Jessie Matthews
film.
"It's
Love Again." He will
spend from 10 to 12 weeks making
appearances with bands and on the

handy

When James

Moines,

March

5.

—A.

H.

operation.

In

the

past,

American

you don't seem

my wife
When

Council

Fla.,

March 5.— The

here has

City

approved full-time

Sunday films for the convenience of
the 3,000 workers on the $146,000,000
Gulf-Atlantic ship canal construction

The

project.
8.

change

is

effective

the actor

my

to like

said

"As

:

act, I'll let

sing."

Bebe

Daniels

her

started

song James booed again.

was then

It

that Lyon left the stage, confronted
James and the fists began flying.

—

Boston, March

5.
Despite criticisms in other parts of the country,
"Klondike Annie" has been approved
without deletion by the Massachusetts
Department of Public Safety.

Miss Bergner Gaining
London, March

5.

— Elisabeth

Berg-

ner, who underwent an operation for
appendicitis here Tuesday, is making
satisfactory progress, it was stated today by her physicians.

Campbell has placed

rights for music published

Wall Street

by the Campbell-Connolly Music Co.
London with various firms on this
side, but he will decide on this trip
about
establishing
an
American
branch in New York.
in

S. R.

Burns,

Gains Dominate Board
Net
High Low Close Change

Consolidated,

Projector, Passes
(Continued from page

1)

dent and later, in 1932, president. He
was a member of the F. & A. M.,
Temple
His
Jersey
City.
110,
widow, Mrs. Carrie Burns, survives.

Funeral

morrow

services will be held toat 2 o'clock at the First

Church

Emory

in

vtc.

..

39

38

18%

1M

pfd.

Eastman Kodak .166%
Eastman, pfd

166
163

164

48^

Loew's, Inc
49^4
Loew's, Inc., pfd. 105

Paramount
Paramount

1
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1054

1054
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m

8%

8%

80

Warner Bros

12%

13

13

'A

+H

8%
3154
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74

20th Century-Fox. 3154
20th Century, pfd. 39A
Universal, pfd.... 81

39

+
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- 'A

9%

1WA

Pathe Film
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+2*4
+ 'A-

166J4
163
4954
105

pfd. 7754

RKO

-A

6A
18%

934
74

2 pfd.

+1

39

&A

Int'l.

-'A
+1

St.,

Technicolor Best Curb Gain
Net

Low

High

Shea Joins Paramount

—

Hollywood, March 5. Joe Shea
will join Paramount as assistant to
Gabe Yorke next Monday, with Pat
Patterson and Mel Riddle also additions to the staff. All three were in
Yorke's department at Fox.

Permit Sunday Films

booed Lyon's mono-

logue yesterday

air.

Presbyterian
Jersey City.

Blank, general manager of Tri-States
Theatres Corp., expects to return
from a two-month vacation at Miami
Beach, March 12. Blank is recuperating from an emergency appendicitis

was

in court,

Mass. Passes "Annie"

Campbell

of Tri-States

here as well as IS juniors.

March

I.A.T.S.E. rules have been changed
so that

for

Theatres Corp., has inaugurated an
eight weeks' course in theatre advertising.
The school was originally
planned for younger staff members,
but enrollment the first week included
all

is

time he had succeeded in
throwing his wallet under a
convenient chair.
The marauders never saw it.

of

tinue.

Columbia,

Ocala,

Boris Karloff here for "The Man
Who Changed His Mind," Gainsborough.

Louis

when

Brown

Des

Hutchinson

received a silver salver from the staff of Twentieth Century- Fox when he formally
relinquished his duties here to leave
for New York to become general
foreign sales manager. The staff of
British
Movietone News presented
J.

last

know

A. H. Blank Recovering

London

.

New York

Gov-

Havana.

•
.

action filed by the

time
whether he would be on the defense
battery
hearing.

Farnol, "this
this

Des Moines, March 5.— Stanley A.

.

.

in

stated he did not

Brown,
.

civil

ernment

Is this your place I
have?" queried the Frenchman.
"Oh, no," answered

pardon.

Lehman Buy

Technicolor Stock

Pan American

where a frightened
group had been huddled, Farnol backed into a Frenchman
with a long beard and reading a newspaper. "Beg your
lobby

No suggestion has been made that
the tax rate be raised above its present 10 per cent, level.
Treasury officials are understood to feel that this
is as high as can be imposed without
endangering attendance.

Hollywood.

will arrive here

No results persuaded Farnol to think the chap a trifle
on the stupid side. "In 318,"
he repeated, this time somewhat more sharply. For the
first time, he noticed the man
carried a gun. "But this is a
holdup," the voice on the
other side of the revolver declared.
Moved into a corner of the

Decrease

Chicago, March 5.— Settlement

the operators' contract which has been
hanging fire since Jan. 10 will not be
drawn up until Sept. 1. In the meantime the verbal agreement will con-

1,

318."

Tax Exemption Level

1936

6,

Chicago Operators'
Pact Off to Autumn

Just a Holdup!

His Arrest Ordered

March

Friday,

Ban Liquor

in

Maimi Beach, March

Houses
5.

—The

City

Council here yesterday passed an ordinance prohibiting the sale of liquor
in film houses.
Attendance of children was cited by proponents of the
measure.

Sentry

Safety

.

Technicolor

.

General Theatre
High
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40.... 27J4
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40 ctf 2754
Keith B. F.
6s '46

Paramount
6s '55
6s

RKO

Warner
'39

wd

2654

27J4

+1

27A

+A
+ 54

9654
102.24

pp

.... 75

Net
Close Change

26J4

9654

ww

91
'41

Low

....102.24
Pict.

Loew's 6s '41
deb rights

+1/16

+A
+%
-A
Bonds Up

3254
454

Trans -Lux

Close Change

15/16 1
2%
2Vs
3154
315i
454
454

1

9654
102.24

89'/

90

75

75

94

94

—1

—

Bros. 6s
94

(Qutotations at close of

March

5)

54

Credit
this

Warners for giving you Star

as well as Story Variety,

with such added

starters

season as Fredric March, Errol Flynn, Claude Rains, Jack Oakie, Charlie Ruggles,

I

!

Olivia De Havilland, James Melton, June Travis, Jane

Froman, Edmund Gwenn, and now

BORIS KARLOFF
The Master of Horror Achieves His Masterpiece

in

The Walking Dead
With Ricardo Cortez
jiarton

MacLane

•

•

Edmund Gwenn

Henry O'Neill

•

•

Marguerite Churchill

Joseph King

•

•

Warren Hull

Directed by Michael Curtiz

IN A -HOUSE SUCCESS AT

N. Y.

STRAND

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
Para, to

"Mutiny, 99 McLaglen and
Bette Davis Win Awards

Make

New Films in

Cohan Ends

On

Three Groups

6,

1936

Battle

the Duffy Bill

Washington,

March

5.

— Oppo-

Duffy Copyright Bill
today concluded their testimony before the House Patents Committee
with the appearance of George M.
Cohan, who declared he had "no particular statement to make" and had
come to Washington because he renents

(Continued from page

March

Friday,

1)

of

the

by Al Dubin. The music scoring award went to Max
Radio musical director for "The Informer."
Tops among
{Continued from page 1)
directors were Clem Beauchamp and Paul Wing for their
Arthur Hornblow, Lew Gensler, Al work on Paramount's "Lives
The film editing
of a Bengal Lancer."
Lewis, Benjamin Glazer and Lloyd
ace was Ralph Dawson for *'A Midsummer Night's Dream," and dance
Sheldon. The production assignments
sented being called a "racketeer."
direction honors went to Dave Gould for M-G-M's "Broadway Melody"
for AA pictures will go to members of
Cohan and members of the comand "Folies Bergere," Twentieth Century-United Artists film.
this group.
mittee engaged in reminiscences of
The technical awards went in this fashion: sound recording William old stage days and wandered so far
Associate producers on the B pictures will include Henry Henigson,
Steinkamp, sound supervisor of "Naughty Marietta," M-G-M, on which afield that Representative O'Malley
Harold Hurley and A. M. Botsford. Douglas Shearer was sound engineer art direction Richard Day of of Wisconsin expressed bewilderment
Cecil B. DeMille will make both A Goldwyn Prod., for "Dark Angel"; cinematography
Hal Mohr, on about whether Cohan or the commitand B pictures, producing some himteemen were testifying.
,"A Midsummer Night's Dream."
self and supervising others.
E. C. Mills, general manager of
Best
production
runner-up
Warners'
"The
Informer,"
with
was
The pictures to be made here will
Ascap, completed his testimony on the
write-in
Captain
Muni,
Blood"
third.
In
actor
division,
Paul
on
a
the
be B product. These will come from
bill
which he had begun yesterday,
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur, vote, took second place for Warners' "Black Fury," and Charles Laugh- with a plea for retention of the $250
with an additional one or two from ton third for "Mutiny on the Bounty." Among the actresses, Katharine infringement penalty and an attack on
sources not yet set.
Llepburn was runner-up for Radio's "Alice Adams" and Elisabeth exhibitors, broadcasters and others
All of the company's pictures sched- Bergner third for her work in B. & D.'s "Escape Me Never." Behind who were trying to secure its elimuled for release during the third
Ford among the directors came Michael Curtiz, via a write-in, for ination.
quarter of the current season, from
The committee will meet next
Bengal Lancer,"
February to May, have been com- "Captain Blood" and Henry Hathaway for "Lives of a
Tuesday, when proponents of the
third.

and the

lyrics

Steiner,
assistant

—

—
—

;

'

pleted and are either ready for release
or in the process of final editing, according to a studio report yesterday
to John E. Otterson, president.
In
addition, nine productions tentatively
scheduled for May release are now before the cameras, 10 scripts are nearing completion for June and July releases, which complete the
current
season schedule, and 31 scripts are
now in work in preparation for the
1936-37 season, the report stated. Six
of the latter scripts have been approved and will go into production in

Four awards went

W

to

D.

W.

Griffith, in

companied by

all

for

"The Informer," and four

to

Hollywood

for the first time in 10 years, and acawards in the actor, actress and

his wife, presented the

The winners

follow

Best Performance, Actress
Bette Davis for "Dangerous."

Best Performance, Actor

"Mutiny on the Bounty" (M-G-M)

Best Original
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur

for

"The Scoundrel."

Dudley Nichols for "The Informer."

be included in the unfinished business,
were not passed upon at the meeting,
it was stated. It is understood that details of the Sheehan contract are still
ir.

Short Subjects
(Cartoon)
"Three Orphan Kittens" (Walt Disney)
to

Sleep"

(M-G-M)

"Follow the Fleet" ended its second
at the Music Hall with approximately $84,000.
The Roxy, with
"Rhodes," wound up its first week
with about $36,000.
Theatre men along Broadway claim

week

that the
business.

elevator

strike

has affected

Para.

(Novelty)

Clem Beauchamp and

Assistant Director
Paul Wing for "Lives of a

(Best Song)
"Lullaby of Broadway" in "Gold Diggers"
and lyrics by Al Dubin.
(Best Scoring)
"The Informer" (Radio)

—

Bengal Lancer."

—Music

Film Editing

Dance Direction
for

Two Houses Are Robbed

—

the second job netted
escaped.
The houses
gether.

him
are

$35.
close

He
to-

by Harry Warren

Ralph Dawson for "A Midsummer Night's Dream" (Warners)

Dave Gould

May Not Pick

Lazarus Successor

"Broadway Melody" (M-G-M) and "Folies Bergere"

Hollywood, March 5. There is a
strong possibility that Jeff Lazarus,
head of the story department, will not
be replaced at Paramount after his
resignation, effective April 1.
If such is the case, each producer
will be made responsible for selection
Irene
of his own story material.
Francis will continue as head of the
reading department, according to rumor, and will send suitable material
to the producers directly instead of
routing it through the story department.

AT&T Probe Set Mar. 17
Washington, March

(20th Century-U.A.)

Chicago, March 5. Within a space
of 10 minutes a bandit armed with a
pistol held up the Austin and the
Savoy. The first time he got $90 and

The ban followed a conference between City Prosecutor Mitchell G.
Myers, Police Superintendent Joseph
H. McLean and theatre managers,
during which it was declared that
cash giveaways would be prosecuted.
Premiums and other merchandise
giveaways are not affected.

"Wings Over Mt. Everest" (G. B.)

Music

On Its Second Week

games.

(Comedy)

"How

work.

"Fleet" at $84,000

—A city-wide

;

John Ford for "The Informer."

adjourned meeting of the Paramount board was held yesterday to

The Winfield Sheehan and Frank
Lloyd producing contracts, reported to

5.

ban on cash giveaways will prevent
five theatres and several organizations
from awarding prizes accumulated un-

;

Best Direction

An

unfinished business carried
over from the regular monthly meeting held Feb. 29, an official of the
company stated yesterday.

Waterbury Ban Hits
All Cash Giveaways

der various systems in operation here.
Affected are Warners'
State and
Strand, and Michael Sirica's Capitol,
all
operating Bank Night
Loew's
Poli, which features Screeno
Steve
Panora's Garden, running Auction
Nite, and several organizations which
have popularized Beano and Bingo

Best Production

Best Adaptation

transact

witness.

Waterbury, March

Victor McLaglen for "The Informer."

"During the second quarter of the

Paramount Board Meets

begin their presentation.
Senator Duffy of Wisconsin, author
of the bill passed last year by the
Senate, is expected to be the first
legislation

director divisions.

April.

current season," the report stated,
"the stwdio has established the unusual record of completing 11 pictures
on schedule and within budget figures.
All 11 productions were made
at a substantial reduction in negative costs in comparison with previous pictures."

Radio,

arners.

Technical

Awards

(Art Direction)
"Dark Angel" (Goldwyn-U. A.)
(

Cinematography)

—

5.
The FedCommunications
Commission
probe into A. T. & T. authorized by
Congress several months ago will start

eral

March

17.

Dream" (Warners)

Gershwin-Para. Dicker

(Sound Recording)
"Naughty Marietta" (M-G-M)

George Gershwin, composer, is negotiating with Paramount on a deal
which will take him to the coast.

"A Midsummer

Night's

HELD OVER
It's

•

ROXY

a

COVERED

WAGON

CIMARRON

Plus-

"A COVERED WAGON ... IN BOTH SWEEP OF SUBJECT
-Hollywood reporter
MATTER AND EXECUTION."
SIMILAR TO

OUR

OF A COLORFUL

OWN

CIMARRON

.

ERA.

.

SWEEPING PICTURE
—NEW YORK EVENING JOURNAL

DRAMA, FRAUGHT WITH THOUSAND
ROMANCE AND ADVENTURE.
MELODRAMATIC AND STIRRING
FOR ANY ONE.
SCORES ON ALL COUNTS
A PUSHOVER.

.

.

.

.

.

THRILLS OF
new yorkamerkan

EXCITING

ENOUGH
—NEW YORK SUN

ENTERTAINMENT THAT

.

IS

— FILM DAILY

WALTER HUSTON as
TOPS
'EM ALL

DIAMOND

EMPIRE

JUNGLE

MASTER

BUILDER

CONQUEROR

Physical Distribution

•

Fox Exchanges

•

Canada, Regal

Films, Ltd.

)

'
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No Big New Spots
Abroad

— Schaefer MOTION PICTURE DAILYS
HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW
has

Not one

outstanding theatre
been built in the last year in any of
the countries for which he supervises

"Charlie

three- to four-week vacation.

exploitation in this latest of the Chan mystery pictures, as is obvious
from tbe title. With all the excitement and color that is provided by the
circus atmosphere as a background, the famed Earl Derr Biggers
character, as usual played by Warner Oland, solves the murder with the
entertaining assistance of Keye Luke, as his son. The exhibitor has the
circus atmosphere as well as the Chan mystery to seil.
Charlie takes his enormous family to the circus, is consulted by the
hated co-owner of the show, who has received threatening letters, then
runs into trouble when the man is found murdered. It appears that the
circus's huge ape has strangled him.
Chan moves on with the circus to
the next town when his aid is enlisted by the show's remaining owner,
and while Luke falls in love with a Chinese performer in the show, Chan
pursues his case through a maze of incidents and conflicting' clues, the
most exciting of which is the near death of an implicated feminine
acrobat, when a bullet cuts the rope of her trapeze and she tumbles to
the sawdust.
With the aid of a microscope and his own sharp wits, he uncovers
enough information to pin the crime in the right place, apprehending
the murderer through the ruse of a fictitious operation on the hurt performer in a circus tent.
Harry Lachman drew the most from his material in his direction.
Robert Ellis and Helen Logan did the screenplay.
Production Code Seal No. 1,978. Running time, 71 minutes. "G."

"There has been very little building
and the new theatres that have been
smaller
type
constructed
are
the
houses," he said. "Business is better
than last year," Schaefer added, "and
Paramount is releasing 14 or 15 features in Germany, 30 to 35 in Holland
and Roumania, 20 in Austria and Hungary, 35 in Jugoslavia and 30 in
Poland." Paris, Spain and England
are not included in Schaefer's territory.
Of the lists for Germany and
Austria, 12 are "dubbed," he said.
Pratt, who will appear in
seven pictures for Republic, arrived
on the same boat and said he had
turned down offers from G.B., B.I. P.
and Capitol to make about six features in England, because of the excessive income tax in that country.
Jack Waller has offered Pratt a
role in "January 16," which is to be
Pirrnell

produced on the stage in London.
Unless he heard from Waller by cable
within 24 hours, he would not conPratt stated.
Milland, Paramount contract player, also was a passenger.
He said he was abroad on a two and
a half week vacation and although he
had several offers in England, Paramount would not permit him to accept
any of them. He leaves tomorrow for
Hollywood and may be cast in "The
sider the

at the Circus"
5.

— There

is

considerable opportunity for lively

part,

Raymond

Old Maid."
Mrs. Wallace Beery

returned

after a vacation abroad.

5— "Klondike

An-

nie" and the first faint signs of spring
swept into this town together. In its
first week at the Great Lakes, the
picture drew $12,760, topping par by
$5,460 and giving the house its best

gross in a month.
At the Lafayette,

a

"Crime

dual,

and Punishment" and "You

May Be

Next," drew $9,600, over average by
$3,600.

Walter Hampden's "Cyrano de Bergerac" had moderate houses for three
performances Tuesday and Wednesday.

Total

Average

run business was $46,100.

first
is

$42,000.

Estimated takings for the week end-

Although the major theme

BUFFALO— (3,000),
Gross:

$9,340.

35c-50c,

days.

7

(Average, $12,000)

"THE GHOST GOES WEST" (U.A.)
HIPPODROME— (2,600), 35c-50c, 7 days.
Gross:

$6,400.

(Average, $7,300)

"KLONDIKE ANNIE" (Para.)
GREAT LAKES— (3,000). 25c-40c, 7
Gross:

$12,760.

days.

(Average, $7,300)

"TOUGH GUY" (M-G-M)
"FRESHMAN LOVE" (W.B.)

CENTURY— (3,000), 25c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $5,800)
"CRIME AND PUNISHMENT" (Col.)
"YOU MAY BE NEXT" (Col.)
LAFAYETTE— (3,300), 25c, 7 days. Gross:
(Averaee. $6,000)
S9.600.
"CASE OF THE MISSING MAN" (Col.)

$5,600.

GAYETY— (1,600),

Stage: vaudeville.
$3,600)

15c-25c-35c,

Gross:

$2,400.

7

days.

(Average,

of this picture

is

a murder mystery and

From the cartoon strip of the same
name comes this serial with all the
creations of the future that

The

story,

familiar

to

readers

of

newspapers, concerns the adventures of
Gordon, interpreted by Larry (Buster)
Crabbe, who is an exceptional likeness of the character, on a planet that
is rushing headlong toward the Earth,
and the way he averts the cataclysmic
impact. It begins with Crabbe, Jean
Rogers, who plays Dale Arden, and
Frank Shannon, as Doctor Zarkov,
going to the planet in a rocket ship,
their arrival and the complications put
in the way by the fantastic Emperor
Ming, whose omnipotent desires include the domination of the Universe.
All the tribulations that beset the
characters in the cartoon strip occur
the fantastic beasts, men,
in the film
science, and super scientific devices.
The first three episodes deliver suitable thrill entertainment to make possible the venture that, with the interest
of modern children and adults in super
realism and super science this serial
should draw them in avidly.
Also in the cast fantastically arrayed, are Priscilla Lawson, John
Lipson, Richard Alexander and Richard Tucker in addition to others who
give splendid support. The film was
masterfully directed by Frederick Ste-

—

its

a large portion of enjoyable comedy, contributed by
James Gleason, as Inspector Piper, and Helen Broderick, who succeeds
Edna May Oliver in what is a continuation of the series which included
"The Penguin Pool Murder" and "Murder on the Blackboard." Miss
Broderick is on all counts a worthy successor to Miss Oliver, and
Gleason is as usual highly entertaining.
When a young girl is killed while riding in Central Park, the inspector
decides it was an accident, that the girl was kicked by the horse after she
had fallen. But when Miss Broderick arrives on the scene, she stirs
him into action by pointing to indications which upset the accident idea.
Then with a variety of suspects, each with a motive and the opportunity,
Gleason goes to work, Miss Broderick at his side. Romantic, dramatic
and amusing complications ensue in the investigation, which has been
handled in such a fashion as to hold the interest throughout.
rapid pace is maintained as Gleason uncovers one "certainty" after
another, only to have Miss Broderick spoil them in short order. Eventually Miss Broderick discovers the murderer, who had committed a second
crime meanwhile, but nearly loses her own life in the effort.
Edward Killy and William Hamilton directed from a screenplay by
Dorothy Yost. It is based on a story by Stuart Palmer. Leslie Fenton,
Christian Rub and Sheila Terry are in the support.
Production Code Seal, No. 1,999. Running time, 66 minutes. "G."

A

"Colleen," Saturday

(Para.)

Universal

handled by Norman Dewes and Elmer
A. Johnson. Reviewed without production code seal. Running time, 21
mins. for each episode. "G."

is

ing Feb. 29:

"MILKY WAY"

(

phani. Jerry Ash and Richard Fryer
did the fine camera work. The marvels
of special effects and properties were

"Murder on the Bridle Path"
solution, there

"Klondike" Leads
Buffalo, $12,760
Buffalo, March

Looking 'Em Over
(Radio)

also

"Flash Gordon"

realistically.

(Twentieth Century-Fox)

Hollywood, March

1936

Short Subjects

fantastic

Chan

6,

were devised in the art of Alex Raymond brought to the screen intact and

for Paramount, Gus Schaefer,
general manager in Germany and
Central Europe, stated yesterday upon
his arrival on the Washington for a
sales

March

Friday,

"Going Places No. 18"
(

Universal)
This short

goes

into

the

studios

where animated cartoons are made
and reveals to the audience the processes in the creation of this type of
screen entertainment. In detail there
is shown the gradual assembly of material, the execution of the drawings
and the dubbing-in of sound effects
leading to the final print. As a great
audience is waiting to become enlightened on this subject, this should
be found interesting by all. Lowell
Thomas delivers an informative and
interesting narrative. Reviewed with-

out
time,

production code
10 mins. "G."

seal.

Running

"Going Places No. 19"
(Universal)
Labeled "Guinea Gold," this number reveals how the problem of drawing gold from the interior of New

Guinea was solved by airplane. With
morning's opener at the Strand, was reviewed on an exceptional grade of photography,

graphically presents the
of transporting heavy machinery to the scene of work and the
on Feb. 26.
processes used in extracting the ore
"Three Live Ghosts," reviewed by wire from Hollywood on Dec. 28, will finally to be made into bricks and
be previewed at the Rialto tonight.
flown to the mainland. It is an inter"Love on a Bet," noiv current at the Center, was previewed by wire from esting: sort of travelogue that should
Hollywood on Feb. 1.
found
entertaining.
Production
be
Code Seal. No. 0859. Running time,
9 mins. "G."

March 3.
"The Farmer

the

in the Dell," last night's

Scott for "Mohicans"
Hollywood,

March

5.

—Randolph

Scott has been borrowed by Reliance
to play the role of Hawkeye in "The
Last of the Mohicans," scheduled to
go into work the latter part of April.

preview at the Palace, zvas revieived

Chicago Censor Very
Chicago,

Harry

March

5.

—

effort

methods

III

Lieutenant

"Fauntleroy" Sets

Mark
—

head of the Chicago
Philadelphia. March 5. "Little
censor board, is critically ill. He has Lord Fauntleroy" established a new
pneumonia and has been ill for three house record at the Aldine, where it
weeks.
opened today, despite heavy rain.
Costello,

!

MOTION
'SUBSCRIPTION RATES

PICTURE
•

$3.00

ONE YEAR

.

HERALD
TWO YEARS

$5.00

:

;
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Cagney on Stand In
Action on Contract
Los Angeles, March
have

suit to

his

in

5.

Dual Leads in Mine in Two
San Francisco Coast Houses

— Testifying

Warner

his

James Cagney

con-

Superior Court here today declared he
had a definite promise from Jack L.
Warner that he would not be required
to make more than four pictures yearly, and he would not have signed the
present contract if such a promise
had not been given. He said he agreed
to permit Warners to impound $1,250
weekly from his $4,000 weekly salary
as a guarantee that he would fulfil
tract cancelled,

in

San Francisco, March 5.— Attacks
by both the Hearst papers failed to
slow up "Klondike Annie." On a dual
bill
with "Here Comes Trouble" at
the Warfield the Mae West film garnered $18,000, over par by $3,000,
and the best business in town.

contractual obligations and only
learned Warners intended using him
for a fifth picture when he asked for
his

a release of the impounded amount
after finishing four films last year.
Cagney was unshaken on cross-ex-

amination

by

J.

Ray

Files,

1

1932 covered nothing save
salary and length of contract.
He
said

in

the

"Muss 'Em Up" was $1,200 to the
good on a take of $15,700 at the
Golden Gate. "The Story of Louis
Pasteur" and "Woman Trap" pulled
$13,000 at the Paramount. "Strike Me
in
second week at the
its
Artists, grossed a par $9,000.
Total first run business was $76,950.

Pink,"

Warner United

attorney, although he admitted having
read the clause in the contract he
signed which specifically stated Warners would not be bound by any agreement not mentioned in writing. The
plaintiff's case closed with the Cagney testimony.
The defense called
George Frank, Cagney's agent, who
testified
the
Academy arbitration

meeting

Fleet" Gold

"Klondike" on

Average

$74,400.

is

Estimated takings

Week Ending Feb. 25:
"MUSS 'EM UP" (Radio)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850), 25c-35c-40c,
days. Stage: Band.
erage, $14,500)

Gross:

best

of

15c-30c-35c-40c,

7

his

require.

Gross:

days.

Harry Sokolov, attorney for Myron
Selznick, observed the trial today in
the interests of Pat O'Brien, Selznick
client, who objected
contract yesterday.

to

his

Warner

O'Brien Suspended
Hollywood, March 5. Pat O'Brien
has been suspended by Warners fol-

—

lowing a disagreement with the studio
heads over a role in "Stage Struck,"
a musical, slated to start next Monday.

The understanding is that O'Brien
expressed dissatisfaction with the role
and the company issued an ultimatum
which was accepted, although it is
understood O'Brien asked for the
usual six- week layoff instead of suspension.

(Average, $11,500)
PINK" (U. A.)

$13,000.

ME

"STRIKE

UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200),
40c-55c,

7

(Average,

2nd

days,

week.

$9,000.

$9,000)

Week Ending Feb. 27:
"DON'T GET PERSONAL" (W. B.)
"WHITE HEAT" (All-Star)
FOX— (5,000), 10c-25c-35c, 7 days. Gross:
$5,000.

(Average, $6,000)
B.)

(20th-Fox)

FRANCIS— (1,470),

ST.

15c-35c-40c,

7

(Average, $7,000)

"KLONDIKE ANNIE" (Para.)
"HERE COMES TROUBLE" (20th-Fox)

WAR FIELD— (2,680)

Gross:

30c-35c-40c,

,

7

days.

(Average. $15,000)

$18,000.

Gross:

March

ing

1)

now

before Congress.
"The association is on record against
present booking methods," he said,
"but we believe the objectionable features to wholesale
buying can be
eliminated without prohibiting it as
a whole."
The abolition of block booking
would greatly increase picture costs,
Kuykendall
declared,
pointing
out
that the M.P.T.O.A. is seeking the
right to reject 20 per cent of films
in
block booking.
"The association
is
quite agreeable
to
hearing the
complaints
of
minorities,
the
but
whole industry is being impeded by
Bolsheviks
who
never
will
be
pleased," he said. "It is very damaging and should not be tolerated any
longer.
Professional reformers are
ever ready to hear these complaints
and work them for their own ends,"
bills

he declared.

Estimated takings for the week end-

Board Reelected

4:

The board reelected its entire slate
HAD TO HAPPEN" (20th-Fox)
"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)
of officers before opening an informal
CHINESE— (2,500), 30c-55c, 7 days. discussion of ways to combat the block
(Average, $12,500)
Gross: $6,500.
booking measures and support the
"THE INFORMER" (Radio)
FILMARTE— (800), 30c-40c, 7 days. 2nd Duffy Copyright Bill, now pending in
week.
Gross: $1,400.
PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER" (20th-Fox) Congress.
The following officers were re2nd
STAR— (900), 30c-55c, 7 days.
4
(Average, $3,250)
week.
Gross: $2,500.
elected
Kuykendall, president; M.
"PIONEERS OF PALESTINE"
Col. W. S.
A. Lightman, Memphis
'

(State Rights)

;

GRAND INTER NATL— (750), 35c-40c,
Gross: $1,750.
(Average, $1,200)
days.
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)

7

Michigan
Julian Brylawski, Washington
Ben Berinstein,
Los Angeles, and M. E. Comerford,
Butterfield,

;

;

HILLSTREET— (2,700), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Ed
Scranton,
all
vice-presidents
Grcss: $14,000.
(Average, $8,000)
"IT HAD TO HAPPEN" (20th-Fox)
Levy, general counsel
Morris Low"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (2,500), 30c-55c. 7 enstein, secretary Fred Wehrenberg,
board chairman.
Gross: $8,500.
(Average, $14,000)
days.
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
Kuykendall ridiculed the methods of
;

;

$2,750.

PANTAGES— (3,000),

Gross:

25c-40c,

PARAMOUNT— (3,595),
Stage:
revue.

davs.

7

(Average, $3,200)

$13,800.

"KLONDIKE ANNIE"

(Para.)

days.
Tay Whidden and band, F. & M.
Gross: $21,500.
(Average. $18,000)
30c-55c,

7

"THE STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR"

Week Ending Feb. 28:
"ROYAL WALTZ" (Vienna)
CLAY— (400), 35c, 7 days. Gross: $1,000.
(Average, $1,000)
"FANG AND CLAW" (Radio)
"POWDERSMOKE RANGE" (Radio)
EMBASSY— (1,400), 15c-25c-35c, 7 days,
2nd week.

(Continued from paye

booking

;

"PETRIFIED FOREST" (W.

"EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT"
days. Gross: $6,500.

Kuykendall Hits
"Small Minority"

:

15c-25c-35c-

Gross:

"Klondike Annie" was in the money
on a gross of $21,500 at the Paramount. This was $3,500 to the good.
Total first run business was $95,Average is $6,150 without the
150.

1936

6,

"IT

Week Ending Feb. 26:
"MUSIC GOES 'ROUND" (Col.)
"HELLSHIP MORGAN" (Col.)

ORPHEUM— (2,440),

— "Follow

Fleet"

Filmarte.

knowledge days. Gross: $6,000. (Average, $6,800)
Warner never made a commitment "STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR" (F. N.)
"WOMAN TRAP" (Para.)
about the number of pictures he would
PARAMOUNT— (2,740), 15c-30c-3Sc-40c, 7
to

5.

turned out to be a gold
It was $10,600
mine in two spots.
over par on a take of $13,800 at the
Pantages and $6,000 to the good on a
gross of $14,000 at the Hillstreet, a
total take of $27,800 in its first week.
"The Story of Louis Pasteur,"
playing day and date at the Warner
Hollywood and Downtown, took $13,000 at the former and $12,200 at the
latter.
The first mentioned gross was
$1,000 down and the second $200 up.

7

(Av-

$15,700.

Los Angeles, March
the

March

Friday,

(Average, $3,600)

WARNER
000).

(F.

BROS.

25c-40c. 7 days.
$14,000)

N.)

(HOLLYWOOD)— (3,Gross:

$13,000.

THE STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR"

WARNER
400),

(F. N.)

BROS.

25c-40c, 7 days.
$12,000)

(DOWNTOWN)— (3Gross:

$12,200.

tee

in
Bill

attempt

its

at the

hearings

in

to

Washington.

ring to the testimony of
lee,

Kuykendall

ing to croon the

defeat

the

House sub-commit-

said,
bill to

Refer-

Rudy Val-

"They're

try-

death."

(Av-

erage,
'

Ascap
Duffy

(Av-

erage,

Names Receiver

in Suit

Common
Cincinnati, March 5.
Pleas Judge Dennis J. Ryan has
named Irvin L. Roth receiver for
Harry Rogers,

To Open McVickers Bids

—

Chicago, March 5. Bids for the
leasing of the McVickers will be held
in the office of the Board of Education next Tuesday.
The board took
possession of the theatre on Feb. 5 on
an eviction order for failure to pay

ground

rent.

Current reports are that B. & K.
probably take over the theatre
and keep it dark.
will

Poli Seeking

the

supervision

the Board of
reductions in

local

as eastern

Movie Mirror
cation,

magazine

to

edit

the

of which
in the film field.

the

first

new
will

publibe a

Build Denver Exchange
Denver,

March

5.

— Paramount

month

for

Board

End Ad Fight
March — The long bat-

Theatres

being formed.
will leave his post
director of Photoplay and

last

the site of the old Plaza. The
did not allow the application.

Lincoln,
tle
between

Heyn

Relief

assessment amounting
to more than $300,000 on the Palace,
Majestic, Lyric and Globe sites and

of Curtis
Mitchell, editorial director of Radio
Guide, a new group of magazines is

Ernest V.

—

Bridgeport, March 5. A notice of
Superior Court action to seek a reduction of assessments on four parcels
of property has been filed by Poli
New England Theatres, Inc.
The theatres had filed notice with

Start Magazine Group
Under

Tax Cuts

5.

to hold all property
Rogers' in the name of BerniElects
Rogers, Inc., which played the
Tampa, March 5. L. B. Nosti has Shubert recently with "Spices of
been elected president of projection- 1936." The action was in connection
ists' Local 321.
Other officers are: with a suit against Rogers by Milton
Scott
Williams,
vice-president
Schuster of Chicago, for $700 allegThomas L. Crowley, secretary; W. edly due. A settlement is expected.

of

Tampa Union

RKO

—

E. Sullivan, business manager; W. J.
Paleveda, treasurer.
The executive
board comprises the officers and Tony

Rodriguez,

W.
W. T.

G.

Martinez and

Griffin,

Pedro

Fleming.

McCormick on Coast

—

Los Angeles, March 5. S. Barret
McCormick, RKO publicity and ad-

Journal and Star, vertising
head,
arrived
here
this
on the one hand, and afternoon. He is expected to remain
the Westland theatres on the other, a week.
has ended, with the theatres dropping
their advertising in the local shopping
Set
guide, and going over to the papers.
In return the dailies are giving the
"The Song and Dance Man" will
theatres'
product
publicity open at the Center next Wednesday,
needed
which has been lacking for a long following the one week stay of "Love
time.
on a Bet."
the

papers,

"Song and Dance"

is

erecting a new two-story exchange
building here to cost about $50,000.
Advertising, shipping and storage departments will be on the first floor,
with offices on the second floor.

Fire Razes Theatre
Saluda,

S.

C,

Bijou here has been
stroyed by

fire.

March

5.

—The

completely

de-

Turner in Clinton Job

—

Clinton, N. C, March 5. Howard
Turner has been appointed manager
of the

State,

now under

construction.

Dubinskys Drop House

—

Kansas

City,
March 5. The
brothers have given up
their lease on the Regent, downtown
15-cent house which they have operated for more than 15 years, because of high rental and a shift in
pedestrian traffic. The Regent Amusement Corp., holders of the lease from
the owners of the property, plan to
reopen the house shortly.

Dubinsky

Society Honors
New Haven, March

Fishman
5.— Dr.

Fishman, of the Fishman
tiring

president

of

the

J.

circuit,

B.
re-

Connecticut

M.P.T.O., has been elected to membership in Sigma Xi, honorary scientific society.
Fishman is a research
fellow in the Yale School of Medicine.
His admission to the society is on the
basis of work in the physiological

chemistry department.
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Treasury Is Against New
Standard Will
Ticket Taxes, Is Report Use Own Funds
ITO A Appeal
—
On "U" Option
Is Postponed Washington,

Hearing Upon

March

today

Sale

Tax Case Goes Over
Until March 20

A hearing on an appeal from the
N. Y. Supreme Court's order denying the I.T.O.A. application for an
injunction to prevent the city from
levying the two per cent sales tax
on film rentals, which was scheduled
for yesterday in the Appellate Division, was postponed to March 20 at
the request of the city.
The application was made by QuinHarlou, Inc., operators of
ral and
Brooklyn theatres, through Weisman,
Quinn, Allen & Spett, attorneys for

I.T.O.A.

the

The

injunction

sought

would prevent distributors from
lecting the tax from exhibitors,

A

col-

separate action contesting the right

United Artists exchange and

is

expected to be heard in the Appellate
Division late this month.

Records Fall Before
Onslaught of Quins
The Dionne Quintuplets got away
a flying start

in

their

Treasury duction in the present 40-cent exemption would fall most heavily on the

poorer portion of the population.
It was revealed that the suggestion
for a reduction in exemption conthe House Ways and Means Com- templated the dropping of the figure
mittee.
from 40 to 10 cents, which would
In a memorandum discussing the provide an estimated yield of $80,000,various proposals, the Treasury is 000. This, with $15,000,000 or more
understood to have opposed this and now being collected, would make the
several other tax changes which had theatre's
contribution
to
the
tax
been suggested as being inadequate to revenue something over $85,000,000 a
meet the need for new revenue.
year.
The sub-committee, however, is con"If all tickets costing 11 cents or
sidering all the proposals which have more were made subject to the presbeen laid before it and it is expected ent 10 per cent tax on admissions,"
to draft preliminary legislation next the memorandum stated, "patrons of
week on which to hold hearings.
neighborhood film houses and the like
In a memorandum discussion of pos- would be made subject to the tax.
sible
souces of additional revenue, There, the increase in Government's
Collector of Internal Revenue Hel- revenue would be obtained largely
vering told the tax group that any re- from the lower income groups."

also.

of the city to tax film rentals is being
pressed by distributors through the
local

6.

were

represented as
opposed to any extension of the admission tax to lower brackets as suggested yesterday to the tax group of
officials

to

screen debut

Thursday when their starring vehicle,
"The Country Doctor," opened simultaneously
in
326
theatres
and
(Continued on page 3)

Houses Bank Night Is
Improve 15% Again Upheld
In 2 Months In Court Here

Para.

Hollywood, March 6Cohn garnered one

—Harry

the
big hands of the evening at
the Academy Awards dinner
which broke up early this
morning.
Called upon by
Frank Capra, Academy president, to present part of the
awards, Cohn said:
"Last year we walked out
of here with an armful of
statuettes. This year to give
other studios a break we decided not to make good pictures, and I think we pretty
well succeeded."
A special award for distinguished
service
was a
statuette
to
David Wark
Griffith, who received a great
of

reception, but which caused
one wit to remark: "Instead
of applauding him, it might
be an idea for one of the
studios to give him a job."

Is Reported

Needed for Deal
Increased prospects of Standard
Capital Co. exercising its option to
acquire a controlling interest in Universal were reported yesterday following a meeting of Standard's board
at which,

it

was reported

reliably, au-

thorization was voted for the use of
additional funds of the company for
this purpose.
It was learned, however, that despite the new participation, the requisite financing has not
yet been completed.
Prospects of the option being exercised have not been bright for the past
few days, but the new financial development
increases
its
likelihood
again.
The present status of the option suggests action one way or the
other early next week. The option has
one more week to run.
To exercise
it
requires the deposit of $1,500,000
in cash as formal notice to a decision,
and the deposit of $4,000,000 in Class
securities, bearing six per cent in-

A

terest,

ditional

within 20 days thereafter. Adcash of upwards of $500,000
(Continued on page 3)

Paramount

Pictures, Inc., showed
an increase of 15 per cent in net operations during January and February, according to Y. Frank Freeman,
vice-president in charge of theatre
It was pointed out that
operation.
the gain was recorded in spite of

unusually severe weather.

Generous Cohn

More Money

With the improvement in weather
conditions as spring approaches, and
the increase in good product from all
companies, Freeman anticipates an
even larger increase in theatre business in the next several months.

Harry Harris and Bank Night

in-

won

a victory, the second in
four months, when Judges
Walling, Rayfield and Nolan in Special
Sessions, Manhattan, yesterday
dismissed a lottery complaint filed
by Assistant District Attorney Dodge
against the Gotham.
The first complaint was against the
Washington and was thrown out last
November by three other judges sitterests

the

last

ting in the same court.
action was instituted last

The Gotham
December in

(Continued on page 3)

Warners Start 45
No Erpi Cuts Here
More Music Suits Now, Says Official
Warner music companies

yesterday

filed 45 additional suits for alleged
infringement of copyrights, here and
country,
sections
of the
in other
which asked total damages of $155,to
accountings of
400, in addition

instances.
The new
10
suits
against
York hotels and night clubs,
marking the first time that the Warner companies have brought actions
against other than radio stations for
the alleged infringements.
profits

actions

in

some

included

New

The
tenberg

were brought by WatWattenberg, attorneys for

suits

&

(Continued on page 4)

Forecast to
Miami,

MPTOA

March 6.— Warner

Bros,

have indicated that they they are willing to negotiate a compromise with
film theatre owners over music rights,
Ed Kuykendall, president of M. P.
T. O. A., said here tonight at a session
of the association's
executive
board.
"I feel sure that we can settle the
matter, and that Warners are anxious
to come to terms," Kuykendall said,
and added, "we should reach an agree-

ment soon without much difficulty."
The M. P. T. O. A. executive board
closed its two-day session at the Mia(Continued on page 4)

No

concessions in Erpi
service
charges to exhibitors here, such as
those recently placed
in
effect in
England, are in prospect at this time,
an official of the company stated yesterday.

Western Electric of England recently eliminated, with few exceptions,
the entire replacement and repair
charges

Music Rights Peace

heretofore

made
The

exhibiexceptions
noted are the following, which, when
they have passed their guarantee
period, will be charged for at the
prices established from time to time:
to

tors in that country.

(Continued on page 4)

Ohio Cuts Rise

—

Columbus, March 7.
The
Ohio censors reviewed a total of 465 reels in

February,

and ordered eliminations in
47 of them.
This compares
with 661 reels reviewed and
16 eliminations in January.

During February the censors banned the animated
cartoon, "The Amateur Fire
Brigade."

;

:
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runs the Hollywood Dog Training School from
which most of the studios hire
their
canine performers.
It's
getting so, what with temperaSpitz

extra script to give the chosen
dog actor a chance to study the
part. Spitz also employs an agent
who operates exactly like others
of his ilk and makes the rounds
touting the praises of collies,
bulldogs, wire hairs, et al, in his
client's kennels. Any minute now

word

.

T
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Gain in Loeufs Net
Foreseen by Journal
Loew's,

expected to better
last year's net of $4.49 a share by
approximately $1, bringing the net
for the current fiscal year, ending
Aug. 31, to about $5.50 per share on
the basis of present conditions, according to an estimate by the Wall
Street Journal.
The company entered the current
fiscal year, starting Sept. 1, 1935, with
the most expensive film inventory in
history,

Inc.,

is

against $24,001,631 in 1934 and $22,000,000 in
1929.
Domestic gross income is said
to be running better than 20 per cent
ahead of a year ago and foreign income is picking up sharply.
its

$29,482,479

Chaliapin with Selznick
Hollywood, March

6.

—Feodor Cha-

son of the Russian opera
basso, has joined Selznick International Pictures as assistant to Lillian
Deighton in the research department.
liapin,

Jr.,

Thomas Dinner Speaker

Already told, but too amusing
to pass up is the story of the
commissary now building on the
Metro lot. The engineer handling
the steam shovel recently found
himself on the beautiful "Romeo
and Juliet" set where George

Cukor is finishing the picture.
Cukor has no liking for galleries
while he works. The engineer
had to leave. Shortly thereafter,
director found himself near
construction job and proceeded to watch. Then the engineer objected.

the
the

.

.

house

of

jumped

Hollywood
apartment
the same name have

ten per cent.

y

The head
factories

of one of the major
walked into a res-

the other evening, following a preview. Four satellites
trailed
along.
Into
his
pockets, his fingers rummaging
hither and thither, went the producer. Four matches struck into
flame in as perfect a synchronization job as the colony has
turned out. Instead of a cigar,
however, the Big One had merely
pulled out a handkerchief.

taurant

.

Joe

Shea,

.

.

.

t

An

unconfirmed report, which
nailing, insists that Joe
Schmitzer, former president of

defies

FBO

and Jefferson Prod., and
of the Western Cos-

now head
tume

Co., is responsible for the
persistent cycle of costume pictures.

.

.

who once worked

Delay U. A. Board Meet

.

.

T

T

John Ford, ace director, walked
on a producer with Harry

Wurtzel, trailing.
"I see you've brought your
agent along," observed the producer.

"Oh, no," replied Ford, "he's
merely

my

interpreter."

.

.

.

T
way

Miami,

March

6.

—"Little

Lord

Fauntleroy" opened at the State last
night. The opening was quite a spectacular event with lights and police
reserves to handle the crowds.

.

.

T
Georgie Burns remarks of Hollywood
:

"This is the one place where
Gracie can't embarrass me."
.

T

.

.

T

Note for sweet accuracy's sake
Charlie Chaplin, slight research
reveals, actually sang the jabberwocky in the cafe sequence of
"Modern Times." This department did not openly declare he
had not in its review, written
after the opening in New York
some weeks back, but it was cautious enough to cast a doubt.
.

.

.

O'Connor in Havana

—

with the Interstate Circuit of Texas
for the installation of Acousticon Theatrephone systems to aid the hard of
Set hearing in 27 houses of the circuit.
Paris, March 6. Douglas Fair- The systems are made by Dictograph
banks and Lady Ashley will be mar- Products Co., and distributed by Naried tomorrow at 11 o'clock.
tional Theatre Supply.

Fairbanks Wedding

—

included
the
Class Two to
Agfa-Ansco for infra red film and to
Eastman Kodak for the Pola-screen.
Six awards in Class Three (honorable mention) were to: M-G-M for
anti-directional negative and positive
of

merit

;

in

development by means of jet tabulation
and application; William A.
Mueller, Warners, for dubbing method
by which the level of dialogue automatically controls the level of accompanying music and sound effects
Mole Richardson Co., for development
of solar spot lamps
Douglas Shearer
and M-G-M sound department, for
automatic control system for cameras
and sound recording machines and
auxiliary stage equipment
Erpi, for
development of equipment to analyze
and measure flutter from the travel
of film through machines used in recording and reproducing sound Paramount, for construction of transparency air turbine developing machine
Nathan Levinson for method
of intercutting variable density and
variable area sound tracks to obtain
an increase in effective volume range
;

;

;

sound.

were made here this week by the
Pullman Co. to find out whether or
not sound pictures can be shown suecessfully on trains.
The tests were made on an 18-mile
strip of track near here and every sort

.

—

arrears.

Academy

night's

last

Marion Davies."

Pay

up

at

Awards banquet.
The scientific awards

Pullman Co. Makes
Sound Picture Test
Chicago, March — Extensive

editorial

To

will clear

declared

to stop the Hearst
attack on Mae West
would be for Mae to announce
as her next picture "The Life of

that one

regular Friday meeting of the
Havana, March 6.
Edward
U. A. board was postponed yesterday O'Connor arrived here from Barceuntil Monday. Mary Pickford, acting lona yesterday to assume new duties
president, and George J. Schaefer, as manager of the local M-G-M exvice-president and general manager, change. Dave Lewis, who has been in
will attend.
the post for a number of years, will
leave for New York in two weeks
and from there will go to Japan,
B.
to
$5.25
where he will take over the manage-

ment

last

noteworthy
from the standpoint of technical development, Major Nathan Levinson

of

K.
Lowell Thomas, radio commentator
Chicago, March 6. Balaban & ment of the company's office.
and writer, will be the principal speaker at the E. C. Grainger testimonial Katz has declared a dividend of $5.25
dinner at the Astor on Monday night. a share on account of accumulations
on the seven per cent preferred stock,
About 500 are expected to attend.
Install Hearing Aids
payable April 1. It is said this payNational Theatre Supply has closed

"Fauntleroy" at Miami

— Scientific

The suggestion has been made

The

&

6.

;

.

.

V T

March

year almost tripled

certificate

in

.

this

known

Dave Selznick and

is

.

Hollywood,
awards

year's, establishing 1935 as

expected that one of
Spitz's dogs has turned down a
job because it doesn't like the
part.

Awards

Triple Last Year's

so ought
to know, says Dave's plans to
produce "The Garden of Allah"
have had one immediate repercussion.
Rentals at the well
for

ment and such, that Spitz now
asks each studio to strike off an

W

City,

Hollywood

hills:

Editor-in-Chief and Publisher

MAURICE KANN,

from

March 6

Scientific

1936

7,

6.

tests

i

of condition that exists in railroading
was used to try out the plan. Stopping, starting, whistle blowing and
screeching brakes were common occurrences as the trials were made.
Feature pictures were shown to the
railroad executives present in a standard club car. The results of the tests
proved, it is said, that talkies can
be shown advantageously to railroad

j

I

passengers.

Sidney Cohen handled the demonwhich used RCA Photophone

j

stration,

I

equipment. It is reported that a company is being formed in Hollywood
to handle this phase of the business
exclusively. Just what arrangements
for pictures will be made, will be
announced in the near future.

The

showing

of

the

pictures

j|

!

I

is
|

scheduled to start sometime this summer.

U

Tampa Gets Insurance
Tampa, March

6.

—Bank

Night

in-

surance which has appeared in various parts of the country has hit here.
A plan to be launched soon proposes
a premium of five cents per hundred
dollars to patrons wishing protection
in the event of winning while absent.

Warners

to

Meet Soon

.

With Harry M. Warner due from
the coast tomorrow and Albert War-;
ner slated to arrive from Miami om
Monday, the postponed Warner board
meeting will most likely be held TuesRoutine matters are to be disday.
cussed, according to a company official.

'
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Bank Night

Is

Again Upheld
In Court Here
(Continued from page

1)

Magistrate's Court, which referred it
to Special Sessions.
After questioning Dodge, who admitted no additional charge was asked
in order to participate in the game,
the judges yesterday told the assistant
district attorney not to make any further arrests since Bank Night does
not involve a lottery.
Affiliated Enterprises

and owners
Keating come

of

Denver

Bank Night had John

of

the way from Colorado to attend the trial. Harris was
represented by Hyman Chasler.
Harris has pending in the Bronx
Special Sessions a similar complaint
against the Bronx Opera House. This
case has been postponed several^ times
because of an appeal pending in the
Appellate Division of the Bronx Supreme Court involving the Tremont.
The Tremont is not a Harris house.
Attending yesterday's session were
all

representatives of

RKO,

Loew's and

Consolidated Amusements.

Giveaway Move

in

New Haven, March

New Haven
6.

—Complaints

received from social organizations in
the city have prompted City Attorney
M. Edward Klebanoff to call a con
ference for next week with Chief of
Police Phillip T. Smith on Beano
Bingo, Bank Night, Cash Night and
other similar games now in operation
theatres and clubrooms.
Legality of the various systems un
der the state lottery law will be considered. Ten theatres are now using
at

the games.

The New Haven move

follows by
two days an order from Chief of
Police McLean and City Prosecutor

cash games in Waterbury, and a similar order a fortnight
ago in Bridgeport.
Adolph G. Johnson, Connecticut
representative of Bank Night, reported
today that; as a result of conferences
with Mayor Frank Hayes of Water
bury, during which were discussed
recent Supreme Court decisions in
various states as to the legality of
Bank Night, the Mayor had promised
the resumption of this game within
No change has
the next few days.
been reported in the Bridgeport situ
ation and it is expected that the first
test case will be brought in that city

Toms banning

Films Much Cleaner,
Mrs. Looram Reports
Productions of high character are
rapidly driving salacious films from
the screen, in the opinion of Mrs.
James F. Looram, chairman of the
M. P. Bureau of the International
Federation of Catholic Alumnae, and
director of the work of 100 women
who preview films for the Legion of

Decency.

Records Fall Before
Onslaught of Quins
(Continued from page

1)

cracked records wide open in several
Coast reports indicate that the
spots.
picture, playing day and date at Grauman's Chinese and Loew's State in
Los Angeles, grossed $5,058.45 at both,
breaking the record for the two houses
established only a few weeks ago on
the opening day of "Modern Times,"
which accumulated $4,775.
Other box-office highs were set at
the United Artists, Long Beach, Cal.
Keith, Portland, Me. Palace, Bridge;

port Fifth Avenue, Seattle, and New,
Baltimore.
At Toronto, in the infantile stars' native Ontario, Government officials turned out for the
charity premiere at the Uptown, and
Dr. Allan Roy Dafoe, the babies'
physician, addressed the audience. The

Mass Picketing to
Be Resumed by 306

Seeks Exit Film

—

Under
Albany, March 6.
the provisions of a bill introSenate by
the
in
duced

Indicating a widening of the breach
between Local 306, Allied and Empire unions, a mass picketing campaign by Local 306 is scheduled to get
under way today at 147 independent

Joseph D. Nunan, Jr., and referred to the Education Committee, the Censor law is
amended by providing that
each film theatre shall flash
on the screen at the beginning of each performance a

theatres,
terday.

sign stating where fire exits
are located, the content of
the sign to be determined by
the director of the censor
board.

;

SEC Sets

a Hearing
Upon B. & K. Issue

was

it

reliably reported yes-

Efforts to merge the three unions
during the past few months have met
with little progress, it was stated. Allied has had a number of suits in the
involving Local 306, while
courts
some of the theatre men holding contracts with Empire have instigated
legal actions to forestall any amalgamation of operators' unions.
The I. T. O. A. is said to have sent

out a call to all unaffiliated exhibitors
to meet at the Astor Tuesday to disWashington, March 6. The Se- cuss the reputed picketing move by
Keith in Portland opened its balcony
Local 306. After a hectic cross pickcurities and Exchange Commission tofor a matinee for the first time in
eting stanza some months ago, which
day set March 20 as the date for a
months.
resulted in more than 100 Local 306
hearing to be held on the application
The film opens at the Music Hall
men being haled into court for variof Balaban & Katz Corp. to withhere next Thursday.
draw 26,126 shares of seven per cent ous reasons, a truce was declared.
in
the
Allied recently has been
cumulative preferred stock from listcourts with actions tending to prove
ing and registration on the Chicago
the validity of a 10-year pact the orStock Exchange.
ganization signed with the I. T. O. A.
It was explained that the withdrawand which the union said included all
Kansas City, March 6. The plans al is sought because half of the stock members of the exhibitor group. Local
of Warner Bros, to create a third has been called for redemption on
306 in some instances has supported
broadcasting system on a national May 1, and that the company intends
defendant theatre men with whom it
scale are well under way, H. M. War- to redeem the remainder on or beHolders of the had contracts.
ner said here today. Details, accord- fore May 1, 1939.
ing to Warner, are being worked out stock, following the redemption this
in New York.
third system, he year, will number less than 300.
Because trading in the stock has
said, is needed because the two present systems haven't a sufficient num- been negligible, the exchange agrees
>35;
S.
ber of really good stations to fully with the company that, with half the
Washington,
March
6.
German
mainteredeemed,
shares
outstanding
supply the demand for the best type
of entertainment.
He feels that the nance of the listing will not be justi- censors passed 201 films during 1935,
according to a report to the U. S. Deadded competition will result in an im- fied.

—

Warners Are to Enter

Broadcasting Field

—

A

Germans Censor 201
In

U.

Drops

•

provement of all programs.
"Entertainment is our business,"
said Warner, "it is only natural that

we

should enter broadcasting."

United Detroit Gets
Lease on University

—

Standard's Funds
For Use on 'U' Option
(Continued from page

1)

for immediate working capital requirements is also said to be needed.
Specifications in connection with the
deposit of $4,000,000 of securities suggest the use of Liberty bonds or some
similar security bearing a high rate of
interest.

Standard, according to unofficial reis
less than $1,000,000 away
from its financial requirement at this
ports,

Continue Union Case
Angeles,

March

6.

—Judge

Hartley Shaw of the appellate division of Superior Court yesterday continued until next Thursday the hearing of I. A. T. S. E. Local 150 against
the Robb & Rowley circuit in Pasadena in their newspaper picket camThe week's continupaign dispute.
ance was granted on request of the
circuit's attorneys, who asked additional time to prepare arguments on
the I. A. T. S. E. appeal.

Open

Brown

circuit subsidiary,

and George

W.

Trendle, president of United Detroit,
say the circuit has signed a
15-year lease on the house.

The theatre, which will seat 1,800
and will be among the important key
spots in the city, will be completed
early in

May.

FWC Takes Over Two

time.

Los

Detroit, March 6. United Detroit
Theatres will operate the new University, now under construction at McNichols Road and Livernois. Grover
C. Wolf, attorney, representing Detroit Consolidated Theatres, a Sam

New Canada House
—

Toronto, March 6. The rich mining country of Northern Ontario has

Los Angeles, March

6.

in

Feigenbaum & Rifkind.
The house had most of the
major product tied up in the terriCompton, from

tory.
West Coast has also taken
over operation of the Long Beach in
Long Beach.

T. J.

Bragg on Tour

Toronto, March

—

6.
T. J. Bragg,
secretary-treasurer of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., is on a tour of inspection of the Canadian west, visiting
theatres of the circuit as far as the
Pacific Coast.

Mrs. Looram said, "The Legion of
at Woodcliff
Decency has played an outstanding another new theatre with the opening
Avra Amusement Corp. will open
Occa of the Palace, seating 1,100, at Timrole in cleaning up the films.
sionally a salacious treatment of a mins in the heart of the gold belt. the new Broadway, Woodcliff, N. J.,
situation is observable, but this is the The house is operated by Timmins on March 13. Carl Steinmetz is manexception rather than the general Theatres, Ltd., of which Leo Mas- ager and David Koch will handle the
publicity.
cioli, pioneer showman, is president.
rule."

To Open

partment of Commerce from Acting
Commercial Attache Douglas Miller
in Berlin.

Of

the

films

passed,

Germany

ac-

counted for 94, the United States, 50;
Austria, 17; France, 15, and eight
other countries for the balance.
land furnished only six pictures.

Eng-

Of all films run in Germany in 1935,
46.8 per cent were of German origin,
24.8 per cent of American, and 28.4
per cent "other foreign" sources.
According to the report, the German
censors rejected seven American pictures, four German, and four "other
foreign" pictures, a total of 15.
In Berlin, there were 171 first runs,
as compared with 211 the year before.
There were 93 of German origin, 35
of American origin, and 43 "other
foreign" origin, as compared with

and 35, respectively, in 1934.
Both German and American films

126, 47,

—Fox West

Coast has purchased the Compton

—

declined,

while

"other foreign"

showed a remarkable

films

increase.

Sabath Asks Change
In Bankruptcy Laws

—

Washington, March 6. Federal
bankruptcy statutes should be tightened because 5,000,000 small investors
savings totaling $20,000,000,fraudulent manipulation
of
realty
securities,
Representative
Adolph J. Sabath told a House Judiciary sub-committee here today.
Sabath, chairman of the House committee investigating real estate bondholders'
reorganization,
urged approval of his bill to prevent the alleged abuses of bondholders' protective committees.
It would amend the
Federal bankruptcy law to provide for
a Federal conservator to pass on reorganization plans to protect investors.
lost

life

000 through
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No Erpi Cuts Here
Now,

[Warners Start 45
More Music Suits

Purely
Says Official
Personal

(.Continued from pane

valves used in Western Electric
equipment; photo electric cells, exciting lamps, tungar bulbs and batteries.

The

concessions

Jan.

1,

i

are effective as of
1936, although they were announced only recently during the
London visit of Whitford Drake, Erpi
vice-president.
Western Electric, likewise, inaugurated rate concessions at the first of
Zeathe year in Australia and
land.
An Erpi official, questioned yesterday, said that while no new concessions on domestic charges
are
in
view at this time, "substantial" reductions on service charges have been
made here from time to time in the
past. He added that the charges are
based on the cost of doing business in
each nation or territory and reductions in charges are guided by the
same factors.

New

SHIFFMAN

W

is

RKO

Charles Koerner,
theatre
division head in Boston, returned to
his territory yesterday. He will come
back here Tuesday.
•

Laurence Bolognino, executive
head of Consolidated Amusements,
has gone to Miami for a six-week

the Pennsylvania
via the Canal.

for

California

•

said.

•

Edward M. Schnitzer

Music Rights Peace
Forecast to

MPTOA

(Continued from page

of Republic is planning to leave for the coast
the latter part of next week.

•

Princess Natalie Paley will leave
Europe on the Champlain this

1)

ami Biltmore Hotel with the announcement that a committee would be

for

afternoon.

•

appointed to talk with producers regarding block booking and the legis-

Margot Haller,

the

German

act-

on the method which is ress, leaves tonight on the Deutschnow in progress in Congress. Neither land.
•
the association nor the producers deGeorge Weeks is due back from a
sire passage of the legislative measure
which would make block booking il- tour of G.B. exchanges next week.
•
legal in the industry. Since such legislation has been introduced, the exHy Daab left yesterday for a weekhibitors apparently feel that they can end at Atlantic City.
reach a satisfactory agreement with
•
lative

fight

the producers in return for assistance
in fighting the bill.
Theatre owners have long objected
to
the
small
percentage usually
around 10 per cent allowed them by
producers under the present blind buying methods. They have indicated that
a 20 percent rejection quota would be

—

more

—

Los

Angeles, March 6. Henry
Herzbrun, Joseph Arthur Ball, Joseph I. Schnitzer and Herbert Freston
all
testified
before Judge
Charles
Bogue in Superior Court here today
that no mention of a specific number of
pictures was made at the Academy
meeting in 1932 which preceded the
drawing of the present contract between Warners and James Cagney.
The testimony was given in a suit by
Cagney to have the contract set aside.

The

witnesses stated that matters of
salary and length of employment were
discussed.
Freston further testified that Cagney stated that his only difference
with the studio was the "question of

dough."

The defense will probably close the
Monday and a decision from
Judge Bogue is expected Tuesday.
case

Open Master Art

—

Office

Boston, March 6. A New England
branch has been established here by
the Master Art Corp. R. Rosenblatt
in charge.

in

is

town from De-

Joseph

Seider

due back from

is

Miami next week.
«

Abe Leff
cuit,

Witnesses Describe
Cagney Negotiations

is

Earl Hudson
troit.

—

satisfactory.

Defendants in the actions brought
are:
No. 1 Fifth Ave.,
Hollywood Restaurant, Hotel Plaza,
Hotel Weylin, St. Moritz, Nut Club,
Paradise Restaurant, Hotel St. Regis,
Hotel New Yorker, Village Farm
WFEA, WCAU,
Barn,
Stations
yesterday

of the

Leff-Meyers

cir-

returned yesterday from Miami.
•

Conrad Thibault, singer,
Warner contract.

is

nego-

tiating a

Allan Jones

slated to
to the coast today via plane.
is

return

Harry Goetz,

arriving tomorrow,
will stay the rest of the month.
.

.

.

Cincinnati

Maurice Chase,

special representaDivision, has been promanager of the Buffalo,

tive of First

moted
N. Y.,

to

office.

He

has been succeeded

WLAC

WDBO,

The building service strike cut into the
take in this house as well as all
other Broadway spots. Business at the
Palace was fair with "Lady Consents"
and "The Story of Louis Pasteur,"
getting around $9,000 for the stanza.
The fourth week of "Modern Times"
ended with approximately $25,000. The

comedy goes

March

off

17

when

it

be replaced by "These Three."
The Rialto with "The Garden Murder
Case" got slightly less than $8,000.
"Walking Dead" at the Strand tallied
will

close to $19,000.

Paramount

anticipating

is

a

rush

Paramount Wednesday

business at the

when

"Klondike Annie" supplants
"Trail of the Lonesome Pine."
The
doors will be opened at 8:30 A. M.

double preview on Tuesday also is
and planned with Bob Weitman booking
the

Two Canadian

Bills

Mae West

film in for a 6 P.

showing in addition to the
midnight showing of coming

M.

regular
features.

Set on Music Group Younger Producers
—
Battle Dramatists

Ottawa, March 6. Two bills will
come before the Canadian House of

A

group of self-styled "younger
present session to
managers" have begun a boycott move
the operations of the
against the production of reading of
Canadian Performing Rights Society,
plays by members of the Dramatists'
and some relief is expected for theGuild by way of asserting their impaatres from the proposed fee of 20
tience with the new minimum basic
cents per seat per annum which the
agreement adopted as of March 1 by
society has been required to hold in
the^ guild, which reduces the manaabeyance pending the outcome of legislation.
The society has been collect- ger's participation in the sale of film
rights to stage plays in favor of the
ing 10 cents per seat for several years.
author.
The League of N. Y. TheFernand
Rinfred,
Secretary
of
atres said that while it had not auState, will shortly introduce a measthorized the move, many of its memure dealing with the copyright and
bers were in favor of it.
Virtually
performing rights situation while a
every
recognized
American playprivate member bill has been subwright is a member of the Dramatists'
mitted by William Esling, member
for Kootenay West.
No intimation Guild.
Spokesmen for the guild said yeshas been given regarding the details
terday that there was little likelihood
of the proposed bills.
of the provisions of the new agree-

Commons

at

restrict or

amend

the

Pressburger Signed
By U. A. for Product
London, March

ment being changed as a

—

Wall Street

6.
Murray GoldUnited Artists' managing director in England, has closed a deal
with Arnold Pressburger, head of

Cine-Alliance,

Ltd.,

whereby

Pressburger will make two pictures
annually for U. A. distribution at the
Alexander Korda studios here.
Pressburger has been a producer in

Europe

for a number of years, making films in Vienna, Paris, Rome and
Berlin.

Coliseum Mortgage
Payment Is Ordered

result of the

managers' protests.

stone,

British

•

Secretary" Pulls
$47£00 at Capitol

WBIG, WMBR, A

WD1MC,

WSJS,

WDAE,
KMOX.

David E. Weshner, Warner theare
made wherever atre district manager in Philadelphia,
"Reductions
and whenever operating costs permit," is finishing up a Miami vacation.
he

the year to 86.

KOMA, WKRC, WBNS, WSMK,
rest.
WSPD, WADC, WMBG, WORK,
WEST, WGAL, WGST, WDRC,
Victor Moore, his daughter, Ora WLBZ, WKBW, WHEC, WOKO,
and son Robert, will sail this morning WJAS, WESG, WEBR,
KSFO,
on

1936

7,

"Wife versus Secretary" at the Capin its first week garnered $47,500.

arner music subsidiaries, and the
counting firm's
in
attorneys
correspondent
the days before he takes that 12- other sections of the country.
The
day cruise. As it stands today, he has 45 new actions filed yesterday bring
13 more days to mark off the calandar. the total of suits instituted by the
•
Warner companies since the first of

HARRY

March

itol

(Continued from page 1)

1)

all

Saturday,

Short Losses Mark Board Trading
Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd

..

Net
High Low Close Change
—1
38
36% 38
47% 4756 47% + %
6

Eastman Kodak

16754

49%
Loew's. Inc., pfd. 105%

105

1 pfd. 72%
2 pfd. 1054

1054

7%
8%
30%

,

9%
72

1054

8%
8%

Pathe Film

4%

70%

20th Century-Fox. 3154
20th Century, pfd. 38%
Universal, pfd .. 80%
Warner Bros. .... 13%

RKO

+%
+%
%
—2
-%
-%
-%
-%
-%
—1

167

105

9%
Paramount
Paramount

-%

6

16654

7%
8%
31

3854

38%

79%

80

12% 12% -54
Judge Robert A. Inch, in Brooklyn
Court
assistant man- Federal
yesterday
ordered
Fractional Gains on Curb
ager of the RKO Shubert, has been Charles Kelby and Clifford Kelsey,
Net
High Low Close Change
married to Dorothy Hamich of Bain- trustees of Prudence Bonds Corp., to
Sentry Safety .... 1
1
1
bridge, Ga., at Newport, Ky.
pay off the mortgage on the Coliseum, Sonotone
3
2%
3
+54
George Elliott, who recently re- Broadway and 183rd St.
Technicolor
32% 3154 31% -f %
4%
4%
4% + %
signed
manager of Warner's'
Payment will be made to the Central Trans-Lux
as
Pastime, at Coshocton, O., has moved Hanover Bank & Trust Co., trustees
General Theatre Bonds Up Slightly
to Jacksonville, Fla., but reports his under the indenture.
The sum is
Net
High Low Close Change
future plans indefinite.
$512,500.
The motion was unopposed
General
Theatre
and was presented on behalf of the
Equip. 6s '40... 27%
27% 27%
General Theatre
"Paper" trustees by George Wildermuth.

M. Johnston.
Reynold Wallach,

by

J.

Hoffman Buys

.

—

Hollywood, March 6. M. H. Hoffwill produce "White Paper," a

man

story by Joseph Grice, as one of the
first films on his contemplated program of 30 features. Hoffman, Jr.,
purchased the story.

Archainbaud Is Signed
George

Archainbaud, veteran .director, has signed a long-term Para-

mount

He

contract.
will
the coast in a few days.

leave

for

Equip. 6s '40 ctf
Keith B. F.
6s

'46

Paramount
6s
'39

wd

27

96

96

89%

88

88%

93%

92

92%
March

27%

Pict.

'55

Warner

27%

96

Bros. 6s

(Quotations at close of

6)
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Loew Houses English See
In Bronx End Agreement in
Chance Games Booking
Suspend Until Pending
Cases Are Decided
Beginning today,

all

Loew

By

theatres

BRUCE ALLAN

—

London, Feb. 29. Postponement of
Bronx will discontinue Screeno
and Bank Night, it was learned consideration by the Kinematograph
Saturday. About a dozen houses are Renters' Society of the situation arising from the abandonment of Gaumont
affected.
The move, according to Loew British actions for conspiracy against
executives, has been made at the re- the society is believed by insiders here
quest of city authorities who asked
the circuit to cooperate until several
Sessions,
cases pending in Special

involving games, are comdetermining the legality of the
giveaways.
Complaints by Assistant District
Attorney Foley against the Grand
and Elsmere are scheduled for hearing in Bronx Special Sessions on

Bronx,

pleted,

(Continued on page 8)

to indicate a get-together of the parties.

After the K. R. S. had refused to
deal with Gaumont for the H. & G.
theatres, alleging a booking combine,
Twentieth Century-Fox resigned from
the society.

Pressure from Twentieth CenturyFox, coupled with the anxiety of the
K. R. S. not to lose the membership
of that concern, are factors which

many

think likely to result in a combetween the K. R. S. and
B., based on recognition of the
(Continued on page 8)

promise

Conference Called

—

one exhibitor who made
a terrific cleaning during the
recent cold spell. As a matter of fact, he couldn't handle all the business that came
He's in the coal
his way.
business besides being an ex-

ris, is

Delay After Suits
End Pointed Out

G.

On Labor Problems Omaha Bishop Puts

to

Precautionary measures

theatres.

Decency. Catholics were
forbidden to see the picture.
The picture opened yesterday at
the Omaha. E. R. Cummings, district
manager for Tri-States, refused to

Television Rights

In Disney-RKO Deal

—

Hollywood, March 8. Roy Disney
told Motion Picture Daily yesterday that the

new Disney-RKO

leasing contract

carries

no

retelevision

rights.

Disney
only

in

said,

"We

having

our

Any

are

interested

product

shown

plans for television
must necessarily be in the future, and
"We will consider the matter when and
if it arises.
The dispute on the subject was one of the reasons that we
broke with United Artists, but we
are meanwhile concerned entirely with
theatre exhibition."
in theatres.

Held Probable
Compromise on MPTOA's
Seen

An

policy.

—

Kansas City, March 8. Theatre
renovation and reopenings continue
unabated in the Midwest area. J. A.
Townsley will reopen the Ritz at Little River, Kan., shortly, following extensive improvements. The Majestic,
A. H. Blank house at Fairbury, Neb.,
is being renovated at a cost of $6,000,
including new sound equipment. Blank
also has installed new sound in his
house at Clinton, la.

& Harwick

Tuggle

new Plaza

will

open the

at

new

on the
lease
their
G. McKinney has opened
400-seat house at Topeka,

cellation

No

support for an outright increase
(Continued on page 11)

Kansas. The Orpheum in Des Moines
has set plans for improvements to cost

comment.

Is

dropped

K. C. Section

his

Is

W.

Spots in the

(Continued on page 11)

Pettengill's Bill

Up Again Today

Can't Stop Applause

Washington, March

(Continued on page 8)

No

Concession

increase of the 10 per cent canprivilege
next season as
urged by M. P. T. O. A. and other
exhibitor groups is garnering support
in some distributor quarters, it was
ascertained on Saturday.
As a result, the likelihood of an increase being made by either some or all major
distributors is viewed unofficially as
highly probable.
The M. P. T. O. A., which has
taken the lead during the past few
years in demanding a 20 per cent
cancellation privilege, reiterated its
stand at its annual board meeting held
in Miami last week. Distribution executives who were asked on Saturday
to state their attitude on an increase
in the cancellation privilege displayed
for the most part a willingness to
bargain on the issue. Even those who
were most emphatic in their assertions
that
additional
cancellations
were
neither warranted nor likely to be
granted, evidenced a willingness to
"talk over" the subject with exhibitor
representatives, should such a confab
be requested. Other distribution ofcials flatly stated that a reasonable
increase would work no serious hardship on their companies and conceded
that it might prove to be good trade

Reopen Many

cently
house.

Branches

20% Demand

Ban on "Klondike"
—

Legion of

In All

Cancellation

hibitor.

Neowho, Mo., within a
few weeks. Harry Newton has taken
Problems relating to the local labor
over the Turon, Turon, Kan., from
situation are scheduled to be discussed
Omaha, March 8. "Klondike An- Lawrence Ely. The Regent Amuseby major and independent circuit
heads tomorrow at a special meeting nie" was sharply attacked yesterday ment Co. will reopen the Regent,
in a letter from Bishop Hugh Ryan
downtown subsequent here, in about
at the Astor.
Harry Brandt, president of the of the Omaha Catholic diocese to the a week. The Dubinsky Brothers reI.T.O.A., has sent telegrams to all circuits asking that representatives be on
hand for the session. Brandt did not
disclose the purpose of the roundrobin in the wires, but from other
sources it was learned that this would
be the topic to be aired.
Some exhibitors feel that the general building strike currently involving service employes may be extended

the

TEN CENTS

Avoca, la., March 8. A. H.
Lehman, manager of the Har-

Row

Intelligent

1936

Works Two Ways

KRS

in the

9,

Alert,

Kansas

City,

March

8.

— Theatre

managers disturbed by

"clap-o-maniacs'' should go easy with the broom handle in
quieting them.
Judge Thomas V. Holland of the North Side Municipal
Court March 6 ruled that film patrons can applaud when

they please.

The manager

of the Aladdin, G. L. Johnson, told the judge

Lewis Lesnick, a young patron, disturbed other patrons when
he clapped and loudly rattled ice cubes in a container while
no one else was applauding. He asked Lesnick to stop.
Lesnick refused, and Johnson said he had to strike him
with a blackjack when Lesnick approached him threatenLesnick contended he merely had been applauding
ingly.
newsreel pictures of Roosevelt and the American flag.
Judge Holland said other courts had held film patrons
have the right to clap when they are enjoying a performance,
and that Johnson shouldn't have struck Lesnick. He discharged the case.

—

8.
Opponents
and supporters of block booking, who
on Feb. 27 and 28 presented their
arguments to the Senate Interstate
Commerce sub-committee headed by
Senator Neely of West Virginia, to-

morrow

will appear before a House
Interstate
and Foreign Commerce

sub-committee headed by RepresentaPettengill of Indiana to repeat
the performance.
Unless the House group follows the
example set by the Senate sub-committee and runs its sittings through
the afternoon and evening it is expected several days will be required
tive

for the hearings.
Inasmuch as both factions laid all
their arguments before the senators,
it
is anticipated the House hearings
will develop nothing new and will be
(Continued on page 1 1

;
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Hollywood, March

THERE

is

one

producer,

8.

a

big one, who recently refused to visit a summer theatre
in the east where a play scout
had happened across a vehicle
suitable for a contract star. The
producer thought he would be
embarrassed by being recognized. The play later came into

Published daily except Sunday
and holidays by Quigley Publications, Inc., Martin Quigley,
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The Motion Picture
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ter

clicked moderately and was purchased by the same producer for
$65,000 as against the original
$15,000. The hike made no difference, he later added, because
the public had stamped the play
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Selznick-Pioneer

To Produce "Allah"
March
—David O.
8.

Selznick and Pioneer are affiliated in
the production of "Garden of Allah"
because Selznick has taken over a
contract with Technicolor for the
production of the picture which Pioneer was unable to produce due to the
absence of Merian Cooper, John Hay
Whitney and Cooper stated yesterday.
Whitney left here by plane tonight
for the east, on his way to Europe.
He will return here in April.

Wanger Rushes Schedule
Hollywood,

March

8.

—Walter

Wanger

expects to wind up his current list in May and to take a vacation in Europe. He now has four in
work and expects to start soon on
"Spendthrift" and "Simoon."

Distinctive Closes Deal
Salt Lake City, March

8.

—Dis-

Screen Attractions, Inc., has
closed a deal with Academy for release here of "I Conquer the Sea."
tinctive

.

.

.

of a segof the public saw the prop-

ment

debatable
it
may have
played to 50,000 or 60,000 people during its run, or fifty to
sixty cents a head premium over
the first available price. This is
another demonstration of the
mystifying point of view with
erty

is

which

;

producers approach the

all

New York

and whatever
it may have to offer.
Like other
nonsensicalities
which
prevail
stage

in this business,

many

that

producers

plays

know

striding

the

boards are kept alive by constant
injections of hypo expressly for
the
purpose
of
meeting the
Authors'
League mandate of
fixed minimum performances to
the end that the film rights immediately
thereafter
may be
sold.

.

.

.

The argument goes

that public

performance in New York surrounds such material with an
aura of something or other that
carries weight with the public.
This department maintains now,
it has for years, that this frequently is so much bunk in the
case of the majority of plays acquired
that the average play
means nothing to the huge expanse
of
the
nation
which
stretches out from the west bank

as

;

the

practice,

The finance committee of the I. T.
O. A. will meet Wednesday at the
Lincoln. No membership meeting will
be held this week.

Republic Buys "Portia"
Hollywood, March

—

8.
Republic has
"Portia on Trial," magazine serial by Faith Baldwin.

purchased

and makes him attractive
around at parties.
.

.

to

have

.

T
Because

a thriving one and ties in quite definitely with the Hollywood type
of competition which, in turn,
ties in with the social and caste
system.
Competition
here
is
made up largely of ambition to
acquire not necessarily what a
producer may need or can use
for the maximum in results, but
to prevent

another producer from

9,

1936

Big Turnout Coming
To Grainger Dinner
Important exhibitor operators and
distributor representatives from as far
as Chicago will be on hand tonight at
the Astor for the testimonial dinner
being tendered E. C. Grainger, retiring eastern sales division head for

Twentieth Century-Fox.

Among

those

John

be

will

Meyer
Meyer

scheduled to attend
Harris,
Pittsburgh;

Schine, Gloversville, N. Y.
Fine, Cleveland
Lester Krei;

Cleveland;
William Goldman,
Philadelphia Moe Silver, Albany, and
numerous branch heads of Twentieth

ger,

;

Hollywood is eminsular and provincial

phatically
despite the presence here of men
and women in the arts, the social
system thoroughly dominates the
scene.
The twists which the

obeisance before it takes, therecontinue to be varied and
amazing. Grabbing a player from
Metro, for example, is viewed as
great stuff, presumably because
it chagrins the puissant Louis B.
Mayer. The successful bidder in
competition for a play which has
excited attention, under the big,
bigger, best principle prevailing
in Hollywood, is hailed in terms
of conquering adulation.

.

Century-Fox

in the east.

All important local independent and
major circuits will be represented in
the 500 slated to attend.
Lowell
Thomas will be the principal speaker.

RKO Planning a Big
Play on Quintuplets
RKO,

.

which has booked "The
Doctor" in 51 of its 100

Country

is giving the quintuplets
a
big play, dating the film for full week
stands in most instances.
The picture opened in a number of
out-of-town spots over the week end
and in the Palace, Rochester, broke
the house record.
During Easter
Week, the metropolitan
theatres

theatres,

RKO

.

.

will day-and-date.
There is a strong
possibility "The Country Doctor" will

In the creative center of
international
entertainment

an
it

might be expected that a more
definite
commercial consciousness would rule. In some cases,
this

is

so

;

in most, certainly not.

be

held

over in a number of situis expected that the film,
which opens Thursday, will go three

ations.

It

weeks at the Music Hall.

Fairbanks Is Married

Proving the amazing indifference
to reactions of the world on the
other side of the hills are two
incidents of many these happen
to be fresh. One has to do with
a leading producer here. He had
a story to break. His publicity
man, unlike the chap on one lot
who asked where Reutef's might

Paris, March 8.— Douglas Fairbanks and Lady Ashley were married
here yesterday morning in the Eighth
Ward City Hall by Mayor Gaston
Drucker.
Ambassador Straus was
witness for Fairbanks.

be

gross

;

found,

this

press

agent,

at

knew

the Associated Press
served a large percentage of the
nation's newspapers.
"Twentyleast,

minutes for the A. P.?"
stormed the producer. "That's
too much. If they can't get it in
ten, the hell with them." The
local papers, however, got all the
time their reporters required, but
it's been to hell with producer on
A. P.'s part thereafter.
five

.

.

.

The second of

these slightly
fantastic
tales,
likewise,
deals
with one of Hollywood's aces
who has just completed what is
hailed, partisan-like, as one of
the biggest, most terrific, etc.,
etc., attractions ever to wind its

way through any camera.
The custom continues

To Talk ITOA Finances

and

infiltration

conversation, it heightens social
standing since it creates comment, dubs the principal as clever

Hudson

and that the
well established over
the years to the complete satisfaction of the shoestring stage
producer, is costing many thousands more than properly the
accumulation of material should.
of

By

eration.

fore,

how much

Exactly

This is accepted
getting
it.
broadly as a coup and smart op-

title,

T

Mancatt,

Hollywood,

Outlook

By RED KANN<

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)

Vol. 39

Monday, March

His

press agent, aware of the visit of
the editor of a large national
monthly, did the proper thing and
sought
to
have the picture
screened.
Eventually he
won
out, but not without verbal scars
and steaming blood pressure.
The
reason,
so
Hollywoodlike, was merely the producer's
promise that a local paper with
a couple of thousand circulation

Music Hall at $75,000
A typographical error listed the
for

the

second

week

at

the

Music Hall as $84,000 when the take
should have read $75,000.

Marx

in Salt

Lake Job

Salt Lake City, March 8.— E. H.
Marx has been named branch manager
here for the
ply Co.

would see
comers.

.

National

it
.

Theatre Sup-

ahead of

all

other

.

The explanation is simple, all
too simple.
In both instances,
the producers, entrapped willingly or otherwise in the Holly-

wood

social and prestige setup,
were hot for the line or handful
of lines on home ground that
would put their names and their
activities on local tongues.
Out
in the world where the tickets

make all of this possible are
bought,
second
run
is
good
enough. In Hollywood it must
be pre-release or nothing and
it's
never nothing. Those who
think in terms of business, and
they are few, know the situation,
concede it is all wet, shrug their
shoulders and continue on their
way. So it goes here.
that

.

.

.

THAT

MAN

HERE

IS

AGAIN!

i^S'/

It's

jULjVJ

no novelty

for

Mr. and Mrs,

Leo to win the Academy's
Annual Award for the Year's
Best Picture, but they're
to be

first

with such
as

again this year.
a

"Mutiny
(What fun

thrilled

And

glorious attraction

On The

Bounty."

theatres will have to bring

right quick for a Prize Return

it

back

engagement

I

)

•

A

Short Answer

To the Exhibitors'
Prayer For More
Leather Pushers
TALK ABOUT
STRIP' ACTS!
That Palooka strip will act
your 'advance man' to

as

thousands of local readers.
Only 6 years old and
already a champion— in circulation and promotion.
They 've written editorials,
formed Joe Palooka Clubs,

held

Palooka

birthday

parties and pulled scores

of other swell stunts
that you can cash in on.

mil iTl

HULLO -* HULLO. SHERIFF-'
THE MINE PAYMASTER AN' HIS
DRIVER WAS SHOT AN' ROBBED
IN MESQUITE CANYON/
BETTER HURRY
OVER

© Mc Naught Syndicate

Comic Strip
Popular
Lerica's Most

SHORTS
Kind)
The Vitaphone
l

nd jeer the lads

who don't grab this new

iack^to-laugh series— featuring the worldnew kind of wallop to
Its who brought a

|rhink of the 250 major newspapers that
it's syndicated strip day after day, month
|k of the 35 million people who read it;
endous natural build-ups for every release
then
(If self-starting promotion tie-ups
ir every thinking showman is set to get
.

.

.

PALOOKA SERIES,
PETE '-COMING MARCH 14th FROM

OF THE JOE

\P

10

I

LOOK

.

.

.

IT'S

ALL TIED

IIP!

Joe Palooka Pipes
Joe Palooka Sweaters
Joe Palooka Sweat-Shirts
Joe Palooka Boxing-Gloves
Joe Palooka Baseball Gloves

Only

a

few of the dozens of

national dealer tieups completely

outlined in the special promotion plan now on the press!

LOU LITTLE,

Coach

of

Columbia University's 1934 Rose

Bowl champions:

me

Lord Fauntleroy showed

"Little

spark of a real, he-boy

— and

that's

that competitive

what

coach

a football

looks for."

KEN STRONG,
York

All-America ludfback

at

N. Y. U. and

New

Giants' football star:

"He may be

a

but that boy looks

light

little

a real

like

quarterback to me."

CUS SONNENBERG,

former All-America tackle

at

mouth and ex-heavyweight wrestling champion

Dartof the

world:

"No one is going
me a chance,

give

to toss that
I

boy around.

If

they'd

could make a wrestler out of him."

GEORGE ROBERTSON,

famous automobile race driver:

"Just the right size for a riding mechanic, now, and
plenty of the daring that makes a man at the wheel of
a fast automobile a great driver. I'd like to sign him up
when he grows up."
n

y

JOSEPH

J.

(TWO-GUN) MURPHY

"That kid has the
He'll

stuff to

be a S-Man before

make

a great thief catcher.

he's twenty.

BIG BILL EDWARDS, famous

know how that

I

football star

and sportsman:

like

a slashing, blocking back to me, but with his

brains he'd

be the quarterback and captain of any team

"Looks

ELMER OL1PHANT,

former West Point All-America

half-

back :
"Little,

battles.

maybe, but a

real leader,

He's the kind of boy

football back."

who can

I'd

like

to

fight his

make

own

into a

JACK DEMPSEY,

heavyweight champion with the heavy

punch:

"Looks
a

he'd

like

out as a real champion.

fill

good punch now and weight

Good

prospect for the championship

"I'll

throws

1945."

in

CAPTAIN EDDIE RICKENBACKER, ace
in

He

strengthen him.

will

of

American aces

world war:

bet he grows up to be a

with courage and judgment.

flier.
I

like

He

certainly

is

a

boy

him."

CORDON WILSON,

traveling engineer, New York Central
System Twentieth Century Limited Service:

him into the cab with me now. Good
manner and courage. The kind of a boy we

"I'd like to take

eyes, calm

need

in

railroading."

FLOYD GIBBONS, war correspondent and soldier of fortune:
"Little

Lord Fauntleroy

for he certainly

correspondent.
patent leather

gang

I

will

grow up to be

a real he-man,

Maybe he'll be a war
My mother made me wear curls and a
hat and it sure hardened me with the
is

a real he-boy.

travelled with.

ARTIE McGOVERN,

famous trainer of Babe Ruth, Gene

Sarazen and others:

"The

Little

Lord

is

an ail-American boy. He's

in

great

shape and ready for a useful manhood."

JACK ZIMMERMAN,
"Good

pilot of T.W.A.'s

flying material in that kid.

pilot. Poise,

courage, judgment

—

famous Sky Chief:

He'd make a swell
got them all."

he's

S^eleased

ik ru
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)
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English See
Agreement in
Booking Row

W

Republic's European and Eastern
business will in future be centralized
here, instead of in Vienna.
William
Satori, from Paramount Berlin office
and I.. E. Kalker, British representative of Republic, will be located in
offices over British Lion headquarters.

Des Moines
—
March

Des Moines,
Hollywood,

8.

— Leonard

off for

New York

March

Goldstein shoving

Fox

.

.

.

.

.

Don Ame-

.

(Continued from page

March

and on April

1

a similar
action against the Paradise will be
heard before three judges in the same
17,

6

borough.
Theatres dropping Screeno are the
Boston
Road,
Victory,
Paradise,
Grand, Elsmere, Spooner and Burnside.
Eliminating Bank Night are the
Boulevard, National and Fairmount.
Reinstatement of the games is contingent on the decisions, a Loew offiIf they are found to be
cial stated.
legal they will be put back, he said.
Consolidated Amusements recently
did away with various types of games

8.

V'ariet:

Club's annual election results follow
W. E. Baneokd, chief barker

star, cast in this picture.
Stanley .Mayer, first assistant bark
Slim Summerville in "White er; G. Ralph Branton, second assist
Fang," same studio.
SeoTTV ant barker; Harold Cohen, wagoi
Beckett, Joan
Simpson, Dudley man Louis Patz, property man.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

Haines and William Griffith added
The new directors are
Harr
to "Little Boy Blue," Cine Sale short HlERSTEINER, E.
J. TlLTON, LEE DUE;
at M-G-M.
John Buckler and ham, Harry Weinberg, John Wood
Lawrence Grant cast in "The Un- en and L. C. Friedman.
guarded Hour," M-G-M.
New members recently received are
Fred H. Warren cast in "San Tom McKeen, Frank Thomas, E
a time.
King Fisher back from Francisco," M-G-M.
George E. M. Canty, M. D. Mitchell, Max
London and New York.
Merian Stone, Craig Reynolds and Addison Weintraub, Harry Wengel and Joi
Cooper to set Pioneer's next on his Richards in "Ballots for Bullets," Jacobson.
arrival here shortly now.
How- Warners.
Geokcia Caine in "The
.

.

.

-

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ard

Dietz did and then again he
did not want to go east.
Howard
Strickling goes next month. Maybe
.

.

by boat.

.

.

.

.

.

Angel of Mercy," Warners.
June
Brewster,
Mayo
Methot
and
.

Jean Arthur and
Frank H. Ross, Jr.,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

for Selznick International.
Isabel Stein, assistant

Linds- a Small World."

at Republic, has roses
on her desk and a diamond on her
finger.
She will be married soon
to Ralph V. Matlin, financial re.

.

porter.
Jackie Heller, band
leader, to do specialty number in Paramount's "Florida Special."
George O'Hara, star of silent films,
working as a gag man at Paramount
on "Three Cheers for Love."
George Walcott gets new term
.

.

.

.

M-G-M.

pact at

.

.

.

Margaret Sullavan

direct
to

ley Parsons
.

—

.

week vacation in Honolulu.
Gail same studio.
Sheridan, Irene Bennett and John
Patsy Kelly and Basil Rathbone
Morley-, youngsters at Radio, have signed for "Private Number," Twentheir options lifted.
Betty Gor- tieth Century-Fox.
Reginald
don and Frank Edmons, dancers in Denny, Jr., aged four, signed for
"The Great Ziegfeld," married.
"Romeo and Juliet," M-G-M.
Clarence Brown back from business James Burke in "Something to Live
trip to Salt Lake City.
Mitzi For," Paramount.
John SheeCum mings, M-G-M scenarist, to han and Sid Say'lor added to "One
spend four weeks in Honolulu.
Reginald Barto Two," Radio.
Claude Rains off to Connecticut for low, David Clyde and Daisy Belshort vacation on his farm.
more in "Girls from Mandalay," ReRichard Boleslawski, director; public.
William Collier, Sr.,
Phil Ryan, production manager; signed by Walter Wanger for "The
Bob Ross, unit manager Sturges Case Against Mrs. Ames."
Carne, art director, and his assistant,
Lyle Wheeler, and Virgil Miller,
head cameraman, looking over "GarDirectors Alfred E. Green borden of Allah" locations near Yuma rowed by Universal from Warners to
.

Indianapolis

.

.

Indianapolis, March 8.
Varietj
Brenda Fowler in Walter Wanwill
present its first annual
ger's "The Case Against Mrs. Ames." Club
her husband,
Eddie Conrad and Francis charity show at midnight, March 31;
According to Wade
planning six- MacDonald in "Big Brown Eyes," in the Lyric.

.

.

.

.

;

Loew's Bronx Houses
Stop Chance Games

193

che, radio

next week.
Ned Depinet
all aquiver over that Disney-to-Radio
deal.
Harry Ross of Rose Federal Checking Service in from Miami
for a month's stay. Unlike most eastern visitors, he admits a primary purpose of the trip is sunshine.
Harry Goetz on a trip to Gotham.
Jules Levy will be around for
early

"Turmoil."

for

9,

Variety Club

Out Hollywood Way

.

(Continued from pa<ic 1)
H. & G. deal in a new torm and on
return
of G. B. to membership of
the
the K. R. S.
1m the latter event the distributors'
would again be 100 per cent strong.
alter Runciman, president of the
Board of Trade, said in the House of
Commons that the Government was
considering the question of setting up
a committee to incjuire into the working of the Films Act.
Agitation for the revision of the
act has been intensive for some time.
want
production
interests
British
amendments imposing a minimum cost
clause to quota films, and exhibitors
ask a reduction of the present quota.
Runciman's statement removes fears
very general in the industry that the
advocates of increased stringency in
the quota law had already won the
Government to their way of thinking.
*
*
*

Monday, March

.

.

Spanky Mc-

first

.

.

M-G-M

at

Joan Crawford.

in

"It's

John

R. Stahl's
"Parnell," starring

.

.

Hal Law

.

.

to

Willman, chairman of the committee
in charge, the

acts

program

of vaudeville

"Kind Lady."

will include 10

and a showing

ol

Use

of the theatre and
participation
of
the
performers is
through the courtesy of Charles
Olson of the Lyric management.

M

Ole Olsen and Chic Johnson,

the

Olsen and Johnson vaudeville headliners, spent practically a week-enc
with the Variety Club.
On one day
they were guests of honor at a party
and presented a performance at midnight.
On another night they were
guests in the clubrooms at a birthday
dinner for

Marc

Club

dent.

J. Wolf, club presimembers attended the

where the comedians are playand then returned to the club for

Lyric,
ing,

a buffet supper.

Chicago Indies May
Refuse Chaplin Film

with Charlie Chase on
"Wrong Number."
Chicago, March 8.— Independent
+
exhibitors and the smaller circuits
Frank here are reported refusing to buy
Commander
Writers
Wood gets new writing contract at "Modern Times" since United Artists
Radio.
Guy Endore working on sold it to B. & K., giving them exco-direct

—

.

.

.

"Riddle of the "Dangling
Radio, and Henry Johnson
assigned to adapt "Bunker Bean,"

script

of

Pearl,"

tended
clearance.
The exhibitors
claim that when B. & K. would not
buy U. A. product, they took it at
high prices and expected to get a
chance at the Chaplin film.
It
is
thought the situation may
affect future deals where clearance is
asked. Considerable excitement is ex-

Farland's contract extended for five same studio.
+
Robert Z. Leonard in hosyears.
pital
recovering
from
three
fractured
This cirin all its Bronx theatres.
Title Changes
Hal Roach changes
He fell on "The Great title of "Bank Night" to "Wrong
cuit's attitude is the same as Loew's ribs.
Royer,
designer,
Ziegfeld"
set.
about bringing them back.
Number."
"Half Angel" new title pected^ when the selling
of "Modern
On Friday Harry Harris won an re-signed by Twentieth Century-Fox. for "Lightning Strikes Twice," Twen- Times" gets started in full swing,
a;
+
important victory when Manhattan
"Dancing Pi- well as when the clearance
tieth Century-Fox.
problem
Special Sessions dismissed a Bank
Casting Allen Jenkins borrowed rate" permanent title of Pioneer's comes up for settlement.
?\ight complaint against the Gotham. from
arners by Twentieth Century- Technicolor film.
.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

W

Previously a similar issue against the
Washington had been dismissed in
the same court, by three other judges.

—

(Continued from page 1)
it is said, in order to
such a move. Other theatre
men are of the opinion that picketing
is scheduled to break out again after
a truce of several months.
The major circuits last October
signed a 10-year pact with Local 306
after months of dispute over a new

ward

basic

off

wage

scale.

While some inde-

pendents likewise have joined the
I.A.T.S.E. affiliate, the union is reported dissatisfied with the progress
it has made in lining up new theatres.
Plans to merge Allied, Empire and
Local 306 are understood to be defin-

.

.

To Appeal on "Ecstasy"
itely

off,

despite

reports

to

the

a move was
a
Chicago group to
organize theatre ushers, porters, doormen and other help, but nothing ever
came of it. It is felt by some theatre
operators that the current building
strike may lead to a revival of the
former unsuccessful plan.

About two years ago

must be taken,

.

.

contrary.

Conference Called
On Labor Problems

.

instituted

by

No Picketing Planned, Says 306
Representatives of Local 306 on
Saturday denied any picketing moves
were planned by the union at 147
independent theatres.
Reports had it
that such a step would be taken
today.

Meanwhile, committees representing
the union and the I.T.O.A. met Saturday at the Astor to talk over the
situation.

K. C. Unions Select
Men for Convention
Kansas

—

Samuel Cummins

of

Eureka Prod,

plans to appeal to the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court for a
temporary injunction before trial, following the denial by Justice Collins of
the application for such a stay. Eureka seeks to prevent Metropolis Pictures from using the word "Ecstasy,"
in the title. "Ecstasy of Young Love."

City, March 8.
OperaLocal No. 170 and Stagehands'
Local 31 have each appointed committees of six to handle general arrangements for the biennial convention of the I.A.T.S.E. and the M.P.
O.A. of the U.S. and Canada, which The latter picture, originally scheduled for the 55th St. Playhouse, was
will be held here the first week in
not shown there, but opens at the
June.
Bijou today. Eureka is now preparing
R. R. Dillon, business representaits
Czechoslovakia!! film, "Ecstasy."
tive, heads the operators' committee.
for early release.
Other members are L. L. Stewart,
R. E. Topper, J. H. Morgan, C. L.
Sargent and Joe Arnone.
Quits
Felix B. Snow, I.A.T.S.E. divisionHollywood, March 8.— Fred Datig
tors'

Datig

representative, is chairman of the
stagehands' group, which includes also
R. Sanderson, Fid Purcell, Glen
J.
Milljgan, Ed Maier and C. Donovan.
al

Paramount

resigned yesterday as Paramount casting director. No successor to his post
has been named as yet. Datig has not
announced his future plans.

COUNTRY DOCTOR"

"THE

Yvonne

IS

^

*i"

/ Marie

THE GREATEST
Copyright 1936 by

NEA

Emeli<

Service, inc

BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTION
THIS INDUSTRY

HAS EVER SEEN!
*Now

being proved

in

day- and -date record-breaking runs.

And

^ iMtaw.

322

extra morning

and night shows are giving
a new meaning to capacity!

§JftS
IlfSUIS
THE KEYSTONE

of your future

fore

1

p.

S. R.

O. be-

m. at the Capitol,

Lawrence, Mass. Biggest
business since "Sunnyside

Up"

(10 years ago)!

.
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Rockefeller Claims

Hearing Again Off

MOTION PICTURE DAILYS

Hearings on exceptions to the allowance of the Rockefeller Center

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

claims

against

RKO

at

$9,100,000,

which were scheduled for tomorrow,
postponed again for another

be

will

week.

The
RKO's

which are based on
under its defaulted
liability
Rockefeller Center leases, and which
claims,

include

the

construction costs of the

Music Hall and Center and the reduc-

RKO

tion of leased office space in the
Bldg., were recommended for allow-

Special Master Thomas D.
in the amount named. Irvtrustee, and
ing Trust Co., the
its counsel, Donovan, Newton, Leisure & Lumbard, are prepared to contest the allowance on several grounds.
However, efforts to effect a compromise or settlement of the claim are
being continued by RCA, Atlas Corp.,
Lehman Bros, and RKO. Advancement of these efforts may forestall,
either for a time or permanently, the
hearing of the trustee's exceptions to
the allowance of the claim as recommended by Thacher. This is believed
to explain the numerous postpone-

ance by

Thacher

RKO

"Everybody's Old

—

"Modern
Chicago, March 8.
Times" continued to lead the Loop in
comes through most comniendably and his picture as enjoyable enter- its second week at the United Artists.
An improvement in the weather
tainment is geared nicely to a popular formula.
helped all along the line. The take on
This is a remake of "The Working Man" in which George Arliss the Chaplin picture was
$26,000, over
starred for Warners some years ago and has to do with the traditional normal by $9,000.
It tells how Cobb, with his homely
fight between two food kings.
"Desire" at the Chicago, with Earl
philosophy pits his own company against his dead rival's for the purpose Carroll's Vanities on the stage, garof aiding the latter's two children to salvage their enterprise from disaster nered a strong $35,500, which passed
and their gin racked lives from collapse while at the same time it permits normal by $3,500. "Dangerous Waters"
him to teach his own nephew business tolerance and greater acumen. was $1,000 up on a gross of $14,000 at
The rival's son and daughter, played by Johnny Downes and Rochelle the State-Lake.
Total first run business was $124,Hudson, naturally do not know who their benefactor actually is until
Average is $117,000.
$300.
Neither does nephew Norman Foster know Cobb has gone
the end.
Estimated takings
over to the competitor's camp. The Pollyanna type of yarn works out
Week Ending March 3:
to everyone's satisfaction including the romance between Miss Hudson
"TALE OF TWO CITIES" (M-G-M)
and Foster.

Hollywood, March

8.

— Irvin

S.

Cobb,

in

his

first

.starring picture,

:

RKO

interest.

hearing which have been

The claim makes Rockefeller Center
reorganization proceedings. The
claim ultimately will have to be
treated in a plan of reorganization for
RKO, but the failure to develop a plan
has correspondingly retarded efforts
to compromise or settle the claim.

Cobb

James Flood's direction is natural and warm from the screenplay by
Patterson McNutt and A. E. Thomas.
Production Code Seal, No. 1,911. Running time, 84 minutes. "G."

KANN

RKO

run on March 20, and "The Country
Doctor," which will play seven days
during Easter Week.
Neither circuit intends to bring
back vaudeville, which was ousted in

numerous

situations

for

dual

—

Hollywood, March 8. Played principally by children, this comedy
drama has a different appeal as family entertainment.
The story centers on George Ernest, Billy Lee, Sherwood Bailey and
Douglas

—

ROOSEVELT
Gross:

days.

Scott, four youngsters sent to a military school for the con-

venience of those charged with raising them. Ernest, son of Lester
Matthews, a busy engineer, is the school leader. Matthews never writes
his son and Ernest, because of the chiding by his schoolmates resorts to
faked letters. The climax of the picture is reached when Ernest is
exposed and demoted.
Attempting suicide because of the disgrace,
Ernest is saved by the timely return of his father for a happy ending.
Director Robert MacGowan has built the school life sequences convincingly and works sympathetic interest for Ernest. The supporting
cast includes Francis Farmer, Doris Lloyd, Henry Travers and Porter
Hall, adults, and Carl Switzer, a youngster, who scores heavily singing
one number rendered during the school show sequence.
Virginia Van Upp and Doris Malloy wrote the screenplay from stories
by Jessie Lynch Williams and George Templeton and A. M. Botsford
produced it intelligently enough.
The elements of humor and pathos are offered to indicate good, general
audience reception.
Production Code Seal, No. 2,037. Running time, 71 minutes. "G."

"Laugh

Stage:

pro-

Hollywood, March 8.
Cinema Studios is the name chosen by
Mark L. Gerstle for his new company
which recently bought the Freeman
Lang Enterprises.
Rebuilding of offices already has
started and plans are being made for
a new research and laboratory to handle film and radio transcriptions.
Offices will

be opened in San Francisco.

Title

Clyde Comedy

—

Hollywood, March 8. Andy Clyde's
latest comedv for Columbia is titled
Del Lord di"Share the Wealth."
rected.

Looking 'Em Over

Name
— Associated

days
Gross

7

-

"MILLIONS IN THE AIR"
ORIENTAL— (3,490), 25c-40c,

(Para.)

days
revue

7

Stage:
"Redheads vs. Blondes"
Gross: $15,000. (Average, $15,000)

"LADY OF SECRETS" (Col.)
GARRICK— (900), 25c-35c-50c, 7

Gross:

$5,700.

days

(Average, $5,500)

Week Ending March

6:

"IT HAD TO HAPPEN" (ZOth-Fox)
APOLLO-(1,400), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days
Gross:

$5,400.

(Average, $4,500)

"MODERN TIMES" (U.A.)
UNITED ARTISTS-(1,700), 35c-50c-68c
7 days. 2nd week.
age, $17,000)

Gross:

(Aver-

$26,000.

"DANGEROUS WATERS" (Univ.)
STATE-LAKE — (2,776), 20c-30c-35c,
days.
$14,000.

Stage: "'Radio Citv Follies."
(Average, $13,000)

\

Gross

Wall Street
Little Activity

on Big Board

Net
High Low Close Chans
Consolidated

Film

Eastman Kodak.

6
167

^%

Loew's, Inc., pfd. 105

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount
Pathe

RKO

95/1
1

pfd.

2 pfd.

72

10M

Film

6

6
167

167

49%

49M

105

9A
7Q'/2
10!4

Warner Bros

'A

+

'A

9-A

w

72

&A

8
8fS

3&y2

38y^

80

80

12J4

uh

31

38^4
80
1254

+

105

8

.

Gerstle Picks a

(Para.)

35c-50c-68c,

Earl Carroll's Vanities.
(Average. $32,000)

$35,500.

days;
Gross:

$19,000)

"DESIRE"

Stage:

Revue.

Off"

It

(Average,

$15,000.

/

(Average, $11,000;

Week Ending March 5:
"LOVE ON A BET" (Radio)
PALACE— (2,509), 25c-35c-50c, 7

20th Century -Fox
20th Century, pfd
Universal, pfd..

grams.

30c-40c-6Oc,

(1,591),

$7,700.

CHICAGO— (4,000),

Loew's Not to Dual
"Too Many Parents"
(Paramount)
Films
Outstanding
Although the circuit's policy is
dual features in all Greater New York
theatres, with the exception of the
State, which plays vaudeville, Loew's
will not twin bill a number of outstanding pictures.
"Rose Marie," now playing the
various neighborhood houses, is not
being dualled, nor will be "Wife vs.
Secretary" and "Modern Times" as
soon as available dates are set.
"A Tale of Two Cities," "Strike
Me Pink" and "Mutiny on the
Bounty" have previously been booked
without support.
were the
Similar bookings by
order of the day for "Top Hat" and
will likewise follow for "Follow the
Fleet," which begins a full week's

$26,000 2nd
Week on Loop

Man"

the largest unsecured creditor in the

this

Chaplin Gets

(Tzventicth Century-Fox)

reveals a definite screen personality and it may be that part of
the mantle of the late Will Rogers which Darryl F. Zanuck here strives
There is no way of forecasting such an
to throw around him may fit.
eventuality until the public casts votes in this and succeeding pictures.
Downes shows considerable promise as the profligate youngster who
makes good and Miss Hudson and Foster are pleasing as the love

ments of
made.
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Curb Issues Off Slightly
Net

High

"Robin Hood of El Dorado"
(M-G-M)
Herein

Sentry Safety
Control
Sonotone
Technicolor

Trans Lux

recounted, in entertaining fashion, the almost legendary
story of Joachim Morietta, a Mexican peon of the California of the
golden days of 1848, when Americans swept into the territory, and the
Mexicans virtually were swept out. Warner Baxter, in the title role,
does handsomely by the portrayal of the farmer who turned bandit and
sought an entirely justified revenge for wrongs done him and his family.
There is much in the picture to stir the sympathies of audiences, and
much to stir their pulses in the rapid-fire action of a lawless era and
hard-living area. The film's tragic ending in the death of Morietta is

1
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General Theatre
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Pictures 6s '55
Warner Bros. 6s
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(Quotations at close of
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Many

IReopen

1

Purely
Personal
4

Looking 'Em Over

Spots in the
"Robin Hood of El Dorado"

K. C. Section
(Continued from page

1)

about $100,000. The house is leased
by the Des Moines Consolidated Theatre Corp.

Reopen in Cleveland Area
Cleveland, March 8. The Majes-

—

tic,

closed

for

many

years,

will

re-

open about April 1 under the management of Ben Nadler. Max Kaplan
has sold the Grand Central here to
J.

L.

Stein.

Other changes in the area include
opening of the New Ohio in
Akron, owned by a group of city busiThe Garden at Portsness men.
mouth, O., has opened after improvements costing $50,000. The Murphy
at Wilmington, O., will be improved,
the refurbishing to cost about $15,000.
Don Meyers has reopened the Cornstock at Comstock, Neb., and the
Gayety at Arcadia. Abe Sadoff has
resumed control of the Granada at
Sioux City, la., from E. E. Seff. Jack
Rose and Alex Manta have taken
the

Roxy at La Porte, Ind. Hal
Opperman and Edward G. Zorn plan
a new modern house at Pontiac, 111.
over the

Several Detroit Changes
Detroit, March 8. John Tatu and
Victor Petriks, owners of the Casino,
plan a 1,000-seat house, the Northtown, here. Sol and Max Krim are
planning two 1,500-seat neighborhood
houses, with work to begin within 60
days. A. Barnes has taken over the

—

Gem

here from

Ray

Schreiber.

To Build in N. E.
Boston, March 8. Theatre changes
in New England include
the planned
building of a 1,000-seat house at West
Haven by Michael Cascioli the ac-

—

:

;

of the Peacedale at PeaceR. I., by Steve Broidy; improvements on the Carlton, Edward M. Fay
house in Providence.
quisition
dale,

(Continued from page 1)
distributors,

exhibitors.

Distributors sympathetic to an .increase pointed out that the cancellation privilege is being used less and
less to avoid playing pictures because
of their objectionable moral features
or for local unsuitability, and attributed this to the improvements registered in product under the Production

Vyvyan Donner, Fox Movietone
News fashion editor, spoke to the
school of Industrial Art at a recent
meeting" of the Adult Education Division.

•

John Manheimer
was

Albany

of the I.T.O.A.

week on

the bill
relating to admission of children into
theatres.
in

last

•

Joe Moskowitz

is all a-dither over
those wires he's receiving on the reports from all over the country on

Powers

The

story of a horse and a dog, both thoroughbreds, their escape into
and leadership of their wild fellows, and their return to civilization and a suspense-laden racetrack conclusion, this is an unusually
interesting and appealing picture. The human element, with its romance
and complication, is a necessary but not too prominent adjunct to the
story.
The beautiful scenic effects against which the film has been
photographed add much to the effectiveness.
John Arledge, as a trainer, and Louise Latimer, as the daughter of the

owner of the stables, carry out the romantic human element. Warrior,
the horse, and Lightning, the dog, are born at the same time and befast friends. The colt is carefully trained for future racing honors,
while the dog, incurring the displeasure of the owner, becomes the
leader of a wolf pack. The horse, escaping from gamblers who sought
to steal him, takes to the hills and heads a band of wild horses. The
gamblers capture him again, the dog helps him to escape, then leads
the searching Arledge to the horse, who has become tangled in the rope
about his neck. Taken to the big race through the pursuasion exercised
by his dog friend, Warrior wins as Lightning races out on the track
to lead him on. The victory causes Miss Latimer's father to relent in
his opposition to the marriage of his daughter and Arledge.
Glenn Tryon directed from a story by Earl Johnson and Thomas
Story. Jack MacKenzie handled the camera.
Previewed without production code seal. Running time, 65 rain-

come

utes.

(j.

from the coast today.
•

Moriarty, counsel for Erpi,
will arrive from California on the
Santa Paula tomorrow.
E.

J.

•
Livingston's
"Light
Ladies" has been acquired

Armstrong

Fingered
by Chesterfield.

Mike Marco

is

widespread use of double features,
which makes room for sub-par production quality if the playing terms

are right.
it

was

said,

have also

been compensated for this use of the
cancellation privilege by the extended
playing time and return engagements
for exceptional product, made possible
five
by the cancelling of "clucks."
per cent increase in cancellations, it

A

Up Again Today
(Continued from page 1)
largely a rehash of the discussion of
the respective merits of block and

•
.

.

London

.

—

Victor Orsattti here to open a
London office.
Mack Gordon and Harry Revel
here, song writing.
Peter Witt, lately a director of
Reunion Films, joined foreign department of Twentieth Century-Fox.
•
.

.

Los Angeles

.

Ben Fish, western

booking.
Patents Committee planning to hear representatives of the
picture industry this week if possible,
Washington bids fair for several days
The
to be overrun with film men.
Sirovich hearings, however, will hold
the center of the stage so far as publicity goes, as they have for the past
two weeks through the committee's
policy of featuring "guest stars."
So far, the Neely sub-committee has
taken no action with respect to block
booking legislation, and is not expected to make a report to the full
the

said, would not be a severe one
most distributors, as a result, even
though the full 15 per cent privilege
was taken advantage of uniformly by
which is hardly likely.
exhibitors,
Qualifications for becoming eligible
committee for some days.
for the increased cancellation, moreto
as
such
over, probably would be
A. E. Green
improve credit relations between exHollywood, March 4. Universal
hibitor and distributor, it was pointed
has borrowed Alfred E. Green from
out.
An increase would also be an ef- Warners to direct the next Margaret
picture,
tentatively
called
fective answer to agitators for block Sullavan
The story is
booking abolition within and without "It's a Small World."
an original by Lewis R. Foster.
the industry.

for

name

"U" Borrows

—

for

it

is

He

El Segundo.

in

manDenver

division

ager of United Artists,
for a two-week survey.

is

in

opening a theatre
has not chosen a

yet.

Harry Goldfarb, who

operates the
National in National City, Neb., in
town booking.
Sam Klein, operator of the Adams
in San Diego, spending several days
in town.

Ray Olmstead

selective

With

•
due from the coast

weeks.

in three

Earl Harmon

Pettengill's Bill

William T.
Barry arrive

Skouras,
and Irving

the open

was uncovered among
however. The general was

opinion of those viewing an increase
in
a sympathetic light was that a
compromise, probably at 15 per cent,
would be fair to distributors and
probably would not be spurned by

JOHN'S

"The

e

(Radio)

Distributors,

to 20 per cent

ST.

Clock Turns
Back," has been purchased by Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and is scheduled
to be his second for Criterion.

Spyros

South
Houston, March 8.— D. P. Rath-

Cancellation Right
Seen as Possibility

ROGERS

story,

in Revolt"

in

house at Bastrop, La. Mississippi
Theatre Co. has bought the Ritz at
Ferriday, La. The Oasis at Marion,
N. C, will be remodeled.

new

"The Country Doctor."

"Two

Code Administration and the Legion
Decency lists. The cancellation
of
most part, they said,
bone, local operator, will build a $13,- privilege, for the
and
is employed to "duck the clucks"
giving
Tex.,
Pasadena,
000 house at
lessened to a conbeen
has
this
even
theatre.
the town its first film
C. J.
result of the
Goodwin has opened the Swan, new siderable extent as a

New House

ADELA

(Continued from page 10)

softened by the indication that his death was inevitable in the preservation of law and order in the territory.
Morietta is happy on his small farm, with his affectionate wife, until
drunken miners, seeking his land, attack and murder his wife. He kills
the attackers, then on advice of Bruce Cabot, his friend, seeks peace
on his brother's farm. Again trouble, an unwarranted quarrel and his
brother is hanged; he whipped. Then he joins the bandit gang headed
by J. Carrol Naish, becomes its leader, arms it and strengthens it,
makes his headquarters in a hidden valley, and is at once the scourge of
California, with a large price on his head.
Cabot, whose life he had saved, defends him, until a young girl is
killed in a stagecoach holdup. Cabot himself leads the posse, which in
a stirring battle sequence, wipes out the gang, Morietta escaping,
wounded, to die on his wife's grave.
Production Code Seal No. 1,707. Running time, 86 minutes. "G."

L.

Milstein, manager of the
exchange, back from two-

J.

M-G-M
week

back from selling

Arizona.

trip in

vacation.

•
.

Seattle
Frank L. Newman,
.

.

Sr., and Al
Rosenberg, president and vice-president of Hamrick-Evergreen theatres,
have just returned from the Fox West
Coast sessions in Los Angeles.
Sheffield, head of the ShefJ. T.
field-Monogram exchanges, has left
for Salt Lake City and a tour of other

branch

Ben

offices

in

the west.
of the

Shearer

F.

B.

F.

Shearer Theatre Equipment Co. and
wife
Springs.

his

are

vacationing

at

Palm

Joseph Rosenfield, city manager
Evergreen in Spokane, was a visi-

for
tor

at

the

offices here.

company's

Skinner

Bldg.

And

pi&fty sof t for you, too

with that

big

National Screen Service organization .more
than 800 strong
working for you day and
night
planning your screen advertising I
keeping track of your bookings
with a seatselling trailer for every picture

Yes

sir

•

pretty soft for

^NATIONAL SCREEN

—

you book

you who have

SE RVICE*

•

prize baby

of the Industry!
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Nichols Turns Grainger Feted at the Astor Culkin Drops
Back Academy By Exhibitors and Salesmen Federal Film

Writer

Award

Frank Capra Replies For

Academy Members
Hollywood,
Nichols

has

March

refused

Academy award

for

9.

to

the

—

Dudley

accept the
best screen

adaptation of 1935 on "The Informer"
and has clarified his action in a letter
which reached Academy heads today.
Nichols' action is the most drastic
thus far in the continued warfare between the Screen Actors' and Writers' Guilds and the Academy for producer recognition.
The Writers' Guild would make no
official statement today. Donald Gledhill, executive manager of the Academy, has steadfastly insisted that the
Academy, as a non-political organiza-

E. C. Grainger, who retires as eastern division sales manager of Twentieth Century-Fox on April IS to become general manager of the Feiber &
Shea circuit, played to a full house last
night at the Astor, where well wishing
exhibitors and diplomatic film salesmen gathered in proud numbers by
way of a testimonial to the rare transition.

Saunders of Ross Federal
Service clocked the house at 623 paid
testimonials,
which
included
Jack
Claude

Springer, about the receipt of whose

some doubt was expressed by
Joseph Lee, treasurer of the dinner
committee. The attendance, regardless,
was of sufficient impressiveness to
tariff

Para. Fee Appeals

Are Again Delayed

would forward awards to the
winners regardless of what the receivers did with them, and without per-

Mort Shea home pondering

send

News crew who were

permitted to
speak during the soup course because
word had just reached them of a war
in progress in Ethiopia, for which
they left early in the hope of incorporating it in a forthcoming issue of
the riewsreel, according to Louis Ni(Continucd on page 6)

At 37 Third

McCarthy Made
Aide to R. C. Rhoden
— L.
Kansas City, March

L. J.

9.

J.

McCarthy, district manager of Fox
Midwest, has been made assistant to
Elmer C. Rhoden, president and
McCarthy will do
general manager.
the film buying and will relieve Rhoden of other executive details.

the consent of the five appellants because counsel for several of them had
to be in Washington before the U. S.

Supreme Court this week.
The appeal hearings scheduled were
those of Root, Clark, Buckner & Ballantine,
counsel to the Paramount
trustees, whose application for a fee
of $750,000 was reduced to $200,000;
Cook, Nathan & Lehman, attorneys
for the Paramount stockholders' protective committee, whose application
for a fee of $250,000 was allowed at
$115,000; Kuhn, Loeb & Co. and their

Martin Finkelstein, booker for M.
Shanberg before Shanberg sold
the houses to Fox, and holder of that
job with Fox Midwest, becomes disde
Gersdorff,
attorneys,
Cravath,
trict manager in charge of Greater
Swaine & Wood, whose applications
Kansas City houses.
and the stockEdward Shanberg, brother of M. B. w-ere denied in toto,
holders' committee appeal on behalf
and booker, has taken charge of the
out-of-Kansas
City
part
of
Mc- of its auditors, Coverdale & Colpitts,
whose application for $51,000 was alCarthy's territory.
lowed at $27,860.
F. E. Ritter who joined Fox MidB.

(Continued on page 10)

Grainger Goes West
For Product Talks
Universal's annual sales convention
will be held in May at a date and
place to be decided in the near future,
James R. Grainger, general sales manager, said yesterday.
Grainger left for the coast last
night immediately after attending the
testimonial dinner to E. C. Grainger.
The Universal sales' head will confer
with studio officials on new season's
product plans before returning east to
complete arrangements for the company's annual sales convention.

Hollywood,

March

Board Scheme
Pettijohn, Cabot Talk

Week
—

9.
Thirtyseven features were before the cameras last week, the third consecutive
week this figure has held.
Short subject production has fluctuated, with all studio shorts departments dark, according to the week's
survey.
The preceding week, short
subject production hit a record high
with seven one and two-reelers in

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, March 9. The

—

to

dec-

by Representative Culkin of
New York that he has abandoned all
efforts to secure the enactment of legislation creating a Federal film commission, marked the opening today of
hearings on block booking before the
Pettengill sub-committee of the House
Committee on Interstate and Foreign
laration

the group to discuss his measures, Culkin admitted
he was more interested in the creation of the commission than in any
other phase of the situation, but added, "I do not think civilization is advanced far enough to put that bill on
the books."
Urging that the industry should be
made a public utility, Culkin pointed
out that railroads, telephones and power already are in that category and
that films are held to be utilities in

England and France.
Seeking a picture of the situation
(Continued on page 8)

work.

M-G-AI continued

On

Block Booking Bill

Commerce.
Appearing before

Production Holds

tion,

Hearings on five appeals from Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe's decision
sonal resentment if the winners re- on the allowance of fees for Paramount reorganization services, which
fused to accept.
John Ford, the director of "The were scheduled to be held in the U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals here yester(Continued on page 6)
day, were postponed to April 6 with

the

advisability of booking Grainger over
the circuit for a mess of one week
stands instead of following through
with the original plans of putting him
behind a home office desk.
The key note of the evening, naturally, was the seeming oddity of a sales
manager turned exhibitor, and it was
sounded early by the Fox Movietone

lead the field

with eight features in work. Warners ran a close second with seven.
Columbia has two features on the
sound stages, five in preparation and
five in the cutting rooms. M-G-M had
eight, zero and 13
Paramount, six,
four and nine; Radio, four, two and
zero
Roach, zero, one and one
Twentieth Century-Fox, five, three
and five
Universal, two, two and
one; Warners, seven, zero and six;
independents, three, two and one.
No short subjects were in work,
but Columbia had two in preparation
and three editing. M-G-M had four
and five Roach, one and three independents, two and zero.
;

;

;

;

;

Cooper Sees Color
Picture Costs Cut Temporary Stay On
Hollywood, March — "We expect
"Ecstasy" Granted
that after our fourth production the
9.

cost of color pictures will be no more
than that of black and white films,"
Merian C. Cooper said today.
Pioneer is making a close check on
comparative costs, and so rapidly is
the color process coming under control that shooting schedules now are
no longer than on monotone pictures.
The cost of raw film always will be
higher, but this is a negligible item
on the expense sheet. In the past the

Irwin Untermyer of the
Justice
Appellate Division of the N. Y. Supreme Court yesterday granted to
Eureka Prod, a temporary injunction
restraining Metropolis Pictures from
using the word "Ecstasy" in their
film of ."Ecstasy of Young Love."
Eureka, through its attorney, Henry
J. Pearlman, contended the use of the

(Continued on page 10)

(Continued oh page 10)

RKO to File Briefs
In Sale Tax Dispute

RKO

will file briefs in opposition
to the levying by the city of the two
per cent sales tax on film rentals as

amicus curiae
Artists from

in the

appeal by United

the city comptroller's
ruling that film revenue is subject to
the tax.

Permission to file the briefs was
granted by the appellate division yesterday^ which will hear the United
Artists' appeal late this month or early
in April. Goldwater & Flynn, special
counsel
for
Keith-Albee-Orpheum,
will prepare the briefs in the interests
of both the local Radio exchange and
the company's theatre subsidiary. The
United Artists' appeal is, regarded by,
distributors as a test case in the city's
move to apply the sales tax to film
rentals.

"Country Doctor" On
Loew-Poli Dual Bill
"The
double

Country

Doctor;" will lie
on the Loew's-Poli
week, although "Wife Vs.

featured

circuit, this

Secretary" will play the same circuit
word was unfair practice, in view of singly.
"Paddie O'Day" is suppleEureka's film,' "Ecstasy/' Czechoslo- menting "Country Doctor" at the_Pcilj,_
'

(.Continued on page 10)
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:
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Truth Dinner
Play in Rehearsal

Ralph Rolan, vice-president of the
March of Time, and Gordon White,

Ampa

president, are in the midst of
rehearsals for the show they are
producing, which will be the leading
feature of the Ampa Naked Truth
dinner-dance
at
the
Hotel Astor

Saturday night.
The play, which will lampoon the
industry, was written by Charles Williams and Marcy Klauber, writers for
Educational, and Charles Curran of
Donahue & Coe.
Hugh Cameron,
Walter Fenner, Fred Hillebrand and
Arthur Kay are playing the leading
masculine roles, whilst Alice Rinehart
has the feminine lead.

accompaniment

was

The

musical
prepared
by

Jimmv Burns.

Kent, Hossfeld Here Soon
Percy Kent, head of National Theatres
realty
division,
and Milton
Hossfeld, who has been named assistant to E. L. Alperson, film buyer,
are scheduled to arrive from the coast
next week to make their headquarters in

New

York.

PHOTOGRAPHER—

EXPERT TIMER,

for copying negatives in production. One who has specialized in this work and can make good
copies fast on 35 mm. film and enlarge

them on paper. State experience, lowest
salary, former employers and how long
each place. Box 900, Motion Picture

in

Daily.

estate

muses
and

speculates if the time has not arrived for an assertion of what
he regards as the industry's inalienable rights. There's a phrase
for you. In political history, it's
been known to have had the mob
sobbing. Wanger, a good show-

man and on

his toes, has an appreciation of publicity values and
by no means is to be scored or
overlooked for it. Not in this
business.
.

.

.

T

And

so,

interrupted by casting

Raoul Walsh, opening and closing doors and telephone arrangements for a bit of
polo at Riviera in the afternoon,

directors,

United Artists'

ciety to be mentioned in connection with the film industry.
Today, motion pictures have
captured the world's imagination as well as its interest. New

York and London society now
make it a season here in HollyIt's

smart to be around

film people.
"It seems to be, therefore,
and since swaddling clothes and
disrepute have long since been
dropped that the industry should

have developed enough guts to
refuse to be kicked around the

way

am

not referring
to dirt in pictures. I don't think
anything not in good taste belongs, but efforts to block the
normal progress of producers
toward better and more courageous
things
is
something
it

is.

I

else."

would extend far beyond
imperil
France's
borders and
not only the specific producer's
output there, but the entire inwell.
For Irving
dustry's
as
that

Thalberg

Dagh"

produce

to

"Musa

Franz Werfel wrote

as

it

would outrage Turkey, but the
pressure would go beyond and
into all channels where Mustapha
Kemal and Istanbul could marshal
their
influence.
Yet the
problem is both knotty and vexfor,
as
Wanger accupoints out, the continued
hampering of Hollywood by international
complications
definitely retards progress. It reaches
within domestic borders as well,
in that a "Paths of Glory" conlined
to
the domestic market
would endanger the distribution

atious,

rately

American

of
1

production

in

.

.

"Yes, for one thing. I know
about the attitude of the Turkish and French governments.
Yet suppose all of us agreed to
stand the gaff of our product
banned in one foreign country.
It might be a good idea to withto see

if

that nation

can get along without American
films. This would establish the
right of the industry to proceed on its way and to make an
even better grade of film."

T
It
registered as convincing,
but Wanger knew he was largely
theorizing.
For Paramount to
essay "Paths of Glory" as Hum-

phrey Cobb wrote it with its castigation of French army tyranny
would unleash a diplomatic howl

its

dependent

new

activity

in

the

south

peak with major and

i

in

participating
ii
building and acquisitions, accord!

ing to home office sales executives re
turning from trips to the territory.
Expansion plans are taking some o
the larger circuits into the smalletowns and at the same time bulwark
ing surrounding situations, the sale:
executives state. New structures an
now going up in open situations. Kin;
cey & Wilby is said to have taken ovei
about half a dozen houses in the las
three months. Other circuits likewise
have added to their holdings.

LeRoys on Way East
March
LeRoy and Mrs. LeRoy
Hollywood,

9.

exhibition, of course,

Undeniably

so.

here

is

to-

Eu-

trip to

of value.

.

.

.

— Mervyr

left

day on the first leg of a
rope and return.

T
Through
which

that

his

Wan-

telescope,

him

strike

as wrong.

Read

Now
on

a

that he
unit basis,

is

sees
only merit in such a system. Tn
a local interview, he pointed out
recently

"Most
ful

"There are too many execu-

proceeding

Wanger

of the big, the successfilms of the past two years

tives

in

the

big

film

studios.

Everybody should do more of
his own work. There is probably no other business where incompetents can hold on so long
and where they can find so

many

places

to

hide

out.

It's

have been made under the unit
system, and it is now the individual picture, rather than the

astounding what mistakes film
executives can make and still
have their companies survive.

mass product, that counts. And

Yet the demand for pictures

immediately known when
you have a good picture.
But when a studio is grinding
out 50 pictures a year, its head
man can't even find time to talkto the people on the payroll.
His studio accumulates contract

so great, the probable percentage of profit so terrific [there's
that word again] and the market so wide, that 'boners' which
would wreck other industries

it's

.

.

.

players, writers, directors, all
'on
call.'
They have to do
what they're told, regardless of
whether they're suited to it or
not, and when a story comes
along that is adapted to them,
they're tied up on something
else. They all become part of a
racket.
It's
the wrong psy-

from

And
"A

.

an
.

employment

.

then this
producer should be capa-

ble of selecting his own talent,
his own stories. He should have
a background in the business.

He

should

know

exhibition

first."

Let's take a look. He says the
unit system brought forth the
big films of the past two years.
is Louis B. Mayer over at
Metro, for instance. He's been
doing pretty well and he has only
producers. The studio head responsible for 50 pictures has been
diagnosed many times before
he's more to be pitied than enAgreement with Wanger
vied.
on that point. But when he talks
about major plants accumulating
talent, he ought to remember he's
following the same line, modExperience in
estly to be sure.

There

;

circuits

.

standpoint."

"Are you referring to the
trouble over 'The Forty Days of
Musa Dagh' and 'Paths of
Glory'?", appeared the logical
question. Replied Wanger

at

ger sees other bits of this and

'"ranee.

chology

T

draw and

now

latest acquisition

expounded this
"I remember when I
first
broke into show business, which
is quite a number of years ago.
It was anathema in polite so-

wood.

Ampa

Wanger

Walter

stable,

Building,

W

9.
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Theatre Activity In
South Hits New Peal
Theatre

By RED KANN'

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)

Vol.

Tuesday, March

is

get by in Hollywood."
Pointing the nozzle away from

still

New

Hollywood and toward
York, he continues

"In the past 15 years, sales
in every other business
but pictures have been revolu-

methods

tionized. But here, though personnel has changed in the production end, particularly since
the introduction of sound, the
same old heads of companies
continue in power, the same outdated ideas of merchandising
and exhibiting persist. That is
what has retarded artistic advance.
"New York sales forces have
proved time and again that, as
dictators of picture tastes and
talent, they are worthless. What

New York

office

would have

given
Grace Moore a new
chance in a musical after two
previous
flops
M-G-M?
at
Who back there could have pre-

phenomenal success
on the Bounty'?
Your eastern sales force wants
52 copies of what was the most
dicted the
of 'Mutiny

successful last year, ignoring
the obvious fact that no audience desires a duplicate of something it has seen before, any
more than a woman wants to
buy last season's hat."

T
If

vein,

he persists in talking in

Wanger

this

will find his social

status seriously impaired.

.

.

.

Annette

Cecile

Tfcslt'

DOCTOR"

THE
Yvonne

IS

Marie

THE GREATEST
Copyright 1936 by

NEA

Service, inc
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BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTION
THIS INDUSTRY

HAS EVER SEEN!
322

Tob instance: Topping sen-

day -and -date record-break-

sational figures of "The

*Now

being proved

ing runs.

And

in

extra morning

and night shows are giving
a new meaning to capacity!

Littlest
THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

Rebel" and "Steam-

boat 'Round the Bend" at
the Denver Theatre, Denver!

"

NO MATTER HOW
JIM/AY STARR SAYS: RATING
SPLENDID. .PRODUCER EDMUND
.

GRAINGER DESERVES A BOW
FOR THE SMARTNESS OF PRESENTATION CAROLE LOMBARD
IS AT HER BEST, WHILE PRESTON
FOSTER IS A CINCH TO HIT THE
.

.

RAVE CLASS
DIRECTION

IS

.

.

.

WALTER LANG'S

FIRST RATE.

.

.

.

LOVE BEFORE. BREAKFAST'
SHOULD BE ON EVERYBODY'S
MOVIE MENU'"

'

WALTER WINCH ELL
SAYS'. "I SAW SOME OF
CAROLE LOMBARD'S
N EXT PICTURE,
'LOVE BEFORE
BREAK FAST, AT
'

THE ROXY PREVIEW.
YOU CAN SAFELY
LIST IT AMONG
THE H ITTRACT IONS!

11

LOVE BEFORI
STILL

A SOCK

U LOOK AT

IT!

"aparade of hilarious
scenes. ..one of the
most bombastic courtSHIPS THE SCREEN HAS
EVER RECORDED ... A
RAPID FIRE SCREEN
COMEDY. ALL 6RAND
FUN AND THERE ARE
NO DULL MOMENTS!"
.

.

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

BREAKFAST
THE EYE!

UNIVERSAL

PICTURE

if

:

:

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
E. C. Grainger

Honor Guest
At The Astor
(Continued front page

1)

MOTION PICTURE DAILYS

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW
"Snowed Under"
(

Lou Lehr, first
toastmaster.
speaker to be called upon, warned the
honoree that "the hand of fellowship
of tonight will be the salesman's fist
of tomorrow", and he was followed
by Laurence Stallings, who gloated
that Grainger soon would be paying
the high prices for film that he's always told exhibitors his own stuff
zer,

Tuesday, March

Warners)

Holly wood, March

9.

—A

farce

comedy which draws upon

10,

1$

Nichols Turn

Back Academi
Writer Awar*
(Continued from

the ele-

par/c

1)

mental slapstick methods to put over its many and hilarious socks, this Informer," who, like Nichols, was i
present at the awards dinner, said
is a fast-moving vehicle with plenty of fun in dialogue, 'action and
would be pleased to accept the b<
situations. The picture has a nonsensical quality that should appeal to
direction award.
mass patronage.
The full text of Nichols' letter
F. Hugh Herbert and Brown Holmes did the screen play from the
the Academy follows
Lawrence Saunders novel, cleverly preserving all of the humor content
"My awareness of the honor giv
of the original. It is the story of a playwright, George Brent, snowed
to the screen play of 'The Inform!
was worth.
under by snow and women. In this situation he is first pestered by
and my gratitude to those individu;
Lowell Thomas was reminded of
Patricia Ellis, a hero-worshipper. He has hardly sidetracked her when
who voted the award, only make n
Stallings' yarn on the manner in which
Porter
sent
by
has
been
in comes Genevieve Tobin, ex-wife No. 1, who
an Ethiopian warrior observes St.
letter the more difficult, but as o«
warning Grainger Hall, producer, to be Brent's inspiration for a necessary third act to his of the founders of the Screen Wr
Valentine's
day,
that while the tribute was his at the latest play. The situation becomes absolutely hectic when alimony-seek- ers' Guild, which was conceived
moment, tomorrow he would be the ing ex-wife No. 2, Glenda Farrell, arrives, accompanied by her lawyer, revolt against the Academy and bo
victim. Nizer, harking back to the John Eldredge and Sheriff Frank McHugh, plus a jug of applejack.
out of disappointment with the w
good, old days of exhibition, B. C.,
blizzard isolates the whole party. By their antics the players quickly it functioned against employed tale
A
Cocalis),
saw Grainger's
(Before
take on the character of inmates of an insane asylum. With ludicrous in any emergency, I deeply regret
transition from sales executive to exexperiences happening to all, and with snow slides occasionally bury- am unable to accept the award. I
hibitor as a perilous one, because
script and accept it would be to turn my bat
"Grainger hasn't learned to cry yet". ing individuals or entire groups, Brent finally finishes his
Harry Brandt, following, offered to falls in love again with Miss Tobin. Miss Ellis considers lawyer on nearly 1,000 members of the Wr:
teach him how, qualifying by confess- Eldredge a pretty good catch and Miss Farrell, now certain that the ers' Guild, to desert those fellc
writers who ventured everything
ing that he had paid for his winter alimony will be forthcoming, looks romantically upon McHugh.
the long drawn out fight for a genui:
trip to Florida by his last cry in
The production is smartly directed by Raymond Enright, and played writers' organization, to go back
Grainger's office.
in the same key by the entire company in a manner which keeps the the convictions honestly arrived !
Other speakers on the dais included
coming fast and furiously without regard to rhyme or reason. and to invalidate three years' work
laughs
E. W. Hammons, Austin C. Keough,
copious quantities this should the guild which I would like to kx
A. W. Smith, Jr., James O'Laughlin, For those who like their fun in broad and
back on with self respect.
Saul Rogers, Ed Raftery, Milton C. please mightily.
"My only regret now is that 1 d
Weisman and J. R. Grainger. TeleProduction Code Seal No. 1,811. Running time, 60 minutes. "G."
not withdraw my name from the non
grams were read from Sidney R. Kent,
ination, thus avoiding this most en
detained at Washington; John D. Leon Rosenblatt, Max Rosenblatt, Ben
barrassing situation.
Clark, at the Twentieth Century-Fox Rosenberg, Jack Rosenthal, David A. Ross,
Herman
Royster,
Harry
studio, Hollywood; Jules Levy, N. L. J B. Rossheim,
"This rejection can in no wis
in
Rubin, F. Ruddock, A. C. Sanders. Morns
Nathanson and W. F. Rodgers.
Sanders, Bert Sanford, Claude Saunders,
prejudice the other 'Informer' award
The
annual
international sales meet
N. Schine, Ted Schlanger,
Louis
Scheer,
B.
I realize the awards were voted h
Among those present were
Hon. Sol Schloss, Ed. M. Schnitzer, A. of Twentieth Century-Fox is scheda generous membership who had
Meyer Adelman, H. S. Alexander, Ben Schwartz, Chas. E. Seaman, David Shauled
to
get
under
way
next
month
Harry
Amsterdam, Harry Arthur, Harry Bailely, piro, Andy Sharick, Jack A. Shea,
thought
of
personal
partiality
t
Tom Bailey, Lee Balsley, Wm. E. Barry, Shiftman, Frank Shiftman, Jack Sichelman, with the arrival in London of Sidney political
intent.
But a writer wh
J. G. Beilin, J. Benas, Nat Beier, Jack BernHenry Siegel, Moe Silver, R. B. Simonson, R. Kent, president. Kent is slated to
accepts an Academy award tacitl
hardt, Wm. Berry, O. C. Binder, J. BirnSvdnev Singerman, Jack Skirboll. C.eorge
baum, Ed. B. Block, Clayton Bond, Eddie Skouras, Morris Smoleu, Jack R. Springer, sail for England on April 17 and supports the Academy and I believ
Bonns, Harry Brandt, Leo Brecher, H. H. Jack W. Springer, Sam Stecker, Luke upon his return in May he will be
it
to be the duty
of every scree
Buxbaum, Harry Buxbaum, Jr., Al Chris- Steger, Chas. Steinman, Moe Streimer, E. accompanied by Walter
HutchinJ.
writer to stand with his own an
tie,
Sam Cocalis, George M. Cohan, Jr., Stuart, Herman Sussman, Wm. Sussman,
Max Cohen, Ira H. Cohn, E. H. Collins, Truman H. Talley, Harry Thomas, Harry son, foreign manager, who is now strengthen the guild, because ther
Larry Cowan, Al J. Davis, Harvey Day, Thorns, Joseph H. Tooker, Ed. Thorgesen, cleaning up his affairs abroad before
Harry Decker, Sam Dembow, Jr., I. Dree- Stuart, Al Suchman, Herman Sussman, Wm. he moves permanently to this coun- is no other representative autonomou
organization for writers which aims
ben, A.
F.
Driscoll,
Sol Edwards, Jay P. G. Tuckerman, Jack Ungerfeld, Joe UngEmanuel, Richard Ettelson, Harold El- bar, Samuel Varbalow, I. Vample, Morton try.
justice
for employer
and employ
dredge, Si Fabian, Roger Ferri, Meyer Van Praag, George Walsh, Harry Waxalike and which is concerned solel
Fine, Nat Finkler, Ed Finney, Al J. Fischman, David Weinstock, Louis Webber, Irer,
Sam Fox, Jerome Friedlander, Louis win Wheeler, Sam Wheeler, Clinton White, Schuessler Asks Release with the betterment of the writin
Frisch, Hon. Richard J. Galvin, Sam GerGordon White, J. R. Wilson, Earle WinHollywood,
March
9.
Fred craft."
maine, Morris Gerson, Nat Goldberg, Na- garte,
Wittman, Jack Wolff. I.
Sig.

—

<

20th-Fox European

Meet Set

April

r.

:

Wm.

than

Goldstein,
Goldman, Maurice
Goodman, M. F. Gowthorpe, Tobey Gruen,
Roy Hains, Phil Hodes, Joe Hornstein, M.
B. Horowitz, Samuel Hyman, Morris Jacks,
Felix Jenkins, Ben Joel, W. R. Johnson,
Jerome J. Jonas, Gilbert Josephson, Leo
Justin, Harry Kalmine, Ben Kalmenson,

Hon. M. Kamsler, Lou Kaufman, A. J.
Kearney, J. Kelbin, A. C. Keough, Wm.
Kramer, Morris Kravitz, Lester Krieger,
Wm. J. Kupper, Moe Kurtz, Milt Kussell,
Lou Kuttler.
Harry Lawrenson, Timothy Leahy, O.
Lederer, Arthur Lee, Joe Lee, Abe Leff.

Sam

Lefkowitz,

Irving

Lesser,

Eugene

Levy. Norman Louis, Abe Lichtman. I.
Lincer,
Clarence Loewe, H. J. Lorber,
George V. Lynch, Irving Maas, Chas. E.
McCarthy, Vincent R. McFall, W. I.
McKay, Claude McGowan, S. W. McGrath,
K. P. McNaughton, Harry Margolis, Al
Mendelson, Fred Meyers, Louis Meyers,
Harry Mersay, W. C. Michel, Sam Mishkin, Frank Miske, Robert Mochrie, I. G.
Montgomery, Walter Moore, C. C. Moskowitz. Jos. Moskowitz, Edgar Moss. Ed
Mullins, Tohn Murphv, F. T. Murray, Dennis
F. O'Brien, Ed. F. O'Leary, J. J.
O'Leary, Chas Olive, Chas. O'Riley, Leon
D. Netter, Burt Nevins, Chas. Nolte, Louis

Wormser, Pete Woodhull, Earl L. Wright,
A C. Young, B. Zinnetbaum, Al Suchman.

"Cappy Ricks"
Hollywood, March

to
9.

Levine

— Nat

Levine

has closed with Peter B. Kyne for
the production of five "Cappy Ricks"
stories. The pictures will be made at
the rate of one a year for the next
five years. The first will go into production next fall to be released on the
1936-37 Republic program.

Sonotone Net $77,182
The

Sonotone Corp. for
the year ending Dec. 31, 1935, shows
a net income of $77,182 after all deductions. This provides for 10 cents
a share on 682,533 shares (par $1)
of common stock, and compares with
a 1934 income of $71,278, or 11 cents a
share on 629,329 common shares.

—

RKO

Schuessler,
casting director, has
asked release from his current contract.
It is reported that Schuessler,
if his resignation is accepted, will take
a similar post with either Paramount

or U. A.

Open Houston House
Houston,

March

9.

— The

East-

wood, third suburban house to be
opened here since Christmas, was
opened with elaborate ceremonies. The
house, seating 1,100, is one of the
Hoblitzelle circuit.

report of

Ricketson Back
Denver, March

— Rick

Home

Ricketson,
head of Fox Intermountain, has returned from the coast, where he attended
meeting of all National
a
Theatre operating heads.
9.

Notarius, Jerry Novatt.

Walter Pacy, Ed. M. Peskay, Louis
Eugene Picker, Bert Popkin. Ralph
Poucher, Wm. Powers, Norman Prager.
Lou Preston, Fred C. Quimby, Hyman
Rachmill, Ed. C. Raftery. Henry Randall,
A. Rapf. Walter Reade. Arch Reeve, Harry
Reinhardt, Irving Renner. Herman Reiper.
Sam Rinzler, Herman Robbins, George
Roberts. John Roberts, Milton Rogasner.
Phillips,

Arthur Lee on Coast
Hollywood, March

9.

—Arthur

Lee

of G. B. arrived here today with a
print of "Rhodes." With Jeffrey Bernerd, company distribution head, Lee
will set the local opening of the film.

Decker Leaves Coast
Los Angeles, March 9.
Decker, Detroit manager

— Samuel
for

Division Exchange, entrained
ward tonight following two
here.

First

Academy President Replies
Replying to the published Nichols
Frank Capra, Academ;
president, was quoted today as fol
lows
statement,

"Membership has no connectioi
with the Academy awards and neve:
has had in all the eight years durinj
which they have been conferred. Th<
awards constitute dignified recogni
tion of the year's worthiest work b)
a representative group of writers, actors, production executives, technician
and directors. The statuette is a symj
bol of this organization. The balloting
does not in any way take into accoun
the personal, political or economic
views of nominees, nor the graciousness with which they may be expectec
to receive the recognition.
It was
and of course, remains, the opinion
of the Academy membership that th«i
screenplay of 'The Informer' written
by Mr. Nichols was the outstanding
achievement in its field during the
year, and was an artistic accomplish

homeweeks ment
tures

of

which American motion

may

well be proud."

pic-

IRISH
WALTER

C.

KELLY

EVALYN KNAPP

*
D'r'tctttf

by JOSEPH SANTLEV

SuptrWierf 6r COLRERT
Screen P/op

CI ARK

OUVE COOPER, BEN RYAN, STANLEY RAUH
Original Story by

MONEY SUTHERLAND, WALLACE SULLIVAN
Prvdutwd by 'NAT LEVIN*

REGAN
SING
"All

MY

LIFE"

"LAUGHING

IRISH

EYES"

DARUN'
MOTHER"

"BLESS YOU,

LONDONDERRY AIR

;
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Culkin Drops

Federal Film

Board Scheme
before hearing testimony, the sub-committee asked for opening statements
from Stephen B. Cabot, honorary
vice-president of the M. P. Research
Council, and Charles C. Pettijohn,
counsel for the M. P. P. D. A.
Going over the ground which he traversed during the Senate hearings,
Cabot discussed the growth of the industry, its influence and the effect of

Again he
pictures on young people.
referred to the promises of the industry to clean house and its alleged failure to perform, and declared, "It is
clear that the industry so far is insincere or unable to reform itself from
within."

No Choice

Block selling is not wholesale selling, Cabot said, because in wholesale
selling the buyer at least has a sample
"In this industry, in
of the product.
order to get some good pictures, you
have to pay for some very inferior
pictures
leged.

at

the

same

time,"

he

al-

Cabot repeated his arguments that
under block booking the people of the
community have no voice in the selection of pictures, and that the exhibi"If the exhibitor
to respond to the need and
wishes of his patrons he would not
refuse to meet their desires," he held.
"He would quickly lose patronage if

tor

is

powerless.

were free

he did."
Discussing the present situation, Cab"It is only fair to
hot admitted
say that during the past year picHowever," he
tures have improved.
added, "the opponents of this bill now
say that they have at last cleaned
house and can be depended upon to
What guarantee do
keep it clean.
they give us that they will continue
to keep their house clean?"
A slight pruning of the "colossal"
salaries paid by the industry may be
necessary if the bill is enacted, Cabot
admitted, but contended the advantages would far outweigh the disadvantages.
Distribution is a mechanical problem which is not considered in the
bill,
Pettijohn declared in presenting
Thirty thouthe distributors' side.
sand miles of film must be distributed
among 16,500 theatres every day, he
pointed out.
:

"Not Mass Production Industry"
Answering Cabot's charge

that

in

industries the buyer is shown
samples of the product, Pettijohn declared that this is not a mass production industry and that often the producer doesn't know what he has until
the picture is completed.
Stressing the contention that the
film industry is one of mass entertainment, he told the sub-committee that
the smallest theatre gets the same pictures as the first run de luxe house,
often at a price which is no more
than the depreciation charge of the
print.
Again he explained that the
bill would raise distribution costs and
be reflected in higher admissions. On
the ground of moral tone, he argued
that exhibitors would continue to buy

other

Torrington,

9.

the houses which
have protection against powerful

competitors would be left high and
dry, although lie added, under any
method of selective buying the exhibitor with the most money will get the

which Representative White of
Idaho also pleaded for enactment.
Abram F. Myers, Allied general
counsel, traced his testimony before
the Senate committee, and declared the
would improve the tone of pichill
tures. The producers, he charged, do

To Force Out Bad Pictures

not

Assertions by Pettijohn that the bill
would not raise the moral tone of the
pictures shown were challenged by
Congressman Culkin, who contended
the placing of responsibility on the
exhibitor would force the elimination
of bad pictures in favor of good ones.
Culkin called the attention of the subcommittee to the recent St. Louis
criminal suit, which, he said, was devoted more to "personalities" than to
criminal activities, and declared that
in
the eyes of the Government the
industry is controlled by a monopoly.
The Pettengill bill, he said, will
give selective power to the local exhibitor, protect him from monopolistic
practices,
destroy the
"vicious
and indefensible" practice of block
booking, and eliminate the system of
blind selling. Culkin read into the record the totals of the Legion of Decency List of last December, showing
that out of 1,130 pictures, 528 were
given "A" rating, 512 "B" rating and
90 "C" rating. "At least 50 per cent
of the pictures are anti-social," he

unfit

films

into

their

own

houses but do force them
neighborhood houses. Canmean nothing, he said, and
launched into a vigorous attack on
run

into the
cellations

ens, assistant attorney general. It was
incorporated in the record, and held
that the proposed legislation "should

be upheld by the courts."
The hearing will continue tomorrow
and Wednesday and then will adjourn
until next week.

M-G-M

Seeks Dismissal

—

Los Angeles, March 9. Loeb,
Walker
& Loeb, attorneys for

M-G-M, have filed a motion in Federal court here asking dismissal of a
Pratt Irby for
suit brought by J.
damages allegedly caused him by the

M-G-M

production, "Have a Heart."
manufacturer of an iced confection which is known by the same
name, and he claims that the M-G-M
picture is an infringement of his exHe seeks
clusive right to the words.

Irby

is

damages

$20,000 and costs.
holds that the Irby patent

totaling

The motion

for a different class of merchandise.

is

Hearing of the case has been set for
March 12, before Judge Albert Lea

Pettengill bill,
introduced partly

Supply Board

S.

Meet

tre

Attending the March 13 session

will

be B. F. Shearer, Seattle; Ken Douglas, Boston
Joe C. Hornstein, New
York
Clem Rizzo, Philadelphia
;

;

Marone, Pittsburgh; George
McArthur, Detroit
and Joe Gra-

A.

Angeles,
9.
Cagney vs. Warner trial closed

here this afternoon with testimony by
Herbert Frcston and Ralph Lewis,
Warner counsel. The testimony was
a categorical denial of the Cagney
charges with nothing new added.
The case will be submitted to
Judge Charles I. Bogue Tuesday,
afternoon for judgment.

Coast Houses

Dual

to

—

Los Angeles, March 9.
Loevv's
State and Grauman's Chinese will
adopt a double feature policy following the run of "The Country Doctor." M-G-M's "Wife vs. Secretary"
is the film set to inaugurate the new
policy.

Hollywood, March 9.
was today promoted by

— Al

Colombo

RKO

to head
music department. He succeeds
Fred Fleck who is advanced to a pro-

of

its

duction berth.

Bert Perkins Is Dead
Bert Perkins, 45, and widely known
exploiteer, passed away in Miami last
week and has been buried in Providence, his home town.
He was with M-G-M for a number
of years and for the past eight years
had been with Warners. Perkins became ill last spring while on an assignment in Detroit, and although he
had taken a Mediterranean trip he
never recovered sufficiently to report
for work again.
He is survived by
his

widow, Edwina.

Harry Browne Passes

Word was

received yesterday at the
office of the death over
the week-end of Harry Browne, a
salesman in the Atlanta exchange.
Browne was reported killed in an

U. A.

home

automobile

'

Further

accident.

details

were lacking.

Arthur McCoy Dies
Ottawa, March 9. Arthur McCoy,

—

recently appointed manager of the
Tivoli Theatre at Kingston, Ont, and
formerly with the Capitol here, is
dead.
brother, Thomas, manages
the Regent here.

A

Herman F. Jans Dead
Herman F. Jans, former independent producer and at one time head of
Jans Prod., died yesterday. He had
been inactive for the past five years.

F.

;

respect for the United States. He said
that he had 114 petitions with more
than 5.100 signatures, asking enactment of the legislation.
The Pettengill bill will not prevent
the sale of single pictures, it was declared by Henry R. Atkinson of the

ham, Denver.

Jones to

Do

"Othello"

Hollywood, March 9.— Robert Ed-

"Times" Big

in Frisco

Sax Francisco, March

— "Mod-

read the statement submitted to
Senate committee explaining the
provisions of the measure. Atkinson
was closely questioned by Representathe

produce and direct

will

"Othello" in New
under sponsorship

York

in

Xovember

Max

necessary to close the box-office from
time to time for the first two days.
Prices were advanced five cents for
matinees. It looks as though the gross
for the week will reach $17,000.

Coast Pool Extended

KAO Board Meet Set

at

who

mond Jones

Gordon.
Walter Huston will play the title role,
and his wife, Nan Sunderland, will
play Desdemona. Jones plans to leave
Hollywood as soon as his work on
Pioneer's "Dancing Pirates" is completed, which will be about the first
of May.

9.

ern Times" got off to such a fast start

group of the Research Council,

Cooper of Ohio as to how the
would keep undesirable pictures

to

Directors of the Independent TheaSupply Dealers' Ass'n., Inc., will
hold a one-day meeting Friday at the
organization's headquarters here. Discussions will pivot about the coming
annual convention in June at Chicago.

"I am more concerned about the
passage of this legislation than I am
for the credit of sponsoring it," he
said, although, he added, some amendments should be incorporated in the
Pettengill bill.
Any one of the pending measures, he said, would put into
effect the reforms he advocates.
Culkin assailed the industry as "misrepresenting" America abroad and asserted our film exports have killed all

tive

Warner
— Defense
March
vs.

Stephens.

.

legal

1936

Al Colombo Promoted

Support for the measure was given
by the attorney general in an informal
opinion prepared by Harold M. Steph-

the

Charges Films Discredit U.

os
the

I.

in

block booking.

In view of the fact that there is no
chance of enacting his bill providing
for a Federal commission, the Congressman said, he favored his other
bill, which would prohibit compulsory
block booking and amend Section 2
of the Clayton Act to apply to leases

which' he said was
his suggestion.

force

first

said.

at

con-

after

best box-office pictures.

or

program,

similar program was instilufed in Derby this winter.

otherwise

licenses,

12 unit

Cagney

March

Conn.,

of a double feature
and 10 shorts, will be introduced at Warners' Palace, a
second run house here. A

a bill of this nature is to be
passed, he asserted, block buying as
well as block selling should he out-

and

—A

In

sisting

If

now

10,

Defense Rests Case
12-Unit Bill

Wonderland,"
"Abraham
Lincoln"
and other good films had been.

lawed,

(Continued from page 1)

Claims Public Has

box-office attractions and asserted thai
the good pictures would still be difficult to move, laying before the committee the table he presented on the
Senate side to show that Mae West
had not been cancelled and "Alice in

Tuesday, March

the

L'nited

Artists

that

it

was

of

bill

off

the screen in the absence of censorship
and said local censorship could be set
up.

—

The board of directors of KAO wilP
Los Angeles, March 9. The oneyear pool between the RKO Hillstreet meet Thursday to set a date for the
stockholders'
meeting.
A
Massa- and the Pantages, Hollywood, has annual
,

Representative Connery of
chusetts, appearing as a "friend of the

urged enactment to improve
the moral tone of pictures and to break
the alleged monopoly which exists,
films,"

been extended for an additional year,
in charge of buying and
with
operation.
This was the purpose of

Price, Waterhouse will be approved
at the meeting and later sent out to

Xate Blumberg's

stockholders.

RKO

trip here.

financial

report

being

completed

by'

uuih
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hand clutching
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McCarthy Made

L. J.

Purely

Aide to R. C. Rhoden i
west when Rhoden did. as hooker, will
continue to book for H. E. McClure's

Topeka

district.

stcin will

book

Shanberg and Finkelown pictures, and

their

Buddy Brown, formerly assistant
manager for Fox at Hutchinson, lias

dr France today en route to Hollywood
where she may do a picture. Also incoming on the same boat are Alex
Yokel, back from the London openHorse"
ing of "Three Men On
Joseph Friedman, London represen-

A

been brought in to the central offices
to book for Jameyson's Wichita dis-

tative

Variety's

Paris

trict.

M. Buerk

of

This

makes

Southern

instead

five,

with Lon

districts,

Cox

in

of

in

Temporary Stay on
"Ecstasy" Granted
page 1)

vakian production soon to be released.
"Ecstasy of Young Love" opened
yesterday at the Bijou, but, according
to Pearlnian, the title was changed
to "Young Love" beginning with the
6 P. M. show. The trial of Eureka's
action
against
Metropolis,
seeking
damages for misrepresentation, is expected to get under way within two
weeks.
The court declared the picture at the Bijou might be run if the
word "Ecstasy" was eliminated.

Garmes Is Signed Again
Lee Garmes has again been signed
Charles
MacArthur and Ben
Hecht to act as co-director and
cameraman. The next picture is tenby

tatively

"The Monster."

titled

RKO Men

Meet on Coast

San Francisco, March

9.

— About

40 coast sales staff members attended
a one-day conference held at the St.
Francis, with Ned E. Depinet and

Levy

Jules

presiding.

of

;

Osso Films.

Freeman,

Picture Costs Cut
het

is all

up over the week-end business
garnered by "Colleen" at the Strand.

Paramount

vice-president in charge of theatre
operations, left for the south over the
week-end to confer with Paramount
operating partners. He will be away
about 10 days, visiting the company's
southern
affiliates
in
the
principal
states.

•

of

hits

all

Warner

musicals."

•

Joe Horn stein, who returned yesterday from a week-end in Atlantic
City, almost scored a hole in one.
gentle breeze could have done the
conspired
elements
the
trick,
but
against Joe.
•

Purnell Pratt

left

for

the coast

Instead of reporting
Republic he will check in at

yesterday.

at

RKO

where Christy Cabanne
him in his next film.

will

direct

of exchanges
under his supervision. He is somewhat ebullient over the deals he captured on the trip.

from a seven-week tour

•

William E.
ceiver for Fox

A tkin son, former

re-

Theatres, returned yesterday from a month's vacation in the
West Indies. He will leave today for
his home in University, Va.
•

Charles Skouras

is

due to

visit

these parts again in about three weeks.

Spyros and Mrs. Skouras, William
T. Powers and Irving Barry returned
from the west coast Sunday.
•

Ed Olmstead

is

home

a few days in town conferring
with Warner lawyers on the St. Louis

ing

.

case.

•

Nat Lefton and Jack Jossey

of
the Republic Cleveland exchange arrived yesterday for distribution conferences with W. Ray Johnston.

•
E. L. Alperson, now vacationing in
Miami, gets back next Monday.

•
Leslie E. Thompson returned yesterday from a Miami vacation.
•
Phil Regan is back from a tour of
personal appearances.

expected from the

coast next week to assume new duties
as Columbia publicity head at the
office.

.

.

.

Denver

Robert Selig, formerly
exchange, has been made

at the
office

R. L. Pollio,

Manager

—

March 9. County AtTowle, local censor, has
banned "Klondike Annie" after seeing
lobby displays at the Stuart, and declares he will seek an injunction to
prevent the showing. Jerry Zigmond,
city manager for Lincoln Theatres

Max

torney

able material be deleted

from the

film.

Wall Street

coast.

New

Short Losses Mark Board Trading
Net
High Low Close Change
Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd
Consolidated
Consolidated,

...

pfd.

37
48
6

37

37

47%

4754.

18%

18%

Eastman Kodak.. 165
Eastman, pfd

....165

Loew's, Inc
Loew's, pfd

Paramount
Paramount 1
Paramount 2

5%
1 63
165

6
1814
1 63
165

49%

48%

48%

104%

104%

104%

9%

9%

9%

pfd. 7254
pfd. 10%

7034

7034

10%

10%

Pathe Film

8

RKO

7%
7%

7%

Warner Bros

12%

11%

8
30
38
80
11%.

Warner, pfd

55

55

55

20th
20th

854

Centurv-Fox 30%
Century, pfd 39

Universal,

pfd.... 80

30
3734
80

—1

—%
—%

—

+2

—1!4
—%
—%
—
— 154
—%
54
—%
— 34
—%
—%

Curb Issues Off Slightly
Net

High Low Close Change
Montgomery, Ala.
•
Costello
Barrymore Sentry Safety .... 15/16 15/16 15/16—1/16
Dolores
3
2%
2% — %
Richard A. Rowland denies those spent two days here as the guest of Sonotone
Technicolor
3034
29% 29% —134
reports linking him with a Paramount the local exchange manager on her Trans -Lux
454
4%
4% — %
deal.
way back to the coast from Warm
•
Gains Spot Dag In Bonds
Springs.
Net
Herbert J. Yates will sail tomorMark A. Fuller has purchased the
High Low Close Change
row for England on laboratory mat- Lyric at Baldwin from J. Ryson.
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40. ... 30
29
29%
ters.
R. J. Stephens has closed the Ma+%
General Theatre
•
ringusin in the Louisiana town of that
—
Equip. 6s '40 ctf 30
28
28
%
Freddie Bartholomew, still weak name.
Keith B. F.
—1
95
6s '46
95
95
from a bad cold, visited the U. A.
D. B. Fisher has acquired the Lake
Loew's 6s '41 ww
home offices yesterday.
at Lake Providence, La.
deb rig-hts .. ..102§! 102§£ 102§| —3/32
ferred to

arrive later.

Paramount B'way

THE

WAS H

Lincoln Bans "Annie"
Lincoln,

Able Davis, manager of the Salt
City
Mercury exchange, is

.

Mr.

1)

Bridgeport house and will be followed
by the "Wife Vs. Secretary" single
feature program.
The Loew's home office explained
the policy with the statement that
while "Country Doctor" is recognized
as an outstanding picture, not more
than three or four features a year
arc considered strong enough to play
New England spots such as the Poli
locations on a single bill.

Lake

yester- traveling through southern Colorado
A. W. Smith, Jr., and New Mexico.
Lon T. Fidler, general manager
preceded him by a few days, having
and president of the Denver and Salt
taken the air route.
Lake City Distinctive Screen Attrac•
Marc Lachman, just back from tions, Inc., has returned from a month
Hollywood, has moved his offices from in Salt Lake City.
Maurice Lowrey of Los Angeles is
the Paramount Bldg. to Park Ave.
now on the selling staff of the U. A.
•
Louis Frisch and Lou Weinberg exchange.
Ben Fish, district manager for
returned yesterday from two weeks
U. A., is visiting Al Hoffman, local
at Miami. Are their faces brown?
manager, with W. B. Bromfield, pub•
Jock Lawrence, head of United licity manager in the middle west.
•
Artists' publicity on the coast, left
Orleans
. .
for the studios over the week-end.
•
Dick Samuels has been named
Lou Anger is in from Hollywood. manager of the Palace. He succeeds
Joseph M. Schenck is scheduled to H. J. Hury, who has been trans-

bath ot course

"Country Doctor" On
Loew-Poli Dual Bill

the-

Gradwell Sears returned

day from the

all with

vear's schedule.

atre in Salida, Col., soon.

sessions.

•

Single Rooms from $4
Double Rooms from $6

this

Fox Corp., has referred the action to the
man- producer, suggesting that objection-

ager and booker for G. B., succeeding

ness

GREAT EVENTS OCCUR
AND INTERNATIONAL
PERSONAGES RESIDE

productions instead of research. This,
according to Cooper, shortly will be
unnecessary.
Next year's Pioneer program will
include a fantasy, if Cooper's present
plans materialize, but he will not attempt anything like "King Kong" on

(Continued from page

Harvey B. Newins will leave next Lee Rinker, who resigned.
Ross Labart will open his new
Monday for Asheville, N. C, for a

„

main

•

Charles Stern, southern division
Former Senator James A. Reed has
manager for U. A. got back yesterday returned to Kansas City after spend-

couple of rounds of golf between busi-

WHERE

(Continued from page 1)

expense charged against color
So much so that he's sent out tele- has been the result of ignorance, acgrams to the press telling of the cording to Cooper. Extensive experi"standing room" crowds and that the ment with lighting and textures have
picture "looks like one of the biggest of necessity been charged to individual

A

•

Frank

Y.

1936

.

Robert

Stern,
correspondent, and

Columbia

four,

charge

Illinois.

(.Continued from

CHARLES EINFELD

J

10,

Cooper Sees Color

Personal

A HENIE, the Norwegian S
SON
champion skater, arrives on the He

(Continued from page 1)

Tuesday, March

M-G-M Club
I

N

GTO

N

,

D.C

Will Dance

M-G-M's Pep Club will hold a dinner-dance at the Astor on March 27.
The affair will be staged in the roof
garden.

Greta Garbo

Sails

Today

Stockholm, Sweden, March 9.
Greta Garbo will leave here tomorrow aboard the Drottmnghohn for
New York.

3s '55

Paramount
6s '55

RKO

6s

Warner
'39

wd

56%

56%

56%

88%

88%

88%

76

76

+1

90

90

—2

Pict.

'41 pp.... 76
Bros. 6s

91%

(Quotations at close of March 9)

+%
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SUPREX
TYPE ARCS

hWM

IN

OPERATION

TTHE
1

Suprex High Intensity Arc has
been acclaimed as "the outstanding

achievement of years"

the

in

field

of

motion picture projection.

The development of
type

of

carbon

arc

by

A

snow white light that gives clarity and
depth to black and white productions,

this

improved

and natural color values

the

National

and sequences.

Carbon Company Research Laboratories
puts High Intensity Projection within the
economic reach of theatres of small and
moderate size.

A
which

of

brilliancy

allows

screen

sufficient

lighting in the theatre
vision from the

Take advantage of the patronage drawing power of

this

moment

NATIONAL
PROJECTOR

color features

in

CARBONS

illumination

supplementary
for

comfortable

of entrance.

superior projection

light.

f

SUPREX CARBONS
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,

INC.

Carbon Sales Di vision , Cleveland, Ohio
Unit of Union Carbide

Branch Sales Offices:

New York

MH^

and Carbon Corporation
Chicago
San Francisco

Pittsburgh

THERE IS A NATIONAL
PROJECTOR CARBON FOR
EVERY PROJECTION LAMP

—

RUN

HIT and

DRIVER
the Greatest Exploitation Short
Subject that has ever swept the Nation!
is

IT

GETS EXTRA RECEIPTS!

drawing more people
into theatres than any short now being
shown! That's a large statement but you'll

This Short Subject

is

find out for yourself. Circus

it,

sensation-

your lobby, advertise it, make use of
the ready-made exploitation.

5.

Police Chiefs

—American

Legion

Posts and Motor Vehicle Commissioners throughout the country have
been advised by their national officials
to get behind local showings.
(See

Campaign Book

for other tie-ups)

alize

IMAGINE SUCH TIE-UPS!
1.

2.

Scripps-Howard newspapers will cooperate with theatres in towns where
they have newspapers.

You

supply of a special
poster prepared by the Automobile
will receive a

Manufacturers Association which
you

will receive gratis.

NEWS & EDITORIAL

The National Headquarters of the
A.A.A. Auto Clubs have requested
local Auto Clubs to lend their sup-

"Every theatre in the United States,
Canada, Mexico and everywhere else
where there are roads and cars ought to
show Hit and Run Driver
punchy,
remarkable and an indelible lesson to
drivers and the general public".

port

when

the picture

is

being shown.

.

.

— Omaha

.

National Safety Council Bulletin
Boards in 15,000 of the largest plants
and factories throughout the country

"One

of the most timely compelling features of its kind ever made
interesting
and filled with drama". ..Washington Times
.

.

.

.

.

Run

Driver.

.

.

the guy who could sit unit is the guy who could
detector
George Walcott

"... a pip

.

.

.

moved through

cheat a lie
.
gives a great performance".
.

.

— Hollywood Reporter
.

.

"Superb ... a builder of screen prestige
should be put before the eyes of every

.

.

.

and pedestrian

in the world".
—Motion
Herald

driver

.

.

Picture

"Absorbing
cleverly built up
George Walcott a real
.

home

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

drives

'find' "...

—Film Daily

human drama

told with
a stark realism. ..cannot fail to impress"...

"Forceful

.

.

.

— Motion

.

.

.

Picture Daily

GET PRESS-SHEET TODAY!

A

complete campaign book

you. Get

it

and

this attraction

see

how

is

easy

ready for
to put

it is

over for real profits!

"flit-

and-Run Driver" is the fourth of M-G-M's
famed "Crime Doesn't Pay Series" typical

The Trade Press

will display a special poster plugging

Hit and

.

—

.

"One of the most effective safety editorials
dramatized on the screen
one of the
year's most important short films".
Kansas City journal-Post
Jolts

.

News-Bee

.

4.

.

.

.

.

George Walcott is
Robert Taylor plus".
New York Morning Telegraph

FLASHES!

.

3.

end, either end

of the practical, show-building quality of
"Will

make your

hair stand right out

on

M-G-M's money-making

Shorts.

MOTION PICTURE
Picture
industry

NO.

39.

NEW

59

Columbia May

Making
Films Abroad

Columbia is discussing plans to
produce in England, it was revealed
yesterday with the arrival on the lie

pictures in London, Joseph Seidelman.
head of the company's foreign activities, stated that this was the purpose

Friedman's

11,

For 10% Tax
On Theatres
Levy Expected to Yield
$2,000,000 Annually

—A

trip.

company

the parent
distributes

Colodis, S. A.,
for Osso, which

Columbia
product
in
France, Belgium and North Africa.
Seidelman, Friedman and Pincus
will leave next week for Hollywood
to confer with Harry and Jack Cohn.
It was stated that at the coast meetings details pertaining to the number
of pictures, the studio to be leased and
{Continued on page 16)

Federal Board

NRA

Get
.

May

Function
10.

—Legisla-

Federal Trade Commission with functions formerly conducted by the
may be incorporated in a bill extending the powers
the commission, under consideration
today at an executive session of the
Senate Interstate Commerce
Comtion vesting the

NRA

M

mittee.

Suggested

by

Ascap Stand

On

By CLARENCE LINZ
Washington, March 10. Representatives of Ascap, who for the past

—

Senator

King

of

plan would enable the
commission to cooperate with trade
and industries in the adoption of voluntary agreements for the conduct of
the

business.
Any agreements made with
the commission might provide for "the
(Continued on page 18)

other

users

—

10.
The apof members of
Congress to become involved in controversies over trade practices was
seen today in questions asked by members of the Pettengill sub-committee
in charge of block booking legisla-

parent disinclination

tion.

Copyright

two weeks have attacked screen and

Washington, March

Utah,

Washington, March

Duffy Fights

of

their

material

before

House Patents Committee, were
attacked in turn today as the committee began to hear Ascap's opponents
on copyright legislation.
It became apparent early today that
if
as much time were to be given
each opposing group as has been
granted Ascap, the taking of testimony would not be completed before
the end of April and it would be
practically impossible to enact any
the

Assured by representatives of the
producers and independent exhibitors
that the economic question was the
most important one involved and that
film improvement would be secured
only indirectly, Representative Cooper
of Ohio declared that if this were so,
millions
of
people throughout the
country have been deceived, for most
of the communications reaching him
on the subject have stressed the moral
question.

The

of a number
to the legislation

testimony

women opposed

of

was

was not until today that the committee
consented to listen to Senator Duffy
of Wisconsin, author of the bill passed

heard.
They were unanimous in the
declaration
that
the
organizations
which they represent were obtaining
the films they wanted with little difficulty.
At this point Chairman Pettengill remarked that it now appeared
that the "only question is whether it
is necessary to implement local public
opinion by some legislation or whether
it can be done in some other way."
Witnesses who objected to the bill,
all of whom had appeared before the

(Continued on page 15)

(Continued on page 15)

legislation this session.
Reversing the usual practice of hearing proponents of legislation first, it

Branches

Jersey Moves

Congressmen Seem Averse
To Move Against Booking

and Charles A.

in All

TEN CENTS

Accompanying Friedman were Alex
G. Pincus, president,
Buerk, a director of

the In

1936

A temporary stay restraining both the city and distributors from
levying or collecting the two per cent sales tax on film rentals
was granted to the I.T.O.A. yesterday by the Appellate Division,
pending the determination by that court of an appeal from the
city comptroller's decision holding film rentals to be subject to
the tax.
The I.T.O.A. action was brought by Harlou and Quinral, Inc.,
operators of Brooklyn theatres. Hearing on their appeal has been
placed on the Appellate Division calendar for March 20.
The
theatres' opposition to the sales tax is independent of that being
conducted by distributors, who recognize an appeal being taken
by the United Artists exchange as a test case.

Friedman Here to Talk
Over the Details

de France of Joseph Friedman, in
charge of sales for the company in
England and the continent.
Although Friedman would not discuss the Columbia plans for making

YORK, WEDNESDAY, MARCH

Temporary Stay Halts City's
Sales Tax Levies Upon Films

Start

of

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti

VOL.

Alert,

Trenton, March 10.
10 per cent
tax on the gross receipts of all amusements has been agreed upon by a joint
House and Senate Emergency Relief
Committee, it was revealed here today.
The new levy is estimated to produce $2,000,000 and is based on reports by the Department of Commerce
that amusement receipts in the state
totaled in excess of $19,000,000 last
year.
With the introduction of the tax
measure in the Assembly tonight, sufficient votes have been pledged to
pass the levy under suspension of the
rules to prevent opposition organizing
against it.
The tax would go into
effect April 15 and would be payable

monthly.
Charitable and religious performances would be exempt.
Legislators
today declared the tax would be ap(Continued on page 18)

Fligelstone

Named

CEA

President of

By BRUCE ALLAN
London, March 10.— T. H.

Fligel-

stone,
former vice-president,
was elected president of the

today
C.E.A.
without opposition at the annual meet-

ing of the organization.
Metcalfe defeated E. J.
the vice-presidency.

Charles

Hings

P.
for

The London Home Counties Branch
moved to amend the rules so as to
include among the objects of the association the provision that "film rentals paid

the

by members

shall not

maximum sums

fixed
time by the council."
of a vote on the question
pected to be available for
to come.
to

exceed

from time

The

result

not exsome time

is

About 1,000, a record number, were
present at the banquet tonight at Gros-

W. E. Reports 1935
Legion Approves 13 venor House.
Speigelberg Will
Net of $2,620,279
Decide Steuer Fee
Additional Pictures Lichtman, Quimhy,
Western Electric sales increased to
Of 20 pictures added to the National
Supreme Court Justice Speigelberg
$105,417,000 for
a gain of ap- will act as referee
the determina- Legion of Decency List during the
Both Sick with Flu
proximately
1935,-

15 per cent over the pre-

vious year. This, with other income
from subsidiaries and affiliated companies, produced a net of $2,620,279
which was carried to surplus. This
compares with a deficit of $7,751,548
for

1934.

Total
listed.

294,326.

of $273,666,079
are
1934 the total was $306,-

assets

For

in

Max

tion of fees to be paid
D. Steuer
for legal services to the M. & S. circuit in a recent contractual dispute

past week, 13 were classified as unobjectionable for general patronage, six
were grouped as unobjectionable for

with RKO.
Steuer was

adults,

retained by M. & S.
the circuit brought its case before a group of arbitrators. He spent
several weeks on the matter and presented a bill for $150,000. M. & S.
(Continued on page 16)

when

and one was noted as objec-

tionable in part.
The additions of the week,
classifications,

and their
were: Class A, Section

1, Unobjectionable for General Patronage
"The Call of the Prairie,"

—

(Continued on page 16)

Al Lichtman, special assistant
Nicholas M. Schenck, and Fred

Quimby, short subject

M-G-M,
the

are

in

the

sales
sick

to
C.

head for
bay with

flu.

Lichtman has been home since last
Thursday and is not expected back at
his office until next week.
Quimby,
who was down with the flu, on the
(Cwtinned on page

18)
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Warners Institute
21 New Music Suits
An

additional

infringement of

were

21

alleging

actions

Warner music copy-

against radio stations
in various parts of the country yesterday by Warner music publishing subsidiaries.
The new suits ask a total
of $90,750 damages.
With the filing of yesterday's actions the total number of Warner
rights

music

filed

infringement

against radio

The

97.

stations

Warner

pending

suits

was raised

music

to

companies

also have instituted actions against
10
York hotels and cafes. Radio
stations which were named
as
defendants in the actions filed yesterday

New

KSCJ, KTRH, WHAS, KVOR,
WBRC, WALA, KLRA, WSBT,
WREC, WCAO, WBT, KWKH,
WQAM, WFBL, WSJS, WWL,
WJR, WOCL and WSOC.
are

Warners

stated yesterday that a
239 radio stations have been
licensed to broadcast its music.

total of

Consolidated Net Is

Up

Consolidated Film Industries reported a net profit for 1935 of $1,077,450, after depreciation, interest, Federal income taxes and other deductions.

net

of

The

report compares
$917,160 for 1934.

with a

Hollywood

if

anyone

.

.

.

T

He would

completely overturn
the existing order of sales, predicating his theory on the gentle
and considerate observation, often
slightly overlooked, that the exhibitor has the right to live.
Where, as all and sundry are
aware full well, the theatre operator now guarantees the distributor that the latter will come out
and both share when there are
grosses to share, Mayer would
do this

Fix

the

exhibitor's

profit,

MPPDA

rent, overhead,

and the

carrying charges

Guarantee him

like.

his net.

—

Set up a rising scale after
the theatre's end and compute the distributor's earnings
from that point on.
In other words, place the
gamble on the distributor, not
on the exhibitor, and let the
draw of the product determine

—

the issue.

.

.

.

T
talking now
"This is the answer on returns to the producer and distributor on pictures like 'MuBounty.'
tiny on the
shouldn't the producer get his
just reward for pictures of such
calibre? The plan, guaranteeing the exhibitor his normal
profit, will profit the producer
in direct ratio to the quality of
the product he turns out. If
merit is lacking, it is the producer who would take it on the
chin, and he should. The one
stipulation I would make would
concern the honesty of the exhibitor which, of course, must
be beyond question. The idea

Mayer

Why

would apply

B

to

A

houses and to

theatres as well."

.

.

.

T
All of this came about through
a question. It was "What is the
:

Meeting Set

the
30.
all

of the board of

M.P.P.D.A. will be held March
Reports from Will H. Hays and
department heads will
covering the year's

sented,

be

pre-

activities.

Whatever roars develop
New York lair when
such eyes as Al
this reaches
Lichtman's and Felix Feist's, not

for making superlative
attractions in a double feature

market ?"

Mayer's answer was

We

"I don't know.
are getting
our share, but it is not all that
we should." The verbal revolution followed immediately there-

Eddie

to overlook Bill Rodgers',

Saunders' and Tom Connors',
may be mere shouts and murmurs
by comparison with exhibitor re-

Be

action.

patient.

.

.

.

T
acknowledgment, top all others in
this gold-paved countryside, inquiry about the speculative outcome of more and more expensive
negatives stacked up as a logical
something to ask the generalissimo of the Metro domain.

"They're mounting and mounting" this with emphasis "but I

—

—

know where it all will end,"
was Mayer's judgment. "I do
don't

know, on the other hand, that
whatever is in this business is in
the product. You may not have
heard that we once destroyed a
$500,000 negative because we
were not satisfied with the results and did it over again. The
picture
was 'Prosperity' with

Marie Dressier. The
.

.

rest

is

his-

.

T
English competition is being
felt in Hollywood, it is Mayer's

He sees the industry
opinion.
there growing and finds as a contributing factor of import the
manner in which the British government stands behind its film
business. "In this country, the
Government blocks the industry,"
he remarked, thereby emphasizing his long-known allegiance to
the Republican party. His reference was to taxation, but our own
interest was far more directly concerned with the status of producand future, as
tion,
present
Mayer envisioned it.
.

.

.

T
He

inordinately
and justifiably, proud of his company's record in the hazardous
field of manufacturing entertainment. Facts to prove his point
is,

of course,

fall easily from ready lips.
"We
have survived the death of Lion
Chaney, of Marie Dressier, our
biggest drawing card, and Thal-

berg's
virtual
inactivity
for
eighteen months due to sickness.
With the most formidable array
of starring talent in Hollywood,
we are continuing our endeavors
along those lines. This Metro
family sticks together, as you are
aware. Shearer, Crawford, Garbo
and the others have been on this
lot for years. Yet it is my opinion, that, in addition to the veterans, we have on hand an equally
impressive group of newcomers.
Take a look for yourself. There
are Eleanor Powell, Rosalind

Freddie Bartholomew,
Luise Rainer wait until you see

Russell.

1936

Cagney Cancellation
Arguments Offered
Los Angeles, March
— Ruling

—

that the evidence bears out the claim
of James Cagney that Jack Warner
promised that the studio would not require more than four Cagney pictures
annually, Judge Charles I. Bogue today heard argument of counsel on the
legal aspects affecting the cancellation
of the Cagney contract.
W. I. Gilbert, Cagney attorney,
cited numerous cases in which the
courts have cancelled contracts signed
with oral reservations. J. Ray Files

answered

Since Metro's costs, by popular

tory."

II,

10.

i

after taking full cognizance of

reward

The annual meeting

KANN
after.

should consider such a political
philosophy, has furnished this correspondent with his journey's
outstanding surprise. L. B. knows
his dramatics, off and on celluloid, but, within this knowledge,
never has sprung a viewpoint
more punctuated with revolution
and departure from the accepted
than that which now follows.

47

N. Y., under Act of March

City,

of

Outlook
from Leo's

orthodoxy by the

throat and silencing its last
B.
protesting
Louis
gurgle,
Mayer, easily first candidate for

Endre

II,

10.

Wednesday, March

this

argument by making

a

plea for the sanctity of written instru-

Judge Bogue interrupted him,
stating that the evidence in the case
indicates that neither of the parties
seemed to hold contracts sacred, and
supported this statement by recalling
the testimony of Warner in which he

ments.

admitted tearing up previous Cagney
contracts.

Following the conclusion of the
argument tomorrow, it is possible that Judge Bogue will render
final judgment in the case from the
•

Files

bench.

Fabian

Continue
Amateurs After Row
to

Amateur shows

will be continued at

the Fox, Brooklyn, despite the noisy
demonstration at the theatre Monday
night which was followed by the arrest of eight persons, Simon Fabian,
operator of the house, stated yesterday.
Fabian regards the non-professional
talent as a big drawing card and has
no intention of discontinuing the performances. The shows are broadcast

every week.
In addition to this type of show,
Fabian tonight will put on "Husbands
and Wives," with professional talent,
to be broadcast over WOR.

Kelly Going to Mexico
Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president of
U. A. in charge of foreign sales exclusive of England and the continent,
will leave Saturday for Mexico City
on the first lap of a six-month tour
of branches under his supervision.
From Mexico City he will go to Panama and then Havana. Walter Gould,

who

recently returned from a sevenmonth trip to South America, will accompany Kelly.

—

her in 'The Great Ziegfeld' Bill
Powell and the new starring team
of MacDonald and Eddy.
What
other studio can point to a record
of such star development?"
.

On manpower, Mayer was

.

.

as

decidedly emphatic. When he declared there was no replacement
for brains, he trod on ground
that brooked no argument. "We
have plenty around here, but I
would hire more if I knew where
to find them. This aggravating,
worrisome job of making pictures
is
no single man's task. Alert
thinking power is an invaluable
and necessarv adjunct. It's one
of Hollywood's greatest problems
to find it. There couldn't possibly be too much of it on any
one lot. I've been at this a long
time. I know."

—

.

.

.

SOME
EXCITEMENT!
I

HAD AN

IDEA

AND
SOLD

m

(

m

*

m

JUST
IT

FOR

$750,00022!"
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And

that's just

a

sample of the mail
that began to pile
in

Like the line at your box-office

when you

play an

M-G-M

picture,

the idea grew bigger and bigger
until today

it

represents

WORTH OF NEWSPAPER
PROMOTION IN BACK
OF ONE PICTURE!
It's

even more interesting

as you go along

—

"SHE'S

GOT
*750,000.
AND IT'S ALL
FOR YOU!

SMALL TOWN
GIRL

is

of

the first

my

I

"CAMPAIGN
SERIES" fnctures for 1035-36!'

A
SERIAL STORY
PUBLISHED AS
(Complete novel length)

in 143 of the leading
big and little city newspapers in the United
States and Canada!
IT IS

THE GREATEST

NEWSPAPER PRO-

MOTION

TIE-UP
(direct to your public) EVER
ACCOMPLISHED IN

THE HISTORY OF

ANY INDUSTRY!

143

GREAT PAPERS

AND PROMOTED
to

28,970,000

IT

readers

of delivery trucks of

i

The Chicago

Times'. High power promotion!

1

ADVERTISED

LOOK OVER OUR
SHOULDER WHILE

WE READ
OUR MAIL!

"We have gone at it in a'
big way, believing implicitly in its

DALLAS

value

and wotth
'

*
to us and also with the
desire to do our part in publicizing
so that your firm may benefit when

MORNING

the story goes

NEWS
—

24 SHEET SMASH
for a newspaper serial story. No
wonder the story went over in sensational fashion!
The Dallas News used 27 stands; 25 for The Fort Smith
Record; 11 for the Denver Rocky Mountain News; 11
BaltiEvansville Press; 10 — Indianapolis News; 36
more Sun; 15 Syracuse Post Standard; 50 Cincinnati
Post; 24
Portland Oregonian; and hundreds more!

—

—

—

—

—

Newspapers of the
nation set a blistering

pace for

showmen

to

These lads in
the newspaper business

follow!

are

master-

showmen

evidenced by the
smash campaigns they
put in back of the

as
<dP*^Utemarkable Serial Ston

BEN AMES WIUIAMS

SMALLTOWN GIRL
serial

story.

The

ex-

amples illustrated here

were reproduced

in

on the

—Boston

screen."
(Mass.) Traveler

"The publicity material already received is the best, I believe, that I
have ever seen sent out for a serial.
We expect to use a good deal of it."
The Lexington (Ky.) Herald

—

company is to be con«
on the extremely effective
methods you are employing to promote your pictures and I think I can
"I

think your

gratulated

add it is doing a much finer job along
these lines than any company in the
business." S. H. Fabian, Fabian Theatres

—

"I am more than willing to fall in
step with the idea as I feel the way
you have set it up, it has real value
beyond that usually obtained from
ordinary movie serializations."
Mort Blumenstock, Warner Bros. Circuit

—

should like to tell you that I think
plan of yours of tying up with
leading newspapers for the presentation of quality story material that
is to be made into motion pictures
is one of the finest publicity thoughts
I have ever had passed on to me to
"I

this

aid in selling pictures."
—J.J. Parker, Broadway Theatre, Portland,, Ore.
"I take this opportunity

you that

of advising

this story created

no end

of interest among our readers. Many
persons advised us that it was the
best story we had published in

— Winnipeg (Can.) Free Press

months."

am

city.

planning to spend a considamount of money in the
promotion of this in billboards,

undone

radio, sampling, in addition to getting out about two thousand dodgers

"I

erable

practically every

Nothing

left

make the nation
read this story! AND

to

THIS

PROMOTION

RESENTS
4

PAGE TABLOID

HERALD —hundreds
of thousands of

them used by the
Des Moines Tribune,
Knoxville NeivS'Sentinel
and Dallas 'News.

IIIBIlliTlf"""

$750,000

REP-

OF

NEWSPAPER SPACE
AND OTHER FORMS OF
ADVERTISING!

about the story which will be disthroughout the State of
Baltimore (Md.) Sun
Maryland.

tributed

'

"Let

me

—

take this opportunity to

compliment you and M-G-M on the
very fine program of promotion arranged for this story."
—Mansfield (Ohio) News-Journal

THE PICTURE
IS COMINQ TO

YOU — read

on!

HERE ARE THE PAPERS
that will have run the story

when you

get the picture!

MOTION
THAT

PICTURE

PROMOTION

MONEY COULDN'T

BUY!

The list on the facing page is impressive with names
of the country's leading newspapers. Many of them
have never before even considered a tie-up of this
nature. M-G-M's "Campaign Series" pictures are of
such stature, and their presentation in serial form
by high-priced authors and artists is so glamorous
that they are regarded by first-class newspapers as
real circulation builders.

With these

stories

running

days and these newspapers attaining
a nationwide coverage never before even approximated, it's no wonder M-G-M's "Campaign Series" is
|fgf§|\\h ailed by exhibitors everywhere as one of the
for 20, 30 or 40

ost important

Thrilling

New

showmanship

ideas in

*

FLASH!

Newspapers left nothing
undone to promote the
reading of this story.
M-G-M supplied the
radio dramatizations to
the papers
papers

all

.

.

.

millions
did the rest
listened. ..which accounts
in part for the neat cir.

.

.

culation increases reported by many papers

when

the story started!

years.

Tribune Love Story Starts on This Page Today

BY BEN AMES WILLIAMS

^pRADIO

many

GREATEST OF ALL NEWSPAPER HOOK-UPS!
ALABAMA
Birmingham News

DISTRICT

OF COLUMBIA

Mobile Register

Montgomery Morning
and Evening Advertiser

ARIZONA

Smith Record
Pine BlufF Commercial

TENNESSEE

NEW YORK

Jacksonville Journal

Miami Morning

&

Evening

Herald

GEORGIA

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles Times
Monterey Peninsula Herald
Salinas Index-Journal

San Diego Union
San Francisco Chronicle
Santa Cruz Herald
Santa Maria Times
Watsonville Evening
Pajoronian

CANADA
Brandon {Manitoba) Sun
Calgary (Alta.) Albertan
Charlottetown (P. E. L)

Guardian

Chatham (Ont.) News
Edmonton (Alberta) Bulletin
Fort William (Ont.)
Times-Journal
Glace Bay (N. S.) Gazette
Halifax (N. S.) Herald
Hamilton (Ont.) Spectator
London (Ont.) Free Press
Montreal (Quebec) Weekly

Standard

Nanaimo

(B. C.) Free Press
(Ont.) Citizen
Regina (Sask.) Leader-Post,
Ltd.

Ottawa

Johns (Newfoundland)
Evening Telegram
Sherbrooke (Quebec) Daily
Record
Sydney (N. S.) Post Record
Toronto Evening Telegram
Truro (N. S.) News
St.

Vancouver (B. C.) Province
Winnipeg (Man.) Free Press
Co., Ltd.

COLORADO
Denver Rocky Mountain

News

CONNECTICUT
Waterbury Democrat

Albany Eve. News
Binghamton Sun
Buffalo Times
N. Y. Daily Mirror
Rochester Times Union
Syracuse Post Standard

Atlanta Constitution

Ft.

Bakersfield Californian
Hollister Free Lance

SOUTH DAKOTA
Aberdeen American

FLORIDA

Phoenix Republic

ARKANSAS

NEVADA
Las Vegas Age
Nevada State Journal

Washington Star

ILLINOIS

Champaign News-Gazette
Chicago Daily Times
Peoria Journal Transcript

INDIANA
Evansville Press
Indianapolis News

Terre Haute Tribune

NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte Observer
Durham Morning Herald
Rocky Mount Eve. Telegram

Wilmington Star-News
Winston-Salem Journal

& Star

IOWA

Wichita Eagle

KENTUCKY
Lexington Herald
Louisville Herald Post

MARYLAND
Baltimore Sun
Cumberland Evening Times

Fargo Forum

OHIO
Akron Times Press
Chillicothe News-Advertiser
Cincinnati Post
Cleveland Press

Columbus

Citizen

Fremont News
Mansfield News-Journal

Sandusky Star-Journal
Toledo News Bee
Youngstown Telegram

OKLAHOMA
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston Traveler
Lawrence Telegram

Daily Oklahoman (Okla.City)
6k Times

Tulsa World

MICHIGAN
Alpena News
Battle Creek Moon-Journal
Detroit Free Press
Flint Journal
Lansing State Journal
Petoskey Evening News

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis Star
Winona Republican-Herald

MISSOURI
Kansas City Star
St. Louis Post Dispatch

NEBRASKA
Omaha World

Herald

Knoxville News-Sentinel

Memphis Commercial Appeal
Nashville Tennessean

TEXAS
Amarillo News
Beaumont Enterprise-Journal
Dallas Morning News
El Paso World-News
Houston Post
San Antonio News
Wichita Falls Times Record

News

UTAH

NORTH DAKOTA

Davenport Daily Times
Des Moines Register Tribune

KANSAS

Chattanooga News

OREGON
Portland Oregonian

PENNSYLVANIA
Altoona Tribune
Erie Dispatch Herald
The Telegraph (Hamsburg)
Newspapers
Philadelphia Eve. Public

Ledger
Pittsburgh Press

Scran ton Republican
Wilkes Barre Eve. News

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston Eve. Post

Deseret (Salt Lake City)

News

VIRGINIA
Norfolk Ledger Dispatch
Richmond Times Dispatch

WASHINGTON
Aberdeen World
Bellingham Herald
Bremerton Daily News
Searchlight
Centralia Daily Chronicle
Everett Daily Herald
Daily (Olympia) Olympian

Times
Spokane Chronicle
Tacoma Times
Walla Walla Union
Wenatchee Daily World
Yakima Morning Herald

Seattle

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston Gazette
Clarksburg Telegram
Fairmont Times
Grafton News

Buckhannon (Grafton) Record
Martinsburg News
Morgantown Eve. Post
Wetzel (New Martinsville)
Republican

WISCONSIN
La Crosse Tribune
Wisconsin (Madison) State
Journal

Milwaukee Journal
Racine Journal Times

SMALL TOWN GIRL "Campaign Series"

V

AND NOW IT COMES
TO THE SCREENjust as 143

newspapers complete

their

publication

and promotion of the

story!

"Okay boys I Make
your date with
the Small

Town

Girl — the baby
with a $750,000

Starring

GAY NOR

^TAYLOR
with

IBINNIE BARNES
LEWIS STONE
ANDY DEVINE
ELIZABETH PATTERSON
•

•

FRANK
CRAVEN
FROM
BOOK
AMES

•

PRODUCED

•

THE

BY

BY

BEN

WILLIAMS

HUNT STROMBERG

JAMES STEWART
WELLMAN

DIRECTED BY WILLIAM
A M E T R O - G O L D W Y N - M AY
•

A.

E R

PICTURE

—and

then comes

HOOD

ROBIN
OF
1

- A GREAT
In line with
B.

Kyne

to

its

DORADO

EL

PETER

B.

//

KYNE SERIALIZATION!

names for its "Campaign Series," M-G-M engaged Peter
novelization of "Robin Hood of El Dorado."

policy of top

make

a

2 - NOW BEING READ BY MILLIONS!
Peter B. Kyne's serial story, illustrated by the

famed magazine

artist,

Herbert Morton

Stoops, appears daily in leading newspapers throughout the nation.

3— CREATING READY-MADE

AUDIENCE!

M-G-M

put behind "Small Town Girl" insures an
audience of uncounted millions for "Robin Hood of El Dorado."

The same

intensive promotion that

4— WARNER

BAXTER

AND

BIG CAST!

Ann

Loring, season's discovery, Bruce Cabot, Margo, J. Carroll Naish.
Directed by William A. Wellman. Picture based on Walter Noble Burns' novel.

Including

5 -WATCH M-G-M's "CAMPAIGN SERIES"
"Small Town Girl" and "Robin Hood of El Dorado" set a
Great Productions with Great Casts masterfully promoted.

new high in showmanship.
Watch them grow!

MOTION PICTURE
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Congressmen Seem Averse
To Move Against Booking
Ascap Stand

Duffy Fights

On Copyright
(Continued from page

1)

by the Senate, who denied
the allegation of Gene Buck, Ascap
president, that the bill had been dictated by the broadcasters and the powand rushed through the
trust
er
last session

Senate.

"The five men who drafted this bill
were absolutely impartial," the Sena"They had no axe to
tor asserted.
There is nothing to the silly
grind.
charge that the power trust had anything to do with this bill; it has received very emphatic approval from
many sources, except, of course, some
groups which have a selfish interest in
some phases of the existing law."
Duffy Aggressive
Senator
the start,
Duffy carried the fight into Ascap
territory, showing the committee a
number of letters on Ascap stationery
threatening small operators of restaurants, dance halls and similar places

Almost

from

with suits unless licenses were taken
out, to prove, he said, that Ascap has
done "some of these things they say
they don't do."
The Senate measure, he claimed,
will not deprive authors of any privileges they now have, and all the rights
of the author to assign his property
as he sees fit are provided for, and
those rights are provided for the auThe
thor rather than the publishers.
much-assailed provision including in
the right to produce a picture the
right to exhibit was defended by Duffy
as a safeguard for exhibitors from being held up by authors attempting to
collect at both ends and is designed
to prevent an author who has granted
film rights from preventing exhibi-

Declaring

Ascap has

monopolized

the hearings so far in a manner which
"might give the impression they are
the only ones concerned," Duffy defended the proposed elimination of
the $250 minimum damage clause,
pointing out that no other country has

such a penalty in its copyright law
and that to leave the determination
of damage penalties in the hands of
the courts would prevent intimidation
of users of music.

Infringement Guarded Against

"From the loud lamentations by representatives of the society, one would
think my bill gives the composers no
"It contains
redress," he commented.
adequate provision for infringements,
but removes a blackjack which enables
the society to levy an unconscionable
sum on users of music."
He added that the bill amply protects against piracy, including injunction
provisions for actual
clauses,
damages and recovery of infringers'
and punitive damages. Instead

recovery for infringeowners
copyright
ment,
he
said,
"would have the right to sue for as
of limiting the

as $1,000,000." He charged that
the $250 minimum clause has been
"flagrantly abused."
"I think it 's incorrect in considering copyright to consider only the persons who get the copyright," he told
the committee.
"I don't think the

much

on.

"Full cooperation in removing obwas reported by
Mrs. Alonzo Richardson of the Atlanta Board of Review.
She asserted
that "many mothers use theatres as
jectionable pictures,"

day nurseries."

Likened to Book-of-Month Club
Declaring that conditions

now

are

far different from those of a year ago
when the Pettengill bill was introduced, Mrs. Edward Barsham of Wilmington compared block booking of
pictures to Book-of-the-Month Clubs,
pointing out that in neither instance

did the purchaser know exactly what
he was getting, but depended upon the
reputation of those with whom he was
dealing.
Macon, Ga., theatre managers have

page 1)

and asserted that in the end the film
cost per year would be no greater.
He described block booking from the
independents' point of view, telling
the committee that the exhibitor was
forced, in 50 per cent of the cases,
to take all or none of a block of features and, in addition, was required
to take shorts and, if the producer had
one, a newsreel.
The four points on which the independents are attacking block booking,
he said, are that it is un-American,
forces the buying of poor box-office
films, deprives the exhibitor of worth
while product from sources other
than his blocks, and compels the playing of pictures against which there
may be a strong local objection, but
which he must play or pay for.
Yamins was questioned at length
by committee members concerning the
mechanical details of distribution and
the allocation of films to affiliated
houses.
He explained, adding finally,
"the only issue is whether the system
of block booking involves an unfair
trade practice and whether a continuance of that practice has such
an effect on the public as to require
legislative action."

Although

scheduled to get under
before a jury in the N. Y. Supreme Court yesterday, the suit filed
by Twentieth Century-Fox against
Springer & Cocalis for $18,000 allegedly due on overages from six pictures on a 1934-35 contract was put
over until today because of a crowded
calendar.
The distributor claims that the overages were to have been settled on
each picture played while the circuit
contends the contract was cumulative.
Both Sam Cocalis and Jack W.
Springer signed the pact.
E. C. Grainger, eastern division

way

for Twentieth Centuryslated to be the first witness
Harry H.
the case goes on.

head

sales

Fox,

is

when
Buxbaum, Joe Lee and Moe Sanders
of the New York exchange are also
Cocalis
prepared to take the stand.
Springer will be the first wit-

and

nesses

for the defense.

Because of the

litigation, the circuit this year did not buy Twentieth

Century-Eox.

Comerford Gets

/. T.

New

Executive Post

—

Scranton, March 10.
John T.
Comerford, nephew of M. E. Comerford and brother of the late M. B.
Comerford, has become supervisor of
all
Comerford neighborhood houses
Yamins
Lauds
Distributors
cooperated fully with her organization
from Forest City to Plymouth.
The distributors have a good disto improve the quality of films, it was
Comerford formerly was manager
said by Mrs. Pilcy Chestney of the tributing system, the witness admitted, of the Orpheum, Wilkes-Barre.
Better Films Committee of that city, but, he charged, the producers are
Other changes made by Frank C.
while Mrs. Ellsworth told of the suc- less efficient and a few men in Holly- Walker, vice-president, follow
cess which has been achieved by the wood determine what shall be seen
William Walsh, manager of the
Worcester Board of Review, much to by the people in the east, from where Strand and former assistant at the
Representative the money to make pictures comes. Penn, named manager of the Orgratification
of
the
Yamins interrupted his testimony pheum Paul Burke, assistant at the
Holmes, sub-committee member who,
as mayor of Worcester, created the to admit a talk by Miss Katherine Strand, named assistant at the OrLyford of Boston, representing the pheum Edward Lawler, Burgess of
board.
Miss Larksville and assistant manager at
Stressing the contention that block Massachusetts Civic League.
booking is a problem for the industry, Lyford read to the committee the the Irving, named manager of the
Mrs. Francis J. Flagg, of Newton, statement which she presented at the Strand William Keating, assistant at
;

;

;

Mass., declared that a change in the
system would not necessarily eliminate the films which the
women's organizations are fighting.
Admitting that enactment of the
legislation may result in an increase
in the cost of films to the exhibitor,
Nathan Yamins of Fall River, Mass.,
president of Allied, told the sub-committee that his independents were willing to pay more because they believed
that they would make more money

distribution

tion.

profits,

ft om

(Continued

Senate sub-committee, were agreed
that block booking is a trade practice
of no importance to those who are
seeking better films, and, it was declared by Mrs. Samuel A. Ellsworth
of Worcester, Mass., few people outside the industry know what block
booking is, and that organizations
frequently vote condemnation of it
without knowing what they are voting

20th-Fox and S. & C.
Trial Is Postponed

Senate hearings, after attacking the
statements made by the group of
women who testified against the bill
earlier in the day.
In answer to a
question of Representative
Cooper
as to whether the elimination of block
booking will mean the elimination of
bad pictures a query he has propounded to practically every witness
Miss Lyford expressed the opinion
that it would be the "first step" toward
such a result.

—

courts would hold that you must not than 350 people would be affected by
consider the great mass of people who such importations.
Representatives of the broadcasters
are the consuming public. It is up to
Congress to see that the consuming will appear before the committee topublic has some protection."
morrow to reply to charges of Ascap
Duffy declared he believed Buck, officials that they are trying to get
Nathan Burkan and E. C. Mills of music for nothing and have practiced
Ascap mistaken in their statements widespread piracy.
about the use of the $250 clause. "The
people of my state are very resentful
and I think there is a reason for it,"
Boston, March 10. An investigahe said. He challenged the claim of
tion started at State
headthe three that the clause will put
quarters here will probe into the acAscap out of business.
tivities which disrupted the Federal
Members of the committee clashed theatre program in Massachusetts,
with Duffy on his advocacy of adresulting in the suspension of Hiram
herence to the Berne Convention on
Motherwell, regional director, and
the ground that a number of European
Laurence Hanson, state director.
countries
now discriminate against

Probe

American authors
Chairman Sirovich

and

composers.
objected because under the convention the importation of books printed abroad
would be permitted, although Duffy
contended that the Department of
Labor had estimated that not more
also

WPA

Theatre

—

the

Strand

pheum

—

;

named

assistant

at

the

William Holmes of the Ornamed assistant manager at

the Irving.

Comerford will be given a testimonial dinner in Wilkes-Barre within
the next two weeks.

Chicago Bank Night
Pulls 10,000

Crowd

Chicago, March 10.—With $1,100 as
the Bank Night prize at the Avalon

more than 10,000' people
Through the use of the
matinee plan this great number of

recently,
attended.

admissions were taken in and broke
all
records for one day's business
there.

At 4 o'clock
available

home

in

Warner

office

had

the afternoon all
theatre men at the

been

service to help handle

WPA

Frank Lloyd Re-Signed

Sterling,

pressed

into

the crowds.

"Fauntleroy" Is Held
The

first two spots to play
Lord Fauntleroy" will hold the

a

second week,

according to

"Little
picture

U. A.

theatres are the State, Miami
Beach, and the Erlanger, Philadelphia.

The

Milbury in Clinton Spot

L. A. Wilmot Milbury, who will
Lloyd has been signed to a new three- give up operation of the Topaz,' Highyear contract with Paramount.
He bridge, N. Y., has taken a lease on
will head his own producing unit and the Music Hall, Clinton, N. J., which
he will begin operating next month.
is slated to make four a year.

Hollywood,

March

10.

Frank

MOTION PICTURE
Wednesday, March
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Columbia May

Making
Films Abroad

Start

(Continued from page 1)
the stars to appear in the films will

he decided upon.
Friedman intends

weeks on

this

to

four

spend

side of the ocean.

In

a day or so he will go to Montreal.

Commenting on

business conditions
the Columbia foreign executive stated they are very
good and that all of the 4,500 theaAll
tres are open and doing well.
releases are distributed in England
and on the Continent, he said.
likewise,
was optimistic
Pincus,
about general business in France,
Belgium and North Africa, adding
that no theatres are closed. He stated
in

his

that

territories,

Adolph Osso

is

expected to

come

over shortly.

On

same boat was Laudy Lawrence, general manager for M-G-M
in Europe.
He denied any knowledge
the

the threatened boycott in BarceHome
lona affecting his company.
office executives last week stated they
had received a protest from every
theatre owner in Barcelona and that
the matter had been cabled to Lawrence, who turned it over to one of

Lawrence was met at the pier by
his mother, who came on from Miami
for the occasion, and Mort Spring
and David Blum.
Sonja Henie, Norwegian skating
champion, was another passenger. She
said she had received offers from
M-G-M, Paramount and other producers, but has not made up her mind
which one to take.
She added she
will leave for Hollywood in 10 days.
Alex Yokel, producer of "Three Men
on a Horse," returned from London
after attending a premier of the play.

Morris Agency

to

Move

The William Morris agency, now
located in the Mayfair Theatre Bldg.,
next month will move to the 28th
floor of the
Bldg.

RKO

•

Overnight by

AIR EXPRESS
Wipe out

the handicap of time
and distance — use Air Express.
Order by wire or phone and Air
Express will bring any shipment
to you 2,500 miles overnight.

Prompt pick-up and

Bernard

department.

licity

publicity head for Florenz
ZiegfELD for a number of years, is
now a member of Howard Dietz's
force and will handle publicity on
"The Great Ziegfeld," which opens
Easter Week at the Astor.
•
Frank Durkee and his party which
came from Baltimore to attend the

Railway Express Agency

in

ahead of the others.

•

Sam Warshawsky's
man

.

The
when

action involving
the Apollo and

further held that
these theatres was

play,

is

•

wife of the comic,

outward bound on that

boat,

e

Harold Kemp, who

will handle the

west coast agency for F.

&

M., will

plane.

awarded

RKO

theatres, has gone
Philadelphia on exploitation work.
Mrs. H. M. Addison, wife of the
Loew's eastern division manager, has

publicity for
to

California.

to

Springs, Ark., where he spent a threevacation.
•

•
not expected

back from Washington until tomorrow.
•
Bob Benjamin is back from the
coast with a mild sunburn.

suffered the loss of his teeth recently and the illness that followed
kept him from the office several days.
E. R. Cummings, district manager
for A. H. Blank, last week made his

on Nebraska houses in many
of his towns having been
inaccessible by train or auto.
Jerry Spandau, Universal branch
manager, surprised film friends when
he cooked a bang-up meal at a stag
affair at his home.
Charles
Schlaifer,
Tri-States
publicity man, unveiled as the "man of
mystery" who has been broadcasting
a 15-minute period of chatter about
first calls

the papers.

•
.

.

.

Moe

Silver hies

back to

the decision.

in

S.

'

down

for

March

23.

Legion Approves IS
Additional Pictures
1)

"Hair Trigger Casey," "Heroes of the
Range," "Little Red School House,"
"Little Lord Fauntleroy," "Laughing
Irish Eyes," "The Red River Valley,"
"Song and Dance Man," "Three Godfathers," "Wildcat Saunders."
Class
A, Section 2, Unobjectionable for
Adults "Knockout" (German), "La
Bonheur"
(French), "La Marcia"
(Italian),
"Lordagskvallar" (Swed-

—

ish), "Zigeunerliebe"

(German). Class

B, Objectionable in Part

— "Liebelei."

Wall Street
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Slightly
Net
High Low Close Change

Columbia, vtc
3754
Columbia, pfd .... 4754
Consolidated Film 65i
Consolidated,

atre operator, has been in town for
several days booking stage talent.
Shulgold, of the Monarch
exchange, was honor guest at a stag
banquet the other night. He's to be

Max
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Paramount
Paramount
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Jimmy Balmer
after
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tures 6s
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6s

Warner

15.

pfd.. 19

Eastman Kodak... 154

Pittsburgh

Harry Kalmine and Ben Kalmenson are in New York working on
some new booking deals.
Tim Kearse, West Virginia the-

married March
today.

M. &

M,

week

is

to

This money, it was stated, has not
been turned over to the independent
circuit.
The hearing has been set

—

Schaefer

a

have received
which had been

(Continued from page

William F. Rodgers and William
A. Scully of M-G-M are due back
today from Washington.
a
Joe Vogel will take up the dust of
the city again next Monday when he
returns from Miami.
film stars.
o
Ted Emerson, manager of the
Ken Murray and his stooge, Sassafrass, start work today on a Vita- Omaha, spotted a 94-year-old woman
phone two reeler at the Brooklyn plant. at "Rose Marie" the first film she
had seen. Her last show of any kind
•
was "Uncle Tom's Cabin" in 1905.
Majrvin Schenck is back from Hot The story made considerable space in

J.

as

to

RKO

says.

Hollywood the end of the weeks,
most
•

George

diminished

Steuer is said
$40,000 from

Omaha

also

from

income

its

Loew's later stepped into the picture and acquired the theatres, but not
until the arbiters had awarded the
independent circuit the decision.

"Pie in the Sky," accepted for
production by Mark Hellinger, he

Twentieth Century-Fox and
Tim O'Toole, New England manParamount exchanges in Philadelphia ager for Columbia, is back from a
sojourn at Pinehurst, N. C.
left yesterday for the Quaker City.
Marion Bell, executive secretary
•
Sig Wittman, Universal district to Manager Maurice N. Wolf at
manager, will go to Philadelphia to- M-G-M, has returned from a vacaday and may take in a few other ex- tion in Washington.
changes on the trip.
•
Herbert J. and Mrs. Yates will . . .
Harry Shumow, manager of M-Gsail on the Washington today.
Mrs.
is

arose

Hollywood,
S. on a long

Boston

the

Eugene Howard,

RKO

result.

play,

Edgar Moss and Earle Sweigert gone
of

1)

Horace McNab, assistant to Jack "Don't Gamble with Love," "The F
"A Wo- Goldstein here when he managed Man," "The Farmer in the Dell,"

current at the
Willis, Bronx, as a Federal Theatre
Project.
Destiny,"

of

.

.

Film
George Holland, dramatic editor
Miami. His of the Boston American, has had his

Delivery Service is in
brother Bill, was in town for a
couple of days, but returned to Philadelphia yesterday.

(Continued from page

claims this is in excess to what it expected to pay and by agreement with
Steuer has left the amount to be determined by Justice Speigelberg.

taken over from M. &
Maurice McKenzie of the M.P.P.- term lease, were not being given the
convalescing
in
D.A., who has been
run of pictures provided in the conFlorida, will return to New York by
tract, according to M. & S., which

Horlacher's

of

tania.

division of

Cleveland got

•

Clark

Jim

door. Fast co-ordinated service
between swift trains and planes.

HIR EXPRESS

town for home office conferences.
Jack Jossey and Nat Lefton of

product.

Hassard
Short
and
Louise
Michael sail tonight on the Aqni-

Call or phone any Railway Express office.

Chicago; Jack
Bernie Mills,
Rifkin, Boston,

Speigelberg Will
Decide Steuer Fee

;

E. C. Grainger testimonial at the boat on Friday. It is expected he will
Astor Monday night left yesterday for resume his regular duties in the near
future.
home.
•
Mo-e B. Horwitz, Cleveland indeWilliam C. Phillips, Paramount
pendent exhibitor, left yesterday for
resident attorney in Berlin, returned
came
Fine,
who
home, but Meyer
He will
yesterday from the coast.
along with him, will not get away
sail on the Washington today.
until tomorrow.
•
•
John D. Clark returned from the
Doris Nolan and Jeanne Dante,
coast yesterday. He had been away
young stage players, have been signed
for several weeks engaged in conferby Universal.
heads on new
studio
ences with
•

special delivery at no extra charge door-to-

Day andnightservice.Lowrates.

Buffalo

Albany, and Herman
all Republic franchise holders, are in

Sobol,

who was

month by

2,500 MILES

TRVING MANDEL,
1 Berkowitz,

Jh.,

leave for

SHIPMENTS

Personal

RUBIN'S son, Robert
J ROBERT
has joined the M-G-M pub-

of

his assistants.

Purely

i
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BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTION
THIS INDUSTRY

HAS EVER SEEN!
*Now

being proved in 322
day-and-date record-break-

ing runs.

And

extra morning

and night shows are giving
a new meaning to capacity!

justtook:

Up

in

Boston, at

RTfJH

the Metropolitan, actually

llfSi^^

more than 50 per cent

7

,"^1
THE KEYSTONE
T

1P

of your future

better than 'littlest Rebel"

smash

run!

)

MOTION PICTURE

I

DAILY

8

Jersey Moves

For 10% Tax
On Theatres

Wednesday, March

MOTION PICTURE DAILYS

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

(Continued from page

1)

{Warners)
Hollywood, March

— Here's

an Al Jolson picture that departs
widely from the beaten path. A gay combination of gags, musical
ments.
comedy, drama and romance, flavored with a girl-decorated backstage
Decision to levy the tax on amusetheatre spectacle, it has those qualities which will surely please exhibiments came as a surprise since this
classification was exempt from the tors and audiences.
The film, which has been given elaborate production, is really two
general sales tax voted last year and
It
then repealed four months later.
stories.
One tells of Jolson, the great actor, generous to a fault, the
is part of a four-way program, other
toast of Broadway and everybody's friend, yet a man who fell victim
levies being placed on soft drinks, to
a double-crossing scheme. It opens to Jolson's singing of a number
cosmetics and tobacco.
of his best known hits of other years on stage and screen. The backstage atmosphere is embellished by Jack Durant and Frank Mitchell,
knockabout comedy duo, and is highlighted by a musical chase featuring
Taxes and Strikes Discussed
the Yacht Club Boys and Jolson. After this talented group has the
Pending tax legislation and the whole city dancing to its rhythm Jolson winds up with a performance of
current building service strike were his well known mammy music. Following the culmination of these
discussed yesterday by a number of
melodious interludes Jolson is the victim of a double-cross when Lyle
independent circuit operators at a
Talbot, attorney, and Claire Dodd, sweetie, run off with his money, a
special meeting at the Astor.
Although major circuit operators were tragedy that causes him to lose his voice.
In the second episode Jolson, accompanied by Edward Everett Horasked to attend, representatives from
Loew's and RKO failed to put in an ton and Allen Jenkins, straight comedy stooges, is recuperating in the
appearance.
Another session will be country. He falls in love with Beverly Roberts, who is writing a play.
held Friday. Harry Brandt presided. The romance progresses nicely.
Jolson gives her to understand that
Matters taken up in brief related bis producer has purchased her play. She learns later that it is
he and
to admission of children, the two per
not the producer who has bought the yarn. This sequence is enlivened
cent sales tax and the bill recently
introduced in Albany by Assembly- by Jolson's singing with Sybil Jason.
Back in New York, Jolson has no enthusiasm for the new show until
man B. J. Moran providing for one
tenth of a cent tax on each foot of Miss Roberts and Miss Jason appear, after which he goes on to score a
film.
great triumph.
The building service strike was
Jolson is the traditional Al Jolson that people like to see and hear.
touched lightly, since no moves have
The comedy provided by the Yacht Club Boys, Horton and Jenkins
yet been taken to extend it to theatres.
The romance and drama involving Jolson and
is chock full of fun.
Meanwhile, the strike yesterday
spread to the theatre district. Eleva- Beverly Roberts, also Talbot and Miss Dodd, is intriguing. Miss RobThe majority of the songs,
tor operators and porters at the Para- erts, a newcomer, shows great promise.
mount Bldg. and 1600 Broadway apart from the semi-spiritual Jolson-Winifred Shaw scene, are lilty and
walked out. The Paramount had lit- catchy.
tle difficulty in replacing the men, but
The tale is based on a story by Robert Lord, adapted by Warren Duff
all
service was suspended at 1600
and Pat C. Flick. Bobby Connolly's dance numbers give plenty of
Broadway for about two hours.
while William Keighley's direction keeps it moving at a pleasOperators at the Loew Bldg. and sparkle,
729 Seventh Ave. were expected to ing pace. The exhibitor is offered a whole load of unique showmanship
walk out at noon yesterday, but the potentialities, making possible the liveliest kind of exploitation which
move failed to materialize. Men run- should result in a wide popular response.
ning the elevators at the RKO and
Production Code Seal No. 1,781. Running time, 85 minutes. "G."
RCA buildings stated they were not
affected by the strike as they are not
tied up with the union involved.
Warners last week settled with the
union, thereby preventing a threatened

walkout.

Columbus, March

10.

— Imposition

bility here.

already hard pressed for
anticipated
raising
revenue
through a three-mill tax levy, but it
was defeated in a recent vote. As
a result, Mayor Myron B. Gressman
has issued retrenchment orders. This
will affect the personnel of all city
departments,
but
particularly
the
safety division, from which approxicity,

funds,

mately 327 policemen and firemen will
be dismissed within the next few days.
Several fire stations will be closed,
and radio cruisers abandoned, according to present plans.

The

city attempted to levy a 10 per
impost against theatres for the
same purpose a year or so ago, but
was unsuccessful, due to the efforts of

cent

I.

J.

Wood,

T. O.

secretary

of

the

Ohio

1936

Short Subjects
"Will Power"
(

Radio

Edgar Kennedy, Florence Lake, Dot
Farley and Jack Rice are, as usual,

brother-in-law out to seek a job. Collapsing from a heart attack, he tells
the family that they will have to get
out and bring in the money to exist
and he concentrates on the problem of
his male relative getting a job.
So
hard does he concentrate that a miracle happens, only it is his job that
is in new hands. With his brother-inlaw leaving for Chicago on a sales
deal, the film ends with Kennedy bewildered. The usual Kennedy antics
take place and the concentrating scenes
for good comedy. Where Kennedy has a following this should go
over well. Production Code Seal, No.

make

1,744.

Running

time, 15 minutes. "G."

"Moscow Moods"
(Paramount)

A

couple of familiar Russian tunes
such as "Dark Eyes" and "The Volga

Boatman" and a few others form the
musical background for this effort
which

consists

almost

entirely

of

music. Yascha Bunchuk in Cossack
costume, but recognizable nevertheless, expertly leads the orchestra and
plays one of his famous 'cello solos,
later directing his own composition.
There is one of those whirlwind
dance teams doing a dagger dance,
and a gypsy girl does a specialty. A
pleasing film with that Continental
Production Code Seal
atmosphere.
No. 0688. Running time, 11 mins.

"G."

Reorganization Plan

Approved in Madison
— Federal
Madison, Wis., March
10.

Patrick T. Stone, overriding
adherents of foreclosure, has approved
an amended plan of reorganization for
the Beecroft Building Co., operator
of the Orpheum, Parkway and Strand
here. He also has ordered the special
master in the reorganization hearings
to poll bondholders within the next
few weeks.

Judge

The reorganization as approved
provides for the borrowing from the

RFC

sum

pay off
mortelimination, abandonment or preven- gage bonds on one of the company's
of new
tion of any trade or business practice properties and the issuance
Felix F. Feist, who has been ill, is which constitutes an unfair method of bonds to replace those now held by the
refunding
in Miami and is due back in two competition
establishment of any fair 650 bondholders of first and
It must pay
weeks.
business practice to prevent monopo- bonds of the company.
the principal indebtedEdward M. Saunders, western divi- listic practices, and establish business at least half of
ness, plus accrued interest, within 15
sion manager, returned Monday from practices deemed by the commission
He appropriate to" promote the principles years, under the plan.
a two-week vacation in Miami.
recently attended the coast meeting of fairness and equity."
of Loew and M-G-M officials.
No agreement would be approved
British Films Gain
which is calculated to bring about the
British
(Continued from page

returned last week and had a
relapse.
He is now recuperating at
the Polyclinic Hospital.
coast,

of a 10 per cent tax by the city against
local theatres to help take care of the
1936 operating budget, which must be
reduced $2,100,000, looms as a possi-

P.

Lichtman, Quimby,
Federal Board May
Both Sick with Flu
Get NRA Function
(.Continued from page
1)

Columbus Talks New Tax

The

10.

I,

the quartet around which the plot revolves. Kennedy has a plan to send his

"The Singing Kid"
plicable to all sporting events, theatres and other types of entertain-

I

1)

of

$137,000

a

to

sufficient

indebtedness

on

first

;

Motors Show

in Seattle

—

10.
Seattle, March
The Civic
Auditorium this week will be the scene
of the General Motors Show, with admission free. Featured entertainment
at matinee and evening performances
will be provided by Tex Howard's
NBC Orchestra and a show and with
an amateur contest to be broadcast
twice daily over two local NBC stanewspaper,
countrywide
tions.
radio and billboard campaign is being

A

conducted.

Washington, March

10.

—

or suspension of fair competition, or unreasonable restraint of trade
by combination.

pictures are offering the most serious
competition to American product in
Colombia, according to a report to
the U. S. Department of Commerce

To Test Missouri Law

from Assistant Trade Commissioner
The
Jack B. Heathery at Bogota.

stifling

—

Brookfield, Mo., March 10. A test
law is to be carSupreme Court
by Steve Sooter, manager of the
of the Sunday closing
ried to the Missouri

municipally

House where

owned De Graw Opera

films are shown. Sooter
has been arrested and released on bond
several times of late for showing films
between 7 and 9 P. M. Sundays.

report also noted an increase in the
exhibition of non-American films in
the country.

"Reunion" Is Re-Titled

— "Till

Hollywood, March 10.
Meet Again" is the new title
mount's "Reunion."

We

of Para-

MR. DEE

GOES T TOWN
ith all the

Magic of Capra's Genius

.

99

.

.

:

BOX-OFFICE'S Inquiring Reporter questioned 180
theatre patrons about their attitude

toward short

subjects. Here's the

key

question, with the answers

h

BERT

Do You Prefer More Shorts

LAHR

To a Second Feature?

IN

tabulations are hereby recorded
posterity
"Yes," 132; "No." 48
Final

Gold

for

Brie

BUSTER

KEATON
IN

Grand Slam

...AND HERE

Opera'

IS

THE VARIETY
THEY WANT
Giv'im Air"

TIM & IRENE
<f

TERRY -TOONS
By Frank Moser

IN

&

Paul Terry

"Barnyard Amateurs''

"Just Plain
Folks"
A Tuxedo Comedy

"

"The Legend of the Lei

Another

JACKIE

COOGAN
"Love

"THE SPICE

in

September

V

A Young Romance
Comedy

Gem

from

THE TREASURE CHEST
OFTHE PROCRAM"

Distributed

20 th Century-Fox

in

,

U.S.A. by

Film Corporation

MOTION PICTURE

Picture
Industry

NO.

39.

NEW

60

McClure Says

—

day were reminded sharply of their
responsibility to legislate for the country as a whole rather than for any
special interest, as Wallace McClure,
assistant chief of the Treaty Division
of the State Department and chairman of the Inter-Departmental Committee which drafted the Duffy Copyright Bill, followed Senator Duffy of
Wisconsin in defense of the measure.
McClure devoted much of his testimony to a discussion of the $250 mini-

damage

clause, eliminated in the
Duffy Bill, which he said was unjust,
and declared that the interests of no

one would be adversely affected by
provisions giving courts broad discre(Continued on page

9)

Columbia Six-Month
Profit Is $781,273
Net earnings of Columbia Pictures
Corp. for the six months ended Dec.
1935,

28,

of

current

the

fiscal

year,

to the comreport, made pub-

were $781,273, according
pany's semi-annual

Doremus & Co.

yesterday by

lic

was

deducting
dividends
on old preferred stock,
which has since been redeemed, to
$2.74 a share on the 273,573 shares of
common currently outstanding following the declaration on Dec. 10 last,
of a 50 per cent stock dividend. Earnings for the corresponding six months
period of 1934 amounted to $919,000,
which was equal to $3.26 a share on

This

the

basis

of

equal,

the

after

same

number

of

(Continued on page 9)

Film Leaders Turn
Out to Honor Rabbi
Los Angeles, March
— Many

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, March 11. The

—

toration of conditions existing prior
to the advent of present-day booking
was demanded today of the Pettengill

sub-committee

by

independent

exhibitors, bringing the presentation
of their side of the controversy to a
conclusion,
hearings
as
were ad-

journed

next week.
A film monopoly "drunk with
power" was pictured to the sub-committee by the group of Allied officials
until

who

last month placed their plea for
protection before a Senate committee.
The 20 per cent cancellation clause
proposed by the M.P.T.O.A. would
only be "twice as worthless" as the
present 10 per cent provision, which
is so hedged about by restrictions as
to be of no value, it was declared by
Nathan Yamins of Fall River, completing his testimony, started yesterday.
Despite statements that there is
(Continued on page 12)

Lavietes Made

Of
New

Head

New Conn, Group
Haven,

March

11.

—Harry

Lavietes of the Pequot has been elected
president of the newly-organized Independent M.P.T.O. of Connecticut.
Forty independent theatres were represented.
Other officers are
A. Fishman,
treasurer;
William Brennan, first
vice-president
Joseph Reed, second
vice-president
Joseph A. Davis, executive secretary, and Jack Post, recording secretary.
Directors include
the officers and Dr. J. B. Fishman,
Charles Levine, Harry Gale, Morris
Bailey, Ralph Pascho, Joseph Shul:

;

;

man, Dave Maglena, George Comden,
and Jack Schwartz.

11.

turned out today for a
tendered Dr. Edgar I. F.
Magnin, rabbi of Bnai Brith Temple
and the city's leading rabbi, by Dr.
A. H. Giannini, chairman of the board
film

leaders

luncheon

of the

Bank

of America, at the Cali-

fornia Club.

Magnin will
Hongkong on a

Saturday for
trio which will take
sail

him to Palestine. Those who attended
were Louis B. Mayer, Irving Thalberg,

Max

Sol Lesser, Jesse L. Lasky,
Gordon, Dr. Maurice Kahn, Ed-

J. Loeb of Loeb, Walker & Loeb
Mendel Silberberg of Mitchell, Silberberg & Knapp, and Red Kann.

win

Meyer

Fine's Latest

Theatre to Be 28th
With

the opening of the

new

1,800-

Shaker Heights,
Shaker, on April
Associated Theatres will have 26

seat theatre in
to be called the

the circuit, Meyer
stated yesterday.

Fine,

March

11.

bill

was reported unfavorably

to-

This is believed to end
chances for its passage.
day.

Battle Lines

O.,
11,

in

president,

Fine has been here since Monday
with his partner, Sam H. Stecker, on
business, and had planned to leave
yesterday for Cleveland. Due to bad
driving weather Fine and Stecker
have delayed their return.

Quickly Drawn

On

Jersey

Trenton, March
amusement tax

Tax

— The

of
the
balance tonight as legislative leaders
were unable to agree on its passage.

the

11.

bill

hung

fate
in

Senate President John C. Barbour
of Passaic said he "was not a mind
reader" and did not know whether the
legislation would pass.

At

a long conference prior to the
leaders were unable to get
sufficient members to pledge themselves to vote for the bill. It was conceded at the State House the amusement tax and similar levies in the socalled luxury tax program have little
chance of passage if they do not go
through tonight under suspension of
the rules.
session,

in

Branches

Say Laemmle
Will Modify
Option Terms
Prospects of Sale Held
Brighter as Result
By

res-

in All

TEN CENTS

to create a
Mississippi board of censors

Says \amins

the In

1936

Jackson, Miss.,

The House

Hits Ascap and Pleads Allied Leaders Appear At
Booking Hearing
For Rights of Many
Washington, March 11. Members
of the House Patents Committee to-

12,

Block Censor Bill

"Worthless;'

Need

Fills a

YORK, THURSDAY, MARCH

Cancellation

Duffy's Bill

mum

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti

VOL.

Alert,

Strong opposition developed earlier
the day.
A determined group in

the legislature favored a general sales
or income tax in place of the luxury
tax program. In addition theatre men,
led by Allied of New Jersey, brought
pressure to bear.
The amusement levy, 10 per cent
on gross receipts, was slated originallv as a separate tax. Then some
legislators moved to consolidate four
tax measures into a single bill to
make the enactment easier. This encouraged theatre interests, because it
united with them all the opposition
(Continued on page 9)

RED KANN

Los Angeles,

March

11.— Unless

unforeseen

obstacles beset the path,
Standard Capital will lift the option
to purchase Universal by the March
14 deadline.

Today,
it
is
understood,
Carl
Laemmle, who had been opposed to
acceptance of $2,000,000 of the $5,500,000 sale price in debentures, consented to take $1,000,000 in that form.
At the same time, it was learned
J. Cheever Cowdin was within $400,000 of the goal.
Of that total, it is
the understanding here, $200,000 had
been acquired in New York by this
evening.
The original purchase figure remains.
Of this, Laemmle is to get
$1,500,000 in cash, $1,000,000 in debentures and the remainder in $500,000
annual
payments over a six-year
period.
There is a possibility, on
the other hand, that $4,500,000 may
go to him in cash, leaving only $1,000,000 in debentures.
Cowdin is re(Continued on page 12)

Premier of Spain
Asks Arbitration
Barcelona, March
—Following
11.

a personal request by Manuel Azana,
Spanish premier, the Catalonian Regional Government has urged an arbitration of the exhibitors' protest
against M-G-M's rentals and for the
removal of Jacques Edelstein, local
manager for the distributor.
All theatre men who have been
dealing with
are seeking a
revision of the distributor's contracts.
and Mutua, the local Film
Board, have declined, with the latter
solidly behind the distributor.
On Monday night exhibitors began
and all disa boycott against
(Continued on page 12)

M-G-M

M-G-M

Hardv to Return for
Federal Suit Moves
Russell Hardy, special assistant to
the attorney general, and Walter Rice
are due from Washington the end of
the week in connection with the civil
action filed in New York recently in
which the Government alleges a conspiracy on the oart of Warners, Para-

mount and RKO to withhold product
from the Ambassador, Missouri and

New Grand

M-G-M

Two

Circuit

Heads

Favor M-G-M's Plan
Two local independent circuit heads
have endorsed M-G-M's plan to eliminate seasonal hangovers by the cancellation of 10 features from the cur-

Central in St. Louis.
to the suit are scheduled
to be filed in Federal Court here early

They are Harry Brandt,
rent lineup.
head of the I.T.O.A., and Leon
Rosenblatt, president of the Rosen-

next week, when

blatt-Welt circuit.
Both exhibitors

Answers

Government
the calendar.

will

it
is
exoected the
seek preference on

express

(Continued on page 9)

the

same
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Myr-

Owen

outstrip their material with prac-

A.

n

Outlook

Bureau:

no effort
Fever," produced
tically

"Petticoat

in

M-G-M

by

with an "A" cast, but with decidedly "B" results.
.

.

.

This fluff comedy of what happens at a lonely wireless outpost
in Labrador when an attractive
woman is unexpectedly forced
down has its moments and some
of them are pretty good moments. Tt also has long talkative
stretches when the fun does not
bounce along in a sustained tempo and makes the going some-

what labored.

.

As

_

matter of fact he falls
desperately in love and shortly
thereafter the sentiment is returned. Owen, played off as the
dull, thick-witted Englishman in
a type of role which seems antiquated in this day, never appreciates what is happening under
his nose.
Complications pile up
when Montgomery's former girl
bows in without warning. He
learns, however, via the mails,
that he has come into the family
estates and divines that the old
flame showed up with the knowledge aforesaid of the new twist.
Or can this old chromo be termed

new

twist?

.

.

.

T

T
Since nothing any longer blocks
the road, he hastens by dog sled
to the departing boat and carries

Miss Loy

wedlock and the
Harold Goldman's
treatment of the play by Mark
Reed is frequently amusing and
George Fitzmaurice's direction is
off

to

final fadeout.

consonance.
The chief diffiabout "Petticoat Fever,"
however, is that it has too little
to say for itself.
The attraction
is therefore adequate in a purely
perfunctory manner.
in

culty

.

.

11.

ing that

plaintiff

James Cagney has

that Jack Warner promised
that not more than four pictures

proved

him

annually would
Judge Charles

be
I.

required

of

him,

Bogue today took

under advisement the Warner defense
claim that Cagney has waived his
right to bring action by having appeared in five pictures during the
years 1934 and 1935.
Judge Bogue will review the briefs
in the case and render final decision
an Monday.

Expect Fox Suit Delay
The

suit of

Twentieth Century-Fox

against Springer & Cocalis for $18,000 allegedly due on overages for six
pictures on the 1934-35 program was
again postponed yesterday in the N.

Supreme Court because of a
crowded calendar. It's on the docket
Y.

for today, but is expected to be put
over until other cases listed are disposed of by the court.

Louis Nizer will represent the dis& Connolly the independent circuit.
tributor and Kelly

Managers Talk Over
Terms of Dramatists
The

contract

League

committee

of

N. Y. Theatres, a producing managers' organization, met yesterday to draft suggested changes for
the new minimum basic agreement
adopted as of March 1 by the DramaThe suggestions will be
tists' Guild.
submitted to a membership meeting
of the managers' organization today.
Officials of the Dramatists' Guild

already have." The managerial opposition is centered on the
provisions of the agreement which
would give playwrights about $2,000
additional on sales of film rights to
plays of $30,000 or over.
ter than

we

.

To Ask Contempt Order
Eureka Prod., according to Henry
Pearlman, attorney, will seek to
have Metropolis Pictures cited for
contempt of the Appellate Division of
the N. Y. Supreme Court, because of
the failure of the Bijou Theatre to
remove the word "Ecstasy" from the
bills advertising the film, "Ecstasy of
Young Love," until more than 24
hours after a temporary injunction so
ordering was handed down by JusJ.

Untermyer

of the Appellate Divi-

sion.

No Ampa Meeting

Set

been called off because of the annual

Naked

Truth Dinner
Studio Party to be held
on Saturday night.

and
at the

Changes

Name

Of Venezuela Firm
Dover,
Artists

March

Del..

Corp.

11.— United
Venezuela
has

of

changed its name at State House here
United Artists Corp. of N. E. I.,
New York.
Finkelstein
Theatres,
Inc..
has
changed its name to Pioneer Theatre

to

Corp., St. Paul.
Certificates of incorporation have
been issued to the following
Jackson
Amusement Enterprise Corp.,
Meriden Amusement Enterprise Corp.,
:

said that no changes in the agreement
were likely to be made unless the managers could "think of something bet-

tice

Ampa's regular meeting today has

U. A.

Ann Harding Pact Ends
Hollywood, March
— Ann Hard11.

Movie

ing has

Astor

RKO

completed her contract with
and is planning to go to Eng-

land to

make two

pictures for B.I. P.

Hattiesburg

Amusement

Enterprise

Corp.. and Natchez Amusement Enterprise Corp. Each plans to operate
theatres and the like with
capital
stock of 100 shares, no par value.
Incorporators for all were L. H. Herman, Walter Lenz and W. T. Hobson of Wilmington.

Trial of an action against Benjamin
De Agostina. president of Allied
M. P. Operators' Union, involving a
claim for $87,000 alleged to be due
Joseph A. Teperson for legal services, was begun yesterday before Justice Henry Wenzel in Supreme Court.
Brooklyn. Teperson contends that he
was given a 10-year contract by the
union on April 27, 1933, and alleges
that he was dismissed without reason
E.

on June 18, last.
The union states that Teperson
failed to appear at six meetings and

knowledge

of

the

claiming that the fee asked
sonable and eccentric."

about

plans

I.

meeting called by Harry Brandt,
head of the latter organization, at the
a

Astor.

Every major and independent
cuit has been invited to attend.

cir-

Witli

several important legislative matters
pending, it is felt that an amalgamation at this time would solidify exhibitor forces in protesting new measures.

Efforts to bring the two organizations into one group have been made
on and off for more than a year, but
to no avail.
However, it is felt by
leaders of both groups that the time is
ripe for one big and active exhibitor
association instead of two lethargic
bodies.
Charles L. O'Reillv, who has been
at the helm of the T. O. C. C. for
about 10 years, has not been able because of other business to devote the
time to the organization. Brandt, who
recently resigned as top executive of
the I. T. O. A., effective with the
elections in April, is desirous of relieving himself of the obligation after
five years.
With more than 40 theatres in his circuit and negotiations
under way for several more in New
Jersey and the metropolitan area.

Brandt wants to concentrate on his

own

A

exhibition problems.

number of independent

idea

been

contract,
is

"unrea-

exhibitors

on the merger

contacted

and have agreed to support

it.

At one time the T. O. C. C. had every
major and practically every independent exhibitor on its membership roster.
The I. T. O. A., which started
out with a bang and 400 theatres, has
dwindled to about 100.
Neither O'Reilly nor Brandt want
the presidency of a combined group.
However, they are willing to be on
the board.

Completion of the amalgamation is
expected by the end of the month with
the T. O. C. C. scheduled to give up
its
quarters in the Times Bldg. to
move into enlarged I. T. O. A. offices
at the Lincoln Hotel.

"Doctor" Rolling Up
Highs in Many Spots
Reports

Teperson Union Suit
Starts in Brooklyn

denies

centering

merging the T. O. C. C. and the
T. O. A. will be held tomorrow at

have

the

of

Discussions
for

.

10 cents.

Cagney Case Taken
Under Advisement
Los Angeles, March
—Conced-

Set Tomorrow

a

seems that Montgomery,
scion of a titled British family,
had relative trouble and took
himself and his cares into the
northern solitudes. Five months
have elapsed since he has seen
any women, more since seeing a
native woman and two years
since he had seen a beautiful one.
Therefore, when Miss Loy and
her fiance, Owen, are grounded
on a flight to Montreal, Montgomery drops his boredom and
It

Merger Talks

.

.

T

a

.

.

.
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TOCC-ITOA

immediately goes gaga with excitement.

12,

reaching

Century-Fox home
ness

in

24

cities

Twentieth
on the busi"The Countr\

the

office

on

Doctor"

indicate
that
the
Dionne
Quintuplets are the biggest box-office
draws today.
records are beint'
established and holdovers are the rule

New

in many instances, according to the
distributor's advices.
In one or two
spots, box-office highs set by "The
Littlest
Rebel"
and "Steamboat

'Round the Bend" have been beaten.
Included in the 24 situations exudenthusiasm are
Los Angeles,
Detroit, Baltimore, Richmond, Louisville, Portland, Me., Toronto, Albany,
Boston, Cleveland, Des Moines, Indianapolis,
Pittsburgh,
Seattle,
St.
ing

Louis,

:

Oklahoma

City,

Buffalo,

Toledo. Philadelphia, Atlanta, Bridgeport,

New

Rochester.

Haven,

Waterbury

and

In

WALKING DEAD",

"THE

usual story of an electrocuted
ihe

dead

to

had

sent

him

adds another
list

a strikingly un-

man broughl

from

wreak vengeance on those who
to his doom, BORIS KARLOFF
brilliant

performance

to his

long

of sensational, spine-chilling characterizations.

Ricardo

Edmund Gwenn, Marguerite
Warren Hull, Barton MacLane

Cortez,

Churchill,

and Director Michael Curtiz contribute
usual

performances to make
production the screen
week. Released March 14th.

superlative

Warner
thrill of

Bros,
the

their
this

EXTRA!
FIRST

RUNS

BOOKING
FLASH

GORDON
c^RlM-

sU

IPantages and

%

Hillstreet

Theatres in Los Angeles!
The Fox Theatre in San
Francisco! And other
houses following suit!
history! For the first time

Starring

BUSTER CRAB BE

as "Flash Gordon". With
Jean Rogers, Priscilla Lawson,
Charles Middleton. Based on
Alex Raymond's King Features
newspaper strip. Directed by
Frederick Stephani. Produced
by Henry MacRae.
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"Annie" with

Show Boston

Seattle

—

1

|

;

get the take $16,000 over par.
"Follow the Fleet" was outstanding at Keith's Memorial, topping average by $10,000 on a gross of $22,000.
"The Invisible Ray" and a show
were well on the profit side of the
line at the
Boston, the total being $18,000.
I

1

i

RKO

run business was $116,-

first

Average

000.

$85,500.

is

Estimated takings for the week end-

March

uing

6

Mouse for an extended run.
"The Music Goes 'Round,"

30c-50c,

(Average,

$4,500.

days.

7

$4,500)

"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
MEMORIAL— (2,907), 25c-65c,
Gross:

days.

(Average.

$22,000.

$12,-

vanced admissions, reached $6,250 at
This was above the line
by $2,250. "Rose Marie," in the third
week of an extended run from the
Fifth Avenue, held up to $4,350.
Total first run business was $36,-

Average

850.

"PRISONER OF SHARK ISLAND"
ORPHEUM-(2,970).

Gross:

days.

$14,000.

(Average,

(Col.)
25c-55c, 7
$13,000)

"PRISONER OF SHARK ISLAND"
(20th-Fox)

"MUSIC GOES 'ROUND"

(Col.)
STATE-(3.537),
25c-55c.
7
Gross: $12,500.
(Average. $12,000)

LOEWS
days.

"KLONDIKE ANNIE"

(Para.)

METROPOLITAN— (4,332).

35c-65c,

$33,500.

7

days.
Stage: Major Bowes' Amateurs,
Klida Ballet. Fabian Sevitzky. Gross: $38,-

"EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT" (ZOth-Fox)
"PREVIEW MURDER MYSTERY"
(Para.)

PARAMOUNT— (1,793),
Gross:

(Average.

$7,000.

Gross:

days.

(Average,

$6,800.

7

Gross:

(Average,

$6,250.

7

(Average.

$4,350.

Gross:

(Average,

$8,100.

(Radio)
7 days.

25c-30c-40c,
$6,000)

"HER MASTER'S VOICE" (Para.)
"PREVIEW MURDER MYSTERY"

25c-50c,

RKO BOSTO'N— (3,246),
show.

Stage

Gross:

days.

7

PARAMOUNT— (3,050). 20c-25c-30c. 7
Gross: $4,600.
(Average, $5,000)
"MAN HUNT" (W. B.)
REX— (1,500), 15c-25c-30c 7 days. Stage:

days.

Vaudeville headed by Phil Bernard.
(Average, $3,500)

Gross:

$3,100.

Mae West Garners

35c -65c,

7

days.

(Average,

$18,000.

March

Portland,
Annie,"

in

its

Indianapolis Hit

—"Modern

Indianapolis, March 11.
Times," at Loew's garnered $10,000,
$4,000 over the house average.

Although

"Rose Marie" showed
here less than a month ago, a return
showing of it at the Circle was good
for better than $5,000.
Another return showing, "Ceiling Zero," garnered $3,200 at the Apollo. "Klondike Annie" went to $6,500 at the
Indiana.
Altogether first run takings were
better than for many weeks, all five
houses doing a good business.
"The Country Doctor" at the
Apollo and "Follow the Fleet" at the
Indiana opened auspiciously.
Total first run business was $33,200.

Average

is

6

(Average.

B.)
25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

$4,000)

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
CIRCLE— (2,800). 25c-40c, 7 davs.
(Average. $4,000)

"KLONDIKE ANNIE" (Para.)
INDIANA— (3.200). 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$6,500.

(Average.

$7,000)

"MODERN TIMES"

LOEW'S— (2,500).
$10000.

(Average.

(U. A.)

25c-40c, 7 days.
$6,000)

Gross:

"THE BOHEMIAN GIRL" (M-G-M)
LYRIC— (2.000), 25c-40c, 7 days. VaudeGross:

at

$9,500.

(Average,

$7,000)

they post a six-sheet in the
courtroom reading "Coming

"Modern Times" topped average by

the

"Pasteur" Is
$21,000 Top,
Philadelphia

Orpheum, securing an-

11.

— Among

the new films in a generally satisfactory week, "The Story of Louis Pasteur" made the best showing with
$21,000 for its nine-day run at the
Boyd, a good figure considering the
Lenten season and a slow start.

holdover shows from last week
For its
still kept in the money class.
second week (8 days) "Follow the
Fleet" added another $20,000 to the
Stanley box-office sheet. "Prisoner of
Shark Island" maintained its good
pace at the Fox with $16,000.
"Modern Times" took a slide to
"Sylvia
$14,000 for the third week.

was weak

Aldine and

same
in the

with the

figure at the Stanton and "Two
Dark" at the Karlton failed to

whole

the

was good.
Total

first

run business was $102,-

Average, exclusive of the Er600.
langer, is $87,960.
Estimated takings for the week

"STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR"

$24,700.

Estimated takings for the week ending Feb. 29

Gross:

$6,000.

(Average,

$5,030)

BLUE MOUSE— (1.700),
$1,700.

(Average,

20c-25c,

7

days.

$1,700)

"YELLLOW DUST" (Radio)
MAYFAIR— (1,700), 30c-35c-40c, 7

days.

S6.000.

30c-35c-4Oc,

7

Gross:

$21,000.

Gross:

2Sc-40«-50c,

(Average,

BOYD— (2,400),

par by $2,250. "The Story of Louis
Pasteur" reached $2,000 at the Broadway after a week at the Denver.
Total first run business was $37,000.

Average

7

days.

$2,800)

(F.N.)
9 days.
Gross:
days, $14,000)

40c-55c,

(Average,

7

$27,750.

is

Estimated takings
ending March 4

for

"PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER"

ALADDIN— (1,500),

Cantor's
"Mad Russian"; Falls,
Reading and Boyce. Gross: $14,500. (Aver-

Eddie

$14,000)

"PRISONER OF SHARK ISLAND"
(20th-Fox)
FOX— (3,000), 40c-55c-65c, 7 days. 2nd
week. Stage: Kazanova and Her Tziganas,
Sid Gary, Four Robeys.
Gross: $16,000.
(Average, $14,000)
"MODERN TIMES" (U.A.)

25c-40c-50c,

$8,000.

(Average. $5,000)

$7,000.

(Average, $5,000)

$2,200.

(Average.

KEITH'S— (2,000),

week.
$14,000)

7

(20th-Fox)
days.
7

(Average, $2,750)

$5,000.

"STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR"

BROADWAY— (1,500),

following

a

week

(Average,

$2,000.

"$1,000

(F. N.)

25c-40c,

$2,800.

Gross:

$1,500)

A MINUTE" (Republic)
20c-25c-35c, 7 days and
Gross: $4,500. (Average, $3,000)

CENTER— (1,500)
stage show.

"WOMAN TRAP" (Para.)
DENHAM — (1,500), 25c-35c-40c-50c,
days. Stage show.
age, $4,500)

Gross: $10,000.

"THE GHOST GOES WEST"

DENVER— (2,500),

Stage:

band.

(U. A.)
7
days.

25c-35c-50c,

Gross:

(Average,

$7,500.

"FANG AND CLAW" (Radio)
"MUSS 'EM UP" (Radio)

ORPHEUM— (2,600),
Gross:

25c-35c-40c,

(Average

$4,000.

PARAMOUNT— (2,000).
following

a

week

(U.

A.)

25c-40c,

Gross:

"WOMAN TRAP"

$5,000.

days.

(Radio)
days, 2nd
7 days,

(Average,

$20,000.

STANTON— (1,700),
Gross:

7

Gross:

$3,000)

"Soldier" on Dual

High

New Haven

in

New Haven, March

11.

—Packing

College over the week-end and
holding up to excellent business, in
spite of sloppy weather and the onset
of Lent, "Professional Soldier," on a
dual
with "We're Only Human,"
made the best proportionate showing
of the week, increasing the normal
$2,800 by $2,000.
the

"Modern Times,"
a

the Poli single
similar increase

over the $7,000 par.

The Roger Sher-

feature,

grossed

$7,000)

usual

and
"Love on a Bet." "Klondike Annie"
and "Tango," in their second week
at
the
Paramount, fell under the
$4,800 line by $1,300.
Total first run business was $22,300.
Average is $19,300.
Estimated takings for the week ending

March

6
(20th-Fox)
(Radio)
days.
7

"KLONDIKE ANNIE" (Para.)
"TANGO" (Invincible)

PARAMOUNT— (2,400),
2nd week.

Gross:

"MODERN
POLI— (3,040),
$9,000.

35c-50c.

7

days,

(Average, $4,800)
TIMES" (U. A.)
35c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
$3,500.

(Average, $7,000)

"LOVE ON A BET" (Radio)
"MUSS 'EM UP" (Radio)

(Col.)

3Oc-4Oc-50c,

(Average,

days,

7

Denver.

the

at

(Average,

$4,000.

days.

7

$6,000)

"MODERN TIMES"

)

$4,000)

7

(Aver-

$7,000)

$4,000)

30c-40c-50c,

(Average,

days

7

Denver.

the

at

ERLANGER— (2,000), 40c-55c-87c, 7 days, "PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER"
week.
Gross: $14,000.
"WE'RE ONLY HUMAN"
"TWO IN THE DARK" (Radio)
COLLEGE — (1,499), 25c-35c,
KARLTON— (1,000), 25c-35c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $2,800)
$4,800.

"FOLLOW THE FLEET"
STANLEY— (3,700), 40c-55c, 8
7

week

the

"BOHEMIAN GIRL" (M-G-M)
man nosed in $300 ahead of the
EARLE— (2,000), 25c-40c-50c, 7 days. $4,700
with "Muss 'Em Up"
Stage: Xavier Cugat revue; Regis Toomey,

Gross:

(Para.)

"THE GHOST GOES WEST" (U.A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (945), 30c-35c-40c,
days.

days.

(2nd run)

days.

"MY MARRIAGE" (20th-Fox)
PARAMOUNT — (3,008), 30c-35c-40c,
days.

$2,100.

"PETRIFIED FOREST" (W.B.

(Average. $5,000)

"KLONDIKE ANNIE"

7

(2nd run)

Gross:

Gross:

(Average, $3,000)

ORPHEUM — (1,703),

(Radio)

40c-55c-65c,

(Average, $8,160)

"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)

"PETRIFIED FOREST" (W.B.)
"HER MASTER'S VOICE" (Para.)

Gross:

$1,000 on a take of $4,000 at the Paramount, following a week at the Denver and it was moved to the Broadway for a third week. "Professional
Soldier" was in the hit class at the
Aladdin with a gross of $5,000 over

3rd

(Stage Drama)

$7,000.

$5,000.

ARCADIA— (600),

30c-35c-40c, 7 days.

"ESCAPADE" (M-G-M)
"THE LAST OUTPOST" (Para.)
Gross:

"SYLVIA SCARLETT"

ALDINE— (1,200).
Gross:

age,

"RIFFRAFF" (M-G-M)

BROADWAY— (1,912),

the

at

at $5,000

"Woman Trap"

age by $4,000.
Bright sunshine in large doses was
not so good for the matinee business.
Total first run business was $35,700.
is

A

Gross:

ending March 5

Average

vs.

Warners."

other $6,000, over the usual by $1,000.
The initial performance of "Life
Begins at 60" brought out a diversified audience at the Mayfair, with
heavy intake from Townsendites. The
screen fare was "Yellow Dust." The
gross was $7,000, over the house aver-

Gross:
Gross:

Denham with repeated holdouts during the week and a total take of
$10,000, which was $5,500 over normal.
good stage show helped.

downtown week hold up.
The weather break on

first

"LIFE BEGINS AT SIXTY"

APOLLO— (1,100).
$5,000.

week

:

"CEILING ZERO" (W.

$3,200.

— "Klondike

(2nd Run)

$28,000.

Estimated takings for the week end-

March

11.

Paramount, annexed $8,000, or
over par by $3,000. It was helped
considerably by "My Marriage."
"Petrified Forest" and "Her Master's Voice" were held for a second
at the

Chaplin $10,000

"Yeh," said Cagney, "it's
an offer for Pat O'Brien and
me."
Then Mann suggested that

Scarlett"

,000, Portland

(Univ.)

$15,000)

Denver, March 11. "Woman Trap"
was something of a sensation at the

Two

(Para.)

—

appearance in

personal

Philadelphia, March

$4,000)

"FOLLOW THE FLEET"

ORPHEUM— (2,450),

Hit;

Pomona?"

days.

7

9

Gets $10,000

sitting

Next Week! Pat O'Brien

$4,000)

"ROSE MARIn." (M-G-M)
MUSIC BOX— (950), 25c-40c-55c.

Denver

said, "What's that,
An offer for a three-

$7,000)
(Col.)

"THE MUSIC GOES 'ROUND"
LIBERTY— (1,800), 15c-25c-35c-50c,

$7,000)

"INVISIBLE RAY"

ville.

(U. A.)
2Sc-40c-55c

(Average. $22,000)

000.

ing

week

the

for

"MODERN TIMES"
BLUE MOUSE— (950),

Gross:

(ZOth-Fox)

"MUSIC GOES 'ROUND"

LOEWS

is

Estimated takings
ending Feb. 29

7 days,
3rd week, extended run from Fifth Avenue.

000)

day

the Liberty.

"PETRIFIED FOREST" (W. B.)
FIFTH AVENUE^(2,500), 25c-40c-5Sc,

KEITH'S
7

nearby,

ad-

at

2nd week, extended run from Fifth
Avenue. Gross: $3,650. (Average, $4,000)

(Para.)

FENWAY — (1.384),

Hank Mann, who was

—

days,

"EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT"
(20th-Fox)
"PREVIEW MURDER MYSTERY"
Gross:

—

Seattle, March 11.
"Follow the
Fleet" went out front at the very
start here and stayed there. Its $8,100
gross was $2,100 above normal at the
Urpheum. It was moved to the Blue

J

Total

Just a Telegram
Hollywood, March 11. During the trial
of
his
suit
against Warners, a telegram
was handed to James Cagney.

Jimmy?

Boston, March 11.
"Klondike
Annie" led the first run parade by
rolling up $38,000 at the Metropolitan.
A stage show which included
Major Bowes' amateurs, the Elida
Ballet and Fabian Sevitzky helped

Woman Trap

'

With $8,500

Top, $38,000
\1

Huge
Draw

Fleet"

7

days.

ROGER SHERMAN —
days.

Gross:

$5,000.

(2.200),

35c-50c,

(Average, $4,700)

7

T

WHAT YOUR BOX-OFFICE NEEDS RIGHT NOW!

Vs

and
1/1
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5COP e

the

ft

Re
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:

:

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
9?

Exclusive,

"'Secretary" Cincy

Chaplin High

Benny Strong

Thursday, March

Cinc innati, March

—

Pittsburgh, March 11. The business didn't go 'round and 'round here
last week, but stuck exclusively to the

two leading downtown spots, the
Perm and the Stanley. At the latter
house, Jack Benny in person, with

Times," playing

healthiest take since
went into effect, $31,few dollars short of
Benny's 1935 record when prices were
almost 20 per cent higher.
At the Perm, "Follow the Fleet"
its

packed a terrific wallop, coming up
with around $21,000 and moving to
the

Stillman.

Average

ab-

Estimated takings for the week end-

March

ing

5

"DON'T GET PERSONAL"

(Univ.)

"HELLSHIP MORGAN" (Col.)
ALVIN — (2,000) 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
,

where it grossed $11,000 as against
an $8,000 average.
"Klondike Annie," helped by a lot
of adverse newspaper criticism, upped
Loew's State take from the usual
$12,000 to $16,000.

"CONFIDENTIAL" (Monarch)
CASINO— (1,800), 25c-40c, 6 days. Stage:
"Oddities" unit, with Pall
(Average, $6,000)
$5,500.

Gross:

Mall.

FULTON— (1,750), 15c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $4,000)
$2,200.
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
PENN— (3,300), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $12,000)

"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)

STANLEY

—

days.
Livingston,

25c-55c,

(3,600),

7

Jack Benny, Mary
Georges Metaxa, Stuart Morgan Dancers,
Gross:
Liazeed
Arabs.
Chicke
Sisters,
(Average, $18,500)
$31,000.
Stage:

"ROSE OF THE RANCHO" (Para.)
"MURDER OF DR. HARRIGAN" (W. B.)

WARNER —

Gross:

$4,700.

25c-40c,

(2,000),

(Average,

days.

7

$5,000)

New Sound Described
In

Academy

Hollywood, March

Bulletin
11.

— The

Re-

Council of the Academy has
issued a 28-page illustrated technical
bulletin which contains an account of
the M-G-M research and engineering
investigation on theatre loud speakers
search

and the resultant development
Shearer two-way horn system.

The

of

the

contains a short account of the early history of theatre
loud speakers, specifications for a system which would be adequate for
theatre production taking into consideration
expected future developments in studio recording, wiring
diagrams
a description of the high
and low frequency horns which are
a part of the development, the mathematical calculations and an explanation of the electrical theory upon which
the system operates.
Credits for tne papers are divided
bulletin

,

between John K. Hilliard, who was
associated with Douglas Shearer in
engineering

of

RKO

by

Red Hodgen and Ada Leonard,

fell $2,000 shy of the $15,000 house
average.
The weather was good and there
was no unusual outside competition.
Total first run business was $50,500.

Average

$42,000.

is

the

new

and Harry R. Kimball of the
sound department.

system,

M

G-M

turn

— In

spite of

"Wife

business,

in

Secretary" garnered a fine $17,500
Palace. This was $7,500
at the
over normal.
"Don't Get Personal," at the
Shubert, with Buddy Rogers and his
California
Cavaliers on the stage,
pulled $14,750, over par by $2,750.
and
Evidence"
"Circumstantial
"Happiness C. O. D." on a dual bill
at the independent Strand, went $350
over the mark with a $1,850 take.
"Follow the Fleet" broke even on its
second downtown week at the
Capitol, where it did $6,500 after a
smash gross of $25,000 on its initial
Albee.
run at the
Total first run business was $60,400.

RKO

RKO

j

RKO

RKO

Average

$60,200.

is

Estimated takings

Week Ending March 3:
"CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE"
(First Div.)
C.O.D. (Chesterfield)
15c-25c, 7 days. Gross:

"HAPPINESS

STRAND— (1,500),

(Average, $1,500)

$1,850.

Week Ending March 4:
"SHOW 'EM NO MERCY" (20th-Fox)
RKO LYRIC — (1,400), 35c-42c, 7 days.
Gross:

(Average,

$4,300.

$6,500)

Week Ending March 5:
"THE MUSIC GOES 'ROUND" (Col.)

days.

Gross:

liers.

(Para.)
30c-35c-42c,

7

(Average, $12,000)
TIMES" (U. A.)

$16,000.

— (1,900),

LOEW'S STILLMAN
42c, 7 days,
age, $4,000)

2nd week. Gross:

Gross:

(Radio)
7

dross:

2nd

days,

7

Gross:

week.

25c-40c,

$1,800.

"SWIFTY"

3

days.

4

days,

(Average, $1,200)

$1,000.

"THE STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR"

KEITH'S— (1,500),
week.

On a Dual
Tops Omaha Grosses

Gross:

$3,600.

2nd

days,

7

(Average,

$6,500)

Fleet"

the

at

and

Marie"

11.

— "Follow

Brandeis

the

"Rose

and

"Her Master's Voice,"
Omaha, ran a close race

dualled at the
for top honors, with the weather a real
"Follow the Fleet"
help to grosses.
had $8,300 against a $4,000 house
average, while the dual did $8,500,
"Follow the
average being $5,000.
Fleet" was held a full second week,
while "Rose Marie" slipped a bit and
played only two extra days.
"It

Had

Love"

at

to

Happen" and "Freshman

the

Orpheum

a

did

fair

"Fleet" Is $6,500
Milwaukee Winner
— "Follow the
Milwaukee, March
11.

for $6,500 above par
Warner here, grossing $11,500
to take high honors for the week. It
was held over.

Fleet"
at the

Total

Average

first
is

run business was $26,400.

$17,000.

Estimated takings

"Whipsaw" and "Three Live
Ghosts" at Fox's Wisconsin did $8,000
Other
to cop second high honors.
business

Total

Average

$8,300.

(Average,

$4,000)

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
"HER MASTER'S VOICE" (Para.)

OMAHA —
$8,500.

(2.200).

25c-40c.

7

davs.

(Average, $5,000)

Week Ending March 5:
"IT HAD TO HAPPEN" (20th-Fox)
"FRESHMAN LOVE" (W.B.)

ORPHEUM— (3,000).
Gross:

is

$28,900.

$23,000.
for

Estimated takings
ending March 5

week

the

"THE MUSIC GOES 'ROUND" (Col.)
"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)
$4,600.

Gross:

was below average.
run business was

first

PALACE— (2,800).

:

Week Ending March 4:
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
BRANDEIS— (1,200). 25c-35c-40c, 7 days.
Gross:

was good

:

$7,800.

$7,800.

25c-40c,

(Average, $8,000)

7

days.

'

house of $6,500.
"Follow the Fleet
in its second week at the Orpheum did
The house average is $8,500.
$9,250.
It was held over for a third week.
The weather was favorable.
1 otal
first run business was $55,-

Average

400.

$49,300.
for

is

Estimated takings
end.ng March 5

week

the

(Average,

25c-40c, 7 days.
$5,000)

Gross:

(Republic)

RIVERSIDE— (2,300).

15c-20c-25c, 7

$11,500.

(20th-Fox)

25c-35c-40c,

7

Stage: Jackie Coogan, Betty Grable
and California Collegians. Gross: $13,650.
(Average, $10,000.)

"IT HAS TO HAPPEN" (Col.)
"TOO TOUGH TO KILL" (ZOth-Fox)

FOX— (5,038),

25c-35c-55c

(Average,

$8,400.

7

Gross:

days.

$12,000.)

"HITCH HIKE TO HEAVEN" (Inv.)
GRAND OPERA HOUSE— (2,200), 15cStage: Vaudeville.

25c-35c, 7 days.

(Average,

$3,100.

Gross:

$3,300.)

"MODERN TIMES" (U. A.)
LOEW'S— (3,162), 25c-35c-55c, 7 days,
Gross: $13,000. (Average, $9,000.)
"FOLLOW THE t LEET" (Radio)

ORPHEUM— (1,950).

2nd week.

Gross:

25c-35c-55c,

$9,250.

7

(Average.

days,
58,500.)

"KLONDIKE ANNIE" (Para.)
SHUBERT RIALTO — (1.723). 25c-35c-

55c,

7

2nd

days,

(Average,

week.

Gross:

$8,000.

$6,500.)

"Happen" Garners
in Houston
Houston, March

(2,400).

25c-40c,

(Average, $5,000)

7

11.

— In

a

week

of

showing was
made by "It Had to Happen" which
was under par bv $100 on a take of
the best

$6,900.

"Follow the Fleet" played only five
davs on its second week, but took
$6,000, which was $1,000 below the
first week average.
The run was interrupted for "Dodswoth," stage play.
"Sylvia Scarlett" at the Kirby was a
disappointment, falling below an average of $3,000 for three days to $1,800.
city wide epidemic of influenza
and school epidemic of measles and
mumps was blamed in part for the
week's drop in receipts.
Total first run business was $23,900.
Average is $26,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 5

A

"SYLVIA SCARLETT" (Radio)
KIRBY— (1.450), 15c-35c, 3 days. Gross:
$1,800.

(Average, $3,000)

"TWO IN THE DARK" (Radio)
KIRBY— (1.450). 15c-35c,
days (BankNight).

Gross:

days.

$1,200.

(Average,

T500)

"CALLING OF DAN MATTHEWS"

days.

Stage: "Broadway Ballyhoo Revue" with
Lamberti. Red Donahue and Pal, Kay
Gross:
Donna. Tovce Bros, and Dean.
(Average, $5,000)
$4,800.
"FOLLOW THE FLEET' (Radio)

WARNER —

AMBASSADOR— (3,018),

1

"RETURN OF JIMMY VALENTINE"

Gross:

"HERE COMES TROUBLE"
days.

falling grosses

"Marie"

Omaha, March

Rialto was also in the money with a
take of $8,000 against par for the

(First Div.)

(F. N-)
30c-40c,

$8,000)

—

St. Louis, March 11.
"Here Comes
Trouble" and Jackie Coogan and Betty Grable and their "California Collegians" on the stage at the Ambassador proved an outstanding hit with
a take of $13,650, which was above par
by $3,650.
"Modern Times" at Loew's was $4,000 above average with a gross for
the week of $13,000. "Klondike Annie"
in its second week at the Shubert-

-

days.

7

(Average, $2,750)

RKO FAMILY— (1,000), 15c-25c,
(Average. $1,250)
$1,100.
"CORONADO" (Para.)
(1,000), 15c-25c,
FAMILY—
RKO

(3,800),

(Average,

(Aver-

$6,500.

"DANCING LADY" (M-G-M)

Stage: Red Hodges & Ada Leonard
days.
& Co. Gross: $13,000. (Average, $15,000)
FLEET" (Radio)
30c-35c-42c,

Gross:

RKO GRAND— (1,200),
Gross:

"FOLLOW THE
HIPPODROME —
WARNER'S

$12,000)

age, $6,500)

(Aver-

30c-42c-60c,

(Average,

$14,750.

2nd downtown week.

Gross:

"LOVE ON A BET"
RKO PALACE— (3,100),

$11,000.

Gross:

"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
RKO CAPITOL— (2,000), 35c-42c, 7 days.

30c-35c-

$7,500.

California Cava-

Buddy Rogers and

Stage:

(Average, $3,000)

$3,000.

"KLONDIKE ANNIE"
LOEW'S STATE— (3,400),

Show $13,650
In St. Louis

:

RKO ALBEE— (3,300). 35c-42c, 6 days.
(Average, 7 days, $12,000)
$8,000.
"WIFE VS. SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
ing March 6
RKO PALACE — (2,700), 35c-42c, 7 days.
"MUSS 'EM UP" (Radio) (4 days)
(Average, $10,000)
$17,500.
"THE MURDER OF DR. HARRIGAN" Gross:
"DON'T GET PERSONAL" (Univ.)
(F. N.) 3 days)
SHUBERT—
(2,150), 35c-42c, 7 days.
RKO
ALLEN — (3,300), 30c-35c-42c, 7 days.

"MODERN

"THE MELODY LINGERS ON" (U. A.)
"THE LONE WOLF RETURNS" (Col.)

$21,000.

of Dr. Harrigan divided the week at
the Allen with an average total take
of $3,000.
Pal"Love on a Bet" at the
ace, with a stage attraction headed

Gross:

(Average, $5,500)

$3,000.

draw

to

Hippodrome,

Warners'

at

Estimated takings for the week end-

$51,000.

is

continued

picture,

heavily

"Muss 'Em Up" and "The Murder

to continue its run.
two grosses practically

sorbed all the money there was in
town, although the Warner managed
to make a fairly creditable showing
with "Rose of the Rancho" and "The
Murder of Dr. Harrigan," doing
$4,700. The Casino got only around
$5,500 with "Confidential" and the
Alvin
while
the
unit,
"Oddities"
slipped to $3,000 with "Don't Get
Personal" and "Hellship Morgan."
Total first run grosses were $67,400.

the

"Follow the Fleet," also a second

week

downward

11.

vs.

—

11.

town, was the outstanding box-office
attraction of the week, almost doubling the usual $4,000 take at Loew's

Warner

These

its

a

"Modern
second week down-

Cleveland, March

"Exclusive Story" on the screen, gave
the box-office
present scales
just
a
000,

Week

Second

In Pittsburgh

"Trouble"and

$17,500

Hit; Gets

In Cleveland

1936

12,

KIRBY— (1.450),
$1,500.

(Col.)
15c-35c,

3

days.

Gross:

(Average, $1,500)

HAD TO HAPPEN" (20th-Fox)
LOEW'S STATE— (2.750). 25c-40c, 7 days.
"IT

Gross:

$6,900.

(Average. $7,000)

"FOLLOW THE FLEET"

MAJESTIC— (2,250),

25c-50c.

5

(Radio)
days. 2nd

week. Gross: $6,000. (Average. $7,000)
"WHIPSAW" (M-G-M)
"THREE LIVE GHOSTS" (M-G-M)
"THE MUSIC GOES 'ROUND" (Col.)
WISCONSIN— (3,200), 25c -40c. 7 days.
METROPOLITAN— f2.600). 25c-50c. 7
Gross:

$8,000.

(Average,

$8,000)

days.

Gross:

$6,500.

(Average, $7,000)
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IBattle Lines i

Purely

Personal

iQuickly Drawn ALdayFRIEDLANDER
on two-week swing

will leave toof First
which will take

a

On
t

I
(

Jersey

(Continued from page 1)
created by the cosmetics, tobacco and
sott drink interests.
Theatre men led the movement for
a general state tax on all industries.
Allied of JNew Jersey, at a meeting
Hotel today,
Stacy-Trent
the
at
Gov.
adopted a resolution asking
Harold G. Hotiman and legislative
leaders to adopt general taxation. The
organization represents 143 state ex-

The

resolution was signed
association president.

W. Newbury,
read

It
1

cago, St. Louis, Kansas City, Dallas,
New Orleans, Atlanta, Miami, Charlotte, Washington and Philadelphia in
the order named.

•

H. J. Yates, who
Washington yesterday

sailed

on

the

for a five-week

business trip in England, was tendered a bon voyage party at the Warwich Tuesday night by about 50 executives of Consolidated and affiliated

press that the
of New Jersey is considering the imposition of
a tax to be levied on merely a few

C. H. Bradfield, vice-president of
Audio Prod., is back at his desk again

the

public

state

and
"Whereas, motion

industries,

only

the

classes,

it

pictures being
of the poorer
not taxing a luxury, but

amusement
is

a necessity, and

"Whereas, to confine the proposed
tax to only a few industries would be
discriminatory, now
"Therefore, be is resolved, that if
any tax must be levied it should be
equally distributed over all businesses,
and be it further resolved that the
theatre industry be granted a public
hearing before the enactment of any
tax legislation."
Representatives of Warners were
active in the legislative corridors, informing legislators of the bad effect
the tax would have on the film in-

Heading the Warner group
were Donald Jacocks, zone manager

dustry.
for

northern

New

Newbury Rushes

to Trenton
Lee Newbury, president of Allied
of New Jersey, cut short a vacation
in Mexico City to be in Trenton for
the fireworks on the 10 per cent tax

Yesterday morning

all

members

of the organization received telegrams
urging their appearance in the
Jersey capital.

New

The telegram
lows

following

period

a

sent out

was

recuperation

of

from an appendix operation
•

tap dancer, has
for three
shorts. She recently appeared at the
State with the Louis Sobol unit.

Warners

by

signed

•

•

Lefkowitz

Joseph

S.

Hummel, Warner

Cleveland circuit operafrom
yesterday
a

Jack Goldstein, former exploitamanager for United Artists, has

"Emergency meeting called for
Wednesday, March 11, at Stacy-Trent
Hotel, Trenton, at 12 noon sharp.
Subject: Tax on theatre admissions
scheduled for passage by Legislature

Your presence

at

meeting and in Trenton for balance of
day vital to the life of your theatre."

In Its Third
"Follow

Week

Fleet" garnered approximately $84,000 at the Music
Hall in its third week, making a total
of $244,000 for the three-week run.
For the first week the take was $105,000. On the second week the AstaireRogers musical tallied $75,000.
On April 8 "The Great Ziegfeld"
will open at the Astor on a two-a-day
the

•

McCarthy,

recovering from a
attack of the grippe, is exback at his office early next
•

Frank F. Kolbe, president of
Pathe, and Robert W. Atkins, a director, are back from Florida.

RKO

at-

coast

yesterday

for

by plane.
•

Mort Shea

theatre

head in Boston, is back in
town and plans to stay around sev-

eral days.

RKO

from Miami

week.

Dave Lewis, newly appointed manager of M-G-M's branch in Japan,
is
due from Havana next week.
•
Frank McNamee, Philadelphia
home

exchange head, is visiting the
few days.

office for a

•
attack of the
yesterday.

flu,

returned to his desk
•

tonight.

has joined
staff at Republic.

Ed Finney's

Afred S.
will sail for
lie

Krellberg, film attorney,
England Saturday on the
de France.

Columbia Six-Month Two Circuit Heads
Profit Is $781,273 Favor M-G-M's Plan
(Continued from page

as

are

currently

outstanding,

current assets of $10,170,036, including cash or equivalent of $2,927,532,
and current liabilities of $1,521,010.
This is exclusive of assets of foreign
subsidiary companies which were reported at a total net amount of $671,565, as of

Nov.

30,

Moscoto in

(Continued from page

1)

and after preferred dividends.
The financial position of Columbia
is highly liquid, the report says, with

1935.

New House

1)

thought in that "M-G-M has always
been fair in its dealings with exhibitors and now is the time to play
fair with the company."
The two
men also hold that M-G-M would not
have suggested the cancellation plan
if

it were unreasonable.
Brandt is understood

to

have been

the first local exhibitor to have signed
the
agreement. He has more
than 40 theatres. Rosenblatt, likewise,
has put his signature on the contract.
He represents about 10 theatres.

alties.

Urging adherence to the Berne ConMcClure declared that the
present discrimination against American authors and composers in Europe,
vention,

of being a reason why we
stay out of the treaty, demonstrates the need for some way of
securing protection abroad, where, he
said, we do not now enjoy treaty protection, since existing agreements are
insufficient and unsatisfactory.
Leading up to a discussion of the
Duffy measure by considering the
present copyright law, which, he said,
is "inadequate and inapplicable," McClure told the committee the fundamental question is "whether tens of
thousands of persons," or Ascap,
should be the principal beneficiaries.
"We have to think of the hundreds
of thousands of persons," he said "we
cannot permit in the law a provision
that causes such great inconvenience
and results in injustice when applied
to characteristic cases.
"Shall we legislate for large numbers or for small numbers?
No man
who makes secondary use of music
now can escape the sword of Damocles that always hangs over his head
in the form of this minimum damage
provision."

instead

should

;

Asks Protection for the Public

When

the present law was enacted,
he asserted, "the need of the individual copyright holders transcended the
need of the people."
Further, he
added, the creation of Ascap filled a
real need, but under present conditions
it
is necessary that the public should
be protected against exploitation by
copyright owners.
McClure lectured the committee on
its
responsibility under the constitution to legislate for the welfare of the
country as a whole, as contrasted with
the expressions voiced by Chairman

Sirovich that the constitution demanded that the rights of creators be safeguarded.
Copyright and patents are
designed to benefit the country by encouraging creation, the State Department official said, but were never intended solely to benefit inventors.
Elimination of the minimum damage clause will not ruin the music
society,

Frank Moscoto, president of Gil"Klondike Annie" opened yesterday you Amusements, Inc., has opened a
at the Paramount to capacity busi- new theatre in Astoria.
Percy Brown
ness.
This morning the Music Hall has taken over from the Level Amusebegins a two-week run of "The Coun- ment Corp., the Atlantic, East Rock-

plans

try Doctor."

week.

Cosman on

the Coast

—Jack

Hollywood, March 11.
man is here from New
to

return

east

the

Cos-

York and

end of the

McClure

out that "their

declared,

own

pointing"

testimony showed

performing rights societies

in foreign
countries are doing very well, although there is no minimum fee in
those countries, or anything analagous."
The nrovisions of the bill, he explained, are considered by the InterDepartmental Committee to afford
adequate protection against infringe-

ment.

M-G-M

policy.

away.

1)

tion in the fixing of infringement pen-

branch manager

Detroit, is in town and will leave
for the automobile city the end of the

Fred C. Quimby, recovered from an

will arrive

Need

•

RKO

•

Gordon E. Youngman,
the

RKO

Koerner,

in

week.

shares

"Fleet" at $84,000

Nicholas M. Schenck has gone
Miami from the coast and is not
expected back in New York for another week or longer.

Nat Levy,

•

left

sales de-

Freddie Bartholomew left for the
coast yesterday on a call from M-G-M.
He had planned to go to Washington
on a stunt for U. A. on Saturday.
•

City.

New York

RKO

of the

partment is vacationing at Pinehurst,
N. C. He reports that he is shooting
a 92 on the famous No. 2 course.
•

returned from a vacation in Atlantic

torney,

last

district

tion

recent
pected

left

•

Charles
•

J.

and

cruise

night for home.

Janeiro.

Al Adams

night.

foreign

manager, will arrive on the
American Legion today from Rio de
sales

J.

Arthur

and

to

as fol-

:

Wednesday

in Florida.

Selma Marlowe,

been

Jersey, and David

E. Weshner.

bill.

Zeltner, one
Doob's right hand men, injured his
knee the other night when he fell between an I. R. T. train and the platform. He is expected back at the office in a few days.

Lou Miller
•

Oscar

of

Schaefer,

returned to Detroit after
conferring with Major Leslie E.

Fills a

(Continued from page

Max

have

cuit

been

McClure Says
Duffy's Bill

ploitation.

companies.
•

has

past two years
and prior to that with the Capitol for
10 years handling exploitation, has resigned to join General Electric where
he will assist in advertising and ex-

Irwin

Thompson.

legislature of the

i

to

"Whereas, the Allied Theatre Owners of New Jersey have been apprised
through

i

him

HAMMER, who
SAM
with WHN for the

Edward Beatty, general manager, tors, returned
by Lee and Ed Shields of the Butterfield cir- Mediterranean

hibitors.
!

exchanges
Albany, Buffalo, Detroit, Chi-

Division

Tax

9

Moray on
Hollywood,
H.

Moray,

Field Trip

March

Vitaphone

11.

— Norman

executive

in

charge of shorts, has left on a swing
through the south, midwest and California.
He will confer with Warner
branch managers and exhibitors, and
on the coast will talk product with
Jack L. Warner. He will return about
April 20.

—
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Buffalo

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

Buffalo, March 11.— Chief Barker
Jacob Lavene has filled all committees

the

for

first

ball

hold

be

to

The

Tent -\o. 7 in five years.

will be held in the Statler this

by

'Broadway Playboy"

Saturday.

Art Kassel's orchestra anil Erwin
supply
orchestra
Gluckman's
will
music. Radio comedians Henry BurBIG and StOOPNAGLE and Budd, the
latter former local boys, are scheduled
tentatively

to

Harry
ber

active
co-chairmen,
with
the hands of Nicholas J.

are

tickets

help entertain.

Dixon and Nate Sau-

T.

in

W. Kempke. Harry
Dewey Michaels and

Basil and Carl

AltmAn,
Murray

are

handling

entertainment.

Favors and menus have been left to
Robert T. Murphy, with Dixon and
Sauber sitting in. Kenneth Robinson is looking after reservations and
seating, and C. Arthur Woodward,
John Chinell, William F. Bork,
.

Elmer C. Lux, Lu Blumeneeld and
George Rosenbaum on the reception
committee.

Basil Brady and Phil Lavene are
handling transportation, with exploitation being done by John Sitterly,

Mike Simon, Ralph Maw, I. R.
Lounsberry and Edgar H. Tawmley. Ephraim Bettigole and H. H.
Webster will arrange for decorations.
Joe Friedman heads a journal committee including
Otto A. Siegal,
Leo Murphy, George W. Ferguson,
M. V. Sullivan, Norman L. Sper,

i

/ 1

Hollywood, March

Dickman

Emerson

R.

J.

Alex Weiss-

man

and Michael Kallett of Syracuse and A. T. Harris of Rochester.

"Young Love"
(Metropolis)

An

Milwaukee, March

11.

— The

local

Variety tent held a house warming in
its
new quarters in the Schroeder
hotel.
The new clubrooms are considerably larger than the former quarters in the Plankinton.
The tent will hold its annual circus
at the
Schroeder on Saturday, at
which it hopes to raise sufficient
money to provide for the furnishing of
its

new

quarters.

Final Pleas Heard
In Anti-Trust Suit
Wilmington, March

11.

— Final

ar-

gument was heard before Judge John

human story of the affection of a young peasant
Czechoslovakian-produced film from Elekta Film,
Prague, may be considered one of the more interesting importations to
this country. Completely unsophisticated in every sense, the producers
have told their story in terms of the people of which the picture treats.
The current furor which has been aroused by the original title of
the film, "Ecstasy of Young Love," has, of course, no justification whatentirely simple,
girl,

this

soever as far as the picture

itself

is

concerned.

The use

get

a
fears his son's love of the
and decides to send him to

Paul

is

Paul's father

for her.

woods will lead him to a life
town to school.
concerned only with catching a huge pike, which

of poaching,

river, Paul is thought to have drowned. Instead, with his reward he
buys the shoes he has promised Pepi, and a joyful reunion follows his

Western

safe return.

Reviewed
utes.

hibitors.

The Stanley Company of America
was formerly a co-plaintiff but has
settled

its

grievances

fendants. Duovac
tive organization.

The

is

with the deno longer an ac-

opened last
lasted almost two months.
trial

May

and

Cloud Scenes Being Shot
Portland, Oregon, March 11.
Columbia technicians, in company with
Frank Clark, stunt flyer, have spent
the past week in the Rogue River
valley shooting cloud scenes for use
in
"The Devil's Squadron."

high

degree of

material of
and pro-

interest,

third issue "of" the year features
three subjects: France's penal colony
at Devil's Island, the recent unsuccessful military coup in Japan and the
fishing industry of New England.
The first sequence, describing the
geographical situation of Devil's Island, which in the
past
has made
escape well-nigh impossible, and survivors few, points to the growth of
a new "racket," centering
in
Marseilles. For 20,000 francs, escape from
the colony is arranged
with a money
back guarantee.
So successful has
been the work of the escape ring, that
France is seriously considering abandoning the convict camp which has
been a symbol of dread incarceration
throughout the world.
Extremely effective is the reenactment of the action of a group of

—

Japanese army officers, who, dissatisfied with the military policies of the
Government, one night struck down
several officials, while the premier was
saved by the sacrifice of his brotherin-law.
The extreme spirit of pa-

perpetrators, is significantly portrayed.
The final episode describes pictorially and vocally the manner in which
the center of the New England fishing industry has shifted from Gloucester and its schooners to Boston and
its stream trawlers, the fight to stave
off ruinous competition by a reduction of the tariff on Canadian fish, an
the new impetus which came to the
industry with the popularizing of the
formerly discarded red fish, renamed
sea perch.
I

Previewed without production code
Running time, 18 mins. "G."

seal.

without

production

George Skouras has taken over the
Majestic, Jersey City. Although preliminary reports indicated he would
keep the house closed, Skouras has
stated he may alter the interior and
it

shortly.

Pipe with Pressbook
Warners have turned out a novelty
Joe Palooka short pressbook a square pipe with tag attached.
Along with it are instructions to
"Put this in your pipe and smoke it."
with the

—

seal.

Running

72 min-

time,

"G."

Skouras Takes Majestic

reopen

code

first

Theatre Bars Advocated
Albany, March 11.— The

legaliza-

and cafes in New York
was advocated yesterday at a
on the Brownell bill by a

tion of bars

theatres

hearing

group headed by Edith

J.

R. Isaacs,

editor of Theatre Arts.

Bill

Hart at M'Creery's

William

man

of the

(Bill) Hart,
old silent days,

S.

insatiable

cian's
is

destroyinghighlight of the film
is

Research

Inc.,

As always, containing
a

of the first

smaller fish, and for which a reward is offered. A
is the underwater battles between the fish and the boy until he finally
makes the capture. Meanwhile, his clothes having been picked up in the

Products,

Time No. 3"

word, causing the film to be confused with another Czechoslovakian "Mickey's Grand Opera"
picture, creates an entirely wrong impression for this film.
(Disney— U. A.)
Photographed amid the beautiful scenery of the Sazeva Valley of
With Mickey Mouse as the orchesBohemia, which adds much to the effect of the whole production, the tra conductor, Clara Cluck as the sofilm features two players who, the program notes, have never acted prano, Donald Duck as the tenor and
before. Their work is refreshing in its naturalness. The boy, Paul, and Pluto as the nuisance, this Disney colthe girl, Pepi, are close friends. The girl's dream is one day to own or cartoon has an all-star animated
cast, if ever there was one. Pluto's
pair of shoes, the boy's to be able to
them

P. Nields in U. S. District Court here
today in the anti-trust suits of General Talking Pictures Corp. and Duovac Radio Corp., against Electrical

Electric and A. T. & T. The defendants are charged with having built
up a monopoly in the film industry
through a series of contracts with ex-

of

(RKO)

and loyalty to the Emperor
which prompts such actions, and the
traditional and formal suicide of the

Looking 'Em Over

boy and

Milwaukee

"March

triotism

Nathan

and

Levee,

11.

light,

speed to sustain the action with every directorial liberty taken for the
audience laugh reaction.
The theme centers around the meddlesome
efforts of Gene Lockhart, a hayseed from Big Bend, to put a crimp in
Lockhart has
the marriage plans of Warren William, his lifelong pal.
William's interests at heart, but things happen when he accuses William's fiancee, June Travis, of golddigger tendencies and hops on Miss
Travis' father, mother and brother for their racketeering methods in
helping William spend his millions.
Wrestling matches between the
two families, verbal battles and much sobbing complete the comedy
rigamarole, with Lockhart and his wife, Kathleen Lockhart, the central
Lockhart succeeds in ironing out the difficulties and
comic figures.
reestablishing himself as the best man at the wedding.
Characterizations by William, Miss Travis, Barton MacLane, as the
wrestling butler, Dick Purcell, the brother, and the balance of the cast
are adequate. William McGann drains the story for the laughs. Roy
Chanslor penned the screenplay, retaining much of the Cohan flavor.
Production Code Seal, No. 2,023. Running time, 60 minutes. "G."

:

Marcus,

— This

picturization of George M. Cohan's
humorous film fare which should fulfill the
producer's aim as average program entertainment.
The characters move through the hokum situations with necessary
is

Short Subjects

this

'arners)

"Home Towners"

1936

duced in effective fashion, pictorially
and in choice of descriptive incident,

affair

coming

12,

two-gun

made

a

personal appearance at
McCreery's
yesterday during the store's exhibition
of old-time films.

the

curiosity

magic hat he
focal

laughable

point

the magiback stage,
about which the

about
finds

excitement

centers, while
the operatic rendition of the two leading "singers" is almost too good to
miss.
Donald Duck is in trouble, as
usual, with the expected entertaining
results.
Production Code Seal, No.
Running time, 8 mins. "G."
1,193.

Fabian Talking
Pool in Middletown

Si

Si Fabian, who recently acquired
the State and Stratton in Middletown, N. Y., from the estate of Hathaway Bros., is talking over a pooling
deal with Paramount for the Paramount in the same town.

Some time ago George Walsh,
Paramount upstate division head,
tried to work out a pooling arrangement with the Hathaways, but did
not complete the deal.
Reports thus far are to the effect that a joint operating deal had
already been closed, but Fabian denied this.

THE

COUNTRY DOCTOR"

W Emehe

ATTRACTION

buSTRY
SEEN!
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OF YOUR FUTURE

1

..

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

12

"are drunk with power'' and
time for Congress to step in.
She submitted a printed sheet about
four feet square showing in large type
the film company salaries as reported
by the Federal Trade Commission,
declaring
them "unbelievable" and
predicting they would' be cut if block
booking were eliminated.

Thursday, March

that

"Worthless,"

Says Yamins

it

"Here Today

Toronto, March 11.—G. W.
Calhoun drove here to arrange bookings for his Capitol at Aylmer, Ont. When he
returned home he discovered
he had no theatre for the
bookings. It had burned down
during his short absence.

While the maker of most articles
which prevails

(Continued from

patle

in

1)

Yamins

standard form of contract,
said, there is in fact no such thing if
by the term is meant a form including
certain clauses that every distributor
a

distributor writes his own
he is not regulated and he
contract
can do as he pleases," he said. He declared that failure to enact the legislation will be construed by the producer as an invitation to make the

"The

uses.

:

kind

of

Hollywood wants and

films

distributors to "change the terms

to

of their contracts so that unfair trade
practices will continue."
"I am not an endowed art museum,"
declared Walter B. Littlefield of Boston, discussing his efforts to "elevate"
his audience by showing "The Man
Who Played God," which turned out
to be a loss, although it was successful in nearby houses. "I cannot afford
to play such pictures," he said.

Littlefield Talks Differentials

Asked by Chairman
views

his

on

the

Pettengill for
prohibition

bill's

between blocks
which would be "coercive,"
Littlefield explained that it depended
on -the -pictures. If a distributor ofagainst

and

differentials

less

but dethem,
said, but
that
if nine of the block were cheap westerns and the tenth was a "Cavalcade,"
a price of $900 for the latter might
be all right.
fered

films for $1,000.
the same for half
might be coercion, he

10

manded

Littlefield

of

the distribuof foresight in forcing

criticized

tors for lack

pictures. He made a spirited defense
of the proposal for a synopsis on every
contract, declaring, "It seems to me
to be just a happy medium between
license
which now
the
unlimited
exists and the other extreme, which
some people want, which is a trade
showing of every film before it is
I claim that both extremes are
sold.

and

unreasonable

unworkable,"

he

said.

traffic

sections,

the

led Representative
that "there seems

remark

be something

wrong with

Cooper
to

me

to
to

censorship."

H. M. Richev of Detroit, general
manager of Allied of Michigan, said
that local organizations throughout
the country are "silent stockholders
in our theatres."
He contended that
block booking does not apply to affiliated houses but is a device to control
the independent.

Claim

Affiliates

Take Minority

Both Richev and Jeanette Willenskv of Philadelnhia, secretary of the
T.M.P.T.O. of Eastern Pennsylvania,
submitted figures to show that affiliated houses took onlv a small part
of any one company's output, while
the remainder was forced on first-run
independents
and
subsequent-run
Miss

Willensky told the
committee that the heads of the inhouses.

exhibitor's

Will Modify
Option Terms

retail

(Continued from pdffe

must be

"based on what the
will bear because there is no

fixed price per unit for the thing we
are selling," it was said by Col. H.
A. Cole, head of Texas Allied. He
charged that contracts now offered in
Texas towns where there is a Publix
interest contain a prohibition against
admission prices of less than 25 cents.
As a result, he said, many exhibitors
have had to increase their admissions
and their grosses have fallen off.
The Ohio censors have passed all
of the pictures banned by the Legion
of Decency,
said
P. J. Wood of
Columbus in answer to questions by
Cooper. Wood declared he could not
say why the board was so lenient.
The independents' presentation was
concluded by Sidney E. Samuelson of
New Jersey, who declared, "We ask
restoration and not innovation" and
charged that the industry is mopolized despite the fact that there are
eight companies.
"The test of monopoly is not the number of companies
doing business," he commented.
Because of hearings on another bill,
the sub-committee will be unable to
sit during the remainder of the week,
but if those hearings conclude in time,
it will resume consideration of block
booking March 16, when the public
organizations supporting the measure
will be heard, followed by the dis-

"Doctor" Big
In First Week

On

—

Angeles. March 11. "The
Country Doctor" got off to a flying
start in its day and date engagements
at
Grauman's Chinese and Loew's

|

debentures to cover the balance, had]
to scurry for additional cash.
Financially associated with Cowdin
are Erpi, Eastman Kodak and C. Ml
Woolf, head of General Film Distrib-;

it
was $20,000, up by $6,000. utors of London.
The latter's par-J
"Follow the Fleet" had a smashing ticipation involves an agreement fori
second week. At the Hillstreet it was the distribution of a certain amount
over par by $2,000 on a gross of $10,- of the British company's product in]
000 and at the Pantages it was $6,500 America by Universal and possible
to the good on a take of $9,700. "The British distribution of Universal prodPreview Murder Mvsterv" garnered uct by Woolf's company abroad.
$24,022, over the line' by $6,022, at the
Robert H. Cochrane, senior vice-;
Paramount, with a stage show headed president of Universal, is expected
by George Burns and Gracie Allen.
to be named president of the com-'
Total first run business was $101,- nany, and Cowdin chairman of the

latter

1

Average

522.

is

board,

$88,150.
for

Estimated takings
ending March 11

option

the

if

$14,000.

(Average.

$12,500)

(Average, $2,000)

$1,800.

STAR — (900),

4

$3,200.

(M-G-M)
30c-55c,

7

days.

Gioss:

(Average. $3,250)

"PEETERSSON-FERIGE" (Foreign)
GRAND INTERNAT'L— (750). 35c-40c,
Gross: $2100.

(Average.

Acquires Cooling Units
The U.
through J.

Air Conditioning Corp..

S.

Ferretti. has closed with
the
Baker Ice Machine
of
Co.
Omaha for distribution of Baker com-

and condensers to theatres.

pressors

The

J.

7

$1,200)

be

will

O., a

the

in

apparently is
in the dark over the basis for the
Barcelona exhibitors' protest, but after
receiving a cable from Jacques Edelstein on the boycott, which was put
office

Monday

night,
Mort
assistant,
Loew's
office to start an

investigation.

Laudy Lawrence, who evaded questions pertaining to the issue upon his
arrival Tuesday on the lie de France.
Ts

understood^

to"

have 'telephoned

Edelstein from the liner
route to this country.

Arthur

Loew,

head

of

while

en

M-G-M's

N. C.

The
Trust
placed

of America at $3

Bank

of America National
Savings Ass'n yesterday
stock on a regular $3 annual

and
its

PARAMOUNT— (3.595),

30c-55c. 7 days.
Geo. Burns & Gracie Allen. Ben
Blue, Cardini. Jacques Renard & Band.
M'"ltn n Watson.
F.
& M. revue. Gross:

Stage:

*24.022.

(Average.

$18,000)

"STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR"

WARNER

(3,000),
$8 600.

7

(F.N.)

(HOLLYWOOD)—

BROS.

25c-40c,

days,

2nd

week.

Gross:

(Average. $14,000)

Wall Street
Small Gains Continue on Board
Net

WARNER

(3.400),
$8,100.

7

basis with declaration of two quarterly
dividends of 75 cents each. Dividends
are payable March 31 to stockholders
of record March 20 and June 30 to
stockholders of record June 20.

Consolidated,

davs.

2nd week.

Gross:

(Average. $12,000)

.

.

High

Low

39

37

.

&A

.

pfd

1954
164
5154

.

Eastman
Loew's. Inc

654
19
164
495-$

10

Paramount 1 pfd
Paramount 2 pfd

(F.N.)
(DOWNTOWN) — RKO
20th

BROS.

2Sc-40c,

Columbia, vtc
Consolidated

Pathe Film

"STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR"

9Yg

737/6

71

1154

10

834

..

Centurv-Fox

844
3034

Century, pfd 39%
Universal, pfd
78
20th

Bros.

Barnetts to Celebrate
Pittsburgh.

March

11— Al

Blumberg

in Frisco

—

Francisco, March 11. Nate
J. Blumberg, general theatre operator
for RKO, is here from Los Angeles
until the end of the week, when he
will go to Denver. Mrs. Blumberg is
accompanying him.

(M.

+

19^
164
5154
974
7354

^
+254
+ 34
+ 54
+ V%
+H
-f

m

8

7554
12

Vt.

+254

83*

754

1254

.

30^6
39
7554
1254

+1

-2H

+

Vi

Curb Off Slightly
Net

Bar-

Universal manager, and Mrs.
Barnett will celebrate their 21st wedding anniversary this week-end in
Buffalo.
They came to Pittsburgh
from that city several years ago.
At the same time, Barnett will represent the local tent at the Buffalo
Variety Club's annual dinner on Saturday? night.

Sa??

.

Close Change
39
+1«

\w

30
39

.

Warner

nett,

foreign activities, who was scheduled
to arrive from Rio de Janeiro by plane
last night, was grounded at Raleigh,

Bank

Youngstown,

Palace,
house.

Monarch

1)

(Para.)

Spring,
Arthur
cabled the Paris

of the former's

installation

first

Kooler-Aire system using Baker units

"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
HILLSTREET— (2,700), 25c-40c, 7 days.
tributors with the exception of RKO
?"d week. Gross: $10,000. (Average, $8,000)
and Columbia, who are not members "THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" (20th-Fox)
LOEW'S STATE— (2,500). 30c-55c, 7 days.
of Mutua, will retaliate.
Mutua has
Gross: $20,0^0. (Average, $14,000)
notified the exhibitors of its stand and
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
the move will become effective eight
PANTAGES— (3,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. 2nd
week. Gross: $9,700. (Average, $3,200)
days after legal notice has been given
"PREVIEW MURDER MYSTERY"

effect

exercised.

:

"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" (ZOth-Fox)
CHINESE— (2,500), 30c-55c, 7 days. Gross:

days.

into

is

week

the

"THE VOICE OF BUGLE ANN"

(Continued from page

1

j

The

take at the former, $14,000,
was $2,000 over average, and at the
State.

Gross:

Premier of Spain
Asks Arbitration

remainder was to be met ii
whatever manner Dr. A. H. Giannini
chairman of the board of Bank ol
America, elected.
He is declared tc
have insisted upon cash or Government bonds, which explains why
Standard Capital, which had figured
on furnishing new Universal stock and
sion, the

the Coast

Los

1)

ported ready to meet the cash requirements if the demand is made.
Originally and aside from the $1,500,000 cash
payment, over whicl
there has
never been any discus-

"LAST OF THE PAGANS" (M-G-M)
FILM ARTE— (800), 30c-40c, 7 days.

tributors.

M-G-M's home

The witness was questioned at
length regarding; censorship, and explained that Massachusetts reviews
pictures only for Sunday showings
and that the board has passed many
to which local organizations object.
This

all

price

93

Say Laemmle

—"

is

can set a retail price

1

J

dustry

Cancellation

12,

High
Sentry Safety

.

Low

2%
Technicolor

32

Trans-Lux

454

Close Change

%

15/16

.

%

2VS
31

—1/16

-

234

—1

31

V%

45-6

Most Bonds Gain
Net
High Low Close Chang
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40
3054
General Theatre
Equin. 6s '40 ctf 30
Keith B. F.
.

6s

'46

loew's 6s '41
deb rights

.

9S54

2834

3054

+2

28^

2934

+134

9554

+

95

ww
102

102

]

Va.

102

Paramount

Pict.
6s '55
6s '41 np...
Warner Bros. 6s

RKO
'39

wd

+1

8914
7534

88
7534

89
7534

-

92

9034

9VA

+154

(Quotations at close of

March

11)
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Defeated
In Assembly

Is
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Years for Thalberg

Hollywood, March 12.— Irv-

new ten-year

ing Thalberg's

agreement under which he
becomes an autonomous pro
ducer has been signed. With
three years still to go on his
pact, this will keep him
with Metro for 13 years to

13,

the industry
In All

Branches

TEN CENTS

1936

Copyright Fee M.P.T.O.A.

Is

To Seek New
Suggested Trade Pacts

Fixed by Law
Is

old

Bill Will

Be Considered

Again Today
Trenton,

March

12.

come.

It is probably the longest term contract in the industry.

—Both

branches of the State Legislature recessed this afternoon until tomorrow
night without reconsideration of the
amusement-luxury
tax
bill.
The
measure was defeated in the Assembly early today by 19 to 37, 12
votes less than needed for passage.
The tax bill is scheduled to be reconsidered in the Assembly tomorrow
as the first order of business.
The
bill calls for a 10 per cent tax on the
gross receipts of all amusements, and
levies of from 10 to 20 per cent on
tobacco, cosmetics, camera films
soft drinks.
powerful lobby, headed by

A

—

20th-FoxUnit
In England to

Make 4 Yearly

(Continued on page 5)

Plans Are Set for

BY BRUCE ALLAN

—

Prod, for the purpose of producing
four British films, costing $500,000
each,

Twentieth
for
distribution in

Century-Fox

world
the next 12
months.
Robert T. Kane, who came to England with Sidney R. Kent, to be
director general of Twentieth CenturyFox production in England, has been
associated with Dr. Paul Czinner in
the production of the Elisabeth Bergner "As You Like It" for Inter-Alby lied. He will have full charge of New

Montreal Producing
have

completed
Amusement Securities Corp. in association with Canadian financial interests for the production of 18 features
at Montreal, to be designed for both
the American and British markets and
to be made in compliance with the
British quota laws.
The first picture was completed recently after having been undertaken
as a test production to determine
whether product made in Montreal
under the British quota laws could be
Plans

been

(Continued on page 5)

Discuss Changes in
Tobis Royalty Deals
Major company representatives yesterday discussed changes to be sought
in
current agreements with Tobis
covering the payment of royalties to
that company on pictures distributed
in Germany, Austria and other central European countries, at a meeting
at
headquarters presided
over by Leopold Friedman of
The proposed changes are to be
submitted to Dr. Henckele of Berlin,
Tobis representative, within the next

MPPDA

MGM.

few days. The American companies
will ask for reductions in the royal(Continued on page 5)

Congressional action to fix the
license fees to be paid by the film industry, broadcasting stations and other
users of copyright music were explored today by the House Patents
Committee as the third week of hearings
on copyright revisions were
ties of

brought to a close.
The suggestion was made by Repre-

Cramer of California after
Representative Daly of Pennsylvania
had criticized the attitude of Senator
sentative

and

and tobacco interests,
defeating the program after legislative leaders apparently had lined up
the votes to pass it.
Senate leaders
are bringing pressure to bear, however, and plan to hold the Legislature
in session all night tomorrow and all
in

Is
Complete
List of Practices

House Hearing
By CLARENCE LINZ
Washington, March 12 Possibili-

2.
Furthering
London,
March
plans made by Joseph M. Schenck on
the
London visit, Twentieth
his
last
succeeded
Century-Fox has formed New World

film

Proposal Is Discussed At Objective

World

production.

Twentieth Century-Fox will handle
"As You Like It," but the role of
British producers-in-chief for them,
for which Inter-Allied appeared to be
(Continued on page 8)

12.

— Aaron

Sap-

erstein was reelected
president,
to
serve his seventh term as head of Allied of Illinois, at its seventh annual
election held here today at the Con-

gress Hotel. More than 200 members
attended.
In addition to Saperstein, the officers elected were
Van Nomikos,
vice-president
Harry Lasker, secretary ; Joe Stern, treasurer, and Harry
Nipo, sergeant-at-arms.
The board
of directors is to be announced to:

;

morrow.

at

representative exhibitors
be able to attend the

who would

New York

clause,
Chairman Sirovich
taking the attitude that if the minimum were eliminated the maximum
should also be.
The Senator explained that the
minimum has been used "as a club in

Present indications are that no attempt will be made to open the meetings until the current block booking
and copyright legislation hearings in
progress at Washington have been

damage

(Continued on page 5)

Ampa Dinner

Ticket

Sales Top Last Year
Ticket sales for the Ampa Naked
Truth dinner have passed the 600
mark set last year, according to Gordon White, and a record attendance is
assured.
Choice of the master of ceremonies
is still to be made from three names,
but the program details are complete,
and one of the novelties will be a floor
spectacle to wind up the entertainment program. Stage and screen talent lined up includes plenty of the
best

known

acts,

White

says.

"New

ff

Astaire Deal,
States Leo Spitz

Hollywood,

Mar.

12.

the report that a rift existed between
Fred Astaire and RKO, Leo Spitz today stated, "We are negotiating a
new deal with Astaire and we are
sure that everything will work out

the latter figure

was the cause

misunderstanding.

officials

at

any time.

concluded.
Trade subjects which will figure in
the discussions and on which agreements will be sought include either a
straight 10 per cent cancellation without qualifications or an increase in
(Continued on page 8)

Standard-Universal

Deal

Is in

The chances

of

Balance

Standard

Capital
Co. exercising its option to acquire
a controlling interest in Universal before the
option expires tomorrow
night were quoted at eight to 10 by
Standard interests yesterday despite
the fact that no decisive change in the
situation was reported during the day.
With developments on both coasts
being awaited, Standard is understood
(Continued on page 8)

—Answering

RKO

plans

ing

meetings with distribution

Today's meeting was occupied with
discussions concerning the labor situa- satisfactorily to all concerned."
Spitz said that the star has one
tion and problems of relations with
distributors. The first board meeting more film on his current contract and
will be held next week, when a gen- that the
option calls for three
eral meeting date will be set for the for next year.
Astaire's objection to
outlining of the organization's
for the coming year.

annual board of directors' meetMiami last week authorized
Kuykendall to make arrangements for
the
conferences
and to designate
either a special committee or the executive committee of M. P. T. O. A.
to work with him.
Kuykendall said
yesterday that an active special committee would be named comprising
tion's

at length on his proposal to eliminate the $250 minimum

was examined

now

Saperstein Elected
Illinois Allied Head
Chicago, March

Duffy of Wisconsin and had precipitated an argument among members of
the committee.
Appearing before the committee for
further questioning,
Senator Duffy

A

master committee of the M. P.
T. O. A. will be designated in the
near future to meet with company
heads and sales executives in an effort to work out a complete program
of approved trade practices, it was
stated yesterday by Ed Kuykendall.
The national exhibitor organiza-

of the

Managers Seek New
Talks with Writers
Reiterating its stand against acceptance of the new minimum basic agreement for playwrights and managers
placed in effect March 1 by the
Dramatists' Guild, the League of N.
Y. Theatres, the producing managers'
organization, at a meeting yesterday
(Continued on page 5)
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Para. Closes on New
Product with Schine
Milton Kusell,

11

Tl

New York

state dis-

manager for Paramount, has
completed negotiations with Louis
Schine and George Lynch on 1936-37
product which will be played in the
Schine circuit of 70 theatres in New
York and Ohio. Schine now has 18
houses in Ohio, has recently taken
over two in Tiffin.
Mike Kallett, who has 17 units in

OW

ollyivood,

March

12.

who mean

ers

nothing, or
next to it, at the box-office continue to get work at princely
salaries?
Why does the golden
landslide continue for commercial
near-nonenities ?
The answers to that are several. For

one thing, this is a "name" business. The cry for personalities
starts with the public, percolates
through the exhibitor to the
salesman,

branch and district
managers, New York and so
over the grades into Hollywood.
Therefore and because producers

know

that the safest course to
follow in the unsafe business of
making pictures is to ply casts
with names, they hire what they
can and hope for the best.
.

.

.

T
Self -adulation which takes the
form of advertising to each other
locally keeps the name market
flourishing. That is exactly the
purpose and it succeeds very well

The

indeed.

barrage,
either
ahead or behind it, is the agent,
and the victim, conscious and
otherwise, is the producer. He
continues to be the fall guy who
forever is impressed by news
items published locally and occasionally elsewhere beyond the
hills.
On the general and silly
theory that what is talked about
in
Hollywood will be talked
about in the world beyond, deals
are made and box-office anathema hired month in and out.
.

.

.

trict

the upstate

New York

territory, is in

from Oneida conferring with Paramount on next season's lineup.
Skouras Theatres, the Century circuit and about 50 independent theatres

Kusell's territory already
have signed for 1936-37 product.
in

Depinet, Levy Quit Coast

—

Hollywood, March 12. Ned E.
Depinet and Jules Levy will leave tomorrow for Dallas and are expected
to return to New York in a week.
Levy recently returned from San
Francisco.
Leo Spitz is prolonging
for

further studio confernot expected to return
east for another fortnight.
his' 'stay

ences

and

is

There is the occasional producer and director who take
themselves

in an
endeavor to
what others
feel about their motion pictures.
It must be an enlightening ex-

&

C. Suit

The Twentieth

Century-Fox suit
against S. & C. for $18,000 on overages allegedly due the distributor on
six features last season did not come
up again yesterday. A crowded calendar forced the matter over until this
morning. Unless cases ahead of it on
the docket are disposed of the jury
trial will go over until Monday.

the
learn

field

and suggests readily
enough the wisdom in a greater
number emerging from their
Southern
California
vacuums
perience

sufficiently long to poke their
heads outside. Making entertainment for the masses, it might be
a thought to grace the lower

by the common touch,
what they think and

levels and,

discover

want.

.

.

.

T
The

fruits

of

such slumming

would divulge considerable. For
instance, it would become immediately patent that some names,
big in Hollywood eyes, actually
keep the public away from the
box-office.

Delay Fox-S.

into

It

could

that a male star,

Outlook

By RED

and why do perform-

be learned

now drawing

over $100,000 a picture and
fought over, is regarded in this

KANN"^^^—

March

12.

— Clark

Gable and Joan Crawford will be costarred in "Parnell" by M-G-M, soon
to be started by John M. Stahl.

—

—

appear.

.

.

.

T

The name

equation,

per-

over the years, by this
time cannot be routed out
it
would be a foolhardy experisisting

;

ment

The

launch.

to

however,

is

difficulty,

not one of names,

but of their calibre. "Nameless
names" is Ben Schulberg's apt
description. He finds there is no

drawn between
genuine names, phony names and
no names at all. The conclusion
can be only one
All names,
established or not, get the breaks
differentiation

:

and the wine flows

freely.

.

.

.

T
Harold B. Franklin, his throne
not so mighty these days, sits in
his small office at Columbia observing the scene, confidently
biding his time. Speaking as one
new in production, but drawing copiously on his long experience as a big-time theatre
operator, he believes the situation can be solved only through

development of new talent. Proall of them, are fiddling
around with it, each one hoping
that when he least expects it a
ducers,

new

find will burst

world,

tled

own.

.

.

not

upon a

star-

excluding

his

.

and when, then what? The

If

ante will skyrocket, agents willing, and they are.
Salaries for
the new geniuses will continue
their dizzy climb and the parade
will move along on its dazed, but
happy, way. This righteous disturbance
which is ours undoubtedly makes for a varied
assortment of nonsense. Nothing will be done about it; nothing ever is. Solving nothing as
we appreciate this does, the blood
pressure, nevertheless, is dropping now and our sense of humor returning.
are on our
way to find the two chaps who
spoke so vehemently on the
Metro lot the other day. One of
them remarked to the other
"
and he's a sucker if he
takes four grand a week."

We

.

.

Form

.

A

large

exhibitor delegation will
opposition to the Pettengill
Bill
when the hearings before the
House committee are resumed in
in

Washington on Monday.

Among those scheduled to be heard
are M. A. Lightman, Memphis, president of the M. P. T. O. of Mississippi, Arkansas and Tennessee, which
comprises three individual M. P. T.
O. A. units which consolidate activities whenever mutual interests are involved; Hugh W. Bruen, Seattle,
president of the M. P. T. O. of the
Northwest Ray Morrow, president of
the I: T. O. of Arkansas; Stanley
Sumner, Cambridge, Mass., exhibitor;
George P. Aarons, secretary of the
M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern New Jersey and Delaware;
Jack Miller, president of the Theatre Owners Ass'n. of Chicago; Morton Thalheimer, president of the I.
T. O. of Virginia, and Ed Kuykendall, president of the M. P. T. O. A.
Most of these exhibitor leaders are
in New York at this time and will
leave for Washington on Sunday.

Quigley Award Vote
Fixed for March 17
Judging for the 1935 Quigley grand
awards for exploitation will be held at

New York Athletic Club March
under the supervision of A-Mike
Vogel, chairman of the Managers'
Round Table Club of Motion Picture
Herald.
From the 24 campaigns
which received the silver and bronze
plaques each month during 1935 will
be selected two for the silver and
bronze grand awards.
It is planned to present the awards
the
17,

Hollywood late this month or early
April.
Arrangements have been
made with T.W.A. to transport the
in

in

winners by plane to the coast for the
presentation.

Smith Gets Summons
In

St.

Louis Action

A. W. Smith, vice-president and
western division sales head for Warners, was served yesterday with a
copy of a complaint and a summons
in connection with the Government's
civil
suit
against Warners,
Paramount and RKO for allegedly refusing to sell the Ambassador, Missouri
and New Grand Central in St. Louis.
George J. Schaefer, vice-president
and general manager for U. A., also
has been served since he took over his

new

duties.
Both are individual defendants in the action.

"Klondike" Seattle Hit

—

Seattle, March 12.
"Klondike
Annie" registered the largest openingday gross of any of the last three

West

pictures, at the Orpheum.
This
was in spite of, or as a result of, the
campaign against the film by Hearst's

Post-Intelligencer.
The picture was

previewed by the
censors and was passed with no eliminations.

.

Republic Club

Republic Club has been organized

home office and plans call for
the first meeting on St. Patrick's Day
for the election of officers.
at the

1936

.

.

A

13,

;

This merry-go-round, expensive beyond the dreams of a
Croesus, gyrates because few
here can see the woods for the
trees.

March

Exhibitors Set for
Booking Bill Fight
appear

wise by one of the nation's bigcircuit
operators:
"He
gest
doesn't sell tickets, but he doesn't
keep them out." It could be ascertained that many surprisingly many
featured players now
employed regularly here add not
one scintilla of commercial draw
to the pictures in which they

Co-Star Gable, Crawford
Hollywood,

Friday,

Pathe Votes Dividend
Film Corp. yesterday declared a dividend of $1.75 on its seven
per
cent
preferred
stock,
payable
April 1 to stockholders of record on
Pathe

March

23.

"THE

COU

DOCTOR"

BOX

TION

20^
THE KEYSTONE
OP YOUR PUTURf

WITH THE FUN THAT MADE HIM
WITH THE WARMTH OF
A new kind
down
up

OUS

HUMAN EMOTION

of star...

to earth

to mirth

...

jovial oldster

and
as a

who

out -wi 1 1 e d the
youngsters who tried

out-smart him!
Just what your audiences cry for... and

to

laugh

for, tool

EVE RYBO

OlD

WIith

ROCHELLE
JOHNNY DOWNS
ALAN DINEHART

•

•

HUDSON

NORMAN
S

A

HADEN

A

R

FOSTER

DONALD MEEK WARREN HYMER
Associate Producer Bogart Rogers

Directed

Screen play Patterson McNutt and A.

E.

by James Flood

Thomas

Suggested by the story by Edgar Franklin

A FOX PICTURE
DARRYL
in

F.

ZANUCK

Charge of Production

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

mm

MOTION PICTURE

Friday,

March

13,
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Halt Film for Games

—

Chicago, March 12 Latest
laugh locally is the way
some exhibitors put on giveaway games.
One theatre

Fixed by Law
Suggested

{Continued from page

three where Americans are discriminated against.
Congressional determination of fees
was broached first by Representative

or

Copyright Fee

Is

5

which makes a habit of stopping in the middle of the
feature to let the audience
play Screeno, hit a snag the
other evening.
The picture
halted for the game was
"Mutiny On the Bounty."

1)

bargaining" and that the maximum
had been increased from $5,000 to
$20,000 because in the case of radio
the former might not be sufficient.
The first draft of the bill, he explained, carried a minimum of $100,
but that was eliminated as giving the

The

almost

staged a mutiny and the
manager had to go on with
the

picture
and play the
the screening was

game when

same club as $250.
of the committee entered
lengthy argument with Senator
Duffy over the desirability of leaving
it entirely to the courts to determine
the amount of damage caused by inSenator explaining
fringement, the
that it would be necessary only for
a plaintiff to show ownership of a
copyright and its violation and holding that the courts could be depended
upon take the proper action.

customers

over.

Members

into

be closed up," that
explained.

we

object to, he

Declaring that Duffy had consistently taken the part of the consumer,
Daly charged that much of his mate-

:

Negro Exclusion Explained
was pointed out by RepresentaPerkins of New Jersey that a
negro refused admission to a picture
theatre in his state might sue, but that
It

tive

infringement.
"I think that was the original idea,"
Duffy agreed. "We are dealing then
with individuals and the provision was
not used as a club. It had been suggested that the present minimum damage provision should not be allowed to
apply where two or more people were
involved on one side," he added.
Asked by Sirovich how it was, since
Ascap has been permitted to collect
$250 for each violation, the society has
collected only $8,800 under judgments,
Duffy charged that Ascap uses the
judgment as a means of bargaining
for a license and the money collected
The
is then recorded as license fees.
figure

on

to give to you," the

collections,

he

asserted,

means nothing.

Church Asks Decorum
Daly attempted

"Do you think that where we have
the minimum damages fixed, the deterrent effect is more than an offset to
the disadvantage of having a minimum?" Perkins asked. "That might
be true as to individuals," Duffy replied, "but I think it works out that
way with this rather formidable organization."
Lengthy, involved statements by
ending up with a question
mark, received little attention from
Duffy, who at one point told the
chairman
"You ask about half a
dozen questions at once."
Duffy became restive under the
questioning of Daly, who started out
by asking whether the Senator saw
anything "sinister" in the letters of
Sirovich,

:

to infringers
will be better if you

telling

them

"it

do not break the

law."
Duffy replied that the letters
did not say that, but did say: "It
would be cheaper for you to take a
license."

arrogant attitude that
you can't bargain about this thing,
but you must pay what we say or
"It

is

that

ings March 17 with further questioning of McClure, indications being that
the remainder of the week will be devoted to the hearing of broadcasters.

to continue the ar-

gument, but Representative Church of
Illinois yelled
"We are going to have
a little dignity here," and objected
to
any further remarks from the
Pennsylvania member. Representative
Dean of Georgia also was angry, declaring that the Senator has been before the committee for as long a time
as he had said he could spare, "and
has been lectured by members of the
committee and arguments have occurred between members."
:

"This committee is not acting in a
dignified way," he said.
"Personally,
I am going to retire from the committee."

Duffy told Dean, after order had
been restored and questioning resumed
that the Department of Commerce had
made a study of the laws of some 30
countries and had found none that had
a

Duffy Ignores Sirovich

Ascap

Senator retorted.

minimum

penalty, "the
purpose being to deter the owner of
the place of amusement from excluding people on the ground of color."
He suggested that the idea of a deterrent also be applied in the case of

the law fixed a

Managers Seek New
Talks with Writers
(Continued from page 1)
authorized its contract committee to
open negotiations with the guild for a
new agreement.
If the negotiations are unsuccessful,
the league asks that the differences
between the two organizations over
the new agreement be submitted to ar-

and that if this is refused,
the contract committee of the league
should proceed to draw up an agreement of its own to be used by the
managers
in
their
dealings
with
bitration,

determine whether $250

proper as
against the judgment of the court?"

Dean

is

asked.

think it should be left entirely
to the courts," Duffy said.
"I

McClure Recalled

Members

of the
committee disthe situation caused by the
resignation of Warners from Ascap
with Wallace McClure, assistant chief
of the Treaty Division of the State
Department, who was recalled for
questioning.

cussed

McClure explained that it is now
necessary for some consumers to secure two licenses instead of one "with
no assurance that there may not be
a third organization" at any time.
Most of the questions directed at

The

league also authorized the
drawing up of a mutual form of

agreement

under

which

managers
only
con-

tract committee.
The bulk of the managers' opposition is centered on the provisions of
the guild's agreement which reduces
the manager's share of the sale of film
rights to stage plays in favor of the

author.
Guild officials have stated
that no change in the agreement will
be made unless the managers come
forward with better provisions than
those contained in the present one.

Colombo

in

Music Post

position.

Hoeffler-Warners Dicker

partment

Warners

held the benefits to be
derived in some 45 countries more
than offset the disadvantages in two

(Continued from page

day and night Saturday

Paul
shorts.
set

in

1)

if

necessary

to solve the relief crisis.

Opposition to the amusement-luxury
tax program has started a powerful
movement in favor of a general tax

on

sales, amusements and servThis tax would be levied on all
retail sales with the possible exception
of food and fuel for home consumpretail

ices.

It would be a two per cent tax,
thus quieting the opposition of the tobacco and soft drink interests to the
10 to 20 per cent schedules in the

tion.

luxury program.
Efforts will be made to extend the
levy to two per cent on amusements
to answer the attacks of the film interests.
However, this is likely to encounter further opposition because it
would be a tax on gross receipts with
no provision that it be passed on. Exhibitors thus would be forced to absorb the levy or raise their prices
without advertising the boost as a tax.
All forms of amusement would be
subject to the tax, with the exception
of performances for charitable, religious, fraternal, civic and educational organizations, grammar and high
school games and performances, and
boxing and wrestling events already
paying a tax.

Amusement operators would be required to pay the 10 per cent tax by
the twentieth day of each month, the
first return to be May 20.
The tax
would go into effect April 16 and
would remain on the
until June 30, 1938.

statute

books

Plans Are Set for
Montreal Producing
(Continued from page 1)

successfully marketed in
States and Great Britain.

the

United

The

picture

to Nine," will be dishere by Universal.
It was
made by Coronet Films, brand name
of the new production company, and
financed by Amusement Securities, of
which S. S. Krellberg is the head.
Alfred S. Krellberg of the law firm
of Krellberg & Fitzsimmons will leave
for England tomorrow on the lie de

tributed

France to make legal and distribution
arrangements there for the complete
schedule of 18. American distribution
for the remainder of the schedule is
dependent now on the completion of
the British distribution arrangements.

Discuss Changes in
Tobis Royalty Deals

—

March 12. Alberto
Hollywood,
Colombo, musical director at the
Radio studios, has been made head of
the music department, succeeding Fred
Fleck who takes up a production post.
Roy Webb will fill Colombo's former

McClure referred to conditions which
would exist if this country should join
the Berne Convention. The State Deofficial

Is

"From Nine

authors.

minimum damage provision.
would pledge themselves to use
"Do you think the Patents Com- the new pact drawn by their own

mittee would be in better position to

Defeated
In Assembly

Cramer, who asked whether the rate
could not be fixed by statute, McClure
replying that "such information as we
have as to the attitudes of other
countries toward Government control,
is along that line."
Representative Colden declared that
some way should be developed to fix
the royalty to be paid, suggesting that
in the case of broadcasting stations
it
could be based on audience and
similar factors and that in the case of
the film industry it could be based on
admissions, "so that the copyright
owner may benefit in proportion to
the use of his material."
"It seems that your proposition does
not face any undue difficulty from the
drafting point of view," McClure said.
Cramer suggested that an amendment
may be incorportaed in the bill that
before any film, or any other user,
may be charged with any penalty fixed
by the act he shall be given notice in
writing by the copyright owner that
he is infringing, and until such notice
has been given there shall be no

must have been furnished by "a
Duffy
of his committee."
replied
"I have never discussed any- charge of violation.
thing with Mr. O'Malley, if that is
Admitting that this is an important
who you mean."
question, McClure suggested it might
"Is that the only answer you can be considered as putting an undue burden upon the copyright owner.
give?" Daly continued.
The committee will resume its hear"That is the only answer I intend
rial

member

Jersey Levy

Hoeffler
-

a

is
negotiating with
produce a series of animal
The deal is expected to be

to

week or

so.

(Continued from page
ties

established

in

A

1)

1928 under a 10-

year agreement.
settlement will also
be sought on the Tobis demands for
payment in dollars rather than in the
currency of the countries in which the
American comroyalties are applied.
panies have large credits in the central
European countries involved which
cannot be withdrawn and have offered
payments to Tobis from these funds.
Tobis has declined, however, with the
result that it has collected no royalties
for some time past.

IT'S

HEADING FOR 200 SIMULTA-

NEOUS KEY DATES MARCH

21st!

Continuing the Big Push
that

started

with

"Captain

Blood" — "Ceiling

Zero"

"Petrified Forest"—"Louis

Pasteur"—"Road Gang"

WARNER

V

BROS.' FIRST

BIG

MUSICAL

IN

NEARLY A YEAR!

in

extended pre-release en-

gagement

at N. Y. Strand.

;

.

:

MOTION PICTURE
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Warners Start Ten
A rbitrators Handle
More Music Actions
Barcelona Dispute
Pari ki.ona, March
— Differences
Warner music subsidiaries yester-

Purely

i

Personal
RIFKIN, Boston; IrvHERMAN
Mandel, Chicago
Jack
ing

;

Berkowitz, Buffalo Bernard Mills,
Albany Nat Lefton and Jack Jossey,
;

;

Monogram

franchise
holders, have returned to their respecconferring
after
headquarters
tive

Cleveland,

all

Johnston
with W. Ray Johnston.
yesterday was laid up at the Warwick
with a sore throat, but is expected
back

J.

at his office today.

Unger, Charles

J.

Petti-

C.

10 additional actions in Federal District Court here against local
hotels and cafes, alleging copyright
infringement in the unlicensed performance of Warner owned music.
The actions named as defendants
the Hotel McAlpin, Biltmore, Park
Central, Edison, Leon & Eddie's, The
filed

England to
Make 4 Yearly

In

Famous

Door,

Hotel

George,

St.

Connie's Inn, Chin's Chinese Restaurant and the 151 E. 50th St. Restaurant.
An injunction and $250 damages, plus an accounting of profits,
are sought on each song allegedly
performed without a license.
The new actions bring the total
filed against hotels and cafes to 20.

john, George J. Schaej-er, Wil- In
addition, Warners have filed 97
liam F. Rodger s and William F.
actions
against
radio
broadcasting
Scully have returned from Wash- stations.
attending the

ington after
hearings.

M-G-M
last

night

in

He

sessions.

the

for

New York
the

to

and returned
automobile city.

•

try.

•

Charles Reagan, western division
manager for Paramount, has discarded
the cast from his right arm after a
While in Indianapolis, he
slipped in a bath tub and broke the
arm which is now ship-shape.
month.

•

John D. Clark and Charles E.
McCarthy dropped in at the Music
Hall at 2 P. M. yesterday for a look
at the business the Dionne Quintuplets

were doing.
•
star,

Hutchinson,

Warner

S.
leaves for the coast today.
escort
of the

Charles Einfeld acted as her
yesterday when she visited all
home office executives.

Adolph Zukor

•
lunched at the Astor

Arthur Loew, Laudy
Lawrence, Mort Spring and Dave
gathered at Sardi's.

•

Russell

Holman

and

Herbert

Wilcox of Paramount left for Hollywood yesterday by train. They will
remain two weeks.
•
M. Orlow, formerly of the Philadelphia sales force, has been transferred to the New York exchange and
is now working in the Brooklyn area.
•

Kenneth Rockwell,
the

RKO

81st

switched to the

treasurer

of

St.,
was yesterday
Fordham in a similar

capacity.

Al Hovell, vice-president of Century Circuit, returned yesterday from
Miami and Key West.
•
of

Republic
back at his

the

accounting department is
desk after a honeymoon.
•
Neil Agnew is scheduled to return from a tour of Paramount exchanges in a week.
•

Mervyn and Mrs.
will

Doris

bicycling

M-G-M's

Lawrence

product.

scheduled to return to
Paris, his headquarters, in about two
weeks.
is

—

was

MPTOA to Formulate M-G-M in Paramount
New Industry Pacts
(Continued from page 1)
the present cancellation provisions to
20 per cent
the preparation of uniform zoning plans the establishment
of local coucilation boards to hear and
settle industry disputes
full line forcing and regulations to control cutthroat competition.
Kuykendall emphasized that the
;

;

committee to be named would not be
"grievance committee," but would
be a representative group of the national
exhibitor organization which
would be prepared to "make suggestions" and seek solutions for major
problems affecting both distributor and
a

exhibitor.

LeRoy

arrive from the coast tomorrow.

Theatres at Boston

Bo ston, March
ing

situation

M-G-M

is

feature

12.

spotting

day-and-date

of
in

neighborhood of $500,000

shy of the $5,500,000 required for

lift-

ing the option.
Interests associated
with Standard expressed hopeful optimism during the day, while Universal officials professed no knowledge
of new developments
cance.

Settles

any

signifi-

Her Tax Claim

Washington,

May Wong

of

March

12.

—Anna

today was relieved of a
Government tax claim for $880 against
her 1932 salary, said to have been
$21,275, by an agreement to pay $146.

pany convention here in April. In the
same month production will begin at
the

London Films'

Denham.

plant at
*

*

*

That nine men control bookings of
652 theatres in England and that these
theatres represent half the first runs
and more or less dominate the booking
situation,

one of the most striking
annual report of the

is

statements

in the

Cinematograph

Exhibitors'

Ass'n.,

just issued.

Recommendations from the C.E.A.
Council that 40 per cent should be a
maximum film rental are declared to

have had good effect

in

certain

dis-

says the report,

but,

tricts,

"attempts
enforce
rules
by penalties or
deposits revealed that they were unenforceable."
The solution of high film
prices is seen in "a gratifying increase
in the number of films on offer," promising that "the supply is in process of
overtaking the demand."
Stating that "if the quality of British films handled by the American
companies was comparable with their
American product" there would be no
quota problem, the association goes on
record with this declaration of policy
"In the absence of effective amendment of the Cinematograph Films Act
to eliminate the considerable number
of
unusable British
films,
the
quota on exhibitors should be reduced
to 10 per cent."
to

.

an
the

run Paramount and Fenway.
Loew's has two local first runs, M. &
P. three, and Radio two. Loew's State
and Orpheum has been regularly playing
M-G-M, Columbia and some
United Artists. Keith's Memorial and
the RKO Boston take Radio, half of
20th-Fox, some Universal, and an occasional Republic. M. & P. books the
rest of the majds with a very infrequent independent.
The conversion of the Park into a
first run independent is now under-

Chicago, March 12

1)

Details of titles, directors and casts
of the first four pictures are being held
for announcement by Kent at a com-

.

.

Wall Street

first

way.

(.Continued from page

1)

earmarked, will now be assumed by
the new company.

—A unique book-

the

Standard - Universal Occupants Bid High
Deal Is in Balance
For the McVickers
to be in the

•

Maurice Landau

understood to be backing Jacques
Edelstein on his stand in the Barcelona dispute with exhibitors.
He
will not discuss the matter, but it is
learned the differences arose when a
number of exhibitors were found to be

12.
Louis
Denver, March 12 Five holdovers
honor guest and
One of these
speaker here today at the annual are current this week.
luncheon meeting of the Shriners and broke four records in its first week.
Ancient Order of Hibernians held at "Trail of the Lonesome Pine" at the
Denham broke the weekly record last
the Palace Hotel.
Mayer was introduced by Henry Friday and set a new high on SatBoyen, president of the Shriners' urday. It then surpassed the Sunday
Luncheon Club, as "a man of inter- afternoon record by a wide margin.
"Follow the Fleet" is in its second
national character."
The producer,
week at the Orpheum, as is "Boin a speech to the 1,500 present, which
was also broadcast, stressed his in- hemian Girl" at the Paramount, following a week at the Aladdin. The
tense love for San Francisco and for
latter
immediately followed
"Prohis friends. He attacked religious infessional
Soldier," which also was
tolerance in foreign countries.
Among the guests were Max Gor- there on a holdover from the Aladdin.
don,
New York stage producer "Country Doctor" will stay at the
Denver 10 days.
"Modern Times"
Louis Lurie, and Howard Strickling,
has just finished a three- week run
M-G-M publicity director.
here, with a week each at the Denver,
Paramount and Broadway.

Mayer

;

yesterday.

Blum

Laudy Lawrence, M-G-M general
manager in Europe and now here on
his annual visit with Arthur Loew, is

Louis Mayer Honored Five Holdovers on
By AOH and Shriners
In Denver Theatres
San Francisco, March
—
B.

Jack Barnstyn, after seven weeks
on the coast, has returned to New
York.
On the way back he stopped
off with his wife and daughter at the
Grand Canyon and the Indian coun-

Josephine

(Continued from page

sessions.

Detroit

manager, also was

district

Washington
came on to

Pettengill

Flynn,

Jack

between M-G-M and local exhibitors
were placed before an arbitration
board today and it is expected the dispute will be settled within a few days.
Jacques Edelstein, M-G-M branch
manager, is absenting himself from
the

1936

13,

20th-FoxUnit

12.

day

March

Friday,

Net
High Low Close Change
Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd
Consolidated

The bid was $48,000 rent per year
plus
\2y2 per cent on box-office
grosses. The lease was for a term of
years.
Decision of the Board of Education will be forthcoming soon.

Reissue 2 Inspirations
Inspiration
Pictures
is
reissuing
"Hell Harbor" and "Silver Lining"
through the state right market. Robert Savini has made a deal for the two

number

of situations.

.

.

.

3754
4754

37
47

6%

654
1854
16354

19%
Eastman Kodak.. 163^

Consolidated, pfd

Loew's, Inc
507/8
Loew's, Inc., pfd. 105%

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

1

2

10
pfd. 7354
pfd. 10%

8%

Pathe Film

RKO

854

20th Century-Fox. 3054
20th Century, pfd. 38%
Universal, pfd ... 79
Warner Bros. ... 12%

Little

—Highest bidder

for the lease on the McVickers theatre building was the McVickers Theatre Co., which recently lost the lease
for failure to pay ground rent.

pictures for a

Universal Leads Gains With 2 Pts.

48%
10554
954
7154
1054

—2

37
4754
654
1854
16354

- 54
-%
-%
-1%

49

+%
-%

10554
954
7154
1054

—2

8

8
29

8
29

-%
-1%

37/8

37%

-154

7554

7754

+2

11%

11%

7%

Change on Curb
Net

Sentry Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor

High

Low

%

%

....

Trans-Lux

Bonds

2%

2%

3154
454

3054

4

Close Change

%
2%

—*%

31

4%

Off Slightly
Net

High
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40.... 30
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40 ctf 30
Loew's 6s '41 ww
deb rights
102%
Paramount Pictures
6s

RKO

'55

6s

Warner
'39

wd

'41

pp..

Low

Close Change

28%

2954

—154

2853

29

—%

102%

1025%

89

87

87

75%

75%

75%

9254

91% 9154
March

Bros. 6s

(Quotations at close of

—2

—%
12)

THE EVENT O
ANY YEAR!

>

\

)i

(

GARY COOPER
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'Modern Times "at $14, 000 "Fleet" Smash
Is High Spot in Providence Hit in Frisco
In 9th Week
Moon"
Minneapolis
With $19,500

"Obsession"

Providence, March 12.— "Modern the
and the "Beef Trust ReTimes" drew $14,000 to Loew's State vue" on the stage.
for the week as roads cleared and the
Total first run business was $37,800.
Minneapolis, March 12. "Magni- mercury rose. The take was $2,000 Average is $39,500.
San Francisco, March 12.— "FolEstimated takings for the week
ficent Obsession" is getting into the over par.
Mae West moved into the
low the Fleet" got off to a start here
hardy perennial classification at the Strand after "Timothy's Quest" and ending March 5
that looked like the good old days
"TIMOTHY'S QUEST" (Para.)
World.
It has gone into its ninth "Eagle's Brood" collared a neat
when grosses were grosses. By the
$4,800
"EAGLE'S BROOD" (Para.)
week. In spite of cold weather it took for five days. The usual week's take
STRAND— (2,300). 15c-40c, 5 days. Gross: end of the week it had piled up $19,which
was
in
its
eighth
stanza,
$2,500
(Average. $6,500)
$4,800.
500 at the Golden Gate, leaving par
is $6,500.
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
within $500 of the first week average
$5,000 behind.
"Follow the Fleet" is holding up reRKO
ALBEE—
15c-40c,
davs.
(2,300),
7
mark. It reached $1,000 in its second
"The Story of Louis Pasteur" and
markably well at the RKO Albee, Gross: $8,000. (Average. $7,000)
week at the St. Paul World.
"Woman Trap," dualed at the Para"EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT"
catching
$8,000
in
its
second
week.
"Desire" did an average $10,000 at
(20th-Fox)
mount, held up to $13,000 the second
"I CONQUER THE SEA" (Academy)
"Follow the Fleet" Par is $7,000. The picture was held
the Minnesota.
week. This was $1,500 over a normal
MAJESTIC—
(2,400).
15c-40c.
7
days.
over
again in the hope that it would
took $5,500 in its second week at the
take for a first week.
Gross: $5,000.
(Average, $7,000)
Orpheum. "The Voice of Bugle Ann" establish a house record.
Total first run business was $77,000.
"MODERN TIMES" (U.A.)
The Majestic, with "Every SaturLOEW'S STATE— (3,800). 15c-40c, 7 Average is $74,400.
topped normal by $500 on a take of
"Strike Me day Night" and "I Follow the Sea," days. Gross: $14,000. (Average, $12,000)
$6,000 at the State.
Estimated takings
"RING AROUND THE MOON"
Pink" was average at $5,500 in its was down $2,000 with a gross of
(Chesterfield)
Week Ending March 3:
opening week at the St. Paul Para- $5,000 and Fay's was $1,000 under the
FAYS-(1.600). 15c-40c, 7 days.
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
Stage:
"Beef Trust Revue." Gross: $6,000. (AverGOLDEN
mount.
GATE— (2.850). 15c-30c-35c-40c,
usual $7,000, playing "Ring Around age.
$7,000)
7 days.
Gross: $19,500.
(Average, $14,500)
Total first run business in MinneWeek Ending March 4:
apolis was $25,500. Average is $25,500.

—

Total

was

run business in

first

Average

$16,000.

Estimated takings

is

Paul

St.

it

$16,500.

Louisville Leader
4:

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

(Univ.)

(Univ.)

Gross:

25c-55c,

Week Ending March

"WOMAN TRAP"

LYRIC— (1.238).

8th

days.

7

(Average. $3,000)

$2,500.

20c-25c,

5:
Gross:

Week Ending March
"DESIRE"

6:

MINNESOTA— (4.000),
Gross:

"FOLLOW THE FLEET"

ORPHEUM— (2,900).
week.

Gross:

days.

2Sc-55c,
7
(Average. $10,000)

$10,000.

25c-40c,

7

(Radio)
days. 2nd

"THE VOICE OF BUGLE ANN"
(Average.

$6,000.

25c-40c,
$5,500)

St.

7

Gross:

davs.

PARAMOUNT— (2,300).
$5,500.

25c-40c,

days.

7

(Average. $5.5001

"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)

RIVIERA — (1,000).
(Average,

$4,000.

25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$3,500)

"THE LADY CONSENTS"

ORPHEUM— (2,000).
Gross:

$2,000.

(Average

Gross:

$1,500.

(Average

(Radio)

25c-40c,
3
davs.
for week, $4,000)

"FRESHMAN LOVE"
TOWER-(l.OOO).
$1,500.

(Radio)

25c-40c,
4
davs.
for week, $4,000)

"MUSS 'EM UP"

ORPHEUM— (2.000).

15c-25c.

(W.B.)

7 days.

WORLD— (400).

Gross:

$2,000.

of

dignified portrayal of the

its

French

the

scientist.

National, grossing $2,900,
with the stage show accounting for
the draw.
Principal opposition was a Better
Homes Show held all week at
the Jefferson County Armory. The
weather was pleasant.
fair at the

Total

first

Average

is

run business was $25,300.

$24,200.

25c-35c. 7 davs, 2nd week.
(Average, $1,500)

Two M-G-M Theatres
Two
atres

S.

A.

Ready Soon

of the four

now

under

new M-G-M

March 5
"WIFE VS. SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3.000). 15c-25c-40c.
Gross:

days.

(Average,

$6,200.

construction

RIALTO— (3,000)
Gross:

$4,800.

week.

Gross:

$3,100.

days.

7

(Average, $4,500)
(Radio)

15c-25c-40c. 7 days. 2nd

$3,000.

(Average,

$2,800)

(Para.)

15c-25c-40c.

days.

7

(Average, $3,500)

"STORY OF LOUIS FASTEUR" (W.

MARY ANDERSON— (1,000).

7

days.

Gross:

$3,800.

(Average.

B.)
15c-25c-40c.

"WIDOW FROM MONTE CARLO"

America.

"FALSE PRETENSES"

South America. He denied
reports he would go to the coast to
confer with his brother, Dave, on the
to

plans for a production tieup.
The M-G-M foreign head, who flew
most of the way from Rio de Janeiro,
was grounded in Raleigh, N. C, and
completed the trip by train.

president, speaking yesterday on "Radio as a Force in Crime
Control" at the Herald Tribune con-

ference on "Youth and Crime Today."
The development of instruction in cultural subjects via radio, said Sarnoff,
should result in a reduction of crime.
He pointed out also the value of
radio in the apprehension of criminals, calling the medium "the longest
arm of the police department, the
speediest method of capturing fleeing
criminals."

KAO Meet Due April 8
The annual stockholders' meeting
of
will be held April 8.
At
that time 13 directors will be elected.
Advance indications are that no
change in the present setup will take

KAO

(W. B.)
(Chesterfield)

"SUICIDE SOUAD" (Puritan)
NATIONAL— (2.400), 15c-25c-40c, 7
Stage

The
March

directors are scheduled to meet
17 to approve the company's
annual financial report.

days.

show

four days, straight pictures
Stage: Fifi Dorsav. Lobo. Ted
& Art Miller. Vic Binnes' Dancers. Toe
Christy, Slim. Tack & Bovs. Gross: $2,900.
$3,000)

ALAMO— (900).
$1,500.

(Average,

Dutch Deal

with Columbia to distribute the company's current
season's
product in
Holland.
Standard also has the releasing rights in Holland for "Modern Times."
Jack Barnstyn, who is
associated with his brother, negotiated the deals.

Warners Plan

15c-25c,
$1,400)

7

days.

New House

Chicago, March 12.— Warners plan
to

build a

1,500-seat theatre here at
the corner of Rhodes Avenue and East
79th St. James E. Coston will leave
for New York Sunday to confer with

home

office

executives on details.

Warner Men

to

Meet

Discussions on operation and booking of Warner theatres will be held
by all zone managers at the quar-

"DRIFT FENCE" (Para.)
"ONE WAY TICKET" (Col.)
"MUSS 'EM UP" (Radio)
"FIRST A GIRL" (G. B.)

latter's

in

Loet Barnstyn of Standard Film of
Holland has closed a one-year deal

three days.

(Average

Gross:

$5,000.

7

(Average,

"STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR"
"WOMAN TRAP" (Para.)

PARAMOUNT— (2,740),

days. 2nd week.
fl 1.500)

"STRIKE

UNITED
40c-55c,

$13,000.

ME PINK"

davs.

(Average,

$9,000)

week.

3rd

7

(Average,

(U. A.)

ARTISTS-(1,200),

7

(F. N.)

15c-30c-35c-40c,

Gross:

15c-25c-35c-

Gross:

$6,200.

Week Ending March 5:
"TOUGH GUY" (M-G-M)
"TANGO" (Invincible)
FOX— (5,000), 10c-25c-35c, 7 days.

Gross:

(Average. $6,000)

$6,200.

"KLONDIKE ANNIE" (Para.)
FRANCIS— (1,470). 15c-30c-35c-40c,

ST.
days.

Gross:

7

(Average. $7,000)

$9,000.

"DESIRE"

(Para.)

"GARDEN MURDER CASE" (M-G-M)

WAR FIELD — (2.680).
Gross:

days.

15c -30c-35c-40c,

7

(Average. $15,000)

$13,500.

Week Ending March 5:
"MARIA CHAPDELAINE" (French)
CLAY— (400). 35c, 7 days. Gross: $1,100.
(Average. $1,000)
"RETURN OF JIMMY VALENTINE"
(Republic)

"DANCING FET" (Republic)
EMBASSY — (1,400), 15c-25c-35c, 7
Gross:

(Average,

$3,500.

days.

$3,600)

Home
—Fred Stone

Fred Stone Builds
Hollywood, March

place.

$3,500)

partment, stated yesterday upon his
return from South Africa and South

weeks

2nd week.

$6,800)

has

purchased

five

12.

acres

near

the

Country Club and will
his
for
12-room
house
build
a
permanent home.
The veteran actor

Hollywood

will celebrate his 50th anniversary in

show

William

March

on

business

J.

14.

Clark Resigns

^

"KLONDIKE ANNIE"

Gross:

7

(Para.)

15c-25c-40c.

STRAND— (1.500).

in

Loew yesterday conferred with
Thomas Lamb, architect, on plans for
new theatres and will return in a few

RCA

Columbia

$5,500)

"FOLLOW THE FLEET"

BROWN— (1,400).

the-

South America will be ready for
opening next month, Arthur Loew,
head of the company's foreign de-

Sarnoff,

Estimated takings for the week ending

(Univ.)

"DESIRE"

In

was

It

held.

Gross:

(Average. $1,500)

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

Mary
Anderson. "Pasteur" took $3,800. The
picture received much favorable com-

"Follow the Fleet" took $3,100.
This
was a sizeable drop from
the previous week's business.
"The
Widow from Monte Carlo" did iust

Paul:

Week Ending March 6:
"STRIKE ME PINK" (U.A.)

Gross:

"The

did well, grossing $3,100, as did
Story of Louis Pasteur" at the

life

(M-G-M)

STATE — (2,300).

line.

ment for

(Average, $5,500)

$5,500.

over the

"Klondike
Annie,"
which
was
shifted from the Rialto to the Strand,

(Para.)

Sarnoff Believes

—A

bang-up
Radio, as the greatest means of
exploitation campaign on "Wife vs. mass communication,
can contribute
Secretary" rewarded Loew's
State the moral and mental enlightenment
with a gross of $6,200, $700 over which should be the most
effective
par.
"Desire" at the Rialto ran a deterrent of crime, declared David
12.

close second, getting $4,800, just $300

(Para.)
7 days.

(Average, $1,500)

$1,500.

March

Louisville,

(Col.)

"HELLSHIP MORGAN" (Col.)
ORPHEUM — (2.440). 15c-30c-35c-40c,
davs.

Minneapolis

WORLD— (400).

Radio Moral Force

:

Week Ending March

week.

"MUSIC GOES 'ROUND"

Wife- Secretary'.99

Gross:

terly meeting Monday and Tuesday
at the company's home office.
Jo-

seph

Bernhard

will

preside.

William

Clark, long associated
with the Stanley Co. of America and
Warners as film buyer in the theatre
resigned,
effective
department,
has
April 4. His successor will be named
in the near future by Clayton Bond,
head of the film buying department.
J.

See $65,000 for "Annie"
With $7,600 taken in on the opening day. "Klondike Annie" is headed
for a $65,000 week at the New York
Paramount.
"Trail of the Lonesome
Pine" ended its third week at the
house with about $23,000.

"Pine" in Five Openings
"Trail of the

key

Lonesome Pine" opens

today Rialto, LouisWarfield, San Francisco; MinMalco, Memphis,
nesota, Minneapolis
and Palace, Dallas.
in five

cities

;

ville:

;

WELL-NAMED
SUPER X ...

as unusual as

well-named too.

For

it

sounds, and

it

passes superlatively

excellent photographic

quality

on to the

screen. Producers, exhibitors, the public

. .

everyone benefits. No wonder that camera-

men

choose Super

X

Film for the majority

of the big feature pictures. Eastman

Company, Rochester, N. Y.
Inc.,

Distributors,

Fort

(J.

Lee,

Kodak

E. Brulatour,

New

York,

Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN SUPER X
PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE

—

:

—

—

:

—

:

;
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"Night" with

Lyon
Detroit Smash

Variety Club Chatter

Daniels,

—

Detroit, March 12. "Every Saturday Night" and a stage show which
included Wallace Beery, Bebe Daniels,
Ben Lyon and Eddie Peabody jammed
the Fox throughout the week and
sent the gross up to $27,400. This is
$12,400 over normal.
In spite of this competition business was good elsewhere. "The Petrified Forest" took $23,300 at the Michigan, leaving par $3,300 behind, and
"Modern Times" held up to $11,200
second week at the United
in
its
Artists. "Follow the Fleet" garnered
$12,400, also strong, on its second
Downtown.
week at the
Total first run business was $81,900.

RKO

Average

is

$65,000.

Estimated takings for the week end-

March

ing

"DON'T GET PERSONAL" (W.

B.)
(Univ.)
days. Gross:

"DANGEROUS WATERS"
(Average,

10c-40c,
$5,000)

7

"EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT"
Stage:
days.
Daniels, Ben Lyon,

Bebe

Wallace Beery,
Eddie Peabody.

Gross:

(Average,

$27,400.

$15,000)

"THE PETRIFIED FOREST"
MICHIGAN — (4,100), 15c-6Sc,

(W. B.)
days.
Gross:

7

Ricardo Cortez and vaude.
(Average, $20,000)

Stage:
$23,300.

Schmertz,

"MANHUNT"

(Average,

resumed as a semi-monthly activity.
Mrs. I. J. Schmertz and Mrs. Holt
Mrs.
were last week's hostesses.
Dave Miller and Mrs. Jack Jossey
will be official queens on March 18.

(U. A.)

days, 2nd week.

Gross:

15c-65c,

7

(Average,

$11,200.

$10,000)

"FOLLOW THE FLEET"
RKO DOWNTOWN— (2,950),
Gross:

days, 2nd week.

(Radio)
15c-55c,

7

—

Detroit, March 12. Twelve new
barkers have been elected to memberin
Variety Club. They are
ship
Fred C. Bickely, superintendent Er-

Stewart,

ney

Universal

Bowman,

J.

Leader

at

Portland, March
Fleet" in

12.

$8,000
—"Follow the

week

initial

its

second week.

"Klondike Annie" was held for a
second three days at the Paramount
with good results. It gave way to the

San Carlos Opera Co. The total for
the two attractions was $14,000.
helped
weather
Continued good
grosses.

Average

first
is

run business was $41,700.
$24,700.

Estimated takings
ending March 7

for

week

the

"BOHEMIAN GIRL" (M-G-M)

"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)

BROADWAY— (1,912),
$7,000.

30c-35c-40c,

7

days.

(Average, $5,000)

"DARK ANGEL" (U.A.)
"HERE'S TO ROMANCE" (20th-Fox)
(2nd Run)

BLUE MOUSE— (1,700),
Gross:

$1,700.

(Average,

20c-25c,
$1,700)

7

days.

"MURDER OF DR. HARRIGAN (F.N.)
"FRESHMAN LOVE" (W.B.)
MAYFAIR— (1,700;, 30c-35c-40c, 7 days
Gross: $4,000. (Average, $3,000)
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
'

ORPHEUM— (1,700),

Gross:

$8,000.

30c-35c-40c,

7

days.

(Average, $5,000)

"KLONDIKE ANNIE" (Para.)
"MY MARRIAGE" (20th-Fox)

PARAMOUNT— (3,008),
tra days.

Gross:

;

Mac Krim

and

days.

Gross:

$10,000.

and

Gross:

$7,000.

Arthur Robin-

55c-$1.10. first
(Average, $5,000)

(Average, $5,000)

4

7

— New

is

has returned from Mihis brother, Sol, has de-

Alex Schreiber

and Carl Shalit are other

now

I93<

13,

"Soak Rich,"
With $4,100,
Capital Hit

include

Harrison,
Emanuel Rosenfeld,
Nat P. Fleisher, Dr. J. A. Ritter,
Gus A. Amsterdam, Samuel Rosen,

Charles Kahn, Dr. Maurice Rothman, Irwin M. Charlup, Max
Leven.

A

neat profit was reported on the
first annual banquet.
David Greenberg is the new club

manager.
are

nights

being discon-

The four youngsters who have been
receiving
therapeutic
treatment
through the club's recent $1,000 donation are progressing nicely.
Kings for March 18 will be Lewen
Pizor and Mike Egnal.
It is expected that a formal ball
will be held during the latter part of

May.

April or early in

Washington,

March

12.

— "Soak

the Rich," at the Belasco turned in the
best comparative gross of the week.
In seven days, helped by rave reviews,
the gross rose to $4,100—or $1,100
over average. The picture was held.

money went

Big

Fox

Loew's

to

with "The Prisoner of Shark Island"
for a gross of $22,500, or $1,600 over
par.

Two

surprises marked the week.
pulling of an expected
of "Klondike Annie" at
the end of the eighth day at Loew's
Palace. The take was $18,000. Par
for a week is $15,900.
The second surprise was the slip-

was the
two-week run
First

ping of "The Music Goes 'Round" at

—

the Earle plus Mike Riley and Ed
Farley, the composers of that popular
song, in person— to $17,000, or $1,400
under average.
return engagement of "The Petrified Forest" at the Metropolitan took

A
the new
season
House
Harry Weiner,
chairman Amsterdam, Lew Bache, $6,300, over par by $2,000. The secMurray Beier, Charles Zagrans, ond week of "The Ghost Goes West"
Sam Gross, Bill Clark, Pizor, Milt at RKO-Keith's did a nice $8,000, but
Rogasner,
Bill
Mansell, Jack $2,600 under the first week average.
Total first run business was $78,Beresin Entertainment
Leonard
900.
Average is $76,700.
Schlesinger,
Chairman
Pizor,
Estimated takings, exclusive of tax
Harry Biben, Eddie Sherman,
Mazer,
Jack
Zagrans,
Ulrik
Week Ending March 4:
Smith; Membership Earle Swei"SOAK THE RICH" (Para.)
Committees

include

for

—

:

;

—

;

;

in Florida.

parted for the same destination.
E. C. Beatty of the Butterfield circuit has gone to the Battle Creek
sanitarium for a rest.
filmites

in

club's

third

chairman
Lester Krieger,
Beresin,
John Bethell, Gross,
Frank Fogel, John Golder; Welfare, Charity
Amsterdam, chairman
Beresin,
Gross;
Publicity
Jay
Emanuel; Sick and Flowers Jack
Greenberg, Mansell.

gert,

;

—

BELASCO— (1,140),

Washington
Washington, March
— Variety
12.

25c-65c, 7 days.

Gross:

(Average, $3,000)

$4,100.

Week Ending March 5:
"THE MUSIC GOES "ROUND" (Col.)

EARLE— (2,218), 25c-77c, 7 days. Stage:
& Mike Riley, with their Onyx

Ed Farley

Band;

Club

mond
Havoc.

nounced shortly.

the Hollywood Revels, RayWilbert,
Fred Lightner & June
Gross: $17,000. (Average, $18,400)

"LAST OF THE PAGANS" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,264), 25c-40c,
Gross:

days.

$3,000.

7

(Average, $3,600)

"PRISONER OF SHARK ISLAND"
(20th-Fox)

LOEW'S FOX— (3,434), 25c-66c, 7 days.
William Eustace Stowe Wilcox, Stage: "Bring on the Dames," with Harry
Savoy & Muriel Page, Dixon & Pal, Sylvia
who, with Robert Monroe Grace, & Clemence, Louise Tobin, Irvin Lazarr,
turned out in force to pay honor to

Kansas City
Kansas

March

City,

12.

Tom

Collins, Sunday editor of the Journal-Post, and after-dinner (or lunch)
speaker par excellence, proved "See-

Not Believing"

large
crowd at the last Variety Club luncheon. Collins, who has talked four
times to the club, submitted evidence
to show that no two eye-witnesses
or anyto an incident or accident
thing else ever make the same report,
and in some cases the story of one
eye-witness will change. This comes
about not from a deficiency in honesty, but inability to observe accurately
and think through. Collins submitted it as an alibi for newspaper reporting.
All those who attended were members but one, Lester Goodman, guest

ing

Is

to

a

—

—

of
of Rube Finklestein, operator
the Belmont.
Appointing "Kings" to handle lun-

and

cheons
nights

is

out.

committee
these

Saturday "rendezvous"
Hereafter the executive

will

matters.

day night

be

responsible

Barker

Norris

W.

Monday

for

acted as kings for a day, at the first
luncheon of the new year not sponsored by an exchange.

More than

barkers

70

guests

assembled

which

started

the
with a

for

off

and

their

festivities,

bounteous

Although it was to a great
extent
Wilcox's day, the modest
Marylander turned the master of
ceremonies job over to Grace.
Jimmy Savo, Muriel Page, Mike
Farley and Ed Riley, composers of
"The
Music
Goes
'Round
and
Around," and F"reddie Lightner were
on the program.
repast.

of

lunches and Satur-

affairs.

Mae Morgan, Don
Gross:

$22,500.

Arden, ballet
(Average, $20,900)

of

22.

"THE PETRIFIED FOREST" (W. B.)
METROPOLITAN — (1,591), 25c-40c, 7
days (return engagement).
(Average, first run, $4,300)

Gross:

$6,300.

"THE GHOST GOES WEST"

(U. A.)
25c-55c, 7 days,

RKO-KEITH'S— (1,836),
2nd week. Gross:
week, $10,600)

(Average,

$8,000.

first

Eight Days Ending March 6:

"KLONDIKE ANNIE" (Para.)
LOEW'S PALACE— (2,370), 35c-55c,
days.
Gross:
days, $15,900)

$18,000.

Stapel Paper

(Average,

8

seven

Has Fire

Kansas

To Start "Harvester"

—

is

Hollywood, March 12. Republic
starting "The Harvester," Gene

Stratton-Porter novel, this week. Russell Hardie, just returned from a New
York stage engagement, will have the
title role. Homer Croy made the screen
adaptation Joseph Santley will direct.
;

B.

Griffin, of the First National
Television Corp., will talk March 16
on television and' give a demonstration. Images will be transmitted from
down town to the clubrooms.
C.

(Stage)

"WIFE VS. SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
UNITED ARTISTS— (945), 30c-35c-40c,

days.

J.

son, exhibitors, and Harry H. Thomas, president of First Division.
Maurice Caplan, Variety presi-

handling

$4,000.

PARAMOUNT— (3.008).

Robert

salesmen;

Mork, Twin City Scenic Studio; Sol

Cresswell has taken over the job

30c-35c-40c, 3 ex-

"SAN CARLOS OPERA CO."

salesmen; Sydmanager, Uni-

office

Leonard Soskin, EdArtists
ward Weingarden and Ben Robins,

ted

Or-

at the

pheum brought out standing lines.
The take was $8,000, over par by
$3,000. The picture was held for a

Total

Jack

and

annual
ball to be held in the Book-Cadillac
ballrooms on April 25 are well under
way and complete details will be an-

"Fleet" Portland

Gross:

Peckham

Ralph

;

Florida.
Plans for the

$10,000)

12.

Samuel H. Stiefel,
Arthur H. Padula, Martin Epstein, Frank D. Windell, Philip
members

tinued.

Detroit

Irving Goldberg,

(Average,

$12,400.

March

Philadelphia,

Celebrity

Mac Krim

$5,000)

"MODERN TIMES"

will

represent the Cleveland Variety Club
the national club banquet in Columbus April 18-19.
Ladies' Day at the club has been

dent,

(W. B.)

UNITED ARTISTS— (2,070)

president,

at

"THE BIG HOUSE" (M-G-M)
STATE— (3,000), 10c-40c, 7 days. Gross: ami and
$3,900.

present

United Artists

(20th- Fox)
15c-65c,
7

FOX— (5.100),

Philadelphia

—

pi

2:

ADAMS— (1,770),
$3,700.

Cleveland
Cleveland, March 12. Col. Hakky
E. Long and Nat Holt, past president,
will
resume
king-for-a-day
luncbeons March 23. Holt and I. J.

March

Friday,

City, March 12.—The Atchison County Mail, Rockport, Mo.,
the newspaper of John C. Stapel, president of the K. M. T. A., suffered con-

damage from fire recently.
which broke out in the newsprint stockroom, damaged presses and
type forms, and destroyed the entire
siderable

The

fire,

stock of paper.
Stapel, besides

an exhibitor
an insurance business, at Columbia, Mo.

and newspaper

being

editor, also has

"Fleer Breaks Record
Columbus, March

12.

—"Follow the

Maitland Is Injured

—

Toronto, March 12. Dean Maitance
the RKO Palace, land, owner of the Maitland, Ingersoll,
where it played to more than 75,000 Ont, decided he needed exercise so he
He is now restpeople. It is being held over at the took up volley ball.
ing with a broken knee cap.
RKO Grand this week.
Fleet"

shattered
records at

all

nine-day attend-
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Merger Steps
Discussed by

Universal Control Goes
Theatre Men To Standard Group Today

TOCC ITOA
On
I.

-

Committee

Details

Named

A merger of the T. O. C. C. and
T. O. A. moved a step nearer yes-

terday as 32 leading independent circuit heads met at the Astor and advocated a solidification of all theatre

Para. Rentals

Touch Million
Weekly Figure

operators.

Charles L. O'Reilly, head of the
T. O. C. C; Harry Brandt, president
of the I. T. O. A.; Maurice Fleischman, Si Fabian, Sam Strausberg and
Louis Frisch spoke on the necessity
for grouping all theatres into a strong
Following the talks, a
organization.
committee of three exhibitors, not

with either association, was
work out ways and means

affiliated

named

to

for uniting the organizations.
On the committee are Sam Rosen,

Herman Becker and

Strausberg.

They

will contact all exhibitors for support.
Fabian told the exhibitors that the

only reason he has been aloof from
the I. T. O. A. is because the organization has been fighting problems
(Continued on page 4)

Eastern Connecticut
Floods Hit Theatres
New

Haven,

Warner
sonia,

March

13.

—Two

circuit houses, the Capitol,

An-

and the Palace, Norwich, suf-

considerable cellar flood damtoday from the constantly rising waters of the Naugatuck and
Business and resiThames Rivers.
dential sections of many Connecticut
towns have been completely inundated.
Although shows continued today, it
was impossible to predict what the
condition would be if floods did not

fered

age

subside.

Transportation in the Naugatuck
Valley and in other sections was practically at a standstill, and it was with
great difficulty that film delivery

was

effected.

Paramount's returns from film renare running in excess of $1,000,000 a week, the highest since 1931 and
tals

10 per cent greater than a year ago,
told financial editors of the New York daily
press at a luncheon conference in his
office yesterday.
Otterson also stated that with net
theatre profits of the company at 25
to 30 per cent more now than at the
same time last year, with negative
costs having been uniformly brought
within reason, and with cash reserves
of $18,000,000 on hand, Paramount, in
the opinion of its management, is in a
better financial position than any company in the industry.
The financial writers attending the

John E. Otterson, president,

Boys'll

Deal to Be Completed by
Deposit of $1,500,000

Be Chic

—

Creased pants or, er, ah,
trousers and cravats, rather
than old-fashioned neckties,
and possibly a cutaway or
two, may blossom around Fox

—

Cash for Laemmle
Control of Universal will pass to
Standard Capital Co., headed by J.
Cheever Cowdin and Charles
R.
Rogers, this morning, when Standard's option to purchase from Carl
Laemmle his more than 80 per cent

Movietone News any day
now. They're going to treat
men's fashions seriously in
Vyvyran Donner,
the reel.
fashion

evolved

editor,

the

interest in the

idea.
it

they're

going

show Monday noon, with Lucius Beebe, the Beau Brummel of newspapermen, and
Heywood Broun, the Low

Bummel
torially
sions.

terday afternoon. The final step will
be taken this morning with the deposit
of
in
$1,500,000
cash
to
Laemmle's credit, as required by the
terms of the option.
total of $5,500,000 is involved in the transaction.
The balance of $4,000,000 will be de-

of the craft, sargiving their impres-

A

livered

Abeles Is

Made W. B.

South America Head
S.

Abeles,

who

has

been

It

Three Times

Chicago, March 13.— Mervyn LeRoy, passing through,
en route east, said between
trains,

fame

"My

chief

bid for
the only

is
that I'm
ever to read 'Anthony
Adverse' three times."
LeRoy, is traveling with his
wife, the former Doris War-

man

ner, on a month's vacation.

to

Laemmle

in

securities

within 20 days. The securities will
be redeemable over an eight-year
period at $500,000 per year. Participating in Standard's financing are
Erpi, C. M. Woolf and associates of

London and Eastman Kodak.
Mexico City branch for
Laemmle will resign as president of
interview were requested not to use Warners, has been promoted to superthe figures divulged, which were cited visor of South America with head- Universal in the near future, but will
quarters at Rio de Janeiro, Joseph S. continue as a member of the com(Continued on page 3)
Hummel, head of Warners' foreign pany's board, which is soon to be
to include
representasales, stated yesterday upon his return reconstituted
"Secretary" Tallies
from a two-and-a-half-month tour. tion for the new financial interests.
Rodrigo Rombauer, formerly assistant Cowdin will become chairman of the
$26,000
(Continued on page 4)
manager of the Brazil office, has been
"Wife vs. Secretary" in its second elevated to manager, succeeding Nat
week at the Capitol tallied $26,000 and Leibeskind, who has joined RKO in
was replaced yesterday by "Robin charge of the company's new office in
Is
Hood of El Dorado." The Roxy on Rio de Janeiro.
the second stanza of "Rhodes," garHummel covered most of the trip
the

Second Week

5% Admission Tax

nered $23,300.
Pinky Tomlin, who
has been appearing in person, is being held a third week.
On March
27, Jackie Coogan and Betty Grable
will start a personal appearance with
the "Hollywood Secrets" unit.
On
April 3, another Major Bowes' amateur unit will be the attraction.

The

fifth

week

of

by plane, having visited Puerto Rico,
British, Dutch and French Guianas,
Trinidad. Brazil and the Argentine.
After a general survey of conditions,
he was optimistic over the improvements being made. The countries are
developing rapidly and there is a lot
(Continued on page 4)

"Modern Times"

(Continued on page 3)

Read

will be exer-

Arrangements for lifting the option
were formally concluded early yes-

to have a masculine fashion

Arthur
managing

company

cised.

To prove

Columbia to Discuss
Lineup on the Coast

Milstein Quits
M-G-M for Republic

is scheduled to arrive Monday
Schneider left yesterday by
boat.
train and Seidelman and Friedman
will leave some time next week. Foreign production plans also will be
discussed in Hollywood.

Cohn

Trenton, March

—

take place in five weeks.
Milstein's new post will take in

all

exchanges west of Kansas City, the
territory being handled by Jack Fier,

who

has been appointed assistant to

Nat Levine, production head.

—A

13.
revised tax
including income, luxury,
and theatre admission levies, was put
before the legislature tonight by As-

program,

semblyman Howe of Mercer County.
This program comes as a compromise
following the defeat of the amusement
tax bill providing for a 10 per Cent tax
on theatre admissions., and other lux-

/. /.

Los Angeles, March 13. J. J. MilProduct conferences on Columbia's stein, for the past 12 years branch
program next season will be held on manager of the local M-G-M exthe coast next week with the arrival change, has tendered his resignation
of Jack Cohn, Abe Schneider, Joseph to become western division sales manSeidelman and Joe Friedman.
ager for Republic.
The shift will
by

Jersey Compromise

(Continued

-tin..-page;

4)

1

;
•

"Glory" Deal Near
Hollywood, March 13.— DarF. Zanuck is understood
to be about set to, borrow
Clark Gable and
Wallace

ryl

Beery from M-G-M for the
Flagg and Quirt roles in a
talking re-make of "What
Price Glory."

—
:
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Trent Carr Going Abroad
Carr, former production head
for Republic, arrived yesterday from
the coast and will sail today on the
lie de France with his wife on a twomonth vacation abroad. He will visit
England, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia and Holland.
Carr denies he is going abroad on
any production deals, emphasizing the
trip is to be a vacation.

Trem

Roxy Memorial Planned
A
in

possibilities in

living memorial is being planned
tribute to the memory of Samuel

"Roxy" Rothafel.
Roxy Memorial Grove

A.

It

will

be a

of 1,000 trees
to be planted near the Hills of NaLouis Nizer is
zareth in Palestine.
head of the sponsors' committee.

Hollywood, March

13.

—Fred

As-

and

pictures.

proportions of the Odyssey. Or
Koran. Or the great conquerors of ancient and mediaeval

the

How

history.

would be

wonderful

"Boy, I could learn a lot from
you if I'd only listen, but what
that
.

.

story

ray

for

else.

little

Came

the occasion when
scribes actually sought out
man for a statement, for
nonce, therefore, reversing

the
the
the
the

"What about

this

situation ?"

was the query.
"Gentlemen, I have nothing,
nothing at all, to say," answered the producer.

"We know
going
.

that,

to

but

frame

how

are

it

this

.

T

her

Arrow."

.

.

.

T

Goetz, advised that Boris

Morros was knee high

in deep
promises a reformation. Nowhere in Hollywood, incidentally,
do the supervisors
dress as well as at Twentieth
Century-Fox. It's like a whole
section
torn
from
Esquire's
sportswear department.

ruby

shirts,

scruall de-

and domination of
attendant upon production of

while with Paramount was widely known on that
pictures

man.
"You'd

arrange to see

better

bank vault. The studio
hocked it," answered an-

has

other.

.

T

registered with
including
Wanger for Lonesome.

T

Aeolian Pictures Corp.

"RIVER OF UNREST"
and "THE THREAT,"
and announces the production

of

"RIVER OF UNREST"
and "THE THREAT."
'*'

1

All rights reserved.

quota of warriors, the remilitarization of Vine St. will soon be
accomplished.

On

its

the

way home,

or expected in
B. M. Golder,

near future are
amicus curiae by appointment of
Judge Welsh, Dave Barrist, Lewen

the

Walter
.

.

.

The young producer, a noted
hypochondriac, heard one of his
writers complain at such length
about chills and colds the other
evening that he the producer
went to bed for two days.

—

.

.

T

a

Kurtz.

The company, which formerly operated the I>radder and Pollock theatres in New Jersey and Connecticut,
went into bankruptcy Feb. 27, 1933.
Irving Trust Co. was appointed trustee on March 9 of the same year. The
principal assets of the company were
its
seven theatre leaseholds, five in
New Jersey and two in Connecticut,
which were disposed of by the trustee
in a liquidation of the estate.
Claims
finally allowed against the company
amounted to $219,244, on which a first
dividend of 10 per cent was paid recently.

Academy Unit Hears
Technician Reports
13.

—The

Acad-

emy Research

Council, at its last bimonthly meeting, heard E. H. Hansen,
chairman of the sound recording subcommitttee, present reports on the
committee's investigation of trailer
volume levels in relation to the volume level of features as projected in
the theatre.
S. J. Twining reported on changes
in the standard release print leader

which will be used after August 1
under the new 2,000-foot reel system
and Carl Dreher, chairman of the sciVirgil
entific
sub-committee
and
Miller, chairman of the silent camera
on
reported
recent
sub-committee
tests.

.

.

May Go to "U"
— Peter Lorree

understood

to

13.

be

breaking

witfi

Columbia for the purpose of playing
in "The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
for

Universal.

John Wayne Goes

to

—

"U"

eight pictures of the next season lineup.

They

of the Ampa boys who have
losing sleep over the arrangements for the Naked Truth Dinner
tonight are sitting back with their
fingers crossed today hoping for the
well,
best and predicting it will be
not colossal exactly, but at least marvelous.
Names plenty of them -have been
allowed to leak out, but the entertainment committeemen still insist the
program will be full of surprises to
take the place of the speeches that

Most

been

—

—

have been banned.
It'll
be a crowd.
The prediction
is unanimous on that, but one of those
crowds that make the Astor's ancient
bulge.

protection,

.

is

Ampa Boys Sit Back

walls

double
feature style from one who opposes them and copied from the
door at the United Artists studio
Samuel Goldwyn, Incorporated, Limited.

Corporate

Hollywood,
March 13.
Carl
Laemmle has signed with Trem Carr
M. P. for the services of John Wayne in

Pizor, president of the local
T. O., and Charles Segall, president
of the new I. M. P. T. O.

of

bankrupt subsidiary of RKO, was held
yesterday to wind up the administration of the company and to submit
final
accounts
to
Referee
Irwin

—

T

Lorree

has in preparation stories entitled

three

all

principals,

London, March

bringing

A final meeting of creditors
RKO Theatre Operating Corp.,

With Plans All Set

T

That recent crack by Gene
Fowler who, when asked if he
had seen Pine lately, inquired
if it was Virginia, Bill or Lone-

—

Out

.

Philadelphia, March 13.
With
each northbound train out of Florida

control went far down
to include supervision

Affairs Closed

in the

it

Philadelphians Returning

The
line

hear

I

film

don't know whether the outcome
will be that I leave the studio or not."

"I

lot.

the

.

a great picture," voiced one

it's

today he is in disagreement
with Radio over his contract, but that
it
has nothing to do with salary or
"The studio
financial arrangements.
violated my contract on several counts
and my lawyer is handling it," he said.
taire said

.

.

T

1936

RKO Theatres Unit

Hollywood, March

T

.

Add Mae West: Her
tail

T

some,

procedure.

.

T

writer decided to turn in
his old car and was ogling a
Ford. The salesmen, hot for the
sale, finally visited the lot.
"I can't discuss it here.
I'm
afraid the boss might discover
that I'm talking to you on studio
time," he said.
"Don't worry about the boss,"
rejoined the salesman. "I just
left him.
He bought a Pierce

"I'd like to see

and

bombast

like a burley-

.

A

T

quickly to the fol-de-rol which
blankets Hollywood.
They get
to learn the foibles of this and
that one and what to expect.
There is the producer who always issues statements loaded

time ?"

.

T
T

you

much
.

.

Newspapermen here catch on

with

me look too
cue queen."

Bill

thin.

star ?"

assembled from "Klondike AnMiss West ordered two
nie,"
shots out with this comment:
"I don't like them. They make

that

a particular story problem, listened, then grew restless to a
point where his politeness wore

about

of trailer content. At a screening of a rough print of material

!"

The producer, worried about

tiny

Astaire Explains Rift

a professor

"Think of the boon if that day
will come when Hollywood will
dare base pictures on the heroic

rates

10 cents.

is

no gainsaying that. One
producer, hit by an idea, hired a
prof on the general theory that,
since he obviously must know
all, here was an opinion which
would aid mightily in developing story values.
Their first
meeting found the erudite one
warming to his subject and embarking on a flight of rhetoric
dealing with the vast, untouched

N. Y., under Act of March

Subscription

professor

there's

Pterre

Rue de
19,
Autre, Representative; Rome Bureau: Viale
Malpassuti, RepresentaVittorio
Gorizia,
la

Hollywood, March 13.
from the Hollywood

No. 62
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Outlook

14,

will

not be

westerns.

Dietrich to Leave Soon
Hollywood,

March

13.

— Marlene

Dietrich will leave for Europe in a
few days, making one picture for Alexander Korda.
She will return to
Meanwhile,
Paramount in the fall.
the studio has borrowed Margaret
Sullavan from Universal for Miss
Dietrich's role in "I Loved a Soldier."
In exchange. Paramount has loaned
Carole Lombard to Universal for the
feminine lead in "My Man Godfrey"
opposite William Powell.

Depinet, Levy in Texas

—

Hollywood, March 13. Ned E.
Depinet and Jules Levy left by plane
today for Dallas and from there will
go to New Orleans and Chicago, holding brief sales meetings in each city.
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(Continued from page
for their informative rather

1)

than their

news value, but within an hour after
the interview closed the Dow-Jones
financial ticker carried the figures and
several of the press representatives

who attended the meeting, observing
them, promptly included them in their

own

stories.

Net in the first nine months of 1935
was $2,900,000 and a profit was also
shown in the last quarter, the financial
It was explained,
writers were told.
however, that provisions for setting up
a reserve fund for the amortization of
several high cost negatives produced

year remain to be

last

made and

defi-

nitely will affect the earnings report
of the company for either 1935 or for
the first half of 1936, depending on to

which operating period the reserve

is

allocated.

Studio economies effected recently
have reduced the average production
cost

by one-third,

it

was

said.

Partnership Operation Favored

Paramount owns approximately 700
theatres

and an additional

outright,

has at least a 50 per
cent interest are operated under partnership arrangements, the financial
300 in which

men were

it

The company's
was said, is very much

advised.

management,

it

favor of partnership operation of
theatres and has been supported in this
Options to repolicy by the board.
purchase the 50 per cent partnership
interest in the A. H. Blank and Karl
Hoblitzelle's Texas Consolidated Theatres expire April 1 and 4, respectively, and probably will be disposed of
at the next meeting of the Paramount
March 26. Thereafter, no
board,
other important buy-back options will
come up for action for nearly two
in

years.

William LeBaron's contract was extended for a year recently, and now
has two years and nine months to run
as a result,

1

it

was

related.
picture to

Cecil

B.

$26,000

N. Y. Critics See "Doctor"

Touch Million
Weekly Figure

"Secretary" Tallies

Oh 's and Ah s Have It as
The critics of New York's newspapers went back to their typewriters
after seeing "The Country Doctor"
and emerged later in print with a comThe vote
plete unanimity of opinion.
read "Aye," with a considerable admixture of "Oh's" and "Ah's" for the
Dionne Quins, the film as a film without the infantile starlets and the work
of the players.

Representative

from

slices

their

comments follow
American— Even without Yvonne, Cecile,
Annette, Erailie and Marie, "The Country
Doctor"

would be

heart-throb enthe babies it hits a
hitherto untouched high for human interest
and becomes nothing short of sensational.
With its virtue of simplicity, it is an
excellently produced, finely directed, sensitively played smile-and-tear combination that
will hit your heart just as surely as the
kids will burrow into it to stay.
first-rate

With

tertainment.

.

—

*

*

*

Daily Mirror A terrific smash, this handsome, human drama looms as an immediate
candidate for a leading place among the ten
best pictures of 1936.
It is rousing entertainment, a blend of
humor, tears, tense drama, charm and substance.

Jean Hersholt, in the title
most beautiful performance

role,

gives the

*

his

dis-

*

*

the

as

likable. ...
It would

be a likable picture, even
were not enlivened by the presence of

it

one episode in the film which
richly deserves to stand among the great
That,
comic interludes of cinema history.
of course, is the sequence dealing with the

There

is

the five infants.

birth of

a

is
.

story

the

in
of

them

factual-fictional account of life in the

this

North

refreshing,

.

Jean Hersholt gives a fine, understanding
performance of the country doctor, and
Dorothy Peterson, as the nurse, is scarcely
impressive.

less

*

*

*

—

Evening Journal Unquestionably, "The
Country Doctor" will be the most talked of

picture

its

five

Even without
the year.
the Dionne quintuplets, the

of
stars,

.

.

Post

—

It

would

as the

fine

asking too much of
to be as good as
it could have mainlevel of the scene in

be

"The Country Doctor"
For
best part.
tained the comedy
its

most

as the
year.

exhilarating

overwhelmed
five daughhave emerged

is

of

picture

the

of

....

caps a long and distinguished career in the movies with his
sympathetic portrait of the country doctor.

Hersholt

Jean

•

is
grand entertainment.
And with
Yvonne, Cecile, Emilie, Marie and Annette appearing for a climax, it's sensa-

film

tional.

Twentieth Century-Fox has done an en>rmously effective job.
Jean Hersholt gives a superb perfor-

close to $20,000.
The first day's take on "The Country Doctor" at the Music Hall was
After chalking up $7,600 for
$9,000.
the opening day, "Klondike Annie"
brought in $6,800 on the second day
at the Paramount.

Salesmen Talk Insurance

*

*

—

Sun Although "The Country Doctor"
was written to show off the Dionne quintheir presence will cer;
box office hit, these five
publicized little girls are not the
The picture
real stars of the feature.
.
could get along nicely without them.
The comedy of the quintuplets' birth
is funny enough to justify the whole pictuplets, although
tainly make it a

Plans

will be discussed today by
P. Salesmen, Inc., for the issuance of a $1,000 policy to all members on a group insurance arrangement. The meeting wall be held this
afternoon at the Park Central.
At
the same time seven new members
will be admitted.
Joe Lee of Twentieth Century-Fox will preside at the
meeting.

the

M.

highly

Wall Street

.

ture.

— There

Times

is

no holding

"The Country Doctor."
blend

of

It is

sentiment

out

Universal Gains 4Vz Points

against

an irresistibly
and comedy.

Net
Columbia, vtc

There may have been funnier moments
screen history than those in which John
Cualen becomes the astonished father of five,

somehow we cannot

but

recall

them.

.

.

.

The truth is that the film would have been
just as good with the quintuplets represented
only by inference if it is possible to infer
quintuplets.

—

• • •
World-Telegram Even without the quintuplets "The Country Doctor" would still
be an extraordinarily fine picture a picture full of deep, tender charm and the
warming spirit of humanity.

—

—

The

birth of the quintuplets

a classic.
tenderness,

is

suspense, humor and
the birth of the quins through
the reaction of the father and the sheriff,
who are unable to realize what is happening.
Nothing like it has been filmed
in
the talking pictures.
The acting of the entire cast is superb.
Full

it

of
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Standee Bill Presented

Samuel Roberts, Verne weeks, will return to a 25c-40c schedLangdon, Benjamin Lasker, B. Charu- ule probably within three weeks. It is

Albany, March

has,

—A

bill

intro-

duced by Senator Rae L. Egbert requires a seat for every patron in a
place of public assembly, except that

may

space

which

marked

for standees if the aisles and
fire exits are kept open

be

especially

Harrison,

Abe Gumbiner, Charles Nelson, understood producers have been holdRichard Salkin, Benjamin Bartelstein ing back some good pictures because
and Jack Rose. Officers were elected they have objected to the 25-cent
yesterday. Also on the board is Louis price.
L.

Abramson who was reappointed

recording secretary.

New

Job

Palmer Casting Head

—

Hollywood, March 13. Bob PalJack Sichelman has taken over the
duties formerly handled by William mer succeeded Fred Schuessler today
casting head. Palmer was
Sussman, who was recently promoted as
to eastern division head for Twen- formerly assistant to Schuessler, who
is now casting director at Paramount.
tieth Century-Fox.

RKO

SOON TO

Detroit, March 13.— H. M. Richey
has been named general chairman for
the third annual Variety Club ball,
which will be held in the BookCadillac, April 25.
Fie succeeds M.
Gottlieb,
who resigned because of
pressure of business.

BE RELEASED

RE BURLONE
("DAUGHTER OF THE
REVOLUTION")

Rickey to Handle Ball

approaches to

Sichelman in

56

was reviewed

9.

"The Country Doctor," now playing at the Radio City Music Hall, was
make on
DeMille has one
his contract and no decision has been reviewed Feb. 27.
"Song and Dance Man," now current at the Center, was previewed by wire
made yet on a new one.
No changes in the Paramount board from Hollywood Feb. 10.
"Love Before Breakfast," currently playing at the Roxy, was reviewed
are anticipated now, it was said, and
no negotiations for the sale of the Feb. 17 by wire from Hollywood.
"Klondike Annie," previewed by wire from Hollywood Feb. 18, is now
company's British subsidiary are unThe immediate importance being shown at the Paramount.
der way.
"Tough Guy," now at the Rialto, was reviewed by wire from Hollywood
to the industry of color and television
Jan. 27.
was minimized by Otterson.
Attending the conference were representatives of the Times, HeraldIs
K.C. Spot Raises Scales
Allied
Tribune, American, Evening Journal,
Kansas City, March 13. The first
Chicago, March 13. The new board
Wall Street Journal and Associated
operating on a
of directors of Allied named here to- run Fox Uptown,
Press.
day includes Ludwig Sussman, Tippy straight 25-cent policy for several

13.

54

56

tells

.

March

1)

garnered around $20,000. "The Three
Godfathers" at the Rialto ended with
approximately $8,000, while the Palace with "Prisoner of Shark Island"
and "Farmer in the Dell" was weak
with $7,000.
The Center got about
$8,000 with "Love on a Bet" and
"Colleen" at the Strand wound up

if

which an expectant father
by the cumulative births
ters it would undoubtedly

in

.

flaws
spite

.

.

Jean Hersholt is particularly
modest physician.
• • •

rarely in a life time.
There are plenty of
and production but in

Bay country of Ontario
pictorial human document.

if

its

heroines.

five

appealing

.

doctor.

—

Daily News "The Country Doctor" is
one of those inspired pictures which happens
.

now famous country

(Continued from page

Herald-Tribune The film proved a desentimental
heart-warming
and
lightful
drama, touching, humorous and completely

.

of

tinguished career. ...
But even without the quins "The Country
Doctor" would have been a great and distinguished picture.

—

mance

Second Week

By

NUOVO MONDO
MOTION PICTURES.

Inc.

2305, RKO Building
1270 Sixth Avenue
New York City

Room

54
V»

—

—

;
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Merger Steps
Discussed by

Men

i

Purely

Saturday, March

Personal

SCHNEIDER,
ABEColumbia,
was given

NED
berg

party yesterday at the Tavern on his
departure for the coast, but he forgot
to show up.
Celebrating were
Lou

making

treasurer oi
a send-off

K.

a

DEPINET, Nate Blum-

and Jules

number

Levy,

who

of stopovers at

are

RKO

14,
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"U" Control
Goes to New
Group Today

exchanges en route from the coast to
New York, are due in New Orleans
Weinberg, Rube Jackteu, Joe Mc- today, Chicago on Monday and home
CONVLLE, JOE SeIDELMAN, JOE FlUED- on Tuesday.
•
{Continued from page 1)
man, Louis Astor, Louis Bakbano,
(Continued from page 1)
Spingold,
Mort Wormser,
Ray Connors, manager of the Pal- board and Robert H. Cochrane, execuwithin the industry, but if the solidi- Nate
Weber,
Max Weisfeldt, ace, underwent an appendicitis opera- tive vice-president of Universal, will
fied membership aimed to battle ad- Floyd
Seligman and M. Moross. tion at the Elizabeth General Hospi- be elected president.
verse legislation and other problems Max
Rogers will be
which affect the industry he would Seated at different tables were Jack tal a few days ago. He's coming along in charge of production.
Lait and Nellie Revell celebrating nicely and is expected to be disjoin.
A recapitalization of Universal is
The four Picker charged in another week.
Fleischman talked about the accom- their birthdays.
also regarded as likely to occur under
•
the
brothers
A.
on
were
grouped
the
T.
O.
another
table
of
I.
at
plishments
the plans of the new controlling inJohn Aver, who directed "The terests.
low dues it has received from its celebrating the arrival of a seventhe
pound,
13-ounce girl, born at 8:13 Crime of Dr. Crespi" and some of
members and hinted at some of
British
distribution
of
Universal
things that could be done if greater A. M. yesterday to the Gene Pickers the Major Bowes amateur shorts, has product will be taken over by General
at Doctors' Hospital. Others gathered k it for the coast where he will report
financial support were given.
Film Distributors, the London orBrandt and O'Reilly emphasized the at various tables included Arthur to Nat Levine on a Republic as- ganization headed by Woolf.
An
need of closer cooperation among all W. Kelly, L. J. Schlaifer, Dennis signment.
American outlet tor General Film's
•
independent exhibitors. O'Reilly stated and Ken O'Brien, Gregory Dickson,
product is also provided, as a selected
Hoffberg, Laurence StallPhillips & Nizer have been re- list of the British product will be disthat "you can't fight a conflagration Jack
with a volunteer fire department," and ings, Lew Lehr, Ed Thorgersen, tained by Mae West to represent her tributed here through Universal.
urged the theatre men to get together Pat Powers, Arnold Van Leer, in the suit filed by Frank Wallace
The option was granted Standard
and be prepared for any emergency Harry H. Thomas, E. H. Goldstein, for declaratory judgment to establish Capital on Nov. 1 last, for a threeEdward Schnitzer, Colvin Brown, the star as his wife.
which may arise.
month period, and a six-week ex•
Frisch complimented the I. T. O. A. Nick Lucas and Frank McCarthy.
tension was granted on Feb. 1. The
and
done
work
it
had
Lord
and
Lady
Cavendish
•
(Adele option was a consideration under a
on the splendid
Astaire),
promised the support of Randforce.
John FIay Whitney, $750,000 advance made to Universal by
Louis Nizer spoke over
He added his company had always yesterday morning complimenting the Martin Beck, Lucienne Boyer and Standard last fall. Monthly repaycooperated when called upon.
station on its increase in power re- Emil Boreo will leave today on the ments by Universal have reduced this
Strausberg urged the coalition of all cently. Louis K. Sidney acted as He de France.
obligation since to $500,000. The ob•
exhibitors for emergency purposes. He host. Sidney, by the way, now has
ligation was assumed by Universal
George Dembow is in San Fran- Prod., Inc., a new company organized
said that the theatre men in this ter- two uniformed sentinels guarding the
ritory should be prepared at all times entrance to the executive quarters of cisco and is working his way east. under the financing and option arfor righting inimical legislation.
He's due to return to
National rangements to produce for the parent
the Loew broadcasting station.
Screen's headquarters around March
Although no major circuits were
•
company.
•
represented, Frisch is understood to
Monroe Greenthal is doubling in 23.
Laemmle's holdings, which are unPercy Kent will arrive by plane derstood to consist of 1,115 shares of
have acted as their spokesman. The brass. He's been handling the exploifrom
the
tomorrow.
I. T. O. A. will hold its regular meetcoast
E.
L.
Altation department since Jack Goldthe 17,864 shares of eight per cent
ing Wednesday at the Astor when it stein left and he doesn't mind it a person will report back for work first cumulative preferred outstanding
Monday
after
is expected the developments will be
a vacation in Miami.
bit.
15,702 shares of the 20,000 shares of
•
•
brought up. Brandt, who had called
seven per cent second cumulative preMervyn LeRoy and Mrs. LeRoy ferred, and 7,016 shares of common
the session, presided.
A. H. McCauslAnd, representative
of Irving Trust Co., as trustee of will be guests of honor at a cocktail and 178,818 voting trust certificates,
RKO, will leave for the Radio studios party to be given by Warners at the of the 250.000 shares of common outRitz-Carlton on Monday.
Is by train tomorrow.
standing.
•
•
The voting trustees of Standard
Bernard Newman, Radio's fash- Capital are Cowdin, George N.
Howard S. Cullman is slated to
return from the coast March 22. He's ion designer, having previewed the Armsby and Lawrence W. Fox, Jr.,
been spending most of his time in spring styles here, has flown back to the latter of Los Angeles.
(Continued from page 1)
the coast.
ury items which has been under con- Palm Springs.
•
•
sideration for the better part of the
Grainger on the Coast
Phil Baker is dickering with sevpast week.
Edwin E. Ludwig, composer, has
Hollywood,
March 13. James R.
eral
of
the
major
companies
to
appear
Of the new program, the income tax signed a new contract with Audio
He recently did some Grainger, general sales manager for
Prod., for his exclusive services on in- in a feature.
bill was the first introduced.
It calls
Universal, arrived today to discuss
shorts.
for a graduated scale extending from dustrial films.
the new season lineup.
•
•
three to eight per cent.
Samuel Rhonheimer and Harry
Mel Morgen stern of the Loew
The measure providing for a 5 per
cent tax on theatre admissions and a booking department will return next Decker have left for Florida on a
Is
number of other "luxury" items was week from a South American cruise. vacation of three weeks.
•
•
next put before the legislature.
It
William Sussman will return
met with spirited opposition and at a
Ben Y. Cammack, South Amer(Continued from page 1)
late hour tonight had not been passed. ican sales head for RKO, has arrived Monday from a tour of the Twentieth
of theatre building in progress, he
Century-Fox exchanges.
The Senate adopted a resolution in Rio de Janeiro from New York.
said.
•
calling for a continuous session, day
•
Warners will have a first run showHerman
and
Mrs.
Robbins
and night, until the pressing problem
will
Fred Mitchell. Loew booker, who
window in Rio de Janeiro next month
of taxation is ironed out, but the move has been home ill the last few days, sail today for California, via the Canal,
with the opening of the 1,500-seat
on the Santa Paula.
met with defeat in the House.
will return to his desk Monday.
Plaza.
The company has no interest
•
•
In
in the theatre, Hummel asserted.
George
Weeks
is
back
from
anJoe Friedman left last night for
Buenos Aires, the Opera House is beother tour of G.B. exchanges.
Montreal to visit his daughter for a
ing torn down and a new theatre, to
few days.
be devoted to films, is to be erected.
•
Supply
Delay
London, March
Generally speaking, Hummel said,

Theatre

:

WHN

5% Admission Tax

Jersey

Compromise

—

Made W.B.
Abeles
South American Head

CEA

On

Favors a Limit

All Percentages
13— The

result of

card vote conducted by the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Ass'n. makes
it a function of the council to state
maximum film percentages and to punish members paying more.
There is considerable doubt as to
whether the plan is workable.
controversy is regarded as certain.
a

A

RKO

Contract for India
RKO

Reginald Armour,
manager
in India, has signed a three-year contract for exhibition of the company's
product in Calcutta.

Men

Max Cohen

from Miami

returned yesterday
after a two-week vaca-

tion.

•

Abe

Montague

returns

from

a

Miami vacation on Monday.
•

Joseph M. Schenck is due from
the coast in about a week or 10 days.

The scheduled meeting

Meet

of the

board

of

directors of Independent Supply
Dealers' Ass'n., scheduled for yesterday, was put off indefinitely because
B. F. Shearer, president, was unable
to be on hand.
Shearer telegraphed
the organization he was detained in

San Francisco.

the
in

new houses going up are modern
every respect.

"Marie" Salt Lake Hit
Salt
the

Bob Gillham

left

night for a

last

Key West,

Russell Hardy is due
Washington today.

in

Fla.

town from

"Times" Release Set

City,

March

13.

Paramount here

after

a

at

record-

breaking week.

•
10-day vacation at

Lake

"Rose Marie" has been held over

F.

& M. Signs Two More
—

Salt Lake City, March 13.
13.
Hollywood,
March
Louise
"Modern Times" is to be released by Dresser and Louise Beavers have been
Intermountain West March 26. it was signed by F. & M. for a series of
announced here todav.

personal

appearances.

The Leading
Daily

VOL.

NO.

39.
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Ready

For Transfer
Of Sanitarium
Name

to

YORK, MONDAY, MARCH

Bylaw Change

Accepted
By Directors

CLOSES "U" DEAL

—

for $100,000 annually for
years, have been completed except for minute legal details, it has
been learned.
With the closing of the arrangements, the sanitarium will be known
as the Will Rogers Memorial Hosfive

pital.
The present N. V. A. governing board will resign and be replaced
by a governing board to be designated
by the Rogers Memorial Commission.
Will H. Hays, a member of the latter body, will be the representative of
the affiliated circuits on the institution's new board.
While the agreement legally commits the circuits only to a five-year
(Continued on page 7)

Chaplin and "Forest"

Win Awards
Hollywood, March

for Feb,
15.

—The

per-

Charlie

Chaplin
in
"Modern Times" was voted the best
of

acting in February by the membership
of the Screen Actors' Guild.
First

honorable mention went to Humphrey
Bogart for his work in "The Petrified
Forest" and second to Leslie Howard

performance in the same film.
Charles Kenyon and Delmar Daves
wrote the screen play for "The Petrified Forest," which was named the
best screen play of the month by vote
of the Screen Writers' Guild.
It won
out by only one vote over "The Ghost

for his

(Continued on page 8)

Ampa's Party Pulls

Crowd of Over

700

came up to expectations,
Ampa Naked Truth Dinner at
It

Astor.
the 700

that
the

The attendance ran well over
mark and the entertainment,

which began shortly after the dinner
started, kept right on going until a
hour. The absence of speeches
made a hit.
Until a late hour Friday night the
boys watched a dress rehearsal. This
late

helped, as the

program went

off

with

something

resembling
a
schedule.
Guests saw themselves doing all kinds
of things at the showing of newsreel
shots

made

Funds Placed to Credit
Of Laemmle Complete

Hartford, March 15.— Major
Bowes broke all records for

Preliminaries

low grosses at the State here.
A n ordinance prohibits
stage performances on Sunday, so he opened with a film

bormalities in connection with the
exercise of the option by which con-

Organization
of New Guild

Arrangements by which the Will
Hollywood,
March
15.
The
Rogers Memorial Commission formal- Screen Directors' Guild has voted
ly will take over the Saranac Lake unanimously for acceptance of the bysanitarium from N. V. A. with the laws as revised by the directorate in
five affiliated circuits underwriting the collaboration
with
Lloyd
Wright,

formance

Total Gross 25c.

Be Will Rogers Completes

institution

earlier in the evening.

classification.

The new bylaws limit the senior
group to members having directed and
received screen credit for not less than

two

films
for
major release, and
within the 12-month period prior to
(Continued on page 8)

Aid

15.

ceiving three telephone calls and two
letters
threatening
death,
Jacques
Edelstein, local M-G-M manager, has
notified the police and an investigais

now under way.

Despite picketing activities
hibitors

at

M-G-M

sales

the

have

Arthur Field, head
company's Paris exchange,
next

week

to

office,

increased,

stated.

here

by ex-

distributors'

it

of

is

the

due

is

investigate

One customer appeared.

run.

He

on seeing the
show, so they ran it off for
him. The feature was Gene
Raymond in "Seven Keys to
insisted

Baldpate."

the

trouble.

of Universal passed to

Standard

Capital Co. were completed on Saturday with the deposit of a check for
$1,500,000 to Carl Laemmle's credit
in the Manufacturers' Trust Co. The
remaining $4^000,000 due is to be
posted in securities during the next
20 days. These are on hand now.
It is understood that Erpi put up
that
another $2,000,000
$2,000,000,
came from C. M. Woolf in England,,
and that the rest was raised from private sources.
meeting of Universal stockholders
is to be called soon to provide representation on the board for the new
owners of more than 80 per cent of
the company's outstanding securities.
Robert H. Cochrane will be named
president with Charles R. Rodgers as
executive vice-president. The question of recapitalization of the company
will be among the early subjects to
come before the new board.

A

4%

Theatre Tax of

Suggested in N.
—A third
Trenton, March

J.

14.
and
compromise amusement tax program
which includes a four per cent levy on
theatre admissions was put before the

afternoon with tentaIt is
its passage.
estimated that the new plan will yield
$800,000 annually.
The original amusement tax was
scheduled at 10 per cent, and was
defeated. The second suggestion called
for five per cent, but this also failed
to pass. Legislators believe that they
can put through the present four per
legislature this

Of Barcelona Police
Barcelona, March
— After re-

tion

trol

show only.
The theatre seats 4,000 and
the admission was 25 cents,
the lowest in town for a first

Guild attorney.
Copies will be received tomorrow by all members.
The revision completes the official
organization of the group and a concentrated membership drive will follow. The most important change in
the guild rules is on Article 3, dealing with membership qualifications.
The first draft opened the roster to
any director of recognized professional
standing in the senior membership

E deist ein Seeks

TEN CENTS

1936

DEPOSIT OF CHECK

Is

Memorial Hospital

16,

tive

agreement for

Bernhard Says More
Coast Spots Sought
Warners may add a number of theatres to its coast circuit, Joseph Bernhard, in charge of operations, stated
Saturday.

Bernhard recently returned from
where he is understood to
experts of the State Tax Department have looked over a number of possiand will be ready for submission to- ble situations.
Asked whether any
night. It is not known as yet whether deals had been consummated, Bernit will be a flat four per cent on gross
"We are working on
hard replied
receipts or if it will be based on a something."
graduated scale.
Nat H. Brower, west coast district
manager for Warners, has been in
town several days conferring with
cent levy.

The new

bill

is

being prepared by

the coast

:

Field is making the trip at the request of the home office in New York.
However, the differences between the
theatre men and M-G-M are being
arbitrated. It is expected a decision
will be reached within the next few
days.

Fox Seeking Stay on

Arrest for Contempt
An

N. E. Allied Scores
M-G-M Cancellation
Boston, March

15.

—Allied

New

of

England, headed by Nathan Yamins,
national

Allied

M-G-M's

percentage

bulletin to

members

president,

scores

application for a stay of judg-

custody until the fine is paid, will be
asked of Federal
Judge William

even though

continues

for

"We have no quarrel with any
man's income or earnings, but we do

and

(Continued on page 8)

office officials.

American Films Hit
By Polish Tax Plan
—

ment against William Fox pending an
appeal to the United States Supreme
Warsaw, March 15. RepresentaCourt from an order fining Fox
$235,000 and $10,000 attorney's fees, tives of American exchanges here
and directing that he be taken into have indicated that they will be

demands in a
just issued.
The
statement lists salaries said to be paid
to
and Loew executives and

M-G-M

home

Bondy
If

today.
the stay

Bondy Fox

is

denied

by

Judge

will be subject to arrest
his attorney's application

a writ of certiorari is
before the Supreme Court.

pending

The

arrest of Fox was ordered
(Continued on page 7)

fine

by

forced to curtail their activities in this
country and perhaps withdraw entirely
if
a proposed tax is passed by the

The levy, which would
to about six cents a foot on
submitted to the censors, is to

Government.

amount
films

supply funds for subsidizing domestic
producers.
A draft of the new decree has been
(Continued on page 7)
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you

"Because

have
given the little exhibitor a chance
to get off his chest what he's got
on it, 1 want you should he my
guest at lunch, something spevitation.

was Ray's Delicatessen
and your scribe was a trifle late.
Already Mox, usually impatient,
was tearing a herring apart.
cial."

It

.

.

.

T

ter

tive;
Cliff

was an

It

We

sensed
importance. There was Mox
Shobbus, calling all the way from
the fringe of Hollywood. As insistent as his telephoning was his
oxpostulation, topped by an inring.

its

Editor-in-Chief and Publisher
KANN, Editor

JAMES

"1

all

the top shots come here," explained Mox. "Here Louie Mayer
kishke.
finds his favorite dish
best
gets
the
Eddie Cantor
;

liver
here;
Manny
chopped
Cohen, gefillte fish Joe Schenck,
Adolphe
Menjou,
blintzes;
Fannie
noodle
soup
chicken
;

;

brust
Carl
gedenipfte
Laemmle, sauerbraten with popancake. Now what will
tato
you have ?" The regular dinner
was ordered and we began to eye
Mox appraisingly. Shobbus is
Brice.

duties,

is

theatres

now
in

U pstate

in addition to his

other

supervising four

RKO

Rochester and a

similar

Syracuse. He returned
Saturday from a trip to Rochester
when he looked over the theatre setup.
Jake Golden, who has been city
in Rochester, now
manager for
managing Keith's, Syracuse, and
is
William Tubbert, formerly representing the circuit in Syracuse, has been

number

in

RKO

promoted to division manager for the
Schine

circuit

with

headquarters

at

Watertown.
Schine and RKO are in a pool in
Syracuse, and RKO, Paramount and
Comerford have a pooling arrangement in Rochester.

medium

in height,

slightly

bald

broad

and

in girth,

mirth,

of

full

Shobbus style. By him
a joke and no joking.

a joke
.

.

is

.

RKO
A

Claim Hearing Off

hearing of exceptions to the

al-

lowance of Rockefeller Center's lease
claims

which

RKO

against
scheduled

was

at

$9,100,000,

for

tomorrow

before Federal Judge William Bondy,
has been postponed to March 24.
Efforts to effect a compromise or
settlement of the claims are still being

made.

looked for a sour puss, but
Shobbus is only slightly citrous.
Sartorially, he was impeccable in
his way. Naturally, he could not
grace the pages of Esquire, but
Hart, Schaffner and Marx might
use him as a model for their
stylish stouts if they stretched it
a bit. Mox was smiling. He had
just received his previous night's
box-office report on his run of
"Mutiny on the Bounty," to-

gether with "The Country Doctor."
He was chuckling and
clucking at his profit. "You see,

Shobbus service to
One,

high.

The Atlantic Coast Section of the
S.M.P.E. will hold its regular monthly
meeting on March 19 at the Bell
Laboratories. Victor Subrizi will present a paper on "Flutter in Sound

Records with a Demonstration."

went anyway.

I

.

.

.

T
"I took Yenta, my wife, also
Kriv Shobbus, my older boy, and

Xach

my

Shobbus,

Lord

little

we could

Fauntleroy, to see what

and to get some autographs
maybe. Yenta went to get gossip.
see

It was a typical Hollywood party,
the kind you never read about.
First we met a scenario writer
with false teeth and a brief case.
He talked just like his characters
talked in the days of silent pic-

was looking all around
There wasn't

I

for his typewriter.

A

brunette in the place.
heman actor we also met. He
smelled from toilet water. Yenta,
she's so modest, right away asked
the actor the brand. She said we
could spray it around our theatre.
Maybe she wanted it for
me. Yenta is so romantic.
a

.

.

.

.

tip-top,

through Skouras through Alperson appeared with an English
accent, a cocktail shaker and
riding breeches. How do you like
that? I knew him when he was
an exhibitor, just like me. He
also at Ray's. A buxom
lady star, Miss Zaftig to you,
posed alongside a fountain. Was
she luxury? Did I izopple? I
looked to see if her nails were
red or green, on my word, not to
see the brand of perfume she carried. Yenta, who was watching,
asked me 'What's she got, I ain't
got?' So I told Yenta and then
Yenta told me. That was the
other night.
Since then Yenta
don't talk to me.
eats

.

.

.

T
"Today when

I

talked to

Ed-

Alperson I told him I was
paying too much rental and getdie

ting too little percentage for playing Miss Zaftig's pictures. Also
I
told Eddie my Yenta says I
give Miss Z. too much publicity
and Yenta thinks I am her phan-

tom

Romeo.

So

my

tryout of a Holly-

"Let's not talk business, Mr.
Shobbus," your scribe suggested.
"Our readers by this time are
fully conversant with your viewan exhibitor, even
points
as
though you are on the fringe.
Tell me, have you ever been to

wood

Hollywood party ?"
"Sure," replied Mox, rolling a
hunk of salami under his tongue.

teppeleh.

a real

my

I

was

telling

you

with Eddie AlperWell, to get on my good
son.
side what do you think happened?
Charlie Skouras, that angel, told
Eddie he should invite me to a
hotcha Hollywood party. I was
suspicious from the beginning.

about

talk

been

4.

—July

1

now

has

the opening date for the
British Broadcasting Corp.'s television
transmissions,
under
the
"experimental" program arrangements announced last year. These envisage a
three-hour daily service. Variety and
film items will predominate, but there
will also be illustrated talks.
Completion of the official transmitting station at the Alexander Palace
set

as

in North London is in sight.
Equipment has been installed by the Baird
and E. M. I. companies and the last

stage will be the erection of the 215foot mast on the 48-foot tower of the
Palace.
Television cables will link London

Birmingham, Manchester and

to

with

later

other

provincial cities, but the
B. B. C. is also experimenting with
micro-waves for direct transmission.
*

*

*

Cinema

House, Oxford St.,
been transformed by U. J. James
1

/has

into

"two-in-one" theatre offering Confilms on the street level and
newsreels in the basement. The old
name has been discontinued for "Studio No. 1" and "Studio No. 2.'" First
Continental picture in the No. 1 theatre is "Veille D'Armes," with Ana

tinental

invited us

after

.

BRUCE ALLAN

nabella.

"The producer who

T

.

"You remember

SMPE Group to Meet

my

public is
aces
It pavs to lead a good, dual

A Number
life."

So

;

We

Meyer's Supervision
Is Extended

By

London, March

because a party can't get my mind
off my grievances and groanings.

tures.

asked you here because

T

Fred Meyer,

Outlook

1936

16,

British Television
To Start on July 1

By RED KANN'

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)

Vol. 39

Monday, March

first

I

told

Eddie

kiss every film
stays away from
my theatre. So far as my family
was concerned, the party was a
success. Eriv got no autographs

party,

I'll

who

salesman

and my little Lord Fauntleroy
embarrassed me by asking for his

me

to

.

won't

talk.

As

for

.

.

T
By
our

films covering the chief events

which King George

V

figured during his 25 years' reign have been presented by the producing companies to
the National Film Library.

Zirn Seeks Contempt
Order in Para. Case
Contempt
of
court
proceedings
former Paramount creditor
banks and members of the bank group
committee formed under the comagainst

pany's reorganization proceedings will
be instituted in the Appellate Division
of the N. Y. Supreme Court by Samuel
Zirn, attorney for petitioning bondholders in the Paramount reorganization, Zirn said on Saturday.

Zirn had actions pending against
the banks in the state court when the

Paramount reorganization plan, which
provided for the discontinuance of all
litigation
against
creditors
whose
claims were treated in the plan, was
approved in the U. S. District Court.
The bank creditors obtained an order
from Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe
directing Zirn to discontinue his actions against them or be held in con-

tempt of court. The U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals dismissed an appeal
by Zirn from this order and recently
denied his motion for reargument.
The Appellate Division of the state
court ruled in Zirn's favor in his bankactions more than a year ago. His
contempt proceedings will be based
on this and the banks' subsequent procedure in the Federal Court, he said.

Yenta got gossip, but

she

Charlie and Eddie who forced
me to play the party, I left them
both having a good time. But
friendship or no friendship, -tomorrow I ask for an adjust-

ment."

News
in

this time

cheese

we were

cake

finishing

and tea with

The check arrived and
Shobbus outfumbled your correspondent; that's been done be-

lemon.

"Don't forget to tell all my
exhibitor pals," said Mox, pulling out a wad that resembled the
Metro payroll," and don't forget
my enemy, Ali Gaga. Let him
know Shobbus paid the check.
Shobbus always pays."
fore.

A

.

.

.
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CLEAR ALL ROADS FOR RECORI

IT'S
•

A "COVERED WAfiON
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plus
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WALTER HUSTON

DIAMOND
M AST E
S

R

EMPIRE
BUILDER

ON RHODES

45

JUNGLE
CONQUEROR

Arrange now for extra

Rhodes" has been hailed by the
Covered
Plus

that,

Wagon"
it's

critics

as a

plus "Cimarron."

an exploitation natural.

campaign has been geared accordingly
fool-proof!

It's

sure-fire!

It's

a pushover for a holdover!

It's

It

tops 'em

Our
.

.

.

all!

WALTER HUSTON^
TOPS
'EM ALL

DIAMOND
MASTER
iASEd

ON

THE

*

800 K_8Y_^A_R A H GERTRUDE MILUN

EMPIRE
BUILDER
DIRECTED BY BERTHOLD VIERTEL

•
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Ready

For Transfer
Of Sanitarium
(Continued from page 1)
underwriting of the sanitarium, it is
expected that this sponsorship will be
made a permanent one. In any event,

likelihood that the projthere is
ect will be permitted to go out of exfive-year
istence at the end of the
period. The five underwriting circuits,
little

RKO,

Paramount, Warners,
and National Theatres,

Loew's

at present are
studying plans for creating a sinking
fund which might be sufficient to carry the sanitarium for a long term of
years. Annual contribution drives in
the theatres of all five circuits are ex-

pected to be utilized.
With the new sponsorship for the
sanitarium its policies will be broadened and the admission privilege will
be widely extended, it is said. Any
qualified patient will be admitted who
has been associated with the stage or
films, whether in a professional capacity or not, according to present plans.

Fox Seeking Stay on
Arrest for Contempt
(Continued from page

1)

Judge Bondy as punishment for Fox's
contemnt of court in failing to answer
a subpoena for examination in supplementary proceedings when the former
executive failed to satisfy a
The
$285,000 judgment against him.
judgment was obtained by the Capital
Co., on Fox's personal liability under
a defaulted lease on the Fox, San
Francisco.
Fox's attorneys, Hirsh, Newman,
Reass & Becker, will proceed with
their petition for a writ of certiorari

WILLIAM

Supreme Court even though the
application for a stay may be denied,
it was stated on Saturday.

Goetz Planes East
Hollywood, March

15.

—Ben

FERGUSON

R.
will
return today from Cleveland
where he conferred with M-G-M field
exploiteers on the campaign planned

"The Great

for

Ziegfeld."

•

Kenneth

night,

Lynn
William Kuser and Nat
her

after

Farnol,

Wolf

broadcast,

will take off via the

TWA

Mike Kallet

March

M-G-M
— Leonard

15.

Oneida, N.Y.,
over the week-end and is due back in
a few days to confer with Milt

Kusell on a deal
lineup next season.

for

Edward Anson, independent circuit
operator in Boston, was in town over
the week-end.
He was one of the
many attending the Ampa affair at
the Astor Saturday night.
of Rex Premiums
will leave today on a week's trip. He
will visit Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit and Buffalo, in the order named.

Jack Goldstein

•

George

Schaefer plans

J.

to leave
of next

the coast the middle
month. Today he heads for Washington and the Pettengill hearing.
•

for

Marty Barrett, Van Beuren sales
manager, is on the road in the course
of
an eight-week tour
of
RKO
exchanges.
•

Nate Blumbekg

due to return
from the coast Thursday. He's making stonovers at various key cities

RKO

where

is

theatres are situated.

head

Venezuela.

Arthur Lee

of G.B. are slated to leave Hollywood
this

week

—The censors

banned "Ariane," foreign picture, from Ohio because of the nature
It had been booked in
of the story.
have

Ohio

spots.

for the east.

•

Edward Golden

is back on the job
again after being laid up for nine days
with the flu.
•

Charles Reagan has gone

.

.

.

MAE WEST
"KLONDIKE ANNIE"

Miami

Bruder

William

Mrs. Bruder
new apartment.
and

Sullivan,

public relations counsel for the Stevens Hotel, is
the latest addition to the ranks of

C.A.P.A.

Sidney H. Selig, veteran showman,

WILLIAM MCRCIS CfflCE
is

feeling

better

with

spring

in

the

"The Country Doc"Paddy O'Day" dipped $1,-

while

;

500 under the Poli par with a $5,500
week.
constant drizzle and rain affected the second half of the week.
Total first run business was $28,-

A

Average

100.

$19,300.

is

Estimated takings
ending March 13

for

week

the

:

honorary advisers to Cinema Christian Council, which plans to produce
and exhibit films of a religious
character.

Gross:

F.
of

PARAMOUNT— (2.400).

'THE

(Average,

$9,300.

Los Angeles

.

Conrad Rose, salesman

charge

in

Theatre.

Harry

recovered from a
here for a few days
from Phoenix, Ariz.
Howard W. Stebbins, manager of
the Republic Exchange, back from a
selling trip through the Imperial Valley and San Diego.
severe

Nace,

illness,

Frfd
Trojan

Hershon.
will

manager

open the Garden

of

the

in April.

of

the

Balboa and Manchester theaters with
Marco, has moved to La Crescenta.
Armand Cohn, head of the AllStar exchange in San Francisco, is
here accompanied by his office manager, Edward Morris.
Harry Buxbaum, Twentieth Cen'ury-Fox New York exchange manager, and Mrs. Buxbaum have gone
to Havana and Nassau for a short
vacation.

Gross:

$10,500.

.

.

days..

7

Gross:

(Radio)

(Average.

35c-50c,
$4,700)

7

American Films Hit
By Polish Tax Plan
(Continued from page

1

prepared by the Ministry of Industry
and Commerce for approval of the
Council of Ministers, and would affect
films arriving for next season. American interests are combining in opposition to the proposed tax. Since American product totals more than 50 per
cent of

all

films

shown

in the country,

companies would bear the brunt
of the new levy.
It is understood the
LT.

S.

Government has decided
April

-that, effective

per cent of all features
shown must be of domestic origin, and
that the entertaiment tax rebate for
films of educational merit will be discontinued.
10

1,

Republic Signs Chaney

—

Hollywood, March 15. Republic has
signed Lon Chaney, Jr., for a featured
role in "The Undersea Kingdom,"

now in production, which will
Ray Corrigan. Ralph Holmes,
Lee Van Atta, and D. Montague Shaw
serial

star

also have been
.

35c-SOc,

"FOLLOW THE FLEET"
ROGER SHERMAN — (2,200),

davs.

days.

7

(Average. $7,000)

$5,500.

of the Salt Lake office of G. B., has
been transferred to Los Angeles ' to
join Paul de Outo's sales staff.
Jack Cohn, vice-president of Columbia, expected here from New York
Mrs. Cohn accomby boat today.
panies him.
Sloate will reopen the old
J. B.
Gem under the name of Maynard

35c-50c,
$4,800)

COUNTRY DOCTOR" <2Bth-Fox)
"PADDY O'DAY" (20th-Fox)

POLI — (3,040).
.

added to the

cast.

San Francisco
is

managing

cently opened Regal for
berg.

Lieut. Harry Costello, police censor head, is recovering from pneumonia. He is able to sit up for short
intervals now.
Joe Levy, in charge of the Capitol
Film Exchange in Kansas City, is
here for a week at the local office.

with
"Exclusive

$2,800

"FANG AND CLAW" (Radio)
"EXCLUSIVE STORY" (M-G-M)
COLLEGE — (1,499). 25c-35c, 7 davs.
Gross: $2,800.
(Average, $2,800)
"TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE"
(Para.)
"TIMOTHY'S QUEST" (Para.)

Rollan Lloyd

Chicago

Roy
/TT¥V

to

two-week vacation.

are furnishing a

its

Ralph Grunauer, owner

Tamayo,

of
Columbia's foreign publicity, left yesterday for a month's vacation in
C.

Story"

tor" and

interests.

criticizing quota,
abolition would be to the
of serious British producers.

good

•

Fernando

Zeppo

representing

;

Reisman,

Phil

declares

.

"Ariane" Barred in Ohio
15.

partner

Hay- College hit an average
in
Dennis Watney "Fang and Claw" and

established

with

John Maxwell of A.B.P. and
Paramount's W. Baker of Butcher's on panel

•

for a

Columbus, March

Bader
office

Films
J. W. Gossage of Reunion
forming a new company to make
French films and English versions in
London.

line.

left for

a dual with "Timothy's Quest" at
Paramount, ran second, gardie
nering $9,300, up by $4,500, and staying for an additional five days. The

London

.

.

Dave

•

•

Spigelgass has joined M-G-M as an
associate on Harry Rapf's production
staff.
He was formerly with the
Zeppo Marx Agency and at another
time was Universal scenario editor.

several

the

leave for

Wednesday. Tomorrow

Jeffrey Bernerd and

Hollywood,

.

Marx's English

tion plans.

Spigelgass With

—

He went to De- normal for the Roger Sherman, and
offices here.
from here.
a holdover for the first time since
Lloyd Lews, drama editor of the "Little Women," a year and a half
Chicago Daily Nezvs is on the coast ago.
"Trail of the Lonesome Pine," on
visiting studios and doing interviews.

as

Ass'n.
will

New Haven Leader

many

Federal

Bar

Mary Pickford

for

troit

market

coast by train

ill

months.

of the
legal department is the author of an
article on the life of former Chief
Justice Taney of the U. S. Supreme
Court, which appears in the current
issue of the Journal of the American

Goetz

flew east Friday night on the first
leg of a trip that will take him to
England on the Berengaria for the
purpose of completing British produc-

RKO

Umbreit

B.

Selig has been

offing.

-Fleet" at $10,500

Phil Dunas is still vacationing in
New Haven, March 15. "Follow
Hot Springs.
the Fleet" led the week's business
On WednesClaud Saunders visited the Ross with a $10,500 take, more than twice

day he will have a group of judges
meet at the Astor to decide the winner
of "Mutiny on the Bounty" ship models
sent in from all over the country.

film

in the

Personal

Purely

4

the re-

Aaron Gold-

Warners Sign Knowles
Hollywood, March

15.

— Warners

have signed Patrick Knowles, English
actor, to a term contract, and he is
now on his way here for a role in
"The Charge of the Light Brigade."
Knowles •made several pictures for
Ralph G. Pollack, who publicizes Warners in England.
the Pokin and Ringer theatres, is here
handling the opening of the New

Solly Cohn

running the Circle.
Fred Williams of Consolidated
Amusement Co. has just returned
from Honolulu.
is

Capitol.

Maurice Lowery, well known on
row here, has been transfered to

Tracy, Furness Signed
Hollywood, March 15. — M-G-M

the sales department of the United
Artists exchange in Denver.
William Del Monte of the Union
has taken over an interest in the Bayshore.

has signed Spencer Tracy and Betty
Furness to new long term contracts.
Tracy is currently working in three
"Mob Rule," "San Franpictures
cisco" and "Captains Courageous."

film

:

—
MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
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Bylaw Change
Is Accepted
By Directors

Monday, March

MOTION PICTURE DAILY3

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

(Continued from page

date

1)

classification or
received screen credit

the

of

last

date
the direction of a feature for
major release or began the direction
of a tilni lor which screen credit will
be given.
The voting law was changed to prevent the passing of drastic measures
by non-representative or inactive mem-

meeting
for

bers

voting

the

in

Several

group.

prominent directors have been waiting for this change before joining, it
learned. Members will be classified on the first of January and July
of each year, or at the time membership applications are accepted. Junior

was

associate membership qualificaremain as they were.
The only other important amendment permits members to resign on
six months' notice after the guild has
been organized for one year instead
of the former indefinite term.

and

tions

N. E. Allied Scores
M-G-M Cancellation
(Continued from page 1)
that exhibitors might bear them
mind when Metro has the nerve to

ask the signing of riders permitting
the transfer of high percentages from
undelivered '34-'35 product to '35-'36
pictures.

If

Metro thinks

its

'34-'35

pictures still undelivered are unworthy
of percentage rates, can't they afford
to be men enough to forget the prohibitive rentals they demanded for undelivered 'masterpieces' without trying
to grab their high rentals for pictures
Is all
they do not choose to deliver?

sense of fairness and decency dead in
this business?"

LeRoy May Delay Trip
Mervyn LeRoy may postpone

his

he
sailing for Europe Wednesday,
stated upon his arrival from the coast.
He is scheduled to sail on the Beren-

with

garia

Harry M. Warner and

Sam

E. Morris.
Queried on various reports regarding his future status with Warners,
LeRoy stated he had nothing to say
at this time. His trip abroad is in the
nature of vacation, but at the same
time he will keep an eye open for new
talent

and

Refuses Session Change
Boston, March 15. —A bill favoring
biennial sessions of the Massachusetts
legislature, recommended by a special
commission which studied the situation
last summer, was disapproved by the
committee on constitutional law. Many
theatremen favored the measure inasmuch as it would do away with the
annual avalanche of film legislation.

Hollywood,

Ad Head
March
—William

Col.

IS.

Thomas has succeeded Edwin Olmstead

as

Olmstead
train

new

Columbia publicity

director.

today

by

for
York to assume
duties at the home offices.

his

will

New

leave

(Paramount)

here

15.

getting closer to a special

is

session ol the legislature.
Gov. Guy
B. Park has written members of the

—

15.
Timely as streamlining, this comedy-drama
and intrigue moves rapidly with all the action taking place sas City, for
a special session to proaboard a plane between New York and San Francisco.
vide more funds, is growing.
Joan Bennett, boarding the plane just before it takes off, receives
There is some demand to approprifinancial aid from Fred MacMurray, the pilot. Fred Keating, embarking ate more for old age pensions, payat Chicago, anxiously strives to prevent Miss Bennett from reaching her ment of which now averages $10.50
destination.
As the journey progresses MacMurray learns that his per person per month. The legislature
passengers are all involved in intrigue of some sort and when the plane appropriated $2,500,000 at the last
makes a forced landing in a snowstorm the identity of each is revealed. session.
Sentiment seems to be crystallizing
They include Alan Baxter, a killer Brian Donlevy, detective Bennie around a three per cent sales tax as
Bartlett, wealthy child, with Zasu Pitts as a governess. When the plane a solution to Missouri's fiscal problands, Baxter wounds Donlevy and John Howard, the co-pilot. Attempt- lem. The last legislature raised the
ing command of the situation, Baxter is foiled by young Bartlett, whose sales tax from one-half to one per
pranks have heretofore been a nuisance, and the situations are finally cent, and had a difficult job doing it.
straightened with MacMurray winning Miss Bennett when the destination It is felt this is one reason for Gov-

Hollywood, March

of crooks

;

;

ernor Park's reluctance to call a
reached.
special session.
Director Mitchell Leisen has handled all the elements skillfully, never
Returns from the one per cent levy
permitting the suspense to lapse and inserting frequent comedy that is
for January dropped to the lowest
carried on chiefly by Miss Pitts. The Bogart Rogers screenplay from figure since the tax became effective
the original he wrote with Frank Mitchell Dazey is topnotch and bows last August—$822,704, probably due
may also be taken by E. Lloyd Sheldon, the producer, and Hans Drier to extremely low temperatures.
and John Goodman, whose artistic settings have been well photographed
by Theodor Sparkuhl.
to
The production offers many exploitation angles and should be sold
is

Albany

Brandt

Production Code Seal, No. 2,038.

Running

time, 78 minutes.

On

"G."

"Doughnuts and Society"
(Mascot)

—

Hollywood, March 15. This is the last of the Mascot films and its
release at this time serves as a gentle but very pointed reminder of the

Children's Bill

With the bill on the admission of
children up before a committee today,
Harry Brandt, head of the I. T. O.
A., has left for Albany with a committee of six for the hearing.
Among the group are Rabbi Alexander Lyons, Mrs. Clarence Watter-

man and Mrs. M.

Phelps.

improvement in Republic product.
Louise Fazenda and Maude Eburne, after numerous disasters with an
D'Usseau with Halperin
Alaska gold mine, settle down amiably to the manufacture of doughnuts.
The romance between their respective children, Edward Nugent and
Hollywood, March 15.
Leon
Ann Rutherford, has a temporary setback when Miss Eburne sells a D'Usseau has joined Academy-Halpiece of property and starts a vigorous climb on the social ladder. Miss perin Prod, as a production aide. He
Fazenda, cut to the quick by the desertion of her lifelong friend, buys a was production assistant to William
five-story garage as her bid to social distinction and shoulders her way LeBaron at RKO and later held a
The resultant quarrels and jealousies are forgotten similar post with First Division.
into the 400, too.
when the two find themselves back in the doughnut business.
Hedda Hopper plays a society fixer. Franklin Pangborn is seen as the
final word in the intricacies of etiquette.
Smiley Burnette, Rafael Corio,
Harold Minjir, Olaf Hytten, Robert Light and Claudell Kaye turn in
good supporting performances under direction of Lewis D. Collins.
Karen deWolf, Robert St. Clair and Wallace MacDonald wrote the
Universal, Eastman Lead Board
original story and screenplay with added dialogue contributed by
Gains
Net
Gertrude Orr and Matt Brooks. William Berke supervised.
High Low Close Change
Production Code Seal, No. 2,028. Running time, 63 minutes. "G."
Consolidated
65i
6)4
6H

—

Wall Street

Consolidated, pfd.

Local 306 and
Chaplin and "Forest"
Merger Progressing Win Awards for Feb.
Allied

stories.

Thomas

Jefferson City, Mo., March
Missouri

readily.

feel
in

Missouri Studying
New Taxation Move

General Assembly in an effort to
sound out sentiment.
The $6,000,000 voted for direct relief will be exhausted in April, Governor Park pointed out, and the demand,
especially from St. Louis and Kan-

"Thirteen Hours by Air"
the

1936

16,

Moves to merge Local 306 and Allied M. P. Operators are progressing
and a deal

expected to be
concluded within the next few weeks.
Three meetings were held last week,
the final one on Saturday, attended by
rapidly

is

a number of exhibitors as well as
union officials.
Among those attending Saturday's
session were Joseph D. Basson, president of Local 306, Bert Popkin, Joe
Kelbin, Maurice Fleischman, Harry
Brandt, Stanley Lawton and Irving
Renner.
Empire was not present at either
of the sessions, but it is anticipated
that this organization will join the
merger
shortly
after
details
are
cleared up.
:

(Continued from page

Eastman Kodak..

48M
Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

10
1
pfd.
2 pfd.

Pathe Film

1)

Goes

West," winner of first honormention. The screen play was
written
by Robert E.
Sherwood.
Second honorable mention was won
by "Ceiling Zero," for which Frank
Wead wrote the screen play. The
selections in both divisions were made
from the 39 features released as first
runs in Los Angeles between Jan. 21
and Feb. 19.
able

—

Charlotte, March 15. R. L. McCoy has been named Warner branch
manager
here,
replacing
Frank
Bryan,

was

a

who

died

salesman

recently.

in Dallas.
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Short Subjects

Looking 'Em Over

"Headlines of 25 Years*'
(Radio)
This

Short Subjects
"Pathe Topics No. 4"
(Radio)

is
a serious compilation of
outstanding newsreel clips which present history as recorded by the camera during the 25 years in which
Pathe News has been reporting. With
over a hundred episodes flashed on
the screen,
the
film
begins with
Roosevelt's African trip in 1910 and
moving rapidly, dramatically shows
inaugurations,
royal
weddings and
deaths, events of the war, the Armistice, a history of aviation from the
Wright brothers to the present day
and industrial strife and triumphs.
The accompanying narrative is fitting and the historical value of the
film should be appreciated by the majority of audiences, for it is an excellent job of cutting and editing.
No
production code seal. Running time,
12 mins. "G."

On

"Tempo Massimo"
A light comedy, adapted from a novel with the same title, this Italianproduced picture probably will be found reasonably entertaining by
those understanding the Italian language, and of little consequence to
those lacking a knowledge of it. There are no superimposed translations of dialogue to assist in following the story and their absence is

with the others of the
shows how chemistry
aids the farmer by putting plants on
a liquid diet and raising fresh winter
fodder for livestock without sunlight.
Then to the Good Story Club where
Gene Lockhart tells how he emptied
a dozen bottles down the drain in
progressive
stages
of
intoxication

felt.

which

(

World Pictures)

appears obvious that the film will mean nothing to the average
that it may be sold most effectively in those
theatres, probably in large metropolitan centers, which can rely upon
an audience predominantly Italian.
It

American audience, and

The story tells of the modernization of a young man, who has been
raised by his wealthy aunt in a strictly old-fashioned manner. When
he accidentally meets an attractive girl, and falls in love with her, he
completely revolutionizes his mode of living in order to win her. With
occasionally amusing incidents, he takes up boxing, skiing, bicycle
misunderstanding
racing, and such vices as smoking and drinking.

A

"A Wed-Time Story"

determines her to go ahead with her marriage to an insistent and penniless nobleman, until the ardent young man, in a wild dash reminiscent

(Radio)

With Lew
Weber and

Fields of the team of
Fields starring in this
comedy, there is something worth
plugging. The plot of the film, after
the
"Krausmeyer's Alley" fashion,
concerns the difficulties of Fields when
he wins a prize in a contest for his
essay on "How to Be Happy Though

Married."
Thick with a Germanic accent, the
story proceeds, when, after being interviewed by a reporter, his son, Frank
Lyman, tells him that according to the
law he is not married and so is taking
the money under false pretenses. This
gives way to a lot of domestic tears
and argument, all of which are finally
straightened out. The support includes
Jack Rice, Harry Bowen and Bodil
Rosing. Production Code Seal, No.
Running time, 21 minutes. "G."
1,804.

"Prominent
Personalities"
(Radio)

One

of

"The World on Parade"

series, this presents

Leroy N.

Mills, a

Mt. Vernon, N. Y., lawyer who
coaches young football enthusiasts as
a hobby; Miss Helen Richey, the only
woman air mail pilot; Grisha Goluboff, a violin prodigy who indulges in

normal boyhood pursuits, and Margaret
Bourke-White,
the
photographer,

who

is

and at work on

shown
films.

in

At

her studio
this

point

Alwyn Bach

takes over the microthe career of Alois
Havrilla, who has been delivering the
narrative, and how he made his place
in radio. It is a different offering and
will
keep the audience interested.
Production Code Seal No. 0881. Running time, 10 mins. "G."

phone and

tells of

"Slumberland Express"
(Universal)
This cartoon with Oswald is suitable entertainment for children and
amusing for others. It is about a
train that runs at night and picks up
an assortment of characters and takes
them to a land of child's delight. Oswald's little brother wanders away
into Nightmare Land and is frightened
by various spectres in the form of a
hairbrush and comb and a toothbrush

and paste which ogle him threateningly. Oswald comes upon the scene
and some fierce fisticuffs take place.
It ends up with Oswald back home in

par

comedy of a much earlier day, steals the girl at the church door.
Reviewed without production code seal. Running time, 78 min-

of the

utes.

"G."

bed and his brother is squeezing a
tube of toothpaste over his face. He
wakens and finds it was only a dream.

Production Cole Seal, No.
ning time, 7 mins. "G."

1,849.

Run-

"Movie Maniacs"
(Columbia)
The Three Stooges rampage around
a Hollywood studio in this, the latest
of their series, hardly comparable
with the insane, but funny, offerings
Starting with some tomof the past.
foolery in a boxcar as they approach
Hollywood, it uses the mistaken identity theme when they invade a studio
and are taken for three experts from
the east.
They show how pictures
should be made in some routine comic
sequences, and are chased into lion's
quarters, from which they hurriedly
make their exit in an automobile, a lion
along with them.
Hardly up to the
standard of the three comics, but it
should
Production
be
acceptable.

Code

Seal,

18 mins.

No.

1,722.

Running

time,

and how he

finally saves the day when
a convict escapes from jail after the
mouse has wrecked it. There is a
good amount of action and invention
interwoven, but the spoken lines are
garbled as they follow the slang of
the newspaper strip.
It is a something new in cartoon characters. Production Code Seal, No. 1,986.
Running time, 7 mins. "G."

"Brotherly Love"
(Paramount)
Popeye, the spinach-imbibing sailor,
becomes infused with the spirit of
brotherly love, as advocated by Olive
Oyl, and sings his way about town,
helping others. But when he sees two
rival gangs mutilating each other, and
his message of peace is met with fist

and

he teaches them brotherly
love in the true Popeye manner. An
amusing cartoon.
Production Code
Seal, No. 0740. Running time, 7 mins.
"G."
foot,

Look and Guess"

(Columbia)
This introduces a game where the

Warners)
Beans and

his nephew are after
treasure in this cartoon and their hunt
takes them by air to the north where
their objective is a ship frozen in the
ice. With the usual spooky invention,
they run into all sorts of difficulties.
Finding the treasure, they load up
their plane and are ready to make
off when two frozen pirates thaw out
and go after them. The chase takes
place at this point and with an explosion Beans is wafted into the air.
landing in the cockpit of the plane and
they are off to home.
good standard cartoon offering that will be acceptable.
Production Code Seal No.
Running time, 8 minutes. "G."
1,839.

A

"Li'lAinjU"

audience

is invited to identify characthe world of sport by their
eyes and parts of their faces.
Babe
Ruth, Helen Jacobs, Lawson Little,

ters

in

Mary Hoerger, Danno O'Mahoney,
Joe Louis and Malcom Campbell are
presented and shown doing their stuff.
Ford Bond introduces the piece. Sport
fans should go for it.
Production
Code
11

Seal,

mins.

No. 0866.

jail-breaking

activities

of

the

mouse

Running

time,

last is a scenic

"Orphans' Picnic"
(Disney— U. A.)
As Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck
entertain the orphans at a picnic, with
many laughs for the audience and
disastrous results for the noisy Donald, there results a color cartoon from
the Disney precincts which should be
a worthwhile addition to any program.
To attempt to describe what the orphans do to the duck and his reactions would be useless.
Suffice it to
say that this ranks with the most entertaining of the Disney cartoons in
color.

Production

Running

1,675.

Code Seal, No.
time, 8 mins.
"G."

"Scrappy's Pony"
(Columbia)
Scrappy and his brother are whooping it up about their home playing
with a broomstick horse when a package is delivered and it turns out to
be a real, live pony. Scrappy has difficulty trying to ride it, but his brother
has better success when he feeds it
sugar. Getting the idea, Scrappy does
likewise and both are able to enjoy
the ride. It closes with the pony pushing both of them out of bed.
standard cartoon offering that has the

A

requisite situations

and

Pro-

effects.

duction Code Seal, No. 2,054.
ning time, 7 mins.
"G."

Run-

"Pictorial No. 8"

the

microphone

radio
with a

and

sparkling personality,
her own girls' orchestra in syncopated fashion. Production

who conducts

10

Seal,

No. 0883.

mins. "G."

amazing.

Production Code Seal, No.
time, 10 mins.
"G."

Running

A

is

tive dancer
Donald Novis,
tenor, and Ina Ray Hutton,

Code

subject is highlighted by a camera
description of the work of Frederick
W. Goudy, one of the foremost designers of type. The manner in which
he designs, then develops a new style
of type is highly interesting and instructive. Sailing competition in Sydney Harbor, Australia, is pictured in
colorful fashion, and the results obtained by Brad Barker, leading imitator of animals, are little short of

(Paramount)

master of ceremonies in this rather
entertaining group of variety acts. He
introduces Betty Jane Cooper, attrac-

dynamic

interesting
and entertaining
in the Pictorial series, this

"Here Comes the Zoo"

"The Star Reporter"
(Paramount)
Ted Husing

number

0899.

"G."

;

(Columbia)
This cartoon is taken from the
comic strip which features the brick
throwing mouse, the lovelorn cat and
Officer Pup.
The plot concerns the

The

which the Bavarian Alps are
photographed in winter dress from
clever angles. A cable car trip up the
Zugspitz, above the clouds, closes a
pleasing short. Production Code Seal,
No. 0907. Running time, 11 mins. "G."

An

"The Phantom Ship"

hilarious.

is

treat in

(Paramount)

"G."

"Stop,
(

a

series, this issue

Running

time,

British-produced short, this takes
the audience on an alphabetical tour
of the London Zoo, with Claude Gardner,

English commentator, conducting

the

visit

vocally,

and

occasionally

amusingly. Some of his remarks may
not rouse spontaneous enthusiasm on
the part of the average
American
audience, but on the whole the subject may be found entertaining. Production Code Seal. No. 0834. Running time, 10 mins. "G."

—

;
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"Anything" Pulls
$2,600

in

—

average.

"The Milky Way" went only six
It was pulled to
make room for an extra day of "Follow the Fleet." The take on "Milky
Way" was §2,800, short of the seven-

days at the Stuart.

day average by $300.

Orpheum started amateur
The
nights in addition to the regular three
The take was
clays of vaudeville.
which was $400 up. The Varwith "The Music Goes 'Round,"

$2,500,
sity,

couldn't get going.
Total first run business on the
was $9,950. Average is $9,850.

week

16,

1936

"Rose Marie" Hits
$13,500, Montreal
— "Rose MaMontreal, March

Out Hollywood Way

Lincoln

Lincoln, March IS.
"Anything
Goes" led the week at the Lincoln
with $2,600, which was $400 over

Monday, March

15.

Hollywood, March

Joe Breen

15.

"Earthworm Tractor," Warners.

over a week's attack of the flu.
Ned E. Depinet and Jules Levy
have left for sales pow-wows in
various territories.
Clief
Work again in the northern city
after a few days here.
Irving
.

.

.

.

Samuel Hinds

Akim Tamiroff

ture.

Mervyn Asch among

site

Palm

Springs over the weekend.
Clifford Odets and Lewis Milestone
back from Arrowhead where they have
been huddling on "The General Died
.

.

.

.

.

"Angel of Mercy,"

in

Walter Brennan in "Mob Role,"
M-G-M.
Betty Healey and
Daphne Pollard cast as wives of
Laurel and Hardy in their next fea-

Shearer,
Vera Blumberg, Cliff
Work, Edgar Selwyn, John J. Raskob, Howard and Mrs. Cullman,
Edmund Grainger, Dave Loew and
those at

"Early to Bed";

in

Warners.

.

.

.

in

thing to Live For," Paramount.

Norma

and

.

"Rhythm on the
Range," and Mary Gordon in "Some-

.

.

Tiialberg
Nate and

McWade

Robert

.

.

.

.

.

Lois Wilde gets lead oppoin Republic serial,

.

.

.

Ray Corrigan

"The Undersea Kingdom."

.

.

Har-

.

.

riet Hilliard in top spot of "Twinkle

Twinkle," Radio.

.

.

Charles Judel

.

"San Francisco," M-G-M.

in

Dawn."
Frank Lloyd on a
Mexican vacation.
Joe Egli, as-

at

rie"

started out nicely at the Palace
for a take of $13,500.
It
was held
over.
The third and final week of "Mod-

ern Times" at the Princess brought
a par $7,000, as compared with $12,500
for the first week and $9,000 for the

second stretch.
Loew's continued above the line at
$11,000 with "The Great Impersonation" and a stage show, while the
Imperial, with new low prices, registered par of $3,500 with "Mutiny on
the Bounty" which had previously
played
the
Palace.
The Capitol
dropped to $8,500, or $1,000 below
par, with a double bill headed by
"Ceiling Zero."
There was nothing
much in the way of opposition except
hockey games.
Total first run business was $43,500.

+
Writers— Homer Croy doing adaptsistant casting director at Paramount,
Week Ending March 4:
ation of "Michael O'Halloran," Re"GARDEN MURDER CASE" (M-G-M) on six-week leave due to illness.
public.
"LAST OF THE PAGANS" (M-G-M)
Sherman Rogers, Jack
Franclein
MacConnell,
former
Average is $41,500.
"SUICIDE SQUAD" (Puritan)
Batteford and Rex Taylor collaboreader
Gross:
at M-G-M, signed by David
COLONIAL— (550), 10c-15c. 7 clays.
Estimated takings
rating on script of "Sitting on the
Kstimated takings

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Average. $850)

$950.

Week Ending March 6:
"ANYTHING GOES" (Para)
LINCOLN— (1.600). 10c-20c-25c, 7
Gross:

$2,600.

(Average,

"MISS PACIFIC FLEET" (W.

"SYLVIA SCARLETT"

ORPHEUM — (1.350),

B.)

(Radio)

.

10c-15c-20c-25c.

7

(Average,
$2,100).
Gross:
$2,500.
First three days had stage show headlining
Wally Stoeffler and his band, and one
night was the first of the weekly amateur
days.

contests.

"MILKY WAY" (Para.)
STUART— (2.000). 10c-25c-40c.

Gross:

$2,800.

(Average,

few years.

$1,100.

days.

ter

.

.

.

.

.

Shows

.

.

Jack Wiener, formerly with

.

—

15.
Premier M. F.
of Ontario, who reconsidered
his decision to retire last November,
has granted another concession under
the Amusements Tax Act which became effective last June. After wiping
out the levy on children's tickets and
reducing the tax on low-priced admis-

Republic as

joins

casting director.

for Charities

Hepburn

.

Powell's laryngitis delays
of "Hearts Divided," War-

William Morris,

Ontario Exempts All

.

.

Casting

Against

Walter Wanger.
Hobbes

cast

in

.

Mrs.

.

.

.

of

.

.

.

Stanley Kops, formerly with

WOR, added to short
partment at M-G-M.

subjects

Story

Buys

.

.

Title

.

.

.

—

Changes Warners
change
"The Gentleman from Big
.

.

.

.

.

.

Hepburn

stated, of the splendid

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

work

being done to assist the Provincial Government in dealing with
relief and social problems.

which

.

.

.

is

Co-Star Young, Taylor

—

French Tax Revenue Berlin Attendance
Drops 13% in Year
53,887,650 in
Washington, March
—The total Washington, March —A
15.

15.

theatre tax revenue in France during

'35
total

of 53,887,650 people visited film thea-

Robert 1935 amounted to 81,316,000 francs, tres in Greater Berlin during 1935, acHollywood, March 15.
Taylor, borowed from M-G-M, and according to a notice published in the cording to figures sent to the U. S.
Loretta Young will be co-starred at Journal des Contributions Indirects, Department of Commerce by Assistant
Twentieth Century-Fox in "Private relayed to the U. S. Department of Trade Commissioner Rolland Welch
Number," formerly called "Servant Commerce by Assistant Trade Com- in Berlin. Admissions totaled 42,515,Girl."
It is based on an original
by William Counselman and a play by
Cleves Kinkead. Gene Markey is do-

Roy del Ruth
the screenplay.
will direct and Raymond Griffith is
the associate producer.
ing

Plans

No

Star

Hollywood, March

Names

—

15.
Sol Lesser
not feature any one star in the
series of six pictures he will make
for Twentieth Century-Fox release.
They will be known as "The Harold
Bell Wright and Zane Grey Classics."
The decision was reached after a canvass of exhibitors as to the drawing
power of the authors' names.

will

missioner Earle C. Taylor, in Paris.
The 1935 receipts represents a decrease of 22,007,000 francs from the
budget estimates. During 1934, the
tax on theatres amounted to 93,444,000
francs, or practically
13 per cent
higher than during 1935.

Ocala Feels Canal

—

Boom

Ocala, Fla., March 15. Thousands
of workers have come into this ter-

$9,500)

(Univ.)

LOEW'S

— (3,115),

days.

Stage:

Gross:

$11,000.

30c-34c-40c-50c-60c,

Begins at
(Average. $10,500)

7

Loew's."

"Life

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)

Gross:

25c-35c-40c-50c-65c,

(Average,

$13,500.

7

$11,000).

"MODERN TIMES" (U. A.)
"GUARD THAT GIRL" (Col.)

PRINCESS— (2.272).

25c-30c-35c-50c-65c. 7
First week:
$7,000.

days, 3rd week.

Gross:

Second

week:

$12,500.
$7,000)

(Average.

$9,000.

.

Warners.
Rosina Lawrence in title of
"Mr. Cinderella," Hal Roach.
Bend" to "Broadway Playboy."
Frances Dee, Helen Westley and Frank Capra's Columbia opus which
Bryan Donlevy in "Half Angel," has been called "Opera Hat" and "A
Gentleman Goes to Town" will be
sions for adults, he has provided an Twentieth Century-Fox.
Gaston Glass, Fred Malatesta, released as "Cinderella Man."
exemption of taxation on performances
held under the auspices of religious or D'Arcy Corrigan and Jean de Bri- New title of William Powell's film
educational organizations or for char- sac added to "Mary of Scotland," at Radio, formerly called "One to
Radio.
Jack Adair and Stanley Two," is "The Ex Mrs. Bradford."
ity.
Thorobreds All," same studio, to
Under this third amendment, no tax Andrews in "Florida Special," Paramount.
Dick Foran cast in be released as "Two in Revolt."
is levied when the net proceeds are
used as specified because, Premier
.

(Average.

$8,500.

"MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY" (M-G-M)
IMPERIAL— (1.914). 15c-20c-25c-34c. 7
days. Gross: $3,500. (Average, $3,500)
"THE GREAT IMPERSONATION"

Held over.

+

Mercy,"

Gross:

days.

PALACE— (2,600),

Levinson's
original, "Hell on Wheels," acquired
by Republic.
Wilson Collison's
"Save a Lady" acquired by Radio.
Leo Birinski's "The Gay Desperado" purchased by Pickford-Lasky
for Nino Martini.
.

:

days.

— Leonard
.

for the week endMarch 7
"CEILING ZERO" (F. N.)
"FRESHMAN LOVE" (Para.)
CAPITOL — (2.547). 25c-35c-40c-50c-6Oc. 7

ing

de-

+

Halliwell

.

.

"Angel

for

Ames,"

.

.

.

— Richard Carle signed

Case

.

.

.

"The

.

.

ill.

Dick

ners.

(Average. $1,300)

Toronto, March

.

pinch-hitting for Mark Larkin on
publicity at Pickford-Lasky.
Lat-

"MUSIC GOES ROUND" (Col.)
VARSITY — (1.100). 10c-20c-25c. 7 days. ending

Gross:

Moon," Republic.
Richard Connell, Felix Adler and Charles
Rogers doing script of Laurel and
Hardy feature, Hal Roach.
Jack
Jayne gets term contract from Roach
for work on "Kelly, the Second."
Dorothy Parker and Alan Campbell borrowed from Walter WanLincoln Quarberg
ger by Paramount to do an original.
.

6

7 days, $3,100)

.

O. Selznick.
Bette Davis, now at Palm Springs,
soon to leave for Honolulu.
Ted
Oliver, actor, injured by broken glass
at Paramount, while working in "Border Flight."
Somebody broke into
Frank Shields' home and stole
dozens of cups he has won in the past
.

days.

$2,200)

.

884 reichsmarks, on which 3,224,093
reichsmarks were paid in taxes. The
tax represented 7.58 per cent of the
gross.

The 1934 figures were attendance,
50,225,349; grosses, 39,274,653 reichsmarks taxes, 2.988,379 reichsmarks
percentage of gross paid as tax, 7.06.
:

;

Hoffberg Takes Series

Brazil Passes All

Of Films Submitted
— All of a

Washington, March

15.

total of 184 films submitted to Brazil's

Department

of Propaganda and CulDiffusion, of the Federal Ministry of Justice have been passed, according to a reDort from Trade Com-

tural

missioner

J.

Winsor Ives, in Rio de
M. S. Department of

Janeiro, to the

Commerce.
Of the
without

total,

were

177

qualification,

approved

six classed as
called "improper

educational, and one
for children." Of the total, 106 came
from the United States, 57 were of
domestic origin, seven each from Italy

and Germany, two from England, one
each from France and Japan, and
three

miscellaneous.

U. S. Leads in Colombia
Washington,

March

—

15.

The

States supplied over 82 per
cent of the total volume of films and

United

film equipment imported into Colombia during 1935, according to a report
to the Department of Commerce from

Assistant Trade
B. Heathery at

France
order,

and

Commissioner Jack
Bogota.
Germany,

Great

Britain,

in

that

followed.

Plan Children's Theatre

—

New Orleans, March 15. A chilH. Hoffberg Co. has closed for
ritory as a result of preliminary work the world distribution of the four sub- dren's theatre for pictures suitable for
on the trans-state canal started by the jects in the "New York Uncensored" children less than 12 years old will
Government and theatres are feeling series produced by Celebrated Pic- be sponsored by the New Orleans
the boom. The Dixie has been re- tures.
The subjects will be retitled Better Films Chapter of the Louisiana
Co-operative M.P. Council.
decorated.
"Personalities on Parade."
J.

They Endorse
Richardson's

BLUEBOOK of
PROJECTION
W.

E.

GREEN

President,

N ational

Theatre Supply Compcuny

•

Did you get
your copy of
the Bluebook?
The new

sixth edition contains

714 pages plus 153 illustrations.
It details and describes every
piece of sound and projection

apparatus in the modern projection booth and gives all instructions for operation and
It
includes a
maintenance.
complete trouble-shooting de-

partment as a
breakdowns and

first

aid

features

in

provides the answer immedi-

any projection prob-

lem.

Don't put
book.

off

You

owning

will find

a Blueit

when

the projectionist

is

in trouble."

HERBERT GRIFFIN
Sales

Manager, International

Projector

Corporation

• "In the seven hundred pages of illustrations and definitions, and
over sixteen hundred questions and answers, with a splendid system
of indexing, you comprehensively cover the fundamentals of sound and
visual projection and make it very easy to use your book for study
and reference."

JOSEPH

D.

BASSON

President Local No. 306

a

quick-finding index system that
ately to

"I find it to be a very valuable book for practical projectionists
and for theatre managers as well. It is chock full of useful information and its new subject indexing system adds very largely to its
value in that it enables the finding of the right answer to projection
problems almost without effort, as well as permitting quick action

indis-

pensable as a daily reference.

Price $5*25 Postpaid

• "The

is an encyclopedia
and the arrangement of the material makes
No matter how competent a
it extremely convenient for reference.
projectionist may be, no matter how steadily he may be working, it
will pay him to do a little reading every day in your 'Bluebook of
Projection.'
As you know, I have always been greatly interested in
any activities which might raise projection standards and I shall feel
that I am doing the best thing for members of Local No. 306 and the
industry as a whole when I urge projectionists to look up the 1600
questions in your book and the replies you supply. No matter how
much practical information a projectionist may have, he will be a
better member of this Local and more valuable to his employers if he
makes it a habit to read your 'Bluebook' regularly."

Sixth Edition of 'Richardson's Bluebook'

of projection information,

QUIGLEY
BOOKSHOP
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
NEW YORK CITY
•

vn

event eagerly awaited for five

years— the World Premiere of Charlie
Chaplin

in

'MODERN TIMES"—

turns

Broadway into a struggling mob
thousands eager to be the first

of

aa(/

to

irr

moRGfin

acclaim the world's greatest comic.
In

every portion of the globe the

of Chaplin

means

for his actions

name

box-office magic,

speak every language.

<3!IMi>
REG.

Du Pont
35

Film

PLANT

PA1 Or r.
.

Manufacturing Corporation

WEST 45™ STREET

NEW YORK

U.b.

SMITH & ALLER

CITY

PARLIN, N.

6656 --SANTA
J.

LTD.
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Hardy Fights Few Pictures
Extension on From England
Suit Answers On "U" Slate
Moves

to

Vacate Order Woolf

By Judge Coxe

Organization

to

RKO

Sanitorium Board

To Be Named Soon
A

(Continued on page 7)

an election of a new govboard for the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital at Saranac, formerly the N. V. A. Sanitorium, will be
made by the executive committee of
the Rogers Memorial Commission, to
call for

erning

Rules Cagney Pact

Voided bv
Warners
j
Los Angeles, March 16.—The contract of James Cagney was voided
by Warners, according to the judgment rendered here today by Judge
cision

I.

Bogue,

who based

his

de-

on the fact that Warners had

given the actor subordinate rather
than star billing in two pictures,
"Ceiling Zero" and "Footlight Parade."
The Warner claim that this
billing was an error was of no avail.
The decision makes Cagney a free
agent.
J. Ray Files, Warner attorney, who stated that he would appeal
the case within a week, added that any
(Continued on page 6)

Hope Williams Gets
Quigley London Post
_

Hope Williams (Mrs.

liams)

has

been

J.

17,

D. Wil-

appointed special
London representative of Quigley
Publications Motion Picture Herald,

whom

the

hospital

turned over soon,

will

it

was

be

officially

said yester-

day.

Will H. Hays is expected to be
elected to the new governing board
as the representative of the five national circuits which have contracted

B. McDonald, who
19 "A" theatres in

metropolitan

Body Against

cir-

Booking

U nconstitutional

(Continued on page 6)

Film Writers
See Benefits
In New Merger
Important benefits

in

jurisdictional

authority and organizational strength
for the Screen Writers' Guild are expected to accrue from a plan for reorganizing the Authors' League of
America by which the full strength of
the latter will be made available to its
affiliated organizations.

The plan, which will be voted on
at a league meeting at the Hotel Shelton, March 30, calls for the absorption of the guild by the Authors'
League in order to obtain uniform
contracts for members of the Screen
Writers' Guild, Dramatists' Guild and
Authors' Guild.
The latter two organizations already have surrendered
their legal entities to the Authors'
League, but a "firmer solidarity" is
expected to result from the plan for
vesting full control of the three guilds
in the council of the Authors' League.
of

interests

of

authors, dramatists and screen writers was cited by league officials as the
(Continued on page 16)

Lent Puts New Dent in Key
City Grosses After a Rise
Lent, coming on the heels of the
cold spell which reached its height
or,

was

it

low?

—

in

late

February,

put a new dent in key city grosses for
the first week of March after a oneweek rivival. The take for the 29 key
centers reporting to Motion Picture

Bill

Report Calls Parts of It
By

community

Branches

Federal Trade

vaudeville is as
doornail.
"You'll see the revival of
vaudeville," he opines, "when
the street cars replace the
busses."

The

In All

TEN CENTS

Vaude Outlook Dark
Charles
supervises
the RKO
cuit, says
dead as a

the

1936

Handle Distribution

Following the granting of a 30-day
Only two or three pictures from
extension Saturday by Federal Judge General Film Distributors of London
Alfred C. Coxe for the filing of an- will be included in Universal's new
swers in the Government's civil suit season schedule, according to present
against Warners, Paramount,
expectations.
Universal retains the
and 37 other corporate and individual right of final approval of pictures from
defendants, Russell Hardy, prosecuting the British organization which will be
attorney, yesterday moved to vacate distributed here and only product defithe order with the filing of a petition, nitely suited for this market will be
returnable this morning before Judge added to the release schedule, it was
Murray Hulbert.
said.
Bruce Bromley of Cravath, de
General Film Distributors, the C.
Gersdorf, Swaine & Wood obtained M. Woolf organization which has an
the month's extension and today will approximately $2,000,000 participation
make a motion to refer the matter in the Standard Capital Co.— Charles
back to Judge Coxe, who issued the R. Rogers purchase of a controlling
original order.
interest in Universal, will take over
Louis Nizer of Phillips & Nizer,
(Continued on page 6)
attorneys
retained
by George J.
Schaefer, Sam Dembow and Ralph
Kohn, three of the 30 individual defendants, also was successful in getting a month's extension.
He will
appear in the U. S. District Court this

Charles

Intelligent

DAILY

Moti

VOL.

Alert,

CLARENCE LINZ

Washington, March
regarded

as

the

16.

— What

knell of the
Pettengill Bill, for this session of Congress at least, made its appearance today before the sub-committee hearings
in the form of a highly critical report
from the Federal Trade Commission.
Parts of the measure were called unconstitutional.
It was signed by
T. Kelley, chief counsel.
Kelley called the paragraph calling
for synopses of stories "arbitrary and

W.

discriminatory" and contrary to the
protection guaranteed by the fifth

amendment.
Canon William Sheafe Chase, appearing

the proponents of the
being heard for the
first time, demanded the creation of
a Federal film commission.
He said
the bill was all right, as far as it
went, but that it didn't go far enough.
With Kelley's opinion was a brief
bill,

after

who were

prepared by Eugene W. Burr, commission attorney, which upheld the
constitutionality of the measure with
respect

to

some

of

the points chalbut admitted that
some respects it was "unique."
The opinions and Canon Chase's ap-

lenged by Kelley,
in

(Continued on page 6)

Senate Studying
New Booking Probe
Washington,

March

16.— The

creation of a special Senate committee, adequately financed, to make a
thorough investigation of every phase
of the block booking question and
make its report at the next session,

was understood today to be under
consideration by members of the SenInterstate Commerce Committee.
The Neely sub-committee on films

ate

than during the previous week, was has not yet met to consider the
(Continued on page 7)
still
considerably ahead of the six
previous weeks when roads were impassable in many places, especially in
the midwest and northwest. It is also
above the high mark for last September, when the new season pickup
set in, but it is $311,905 under the
high mark reached at the opening of
the year.
The only exceptions to the general
decline for the week ending March
5-6 were in Buffalo, Detroit, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Los Angeles,

is

death

testi-

Jersey Still Trying

To Pass

4% Tax Bill

Trenton, March 16.— Undismayed

Daily was $1,689,550.
by four defeats administered to variFor the previous week, when the
ous theatre tax bills introduced in the
Motion Picture Daily and Motion mercury showed marked rises in most
legislature here, proponents of the
Picture Almanac and will sail to as- of the northern sections and when
latest 4% admission levy are striving
sume her duties at the London Bureau several big pictures, including "Modto bring the bill up again for considon Friday, March 27. Mrs. Williams ern Times," were beginning to turn
eration, having gained one vote with
will be associated there with Bruce in
good grosses, the total
was
the return of Mrs. C. W. Hand from
Allan, London represenattive.
Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Pittsburgh Florida. Likelihood of passage, how$1,777,650.
Hope Williams was born in ShefThe opening week of March, in and San Francisco. (Comparative tab- ever, is regarded as slim since the
spite of the fact that it was lower ulation will be found on page 16.)
(Continued on page 7)
( Continued on page 7)

—
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Two Quigley Winners
To Be Named Today
The two winners of the 1935 Quigley Grand Awards for exploitation
will be named today at noon at the
New York Athletic Club at a luncheon
following the judging by more than
30 industry executives.
The winning
campaigns will
24 winners

the

be
selected
from
of the silver and

Schenck long weeks to work it
what with Thalberg's insistence on this and that point.
Now that Schenck is back in
New York, the conclusion, and an
obvious one, is that the Thalberg
situation was cleared up before
he left this sunny clime. Where
and when Irving actually will
out,

he has not, are not
important at this

dip the pen,
particularly
late date.

if

.

.

in

Hollywood

late this

awards
month or early

in April.

LeRoys Guests at Party
Mervyn LeRoy and Mrs. LeRoy
were honor guests

at a cocktail party

at the Ritz Carlton yesterday which
was attended by the trade and daily
press
representatives.
The LeRoys
sail
will
on Wednesday on the
Berengaria to be gone about two
months. They arrived Saturday from
the coast, where LeRoy recently finished directing "Anthony Adverse."

Sears Meets Managers
Gradwell Sears, western and southern sales head for Warners, is holding a number of meetings with three
of his district managers.
Attending
are Jack B rower, Los Angeles
Fred
Jack, Dallas, and James Winn, Chi;

cago.

Music Hall Holds Quins
"The Country Doctor" is being
held for a second week at the Music
Hall. The holdover is the 54th for the
picture throughout the nation.

lights.

T
and
Beset
worries of its

.

in

bedeviled

slant

on

With

teresting.

go on his
agreement
Metro for

old
will

the

all

of this

in-

is

with

own, Hollywood
suffering from another, but
is
not of its own making. Visitors,
hordes and hordes of them,
shipped in by company directors
in New York and sales executives
in the field have been descending
on the studios in ever increasing number.
Patient publicity
departments do the best they
can, which is pretty good. The
routine ordinarily includes lunch

and a couple of hours on the
stages. It removes from his normal function the explanatory
press agent turned guide and is
saddling to the cost of producwhat must be a handsome
amount of money each year.

three

years

pact,

the

keep
next

at

thirteen

In this business, that is a
Highlighted
life contract, plus.
in the terms is understood to be
one which gives him first call
on all talent in the studio. Another is reported to vest in him
determination to permit or not
to permit talent out of the gate.
Granting to Thalberg the privilege of deciding loan outs is
more significant than appears on
the surface. It obviously makes
him the ruler of the lot again and
would appear to restore him to
his one - time post of supreme
authority in the very formidable
task of producing the M-G-M
years.

lineup.

.

.

.

The development very likely
make M-G-M even more

will

self-contained than it has been.
One of the inside angles on

Thalberg's
tells

alleged

grievances

of his disapproval over the

which Metro
frequency with
timber had been farmed to
Twentieth Century when it was
releasing through United Artists
and now that it has combined
Wally Beery and
with Fox.
Clark Gable are the two notable
instances and even now talk has
been revived of their possible
joint appearance in a remake in
sound of "What Price Glory,"
not for Metro but for Twentieth
Century-Fox. Talent disposition
placed in Thalberg's final hands
immediately opens up vistas of
an extremely interesting situation
not only in Hollywood but with
star

exhibitors

Gable from

who buy Beery and

M-G-M

and who,

in

the past, have found their oppo-

.

.

T

to

new

him

.

are not looked upon
favor since they distract
from the job at hand. Many performers react nervously and the
pace is further slowed down. It
is, in general, a condition which
ought to be alleviated and can be
if
courtesies
are not thrown
about with such inconsiderate
carelessness.
Exhibitors, it appears to this space, should be
welcomed at all times on the
other hand. As the customers,
they ought to be viewed as a
privileged class for conclusions
which should require no explanaVisitors

with

tion.

.

.

.

T
Twenty-five
executive end

years
in
the
of the industry
and now a rapidly growing cub
in production, Dario Faralla is
completing his second supervisory job
at
Paramount with
"Border Flight." It was Faralla
who took on an assignment
which everyone else in the studio
refused some time ago. It was
what to do with the 150,000 feet
of negative brought back by
Admiral Byrd's second expedition to Little America. The task
was a rather good-sized one and
had its obstacles, but the outcome has given the Paramount
foreign department an attraction
of substantiability

and Faralla a

promising
maker.

as

.

.

start

a

picture

.

T

T

Merely for laughs
Hollywooder dropped in on a friend
the other evening. Waiting for
him was a Busby Berkeley girl.
Together they were to attend a
:

preview. Holly wooder, jocosely,
turned to the girl and remarked:
"I understand Jack is sending
you a Rolls Royce and a Rembrandt." Believe it or not, he
insists her reply was
"Which
one will I drive?"
:

.

.

.

anyway.

different,

Ampa Naked
practically
business.

T

tion

The

was

All

in discussing the

And

Truth dinner.

the

turnout included figures prominent in

.

.

.

bronze plaques awarded each month.
Arrangements are progressing for
the presentation of the grand

marquee

their

1936

Series of Novelties
It

with the same names
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17,

Ampa Party Produces
agreed on that point

at

thority
Published daily except Sunday
and holidays by Quigley Publications, Inc., Martin Quigley,
president; Colvin Brown, vice-
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Tuesday, March

The

the

all

companies

in

the

orchestra was up in the bal-

cony to the right of the stage most
of the evening, and the program began during the dinner. The travesty
on a producer and his publicity man
went over big. When the big ballyhooed
scene, with tabloid newspapers, barrels of confetti from the upper balconies and balloons, arrived there was
plenty of excitement. A donkey, goat
and a flock of girls and messenger
boys paraded about among the tables.
Ralph Rolan and the March of Time

crew did a swell job on the sketch.
It was directed by Charlie Williams
and was written by Williams and

Marcy Klauber. The exploitation
parade was conceived by Charles Curran, with Frank Ventre as musical
director and Chris Benze as stage
manager.
In the rooms adjacent to the ballrooms studio sets were scattered, with
scripts, cameras, microphone dollies
and other equipment in evidence.
Gordon White succeeded in getting
things quieted down long enough at a
late hour to show the newsreel of the
occasion turned out by Paramount
News.

furnished plenty of laughs.

It

Revue Principals to Be Guests
The writers and principals of the
Naked Truth Revue,
cast of the
staged at the Astor
will be the guests of

Saturday night,
honor at Thurs-

Ampa

day's regular
luncheon.
The
election of the nominating committee
to select candidates for next year's
officers also will be held.

Ampa

&

20th-Fox-S.
C.
Suit Set for Today
The

trial

of the suit of Twentieth

Century-Fox against Springer

& Co-

allegedly due on
overages from six pictures of last
season's lineup is slated to begin today before a jury with Judge Cunningham presiding.
The case has been on the calendar
for some time, but because of a crowded docket has been postponed several
times.
However, with the selection
of a judge yesterday, the trial is due
to get under way today. Louis Nizer
will
represent the distributor and
Kelly & Connolly will represent the
exhibitors.
E. C. Grainger is scheduled to be the first witness.
calis

for

$18,000

j

i

Plan Editors' Previews

—

Hollywood, March 16. The AcadTechnicians' Branch on Wednes-

emy
day

will

inaugurate bi-weekly show-

ings of two features for the Film Editors' Section. The screenings will be
followed by discussions. Harold McCord, section chairman, will preside at
Wednesday's preview at the United
Artists studio. Forty-five are now enrolled in the section.

Merger Talks Resumed
J

Another

meeting between Allied
M. P. Operators and Local 306 to
discuss merger negotiations will be
held today.
Harry Brandt,

Joseph

D.

I

Basson,
j

Frank Ruddick and other exhibitors and
union executives are slated to attend.

I

JUNIOR WINSTOO!
The

Momma

and Poppa Leo
brought home the big Academy Award with "Mutiny on the
Bounty" there was such excitement in the family when Junior
showed up with the Prize for the Year's Best Comedy Short
"How to Sleep" featuring Robert Benchley. The Prize Committee always has a tough time picking out the winning M~G-M
little

rascal

copped a

statue! After

—

—

Short because Leo,
subjects.

It's

Jr., is

awful smart at making snappy short

hard to choose among Shorts

"Audioscopiks" and Chic

Sale's

like

"Perfect Tribute"

M-G'M's
and those

wonderful Harman-Ising Happy Harmonies Color Cartoons

and Pete Smith's fun films, etc. Exhibitors solve the problem by
getting them all> which pleases us of course and ditto exhibitors
M-G-M won

several other Academy Awards
Dance Direction, Special Award
for Technical Achievement and what not
sure we're proud I

P. S. By the way,
for Best

Sound Recording,

Best

.

.

.

Carl

Laemmle presents

CAROLE

LOMBARD
PRESTON

FOSTER
CESAR
ROMERO
in

Faith Baldwin's

Directed by Walter Lang. From

the novel "Spinster Dinner"

AND NO WONDER!

N. Y.

ROXY DOES

LANDOFFICE BUSINESS WHILE CRITICS RAVE!
"GRAND LAUGHS! THE BEST OF THE LIGHT COMEDIES SINCE
'IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT AND 'HANDS ACROSS THE TABLE'
...SPRIGHTLY, AMUSING, ROMANTIC... EXCEEDINGLY FUNNY
THE
BECAUSE IT DOES HAVE SOME GRAND LAUGHS
WHOLE THING RIPPLES ALONG PLEASANTLY IN A SMART
AND CHEERFUL MANNER."
1

.

— William Boehnel, N.Y.

.

.

World-Telegram

•
"CAROLE LOMBARD IS DELIGHTFUL TO LOOK AT AND AMUSING TO HEAR IN UNIVERSALIS WHOLLY CHARMING COMEDY
...FURNISH THE AUDIENCE WITH MANY HEARTY CHUCKLES."
Kate Cameron, N. Y. Daily News

—

m
"A MERRY
CLIMAX

PIECE

IS

. . .

FAST, LIVELY

AND GOODLOOKING ...THE

EVEN FUNNIER THAN THE BEGINNING."

— Eileen Creelman, N.

Y.

Sun

BREAKFAST
An Edmund Grainger Production

A

Universal Picture
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Bill

From England
On "U" Slate

"Moonlight Murder"
(M-G-M)

(Continued from page 1)

pearance followed the completion of
testimony for the proponents of the
bill, during the course of which the
views of 11 national organizations

were aired.
Appearing

for the National Education Ass'n., Callie Waldran of Washington said block booking and blind
selling "'make it impossible for local
theatre managers and parents to control the type of pictures available for
children and difficult to get satisfacfrom the proconsideration
tory

ducers."
She offered

a telegram from Dr.
Secretary of the Interior, in which he said,

Ray Lyman Wilbur, former

"I am satisfied that the Pettengill Bill
offers the most promising solution of
Miss
this vitally important matter.
Waldran also submitted a statement

favoring

the

James Forman

bill

from

of the

M.

Dr.

Henry

P. Research

Council.

Chairman Pettengill called attention
to a New York speech on March 12
of J. Edgar Hoover, chief of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, in
which he estimated $15,000,000,000 as
the total annual cost of crime in this
country. His reference followed Forman's statement that 80 per cent of
films deal with love, sex and
all
crime.

Witness

Concedes

Improvement

Representative Peyser of New York
questioned at length Mrs. Mary T.
Bannerman of the legislative commitResearch Council, on
of the
tee
whether she thought the morals of
She replied
pictures have improved.
that she is not a "movie fan," but "had
heard" that such was the case.

Support for the Pettengill measure

was offered also by Mrs. Mary
Nourse of the American Ass'n. of

Women, Helen W. Atwater of the Home Economics Ass'n.
William H. Bristow of the National
Congress of Parents and Teachers.
University

Hollywood, March

16.

—This

(Continued from page 1)
is

something new

in the line of

mul-

murder-mystery drama. The principal departure from the
formula is an idea accentuating the show's entertainment and commercial value, the unique motive for and the novel method of killing. The
highly complicated plan is to thrill, mystify and baffle until the final
sequence. As it works out, an advance solution is impossible.
As the location is the Hollywood Bowl and a grand opera performance the occasion, the picture has a musical background, the highlight
of which is an elaborate presentation of a choral scene from "II Trotiple-suspect

the physical distribution of
Universal product in the United Kingdom.
Universal's sales organization
there, however, is expected to remain
virtually intact under the new
arrangement.
of

all

The formal transfer
Laemmle holdings to

of

the

Carl

Standard

the

Capital-Rogers group may take place
here on April 3.
This has been requested by the eastern interests alvatore."
though, under the terms of the option,
It it smartly directed and convincingly acted by all, with the thread
Laemmle has the right to elect the
of suspense adding to the pre-planned baffling complication in which
date and place for the transfer. When
tenor Leo Carrillo is warned he will be killed if he sings. Upon his death this takes place Laemmle will forat the premiere performance, ambitious detective Chester Morris, aided mally resign the Universal presidency
by Madge Evans, scientific assistant to Grant Mitchell, sets about solv- and resignations from the board will
The board will be
ing the case. Comedy is contributed by Robert McWade and Frank also be received.
McHugh. Two women, Benita Hume and Katherine Alexander, with reconstituted to include representation
whose affections the victim has trifled, and their husbands, H. B. War- for the new financial interests and
the new officers will be elected.
ner and Duncan Renaldo, and J. Carrol Naish, madman, all of whom
No major executive changes other
had motives for wishing Carrillo's death, are suspects. The progress of
than those already announced are in
Morris' sleuthing, adding to the dramatic mystery and comedy of the prospect, it was stated officially. The
show, builds to a surprise climax revealing the idea of a mercy killing home office executive lineup continues
as a motive for the singer's death and a heretofore unsuspected character as the killer.

Based on a story by Albert Cohen and Robert Shannon, with the
screen play by Florence Ryerson and Edgar Allan Woolf, Edwin L.
Marin's direction concentrates on providing the maximum of the novel
mystery, drama, comedy and suspense. The operatic sequence by Wilhelm von Wymetal is a feature that should thrill audiences.
Previewed without production code
"G."

seal.

Running

time,

65

min-

utes.

is under R. H. Cochrane, who becomes president, and J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the board.
Likewise, few, if any, major changes are
in view at the studio, which will be
headed by Rogers, with William
Koenig as studio manager. Laemmle
is expected to remain on the board
and Carl Laemmle, Jr., may also con-

as

tinue as a producer.

The

may

capitalization of

company

the

be increased in the near future

for working capital purposes.
"have been invited to come into the something that will incite to crime.
"I am not asking for censorship,"
A deposit of $1,500,000 in cash with
exchanges and requested to write and
wire the committee" in opposition to he said, "but I am asking that a the Manufacturers Trust Co. on Satcommission be appointed which would urday, as formal notice of the exerthe bill.
cise of the option by Standard, will
The creation of a Federal commis- have some authority."
The sub-committee tomorrow will be followed by a cash payment of
sion as preferable to the Pettengill
begin to hear testimony from op- $4,000,000 in about two weeks, clearBill was urged by Dr. Izora Scott on
ing the way for the actual transfer.
Women's ponents of the measure.
National
the
behalf
of
Standard officials decided against the
EnChristian Temperance Union.
payment of the balance in securities,
dorsements also came from the Counregarding the fulfillment of the opcil of
Women for Home Missions,
'

_

Rules Cagney Pact
Voided by Warners

Y.W.C.A. and the National Women's
Trade Union League.
(Continued from page 1)
Kelley, in the Trade Commission contractual
The National Grange is in favor of
move by Cagney would be
prohibition
held the bill's
the bill, it was declared in a state- report,
made at the star's own risk. Prior to
sellblind
and
ment introduced for Fred Brenckman, against block booking
the trial the actor held a number of
ing is valid and within the power conferences
Washington representative.
with Darryl Zanuck.
proviCongress, but the synopsis
Jack L. Warner, following the deciAbram F. Myers, general counsel of
sion "is arbitrary and discriminatory." sion, issued
a statement in which he
of
Allied,
answered questions of
The provision "to say the least is a said, "The issues in this case
Representative Cooper of Ohio as to
were
burden on the sale or lease of fu- simple and clear-cut.
The Court has
how, if films are sold before they
tures," Kelley declared, pointing out held that
Cagney had no basis for his
are produced, the exhibitor would
that "sales of futures are a recognized claim that
cancellation was justified
know what to buy if the bill was
incident of property ownership."
because of any defect in the instruenacted. Myers declared the provision
ment. His contract, including options,
for a synopsis would take care of the
Chase Asks Law with Teeth

requirements for the posting of
bonds as a continuing- obligation
which could be avoided by a cash
payment.
tion's

For the same reason, preliminary
arrangements under which Laemmle
was to have accepted either $500,000
or $1,000,000 in Universal debentures
as part of the option money were not
consummated.

_

.

situation.

Peyser then read into the record a
letter from Michael Freedman, Pennsylvania exhibitor, opposing the bill
"because it does not meet the moral
exhibitor said, "You
have been misled by the arguments
and alibis presented to community
leaders over a period of years by a
selfish group of exhibitors." He added
situation."

The

that film companies have never compelled him to play a picture he knew
would cause criticism in the community.
The majority of exhibitors
will face a bitter fight to stay in
business if the bill is passed, Freed-

man

concluded.

Myers

charged

that

exhibitors

"The current bill attacks a business method which has grown up with
during the
opinion said,

this $2,000,000,000 industry

20 years," the
"stamps the practice as monopolistic,
and overlooking available experienced
administrative machinery for the treatment of such practice, proceeds to
The practice
define it as a crime."
should not be termed as unfair competition, the opinion held. Raising the
question of whether the Pettengill
Bill could be enforced. Chase declared
that if the responsibility for showing
bad pictures were placed on the exhibitor, "we could bring pressure and
exhibiting
secure
punishment
for
past

has a long time to run, and we intend
protect our interests throughout.
Regarding subordinate billing, this
was purely inadvertent and the contract stipulates that casual and inadvertent failures to comply with billing
provisions do not constitute a breach
of contract. As a matter of principle
we will prosecute, and appeal in due
course to the state's highest court."
Cagney pleaded during the trial
that he had agreed orally with Warners that no more than four pictures
annually were to be made, but his
right to contest on these grounds was

Sanitorium Board

To Be Named Soon

to

waived by his appearance in five pictures during 1932 and 1935, the court
held.

(Continued from page
to supply $500,000 for

1)

maintenance of

over a five-year period.
reported
that $256,489 had been contributed to
the Rogers' memorial fund by 541,490
individuals, although no solicitation of
The donations
funds was permitted.
were entirely voluntary and came
from every state in the Union, Alaska,
The
Canada, Hawaii and England.
report is not a final one as banks and
newspaper offices throughout the country which acted as voluntary deposithe

hospital

The Memorial commission

for contributions are
ceiving scattered amounts.
tories

still

re-

MOTION PICTURE
Tuesday, March

1936

17,

&

A. T.

Purely

i

T.

Washington,

Personal
FAIRBANKS,

DOUGLAS

JR.,

has booked passage on the
Berengaria, sailing tomorrow, may delay his departure because of several
His next picpending negotiations.
ture will be "Turn Back the Clock."'
Accompanying the star will be Adela
Rogers St. John, who will do the
script for the next Fairbanks picture,
which is scheduled to start production

who

in the

Hearings

Get Started Today

fall.

March

16.

—

The

Federal Communications Commission
tomorrow will begin a series of public
hearings as part of its investigation of
the affairs of A. T. & T. and its affiliates.
The study was ordered by
Congress.
The first series of hearings is expected to be devoted to the
long lines department of the company
affairs of Western Electric.
license service contracts between

and the

The

& T. and its associated companies are to be scrutinized.
Among those who have been subpoenaed to testify are Walter S. Gifford, A.T. & T. president
Edgar S.
Bloom, president of Western Electric
T. G. Miller, vice-president of A. T.
& T. in charge of the long lines department, and Charles M. Bracelen,
another vice-president.
A. T.

;

Grad Sears won

the handicap cup
event, the doubles shoot and tied for
high scratch gunner at the Westchester C. C. trap shooting events on

Sunday.
George Skouras, veteran
Pan-Hellenic nimrod, won the handicap doubles shoot and tied for the
handicap prize at skeets.
•

,

.

Leo Spitz

is

expected in from the

Ned

E. Depinet
is holding
sales meetings at Dallas,
New Orleans and Chicago en route
here, and is not expected back until
early next week.
coast by plane today.

•

Jersey

Still

To Pass

Trying

Philadelphia Meet
Is Called by Segall
Philadelphia, March

16.

— Charles

Segall, president of the new I. M. P.
T. O., has called a non-partisan meeting of all Philadelphia exhibitors for
March 19 at the Broadwood Hotel, to
discuss problems of the new selling
season and to act on the drastic new
regulations of the city fire marshal.

Hardy Fights
Extension on
Suit Answers
(Continued from page

1)

to argue on behalf of his climeeting is apparently being
ents.
called by Segall as an individual,
Schaefer, Dembow and Kohn are
rather than as head of the new exformer Paramount executives. Schaefhibitor group, as the announcement
vice-president and general

The

He

came on

is
his personal stationery.
calling attention to nonpartisan angles of the meeting, calling

specifically

on both members of the M. P. T. O.
and the I. M. P. T. O.
Post election changes have resulted
upheavals in the fire
Rules for theatres
have become more stringent than they
have been for years and some exhibitors have complained.
in several drastic

marshal's

staff.

4% Tax Bill Hope

Williams Gets
Quigley London Post

(Continued from page 1)
extra vote will still leave the bill's
sponsors one vote short of the necesThe measure received 29
sary 31.
votes at Saturday's session, which was
not adjourned until 6 o'clock Sunday

field,

England.

employment
was in the office of Frank Macnaghten, owner of the Macnaghten Vaude-

morning.

ville

Circuit.

(Continued from page

Her

At

morning

er

now

is

manager

of

U. A.

Dembow

an

is

Screen and
executive of National
Kohn is a partner with Ben P. Schulberg in B. P. Schulberg Prod. Schaefer, who at the time was general manager of Paramount, testified in the
criminal action in St. Louis last November. Dembow has never testified, although he had been called to
the Mound City during both actions.
Kohn has never been subpoenaed.

Walter Rice, who assisted Hardy in
the civil suit, will participate in today's court hearings.

1)

first

Senate Studying
New Booking Probe

the age of 18 she

(Continued from page

1)

Joseph B. Kleckner, president, and
The present bill calls for a levy of became the first woman manager of mony taken at its hearings last month,
Walter Hirschfeld, vice-president 4% on gross receipts, with all admis- one of Macnaghten's theatres. She but members of the group are repreand general sales manager for Motio- sions of 10 cents or under exempted. went to Australia as executive secre- sented as feeling that the whole subgraph, are in town from Chicago. They
The Democratic minority thus far tary to Hugh D. Mcintosh, theatre ject of block booking is so hedged
plan to spend a few days here.
has voted solidly against the bill. owner, newspaper publisher and mem- about with technicalities as to demand
•
The Republican sponsors hope that ber of Parliament. In Australia she a thorough study before any legislaEd Olmstead, formerly in charge if they cannot gain the necessary married Jaydee Williams, and, com- tion is considered.
ing to America, acted as his confidenIndications are that, even though
of Columbia studio publicity, arrived extra votes from among their own
from the coast yesterday to take up group, the Democrats will produce tial secretary during the organization the House may pass block booking
and
formative
years
First
National
of
legislation this session, which is doubtnew publicity work for Major Ed- sufficient tallies to pass the measure.
Pictures.
She assisted Williams dur- ful, the Senate will demand that the
ward Bowes' radio activities.
years'
residence
in
ing
his
several
measure be laid aside until more care•
London when he was engaged upon ful consideration can be given.
To
Jack Hobby's wife presented him
a work which contributed important that end, it is likely, the suggestion
Sunday night.
a seven-pound boy
impetus toward the development of will be made that a special committee
Thelma and Kent are doing swell at
Federal Judge William Bondy yes- British production.
be appointed to study the subject durthe Mary Immaculate Hospital in
applidecision
on
an
terday reserved
ing the summer, and to make recomJamaica.

Decision Reserved

On Fox Stay Plea

•

Percy Kent,

real

head for

estate

National Theatres, has arrived from
Los Angeles to make his headquarters here from now on.
•
Eddie J. Man nix was in town over
the week-end and is now back on the
M-G-M lot after a visit to his folks in

New

Jersey.

•

Anne Sothern arrived from the
coast by plane yesterday for a vacation of a week or 10 days.
•

Edward L. Alperson has

delayed his

from Miami until
was due yesterday.

tomorrow.

return

He

tempt of court, and directing that Fox
be taken into custody until the fine

was

paid.

The

stay was sought by Fox's attorneys, Hirsh, Newman, Reass &
Becker, who said that papers for a
writ of certiorari were now being prepared to appeal the punishment order
If the
to the U. S. Supreme Court.
stay is granted Fox would not be subject to arrest here while his appeal
was pending before the high court.

Mullen Succeeds Abeles
manager

ant
is

celebrating

fourth year as manager of
Capitol, Port Chester.

his

Skouras'

gentine, has
ager of the

Al Lichtman,

recovered from bronpneumonia, has gone to Bermuda
for a rest. He'll return next Monday.
•
Walter Gould, who was scheduled
chial

Mexico,

to

didn't.

•
Joe Vogel returned yesterday from
a

Miami

vacation.

Tom Gerety
cruise.

has returned from a

in the

been promoted to

supervisor

activities in

Dave Canavan

vacation for four or five weeks.
•

W. Kelly

Warners

appointed

Gary Cooper and his wife, Sandra company's
Shaw, are extending their Bermuda

accompany Arthur

for

Arman-

Mexico branch. He sucArthur S. Abeles, who was

ceeds
recently

o

to

Henry

C.

Lomb

Dies

of

the

South America.

Chicago
of the RKO

to

Dave Canavan, head

theatre maintenance department, will
leave for Chicago today to meet Nate
Blumberg there tomorrow. Blumberg

was
the

in

Denver yesterday and is due
City tomorrow and back

Windy

New York

in
in

on Saturday..

Re-Release "Yankee"
Twentieth Century-Fox is reissuing
"The Connecticut Yankee,'' produced
about five years ago with Will Rogers
las the

star.

mendations next session as to the desirability of

Henry C. Lomb, son of Henry
Lomb, one of the founders of Bausch
& Lomb, Rochester optical company,
died at his home here Sunday at the
age of 64. For some years Lomb was
connected with the optical company,
but following the death of his father,
he came here and established Standard
Scientific Corp., for the manufacture
of scientific instruments. At the time
of his death, Lomb was president of
the Waverly Novelty Co., Jersey City,
which manufactured musical instrument parts. His widow, a son, three
daughters and his mother survive.

Joseph G. Mullen, formerly assist-

•

Harry Fuchs

cation for a stay of execution of an
order fining William Fox $235,000
and $10,000 in attorney fees for con-

Wall Street
Most Off Slightly on Board
High
Consolidated
Consolidated,

Eastman

Five judges have been selected by
William Ferguson, head of M-G-M
exploitation, to decide the winning
"Mutiny on the Bounty" model tomorrow in the Astor Yacht Room. About
35 ship models from all over the country are to be judged. Lowell Thomas
and Gordon Grant will be among the
five

6M
pfd. 18^,
16154

Loew's, Inc
48
Loew's, Inc., pfd. 10554

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount
Pathe Film

rko

Bounty" Model Test Set

legislation.

%

pfd. 72%
2 pfd. 1034
854
1

m

20th Century -Fox. 297/6
20th Century, pfd. 3754
Universal, pfd.... 92

Warner Bros

117/s

1055^

954
7254
10J4
8
754
2954
3654

Close

Net
Change

654
1854
16154
4754
10554
934

— 54
+ 54
— 54
+
— 54
54
—1%
— 54
— 54

72^
1034
854

-54

754
2954

88

37
91

11%

1154.

+
—
—

3/g

54
54

Net

High
Sonotone
Technicolor

234
3034

Trans -Lux

454

Low
254

29^A
454

Close Change
234
30
454

+54
—
%

Bonds Up Slightly
Net
High Law Close Change

Crew

in

Idaho

Lewiston, Idaho, March

16.

—Ex-

terior scenes for the United Artists
film version of Edna
Ferber's new
novel, "Come and Get It," are being
filmed at Clearwater River, near here.
Fifty are in the technical crew. The
film is being directed
by Richard

Rossen.

654
1854
160
4754

Sonotone Lone Curb Gain

judges.

U. A.

Low

General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40.... 29
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40 ctf 29
Keith B. F.
6s '46

95

Loew's 6s '41
deb rights

Paramount
6s

ww

2854

+

54

2854

2854

—

54

9454

95

54

10254

10254

10254

9054

8954,

9054

+

9354

9254

9354

+154

Pict.

'55

Warner
'39 wd

2854

Bros. 6s

(Quotations at close of

March

16)
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And the New York Strand pre-release engagement starts its second week with a bang!
.

.

.

WARNER

BROS.' FIRST BIG

MUSICAL

IN

NEARLY A YEAR

—

OUR ANSWER TO THE
in show business a few who envy
anybody else's success. They take joy in spreading false
propaganda about their competitors or their competitors'

THERE have always been
VARIETY

product.

unfortunate that a grand production, such as "THE
is both a credit and an asset
to the entire motion picture industry, should be the victim
is

It

COUNTRY DOCTOR", which
propaganda.

of this

HELD OVER, HOLL YWOOD

£Z^£T
,|R5"

You

to see

Ch ' ,d

who

^ be*

spread the

to

is

behind

it

and

it

should be to

have a good idea
their eternal shame.

who bought the picture and who
have still to run it, want to quote a few statistics about
one of the most successful pictures this business has seen in
For the benefit of those

Block Publicatir

-

way

We

Paction. We ad. er
ise

s

,

Certain people have gone out of their
rumor that this picture is flopping.

I

VARIETY

many

a day:

"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" opened
March 3rd and March 8th.

in

322 theatres between

Of those theatres playing the picture for a week's engagement, 53 held "THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" over for a second
week or transferred it to another first-run theatre for a
second week.
48 theatres extended

their

engagements from three

to four

days.
31 theatres extended their engagements two days, and 83
theatres found it necessary to play the picture an extra day.

HELD OVER, MIAMI
WOT

—

—

In all, 215 theatres
or more than 67 per cent
of the 322
that played the picture in its first week of release, held the
picture over for additional playing time.

P
Mas*Lav/'

•'II

the

in

h\\e

6

is

VARIED

One

of the most successful pictures released by Twentieth
Century-Fox Film Corporation this year was Shirley Temple
in "THE LITTLEST REBEL." Released on Christmas Day, it
played during the holidays to enormous business.

"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" already has surpassed "THE

very
those
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"'Great'

is

to describe
the only adjective
Bridgeport Telegram

everything about

—

it!
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VARIETY
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The Kiddies Lead 'Em Into

Pcrroh-

Doctor" Rolling
Reports
.

reaching

jptiry-l«ox

L'ville

B.0.'s;

Quins

6V2G

'This

is

one

picture

you simply must see!"

— Portland (Me.) Express

Up

Highs in Many Spots
24

home
cities

indicate

the

office

on
that

Twentieth
on the him-

"The Count rv
the

Dioiin'c

iS_ar£_thc hipcest ho.v-oflic

WHISPERING CHORUS
,

LITTLEST REBEL" in receipts by more than 15%.

Of

course, there are individual spots affected by terrific
weather conditions that have not done as well as the
exhibitor might have hoped. We speak of the average.

We

are proud to point to the chorus of critics' praise which
has greeted the picture from coast to coast and from Canada
to the Gulf. Not only have the motion picture reviewers
accorded "THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" their highest rating and
most enthusiastic praise, but great publishers and editorial
writers have gone out of their way to urge the American
people to see this great human document.

Elsewhere on

this

page are

printed excerpts from

some

Row ^""^cKpiw

[(Juris

Variety

HELD OVER, SEATTLE

of

these reviews.

We

are not responsible for certain greedy individuals who
this picture would pay off the national debt. We are,
however, humanly happy that "THE COUNTRY DOCTOR"
has brought profits to our customers, entertainment to
millions and has been a credit not only to ourselves but to
the entire motion picture industry.

hoped

This picture
all

is

a sincere contribution

making our

better pictures,
This, then,

is

the record of

These figures do not
us

more

like

to the business

we

are

an asset to the cause
no matter who turns them out.
living out of.

lie,

and

It

is

"THE
if

this

of

COUNTRY DOCTOR."
be a

flop,

we

$15,000

pray give
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President,

Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation
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HELD OVER, PHILADELPHIA

A

Country Doc

Sock

One

of the finest pictures that

Hollywood \"

St.

has come out

Louis Post-Dispatch

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

Doctor Strong,
HELD OVER, DALLAS

$35,

Must be seen by everybody!"

— Indianapolis Star

:

:

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

12

Denver Boom "Doctor" Is
Gives "Pine" Detroit Wow
$9,500 Gross With $22,200

over.

Six of the seven first runs were
above average, with four pictures being held over and two finishing extended runs.
"Follow the Fleet" ran up to $11,500, over normal by $5,500.
It was
held

at

hemian

the
Girl"

"The

Orpheum.
was strong

Bo-

at $4,000 in

get excited about.
"Desire," at the
Michigan, with John Boles on the
stage, went only $600 over par for a
take of $20,600.
"Modern Times" and "Follow the
Fleet," both in their third weeks at
the United Artists and
Downtown, respectively, were still in the

column.
Total first run business was $75,-

profit

the Aladdin.

Total

first

Average

run business was

$38,200.

$27,750.

is

Estimated takings for the week end-

March

ing

11

$4,000.

(Average,

week

Paramount.

(Average,

$1,000.

ADAMS— (1,770),
FOX— (5,100),

"DANCING FEET"

CENTER— (1,500),
show.

7

days.

(Average,

$3,500.

"DESIRE"

(Para.)

$9,500.

25c-35c-40c,

(Average

"MUSIC GOES 'ROUND"

DENVER— (2,500),
Gross:

7

days.

$4,500)

(Col.)

4

25c-35c-50c,

days.

$1,200.

"COUNTRY DOCTOR"

DENVER— (2,500).
being held over.
week, $7,000)

(20th-Fox)

$4,500.

and
(Average

for

"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
ORPHEUM — (2,600). 25c-35c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $11,500.

(Average,

days.

(20th-Fox)
Stage:

(Av-

$22,200.

(Para.)
15c-65c,

days.

7

(Average, $20,000)

(Average, $5,000)

$4,100.

"MODERN TIMES"

(ZOth-Fox)
(2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days,
following a week at the Aladdin.
Gross:
$3,000.
(Average. $3,000)

PARAMOUNT—

days, 3rd week.

Gross:

$10,800.

15c-65c,

7

(Average,

"FOLLOW THE FLEET"
RKO DOWNTOWN— (2,950),
days, 3rd week.

Gross:

$10,300.

(Radio)
15c-65c,

7

(Average,

$10,000)

Hollywood,

March

16.

—

"Doctor" $13,000
Milwaukee Leader
— "The
Milwaukee, March

shortly.

Now

production are "Angel of
with Kay Francis
"The
Earthworm Tractor," with Joe E.
Brown "Big Business," with Guy
Kibbee
"Two Against the World,"
with Humphrey Bogart, and "Murder
in the Big House," with Barton MacLane.
in

:

;

;

;

Withholds Decision
On RKO Interim Fees
Applications for interim fees totaling $150,000 for services in the
reorganization proceedings were taken
under advisement yesterday by Fed-

RKO

just $2,200 to the good.
With this kind of competition

to

"Follow the Fleet" in its second
week at the Warner had tough sledding and was pulled after five days to
make way for "Next Time We Love"
and "Road Gang."
Total first run business was $29,800.
Average is $23,000.
Estimated takings
face,

Week Ending March
"FOLLOW THE FLEET"

WARNER— (2,400),
week.

Gross:

$3,800.

25c-40c,

5

(Average,

$7,200.

week at the Penn,
brisk pace at $6,000.
"Love Before Breakfast," on a
double bill with "The Return of
Jimmy Valentine," improved the Fulton 100 per cent over the previous
week at $4,000, and only the Casino,
after a

$13,800.

Gross:

Way

Ticket" and Count

"Spices of
Toe Besser, Bob Carney, Isabelle
Gross: $6,000. (Average, $6,500)

Dawn.

"LOVE BEFORE BREAKFAST" (Univ.)
"RETURN OF JIMMY VALENTINE"
(Rep.)

FULTON— (1.750). 15c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average. $4,000)
"MODERN TIMES" (U.A.)
PENN— (3,300). 25c-40c. 7 davs. Gross:
$14,000.
(Average. $12,000)
"PRISONER OF SHARK ISLAND"
(20th-Fox)
STANLEY — (3,600), 25c-55c, 7 days.

$4,000.

Stage: Jan Garber's band with Lorraine
Santschi and Josephine Buckley, Georgia
Leroux, Fritz Heilbron, Lee Palmer, Lew
Bennett,
Judy Randall, Rudy Rudisill.
Gross: $22,000. (Average, $18,500)
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
(2,000), 25c-40c. 7 days, 2nd
week. Gross: $6,000.
(Average, $5,000)

WARNER—

(Average. $2,800)

$3,300.

"DESIRE"

its

Berni-Vici's unit, "Spices of 1936,"
fell a bit short of par with $6,000.
Total first run grosses were $67,000.
Average is $51,500.
Estimated takings for the week
ending March 12

(U.A.)

ALDINE— (1,200). 40c-55c-65c. 7 days.
$15,000.
(Average. $8,160)
"THE MILKY WAY" (Para.)
(2nd run)
ARCADIA— (600). 25c-40c-50c, 7 days.

BOYD— (2,400).

(Para.)
7 days.

40c-5Sc.

Gross:

(Average. $14,000)

$12,000.

"THE MUSIC GOES 'ROUND"

EARLE— (2,000).

25c-40c-50c,

7

(Col.)

days.

Stage: Riley & Farlev; Herman Timberg,
Audrey Parker. Ada Brown, Ray Wilbert.
Helen Reynolds & Co.
Gross: $16,000.
(Average. $14,000)
TIMES" (U.A.)
ERLANGER (2,000). 40c-55c-87c. 11 days,
4th week-plus.
Gross: $12,000
"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" (20th-Fox)
(3.000). 40c-55c-65c. 7 days.
StageEdgar Bergen. Boy Foy, Sylvia Manon &
Co.
Gross: $25,000.
(Average. $14,000)
"STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR" (F.N.)
(2nd run)
(1.000).
25c-35c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $4,700.
(Average. $4,000)
"FOLLOW
FLEET" (Radio)
(2nd run)

"MODERN

—

FOX—

KARLTON—

THE

KEITH'S— (2.000).

Gross:

$4,300.

"WIFE

vs.

30c-40c-50c,

7

days.

(Average. $4,000)

SECRETARY" (M-G-M)

STANLEY — (3,700). 40c-55c, 7 days.
(Average. $14,000)
"GARDEN MURDER CASE" (M-G-M)
STANTON— (1,700), 30c-40c-50c, 7 days.

Gross: $23,000.

Gross:

$6,500.

Milwaukee Job Total
In

Month Passes '29

Milwaukee, March
to figures of the

—

16.
According
Wisconsin Industrial

Commission, Milwaukee factory employment in January exceeded that for
the corresponding month of 1929. The
commission reported its index for Mil-

normal of 100 in the first month this
year as compared with a position of
92.4 in the similar 1929 month.
Based on these figures, unofficial

$5,000)

(G.B.)
days.

7

Grove Revels" with
The Clymas, Kirby and

"Cocoanut

Gross:

$5,000.

Danz Takes Long Lease

—

Seattle, March 16. John Danz,
head of Sterling Chain Theatres, Inc.,
has taken a 15-year lease on the original Pantages here. Danz now operates
the house as the Rex, on a short-time
lease.
He has also taken a lease on
one entire floor of the office building
in which the theatre is housed, and
will establish circuit offices there.
The Rex will be remodeled at

a

"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" (20th-Fox) cost of more than $50,000, and will be
"DANCING FEET" (Republic)
First
run pictures and
Wisconsin— (3.200). 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross: renamed.
(Average, $8,000)

"LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY"
Gross:

waukee stood

(Average, $5,000)

who ask $85,000. The allowances sought are for services rendered
from July 1, last.

"The

week's
leader with $25,000 at the Fox.
Prerun estimates had put the possible take
at $30,000.
Business kept building
steadily, and the second week may
nearly equal the first.
"Little Lord Fauntleroy" rang the
bell at the Aldine with $15,000 and
will stay at least two more weeks.
"Wife vs. Secretary" took $23,000 at
the Stanley, also holding.
Riley and
Farley and "The Music Goes 'Round"
got a pretty good $16,000 at the Earle.
Even the second runs caught the
fever. The Karlton and Keith's, which
have been sleepers for several weeks,
roused with "The Story of Louis
Pasteur," $4,700, at the first, and "Follow the Fleet," with $4,300, at the
second.
Both hold for second weeks.

(Radio)
days. 2nd

"THE MORALS OF MARCUS"
RIVERSIDE— (2,300). 15c-20c-25c.
Stage:
Elenore Wood,
Duval, Rhythm Redheads.
(Average. $5,000)

—

the

10:

Week Ending March 12:
"MODERN TIMES" (U.A.)
"YOU MAY BE NEXT" (Col.)
PALACE— (2,800), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

Judge William Bondy.
The applications were filed by Irving Trust Co., trustee of RKO, which
asks $65,000, and by Donovan, Leisure,
Newton & Lumbard, counsel to the
eral

trustee,

Warner

continued

"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" (20th-Fox)
ALVIN— (2,000), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $5,500)
$15,000.
Fox's Wisconsin, grossing $13,800.
"ONE WAY TICKET" (Col.)
CASINO— (1,800), 25c-40c, 6 days. Stage:
Warners The picture was $5,800 above average
1936." with Count Berni-Vici,

A

Mercy,"

—

16.

Despite
16.
beginning of Lent, business was
up all over town last week. The outstanding leader was "The Country
Doctor" at the Alvin, which came
within an eyelash of shattering the
house record at $15,000, enough to win
a holdover and raise hopes for a third "The Milky Way" also did a neat
$3,300 second run week at the Arcadia.
week.
Total first run business was $121,Although it did a nice $14,000 at the
Penn, "Modern Times" was consid- 800. Average, exclusive of the Erered something of a disappointment. langer, is $81,960.
Estimated takings for the week endIt was moved to the Warner for another week.
Jan Garber's band on ing March 12
the

Country Doctor," on a twin bill with
"Dancing Feet," went to town at

have completed 75 per cent of the and was held over for a second week.
favorable front page Milwaukee
scheduled 60 features for 1935-36 reForty-five features have been Sentinel editorial helped.
lease.
"Modern Times" and "You May Be
completed and the remaining 15 are
in various production stages. Five are Next" at Fox's Palace took second
shooting and 10 are set to get under high honors for the week with $7,200,

way

With $15,000

with "One

16.

Warners' Schedule
Is 75% Completed

In Pittsburgh

the

(U. A.)

UNITED ARTISTS— (2.070),

$6,000)

"PROFESSIONAL SOLDIER"

Philadelphia, March
Country Doctor" was

bolster for

$10,000)

25c-35c-50c, 3 days

Gross:

7

Philadelphia

Doctor" Big

Pittsburgh, March

1936

$25,000; Tops

the stage was an effective
"PREVIEW MURDER MYSTERY"
"The Prisoner of Shark Island" and
(Para.)
"BOULDER DAM" (W. B.)
sent
the
Stanley to an excellent
STATE— (3,000), 10c-40c, 7 days. Gross: $22,000, while "Follow the Fleet," at

"TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE"

DENHAM— (1,500),

(Col.)

(ZOth-Fox)
days. Gross:

John Boles and vaudeville. Gross:

Stage:
$23,600.

$3,000)

Gross:

7

Gross:

MICHIGAN— (4,100),

(Republic)

20c-25c-35c,

Gross:

15c-55c,

Phil Baker & Co.
erage, $15,000)

$1,500)

Stage

(Average,

10c-40c,
$5,000)

week

the

"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR"

25c-40c,
7
days,
at each the Denver and

Gross:

$65,000.
for

is

Estimated takings
ending March 12:

$4,300.

(U. A.)

BROADWAY— (1,500).
following' a

days.

$2,750)

"MODERN TIMES"

Average

300.

"HELLSHIP MORGAN"
"SONG AND DANCE MAN"

:

"BOHEMIAN GIRL" (M-G-M)
ALADDIN— (1,500), 25c-40c,-50c, 7
Gross:

—

Toronto, March 16. Lack of
transportation facilities has
forced J. Chalykoff, operating
the Princess in the new mining community of Val d'Or, in
northern Quebec, to resort to
airplanes for his film supply.
The air shipping charges are
greater than his film rentals.

RKO

17.

"Doctor" Gets

Film via Air

—

—

Detroit, March 16. "The Country
Denver, March 16. "Trail of the
Lonesome Pine" was outstanding in a Doctor" jammed the Fox practically
general boom here last week. It was all week and ran the gross up to $22,This was $7,200 over average.
just one packed house after another at 200.
the Denham, the take reaching $9,500, Phil Baker & Co. were on the stage.
Business elsewhere was nothing to
It was held
over normal by $5,000.

Tuesday, March

vaudeville will be continued.

at 95.2 of the

1925-27

estimates place the
of workers in plants here at
This
roughly 84,000 for January.
would be about 2,300 more than the
same 1929 month, but 10,000 under the
1929 peak in the suramer of that year,
when the index was about 105. As
compared with the low point of the
depression, a gain of about 28,000
workers is reflected in the January

but

conservative

number

level.

OUT OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST
AND FINEST FILM LABORATORY COME
CONSOLIDATED "CERTIFIED PRINTS''

a

,

CCU RACY...

SOMETIMES
entire

day

to light

your experts take an

a single scene that the au-

dience sees for only three or four minutes.
this

It's

devotion to detail that makes the American

motion picture the most beautiful

in

the world.

Here at Consolidated we take similar pains to
produce theatre prints that bring these artistic
effects to the screen with unerring accuracy.

No

other film laboratory anywhere has such

elaborate and costly machinery for controlling
quality, for assuring uniformity, for reproduc-

ing

all

the

negative,

sound and action

for

providing

the

in

the master

producer with

theatre prints that are always "a triumph of ac-

curacy, a miracle of uniformity".

I

Consolidated film Industries,
NEW YORK

HOLLYWOOD

inc.

Agaea,

Guam

Gentlemen:
In
I

Qistnbntors

the 20th Anniversary Edition of the Motion Picture Herald,
saw your advertisement of the serial "CUSTER'S LAST

IMPERIAL CHAMBERS

I

We would like to get this serial in the near future and we
would be pleased to hear from you concerning the booking
of

this

production.

'Dear Sirs:

We

have the pleasure to learn through the mediufn of your
advertisement in the MOTION PICTURE HERALD of December 14th, 1935, that you are producing three I5-Chapter

present we are obtaining our serials or chapter plays from
the Universal Film €xchange, and have recently played "Pirate
Treasure," "Gordon of Ghost City" and are now showing
"Tailspin Tommy."
What advertising matter (posters, etc.)
are available with this chapter play?
would appreciate

As we are

your forwarding us press sheets by mail.

25th

At

We

In

the same advertisement you also

LAST RIDE,"

a

10-reel

feature.

mentioned "CUSTER'S
this

Is

a

sequel,

liminary feature showing the highlights of the serial, or

pre-

a
is

it

a

different picture altogether?

The pictures will be out about .four months, as there is only
one commercial freight ship that comes to Guam four times
a year.

Awaiting your reply

in this

matter,

Very

we

are,

truly yours,

THE

GMTY

THEATRE,

MB AY

B

/STAND."

Ser.als,

viz.:

"

S LAST STAND"
"THE CLUTCHING HAND"

CUSTER

'

"JUNGLE
inst.

interested

in

PERILS"

the seriajs,

WEISSPICT,

NEW YORK

CITY,

have given detailed particulars regarding our whereabouts, too,
in the cable, and trust that by the time you get this letter, we
shall also be getting from you the pressbooks and detailed
'particulars of your product which we have requested you to
seod per Air Mail.
Yours

WILLIAM MALLUK
Dear

FlMf Dbaleb <fc Thatelmito Showmij
62. NAKOK.f JAISRI HD.

Allemby
• LI

Kotwal, Partner

!rabcw Hilubol

FILMS CINEMATOQRAPHIQUES

Avenue

sent you a cable On the

"POST AIRMAIL PRESSBOOKS PARTICULARS WITH LOWEST PRICES YOUR THREE SERIALS INCLUDING CUSTER
LAST STAND EVERGREEN PICTURES BALLARD ESTATE
CABLE ADDRESS PICTORIAL"
As we had no previous occasion to correspond with you, we

W.

BEYROUTH

we

which reads as under:

BAN

BANGKOK. SIAM.

Sirs:

Wh ile

Dear

TURE HERALD" we

Replying to your ad in the Motion Picture Herald, we shall
be much obliged if you' will kindly forward us press-book,
together with terms and full particulars on your serial,

reading one of the last issues of the "MOTION PICh ave found your advertisement concerning
the new serial you have' produced under the title "CUSTER'S

LAST STAND."
will be obliged if you will send me in the meantime a
synopsis of your serial "CUSTER'S LAST STAND," as well as
from the new serial "JUNGLE PERILS," which you are producing at present.
am only interested in serials for the
territory of Syria, therefore quote me your best price for
I

Sirs

"CUSTER'S LAST STAND."
Thanking you

in

anticipation for your kind attention,

we

are,

Faithfully yours

I

Syria alone.

Expecting the pleasure of receiving your interesting news, and
synopsis,
beg to remain,
I

Yours very

truly,

WILLIAM MALLUK

NILUBOL

..

:

:

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

16
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Film Writers Lent Puts New Dent in Key
Fleet" Sails
City Grosses After a Rise To Loop Top;
See Benefits
In New Merger
Pulls $26,000
Week
Week
Comparative

grosses

the

for

available

latest

(Continued from page

No. Theatres

1)

reason for the proposed consolidation. Boston
Members of any one of the guilds fre- Buffalo
quently are to be found engaged in Chicago
activities within the jurisdiction of one Cincinnati
of the other guilds. The consolidation Cleveland
would eliminate the necessity for a Denver
writer so engaged from joining two Detroit
Member- Houston
or all three of the guilds.
ship in the Authors' League would be Indianapolis
made to cover activities which auto- Kansas City
matically assign the writer to any or Lincoln
the affiliated guilds.
contracts for writers
with screen and stage producers, radio
and book and magazine publishers
all of

The uniform

would be

facilitated,

centralization
three guilds

the
the

in

was

4
5
5

5
10

Louisville

7

Milwaukee

4

4
9

recognition of the

who

the
producers would be dealing with the
Authors' League, which has been in
existence for more than 20 years and
which "no one dealing with writers
can avoid recognizing."
is

said

approved

that

if

film

4

Omaha

3
10

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

6

Portland
Providence
San Francisco
St. Louis
St. Paul

6

Seattle

7

Washington

7

5

9
6
5

Gross

7
6

Chicago, March 16. "Follow the
Fleet" sailed into the Palace followed
by a crowd that piled the gross up to
This was $7,000 more than
$26,000.
the house usually gets.
Other spots were also in the money.
The Roosevelt, showing "The Trail of
the Lonesome Pine," garnered $16,200,
which was $5,200 to the good. "Navy
Wife," helped by Jane Withers on the
stage, went $1,600 over the line on a
take of $16,600.
"Desire," in spite of
bad reviews, was up by $1,300 on a
gross of $6,200 at the Garrick. "Freshman Love," with NTG's stage show,
was good for $14,800, up by $1,800.
"Modern Times" held up to $17,000 in
its third week at the United Artists.
Total first run business was $131,600. Average is $117,000.
Estimated takings

$1,127,000
46,100
141,700
67,600
73,200
40,000
77,100
33,400
33,000
41,700
12,300
87,000
35,000
26,600
24,050
43,000
24,900
270,500
15,350
31,750
Week Ending March 10:
113,300
"TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE"
55,300
(Para.)
35,700
ROOSEVELT— (1,591).
30c-40c-60c.
7
47,300 days. Gross: $16,200. (Average, $11,000)
Week Ending March 12:
76,950
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
62,350
PALACE— (2,509). 25c-35c-50c, 7 davs.
17,500 Gross: $26,000.
(Average. $19,000)
32,900
"THE MILKY WAY" (Para.)
CHICAGO— (4,000). 35c-50c-68c. 7 days.
85,100
Stage: Wallace Beery and Revue. Gross:

8

9
5

6
6

4
5
5

5
10

9,950
95,150
25,300
28,900
25,500
43,500
22,300
258,500
15,100
24,600
102,600
67,400
31,700
37,800
77,000
55,400
16,000
36,850
78,900

5
5

Oklahoma City
for

Screen Writers' Guild will be made
of Hollywood producers if the consolidation is approved, officials of the
Authors' League said yesterday. Such
a demand was characterized as a
"meek and unnecessary gesture" by
these officials
consolidation

6

said,

League.

No demand

5

7

Minneapolis
by Montreal
authority over New Haven
the Authors' New York

it

of

8

Los Angeles

No. Theatres

$116,000
58,100
124,300
60,400
50,500
37,000
81,900
23,900
34,200
50,800

9

—

Feb. 27-28

Gross

7
6

periods

Ending

Ending
Mar. 5-6

7
4
5

5

4

9
4
3

10

6
6
5

9
6
5
7
7

$30,000.

179

Key

city grosses

from September

178

$1,689,550
to the end of the first

week

in

March

Stage:
$16,600.

Draws Dramatists* Comment
Dramatists' Guild officials, commenting yesterday on the recent resolutions drawn up by the League of
N. Y. Theatres, a producing managers' organization, authorizing its
contract committee to attempt the
drafting of a new minimum basic
agreement with the guild covering the
sale of film rights to stage plays, or,
this failing, to submit disputed points
to arbitration, said that no attempt had
been made by the managers' committee yet to arrange a meeting with the
If efforts to obtain a new
guild.
agreement and to arbitrate disputed
points both fail, the managers resolved to draw up and use exclusively
own contract with writers.
their
Commenting on this, a guild official
"They mean, of course, they
said
will use their own contract to deal
with non-members of the guild. That's
all right with us. We're not interested
:

in

,

what non-members

do.

guild and have the writers' contract."

"Folies Comique" to

Open

produced by
Comique,"
under the supervision of WilHoward, head of the circuit's

"Folies

liam

vaudeville department, will open* tomorrow for a two-day tryout at the
Albee, Providence.
On Thursday, the show is scheduled to open at Keith's, Boston. About
35 are in the cast. Charles Koerner,
theatre district head in Boston,
has returned to his headquarters after

RKO

spending

Howard.

two

weeks

178
178
180
186
185
183

Nov. 21-22
Nov. 28-29

181
181

.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Tan.

Jan.
Jan.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

The man- Mar

agers can do that any time they want.
"The question then is whether there
are enough young playwrights coming
up every year to keep the theatres
going, and if there are, whether these
newcomers will be willing to accept
the managers' contract or join the

RKO

Sept. 26-27
Oct. 3-4
Oct. 10-11
Oct. 17-18 ....
Oct. 24-25 ....
Oct. 31-Nov. 1
Nov. 7-8
Nov. 14-15

working

with

5-6
12-13

19-20
26-27
2-3
9-10
16-17
23-24
30-31
6-7
13-14
20-21
27-28
5-6

.

.

.

.

.

164
178

.

§1,655,050
1,572,310
1,452,499
1,563,750
1,534,575
1,544,724
1,545,710
1,722,305
1,578,550
1,593,860
1,766,910
1,434,785
1,321,385
1,228,199
1,918,729
1,901,455
1,722,400
1,539,065
1,515,300
1,591,350
1,680,180
1,558,185
1,777,650
1,689,550

183
180
171
175
179
179
176
173
177
168
174
175
178
179

....

....

....
....
....
...
....

....

(Copyright, 1936, Quigley Publications, Inc.)

Hirliman to Patent

New Color Process
—

16.
Hollywood, March
George
Hirliman has applied for patents on
the new color process which is being
used for the first time in his "Captain Calamity," now shooting. "Hira-

color," the result of five years of experiment, is a two-color process which
depends upon a device affixed to the
camera, and not upon specially pre-

pared

film.

Hirliman

claims that his process
reduces color photography cost materially, and expects that within a year
it will be as low as black and white.
No extra lighting is required, according to Hirliman, and any color laboratory can do developing and printing.

Datig

May Join M-G-M
—Fred Da-

Hollywood, March

16.

who

recently resigned as Paramount casting director, is negotiating
with M-G-M for a similar post. The
berth at M-G-M, vacated when Rufus
LeMaire resigned, is now being filled
by Bill Grady who was attached to
the Thalberg unit.
tig,

Arrested in Shooting
Chicago, March

16.

—Peter

Krisou-

7

days.
Gross:

7

days.

(Average, $15,000)

GARRICK— (900).
Gross:

(ZOth-Fox)
25c-40c,

Jane Withers and Revue.

"DESIRE"

Gross

No. Theatres

(Average, $32,000)

"NAVY WIFE"
ORIENTAL— (3.490).

$1,777,650

$6,300.

(Para.)

25c-35c-50c,

(Average. $5,500)

Week Ending March
"MUSIC GOES 'ROUND"

13:
(Col.)

APOLLO— (1,400). 25c-35c-50c,
(Average. $4,500)
$4,700.
"MODERN TIMES" (U.

days.

7

Gross:

UNITED ARTISTS— (1.700).
days. 3rd week.
age. $17,000)
7

Gross:

A.)
35c-50c-68c,

$17,000.

(Aver-

"FRESHMAN LOVE" (W. B.)
STATE-LAKE— (2,776). 20c-30c-35c. 7
Gross:
Stage: NTG Girl Revue.
days.

$14",800.

(Average. $13,000)

Speed Reorganizing
Of General Theatres
The

reorganization plan for GenerTheatres Equipment, Inc., is expected to be declared operative within
a week, it is understood, despite the
al

fact that conditions set by Chase National Bank as prerequisites to turning back securities held as collateral
for defaulted loans have not been fully

met.

The company has been in receiverEarnings
ship since February, 1932.
have improved in the past few months
and interests close to the company are
anxious to relieve it of restrictions imposed by the receivership. Chase Bank
had stipulated that consent to the plan
must be obtained from all but $5,325,000 of debt claims, of which not more
than $3,000,000 could represent debentures.

Sets Feature Policy

—

Hollywood. March 16. BurroughsTarzan will make individual pictures
rather

than

series,

and

no

single

more than one production,
"The
charged with shooting to death Irving according to present plans.
Fehlberg, assistant manager of the White Glove" will be the third proMidwest Theatre here, in his office duction of the current season, and
when he was taken there after a young "Alcatraz" the fourth. "Three Wise
girl
accused him of annoying her Monks." the company's second piclas,

39,

was arrested yesterday and

during a performance.

star be in

ture,

is

now

ready for release.

MOTION PICTURE

The Leading
Dajh

DAILY

Picture
Industry

OL.

39.

NO.

NEW

65

YORK, WEDNESDAY, MARCH

Answers

Vnd Goldberg

Federal Judge Alfred
order granting Warners,

RKO

and

hand Awards Voted by
23 Film Executives
John Armstrong, manager of the
aramount in London, and Harry
roldberg,
managing the Chestnut
.treet Opera House in Philadelphia,
esterday were voted the winners of
le 1935 Quigley Grand Awards for
•xploitation supremacy, in the annual
ontest sponsored by the Managers'
•iound Table Club of Motion Picture
{erald, of which A-Mike Vogel is
.lairman.

•

The
ives,

judging, by 23 industry executook place at a luncheon at the

M. Y. Athletic Club, where were exibited samples of the 24 campaigns
idiich

won

the

silver

and

bronze

monthly
awards during the year.
Vrmstrong, who captured the first, or
ilver grand award, took the honor
his
or
campaign on Paramount's
Lives of a Bengal Lancer," while
Goldberg's
bronze
award resulted
rom his work in exploiting War(Continued on page 6)

Warner music

subsidiaries yester16 additional suits against
adio broadcasting stations, hotels and
:afes here and in other cities alleging
copyright infringements through un-

day

filed

licensed
performances
Warner
of
nvned songs.
Named in the actions are Essex

Touse, Astor, Roosevelt, Ambassador,
Childs and the Adelphia Hotel Co.,
3 hiladelphia, and the following radio

Hardy

stated

that

and account-

ngs of profits are asked in the

suits.

extensions

"the case deals with a

situation
in St. Louis typical with hundreds of

that

others throughout the country." He
also asserted that the extension would
"increase the losses of F. & M. and

probably

their extinction,
in
a success of the conspiracy
and turn the case into a post mortem."

help

result

make

St Louis Case

days. The prosecutor pointed out that
F. & A. M. interests were in session
while the arguments were being heard
with the bondholders of the three St.
Louis properties on the question of
whether to continue operation. Again
the court declined.

actions

civil

tried

in

St.

Louis,

ad-

vised Judge Hulbert that he had been
preparing papers for weeks in connection with the constitutionality of
the Duffy Coal Act. He said he had
been working on this case day and
night, adding that some of the defendants in the civil suit had been

The prosecuting attorney then went

(.Continued on page 7)

London Films Stage A.T.&T. Monopoly
Destroyed bv Blaze
London,

BRUCE ALLAN
March 17. — A fire

at

the

no change

in

plans.

The

first

Den-

go into work

late

17.

— Admis-

the American Telephone
& Telegraph Co. is a "virtual monopoly" featured the first day's testimony of the Federal Communications
Probe which got under way today.
Walter S. Gifford, president, was on
sions

the

that

stand.

The probe

the relations of A. T. & T. with its
subsidiaries, including Western Electric and Erpi.
Gifford testified that his salary is
In the course of a
$206,000 a year.
long series of questions he also said
that

long

distance

telephone

charges

ernment.
In

Western

discussing

Branches

ority

Electric

he

(Continued on page S)

Want

Block Booking
Wholesale Sales Always
Used, He Insists
By CLARENCE LINZ
Washington, March 17. Continu-

—

ance of block booking is desired by the
great majority of independent exhibitors, and proponents of the Pettengill Bill want "to hold block booking
by the throat with the left hand and
pick out the cherries they want with
right,"

members

of the

House

film

sub-committee were told today by Sidney R. Kent, president of Twentieth
Century-Fox.

Appearing as the first of the star
witnesses to be put on the stand by the
opponents of the legislation, Kent declared that block booking is not the
right name for a practice which is
group selling or wholesaling.
"The atmosphere created in this
hearing might lead the committee to
believe that this was a poisonous method of forcing bad product down the
throats of the exhibitors," he said.
"This is a method that has always
been in use in this industry it is no
;

from

method

used in
hundreds of other lines in this county"I hope the committee won't think
different

the

(Continued on page 8)

States Radio Paid

will lead eventually into

had never been regulated by the Gov-

May.

Transamerica 1935

Net

FCC

Gifford Tells
Washington, March

Denham studios of London Films during the noon luncheon hour today destroyed one stage which was near
completion.
Three other unfinished
The blaze was
stages were saved.
believed to have been caused by the
igniting of sound proofing material.
London officials indicated they will
concentrate all workmen on the completion of the second stage in place
It was said
of the one destroyed.
definitely that the fire would cause

WACO, WDOD, KGKO, ham production will
WTOC, WHBI, WWL, WJBW, in April or early in
>VOWO and WDSU. Damages rangto $5,000

the

In All

Kent Declares

were granted without notice to the
Government and that the additional
Frederick H. Wood, who played a
time was unnecessary and injurious to vital part in the legal defense for
the complaining interests. He added Warners in both the criminal and the

Nations:

ng from $250

Up

C.
Coxe's into the history of the case, but was
Paramount halted by the court, which stated it
30 days to was not interested, but only concerned

Grand Central in St. Louis stands as
a result of a decision handed down
yesterday by Judge Murray Hulbert
denying Russell Hardy's motion to
vacate the extension.

the

TEN CENTS

an additional
file
answers in the Government's with the issue before it. After the
latest civil suit involving an alleged court refused to grant his motion,
conspiracy in withholding films from Hardy then made an unsuccessful
the Ambassador, Missouri and New plea to have the time reduced to 20

By

Warner Music Suits
Are Increased by 16

in

Intelligent

1936

18,

Quigley Honor Court Refuses to Speed

To Armstrong

Alert,

Ascap
Washington,

$2,995,000

March

17.

—

The

radio industry last year paid $2,995,000 to Ascap for the use of its copyrighted works, James W. Baldwin,
managing director of the National
Ass'n of Broadcasters, told the House
Patents Committee today.
Baldwin said the industry's gross
receipts for 1935 were $87,523,848.
He attacked the Ascap levies on the

Is $20,319,276.26

(Continued on page 6)

— The Teperson Union Suit
Agreement on Tobis consolidated net profit of Trans- Compromise Reached Delay Loew Chance
Corp., consolidated companies
Cases to March 27
Payments Due Today america
The $87,000
brought against
and
controlled subsidiaries for the
San

Francisco,

March

17.

suit

all

An
ties

to

agreement
be

paid

on adjusted royalTobis by American

ompanies distributing

in

Central Eu-

ope is expected to be reached today
yith Dr. Henckele, Tobis representative, who plans to leave for Germany
onight on the Enropa.
Representatives of the distributors have been
inferring with Dr. Henckele on a
new royalty agreement since late last
veek.
The American companies are seek(Continued on page 8)

year 1935

The

is

reported at $20,319,276.26.

net profit of Transamerica and
consolidated companies, not including
controlled subsidiaries, amounted to
$11,857,079.96. These figures are, after
all taxes and other expenses.
The larger net profit was equal to
87.65 cents per share on 23,181,568
shares outstanding, which compares
with a net profit of $11,450,587.35,
equal to 48.47 cents per share for the
vear ended Dec. 31, 1934, an increase
of $8,868,688.91.

Benjamin

De

Agostina, president
P. Operators' Union, by
Teperson. attorney for the

of Allied

Joseph

F.

M.

been settled for $7,000,
C. Hughes, Teperson's attornev, stated vesterday in asking the
withdrawal of the suit in N. Y. Suunion,

has

Thomas

preme Court at Brooklyn.
Tenerson alleged in his action that
he had been discharged by the union
on June
10-year
torney,

18,

last,

although he held a

contract as the union's
in April, 1933.

made

at-

Scheduled for hearing yesterday

in

Bronx

Special Sessions, the lottery
complaints against Loew's Grand and

Elsmere were postponed

until

March

27.

Attorneys for the circuit asked for
the continuance because three other
cases have been set for a week from
Friday.
These involve the Spooner,
similar
Boston Road and Burland.
complaint against Loew's Paradise is
on the calendar for April 3, having
(Continued on page 8)
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20th-Fox and

&

S.

Trial Starts

ser and Eddie

Tavern

the

Mullen

for

a

gathered at
noon-hour snack

yesterday.
•

Mary Pickford

leaves for the coast

today on the Century. Lynn Farnol
took a plane west last night. He \va>
accompanied by Nat Wolf and William Kuser, who prepare Miss Pickford's radio scripts.

at the Rivoli.

Irving Greenfield of Loew's legal
mourning the loss of his moth-

He

weeks ago.

will leave

Saturday for a two-week vacation, the
in

first

two

•

Cresson Ely Smith has gone to
Pinehurst, N. C, for a two-week va-

He

cation.

plans to

hole golf course every
permitting.
•

Harry

C

Arthur

the

circuit

18-

weather

day,

arrived in

St.

Louis yesterday to confer with the
bondholders of the Ambassador, Missouri and New Grand Central.

Today

Al Jolson
will

Ruby Keeler,

come

week

east the latter part of this
for the premiere of "The Sing-

Century-Fox against Springer & Cofor $18,000 was put over until

M. Greenberg, Cleveland exhibitor
affiliated with Meyer Fine, is in town

calis

morning.

pinch hitting due to illness of
several judges sitting in the U. S. District Court, will preside.
Louis Nizer
is representing the distributor.
E.
C.
Grainger, eastern division
is

head for Twentieth Century-Fox,
expected to be the first witness to
take the stand.
sales
is

With the return next week of Ned
E. Depinet and Jules Levy.
eastern branch managers will hold a

RKO

in

New York. Depinet
in New Orleans yes-

and Levy were
terday and are due

Chicago tomorthe week they were
in

row.
Earlier in
Dallas where they held a sales
meet of the Southern exchange heads.
in

Will Meet Today

Members

of the l.T.O.A. will hold
regular meeting today at the
Astor.
report on the proposed plans
to merge the organization with the
T.O.C.C. will be given.
their

A

Funeral
night

for

Henry

Henry

C.

Henry Lomb, one of
Bausch & Lomb, who
here Sunday.

C.

were

services

Lomb

held

Lomb, son

last

of
the founders of
died at his home

Mercury

of

a month's stay.
•

for general patronage, acto the latest list.
Only two
are noted as unobjectionable for adults
and one is called objectionable in part.
The listing of new pictures, classified,
follows.

and the northern section of South
America, is due in today on the CaliHicks.

John W.

Jr.

•

Denis Morrison, who is handling
showing of "Little Lord Fauntleroy,"
left for

He was

W

T

the coast by plane yesterday.
in town for a day, coming
arm Springs, Ga., and Wash-

ington.

•

Charles Moses returned yesterday
from a 12-day

cruise.

He came

back

nut brown complexion and
says he wasn't sick a day, which is
a

something for the Century

circuit film

buyer.

Nat

•
Levy, eastern central

district

for RKO, is in Philadelphia.
From there he will return to his headquarters in Detroit.
•

manager

Milton Weiss

is

handling

radio

publicity in addition to his other contact work at M-G-M.

Gilbert

Miller and Mary

Car-

lisle arrived on the Berengaria yesterday.

returned

from

of

an

Van Beuren
eight-week

has

sales

—

Class A, Section

1, Unobjectionable
General Patronage "Annette in
Paradise" (German), "Captain January," "Desert Gold," "Don't Gamble
with Love," "Everybody's Old Man,"
"For the Service," "F. P. I. antwortet

for

(German), "Murder on the
Path,"
"Rogues
Tavern,"

Jerome P. Sussman, Paramount nicht"
general manager for Central America Bridle

Marty Barrett

"Robin Hood of El Dorado," "Taming the World," "Silly Billies." Class
A, Section 2, Unobjectionable for
Adults -"La
Marcia"
(Italian),
"These Three." Class B, Objectionable in Part
"Colleen."

—

—

GTE's Bondholders
Start Another Move
Expressing a belief that the GenTheatres Equipment plan of reorganization "will not go through," a
committee of independent bondholders
yesterday solicited authorization from
eral

debenture holders to act for them "in
the event of such an emergency."
M. A. Goldsmith of Chicago, chairman of the committee, cited an appeal
from the Delaware court order approving the plan which is pending and
said other litigation affecting the plan
has been filed in the Federal court for
the western division of the State of
Missouri.
"In view of all these contingencies,"
Goldsmith's letter states, "we are convinced that the best plan to follow
under the circumstances is to actively
solicit authorization from holders so
that we and they may act as a group,
in the event the reorganization does
not go through, as we do not believe
will."

it

trip.

•

Ampa

•
Jack Harrower is in the Mt. Ver- Lucas at
Meeting
Claudette Colbert will arrive non Hospital with a stomach ailment.
Nick Lucas will be one of the enter•
from the coast by train on Friday for
tainers at the Ampa lunch at the
a brief vacation.
Roscoe Ates and Mrs. Edward G. Astor tomorrow. Others expected to
•
Robinson arrive today on the Paris. attend will be the members of the
•
George Scher has joined United
cast of the sketch presented at the
Artists handling special publicity and
Guthrie McClintic sails tonight Naked Truth dinner.

on the Europa.

exploitation.

•

•

leaves today for

Mi-

ami and a 10-dav vacation.

Try

to Start

New Union

Reports were current in exhibitor
quarters yesterday that a new union,
of theatre service employees, is in the process of formation.
It is stated that a number of ushers

to be

composed

and cleaners

already

M. H. Hoffman has

arrived from

have been

ap-

proached.
a move to get
theatre employes to join a service
union met with little success. Theatre
men could not say whether the same
interests are behind the new move.

Kindler Heads Empire
Louis Kindler last night was elected
president of Empire union.
He succeeds M. ("Happy") Ricca. Richard
Baron, a former president, was named
business agent, replacing Jack Millet.
The meeting took place at the Irving
Plaza.
Empire is not a party to negotiations now under way to merge Allied
and Local 306. Another session between representatives of the two latter groups was held yesterday and it
is expected that a deal will be struck
in a few weeks.

March

17.

— Jeffrey

Bernerd, head of distribution

;

Arthur

Lee. vice-president, and James Campbell,
music department head, all of
G. B.. left here today for New York
with a Kansas City stopover on their
schedule.

"Gold Week"
Hollywood.

to

Aid Film

—

March

17.
Simultaneously with the release of Universal's
"Sutter's Gold." California will celebrate "Gold Week," from March 25 to
Governor Merriam's proclamation
31.

states

that the picture will stimulate
interest in the early history

renewed

of the state.

Loew's Festival Is Set
Loew's on Friday will inaugurate
its annual Spring Festival, which will
run

five

the

festival

weeks.

The

will

be

picture in
"Trail of the

first

Lonesome Pine."

G. B. Executives East
Hollywood,

A nominating committee to pick
candidates for next year's election will
be named.

the coast.

About two years ago

Rites for

head

Laboratories, will leave by plane for
the coast next week. He plans to stay
four
days.
about
Hollywood
in
Saland is also expecting to make
another trip to the coast in April for

•
•

Sam Dembow

Depinet, Levy to Confer

ITOA

Saland,

on a honeymoon.

Judge Cunningham, an upstate judge

meeting

•

Nat

•

and wife,

ing Kid."

sales

on the Berengaria tonight.

sailing

with

years.

the selection of a jury yesterday, the start of the suit by Twentieth

who

Saunders, Ben and Mrs. tionable
cording
Goetz and Sam and Mrs. Morris are

Monk

•

C.

With

this

St.
ner,

staff is

er several

Of 15 New Pictures

MIRIAM

from

•

1934

HOPKINS, Douglas
Twelve of 15 new pictures reviewed
Fairbanks, Jr., Adela Rogers
by the Legion of Decency during the
John, Harry M. and Mrs. WarMervyn and Mrs. Leroy, John past week are classified as unobjec-

fornia for conferences with

•

Lillian Hellman, Miriam Hopkins and William Wyler, author,
star
and director respectively, of
"These Three," are expected to attend this evening's showing of the film

18,

Legion Approves 12

Personal

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)

and

Wednesday, March

Patents Projector Gate
Boston. March

17.

—Edward

Comi.

president of Theatre Service and Supply Co. here and inventor of the Simplex rear shutter, has filed patent applications on a new type of film gate
designed for Simplex projectors.

"Ziegfeld" for Chicago
Chicago,

March

—

Metro has
here for the
roadshowing of "The Great Ziegfeld,"
which is scheduled to open Easter
Sunday.
leased

the

Erlanger

17.

"Candidate Bert Lahr, do you solemnly promise just to

4

be yourself, and by so doing, to make the customers
howl, and to stimulate the box-office?" "I do." "O.K.,
Pal.

Wham! And welcome

to Educational s Distinguished

Order of Funny Men!"
/

s

1

^0

A

Carry a lighted candle;
hop around the street on
one foot, and keep shouting "Gold Bricks! Gold
Bricks!" Do it -if you insist—but you won't get
half as
you'll

many laughs as

get by showing

\

BERT LAHR
in

GOLD BRICKS
Produced by Al Christie
Presented by E.W Mammons

\.

7.

"THE SPICE OF THE

Distributed

in

PROGRAM"

U.S.A. by

20th Century-Fox Film Corporation

A MESSAGE THAT TAKES
12 SECONDS TO READTHAT TOOK 12 YEARS TO
ACCOMPLISH!

'"Wife versus Secretary'
hold-overs confirm again
the year-after-year truth
that

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

has more extended-run
productions than any three
other companies combined."
('WIFE VERSUS SECRETARY" stars Clark
Gable, Jean Harlow, Myrna Loy)

IMAGINE! ALL THESE M-G-M
HOLD-OVERS WITHIN THE SPACE
OF A COUPLE OF MONTHSI
"China Seas", "Broadway Melody of '36"
"Rendezvous", "Mutiny on the Bounty"
"Night at The Opera", "Tale of Two Cities"
"Rose Marie" and now "Wife vs. Secretary."
More on the way

ROAR

LION!

:

;

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
Quigley Honor

To Armstrong
And Goldberg
{Continued from pane
ners'

"A Midsummer

1)

tionnaire he had sent to the winners
of monthly awards since the beginning of the contests indicated that 30
per cent had gained increases in salary
or promotions as a result of the

awards.

The 23 judges were

as follows:
Bamberger. RKO; Mort BluWarners; John D. Clark, 20th
Century-Fox; Oscar Doob, Loew's;
S.
Charles Einfeld, Warners; William R. Ferguson, M-G-M; Edward M. Fay, Fay The-

Leon

J.

menstock,

Monroe Greenthal.
Grimm, RKO; John
mount; W. Ray Johnston,
Lesser, Roxy
Charles K.

atres;

Night's Dream."

Armstrong's campaign won the silver
award lor June, and Goldberg's the
bronze award lor October.
All exhibits were identified by numonly, the judges being supplied
with ballots limiting them to numeriVoting was by ballot.
cal scoring.
The two winners are to be transported by plane to Hollywood via
for the formal presentation of

ber

lien

Republic; Irving
McCarthy, 20th
Century-Fox Frank McCarthy, Universal
Arthur Mayer, Rialto Dan Michalove, 20th
Century-Fox;
Charles
C.
Moskowitz,
Loew's; Alec Moss, Paramount; Si Seadler, M-G-M; A. W. Smith, Warners;
J. R.
Vogel, Loew's; George Walsh, Netco The;

;

;

atres.

awards early in April.
Terry Ramsaye, editor of Motion

Picture Herald, acting informally as
toastmaster at the luncheon, introduced Colvin Brown, vice-president of
Quigley Publications, who stressed
the length of time during which the
Quigley Awards have been carried on
Brown read a telegram
successfully.
from Martin Quigley, president of the
company, who was out of town.
Quigley expressed his regret at being
unable to attend, and said in part "I
want to acknowledge my appreciation
of your interest in our efforts to promote and duly credit better exploita-

Hirliman Signs Mojica

—

Hollywood, March 17.
George
Hirliman today completed arrangements to release through M-G-M
three

films

starring

Mexican singer who

methods and practices as maniby your presence at this award

luncheon."

Ramsaye,

introducing
Vogel,
made jocular reference to the Round
Table chairman's propensity for conversation, which was accepted with
due appreciation by the audience.
Vogel told the group that a ques
in

$22,000, Top

In addition, Henry Frieder is
week.
reported about to take the Majestic
Matty Christamos has
on Fulton St.
closed the Mineola, Mineola, L. 1.,
A fire last week caused
for repairs.

damage which

will take a

month

to re-

pair.

The

theatres which changed ownerare: The Colonial, New Paltz,
taken over by Bob Wile of the Granada, Pearl River
Roosevelt, Roosevelt, L. I., acquired by Saul Abrams,
brother of Leo, in charge of the local
ship

;

1936

"Wife" Pulls

Four theatres in the metropolitan
exchange area changed hands last

In Cleveland
Cleveland,

March

17.

— "Wife

vs.

Secretary" was the big draw of a big
week with a $22,000 take at Loew's
State, which is only slightly under the
take for "Mutiny," and is $10,000

above par.
"The Country Doctor" was handicapped by a fair opening, but built up
to

a

gross

$12,500

week

the

for

at

Universal exchange New Hyde Park,
Warners' Hippodrome, going $4,500
Hyde Park, L. I., now being oper- over average.
ated by Sam Zinner; Boro, Bronx,
"Modern Times," in its third week
now under Francisco Valence's man- downtown and its second week at

Jose
Mojica,
have com-

agement.

K. C. Zoning Hearing

supervision over story direction
Black and white rather
than color will be used.
plete

and music.

understood here that Hirliman
about to move from Talisman
Studios to
Pathe.
It is

is

RKO

Court Overrules Moss
17— The Court of
Appeals decided here today that NewYork City License Commissioner Paul
Moss could not revoke the license of
the Republic, 42nd St. burlesque house,
until a violation of the penal law has
Albany, March

been proved.
The appeal was taken
following Moss's drive against bur
lesque houses last year.

—

Kansas

City, March 17.
The
hearing on a temporary injunction to
restrain Fox Midwest and major distributors here from continuing the
zoning set up last fall by the theatre
circuit has been set for March 27.
On Feb. 25, a group of 10 independent exhibitors, representing 13
theaters, filed suit through Ringolsky,
Boatright & Jacobs against Fox Midwest, Paramount, Universal, Twentieth Century-Fox, M-G-M, Columbia,

RKO, U.A. and Vitagraph, charging that the zoning arrangement is in
restraint of trade.
The suit will be
heard by Judge Merrill E. Otis in
Federal court.

Ascap

heaviest competition.
Total first run business was $56,900.
Average is $42,000.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 14

"FOLLOW THE FLEET"
ALLEN — (3.300). 30c-35c-42c,
week.

Gross:

denied licensees the right to bargain.
Baldwin added, however, that he had
no quarrel over the amount paid.
He indorsed the Duffy Bill which
would eliminate the $250 minimum
penalty
for copyright
infringement
and United States adherence to the
Berne convention.
It was brought out at the hearing
that the radio industry pays advertising agencies about $13,000,000 annually and spends about $9,000,000
for talent.

to

$3,000)

"WIFE vs. SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,400). 30c-35c-42c.
Gross:

days.

"MODERN
STILLMAN— (1,900).

LOEW'S

week.

30c-35c-

Gross: $5.800.(Aver-

Stage:
Jackie Coogan and Betty
in "Hollywood Secrets" with Hollywood Collegians. Gross: $12,000. (Aver-

Grable

"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" (ZOth-Fox)
W A R N E R S' HIPPODROME— (3,800),
30c-35c-42c, 7
age. $8,000)

Make Two

days.

Gross:

(Aver-

$12,500.

Changes at "U" Exchange

—

Portland, Ore., March 17. Recent
changes at the Universal exchange
here include the departure of Harry
Davis, broker, for the east.
John
Harvey has succeeded Davis
Ted
Hackley has been named assistant
;

booker,

and Leonard

Bill

Clark

Vote

Trenton, March

17.

shipper.

Monday

— Action

on the

Richard A. Rowland will produce
two pictures for Paramount's new

4 per cent admission tax bill has been
postponed until next Monday when it
will again be considered by the legis-

season release schedule, both to be independently financed and produced

lature.

outside of the Paramount studio, the
company said yesterday. Rowland is
en route to the coast.

"THINGS TO COME"

Seeks Story For Trio
Hollywood,

March

17.

—

Im-

pressed by the reception given Sylvia
Sidney, Henry Fonda and Fred MacMurray in "The Trail of the Lonesome Pine," Walter Wanger is seeking another "rugged, dynamic story"
for them.

Howard Mapes Appointed
Portland, Ore., March

17.

— Fol-

lowing the resignation of George
Jackson, Howard Mapes and Associates have been named Oregon representatives of Far West Exchanges.

New Name,
Hollywood,

Linda Perry

March

17.

—

Ann

Tobin, one of Warners' newer stars,
has a new film name. She is now
Linda Perrv.

Gets Six Spanish Films
Guaranteed
distribution

Pictures
rights

South America
ish

Huet

dialogue
in

Spain.

for

has

acquired

North

and
Spanproduced by

to series of six

pictures

7

(Average. $12,000)
TIMES" (U. A.)

$22,000.

42c, 7 days. 3rd
age. $4,000)

Tax

Rowland

(Radio)
days. 3rd

7

(Average,

$4,600.

age, $15,000)

1)

ground that they represented an exercise of "monopolistic power" which

Released thru UNITED ARTISTS

Weather was changeable and snowy.
Motors free show was the

General

days.

$2,995,000

(Continued from page

age.

"LOVE BEFORE BREAKFAST" (Univ.)
RKO PALACE— (3.100), 30c-42c-60c. 7

States Radio Paid

Alexander Korda's great production
100 years ahead of its time but what
your box-office needs right NOW!

Loew's Stillman, continued to be a big
draw, grossing $5,800 as against the
$4,000 weekly average.
"Love Before Breakfast" at the
Palace, with Jackie Coogan as
the main stage attraction,
grossed
$12,000, which is $3,000 shy of aver-

Scheduled March 27 RKO

will

:

tion
fest

Four Houses Change
Hands During Week

18,

;

TWA

their

United Artist;.;
Hicks, Para-

W.

Wednesday, March

Rebuild After Fire
Worcester, March

—

17.
The Rialto
here is being reconditioned by Ernest
Sharaff after a recent fire.

MOTION PICTURE
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Court Denies

Speed-Up
St.

Louis Case

(Continued from page

1}

only last Monday,
Harry and Albert Warner.
served
In

in

meaning

Thacher had been busy on two other
matters and therefore had had no opportunity to confer with Paramount
officials. This being the case, he said,
it
was impossible to file answers
within the prescribed time. Connick
added he had asked the Government
on Friday for an extension, which was
denied.

addition to "bringing
that the two Warner

out the
brothers
20 days in which to answer,
Wood stated that he had not had an
opportunity to examine the complaint
until
yesterday.
From a cursory
study of the papers, Wood said they
were complicated and would require
fact

three Paramount companies and seven
individual defendants and stated he
had had no connection with the two
prior trials in St. Louis.
Connick told the court that Former Solicitor General Thomas D.

Nizer to Ask Dismissal

had

many motions

for

clarification

prior

to the filing of answers.

The

whether Federal
Judge Joseph West Molyneaux's de-

"Purpose Vague," Says
can't

see

the

Wood

purpose of this
who has indicted

action by Hardy,
and found guilty himself the various
defendants," Wood said. He brought

out the fact that the Government had
been unsuccessful in previous attempts
to have the courts find the corporate
individual defendants guilty. The Warner counsel then delved into the various setbacks the Government has suffered, adding "it seems idle for the

of

cision
holding that res adjudicata
did not apply when the film companies asked for a dismissal in St.
Louis was being studied by attorneys
in the case,
Connick asserted, and
this

"I

question

stated that

most of the de-

fendants he represented have been out
of town and that he had had no opportunity to confer with them.
He
added that Ned E. Depinet and Jules
Levy had been served the other day
when a marshal left the papers at
their homes, both being out of the
city.

Hardy Divulges Plans
arguments had been
heard, Hardy informed the judge that
a number of the defendants had not
yet accepted service. Judge Hulbert
then asked counsel if they would appear for their clients, following which
After

Wood

all

the

agreed

to

accept the

for filing answers.
Louis Nizer of Phillips & Nizer
said he was not familiar with the
issues involved, not having participated in the two previous trials. He
stated he had been retained by George

Schaefer,

Sam Dembow and Ralph

respon-

for Abel Cary Thomas and
Silver and Connick for Neil F.

sibility

Moe

Agnew.
Hardy

told

all

St.

Louis

testified

in

the civil case in the Mound City. He
also said that he planned to summon
from 15 to 20 new witnesses, bringing
the total to around 60.
Although
Walter Rice was in court he did not
assist

Hardy.

Both

left

yesterday

afternoon for Washington.

Kohn on March

10, 12 and 13 and
during the short intervening period
has been engaged in two other cases,
one a Supreme Court matter and the
other the Twentieth Century-Fox suit
against
Springer
& Cocalis. He
Government to suggest an emergency further asked the continuance because,
in view of the past history of the he said, he did not know whether the
proceedings." Wood also pointed out three men are defendants under the
that the film companies tried to have law. He said as soon as he checks
the civil action tried first in St. Louis. into the law he intended to make a
Louis Connick of Simpson, Thacher motion
to
dismiss
the
complaint
& Bartlett, was a newcomer on the against them.
legal defense forces.
He represented
William Mallard, general counsel

F.

Carl Laemmle, Jr.

To Quit Universal
Hollywood,
Laemmle, Jr.,

17.
Carl
sever relations
with Universal following the completion of his latest film titled "My
Man Godfrey," scheduled for the

cameras April 6.
It is understood here that young

Laemmle

considering

is

from major

offers

"U" Payoff in New York
March 17.

Hollywood,
Laemmle, Sr.,

—

Carl

go to New York
to receive the payoff on April 3, by
which control of Universal passes to
Standard Capital Co.
will

Royer

to

Produce

—

Hollywood, March 17.
Fanchon
Royer has resigned as a Republic producer after two weeks on the company's payroll. She has announced the
formation of her own company with
eight films planned for 1936-37. Miss
Royer leaves for New York next
weekend for conferences on distribution and production.
No company
trade name has been set as yet.

Resume
Work on Warner Lot

O'Brien to

—

Hollywood,
March
17.
Pat
O'Brien will return to work at Warners next Monday, having adjusted
the difficulties
with his employers
which resulted in his recent suspension.
O'Brien has been given no definite
assignment as yet. Warren William
is
being used in "Stage Struck," in
the role which O'Brien refused.

F.

&

M. Do Tour Skits

Hollywood, March

17.

— F.

& M.

preparing skits
for the use of stars in planned units
and personal appearance tours. Those
Paul Gerard
at work now include
Smith. Andy Rice, Herman Tunberg,
Bert Levine, Finis Fox and Harold

have a

staff of writers

Daniels.

DIRECTED

"Professional Soldier"
F.

two

studios.

TAY CARNETT
A DARRYL

—

March

will

Motion Picture Daily

he intended to bring in

was another reason for asking exchange managers who

more time

J.

RKO,

for

7

ZANUCK-20th CENTURY-FOX PRODUCTION

;

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
Kent Declares
Majority

Want

Block Booking

his choice.
of a theatre is a matter of common sense," he continued,
"and it is up to the exhibitor to sense
the type of pictures required by his
audience and obtain those pictures."

1)

\vc are so foolish as to toss millions
of dollars of business over our backs
just because we want to sell 50 pictures and a man wants to buy only
30 or 40. That is 1,000 per cent away
from the truth."
As before the Senate sub-committee
Kent related the efforts of Paramount
to sell singly, which resulted in a drop
in business from $500,000 to $350,000
a week, and told Chairman Pettengill
that if the sub-committee wanted to
know the truth about cancellations it
could subpoena the records of the
various companies and get the actual

with the distributors in
the matter of cancellations, explaining
in response to questions by Chairman
Pettengill that he sometimes has to
pay the contract prices, sometimes half

Questioned by Pettengill
Pettengill in his questions attempted
to show that Sumner was getting far
greater cancellation privileges than
other exhibitors, which the witness denied.

"You know

tion," Pettengill said.
"I believe in that," the
plied.

He referred to the Federal Trade
Commission case and the recent St.

benefit

cent of the business, and in the latter
three companies were involved,
and, instead of the Government losing
the case because of a personal quarrel
between the Government and the defense counsel, there was a "not guilty"
verdict returned by a jury.
The whole theory of wholesaling
pictures is to level out the cost, Kent
explained.
Thus a man will get a
good picture for less than it might

only

although he may pay
more for a bad picture than it is worth.
On the whole, however, he gets all his
films at a price he can afford to pay.
The proponents of the abolition of this
method, he said, probably represent
less than one per cent of the investbring

ment

singly,

in the

industry on a dollar basis.

"Block Booking Stifles Nobody"
"There are some rights on our side
even if we are big," he declared. "The
great majority of independent exhibitors are running their own business and
running it profitably. If block booking had stifled anybody in the industry, the industry could never have
grown to its present proportions. No
other industry has as many as eight

major

companies

competing

fiercely

witness re-

"But you get that benefit 'without
clergy'

of

so

to

speak,"

the

chairman insisted.
"Simply because

have

never

tributor.

I

been coerced by a disdo not think that pro-

ducers could make good pictures if
they did not have advance contracts."

"You admit that the exhibitor is
forced to help to underwrite the expenses of the producer?" he was asked.
"Yes, I am afraid that is a necessary
Sumner

evil,"

replied.

The

representatives of the various
Catholic organizations which have appeared in favor of the bill could not
speak for the Catholic church and its
22,000,000 communicants, for whom
the voice of authority is the Council
of Bishops, the committee was told by
Dr. Daly, who read the statement issued last month in favor of control of
pictures by public opinion rather than

the committee is interested only in the moral aspects of the situation, it should pass a
bill
prohibiting any producer from
selling a picture until it has been completed and at the same time prohibit
an exhibitor from buying a picture until after he has seen it.
Kent was preceded on the stand by
Stanley Sumner, manager of the Uniif

Cambridge, Mass., and Rev.
Joseph A. Daly, executive secretary
of the National Legion of Decency.
Sumner told the sub-committee that
he buys about 300 features a year,
trading with all eight of the majors,
and runs about 200, securing cancellation or adjustment on those he does
versity,

not play.
"I believe that the independent exhibitor would be seriously harmed if
this bill were to pass," he declared.
"I believe I would have serious difficulty in obtaining pictures that my
audience demands, in that the chain
operator whose sources of information are far greater than mine, if he

"Censorship Likely," says Dr. Daly
Seizing upon the statement that posof censorship were seen in

(Continued from page

more

bill,

which might lead

to

Pettengill asked
whether there was anything in the bill
that calls for a censorship setup.
"It is simply a speculation on the
ground of the possibility that once
legislation is adopted interfering in
the motion picture business, further
legislation may follow," Dr. Daly explained.
"What you are afraid of is that the

still

legislation,

might be amended to set up a
board of censors," Pettengill insisted.
bill

"We
was

look to

the

possibilities,"

he

told.

Pettengill and Dr. Daly indulged in
argument over the church's stand on
block booking, the former insisting
that numerous Catholic organizations
had gone on record in opposition,
while other members of the committee inquired as to the views of the
various church officials throughout the

1)

said it was 90.42 per cent
Bell Telephone Co., an A.
subsidiary.

"The reason

for

owned by
T.

he

this,"

&

T.

testified,

so that the company can have a
source of supply for highly standard

$15,000.

"is

equipment."
country. Dr. Daly explained that the
organizations could speak for themselves and that both they and various
bishops and other officials need not
necessarily agree with the Council of
Bishops, but insisted that only the latter had authority to speak for the
church as a whole.
"I want to say to you and the
bishops for whom you speak, that I
congratulate you and them for the
splendid contribution you have made
this

to

work,"

Pettengill

"We

said,

are simply confronted with a problem
the question is whether it requires a
legislative remedy and, if so, what it

M.P.T.O. Head Heard

Samuel Becker, counsel

for the F.
the examination. He
asked whether or not it was true that

C, conducted

C.

&

T. had acquired two film
and Gifford replied that the
company had come into possession of
them through non-payment of debts.
Becker also wanted to know whether the company had helped William
Fox finance the Loew's stock acquisition some years ago.
Gifford
replied that Becker was getting in
"over his head" as he did not know.

A.

T.

studios

Delay Loew Chance
Cases to March 27
(Continued from page

A
gill

brief in opposition to the PettenBill

Bruen

was

submitted

by

president

Hugh

the
P. T. O. of the Northwest, who
had spent several days here hoping to
be heard.
Detailed refutation of many of the
charges made against the producers
by proponents of the bill was undertaken by George Schaefer, vice-president of United Artists, whose exposition was suspended when the subof

Seattle,

of

M.

committee adjourned

until

March

23.

Schaefer told the sub-committee he
opposed to the bill "because it is
impractical and would work an unnecessary hardship, contains no practical substitute for block booking and
is

would freeze

1)

been put over from a previous date.
All
houses
have
been
playing
Screeno.

About

week ago
games

a

continued

the circuit disin
the Bronx

the

when city officials asked Loew's to
cooperate until the courts decided the
games.

legality

of the

On

Monday,

Melvin Albert appeared before the Court of Appeals in

Albany and argued for the Winthrop,
Brooklyn, which has been found guilty
law.
The
featuring Farmer
Miller Night.
George Palmer of the
district attorney's office opposed Alof violating
theatre had

the

lottery

been

bert.

capital."

Wall Street

Agreement on Tobis
Payments Due Today
(Continued from page

Gains Dominate Board

1)

Net

ing reductions in the rates established
in 1928 under a 10-year pact and a
settlement of Tobis demands for payment of the royalties in dollars. Distributors participating in the meetr
ings have money to their credit in
central European nations which cannot be withdrawn from those countries
and have offered Tobis payment from those funds.

sibilities

the pending

FCC

Gifford Tells

a

is."

distributors
the
realize the particular conditions surrounding the operation of this theatre," Sumner contended.
"I don't get
off scot free."
"Do you think it is good public
policy that contracts should require a
man to take the entire block and the
right to cancel depend on the distributor?" Pettengill insisted.
"I think that in many instances the
brains back of production and distribution are perhaps better than the brains
of the average exhibitor,"
Sumner
said, "and it is just as well that some
of us are forced to run pictures.
I

legislation.

for business."

Kent suggested that

that exhibitors for years

have been seeking a greater cancella-

ended

ond, $50,000; the third, $42,000; the fourth, $25,000; the
fifth, $20,000; the final week,

difficulty

and sometimes nothing.

Times"

six-weeks run at the Rivoli
last night with a total take
The first week's
of $217,000.
gross tallied $65,000; the sec-

Sumner declared he had never had

figures.

Louis criminal suit, both discussed at
length by the proponents of the bill,
and pointed out that in the former the
Government claimed Paramount had a
monopoly, although it did only 25 per

"Modern

"The operation

any
(Continued from page

"Times" $217,000

had made

after he

1936;

18,

A.T.&T. Monopoly

were permitted to buy pictures individually or in small lots, would get
the cream and I would get what was
left

Wednesday, March

White Pin Team Leads
The results of the RKO pin toppling
which took place Thursday evenings
during the winter puts Captain Art
White's five-man team from the Capi-

High
Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd
Consolidated
Consolidated,

K.-A.-O.. pfd
Loew's, Inc
1

2

Pathe Film

Wi

&A

1854

1854
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4956
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+
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—1

+

12

Vi
Vi
54

%

Vi
Vi
Vi
Vi
54

Vi

Net

Close Change

H

Vi

— Vi
— Vi

which
included
Stickerling, Sonotone
Dvorak, Sherman and Johnson, in Technicolor
Trans -Lux
first place.
The team won 41 games

2£i
3054
454

out of 63.

Warner Bonds Gain

tol,

The Columbia team under Jimmy
Mulhall took second place and Jack
White's Majestic team was third.

High team marks went

to the

Frank-

with a score of 948, second high
to the Capitol with 896.
High individual honors went to Horton and
Level,
both
making 235.
George
Roman of Pathe News won high individual average with 180, followed
by Mulhall, J. White and Johnson.
lins

Ann Marden

beat out 30 men for the
season's high feminine average.

Gen'l Theatre,

2Y%
30

3054

456

4'/6

25/6

+

Vi

Net
High Low Close Change
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40.... 2954
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"U", General Ascap's Brief

Deal Provides Attacks Stand

.

i

Stories,
Other Hits Merging Recording,
Facilities Included
Exhibiting Rights

Talent,

London,
terchange

of

directors,

stars,

in-

story

material and technicians between Universal and General Film Distributors
is provided for under the terms of the
C. M. Woolf organization's participation in the Standard Capital Corp.Charles R. Rogers acquisition of a
controlling interest in Universal, it
was stated here today by the London

company.

The

reciprocal production terms are
in addition to the arrangements for
the distribution of all Universal product, including the newsreel, by General
Film
Distributors
throughout
the
United Kingdom and the world-wide
distribution by Universal of a selected
{Continued on page 4)

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington,
March
18. —

TEN CENTS

Far more money

is

A

British Expecting

SWG Plans Fight on
—

BRUCE ALLAN

London, March

10.

— Harry

Warner

Sam Morris, due here in two
weeks, are expected to O.K. further
increases in the already enlarged production plans for the Warner-F. N.
and

Twenty

Teddington studios.

pictures

a year, with a prospect of American
release for the best of them, is the

Hollywood

program.
large scale

pointment

on

a

expected the first apthat of Russell Medcraft

is

is

staffing
;

Hollywood,
18.
March
Screen
Writers' Guild, through its president,
Ernest Pascal, today expressed deep
concern regarding the reported clause
in the new film act now before Parliament in London banning American
screen writers from working on BritEngland.
Pascal communicated immediately
with London and with the Authors'
League of America in New York but
was unable to get confirmation or deish films in

nial.

A

as story editor.
*

*

special board of directors' meeting of the Screen Writers' Guild will

*

As one

of the features of its 27th
anniversary celebration, the Selfridge

(Continued on page 6)

be held tomorrow to plan appropriate
action for the protection of members
now in England and others for whom
British contracts are being planned.

Cliff

Work,

new

dis-

manager, to unearth a

trict

one.

was in the mountains
where a roadside sign read:
It

"26-Ounce Glass of Beer— 10
Cents." Underneath in barely
readable letters, this:
"15 Cents After 7 P. M."

Percentage Ruling
Upsets Sale Pacts
A

decision which

company attorneys

More Warner Films Reported British Ban
By

with

Angeles

RKO's western theatre

collected from
from the sale

(.Continued on page 8)

Houses Flooded, Service
Impeded in 6 States,

Him

the RKO circuit, has seen a
variety of early bird prices
and shows in his time, but it
took an auto trip from Los

Ascap president, was made public today by the House Patents Committee

the exhibition tax than

to

San Francisco, March 18.
Nate J. Blumberg, who runs

lengthy brief attacking the position of
exhibitors and other users of copyrighted music, filed by Gene Buck,

as representatives of the broadcasters
continued their fight for adoption of
the Duffy Bill.
As far as the film industry is concerned, Ascap's criticisms were devoted
largely to the proposed merging of
exhibition with production rights and
the $250 minimum damage clause. The
former, it was declared, is an industry dispute which the exhibitors are
seeking to settle by legislation.

Branches

THEATRES HIT BY
FLOODS IN EAST
New

BRUCE ALLAN
March 18. —A complete

Ini

In All

1936

19,

Interchanges Of Exhibitors

By

the

is

regarded by film
likely to have

as

widespread effects on the designation
by distributors of percentage engagements,

if

it

stands,

decision

After passing through an abnormally
severe winter that affected theatre attendance to a large degree, theatre
men in Pennsylvania, Maryland, the
Shenandoah Valley region of Virginia
and West Virginia, upstate New York,
and the Connecticut River valley now
have the spring thaw to worry about
as reports from these areas of rivers

and streams overflowing their banks
and flooding cities and towns reduces
attendance.
Parts of Ithaca, located near Cayuga
Lake, which was the scene of the
heaviest damage of the flood following torrential rains last summer, is
again under water.
In Buffalo the
heaviest snow storm of the winter
blanketed the city with 14 inches of
snow. Binghamton, at the junction of
the Susquehanna and Chenango rivers,
is
almost cut off by rising water.
Film delivery services are having difficulty supplying houses in these towns,

was won yesterday due

N. Y. Supreme Court by Springer
& Cocalis and Consolidated Circuit in
an action brought against them by
Twentieth Century-Fox.
in

The

Reports Show

would make the

dis-

overage on a group of
designated percentage pictures dependtributor's

ent upon the earnings of the entire
group, rather than upon the earnings
of each picture individually.

Fox was suing Springer & Cocalis
on a 1934-'35 contract for 58 of the
pictures at a flat rental
C.
of $2,750 per picture for 30 S.
theatres. The contract stipulated that
"on six pictures to be allocated by
Fox the distributor shall receive a 50
per cent overage." Fox was suing for
(Continued on page 6)
distributor's

&

to

bridge

highway washouts. Only one
open leading from Bingham-

is

ton.

Pennsylvania

is

the hardest hit with

(Continued on page 4)

TOCC-ITO A Merger
Expected by May 1
Negotiations
for
merging
the
T.O.C.C. and I.T.O.A. are expected
to be completed by May 1, it was
learned yesterday.

Charles L. O'Reilly

and Harry Brandt, heads of both organizations,
have virtually agreed
upon a deal, final details being left to
memberships of both organizations.

Sam Rinzler, partner with Louis
Frisch in Randforce, and Sam Rosen
of the Fabian circuit, yesterday em-

To Honor Schaefer
(Continued on page
Dramatists Take No Eastman Net Up to
At Party March 30
Action on Managers
$15,913,251 in 1935 Nebraska Ruling Is
George
Schaefer, vice-president
The council of the Dramatists' Guild
of United Artists, will be honored
—The East- Blow to Bank Night
Rochester, March
an informal dinner
the grand ball- took no action at a special meeting man Kodak Co. and wholly owned
Lincoln, Neb., March
room of the Astor on March
—Under
The yesterday on the recent request of the subsidiaries have reported for the 52
6)

J.

18.

at

in

18.

30.

committee in charge of the dinner,
which is now working on arrangements,
includes
Austin
Keough,
Charles Freeman, Sidney R. Kent,
Harry Kalshein, Joseph Bernhard.
Paul O'Brien, Leon Netter, Marvin
Schenck, Edward Raftery,
George
Skouras and Monroe Greenthal.
A program of entertainment is on
the schedule, with outstanding screen
:

personalities participating.

contract committee of the League of
N. Y. Theatres for a reopening of
the new minimum basic agreement
embodying the sale of film rights to
stage plays which the guild placed in
effect

March

1.

The producing managers have

protested the revised terms increasing
the playwright's participation in the
proceeds from the sale of film rights
(Continued on page 6)

a consolidated net profit of $15,913,251 after
After dividend
taxes and reserves.
requirements on the preferred stock,
the net was equal to $6.90 on the common stock, which compares with $14,503,247, equal to $6.28 a share on
2,250,921 common shares the year be-

a definition given here today by

fore.

to

weeks ended Dec. 28

last

t

Income from operations totaled
(Continued on page 6)

$18,-

As-

Attorney General Paul Chaney.
Bank Night is a lottery as conducted
by many Nebraska theatres. Chaney
sistant

ruled that three elements constitute
a lottery a prize of value, drawing
to determine the winner and payment
of a consideration for the opportunity

—

participate.
If a

winner

is

outside a theatre

(Continued on page 4)

when

:

:

:

:
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Miller, vice-president of A. T. & T.
charge of the long lines department, testified at the Federal Communications Commission's inquiry into
company affairs today that A. T. &
T. leases wires for $43,000 a month
to two horse race news services, Nation-Wide News Service and Interin

News Service.
sporting news services paid $2,841,071
for wires between April 1, 19.31, and
Dec. 1, 1935, Miller testified.
These and other

state

his

The

time.

want the

actor did not
Finally, he sub-

part.

mitted to persuasion
at the studio.

"He

knows

and called

about your
can play this
part," Catlett was informed.
The next circumstance found
the performer in the producer's
office, but the latter, by his questions, made it obvious early that
he knew little of Catlett or his
work. Standing it as long as he
could, the latter turned to leave
with this reported shot
"Never mind asking who I am,
what Eve done and my qualifica-

No

career.

tions

all

one

else

for this part.

Ell tell you.

Em

Richard Mansfield and
twenty years ago."
.

.

died

1

.

Most
more important and permanent
sets which other studios lease
required.

It's

less

expen-

Customary, however, is the
procedure by which the working
studio staffs the set with its own
crew.

charges the

"Too many men on that
Take two off," he ordered.

You

"Sorry.
plant

?

not?

job.

Don't

do that."
run this

my

set they're

can't

illegal

use of her photo-

troup.

S chenck Heading forN YC

—

Los Angeles, March 18. Joseph M.
Schenck left for New York tonight
by train to discuss distribution and
expansion with Sidney R.
Kent. Later he will hold similar conferences in London and Chicago.
theatre

Finney On Coast
Hollywood, March

18.

—Edward

F.

Finney, Republic advertising and publicity head, arrived here yesterday by
plane for conferences with Lindsley

Parsons and studio executives. He will
return to New York by plane tonight.

:

One

do

"I sleep in

:

I

find

Room

Isn't that

"It's

your

men work

set all right, but the

for

Faramount."

.

.

you

?"

412."

T

An

ex-studio head, determined
to get the lowdown on all possible angles, is declared to have
had his ten-year-old son read all
scripts.

Those carloads of toys reaching
the youngster's side at regular
intervals came from the writers
on the lot.
.

.

.

T
The

T

yen for swank gets

local

the hired help after a time. Sidney Skolsky, columnist for the

New

York Daily News, does not

He

drive.

advertised for a chauf-

never been able to

feur, but has

employ one. They usually reply
in livery and keep on walking
upon discovery all Skolsky has is
.

.

.

T

A

legend maybe, but the report goes Twentieth CenturyFox hired Kenneth MacGowan
away from Radio because he was
a producer of pictures with tone.
First assignment on the lot was
"King of Burlesque."
.

.

T V
Text of a wire from
to

a

head

circuit

his buyers

now

visiting

here

"What's ahead for April and

May ?"

I

on."

The

weather."

.

.

.

writers

T

T

I
do make a deal with
studio and the boss's son
continues to lose his ball, he'll
have to find it himself" a producer talking to the assemblage

that

discussing

a

I

One: "I think it is good, hut
would do so-and-so in this

Mary Pickford Departs

—

at

The Brown Derby.

.

.

.

Revamp Prudence Unit

Federal Judge Grover M. MoscoAfter interviewing many persons
during her stay, Mary Pickford left witz has approved the application of
for the coast yesterday to confer with Amalgamated
Properties, Inc., subJesse L. Lasky on the appointment of sidiary of Prudence Co., to reorganize
an eastern representative for Pick- under Section 77 B of the bankruptcy
ford-Lasky Prod. Miss Pickford, who act, separately from the parent comsix pany. The court continued the present
for
an additional
has
signed
broadcasts when her current contract officers of the company and set April
expires, is not expected to return until 10 for a hearing on whether they
She has seven more radio pro- should continue to hold office or
July.
grams to do before her current pact whether reorganization trustees should
be named.
runs out.

M. Luporini

to Italy

Los Angeles, March

18.

—Marion

representative
of
Italian
United Artists, will leave here tomorrow by train. She is on her way to

Luporini,

Italy.

Vallee
Rudy

19,

1936

Fox Gets an Arrest
Stay Pending Appeal
A

stay of that part of a Federal
court order which made William Fox
subject to arrest for contempt of court
was granted yesterday by Judge William Bondy providing an appeal from
the order punishing Fox is filed with

U. S. Supreme Court by his attorneys within 10 days after the record of the case is completed.
Hirsh, Newman, Reass & Becker,
Fox's attorneys, said that the record
could be completed within a week and
that application for a writ of certiorari would be made to the high court
within the specified time. The appeal
will be sought on the complete punishment order signed by Judge Bondy
and upheld recently by the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals which, in addition to directing that Fox be taken
into custody also prescribed a fine of
$235,000 and $10,000 attorney fees.
the

Fox was

cited for contempt for
answer a subpoena obtained
by the Capital Co. in supplementary
proceedings in connection with an unsatisfied
$280,000 judgment it was
awarded against Fox for a defaulted
lease on the Fox, San Francisco.
failure to

Car ewe Asks Listing
For New Securities
Washington, March
— Filing of
18.

registration statement by Edwin
Carewe Prod., Inc., Los Angeles, covering 40,000 shares of $25 preferred
and 80,000 shares of 25-cent par value
common capital stock was made known
today by the Securities and Exchange
a

Commission.

The preferred stock is to be offered
publicly at par under a permit issued
by the California Corporation Commissioner. The officers and directors
of the corporation may purchase 40,000
shares of the common at par on the
basis of one share for each share of
preferred stock sold, and the remaining
40,000 shares are to be held in the
treasury for the redemption of the
preferred on a share for share basis.
S. H. Woodruff of Los Angeles is
president of the corporation.

Out of "Scandals"

Vallee,

following

Disney

Men

Hollywood,

.

script.

March

reply

"Nothing but storms and hot

"If

Two

graph which later appeared in the
newspaper advertisement of a colored

Two "Where

.

Four men pushing lights around
were stopped a handful of days
ago by the head of the plant.

"Why

more

add

Two "A good idea. Do you
mind if I come over this afternoon to get into it further with
you ?"
One: "Not at all. Drop in."

of the studios have one or

when

would

It

suspense."

a Ford.

T T

Lina Basquette Sues

—

situation.

A

T T
Boston, March 18. Lina Basquette,
through her attornev, George S. Fishel
Ryan, has filed suit for $100,000 in
U. S. District Court here against
Harry and Fisher Zeitz, New Bedford
operators.
Miss Basquette
theatre

KANN—

wanted Walter Catlett, who has
done a thing or two on the stage

sive.

Says Race Services
UseA.T.&T. Wires
Washington, March
— T. G.

Outlook
:

talent

frequently hits producers probably touched a new high with
this incident
supervisor, name deleted,

in

Thursday,

a

spirited

fracas with George White, "Scandals"
producer, was eliminated yesterday
from the cast of the production.

Seek Talent

March

18.

— Carter

Ludlow, publicity director, Don Grainstructor,
and George
ham,
art
Drake, head of animation instruction
of Walt Disney Prod., Inc., will leave
for New York by train March 19 on
a search for talent. Headquarters will
be established in New York, and Graham and Drake will interview applicants who have answered advertiseProspects will be
ments for jobs.
given a course of training in the east,
and those with sufficient talent will be
sent to

Hollywood.

Warners Sign Hoeffler
Paul Hoeffler has signed a contract
with Warners to produce 13 singlereel animal shorts under the title of

"Dangerous Game." The shorts will
be released during the 1937-38 season and are subject to approval by the
distributor.

Home

West For Talks

—

Hollywood, March 18. Hal Home
will arrive here tomorrow for discussions with Walter Wanger regarding
five films

the next

scheduled for release during

two months.

Judging by the success

of

over engagement current

"COLLEEN"

is

its

at

pre-release holdthe N. Y. Strand,

sure of the royal reception usually

accorded Warner musicals. Topping a truly 'all-star'
cast of experts in

romance, rhythm, and

risibili-

DICK POWELL, RUBY KEELER, JACK
OAKIE, JOAN BLONDELL, Hugh Herbert, Louise

ties,

are

Fazenda, Paul Draper, and

Bobby Connolly's

luscious easy -on -the -eyefuls. Alfred E.

Green directed.

Released March

21st.

Jfn|
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Theatres Are
Hit by Floods

GOETZ sailed on
BEN
garia yesterday for
work on preliminary

In Six States
(Continued from page

1)

another Johnstown flood. The western part of the state along the
Allegheny and Monongahela rivers is
suffering heavily.

Shenandoah Valley Swamped
Washington, March 18. Floods

—

in

the Shenandoah and the upper Potomac valleys, together with heavy rains
in

of
is

other

locations

disrupted the flow

details

to

con-

in

•
Dolores Del Rio has been signed
by Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., for the
lead in his second Criterion film, "To
You My Life."
Fairbanks sailed
yesterday for England, and Miss Del
Rio will follow next week.
•
Louis Schine has gone to Miami
and his brother, Meyer, has returned
from the Florida resort.
Howard
Carrol, western New York division
circuit, is in

a couple of days.

waters.

eral

town

for

•

Jack Connolly, Pathe News genmanager, will depart Saturday on

Maryland State Troopers called out the Paris to arrange the filming of
in the emergency patrolled the high- the Olympic Games.
It is his 59th
ways leading to the stricken areas.
crossing.
•
Horlacher's Film Delivery Service
trucks could not make Cumberland or
Mrs. Edward G. Robinson arrived
Martinsburg and returned. Deliveries yesterday abroad the Paris. She will
returnable to the exchanges here this
morning did not arrive from the flood
area. To the south heavy rains during
the past few days made passing to
Richmond possible, but hazardous.
Horlacher's Richmond-Norfolk route
was changed and went via Newport
News in order to get into Petersburg,
the hardest hit spot south of Washington.
The film delivery company
also encountered difficulty on the eastern shore of Maryland because of
damaged roads and water.

leave for the coast immediately
join her husband and young son.

ored again, this time by the American
Architects
which has
Institute
of
named him for the Fine Arts Medal.
left

News

send-

ing a unit to Johnstown and Cumberland areas. Pathe and Hearst MetroFox
tone also were on the spot.
Movietone sent a crew from the New

cover Johnstown, Cumberland and Pittsburgh, leaving the
local unit to stand by for developments. All the units are shooting from

York

office to

the air and some will remain in the
distressed areas until entry afoot can
be made.
The Weather Bureau here reports
that the crest of the flood will reach
Washington sometime Thursday night.
Details of the damage are not yet
available. Exchanges are maintaining
a service to theatres outside the flood
area despite the tieup of prints in
some of the affected spots.

is

cil

in

the flood.

•
.

•

man

left
yesterday
for
N. Y., where they will rest

Howells,
until

Mon-

day.

•

Nate Blumberg

.

Los Angeles

.

Howard Hughes

is

arrives in Roches-

town, but

very busy with his airplane company.
of the

Diamas Cir-

Arizona here buying equipment and approving plans for his new
cuit

in

theatre in Phoenix:

mond Kirkwood.

RKO

Rubenstein,
salesman,
recovering from an operation for

appendicitis.

Fred Rapport, who resigned from

W.

C. to go with Pickford-Lasky,
back with the circuit, managing
the Arroyo.
Herbert Nixon has replaced Burton Jones as manager of the Lyric
in Tucson, Ariz.
Fred Purner, former press agent
for the Santa Anita track, has taken
F.

over duties as chief of publicity for

tomorrow from Chicago and is Hal Roach.
Mark Larkin,
due back in New York Saturday
ter

chief

for Pickford-Lasky,
with influenza.

morning.
•

when

Sam Wood

of

publicity

back after a bout

planning a trip to Eucompletion of "The

(Continued from page 1)
is made and is permitted to enter without purchase of
a ticket in order to claim a prize, he
ruled, it is not a lottery law violation.
This is the first opinion from the
state law department, although occasional litigation has come up in various parts of the state and in at least
one instance an exhibitor has been

the

ger of the

March

1

Bank Night Writ Refused
Jefferson City, Mo., March 18.
The Missouri Supreme Court here today rejected the application for a
writ of habeas corpus filed by George
E. McKean of St. Louis, Bank Night

.

yesterday

by

•
E. C. Grainger will leave today for
a month's vacation.

•

Edward Finney is due to return
today from a quick trip to the coast.
•
Harry M. Goetz sailed on the
Berengaria last night.

W.

Pittsburgh
Wade Wittmer,
.

ager

Cleveland

is

Loew assistant manunder Mike Cullen at the Penn.

George Jaffe had to forego his
annual trip to Hot Springs this year
because of business.

Florence Fisher Parry,
is

film critic

vacationing in Flor-

ida.

Tom Gorman,
terests

Builder."

court held that this proceeding

McKean

of testing

carry his
case through the Circuit Court on an
appeal from an adverse Justice of the

in as a

for the Press,

sought to ascer-

McKean was arrested at Fredericktown last December for operating
Bank Night in a theatre there. The
the

of

who

whether his giveaway games viothe Missouri lottery laws.

was not the proper method

C.

.

ploitation

representative,

Long Beach, taken over high

by F.

•

Rex Premiums breaking

plane.

Miami and

Compton.
Sidney J. Feder is the new mana-

announcement

fined.

late

theatre in

America by Standard Cap-

Nebraska Ruling Is
Blow to Bank Night

C. V. Thompson has been appointed
by F. W. C. as manager of the new

is

following

in

Farrow.

state visit to his theatres.

Buffalo

in

Corp. as a voting trust to acquire the holdings which are being
taken over from Universal Pictures
Corp. The British interests will also
be represented on the board of the
new Universal Corp. by Rank and

tain

returned from

be

ital

Unguarded Hour."

of

will

listing
of
1,225,000
stock
shares is being formed here to acquire the syndicate's Universal holdings.
The company will be similar
was
to the Universal Corp. which

rope

Jack Goldstein

Wilcox

capital

will leave Monday
night for Albany on his regular up-

Simon Fabian

•

desirable.

formed
in

is

Louis Notarious and Bob Weit-

will

a late hour today the City Counappropriated $1,000,000 to be used
assisting those made homeless by

At

Julius Hagen said to be in a deal
for P. D. C. (London), Ltd., including their Hammersmith studio.

Joe

week.

resort the end of the

The production arrangements alsoi
provide for the use of the Universal
studios in California by producing
units of General Film Distributors,

lication.

is

David Bernstein is slated to return from Miami the end of the month.
Isadore Frey is due from the same

resent the British financial interests oiv
the new board of Universal Pictures.
Corp., soon to be reconstituted.

charge of the production liaison here
between the two producing centers,
London
.
.
.
Frank
A. Beverley Baxter second guest Universal City and London.
Universpeaker at Exhibitors' Luncheon Club. Ditcham, the present head of
sale London office, will continue with
C. M. Woolf in his new offices at
the company here as an associate of
127 Wardour St.
Identified with the latter in
Woolf.
S. W. Smith of British Lion holithe syndicate participating in the Uniday-making in the South of France.
Max Schach of Capitol bought versal acquisition are Lord Portal, J.
as Arthur Rank, Paul Lindenberg and
prophesied
White,"
"Siamese
year's best-seller, few days after pub- L. W. Farrow.
A private holding company with a

Bill Cody westerns produced by Ray-

in Chicago en route east. He
expected here within a day or two.
•

(Continued from page 1)

number of the British firm's films.
Arrangements have also been made
for Woolf and Herbert Wilcox to rep-

•

stopping

—

cies.

Tampa, theatre operawas in Atlanta a few days.
Lionel Keene, district supervisor
of Loew's, has returned from a vacation in and around Miami.
tor,

coast by

•

reopen since the rising
waters have practically paralyzed the
entire community.
The Red Cross has taken over all
of the city's water and medical supplies. The same organization has been
given supervision over the city police
as well as all welfare and relief agen-

Florida.
B. E. Gore of

is

Pittsburgh in Bad Way
Jim Finney of Jules Levy's office
Pittsburgh, March 18. Theatres is one of the most courteous fellows
were hit by the flood in this city and you would want to meet.
•
some are under 10 feet of water. The
William E. Raynor is on a coast
Pitt, Penn, Stanley and the Fulton
have been considerably damaged by to coast trip selling two films for Dothe water and it is impossible to tell minion Prod., on a state rights basis.

when they

C. Brombert, head of the
southern district of Republic Pictures,
has returned from a trip through

the

week,

this

Newsreel crews sprang into action over
with Paramount

Arthur

Dave Biedermann of Selected
Pictures has signed to distribute six
new Jack Perrin features produced
by William Berke and eight new

•
early

Atlanta

.

.

Nick Diamas
to be hon-

is

Interchanges

for the coast for
production conferences. They plan tu
be gone a week.

tomorrow by plane

•

Robert Edmond Jones

Deal Provides

and Joseph Friedman, in charge of
England and the continent, will leave

.

193.

foreign

Columbia's

Vitaphone sales

head, on a trip to the various Warner
branch offices, will leave Denver today
for Salt Lake City.

plane
last night

to

•

Norman H. Moray,

Leo Spitz, who

Newsreel Men Busy

head of
JOSEPH SEIDELMAN,department,

19,

General

'IT,

don permanently.

deep flooded the business section.
Martinsburg, W. Va., was also cut
off from the outside world by rising
feet

the Beren-

England

nection
with
M-G-M's production
plans abroad. He said he'll be gonethree to four weeks, and, after another
trip to the coast, will return to Lon-

from exchanges here.
The worst hit town in the region
Cumberland, Md., where water 10 manager for the
films

Personal

Purely

4

Thursday, March

Gaumont-British exman, is around in the inof
"Rhodes,
the
Empire

issue.

will

Peace ruling.

"Doctor" Gets $75,000
First week of "The Country Doctor"
the Music Hall ended last night
with $75,000. Opening at a slow pace,
It is being
the film built steadily.
held a second week.
With the opening of "These Three"
yesterday. United Artists reported that
by 2 P. M., more than 7,000 persons
had entered the Rivoli.
at

Mr Exhibitor —
MY CHIN
I

led with

*"IT

my chin when

I

said that

HAPPENED ONE NIGHT"

was

the best picture

ever made.

NOW MY
In

OUT AGAIN!

IS

my

.

Columbia

J ESCAPED UNHURT!

OUT AGAIN
FRANK CAPRA'S

CHIN

opinion

IS

/

new picture
*"MR.

DEEDS GOES TO TOWN"

takes precedence over

picture

any

other

we ever produced

/

Harry Cohn

The same combination

— CAPRA and RISKIN/
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Expected by May I
(Continued from page 1)

phasized

the

need

of

a

ex
meeting of

strong

hibitor unit at the regular
the I.T.O.A. at the Astor.

The

the
atre leaders also pointed out the necessity for a permanent committee, to be
composed
from
of
representatives

every major and independent circuit
to take care of legislative, labor and
other problems confronting the exhibitor.

O'Reilly was scheduled to attend, but
because of a business appointment in
Brooklyn could not be on hand. Brandt
presided.

Impending moves for the formation
of a service union of theatre employes
was discussed.

Clevelanders Object
To Daylight Saving
Cleveland, March

18.

—A

group of

representative members of the local
industry,
including Col. Harry E.
Long, Loew division manager, Jess
Fishman
of
Warners,
Ernest
Schwartz, president of the Cleveland
M. P. E. A., and G. W. Erdmann,
association secretary, called on Mayor
Harold Burton to explain why the
proposed daylight saving plan would
be injurious to the entertainment business. It is thought the bill will not
be introduced in the City Council.

Th ursday,

Overseas Preview

(Continued from page

$18,000, plus interest,

(Associated British Pictures)

was due

—

London, March 10. Good story values, suspense, live acting and a
surprise finale with a real kick in it are the assets of this Elstree effort
from the Reginald Simpson-Frank Gregory play, directed by Herbert
Brenon and offering another American value in Otto Kruger. The
question is whether this last episode will escape censorship; it shows the
District Attorney in New York assisting a murderer to escape justice
by inflicting a flesh wound on him with a shot from his victim's revolver,
so providing convincing evidence of self-defense.
With or without this twist, it is a workmanlike film, even though
the main action is a fade back narrative, told to the District Attorney
in a New York apartment as justification for a killing. The story told
is of two doctors in partnership in London, one of whom is a dopepeddler and the other an idealist, innocently in love with his friend's
wife. The crook, with the aid of his secretary-mistress, hauls his partner
before the General Medical Council and has him struck off the list,
on the grounds that he has made love to his partner's wife. The crook
later goes to prison for the drug crime and the doctor and the woman
go to America. When he is a famous specialist, the other turns up to
blackmail him and gets plugged. Follows the episode just told.
Of special interest is an authentic reproduction of the proceedings
when the ruling body of British medicine deals with erring doctors.
There's exploitation value there, and more in the two problem angles of
professional codes and human instincts in conflict and of "justifiable"
murder.
Otto Kruger and Francis Lister put up fine shows as the medical
men and all the company is well cast and well directed. Leonora Corbett
Audience material well above British average.
is the girl.
ALLAN
Running time, 80 minutes. "A."

Looking 'Em Over

Oxford

St.

established

a

Africa"
Bride Goes

of

(New Gallery), "The
Home" (New Victoria),

"Broadway Melody

of 1936" (Dominand "Jack of All Trades"
(Marble Arch Pavilion) were the pic-

ion)

tures boosted.

Dramatists Take No
Action on Managers
(Continued from page 1)

more than the former SO per cent,
some instances. The managers ask
for new negotiation of the terms or

to
in

submission of the disputed points to
arbitration, and if both are refused by
the guild have declared that they will
draw up and use their own form of
agreement with writers.
The guild council is expected to
meet on the managers' requests again
before taking final action.

Close Five

Fox Houses

—

Denver, March 18. Theatre business in five towns in this territory
was not enough to warrant two Fox
houses in each town, so those opened
recently for this purpose have been
darkened again. These were the Del
Rio at Las Cruces, N. M. Plaza, Las
Isis, Trinidad,
Col.
Vegas, N. M.
and the Kit Carson, La Junta, Col.
Also the State at Boulder, Col.,
bought by Fox the past year, has been
closed following the opening of a new
Fox house there.
;

;

The

it

under

1)

which

it

claimed

this clause.

exhibitor defendant admitted a

on two of the six pictures allocated by Fox for the overage, but
claimed a loss on the other four which
offset that profit. It claimed the right
of cumulative accounting for the six,
under which it could compute profi]
or loss on the group rather than on
individual pictures in the group. Judge
Cunningham, a visiting jurist from
Rochester,
upheld
this
contention
which automatically disposed of Fox's
profit

claim against the exhibitors.
Louis Nizer, who represented Fox,
plans to take an appeal. Bruce Bromley of Cravath, de Gersdorff, Swaine
& Wood, represented the exhibitors.

Eastman Net Up
$15,913,251 in 1935
(Continued from page

1)

461,416, compared with $16,646,475 in
1934. Current assets on Dec. 28 were
$95,177,147 and current liabilities were
$17,312,176, compared with $91,522,873 and $15,109,870, respectively, at
the close of the previous year. It was
pointed out that the volume of business
continued to increase during 1935,
sales showing an increase of 8.5 per
cent over 1934 and 24 per cent over
1933.

Audio in Paris Deal
Audio Prod, has signed a contract
with Paris Exportfilm for European

(Continued from page 1)

sound theatre in the basement in
which continuous free programs were
provided, made up exclusively of trailers of pictures showing in GaumontBritish theatres in the West End.
"Modern Times," (Tivoli), "Rhodes

I93(

Upsets Sale Pacts

"Living Dangerously"

More Warner Films
in

19,

Percentage Ruling

British Expecting

store

March

and colonial distribution of the "Mu-

"Ring Around the Moon"

sical

(Chesterfield)
Only mildly effective at best, and strictly of double bill caliber, this
George Batcheller production concerns itself with the complicated
romantic and marital affairs of a newspaper reporter and two girls, one
of wealth, the other a co-worker with whom he is in love.
Donald Cook, reporter, in love with Anne Doran, is fired and receives
a marriage proposal from Erin O'Brien-Moore, daughter of the paper's
chief stockholder. When he learns that she had caused his discharge
in order to insure his saying yes, he accepts in a drunken moment. Their
marriage is a failure, and Miss Doran, angry at what she considers his
duplicity, marries someone else, and will not listen to his explanations.
Following a series of complications, including the suicide of Cook's
father-in-law and the failure of the bank he owns, Miss O'Brien-Moore
Cook, living apart from her, knows nothing of her
is left penniless.
poverty, and she is too proud to approach him. Eventually, as Cook
attains success through the sale of a play he has written, he comes to
realize the good qualities of his wife, and a reconciliation concludes the

Charles Lamont directed.
Production Code Seal No. 1,792.

film.

Running

"Petticoat Fever," tomorrows opener at
from Hollywood on March 12.
"These Three," now being shown at the

time, 70 minutes.

the Capitol,
Rivoli,

was

was

"G."

Kenton Is Re-Signed

Most Down Slightly on Board
Columbia, vtc
Consolidated
Consolidated,

...

Canton,
Delis,

O.,

district

March

—-George

A.
A. G.
eastern
and

18.

manager

of the

in
theatres
Constant
southern Ohio, is in Mercy hospital
here with a fractured leg and other
injuries received in an automobile acrecently near Zanesville, O.
cident
The Palace here is one of the houses
under his supervision.

Middletown,

O.,

March

18.

— The

Better Films Council, recently organized here, has extended its activities
to include noise abatement in theatres.
committee has been appointed to
devise some method of eliminating
noise, particularly by children when

A

attending

performances

designed
pecially for juvenile patronage.

es-

Net
High Low Close Change
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35?4
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Fractional Gains on Curb
Net
High Low Close Change
Sentry Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor

Trans-Lux
Little

Want Theatres

G. A. Delis in Hospital

18.

has signed Erie C. Kenton, director,
to a new long term contract.

RKO

ivood by wire on Feb. 26.
"Charlie Chan at the Circus," which opened at the Center on Wednesday,
was reviewed on March 6 from Hollyivood.
"Brides Are Like That," scheduled to open at the Strand Saturday morning,
was previewed by wire from Hollyivood on Jan. 17.

series.

Hollywood, March

Pathe Film

revieived by wire

revieived

Moods"
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%

%

%
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—
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work upon

Ascap's Brief

Attacks Stand

Of Exhibitors
(Continued from page

1)

of production rights, it was said. For
the use of copyrighted music with
films,

was shown, Ascap

it

last

year

received $117,551, compared with $97,430 in 1934 and $76,525 in 1933. The
brief asserted there is no reason why
newsreels should be exempt from
copyright responsibility and "permitted
to make a profit from the use of copyrighted material without payment."
Use of theatres for free shows by
broadcasters also was attacked as
competition with legitimate productions.

Assailing the effort to eliminate the
clause, Ascap
said "the exhibitors, hotels and broadcasters are clamoring for elimination
of the clause," although, it was held,
only the pirate is affected by the proThe attack on the clause, the
vision.
brief contended, was sponsored in the
"hope to dictate the license fees that
they will pay by using the works and
bargaining for the license after the
use.
They hope by this legislation
to reduce to a minimum the amounts

$250

minimum damage

they will pay."

Production-Exhibition Treated

The

brief

went more deeply

into the

The amendment viothe music fees.
lates the divisibility requirements of
the Berne Convention," it was held,
and "will prevent the composer from
taking advantage of the best opportunity to dispose of performing rights
in
his legitimate attractions for reThe

exhibitor shall pay it."
The price will be prohibitive if the
producer is made to pay for the use of
the work, according to the claim of
the producers, the brief pointed out,
because the character and number of
the theatres in which the film will be
shown is an important factor in arriving at a price if the producer alone
Because of the unis to pay the fee.
certainty involved, the producer believes the exhibitor should bear the
charge, the brief said.
Concluding, it declared, "Now by
legislative fiat, it is proposed that the
burden shall be carried by the produ-

This is unwarranted and improper legislation and is no concern
of Congress.
It has nothing to do
with copyright protection. It is nothing more or less than an attempt to
cer.

change a trade practice by legislative
action."

RKO-Comerford Men
Shift in Rochester

—

Rochester, March 18. Virtually
everybody in the RKO organization
and some in Comerford, with which

RKO

production-exhibition clause than any
other phase affecting films, and declared that the amendment to the existing law in the Duffy Bill providing
that the right to produce should include the right to exhibit, is an "attempt to settle by legislation a longdrawn-out dispute between producers
and exhibitors as to who shall pay

production

the payment of a fixed sum,
plus a percentage of the gross receipts derived from the rental paid
by the exhibitor for the right to exwork.
hibit
the
This additional
amount is unvaryingly added to the
rental that the exhibitor pays for the
license to exhibit," the brief declared,
adding, "there is no question as to
the reasonableness of the fee.
The
point is whether the producer or the

has

an operating agreement,
went up a notch in reorganization
here this week.

William W. Risley, manager of the
Temple, became manager of the
Palace, succeeding Jay Golden,

RKO
RKO
who

recently

was transferred

to

man-

RKO

aging director of
and Comerford houses in Syracuse.
Charles Freeman, for seven years

manager

at the Palace, went
a week, first beTemple
coming manager of the
and then being shifted suddenly to
manager of the Comerford Century,
a larger house. Harry Holt was promoted from assistant to manager at

assistant

up two notches

in

RKO

the Temple.

films."

in

brief explained

the

method

run of the
been completed.

stage attraction has
points out that the
Duffy amendment merges exhibition
with production, and the composer
loses the right to control the exhibi-

the

It

Barrios

Now Has All

Change Managers In

With
circuit

circuit

the acquisition of the Wilcox
of three houses, the Barrios
now has a monopoly of first

Colon and PanSussman, division
manager in Central America for Paramount, stated upon his arrival yesterday on the California. The new Bar-

and second runs
ama, Jerome P.

rios

circuit

has

in

a

of

total

six

the-

atres.

Paramount recently sold its interest
Wilcox group of theatres, which
owned because of its affiliation with

in the
it

the Saenger circuit in the south. Sussman stated that film men in Panama
believe the newly created monopoly
He
will
lead to theatre building.
added that the company is distributing 60 films in the 15 countries he
In Trinidad, the Canal
supervises.
zone, Jamaica and some of the islands
the same prints as in America are
used. In the other countries, however,
superimposed Spanish titles are em-

ployed.

Sussman will remain here several
weeks' on business and pleasure. He
plans to leave with Mrs. Sussman for
Hollvwood after conferring with John
W. Hicks, Jr.
Rosalie Stewart of the Eddington,
Vincent and Rosalie Stewart agency
on the coast was on the same boat.
She plans to spend a two-week vacation here.

circuit

personnel

18.

changes

and
Corp.
subsidiary companies grossed $12,998,229.03 in theatre admissions for
the year ended Dec. 31, 1935, it was
reported in the company's consoliyesterday.
issued
statement,
dated
Net profit for the year totaled $403,Expenses
073.40 after all charges.
production
and
service
film
for
amounted to $3,424,023.69, while art-

Keith-Albee-Orpheum

salaries .totaled $826,250.57.
B. F. Keith Corp. and subsidiaries
reported a net profit for the year of

The$464,644.94, after all charges.
atre admissions for the year totaled
$9,033,895.45.
stockThe annual meeting of
holders will be held April 8 in the

RKO

Bldg.

18.

ford, to the Poli there, with J. Feschler,
formerly assistant at the Poli,

according to Small.

most opportune moment when competi-

confronted with

alternatives,"
brief
the
said,
"either to sell the picture rights at the

tion is keen, or to wait until the attraction has run its course before entering negotiations for their sale. By
that time all interest in the attraction

has been lost and the composer will
suffer irreparable loss."
The Duffy amendment, according to
the brief, is aimed against the producer for the benefit of the exhibitor.
Producers, it was said, contract for the
rights on the basis that they will pay
a nominal sum for the right to record the work to the publisher and
the substantial return is to come from
the royalties paid by the exhibitors
to

the society.

theory and practice it is no
different than the case where the author grants the right to picturize his
"In

now

assistant

the

at

Palace.

Sam

assistant at the Majestic, Bridgeport, is the new manager at the Globe, to replace P.
Alonzo, resigned. Larry Stark, reYork to assist
cently sent from
Frank Henson at the Bijou,
Haven, has been transferred to the as-

Badamo, former

New

New

sistant's post at the Majestic,

Bridge-

port.

West Strong

in

Milwauke

—

Milwaukee, March 18. Despite
lambasting editorials by both Hearst's
Wisconsin Nezcs and Paul Block's
Milwaukee Sentinel, "Klondike Annie" has been enjoying good business
at Fox's Palace here.

Second team was led by Joe W.
Hodson,
Maguire,
and
has
A.
Tommy Fisher, M. Anderson and
Chuck Decker.

Philadelphia
Philadelphia, March 18. Lewen
Pizor and Micheal Egnal kings for
the
day at the luncheon today.
Al Blofson and Simon Libros will
act in the same capacity April 15.
Leonard Schlesinger is chairman
of the entertainment committee and
has been doing a swell job.
Amateur Night is scheduled
April 11.

for

March 21 will be Earle Dweigert
March 28, Joe Engel night

night
April

;

Jay Emanuel

4,

night.

A
in

formal dinner-dance will be held
April or May to wind up the spring

Washington
— One

Washington, March
the

official

first

Louis

18.

acts of Chief

of

Barker

Rome upon

taking the oath
to appoint
a committee to consider a remodeling
of the quarters of Tent No. 11. The

J.

of office last

January was

committeemen Sam
A.
Galanty,
chairman; Charles Kranz, Carter
T.
Barron,
Harry S. Brown,

Charles E. Schulman, William E.
have just completed their
S. Wilcox

—

work.

and furnished, the central exhibit of
the new clubrooms is the semi-circular cocktail bar. The interior decorations were from ideas and designs by

A.

tion

Ladies' Night, with a four-man orchestra one of Pete Macias' units
furnishing music for entertainment and
dancing.

—

Brylawski's

the only story
list which is the
property of Reliance^ the other pictures preparing under' his supervision
being Radio properties.

"Robber Barons"
property on Small's

While the club's suite remains the
same, the elimination of partitions, the
changing of others, has resulted in
making available about 35 per cent
more space. Modernistically decorated

Julian Brylawski, with construcwork in charge of F. Kemp
MOHLER.
make
The "christening" was held as a

Reliance Marking
— Several Keep
— The six
Hollywood, March
have been

two

is

Frank Lambader, Charles Knickerbocker and Roger Ieaton. These
men have a team average of 960.

ists'

which Edward Small is to
for Radio under his new contract as
an associate producer will be released
land Theatres.
Wallace Cooper has been promoted with the Reliance trademark followfrom assistant at the Palace, Hart- ing the radio mast trademark of RKO,

"He

18.

Club had two teams, a first and second, in the citywide bowling tournament at the Pla-Mor.
Captain of Team No. 1 was Frank
Hensler, chief barker of Tent No.
8.
Other members: Walter and

at
$12,000,000 in '35

films

rights.

Kansas City
Citv, March
—Variety

Kansas

K-A-0 Grosses

made by Harry F. Shaw, division
manager for the Loew-Poli New Eng-

tion

Variety Club

season.

Loew-Poli Circuit
New Haven, March

1936

19,

Panama's First Runs

KAO

of

sale of film rights of a musical stage
attraction, and noted that contracts
for the sale of film rights provide that
no exhibition shall take place until

Thursday, March

is

Committee on

is

was Warner day.
General Zone Manager John
York, but
Faye Lemmon, Payette was in New

Faye Lemmon Married
Dallas, March

18.

—

social

planning a spaghetti dinner and card party for March 29.
A new record was set at the semimonthly luncheon when about 140
barkers and their guests appeared. It

activities

WFFA,

publicity director for Station
has been married here to Jay C.
Hall, assistant to the amusement editor of the Dallas Nezvs.

J.

his
associates carried on, with District
Manager Harry E. Lohmeyer the

guiding genius. Nat B. Browne was
The entermaster of ceremonies.
tainers included Bert Granoff, tenor
Bob Stickney, accompanist; the Ala;

To Shut Down

in

June

The Vitaphone studio in Brooklyn
will close down temporarily about the
last week in June for approximately
The shutdown usually
six weeks.
takes place in late March or April.

bama

Georges

Five,

Three Weir
Knight.

On March
luncheons

Harry

S.

Brothers
30

will

Brown

Metaxa, the
and June

exchange-sponsored
with
resumed

be

in

charge.
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39.

NO.

NEW

67

20th-Fox Net

For Year
5

YORK, FRIDAY, MARCH

Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp.
and wholly owned subsidiaries, for the
year ended Dec. 28 last, report a net
Federal taxes and all
profit after
charges of $3,563,087, according to the
financial statement issued yesterday.
The net compares with a profit of $1,for

an

1934,

increase

of

$2,290,018.
For the

13 weeks ended Dec. 28,
1935, operating profit, after Federal
taxes, totaled $1,566,763, which compares with a loss of $233,143 for the
last quarter of 1934.
The 1935 net is equal to $2.62 per
share on the 1,359,041 shares of $1.50
cumulative convertible preferred stock,
and after providing for a full year's
dividend on the preferred, is equal to

—

House Damage Limited,
But Business Is Off
Flood crests moved southward yesdown the Blackstone and Connecticut Rivers in New England, the
Hudson in the vicinity of Troy, the
Susquehanna in central Pennsylvania
and the Monongahela and Allegheny
terday

Rivers in the vicinity of Pittsburgh,
leaving exhibitors aghast over the
damage wrought in a few hours.
Actual damage to theatres is limited
largely to towns along the Susquehanna and in the Pittsburgh area, but
the effects on business in hundreds

Move Made

to

New

of towns in
chusetts, Rhode

End

Tobis Agreement

were effected in an agreement between
American distributors and the German company which was concluded

Wednesday night.
One of the principal

late

by the agreement

issues covered

that relating to
flat
the currencies in which the payments
minimum
to Tobis will be made. The German
wrights and producing managers with sound company heretofore has asked
the contract committee of the League for payments in dollars despite the
of N. Y. Theatres was made yester- fact that American distributors have
day by the Dramatists' Guild in re- large credits in the central European
plying to a letter from the managers' countries subject to the Tobis royalcommittee which requested a meeting ties, which cannot be withdrawn from
for this morning to open the new ne- those
The distributors
countries.
gotiations.
have insisted upon the payments to
The guild, however, in a reply to Tobis being made from those credits,
the managers signed by Sidney How- rather than in dollars, with the result
ard, president, stated that while the
(Continued on page 7)
negotiation of a new agreement "is
out of the question," and the guild,
likewise, feels that nothing will be
"gained by a conference," the writers'
(Continued on page 7)
is

Copyright Hearing
Washington,

March

19.

—The

closing of the current copyright hearings
which was sought today by

Representative O'Malley of Wisconsin, will be considered March 23 at an
executive
meeting
the
of
House
Patents
Committee.
O'Malley declared

that

some action was

unless

taken the hearings would go on indefinitely.
He is a bitter opponent of
Ascap, and during the sessions repeatedly has baited the witnesses regarding alleged shake-downs of Milwaukee tavern keepers.

19.

tion

of

local

and

exhibitors,
Brylawski of

state

headed by A. Julian
Washington, appeared before the Sen
ate Finance Committee here today to
make formal protest against the pro
posed 10 per cent admission tax.
The committee began an executive
session tonight in an attempt to complete

The

a

program

levies,

it

is

of

relief

taxation.

understood, will be

(Continued on page 7)

Directors of National Poster SerAss'n, Inc., have set April 18
and 19 for the national convention
which will be held at the Palmer
House, Chicago. More than 100 poster service supply houses will be represented, it was stated yesterday by
Simon Libros, president.
vice

Plans made at a directors' session
at the Lincoln here two weeks ago
will be concluded at the Windy City
conclave,

Libros

said.

Financial ar-

rangements have been completed for
expanding the line of advertising accessories to include trailers and screen
process displays of all types and sizes.

Connecticut,

Maryland,

York, Pennsylvania,
Virginia and West Vir-

ginia cannot be calculated at this time.
Power plants went out of commission in widely scattered territories.
Film delivery service was interrupted by inundated roads and washed out
bridges, but by yesterday afternoon
this
had been corrected in many
places.
Due to the fact that property
(Continued on page 6)

Warners Expanding
Chicago Holdings

Plan for expansion and solidificaThe O'Malley motion to close the
hearings would have been passed had tion of the Warner circuit in Chicago
a vote been taken today, but it was are developing rapidly, it was learned
sidetracked
by Chairman Sirovich yesterday.
Having recently pooled its holdings
after considerable debate, following
which it was decided that the matter with B. & K. at Hammond, Ind.,
be taken up at the beginning of the Warners have just completed negotiations on a joint operating deal with
week.
The testimony today was devoted to B. & K. in the Windy City. The lata consideration of broadcasting prob- est deal combines under James Coscircuit's Regal
lems, during the course of which the ton's supervision the
(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 7)

Poster Unit Meeting
April 18 in Chicago Cohen Buys SeigeVs

Maryland Exhibitors
Hit 10 Per Cent Tax
— A delegaBaltimore, March

Hampshire, MassaIsland,

New

southern

Guild Refuses Bid
refusal to negotiate a new
basic agreement for play-

—

field.

Tobis'
of
elimination
Complete
multiple dubbing charges, reductions
paid by American
in the royalties
companies and a compromise on arrangements covering currencies in
which the royalties are to be paid

For New Agreement

In Many Spots

"Yes, this is Park what? Certainly we want it whadda you
we sent you down there for?"
Blumm's end of the conversation was something like this:
"I got the shots, all right. Some night stuff of rescues, flooded
houses; some day stuff, too. There's a train going out at 1 o'clock,
but I'm not sure I'll be able to make it.
"You see, I hired a rowboat. I'm not very good with a boat,
and I fell out. It's tied outside the hotel window now. Then I
got a boy and sent my suit out to get it dried, and the tailor shop
got flooded. I ain't got no pants . . . and it's a long row down to
the railroad station. I'll do the best I can. So long!"
At 5:40 Park received this wire: "Train did not leave until 2:30.
Using changing bag for bloomers. Now looking for pants."
Editor's Note: A changing bag is a black bag with two openings
for the arms the men use to load unexposed negative while in the

$1.24 per share on the 1,226,530 shares
of common outstanding.
The figures do not include earnings
from National Theatres Corp., in
(Continued on page 6)

A

Theatres Hit

suppose

U. S. Firms Reach

Branches

Floods Leave

Paramount News rushed Jack Blumm to Harrisburg to get pictures of the Susquehanna River flood.
Yesterday morning at 11 o'clock William Park, makeup editor,

—

Profit Is $2,290,018 Better
Than in 1934

In All

TEN CENTS

Is
reached for his phone.

the In

20, 1936

Admiral Blumm Reports

$3,563,087

273,069

Intelligent

DAILY

Picture

VOL.

Alert,

Philadelphia IMPTO

Interest in Circuit
Max A. Cohen yesterday purchased Arthur J. Seigel's half interest

in

Cinema

operates
territory.

eight

The

Circuit Corp., which
theatres in the local
houses include the

Harris, Selwyn and George M. Cohan
on West 42nd St. the Astor, Brooklyn; Prospect, Bronx, and the Lyndhurst and Ritz, Lyndhurst, N. J.
additional
acquire
Negotiations to
units are now under way.
;

Seigel had been associated
for a number of years.
a stepson of Albert Warner.

Cohen

with

He

is

Shifts

Name

Philadelphia,
I.M.P.T.O.

will

to

March
be known

ITO
—The

19.

hereafter

as the Independent Theatre Owners,
Fifty-three members attended
Inc.
the meeting at the Broadwood today,
the object being to aid in the merging of the two organizations.
Charles Segall, who presided, offered to resign six times during the
session in favor of a younger and
more active man. This, however, was
not put to a motion.

The new

organization was joined
53
attending who
the
pledged 10 cents a seat.

by

21

of
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la

comedy field. After years at it
and a reputation in standard
comedies, Hal Roach, who has
been reading the signs, has given
up that ghost for other plans.
For next season, he contemplates six features and twelve
"Our Gang" comedies, each in
one reel. Anyone at all alert
would have seen the gradual
compression in the two-reel market, and Roach, of course, has
been alive to it.
.

As

.

matter of

a

been moving
tion

.

new

his

in

he

fact,

has

direc-

Currently,

gradually.

M-G-M

commitment with

his

pro-

vides for only twenty-four twobroken up into three
reelers
of

series

Gangs"

Todd-Kellys,

eight

and

Chase

Charley

"Our

the

when Roach made

so far distant,

with
has, moveover,
forty-two

regularity.

He

Americas, and foreign $12.
10 cents.

reelers

Operators' Pickets

replace the second feature, but
New
the sales department in
York told me they wouldn't

Ku, H. Tominaga, Representative.
Entered as second class matter, January
1926, at the Post Office at New York
4
City, N. Y., under Act of March 3, 1879.
rates

per

Again Busy

year: $6 in the
Single copies:

in

faith

in

on the theory they would

Bronx

a truce of several months,
cross picketing has been revived. The
latest move, however, is limited to
the Bronx where the University, an
independent house, discharged Local
306 men for Allied. As a result, Local
306 has started picketing in front of
the house with Allied retaliating by

having its men parade in front of
Loew's Grand and RKO's Fordham.
Despite the picketing, Local 306
headquarters insist this will have no
bearing on negotiations for merging
the two unions. It was also stated
that as soon as Local 306 and Allied
are linked, Empire will be brought
into the combine.

sell,"

he stated.

Warners Promote Herron

—

Pittsburgh, March 19. Bill Herron, assistant manager of the HarrisMemorial Theatre in McKeesport,
Pa., has been promoted to manage

Warner Victor there, succeeding
Stitt, who resigned recently.

David Perkins Celebrates
Boston,

March

19.

—David

Per-

kins, veteran theatre man and present
publicitv assistant for M.
P., has
celebrated his 29th wedding anniver-

&

sary.

He

has four grandchildren.

Roach Signs Newmeyer
Hollywood, March

19.

— Hal

Roach

has signed Fred Newmeyer, director,
No asto a new long term contract.
signment has been given as vet.

.

.

.

.

much

Not

is

heard

about

facts in the case since trial of the suit

what the reward for making
good abbreviated attractions was
Our reply, which
these days.
seemed to impress him not too
forth
that
set
convincingly,
merit will seek and find its level,
regardless of footage. Once having spouted our wisdom, highly
perfunctory in this instance, we
began to wonder about it.
speculated in our mind if the
conclusion was entirely accu-

We

rate.

.

.

.

T
For aside from the newsreel
which is always a "must" and the
Disney cartoons, there is a serious question whether exhibitors
give quality in shorts its
proper recognition. The question was a moot one in the days
will

features
were
that twins have so
the
them,
supplanted

when

single

around.

Now

largely

average show leaves little time
for a one or two-reeler apart

Fear of upsetting an apparently-

comedy

another.
satisfactory policy is
Indifference to the maximum in
results is a third. The combination has well nigh completed its
job of bottling up short subject
outlets and, in this specific direction, stifled further progress in
production.

no clearly defined manner to changing tastes
like the gangster or any other
although laugh
sort of cycle,
in

pictures are not easy to turn out.
In Hollywood, the impression,
hardly new by this time, prevails that they are the
all.

most

Hoping, therefore,

.

Two

of

the

six

.

star

Laurel and Hardy, while a third
The
with them is not remote.
remaining contributions will include several from Patsy Kelly,
who has just finished "Kelly,
The Laurel and
the Second."
Hardy features run to a surprising gross, the domestic figure, as usual, varying with the
quality, and the foreign going
essentially
because the
places
corned}' pair is in them. These
and the "Our Gangs," cut to one
reel, will hit

the

doesn't help them
hibitor lethargy is
it

.

.

anyway. Exone

reason.

.

to

.

will

are far better than the
second feature is undeniable, but

diffi-

furnish a substantial percentage
giggle quota,
nation's
of
the
Roach is quite ambitious about
his feature intentions.

Metro program

next season under a rearranged

and

was stricken from the Federal court
calendar here last fall.
With the

always been our own thought that
a staple in this busi-

General's office

Nathan Burkan, counsel for Ascap,
have been working on stipulations of

a good deal about the double
features which have caused them
such hurt. One of the leading
producers of shorts asked us

in

shorts

is

likelihood of a final disposition
the Government's monopoly trial
against Ascap is foreseen by attorneys
identified with the case until after adjournment of the present session of
Congress, at which time the fate of
the Duffy Copyright Bill probably
will have been settled, it was stated
yesterday.

Hollywood today, but

shorts

Roach shed no light on the
reasons leading to his conclusion
that next year will reflect a more
pronounced demand for fun. It has

ness, sensitive

1936

See No Ascap Trial
Until Congress Ends

The Attorney

from the two lucky exceptions
That some
mentioned earlier.

T

cult of

Don

.

?

After

the

.

20,

No

contract with Roach, who, years
ago, signed with the distributor
and has been running on season
after season under the general
original
the
of
provisions
pact.

March

of

as against the time, not

lost none of his
the salability of comedy. "I see a great demand for
comedy next season, but not
necessarily in two-reel form. It
has been my idea to make four-

Subscription

Outlook

By RED KANN"

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)
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Friday,

Ampa Names Seven
To Elect

stipulations completed, they will be
presented to a Federal judge at some
future date for determination as to

>

whether or not sufficient causes of
remain to resume the trial. F

tion

;-

ent indications are that this will "hot
be done during the current session of
Congress while the possibility of regulatory legislation directly affecting
Ascap remains. The passage or defeat of this legislation is seen as having a direct bearing on the continuance or dismissal of the Government's
suit.

Barcelona Dispute
Remains Deadlocked
Barcelona,

March

19.

—After

a

stormy session before a Government
labor head, arbitrators of the M-G-M
exhibitor dispute were deadlocked today.
The cause of the stalemate is
said to be a disagreement over conditions for fulfillment of prior contracts.
RKO, which up to now has kept
aloof from Mutua, has advised the
local Film Board of its intention to
join.
Regardless of the
move,
Mutua has voted its support to

RKO

M-G-M.

M-G-M
home

foreign

executives

at

the

have not been in touch
with the Barcelona situation in the
last few days and cable advices reporting the deadlock were said to be
news to them.
office

Warner Subsidiaries
File 12

Music Suits

Warner music

subsidiaries yesterfiled 12 additional suits against
radio broadcasting stations and cafes
here and elsewhere, alleging infringement of copyright in the unlicensed
performance of Warner-owned music.
Defendants named in the actions
are Dempsey's restaurant, Greenwich
Village, Inc., The Libertino and Sta-

day

tions
KTFI,
WDSU, WOWO
WTAL, WSPD, WHIO.
Officers WTOC,
Damages ranging from

Although IS names were suggested,

$250 to $5,000

are asked in the actions.

seven members to be elected to
nominating committee yesat
terday were
Charles Leonard of
Hollywood, March 19.
Henry
Universal, George Gerhard of CosmoSharp, Paramount cameraman who
politan Prod., Ralph Lund and Rutwas badly injured in a plane crash
gers Neilson of RKO, Ray Gallagher
last spring with other Paramount peoof Quigley Publications, Tom Waller of
ple flying to Annapolis, has returned
Paramount, and Milton Silver of Nato work. He is photographing "Early
tional Screen Service.
to Bed."
Those who lost out included Bert
Adler, Arthur Jeffrey, Herb Berg,
Vincent Trotta, Barrett McCormick,
Sets First
Charles Curran and Charles Alicoate.
John Krimsky has bought for inBecause of his splendid work in dependent production the screen rights
connection with the Naked Truth Din- to "High Winds in Jamaica," pubner and Movie Studio Party last lished here as "The Innocent VoySaturday, Ralph Rolan of March of age." It will be made as the first of
Time was made an honorary member. a series of three for 1936-37 planned
by Krimsky.
Elections will be held April 16.

the
the

Ampa

Sharp Back

:

Krimsky

Work

—

•

•

•

•

SO RADIO CITY MUSIC

HALL BOOKS UNIVERSALE
AMAZING CARTOON EXPOSE
AS A SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION!

LOWELL THOMAS
tricks

and

for years

secrets

! It's

that

another

unmasks

all the

guarded

have mystified audiences

UNIVERSAL SCOOP

Produced by Charles E. Ford.

GET

IT

BY ORDERING "GOING PLACES" No. 18

!

—

;
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Harry Cohn Adds to
Holdings, SEC Shows i
MONTAGUE,
— Acquisi- ABE
Washington, March
HAINES,

Purely

19.

January by Harry Cohn of L,730 shares of Columbia Pictures common through voting trust certificates
and 37 shares of the stock itself is
shown by the semi-monthly report of
the Securities and Exchange Commistion in

At the close of
sion, issued today.
the month, it was shown, Cohn held
1,565 shares of common and 70,968
shares through voting trust certificates.

Reports on Universal Pictures for
January showed the acquisition of 100
shares of common by Samuel Sedran,
New York, which represented his toholdings at the close of the month

tal

by Willard S.
of 30 shares of
preferred,
cumulative
first
special
The
leaving him with 317 shares.
Wilkay Holding Corp. disposed of 50
shares of the preferred, apparently its
entire holdings.

and

the

disposition

McKay, New York,

A

report

that

McKay

for December showed
disposed of 532 shares of
Universal common, bringing his holdings down to 168 shares and also of
46 shares of second preferred, his entire

holdings.

films of all kinds, listing capital stock
of 100 shares, no par value. The in-

are Russell H. Wilde,
Seitz and David Klinger

corporators

Howard A.
of Brooklyn.

Albany, March
panies

formed

Amusement

19.

Saunders, William F. Rodgers,
Earle W. Hammons, Jack Skirball, J. J. Unger, Reggie Wilson,
Clayton Bond, Stewart McDonald,
James Coston, William Brandt,
Charles Casanave, Meyer Schine
and George Lynch.
Schine and

Lynch

here

Corp.,

are

Hatikvah

:

Herman

by

Sophie
Dollinger
and
Alexander
Kronhart,
and
Beacon
Prod., by Lillian Zucker, Anne Cohen
and Herman Wald.

•

William Ferguson, who

returned
yesterday from Philadelphia, will leave
today for Boston. From there he will
go to Buffalo, Toronto and Montreal.

•
Claudette Colbert left the coast
•
last night by train and will reach New
Milton Hossfeld, contact booker York Monday.
for National Theatres under E. L.
Alperson, has arrived in Kansas City . . .
Haven
from Denver and is scheduled to arDr. J. B. Fish man, Edward G.
rive in New York in about two weeks.
Levy and Abe Rosen are sporting a
Hossfeld will spend most of his time
Florida tan.
in the field under his new arrangeCharles Tomasino has returned
return today to Gloversville

New

ment.

•

George Skouras
coast

shortly

Anger

may go
a

for

to

from Italy with a wife.
Sam Goldstein of the Rivoli, West
the Haven, is off on a Nassau cruise.

Lou

vacation.

been
trying
to
talk
into the trip, but so far it's

Harry H. Thomas, president of
First Division, is in Boston for a week
for conferences with Harry Segal,
manager

Nat Furst out
Paul Kessler,

has

Skouras

public here, will
atres for Steve

with the grip.
formerly with Re-

manage

Broidy
and Northampton, Mass.

three
in

the-

Holyoke

Await Warner's Return
The next Warner board meeting

there.

•

will be held in about a month, following the return of Harry M. Warner
from abroad. Directors of the com-

Joseph M. Schenck will arrive
from the coast Sunday and on that
same night Lou Anger leaves for the pany met

James Clarke,

president of Horlacher Film Delivery Service, has re-

turned from Miami.

•

J.

Rubenstein,

Miller, stage producer, also arrived
on the same boat with Ingram.

N. Y.

•

—Two new com-

1936

REX

coast.

Form Two Companies

20,

INGRAM, who directed "The
ROY H.
Stipulations providing for the allowShiffman,
Four Horsemen" and "The GarHenry Brown, Charles Moses, den of Allah" for M-G-M years ago, ance of 18 creditors' claims against
Charles Glett, Jack Hoffberg and has arrived from Nice on his first visit RKO for a total of $2,427,000 have
George W. Weeks congregated at the to this country in 10 years. Mary been approved by Federal Judge
Tavern yesterday noon hour, while at Carlisle, M-G-M player; Helen William Bondy.
The stipulations were entered into
the Astor were Joe Vogel, E. M. Jerome,
Gilbert
and
playwright,
Harry

•

S-P Prod. Chartered

March

Agreement on RKO
Claims Is Approved

Personal

no go.

Dover, Del., March 19.— S-P Prod.,
Inc., has been formed here to deal in

Friday,

Col. Fred Levy, Louisville exhibitor, is in Miami recuperating from a

last

Tuesday and discussed

routine business. The next quarterly
financial
statement, for the period
ended Feb. 29, will be ready some
time in May, it was stated yesterday.
While the prospects are reported to
be good, no figures are available at
this time, it was said.

by

Trust Co., as trustee of
after lengthy negotiations with
creditors, conducted by Donovan,

Irving

RKO,

the
Leisure, Newton & Lumbard, counsel
to the trustee. The claims were originally filed for a total of slightly
more than $3,000,000 and comprise the largest single claim group
disposed of in the
reorganization proceedings to date.

RKO

Judge Bondy took no action on an
amended stipulation for the allowance
of the late S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel,
claim against RKO, which was originally filed for $231,500 plus the value
of 10,000 shares of
Class
stock.
stipulation for the allowance
of this claim at $179,271 had been
made at the time of Rothafel's death,

RKO

A

A

last January.
However, inasmuch as
the claim was based on an uncompleted contract, the settlement stipulation was submitted to Judge Bondy
for amendment to cover the period of
the contract only up to the time of
Rothafel's death. This amendment is
still under consideration by the court.
No action, likewise, was taken by the
court on the stipulation for the allowance of a claim by Alfred E. Fiegel at
$11,629.
common
An application by the
stockholders' protective committee for
leave to intervene in the
re-

RKO

RKO

has been
made in U. S. District Court by Sullivan & Cromwell, attorneys for the
committee. The application was referred to Judge Bondy for hearing
organization

proceedings

today.
Leave to intervene was
cently granted to an independent
stockholders' committee.

re-

RKO

Royster Heads General

recent illness.

•

—

Springfield, O., March 19. Nat L.
Inactive Unit a Bankrupt
Royster has been named general manThe Memphis Orpheum Co., an inager of the General Amusement Co.,
active subsidiary of RKO, yesterday
recently formed here and backed by
•
filed a voluntary petition
in
banklocal capital to produce and stage unit
Wallace Sullivan's story, "Li- shows.
ruptcy in the Federal District Court
One
company
already has
belled Lady," has been purchased by
been formed and work has been here. The company formerly operated
Fractional Gains on Board
M-G-M.
the Orpheum at Memphis, which had
started
on the second.
Net
•
the distinction of showing the heaviest
High Low Close Change
individual losses of any theatre in the
J. Robert Rubin and S. Charles
Columbia, vtc .. 36%
36
365/6
+ % Einfeld
E. S. S.
lunched together yesterday,
fold, company officials said.
Columbia, pfd ... 4734
4754
4754
+%
- Vs but it was purely social.
Consolidated
654
George Burgess yesterday was apA bankruptcy schedule is now being
Consolidated, pfd. 1854
1854
+ 54
pointed
•
vice-president
and general prepared which is expected to show
—1
Eastman Kodak .162
162
162
Bob Gillham has gone to Ha- manager of Eastern Service Studios, Stadium Theatres, also an
subLoew's, Inc
49
4854
48% + 54
Loew's, Inc., pfd.. 106% 106% 106%
+ 34 vana from Key West and won't be succeeding G. McL. Baynes, who re- sidiary, to be the largest creditor of
Paramount
10
9V&
+ 54 back for another week or so.
signed recently. Burgess has been as- the bankrupt. Memphis Orpheum will
Paramount 1 pfd. 7654 74
7554
+254
sociated with the studio for the past be dissolved under the bankruptcy
•
Paramount 2 pfd. 11
105^
1054
+ 54
Pathe Film
854
7%
+ 54
Jeffrey Bernerd and Arthur Lee two years and was in Erpi's engineer- proceedings.
RKO
8%
ing department for three years.
+ 54 will return from the
R.

S.

Wall Street

Kent

has

returned

from

Washington. He doesn't intend
turn to Boca Raton, Fla.

to re-

Burgess Heads

RKO

RKO

m

20th
20th

Century-Fox

2936

Century, pfd 3634
Universal, pfd ... 9054
Warner Bros. .. 1254

3554
88

-

28
3554
88
1254

—2

+

34
54
Vi

Curb Activity

Little

Net
High Low Close Change
Sentry Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor

%

...

Trans-Lux

%

%

2%

2%

254

2954
454

2954
456

29%

•
Joe Lee of Twentieth Century-Fox
is planning a vacation cruise in about
three weeks.

•
J.

—%

4Vs

Sunday

coast

night.

Sullivan and

J.

Edward Zabel,
coast in

are

his

due

assistant,

from

Loew's 6s '41
deb rights

Paramount
6s

Alba Goes

'55

wd

2954

2954
95

2954
95

+

54

Miami

the end of the week.

102

102

9VA

90

9154

+154

95

94

95

+1

Pinky Tomlin
at the Roxy for a

being held over
fourth week.
is

6s

(Quotations at close of

March

to

Loew's

19)

Jack

Partington

from Richmond, Va.

returns

the

Alba

Brooklyn.
house on
not being

Morey Goldstein Father

•
102

confined to the Lutheran Hospital
with an attack of arthritis. Physicians
said he will be there several days.

Loew's has purchased
Barrett McCormick has extended
his visit on the coast two additional theatre and building in
Change
Randforce is operating the
weeks.
a long term lease, which is
•
+ 54
A. H. Schwartz is due back from disturbed.

Pict.

Warner Bros.
'39

ww

2954

—

today

Bankay

Is Dissolved

Albany, March

19.

—A

of dissolution has been

Bankay Amusement

Co.,

certificate

here for

filed

New

York.

is

lVz Points
Net

High Low Close
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40 .. 30
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40 ctf 30
Keith B. F. 6s '46 95

Omaha

III in
Omaha, March 19. H. J. Shumow, local M-G-M branch manager,

the

two weeks.
•

Paramount Bonds Up

Shumow

Boston, March

19.— Morey Gold-

salesman here for M-G-M, is
the father of an eight-pound boy. Mrs.
Goldstein was formerly with the E.
stein,

M. Loew

circuit.

Western Surprise
Hollywood,
March
19.
"Powder Smoke Range," directed by Wallace Fox for
Radio, is a seven days' wonder

the studio, in that,
playing neighborhood
houses and small towns since
at

after
last

September,

it

into the Astor, in
on a single bill.

And raked in
of March

week

was booked

New

York,

$6,000 for the
7!

© Pi^RIETY @
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Are

Brides

delicate

Like That

Warners

release of First National producsupervised by Bryan Foy. Directed by
William McGann. Screen play by Ben Markson. From the play, 'Applesauce,' by Barry
Conners. Photography by Sidney Hickox. As.
sistant director, Carroll Sax. Dialog director,
Harry Seymour. Oast: Ross Alexander, Anita
Louise, Joseph Cawthorn, Kathleen Lockhart,
Gene Lockhart, Richard Pureed, Mary Treen,
Joseph Crehan, Frank Darien, Robert Emtion,

men

Kay

Hughes.
Warners Hollywood. Running
Keane,

Previewed
time,

at

67 mins.

especially for pictures appealing to youth.

Miss Louise complements with charming
appeal as the ingenue torn between the
ardent lovemaking of the glib young man
and the practical, plodding doctor, Rich-

ard Purcell. She reveals

return handsomely on the investment
be because of inadequate selling.

Freely adapted from the

it

Barry Conners

'Applesauce,' the screen version is
a happy collaboration by Bryan Foy, who

every

it

perfect production coaching

Markson

Ben
poignant
by

respect;

with

in

a

screen play; by
teamwork of Ross
Alexander and Anita Louise and their able
support, and by William McGann, whose
direction crisply captures and delicately
balances all the richly human comic and

and

sparkling

the

delightfully

idyllic

romantic elements.
For

and

Ross
for

amusing
pair

McGann

Director

marks

tainly

hightide.

tribulations

beset

and

of

Anita

Louise,

the picture cer-

To
a

expound the
young bridal

by the harsh practicalities of

a world represented by their elders and
guardians, two youngsters couldn't have
been found in the film roster who might
better have done the job than Alexander

and Miss Louise. This is intelligent use of
by Warners-First National, and the
two young leads have taken every ad-

talent

vantage

of

the

opportunity.

Alexander's

boyish, ingratiating personality will endear

him

A

First

Notional Picture

with Ross Alexander
Anita Louise

Cawthorn

•

*

women

particularly,

the

applesaucer,

words

are

worth

young

and

he plays the role of

who
more

believes

than

honeyed

gold,

with

applesaucer's
free spend-

his

contributes his

standard tongue-twisting character, unleas-

humorous

laughs and a

plenty

Gene

ness.

Lockhart, are playing together for
in

pictures,

in

their

are

Customers

their

teaming.
are

first

time

comic combo standout

a

domestic squabbles as

ents.

antics

gusti-

Lockhart and his wife, Kathleen

want

will

to

par-

character

valid

Lockhart's

especially

girl's

see more of

for

effective

wow

laughs. Richard Purcell, playing the straight

and deliberately dull-witted antagonist to
Alexander does a capital job. Mary Treen
for good short role, as is Joseph
in
is
Crehan. Kay Hughes

is

bright

Darien

Frank

and

and

clear-

temporary

cut in role of Miss Louise's

Robert

Emmett

rival.

Keane

ably complete well selected cast.

Ben Markson's

script, sparkling with well-

dialog,

is

a top job of writing,

blending comedy with constantly entertaining

story

mood
ing

advancement,

legitimate

ters

of the piece,

his

the

in

and

keeping

charac-

homespun-idyllic
beautifully round-

scenes with nice emotional quality

and the genuine

feel of youth

in

the love

scenes.

William
crisp,

McGann's

well

in

direction is always
hand, alert to every value,

balaned and timed. And in both
and writing, a lilting cheeriness
and buoyancy has been kept as essential
quality, to send audiences out in happy
amusement.

deftly

direction

Technically

the

well put up
is
photography rating
high, and dialog direction by Harry Seymour deserving very honorable mention.

with

Sidney

picture

Hickox's

Joseph

Gene and

Kathleen Lockhart
rected by

to

not so young, and

on

nephew

ing-without-spinning,

selected

Alexander

fine, facile talent.

the

as

irascible uncle, fed up

will

play,

Cawthorn,

Joseph

ing

Comes as near perfection in sprightly,
heart-warming comedy as the average diversion seeker will find. And if it doesn't

has given

and persuasive romantic mandemand,

skill

ner. Part should put him in high

•

Di-

Wm. McGann
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Floods Leave

quate power and their damaged condition
make operation impossible.

Access to the city

made

is

Bed-

via

ford, Pa.

Theatres Hit

Many Spots

In

The flood threat to Washington is
abating, but high water and flooded
approaches have resulted in the closing of the principal bridges, leaving
the Key Bridge as the only exit to
southern points.

(Continued from page 1)

damage

widespread and thousands are homeless exhibition is hard
is

so

Routes to the eastern shore are now
being made via Annapolis, while Newport News is being served by way of
Norfolk.

hit.

Warner houses were

New

Wheeling,

closed in Troy,

Haven, Hartford and

Pittsburgh.

Erpi said yesterday that an emergency parts depot has been established
for the flood area in Western Pennsylvania and a crew of emergency
engineers are on hand to install new
equipment or repair damaged equip-

ment wherever needed as soon as the
The emergency servflood subsides.
ice is expected to minimize delay in
reopening theatres in the stricken

areas.

Warners Expanding
Chicago Holdings
Both
with B. & K.'s Metropolitan.
are located in the colored district.
In addition, Warners within the
next few weeks will start building a
new 1,500-seat theatre in an outlying
district of Chicago.
Coston, who has been in town conferring with Joseph Bernhard, re-

New England

and William

Stanley

—

—

Penn.

many spots. Power plants have failed
in Rumford and Livermore Falls, Me.
In some of the affected areas theatre
patronage has reached the disappear-

Comerford Houses Hit
ing
Wilkes-Barre, March 19. Seven
Comerford houses here faced the

—

prospect of closing tonight as the Susquehanna continued to rise.
The circuit already has houses dark
in Williamsport, Kingston, Plymouth,
Milton, Towanda and Sunbury.

Southern N. Y. Emerging
Syracuse, March 19. With the
flood subsiding somewhat in cities and
towns in southern New York along

—

the

Pennsylvania border, theatres in

Binghamton tonight were receiving
and exhibiting films which went
through to the affected area after encountering some difficulty en route.
The Ritz, Cameo and Sun in Binghamton were under water and no perThe other 12
formance was given.
houses were open. Horlacher's Film
Delivery Service reported difficulty,
but nevertheless was getting prints
through to houses in the affected
areas.

Ohio Houses Operating

March

—Film

delivery service from here was uninterrupted, air express continuing delivery
where roads were impassable for
Exchanges report delay up
trucks.
to 40 hours in the return of prints.
No houses in the surrounding terri19.

tory have been reported closed.

Now

Better Off
Washington, March 19. Receding
waters and emergency road repairs
have made possible the delivery of

South

films

point.

to

all

theatres

—

in

this

section.

Houses in Cumberland, Maryland,
which was hardest hit by the flood,
remain closed until Saturday or Monday, since lack of ade-

will probably

part of the state.

this

General Theatres'
New Setup Operative
reorganization of General Theatres Equipment, Inc., has
been declared operative, subject to the
approval of the Chancery Court of
Delaware, by the reorganization com-

The plan of

Mack Gets Six More
Midwest G. B. Spots
March

19— W.

A.
Chicago,
Mack, recently appointed mid-western
division manager for G. B., has been
given six additional exchanges to handle in this territory.

His

V.

office

now

supervises exchanges in Chicago, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Min-

mittee,
is

of

20th-Fox Net

For Year

Is

$3,563,087
(Continued from page 1)

which Twentieth Century-Fox has a
42 per cent interest. Consolidated net
income of National Theatres and its
voting controlled domestic subsidiaries
was $2,192,194 for the year ended Dec.

chairman.

The

and claims
with the committee is approximately 88 per cent of the total
claims allowed, it was said. Although
this is slightly less than the total required under a provision of the plan
as a condition for participation in it
by Chase National Bank, the bank
has waived that condition. The Chase
total of debentures

deposited

by the bank for company indebtedness, and to grant options on a maxi-

Moines exchange.

mum

of

158,313

shares

of

preferred

Beilenson on Coast
Hollywood, March

and 79,157 shares of common of
19.—Lawrence Twentieth Century-Fox stock. Such

Beilenson, attorney for the Screen
Actors' and Writers' Guilds, arrived
here today by plane and went into
conference with members on the proposed English legislation designed to
ban American writers from Great
Writers' Guild officers have
Britain.
been asked to stand by for an emerg-

options are to be distributed directly
to debenture holders and other creditors depositing under the plan.

ency

Hand," 15-episode serial. Rex Lease,
Ruth Mix, Marion Shilling, William
Farnum, Mae Busch, Robert Frazer
and Mahlon Hamilton have the leads.

call.

Goldwyn Using a Train
Los Angeles, March 19.
Goldwyn is using a 58-foot

— Samue!

trackless
Pink" for
train to exploit "Strike
the benefit of independent exhibitors
who have booked the Goldwyn product
The train is driven
in this territory.
by Earl R. Collins, and theatre tieups
are arranged by Ben Fish. The train
will also be used for other Goldwyn
pictures.

year six per cent convertible debenFixed
tures maturing April 1, 1936.
assets after deducting reserves for de-

The net
preciation total $10,179,300.
worth was listed at $43,679,123, including earned surplus accumulated
since April 1, 1933, of $6,096,947.

Hinman, Plainfield,
Wins Model Contest
B.

I.

has
his

Hinman

of

Plainfield,

N.

J.,

awarded first prize for
"Mutiny on the Bounty" model
been

luncheon at the Astor. William
R. Ferguson, exploitation head of M-

at a

G-M, had Lowell Thomas, Gordon
Grant and Jack Wenner as judges.
Lawrence Kelmel

W. Loasby was

which Arthur

Omaha, Des Moines, St.
Louis and Cleveland.
Mack has just returned from a visit
to these various branches during which
time he made several changes in per- agreement to participate includes arsonnel. At Des Moines George Hart- rangements to loan the new company
ley of Dallas replaced Lee Durham, $2,000,000 for the reorganization and
manager of the Des to turn over to it all collateral held
resigned, as
neapolis,

W.

Cleveland,

1936

Carries On
turned to his headquarters yesterday
Boston, March 19. With parts of afternoon by plane
Aside from the Chicago expansion, 28 last.
New England hard hit by devastating
The interest of Twentieth
flood conditions, the film industry in Warners intend to build a new house Century-Fox in National's earnings is
this part of the country tries desper- in Paterson, N. J.
equal to $920,721, which would raise
ately to continue in the face of odds
the earnings of Twentieth Centurywhich are at times insurmountable.
Fox to $4,483,808, equal to $3.30 per
Pool Two in Wisconsin
Many theatres in various sections
share on the preferred and $1.99 on
Green Bay, Wis., March 19.
have been actually flooded while ship- Harold J. Fitzgerald, operating head the common.
ments of film to hundreds of others of the Wisconsin Amusement Co., is
Gross revenues of the company for
have been slowed up or prevented en- pooling the Orpheum and Strand with the year amounted to $43,942,678,
tirely
by washed out railroads or H. Grand's Bay. The Orpheum and compared with $37,546,586 for the prehighways.
Bay are first run and will continue vious year, an increase of $6,396,092.
Three of the five trucks of Inter- this policy under Fitzgerald's super- Current assets are listed at $26,Transfer are marooned vision.
state Film
and current liabilities at
644,572,
while all of the five trucks of Film
$6,260,522, including $1,696,600 five-

—

It is believed this
protect them.
saved valuable furnishings at the

20,

(Continued from page 1)

Pittsburgh Waters Recede
Transportation Company of Hanover
DeKalb Houses Pooled
19.
Waters
Pittsburgh, March
In sections
are out of commission.
Chicago, March 19. .bred Anderthe
in
the
street
level
receded
had
to
where the roads are open, delivery son of the Anderson circuit downstate
downtown section here today, but services during the past few days have
has closed the Barb in DeKalb and
there was no indication when theatres
been handling product for a week in has entered into a pooling arrangemight be able to reopen. One Loew advance.
ment with C. G. Lekander, owner of
manager spent last night in the balThe Boston & Maine is not running the Fargo there. Anderson also opcony with 40 patrons.
its
one
of
beyond Lewiston, Me. on
Harry Kalmine, Warner district lines, nor beyond Augusta on the erates the Egyptian in DeKalb. The
Barb was remodeled last fall and is
manager, hastily took up carpets and other.
one of the most modern theatres in
chairs and moved them into balconies
The wrecking of dams has darkened
to

March

Friday,

of

Kansas City

while C.
P. Krupp of Akron, was third. There
also were 10 honorable mentions.
Of the 10,806 models submitted, 39
were exhibited in addition to President
Roosevelt's miniature.
Attending the luncheon were Si
Seadler, William Costa, Capt. Vollney Phifer, William Scully, Dave
Levy, Mel Heymann, Phil D'Angelis,
James P. Cunningham, Marion McCall, Elias Sugarman, Don Merser-

given

eau, Lou
others.

second

Guimond,

honors,

Tom Hamlin

and

Honorable mentions were given
George W. Hayman, Lynbrook, L. I.
Waldemar Onanheim, Honolulu; Ray-

mond Dugynski, Minneapolis M. A.
Brule, New York City Col. F. Wing,
;

;

Colorado Springs Robert Rose, New
Orleans Jack Smith, Los Angeles, E.
J. Whetzle, Buffalo, J. Q. Groot, Detroit
and James Gaiangos, Jersey
;

;

;

City.

Weiss Completes Cast

—

Hollywood,
March
19.
Louis
Weiss of Weiss Prod., Inc., has completed
casting
of
"The Clutching

StubbleAeld on Leave

Me

Louisville,

March

Stubblefield, for the
manager of the

19.

past

—

Flynn

five

years

Fourth
Avenue
Company's Strand, has
been granted a leave of absence due

Amusement
to

illness.

Arizona.

He

will leave shortly for

Respondents Default
In

Two

Arbitrations

Complaints filed by Paramount and
U. A. against independent exhibitors
for breach of contract were defaulted
yesterday when the respondents failed
to put in an appearance before the local arbitration board.

One of the complaints was filed by
Paramount against the New Ozone,
Ozone Park, L. I., for $24 for failure to continue payment on shorts
under the weekly payment plan. The
second case was that of U. A. against
the Model, Brooklyn.

MOTION PICTURE
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March
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Guild Refuses Bid

Sets Date to

Reorganizing Plan

For New Agreement
(Continued from page 1)

came

effective

on March 1. The letview of the fact that

ter adds that- "in

no organization of New York managers has the power to bind its members, and further because our contracts are made with individual managers, we do not feel that anything
will be gained by the conference to
which you invite us.
We must ask
your committee, therefore, to reduce
its recommendations to written form
so that we may consider them along
with those we have received from
managers not members of your asso-

—

Move Made

to

End

U. S. Firms

Reach
Tobis Agreement

Copyright Hearing

March 19.
Federal
Judge George H. Moore on April 3
St.

organization requested that the managers reduce any suggestions
for
amendments to or clarification of the
present agreement to writing for consideration by the guild.
Howard's letter explains his organization's stand in stating that suggestions from the League of N. Y. Theatres were considered by the guild
in drawing up the agreement which be-

Hear

7

Louis,

(Continued from page 1)
will consider the proposed plan of reorganization of Theatre Realty Co., Warner withdrawal from the music
operating the Fox and the adjoining society was declared to have presented
Humboldt Building. Under terms of the worst problem ever faced by the
the plan the holders of $4,447,000 in radio industry.
defaulted first mortgage bonds would
Objection to the plan to discontinue
acquire the leasehold on the Fox and further
was voiced by
testimony
the fee to the Humboldt Building. Gabriel Hess, general counsel for the
The plan was submitted to the court Hays office. O'Malley is in favor
by a committee representing about 75 of the Duffy Bill, but the producers
per cent of the bondholders of The- and distributors want the $250 miniatre Realty, which has pending a pe- mum damage clause retained as a detition to reorganize under the amended
terrent to bicycling and other evils,
bankruptcy laws.
and to that extent are siding with
The bonds, issued by Theatre Realty, Ascap in its fight against elimination.
a subsidiary of Fox Theatres, have
If the O'Malley motion for closing
been in default since Oct. 31, 1931.
the committeee,
fails,
The plan calls for leasing the house the hearings
again March 24, will
it meets
when
to Fanchon & Marco at an annual
hear film representatives.
rental of $104,000, plus 15 per cent
of the gross receipts. F. & M. has
operated the house since January,
1934, under a lease. To provide working capital and pay reorganization expenses they would take a new first
(Continued from page 1)
mortgage of $250,000 on the Humboldt
Building.
for one year only to raise $3,700,000
for relief purposes.

Maryland Exhibitors
Hit 10 Per Cent Tax

(Continued from page 1)

Tobis has received nothing for
some time past from the American
companies.
Under the new agreement the distributors on Wednesday paid Tobis
in dollars for the royalties accrued to
date.
Tobis,
on the other hand,
agreed to seek authorization from the
that

German monetary exchange control
it may accept future royal-

by which

currency of the country in
they become due.
If
this
authorization is obtained, Tobis will
waive its demands for future payties in the

which

ments

and royalties due
by American distributors
from the funds which they may have
on hand in the countries involved.
The agreement also provides for the
payment to Tobis of only one dubin

dollars

will be paid

bing charge, regardless of the
ber of versions made. In the

num-

past
royalties have been collected by Tobis
on individual versions. In addition,

'

ciation."

The League

N.

Theatres,
last week, authorized its contract committee to seek either the negotiation
of a new agreement or arbitration of
disputed sections of the present one.
The League stated that if the guild
refused both procedures it would draw
up its own contract and use that exof

Y.

slight

reductions in

charges were

all

agreed to by Tobis.
The charges are

established

as

Frank Hor- amendments to the arrangements
Ohio's
Frank H. which have been in effect between the
nig, president M.P.T.O.
American companies and Tobis and
1,200 Subjects Durkee, J. Louis Rome, Isadore M. are
to continue as long as they are
Goldberg.
D.
Thomas
and
Rappaport
Columbus, March 19.
B. A. Aufound to be practical. No definite efspeakers
ghinbaugh, superintendent of visual
The points which the
fective period or expiration date for
education,
who installed the first sought to establish were that the tax the agreement was set. The changes
clusively.
The principal objections of the man- school room projector 25 years ago, would be paid in the end by the very do not affect the socalled Paris agreehelp
agers to the guild's new agreement are has built up the state film library to people whom it is intended to
ment of 1928, which was never recogon
centered on the provisions increasing 1,200 different subjects, valued at and that exhibitors cannot pass it
nized by American companies.

the author's participation in the proceeds from the sale of film rights to
stage plays to more than the former
50 per cent, where the proceeds
amount to $30,000 or more.

RKO to Capitalize
On Academy Awards
San Francisco, March
ing

to

capitalize

on

19.

the

— Seek-

Academy

RKO

award

winners,
the
circuit
shortly will double feature a national
revival of "Of Human Bondage" and
"The Lost Patrol." The former has
Bette Davis, who won the '35 statuette for "Dangerous," in the feminine
lead and the latter was directed by
John Ford, who won last year's best
direction award for "The Informer."

William Wolff, local RKO exchange manager, suggested the plan
to N. J. Blumberg while the latter
was here. Blumberg conferred with
Ned E. Depinet in Los Angeles and
the idea was voted in. Blumberg is
now in Rochester and will reach New

York Saturdav.

Jones Will Miss Play
Denver, March

19.

— Robert Edmund

Jones, producing an all-color film for
Pioneer, will not be able to direct this
year's production at the old Opera
House in Central City as he has done
for the past four years. The film will
keep Jones in Hollywood. Backers of
the annual Central City Play Festival
are looking for a new director and
star for this summer's show.

Margaret Sullavan Hurt
Hollywood, March

19.

—Margaret

Sullavan suffered a broken arm as a
of a fall here today at the
Paramount Studios and was rushed to
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital.
result

Film Library

Other speakers were

:

;

Gets

—

He

has added 300 since last
expects to acquire
2,000 more during the current year.
As a result of enactment of legislation several months ago, schools now
may borrow films and lantern slides
without cost. Although only scientific
subjects are provided with sound for
class rooms, Aughinbaugh expects to
have sound pictures of historical high$60,000.

September,

and

and yet cannot absorb it.
M. Roycroft, Baltimore

Theatre

stockholder, also spoke, saying that a
tax of 10 per cent is unfair when
there is a tax of only one per cent
It
was the
on other businesses.
speaker's opinion that exhibitors would
be willing to pay a fair tax that
would be applied equally to other

forms

of

commercial

enterprise.

Bank Night Ban

—

Killed

Boston, March 19.
A bill introduced by Senator McCarthy of Lowell
to make Bank Night illegal in Massachusetts has been killed. Another
one to amend the lottery laws
Bank Night, now before the
Massachusetts Supreme Court, would

bill,

this

so that

specifically legal, is pending following a committee hearing at which
no opposition was advanced.

be

lights.

Development of visual education in
Ohio has been fostered by an increase of censorship fees from $1 to
$3 per 1,000-foot reel.

Assume Operation
Essex, Md., March 19.—The New
Essex here is now operated solely by
the
owners,
Abraham and Louis
Cohen.
It was formerly supervised
by Robert Scheck and Meyer Levenexecutives of Scheck Theatrical
Enterprises.

thal,

Cincy

WPA

Shows Free

—

Cincinnati, March 19. With eight
persons employed, the Federal Theaproviding free entertainment for thousands of persons,
according to a report of D. H. Heim,
supervisor.
new Federal theatre
h^s been installed in the Odd Fellows' Temple, with a seating capacity
Since Dec. 19, the various
of 400.
units have given 24 shows, with audiences totaling approximately 8,000.
tre Project here

is

A

Seek Giveaway Tax
Orleans, March 19.

New

A

Police Hit Cash Night

Savannah,
police

Those Good Old Days
Cincinnati,

March

19.

— Members of the

Federal Writers' Project,

working on a national and state theatre guide, came upon the
following set of rules, dated May 1, 1830, posted throughout the
abandoned Columbia St. Theatre here:
"Gentlemen will be particular in not disturbing the audience by
loud talking in the barroom.
"Gentlemen in boxes and the pit must please remove their hats,
refrain from sitting on the railings, and not lean forward from the
side boxes during the performance.
"The cracking of nuts will be avoided while the curtain is up.
"Persons on the upper floors will be careful to avoid the custom
of throwing nuts at persons on the lower floor, and those on the
lower floors will refrain from climbing the box rails during the
performance.
"Persons in the gallery are cautioned against the use of rude or
boisterous language and striking the seats with sticks.
"Spectators will not be permitted at rehearsals or on the stage
during the performance, as their presence distracts the attention
of the

managers and players."

—Oppo-

nents of giveaways here are expected
to ask the legislature when it convenes in May to set a license tax of
$500 on each theatre for each night
a game is used.
special tax will
be asked on the companies handling
the games and on local salesmen.

have

Ga.,

March

ordered

a

—

City
theatre

19.

local

operator to stop Broadway Handicap,
a cash night feature, in their crusade
against gambling. The operator contended in defense that the stunt is no
more gambling than the cash awards
at other houses.

Plan

St.

Louis House

—

Louis, March 19. The Leko
Realty Co., newly organized syndicate, plans a theatre and store buildSt.

ing at a cost of $100,000. It will be
on the site of the old North Grand,
closed for several years.

Town

to

Remove Theatre

North Attleboro,
19.
The Elm, which

—

Mass., March
has been taken

over by the town for non-payment of
taxes, will be torn down, according
to an edict of town officials. Bids for
the work are being received.

.

PARAMOUNT
TOP

TRAIL

GROSSER FROM
COAST TO COAST
Big Natural Color Romance
Proves Ace Build-up Picture
of Year.

East, West, North, South... key cities

towns ... all report the same success

story!

...

small

Record openings

.

.

record second days... record weeks... record holdovers. Already
"Trail" runs neck and neck with the all-time big
ers

.

.

.

and

it's

money

gross-

only the beginning, boys, only the beginning

.

.

LOOK 'EM OVER, BOYS!
SENSATIONAL

DENVER ... Denham

IN

A

reports biggest gross in 18 months; held over.

PATERSON

.

.

Theatre

WOW

IN

."Trail" tops five biggest grossers of '35 at

IN NEW HAVEN...
Holiday figures topped as "Trail" hits new high at Paramount
Theatre. TERRIFIC SOCK IN K.C.... Newman Theatre
reports "Trail" way out in front of big grossers.
TREMENDOUS IN CHICAGO Roosevelt Theatre reports "Trail"

A SMASH

Paramount Theatre.

.

up with

all

.

.

time box-office winners.

A THR

BASE

HARTFORD Allyn Theatre holding for third
week. A PUSHOVER IN MEMPHIS
Malco Theatre
had the S.R.O. signs out with business tops. A TROfUK^tPK]
IN POUGHKEEPSIE ... Beats every big grosser for
HIT IN

.

.

.

•

.

Bardavon Theatre. DES MOINES EATS IT
Des Moines Theatre reports "Trail" way out in front

'35 -'36 at

UP

•

•

.

of industry's ace pictures.

DALLAS

.

.

•

A TEXAS LEAGUER

IN

Palace Theatre reports "Trail" neck and neck

AMAZES

with year's big grossers.
MINNEAPOLIS
."Trail" shooting over top grossers in race for year's record
.

.

Minneapolis Theatre.

at
.

.

New York

Paramount holds "Trail" for three weeks
new high grosses. Biggest opening day to date.
.

to

A BROADWAY BONANZA

THE TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE"
,m SYLVIA SIDNEY-FRED MacMURRAY- HENRY FONDA
Spanky
McFarland • Fuzzy Knight • A Walter Wanger Technicolor
Production • A Paramount Picture • Directed by Henry Hathaway

Fred Stone

•

Nigel Bruce

•

Beulah Bondi

•

Robert Barrat

•

.-jgH^.

{G^Sf}
^P,n,rr:k

—

—

;

;
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Albany
Albany, March 19. Charles A.
Smakwitz, district manager of Warner

theatres

chief

marker

succeed

here, has been
of Tent No. 9.

elected

He

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

Other officers named are
Phil
Fox, first assistant chief barker Ray
:

(MGM)

—

assistant chief barker

P.

;

Moe

Short Subjects
"An Old Fashioned
Movie"
{RKO-Van Benrcn)
in this number of
Easy Aces series lies not so much
m the accompanying comment of the
Aces pair as they presumably sit in

Santa Barbara, March 19. An amazed preview audience paid
Faughnan, dough guy; homage here last night to a picture that sets a new milestone in screen
Moe Grassgreen, property man di- entertainment. It roared its approval of the production with its beauty

James

1936

the

"The Great Ziegfeld"

;

Smith, second

20,

The entertainment

will

Ralph Pielow.

March

the theatre and watch the picture, but
the subject matter, which reproduces a heavy "drammer" of early
20th Century vintage.
Its film techin

Clayton East- and splendor of costumes, production effects and settings of eye-filling
nique
and its
weighty
dramatics
man, Abe Stone, Lou Golding, pageantry.
should provide a chuckle or two for
Henry Grossman and Pete Dana.
The production is replete with melodious music, specialty features and today's screen audiences. Production
Plans have been made for the inan abundance of excellent performances. Audience appreciation of the Code Seal No. 0908. Running time,
stallation to take place April 3.
"G."
picture's heart-gripping human interest and the dramatic, romantic 10 mins.
quality of its two motivating love stories, narrating in a welter of color
and comedy Florenz Ziegfeld's mature career, would seem to indicate "Neptune Nonsense"
Cincinnati
that
the men and women who saw the picture considered it one of the {RKO-Van Beuren)
Cincinnati, March 19.
Arthur
An entertaining color cartoon, feaM. Frudenfeld, who wears the pre- greatest in years.
fix of colonel (a real army one, and
Ziegfeld, played by William Powell, is seen starting his career at turing the lively Felix the Cat in
not the Kentucky variety) has proved the World's Fair ballyhooing Sandow, played by Nat Pendleton. His search of a companion for his pet
goldfish, this subject's best spots are
tops in staging "amateur contests" for friendly rivalry with Dillingham (Frank Morgan)
over billings starts in Felix's pursuit of a goldfish on the
the club's affairs. It's a talent herehere. Following his break with his father (Joseph Cawthorn), Zieg- floor of the ocean.
When he makes his
tofore unsuspected.
New members include Sam Frank, feld goes to Europe, where he steals Anna Held (Luise Rainer) away capture he is "arrested" by the fish
from Morgan after hearing her sing "I Wish You'd Come and Play with police, but Neptune supplies him with
J. Schneidermann and Louis StewMe." Beginning a thrilling romance, he takes Anna to New York and a goldfish from the ocean orphanage.
art.
Production
Harry Rice, U. A. exploiteer from cajoles Morgan into getting Erlanger (Paul Irving) to produce a show Colorful and amusing.
Code Seal No. 0846.
Running time,
New York and an associate member, starring her.
7 mins.
"G."
is in town.
Ziegfeld and Anna marry and their life is idyllic. Then comes the
Maurice White and family have idea to glorify the American girl and the birth of the "Follies." Paraded
gone to Florida.
Sets 11
are the old stars, Eddie Cantor, Buddy Doyle, Will Rogers and Ray
rectors,

Silver,

—

M-G-M

Kansas City
City, March
— One
largest

Kansas

19.

of
the
crowds in the history of
Variety Club's Monday luncheons
75 heard the talk on, and witnessed
the demonstration of, television by C.
W. Griffin of First National Tele-

—

vision, Inc.

Television reception definitely has
been perfected, Griffin told film men.
A receiving set selling for $225 shortly
will be on the market, he said. Heretofore the lowest price was $400.
"I don't believe television ever will
replace
films
because
people
like
crowds," Griffin told his audience.
Griffin envisioned a time when
theatre circuits

would buy the right

to

such events as the World
Football games, he said, already have been televised successfully.
Twenty guests attended, among them
D. S. Lawler, Phil Wilcox, A. A.
Ward, G. E. Swaney, A. H. Chaffee, R. W. M'Ewan, Al Carf, H. F.
televise
Series.

Brown, George Merrill, H. B. GarAlexander, Chet Cordry
and Les Taylor, son of Harry Taylor, who officiated at the luncheon.

ber, D. R.

Dr.

Kurt Rosenfeld,

one time minGermany, who once
fined Adolph Hitler, and who was
banished upon Hitler's accession to
ister of justice in

power, will talk

March

23.

Omaha
Omaha, March

19.

—D.

V.

McLu-

cas, chief barker, says that on only
the first Saturday of each month will
the members have to pay for their
lunches. All other Saturdays the food
is

gratis.

Century List
Boston, March

19.

to

Cameo

— Cameo

Bolger as himself, in episodes preceding the staging of the first big
spectacle staircase number in which hundreds of girls are posed in
tableaux, while the background music features "A Pretty Girl Is Like
a Melody."
Then comes the discovery of Fanny Brice, who sings "Yiddle on Your
Fiddle" and "My Man," which is followed by the "Look for the Silver
Lining" spectacle. Drama enters as Anna leaves and divorces Ziegfeld
after seeing him kiss Audrey Blair. Following more spectacle numbers,
Ziegfeld meets and falls in love with Billie Burke, played by Myrna
Loy. Their romance and marriage are equal in heart appeal to that
of his life with Anna, and a touch of pathos is added as Anna telephones

wish him happiness.
Things go bad for the producer when he is unable to finance a show;
his wife sells her jewels, and the production, featuring Harriet Hoctor
to

in the animal ballet, is staged. It is a flop. Ziegfeld hears gossip that
he is slipping, but he confounds the skeptics by presenting "Kid Boots,"
"Rio Rita," "Three Musketeers" and "Rosalie" in one season for his

greatest triumph.
Then comes the market crash and he is alone, except for Billie Burke
and Patricia. Morgan comes to see his physically-wrecked rival. Visions
of his great successes dance before Ziegfeld's eyes as he dies.
The show is a veritable feast from an eye and ear standpoint, but
it is more than merely a lavishly mounted girl-song-dance spectacle.
Stripped of all its embellishing grandeur, it is dramatic romance with
a heart interest that will thrill the emotions of all who see it. It marks
the high spot in the acting careers of Powell, Morgan, Virginia Bruce
and Myrna Loy, while it elevates Luise Rainer to front-rank stardom.
The excellence of Hunt Stromberg's production indicates that he was
merely warming up in such pictures as "Naughty Marietta" and "Rose
Marie." The direction of Robert Z. Leonard doesn't miss a single
entertainment angle that either audience or showman could possibly
want. In addition to the five modern song numbers by Walter Donaldson and Harold Adamson, there are eight or nine old time Ziegfeld
favorites, souvenirs of his famous series of "Follies" and backed up by
the incidental music from all of his shows. The dance ensembles directed
by Seymour Felix are beauty plus.
With the story overflowing with glamour and excitement, the original screen play by William Anthony McGuire, writer of several "Follies," and Ziegfeld's lifelong friend, the picture is an all-audience attraction and a showman's show that is headed for big box-offices

everywhere.
Production Code Seal Xo. 2,000. Running time, 124 minutes.

Screen

Attractions, headed by Sam Davidson,
has taken over distribution of product
of Century Pictures. Henry Sperling
continues as Century manager. The
tieup gives the independent outfit approximately 80 features this year.

Plans

New

Theatre

Knoxville, Tenn., March

W.
here,

19.

—T.

Smith, operator of the Rialto
has incorporated Peerless En-

terprises, Inc., which plans
a theatre at Fountain City.

to

build

"G."

Sivarthout Film Is Set
Hollywood, March

19.

—

Gladys

Swarthout's next will be "The New
Divorce," in which she will be supported by Herbert Marshall and Cary
Grant.
Mitchell Leisen will direct.

More

"Ziegfeld" Openings
Eleven

out-of-town

openings

for

"The Great Ziegfeld" on a two-a-day
policy have been
half dozen of the
for April 12. On
cial will make its

by

set

M-G-M.

A

dates are scheduled
this night the spedebut at the ChestPhiladelphia
Cass, Detroit

nut St.,
Erlanger,
Buffalo
American,
St.
Louis Colonial, Boston, and Erlanger,
Chicago.
On April 13 the picture will open
at the Alexandra, Toronto, and six
days later is scheduled to be launched
at the National, Washington, and His
Majesty's, Montreal.
On April 26,
the Nixon, Pittsburgh, and Hanna,
Cleveland, start showing the musical.
;

;

;

General Motors Show

Draws Akron Protest
— The Akron
Akron, March
19.

I.T.O.A. at a recent meeting adopted
a resolution protesting the "invasion
into the amusement field" of General
Motors Corp., which is sponsoring
free shows advertising its products in
cities over the country.
The resolution calls the entertainment
unfair
competition.
copy of the resolution has been
sent to the general sales manager of
General Motors at Detroit, who was
informed that the exhibitor group will
seek passage of a local ordinance to
prohibit shows of the type backed by

A

General Motors.

Motors Sets N. O. Show
Orleans, March 19. General
Motors has leased the Municipal Auditorium here for a free show which
will run from March 31 to April 4.
Gordon Kirst and his orchestra have

—

New

been signed to supply the music.

Raises Sunday Scales
Hamilton,

O.,

March 19.— The Pal-

one of the local units of the
Southio circuit, has advanced Sunday
prices to 30 cents, all day. Weekday
scale is 15 to 25 cents for matinee
and night, respectively.
ace,

j
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"Fleet," "Doctor"

"Secretary" Leads

Fleet" Grabs

Big "Sutter" Start

Indianapolis Hits
Indianapolis, March
the Fleet" sailed along

19.

Washington's

—"Follow
a

gross
estimated at $12,000 in the Indiana,
about $5,000 above average for the
to

"The Country Doctor" doubled

Top, $18,000

the

at the Apollo with
The picture was held another
$8,000.
week.
"Fleet" also was given a second week, too, but in the Circle.
First run business was good in all
houses,
top notch attractions
and
presence in the city of visitors to the

American Bowling Congress tourney
swelling

The Indiana

announced that double features would be
run hereafter as a permanent policy.
The Circle showed repeats on two
films that were hampered here by the
receipts.

cold wave, "Captain Blood" and "Anything Goes."
Total first run business was $40,150.

Average

is

$28,000.

Estimated takings for the week end-

March

ing

13

"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR"

(20th-Fox)
days. Gross:

APOLLO— (1,100), 25c-40c, 7
(Average, $4,000)
$8,000.
"ANYTHING GOES"

(Para.)
(F.N.)
days. Gross:

"CAPTAIN BLOOD"
CIRCLE—( 2,800), 25c-40c, 7
(Average,

$3,850.

$4,000)

"FOLLOW THE FLEET"

INDIANA— (3,200),

25c-40c, 7

(Radio)
days. Gross:

(Average, $7,000)

$12,000.

"LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY"

LOEWS— (2,500),

25c-40c, 7 days.

other Universal studio executives.

A

engagement of "Rose
Marie" at Loew's Columbia grossed
$5,400, over the first run average by
"Soak the Rich" held up in
$1,800.
its second week at the Belasco, taking $2,200, only $800 under the first-

LYRIC— (2,000),
Gross:

25c-40c,

7

days.

Vaude-

week average.
"Wife vs. Secretary," which reached
the Loew's Palace for a Saturday
opening, received $19,800, over par
by $3,900. The picture continued its
run.
Total first run business was $90,200.
Average is $76,700.
Estimated takings, exclusive of tax

Week Ending March 11:
"SOAK THE RICH" (Para.)
BELASCO— (1,140), 25c-65c, 7 days,
Gross:

$2,200.

(Average,

first

2nd
week,

$3,000)

EARLE— (2,218),

"Fleet" Is $8,500

James

R..

Xavier

Cugat

Stage:
Walford-Astoria

25c-77c,

and

His

Orchestra, with Georges

days.

7

&

Jalna,

—"Wife

vs.

Bugle Ann."
"Drift Fence" at the Kirby over a
week-end broke even with $3,000, as
did "Man Hunt" plus Bank Night
for one day, with a take of $1,200.
"It's a Great Life" was under by

and

"Klondike" Grosses
$47,500 First

19.

Major Bowes' Amateur unit sent
box-office figures skyrocketing at the
Metropolitan where the take was $13,000. The picture was "The Voice of

return

Week Ending March 12:
"STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR" (F.N.)

(Average, $7,000)

$9,100.

will his father,

March

Secretary" at Loew's State led the
slate,
although dropping somewhat
under expectations with a seven-day
total
take of $10,000.
Average is
$7,000. "The Country Doctor," at the
Majestic, was also a disappointment,
although it upped the average there
by $2,000, with a total of $9,000.

will carry the San Franciscans to the opening at $10 a
throw, including two meals
on the train, hotel accommodations in Sacramento and
theatre tickets.
Edmund Grainger, the producer, will come up from
Hollywood for the event, as

by $1,700.

week.

(20th-Fox)

— "Follow

"Anything Goes," at Loew's Fox,
with "Fats" Waller and his orchestra
and Roger Pryor in person on the
stage, took $22,600 to better average

(U.A.)
Gross:

"PRISONER OF SHARK ISLAND"

19.

Fleet," at RKO-Keith's, crashed
through to an $18,000 week, topping
average by $7,400. The second week
opened strong, and the gross is expected to better the same period of
the earlier Astaire-Rogers picture.

the

(Average, $6,000)

$7,200.

ville.

Washington, March

average

Houston,

premiere of "Sutter's Gold"
at the Alhambra, Sacramento,
on March 25 which will be a
gala event in that city.
"The Tenderfoot Special"

house.

house

Houston, $10,000

San Francisco, March 19.
The local industry is expected
to turn out en masse for the

Week

$200, grossing $1,300 for the three
days midweek.
Total first run business was $35,000.

Average

is

$26,000.

Estimated takings for the week end-

"Klondike Annie" chalked up a $47,-

first week at the ing March 12:
"DRIFT FENCE" (Para.)
"The Milky Way" is
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-35c, 3 days.
scheduled to replace the Mae West
(Average, $3,000)
$3,000.
film on March 25.
However, the
"MAN HUNT" (W.B.)

Gross:

day.

(Bank

500 gross for the

Paramount.

Harold Lloyd picture may be put back
week if the current tenant holds up

a

during the second stanza.
"Love Before Breakfast" garnered
a nice $39,500 for the first seven days
at the Roxy and is being held over.
The Center, with "Song and Dance
Man," ended with a weak $7,000.
Fred Waring and his musicians are
the stage attraction at the Paramount,
while Pinky Tomlin headlines the
Roxy stage show.

KIRBY— (1,450),

15c-35c,

Gross: $1,200.
"IT'S A GREAT

KIRBY— (1,450),
$1,300.

1

(Average, $500)

Night.)

LIFE"

15c-35c.

3

(Para.)
days. Gross:

(Average, $1,500)

"WIFE VS. SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (2,750), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $10,000.

(Average,

$7,000)

"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" (20th-Fox)
MAJESTIC — (2,250), 25c-50c, 7 days.

Gross:

$9,000.

(Average, $7,000)

"VOICE OF BUGLE ANN" (M-G-M)

—

METROPOLITAN

days.

Gross:

(2,600),

25c-50c,

7

Stage: Major Bowes' Amateur Unit.
(Average, $7,000)
$13,000.

Carmen

Consuela & Thomas, Two Marias;
Large & Morgner, with Carlos Zalazar;
Jean Carroll & Buddy Howe. Gross: $17,800.
(Average, $18,400)
Castillo,

Leader in Lincoln
—

Lincoln, Neb., March 19. "Follow
the Fleet" was the bonanza of the
week here at the Stuart and clipped
a profit of $1,800 over average
with an eight-day run to $4,900.
"Ah, Wilderness" at the Lincoln,
gathered in the change in fancy
fashion, taking $3,100.
The Varsity finished weakly with
the second week of "Music Goes
off

'Round"

The

Orpheum's
stage show, one amateur night and
two pictures on a split, "Rose of the
Rancho" and "Tough Guy," garnered
at

$600.

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,264), 25c-40c,
days (return engagement).
(Average, first run, $3,600)

Total

run business
$9,850)
Estimated takings
first

was

FOX—

Gross:

split.

RKO-KEITH'S— (1,836),
Gross:

,

"TOUGH GUY" (M-G-M)
"ROSE OF THE RANCHO" (Para.)

ORPHEUM— (1,350),

10c-15c-20c-25c,

7

age, $2,100)

"MUSIC GOES 'ROUND"
VARSITY— (1,100), 10c-20c-25c,
Gross:

$600.

(Col.)

2nd week.

(Average, $1,300)

Week Ending March 13:
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
STUART— (2,000), 10c-25c-40c. 8 days.
Gross:

(Average, $3,100)

$4,900.

Fox
bills

City,

March

19.

runs from the

Grand

the

on a single bill policy.
The
Grand, Orpheum and Jayhawk are
Fox's three first runs in Topeka.
Devoting half its time to extending
the first runs which first play a week
at the Grand, the Orpheum will have
an accumulation of pictures too great
to play off under the former single

Fox Midwest

officials

Theatre Manager

Montreal,

March

19.

—

Maurice

unit

of

United Amusements Ltd.

Palmer House— Chicago
ISSUES

Columbia Signs Dix
Hollywood, March

19.

— Columbia

has signed Richard Dix to a long
term contract. Four stories are under
consideration for the actor.

TO

BE

CONSUMMATED

SCREEN TRAILERS— OF ALL KINDS

first

half

picture schedule,
Topeka say.

Davis, former Montreal branch manager of Empire Films Ltd., has been
appointed manager of the Belmont, a

AT THE

for the first time in Topeka, Kan., at
the Orpheum. It will dual the last
half of the week and show holdover

at

Named

POSTER EXCHANGE MEMBERS
UNITED STATES

Annual National Convention
SAT. & SUN., APRIL 18-19

7

—

Kansas

first

days and three of them with a stage show,
"Tot> Hat Revue." Gross: $2,600.
(Aver-

100

THROUGHOUT THE

(Average, $15,900)

$19,800.

Midwest has introduced double

on

12:

(Average, $2,200)

$3,100.

(Average, $10,600)

Week Ending March 13:
"WIFE VS. SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S PALACE— (2,370), 35c-5Sc,
Gross:

7

Doubling in Topeka

"AH WILDERNESS" (M-G-M)
LINCOLN — (1,600) 10c-20c-25c, 7 days.
Gross:

$18,000.

25c-40c,
$4,300)

(Radio)
25c-55c, 7 days.

Fox Midwest Starts

(Average, $850)

$1,000.

Week Ending March

COMPRISING OVER

(Para.)

METROPOLITAN - (1,591),
Gross: $4,400. (Average,
"FOLLOW THE FLEET"

days.

days.

Week Ending March 11:
"SUNSET OF POWER" (Univ.)
"BARS OF HATE" (Victory)
"MUSS 'EM UP" (Radio)
COLONIAL— (550), 10c-15c, 7 days

National Poster Service
Association, Inc.

"THE PREVIEW MURDER MYSTERY"

$12,200.

is

7
$5,400.

"ANYTHING GOES" (Para.)
LOEW'S
(3,434), 25c-66c, 7 days.
Stage: "Fats" Waller & His CBS Orchestra, Roger Pryor, Gwynne, Stone & Lee.
Gross: $22,600. (Average, $20,900)

$2,600, $500 up.

(Average

Gross:

SCREEN PROCESS DISPLAYS
PHOTOGRAPHIC ENLARGEMENT DISPLAYS
IN

ADDITION TO

REGULAR STANDARD FORM ADVERTISING

NOW DEING SERVICED
EFFICIENTLY SERVICING THE THEATRE

TRADE OVER 25 YEARS

A

PICTURE AS

HUMAN AS HOME

FOLKS .

.

AS BRILLIANT AS HOLLYWOOD'S LURE!
Another homespun

hit

by the author of "State Fair"... The mag-

netic story of Ernie Boyer, plain dirt farmer,

fame

in

the movies

... and whose

daughter "went Hollywood"

all

the

who was

forced to

ambitious wife and pretty

way!

PHIL STONG'S popular
novel and Saturday Evening Post
serial screened in all its

homey

humor, glowing sentiment and
dramatic heart-appeal.

R

K

O

RADIO
PICTURE
DIRECTED

BY

BEN HOLMES
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER

ROBERT SISK

*

IfOME
ESTHER DALE

*

MORONI OLSEN

FRANK ALBERT!

:

:

:

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
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" Secretary"

$15,000 Hit
In St. Louis

March

Hollywood,

19.

— Walter

—

over.

"The Country Doctor" and "Tango"

Fox had the biggest gross for
week, $15,750, but also a bigger
par to overcome, $12,000. It was held.
"Escape from Devil's Island" and
"Dangerous Intrigue" with Ed Lowry
and his stage show at the Ambassador
went very strong with a $12,900 take,
which is $2,900 above par.
"Love on a Bet" and "Man Hunt"
at the Shubert-Rialto also were in
the money-making class with $7,350,
topping par by $850.
at the

the

week was favorable

Total

run business was $59,625.

first

Average

.

.

.

March 12:
"ESCAPE FROM DEVIL'S ISLAND"

ing

.

.

.

.

.

.

Katharine Hepburn

start

picture,

Dick Pow"Portrait of a Rebel"
ell recovering from laryngitis at
Palm Springs.
Paramount picks up options on
.

.

.

.

ford" for Radio.

Casting
.

.

.

Henry

.

Walthall

B.

Glory Parade,"
ginia Howell
Paramount.

Republic.
in "Florida

.

Keene,

in
.

"The

side of the line

+

Raymond Walburn

Kent" for Sol

.

+
Director — William Shea,

loaned

M-G-M

lute Quiet"

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Gross:

(Average. $8,500)

$5,600.

(Radio)

"MAN HUNT" (W.B.)
ALTO— ,723) 25c-3 5c

S HUBERT- RI
Gross: $7,350.

(1

,

•

55c,

(Average, $6,500)

7 days.

"Doctor" Oklahoma
Leader at $6,000
— "The
Oklahoma City. March
19.

Country Doctor" led the first run field
with a gross of $6,000, over normal by
This was the
$2,000, at the Midwest.
outstanding attraction in an
only
otherwise dull week.
"Two in the Dark," with a stage
show for four days at the Liberty,
Par for seven days
reached $2,000.
is

$3,000.

Total

first

Average

is

run business was $14,400.

$14,000.

Estimated takings for the week end-

March 14
"STRIKE ME PINK" (U. A.)
CRITERION— (1.700), 10c-20c-36c-55c, 7
(Average. $5,000)
Gross: $4,000.
days.
"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" (20th-Fox)

ing

MIDWEST— (1,500),

days.

Gross:

davs.

Gross:

$6,000.

10c-26c-36c-56c,

8

(Averaee. $4,000)

"NEXT TIME WE LOVE" (Univ.)
CAPITOL— (1.200). 10c-20c-26c-36c-41c,
(Average

$1,000.

for

3

week,

"LOVE ON A BET" (Radio)
CAPITOL— (1.200). 10c-20c-26c-36c-41c.
Gross:

$800.

(Average

for

4

week.

$2.0001

"TWO IN THE DARK" (Radio)
10c-20c-26c-41c.
LIBERTY— (1,500).

days.

Square

Gross:
Topics."

$2,000.

4

"Times

Stage:

(Average

for

week,

$3,000)

"WE'RE ONLY HUMAN" (Radio)
10c-20c-26c-36c.
LIBERTY— (1.500).

davs.
$3,000)

Gross:

$600.

(Average

for

"Rose Marie" Big
Draw in Portland Montreal Holdover
—In an 11th Montreal, March 19.-— "Rose
Portland, March
19.

hour decision, "Follow the Fleet" was
held for a third week at the Orpheum.
In its second it secured another $8,000,
over the usual take by $3,000.
"Wife vs. Secretary," in its second
week at the United Artists, took
$6,000, over par
"Prisoner of

by $1,000.

Shark

Island,"

to-

gether with "Love on a Bet" at the

Paramount, was good for $7,000, bettering the average by $2,000.
Total first run business was $34,700.
Average is $24,700.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 14

"STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR"

BROADWAY— (1,912),

Gross:

$7,000.

(Average,

(F.N.)

30c-35c-40c, 7 days.
$5,000)

LIVE MY LIFE" (M-G-M)
"CASE OF LUCKY LEGS" (F.N.)
"I

(2nd

Run)

second week at the Palace, was strong enough to overcome
the depressing effects of Lent.
It ran
up to $13,500, over the line by $2,500.
The only other house to make much
Marie," in

its

of a showing was the Capitol, which
took $10,500, to the good by $1,000,
on a combination of "The Milky Way"

"Woman

and

Total

Average

Trap."
run business was $46,500.

first
is

$46,500.

Estimated takings for the
ing

March

14

15c-25c-35c,

days,

3

(Average,

$3,000.

$3,600)

days. 2nd week.

Gross:

$14,200.

7

(Average,

Week Ending March 11:
"NEXT TIME WE LOVE" (Univ.)
"YOU MAY BE NEXT" (Col.)

ORPHEUM— (2,440),
days.

Gross:

15c-30c-35c-40c,

(Average,

$6,800.

"WIFE

7

$6,800)

vs. SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
"PREVIEW MURDER MYSTERY"

(Para.)

PARAMOUNT— (2,740), 15c-30c-35c-40c.
Gross: $15,500.
(Average, $11,500)
"MODERN TIMES" (U. A.)

7

days.

UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200).
40c-55c.
$9,000)

7

days.

Gross:

$15,000.

15c-25c-35c-

(Average.

Week Ending March 12:
"BOHEMIAN GIRL" (M-G-M)
"LEAVENWORTH CASE" (Republic)
FOX— (5.000). 10c-25c-35c. 7 days. Gross:
(Average. $6,000)

$8,900.

"KLONDIKE ANNIE" (Para.)
"HERE COMES TROUBLE" (ZOth-Fox)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,470), 15c-30c-35c-40c, 7
days. 2nd week.

Gross:

$7,000.

(Average,

$7,000)

"COUNTRY DOCTOR" (20th-Fox)
"VOICE OF BUGLE ANN" (M-G-M)
WARFIELD— (2.680). 15c-30c-35c-40c. 7

days.

Gross:

$19,500.

(Average, $15,000)

Week Ending March 13:
"ROYAL WALTZ" (Vienna Films)
CLAY— (400). 35c. 7 days. Gross:
(Average.

•

S1.000)

"Forest," Hutton,

$14,600 in Omaha
—A combination

Omaha, March

19.

"The Petrified Forest" and Ina
Ray Hutton on the stage of the Orweek endpheum was the big noise of the week
on a gross of $14,600. This was $4,-

"MILKY WAY" (Para.)
"WOMAN TRAP" (Para.)
CAPITOL— (2.547). 25c-35c-40c-50c-60c,
days. Gross: $10,500.
(Averaee. $9,500)
"FORGOTTEN MEN" (Emoire)
HIS MATESTY'S— (1.700). 35c-50c,
Gross: $5,000. (Average. $5,000)
days.
"BONNIE SCOTLAND" (M-G-M)
IMPERIAL— (1.914). 15c-20c-25c-34c.

7

of

600 above par.
In spite of the competition, "Klondike Annie" and

6

7

"Man Hunt"

at the

Omaha

turned in a neat $8,250, and
"Follow the Fleet," in its second week
at the Brandeis, reached $4,600.
Total first run business was $27,450.

BLUE MOUSE — (1.700). 20c-25c, 7 days. days. Added repeat engagement: "Imita(Average. $1,700)
tion
Life."
$1,700.
of
(Univ.).
Gross: $2,500. Average is $19,000.
(Average. S3. 500)
"HITCH HIKE LADY" (Republic)
Estimated takings
"MAN OF IRON" (F.N.)
"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE" (Radio)
Week Ending March 11:
MAYFAIR— (1.700). 30c-35c-40c. 7 days.
LOEW'S— (3,115). 30c-34c-40c-50c-60c, 7
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
Gross: «5.000. (Average. $3,000)
days.
Stage:
"Sophisticated Scandals"
BRANDEIS—
(1,200). 25c-35c-40c, 7 days.
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
vaudeviille unit.
Gross: $10,500.
(Aver- 2nd week.
Gross: $4,600. (Average, $4,000)
ORPHEUM— (1,700), 30c-35c-40c, 7 days, age. $10,500)
Week Ending March 12:
2nd week. Gross: $8,000. (Average. $5,000)
"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
"PRISONER OF SHARK ISLAND"
PALACE— (2.600). 25-35c-40c-50c-65c, 7 "THE PETRIFIED FOREST" (W. B.)
ORPHEUM— (3.000). 35c-55c. 7 days.
(20th-Fox)
davs.
Gross: $10,000. 2nd week.
First
Stage: Ina Rav Hutton and band and five
week: $13,500. (Average. $11,000)
"LOVE ON A BET" (Radio)
PARAMOUNT — (3.008), 30c-35c-40c, 7 "THE STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR acts. Cross: $14,600. (Average. $10,000)
davs. Gross: $7,000. (Average. $5. 000)
Week Endintf March 13:
(F. N.)
"WIFE VS. SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
"RETURN OF JIMMY VALENTINE"
"KLONDIKE ANNIE" (Para.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (945). 30c-35c-40c. 7
"MAN HUNT" (W. B.)
(Reoublic^
Gross:

$2,000)

days.

Top

"Fleet" Again

Gross:

Week Ending March 10:
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850). 25c-35c-40c.

—

.

.

.

"LOVE ON A BET"

EMBASSY— (1,400),
2nd week.

.

.

7 days.

Week Ending March 9:
"DANCING FEET" (Republic)
"RETURN OF JIMMY VALENTINE"

.

.

$74,400.

$14,500)

recently
by Columbia for "AbsoChester Morris and promoted from the cutting department
7
Margot Grahame in leads of "Queer at Paramount, assigned to direct
days. Stage: Ed Lowry and amateur con- Money," Columbia.
Frank Mc- "Something to Live For."
(Average,
$10,000)
Gross: $12,900.
test.
+
"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" (ZOth-Fox) Hugh and Dick Purcell cast in
Title Change
"TANGO" (Invincible)
"Times Square Play"Bullets or Ballots," Warners.
FOX— (5,038), 25c-35c-55c, 7 days. Gross: Hugh Herbert and Hobart Ca- boy" new title of "Broadway Play(Average. $12,000)
$15,750.
vanaugh set for "Love Begins at boy," recently completed at Warners.
"JAVA HEAD" (First Div.)
Marguerite
"The Princess Comes Across"
GRAND OPERA HOUSE— (2,200). 15c- 20," Warners.
25c-35c, 7 days. Stage: Vaudeville. Gross:
Churchill and Donald Woods final title for the production in work
(Average. $3,300)
S3.025.
signed for "The Carruthers Case," at Paramount under the title of "Con"WIFE VS. SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
certina.".
"Forgotten Faces" final
LOEW'S — (3,162), 25c-35c-55c. 7 days. same studio.
Gross: $15,000. (Average, $9,000)
Frank Craven and Cora Sue Col- title of Paramount's "Something to
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
ORPHEUM— (1,950), 25c-35c-55c, 3rd week, lins added to "The Harvester," Re- Live For."
to

(Col.)

is

by $4,500.
run business was $90,850.

(Republic

"Alias Brian
.

first

Estimated takings

Price

Wright
and
Writers— Gilbert
Raymond L. Schrock to do adaptaof

Total

Emmett Average

and Bess
Flowers cast in "Something to Live
For," also Paramount.

tion

ern

Special,"

Robert

.

Alonzo

.

Watson, five years Lesser.
John Gray doing the
"Mary of Scotland," script for "Bunker Bean," Radio.

added to

old,

+

— Bobby

.

—"Mod-

.Vir-

.

.

.

19.

Times"

turned in a handsome
profit at the United Artists. The $15,000 take passed normal by $6,000.
"Wife vs. Secretary," with "Preview Murder Mystery" as the other
half of a dual bill, was in the money
at the Paramount on a gross of $15,"Bohemian Girl"
500, up by $4,000.
and "The Leavenworth Case" turned
in a nice $8,900, over the line by $2,900, and "The Country Doctor," heading a dual with "Voice of Bugle
Ann," reached $19,500, on the profit

.

.

San Francisco, March

.

.

.

.

Radio.

"DANGEROUS INTRIGUE" (Col.)
AMBASSADOR — (3,018), 25c-35c-40c,

San Francisco

.

.

.

.

$49,300.

is

Estimated takings for the week end-

.

.

.

.

principal opposition.

.

following completion of "The Republic serial, "The Undersea KingCase Against Mrs. Ames"
Gary dom"
Virginia Weidler and
Cooper prolongs vacation to await David Holt loaned to M-G-M by
completion of script of "The Texas Paramount for "Suicide Club"
Ranger," Paramount.
Tom Baily, Warners set Henry Kolker, Joseph
recently on Edward Small's produc- King and Louise Beavers in "Bultion staff, back in M-G-M's publicity lets
or Ballots," Gene Lockhart
department.
in "Earthworm Tractors" and LawSmith Bellew to replace Al Jol- rence Grant in "Angel of Mercy."
son on Shell Chateau program
Frank Losee, Gertrude Simpson
Work finished recently in "Palm and Edgar Dearing in "Border
Barbara Flight," Paramount.
Henrietta
Springs" for Wanger.
Pepper given term contract by Radio. Crosman added to "Good for NothNick Grande given new term ing" and Terry Walker to "Duster,"
Mark same studio.
Lionel Stander aspact as director by Warners.
Sandrich, back from Honolulu, to signed to "Fer de Lance," Columbia.

Weather of
Wilma Francis and Ann Evers,
on the whole. A stage show at the
William Powell
two youngsters.
American and the usual attractions at
to spend three weeks in Mexico bethe Municipal Auditorium were the
fore starting "The Ex Mrs. Bradthe

Lane Chandler, John
Merton and Malcolm MacGregor in
public.

1936

Gets $15,000,

thrift,"

.

"Wife vs.
St. Louis, March 19.
Secretary" was an outstanding hit at
Loew's with a take of $15,000, which
was $6,000 above par. It was held

"Spend-

start a musical,

to

20,

Chaplin Film

Out Hollywood Way
Wanger

March

Friday,

3

week.

davs.
"5.000)

2nd

week.

Gross:

$6,000.

(Average.

PRINCESS— (2.2721.

days.

Gross:

$8,000.

30c-35c-5Oc-65c.

(Average.

$7,000)

7

OMAHA— (2.200).

$8,250.

25c-40c.

(Average. $5,000)

7

davs.

Gross:

MOTION PICTURE

March

Friday,

DAILY

1936

20,

.99

"Wife" Pulls

"Pasteur on

Duals Big in $19,700 Take,
Boston Spots Kansas City
—

Boston, March 19. "The Story of
Louis Pasteur," heading a double bill
with "Voice of Bugle Ann" in two
spots, the Fenway and Paramount,
was outstanding. The Fenway take of
$8,000 was nearly double normal, and
at the Paramount the $15,000 gross
was up by $8,000.
"The Country Doctor" was a big
draw at the Metropolitan, with Regis

The
a stage show.
over normal by

Toomey heading
was

tally

$30,000,

$8,000.

"Muss 'em Up," with a stage show
headed by the Hollywood Inn Revue,

RKO Boston up to $25,000, to
good by $10,000.
Total first run business was $120,500.
Average is $85,000.
Estimated takings for the week endran the
the

March 13
"STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR" (F. N.)
"VOICE OF BUGLE ANN" (M-G-M)

ing

FENWAY— (1,384),

Gross:

30c-S0c,

(Average.

$8,000.

days.

7

$4,500)

"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
KEITH'S MEMORIAL— (2,907). 25c-65c,
Gross:

days.

7

(Average, $12,000)

$13,500.

"LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY"
(M-G-M)

LOEW'S ORPHEUM— (2,970),
Gross:

days.

25c-55c,

7

(Average, $13,000)

$14,000.

"LITTLE LORD FAUNTELROY"
Gross:

$15,000.

"THE COUNTRY

is

25c-55c,

7

(Average, $12,000)
DOCTOR" (20th-Fox)

METROPOLITAN— (4,332),

35c,

65c,

7

Stage: Regis Toomey, Fabien SevitMad Russian. Gross, $30,000.

days.
zky,

The

(Average, $22,000)

"STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR" (F. N.)
"VOICE OF BUGLE ANN" (M-G-M)

PARAMOUNT— (1,793),

Gross: $15,000.

"MUSS

25c-50c,

days.

7

(Average, $7,000)
'EM UP" (Radio)

RKO BOSTON— (3,246),
Hollywood
Rosenwald
and

Stage:

Gross: $25,000.

35c-65c,

7

Grand

days.

Edward

Revue,

Inn
his

City, March 19. -"Wife
Secretary" filled the money bags
at Loew's Midland during an uneven
week for first runs for a total of $19,700, $8,200 over normal. The weather was excellent, but the flu epidemic
had abated only a little.
Opposition
was "Personal Appearance," which
drew well at the Orpheum.
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine,"
set in at the Newman four days after
regular Friday opening, went to $10,000 for the first five days, $4,000 over
average. It was held.
"A Midsummer Night's Dream,"
roadshowed at Fox's class house, the
Apollo, seven days, took a good $8,500.
"Love Before Breakfast" lasted for
eight days at the Uptown and the
take of $3,100 was an improvement
over recent pictures, several of which
The
were pulled after a few days.
picture took $1,100 the last four days,
$400 under par for the period.
"Lady of Secrets" at the Tower felt
the competition and dropped $2,000
under the theatre's average of $7,000.
"Follow the Fleet" faded to $4,500,
$3,500 under average, its second week.
Total first run business (exclusive
of

(M-G-M)

STATE— (3,537),

LOEW'S
days.

Orchestra.

(Average, $15,000)

—

Kansas

vs.

"Dream") was
$34,000.

Week Ending March 11:
"LOVE BEFORE BREAKFAST" (Univ.)

UPTOWN— (2,000),

25c,

last 4 of 8 days.

(Average, $1,500)

$1,100.

Week Ending March 12:
"MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM"
(W. B.)
50c-75c-$l-$l-50,
7
APOLLO— (1,200),
Roadshow. Gross: $8,500.
days.
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
MAINSTREET— (3,100), 25c-40c, 7 days,
Gross:

2nd week.
bills,

"WIFE

$4,500.

VS.

(Average, single

SECRETARY" (M-G-M)

MIDLAND— (4,000),
$19,700.

25c-40c,

19.

Annie" boosted the take

at the Strand
days, setting the

$15,000 in nine
pace for a week of excellent business

to

Par for the house is $6,500.
"The Country Doctor" at the Majestic upped the gross by $3,000, catching
$10,000, and Loew's State was $500
over par of $12,000 with "Little Lord
here.

Fauntleroy."
Fay's had an average $7,000 week
with "The Murder of Dr. Harrigan"
and a stage show, and the third week
of "Follow the Fleet" at the

RKO

Albee garnered $4,000.
Total first run business was $48,500.

Average

is

$39,500.

the

week

"LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY"

(U.A.)

Estimated takings
ending March 12:

for

LOEW'S STATE— (3,800),

15c-40c, 7 days.

Gross: $12,500.

(Average, $12,000)
COUNTRY DOCTOR" (20th-Fox)

"THE
MAJESTIC

—

Gross: $10,000.

"MURDER OF

FAY'S— (1,600),

(2,400).

15c-40c,

DR.

HARRIGAN"

15c-40c,

7

"Hollywood Revue." Gross:
age,

7

days.

(Average. $7,000)
days.
$7,000.

(W.B.)
Stage:
(Aver-

$7,000)

"KLONDIKE ANNIE" (Para.)
"HER MASTER'S VOICE" (Para.)
STRAND-(2,300).
$15,000.

15c-40c. 9 days. Gross:

(Average. $6,500)

"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
RKO ALBEE— (2,300), 15c-40c. 7 davs

Gross:

$4,000.

(Averaee.

$7,000)

TOWER— (2,200),
Bliss,

Lewis

&

7

days.

(Average, $11,500)

"LADY OF SECRETS"

"Annie" a $15,000
Hit in Providence
—"Klondike
Providence, March

(Col.)

25c-35c, 7 days.

Stage:

Ash, Lowe & Hite, Five
Gross: $5,000. (Av-

Elgins, and Jack Pons.
erage, $7,000)

Week Ending March 14:
"TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE"
(Para.)

NEWMAN — (1,900),
Gross:

light.

Dual features at both the Rialto
and Brown were light at the boxoffice. "Freshman Love" at the National was helped by Gertrude Avery's
Diamond Revue, which was responbulk of the $3,800 gross.
Opposition was furnished by the
General Motors Show held at the
Armory.
The weather has been
springlike and pleasant, with the exception of occasional high winds.
Total first run business was $29,200.
sible for the

Average

March

$10,000.

Named

12

"LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY"

LOEW'S STATE— (3,000),
Gross:

days.

5

7

(Average, $5,500)

$6,500.

(Para.)
(Para.)
days.
15c-25c-40c,
7

(Average,

$4,100.

$4,500)

(20th-Fox)

STRAND— (1,500), 15c-25c-40c, 7 days.
(Average, $3,500)
Gross: $7,500.
"THE STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR"
(W. B.)
MARY ANDERSON— (1,000), 15c-25c-40c,
7 days, 2nd week.
age, $3,500)

Gross:

(Aver-

$3,400.

"FRESHMAN LOVE" (W. B.)
"PASSING OF THE THIRD FLOOR
BACK" (G.
"RACING LUCK"

NATIONAL— (2,400),
Stage:

B.)
(Republic)

days.
Vaudeville 4 days, straight pictures
15c-25c-40c,

7_

"Gertrude Avery's Diamond Revue," Randolph Avery Orchestra,
Brown Dancers,
Grant,
Murray
Barney
Monk and Sam, George Pugh. Gross:
(Average. $3,000)
$3,800.
days.

—

Seattle, March 19.
"Klondike
Annie," on a dual with "Every Saturday Night" turned in top honors here
last week, with most observers crediting the Hearst attacks for the results.
The take at the Orpheum was $8,200
and the film was held over.
"The Country Doctor" was in the
money in a big way, the $9,150 gross
at the Fifth Avenue being $2,150 on
the profit side of the ledger.
It was
moved to the Music Box for an extended run.
"Follow the Fleet," at
the Blue Mouse on an extended run
from the Orpheum, took $4,600. "Rose
Marie" held up to $3,700 on the
fourth week of an extended run from
the Music Box.
Total first run business was $36,800.

Average

is

$33,500.

Estimated takings for the week ending

March

13:

"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
BLUE MOUSE— (950), 25c-40c-55c,
pheum.

"THE
FIFTH AVENUE— (2,500),
Gross:

days.

7

2nd week, extended run from OrGross: $4,600.
(Average, $4,000)
COUNTRY DOCTOR" (20th-Fox)
$9,150.

25c-40c-55c,

7

(Average, $7,000)

"YOU MAY BE NEXT" (Col.)
"CATTLE THIEF" (Col.)
LIBERT Y— (1,800), 10c-15c-25c-35c, 7
days. Gross: $3,800.
(Average, $4,000)
"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
MUSIC BOX— (950), 25c-40c-55c, 7 days,
4th week, extended run from Fifth Avenue.

Gross:

$3,700.

(Average, $4,000)

"KLONDIKE ANNIE" (Para.)
"EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT" (Para.)

ORPHEUM— (2,450).

Gross:

$8,200.

25c-30c-40c,

(Average,

7

days.

$6,000)

"YELLOW DUST" (Radio)
"MELODY LINGERS ON" (F. N.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,050), 20c-25c-30c,
days.

Gross:

$4,150.

(Average,

7

$5,000)

"OREGON TRAIL"

(Republic)
(1,500)
15c-25c-35c, 7 days. Vaudeheaded by Al & Margie Calvin.

REX—
ville

Gross:

$3,200.

(Average,

$3,500)

Stage:

"STRIKE

ME

PINK"

$2,400.

(Average, $2,800)

days.

Form

Hamrick-Evergreen

Managers

(U. A.)

"TOO TOUGH TO KILL" (Col.)
ALAMO— (900), 15c-25c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $1,400)
$1,500.
"REMEMBER LAST NIGHT" (Univ.)
"CHATTERBOX" (Radio)
BROWN— (1,400), 15c-25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross:

25c-40c,
(Average, $6,000)

(U. A.)

15c-25c-40c,

"GIVE US THIS NIGHT"
"IF I HAD A MILLION"

RIALTO— (3,000),

Seattle with
$8,200 Gross

days,

$24,200.

is

Estimated takings for the week ending

3

$8,000)

Gross:

—

Louisville, March 19. "The Country Doctor" proved to be almost as big
a draw at the Strand as the late Will
Rogers, and grossed $7,500, over by
Male patrons were in
100 per cent.
the minority, but women and children
kept the box-office busy all week,
necessitating a holdover.
"Little Lord Fauntleroy" at the
State also pulled, and took $6,500, on
the profit side by $1,000.
"Pasteur" did well at the Mary Anderson on its second week, getting $3,400. The picture received fine notices
and evening shows were well attended,
although the matinees were rather

"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR"

:

"Annie" Leads

Smash

Louisville

Gross:

Estimated takings

Gross:

Doctor" a $7,500

Average

$40,300.

15

Delivery Firm

Seattle,

March

in Shift

19.

—

Hamrick-

Evergreen managers will be shifted
tomorrow, according to John Hamrick.

Frank

L.

Newman,

Jr.,

will

move

from the Fifth Avenue to the Alder
and Blue Mouse in Portland. He will
be succeeded here by Andrew Saso,
former Hamrick executive in Port-

Jefferson City, Mo., March 19.
land.
The Interstate Film Delivery Co. of
Herbert Sobottka, manager of the
Charlottesville, Va., March 19.
Kansas City has been incorporated Orpheum here, will move to a similar
Frank M. Boucher, of Lynchburg, has
here with 200 shares of $10 par value position at the Orpheum in Portland.
become city manager of the Parastock.
Incorporators are
W. M. He will be succeeded by Don Geddes,
mount and Lafayette here, succeeding
Robertson, E. Amoneno, John W.
Willis
jr.,
Grist,
who has been Jones, R. E. Jones and George V. at present manager of the Paramount
here. Geddes will be replaced by Bill
transferred to Lynchburg.
Richard
Farris.
Hamrick, now assistant at the ParaE. Eason, also of Lynchburg, will be
mount.
the manager of the Lafayette here.
Jack Rosenberg, manager of the
Grants Right to Cancel
March 19.
Circuit Coliseum here, will move to the ML
St. Louis,
A. P. Bill to Denver
Frank
O'Malley
has Baker in Bellingham.
He will be
C.
Judge
Kansas City, March 19. A. P. granted to General Theatrical Enter- succeeded by George Appleby, another
Bill, former sales manager for RCA
Hamrick
manager
from Portland.
prises, Inc., Warner subsidiary, owner
Photophone at Des Moines, has gone of the Hi-Pointe, the right to cancel James Q. Clemmer and Dan Redden
will
to Denver in the same capacity.
remain
as
managers of the Music
a lease on the house, in which William
Don Davis, sales manager for Kan- Lyris of Los Angeles claims to have Box and Blue Mouse, respectively.
sas and Western Missouri, will cover an interest.
the Des Moines and Omaha terri-

City Manager

:

—

—

tories.

Stage Shows Dropped

Form Theatre Company
Thedalles, Ore, March
— West
19.

River Theatres, Inc., has been formed
here by G. E. Matthews, K. A. Spears,
A. B. Stockdale and H. L. Piercy,
well known independent exhibitors.

—

Jacksonville, March 19.
Stage
shows at the Palace here are being
discontinued as a result of demands
made by the local musicians' union,
which Guy Kenimer, Sparks executive, brands as unjust in a display advertisement in the Times-Union.

Close Ambassador Deal

Boston, March 19.—Eighteen feaof Ambassador Pictures have
been acquired for New England distribution by Academy Pictures exchange. Maurice Conn closed the deal
with Phil Smith.
Century Film formerly handled Ambassador product
tures

here.

REDBOOK
N
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SWANSONNew
Critic,

Catches

Capra Production at Sneak Preview
and Writes Double-barreled Rave!

"Any time FRANK
CAPRA makes a picture
it's news/ MR. DEEDS
GOES TO TOWN, his
very latest one, DESERVES ALL THE ADJECTIVES WE HAVE

BEEN SAVING FOR
JUST SUCH AN OCCA-

THE
FRANK
CAPRA
PRODUCTION

GARY
COOPER
JEAN

ARTHUR
R.

SION AS THIS/

Hollywood's character

actors, the picture

emerges as GARY
COOPER'S BIGGEST
VEHICLE IN A LONG
TIME, and certainly
JEAN ARTHUR'S BEST
TO DATE/
Capra's sure and nimble touches are lavishly

displayed in every sin-

The script was done with
a dash by Robert Riskin,

gle scene / 1 can't guess

Columbia's ace scenar-

what

ist,

from Clarence Bud-

ington Kelland's story.

Easy laughs are combined with swift story
progression in a smoothas-silk manner. Enriched by the cream of

its

chances will be

ACADEMY AWARD THIS
YEAR, but let me tell
of

snaring the

VERY DEFINITELY WILL BE A
you, IT

STRONG CONTENDER
FOR THAT HONOR/"

DEEDS GOES TO TOWN

GEORGE BANCROFT • LIONEL STANDER • DOUGLASS DUMBRILLE H. B. WARNER
Screen play by ROBERT RISKIN
Story by CLARENCE BUDINGTON KELLAND
•

•

n
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Decision Is
Reserved on

21,

Set in

New

TEN CENTS

Film Salaries

Transmitted
To the House

York for April 2

The date

of the transfer of Carl Laemmle's controlling interest
to Standard Capital Co. and Charles R. Rogers
has been definitely set for Thursday, April 2, it was learned yesterday. The purchasers had asked that the transfer be made on
April 3, but the new date was agreed upon after communicating

Universal

in

Arguments Are Heard by

Internal Revenue Bureau
Gives Detailed List

with Laemmle.

Appellate Division

in All

1936

Formal Transfer of Universal

Tax

N.Y. Sale

YORK, SATURDAY, MARCH

the In

The

$4,000,000 balance of the $5,500,000 option price will be paid
York on the day of the transfer.
to Laemmle in cash in
meeting of stockholders to elect a new board of directors will
members of the board will inbe held shortly thereafter.

New

A

The Appellate

Division of the N. Y.
Supreme Court reserved decision following a hearing yesterday on the
I.T.O.A.-sponsored application for an
injunction to restrain the city from
levying the two per cent sales tax

on film

rentals,

collecting

Brooklyn

theatres,

argued that the

already has ruled that film rentals
are subject to the sales tax and that
the injunction procedure is immediately necessary to prevent the collecHe
tion of a "discriminatory" tax.
said an Illinois sales tax had been
similar dis-

held unconstitutional for

criminatory levies.
Morton Baum, representing the city
(Continued on page 3)

Columbia

Mutua

May

Join

in Barcelona

—

Barcelona, March 20. Bernard J.
manager for Columbia,
has received word from Joseph Seidelman, head of the company's foreign
department in New York, authorizing
him to join Mutua, provided such a
move can be arranged locally.
Under the present setup, all Columbia contracts with exhibitors must be
approved by the Barcelona courts.
However, this procedure will be elimthe

company

joins the local

Film Board of Trade.

20.

turned on their heavy production guns
here last week boosting studio work
schedules

its office

in Barce-

(Continued on page 3)

and

Oliva Dionne,
parents of the quintuplets,
visited the Music Hall in
state
yesterday,
and saw
their offspring from the luxurious vantage point of loge
seats. Mrs. Dionne was delighted with the work of her
Elzire

children.

After the show they were
escorted
back stage, and
through the lobbies and rest
rooms and were entertained
in the studio apartment on
the top floor.

41

features and five
a noticeable increase

As flood waters poured down the
Connecticut River valley with undiminished power,
sweeping down on
Hartford and forcing the closing of

Loew theatres in that city and in
Springfield, Mass., exhibitors in other
stricken areas counted the toll in damaged walls and interior fixtures, and

all

films shooting.

houses until renovation
in some instances extensive
could
be completed.

saw ahead the probable
closing

Camera work was expected to gain
grade for the next few weeks with
14 films scheduled for the sound stages
within the next 14 days.
Columbia had two features in work,

—

No

necessity

their

RKO

though the
in Cincinnati

of

—

theatres
circuit's

were
seven

closed, alfirst

runs

were prepared for emer-

gencies over the week-end, as waters

(Continued on page 3)

(Continued on page 3)

Emanuel Cohen Unit
To Have 4 Features
Major Prod.,
Cohen is head,

of

Emanuel
make four pic-

next season, the first to star
Bing Crosby. Writers are now working on the initial script. The second
Columbia
will be with Mae West.
distribute.

Ben

Piazza,

executive assistant to
Cohen, is prolonging his stay in the
east another week. He is looking over
talent.

Another prominent star
be

to

was

signed

by

B.

which

will

tures

suitable

Dionnes See Film

to

Result of Floods

shorts.
This is
over the preceding week which showed
37 features and no shorts being filmed.
Nearly every studio registered a gain.
Paramount hit a new high with 12

will

Columbia opened

Repair Need Seen

41 Features Going
Hollywood, March
— Producers

Gottlieb, local

if

and snowing payments made during
ending in 1935, were
filed here today with the House Ways
and Means Committee by the Bureau
of Internal Revenue.
Organizations in the nation's film
the fiscal year

and distributors from

city

inated

March 20. Additional salary reports covering companies operating on a fiscal year basis,

clude J. Cheever Cowdin and Lawrence Fox of Standard Capital;
Rogers, C. M. Woolf and Herbert Wilcox. The latter two will be
the representatives of the British financial syndicate which is
participating in the purchase.

Production Leaps;

is

Major

expected

shortly,

it

stated.

&

K. Stock Move
Gets no Opposition

Washington, March

20.

— No

op-

position was presented today before
the Securities and Exchange Commission to the application of Balaban
& Katz Corp. for withdrawal from
listing on the
Chicago Stock Exchange of 26,126 shares of its seven
per cent cumulative preferred stock.
The only witness to appear was
Walter M. Rieser, counsel for the
company, who, after Andrew Jackson,
commission counsel, had indicated
there would be no objection to the

Hollywood, March

—Thus

20.

(.Continued on page 3)

;

;

Renraw, Inc. Movietown News,
Samuel Goldwyn, Inc.; RKO
Service Corp. and a number of the
Inc.

;

;

Inc.;

larger theatre circuits throughout the
country.
The following list of these companies, in alphabetical order, shows executives and personnel affiliated with
the organizations at the end of the

year in 1935.

fiscal

COLUMBIA
August,

Chicago, March
tives in

20.

—RKO

execu-

day whether

will decide Monto reinstate vaudeville at

Palace. Nate J. Blumberg, who
stopped off here on his way east from
the coast, is understood to have gone
into the matter with local
representatives and there is a strong
possibility that the stage show will
be returned.
the

RKO

Sidney

Joseph

Bucbman,

H.

writer,

Briskin, supervisor, $16,466; Harry Cohn,
president, $182,000; Frank Capra, director,
$156,000; Donald Cook, actor, $22,010; John

Ford, director, $50,000; Theresa Helburn,
writer, $33,166; Lambert Hillyer, director,
$15,137; William Holman, studio manager,
$18,050; Ethel Hill, writer, $16,258; Arthur
Hohl, actor, $22,387; Jack Holt, actor, $48,-

(Continued on page 4)

he Maire Joins "U"

As Aide

to

Rogers

Hollywood,
March
20.—Rufus
Le Maire today assumed his new
duties as executive assistant to Charles
R. Rogers and William Koenig at

Universal. Le Maire will concentrate
on the development of a stock company at the studio. He was formerly
casting director.

Upon

New York

PICTURES:

$16,158;

John Buckler, actor, $18,916; S. J.
Briskin,
general manager, $139,750;
Edward N. Buzzell, director, $28,666; Irving
$40,016;

Consolation?

Palace Vaudeville

far

season fourteen features in Techhave been produced or are
definitely set, while several more are
included in tentative plans for the rest
of the year.
In addition, there are
more than 100 color shorts planned for
the year, including cartoons, travelogues and two-reel comedies.
Pioneer plans three color features
this

nicolor

RKO to Decide

industry filed detailed reports. Among
the companies so represented are Columbia Pictures; Fox Films, California Fox Films, New York Twentieth Century;
Crosby Productions,

M-G-M

(Continued on page 3)

Fourteen in Color
Are Set for Season

—

Washington,

it.

Melvin Albert of Weisman, Quinn,
Allen & Spett, attorneys for the
I.T.O.A., acting for the petitioners,
Quinral and Harlou, Inc., operators
of

By CLARENCE LINZ

New

There

is

some

—consolation

—but

very

for exhibitors in the flood areas in the
fact that Spring has arrived
little

this year than ever
before in the 20th century.
The reason: The sun crossed
the equator at 1:58 P. M.
E.S.T. yesterday.

earlier

—

:
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Hollywood, March 20

ICHARD

offered his kingdoin for a horse when the

screws began to tighten.

JERAULD, Managing
CRON, Advertising Manager
Editor

where

A.

stories,

good

Here,
are

ones,

sometimes classified with kingdoms, if not horses, the same
sort of sacrifice stands any time
day or night. This chronicler
earlier reported the alacrity with
which many producers stand
willing to swoon once it is made

—
^and

Published daily except Sunday
holidays by Quigley PubInc., Martin Qiugley,
president; Colvin Brown, vice'
president and treasurer.
Publication Office: 1270 Sixth
Avenue, at Rockefeller Center, New York.
Cable address
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Quigley
Publica1936
by
copyrighted
Address all correspondence to
tions, Inc.
Quigley
pubOffice.
Other
York
New
the
lications,

possible for them to sink their
hooks into what bears the earmarks of dramatic meat. Others
there are, however, who breast
the tide with another and different tale. It has to do with the

Motion Picture Herald. BetPicture
Theatres, The Motion
ter
Almanac and The Box-Office Check-Up.
lications,

Hollywood Bureau: Postal Union Life
Building, Vine and Yucca Streets, Boone
Mancall, Manager; Chicago Bureau, 624
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"Quigpubco,
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Hollywood merry-go-round.

.

.

Story editors, whose futures
would be mud were any attempt
made to essay their names, view

W

the

Rue de la Coar-des-Noues. Pierre
19,
Autre, Representative; Rome Bureau: Viale
Malpassuti, RepresentaVittorio
Gorizia,
tive; Sydney Bureau: 600 George Street,
Mexico City
Holt, Representative;
Cliff
Bureau: Apartado 269, James Lockhart,
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1926, at the Post Office at New York
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Subscription rates per year: $6 in the
Americas, and foreign $12. Single copies:
10 cents.

situation

variously, for
the outset it is

ex-

At
the
correct statement to make that
there is nothing resembling a
plethora of material. It is further
the fact to set down that the distance
between
story
departments and producers often is
so impossible to traverse that
many
properties
either
are
muffed, disappear entirely in the
shuffle, are relegated to another
day, or lost to another studio.
ample.

.

Baltimore,

20.

of the
affili-

observations with facts. Well,
here are the facts of one
situation in full regalia, except for
names and places. This episode
ties in a swell story, five producers and the man for whom
they work, sometimes described
as the head of the plant. The
particular
property
was submitted, hurdled the story department, funneled through each of
the five producers, all of whom
voted it in, and got nowhere because the studio chieftain to date
has not had the time or the inclination, perhaps, to read it.
its

at the annual election yesterday.
About 60 were present. Other offiArthur B. Price,
cers named were
Herman A. Blum,
vice-president;
secretary Helen Connelly, secretary.
The board of directors includes
Hornig, Price, Blum, Walter Pacy, J.
Louis
Rome, Elmer Nolte, Jack
Levine, Sam Soltz, Bill Hicks, Lauate,

then,

:

;

ritz

Garman and Louis

Schneider.

To Score Travel Film
"Beyond the Caribbean," filmed by
Andre Roosevelt and to be released
by Inter-Continent Film Co., will be
synchronized with music and effects
under the supervision of Thomas J.
Valentino at the Reeves Sound Studio

.

today.

.

.

Then, too, there is constantly
around the circumstance of the

Keith House Cuts Loss

producer
read.

Boston, March 20.— The Keith
Memorial Theatre Corp., for the year
ended Dec. 31 last, reports a net loss
of $108,100 after all charges, which
compares with a net loss of $149,391
for

.

The yarns, tall and true, about
the inordinate difficulties of galvanizing the distinguished upfront legion into action are many.
This department prefers to back

Maryland
March
— Frank A
of

Hornig was reelected president
M.P.T.O. of Maryland, Allied

.

T

Hor nig Again Heads
MPTO

.

T

much

He

who

simply

will

not

either busy with too
detail, polo, the social life
is

or a nervous system so attuned

Saturday, March 21, 1936
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Hollywood, March 20.—A

KANN
he cannot find the patience to go
through.
One top rater here
practically never reads.
Occasionally, he loosens enough to
recline on the couch in his studio
office while a secretary does his
reading to him. Another type,
painfully

plentiful,

man

the

is

who

cannot recognize good material when he sees it.
.

.

.

T
This

no endeavor

is

at

label-

ing all of Hollywood with such
shortcomings. Not at all. Whether
predominant or not we think
in
the
production
not many
melee put in long days at their
stint to return to their shacks at
night loaded down with scripts,
synopses, treatments and novels
as
part
of
their
constant
search for something new, something different. They, at least,
apply a genuine effort at trying,
with varying results, quite natur-

—

—

ally

T
The producer,

in a larger way,
understands the need for the base

of his picture which is the story
that picture has to tell. It would,

therefore,
appear only logical
that those appointed to ferret out

such material would be aces in
their line. This does not seem to
prevail in the majority of instances. Probably a classic in its
way is the man, occupying a high
post in a major studio which annually turns out a varied program, who has never heard of
the Scottsboro case. He has not
been out of Hollywood in years.
Yet his is the disposal of suggestions from New York, his the
almost final word on what his
studio

is

or

is

not to produce.

.

.

.

V

A

20th-Fox to Start
Studio Enlargement

more

direct route

.

.

the

Westwood

studio.

Plans

include
eight
new sound
stages of 237,000 square feet each; a
three-story property building, 90 by
280 feet; new film vaults and cutting
rooms, and a complete water system
which includes wells and two reservoirs holding 360,000 gallons each.

Work is expected to be completed
within four months under supervision
of Robert Fairbanks, studio manager.
Walter Strohm is chief engineer, and
Joseph Baslon is engineer in charge of
design.

Bank Night's Fate
Up to Mass. Court
Boston, March
—The
20.

Bank Night

fate

before the Supreme Court, to which convictions on
lottery charges in both District and
Superior Courts have been appealed.
bill to amend the lottery laws so as

A

to

make Bank Night

legal

in

Mas-

has been killed by the
legislature.
This action leaves the
game situation in a highly critical
sachusetts

state here.

Pending a decision in the Supreme
Bank Night has been withdrawn from most of the Bay State
Court,

theatres.

W.

T.

Trenton,
Carr,

father

Carr Succumbs
111,

of

March 20.— W. T.
Trem Carr, former

Republic production head,

here

died

last night as a result of injuries sustained in a recent automobile acci-

dent.

Trem Carr and Mrs. Carr

sailed

a few days ago on the lie de France
and were due in London today.

Rites for Donald Ross
St. Louis, III., March 20.
Funeral services were held here for
Donald W. Ross, former treasurer of

East

Loew's State in St. Louis, who died in
Bridgeport, Conn., where he was connected with Loew's. He was 34.
Services for Harry Kelly
Funeral services for Harry Kelly,
comedian, will be held at 10.30 A. M.
today at his late residence, 90-20
Whitney Ave., Elmhurst, Queens.
Kelly died Thursday in Polyclinic
Hospital.

He was

63.

"Times" Opens in Phila.

—

Philadelphia, March 20. "Mod-!
ern Times" opened yesterday at threej
local Paramount houses on a day-l
and-date run. They are the Roosevelt,)
Nixon and Tower. Harry Royster of,
Paramount's

Monte Salmon

home
in the

office

assisted

campaign.

Loew Unit Pays

$1.75

Marcus Loew's Theatres have

Chaplins for Russia

1934.

Amkino has

signed

with

United

Artists for the showing of Charlie
Chaplin's "City Lights" and "Modern
Times" in Russia, the first time Chap-

Atwell with Exposition

—

Cleveland, March 20. Ben H. Atwell, former director of publicity for lin sound films will be shown there.
Columbia, has joined the Great Lakes The deal was concluded here by
Exposition as a special representative Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president of
with offices here. He will divide his foreign sales for U.A., and V. Verlinsky, Amkino president
time between here and New York.
!

Seigel

May

Join Warners
who

Arthur J. Seigel,
half interest in the

Cinema

Alax A. Cohen,

reported rejoining

Warners

is

to handle

atres in Milwaukee.
Seigel, previous to

the

of Albert

Warner.

has sold his
Circuit to

circuit's

becoming an

dependent, was affiliated
ners in New Jersey. He

of

now

is

from story

producer would dispose of part
of the problem. In many studios,
course through
the
circuitous
which suggestions reach their
goal either for acceptance or rejection and the space of time required to reach such decision is
difficult
Many
to comprehend.
things may and do happen and
defy understanding. A few days
back, to illustrate, one lot discovered a mere thirty minutes
before preview time that it did
not own the story rights to the
completed film. How can this
be? It was.

to

.

$4,000,-

000 construction program will be
launched at Twentieth Century-Fox
on April 1 in preparation for the consolidation of activities of both lots at

thein-

with Wara stepson

is

de-

clared a dividend of $1.75 a share or
account of accumulations of the sever|
per
cent
preferred
stock,
pavablei

March

31.

Delay N.

i

J. Allied

Meet

Allied has put back its annual
three-day convention one day. The
new dates for the get-together at the
Hollenden, Cleveland, are June 3-5.
j
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Repair Need Seen
Production Leaps;
Result of Floods
41 Features Going

Purely
Personal
i

Langdon W.

Post,

{Continued from page 1)

were

Tenement

House Commissioner and chairof the Housing Authority, has
been elected a member of the executive
committee, National Board of Review.
•
Bob Lynch, M-G-M sales head in
Philadelphia, left for the Quaker City
yesterday. He took with him some of
the "Mutiny on the Bounty" models

man

which were submitted from

his terri-

tory.

•

Loew's two
Pitts-

in preparation

ting rooms.

M-G-M

;

;

;

;

;

A-Mike Vogel

of the Managers'
Round Table Club of Motion Picture
Herald will have a birthday on Monday, but it is a closely guarded secret.
Even A-Mike won't tell the number.

•
Arthur Lee has returned from the
coast, but Jeffrey Bernerd is remaining in Hollywood for another week to
attend the opening of "Rhodes" at the
Four Star, Los Angeles, on Thursday.

•

Maury M. Cohen,

president of Invincible, has arrived from the coast
with
George R.
for
conferences
Batc heller, head of Chesterfield, on
next season's lineup.

•
Stern, U. A. southern
division manager, left last night for
Charlotte, N. C. He will visit several
exchanges during a three-week trip.
•

Charles

Dembow

flew in town yesterday, cutting his tour of key cities
short to attend a couple of important
National Screen confabs.

George

{Continued from page 1)

and four in the cuthad eight, two
burgh, where receding water left con- and 12; Paramount, 12, three and two;
siderable theatre damage.
Roach,
Radio, three, zero and one
In Troy, N. Y., three Warner zero, one and one; Twentieth Cenhouses were closed, although the RKO tury-Fox six, three and six UniverProctor, beyond the limits of the flood sal, two, zero and three Warners, six,
waters, remained open.
one and eight independents two, two
An exhibition problem faces neigh- and two.
borhood subsequent run operators in
Short subject production came out
the cities affected by the flood, even of the doldrums also.
Columbia had
though their theatres were beyond the one shooting, two preparing and two
reach of the waters.
These subse- editing.
M-G-M had two, two and
quents will be forced to wait for prod- five Radio, zero, two and two Roach,
uct in many cases until first run one, one and three independents, one,
houses, damaged, are reopened and two and zero.
rising in that section.
theatres also were closed in

and

Wormser, who were scheduled

;

;

play the product.

The Delaware River

finally began
drop yesterday, bringing Trenton
and other New Jersey towns out of

to

danger.

Columbia

Mutua

May Join

in

Barcelona

{Continued from page 1)

Ohio Deliveries Cut Off
lona nine months ago, it was stated
20.Film deliv- yesterday at the company's home office.
ery services operating out of Cleve- While details are lacking because of

—

Cleveland, March

land report train and truck services
entirely cut off from Steubenville,
Martin's Ferry and Bridgeport owing

the sudden development, it is believed
that within the next few weeks Columbia will become a member of

to unprecedented flood conditions. Delivery service to Canton and Akron
is reported as normal.

Joseph

Shenandoah Valley Hit
Charlottesville, Va., March 20.
This entire area of the Shenandoah
Valley is eight to 10 feet under water,
with many towns, including Winchester, Hagerstown, Cumberland and
Staunton cut off entirely, and theatres

Irving

those situations seriously affected.
Despite conditions here, however, the
Paramount did excellent business with
a show featuring a Major Bowes

to sail

amateur

•

Herman Gluckman

in

unit.

Joseph Seidelman, who with
Friedman,
in
charge
of
England and the Continent, left yesterday for the coast by plane, sent
a cable to Bernard J. Gottlieb approving joining the Barcelona Film Board
of Trade.
Seidelman is scheduled to return
from Hollywood in 10 days. He and
Friedman will confer with Harry and
Jack Cohn on plans to produce a
number of pictures in England.

Mutua.

B&K Stock Move
Gets

on the Lafayette yesterday for a vaca-

No

Opposition

Hartford Situation Acute
(^Continued from page 1)
Hartford, March 20. With many
of sections of New England paralyzed by granting of the application, asked that
William
Wyler,
director
"These Three," was interviewed by flood conditions Hartford was hardest a decision be rendered promptly so
that the company might be saved the
hit, with streets flooded, theatre audiRadie Harris over Station
of
preparing
statements
toriums inundated and troops in control expense
last night.
•
Thousands of which must be filed at the end of this
of the community.
Laudy Lawrence sails today on the houses throughout the New England month under the Securities Act.
Jackson said the company intended
Paris, returning to his headquarters in sections are unable to get films, while
Paris after conferring with Arthur others are setting holdover records to redeem half of the stock on May 1
by continuing to play what they have at $110 per share, plus accrued interLoew.
est, and that the remainder would be
•
on hand.
redeemed on May 1, 1939.
Jack Harrower is still confined to
The Chicago Stock Exchange rePitt Theatres in Ruins
Yonkers "General Hospital, where he
Pittsburgh, March 20. Wreck- ported that only 1,840 shares were
stomach ailis being treated for a

tion, didn't.

—

•

WHN

—

age to theatres

ment.

•
Isadore

Welt

Welt

of

Rosenblatt-

the

terday after nine weeks of

illness.

•

Aaron Schusterman, New Jersey
Miami after

exhibitor, is back from
a four weeks' vacation.

•

Harry Shiffman
on the Lafayette on
is

sailed last night
a 12-day cruise.

now

slated to return

from the coast on Monday.
•

Frank

Wilson

will

for

leave

Washington on Monday.
•

John R. Freuler
lunching at the Edison.

among

those

•
Edward Golden says he wasn't
the Tavern yesterday.
•

The

Harman Sado
Paris.

downtown

dis-

alone here
estimated
at
is
$5,000,000. The Stanley, Penn, Alvin
and Fulton are in total ruins and will
have to be entirely rehabilitated. This
will probably take at least two months.
Bob Newkirk, manager of the Penn,
is down with pneumonia as a result
of exposure, while Ken Coffman, artist at the Alvin, is in Mercy Hospital
for the same reason.

•

Ed Finney

in the

trict

circuit returned to his office yes-

sails

at

Decision Is
Reserved on
N.Y. Sale Tax

Radio Sets

New Title
—

Hollywood, March 20. Radio has
selected "Make a Wish" as the title
of the Edward Hartmann original
recently purchased under the tentative
title,

"Twinkle,

Jason

will

as

direct,

Twinkle."
Leigh
with Lee Marcus

associate producer.

Form Cineroma Corp.
Albany, March

20.

— Cineroma

Corp. has been chartered here by
today on the Elizabeth Woods, Herman S. Rosenblatt and Marjorie L. Soper.

{Continued from page 1)

comptroller's office, opposing the application for the injunction, contended
that the tax legislation itself provided
a remedy for its rulings by making
them subject to certiorari proceedings
in the Appellate Division. T. Newman
Lawler of O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery,
attorneys for the United Artists exchange, told the court that certiorari
proceedings had been begun by the
exchange already in opposing the levy
made by the city against its rentals
for the first three months of 1935.
The Appellate Division is expected
to hear the United Artists' appeal from
the city's ruling some time next
month. This procedure does not seek
an injunction, but comprises an attempt to prove that film rentals are
not properly subject to a municipal
sales

tax.

Albert said that if his application
for an injunction was denied he would
take an appeal to the Court of Appeals.

Fourteen in Color
Are Set for Season
{Continued from page 1)

between now and Jan.

1

:

"Dancing

Pirate," "The Life of Custer" and a
story with a
York setting which
is as yet untitled.
Selznick International has on schedule "Garden of

New

Allah" and "Dark Victory," both to
star Merle Oberon.
Selznick may
make one or two others in color.
Twentieth Century-Fox plans "Ra-

mona."

Walter Wanger, in addition
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine,"

to

plans

"Spawn

sibly

one other.

of the North," and pos-

Alexander Korda and Henry Wil-

cox, in England, plan a minimum of
two Technicolor features each this
year.
Paramount definitely has set
"Good for Nothing" and tentatively
"The Life of Buffalo Bill." Samuel
Goldwyn declared recently that the
planned "Goldwyn Follies" will be in
color, and reports indicate that he
may do "Hurricane" also in color. It
has been reported as well that Wartraded in 1933; 1,950 shares in 1934; ners are giving consideration to the
1,580 shares in 1935.
The stock rose production of "The Sea Hawk" in
from a low of $15 in 1933 to $110 this color, and Radio is said to be toying
with the idea of doing a group of
year.

westerns in Technicolor.

Joe Hornstein Takes
On Motiograph Sales
Joe Hornstein has closed a threeyear deal with Joseph B. Kleckner,
president,
and Walter Hirschfeld,
vice-president and general manager,
to handle Motiograph projectors exclusively in northern New Jersey,
southern New York and eastern Connecticut.

The first installation will be
new theatre Henry Sussman is

in the
building in Yonkers. It will be called the
Central and will seat 1,000. It is expected to be opened March 25.

Kleckner and Hirschfeld were in
Philadelphia yesterday and are due
to return here today. They will leave
for Chicago, their headquarters, over
the week-end.

"Robin Hood" $20,500
"Robin Hood of El Dorado" was
a weak tenant at the Capitol last week,
garnering $20,500 for the seven-day
run.
"Petrified Forest" and "Every
Saturday Night" at the Palace ended
with about $7,000. The Rialto, with
"Tough Guy," tallied approximately
$8,000, while the Strand on the second stanza of "Colleen" wound up
with close to $12,000.

Aguilar "U" Head, Spain
N. L. Manheim, export manager
of Universal, has named E. Aguilar as
manager in Spain, with headquarters
in

Barcelona.

Aguilar was formerly

assistant to Siegwart Kusiel until the
latter

was named general manager of
European distribution.

Universal

—

:
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Cleveland, March 20. Col. Harry E. Long, Loew theatre division
manager, and Col. Nat Holt, RKO
theatre head here, will be kings for
the day at the weekly luncheon Monof
day in the Hotel Statler. Ben Lyon,
(Twentieth Century-Fox)
Mayor Harold L. Burton, Safety
(Continued from pat/e 1)
Hollywood, March 20. Once more the mountie gets his man and Director Elliott Ness and others will
408; Victor Jory, actor, $17,383; Benjamin
Erie Kenton, gets his girl, and once more George O'Brien gets his audience.
This be guests.
Kline, cameraman, $18,200;
Keno games Saturday nights are
M. Lauren, writer, smoothly produced outdoor action film starts with O'Brien as the star
director, $23,208;
S.
Peter Lorre, actor, $16,702; Bruce

the Mounted"

"O'Malley

—

$31,325;

$19,500; R. William Neil,
director, $22,476; Harriet Parsons, writer,
Robert North, supervisor, $35,$15,300;
750; Gertrude Purcell, writer, $26,000; William P. Erlberg, casting director, $19,733;
Everett Riskin, supervisor, $19,600; Robert
Riskin, writer, $100,000; Sid Rogell, supervisor, $20,300; Louis Silvers, music director,
$20,800; Victor Schertzinger, director, $55,666; K. O. Swerling, writer, $63,000; Lee
Tracv, actor, $39,583; Jules White, director,
$17,200; Max Winslow, supervisor, $24,100;
Nancy Carroll, actress, $49,583; Claudette
Colbert, actress, $36,666; Gregory La Cava,
director, $35,000; Ann Sothern, actress, $26,661; Grace Moore, actress, $35,000 and B.

Manning, writer,

Schulberg,

sleuth of the Royal Northwest Mounted Police sent into the Canadian
wilds to track down a vicious border gang and avenge the death of a

fellow officer.

Pretending to be a desperado, O'Brien stages a fake jailbreak with
James Bush, a member of the gang, who then leads him to the gang's
Irene Ware, Bush's sister, aids in the escape and nearly
hideout.
upset's O'Brien's plan by going along. Stanley Fields, gang member,
suspects O'Brien, but his suspicions are allayed when O'Brien stages a
holdup. Dangers continue to beset the group until the gang is finallly
rounded up, Bush is cleared of the murder charge and O'Brien gets the

A

Reginald Berkley, writer, $43.$184,000;
John Boles, actor, $53,750; Charles
783;
Doyer. actor, $35,576; Lew Brown, producer, $21,250; Edwin Burke, writer, $91,500;
Edward Butcher, producer, $26,000; David
Butler, director, $79,384; Nigel Bruce, actor.
$29,918; Lester Cole, writer, $16,191; William Counselman, writer, $49,666; James
Cowan, executive, $26,000; James Cruze, director, $24,000; Irving Cummings, director,
$54,160; James Dunn, actor, $35,307; Alan
Dinehart, actor, $18,395; Louis De Francesco, music director, $27,850; George de
Sylva, producer, $39,333; Louise Dresser,
actor, $16,750; Alice Faye, actress, $20,375; Stepin Fetchit, actor, $18,216; Charles
Farrell, actor, $55,000; George Fitzmaurice,
director, $29,750; John Ford, director, $99,807; Norman Foster, actor, $32,933; Janet
Gaynor, actress, $252,583; J. J. Gain, executive, $34,200; Jay Gorney, song writer, $19,950; James Gleason, actor, $53,833; Harry
Green, actor, $46,138; Bert Glennan, cameraman. $15,581; Lillian Harvey, actress.
$43,583; Ralph Hammeras, technician, $20,Hellman, $32,025; Samuel Hof800;
Julian Johnson,
writer, $20,500;
fenstein,
scenario editor, $41,600; Victor Jory, actor,
$15,800; Jason S. Joy, executive, $49,583;
Henry King, director. $156,192; Lew King,
director, $22,400; Philip Klein, writer, $34,Hunter Lovelace, writer, $19,600;
250;
Lee, dance director, $32,650; Henry
Lachmann, director, $47,000; Edmund Lowe,
Arthur Lange, composer,
actor,
$24,750;
Jesse Lasky, producer, $156,000;
$15,600;
writer, $58,600; Frank L.
Levien,
Sonva
Lloyd, director, $62,000; Arthur Miller, cameraman. $16,718; Al Mohr. cameraman,
$22,650; Herbert Mundin, actor, $17,706; Joe
May, director, $31,137; George Marshall, diwriter.
Miller,
rector, $26,000; Seaton I.
$19,516; Jose Mojica, actor, $18,000: Philip
MacDonald. writer, $25,308; Victor McLaglen, actor. $30,000; Norman McLeod, direc-

Sam

Sammy

$17,083; Dudley Nichols,
James O'Keefe, executive, $16,616; W.
O'Connell, cameraman, $16,017; Warner
Oland, actor. $37,499; Ernest Pascal, writer

writer,

tor,

$24,-

933;

L.

Ernest Palmer, cameraman. $18,$55,199;
577; A! Rockett. producer, $117,000; Samson
Raphaelson, writer. $28,833; Will Rogers,
$324,314; Gilbert Roland, actor. $24,250; Paul
Roulien. actor. $16,700; Seigfreid Rinnan,
actor. $18,000; Marjorie Rambeau, actress.
$33,808: Ned Sparks, actor, $25,546; Hanns
Schwartz, director, $25,166: Fred Serson.
technician, $15,500; John Stone, producer,
$45,500; George Schneiderman, cameraman.
Tohn Seitz, cameraman. $23,515;
$21,085;
Spencer Tracy, actor. $82,566; Shirley Temple, actress. $23,064; James Timling, director. $18,750: Frank Tuttle. director. $35,000;
Helen Twelvetrees, actress. $46,311; Raoul
Walsh, actor. $53,347; Hugh Williams, acttor. $18,461: Sol Wurtzel. producer. $104.000: Tack Yellen, songwriter. $28,133; Howand Paul
writer,
$19,800;
ard "Young,
Green, $19,500.

FOX

FILMS.

NEW

YORK:

Sidney R.
R. Michel,

president. $166,450: W.
executive, vice-president. $35,504: W. R.
Sheehan, vice-president. $300,000; Sidney
Towel!, treasurer. $21,890; Felix A. Jenkins,
secretary, $17,990: Tohn A. Michel, special
representative. $20,800: Dan Michalove. sperepresentative. $18,200:
cial
John Nolan,
special representative, $17,900; D. A. Doran. Jr.. scenario department, $23,750; John

Kent,

laws.

Production Code Seal No. 2,077.
general salesmanager, $48,031;
Grainger, division manager, $16,471;

Clark,

D.
E.

C.

W.

Kupper,

J.

manager,

division

$15,713;

salesmanager,
foreign
Sheehan.
P.
Z.
$39,000; W. J. Hutchinson, British manpubMcCarthy,
E.
Charles
ager, $19,500;
licity director, $23,400; E. I. Sponable, resiRogers,
K.
dent engineer, $17,990; Saul
Grainger, sales
R.
T.
attorney, $15,600;

department, $18,720; S.

Buxbaum, branch

S.

$18,720; Herman Wobber, district
$39,000; Harry Ballance, district
Bailey, district man$20,800;
ager, $18,200; Edgar Moss, district manW. Eckhardt, branch
C.
ager, $26,000;
manager, $16,224; Robert Kane, associate
producer, $91,000: Erich Pommer, associate
producer, $80,915; Alfred Wright, attorney,
$20,800; Arch Selvvyn, supervisor, scenario
department, $16,083; Erich Charrell, directGeorge White, associate proor, $35,000;
ducer, $124,235.

manager,
manager,
manager,

Tom

TWENTIETH CENTURY:
nuck,
Goetz,

Za-

Darryl

William
$104,333;
Raymond
$65,208;
manager, $56,750; Ed-

vice-president,
vice-president,

production
ward Eberle, assistant production manager,

Griffith,

Harrv Brand, publicity manager,
Fredric March,
actor,
$157,458;
Wallace Beery, actor, $100,000; Ronald Colman, actor, $108,284; Maurice Chevalier,
actor, $150,000; Clarke Gable, actor, $94,666;
Charles
George Arliss. actor, $125,000;
Laughton, actor, $65,000; Adolphe Menjou,
$16,841;
$18,004;

actor,

Edward Arnold,

actor, $23,Loretta
$24,208;

$27,083;

Jack Oakie, actor,
125;
Young, actress. $36,952; Constance Bennett,
actress,

Roy

$40,077;

Ruth,

del

director,

director,
Richard
Boleslawski,
Roland Lee, director, $20,000; William Wellman, director, $65,000.
CROSBY PRODUCTIONS, INC.: H. L.
Crosby, Jr., president, $152,142;
E.
N.

$56,999;
$34,270:

Crosby,

secretary-treasurer,

$42,120.

FOX WEST COAST THEATRES:

E. L.

Alperson, film buyer, $25,350; K. M. Bowles,
division manager, $24,700; Charles A. Buckley, vice-president, $28,200; F. I. Metzler,
treasurer, $15,600; J. J. Sullivan, vice-president, $29,120.

FOX MIDWEST THEATRES
E.

charge.
Chief Barker I. E. Schmertz and
a party motored to Buffalo for the
annual ball and banquet of the Buffalo
in

tent.

Barker Deutsch and Mrs. Deutsch
celebrated their 13th wedding anniversary at a party in the Mayfair Casino.

Leonard Goldstein Quits

girl.

supervisor, $19,038.

good cast includes Victor Potel, Reginald Barlow, Dick Cramer,
FOX FILMS, CALIFORNIA: Rosemary Tom London, Charles King, Olin Francis and Crauford Kent. From
Ames, actress, $18,483; Annabella, actress,
William S. Hart's exciting story Dan Jarrett and Frank Howard Clark
$27,510; Lew Ayres, actor, $103,499; Richard Arlen, actor, $22,499; J. G. Blystone, did a neat screen play. David Howard directed. Best exploitation angle
director, $76,634; George L. Bagnall, studio
of wits by one man in the stronghold of outtreasurer, $20,800; Warner Baxter, actor, is that featuring the battle
P.

Schulman, Dick Deutsch and Nat Wolf

proving popular, with Jack

C.

Rhoden, president,

(Missouri)

$32,050.

UNITED ARTISTS STUDIO CORP.:
Newman,

Running
York)

time, 59 minutes.

James

:

A.

Mulvey,

"G."

March

Hollywood,

20.

— Leonard

Goldstein today resigned as executive
assistant to Ben Goetz, Consolidated
Laboratories, and accepted a similar
post with George Hirliman Prod. He
will leave for New York in two weeks
and will then go to England to negotiate deals.

secretary,

$18,200.

RKO

SERVICE CORP.: L. E. Thompson,
president, $25,000; Nate J. Blumberg, vicepresident, $23,750; Joseph R. McDonough,
2nd vice-president, $20,300; P. M. Stern,
attornev, $23,490; A. E. Revch, vice-president, $18,000.

Brandt Circuit May
Total 75 by Summer
With

51 theatres now in the Brandt
negotiations are under way
whereby a number of new units will
be added and pooled, William Brandt
has indicated.
It
is
expected that
by the time the new season gets under
way the circuit will have around 75,
circuit,

M. Sullavan Replaced
Hollywood, March

20.

—Margaret

Sullavan, who suffered a broken arm
in an accident here yesterday, will be
unable to work for six weeks. Paramount will borrow a feminine lead
for "Hotel Imperial" in which Miss

Sullavan had been

cast.

McCormick Coming Back
Hollywood, March 20.— Barret S.
McCormick, RKO advertising and

New

publicity head,

will entrain for
night, having comdays of conferences

York tomorrow
pleted
here.

several

Brandt added.

Admits Owing on Tax
Washington, March 20.— Marion
Davies

Board

filed

of

a

with the
here today

stipulation

Tax Appeals

Most Up

Slightly on

$30,000 plus interest, in additional income taxes for 1931. The Internal
Revenue Bureau had charged her with
a deficiency of $52,044. She had paid
a 1931 income tax of $100,292.
The deficiency was assessed on
$260,000 received by the actress from
the
Forty-five
East
Fifty-seventh
Co. of which she was the sole stockholder She contended that the money
was part repayment of funds advanced
by her to the corporation.
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Next Shirley
March
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13
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—
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+ %
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+254

+

54

+1

Technicolor Lone Curb Gain

—Dorothy

Net

High Low Close Change
Yost has completed the screen play of Sonotone
254
254
254
"M'liss,"
from the story by Bret Technicolor
30
2954
2954
+ 54
Harte, and it will be the next Anne Trans -Lux
454
454
454
$23,333.
Shirley
picture.
Radio had four
Bonds Off Slightly
MOVIETONE NEWS INC.: Truman H. scripts in preparation, but Miss Yost
Talley, vice-president, $35,100.
Net
first to get an okay on a comwas
High Low Close Change
ASSOCIATED THEATRES, INC. (ColoAlfred

music director, $39,000;
Aleander Kiam, costume designer, $36,166.
RENRAW INC.: Harry Warner, $23,333;
Albert
Warner, $23,333; Jack Warner,

rado: Rick
$20 225

Ricketson,

division

manager,

GENERAL THEATRES (Colorado) Harry E. Huffman, president, $15,500.
BOSTON THEATRES OPERATING
:

CORP.

(Mass.):

Al

Somerby,

treasurer,

$15,600.

WISCONSIN
PRISES CORP.:
president

and

SAMUEL

AMUSEMENT ENTERH.

general

J.

Fitzgerald,

vice-

manager, $17,681.
INC.
(New

GOLDWYN,

pleted draft.

Anita Louise with Flynn
Hollywood,
have

March

—Warners

20.

the feminine lead in
"The Charge of the Light Brigade"
The male lead will
to Anita Louise.
be played by Errol Flynn.

assigned

General
Equip.
General
Equip.

Theatre
6s

Paramount

.

30

2954

2954

29^

29

29

ww

10254

wd

10254
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Chance Games Board Changes
Expanding In Due March 30

Many

Sections In the

MPPDA

Giveaway Insurance Is Shifts in Major Company
Personnel the Reason
New Development
Giveaways as a means of bolstering
theatre attendance continue to hold the
attention of exhibitors throughout the
country, as numerous situations are
expanding the use of chance games of
some

sort,

and

state

and municipal

are taking cognizance of
offshoot of the games, giveaway
insurance, under which participants in
giveaways are insured against loss if
their names are called when they are
absent from the theatre.
Following are the outstanding recent
developments in various parts of the
country.
authorities

a

new

Free Games Approved

New Haven, March

—

22.
Chief of
Police Philip T. Smith and Assistant
City Attorney M. Edward Klebanoff

have agreed to approve Bank Night,

Cash Night and all other games in
which free participation is possible.
No decision has been handed down

Several

new

directors will be elected

board of the M. P. P. D. A. at
its annual meeting March 30, in accordance with the Hays organization's
to the

practice of including in its directorate
the heads of member companies.

Executive changes in member companies of the M. P. P. D. A. during
the past year have resulted in making
four or five officials eligible for election to the organization's board. Leo
Spitz became president of
in
November following RCA's sale of
one-half of its
holdings. John E.
Otterson was elected president of Paramount following the reorganization
of that company last June.
George
Schaefer was recently appointed vicepresident and general manager of
United Artists, the top eastern post
in that company.
R. H. Cochrane,
executive vice-president of Universal,

RKO

RKO

will

become

president, and J.
(Continued on page 9)

(Continued on page 9)

ITPA

Protests Cuts
In Electric Scales

—A

C. E. Elliott

Forms

China Roars, Inc.
Hollywood, March
—Clyde E.

<

Surrogate James A. Delehanty has
eased the Mineola, Mineola, L. I., to
Walter Reade for a term of 10 years.
Vlatty Chrystamas had been operating
he house for some time. Reade will
liter the house extensively, Leo Justin
stated Saturday.
About two weeks
tgo a fire caused considerable damage.
With the acquisition of the Mine)la, the circuit totals 36.
The Rialto,
^.sbury Park, is being converted into
market. The house has been open
;ix weeks in the past two years, JusI

in said.

F.

& M. Darkens Big
House

in St. Louis

pictures from as many major
companies tentatively lined
up for April 10. So far W. G.

decided

on the attraction and the him
companies involved are hoping for the best.
The attractions tentatively
dated are: "Sutter's Gold,"
(Universal); "Captain January,"
(Twentieth
CenturyFox); "Mr. Deeds Goes to
Town," (Columbia); "Desire,"
(Paramount) ; "Little Lord

Fauntleroy,"
(U. A.);
and
"The Witness Chair," (Radio).

Expect Golder
To Delay Dual
in Phila.
—

Philadelphia, March 22. Benjamin Golder, local attorney, who was

existed among distributors to restrict
the exhibition of double features by
contract prohibitions, will make no
significant move in this capacity while
the distributors' petition for a rehearing of the duals case is pending, in the
opinion of members of the local industry.
Golder, who was attorney for Harry
and Louis Perelman in the case which
resulted in the district court pronouncing illegal the anti-double feature
clauses in contracts, returned from a
Florida vacation some time ago, but
has made no request of local exchanges yet for any records from their
files.
Distributors' attorneys do not
recognize any authority in Golder's
appointment as "friend of the court"
to examine their private documents
and, it is learned here, any attempt
(Continued on page 9)

Poster Men's Board

To Meet Wednesday

The executive board of National
St. Louis, March 22.— Fanchon &
Marco will close the Ambassador here Poster Service Ass'n. will hold a speon March 26, after the current week's cial meeting Wednesday at the Linshow, for an indefinite period. Harry coln to complete details in connection
C. Arthur, F. & M. vice-president, with the annual convention slated for
declared the move was forced by an April 18-19 in Chicago at the Palmer
inability to obtain suitable product.

The

theatre figures in the Government's action against RKO, Para-

mount and Warners, charging conspiracy,

which

is

pending

in

(Continued on page 9)

Federal

House.
Attending the

local session will be
president, and George
Aarons, secretary, Philadelphia ; Louis
Weinzimmer, Harry Schlitt and Ed-

Simon Libros,

ward Behrens,

New

York.

In All

Branches

Hard Blow to
Film Grosses

product for
Easter
Week, the Music Hall has six

Move

the

See Flood As

after

Cheever appointed amicus curiae
by the U. S.
District Court here to attempt to determine whether or not a conspiracy

Milwaukee, March 22.
22.
protest
has been entered with the Wisconsin Elliott today told of the formation of
Public Service commission by the a company under the Nevada charter
[. T.
P. A. against the commission's to be called China Roars, Inc. He
recent order reducing the electric light stated that financial backing has been
arranged through a syndicate of west-ate for athletic and baseball fields.
The association charges the new ern capitalists. Release is indefinite.
Elliott has obtained the sanction of
ate is discriminatory. Under it, these
ields pay a rate of three cents per the Chinese government to film a piculowatt hour for the first 2,000 kilo- ture. He sails with a complete crew
watts and two cents per hour for all April 27, aboard the Chichibu Maru
Dver this amount. It is charged that for Nanking where he will confer with
:heatres pay for their electric current officials regarding protection of his
learly double that which is charged unit in the interior of China.
rthletic fields.
The company is entirely new and
separate from the unit formed a year
ago with a Columbia releasing setup.

Reade Gets Mineola
On Surrogate Lease

Has Six Lined Up
With independent Broadway theatre operators hot

hasn't

Intelligent

TEN CENTS

23, 1936

Van Schmus

Alert,

Theatre Damage, Jobless
To Affect Business
As

flood waters began to recede in
stricken areas of New England,
Pennsylvania and the Ohio Valley,
theatre men were making efforts to
take stock of the damage done to
houses and foresaw a probable serious
curtailment of grosses for the next
several weeks, at least.
In addition to the necessity of closing for repairs in many instances, exhibitors are faced with a situation

the

wherein thousands have been thrown
out of employment, although only
temporarily, thousands are homeless
and many communities are confronted
with the threat of disease, food and
water shortages and the failure of
power facilities. All potential theatre
patrons, these thousands obviously will
have little funds or opportunity to
attend theatres.
Circuit executives were reluctant
even to attempt to estimate the extent
of damages to theatres or the amounts
which would be required to put theatres in shape again, until it was possible to survey the situations affected.
Loew's reported that its two houses
in Hartford were only slightly damaged, water having come into the
cellars but causing little damage. The
managers of the houses were able to
move most of the equipment. The
same was true in the one house in
Springfield,
Mass.
Those theatres
were closed, it was stated, because of
{Continued on page 3)

Pathe Still Holds
$248,000RKONotes
RKO

Pathe still owns $248,000 of
gold notes, it was disclosed on Saturday in a stipulation entered into with
the
trustee.
The holding represents the last of more than $3,000,000
of notes issued in 1930 when
acquired the Pathe assets.
Approximately 50 per cent of the
original issue was in secured notes
and was turned over to creditor banks
by Pathe in 1930 and 1931. The balance comprised $1,696,000 of unsecured
notes, all of which with the exception
of the $248,000 remaining, were sold

RKO

RKO

Time magazine in April, 1935.
Pathe received $340,000, or approximately 20 cents on the dollar, from
to

Time

for the $1,448,000 of notes.
(Continued on page 2)
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Hollywood

"With

tumbling
over itself in the production of
highly expensive negatives, don't
you think it's about time to figure out how the money is coming back ?" was one question as
we beat a husky limousine to the
crossroads. "I think the danger
mark is reached on pictures costing one million," thought Selzeyes on the road, not
nick,
on us. "And yet, there is the case
of 'Mutiny on the Bounty.' Look
where that's going. I've made a
number of pictures that cost a
lot of money, but they've worked
themselves out. Yet you're right
in seeing a danger. The scramble for talent is responsible, but
don't overlook the new competihis

coming from London.

done considerable
salaries.

.

.

22.

Federal Film
Chamber has indefinitely extended his
decree prohibiting the erection of new
film theatres, according to a report

Department of Commerce from Assistant Trade Commissioner Rolland Welch, in Berlin.
The original decree would have exto

the

U.

S.

pired on March 31.
An additional clause provides that,
in
cases where building permission
has already been granted, the permit
expires unless the house is put in
operation within six months after the

permit

is

issued.

"The answer
the

real

percentages for
not percentages

is

stars,

88% Finished

based on the net which nobody
here will go for, but percentage
on the gross. The agents you've
heard of them are for percentages, but only on the take from
the first dollar," he continued. "I
know it's a difficult thing to work
out under the current system with
pictures sold in blocks, but it no
longer is for me. My arrangement with United Artists allows
me to approve sales and that,
naturally, gives me control over

—

—

Of

the 130 Vitaphone shorts sched
uled for 1935-36 release, 115 have been
completed, 88 per cent of the list.
Of the full schedule, 92 will be done
at Sam Sax's Brooklyn plant and the

remaining 38 at Warners
studio on the coast.

Seigel

Not

for

Burbank

Warners

Arthur J. Seigel denied on Saturday that he had any intention of rejoining Warners for the purpose of
handling the Wisconsin theatres. He
said that reports to that effect were
"embarrassing."

You know,

"Boulder

pictures.

how

out.

The

them

in

of

the

the

work
draw

genuine stars
any way and regardless
picture quality. These

performers will be very apt to
gravitate toward the better type
of producer because there will be
a greater degree of assurance in
the quality of the attractions.
This in turn, would obviously
mean that the combination of

and producer will result in
smash attractions. That, to carry
it further, would mean a greater
star

return to the star on his or her

Dam"

Dam"

my

can see

adoption of percentages will

percentage

"Boulder

I

has

split."

.

.

.

for Astor
been

booked

into the Astor, starting Friday.

terviewed bounced along mer"Don't misunderstand. I
rily.
think the costume attraction will
continue, but only in moderation.
There has been a flood of them
in the last couple of years, perhaps too many. In parallel mandanger exists over
the
ner,
classics. The good ones will get
by, but something to watch out
for is the filming of works of
any noted author merely on the
strength of his name. Dickens,
instance, wrote a lot of
for
novels, but the public knows and
remembers best only four or
.

.

Selznick has definite slants
along other lines as well. "You

1936

23,

Criteria

For Film Value Set
New Haven, March

ma)' recall several seasons ago 1
struck a warning note on the
cycle of costume pictures," he
observed as interviewer and in-

five."

New Haven
groups

22.

— Local

film

the public schools
criticize current pictures, as follows:
(
Does the picture come up to the
)
boasts of their producers?
(2) If it
is a well-known novel, are the familiar

study

in

characters portrayed as the author
had intended? (3) Are minor points
over-emphasized
are major points
treated with indifference?
(4) Do we
find in the picture that the moral
viewpoint, if there is any, is put across
in the right way?
Criticisms
are
combined into a
recommendation which is posted so
that the school may be guided in its
choice of current films.
;

Holds
$248,000 RKO Notes

Pathe

Still

it was said at the time, resulted
from the publishing company's interest

sale,

a closer affiliation with
preliminary to the consummation of the deal under which
took over distribution of the March
attaining

in

RKO

.

RKO

"Well, then, what's coming
next?" was the query. Selznick
replied he saw a trend toward
biography. "The evolution there
will be first, biography with a
intertwined.
thread
romantic
Later, but gradually, I see no
reason why producers cannot
turn to straight biography without necessarily dragging in a
fake romantic story. I think the
public will go for it." Between
worries, the time was
traffic

found to ask, "Do you propose
The answer, "Yes,
it?"
I do, but I cannot tell what the

trying

Ideas are too
subject will be.
This
often pilfered out here."

the rentals I get for

Vitaphone

sending up

in

T

—The pres-

Germany's

of

It's

.

On German Theatres
Washington, March

hills

rent and future, in the celluloid
world.

tion

ident

and the

fic

need for speed, it was a precarious undertaking, this job of
poking into the Selznick mind
for approaches on matters, cur-

W

tive;
Cliff

bouncing over Beverly
boulevards and dodging
automobiles as your correspondent hurried Dave Selznick to a
prior appointment. Between trafHills'

and

Avenue, at Rockefeller Center, New York
Cable address
Telephone Circle 7-3100.
New York." AH contents
"Quigpubco,
PublicaQuigley
1936
by
copyrighted
Address all correspondence to
tions, Inc.
Other Quigley pubthe New York Office.
Betlications, Motion Picture Herald.
Picture
Theatres, The Motion
ter
Almanac and The Box-Office Check-Up.
Hollywood Bureau: Postal Union Life
Building, Vine and Yucca Streets, Boone
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Outlook

By RED KANN'

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)
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Monday, March

commentator seemed to recall he
had heard of that in his ramblings around Hollywood.
.

.

.

T

of the possibilities.

Those

possibilities

Time reel.
The notes held by Pathe and Time

RKO

rank

in the
reorganization proceedings with the unsecured claims of
general creditors.

Roberti-Kelly
Hollywood, March

Teamed
22.

.

.

.

nowhere, so

as could be discovered, embrace a long view. They are confined to an appreciation of the

—Lyda

Ro-

berti will be teamed with Patsy Kelly
in the next Hal Roach comedy. Roach

seeking someone to replace Thelma
as Miss Kelly's partner and will
try three different players on the
three remaining pictures to come of
is

Todd

the original series of eight Todd-Kelly
comedies. Pert Kelton was tried in the
sixth. Miss Roberti will be used in the
seventh, and another player will be
found for the eighth.

Rosenquest Made Buyer
Harry E. Rosenquest,

Immediately, this young and
dynamic producer is rushing
"The Garden of Allah" into proMerle Oberon, whose
duction.
tests in Technicolor turn Selznick breathless faster than you
can read this, will be starred.
Others in color will play a large
part in his lineup what with John
Hay Whitney and his Technicolor interests and his $750,000
investment in Selznick International Pictures. In this direction,
Dave has a great deal of company. The first flusb of success
enjoyed by "The Trail of the
Lonesome Pine" has made the
Hollywood consciousness keenly

aware

of

Norman

H.

Vitaphone
short

Moray,

sales,

assistant

in

charge

has been promoted

subject buyer for the

to
of
to

Warner

under Clayton Bond. Rosenquest succeeds William J. Clarke, who
has resigned effective April 4.
circuit

Pioneer Has One to Go
Hollywood, March

22.

— "Dancing

finished and Pioneer has
more picture to make for',
Radio release. After that the company will make four per year for
The story for the
United Artists.
final
Radio picture has not been

Pirate"
but one

is

selected.

N. J. Tax Vote Today
Trenton, March 22. Another vote
will be taken tomorrow in the legis-]
lature in an attempt to pass the 4%j

—

admission tax measure.

far

commercial value which no doubt
is inherent in the first half dozen
or so in color.
This reporter
goes anti-Whitney long enough
to point up the strong probability
that the uproar is very apt to
subside after the rainbow has
paid six visits or so at the box-

of Hollywood, howexcited no end and refuses to look beyond the end of
Predictions
its nose, red or not.
that all pictures will be made in
color in five years are as plentiful as the five dozen oranges anyone can buy for two bits, if he
has the two bits.
office.

ever,

Most

is

.

.

.
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See Flood As

Hard Blow to
Film Grosses
(Continued from page 1)

the failure
area.

of

electric

power

with five houses

Trenton, N.

ston,

Offers Relief

The 16mm.

script of

first

"Dodsworth."

Wednesday
draft of the

Sidney How-

editor of the new film fan magazine to be published in April by Radio
Heyn was eastern editor of
Guide.

Carl
preparing the script, will Photoplay and Movie Mirror.
head for Hollywood later and finish Schroeder has been named western
representative for the new magazine.
the work there.

ard,

the

J., and two in
N. Y., reports business off at
least 10 to 20 per cent because of the
impeding of highway traffic. None of
the circuit's houses is closed, however.

in

for the coast either

or Thursday with the

who

is

Jack Partington returned Saturday from Boston where he attended
the opening performance of "Hollywood Ballet," an F. & M. unit. The
show will open today at the Metropolitan Opera House for a two-day run.
•

Norman H. Moray, who

Programs

division of J.

H. Hoff-

berg Co. has offered to furnish gratis
a complete show, including features,
shorts, projection equipment and operator, to any organization seeking to
raise funds for the relief of flood
sufferers/

in

arrived

Seattle today on his country-wide

trip

Francisco.

Joseph M. Schenck got

in yester-

day from the coast, via the rail route.
•
stage player, has been placed under
Jack W. Springer leaves today for
contract by Universal, and has been
assigned a role in
"Money from Miami for an extended vacation.
•
Heaven."
Harry C. Arthur arrives from St.
•
Louis within the next few days.
Mildred Law, young dancer who
•
has appeared in Vitaphone shorts, has
Howard S. Cullman returned
been signed by Warners. She will
from Palm Springs, Cal., yesterday.
leave
shortly
for
the
Burbank
•

Elisha

Cooke,

New York

Jr.,

Studios.

•

.

.

.

Bridgeport

Hartford Houses Damaged
Sam Bodamo has succeeded PatWillard McKay will return from
Hartford, March 22. With film a brief Florida visit today by plane rick Alonzo, resigned, as manager of
shipments from Boston stranded as after renewing acquaintance with his the Globe.
Arthur C. Esposito, publicity diflood waters sweeping down the Con- family, there a few more weeks.
•
rector here for Loew houses, is back
necticut valley washed out railroad

—

inundated highrights-of-way and
ways, theatres in this city and neighboring towns are suffering serious
damage. A great number of them are

Buddy
film

Cantor

On March

been

named

Conklin.
•

The waters

of the Connecticut River
rose above 36 feet on Saturday and
caused much damage, with this city
bearing the brunt of the ravaging tor-

and

without

telephones

Eugene Picker's

wife

to

WMCA.

24 he will interview Peggy

closed.

rent,

has

commentator for Station

leave
Doctors' Hospital either Wednesday or
Thursday with the latest arrival in
the Picker family.
will

work after an
Larry Stark

Many

atre Advisory Exchange, Inc., to tell
exhibitors
how to finance houses,

Loew's
and Crown were flooded.
rushed pumps through from New

keep them

York

to Springfield, Mass., where the
flood waters showed signs of receding.

Crews were working night and day
removing all seats from theatres in

in

condition and run them.
•

Louis K. Sidney

is

now

himself at Miami Beach.
there for about two weeks.
•

sunning
He'll be

Mike Kallett of Oneida, N. Y.,
Middletown, Windsor, Collinsville and
Thompsonville, towns in the path of was due in town this week, but didn't
the waters, where all houses were keep to the schedule.
•

closed.

the

New

Bijou,

falo.

Humphrey

theatres here were closed as
well as stores. The Poli State, Astor

of

ager of the Majestic here.
Frank Silva, Jr., has resigned as
Park press agent, to handle radio publicity
for the National Democratic
Committee in Washington and Buf-

William Small has opened The- Telegram

lights.

illness.

Haven, has been named assistant man-

•

and

"Breakfast^
Rogers Band,
Philly Lead
—

•
Philadelphia, March 22. "Love
Joe Moskowitz returned Saturday Before Breakfast" at the Earle with
attended
where
he
from Philadelphia
Buddy Rogers and his band on the
the opening of a new play.
stage made the best showing in a week
•
of rain and holdovers which held
Walter Reade is back in town after grosses down all along the line. The
spending the week-end at his New take, was $16,500, over par by $2,500.
Jersey shore home.
"Wife vs. Secretary," in its second
•
week at the Stanley, was good for

Paul Cohen of M-G-M's foreign
among Vitaphone branch man- department has changed his name to
Kingagers, will leave tomorrow for San Paul Crane.

indicated.
circuit,

WILLIAM WYLER plans to leave ERNEST V. HEYN has been named

A
in

The Comerford houses in the eastern Pennsylvania section appeared to
be the most seriously affected as a
unit, 14 theatres having been- hit in
No estimate of damage
eight towns.
could be made for several days, it was
The Reade

Personal

Purely

i

back

critic, is

to

Post

and

work

after

.

.

Davis

Estimated takings
ending March 19

week.

Gross:

taken

over

the

BOYD — (2,400),

A.

is

J.

Naranjo, operating

in

EARLE—

Stage:

Lang,
Kean.

Cookie Bowers,
Gross: $16,500.

(20th-Fox)
40c-5Sc-6Sc,
7
days, 2nd
Edgar Bergen,. Boy Foy,
& Co.
Gross:
$15,000.

FOX— (3,000),

week.

Stage:

Sylvia

Manon

(Average, $14,000)

"STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR"

(F.N.)

(2nd run)

KARLTON— (1,000),
Gross:

25c-35c-40c,

days,

7

(Average,

$3,500.

"FOLLOW THE FLEET"

$4,000)

(Radio)

(2nd run)

Gross:

week.

30c-40c-50c, 7 days, 2nd

,

(Average,

$3,200.

Gross:

40c-55c,

7 days, 2nd
(Average, $14,000)

$16,000.

STANTON-(1,700),
Gross:

$4,000)

SECRETARY" (M-G-M)

VS.

CONQUER THE SEA"

(Academy)

30c-40c-50c,

(Average,

$4,500.

days

7

$7,000)

Wall Street

Max-

Little

Changes on Board
High

Consolidated Film. 6%,
Eastman Kodak... 162
Loew's, Inc
48
Loew's, Inc., pfd.. 106%

Low
6%

Close

162
48

162

106%

106%

954
76

9J4
76

10%,

10%

6%
48

Warner Bros

:ompany reported.

Technicolor

29%

Trans Lux

29%

29%

4%

4%

4%

—

beyond expectations.

Vehicle for

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

22.

—

10
pfd.
76
2 pfd.. 10%
1

Pathe Film

RKO

.

9%
8%

8%
sys

9y$
8'A

12%

12%

12%

Net
Change

—%
—%
—1

+%

— %%
--

+%

—%

Sonotone Up on Curb
Net

Low
2%
2%

High
Sonotone

Fonda Set

March

Close Change
2?A

+%
—
%

Bonds Mostly Inactive

Henry

Fonda's first starring role for Radio
will be in "His Majesty's Bunker
Bean."
John Grey is writing the
screen play from the novel and play
by Harry Leon Wilson, and the picture will be directed by Edward Killy
able to remain open.
Many of the and William Hamilton. William Sishouses, although not damaged to any trom will produce and the picture is
extent by water, have been unable to scheduled to start late this month.

—

days.

$4,000.

"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR"

maintained its film delivery service in possibility that the downtown business
the
Philadelphia
and
Washington sections will be in the direct path of
Flood area to all theatres which were the flood.
15 Feet in Auditorium
The
Johnstown, Pa., March 22. The
able to present performances.
Further down the river Cincinnati
ompany also delivered to the far was waiting anxiously, expecting the Wilmer & Vincent Embassy here,
lorthwestern part of Pennsylvania, river to reach flood proportions today forced to close the other night in the
where houses usually get their film by or tomorrow.
However, no theatres midst of the show, reported 15 feet of
"ail.
It was necessary on many occa- are located in the immediate vicinity water in the auditorium. No estimate
sions to travel as much as 100 miles of the river.
It is expected they will could be made as to when the house
jut of the way to make deliveries, the be
safe
unless
the waters
spread would be able to reopen.

Mass. Houses Closed
Lowell, Mass., March 22. All
theatres in this town and others along
the Merrimack River are closed. Film
deliveries are seriously impeded to
those houses in the area which are

$14,000)

(Col.)
40c-55c,
7

ERLANGER— (2,000),
Gross:

—

Hollywood,

Betty

Steel,

Bill

(Average,

"LADY OF SECRETS"

extended his portaand Wagon Mound,

Nicholas M. Schenck is due back
from Miami this week.
N. M.
Delivery Service Maintained
Philadelphia, March 22.
Horiacher Delivery Service, with head- area were momentarily expecting the open because of the failure of
power
quarters here, reports that it has crest of the flood to strike, with the lines.

Close Houses in Ohio Town
Marietta, O.,
March 22.—The
•ampaging waters of the flooded Ohio
iliver swept into this town on Saturday, covering the downtown streets
vith 10 feet of water and forcing the
uspension of all business.
Business
louses and all theatres on Pomerox
St. were boarded up.
Other towns along the river in this

Gross:

days.

(Univ.)
2Sc-40c-50c,
(2,000),
7
days.
Buddy Rogers and Band, Jeanie

fine.

well, N. M., has
ble circuit to Roy

7

"LOVE BEFORE BREAKFAST"

exchange man, has become a big butter and egg man.
He has bought a
butter and cheese market. Says business

40c-55c,

(Average, $14,000)

$15,000.

"I

film

$8,160)

(Para.)

STANLEY— (3,700),
has

(Average,

$9,000.

"TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE"

"WIFE

Roxy from Charles U. Yeager.
Sam Kaminsky, formerly a

week

the

for

"LADY CONSENTS" (Radio)
(2nd run)
ARCADIA— (600), 25c-40c-50c, 7 days.
(Average, $2,800)
Gross: $2,100.
"LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY" (U.A.)
ALDINE— (1,200). 40c-S5c-65c, 7 days, 2nd

KEITH'S — (2,000)

Denver

Able

$81,950.

week.

•

Lord

"Little

$2,000.

Fauntleroy," in its second week at the
Aldine, was good for $9,000, but all
other spots failed to make a showing.
Total first run business was $88,800.
Average, without the Erlanger, is

2nd week.

Doulens,

an operation.
.

up by

$16,000,

Net

High Low
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40.... 29%
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40 ctf. 29
Keith B. F. 6s '46. 95

Paramount

Close Change

29%

29%

28%

28%

95

95

91

91

91

95%

95% 953%
of March 21.)

—%

Pic-

tures 6s '55
Bros. 6s

Warner
'39

wd

(Quotations at close

;
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"Bottles"

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

(M-G-M)
Taking' an ordinary plot, the producers of this colored cartoon have
turned out a superior film with new
twists and innovations. The story is
of a chemist who makes a poison.
Alter bottling it in a black bottle
that has a realistic death's head for

Monday, March

cork

he

falls

asleep.

The

"The Vaud-O-Mat"
(

Ment one-Universal)

A
to

"The Bridge of Sighs"

set built to

(Invincible)

introduce

resemble the tiny food
is used

—

bottle

doing

possibilities in a

Miss Nobody''

a

series

vaudeville

of

Biglow

and Gerald, comedy
tumblers, get change at a cashier's
booth and drop coins in various slots
acts.

rumbas and the other feature.
It opens in a court room. An innocent man is convicted of murder.
drug store that make
for remarkable innovation. The chem- Love interest develops immediately between District Attorney Onslow
ist
is
pursued by the death's head, Stevens and Dorothy Tree, sister of Paul Fix, the convicted man. Conand some thrilling chase sequences vinced of her brother's innocence, Miss Tree contrives to get herself
follow which show clever distorted
imprisoned in the women's penitentiary. Striking up an acquaintance
animation as the victim is forced
through his chemical apparatus and with Mary Doran, a gangster moll, she participates in a jail break after
various hazards.
The coloring and getting necessary information identifying the real killer. In a quick
action is superb.
It ends with the action-packed auto chase climax she leads the police to the gangsters'
chemist waking from his nightmare hideout and with the aid of Stevens makes it possible for Police Chief
and laughing it off. An artistic and John Kelly's officers to capture Walter Byron, the murderer, and Jack
imaginative cartoon, it is certan to
LaRue, his henchman, Oscar Apfel and others.
please.
Production Code Seal, No.
The original screen play by Arthur Horman makes for maximum
2,005. Running time, 8 mins. "G."
dramatic thrills and excitement, some laugh-provoking comedy contributed by Kelly and an adequate romantic contrast, qualities of which Phil
"For the Love of Pete"
Rosen's direction takes good advantage.
(Vitaphone)
Production Code Seal No. 1,990. Running time, 65 minutes. "G."
Joe Palooka, played by Robert Norton, comes to the screen in a comedy
patterned after the comic strip. It is
quite authentic with a Knobby Walsh, "Little
portrayed by Shemp Howard, that is
( Twentieth Century-Fox)
realistic.
The story concerns the efHollywood, March 22. Offering Jane Withers in her most interesting
forts of Howard to get started in the
fighting game again, and how he characterization to date, Sol Wurtzel has produced a picture which
achieves this end.
Norton is a bag- nicely balances humor, pathos and heart throbs.
gage handler in a small town railroad
Miss Withers, cast as an inmate in an orphan home, finds avoiding
station and brushes with the visiting trouble an impossibility.
When she is caught changing identification
champion who knocks him down after records, the authorities decide to commit her to a reform school, not
a pup tears his clothes out of his bags.
knowing that she has made a change to give the benefit of a good home
Howard takes Norton under his wing
to Betty Jane Hainey, at a personal sacrifice. Escaping while traveling,
in the haberdashery business, using
his great strength around the shop. Miss Withers is befriended by Harry Carey, who himself is a fugitive
When he is informed that the chal- from justice. The situation is cleared when Carey's enemy, Thomas
lenger is in jail he substitutes Norton, Jackson, is killed while robbing the home of Ralph Morgan, who becomes
who starts training. The expected identified as Miss Withers' real father.
happens in the big fight and Norton
John Blystone directed, skillfully getting much from the scenes that
There is some
becomes champion.
are dominated by children. The adults in support include Sara Haden,
humorous slapstick in the film which
Jane Darwell and Clarence Wilson, all contributing good performances.
will find favor with the comic strip
readers.
Production Code Seal, No. The screen play is by Lou Breslow, Paul Berger and Edward Elliscu
from a story by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan.
Running time, 21 mins. "G."
0734.
The picture should please all general audiences.
Production Code Seal, No. 1,979. Running time, 72 minutes. "G."
bottles

Short Subjects

compartments of an automat

Hollywood, March 22. For entertainment purposes this is a sober
toned crime drama carrying a formula love interest contrast. Commercomes to life as do the others in cially it provides the value of several better-than-ordinary names in the
the shop, reduces its filler, bodily, to featured parts, including
Onslow Stevens, Dorothy Tree, Jack LaRue,
miniature size and proceeds to wreak
Walter Byron, Oscar Apfel and Maidel Turner. A well knit plot and
havoc. There is novelty with baby
good acting maintain suspense. The picture is acceptable as a second
bottles singing and crying, bay rum
a

1936

23,

start the acts.
Vaudeville fans
probably will enjoy the number. The
acts presented are
Donatella Brothers, accordion players; the Smart Set
Foursome Edith Mann, dancer Toto,
the clown, with Meryl Mento
Adele
to

:

;

;

;

Lawrence,
Gerald,

singer,

gymnastic

stunts.

Seal, 0890.

Biglow and
comedy
Production Code

and

themselves,

Running

in

their

time, 16 minutes.

"G."

"The Blow-Out"
(Vitaphone)
Porky, a cartoon character, has a
thirst for sodas,

but lacks the necessary cash.
He does one good deed
after another and runs into a villainous character who goes about blowing
up buildings with time bombs.
He
trails after the culprit and returns the
bombs to him as often as he plants
them. Eventually he brings about the
capture of the criminal and gets the
reward. The fadeout has him guzzling
one soda after another. Average cartoon entertainment. Production Code
Seal, No. 2,020.
Running time, 7
mins. "G."

—

"I'm a Big Shot

Now"

(Vitaphone)
This is a color cartoon with action
and invention which should put it over.
Birdville's leading gangster is loafing
in a saloon telling the world how
tough he is and beating up a policeman to prove it. He decides to rob
the bank, and, calling his gang toHe retreats
gether, pulls the job off.
with the whole police force on his tail
feathers, but is discovered in a hideout.
The police lay siege with much
At length he
shooting taking place.
is taken, quite ingeniously, and lodged
in jail from where he sings what a

now, somewhat mournProduction Code Seal, No.

jailbird he
fully.

2,019.

is

Running

"Paris in

time, 7 mins.

New

"G."

York"

(V itaphone)
Irene Bordoni is featured in this
She sings a few numbers
musical.
which are spotted around a somewhat
Miss Bordoni is the
meager story.
In an interview she rehit of a show.
veals how she has tricked George

"Vitaphone Spotlight'
(

V itaphone)

Four vaudeville acts make up the
material for this short.
There are
seen the Five Elgins, who do a juggling act with hats and Indian clubs
Balabanow Accordion Revue,
the
dancing and playing at the same time;
Frank Conville and Sunny Dale, the
former doing an impersonation of
Chaplin, and acrobatic roller skating
by Helen Reynolds and her troupe.
Code Seal, No.
Running time, 10 mins. "G."
Production

"Stranger Than Fiction"
Nos. 18-19
(Universal)

Two
He

given Park Ave. territory and tries to sell a machine to
when as a matter of fact he had been his boss' wife while he is entertaining
on a cruise-to-nowhere ship and was the Preisser sisters. For doing this
back where he started. The flash back Leroy is fired and he gets another job
method is used and when it reaches with what he thinks a rival company,
He finds out
the supposed scene in a Paris cabaret as selling instructor.
a few vaudeville acts perform routine while wooing the boss' daughter, June,
There is a bur- that the company is one of the
continental stuff.
lesqued xylophone turn that provides former's large holdings. He gets the
This is a tuneful
good comedy. Franklin signs up the girl, however.
lot and still under the influence of comedy with good entertainment. ProRunliquor returns on the Hoboken ferry duction Code Seal, No. 0731.
few novel dances ning time, 22 mins. "G."
with his finds.
and good musical numbers accompany
Production Code No. 0778.
the plot.
Running time, 22 mins. "G."
(Universal)
Franklin, her producer, while drunk,
into believing he had arrived in Paris

dancing.

is

A

'Beauty Shoppe'

"Wash Your Step"
(

Vitaphone)

An

Oswald,

number not up
of

its

the rabbit,
cartoon
to the standard of some

predecessors.

Oswald pursues

0886.

The

interesting numbers.

first

shows an extraordinary house never
finished at Santa Barbara by Sarah
L. Winchester who believed in spirits
and tried to confuse them.
Other
subjects are a tidal wave at Hangchow, the making of gold leaf, a
church in a glass case, a woman
blacksmith, and a machine that melts
metal bv using the sun's rays.
Production Code Seals, 0896 and 0897.
l
Running time, 9 /> mins. each. "G."

"Going Places"
(Universal)
This is very interesting and beautifully photographed, with narrative by
Lowell Thomas. Land and air shots
of Morro Castle at Havana gorgeous
street scenes with public buildings
a
current human interest touch with
Colonel Battista giving out presents
;

;

Hal Leroy, Cherry and June Preis- three monkeys into a beauty shop with
They get permanent waves, to children, and tourists in cafes and
Eton Boys are involved in a net.
this amusing comedy of the washing do tricks with dummies, shave each night clubs are shown. There is plenty
machine business. Leroy is a super other and perform other mildly amus- of good music, too. Production Code
Production Code Seal, Seal, 0860. Running time, 9 mins.
salesman and shows the boss how he ing stunts.
sells machines with his singing and tap 1.955. Running time, 6 2/3 mins. "G."
"G."
ser and the
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SECOND DAY'S SWIRLING CROWDS SEND
RIYOLI RECEIPTS TO NEW WALL-BULGING
HIGH AND EVEN TOPS THE SENSATIONAL
OPENING DAY'S RECEIPTS BY '712...
as

we go

to press at

amazing box

5

office rush

have purchased

same period of

tickets

P.

M. of the

third

day

shows that 1146 more people

(today Friday) than during the

the preceding day.

MMUELGOLDMIfN presents

HOPKMt 0BER0I1
JOEL McCREA

Directed by

WILLIAM WYLER

Screenplay by

LILLIAN
ease

the
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Chance Games
Expanding In

Many

Sections

{Continued from page 1)

with reference to Screeno, Bingo and
Beano, although it is intimated that
Bingo is looked upon with disfavor.
No further action will be taken, it
said, unless further complaint is
is
received warranting police or court
action.
State police, however, have
been checking all theatres in this

have joined in starting Bank Night,
inspired by the crowds drawn by TriStates' Bank Night plan.
The first
drawing last week started at $200 and
the

money was

Washington, March 22.—
"The Story of Louis Pasteur"

collected at the Beaver.

broke into a Senate debate
and made the Congressional
Record the other day.
In discussing the Public
Health Service appropriation
Senator McKellar of Tennessee said he had just seen the
picture at the Earle and that
"Paul Muni's wonderful characterization had further impressed him with the vital
importance of the Public
Health Service."

case in Connecticut has been reserved
by Judge L. Paul Burke in Town
Court here. Henry C. Dreyer, manager of the Pickwick, was arrested
when he refused to discontinue cash

He

$500.

is

"Pasteur" Is
Sensation in
Chicago Loop

Senator Impressed

Reserves Bank Night Verdict
Greenwich, Conn., March 22.
Decision in the first Bank Night test

awards and

9

at liberty under bail of
to
continue the
Nights until a decision

plans

Chicago, March 22.— "The Story of
Louis Pasteur," in after an outstanding exploitation campaign, piled up a

huge $11,800 at the Apollo. It built
from day to day with remarkable
Par for
word-of-mouth advertising.

weekly Bank
the house is $4,500.
handed down.
"The Lone Wolf Returns" garnered
Prosecuting Attorney Henry B.
White brought two charges against
$13,700 at the State-Lake, and "The
vicinity for overcrowding on game Dreyer.
Throughout a lengthy trial against it now, but there will be when Petrified Forest," with John Boles on
nights. About 10 theatres here oper- witnesses were examined to bring
out the legislature meets again," he said. the stage at the Chicago, pulled an
ate cash awards.
This was over the
the method employed by the theatre
excellent $39,000.
Bans in Bridgeport and Water- on Bank Nights.
line by $9,000.
bury remain in effect. The Lido
Bank Night in Pittsburgh
The defense contended that the
Total first run business was $128,in Waterbury is the first there to management did not raise
Bank 300. Average is $117,000.
Pittsburgh, March 22.
the price of
offer merchandise prizes on Prosper- admission on Bank Nights, that it was Night has reached the first run sector
Estimated takings
ity Night, instead of cash, a substitute not necessary for
a patron to pay any here. The Alvin, Harris house, instiWeek Ending March 17:
suggested by the authorities.
more for the extra ticket handed him tutes the game this week, in conjunc"TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE"
and that no inferior pictures were tion with five of the circuit's neigh(Para.)
shown on the designated nights. Also borhood houses. The Alvin has used
ROOSEVELT— (1,591). 30c-60c, 7 days.
Plan Wichita Giveaways
(Average,
$11,000)
and
will
reautomobile
giveaway
Gross:
an
$10,500.
Kansas City, March 22. Wichita, it was shown that it was not neces- place it with the cash awards.
sary that a person be in the theatre
19:
March
Week
Ending
free of giveaway troubles all through
is

—

—

the depression, will join
sion within the next few

the proces-

weeks when
Fox Midwest introduces Bank Night
at the Miller, Palace and Orpheum,
first run houses there.

Fox

shortly will introduce the pro-

motion at the Watson, Eldorado and
the Brown-Grand at Concordia, Kan.
At Hutchinson the circuit probably
will add the Fox to its other two
there using Bank Night.
Outside of Topeka and Winfield
in Kansas, and Springfield in Missouri, the circuit is using Bank Night
in all of its important towns. Topeka
has been kept fairly clean of extratheatre promotions, although at least

when

his

name was

the award.

Kansas

called to receive

Has Two Kinds of Nights
New Orleans, March 22. Ben
Dudenheffer, local agent of Bank Night,
Study Games
March 22. Attorney is now handling Buck Night as well.

—

to

Topeka, Kan.,

—

General Clarence V. Beck of Kansas
plans to move against Bank Night and
other promotions.
Complaints have come to his office,

Beck

said,

indicating

that

some

He

W.

took over the latter after

O.

Tuttle quit.

—

Golder Delay Seen
In
Dual Move

—

—

Iowa Bans Insurance
Des Moines, March 22. The Iowa

bling ordinances when a district court
jury decided Hollywood was not a
gambling game. The case was brought
against Earl Williams, manager of
Fox's Oriental. Police raided the house
recently.

—

Insurance department has refused to
sanction a plan for Bank Night insurance here. Maurice V. Pew, deputy
insurance commissioner, assured the
applicants that the department would
interfere if such a plan were launched.
All the independent theatres here

Foresees Legal Ban

New Canaan,

Conn., March 22.
forecast that the 1937 Connecticut
legislature will enact a law banning
cash awards in theatres of the state
has been made by Judge Stanley P.
Mean of this town. "There is no law

A

.

days.

Gross:

Approve Operator
St. Louis,

March

22.

Bill

— The

Public

$18,300.

CHICAGO —

(W.B.)

35c-68c,

(4,000).

days.
Gross:

7

John

Stage:

headlining.
Boles
(Average, $30,000)

$39,000.

7

(Average, $19,000)

"PETRIFIED FOREST"

"THREE LIVE GHOSTS" (M-G-M)
ORIENTAL— (3,490), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Vaudeville.

Changes in MPPDA
Board Due March SO

schemes were becoming rackets. Another worry of the Attorney General
{Continued from page 1)
is the fire hazard created by people
blocking doorways during drawings. Cowdin, chairman of the board, under
He is asking cooperation of local law the impending transfer of control of
that company. Cochrane is already a
enforcement officers.
member of the M. P. P. D. A. board.
The consolidation of Twentieth Cenone independent is using Screeno
Sues on Bank Night
tury-Fox also was accomplished durthere.
Kansas City, March 22. Affiliated ing the year. Sidney R. Kent, presiCommonwealth Amusement Corp., Enterprises, Inc., patentees of Bank
dent, is a member of the M. P. P.
operating about 25 theatres in west- Night, has filed suit here
against D. A. board. Joseph M. Schenck, who
ern Missouri, Kansas and Iowa, is Dusty Rhodes' Gillham and Rube
will attend the annual meeting, is not.
using Bank Night almost 100 per Finkelstein's Belmont, asking $300 each
Annual reports of Will H. Hays and
cent. Among the few exceptions are from the
exhibitors, who refused to department heads will be presented to
the Gillioz, Monett, Mo., and State, pay rentals on the promotion
because
meeting.
Garden City, Kan., both newly added. the company allowed Fox Midwest to the
use a Bank Night pool plan in their
13 Kansas City houses. Both exhibTexas Insurance Illegal
continue to use Bank Night.
Houston, March 22.— Bank Night itors
Phila.
insurance as offered here has been
Plan Tampa Insurance
declared a lottery and ruled illegal
{Continued from page 1)
Tampa, March 22. It is reported he may make to do so will be conby Attorney General McCraw of
Texas.
District
Attorney Barkley here that a company is to be formed tested in the courts.
plans a local test case.
to offer insurance on Bank Night
The distributors' application for a
Insurance associations here have drawings. The plan, to operate under rehearing before the U. S. Circuit
been offering a 25-cent policy insuring state insurance regulations, calls for Court of Appeals for this district of
the purchaser from losing on Bank the insuring of patrons at the theatre, their appeal from the district court's
Night in the event his name is called at a rate of five cents for each $100, decision holding the anti-duals clauses
the policy to be good for only one to be illegal has not been decided yet.
when he is absent from the theatre.
The attorney general has been asked week.
Therefore, the case is still in the proto rule on the Bank Night question,
cess of appeal, it is pointed out, and
but has not handed down an opinion.
any move Golder may make now in
Win Milwaukee Case
Independent theatre owners protested
Milwaukee, March 22. Local ex- his capacity of amicus curiae would be
Bank Night practices as unfair comhibitors won their third victory on invalidated should the distributors win
petition.
charges of violating lottery and gam- their appeal steps.
The opinion on insurance pointed
out that this type of organization could
not under the law receive a permit
from the insurance department.

"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
PALACE— (2,509) 25c-50c, 2nd week,

Gross:

(Average,

$15,200.

$15,000)

"THE MILKY WAY"
GARRICK— (900). 25c-50c, 7

(Para.)
days. Gross:

(Average, $5,500)

$5,800.

Week Ending March

20:

"STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR"

(W.B.)

APOLLO— (1,400), 25c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $4,500)
$11,800.
"MODERN TIMES" (U.A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,700), 35c-60c, 4th
week,

7

Gross:

days.

$14,000.

(Average,

$17,000.

"THE LONE WOLF RETURNS"
STATE LAKE— (2,776), 20c-35c, 7
Vaudeville.

Gross:

(Col.)

days.

(Average,

$13,700.

$13,000)

F.

& M. Darkens Big
House

in St. Louis

{Continued from page 1)
court, New York.
la recent weeks
the house has been grossing approximately $13,000, considered a fair take.
The weekly rental of $2,350 has been
paid by St. Louis Ambassador Theatre, Inc., of which Arthur is president, but it is understood the bondholders' committee for the propertyhas indicated that it would declare a
default.

Buy Two Martini Songs

—

Hollywood, March 22. PickfordLasky has bought two songs for Nino
Martini's next picture,
"The Gay
Desperado."
They are:
"Tonight,
Lover, Tonight," by Jack Stern and
Harry Tobias, and "The World is
Mine Tonight," by Holt Marvell and
George Posford.
Response to the
numbers after Martini had tried them
out in a broadcast influenced the pur-

Committee of the Board of chase.
Aldermen has approved a bill sponSafety

sored by local projectionists requiring
an operator for each projector in local
houses.
The measure, if passed, will
have little effect immediately, as practically all houses employ at least two
operators on each shift. Theatre men
at public hearings had declared the
bill unnecessary.

Form Theatre Company
Harrisburg, March 22. — Rex Reading Corp., of Reading, has been chartered here to operate theatres.
Incorporators are Sarah Rossheim, Joseph B. Rossheim and Howard A.

Lehman.
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Fleet" Winds

Monday, March

"Secretary"

Out Hollywood Way

Up 3rd Week
On the Coast
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+

—

Butter worth,
Casting Charles
Hilda Vaughn, Phillip Sleeman
to "Half Angel," 20th-Fox. ... Arthur Hoyt and Tyler Brook added
comfortpar
house in town beating
to "Poor Little Rich Girl," same stuGreat
ably.
It drew $12,300 to the
King Baggott and Juanita
dio.
Lakes, over average by $5,000 and Quigley in "Witch of Timbukto,"
was held over.
Wallace Beery in
M-G-M.
"The Country Doctor" was $3,000 to title role of "Old Hatch," same stuthe good at the Buffalo, and the La- dio.
.Wade Boteler and Gene
fayette's dual, "Invisible Ray" and Morgan
to "And So They Were Mar"His Night Out," went $2,500 over ried," Columbia.
At Radio Alec
22.

.

.

.

is

$42,000.

Estimated takings for the week end-

March 14:
"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR"

ing

(20th-Fox)

$15,100.

(Average.

30c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
$12,000)

SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
HIPPODROME — (2.500), 30c -50c, 7 days.
"WIFE

VS.

(Average. $7,300)

Gross:

$7,400.

$6,600.

(Average, $5,800)

"MODERN TIMES" (U.A.)
GREAT LAKES— (3.000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
Gross: $12,300. (Average, $7,300)
"PADDY O'DAY" (20th-Fox)
"IT'S A GREAT LIFE" (Para.)
CENTURY— (3,000), 25c, 7 days. Gross:
"THE INVISIBLE RAY" (Univ.)
"HIS NIGHT OUT" (Univ.)

LAFAYETTE— (3.300),
$8,500.

(Average.

25c, 7 days.

Gross:

$6,000)

"THE LEAVENWORTH CASE"
(Republic)

GAYETY— (1.600),

7

days.

Gross:

$4,100.

15c-25c-35c,

Stage: "Revue Continental."
(Average, $3,600)

+

—

.

.

.

.

.

Title

Change

Town" release
Frank Capra

+
—"Mr.
title

film

.

Deeds Goes

to

Columbia's
formerly called
of

"Opera Hat."

Shreve Gets K. C. Post

Hollywood, March

Kansas

22.

—With eight

scheduled for production at the

Goldwyn

studios for the coming seawriters at work include
Jane
Murfin, making final revisions on
"Come and Get It" W. P. Lipscomb,
on "Hurricane" Sidney Kingsley, on
son,

:

.

Lewis D.
Duchess" at Paramount.
Collins to do "Twenty Fathoms Below" for Republic.

Goldwyn Writers Busy
films

BUFFALO— (3,000).

.

Directors J. Walter Rubin to direct "Suicide Club" for M-G-M.
Alexander Hall assigned to "The

.

.

the line with a take of $8,500.
Total first run business was $54,000.

.

er and Murray Roth writing script
of "Public Nuisance No. 1," 20th-

Fox.

Times" was the topnotch draw here
in a week that saw every first run

.

.

.

Stooges, father of 10-pound boy.

Leader in Buffalo
— "Modern
Buffalo, March

.

.

.

.

.

—"Wife

Sec-

vs.

was

the big noise of the week.
It grossed $8,300 at the Fifth Avenue,
thereby passing par by $1,300. It was
moved to the Blue Mouse for an extended run.

retary"

"The Country Doctor" was good in
second week at the Music Box, an

its

extended run from the Fifth Avenue.
The $4,250 take was up by $250.
Other sports failed to impress.
Total first run business was $31,650.

Average

$33,500.

is

Estimated takings for the week ending March 20

"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
BLUE MOUSE— (950), 25c-40c-55c, 7 days,
week, extended run from
Gross: $3,200. (Average, $4,000)
3rd

"WIFE
FIFTH
days.

VS.

AVENUE— (2,500),

Gross:

25c-40c-55c,

"TWO SINNERS"

LIBERTY— (1,800),
$3,850.

—

City, March 22. Walter
Shreve has been made manager of the
local office of National Theatre Supply Co., succeeding Walter Denney,
resigned.

(Col.)

(Republic)

10c-15c-25c-35c, 7 .lays.

(Average.

$4,000;

"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" (20th-Fox)
MUSIC BOX— (950), 25c-40c-55c, 7 days,
2nd week, extended run from Fifth Avenue.
Gross: $4,250. (Average, $4,000)

"KLONDIKE ANNIE" (Para.)
"EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT" (ZOth-Fox!

ORPHEUM— (2,450),

2nd week.

Gross:

25c-3Uc-40c,

$5,700.

days,

7

(Average,

$6,00

PARAMOUNT— (3,050), 25c-30c-35c, 7 days.
Gross: $4,450.

(Average, $5,000)

"LAUGHING IRISH EYES"

REX— (1,500),

(Republic)

15c-25c-35c, 7 days.
Stage:
Follies." Gross: $2,900.
$3,500)

"Chez Davis' Chicago
(Average,

Silent Scenes Out,

Dreher Report Says
Hollywood, March

—

22.
Hardly a
single silent scene is made in films
today, according to a report by Carl
Dreher, head of the Radio sound de-

partment.
Radio's
consumption of
sound stock rose in 1935 to 7,000,000
feet, after

remaining at approximately

5,000,000 for three years. Last year
nine pictures used over 200,000 feet
of sound each as against two such
films in 1934.
The total footage run through the
recorders since Radio began making
sound films, according to Dreher's report, was more than 32,000,000 at the
end of 1935. More than one-third, or
37 per cent, of all features released

by Radio in 1935 contained music,
the report said, with an increase expected this year.

Klinger to Pittsburgh

—

Pittsburgh, March 22. Jack Klinger, manager of the Granada in Toledo,
O., for a group headed by William
Skirboll, has

come here

to

handle the

newly reopened Barry, formerly the
Klinger will remain until the
Pitt.
house is running smoothly, then will

for 10 years,

—

Company

—

-

"BOULDER DAM" (W.B.)
"BOHEMIAN GIRL" (M-G-M)

Shreve has been with the company
and most of that time he
name his own successor.
"Dodsworth," in New York, and Sam- has spent in the western Missouri and
uel and Bella Spewack on the screen- Kansas territory.
of
"The Princess and The
play
A. G. Smith has rejoined the branch
Erlanger Holding Films
Pauper."
and will cover Kansas and part of
Philadelphia, March 22.
The
Missouri.
Erlanger, managed by Samuel
F.
Nixon-Nirdlinger, which turned film
Joins Supply
house for "Modern Times," will conAtlantic Acquires
tinue in this policy.
Boston, March 22. William Hawkins has been appointed by manager
Atlantic Pictures Corp. has closed
Owing to a temporary jam on first
Ken Douglas as the Vermont and with Twickenham Prod., London, for run product at the Stanley and Boyd,
New- Hampshire sales representative American distribution of "Last Jour- Nirdlinger expects to get other major
for Capitol Theatre Supply Co.
product for the season.
ney" and "His Private Secretary."
;

;

7

(Average. $7,000)

$8,300.

"HELL SHIP MORGAN"

Gross:

Orpheum.

SECRETARY" (M-G-M)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

$12,300

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Seattle, March 22.

.

.

Average

Getting $8,300

;

.

.

Is

Is

—

Ginger Craig to "Mary of Scotland," LanHollywood, March 22.
Rogers wins screen star popularity ders Stevens to "The Ex-Mrs. Bradcontest of the South China Morning ford," Harry Carey to "The Last
Post, Hongkong, for the second con- Outlaw."
Claudette Colbert
Marian Marsh and Lloyd Nolan
secutive time
Los Angeles, March 22. "Follow runner-up.
Leighton Brill re- in "Queer Money."
Alice Brady
week
third
in
completed
its
the Fleet"
turned to Paramount after technically in "The Harvester," Republic.
over
average
fine style, going $2,000
advising on "Showboat.".
John Ernie Smith, former football star,
at Pantages, but dropping below par Hay Whitney author of Pioneer's in "The Under Sea Kingdom," Reat the Hillstreet by approximately the new slogan, to be used on all ads
Halliwell Hobbes
public serial.
same amount.
"Pioneer Pictures Color the World" in Warners' "The Charge of the Light
"Three Women" at the Grand InEddie Schubert in
Paul Mantz, favorite pilot of Brigade."
ternational made the only other im- local elopers, has built a replica of "Earthworm Tractors," Warners.
pressive showing in a week of poor an old pusher for 20th Century-Fox's Donald Crisp added to "Angel of
grosses, doing close to $2,000 above "Turmoil."
Mercy," also Warners
Joan Benthe line.
"Dancing Pirate" completed by nett, Joel McCrea and Elisha
The weather was good.
Pioneer.
Harry Highsmith of the Cooke, Jr., to Universal's "Money
Total first run business was $66,933. M-G-M music department, back after from Heaven".
Thomas Beck, secAverage is $88,150.
an illness of two weeks.
20th-Fox ond masculine lead in "White Fang,"
Wendy Barrie, James
Estimated takings for the week end- lifts option on Michael Whalen, 20th-Fox
Paramount Stewart, Weldon Heyburn, Una
likewise Delma Byron.
ing March 18:
term
contract
to
Louise Merkel to "Speed" at M-G-M.
"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" (ZOth-Fox) gives
CHINESE— (2,500), 30c-55c, 7 days. 2nd Stuart and lifts option on Elizabeth Alan Hale and Sidney Toler to unweek. Gross: $7,500. (Average, $12,500)
Patterson.
Columbia contract titled Laurel and Hardy feature.
"PASSING OF THE THIRD FLOOR
Warner pact Roach. .Walter Abel in "Mob Rule,"
to John Galludet.
BACK" (G.B.)
FILMARTE — (800), 30c-40c, 7 days for Rosalind Marquis.
Ken M-G-M.
Henry O'Neill, Addison
Gross: $1,200. (Average, $2,000)
Whitmore from Paramount's pub- Richards and Olin Howland to
"VOICE OF BUGLE ANN" (M-G-M)
4 STAR— (900), 30c-55c, 7 days, 2nd week. licity staff to Columbia as assistant Warners' "Earthworm Tractors."
Gross: $2,200. (Average, $3,250)
Wid Gunning Spring Byington, Mary Treen to
to Bill Thomas.
"THREE WOMEN" (Amkino)
joins Paramount writing staff, work- "Stage Struck," same studio.
GRAND INTERNAT'L— (750), 35c-40c, 7 ing on "Let's Get Married."
Eadie Adams in "San Francisco,"
days. Gross: $3,000. (Average, $1,200)
Billy Watson in "Small
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
Universal signs Jeanne Dante, M-G-M.
days,
25c-40c,
7
HILLSTREET— (2,700),
Harrison For- Town Girl," M-G-M.
Doris Nolan.
3rd week. Gross: $5,700. (Average. $8,000)
+
"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" (20th-Fox) man technical advisor on Columbia's
Arthur JacobLOEWS STATE— (2,500). 30c-55c, 7 days, "Lost Horizon."
Francis Faragoh, EdWriter
2nd week. Gross: $9,000. (Average, $14,000) son, Universal player, will be known ward T. Lowe and John Patrick
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
20th-Fox get new term contracts at 20th-Fox.
PANTAGES— (3,000), 25c-40c, 7 days, 3rd as Henry Hunter.
handicap golf tournament April 5,
week. Gross: $5,200. (Average, $3,200)
Edith Fitzgerald doing screen"DESIRE" (Para.)
with 400 entries to date.
All stu"The Old Timer," Paramount.
PARAMOUNT— (3,595), 30c-S5c, 7 days. dios to contribute for the ninth an- play onJoseph
Traub adapting "Cops
Stage: F. & M. revue, Al Lyons and his
Temple Israel benefit show and Robbers" at Warners.
Wilorchestra. Gross: $14,000. (Average, $18,000) nual
"COLLEEN" (W.B.)
March 28.
Rodney Bush leaves liam Rankin writing screenplay for
WARNER BROS. (HOLLYWOOD) — Paramount to head new trailer de- his original, "Kingdom Come" for
Gross:
$9,333.
days.
25c-40c.
7
(3,000),
partment at Radio under Harry Bene- Paramount.
Tom Van Dycke
(Average, $14,000)
Marcella Bannett, secre- adapting "The Man Who Lived
dict.
"COLLEEN" (W.B.)
WARNER BROS. (DOWNTOWN)
tary to David O. Selznick for three Twice," Columbia.
Laird Doyle
Gross:
$9,800.
days.
7
25c-40c,
(3.400),
years, resigned because of illness and on script of "Three Men on a Horse,"
(Average, $12,000)
plans European rest.
Muriel Warners.
Olive Cooper doing
Roberts gets long termer at 20th- additional
on
Republic's
dialogue
Larry Fine, one-third of "Navy Born."
Fox.
Jefferson Park-

Chaplin
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WELL-NAMED
SUPER X ...

as unusual as

well-named too.

For

it

sounds, and

it

passes superlatively

excellent photographic

quality

on to the

screen. Producers, exhibitors, the public

everyone benefits.

No wonder

men

X

choose Super

. .

that camera-

Film for the majority

of the big feature pictures.

Eastman Kodak

Company, Rochester, N. Y.

(J.

Inc.,

Distributors,

Fort

Lee,

E. Brulatour,

New

York,

Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN SUPER V
PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE

ZANE
GREY

HAROLD
BELL

WRIGHT

principal productions,

Jm.

announces
Jr.

A

Hear Series

of

HAROLD BELL WRIGHT
and ZANE GREY
Outdoor
O
©
©

ALIAS BRIAN KENT

Classics
by Harold Bell Wright

.

.

KING of the ROYAL MOUNTED byZaneGrey
THE DEVIL'S HIGHWAY by Harold Bell Wright
RANGE.... byZane Grey
THE UTAH TRAIL
by Harold Bell Wright

©SMOKY

©

.

.

.

SECRET VALLEY

.

.

(Tentative Title)

.

Released thru

20th CENTURY-FOX
FILM

PRODUCED

BY

CORPORATION

SOL

LESSER
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Flood Repairs Are Rushed RKO to Have
With Outlook Much Better At Least 48,
States Levy
By Schaefer
Symphonic Again

Block Sales
Measure Hit

Quick surveys

of theatre

damage

as

waters recede have left circuit
heads and individual operators in a
flood

Answers Independents on
Pettengill Bill
By CLARENCE LINZ
Washington, March 23. No

—

These symphony orchestras

somewhat more cheerful frame of
mind than they were late last week.
The heaviest damage is concentrated
in Pittsburgh where both Warners and
Loew's have emergency crews at work

can't scare Dave Rubinoff and
his Stradivarius. He has just
accepted an invitation to conduct the Seattle Symphony in

—

July and has accepted. The
62nd annual convention of the
Shrine will be there.
Several months ago when
Rubinoff went to Cincinnati
to conduct the Sinsinnahtee
Symphony Orchestra a flock
of girls kissed him at the

and are arranging to send in reserve
dustry in the country has keener seat equipment and new carpets.
Hartford and other Connecticut
competition than prevails among the
river towns are still without light, but
affiliated houses of distributors, the
in-

sub-committee was told actual damage to houses in that terrihere today by George J. Schaefer, tory is not as great as was at first
vice-president of United Artists. "It anticipated.
is a case of dog eat dog," he declared,
Pittsburgh Digging Out
explaining that while the various disPittsburgh, March 23. Downtown
tributors sell to each other's affiliates
digging themselves out
they do on the same basis as to inde- theatres began
wreckage over the weekpendents, and protect the latter either of the flood
being estimated
by splitting the product or by refus- end and losses are now
The Penn,
at well over $2,000,000.
ing to sell the affiliate.
damage
"This is the 'monopoly' of which the hardest hit of all, has $500,000
Pettengill

railroad station. Then some
of the musicians with upraised brows walked out before the allegro movement,
but nevertheless they paid off
the deficit.

—

proponents of the block booking bill
complain," he said. Shaefer devoted
his testimony almost entirely
to
a
categorical answer to the charges of
(Continued on page 7)

alone and it will be at least six weeks
The
before this house can reopen.
Alvin and Stanley managements are
more optimistic and believe they can
resume operations Easter week. It is
(Continued on page 8)

Copyright Hearing
Bergner Films to
To End on Apr. 15
U. A. for 5 Years

—

Washington, March 23. Members
House Patents Committee to-

By

of the

day agreed definitely to close the hearings on copyright revision April 15,
and, if necessary, to appoint sub-committees to take testimony simultaneously.

As

the committee tomorrow begins
another week of hearings on the
Duffy Bill, with representatives of the
film industry scheduled to be heard,
the Neely sub-committee on block
booking will meet to discuss the
course to be taken with respect to
the Neely-Pettengill Bill on which
hearings were held last month.
During the executive meeting which
is planned it is expected that the pro(Continued on page 8)

Nathanson Contract

The

negotiations

to

date

are

re"satisfacto-

ported to have proceeded
rily."
Freeman returned last weekend from a 10-day visit to Paramount
southern theatre headquarters.

—

United Artists
London, March
has signed a contract with Elisabeth
Bergner and her husband and producer, Dr. Paul Czinner, whereby
U. A. will handle world distribution
on all Miss Bergner's pictures for
The deal was
the next five years.
negotiated by Samuel Goldwyn, who
declared today the closing of the contract was one of the chief reasons
for his trip here. Miss Bergner, who
was taken ill recently, is in a nursing
home.
All the Bergner films will be made
at Denham, and the stories will be
23.

left

star.

entirely to

Her

first

the discretion of the
three will be Sir

James Barrie's "The Boy David,"
George Bernard Shaw's "St. Joan"
(Continued on page 8)

Talk to Be Resumed
Negotiations for renewal of N. L.
Nathanson's
contract
as
operating
manager of Famous Players Canadian
Corp. are to be resumed by Y. Frank
Freeman, Paramount theatre head, in
the near future. Nathanson's contract
expires in June and the renewal is
expected to be on a long term basis.

BRUCE ALLAN

Jersey Shifts
To Lower Rate
On New Taxes

March

of Time, Bowes,
36 Shorts Scheduled

RKO

Radio will have no less than
48 features next season, Jules Levy,
vice-president and general sales manager, stated yesterday upon his return

from a two-month trip to Honolulu
and Hollywood. This is the same number as for the current season.
The short subject schedule will virtually be the same with the exception

Walt Disney

the

of

There

be

will

March

of Time
amateur shorts.

36

subjects.

two-reelers,

the

and Major Bowes'

Branch managers from Pittsburgh,
Buffalo, Albany, Philadelphia, Washington, Boston, New Haven, Cleveland, Cincinnati and Detroit will convene today for a regional sales session with Levy. On his way back
from the coast, similar meetings were
held in Dallas,
Orleans and

New

Chicago.

Radio Studio Setup
Is Complete Spitz

—

Reorganization of the Radio studios

—

Trenton,
March 23.
A new
amusement tax program of one cent
on

each 25-cent admission bracket
with no exemptions was under consid-

eration by legislative leaders tonight
as part of a move to impose a broadbase tax.

Veteran legislators want to bring
thrice-defeated amusement-luxury

the

tax bill to a vote again tonight before
turning to the far-reaching new levy.
The amusement tax in the present bill
is four per cent on gross admissions,
to be absorbed by exhibitors who,
they say, coulci raise their scale to
cover the tax or absorb the loss.
defeated again, plans
and turn to a general state tax. Included with amusements in the present bill are taxes on
If this bill

is

are to abandon

it

now complete, Leo Spitz stated yesterday upon his arrival from Chicago.
Several changes had been made prior
to his arrival and during his stay in
is

Hollywood.
Spitz added that Walt Disney

Have

U. S. Not to

Outside Legal Aid
Was hington, March
— was
23.

It

indicated here today that the Department of Justice has given no consideration to the employment of outside
attorneys in the Government action
against Warners,
and Para-

RKO

now

mount,
al

court,

pending
York.

New

Officials

(Continued on page 4)

will

(Continued on page 8)

said

Feder-

in

that

specifically

Ben

Golder, Philadelphia attorney, had not

(Continued on page 4)
Fellner, Executive
Of Cecil Film, Dies Theatre Liquor Bill
Personnel Changes
London, March 23. —Herman FellPassed in Assembly
ner, managing director of Cecil Films,
In Effect at
Ltd.,

was found dead

in his

home

here

yesterday. He apparently had hanged
himself.
He was 58 years old. He
was largely responsible for introducing the sales policy here of selling
territorial rights to films instead of
single prints instituted in 1913. The
(Continued on page 8)

Albany, March

23.

—The

FWC

Assembly

today passed the Brownell Bill which
permits theatres in New York City
to be licensed as sellers of alcoholic
beverages.
The bill now goes to the Senate
where it must be also passed before

becoming

a

law.

Los Angeles. March
tions,

the F.

— Resigna-

promotions and other changes in

W.

C. operating setup

effective today

Skouras.
Milton

moved

23.

became

under orders of Charles

Hossfeld,

senior

booker,

into the newly created job of
(Continued on page 4)
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Officers of the Association of Foreign Press Correspondents will be the
guests of the Ampa at the regular
weekly luncheon at the Astor on
Thursday. Foreign publicity directors
of the major companies will be present.
The officers of the Foreign Press
group will be introduced by their
president, A. Bernard Moloney, of
Reuter's. The other officers are Ken:

neth Durant, Telegraph Agency of
the U.S.S.R., F. Auberjonois, Havas

H.

W.

Von

News

Doemming,
A. Frank

German

Bureau
Tinsley,
Reuter's A. Arbib Costa, La Tribuna;
Harold Butcher, London Herald;
;

;

Pierre Denoyer,

Le Petite Parisien;
Domei Tsushin Sha;

K. Iwamoto, of
G. J. M. Simons, de Telegraaf; Dixie
Tighe, London Express.

W.

J. Coulter Gaining
Richmond, March 23. Walter J.

—

Coulter, circuit operator, is recovering from an operation at the Rich-

mond

Hospital.

Ethel Barrymore Hurt
Ethel Barrymore is in the United
Hospital in Port Chester suffering
from a broken shoulder which she
sustained

hills:

Mox

Shobbus,

the exhibitor
from the fringe of Hollywood,
was visiting one evening short-

before Eddie Alperson

ly

left

for

Miami where the Chamber of
Commerce says the sunshine
rivals Hollywood's.
Eddie was
on the phone.
"I wanna talk to that fella,"
insisted
Shobbus, whose ebullience knows no limitations. And
so he talked, the conversation

running something
"Mr. Alperson,
Shobbus
talking.

like

this

this

Mox

is

You

don't
know me ? Well, 'I operate a
theatre on the fringe of Hollywood. I can't get Charlie Skouras on the telephone, but I insist on talking to you.
You're
one of those Fox West Coast
guys. Well, I wanna tell you,

Mr. Alperson, that I don't like
the protection you get over my
theatre. It's not fair. Further-

more

way you
run Bank Nights. What? You
won't listen to me ? You better,
even
I

I

don't like the

you never did hear of me.
an exhibitor and I got a

in

a

am

Furthinking about

right to live just like you.

thermore,

am

I

an anti-trust suit. Harry
Arthur is no bigger than I am."
Alperson cutting in

"An

Why

anti-trust

suit?
in the first
place
the unimportant stuff.
we're getting
down to big business."
didn't

you say so
and cut out

"All right," grudgingly consented the producer who later reported in this fashion:
Although your
"I'll tell you.
friend is a poor singer, she is
also a bad actress."
.

.

.

From
this

the bottom of the pile,
note, reverting to

program

preview of "Little Lord
Fauntleroy"
"That was the beginning of
what has been, along with 'Trilby,' 'Uncle Tom's Cabin' and a
few others, consistently one of
the most popular plays of mod-

the

ern times. It has been revived
constantly in England and America and has been played in a variety of foreign languages. Among
the actors and actresses who have
played the part of 'Fauntleroy'
have been Wallie Eddinger, Ray
Haskell, Maudie Sinclair, Elsa

Lanchester and Mae West, who
played it in Brooklyn as a child
of seven."

.

.

.

T

T

A

Zanuckdote.
Darryl picked up the office
phone one day and called into it
"Where's Baxter?"
An electrician on the "Wooden
Crosses" set, more concerned
with horse racing than his job,
answered absent-mindedly
"He's not even in the run.

.

.

T

T

"Why
the

at

There is the agent with an
"in" at one of the studios. He
was also interested in a young
woman and insisted that the producer give her a chance.
"She can act and dance, T tell

Expands

Salt Lake City, March
mountain Theatres,
field

over of two houses.

23.

—Inter-

has entered
with the taking

Inc.,

Theatre chair manufacturers from
all over the country will hold a special
meeting Friday. William Gedris, head
Seating, arrived from Grand
Rapids, Mich., yesterday preliminary
to the session.
of Ideal

— Production

tertainment standpoints.
Paramount led the field with eight
features in work, Warners running a
close second, with seven.
Columbia

had three features shooting, three preparing and five editing. M-G-M had
six, one and 1 1
Paramount, eight,
two and six
Republic, three, three
and five Radio, two, three and four
Roach, one, zero and one Twentieth
Century-Fox, five, five and five Universal, one, zero and four
Warners,
seven, zero and nine
independents,
five, four and two.
On the short subject schedule Columbia had one in work, two in preparation and two cutting. M-G-M had
zero, three and five
Radio, one, two
and three Roach, zero, one and three
independents, zero, three and two.
;

;

;

;

;

;

do so many folks stop
Beverly-Wilshire ? Is it

;

because the hotel is closer to the
studios ?" asked an in-and-outer

unaccustomed

Hollywood

to

ways.

"No," replied a regular,
because

Myron

the hotel
Selznick."

.

.

"it's

closer

is

to

With $35,600
to

This is a vital development in
Hollywood. It is of the stuff that
makes crises.
.

that

has

and Federal
income taxes. Always something
to

state

keep the colony in a dither.

.

.

.

T
en-

tered conversation at a party.

An

excerpt

should

"Selassie

have

He

ended

win
and besides he's out of money.
Why does he try to continue on
that basis? Who does he think
he is anyway? John Stahl?"
months ago.

tally

at the Rivoli.
"Sutter's Gold" has been booked
into the Music Hall starting Thursday and "Little Lord Fauntleroy" is

dated in beginning April

Para. Seeks
Hollywood,

who broke

can't

.

.

.

T T
The

week,

comes
Cecil

B.

who

should

know, that the actor who played
the asp in "Cleopatra" has finally returned to Egypt bragging

no end.

.

.

—

23
Para"Hotel Im-

Margaret Sullavan,

arm on

the

set

last

definitely out of the picture
and will have to be replaced. This is
the film originally launched with Maris

lene Dietrich and which was about
one-third through production when the
player withdrew from the cast. Miss
Sullavan replaced her.

Marlow,

England, March 23.
Asche, famous Shakespearian
actor and author of "Chu Chin Chow,"
in which he starred in for five years,
died here today of heart disease. He
was 64 years old.

Oscar

Phillipson

.

To Hold Cobb Preview
The Center

will have a preview
of "Everybody's Old Man," starring
Irvin S. Cobb, tonight following the
last showing of "Charlie Chan at the
York
Circus." Cobb's friends and
literary critics have been invited.

New

Here

Percy Phillipson. managing director
of Automaticket, Ltd., of London and
president

reportorial conscience bequiet with assurance from

DeMille,

New Lead

March

her

2.

Oscar Asche, Actor, Dead

The Italo-Ethiopian war

this

for the first

week

perial" continues.

Anita

Santa

closed for the season, the studios
might be able to return to work
if it weren't for the widespread

worry over

till

mount's hard luck with

T

Now

in the

"These Three" is expected
around $45,000 for the first

five days,

Gloria Stuart, working in "The
Poor, Little Rich Girl" refuses
to talk to Shirley Temple. Miss
Stuart asserts she was never introduced.

.

"These Three" Heads
For a $45,000 Week

.

T

.

;

.

T T

23.

were taxed last week to handle 41 features in work, 52 in the cutting rooms and 21 in preparation for
the cameras within two weeks. Short
subject production showed a slight
drop, however, with only two in work.
At least 10 of the features shooting
should have particular interest for exhibitors from the exploitation and enlacilities

;

ning."

.

T T

.

fall.

Inter mountain
Montana

to

Now

Seat Makers to Meet

the

Hollywood, March

At least give her a chance
show what she can do."

you.

if

filing

Foreign Reporters
To Be Ampa Guests

Outlook

Production Spurts
With 41 Shooting

of

Corp. of New
weeks' stav.

the

York

General Register
is here for a two

Jack Oakie Marries

—

Yuma,

Ariz..
March 23. Jack
Oakie married Venita Varden Sunday aboard a Southern Pacific train
here.
They returned to Los Angeles
and are now en route to New York.

Ascap

to Reelect

Buck

reelection of Gene Buck as
president, and E. C. Mills as general
manager of Ascap is expected at the
annual meeting of the board to be
held Thursday at the Ritz Hotel.

The

THREE IN
For the third successive season

Academy Award

II

RAW

an Educational Picture wins the

for the best short subject novelty of the year.

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
Jersey Shifts
To Lower Rate
On New Taxes
(Continued from page

cosmetics,

cigarettes,

Purely

i

MIRIAM HOPKINS

is

aboard

•

cards

playing

Jimmy Campbell, who

handles the

music end of G. B. pictures, is in
and non-commercial camera him.
The proposed new state general tax Chicago working on radio tieups for
'It's
Love Again," the next Jessie
is sponsored by one of the AdminisMathews film. He's scheduled to
tration leaders, Senator Charles E.
return Monday.
Loizeau of Union, chairman of the
•
Appropriations committee. His political
Jules Levy brought back from Dalally, Assemblyman Thomas M. Muir,
las a 10-gallon sombrero.
He's adwill introduce the bill lor Loizeau in
vertising
the centennial
this
year.
the
Assembly, where all tax proRKO isn't even mentioned, which is
posals must originate.
a tough break for Levy.
The one cent on each 25-cent ad•
bracket ior amusements in
the new bill is estimated to yield $1,Amusements in the present
600,000.
four per cent measure are counted on
to produce only $1,000,000.
mission

Amusements constitute only a fracnew bill, which includes a

tion of the

per cent state income tax, a
general two per cent gross receipts
tax on all business, and other levies.
at
figured
is
yield
total
The
three

Joe Vogel got back from Pittsburgh yesterday after looking over
the

flood

situation

as

affected

it

Loew's Penn. He has a rather bumpy
trip on the plane.

Adam Adams, New

23.

—Despite

the

Jersey exhibitalked a fireman out of a ticket
yesterday when he was caught in the
Film Center elevator with a lighted

up by exhibitors, the cigar.
Senate today passed by a vote of 24

opposition put

to 4, the bill to levy a 10 per cent tax
on all amusement admissions in Mary-

The

land.

House,
against

bill

where

has been sent to the
a fight is planned

•

Lou Marks
tried

to

week-end

to

fice

The program

previously adopted by

cent on gross receipts. It is estimated
that this would raise $425,000.

Personnel Changes
In Effect at FWC

Hornstein's ofHartford over the

of Joe

visit

look into the flood situation, but was stopped at Middletown,
Conn.

it.

the Senate Finance Committee sought
$1,000,000 from theatres alone toward
a total requirement of $2,700,000.
One new proposal advanced is for
a levy of three-quarters of one per

Hunting
(Continued from page 1)
Skouras, been retained by the Government in its
A. Cohen.
New York action. Golder recently
was named by the Philadelphia Fed-

the

George

included

Max

•

S. Charles Einfeld, director of
advertising and publicity for Warners, expects to leave for Hollywood
tomorrow or Thursday by air.
short trip, only a handful of days.
.

A

•

Charles Stern of U. A. left Sunday for Charlotte and Atlanta. Jack
Goldhar, who was in town last week,
has returned to his district quarters in
Chicago.

•

Willard McKay, back from Florbow's wardrobe at Miami includes

Immerman

of the latest

•

Edwin H. Morris, son of Sam E.,
next Monday from the Ba-

hamas.

•
Roger Pryor has arrived from

RKO

ings.

stopping

the

at

the

operator
both.

Mrs. Ned E. Depinet returns
the coast tomorrow.

yesterday

e

Wisconsin

Amusement

neighborhood houses from Charles
Washicheck. Originally scheduled for

March

15,

the

transfer

will

become

1.

Up to the advent of the L. P. G.
Harold Schoonover is operating Amusement
Co., Saxe and Warner
Mazda at Aurora, Neb., while his had the south side situation well in

the

father,

Jim Schoonover,

is

vacation-

ing in California.

York, Neb., says he's
Carl Rose
about 26 pounds lighter after a soHe's on full
journ at the hospital.
feed now, though, and gaining it back.
He's city manager there for Harry

Weinberg's houses.

Howard Allen and

lets.

•

This move is seen as an answer to
the recent announcement that the L.
P. G. Amusement Co., reported to be

effective April

Lincoln

of

Bill Savage of RKO's legal staff
was in Chicago yesterday on the Spear
suit aganst Pathe in connection with
picture rights to the Dionne Quintup-

managing

Comet,

Enterprises, is taking over the Layton Park, Pearl and Grace, southside

from Bermuda.
.

the

of

from aligned with

•

.

for

battle

Lom- Saxe banner with John Honthaner,

•
Lou Irwin and Joe Pincus off for
Cincinnati. Back in a couple of days.
•

returned

a

of

bardy.

Al Lichtman

23.

control of
neighborhood houses between the Wisconsin Amusement Enterprises and
the combined Saxe Amusement Management, Inc., and Warners is seen
in the pooling of the Comet independent west side neighborhood house,
with the Tivoli, operated by Saxe.
The two houses are within a block of
each other and will operate under the
blings

returns

.

Ned E. Depinet and Jules Levy
are back in town after a trip to the
studios and several stopovers
where they held regional sales meet-

Milwaukee Interest
—RumMarch

Milwaukee,

left on a tour of
Harvey Day
Educational exchanges in the west.
He will be gone five weeks.

is

Pooling Moves Stir

all

creations.

•
has

He

whether a conspiracy existed among distributors to
restrict the showing of double leaHe had
tures by contract provisions.
been attorney for Harry and Louis
Perelman in the case which resulted
in the Federal court declaring illegal
dual prohibition clauses in contracts.
The distributors' petition for a rehearing is pending in Philadelphia.
eral court to determine

Sam Dem-

yesterday

reported

ida,

oast.

tor,

Annapolis, March

at

in

Louis Weber and

month.
•

Bill

lunched
convening

rs

Room

New England

has taken over the Rivoli,
Far Rockaway. The house, now dark,
will be renovated and opened next

exhibitor,

$31,000,000.

Pass Maryland Tax

tille

•

Pouzzner,

Morris

Outside Legal Aid

ZUKOR and Leo Spitz
ADOLPH together
the Astor.
<

1936

Have

U. S. Not to

Personal

the Paris on the high seas for
a vacation in England. Although she
had been dickering to appear in "Turn
Back the Clock," the next Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., film for Criterion,
the deal fell through.

1)

Tuesday, March 24,

continue

Doc, will

his

brother,
the

operate

to

Bob Mochrie, assistant to A. W. Island, Grand Island.
The Allen
Smith, Jr., left yesterday on a trip boys came up from the Texas Hobman working between Los An- to the Warner branches at Washing- litzelle circuit not long ago.
•
and New York. He was suc- ton, Pittsburgh and Cincinnati.

hand as a result of the pooling some
six months ago of the Granada and
Modjeska, the former a Warner
house, both now operating under Saxe.
Wisconsin Amusements is reported
dickering

for

Saxe-Warner

several

other spots in
while various

territory,

independent exhibitors in the affected
territories are viewing the situation
with no little concern.

(Continued from page 1)

field

geles

ceeded by Charles Piercy, former
booker in the George Bowser terriPiercy is succeeded by Edward
tory.
Solig who, in turn, is replaced by Edward Smith, late of the Sturdivant

David
territory.
Smith's post.

Boyd moved

•

Clyde Lucas and his orchestra will
start work tomorrow in a musical
short

Vitaphone

the

at

studio

in

Louis

J.

has

•
Geller.

been

reelected
of the Royal

George Milner tendered his resigna- board
tion as Columbia head booker to take

exhibitor,
chairman of the
Industrial Bank
local

Lou Anger is still around town. He
had planned to leave Sunday, but
changed his mind the last minute.

placed Fisher.
New York
J. J. Sullivan leaves for
by plane Saturday or Sunday with Edward Zabel, chief statistician, remaining to complete all eastern details.

Boston yesterday.

Los Angeles, March

—H.

F.
shorts
formerly
Anderson,
booker, has replaced Larry Wentz as
chief booker of the company. Charles
Neff has been moved from the
poster department into the position
23.

RKO

New

England
manager for Paramount, was
Erb.

district
in

from

Ed Finney,

Republic advertising
director, has arrived from the coast
•
Jeffrey Bernerd is due back from
Hollywood on April 1.
•
Neil F. Agnew has returned from
the south bv plane.

Harry H. Thomas
week

in

Boston.

R. M. Carmahan, owner of the
Roosevelt of Sulphur, La. spent last

weekend

in

this

city

accompanied by

his wife.

Willkins.

Kansas

City

franchise holder for Republic, visited
New Orleans en route to South

America.
of the subur-

ban Avenue, is having it completely
remodeled with the intention of makit

a class

A

house.

W.

RKO

formerly held by Anderson.

the

is

back from a

arts,

in

education

the

film

industry,

and philanthropy

Claude Darce of the Opera House, has been formed to aid in the activiMorgan City, La., was on Film Row ties of the Museum of Modern Art

ing

•

advisory committee consisting of

men prominent

Orleans

M. Weingrun, owner

•

Bill

New

Robert

•

The resigna
over Boyd's territory.
tion of Lawrence Stevens brought in
Larry Wentz, formerly chief booker
Seymour
to succeed him.
of
Fisher, Columbia assistant booker, re
placed Milner, and Larry Buckner re

RKO

.

.

recently.

Brooklyn.

into

.

Committee Is Named
An

H. Hurt, of the Princess,
Waynesboro, Miss., was in town.
William Cobb, owner of the Fox
in Houma, La., was on Film Row.

(Tony) Demharter has been
new car.
Henry Vautarin, owner of the

A.

driving around lately in a

Elks in Mandeville, La., has reopened
his theatre on Sunday only until the
start of the regular summer season.
R.
perial,

J.
is

Brunet, owner
still

of

the

under the weather.

Im-

Film Library. Will H. Hays, Jules E.
Brulatour and Irving Thalberg represent the film contingent, and StanDr.
Griffis, Cornell University
Irwin Panofsky, professor of fine arts
at Princeton, and David H. Stevens
of the Rockefeller Institute represent
the other fields. The committee will
meet once a month with the museum's
trustee committee.
ton

;

Conn Forms Chelsea
Maurice Conn, who

will produce 30
features next season for Conn. Prod,
and Ambassador Prod., has formed
Chelsea Pictures to distribute the
product locally. He is president of

the local company and Adolph Pollak
is vice-president and general manager.
New York exchange will be
opened in about a week at the Film
Center. Conn is due in the east in
two weeks. For the current season,
Conn has 16 scheduled.

A

FIELD REPORT
GIVES
A

MARCH OF TIME

RATING

No. 1

some showmen questioned the idea of audiences liking the
March of Time and its hard-hitting drama of real life. Its worth in small
rural theatres was doubted. Questioned, too, was the importance the
public and the press would place on the monthly issues. But with its
year ago

second year

now

under way, these questions have answered themselves.

DO PICTURE AUDIENCES WANT TO SEE
THE MARCH OF TIME?

one answer from a large suburban house in a big mid-western city.
Here

is

your territory with their names and

in

addresses.
"It

is

%

quite possible that you

may wish

incorporate this news in your local advertising, and we feel sure that such action will
be of material benefit to you."

refused it.
this time a large group had gathered
md they took up the argument. None would
accept refund or invitation to leave. Some
became angry and the super-manager was
tailed. He wailed that the cost of running
\?xtra time was too great; that the contest had
taken too long. Receiving no sympathy he offered
IE show our request after the feature now on.
"heaving the unsatisfied crowd I returned
and

I

"By

WHAT

IS THE MARCH OF TIME WORTH
TO THE SMALL-TOWN THEATRE?

The operator of a 200- seat house in
this Montana town (pop. 468) says:
"Being a comparatively new subscriber to
March of Time I have been noticing the
increased interest my patrons are taking in
your news and look forward eagerly to the

my

in an

Idaho
letter.

my

opinion this

is

THE greatest

item

in short subjects available to exhibitors today.

"I feel that this subject has not only added
prestige to our program presentation but has
also built our business on the days of its

showing

to the extent of bringing patrons to
our theater who do not come at any other time.
"The exhibitor of today who has the March
of Time available for his screen and does not
use it, is not doing his duty to his community.

*

the

next issue.
"I admire the courage and bravery of the
March of Time in giving the public unbiased
facts. We want more leaders like you in the
motion picture industry."
H. 0. E.

—

HOW IMPORTANT DOES THE PRESS

seat.

CON-

SIDER THE MARCH OF TIME?

This review is from the Washington,
D. C, News.
"Showmen are

pretty well agreed that only

two short subject

series have any influence on
One- and two-reel films enhance
programs. But the only shorts that consistently affect prospective patrons' choice of
theaters are the March of Time and Walt

the box

Presently the house lighted and an
made that through an error the
March of Time had been omitted and would
immediately. It was." H. M.
'ie shown

to

*"In

500 -seat house

(pop. 1500) comes this

a

to

*"Recently I attended the

theater here
to enjoy the March of Time. After the so-called
feature a 'Screeno' game was conducted. Finally
the feature began again.
"Leaving my seat I asked the usher when I
might see the March of Time. In a characteristic gush of courtesy he showed me the manager.
This tuxedoed dignitary explained that the
March of Time was omitted to save time. But
this was the last show! He offered me a refund

From
town

office.

Disney's cartoons.

\tnnouncement

Australia's

—

it

\nd another from one of the largest
irst run houses in the Southwest.

famed Smith's Weekly

finds

important too:
"The greatest sensation in
world since the advent

ture

has arrived in Australia
'The March of Time.

*"Our weather here has been pretty severe,
tut the March of Time, proven by figures,
tas meant an awful lot of money for us at
!he box office and has been established in the

—

the moving picof the 'Talkies'
a series entitled

"They are 'The Thinkies'

—the

term

is

'Smith's'.

"They deal with subjects of world interest
manner which sends the audience away

ninds of our patrons as one of the greatest film
P. S.
eatures the theater has ever seen."

—

in a

with something

to

ponder."

As does London's Observer:

10W IMPORTANT AN EXPLOITATION
MEDIUM IS THE MARCH OF TIME?

of Time
intelligent,

"March
lively,

is,

on every count, the most

and important departure

of the recent screen."

from the General Seabods Corporation to its branches and
This letter is

dealers all over the country.

Time during the past month
been filming a picture of the New England

"The March
>as

of

impressed us

greatly
hat we are writing this letter to advise you
f the March of Time play dates in the theaters
Wishing Industry.

It

so

Radio

Center Theater displays the March of Time and its
three exciting episodes on a huge
lobby easel as well as on its
Sixth Avenue marquee.
City's

R

K

O

RADIO

*A11 letters reproduced here were written in the
course of regular business, and the originals are on
file in the March of Time's Advertising Department in New York. Not having been intended as
testimonials, their signatures and theater names
have been deleted.

:
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Minneapolis
Tips "Pine"

Big$ll,500
Minneapolis, March 23.— Spring
gave theatres a break here
with the result that "The Trail of the
Lonesome Pine" ran up to $11,500 at
This was $1,500 to
the Minnesota.
weather

the good.

Tuesday, March 24,

"Fleet" Hits

Out Hollywood Way
—

$12,300 2nd

Hollywood, March 23. Pickford- Screen Prod.
Countess de MakLasky sending questionnaires to 2,500 sey and her daughter, Jacqueline,
exhibitors, critics and fans in an ef- Paris
writer,
visiting
MADELEINE
fort to find out, with respect to Fran- Carroll.
.

.

+

how many he should
a year, what type of character
he should play and what type of film
In- should appear in.
Suggestions also
Lloyd
are sought on stories.
Corrigan given surprise party at LaD. W. Griffith a visitor at
guna.
the M-G-M lot last week.
Lou
Gensler to produce "Internes Can't
Make Money," recently purchased

—Lynn

make

.

.

.

lead

in

"Three Cheers for Love," Lucien
Littlefield in "Farly to Bed,"
il-

of

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

W

.

.

'

.

.

18:

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

WORLD— (400).

week.

Gross:

25c-55c.

(Univ.)
10th
days,

7

(Average,

$2,100.

$3,000)

$1,500.

20c-25c,
$1,500)

(Average.

.

days.

7

"THE PETRIFIED FOREST" (W.B.)
STATE— (2,300). 25c-40c. 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $5,500)

St.

20:

.

.

.

Century-Fox.

Fred

.

.

Paramount.
term pact

.

.

.

25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:

(Average, $3,500)

ORPHEUM— (2.000),
week.

Gross:

25c-40c,

7

(Radio)
days, 2nd

(Average, $4,000)

$6,000.

"THE BOHEMIAN GIRL" (M-G-M)

TOWER— (1,000),
$1,500.

(Average,

15c-25c,
$1,500)

7

.

.

.

.

.

Anne Nagel

.

.

.

.

.

gets

.

.

.

.

.

en route
"The Barrier"

.

.

.

to

.

+
Writers— Seda Cowan

.

.

.

.

Wallace

in

in

doing script

Con- for "Penthouse Love," Imperial.
England by

+

complete

Republic
charge of

Title

new

Changes— "Forgotten

title

of

Faces"
Paramount's "Something

Louis Weiss starts pro- to Live For."
"Make a Wish" to
duction of "The Clutching Hand," sec- be release title of Radio film formerly
ond of three serials for Stage and "Twinkle, Twinkle."
writers.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

days. Gross:

Gross:

$1,500.

(Univ.)

25c-35c, 7 days, 4th
(Average, $1,500)

week.

Tribune Making a Film
Chicago,

March

23.

— Shooting

of

the industrial picture, "Trees to Tribune," is now
in
progress at the

Chicago
dis

is

Tribune
directing

plant.

the

Cullen Lan-

three-reel

film,

which will be used as an educational
and advertising film by the newspaper.
Members of the Tribune staff have
been appearing in the picture.

232 to Play Jolson Film

—

Hollywood, March 23. Al Jolson's
"The Singing Kid" will have day and
date openings in 232 Class
on April 10 or 11.

A

Buenos Aires Firm
To Have 16 in '36
Washington. March
—The Cia.
Industrial
Film Espenola, Sociedad
Anontima —better known
Buenos
23.

in

Aires as the C.

I.

E.

F.

S.

A.

—-has

embarked upon an ambitious program
for 1936, and has announced that there
will be available from Spain about 16
features, according- to a report to the
U. S. Department of Commerce from

Commissioner Du Wayne G.
Clark, in Buenos Aires.
During the last year this company
became fairly well established in the
territory, and it is expected to set a
more satisfactory record for the new

Trade

Two Companies Formed
Albany, March

—

corporations

Houston.

March

here

23.

—Two

are

the

new

in-

W.

G.

Amusement Corp., Brooklyn, formed
Portland, Ore., March 23. "The by Leonard M. Halpern, Gustave H.
Country Doctor" grossed $2,000 on its Snerber and D. Benjamin Mason, and
opening day at the Orpheum here and Mt. Vernon Biltmore, Inc., by Samuel
brought out long lines in front of I. Resnick, Max D. Cohen and David
the house.
Sherman.

23.— Will

Hor-

operating four subsequent runs
has dropped Bank Night. He

used the game in two of his larger
twice weekly.
Suburban exhibitors
recently protested Bank Night as unfair competition, and a test case is
pending.
The Kirby, an Interstate
house, continues Bank Night every

Tuesday.

M-G-M Buys

"Sari"

M-G-M

has
purchased
"Sari,"
Broadway operetta of 20 years ago.
No production deal has been outlined.

Hollywood,

vear.

houses

"Doctor" Big in Portland

Horwitz Drops Games
witz,
here,

March

EARLE — (2,218)

,

25c-77c,

7

Stage:

days.

June Knight. Three Weir Brothers. BalabaGross: $17,500.
now Five, "John Tio."
(Average, $13,400)

"PRISONER OF SHARK ISLAND"
(ZOth-Fox)

LOEW'S COLUMBIA— (1,264),

25c-40c.

days (return engagement). Gross:
(Average, first run, $3,600)

novel, "City for

MacDonald.

editor,

.

Walter Wanger.

make
Agnes DeMille leaves
London dance recital.

England

.

"THE MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

WORLD— (400),

Secretary" at Loew's Pal-

.

Warners.
Gene pension lifted, has lead in "Public
Cohn, New York newspaper man, Enemy's Wife" opposite Margaret
Lindsay, for Warners.
Charles
joins the publicity department of PioWilson in "Big Brown Eyes," for
neer.
Richard Arlen

story

"FOLLOW THE FLEET"

vs.

.

at

PARAMOUNT— (2,300), 25c-40c, 7 days. quest," published
(Average, $5,500)
$5,000.
Michael Joseph.
"IT HAD TO HAPPEN" (20th-Fox)

RIVIERA— (1,000).

"Wife

.

Gross:

$3,500.

It,"

in

in

learning to sing.

Aben Kendel's

(Para.)

Millions

Betty

.

.

.

for G. B.
soon for

Paul:

"DESIRE"

.

Francis Lederer sonal appearance of June Knight,
"The Old Timer" for Paramount. slipped to $17,500, under average by
Charles Quigley in "The $900.
David O. Selznick to have help
Total first run business was $80,400.
Duster,"
Paramount.
Helen
of the U. S. Army Signal Corps in
Flint in "Early to Bed," same studio. Average is $76,700.
use of carrier pigeons in "The GarEstimated takings, exclusive of tax:
Ann Preston and Henry Hunter
den of Allah."
Kay Griffith,
get leads in "What Price Parole,"
Week Ending March 19:
singer, signed to a term contract at
"DESIRE" (Para.)
Universal.
Pat O'Brien, his susNewark.

in

ill

MacMurray

to

Week Ending March

Warners.

all

.

25c-40c,

"There's

in

A

revival
the first run par by $900.
of "Arrowsmith" at the Belasco took
§4,100 on seven days, which was increased to $4,900 by two extra days.
The average week is $3,000.

.

Adams,

Stage: Eddie Peabody and company. Gross:
(Average. $5,500)
Si. .500.

$6,000.

thorn

of the
lead in

.

Week Ending March 20:
"TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE"
(Para.)
MINNESOTA— (4,000). 25c-55c, 7 days.
(Average, $10,000)
Gross: $11,500.
"LOVE BEFORE BREAKFAST" (Univ.)

ORPHEUM— (2,900),

.

John

Gross:

days.

7

.

Mitchell

.

.

Furness ace for a second week, took a satisfacNew York stage, for the
in the feminine lead in "Three Wise tory $11,400, which was but $4,500
Frank Capra's next, "Lost Horizon."
M-G-M.
Marjorie Gate- under the first week average.
Mrs. Cecil B. DeMille to the Guys,"
At the Earle, "Desire," with a person in "Private Number," Twentieth
bedside of her brother, Dr.
.

Week Ending March 19:
"TOUGH GUYS" (M-G-M)
LYRIC— (1.238).

Thomas

testing

— With

.

.

.

Week Ending March

23.

.

.

.

March

flood waters of the Potomac offering
held
up.
opposition,
theatres
stiff

"Follow the Fleet" at RKO-Keith's
liam
Wayne, Edward Borden, took $12,300 in its second week, to
Brooks Benedict and Tom Wilson top the regular first-week average by
A third week was ordered.
in "Forgotten Faces," James Adam- $1,700.
son and Edward Featherstone in
"The Voice of Bugle Ann," plus
"Florida Special," all for Paramount. Jack Benny in person, sent the gross
Henry Gordon in "The at Loew's Fox to $23,200, bettering
C.
Charge of the Light Brigade," Wal- par by $2,300.
lace Gregory in "Bullets and BalAt the Metropolitan, where "The
lots" and William Griffith in "An- Walking Dead" skyrocketed the take
to $6,600, over average by $2,300.
gel of Mercy," all for Warners.
A return engagement of "The
Arthur Loff in "Queer Money"
and James T. Mack in "Black- Prisoner of Shark Island" at Loew's
mail," Columbia.
Billy Watson Columbia was good for $4,500, over

"Love Before Breakfast" was a
money-maker, assisted by Eddie Peabody and his company at the Orpheum, the gross going $1,000 over from Max Brand by Paramount.
the line for a total of $6,500.
George Hayes to be co-featured
"Follow the Fleet" continued to be with William Boyd and James Eloutstanding in its second week at the lison in the "Hopalong Cassidy"
St. Paul Orpheum, the gross of $6,000 series
for
Paramount.
Irwin
going $2,000 on the profit side.
Shaw, New York playwright, signed
Total first run business in Minne- by Radio.
Paramount lifts opAverage is
apolis
was $27,500.
tions
on Francis Farmer, Ann
in
business
run
first
and
Thomas Bupp in Radio's
Total
$25,500.
Evers and Wilma Frances.
Average is
Robert
Paul was $17,500.
St
Thomas van Dycke, Columbia "Mary of Scotland."
Glecker in "Love Begins at Twenty,"
$16,000.
writer, honeymooning in Santa BarCarol Hughe^ in "The Case of the
Estimated takings
bara,
his
wife the former Anne
Velvet Claws" and Joseph CawLloyd of Los Angeles.
Minneapolis:
Columbia
.

Capital
Washington,

Overman

Casting

.

.

Week

.

Lederer,

cis

1936

23.

— Clark

Gable will be starred in "No Hero"
by J. P. Marquand. Jack Conway will
direct and Larry Weingarten will produce.

George Gordon Promoted
George Gordon, for six years on the
Terrytoon cartoon staff, has been promoted by Paul Terry. He is now head
of the animation department.

7

$4,500.

"VOICE OF BUGLE ANN" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S FOX— (3,434), 25c-66c, 7 days.
Stage: Jack Benny & Mary Livingston,

Georges Metaxa. Stuart Morgan Dancers.
Three Chicken Sisters, Liazeed Arabian
Gross: $23,200. (Average, $20,900)

Troup.

"THE WALKING DEAD" (W. B.)
METROPOLITAN — (1,591), 25c-40c.
(Average, $4,300)
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)

7

davs. Gross: $6,600.
'

RKO-KEITH'S — (1.836),

2nd week. Gross:
week, $10,600)

25c-55c,

7

(Average,

$12,300.

days.
first

Week Ending March 20:
"WIFE vs. SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S PALACE — (2,370), 35c-55c.
Gross:
week, $15,900)

days, 2nd week.
first

7

(Average,

$11,500.

Nine Days Ending March 20:

"ARROWSMITH" (U. A.)
BELASCO— (1,140). 25c-65c, 9 days
vival).
first

Gross:

$4,900.

(Average,

7

(re-

days,

run, $3,000)

Set "Diamond

Nighf

George Weeks and A. P. Waxman
of G.B., have arranged a tieup of
Bank Night and the film "Rhodes,"
with Claude Ezell of Affiliated Enterprises,
Inc.,
which controls BankNight.

game

The

variation

of the

chance

Rhodes Diamond
awards to be diamonds

will be called

Night, the
instead of cash.

Paramount Renewals
Hollywood,

—

March 23. Frances
Farmer's option has been picked up by
Paramount.
George Hayes has been placed under
a term contract bv Harry Sherman for
the "Hopalong Cassidy" series.
Ann Evers and Wilma Francis also]
have had their options lifted.
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Block Sales
Measure Hit

By Schaefer
(Continued from page 1)
independent exhibitors, in the course
of which he said the independents
did not show sex pictures in the neighborhood houses because they knew
the public would not stand for them
and that the affiliates refused to show
them for the same reason. Wherever
shown, he declared, they were exhibited by independents.
A) statement from Schaefer that
contracts called for the playing of
percentage pictures on Saturdays and
Sundays because of the "sharp practices" of some exhibitors in playing
them on poor days because they could
use any pictures on the week-end,
brought a sharp question from Chairman Pettengill. He asked if it was

more moral for the exhibitor to do
that than for the distributor arbitrarily to name the play date.

I

j

Schaefer explained that only by
getting week-end showing could the
distributor be sure of a fair return
on the heavy investment involved in
such pictures and told the committee
that contracts with the largest houses
called for the showing of a fixed proportion of pictures on the two best
days.
He declared many exhibitors
canceled pictures because of price
rather than on moral grounds.
He
answered the charge that where high
classification pictures were canceled
the price of others was increased, by
pointing out that the whole purpose
of the contract was to assure a fair
average for the full block.

j

|

.

l

Clarifies "Shuffling"

He

I

led,"

denied that pictures are "shufdeclaring that films may be in

llifferent

classifications

in

different

territories because they may be popuar in one and not in another. The
Jvitness took up questions propounded
jiiarlier in the hearing by Pettengill as
o the possible results of a hypothetij
z\
film
showing both Italy and
|
I Ethiopia
and explained the industry
_

afford to make films which
foreign countries because it
vould result in the barring of the
ompany from any such market.
Schaefer went into the question of
election, submitting figures presented
efore the Senate sub-committee to
How that half of the contracts in
ies 400 leading cities are for less than
all blocks, and said many small town
xhibitors take 26 or less pictures and
hat a still greater number take from
7 to 60. He was referring to Para-

J:annot
|>ffend
I
I

-

lount

distribution figures.
"It seems to me the present line of

"Lucky Terror"
(Diversion)
An average western, this has

in

blocks."
do not say that block booking is
ecessary, but that I object to this
ill
because it puts shackles on the
:ller and leaves the buyer to
do as
"I

i

pleases," Schaefer replied.
expressed approval of the pro-

He

by Sidney R. Kent, Twentieth
entury-Fox president, that if the

)sal

Her could not offer blocks the exfrom buyg them. Even in England, where
ms cannot be sold until previewed,
bitor should be prohibited

In

2nd Week

the requisite action and romance
which will please children and fans. It is definitely for dual bills.
Detroit, March 23.
This town
Hoot Gibson, riding along innocently, gets himself involved in the
went for "The Country Doctor" in a
accidental death of George Cheseboro, who is fleeing from a gang of
big way for its second week at the Fox
outlaws with his gold and who makes Gibson change mounts only to be
by piling up $21,300, above normal by
killed when he is dragged over a cliff with his horse when it becomes
$6,300.
panic-stricken. Gibson takes the saddlebags containing the gold and
Other houses also had good showmoves along, coming upon a medicine show in which Lona Andre, ings. "Voice of Bugle Ann" at the
reached
"Rose
$24,600,
the dead man's niece, is working with Charles Hill and Frank Yacco- Michigan
Marie" garnered $11,400 at the United
nelli, as a means to reach the mine. Gibson strings along with them and
Artists, and "Klondike Annie" pulled
is arrested for the murder of Cheseboro. He is finally cleared in a cor$11,600 at the
Downtown.
oner's inquest, but runs away.
Total first run business was $77,500.
Later he comes to the mine bringing with him the gold, which he had Average is $65,000.
hidden. The outlaws raid the place. While Miss Andre goes for the
Estimated takings for the week
sheriff he outwits them, and later, by some fancy riding, throws them ending March 19:
"THE INVISIBLE RAY" (Univ.)
off their horses into the hands of justice. Charles Hill demonstrates
GAMBLE WITH LOVE" (Col.)
how his cure-all "elixir" can even separate gold from the ore when he "DON'T
ADAMS— (1,770). 10c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$3,800.
(Average, $5,000)
takes the metal from the container in which Gibson had hidden it.
COUNTRY DOCTOR" (2Mh-Fox)
The performances by Gibson and Miss Andre are convincing. Yac- "THE
FOX— (5,100). 15c-65c, 7 days, 2nd week.
conelli sings a short Italian song very well and Hill supplies the typical Stage: Vaudeville. Gross: $21,300. (Average, $15,000)
medicine man humor, delivering laughs with every mouthful of words.
"VOICE OF BUGLE ANN" (M-G-M)
MICHIGAN— (4,100). 15c-65c, 7 days.
Alan James directed from a story written by himself and Roger AllStage: Major Bowes' amateurs.
Gross:
man. Arthur Reed's photography of the natural settings and the action $24,600. (Average, $20,000)
"WIDOW
FROM MONTE CARLO"
are well done.
(W.B.)
Production Code Seal No. 1,926. Running time, 60 minutes. "G."
"LADY IN SCARLET" (F.D.)
all

—

RKO

STATE.-(3,000), 10c-40c,
(Average, $5,000)

7

days.

Gross:

$4,800.

block booking

permitted, he pointed

is

out.

"The

greatest revenue in this industry is from the larger situations,"

he

said,

"and

this

bill

"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)

"Shark," "Colleen"

UNITED

ARTISTS-(2,070),

Gross:

days.

Top Houston Takes

would deny

$11,400.

15c-55c,

(Para.)

RKO DOWNTOWN-(2,950),
days.

Gross:

$11,600.

7

(Average, $10,000)

"KLONDIKE ANNIE"

15c-55c,

7

(Average, $10,000)

—

Houston,

23.
March
Spring
brought throngs to Main
Features for
Kelly
street last week, but no picture pulled
tire block."
Hollywood, March 23.— Hal Roach
above
par,
and
at
least
two
fell
below
New
Peyser
of
Representative
says that from now on Patsy Kelly
York read into the record a letter the line. "Prisoner of Shark Island," will
be seen only in feature length
from Mary Pickford opposing the at Loew's, and "Colleen" at the Macomedies, and that the last two shorts
Pettengill Bill, and pointing out that jestic, broke even with $7,000, and
on this series of eight will not be
the making of films is not a mass pro- "The Front Page," at the Kirby three
days, also pulled its quota of $1,500. made. This decision is in line with
duction operation.
"Desire" at the Metropolitan took Roach's previously announced plan to
make only one-reel and feature comit on the chin, dropping $1,100 under
the average of $7,000.
"The Lone edies.
Wolf Returns" at the Kirby grossed
$2,500, which was $500 off, and "The
Melody Lingers On," running one day
Indianapolis, March 23. "Wife with Bank Night, was credited with
vs. Secretary" was an outstanding hit $400.
Total first run business was $25,000.
at Loew's with a take of $10,900, over
Big Board Off Slightly
Average is $26,000.
normal by $4,900.
Net
Estimated takings for the week endAnother big gross of the week was
High Law Close Change
Columbia, vtc
the $10,700 pulled into the Lyric by ing March 19:
363/g
36
36
654
a combination of "Don't Get Per- "THE LONE WOLF RETURNS" (Col.) Consolidated
18% 18J4
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-35c, 3 days. Gross:
im
sonal,"
and Ben Lyon and Bebe
162
162
162
(Average, $3,000)
$2,500.
Daniels on the stage. This was $3,700
Loew's, Inc.
47% 4754 47J4
"MELODY LINGERS ON" (U. A.)
on the profit side of the ledger.
9ti
9%
954
KIRBY — (1,450), 15c-35c, 1 day. (Bank
75% 75% 75%
Two holdovers did well, too. "Fol-

me

the right to

go to a customer of

long standing and offer him an en-

weather

Patsy

^

Indianapolis Tips

"Wife" to $10,900
—

Wall Street

m

Nite.)

low the Fleet," which played the Indiana the week before, pulled $4,300
at the Circle,

tor," in its

and "The Country Doc-

second week at the Apollo,

garnered $3,500.
Total first run business was $33,650.

rgument is a two-edged sword," Pet- Average is $28,000.
:ngi_ll
commented. "You say block
Estimated takings for the week endooking is necessary and then show ing March 20
iat in town after town you are
"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" (ZOth-Fox)
not
filing

"Doctor" Big
Detroit Hit

Looking 'Em Over

APOLLO— (1.100K

week.

Gross:

25c-40c,

$3,500.

7

2nd

(Average. $4,000)

"FOLLOW THE FLEET"
CIRCLE— (2.800),

days.

$4,300.

(Aver-

age, $4,000)

"DESIRE"

(Para.)
(Radio)
7 days. Gross:

"LOVE ON A BET"
INDIANA— (3,200), 25c-40c,
$6,250.

(Average, $7,000)

"WIFE vs. SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S— (2,800), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
$10,900.

(Average, $6,000)

"DON'T GET PERSONAL"

LYRIC— (2,000).
$10,700.

25c-40c,
(Average, $7,000)

7

$1,100.

(Average. $400)

$1,500.

Gross:

days.

(Univ.)
days. Gross:

WA

Pathe Film

(Amity)

(Average, $1,500)

"PRISONER OF SHARK ISLAND"

Universal,

(20th-Fox)

p'fd

.

LOEW'S STATE— (2,750).
Gross:

$7,000.

25c-40c, 7 clays.
(Average, $7,000)

"COLLEEN" (W. B.)
MAJESTIC — (2,250), 25c-50c,
Gross:

$7,000.

"DESIRE"

METROPOLITAN
days.

Gross:

7

$5,900.

—

Sonotone

(Para.)
(2,600),

(Average,

Technicolor
25c-50c,
$7,000)

7

29
37
89

2&y2

36%

36%

8754

89

12-M

12%

12%

9%
7%

Fractional Changes on Curb
Net

days.

(Average, $7,000)

1054

1054
10
8
2854

10

RKO

High

Low

2%

2J4
2956
4

293,4

Trans-Lux

..

45i

Close Change

-%

23,4

+
—

29%
4

54
54

Most Bonds Gain

(Radio)

25c-40c, 7 days, extended

run from the Indiana. Gross:

Gross:

"THE FRONT PAGE"
KIRBY— (1,450), 15c-35c, 3

Ban Sunday Dancing

—

Hartford, March 23.
Sunday
bowling and dancing have been banned
here as a result of an attempt of the
Loew-Poli Palace to present a stage
show on the Sabbath.
Previously
both have operated, despite the law
forbidding them.
It had been determined nothing would be done until
a complaint was made.

Net
High Low Close Change

General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40.... 2954
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40, ctf 2954
Keith B. F. 6s '46 94%

_ 3s

28%

2954

285/6

2954

94%

94%

+%
+ %
—

57%

57%

+34

9154

9154

9154

+

96

9554

96

Paramount B'way
'

55

Paramount

573^
Pict.

6s '55

Warner
'39

wd

%

Bros. 6s

(Quotations at close of

March

23)

54
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Copyright Hearing

To End on Apr. 15

Tuesday, March 24,

Flood Repairs Are Rushed
With Outlook Much Better

Bergner Films to
U. A. for 5 Years

(Continued from page 1)

posal will be made to turn the whole
matter of block booking over to a subcommittee for investigation this summer, with a report to be rendered to
the full committee next year. Whether this proposal will be acceptable
could not be forecast, but there were
no objections today from members of
the full committee.
If the matter is not referred to a
sub-committee, it is expected that the
X'eely group will make a report on the
It is not
bill to the full committee.
expected, however, that the latter will
get behind the measure in sufficient
strength to force its passage during
the present session.
At the Patents Committee meeting
this morning, a sub-committee was appointed to draw up a schedule of hearings, noting the time to be given to
Every effort will be
each witness.
made to keep to the schedule even
though it means cutting short the
speeches of committee members who
for several weeks have been lecturing
the witnesses.

Managers Propose
Pact Arbitration
The League

of N. Y. Theatres yesterday proposed that disputed issues
in the new minimum basic agreement
between playwrights and producing
managers, which was placed in effect
March 1 by the Dramatists' Guild, be
The sugsubmitted to arbitration.
gestion was made in a telegram sent
to Sidney Howard, guild president,
and followed refusal by the guild last
week to meet with the managers' contract committee for the negotiation of
a new agreement.
A reply is being sent to the league
today and is expected to contain a refusal to submit any part of the new
agreement to arbitration, but will
probably reiterate a suggestion made
by the guild last week that the league
put its proposals for changes in the
agreement in writing for study by the
guild council along with other proposed changes which are being received from managers.

The league

authorized its
contract committee to attempt either
to negotiate a new agreement or to
have the disputed issues submitted to
arbitration.
If the guild refuses both
procedures, the managers have stated,
the league proposes to draw up and
use exclusively its own agreement.
recently

Reductions of the managers' participations in the proceeds from the sales
of film rights to stage plays under the
new agreement have drawn most of
the managers' fire.

Fellner, Executive
Of Cecil Film, Dies
(Continued from page 1)
films
he handled by this
method were "His Other Self" and

earliest

"Quo Vadis."

He

brought Jack Hulbert and Cicely
Courtneidge to the screen. He was at
one time with Ufa as a producer and

(Continued from page

(Continued from

1)

whether the Fulton

doubtful

open

paije

will

the

summer.

when

the cooling plants are
Basements are
full of water.

increased
still

Joe Vogel and Charles Moscowitz
surveyed the Penn over the week-end
and ordered replacements from New
York. An orchestra leader's desk was
found in the second row of loge seats.
National Guardsmen are patrolling
the

downtown
Virginia

streets.

Repairing

Richmond, March

23.

British.

In Essex, Deep River, Collinsville,
Williamantic and other towns films
were delivered by roundabout routes.
Houses served out of Boston made

emergency

requests

for

New York

films.

—

Damage

—With rivers

Island theatres have come out of the
flood with no actual damage to buildings and no apparent effect on busi-

schedule.

Hollywood shortly to convalesce as
the guest of Goldwyn.
Goklwyn said U. A. also had signed
a contract with Victor Saville, who
is forming his own company to make
two big pictures annually. U. A. will
handle world release and it is expectedl

the

film

United

merit

will

release

in

the

States.

Twentieth Century-Fox

will release

Elisabeth Bergner's

"As You Like

produced

Czinner,

by

Dr.

It,"

this

in

country.
The film was completed
shortly before Miss Bergner's illness
and is now being edited.

Radio Studio Setup
Is Complete Spitz

—

(Continued from page

1

)

RKO

make

18 shorts annually for
as
soon as the short subject producer
completes his U. A. deal.
In addition Disney will release through

RKO

"Snow White"

which, according to
Spitz, will take another year to fin-

ish.

RKO

The
head denied any deals are
on for new producers.
He doesn't
to go to the coast again for
some time, he said.
Asked about reorganization of RKO
theatres, Spitz answered
"That's go-

Cincy Houses Unaffected
Hartford Still Dark
Cincinnati. March 23. Not one
Hartford, March 23. This city of the seven RKO theatres here was
was still without electric power today, forced to discontinue operation bebut the Connecticut River was rapidly cause of the flood, according to Ike
receding.
The Poli has water in the Libson. Most of the theatres are
basement, but other houses are not situated on a hill and were unaffected
damaged and will be ready to operate by the on-rushing waters which caused
as soon as current is turned on.
considerable damage in the business

—

—

WPA

show,
The State, housing the
was inundated, but the damage seems
to be smaller than anticipated as the
water recedes.
Several houses attempted to run
with emergency electrical equipment,

the only one open

George Freeman,
night,
manager of the Poli, did not leave his
house for four days. At Middletown
conditions are slightly improved, alSaturday

ing on

district.

only

RKO

the

time."

RKO

may continue to distribute
the Van Beuren color cartoon serie*
for another season, although probably
on a picture-to-picture basis, Ned
Depinet said yesterday.
Uncertainty as to the time by whicr
Walt Disney can complete his Unitec
Artists commitments and begin de-

RKO

distribution, mak<
liveries for
a picture-to-picture deal for the Var
Beuren cartoons almost essential foi
next season, it was said. Unitec
Artists states that Disney has 20 pictures remaining to be delivered to it
and estimates that it will take thi
producer until July, 1937, to complete
delivery of these.
expects tcj
have Disney subjects ready for dis
tribution by January, 1937.
now distributes 46 Van Beuj
ren subjects annually, 13 of which anl
the Rainbow Parade color cartoons!
arrangements for thi[
Distribution
other 33 subjects will not be distribj
uted by the Disney-RKO deal, it waj

RKO

RKO

RKO

said.

RKO
Lowell,

all

May Keep Van Beurens

ness.

—

Lenox was

season's

Miss Bergner will fit a stage engagement for C. B. Cochran into her
film schedule.
She expects to go to

plan

Rhode Island Not Hard Hit
Providence, March 23.
Rhode

back to normal in this territory after
one of the most disastrous floods since
Runs Flood Benefit
1870, exhibitors are surveying the outlook with more optimism than they
Danbury, March 23. Jack Harhave felt for several days.
vey, manager of the Palace here,
Few theatres were actually damaged. opened for a special Sunday matinee,
widespread,
Property loss has been
the receipts of which were sent to the
but the necessity for cleaning up silt Red Cross to aid the flood victims in
and making repairs is absorbing the the Hartford area.
unemployed.
Handleman,
Morris
In
Shelton,
Epidemics are a source of worry in
manager of the Shelton, was named
places where drinking water has been
treasurer of the drive for funds concontaminated.
Travel conditions are
ducted by the Red Cross there.
bad as highways and bridges were
damaged.

but the

part of next

of
all

:

Closed at Lowell
Mass.,

March

23.

—The

house to close because of

flood damage in the east was the
Keith's here which was dark all day
Saturday. The house was reopened
yesterday. Little damage was done to

Delay Vaudeville Decision
decision was made yesterday

No

oil

the return of vaudeville to the Palacejl
executives are stil[
Chicago.
mulling over the probability of puttinjjj
stage shows back, but no definit<|
action has been taken at this time.

RKO

the interior.

though the three Lockwood houses are
dark.

Richard J. Coleman, who was running a carnival, turned his lighting
unit over to the hospital and armory

manager for Gaumont
His first picture for Cecil
Films was "Public Nuisance No. 1," where refugees were cared for.
recently completed.
In Waterbury, where many expected
production

be

—

Philadelphia, March 23.
Lewen Pizor, president of the
M.P.T.O. of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey
and Delaware, yesterday addressed a letter to all members, urging that they communicate with the Red Cross
in
their communities, and
offer their cooperation in the
relief work for flood sufferers, through trailers, benefit

Reports that Warners had suffered
throughout the Tri-State area were
denied todav by Harry Kalmine, zone
manager, who said the circuit was
affected outside of Pittsburgh only in
In
Johnstown, Erie and Wheeling.
the last named city the only thing
preventing operation is lack of power.
At Johnstown and Wheeling houses
shows or other means.
are open.
Utility crews are working
night and day to restore power in
Wheeling and expect to have it on in trouble, only the Lido was flooded, and
a few days.
this only in the basement.
The State,
At the Stanley here the stage has a Warner house, which was damaged
buckled and an order has been placed last year, escaped.
Warners' chief
Seats are being taken damage was in the Palace, Norwich,
for a new one.
New carpets where the lower part of the house
out for replacements.
have also been ordered and crews are was flooded.
working on 24-hour schedules shovelThe Capitol, Springfield, where new
ing out mud and debris.
electrical equipment was installed reEstimates place the Stanlev damage cently, suffered heavily. Four Warner
at $200,000; Alvin, $150,000, and Ful- houses in Lawrence, Mass., also reton, $100,000, although this may be ported damage.
thoroughly inspected.

\)

and Jack London's "Little Lady
the Big House." The films will

Urges Flood Aid

re-

carry
it
well into the warm weather, and
this house customarily closes during
until fall, since repairs will

1936

work

here today that first run spots in Har
risburg were able to operate durinj
the period of the flood although ser
ously handicapped by lack of stear
This condition has been cor
heat.

&

rected.

Harrisburg Near Normal
Harrisburg, March 23. Herman

—

Nowitsky, of
construction
the Wilmer

New

York,

charge of
for the theatres of
Vincent chain, stated
in
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Screen Warners May
And Casanave Refund Issue
Set New Firm Of Debentures

Nat'l

National Screen Service Corp., with
Charles L. Casanave, vice-president
and general manager of American
Display Co., Inc., have formed a new
company,
National
Screen
Accessories, Inc., to handle distribution and

Winter Park,

sales of the accessories

material pro-

duced by American Display.
The entire manufacturing facilities
of American Display and the distribution organization of National Screen
Service will be at the disposal of National Screen Accessories.
Casanave
will retain his official position with
American Display and will be vicepresident and general manager of National Screen Accessories.
American Display will remain as a
corporate entity, devoting its facilities
exclusively to the production of accessory material.
National Screen
Accessories was incorporated some
time ago, but has been inactive until
(Continued on page 6)

Griffiths Elected

K.R.S. President
BRUCE ALLAN

—

London,

March 24. D. E. Grifof First National was elected
president of the Kinematograph Renters'
Society at the annual meeting
here today. Gaumont British rejoined
the society, which is taken here as

ner from Europe about May 1.
Stuart McDonald, Warner assistant treasurer, said yesterday in commenting on the refunding reports that
action in the matter "is a long way
off."
He admitted that the company
had conferred recently with investment bankers on the subject but said
that the discussions had been "incon-

Fla.,

forerunner

The only previous instance
of a President thus praising
a picture was the occasion
when President Harding en-

dorsed "The Covered Wagon,"
en route to Alaska in 1923.

Schaef er Talk

Starts Clash

Over Booking
By CLARENCE LINZ
Washington, March

—

24.
Threats
to submit matter of a character which
might be called to the attention of the
Department of Justice caused a mild

uproar during the block booking hearings before the Pettengill sub-committee today.
George J. Schaefer, sales manager
(Continued on page 8)

Hit Equipment Price Rise;
Form New Dealers Group

the withdrawal of
9
Twentieth CenturyFox, although no definite action has
been taken on the latter move as yet.
With the return of G. B. and the
Any attempt to take advantage of
A cooperative buying organization
retention of Twentieth Century-Fox,
K. R. S. would have a 100 per cent the plight of theatre owners whose for dealers, which at the same time
houses were damaged by the recent will provide for equipment manufacrepresentation among distributors.
floods by increasing prices of equip- turers a needed outlet
at present unment and materials will be opposed by available, will be the basis
of the
the Independent Theatre Supply Deal- Associated Theatre
Supply Dealers, a
ers' Ass'n., J. E. Robin, head of the new
association in the process of
organization, said yesterday.
formation by George De Kruif, at one
Joseph Bernhard, general manager
The association has received no re- time vice-president and general manaof Warner Theatres, is expected back ports of increased
prices for theatre ger of National Theatre Supply.
today from a survey of the damage to equipment from flood sufferers, Robin
The new group will be in competiWarner houses in the flood area about said, and his statement was made in tion with
the Independent Theatre
Pittsburgh, McKeesport and neigh- reply to rumors that the
concentrated Supply Dealers' Ass'n., of which
J.
boring towns. No estimate was avail- demand for new equipment
occasioned E. Robin is executive secretary, and
able on the extent of the damage suf- by the flood probably would result in
National Theatre Supply.
It is the
fered by the circuit's theatres, pending a general advance in
prices.
intention of the new organization to
ihe return of Bernhard.
Robin pointed out that the dealer have between 35 and 40 members,
one
The Comerford interests, which members of the association had been in
each of the smaller centers and
were the most seriously affected group doing business for
years with cus- more in the larger centers, depending
n the eastern Pennsylvania area, with tomers who were
well known to them on the size of the territory.
14 theatres hit, also are unable to esti- and would be unlikely
to endanger a
Each dealer-member will be a part
of

the resignation of

Damage Estimates

Await Flood Study

_

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 6)

Branches

Sheehan Deal

To Join Para.

March

fiths

a

in All

TEN CENTS

described the film as "remarkable." At the time, he
was speaking of the opposition often faced in introducing new ideas.

clusive."

the In

1936

24.— "The Story of Louis Pasteur" yesterday achieved a
distinction attained by only
one other film. It was praised
in public by a President of
the United States.
In his speech accepting an
honorary degree from Rollins
College, President Roosevelt

Warners may retire a $31,924,000
issue of six per cent debentures, due
in 1939 and callable at 102, it was
disclosed yesterday. The action would
probably be in the form of a refunding
program which might aggregate as
much as $50,000,000.
In addition to the debentures, Warners are estimated to have approximately $50,000,000 in mortgage indebtedness and a refunding program
would probably be scaled to care for
approximately $20,000,000 of these.
Preliminary discussions concerning a
new issue of four and one-half per
cent convertible debentures have already been held with investment
bankers, it was said. The conversion
price into common would be from $20
to $25 a share, it is expected.
Definite action on the proposal is expected
following the return of H. M. War-

25,

To Only One Other

To Handle Products of Operation Might Total
American Display
To $50,000,000

By

Intelligent

DAILY

Picture

VOL.

Alert,

(Continued on page 6)

Called Off

Is

Negotiations Begun on
Coast Six Weeks Ago
Winfield R. Sheehan has discontinued negotiations whereby he would
produce a mini-

mum

of 10 pictures for Pararelease
mount
next season, it

BHHMH

revealed
was
yesterday.
brief
In
a
statement issued
over his signaSheehan
ture
"I
have
said
discontinued negotiations
with
:

Paramount.

No

has
contract
been signed."
winfleld
1 he
negotia-

K

.

sheehan

were begun by John E. OtterParamount president, about six
weeks ago during the latter's most recent visit to Hollywood.
The plan
tions
son,

that time, subject
negotiations, was for
at

to

the

ensuing-

Sheehan

to pro-

(Continued on page 6)

F. P.

Canadian Stock

To

N. L. Nathanson

N. L. Nathanson, operating head of
Famous Players Canadian Corp., is
expected to acquire a substantial stock
interest in the Paramount Canadian
theatre subsidiary under the terms of
the

new

contract being negotiated be-

tween himself and Y. Frank Freeman,

Paramount theatre head.

By

the

acquisition

of

the

stock,

Nathanson would become an operating
partner for the Canadian circuit, although his interest will be a minority
one, probably limited to 20 or 25 per
cent.
The agreement is expected to

be on a long term basis, presumably
for a minimum of five years with provisions for extensions.

See Theatre Deal in

Graham''s
London, March

Visit
24.

Here

— The

departure
within a few

the United States
weeks of John C. Graham, managing
director for Paramount in England,
and the arrival here tomorrow of
A. C. Blumenthal are seen in some
quarters as having relation to reported
Reports link Union
theatre deals.
for

(Continued on page 6)
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Hollywood, March 24.

A PLANNED

Martin Quigley

procedure for
Hollywood. And a very impressive phrase falling from the
sincere lips of a man who wants
it in this land where the
topsy-turvy is the normal.
The
idea belongs to Jesse L. Lasky,
whose years of experience with
Paramount, then on his own with

Wednesday, March
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Thus, the circle concycle with no remedy
You hear talk calling

its

sight.
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Schaberger Rites Held
requiem mass for Nicholas Schaberger, 78, who, as Nick Woods,
starred in the old Thanhouser films,
was held yesterday at St. Gabriel's
Cburch, New Rochelle.

Van Beurens Are Set

RKO

distribution of 33 Van Beu
short subjects, exclusive of the
13 Rainbow Parade color cartoons,
will not be affected by the recent deal
by which
is
to distribute the
Walt Disney cartoons.
typographerror
ical
in
yesterday's
Motion

A

Picture Daily made

appear that

it

the reverse might be true.

Lahr for Schaefer Party
and Eugene
Howard. Frank Parker and Rachel
Carlay are on the growing list of celebrities who will be on hand to enterLahr,

the

at

George

Willie

testimonial

Schaefer next
ning at the Astor.
T.

dinner

Monday

to

eve-

touched
already
circumstance,
There was
color.
It is
upon.
"Becky Sharp." Now there is

"The

Trail

new

undoubted need for which long has
been coursing through his mind.
He concedes that studios are
the

talent,

new

and hoping

experimenting

public-blessed, will break
through the existing firmaments.
He continues to retain an old
stars,

scheme of his which is to some
day people a picture by cast, not
starring, demands in the firm
belief that, by judicious endeavor
and proper judgment, new talent
But Lasky, while
will develop.

.

.

"The blame goes back
the

to

to

the

department and on through

sales

public,

but

chiefly

the

former. Producers, all of them,
are constantly reminded by New

York

that

pictures

must

have

names in order to sell. All right,
what happens ? Producers go out
after names.

All kinds of names.

Good, indifferent and downright
bad. Everyone knows that players
of merit are far too few and
much too difficult to sign. That's
one factor which shoots up the
price of the availables to inordinate and staggering heights.
The fetish for
It goes beyond.
names, reflecting sales department and public demand, today
finds major studios coupling two,
three and four drawing cards in
the one picture.
.

.

.

T
automatically makes it
mandatory for competitive studios to follow suit. It sharpens
again the name equation, makes
demand even more prothe
nounced and skyrockets talent

an even higher level.
is
more and more
expensive negatives, but the reprices

The

to

result

sult also is that studios are fear-

experimenting

with unconceivably
some day could loom as large as
those who now make up the

ful

of

known names which

Lonesome

-

comment, effusive like
virtually everything else in Hol-

Monday.

already has modestly
"Lonesome Pine" as
dubbed
"superb" and "triumphant." Many
are the naive folks in and around

Hoffberg to Open Office

these hills who believe all they
That makes the rush
read.
And
toward color inevitable.
that finds Lasky, for one anyway,
concerned with the outcome and
his
thoughts
stressing
again
about a procedure, docketed and
He foresees trouble
planned.
ahead if the color urge persists.
Unless all the signs are wrong,

he

right,

is

and how

right.

.

.

.

T
What

do with color and
what to do with prices for talent,
in theory, might be fit subject
matter for a planned procedure,
but only on paper. For one, the
to

industry is too competitive in
For anthe production end.
other, there are too many wouldbe emperors and emperors, as
can
do no
narrates,
history

Thus is justified wild
expenditures. There is to consider as well the Hollywood sowrong.

cial

system

too

dictates

There

is

knowledge here of who
and who does not click at

little

clicks

too much excitesensations, too
on
little regard for what goes
elsewhere in the country.

the box-office,

ment over

local

.

.

.

Because Hollywood knows proindustry's lifegreat advantage is
New York
taken of the fact.
advice gets a hearing, but usuNew York is
ally not a break.
tolerated because it has to be
By preference and by
tolerated.
inclination, Hollywood prefers to
go it alone and, more often than
not, actually does. Anybody can
but
build bricks and mortar
not anybody can make the attracSo goes the
tion to fill seats.
age-old observation about that
huge portion of this business on
the other side of the mountains.
Yet, a glance at much of the

duction

is

the

too

;

H. Hoffberg

J.

will

open a coast

within the next week or so. He
has appointed Terry Marks as his
western representative.
Marks and
his family leave today to open the new
branch.
office

product conveys the

anybody might do

impression

better.

.

.

.

A planned procedure, as a
matter of fact, was tried in 1933
when the New York executive
roster,
led by
Will H. Hays,
traveled west to straighten out
the coast forever more.
There
were meetings.
Story editors
were to gather weekly and sell
each other dormant material.
Standing sets were to be leased.
Patents were to be pooled. A
Central Booking Office, designed
to

lick

offing.

cal

the agents, was in the
In distribution, a physi-

merger was aired. The newswere to operate thereafter

reels

on the Associated Press formula.
It was impressive on paper.
.

.

.

V

where achievement,

or
otherwise,
actual
position and prestige.

blood,

"This

the

of

Pine." Dave Selznick is preparing "The Garden of Allah."
Others are on the way. Local

lywood,

ren

RKO

condition which
Lasky believes calls for a planned
procedure. Another concerns a

He would, to go specific, take
measures to launch seriously and
in organized manner the develof

.

one

is

critical

opment

.

T
This

T

Braid,

British,

A

tain

it

up and, secondly, doing anything
about
it
after
it
reaches

.

died here today. He entered the film
newspaper
after
1913,
business in
work, to handle publicity for Gaumont's "Chronochrone" process. He
founded and edited the Gaumont
Weekly, first film company house organ here.
He worked in a publicity capacity
for Stoll Film Co. and W. & F. and
in 1931 was named head of advertising and publicity for the Gaumont
British distributing organizations.

Bert

setting

firstly,

Publicity, Dies

London, March

SB

difficulties

he comfortingly ponders the plan,
is not apt to move for its execution. He has reasons.

10 cents.

Braid, G. B.'s

Fox, qualify him to propound
such a plan despite the obvious

beyond

nothing

action, but
conversation."
for

to see
Published daily except Sunday
and holidays by Quigley Publications, Inc., Martin Quigley,
president; Colvin Brown, vice-

—

March 24. New tax
including an amusement
levy, may be postponed for New Jersey until after the May 19 primary
election.
The House and Senate adjourned for the week after short sessions last night without considering
tax legislation.
The tax bill, which
provides a levy of four per cent on
gross
admissions,
was
not
even
brought up in conference.
So far apart are the Republicans
on the tax bill that leaders are considering postponing everything until
after the primaries.
Despite a strong demand for a recess,
a determined group of Senate leaders want to resume daily sessions next
week until a tax bill is enacted. The
two divergent programs will be considered at a Republican caucus next
legislation,

favorites.

tinues

1936

Jersey Tax Program
Faces a Long Delay
Trenton,

KANN

25,

The

results ?
Story editors
but as soon as one studio
evidenced interest in another's
property, the latter refused to
sell on the theory there must be
unsuspected values in that vehicle
if
there was bidding
for its
purchase. Standing sets had been
leased to other studios and still
are for that matter which was
never of stupendous import anyway. Patents were to be pooled.
Were they? The Central BookOffice
plans
sent
talent,
ing
goaded by agents, into a furore
and nothing thereafter developed.
Ideas
for physical distribution
mergers were returned to New
York and subsequently quietly
pigeon-holed for dust and disintegration to take them over.
Newsreels are continuing as they
were, swelled to a higher total
with the addition of "The March

met,

Time."
went down

of

to

Planned procedure
ignominious defeat

as of that day,
raise its head.
.

never
.

.

since

to

MAP OF THEIR BIG
LOVE AFFAIR!...
NOTE TO THE

BOB
FELL
FOR

THEATRE AD

MYRNA
HERE!

V

i

*

MAN!

This picture officially

opens

Here's where

Bob caught
a terrible

the Spring (romantic) sea-

BOB
PROPOSED
HERE!

case of Petti-

coat Fever!

a

•
»

(Myrna said §
"No")
i
•

~_

BOB
PROPOSED
said

—

"never")i

of

Z

sold

FIANCE (Myrna's)
CHASED BOB AND
MYRNA INTO THE
PLANE CABIN HERE

•

Myrna's

*

BOB

fiance took
the Native
Belle for a
joy ride!

BOB
PROPOSED
HERE!
Myrna
'I

said

Hate You*

(A-ha! She
loves him!)

WE RE GETTING
NOWHERE. FAST!

STARTS TODAY
Robert

MONTGOMERY
MYRNA LOY

and magnificent

SM-Q-SM'i version of
the gay stage hit

OWEN

CAPITOL

8'WAY&51St— Moioi Edward

Bowei.

Mng

Oil

it,

"DESERT DEATH" wether
"Crinw Doesn't Pay" hit!— Fittpatrick
Euro.'-

Travelulk

very informally, and

how the folks

the Springtime!

f Here's where

"MODERN TOKYO"

plenty

the Capitol Theatre

that's

A TAME POLAR BEAR
AND A FEROCIOUS

it

you-know-what. Here's

how

HERE!
(Myrna

son, so please give

like

it

in
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EDWARD ARNOLD
SACRAMENTO, CAUF.-WED., MAR. 25-1936
via Southern Pacific Special Train

"THE TENDERFOOT SPECIAL"
MAKE THIS TRIP TO SACRAMENTO
WITH THE HOLLYWOOD STARS
I
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Hit Equipment Price Rise;

Sheehan Deal

Form New Dealers

To Join Para.
Is

Called Off

{Continued from page 1)

tour pictures annually himself,
and to give personal supervision to
1 ne Sheehan productions
six others.
were to be made at General bervice
Studios.
Sheehan came here from the coast
early this month to complete negotiations with Paramount officials, lie
plans to return to Hollywood tomorrow, but beyond his brief statement had nothing to say concerning
any new plans he may have.
Paramount official stated that inability to agree on terms of the deal
was responsible for the discontinuit
was also
ance of negotiations.
intimated that rumors concerning" the
negotiations, which it was said were
without foundation, influenced the decision to discontinue the discussions.
Several meetings of the Paramount
board held since the negotiations were
begun, took no action on a Sheehan
contract.
It was explained by officials of the company at those times
that the agreement was still under
discussion and not in shape for submission to the board.
Otterson and Adolph Zukor plan
to leave for Hollywood on Friday,

duce

A

where they will spend two weeks
completing plans for next season's
production schedule with William Le

Baron and the

latter's associates.

possibility

the

of

negotiations

The
with

Sheehan being resumed on the coast
the company heads are there
suggested within Paramount.
The production conferences at the
Paramount studio will take the place
of a second meeting of home office
and studio officials which it had been
planned, would be held in Chicago.
The first such meeting was held there

while

was

December but it was believed
advisable to hold the final one at the
studio to save the time of production
last

and make unnecessary their
absence from the studio at this time.
officials

Finish Industrial Film
Automotion Pictures,
pleted

its

first

comedy theme

Inc.,

(.Continued from fane

Damage Estimates

1)

of the association. Letters were
approximately 110 dealers
sent
to
throughout the country and, according
to Rudolph Eisenberg, who will be
general counsel for the organization,
the response has indicated a desire on
the part of many to join the new
group. Replies received thus far from
questionnaires sent to about 500 equipment manufacturers pointed to a
widespread desire to cooperate, Eisenberg declared.
De Kruif will act as general manIt is
ager of the new association.
planned to open a
York head-

1)

fee for

members

is

$50,

which the dealer will receive one
share of stock. Dues will range from
$50 to $100 a year, depending on the
size of the dealer's territory.

WPA

Patrons at the Roxy in New York
have contributed $2,039.50 to the Red
Cross for flood relief during the past
three days.

It is

not the intention of the organ-

ization to conclude exclusive arrange-

ments with manufacturers, but

it

—An

matinee at the Egyptian
here tomorrow will be one of the first
after-school

moves

to

aid

flood

sufferers

here-

Cans of food will be used for
admission and the gifts will be distributed by the Red Cross and other
organizations.
Joseph Marquis, manager, arranged the move.
abouts.

A

When

prospective dealer-members have been selected from the various centers, a meeting of those approved by De Kruif will be held here.
No decision as to time and place has
been made as yet.

24.

—David

Graham's

BEAUTIFUL HOME IN

LARCHMONT

Visit

(Continued from page
Sil-

today resigned his post as
Republic story supervisor on features.
No successor was named.
verstein

the

See Theatre Deal In

Silverstein Resigns
Hollywood, March

Here

1)

Cinemas, C. M. Woolf and other circuits in merger talks, although conlacking here.
is also seen here that
Arthur Segal may bring together
Paramount Theatres and Union Cinemas. Segal built the Paramount here,
and recently signed with Union to
build 40 houses for the circuit. Union
at that time absorbed Reed Theatres,
Ltd., which shares offices here with
Paramount Theatres.
firmation

The

is

possibility

Nafl Screen Part

A New

of

Organization

(Continued from page 1)

Casanave said yesterday it
planned
to
open several new
branches in the near future, but as yet
no decision has been made on locathis time.
is

For sale, owner-built home in Larchmont, N. Y.
Tapestry brick over
hollow tile; slate roof; ten rooms; three baths; leaded glass windows and
doors; hand carved lintel; satin oak finish; fireplace; tiled porch; two-car

j

|

garage; copper screened throughout; convenient to station and schools:
restricted neighborhood. This home will appeal to the lover of the beautiful.
Must be seen to be appreciated.
Address Box 500, Motion
Picture Daily,

Rockefeller Center,

New

York.

his wife, the

young

Knowi.es,

Patric

English

actor under contract to Warners, will
arrive today on the Chaniplain en
route to Hollywood.

•
F. Joseph Holleran, of the Times
Sciuare branch of the National City
Bank has returned from a five-week
trip to the coast.

Quip of the Day
Elevator conversation in the
Building:
He
"Lou Irwin's gone to

RKO

:

Cincinnati."

She

He

"What

:

for?"

"Dunno. Think it ivas to
book Annette Kellerman up and
down the Ohio River."
:

is

expected, according to Eisenberg, that
the prices obtained from manufacturers
through the cooperative buying arrangement will be the best obtainable.
The organization also plans to standardize prices, so that all dealer-members will sell the same piece of equipment for the same price, no matter
where they may be located.
clearing house will be established
for the disposal of second-hand equipment and overstock. Assistance in
sales and promotion through various
methods, advertising for the dealermembers as a whole, help in credit
and financing arrangements, accounting methods and a weekly bulletin of
information are planned by the oraccording to the prosganization,
pectus.

Brighton Aids Flood Needy
Brighton, Mass., March 24.

ARLEN,

former JOBYNA Ralston, and their
son, Richard, Jr., sail today on the
Manhattan.

New

mate

which have been approved by Mayor
Spellacy. Only the State in Hartford
was seriously damaged. About 2,500
of 4,000 seats were damaged there.
Civic Repertory expects to
The
resume stage performances April 2.

RICHARD

quarters and showroom where equipment will be on permanent display.
for

the damage until a complete
study of the situation is completed.
In Hartford all downtown theatres
are reopening following the restoration
of electrical power. It was the failure
of the power rather than the flood
waters directly, which forced the closing of the Hartford houses. Theatres
in the city are planning a benefit matinee for flood sufferers on March 29,
when each house will donate theatre
and film for the special showings,

1936

i

owner

The admission

Await Flood Study
(Continued from page

9

25,

Purely
Group
Personal

(Continued from page

1)

trade relationship so well established
by adopting unfair policies in a time
of emergency.
He said that liberal
credit undoubtedly would be available
to flood sufferers and that supply dealers had established deferred payment
plans which could be utilized by exhibitors in need of either a few items
equipment or complete theatre
of
renovation.
Robin said that reports indicated
that most of the theatre equipment
flood damage
was to carpets and
seats, projection equipment, with the
exception of wiring, being out of
reach of the water, for the most part.

has com-

industrial short with a
and a cast of stage
includes Edward H.

which
Madeline Grey, Gloria Palmer, Milton Francis and Ruth Edell.
players
Robins,

Wednesday, March

Schwartz, 10-year-old son

Billy

of E. Schwartz, is recovering from
a mastoid operation performed on

Monday.

Jack Springer and Sam Cocalis
yesterday for Florida. They were

left

on the same

•
Luporini,

Mario
Italian

train, in the

aboard

Robb

Harold

car.

United

representative,

Friday

rope

same

and

Artists
leaves for Euthe Champlain.

Rowley

Ed

leave today for Dallas after spending
a few days here.
•

Bette Davis gets into town this
morning on the Twentieth Century.
•

Sam

Cocalis

yesterday for a
vacation in Sebring, Fla.
left

•

George

J.

W ashington

Schaefer returned from
yesterday.

Lou Irwin

•
has

signed

the

Ritz

brothers.

National's Product
Buys to Start Early
With

the arrival of

J.

J.

Sullivan

and Edward Zabel next week from
the coast, buying conferences between
National Theatre executives and the
sales managers of major companies
will get under way a month in advance of

last year.

During the previous

year,

Sullivan

and Edward L. Alperson started nego-

new product deals in May.
National now operates 382 theatres
throughout the country.
tiating

While Alperson was on the coast
recently

he

closed

with

Twentieth

Century-Fox.
Milt Kusell,

manager

New York

state dis-

Paramount, has
closed a two-year deal with George
Skouras for the Skouras Theatres and

trict

for

also has signed a number of other
The arrangement is virtually an ex- deals for next season's output.
pansion move of National
Screen
Eugene Picker, film buyer for
Service, bringing that company into Loew's, states he doesn't intend to
the national accessories field in addi- move up his negotiations for new
tion.

tion to

its

trailer activity.

product.

LEO
DECLARES

A
HOLIDAY
FRIDAY
NIGHT!
Everybody's coming.
lorgnette at the door

Check your
and

strut

your

This party is dedicated to
good clean fun and the Managestuff!

ment

reserves the right to refuse

admittance to sour-pusses!

DANCING!

ENTERTAINMENT BY HEADLINERS OF STAGE,
SCREEN, RADIO. PREFERRED TIME FOR EVERYBODY! THE TICKETS
ARE LIMITED! GET YOURS TO DAY
SUPPER!

I

;
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Over Booking
paijc
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United Artists, gave members of
the sub-committee copies of a stenographic report on a stage show which
he said had been presented by two
of

independent exhibitors who
advocated the adoption of the
on moral grounds, and which

the

of

have
bill

number

suggestive
F.
Myers, general counsel for Allied
States Ass'n, declared heatedly that
the witness was descending to new
low levels, and added, "When it comes
to our turn we are not going to pull
our punches in regard to Schaefer.
are going to introduce matter
which may be called to the attention
of the Department of Justice."
Congressman Cooper of Ohio, after
reading the script, asked, "How can
any man appear before this committee and advocate decency when he
a

contained
quips.

At

this

of

point,

Abraham

We

such a show
on in his theatre""

as

permits

to

this

"I

go

'

in reply, declared,
confident that if anything like
this was said on the stage and came
to the attention of Yamins, he would
not permit it to go on," to which
statement C. C. Pettijohn, counsel
for the Hays organization, answered,
"Since Myers has made the statement
that he is going to call the attention

Myers,

of trade practices to
are opposed, but
exhibitors
in
matters
controversial
are
they
which neither the public nor the committee have any real interest.

which

Starts Clash
{Continued from

feel

very

of the Department of Justice,
not going to pull his
is
that he
punches, we won't do so either. I
have some things which I was not
going to introduce in this hearing, but
now I'm going to put them in. I
want to say right now that we accept
the challenge of Myers."
"I am not in the least intimidated
by what Pettijohn said," countered
Myers, "but I will withdraw, in the
interest of fair procedure, what was
said about the Department of Justice."

Kuykendall Testimony Lengthy
the Pettengill Bill
will solve none of the complaints
which have been registered, Ed Kuykendall, president of the M.P.T.O.A.,
told the sub-committee that the matters which have been discussed are
chiefly problems best settled within
the industry. He declared that a 20
per cent cancellation clause, at the
least, is necessary to enable exhibitors to select the pictures best suited
that

_

for

their

audiences.

There

is

much

confusion between the terms "independent," "affiliated" and "circuit,"
the witness said, explaining that there
are over 400 circuits of four houses
or more, and that they operate 5,656
theatres.

Of

these,

he

said,

five

cir-

with 1,094 houses, are affiliated
The average seating
organizations.
operated
individually
of
capacity
houses, he added, is 515, while that
for circuit theatres under local or independent management is 897 and that
cuits,

of the national circuits, 1,445.

"We

have many disputes with the
continued,
Kuykendall
"concerning what should and should
not go into pictures. The whole world
loves to argue the point, but, even
before the advent of the Legion of
Decency, the producers were taking
steps to improve their product. There
producers,"

_

Washington, March

Pettengill Bill, however, will
not solve these difficulties," added
Kuykendall, "but will merely serve
to increase film rentals for the smaller
major point of difficulty
theatres.
will be that of controlling the differential in the price between a picture
sold separately and one sold as part
This will lead to conof a block.
tinual litigation, with the courts placed
in the position of having to determine
the value of the picture. So stringent
are the terms of the bill that no distributor would move one step beyond its provisions, and exhibitors
will lose whatever cancellation and
other privileges they now have. The
difference between block and selective buying is exemplified in the case
of United Artists, whose films are
sold singly, bringing much higher
prices than do those of the other producers.
But full line forcing is a
short-sighted,
stupid business practice that should be abandoned.

Ray Morrow, of Maiden, Ark., was
the next witness. He told the committee that he never had any difficulty
in getting rid of pictures which he
felt would offend his audiences, and
stated that the small town exhibitor
who has no competition, can settle
his problem easily, pointing out that
if a distributor is difficult to deal with
necessary merely to refuse to
it
is
deal with him the following year.
Briefs in opposition to the bill were
introduced by Kuykendall for Jay
Emanuel of Philadelphia Hugh W.
Theatre
the
of
president
Bruen.
Owners of the Northwest, and M. A.
Lightman, president of the Tri-State
;

M.P.T.O.

Twentieth

Hake,

V.

C.

J.

Hutchinson,

1

foreign

manager.

New York

arrive in

will

and will organize the
Kent Drive as his

seas

He

about May
1936 Overassign-

first

ment.

News

Hake's appointment was

of

received at the

home

office in a cable-

gram from Hutchinson, who

N. Y. Theatres, a
producing managers' organization, has
drawn up its own contract for the use
of

its

members

of

in

their dealings with

playwrights, Dr. Henry Moskowitz,
president of the league, said yesterday.
The contract is designed to take the
place of the new minimum basic agreement placed in effect March 1 by the
Dramatists' Guild, which is being rejected by the managers as a result of
the refusal of the guild to negotiate a
new agreement or to submit disputed
points to arbitration.

A
will

membership meeting of the league
be held today at which the mana-

new

contract will be explained
will be asked to use the
pact exclusively.
gers'

and members

of

is

now

New Deal Short
—The Ohio
March

Pass

Columbus,

24.

censors have passed "The Amateur
cartoon
animated
Fire
Brigade,"
satirizing the New Deal, submitted in
revised form by the Sentinels of the
The board rejected the
Republic.
original script after having reviewed
the film four times.

England.

Hake

represented

has

Twentieth

Century-Fox and its predecessor company in the Far East since 1928. Before joining Fox Film he was with
Before
First National and F.B.O.
entering the film business he was with
the Irving Trust Co.
of Salt Lake City.

RKO
Up

He

is

a native

at Meeting

RKO

Omaha, March 24.—The semiannual meeting of the local M.P.T.O.
will be held March 31 and April 1
at the Loyal Hotel, according to C. E.
Williams, president.

Wall Street

Here

Current sales problems were
cussed yesterday at a meeting

Radio eastern division

Losses Continue on Board

dis-

of

sales of-

the Waldorf-Astoria, which
was presided over by Ned E. Depinet,
president, and Jules Levy, vice-president and general sales manager of
Distributing Corp.
ficials

Nebraska MPTO Meet Set

Sales Problems

at

RKO

Attending the meeting were E. L.

McEvoy, eastern sales manager
Harry Michalson, short subject sales
manager Leo Devaney, Canadian disNat Levy, east-central
trict manager
;

The League

author

Century-

Fox manager in Japan and Korea, has
been named an executive aide to W.

:

Theatre League Now
Has Dramatist Pact

by

criticized

screen
writers
in
Hollywood are
taking orders from producers who are
quite incompetent to direct them."
Other complaints were registered by
Mary Heaton Vorse, who criticized
the name "Sea Beast" used on one of
her stories, starring Milton Sills, and
complained that one studio used "only
two lines" of her script.
The hearings through the remainder
of the week will be devoted to the
testimony of the various authors'
groups.

in

R. Kent, that for moral and social
reasons the exhibitor should have a
100 per cent cancellation privilege,
but when it comes to cancelling because of the box-office the matter
must be settled within the industry."

— "Incom-

Ben Lucian Ber"Steamboat 'Round'
the
Bend" who declared it would
undermine the authors' moral rights,
and added that "98 per cent of the
were
man,

"The only practical solution of the
problem," Kuykendall added, "is a 20
cent cancellation clause, which
is one of the matters to be discussed
at a meeting soon to be held with the
distributors.
If this bill becomes a
law, we are convinced not only that
will not work, but that positively
it
will completely destroy any posit
sible chance to secure a minimum rejection
privilege
the
to
exhibition
contracts by a voluntary modification
of sales policy."

24.

petent" producers who destroy the
main values of the author's works
were today attacked before the House
Patents Committee by representatives
of the writers, appearing in opposition to the Duffy Bill.
Features of the measure that would
permit freedom of editorial revision

A

per

1936

25,

Producers Authors*
Targets at Hearing

"The

At this point Pettijohn interjected,
and "I would take the position of Sidney

Declaring

Hake Moved Up

number

a

arc

Schaef er Talk

Wednesday, March

manager, and the following
branch managers, C. R. Halligan, Albany R. C. Cropper, Boston H. T.
Dixon, Buffalo
S. C. Jacques, Cincinnati; H. Greenblatt, Cleveland: A.
Mertz, Detroit; R. E. Churchill,
J.
district

High

6%

9%
1

2

pfd. 74
pfd. 10%
10

18

18

161J4
165

16154
165

47%

47%

106%

106%

9%

9%

74

74

10%

10%

9%

9%

20th Century-Fox.
20th Century, pfd. 36%
Universal, pfd.... 88

28%
36%

2854

36%

89

88

12%
54%

1254

1254

53%

53%

Pathe Film

RKO

8

29

Warner Bros
Warner, pfd

m

—254

+%
—
%
-%
-%
+%
-%
-1%
- 54%

7%

—%
+%

;

;

B. Pitkin, New Haven
Indianapolis
S. L. McNamee, Philadelphia; G. M.
Lefko, Pittsburgh; R. C. Folliard,
Washington, and R. S. Wolf, manager, and the entire sales force of the
;

;

exchange.

Representing the home office were
A. A. Schubart, M. G. Poller, William E. Dahler, Lou Miller, J. P.
Skelly, Tom Quinn, William E. Clark,
Harry Gittelson, Lou Gaudreau, Sid
Kramer, Ed Smith, Jr.. Rutgers Neilson and Leon J. Bamberger.

The meeting was

the fifth regional

sales conclave held by Levy in recent weeks in the course of a transbranches.
continental tour of

RKO

Curb Activity

Little

;

New York

45J4

6J4

Eastman, pfd
47%
Loew's, Inc
Loew's, Inc., pfd. 106%

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

35%

6%
162
165

Net

Close Change

45%

Consolidated, pfd.. 18%

Eastman

Low
35%
45%

36

Columbia, vtc
Columbia, pfd
Consolidated

Net
High Low Close Change
Sentry Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor

2%

%

%

%

2%

254

29%

28%

28%

4%

4

....

Trans-Lux

—%

4

Trading Uneven on Bonds
Net
High Low Close Change
General Theatre
29%
Equip. 6s '40.
General Theatre
'40,
ctf 29%
Equip. 6s
Keith B. F.
.

.

.

95%

6s '46

29

29

29

29

95

95

— 54
— Vi
+%

Loew's 6s '41 ww
deb rights ....1027/16 1027/16 1027/16—1/16

Paramount B'way
3s '55

Paramount

Warner
*39

wd

57%

57

57%

+%

91%

90%

91

—%

97

96

96%

+%

Pict.

6s '55

Bros. 6s

(Quotations at close of March 24)
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Flood Damage Says Loss Should Be Shared Three Million

Extent

Still

Not Estimated
Bernhard Reports Work

Now

in Progress

An

estimate of theatre flood damage
impossible to make, Joseph W.
Bernhard, Warner theatre head, said
yesterday on his return from an inspection visit to the company's houses in
the Pennsylvania flood area.
All of Warners' 14 Pittsburgh theatres are closed and three additional
Warner houses in Johnstown are
closed, Bernhard reported.
Cleaning
and refurnishing of the theatres are
progressing rapidly and reopenings
now appear to be dependent upon the
restoration of power and light services in the flood territories, it was
stated.
All neighborhood theatres, as
well as the downtown first runs in
Pittsburgh are closed, due to the continued lack of electric power, Bernis

still

hard said.
Cojnerford representatives yesterday toured houses in the Susquehanna
(Continued on page 6)

Warners

to Offer

5-Year Music Pact
Warner music subsidiaries will
offer five-year music licensing contracts to radio stations, effective April
1, in place of the short term agreements which have been in use since
the companies' resignation from Ascap, Jan. 1, Herman Starr, Warner
vice-president, said yesterday.
The contracts result from an agreement on revised rates for the use
of Warner music reached this week

By

Theatres

and Producers

By CLARENCE LINZ
Washington, March 25.
kneed exhibitors who are

—"Weakafraid

hibitors' Ass'n.
tengill

Bill,

in opposition to the Pet-

Miller told the sub-com-

mittee he differed from

Ed Kuyken-

M.P.T.O.A.

president, on the
question of cancellations, and did not
believe that the privileges should be
carried so far as to lay the entire loss
of a flop picture on the producer.
It
should be more of a 50-50 proposition,
he said, explaining that when he contracted for a company's output and
got a number of bad pictures he dedall,

manded,

and

got,

an adjustment

in

price or refused to buy the output the
following year.
"This bill will not stop any immorality in pictures," he said. He defended the exhibitors who have been
charged with showing anything that
had box-office appeal, and pointed out
that "immoral pictures would not bring
us any money over any length of
time."
Indicating that he deliberately
overbuys, Miller explained that he
plans on setting aside a certain percentage of pictures each year, but in
(Continued on page 7)

Hollywood, March 25.—For
weeks, Hollywood has been
developing excitement over
"Mr. Deeds Goes to Town,"
the Frank Capra picture for
Columbia which has been in
work for a full year.
The advance word, originating from no known source
remotely or otherwise identified with the producing organization, has been that the
director has delivered one of
the topflight attractions of
the new year; that Gary
Cooper climaxes his career
as the male lead and that
"Mr. Deeds Goes to Town"
makes a brand new star in
Jean Arthur.
Previewed here last night,
the picture was afforded a
rousing and enthusiastic reception. Motion Picture Daily's
reviewer, throwing all restraint to the breezes, frankly characterized the picture
as topping "It Happened One
Night."
This and other comment,
bouncing through the coast
wire, are published on page
6 today.

Court Holds Ruling

On Union Picketing
Decision was reserved yesterday by
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Carewe

U. A. Seeks Outlets

In Illinois Towns

—

in Milstein's
M-G-M Post in L. A.

Chicago. March 25. United Artists
on an application by Harry Brandt
for an injunction to restrain the Film have promoted deals for the opening
Exchange Employees' Union from of the Masonic Temple Auditorium in
Elgin and an armory in Kewanee as
picketing the Globe, a Brandt house
theatres, both to be known as "The
on Broadway.
Picketing of the theatre was begun Home of United Artists Pictures."
This marks the beginning of what may
last Saturday by the exchange embattle between U.A. and Great
ployes' union with the opening of be a
"The Leathernecks Have Landed." States. Having sold away from Great
The union has concentrated picketing States, U.A. is trying to get dates in
spots where the circuit operates.
activities on houses playing Republic
The Elgin house will be called the
pictures
since
union employes
11
It will be rewalked out of the Republic exchange Temple Auditorium.
here recently. Weisman, Quinn, Allen modeled, redecorated and wired for
& Spett appeared as attorneys for
(Continued on page 6)
Brandt in the injunction proceedings.

Los Angeles, March 25. Clayton
Lynch, former St. Louis branch manager for M-G-M, has been transferred
to the local branch as manager, suc-

Sheehan Gap in Para. ITOA Asks Brandt
List Not Filled Yet
To Remain as Head

by

and

Starr

manager

of

James

the

W.

National

Baldwin,
Ass'n.

of

Broadcasters. The new rates will retain the
monthly fee arrangement
inaugurated in January, but will be
{Continued on page 7)

Lynch

—

Milstein, who resigned
E. Banford, former Des
Moines manager, has been shifted to

ceeding

recently.

J.

J.

W.

Louis in Lynch's place, and D. C.
Kennedy, former Des Moines salesman, has been promoted to the manSt.

ager's

post

changes

all will

day.

that
branch.
be effective next

at

The
Mon-

In Production

to

admit they run a picture because it
makes money for them," were assailed
today before the Pettengill block booking sub-committee by E. D. (Jack)
Miller, president of the Chicago Ex-

Appearing

Capra Again

AT&T Funds
Probe Details
Loans on Pictures

Federal

By BERTRAM F. LINZ
Washington, March 25 Investigation of the film activities of the Amer-

—

ican Telephone and Telegraph Co., today by the Federal Communications
Commission revealed that the telephone company had advanced a total
of $3,413,400 for film production.
A. T. & T. advanced $15,000,000 to
Fox Theatres Corp. in 1929, it was
testified by Samuel Meisells, assistant
accountant of the commission.
The
money was advanced by Erpi, which

borrowed it from Western Electric,
of which it is a subsidiary.
Western
Electric, A. T. & T. subsidiary, at
the same time obtained a $12,000,000
advance from the parent company.
Meisells testified that he could find
no information in the A. T. & T.
records to show why the loan was
made through Erpi instead of directly
by A. T. & T. or Western Electric.
Later,
the
accountant
said,
Erpi
loaned $5,000,000 to General Theatres.
Inc., the funds being used to pay off
the advance originally made to Fox
Theatres, and $9,775,000 to Halsey,
Stuart & Co.
"Erpi furnished $15,000,000 to repay itself the $15,000,000 to Fox and
substitute new debtors for the old one,
at the same time reducing the original
indebtedness by $225,000," it was explained by Samuel Becker, special
(Continued on page 6)

Writers Again

Aim

Fire at Producers

—

Washington, March 25.
Producers were again attacked today by
representatives of the dramatists and
screen writers appearing before the
House Patents Committee in opposition to the

Duffy Copyright

Bill.

Instead of the Duffy Bill, it was
urged, Congress should enact legislation to prevent producers from mutilating scenarios.

John Howard Law-

(Continued on page 7)

Miggins

New Europe

Paramount has no plans at this time
involving the addition of another producer to its studio staff to replace
Winfield Sheehan, a company official
stated yesterday.
The discontinuance of negotiations
with Sheehan on a deal for the production of 10 pictures for Paramount

dent of the I.T.O.A. at a meeting
of the organization's board of directors at the Astor yesterday.
The action was taken despite
Brandt's repeated declaration in the
past few months that he would not

European director of Movietone News,
has been named European manager
for
Twentieth
Century-Fox
Film

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 7)

(Continued on page 7)

Harry Brandt
recommended for

was

unanimously

reelection as presi-

Head
Ben Miggins,

for 20th-Fox
for the past five years

Corp. with headquarters in Paris, the

;
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Gerald Brooks Rites
Will

Pictures for many years, will be held
at 3 :30 today at his home, 18 West
12th Street. The services will be private.
Brooks, who was 52 years old, died
of a cerebral attack at his home late
Tuesday.
He had been ill for some
time past although he continued his

without

interrupof the
board of Paramount Publix in 1929
and served up to the time of the company's bankruptcy in 1933.

business

activities

He became

tion.

a

member

Paul McCullough Dies
Medford, Mass., March

25.

—Paul

comedy team of
Clark and McCullough, died at Lawrence Memorial hospital here today
McCulfrom self-inflicted wounds.
McCullough

T.

of the

lough had been undergoing treatment
nervous disorder.
He was 52 years old.

at the hospital for a

Warner Group West
Gradwell L. Sears, A. W. Smith,
and S. Charles Einfeld, vice-presi-

Jr.

dents

all

of Vitagraph,

the

Warner-

First National distributing company,
will leave for Hollywood by air next

The purpose
week.
the 1936-37 product.

is

discussion on

Colbert Party Guest
Claudette Colbert was guest of honor at a cocktail party given by Paramount at the Waldorf-Astoria yesterday afternoon.

25.

be bruited about

let it

Hollywood

ever to
Exactly what
fails

recognize genius.
genius is and what makes it tick
may be a matter of opinion and
climate, but Hollywood, on and
off
the Metro lot, has voted
Stromberg has it. For Hunt today is the white-haired boy in

There

no need for
him to bay at the moon; somehow or other Louis B. Mayer and
Sam Katz will get it, or an acceptable substitute, if the Strom-

that studio.

is

berg inclination should run into
astronomical channels.
.

.

KANN
for

Lewis

J.

for Tom Ince. It
tation two-reeler

memory seems

as, for instance,

it

has

a disappointment to Sam Goldwyn, who for long had hoped to
bring not only Stromberg, but
Thalberg, into the United Art-

knew

all

You
about

Nick Schenck

see,
it.

.

.

.

T
Since '33, the record shows
Stromberg has been forging
steadily ahead as one of the most
successful producers of money
pictures in Hollywood. In that
year, the archives finally divulged
after much patient effort, he pro-

duced "Penthouse" with Myrna
Loy and Warner Baxter. This
was the opus which took Miss
Loy out of Oriental siren garb
and made of her an attractive
American girl; she's been that
ever since.
"Bombshell" with
Jean Harlow and Spencer Tracy
was another Stromberg of '33
vintage.
Others pinned to his
chest are "The Prizefighter and
the Lady," a swell attraction
thwarted by its title; "Eskimo,"
"Chained," "Hideout," "Treasure Island," "The Painted Veil,"
"The Thin Man," about which
nothing further need be said
"Naughty Marietta," "Ah Wildderness," "Rose Marie," "Wife
Secretary,"
"Small Town
vs.
Girl," in production now with
Bob Taylor and Janet Gaynor,
and "The Great Ziegfeld," the
picture which makes Metro-ites
weak with emotion whenever they
talk about it, which is practically
of the time.

.

.

.

T
It's

when

our

which

recall,

to

Metro, his record, naturally pinpricked with some attractions
which missed, has been an outstanding one. What they think
there is expressed by an unnamed

M-G-M

executive: "If I had to
choose from all the producers in
Hollywood, I'd take Stromberg."
He doesn't have to; he's got him.

Newspaper and magazine correspondents

a far cry from the days
Stromberg was press agent

under

sailing

false

credentials are a bother to the
studios. One method is to write
important publications of plans to
submit material at regular rates
until

accept

one paper replies it will
manuscript on such a

On publication stationery
obviously, this allows the phony
to print cards and launch operations for whatever purpose he
may have in mind. The suspicions
of a major studio were aroused
recently and the resultant investigation brought to light the above
technique. Instances of this nature are invariably turned over
to the Hays office here for probing.
In the case cited, the man
was caught and frightened to a
basis.

degree which probably will dispel any similar attempt on his
part for some time to come. However, no doubt another is prepared to follow his trail. The
studios expect it.
.

.

.

T T

Mox

Hollywood's
Shobbus,
Katz,
after
Balaban
without
counting up his matinee take in
competition with Santa Anita,
slot machines and Marion Davies' beach house, let loose a few
iconoclastic bombshells
"If the Government used
to pay farmers for not farming and cotton men for plowing under every other row of
cotton, maybe it would be a

good idea
should

be

if

some exhibitors

paid

when

they

don't exhibit and if some exhibitors plowed under every
other seat.
"Better still, if exhibitors
plowed under every other
feature and producers plowed
under every other exhibitor,
maybe we would all go out of
business together."

!

all

exploi-

ince,

for

T T

had and still has with musical
comedy. The reward for Stromberg thus has been a new fiveyear contract, grafted to the two
years yet to go on the old, at
terms to which no genius possibly
could find exception. That deal,
as this department gets it, proved

ists fold.

was an

gave Flunt the production fever
at high pitch and propelled him
into the creative end of the business on his own. Long with

T

such lines

Selznick and later

.

Stromberg is the chap who set
Metro up in the business of making operettas. He has done so
good a job that the studio feels it
no longer has any worries along

Be Held Today

Funeral services for Gerald Brooks,
a member of 'the board of Paramount

March

llollyzvood,

NEVER

Martin Quigley

Outlook—

.

.

.

T
One method, induced by

nedisposing of visitors
with dispatch and courtesy is the
and B tour, a reflection of
current drifts in production, no
cessity,

of

A

doubt.

The

visitor

whose

intro-

Legion Approves 8

New

Of 10
Of
fied

Pictures

10 pictures reviewed and
by the Legion of Decency

classi-

in its

the current week,
eight were
unobjectionable for
general patronage, only two were
classified as unobjectionable for adults
and for the first time none was
classed as objectionable in part.
The additions, classified, are as follows
Class A-l, Unobjectionable for
latest

listing

for
called

:

Patronage

General

— "The

"Tempo

Massimo,"

Parents,"

"Two

in

Border

Chan

"Charlie
Caballero,"
Circus,"
"House of
"King
of
Candles,"

at

the

Thousand

a

Pecos,"

the

"Too

Many

Revolt,"

"Young

—

Class A-2, Unobjectionable
Love."
for
Adults "Der Fluechtling Aus
Chicago," "Petticoat Fever."

Theatre Men Discuss
Dramatist Contract
Provisions of the new contract to
be offered playwrights by producing
managers were discussed yesterday
at a meeting of the League of N. Y.
Theatres. The contract is understood
to be similar in practically all respects
to the one in use prior to March 1.
The league is attempting to obtain a
solid managerial support for the use
of the new contract, which is designed
to supersede the one placed in effect
March 1 by the Dramatists' Guild.
This pact drew the objections of the

producing managers by curtailing their
participation in the proceeds from the
sale of film rights to stage plays.

The

guild refused overtures from the managers aimed at either the negotiation
of a new agreement or the submission
of disputed points to arbitration.

Murphy, Paul Added
To Universal Staff
Hollywood, March
— Charles R.
25.

Rogers,

who

be executive vicepresident of Universal in charge of
production, has named Val Paul, who
has been associated with him in other
companies, to a production post at
Universal.
Rogers also has signed Ralph Murphy, who directed a number of films
for Rogers when he was a Paramount
producer, to a contract as a Universal
will

director.

"Rose Marie" Heads
Herald's Champions
"Rose Marie" heads the list of
Motion Picture Herald box-office
champions for February.
Six others to get

this

rating are

"Modern Times," "The Story

of Louis

Pasteur," "A Tale of Two Cities,"
"Exclusive Story," "Follow the Fleet"

and "The Ghost Goes West."

Para, to

Do

4 in Color

Hollywood, March

25.

— Paramount

has signed with Technicolor for four
features in color during the next 12
months.

him as of some
pumpkins gets the A tour which
embraces the works. The others
ductions stamp

are given the B.

It

is

not the

however, who should be
given the works, but those outvisitor,

side of Hollywood who send him
here to further hamper picture

making.

.

.

.

Age, weight or
No arguments
ands

...

.

.

no buts

.

.

no

size
ifs

.

no

.

.

Cive us your playdates
give you the service that
the word famous
It's

.

.

as simple as that

.

we
made
.

.

when you

deal with National Screen
Service!

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
.

.

.

prize baby of the industry

EASTER

SYBIL JASON

WEEfr

'*>of

AND HIS

CAB CALLOWAY BAND
ALLEN JENKINS-CLAIRE DODDLYLE TALBC
Ullmon, Fawcett Publications; Harry
Nvimeyer, St Louis Pott-DitpiKh, Jimmie FidUr,
after coatt proviow.
famed radio reviewer

*B1II

—

Sana* by

E. Y,

Harbwrg and Harold Arlen.

WARNER

BRC

(THE

ONE AND ONLY

dw. Everett HORTON
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Three Million
AT&T Funds
In Production
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Flood Damage

Extent
PREVIEW
HOLLYWOOD

Still

Not Estimated

"Mr. Deeds Goes to Town"
(Continued from page

counsel

for

the

commission,

under

whose questioning Meisells disclosed
he financial moves of A. T. & 1.
A number of other operations in film
fields were disclosed by the witness,
i

Weco
by
purchase
the
including
Corp., Western Electric subsidiary,
of $8,500,000 of film securities notes
with funds supplied by Western ElecGraybar Electric Co., another
tric.
A. T. & T. subsidiary, purchased
$500,000 of the notes, he said.
Exhibitors Reliance Corp., owned by
Erpi, it was revealed, put up funds
for production, advancing Picture Alliance Corp. $805,000 to finance the
making of 12 features, nine westerns,
29 two-reelers and 10 one-reelers. It
loaned Educational $400,000 for 26
loan was made to Univershorts.
sal for the production of "Moonlight
and Pretzels." Krinsky and Cochran
obtained $168,620 to make "Emperor
Hecht and Mac Arthur were
Jones."
loaned $307,984 for "Once in a Blue

A

Moon," and $187,000 for "The ScounArnold Picdrel" and another film.
tures Corp. obtained $70,000 for "His
Double Life." Exito Prod., Inc., got
$81,000 for "Unofficial Wife" and the
Take-a-Chance Picture Co., obtained

A
for "Take a Chance."
credit of $50,000 was extended to the
Quigley Publishing Co. in June. 1932.
$100,000

Quigley Statement Issued

[The following statement was
issued last night by Quigley
Publishing Co.

"On June 30, 1932, at which
time, on account of the depressources of
the normal
sion,
business
legitimate
credit
to
Quigley Publishing

were

closed,

Co.

negotiated

a

credit,

in

of $50,000, with the Exhibitors' Reliance Corp., a subsidiary of Erpi.
"The credit above referred to

amount

was negotiated

in

full

and mu-

tual realization of the fact that
it
involved no implications or
commitments beyond, or in addition to, repayment with interest
at the normal rate.
"Repayment in full, together
with interest, was completed on

April 18, 1935."]
An explanatory statement issued by
Charles F. Hurd, special counsel for
A. T. & T., showed that the development of sound was more or less accidental, growing out of research on
equipment for telephone testing.
It
was first applied as a new method of
sound recording and later experiments were undertaken in the synchronization of sound and picture.
The company does not deny that
it has a monopoly on the manufacture
of sound equipment, but Hurd contended it was drawn into the picture
situation legitimately when it became
necessary to take over a producing
company which found itself unable to
meet a debt to A. T. & T.
For a
time, he said, the company was pro-

ducing

pictures at the Long Island
studio of Paramount, but he admitted
that none of its productions was successful.

(Continued from page

{Columbia)

1)

Hollywood, March

— Mr.

Deeds goes

town and so will any
exhibitor who books this hilarious combination of comedy, satire and
romance, in which Frank Capra tops his "It Happened One Night."
Gary Cooper gives by far the best performance of his career as the
sensitive, sensible small town citizen who makes all the money he wants
from a little factory and the writing of poetry for postcards.
A legacy of $20,000,000 takes him to New York, where hordes of
chiselers attempt to take him over. Deeds evades all the traps with a
shy, mild positiveness, placing his trust only in Jean Arthur, a newspaper girl, who betrays his confidence for a series of front page stories.
Discovering that she has made him a byword as the "Cinderella Man,"
Cooper decides to give away his fortune. Parasitic relatives bring
insanity charges and Deeds' defense, aided by Miss Arthur, is one of
25.

to

the funniest climaxes seen in many a day.
Capra's handling of the characters and situations deserves all possible
Robert Riskin's screen play from the original by Clarence
praise.

Budington Kelland is packed with unexpected comedy twists. The same
high praise goes to the impressive cast for its excellent work. Miss

1)

River valley, but the New York office was without word last night as
Reto the extent of the damage.
ports are expected today.

Theatres Shut as "Luxuries"
Pittsburgh, March 25. A score or
more of Warner and Harris neighborhood houses which reopened for
business
over the week-end were
The Duquesne
closed again today.

—

Light Co. placed theatres in the luxury classification and asked the circuits to keep them shut in the inter-

power conservation. The utilcompany did not intimate when

ests of
ity

would be permitted to rewas felt certain that they
would remain dark until next Sunday

the houses
light,

at

but

it

least.

is telling as the alternately cynical and tender reporter; George
Hartford Getting Power
Bancroft makes every minute count as the human editor and Lionel
Hartford, March 25. Borrowing
electric power from outside, the city
Stander introduces his own wild comedy as the press agent.
Deserving of comment are Douglas Dumbrille as the two-timing has recovered its lights in several secattorney, Raymond Walburn as the butler, H. B. Warner as the judge tions and theatres have reopened for
the most part.
Loew's Poli and Palat the insanity hearing, Walter Catlett as the intoxicated poet, John
ace, however, remain closed, and the
Wray for a fine emotional scene as the desperate bankrupt, and Mayo Allyn, Rialto and E. M. Loew
were
xMethot and Jameson Thomas as grasping relatives.
unable to predict certain opening toThe film's highlights include the scene where Deeds toots his beloved night. Those theatres which had been

Arthur

—

tuba in the band at his own farewell celebration, his gentle, but efficient, distribution of knockouts, and the uproariously funny and touching

insanity hearing, which supplies the best exploitation angle, if one is to
be selected from many.
Production Code Seal No. 1,966. Running time, 115 minutes. "G."

Conn. IMPTO Votes U. S. Firms Win in
Danish Sound Case
For Incorporation
New Haven, March

— Incorpo-

M-G-M

and Twentieth Century-Fox
ration of the new Independent M. P. have won a final decision in the Danish
T. O. of Connecticut has been de- Supreme Court giving them the right
A constitution will be to re-record sound track in Denmark
cided upon.
adopted at the next meeting April 7. without paying royalties to Nordisk
Tonefilm.
It has been approved by the board of
25.

directors.

Problems already discussed have included possible savings on merchandise giveaways and insurance.

M-G-M Club Party Set
M-G-M's Pep Club

is

all

set

for

dinner tomorrow night on the Astor
Roof. Jay C. Flippen will be master
of ceremonies. Among the guests expected are Milton Berle, Ed Sullivan,
Jack Benny, Jackie Coogan, Betty
Grable. Harry Hershfield, Sid Gary,
Gertrude Niesen and Harry Ross.

its

I

A Men Coming

Hollywood,

March

East
25.

— Steve

The ruling upholds a decision of
a lower court against Nordisk Tonefilm in a patent infringement suit.

Picker Heads Columbians
Leonard

Picker

has

been

named

the
Columbian Club.
Other officers are as follows
first
vice-president, Ruth Greenfield; second vice-president,
Denny Heiss
treasurer, Joe Freiberg financial secretary, Etta LeVoff
secretary, Carmel Latell assistant secretary, Rose
Sachs chairman of the board, Tess
Weinberg;
press
agent,
Seymour
Z willing
exchange
representative,

president

of

;

;

;

;

;

Francis Goldberg.

O' Heron Joins Pioneer

New

Hollywood,

—

Pat Casey,
cer union conferences.
studio relations head, will start east

March
25.
Frank
O'Heron, who resigned as vice-president of Radio eight months ago. has

some time next week.

joined

Theatre Tax Approved
Annapolis, March

25.

— Despite the

opposition of a large group of Maryland exhibitors here today, the Ways
and Means Committee reported favorably on the Senate relief bill calling
for a 10 per cent tax on all amusement admissions.

traffic.

U. A. Seeks Outlets

In Illinois Towns
(Continued from page

sound.

1)

Formal opening will take place
Sunday with "Modern

on Easter
Times."

Tom Norman

and Fred Schmiten-

dorf are leasing these auditoriums on
a percentage basis and are playing the
pictures the same way. They also plan
to send DeVry portable equipment on
a truck into towns having small theatres, or none at all, and play U. A.
pictures, forming a small circuit for
one night stands, weekly, and if this
is successful they may start a fleet of
trucks on the same plan in order to
give U.A. full showing in this terri-

:

Newman,

local I.A.T.S.E. studio representative, left by train tonight for
York to attend the annual produ-

successful in securing light the night
before, reported poor business, with
the 9 o'clock curfew still in effect, and
police
discouraging
all
automobile

Pioneer as executive assistant
to Merian C. Cooper.
O'Heron has
been
in
retirement
since
leaving
Radio.

Film Scenes at Kelso

—

Portland, March 25. Scenes for
"God's Country and the Woman" are
being filmed at the Weverhauser plant,
Kelso,

Wash.

tory.

Sheehan Gap in Para.
List Not Yet Filled
(Continued from page 1)
release next season will necessitate a
realignment of the comany's schedule unless the unit planned for Sheehan is replaced.
Conferences on the
situation created will be held in Hollywood next week on the arrival of John
E. Otterson, Paramount president, and

Adolph Zukor, chairman.
sibility of

a

new

Sheehan,

with

coast today,

was

terday in Paramount.

Zukor leave

for

The

pos-

deal being discussed
who leaves for the
suggested again yes-

Otterson and

Hollywood tomorrow.

Set Chicago Parley
Annual convention of the National
Poster Protective Ass'n will be held
Palmer House, Chicago, April

at the
18-19.
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Says Theatre

Should Share

Film Losses
(Continued from page

doing so
that

is

1)

able to obtain attractions
offset the loss.

more than

we

should assume a fair part
of what the distributor paid when he
made the picture," he said. "Every
distributor starts out to make a great
picture, but it doesn't always turn out
that way.
I do not believe the producer should take an absolute cancellation on that picture, but I do believe
he should take 50 per cent," Miller
"I feel

declared.

He

Myers

divided between Pettijohn and
for final

argument.

Judge Roy

L. Walker of Lampasas,
Tex., president of the Theatre Owners Protective Ass'n. in the state.
Showmen in the small towns rely
more on star value than anything else.
The bill would take away the small
theatre owners' ability to insure a
steady flow of product, he contended.
If a company ever produced a picture which adhered strictly to
a
synopsis issued six months earlier, the
public would not want it, was the
opinion of Morton Thalheimer, president of the M.P.T.O. of Virginia.

Previous Testimony

Expunged

Testimony offered earlier in the
week by George J. Schaefer of United
regarding an allegedly undeact
which played one of
Nathan Yamins' houses in Fall River,
Mass., was expunged from the record
today upon receipt by Abram F. Myers of Allied States of a wire from
Yamins, in" Miami Beach.
Yamins
explained the Capitol is under lease
to a company of which he owns 50
per cent of the stock, the balance
owned by William Purcell, who has
'

Warners

to Offer

5-Year Music Pact
(Continued from page

1)

based on the local quarter-hour prorate of each station, instead of

the national rate, as heretofore. The
change will result in appreciable reductions in the music fee paid by
many of the 250 Warner-licensed

broadcasting

stations.

The Warner

policy of charging broadcasters on a
"per piece" basis, that is on actual
use of the music, rather than a bulk
rate, had to be abandoned, Starr said,
because of the bulk rate agreements
signed by the large networks with
Ascap. Warner music would be subjected to discrimination if the per
piece policy was adopted in the face
of these agreements, Starr said.
"Our own five-year contract," he
added, "is evidence of our determination to remain outside Ascap."
The new contract was submitted to
radio stations throughout the country
yesterday. Warners have not yet. announced a policy for the licensing of
theatres to perform their music.

Miggins

Head

New Europe
for 20th-Fox

(Continued from page

1)

appointment to take effect immediateThis is a new post.
ly.

control.
Announcement of the shift was
change in policy from pictures made in
a joint statement from W. J.
only to Saturday vaudeville was inHutchinson, foreign department head,
stituted by Purcell while Yamins was
who is now in Paris, and Truman H.
out of the city, and immediately upon
Talley, head of Movietone News, in
learning of the change he wired PurNew York.
cell that he would take the house
Miggins is succeeded by Russell
over for non-payment of rent unless
the acts were discontinued, which was Muth, manager since 1931 of Moviedone immediately. Yamins called the tone News in central Europe. Robert
Schaefer statement "just another des- Hartmann, makeup editor of Fox
Wochenschau and other
picable poison gas attack to act as a Tonende
smoke screen to conceal the vicious newsreels produced in Berlin, succeeds Muth as central European head.
effects of block booking."
Miggins has been with the company
The constitutionality of the four
block booking bills pending in Con- since the old Fort Lee days and has
gress was challenged by Charles C. had both production and executive exPettijohn, in a brief filed with the perience here and abroad.

are certain well defined limits

Cedric

band,

(Continued from page

RIO and her husGibbons, arrived

from Hollywood yesterday and are
slated to sail on the Aquitania today.
Miss Del Rio will play opposite Doug
Fairbanks, Jr., in "To You, My

At the Astor town pump were
among others

ITOA Asks Brandt
To Remain at Head
(Continued from page 1)

candidate for the post again.
board's recommendation will be
presented to the I.T.O.A. membership
at the next meeting April 1.
be

a

The

I.T.O.A. representatives will meet
with circuit officials today to discuss
the juvenile admission bill and other
theatre legislation pending in the state
Legislature.
Attending the meeting
will be Louis Weber, Skouras
C. C.
;

Moskowitz, Loew's
Henry Brown,
Isle Theatres Brandt, Fleischman and
John Manheimer of the I.T.O.A.
;

;

these,

Eddie Saunders, Bill Rodgers,

Tom

Quimby,

Fred

Connors,

completely recovered from the

flu

now; Clayton Bond, Joe Unger,
I. J. Hoffman, Charlie Einfeld,
Harry Brandt, Bill Orr, Eddie
Alperson and Eddie Peskay.

McCarthy

J.

New York

left

Hospital yesterday where he had been
recuperating from a recent attack of
the flu, and expects to return to his
office early next week.

•

Twentieth Century en route to
for a honeymoon.

Miami

•

Nat Holt,

RKO

in

week

will

of the hearings.

divisional

with

conferring

terday

Next

publishers.

hear other
interests and plans to permit the film
industry to present its case during
the final

manager for
Cleveland, was in town yes-

Lawson, would

Bill, said

disorganize the theatre industry by
permitting the release of films before
legitimate runs had concluded.
He also criticized the limitation on
infringement penalties in the case of
newsreels, declaring the provision ambiguous. Hearings during the remainder of the week will be devoted to

Jack Oakie and his bride, Venita music and magazine
Varden, will arrive this morning on week the committee
the

1)

son declared the proposed bill would
deprive writers of some of the benefits
won under the existing law. He
blamed studio executives for questionable films, complaining that highly
paid playwrights were treated like
office boys and the advice of experienced dramatists was ignored, leading
to low moral standards on the screen.
The committee was told that while
the writers have reached a satisfactory
working agreement with legitimate
producers about the revision of scripts,
conditions in Hollywood are very unsatisfactory. The merger of the production and exhibition rights proposed

by the Duffy

•
J.

Nate

J.

Buy

Anyway

Chaplin,

—

Essaness
Chicago, March 25.
bought "Modern Times" today with
•
Louis Astor and Joe McConville extra clearance for a week which was
of Columbia have just left for a Miami granted despite the reports that they
vacation and Hal Hode has just re- or independents would not buy the film
after an extra week was granted to
turned.
B. & K.
•
Jack Sullivan, film buyer of Fox

Blum berg.

West

A

there

DOLORES DEL

Fire at Producers

•

management

sub-committee at the close of today's
session.
"Producers and distributors
are engaged in an entirely private
business and in the absence of any
purpose to create or maintain a monopoly have the right to select their
own customers and dispose of their
film in wholesale lots of two or more
at prices which in their judgment are
adequate and also to enter into contracts for the future delivery of such
film in advance of either production or
delivery," he contended.
"This right
is denied by all four of these bills."
He argued further that the film industry is not a public utility and is
not "affected with such a public interest as to justify Federal regulation
and control."
He pointed out that

Writers Again Aim

Purely
Personal
4

Life."

gram

Exhibitors are interested mostly in
box-office returns, it was declared by

Artists
sirable

to the power of Congress to regulate
interstate commerce, among which is
the Bill of Rights.
termed the
denial of the inherent right of producers and distributors to market their
films wholesale by future contracts a
violation of the fifth amendment.
"The film industry cannot be legislated under the control or regulation
of any Federal agency and subjected
to Governmental price fixing," he said.
The hearings will be brought to a
close tomorrow, with the time to be

Coast, will not reach New
week in April.

until the first

•

Joan Marsh

is in

town.

York

Feet," her latest, will open Friday at
the Roxy.

•

Wallace Sullivan,

M-G-M

has closed with

N.

Ampa

one of the guests at the Ampa
meeting tonight. He will greet members of the Ass'n of Foreign Correspondents.

•

Nathansons

L.

at

Wall Street

the

Nicholas

M.

Schenck

returns

from Miami today.
Bette" Davis arrived from the coast
yesterday.

to

Have Dionne Film

Hollywood, March

—Charles

R.
Rogers plans a film based on the problems of the parents of the Dionne
quintuplets and to be called "Where
Are My Children?" He has signed an
agreement for the cooperation of the
Dionnes.
The statement does not indicate
whether any of the Dionnes will appear in the film.

Ascap

to

25.

Meet Tonight

The annual membership meeting

Most Continue Decline on Board
Columbia, vtc
Consolidated

of

American Society

of Composers,
Authors & Publishers will be held at
the Ritz Hotel tonight.
The meeting
is preceded by the annual dinner for
members of the organization.
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Joe Schenck at El Morocco.
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at

will be

opening of "Idiot's Delight."
•

"U"

Be

to

for his story, "Libeled Lady."
•

The
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Major Frederick L. Herron, head of
foreign department,
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"Mr. Deeds Goes lo Town
is

the greatest picture

Capra ever made/ Will
be more popular than
It

Happened One Night/

^/uuiA yen* /i(r^lud£vvzy
First of the superlative

comments made by distinguished members of a
notable audience after the
Hollywood preview of the
new Capra production.
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NO.

39.

NEW

73

YORK, FRIDAY, MARCH

End Argument
Over Booking
Myers Sum
Up; Exchanges Hot

Pettijohn,

By CLARENCE LINZ
Washington, March
aspersions

26.

—A

final

against

witnesses who have appeared both for
and against the bill, today marked the
conclusion of three weeks of hearings
on block booking legislation before the
Pettengill sub-committee of the House
Committee on Interstate and Foreign
of

26.

Pictures was postponed
yesterday for lack of a quorum. The
meeting will be held some time within
the next two weeks.
Postponement of the meeting was
caused by the absence from the city
of a number of directors and attendance of others at funeral services for
Gerald Brooks, a member of the board
and executive committee, who died
Tuesday.
The deferred meeting will
not change the plans of John E. Otterpresident, and Adolph Zukor,
chairman of the board, for leaving for
the coast today, it was said. The board
can meet and act without either the
son,

chairman or president

As

result

a

of

the

Hoffman,

Jr.,

can Studios,

Miami,
zation

which

Pan AmeriBrandon Park,
Governor David

has formed
Inc.,

Florida.

Scholz aided

in
is

at

launching the organi-

Hoffman said.
The studio is now under

ital,

construc-

tion, with one stage almost completed
and seven more scheduled to be erectHoffman leaves for Florida toed.
night to assume the presidency of the
Production is
new organization.

slated to start in June
sist of twenty features.

and

will con-

(Continued on page 7)

Tiffany contract was devised shortly
were introduced
and when it was hard and expensive
{Continued on page 7)

Eight K. C. Men Ask
To Enter Film Suit
Kansas City, March 26. — Eight
here are asking to intervene in a suit filed Feb. 25 against
exhibitors

Fox Midwest and major

distributors
by independents seeking to break up
the zoning system on a restraint of
trade charge in Federal court. Judge
Otis will return to the city on Friday,
the date of a hearing on the application for an injunction.
The intervening application is signed

by operators of the Belmont, Ashland,

Against
Warner Music Firms

File Action
An

action charging conspiracy and
gross waste of the corporation's assets

Potomac Territory

Laemmle Due Next
Begins Rebuilding Week on "U" Sale
—

seriously affected city.
The Embassy
and the Liberty there will have to be
completely reequipped with the possible exception of projection apparaWater reached a height of 12
tus.
feet in the Liberty.
The Maryland, a
"second story" house, was slightly
(Continued on page 10)

interests.

The formal transfer will take place
next Thursday at which time the purchasers will turn over to Laemmle $4,000,000 in cash, representing the balance of the $5,500,000 purchase price.
Laemmle left Sacramento yesterday
after attending the opening there of
"Sutter's Gold."

The Astor, Bijou and Morosco

the-

adjoining each other at
Broadway and 45th St., will be placed
on the block late in April as a result
of the signing of an order of foreclosure and sale yesterday by Justice
atre

sites,

Phillip J.

McCook

in

N. Y. Supreme

Court.
foreclosure action was brought
by City Investing Corp., holder of a
second mortgage of $1,250,000 on the
properties.
first mortgage of $1,000,000 is held by the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Co. The defendants in

A

(Continued on page 4)

Ampa members received an earful
of information and advice about foreign publicity yesterday that surprised some of them. For one thing
they were told that cocktail parties
for stars were "charming, enjoyable
affairs," but that they didn't accomplish much in getting the stars' names
into type overseas.
Men connected with the Ass'n of
Foreign

Press

were

Correspondents

the guests of honor, and A. Bernard
Moloney of Reuters, Ltd., was their

Among

other things, Moloney said

N. Y. Supreme Court
by Morris
Sharaf and

(Continued on page 7)

yesterday
Emelia Sharaf, minority stockholders,
of Boston, against Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., and the Music Publishers
Holding Corp., the latter being the
{parent corporation
of the various

'

Warner music

subsidiaries.

co-defendants

were Harms,

B.

Harms

Co.,

Named

as

T.
Sons,

Inc.,

M. Witmark &
New World Mu-

Remick Music Corp.,

(Continned on page 4)

K. C. Drops Plan to
Providence Houses
Eliminate Giveaway
Kansas

City,

March

26.

— Cash

and premium giveaways will continue
here, at least for a while.
Independents have virtually abandoned their
attempt to eliminate the games by 100
per cent agreement.
Believing there
is no chance of obtaining a complete
(Continued on page 10)

Shy

Off Giveaways

—

of

the

current

The committee, of which Lord
Moyne, Minister of Agriculture from
1925 to 1929, is chairman, will "consider the position of British films having in mind the approaching expiration
of the Cinematograph Films Act of
1927 and inquire whether any and, if

what measures are

so,

in the public interest to

duction,

renting

still

required

promote pro-

and exhibition such

films."

Lord Moyne's running mates
A.

include

Cameron, a governor of the

C.

(Continued on page 10)

Writer Group Again
Refuse Arbitration
sections

proposals for arbitration of
of the Dramatists' Guild's

new minimum

basic agreement which
are objected to by producing managers
were refused yesterday for the second
time by the guild. The new suggestion
to arbitrate the clauses objected to
came from the League of N. Y. Theatres, a producing managers' organization, which had stated earlier that
if its arbitration proposal was refused
its

members would employ

their
(Continued on page 4)

own

Fox Will Be Called
In A. T.

spokesman.

in

I

I

—

New

Foreign News Group
Court Orders Sale
Of Three Theatres Talks to Ampa Men

|j

i

BRUCE ALLAN

London, March 26. Pointing the
way toward the setting up of new
trade conditions which may have a

follow expiration
quota law in 1938.

The

(Continued on page 4)

1

By

Law Runs Out
Two Years

to

after talking pictures

filed

Present
In

Films Act and to develop a program

(Continued on page 10)

Washington, March 26. Floods
Carl Laemmle will arrive from Caliand high water over much of the local fornia on Monday to assist with final
exchange
territory
have
subsided,
with
were Woolworth."
details involved in the transfer of his
Answering for the exhibitor pro- the several cities and towns digging controlling interest in Universal to the
themselves
out.
ponents, Abram F. Myers, general
Standard Capital -Charles R. Rogers
Cumberland, Md., was the most
counsel for Allied, declared that the

was

Launch Move
For British
Quota Change

profound bearing on the operations of
M. H. Hoffman, Sr., who will leave American
companies in Great Britain,
tomorrow,
New York for Hollywood
the British Board of Trade today
in attendance.
is not associated in the new enternamed a committee to check into the
postponement,
prise in other than an advisory ca-

Summing up

I

Branches

backed by Florida cap-

Commerce.
for the opponents, C.
C. Pettijohn, general counsel for the
Hays organization, called attention to
Allied States' Tiffany contract which
he said was the "block bookingest,
blind sellingest" contract ever offered
exhibitors, adding that "the contract
was called Tiffany, but the pictures

In*

in All

TEN CENTS

FormFlorida Studio;
Para. Board Meet 20 Features Listed
—M. H.
The regular meeting of the board of
Hollywood, March

Paramount

the

27, 1936

Personalities No Quorum, Delay

barrage

Intelligent

DAILY

Picture

VOL.

Alert,

& T. Quiz

Washington, March 26.— William
Fox will be called as a witness when
the Federal Communications Commission resumes its investigation of A.
T. & T. activities. Testimony, heretofore, has shown that Fox was loaned
$15,000,000 by A. T. & T. subsidiaries,
with which he purchased a controlling
interest in Loew's, later disposed of by
court order.

Providence, March 26. Showmen
here point with pride to the fact that,
so far, they have avoided the general
hysteria
over giveaways and free
Fox had been in attendance at the
games used in many cities as box- commission's hearings here up to the
office lures.
None of the downtown time of their adjournment on Wednes(Continued on page 7)

day.
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Ascap Members Get
Officers'

Reports

Annual reports of officers of Ascap
were submitted to the annual membership meeting and dinner of the society at the Ritz Hotel last night. The
business session was a routine one as
the society's annual membership meeting is not called upon to transact busiE. C.
Gene Buck presided.
Ascap general manager, was
detained in Washington by the Duffy
ness.

Mills,

hearings in progress before the
House Patents Committee.
Bill

Leslie

Adams Dies

Adams, actor, died yesterday
at New York Hospital following a
brief illness.
He collapsed a week
ago during rehearsal of a new play in
which he was to play the lead. Adams,
who was 49 years old, is survived by
his widow,
the former Gwendolyn
Williams, and two sons, Charles and
Robert Adams.
Leslie

W. T. Robinson Dead
Belmont, N. C, March 26.— William T. Robinson,

62,

retired

theatre

owner, died at his home here after
a prolonged illness. He owned and
operated the first theatre in Belmont,
retiring some time ago because of ill
health.

Hallstrom, Jr., Passes
Salt Lake City, March 26. Carl
Hallstrom, Jr., who was stage man-

—

I.

office

keeping

Editor-in-Chief and Publisher

MAURICE KANN,

ager of the Orpheum Theatre here,
died yesterday of pneumonia following
a brief illness.

March 26
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is

with

spacious
the

in

administration

the

are

wall

sunken

a

building

bathtub,

a

steam room, quarters for a masseur and a
complete kitchen
equipment, all done in tile, once
white but now
that
slightly
yellowish
which
comes from
improper application of soapsuds
and brush. Built by Mack Sennett before he fell on less lucrative days, then annexed along
with the rest of the studio layout by Mascot, this is now the
production headquarters of Nat
Levine
Republic
Picand
tures.

.

.

KANN
but it does know that he might
well feel complimented.

busy.

is

is

At

least,

So busy

is

A

on

the

job.

job

again

it

may
may

The approach to
Then
be right.
be all wet. The

the case, however, are
that he often reaches his desk
as early as seven-thirty in the
morning, to remain at it until
in

facts

him

with

knows

Levine

what

He knows

him.

and

that
operations

his

a limited budget makes
pennies look like dollars the opportunity for shenanigans is virtually not at all; that in his
market, limited in point of first
runs, pictures have to be turned
out for a price which is nothing
like the price prevailing in other
Hollywood parts and that any
encroachment in the carefully

where

worked financial program is simThe
It's simple.
ply no good.
outgo and the intake won't end
hailing
.

.

distance

of

.

T

in

except a visiescorted into those

Perhaps
regions.
uninhabited
the attempt at conveying to what
peak industry on the Republic
lot reaches was the idea beyond
Jack Fier's idea in showing us
matter of contrasts
around.
scheme. At any rate, here was
the inactive layout to emphasize
Levine's active days and nights
that

the laps of the gods.

in

confronts

What Levine

fact that nobody,
tor like us,

.

will lick his prob-

Whether he
lem

up within
each other.

.

Levine

.

.

accepted

Hollywood manner. Off to the
left and running on generously
to

Outlook

heading

is

for

precedent in this business.
Once
Columbia.
It's
another
C.B.C., meaning Cohn, Brandt
and Cohn, Columbia had a time
of it back in the days before it
has

nationalized
tem, before
real stride,

exchange syshad gotten into its
before anybody much
its

it

was paying

attention to, or was
interested in, what the company
was doing or trying to do. But

came with maturity
production and the hardest
sort of endeavor. What has happened before, can and may happen again. Stranger things go

the chance
in

on

in this business.

.

.

.

far into the evening, six days a

The seventh finds him
trying out a round of golf in the
afternoon and the remainder of
the rest day devoted to poring
week.

over scripts.

.

.

.

T
Levine

is

a babe in swaddling

to compare
him with the high and mighty
estate which other and far bet-

clothes

if

you are

producers here
That, however,
does not bother Levine. If he
does not know first hand the
jibes which are thrust at Republic, he must have heard of
them in passing. That also does
not bother him. On occasion,
they kid here about the measure of Levine's drive. There is
the gag about the renaming of
his studio from Republic to the
ter

have

established
attained.

S.S.S, meaning sunrise, sunset
and Sundays. Also the wit was
around recently who, after the
Academy awards dinner, cracked,
"Levine ought to get a statuette
for the plant maintaining the
longest hours." This space has
no idea how Republic's production head feels about the pokes,

In his desire, therefore, to
lead toward better product, Le-

vine
line

planning to trim his main
program next season from

27,
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Connolly Theorizes
On "Green Pastures"
"Green Pastures" as a stage play
was the product of a Marc Connolly
theory.
It became a legend of the
American stage, and in Sweden producing and seeing it developed almost
into a national pastime.
As a film, it will be an enlarged de-

the same theory, and
become is already a big
question mark in the minds of both
producers and distributors.

velopment

what

it

of

will

Connolly's theory, as he explained it
yesterday, is that showmanship consists
of
enchanting
an
audience
through purely emotional reactions so
that it goes away pleasantly satisfied.
"An executive's scream is not show-

manship," he says. "Neither is plastering a poster on a billboard, or surrounding a picture with opulent production values."
In putting "Green Pastures" on the
stage, he says, he tried to give the
colored actors the feeling they were
producing it themselves. He made it
theirs.
The scenery was so crude it
seemed to have been made by the players.
This technique was carried into
the film.
Soft lighting prevails, he
points out.
William Keighley co-directed with him and Hal Mohr was
behind the camera.
From an exhibitor's viewpoint the
picture will be a curiosity, Connolly
It is one of the first to use
admits.
an entire colored cast. In costuming,
settings, acting
all details
it sticks
to the formula of simplicity.

—

—

Unlike any previous colored picture,
he believes, it has practically no advance sales resistance, because the
stage play made two tours of the
south,
played in
bankrupt cotton
towns, and finally in the larger cities.
"The colored race adopted it as its
own," he says, "and the whites everywhere accepted it enthusiastically."
He believes the work has been enhanced by the enlarged production facilities of films, and that it will be
in
non-English
speaking
accepted
countries where people are familiar
with the Old Testament without any
attempt at translation into other languages.

is

thirty-two to twenty-six features,
all assortments, all types. In the
action field which Republic importantly caters to, the total will
run twenty-four in three series
of eight as compared with sixteen currently. Serials, which do
an international gross of surprising proportions, will bulk four in
order to round out Republic's
conception of what its complete

program ought

to be.

.

.

.

T
In this day and age when the
studios are so sharply conscious
of alphabets and when A, B and
C pictures are reckoned in all
calculations, Republic is hitting
it
ofr
between $2,500,000 and
$3,500,000 in domestic gross annually.
Levine makes no pretense at competition with the oldcouldn't very
well. His efforts rather are concentrated on an output
of very
moderately priced attractions for
the rank and file of the nation's
theatres. As a producer of B
line

March

studios;

he

Grants an Examination
Justice Aaron J. Levy in N. Y.
Supreme Court yesterday granted a

for an examination before
G. Hill in connection with his
against Universal.
suit for $15,000
Hill charges Universal is withholding
three manuscripts which he submitted
in May, 1934, and that since June,
1934, the company has refused to reThe titles of the manuturn them.
"Finnigan's
scripts in dispute are:
Ball," "Irish Visitors" and "Peggy
O'Neil."

motion

trial to

Astaire y

RKO

at Peace

Hollywood, March

—

Fred Asand RKO today reached an
agreement on the actor's current conThe studio picked up the optract.
tion.
The disagreement arose when
Astaire balked at a provision calling
for three pictures next year.
26.

taire

A

pictures with an occasional
popping through, Republic, it is
merely fact to report, is captur-

ing

greater

and greater

atten-

tion in the essentially double
feature market prevailing today.
Later, who knows?
.

.

.

JANE'S IN HER

GLORY

IN THIS

FAMOUS STORY!
The "meanie" of "Bright Eyes"
.

.

.

the spicy

maker

of

"Ginger" and

'Paddy O'Day".
Cupid's
the

little

mischief-

little

.

.

helper

home town

becomes

and

turns

topsy-turvy!

Booth

TorkutyioHS
hilarious masterpiece
of small-town romance!

ULFJK
with

JANE WITHERS

TOM BROWN

MARSHA HUNT
JACKIE SEARL
Executive Producer Sol M. Wurtzel
Directed

by John Blystone

Screen play by Lamar

A FOX PICTURE

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

Trotti

—
MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
Court Orders Sale
Of Three Theatres
(Continued from page 1)

action are Walter Reade, Cora
Harris, the 217 West 45th Street
Corp. and the Astor, Bijou, Morosco

the

Realty Corp.

On March

Gustave Hartman,
referee, appointed by the court to take
testimony in the foreclosure proceed
18,

ings, reported that City Investing

was

$1,230,112 on its second
mortgage, subject to the prior lien held
by Metropolitan Life.
The referee
recommended that the properties be
sold at auction and added that an appraisal indicated that a sale should
bring a sufficient amount to satisfy
entitled

to

both mortgages.
S. S. Krellberg, lessor of the Bijou and Astor, said that the leases
on the three theatres would not be
disturbed by the sale of the properties at auction.
The Shubert Estate
is

the lessor of the Morosco.
It

been

has

Broadway

that

widely
the

reported on
three theatres

would be demolished to make way for
new theatre and store building, sim-

a

ilar to the

one nearing completion on

the old Criterion site, opposite. However, City Investing, which was qualified by the referee as a bidder for the
properties when the auction is held
and, through its $1,230,000 lien, occu-

an

advantageous bidding posisaid through an official that no
definite plans can be made until after
the sale.
pies

tion,

Stubbins Quits Republic
Los Angeles, March

26.

—Howard

W.

Stubbins today resigned as manager of the Republic Exchange, bringing to an end ten years with the company, including the old Monogram

Floyd

Johns of San Franthe post temporarily.
permanent successor is now being
considered.
It
is
understood that
Stubbins'
resignation has no connection with J.
J. Milstein's joining the company.
firm.
cisco

is

St.

filling

A
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(.Continued from page 1)

Park, Bagdad, Westport,

Aladdin and Liberty.
Distributors contend that if the injunction were granted they might be
required to release all pictures simultaneously to 60 theatres and that there
are not enough prints to do this. They
also assert that bidding for pictures at
the opening of each season constitutes
fair and open competition.

1936

(Continued from page 1)

Corp., Shubert Music Publishing
Corp., Victoria Publishing Co., directors of Warner Bros., Edwin Morris,
sic

Herman
Moe Mark.

Dreyfus and

Starr and

(Universal)

The complaint set forth that Waragainst a background of historical ners paid $1,000,000 in cash and $9,fact, the entertainment element in this picture is in the blending of 000,000 in Warner stock for controlling interests in the seven music pubdrama, comedy, romance and tragedy. Colorfully produced, the show
lishing companies named as defendmoves to the tune of a thrill, action and adventure. The production ants. It was asserted that this amount
technique, directing attention to the dramatic value of the incidentals was grossly excessive and unwarrantand the subordinate players, sets the feature apart from formula his- ed and a gross and culpably negligent waste of corporate assets. It was
torical biographies as Edward Arnold plays the lead.
It tells John Sutter's story. In New York he meets Lee Tracy, and pointed out that all seven music pubthe pair, lured by tales of riches, start west. As comedy dominates, lishers were members of Ascap and
that Ascap made five-year contracts
tiiey cover half the world before reaching their destination, founding
with National Broadcasting Co. and
a vast farming empire in which Arnold and Tracy are kings. Romance the
Columbia Broadcasting System in
enters as Binnie Barnes turns Arnold's thoughts to love. With this June, 1935.
love the picture changes from a comedy to drama. Gold is discovered.
The complaint charges that the
Greedy for wealth, workers desert the fields. Arnold and Tracy withdrawal of the Warner music comquarrel and part. Miss Barnes deserts him when Arnold's lucky star panies from Ascap resulted in severe
begins to dim. His wife and family come to him. Tracy also returns financial losses, and that an attempt is
being made to set the groundwork for
his wealth spent, to protect the land and holdings.
Fortune fades,
a rival organization to Ascap. An acSutter's wife dies, his son is killed and his daughter gets married.
counting injunction and the naming of
Carrying the case to the highest court Arnold, made the victim of a a receiver are asked.
hoax, dies in Tracy's arms.
Two factors stand out in "Sutter's Gold" as exploitation material
A statement from Herman Starr dethe vivid episode of American history involved and the fine character clared that the company welcomes the
portrayal of Arnold, whose "Diamond Jim Brady" put him up front opportunity to prove in court its contentions that the profits derived by
rank among screen players in one picture.
Warners from the use of music by
man
Sutter was a
with a dream of empire a Napoleon in a wilder radio
were "ridiculously small" and
ness, whose Waterloo, strangely was the discovery of gold. The un
"disproportionate to the profits radio
bridled greed of men gone mad in the presence of unlimited wealth was making out of the use of Warner
turned civilization upside down. It's powerful material but the con- music."
tinuity falters. James Cruze has pieced his episodes together instead
of making them blend into a moulded whole. The romance falters. It
has its gripping moments, but it leaves the beholder with confused im
(
pressions.
Production Code Seal No. 2,007. Running time, 90 minutes. "G."
Hollywood, March 25. Edgar Rice
Burroughs, author of the Tarzan stories, has started action through his attorney, A. L. Armstrong, to enjoin
Alexander Brothers Cinema Finance
Co. and First Division from using the
title "Lion Man."
The complaint fur-

Sacramento, March

26.

—Told

—

Burroughs Sues
Lion Man* Producers
—

E. R.

Looking 'Em Over
f

Comin Round the Mountain"

(Republic)

Eight K.
Men Ask
To Enter Film Suit
Oak

27,

Warner Music Firms

the estate of

Falling into the classification of routine western material, this has
Gene Autry, who seems equally adept with horse and voice, and an
26.
double featuring is promised here exciting moment or two in a race, western style, to make it satisfactory
April 1. Lincoln Theatres Corp., a J. entertainment as the second half of a double bill program. Its best playH. Cooper Enterprise controlling six ing position is probably the week-end, when the youngsters will be
houses, will drop the Colonial, and the looking for action.
product normally used to feed it will
The film rather lacks the usual quota of gun fighting, but makes up for
be shoved into the Liberty which will
that to a large extent in the lively display of horseflesh in wild and
go dual on a split week basis.
The Orpheum will dual on first other moments. Ann Rutherford supplies the feminine portion of the
halves until vaudeville goes out, when romantic phase of the film.
Autry, a pony express rider, is attacked and a letter containing
it will have dual splits.
It is understood the L. L.
Dent money which would save Miss Rutherford's ranch is stolen. Autry
Westland circuit is going to take over saves and makes friends with a wild horse being attacked by wolves
the Colonial to use as a lever for more and makes his way out of the desert. Obtaining a leave of absence,
product, thereby bringing the local
Autry tracks the gang behind the robbery, the leader of which is trying
string up to three.
to sell horses to the pony express in competition with Miss Rutherford.
Autry stages the race, the winner to get the contract. There is excitement and a fast finish in the conclusion which finds him winning both
C.
race and a bride.
Reviewed without production code seal. Running time, 58 minBijou,

March

File Action Against

Max

"Sutter's Gold"

(<

More Double Bills
Coming in Lincoln
Lincoln, Neb., March
— More

Friday,

utes.

"G."

ther seeks to restrain them from using
the Burroughs name as author of the
picture.

In addition to the producers menthe action also names as defendants Far West Exchanges, B. N.
Judell and Adams Film Exchange,
Dallas distributors.
tioned,

Writer Group Again
Refuses Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)
contract for their relations with playwrights.
The guild revealed yesterday that
seven producers had signed the new
minimum basic agreement since it

went into

effect

March

1

and that

production rights to a number of new
plays already have been negotiated

under the new agreement and have
been approved by the guild's council.
The new agreement will be explained to non-voting members of the
guild at a meeting at the Biltmore today, following which the guild's council will meet.
No action in regard to
modification of the agreement will

'Everybody's 01' Man," now current at the Center, ivas previewed by wire come before either meeting, it was
stated at guild headquarters yesterday.
from Hollywood on March 9.
"The AJilky Way," which is being shown at the Paramount, was reviewed
on Jan. 27 by wire from Hollywood.
Victor
on Coast
"Dancing Feet," previeived at the Roxy last night, ims reviezved by wire
Hollywood, March 26. V i c t o r
from Hollywood on Jan. 16.
Moore has arrived here to start work
"Moonlight Murder," opening tonight at the Rialto, zvas preinewed by wire with Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers
from Hollywood on March 17.
in "Never Gonna Dance."

Moore

—

HREE GREAT STARS

t<rtj#JkUer

AT THEIR GREATEST

danger, laughter and love...
in a glorious and courageous venture
that decided the fate of three nations!
United

in

O^Vh

Century-Fox

happy

to offer

money

again

is

you an out-

entertainment.

Its

triple-starred cast alone assures

its

standing

Add

box-office future.
title,

an

inspiring

home and

to that

by-word

school ...

its

in

its

every

theme of

unselfish heroism, high adventure,

undying love ...

its

roarious

All

hilarity.

together with the

sense that

robust,

up-

*

woven
unerring show
this

makes 20th Century-Fox

the industry's envy!
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Personalities

End Argument
Over Booking

I have ever known either in the
tion picture industry or without,"

mo-

and
asked the committee's permission to
file a detailed answer to the charges.

The exchange

of personalities which
has constantly marked the hearing was
deprecated by Chairman Pettengill,
who expressed as "regrettable" the
constant impugning of the motives and
integrity of witnesses.
The schedule of the demands to be
served upon the distributors at the
{Continued from page 1)
meeting planned by the M.P.T.O.A.
Independent
to secure such films.
was filed with the committee by Ed
theatres, he said, were given pictures
Kuykendall, president, showing that
on an agreement where the price
the principal subjects will be a reasonwould be determined at a percentage
able and unconditional minimum re"That franof the exhibition value.
jection privilege in all contracts for
franchise," he
chise, and the
10 or more pictures
removal of the
said, "did more than anything else to
conditions and restrictions in the 10
bring the price of films down at the
per cent clause now in use ; an increase
time and gave the exhibitors a break."
in cancellations from 10 to 20 per cent
During the course of his summation,
establishment of local joint boards on
Myers read an affidavit from William
grievance committees
elimination of
H. Canning, manager for Nathan
Yamins of Fall River, Mass., to the unreasonable clearance and zoning
plans
elimination
of
overbuying
effect that he was refused Fox product
elimination of competition between
unless he took the entire output, but
theatres in the way of premiums, lotwas offered Shirley Temple at the
teries, double features and cut admisprice paid for all Fox product during
Myers also dis- sions control of non-theatrical exthe preceding year.
hibitions of professional entertainment
cussed the Paramount advertising used
pictures
clarification of the standard
in newspapers throughout the country
contract
elimination of the score
a few months ago and explained that
charge; elimination of playdate desigit was placed with a Fall River paper
nations by distributors, and elimination
on the representation that it was deof the forcing of shorts.
signed to coerce Yamins to take ParaThe hearings were closed with a
mount.
He rejected it and ordered final
plea for the enactment of the bill
the money returned.
by Mrs. Mary T. Bannerman, of the
Pettijohn called the attention of the
M. P. Research Council, who asserted
committee to the testimony of George
that the sole object of the bill is the
J. Schaefer on the same subject and
establishment of community freedom
asked that Myers submit the docuin selection by abolishing block bookments to the Dep't of Justice.
ing and blind selling, and charged that
Answering Myers' statement of the
present practices are "undermining the
distributors' claims that block booking
constitutional principle of self governwas a necessity, and the simultaneous
ment."
admissions that not all exhibitors buy
blocks, Chairman Pettengill declared,
"I have never attended a hearing on
any subject where there were so many
contradictions."

RKO

;

Purely
Personal

No Quorum, Delay

GEORGE McL.
CAPTAIN
BAYNES, recently resigned

however, Paramount's option to repurchase from Karl Hoblitzelle and A.
H. Blank their 50 per cent stock interest in Texas Consolidated Theatres
and the A. H. Blank Circuit, repectively, are extended from the expiration
dates, April 1 and 4, to such time as
the board meeting is held. There are
no indications at this time that the
Paramount board will not concur in
the management's recommendation not

i

Para. Board Meet
(Continued from page

as

head of Eastern Service Studio, expects to leave today or tomorrow for
a two-week vacation in Florida. On
his return he will decide on his future

which will find him on his own,
and probably not in production.
plans,

•

Patsy Lee Parsons,

five-year-old

Orphan

star of last Saturday's Israel

Asylum Show

at the Garden, has been
placed under contract to Lou Irwin,
and will take an
screen test today under Lou Brown's direction.

RKO

;

;

;

W.

A. Bach, president of Audio
sails today on the Aqiiitaiiia.
While abroad he will negotiate with
several British and European compaProd.,

production of industrial

for the

nies
films.

;

;

Foreign News Group
Talks to Ampa Men

Quip of the Day
Kenneth Ditrant addressing

condemned

in his

community on moral

grounds has never been kept.

H. M. Richey,

of Detroit, following
Myers, also assailed the testimony of
distributor witnesses and charged that
"fear of reprisals" kept many independent exhibitors from appearing as
witnesses and influenced others to op-

pose the

bill.

Richey launched a bitter attack
against Dr. Daly, who had appeared
Catholic
representative
of
the
Bishops' Motion Picture Committee,
and Martin Quigley, publisher of
Motion Picture Daily. He read a
as

telegram

from Arthur D.

McGuire,

president of the Detroit Council of
Catholic Organizations, in which Dr.
Daly's testimony was referred to as a
"canned" statement, "no doubt influenced by his advisor," Quigley,
whom he called Daly's "Man Friday"
and the "producers' Catholic contact
man" who was "trying to serve two
masters" and who "takes the producers' money for advertising dirty
films and at the same time is trying
to kill the bill."
The attack on Quigley immediately
aroused the resentment of Pettijohn,
who declared:
"Quigley is one of the finest men

try in the world, including such outplaces
as
Afghanistan,
Tibet,
Arabia and Liberia.
Press
agents, he said, should remember the
differences in time around the world,

about two weeks.

luncheon:
"Material sent to Moscow is
translated into 46 languages, the
first being English."
Surprised voice from one of the
:

All them guys must
"Gosh!
have Phi Beta Kappa keys."

Leah Ray, songstress now appearing with Phil Harris' orchestra at
the Netherlands-Plaza in Cincinnati,
has been signed by Twentieth CenturyFox through the Lou Irwin office.
•

should
coming.

tell

the

stories

they

association

are

Nat Levine arrives by plane today from the coast for a brief production conference with W. Ray Johnston, Republic president, on next sea-

Off Giveaways

(Continued from page

Monday.

offers

anything but

film

tactics.

There

no

agreement
among exhibitors, but th^ l'dea never
has seemed to catch on here.
The
fans
ture

seem
bills.

is

definite

satisfied

with

double-fea-

Theatres Quarantined

—

Ky.,
March 26.
threat of spinal meningitis has resulted
here in the closing of all schools,
churches and theatres.
Unless the
situation grows worse openings are
expected within a few days.
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Low

Bonds Decline Slightly

the recent arHollywood by the air

regular

programs and only a few houses
in the hinterland go in for "grocery
store nights" and similar come-on

Neu-

New

•

route.

theatres

for the benefit of the
rological Institute of
York.

Lupe Velez among
rivals

1)

mance was

.

son's product.

He also said biographical material
Jack Harrower is slowly recovershould be kept up to date, news should ing from an operation at the Yonkers
be furnished on stars, their private General Hospital, but is unable to relives, their goings and comings, tech- ceive visitors
as yet.
nical developments in the industry,
•
and company news as well as pictures.
Andre Roosevelt, producer of
Only about one per cent of the ma"Goona Goona," sails tonight for
terial furnished is usable, he said.
Central America on the Santa Clara.
Interviews were important to the
•
correspondents, he said. He also volMolly Picon and her husband,
unteered to furnish Ampa members
with the names and telephone num- Jacob Kalich, sail today on the
bers of all the correspondents as well Champlain.
•
as their headquarters.
Pete Mayer hits port from an extended cruise in warm waters on

Shy

Burlone,"
Italian
feature,
opened at the Cine Roma, formerly
the New Yorker, nee the old Warner, last night.
The initial perfor-

•

•

Providence Houses

Roma Opens

Cine
"Re

terday at Lindy's.

of-the-way

and when they have important

No

the

Abe Montague, Rube Jackter,
Myers Mentions Extensions
(.Continued from page 1)
Lou Weinberg, Si Fabian, Freddie
Myers explained that Yamins had that cable and press material sent out Myers, Johnnie O'Connor and Max
taken Mae West's first picture for by his associates reaches every coun- Fellerman among those lunching yes-

seven days instead of the four days
of the original contract, the result of
a distributor practice of ignoring contracts and forcing extended playing
time for some of their films. He also
asserted that Will Hays' promise that
an exhibitor could cancel any picture

exercise the options.
action is required by the Paramount Pictures board on the threeyear producer contract recently made
with Frank Lloyd. This contract has
been approved by the board of Paramount Prod., Inc., the producing subsidiary, and requires no further action
by the company.
Otterson and Zukor will leave for
Hollywood today, if they keep to the
schedule planned earlier, and will confer with William LeBaron on current
production problems and plans for
next season. They expect to be away
to

Ampa

tables

1)

wd

9634

(Quotations at close of

March

—
—
26)

34
V%

NEW YORK

DIS

Yesterday Radio City Music
GOLD" opening with a doi

SACRAMENTO
Wednesday

Dl

thousands paraded

celebrated

"SUTTER'S GOLD"

FRISCO DISCO
Yesterday motion picture history
opening gilded the Golden Gate's

01

BOSTON DISC
Today the Hub's Memorial Theatre will
from every street and suburb to di

"SUTTER
PURE GOLD FOR EVERY TOWN 4
STEP OUT AND INTO THE GOLD
IS

COVERS

"GOLD"!

smashed over "SUTTER'S
pie-strength ad campaign!
Hall

SCOVERS "GOLD"!
and whole city
Alhambra Theatre!

[{schools closed

premiere

at

VERS

"GOLD"!

Was made when "SUTTER'S GOLD"
nheum Theatre from cellar to roof!

Overs
litter

"gold"!

resplendently as thousands flock

(honor to "SUTTER'S GOLD"! For.

.

.

5 GOLD'"
KID

THEATRE THAT PLAYS

IT!

SO

FIELDS AGAIN WITH UNIVERSAL!
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Launch Move
For British
Quota Change

Star Floats

the expense of distributors, the theatre
men conceding the "minimum cost"
clause wanted by producers in return
for the latter's support for a reduction
in the exhibition quota only, leaving
the distributors' quota untouched.

1)

British Film Institute and secretary of
counthe British Broadcasting Corp's.
Stanley
cil for school broadcasting; J.
Holmes, member of Parliament from
Mallon, the warden of

Harwich; J. J.
Toynbee Hall, university settlement in
the East End of London; the Hon.
Eleanor M.

Plumer, member of the

advisory committee of the Board of
Trade, and Lieut. Col. Sir Arnold
Wilson, member of Parliament for
Hitchin.
There is a strong official and educative flavor in the personnel.

Potomac Territory

Holmes

director
a chartered accountant, a
the only
of several companies and
Eleanor
business man on the committee.
is

Begins Rebuilding

Away

Dover-Foxcroft, Me., March

down the Piscataquis

fig-

ure out how to get it back,
because when the river isn't
in flood it won't accommodate
a tug.

performances at the Madison, neighborhood house, for the benefit of the
Red Cross. Patrons are asked to bring
discarded clothing to be given the Red
Charles WeiCross for distribution.
gel and the theatre staff are donating
their services.

Mass. Benefits Planned
Boston, March 26. As many theatres in this area remained closed as

—

a

result

of

the

flood,

future course.

.

The quota became

effective

on

dis-

March
tributors with the year ending
one-half per
and
seven
when
1929,
31,
be Engcent of their product had to

The percentage bracket
lish-made.
year when
rose successively until last
maximum 20 per cent
it reached its
remain fixed there until the
figure to

March
law ends with the year ending

31, 1938.

The quota on

exhibitors began at

ending Sept.
five per cent for the year
high
30 1929, and rises to a similar

year
bracket of 20 per cent for the
stays
ending Sept. 30, 1936. There it
terminating
for the next two years,
with the year ending Sept. 30,
The Council of the Cinematograph
Exhibitors' Ass'n has passed a resoregistralution protesting against the
films,
tion for quota of two Indian

"Vasant Bengali" and "A Wager in
Love," handled by First National and

Warners

respectively.
Board of

report to the

It

decided

Trade and

to
also

to circularize members advising them
demand for
not to book the films.
the withdrawal of the films was also
made to the distributors. The two

A

films in question are silents and the
descriptions "a museum piece" and
"of no practical use" are applied to

both

in

Kittemato graph

Weekly

re-

views.

Producers Change Stand
London, March 18 (By Mail)
The Film Producers' Group of the

—

Federation

of

British

(Continued from page

River,

and the proprietor can't

houses

other

were planning flood benefits. The local
M. P. T. O. is sponsoring midnight
(Continued from page 1)
shows Saturday at the de luxe MetroPlumer and Wilson presumably aided damaged, but has reopened.
The politan and RKO Boston for flood rereport on
confidential
the
drafting
in
Garden was hit hard and is still closed,
com- while the Strand is expected to open lief. Richard Rubin, operator of the
the Act prepared by the advisory
State in Saugus, is giving all of toThis
Trade.
of
Board
mittee of the
their
report is still unpublished, but
participation in its preparation may
on the
have led to their designations
committee which will now consider a

20 Features Listed

26.—The Star Theatre, which
used to be here, is somewhere

With

(Continued from page

1936

27,

Form Florida Studio;

an agreed policy and in some quarters
it was thought possible that producers
and exhibitors might get together at

a judicial hearing now assured
to all opinions, it seems that three
policies will be strongly urged, producers asking a minimum cost of
£10,000 for British films, exhibitors
urging that the exhibition quota shall
be reduced, and distributors pleading
for a modification of the footage quota
in the direction of a system of cost
quotas under which it will be permissible to spend the British production budget on one or two good films
instead of on a number of quickies.

March

Friday,

Saturday.
day's receipts to the Red Cross.
At Martinsburg, W. Va„ theatres
The Warner in Lawrence and the
lost two days due to the failure of
Capitol in Springfield are still closed,
power plants.
Harrisonburg, Va., as are the Calvin and Plaza in Northlost one day through lack of power.
ampton, and several other houses.
The Virginia was the only Warner
house in the area to lose time.
Horlacher
Delivery
Service
reto
C.
ported that all theatres which were
able to operate had their film on
schedule, although many changes in
*
(Continued from page 1)
truck routes were necessitated by the
agreement, many have signed new

K.
Drops Plan
Eliminate Giveaway

pacity.

He

Liberty

Pictures,

1)

a former president of

is

Inc.

Governor Dave Scholz, commenting
the new development, expressed
the hope the project would lead the
way for other producers to transfer
operations from the coast to Florida,
and added that the plan has always
been very close to his heart.
Nego-

on

tiations

been

in

with Hoffman, he said, had
progress for some time.

V. E. Coster Moved
Here in W. E. Shift
V. B. Coster, former manager for
Electric in Argentina, has
been named to a supervisory post in
Erpi's Latin American department in

Western

home

the

He

office.

arrive

will

Thursday on the Western World.
W. S. Tower, Jr., will sail Friday
for Mexico to replace William DeMello as manager of the W. E. office
Mexico. After a short vacation in
the United States, DeMello will replace F. P. Young as manager in
Brazil, and Young will return to this
country.
in

Pathe Weighs Producing
New season production activities involving both Pathe and First Division
were discussed informally at a meeting of the Pathe board yesterday. Tentative

discussions,

it

was

said,

leave

open the possibility of Pathe resuming production under its own name
Fox Midwest, favorable to elimina- next season and
until a decision has
Many Reopen in Pittsburgh
tion, has reintroduced Bank Night in
been reached new production plans
Pittsburgh, March 26. Theatres all local houses except the first run for First Division are being held in
throughout this district, except in the Uptown and Plaza, which will resume abeyance.
downtown area, were operating again later. The promotion is on a oneAccording to
late this afternoon.
The power com- night-a-week basis.
pany gave the word to go after the Emanuel Rolsky, president of the
Impeachment charges against Benhouses had been shut down in order I. T. O., two independents made elimRuben Finkel- jamin S. Greenstein, vice-president of
ination
impossible,
to conserve electrical power.
The Warner, Casino and Davis are stein of the Belmont and Jay Means Empire M. P. Operators' Union, and
Jack_ Millet, business agent, have been
awaiting word to go, but the of the Oak Park and Bagdad.
still
dismissed following a hearing.
The
power problem still remains acute. The
ruling was that they were "baseless
Kansas Takes Action
downtown section in which these
houses are located was roped off enKansas City, March 26. In a and had been brought by disgruntled
members."
tirely yesterday when a gas main friendly action to determine whether
The union is now negotiating a new
sprang a leak. Because of the danger or not Bank Night is a lottery under
of an explosion, pedestrians may be the Kansas laws, Attorney General contract with Springer & Cocalis.
barred from the section for several Clarence D. Beck filed quo warranto
flood.

premium

contracts.

—

Empire Charges Dropped

—

days.

Stanley, Penn and Alvin are
making rapid strides in the direction
of normalcy, but the task may take
several weeks.
At the present time
the only entertainment in town is
the stage production, "Three Men on
a Horse" at the Nixon, a house which
has its own emergency power plant
and has thus been enabled to operate
right through the flood period. Business at the Nixon is about 50 per cent
r>f
capacity.

The

Industries,

proceedings in the Kansas Supreme
Court to oust the Fox Kansas Theatre Company and enjoin it from doing
The complaint
business in the state.
holds that the company has forfeited
its charter by operating the promo-

New House Planned
—

Salt Lake City, March 26. William Littlejohn and Mrs. Littlejohn
are planning a

new

theatre for Elko,
has been purchased
adjacent to the Elks Home.

Nevada.

A

site

tion.

The Fox circuit wishes to reach a
decision in the matter since it plans
to extend the use of Bank Night in
Kansas.

Burroughs Sets Six

—

Changes
Minneapolis,
Theatres,

to

Pioneer

March

26.

—Finkel-

have changed
their name to the Pioneer Theatre
L. D. Field is president and
Corp.
stein

Inc.,

Daniel E. Field, vice-president.

Having
Hollywood, March 26.
Ohio Houses Run Benefits
completed its first, "The Drag Net,"
Seek a Picketing Stay
Mansfield, O., March 26. War- Burroughs-Tarzan has set five more
Portland, Me., March 26. Keith's,
Ohio,
well
circuit
ners'
as
as
other
Wise
are:
"Three
They
releases.
ther its suggestion of discussions with
a Frederick E. Lieberman house, is seekhouses in this district, are staging spe- Monks," "The White Glove," "Murthe Cinematograph Exhibitors' Ass'n.,
ing an injunction in the Supreme
cial
11
P.M.
shows
at
cents
SO
adder at the Carnival," "S.O.S Coast Judicial Court
aiming at the formulation of an agreed
to stop picketing by the
from
mission,
the
proceeds
are
which
Guard" and "Girl with the Red operators' and stagehands'
policy on quota reform.
unions.
An official statement ascribes the de- being turned over to the Red Cross for Feather."
flood relief. Tickets are being sold by
cision to the fact that the Government

which includes practically every British production company, has unanimously decided not to carry any fur-

recently announced the appointment of
a departmental committee to inquire
Each section of the
into the problem.
trade will have an opportunity to_ present its special case to this committee.
Previously the Board of Trade had
asked the industry to try to arrive at

—

various local groups, and all employes
are contributing their services.

—

W. B. Wesley Shifted
W.

B. Wesley has been transferred
from the G.B. Oklahoma City exchange back to the Dallas branch. W.

Cincy Refugees Are Aided
Cincinnati, March 26. The Amer- J. (Dutch) Gammer is now
ican Legion is sponsoring two matinee of the former territory.

—

in

charge

Moray Reaches Frisco

—

San Francisco, March 26. Norman H. Moray, in charge of Vitaphone shorts and trailers, is here for
conferences with exhibitors, branch
manager and salesmen. He will spend
five

days at the

Warner

studios.

CONTINUOUS
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still

make money

"THESE THREE"

is

doing "builder-

upper" business all over the country/

—

:

:
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.99

Secretary

Out Hollywood Way

Two

High in
Boston Spots
Boston, March

26.

vs.

Sechigh

normal line. "Klondike Annie" and
"Laughing Irish Eyes," day and date
at the Fenway and Paramount, took
$6,000 at the former and $11,000 at
the latter. "Farmer in the Dell" was
$2,000 to the good on a gross of $19,000 at the RKO Boston, and "Follow
the Fleet" held up to $9,500 in its
fourth week at Keith's Memorial.
Total first run business was $109,500. Average is $87,500.
Estimated takings for the week end-

March 20:
"KLONDIKE ANNIE"

the

James Whale at work
conscious"
editing 300,000 feet of "Show Boat"
negative down to 10,000 feet, approximate release length, for Universal.
.

.

.

W. S. Van Dykes and the Ben
Bards among those at the party given
by Jerry Giesler and C. F. Hudson
fur Jack Oakie and his bride, Venita
Castings Frances Farmer to
Varden
Claire Dodd to leave feminine lead opposite Bing Crosby in
for Europe shortly
Mary Boland Paramount's "Rhythm of the Range"
temporarily on the sick list
Mrs.
Gordon Elliott replaces Nick
Anthony Veiller the mother of a Foran in "The Case of the Velvet
Humphrey
seven-pound girl.
Claws," Warners
Fred Schuessler on the job as Bog art and Robert Armstrong added
Paramount casting director, with no to "Public Enemy's Wife," same stuchanges from the setup of Fred dio
Robert Warwick and Mary
Datig, recently resigned
Harry Gordon in Radio's "Mary of ScotSherman sets April 24 as release land"
Edward Everett Horton
date on the fifth "Hopalong Cassidy," and Lawrence Grant in "Lost Hori"Three on the Trail"
Fritz Lieber in
Major studio zon," Columbia
sound heads at a demonstration of "The Glory Parade," Republic
the Shearer two-way horn system Robert Young and Lewis Stone in
and the M-G-M automatic start sys- "Three Wise Guys," M-G-M ... Big
tem.
Boy Williams, Jack LaRue and
Spanky McFarland's five-year Lloyd Hughes in "Second Choice,"
contract with Hal Roach approved by Cameo
June Brewster and Tom
Los Angeles Superior Court
Ricketts added to Walter WancInez Wallace of the Cleveland Plain er's "The Case Against Mrs. Ames"
Dealer here doing special stories
Noah Beery, Jr., added to "What
Universal completes filming of "Un- Price Parole."
the

—"Wife

retary" came out on top with
grosses in two spots in spite of coinpetition from other strong pictures.
Playing day and date at Loew's Orpheum and State, it took $17,000, up
by $4,000, at the former, and $18,000,
over normal by $6,000, at the latter.
At the Metropolitan "Desire," with
a stage show headed by Louis Armstrong and his orchestra, ran up to
$29,000, which was $7,000 oyer the

ing

—

March 26. The Pat
Otto Krugers, the
Jack Haleys, the Robert Youngs,
Hollywood,

O'Briens,

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Gross:

"Breakfast" Gets

"Wife" Providence
$2,600, Oklahoma Best with $ 17,000
Oklahoma City, March
—Despite
March
Providence,

(Average, $4,500)

"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
KEITH'S MEMORIAL— (2,907), 25c-65c,
4th

days,

week.

Gross:

7

(Average,

$9,500.

26.

$12,000)

"WIFE vs. SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM— (2,970), 25c-55c,
Gross:

days.

$17,000.

7

(Average, $13,000)

"WIFE vs. SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,537), 25c-55c, 7 days.
(Average, $12,000)

Gross: $18,000.

"DESIRE"

METROPOLITAN —

(4,332),

35c-65c,

Stage: Louis Armstrong and his
Orchestra which also doubled for free dancGross: $29,000.
ing in Platinum Salon.
(Average, $22,000)
(Para.)

(Second Run)
(Republic)

the help of a stage show, grossed $2,100 in four days at the Liberty. Normal for a week is $3,000.
Total first run business was $11,800.
Average is $14,000.

Stage: Ralph Bellamy, "Let's Go" Revue,
Edward Rosenwald and Orchestra. Gross:
(Average, $17,000)
$19,000.

CRITERION

days.

G. B. to Handle Shorts
number

of

planning to
educational

MIDWEST — (1,500),

distribute a
films in this

William Berry

is

Gross:

$2,000.

10c-26c-36c-56c,

in

charge. They are one-reelers treating
physical education, natural history, language, geography and other subjects.

Gross:

7

(Average, $4,000)

CAPITOL— (1,200),

days.

7

(U. A.)

"LOVE BEFORE BREAKFAST"

country through its non-theatrical department, according to Arthur A. Lee,
vice-president.

Gross:

10c-20c-36c-55c,
(1,700),
(Average, $5,000)
$4,500.

"SPLENDOR"

days.

is

$2,600.

(Univ.)

10c-20c-26c-36c-41c,

7

(Average, $2,000)

"PREVIEW MURDER MYSTERY"
(Para.)
LIBERTY— (1,500), 10c-20c-26c-41c, 4 days.

Gross: $2,100.
Stage: Hardeen (Houdini's
Brother) and Princess Yvonne. (Average
for week, $3,000)
PADDY O'DAY (20th-Fox)

LIBERTY— (1,500),

Gross:

$600.

BEAUTIFUL HOME IN

stage

a

The weather

first
is

"LOVE BEFORE BREAKFAST" (Univ.)
"THE THREE STOOGES" (Univ.)

AMBASSADOR— (3,018),
Stage:

Ed

revue.

Lowry

Gross:

25c-35c-40c,

and

7

Louis
(Average,

St.

$13,450.

"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR"
"TANGO" (Inv.)
FOX — (5,038), 25c-35c-55c, 7

week.

10c-20c-26c-36c, 3 days.
(Average for week, $3,000)

LARCHMONT

Gross:

25c-35c,
$3,100.

week.

Gross:

STRAND— (2,300),

$6,800.

$9,000)

(Para.)

(W.B.)

25c-35c-55c,

7

days.

Gross:

Hits Grosses

In Buffalo Houses
Buffalo, March

26.

— Paralyzed

by

week

of record-breaking storms, box
offices here reached a new low for the
winter.
Streets and highways were
impassable after Tuesday, with even
street car service stopped for a day

a

15c-40c, 7 days.

"DON'T GET PERSONAL" (Univ.)
FAY'S— (1,600), 15c-40c, 7 days. Stage: and
Gross:

$7,100.

(Aver-

age, $7,000)

"SONG AND DANCE MAN" (20th-Fox)
"CHARLIE CHAN AT THE CIRCUS"
(20th-Fox)

MAJESTIC— (2,400),

15c-40c,

7

days.

a half.
The only house to come
to average was the Lafayette, with
a dual, "Grand Exit" and "Clairvoyant," just making it with a $6,000

up

draw.

Snow removal was hampered by
lack of funds and equipment
City
"WIFE VS. SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,800), 15c-40c, 7 days. authorities urged motorists to stop
(Average, $12,000)
Gross: $17,000.
driving to aid in clearing the wet,
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
RKO ALB EE— (2,300), 15c-40c, 5 days. hard-packed drifts.
Gross:

$7,000.

(Average, $7,000)

Gross:

$2,500.

(Average, $7,000)

run business was $39,600.
$42,000.
Estimated takings for the week end-

Total

here

first
is

Bill in Md. ing March 21
March 26.
The "LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY" (UA)
BUFFALO— (3,000), 35c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
and Means Commit- $10,800.
(Average, $12,000)
tonight offered another tax
"IT HAD TO HAPPEN" (20th-Fox)

—

HIPPODROME— (2,500), 30c-50c, 7 days.
(Average, $7,300)
$6,500.
"MODERN TIMES" (UA.)
bill claim that it
GREAT LAKES— (3,000), 25c-40c, 7 days,
will raise $400,000 annually.
2nd week. Gross: $7,200. (Average, $7,300)
"BROADWAY HOSTESS" (W.B.-F.N.)
"WE'RE ONLY HUMAN" (Radio)
CENTURY— (3,000), 25c, 7 days. Gross:
Technicolor, Para. Sign $5,600. (Average, $5,800)
"GRAND EXIT" (Col.)
Hollywood, March 26.— Paramount
"CLAIRVOYANT" (Univ.)
has closed a deal with Technicolor
LAFAYETTE— (3,300), 25c, 7 days. Gross:
for the making of four features next $6,000. (Average, $6,000)
"LAUGHING IRISH EYES" (Republic)
year.
The first will probably be a
GAYETY— (1,600), 15c-25c-35c, 7 days.
sea story under the guidance of Frank
calling

for

a

on admissions to
Proponents of the

York.

(Average,

"BOULDER DAM"

week

(Average, $6,500)

"Band Box Revue."

tee

New

$11,000.

"GIVE US THIS NIGHT"

Snow

"GIVE US THIS NIGHT" (Para.)
"DON'T GAMBLE WITH LOVE" (Col.)

bill

Rockefeller Center,

Gross:

Stage: Vaudeville.
7 days.
(Average, $3,300)

"WIVE VS. SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S— (3,162), 25c-35c-55c, 7 days, 2nd

$40,400.

the

for

Estimated takings
ending March 19:

Annapolis,
House Ways

garage; copper screened throughout; convenient to station and schools;
restricted neighborhood. This home will appeal to the lover of the beautiful.
Must be seen to be appreciated. Address Box 500, Motion

2nd
(Average, $12,000)

par

Another Tax

For sale, owner-built home in Larchmont, N. Y.
Tapestry brick over
hollow tile; slate roof; ten rooms; three baths; leaded glass windows and
doors; hand carved lintel; satin oalt finish; fireplace; tiled porch; two-car

$11,500.

(20th-Fox)
days,

"LADY IN SCARLET" (Chesterfield"
GRAND OPERA HOUSE— (2,200), 15c-

Average

Picture Daily,

was

run business was $57,900.
$49,300.
Estimated takings for the week ending March 19:
Total

Average

ORPHEUM— (1,950),
bettered

PARAMOUNT — (1,793), 25c-50c, 7 days.
Estimated takings for the week end- $100.
(Average, $7,000)
$11,000.
Total first run business was
ing March 21
"FARMER IN THE DELL" (Radio)
PASTEUR" (W. B.) Average is $39,500.
RKO BOSTON— (3,246), 35c -65c, 7 days. "STORY OF LOUIS
—

B.

opposition

Principal

show at the American.
was favorable.

by $300 Gross: $7,900. (Average, $8,500)
"TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE"
with "Give Us This Night" and SHUBERT-RIALTO
— (1,723), 25c-35c-55c,
"Don't Gamble With Love," which 7 days. Gross: $11,200. (Average, $6,500)
garnered $6,800. Fay's took in $7,100
with a revue and "Don't Get Personal," bettering the average take by

The Strand

Gross:

G.

Loew's did $11,000.

take.

Murder Mystery," with

"Preview

7

days.

"LAUGHING IRISH EYES"

26.

"Love Before Breakfast" was the only torrential rains and floods in the subattraction to get over normal in a urban territory Loew's State caught
week of windy weather and low tem- a big $17,000 with "Wife vs. Secreperatures.
It grossed $2,600, up by tary," which is $5,000 over the usual
$600, at the Capitol.

(Para.)

"KLONDIKE ANNIE"

"The Country Doctor" and "Tango"
their second week at the Fox
grossed $11,500, while "Wife vs. Secretary" also in a second week at
in

$10,000)

(Republic)

FENWAY— (1,382), 30c-50c, 7 days.

$6,000.

standing hit at the Shubert-Rialto
with a take of $11,200. This was above
par by $4,700. It was held over.
and
Breakfast"
"Love
Before
"Three Stooges," with Ed Lowry and
his stage show, at the Ambassador
had the best gross of the week, $13,450, as against a par of $10,000.

amateur

(Second Run)

"LAUGHING IRISH EYES"

—

March 26. "The Trail
Lonesome Pine" was an out-

St. Louis,
of the

days.

(Para.)

1936

27,

"Pine"Takes
$11,200, Big
In St. Louis

.

.

March

Friday,

Lloyd.

two per
all

cent

levy

amusements.

Gross:

Stage: "Emerald Isle Follies," with Henry
Burbig. Gross: $3,300. (Average, $3,600)

Irl ere's a testimonial dinner tkat will ke

different

from any you ve ever attended

No long-winded speeckes...no formal attire. ..just a unanimous trikute to one of tlie industry s leaders
witk tke accent on Fun, Frivolity and Gayety! Join your friends for a
to

ke an event tkat will ke long rememkered!

screen and radio

Here

wko kave graciously consented

to

STAG evening tkat promises

are just a few of tke prominent figures ol stage,

ke present and keep tkings moving at kigk speed:

FRANK PARKER
RACHEL CARLAY
PHIL REGAN
GRACIE BARRIE
BERT LAHR
WILLIE and
JAY FLIPPEN
BENNY RUBIN
EUGENE HOWARD
ROGER PRYOR
ROSE KING
TOBY WING
an d tke RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL GLEE CLUB

ED SULLIVAN
MILTON BERLE

IF

YOU

Tickets

may

HAVEN'T

be obtained

ALREADY

of

ARRANGEMENTS

from Austin C. Keougk of Paramount, Harry D. BucJcley of United

Vogel of Loews, George Skouras, Willard S.

Edward McEvoy

MADE

McKay

RKO, Edward Kuykendal,

of Universal, Charles Pettijohn of tke

Artists,

Hays

Joe Bernkard, Andrew Smitk and Gradwell Sears

Joe

Office,

all

of

Warner Bros., Abe Montague of Columbia, William Rogers
of MGM,and MoeStreimer of United Artists.

said:

"Great entertainment/
Capra's

new

Deeds Goes
will
It

A new "best of the year"
heralded by a
storm of superlatives from
the great of Hollywood!
arrives

.

.

picture
to

.

.

.

Town

.

.

.

Mr.
.

.

.

be more popular than

Happened One Night/

Columbia Pictures Corp.

.

National release date April 12th
Opening Radio City Music

Hall, April 16th
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Starts Union Groups

Monopoly Suit Will Operate
In N. Y. Court Mexico Houses
Action Involves Payment To Take Over Those Hurt
On Short Subjects
By Bad Management
distributors yesterday were
violation of the New
York state anti-trust and monopoly
laws in the alleged forcing of shorts
with features in an action which
opens the long promised warfare by
the I.T.O.A. on this sales practice.
The charges are made in an answer
filed by Ridgewood Amusement Co.,

By JAMES

Major

charged with

LOCKHART

Mexico City, March 27.
to keep many houses open

—In

order

in several
country, where bad
management has ruined business, the
first national convention of representatives of 36 industry employes' unions
here has decided to establish cooperative societies of employes to run the
a Harry Brandt company operating theatres.
The necessary financing
Brooklyn, to an action will be obtained through small proStar,
the
Distributing
Corp.
brought by
rata assessments on wages. Theatres
for a claim of $61 on a short subject thus operated will specialize in films
instituted
by
contract. The action was
with labor and proletarian themes.
the distributor in Municipal Court. In
It is hinted that Government aid
its answer Ridgewood alleges that it
is anticipated, since the plan is exwas required to take the short sub- pected to stimulate the industry in the
jects in order to obtain the distribucountry. The convention also voted to
tor's features and further alleges that
(Continued on page 4)
this sales practice is also followed by

sections

of

the

RKO

Warners, Fox, M-G-M, Paramount,
Universal and Columbia in violation
of the Donnelly Act, the New York
state anti-trust and monopoly statute.

Weisman,

Allen

Quinn,

&

Spett,

counsel for Ridgewood, said that an
action naming all major distributors
would be filed in Federal court here
in the near future alleging the violation of the Federal anti-trust laws.

Fox-Midwest Case
Under Advisement
Kansas City, March
—Judge
27.

Merrill E. Otis, in Federal District
Court tonight, took under advisement
the independents' application for a
temporary injunction against Fox-

Midwest and major

distributors

on

charges of conspiracy after the submission of affidavits by both sides and
oral arguments by W. G. Boatright,
for the

Fox-Midwest,
ferty

for

Judge

Sam

Sawyer, for
and Edward C. Raf-

plaintiffs

;

the distributors.
Otis denied the application
(Continued on page 4)

Alert,
Intelligent

the
In All

Branches

TEN CENTS

28, 1936

Petition Hits Duals
Lincoln, Neb„ March 27.—
Petitions for discontinuance
of double features are beingcirculated in North Platte,
Several
this
week.
Neb.,
hundred have signed.

M-G-M Boycott Is
Ended in Barcelona

To Take New
Post at "U"
Company
And Take Long Rest

Decides to Quit

Carl Laemmle has declined a proffered post on the new board of UniExhibitors
Barcelona, March 27.
versal and will sever all connection
here yesterday terminated their boy- with the company with the transfer
cott against M-G-M, which had been of control on April 2 to the Stancarried on for several weeks because dard Capital-Charles R. Rogers inobjection to Jacques Edelstein, terests, it was learned yesterday.
of

—

M-G-M manager. The exhibitor
The decision means Laemmle's
group had demanded the ousting of complete withdrawal from the comEinstein, which was flatly refused by pany which he founded more than 20
M-G-M. Members of Mutua, the local years ago and from the industry with
organization of foreign distributors, which he has been identified for 30

local

stood squarely behind

M-G-M.

years.

Attempts to arbitrate the differences
Laemmle's decision not to serve on
between exhibitors and distributor, the board following the transfer of
which had spread from a personal ob- control is understood to be motivated
jection to Edelstein to a demand for by his desire to take a lengthy rest
contract revision, accomplished noth- and vacation, free of all obligations.
ing, resulting in a deadlock after sev- He will arrive here on Monday and
eral sessions.
spend several weeks in New York,
following which he plans to leave on
an extended European trip.
The new Universal heads received
Laemmle's decision with disappointment.
J. Cheever Cowdin, president
Minneapolis, March 27.—Northof Standard Capital, has been desirreM-G-M's
approved
Allied
has
west
ous from the outset of continuing
quest for the cancellation of 10 films Laemmle's
association with the comprowith
a
program
1935-36
on the
pany, it is said, and caused a proviaddieight
purchase
of
vision for the
sion for Laemmle's selection as chairtional pictures to fill the gap, accordman of the board to be included in the
orThe
ing to Greater Amusements.
option which his company obtained,
ganization previously had refrained
to be effective in the event the option
from giving members advice on the was
exercised.
When Laemmle depending suggestions
rider
contract
(Continued on page 4)
from national Allied, which is telling
members to use their own judgment.

About 600 Expected Allied Unit Approves
At Schaefer Dinner Metro Pact Request
accommo

Plans are being made to
date more than 600 bon vivants at the
George J
testimonial
dinner
to
Schaefer,
vice-president
and sales
manager of United Artists, at the
Astor, Monday.
Ranking executives of all large pro
ducing and distributing companies,
theatre men, industry attorneys, field
sales executives and others have made
reservations.
Warners have invited
all of the company's eastern division
and branch managers into town for
the occasion. Many United Artists'
field executives will also come here
Monday, together with numerous
other out-of-town sales and theatre
officials.

S. G. Lebedoff, vice-president, said
the majority of the exhibitors in the
twin cities already have signed the
rider.
He declared, "The eight pictures offered should be as good or
better than the ones which the company will not make and the withdraw(Continued on page 4)

Boston Fires Spur
Safety Rule Study Forty More Warner
Boston, March 27.— The three reMusic Suits Filed
cent booth
in Greater Boston, at
fires

Hope Williams Sails
To Her London Post
Hope Williams (Mrs. J. D. Wilwho has been appointed spe-

liams),
cial

London

Publications

representative of Quigley
Motion Picture Herald,

Motion. Picture Daily and Motion
Almanac sailed last night on
the Aquitania to take up her duties in
the London Bureau.
Picture

—

Mrs. Williams will be associated

in

London with Bruce Allan, London
Olympia in Somerville, Elite in
Forty
more
infringement
suits
Walpole and Mattapan in Mattapan against radio stations, restaurants, representative.
are understood to be spurring Depart- night clubs and hotels have been filed
ment of Public Safety officials to fresh by Warner music subsidiaries, Harms,
efforts in making a survey of motion Inc., M. Witmark & Sons, Remick
of
Projector
picture safety regulations for Massa- Music Corp., T. B. Harms Co., and
Salem, March 27. Judge Howard chusetts.
The regulations have not New World Music Corp.
Earl G. Hines has been elected presWilliams today refused to issue a re been changed to any extent for the
Suits filed in U. S. District Court ident and a director of the Internathe

Bowes Refused Stay

On Use

Of

—

against E. M. Loew
Lynn houses from bill-

straining order
to prevent his

Hines Elected Head

His Name

ing an
amateur unit with Bowes'
name.
Unfair competition with an author
ized unit playing M. & P. houses is
charged by Bowes.

past 16 years.

George

Parsons, chief of inspectors, is in charge of the investigation.
Rules against the adoption of
the 2,000 foot reel are understood to
have been offered for consideration
by union members.

here

are

against

WMCA, WODA,

WBIG, WOBB, WIBA, KGU,
WIXBS, WSMB, WGST, WOWO,
KTFI, KPO, KOA, KTAR, WDAY,
KFYR, KSOO and WCHS.
Hotels, restaurants and night clubs
(Continued on page 4)

Firm

Projector Corp.
He succeeds
Samuel R. Burns.
Herbert Griffen has been named
a director and has been elected to a
vice-presidency.
At an earlier meettional

the late

ing Walter Green was elected to the
board.

;
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Advertising

E.
left for the
coast last night for production conferences at the studio, adolph Zukor
left earlier in order to stop off in
Arizona to visit his daughter, Mil*J

"I Married a Doctor"

Editor-in-Chief and Publisher

J.

OTTERSON

JOHN

Maktin Quigley

(

Editor

Manager

Warners)

Hollywood, March 27.— This version of the Sinclair Lewis novel,
dred Zukor Loew, and
"Main Street," seems somewhat out-of-date, although the uniform exZukor will continue on to
t
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cellence of the cast performances will result in a strong bid for popular favor.

from

the coast

there.

•

The

story tells of a city girl who marries a small town physician and
struggles thereafter to raise the cultural standards of her adopted home

grandson.

Freddy Mack, Roxy maestro,
organizing a

new

stage

is

presentation

to be known as "Young Ideas"
will soon make its debut.

which
This theme has lost much of its significance since more
important problems, including the depression, have descended on the
•
scene of which Lewis wrote.
Gilbert W. Gabriel's best seller,
tions, Inc.
Address all correspondence to
The_
Casey
Robinson
screen
play
wisely
attempts
to
compromise with "I, James Lewis," has been purchased
Other Quigley pubthe New York Office.
Bet- the original theme on which the main dramatic incidents are based, but
lications, Motion Picture Herald,
by Paramount.
ter Theatres, The Motion
Picture the story still centers
on the bigotry and clannishness of the small town
Almanac and The Box-Office Check-Up.
Hollywood Bureau: Postal Union Life country club set which, by present standards, seem somewhat trivial.
Building, Vine and Yucca Streets, Boone
Quip of the Day
The disadvantage of an outmoded theme is more than offset, however,
Mancall, Manager; Chicago Bureau, 624
Arthur Mayer to Bill Rodgers:
South Michigan Avenue, C. B. O'Neill, by the excellent acting of Pat O'Brien as the doctor, Josephine HutchManager; London Bureau: Remo House, inson as his wife and Ross
"The Capitol may play the
Alexander as a young artist. These skillful
310
Regent
Street,
London,
W. 1,
Metro holdovers, but it's the
Bruce Allan, Representative. Cable address portrayals can be counted upon to arouse sufficient sympathetic interest
Rialto
which runs the Metro
"Quigpubco,
London";
Berlin
Bureau: to assure favorable audience reaction.
Supporting performances by Guy
Stuelerstrasse 2, Berlin
35; Joachim K.
hangovers."
Kibbee,
Louise
Fazenda,
Ray
Mayer,
Olin
Rutenberg, Representative; Paris Bureau:
Howland and Willard Rob"Moonlight Murder" opened at
Rue de la Cour-des-Noues. Pierre ertson are splendid characterizations. Even the small
19,
bits are well cast.
Mayer's theatre yesterday mornAutre, Representative; Rome Bureau: Viale
The direction of Archie Mayo is up to his usual standard. Harry Joe
ing.
Gorizia,
Vittorio
Malpassuti, Representative; Sydney Bureau: 600 George Street,
Brown
produced. With proper exploitation, the picture should show
Holt,
Cliff
Representative; Mexico
City
Bureau: Apartado 269, James Lockhart, good returns.
Mrs. Arthur S. Abeles sails today
Representative; Glasgow Bureau: 86 DunProduction Code Seal No. 2,024. Running time, 87 minutes. "G."
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drennan Road, G. Holmes, Representative;
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M-G-M Club

Frolics

Atop the Astor Roof
The

Roof

Astor

resounded

last

night to the festivities conducted by
the Pep Club of M-G-M.
Jay C.
Flippen, assisted by Harry Rose and
Ed Sullivan, masters of ceremonies,
had no difficulty in keeping the party

going

full

blast.

Prominent figures of the stage and
screen helped along the entertainment.
this group were Lois Revel,
Harry Hershfield, Jackie Cooper, Josephine Huston, Jackie Coogan, Betty

Among

Grable and Jack Benny.

•

"Song of the Trail"
(

A mbassado r-Conn)

Bob Gillham returned yesterday
from a two-week vacation in Florida.

—

•
27.
Though constructed on a routine action
M. H. Hoffman will remain in
picture offers a cast headed by Kermit Maynard and
town for another 10 days.
Evelyn Brent and the name of James Oliver Curwood as author of the
•
original story to attract followers of hard-riding drama.
Grace Moore sails today on the
The plot is concerned with the efforts of Maynard to save an old Conte Di Savoia.
m
miner who has signed a quit claim to his property in favor of gamblers.
Proving the poker game in which the mine was lost was not conducted . . .
in strict accordance with Hoyle, Maynard recovers the deed and saves
Felix Mendelsohn is recuperating
the girl as six shooters bark and hoofs beat.
from a recent illness by making a
Fuzzy Knight, cast as Maynard's mounted stooge, lends able comedy West Indies cruise.
Barney Balaban is at Waikiki.
relief, which breaks up the chases.
Russell Hopton has done a good
John Boles is the latest honorary
job on the direction and Arthur Reed's photography shows to good effect
member of the CAPA.
on several beautiful outdoor settings.
The supporting cast includes
Walter Brown is back from a busAntoinette Lees, George Hayes and Lee Shumway who contribute com- ness trip
to Des Aloines and Omaha.
Didheart Conn contributed one pleasing musical
petent performances.
Sidney Stern of General Films
number which is well handled by a male chorus. George Sayre and just landed a fat commercial picture
contract.
Shooting starts next week.
Harry Barrington wrote the screen play.
James Winn is back from a sales
Previewed without production code seal. Running time, 67 minutes.
meeting at the New York office.

Hollywood, March

formula,

this

Chicago

"G."

James Coston is in New York on
new theatre here.
Dick Sachel is back from Omaha

the M-G-M luminaries who
participated were Al Lichtman, Bill
Scully, Dave Levy, Jack Bowen, Gene
Picker and Si Seadler.
At three o'clock this morning the
joy was still unconfined.

Among

New

—New

regulations covering projectionists are provided in a bill introduced in the
Assembly by Bernard Austin.
The bill would make it illegal for
anyone other than a licensed projectionist to thread up a machine for
operation and also would bar theatre
owners from requiring projectionists
to do any other form of work.
27.

where he did some screen repairing
for several large theatres.

Overseas Preview
"Once

Operator Bill In

Albany, March

plans for a

Joe

in a Million"

{Associated British Pictures)

—

.

London, March 25. Buddy Rogers, bandless and back in comedy
low comedy successfully purveyed by Haver and
a good farce plot
Lee and, less successfully, by W. H. Berry Mary Brian and Iris Hoey
in the woman roles that matter. A bright and amusing effort.
Rogers is a bank clerk sent on Saturday to pay a million in notes into
the bank. His taxi collides with another, carrying a pretty girl, and
that delays matters so that the bank doors shut in his face. Taking
refuge in a hotel, his deposit of the notes earns him a status, and royal
;

;

branch manager here, replacing Howard Stubbins, recently resigned. Bate-

appropriate to a millionaire. The girl, also, is sailing under false
colors as a Countess, to push the dress goods of her employer. Comic
detectives, a gold digger and mother and a Continental adventurer play
their part in a hectic week-end, concluding with the discovery that the
bank has gone smash. Buddy gets a directorship for saving the money,
and the girl.
There are plenty of laughs in it for general audiences. Running time,

man

75 minutes.

suite,

Bateman Joins Republic
Los Angeles, March
Bateman,
partment,

will

27.

the

M-G-M

today

became

of

move

in

April

6.

— Francis
sales

de-

Republic

"G."

Abramson and Ann Orphan

are the latest additions to Henri Elman's Capitol Film Exchange
Alice Roth is now with G. B.
•

ALLAN

.

.

Los Angeles

Allen
William

O'Keefe, Edward Cooke,
Heineman, J. R.
Grainger, Edmund Grainger, William Koenig, Charles Rogers, Carl
Laemmle, Fred Meyer and Edward
Arnold at the "Sutter's Gold" opening in Sacramento.
J.

J.

R. W. Carmichael of M-G-M
handling the ads for the April 17
dance of the Film Exchange Club.

Robert O'Donnell, Harry Huff-

man

and J. Von Herberg, circuit
men, here for the preview of Columbia's "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town."
Milton Hossfeld to be feted by
his friends at the

Club following

West

Coast.

his

Hollywood Athletic
promotion by Fox

MOTION PICTURE
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Doctor" $12,000
Montreal Grosser
Montreal, March

—"The

Looking 'Em Over

Coun-

27.

"Re Burlone"

try Doctor" at the Palace was the hit
of the week with a take of $12,000,
( Mazzavini-Brandt )
but even with that figure the picture
Broadway's own Italian film house, once the Warner, now the Cine
was not held over.
An Irish program at Loew's, to help Roma, opens its doors with a production from Capitani, Italian procelebrate March 17 and headed by ducer, which seems to have pleased the Italian-understanding audience,
"Laughing Irish Eyes," was good for but which was hardly of a character to bring rounds of applause from
"First a one lacking a knowledge of the language, despite the occasional use of
$11,000, also above par.
Girl" topped the doublet at the Capitol superimposed dialogue titles. The title translates as "Daughter of the
for $9,000 while the second week of Revolution."
"The Story of Louis Pasteur" at the
It is, in effect, a picture which must have a market limited to those
Princess brought in $6,000.
The breakup of winter brought bad theatres which are able to draw upon a patronage conversant with the
traffic conditions and, outside of the language of the film. Outside of a few sumptuous sets and several large
St. Patrick's Day enthusiasm, it was groups of extras, it does not reach a complete justification of the proan off week for the theatres. Night gram line: "First Italian Million-Dollar Film."
clubs and dances for the 17th provided
The story, of romance and intrigue in an Italian kingdom of 1840 or
the chief opposition.
thereabouts, has its moments, is for the most part a light-hearted treatTotal first run business was $44,000.
.ment of the theme of struggle for a united Italy, and is, one may gather
Average is $46,500.
Estimated takings for the week end- from audience reaction, studded with amusing moments. Unfortunately, however, for one not understanding the language, the comedy is
ing March 21
"FIRST A GIRL" (British)
of the dialogue variety for the most part. The performances are good

"ANOTHER FACE"

CAPITOL— (2,547),
days.

Gross:

7

(Average, $9,500)

$9,000.

"FORGOTTEN MEN"

HIS MAJESTY'S— (1,700),
2nd

(Radio)

25c-35c-40c-50c-60c,

(British)
35c-50c, 7 days,

Gross:
week.
$3,000.
(Average, $5,000)

week:

(First

$5,000.

"BLACK FURY" (F.N.)
IMPERIAL— (1,914), 15c-20c-25c-34c,
days.

Added

Gross:

7

"6-Day Bike Rider."
(Average, $3,500)

revival:

$3,000.

"LAUGHING IRISH EYES" (Republic)
LOEW'S — (3,115), 30c-34c-40c-50c-60c, 7
days.

"Continental
Carnival."
(Average, $10,500)
COUNTRY DOCTOR" (ZOth-Fox)
Stage:

Gross:

$11,000.

"THE

PALACE — (2,600)

days.

Gross:

,

$12,000.

25c - 35c - 40c - 50c - 65c,
(Average, $11,000)

7

"STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR" (F.N.)
"THE RETURN OF JIMMY
VALENTINE" (Republic)
PRINCESS— (2,272), 25c-30c-35c-50c-65c, 7
days, 2nd week.
$8,000.

Gross:

$6,000.

First week-

(Average, $7,000)

"Pine" Pulls
$30,000 Take
At Boston Met
—

by

rains here failed to dampen the enthusiasm of crowds trying to get into
the Metropolitan to see "The Trail of

Lonesome Pine." The $30,000
gross passed normal by $8,000.
the

A dual, "Modern Times" and "Give
Us This Night," day and dated at the
Fenway and the Paramount, took
$7,000, up by $2,500, at the former,
and $12,000, up by $3,000, at the latter.

"Love on a Bet," helped by the
Comique" on the stage, gar-

"Folies

RKO

nered $29,000 at the
Boston.
This was $12,000 to the good, and the
stage show was held over as a result.
Total first run business was $109,000.

Borough President Samuel D. Levy

Greater

New

York.

Among

others who gathered for the
occasion with Charles C. Moskowitz,

Loew
Pryor,

vice-president,
were
Patricia

Toby Wing,

Roger

:

Bowman,

Bob Hope, Dolores Read, Gertrude
Niesen, Arthur Tracy, Phil Regan,
Bert Gordon, James Murray, Pedro
Montanez, Helen Compton and her
girl orchestra.
Jay C. Flippen was
m.c.
The party was broadcast over

WHN.

is

$87,500.

(Para.)

METROPOLITAN— (4,332), 35c-65c,

"Panic on the Air"

Stage: Paul Lukas.

Gross:

For

the convenience of members
required to travel, the Cinema Club
has established a personal travel serv-

and has put it in charge of an
experienced secretary.
The service
will include the purchase and delivery
ice

Nebraska

Roxy Back Taxes Paid

Films

—

Ventnor House Burned

W.E. Gets Chilean Deal

Atlantic City, March

Western

Electric has just

contract to install sound equipment in
a 10,000-seat theatre and auditorium
called Teatro Circo in Santiago, Chile.
Ernesto Echeverris, the exhibitor, is

months

now

it.

in

New

York.

To Be Authors' Guests

Susan

Glaspell, novelist and playwright, and George Gershwin, will
be guests of honor tomorrow at the
second of the season's teas conducted
by the Authors' League of America
at Tony Sarg's Studio, 54 West 9th
St.,

for

the

fund

to

aid

needy

Gensler Re-signed
Hollywood, March 27.— Paramount
today signed Lewis Gensler to a
five-year producer contract. The

new
first

feature under the new arrangement
will be "The Duchess" with George
Raft.

dramatists and authors.

Henry Lee Back on Job

Sharafs from Roxbury

—

Roxbury, Mass., March 27. Morclosed a ris and Amelia Sharaf, Warner stock-

Ventnor, neighborhood house, was
badly damaged by fire this morning
with a loss estimated at $125,000. It
is
estimated that it will take three
to rebuild

Renewed

—

Past due taxes and penalties, together with current taxes, have been
paid to the city by the Roxy Theatres
Burlington Tries
Corp., Howard S. Cullmann, trustee,
Lincoln, Neb., March 27.
Bur- informed Federal Judge Francis G.
lington trains are giving films a trial Caffey
A check for
this
week.
in their dining cars and hope the pub- $45,664.85 was sent to the comptrollic will go for the idea.
All through ler's office on that date covering all
trains will be equipped for sound.
the remaining arrears for 1932.

— The

(Aver-

lively and active yarn of murder and romance and mystery, with
a news and sports commentator of the radio taking a major part in Gross: $12,000. (Average, $7,000)
"LOVE ON A BET" (Radio)
all three phases of the story, this picture should be found entertaining
RKO BOSTON— (3,246), 35c-65c, 7 days.
for those who like active material even though it is not pretentious.
Stage: "Folies Comique." Gross: $29,000.
Lew Ayres makes a satisfactorily energetic amateur sleuth and pro- (Average, $17,000)
fessional commentator and is adequately supported by Florence Rice,
Plan
as the girl who becomes involved in the mystery and is befriended and
Circuit
Lincoln, March 27.—A new circuit
pursued by Ayres. The action is supplied with gusto via a horse race
or two described by Ayres and the swift-moving activity of the police is in the offing for Grand Island and
as they swoop down on the gang trapped by the cleverness of Ayres vicinity. Its backers are William N.
Youngclaus, veteran independent, and
while the police are baffled.
Lloyd Thompson, son of Senator W.
Ayres is in danger of losing his contract and sponsor for his radio H. Thompson.
It will be capitalized
program because he is slipping with respect to the uncovering of exclu- for $199,000. Youngclaus also has the
Suddenly he comes upon a mysterious five dollar bill, State, Central City; Shelton, Shelton,
sive stories.
with a series of code numbers, and is thereupon tossed into the center and Empress, Grand Island.
of what proves to be murder, with a background of a kidnapping, hidden
ransom and a girl who is seeking the money and who proves to be
Pact
Miss Rice. With the police hounding him for information and the
Hollywood, March 27.
William
sponsor after him to stir up. the program, Ayres traps the gang and wins
Anthony McGuire has been given a
the girl.
new long-term M-G-M contract as
Production Code Seal No. 1,967. Running time, 60 minutes. "G."
producer-director-writer. The renewal
is recognition for his work on
"The
Great Ziegfeld."

of tickets.

27.

7 days.

"MODERN TIMES" (U.A.)
"GIVE US THIS NIGHT" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (1,793), 25c-50c, 7 days.

Columbia)

McGuire

Travel Service Started

$30,000.

age, $22,000)

A

assisted yesterday in the opening of
the Loew "Spring Festival" celebrated
in some 70 houses of the circuit in

Average

on the whole, with Armando Falconi as the king, in a Wallace Beery
Estimated takings for the week endmanner, and Luisa Ferida as the young revolutionary, outstanding.
ing March 27
The girl falls in love with an army captain with whom she rides on
"MODERN TIMES" (U. A.)
"GIVE US THIS NIGHT" (Para.)
a test run of a new train. She is invited by the inspecting king to visit
FENWAY— (1,382), 30c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
the palace. But when she learns the king has signed the death warrant $7,000. (Average, $4,500)
of her father, she joins a revolutionary group and gains employment "LOVE BEFORE BREAKFAST" (Univ.)
KEITH'S MEMORIAL— (2,907), 25c-65c, 7
at the palace. There follow intrigue and complication as the captain's days. Gross: $9,500. (Average, $12,000)
"WIFE VS. SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
best friend is found to be plotting against the king. The two are
LOEW'S ORPHEUM— (2,970), 25c-55c, 2nd
imprisoned and their sweethearts effect their escape. The four flee the week, 7 days. Gross: $11,000. (Average,
country, as the king visions his eventual downfall and a united Italy. $13,000)
"WIFE VS. SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
Enrico Guazoni directed.
LOEW'S STATE— (3,537), 25c-55c, 2nd
Reviewed without production code seal. Running time, 98 min- week, 7 days. Gross: $10,500. (Average,
$12,000)
utes. "G."
"TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE"

(

Levy Opens "Festival"

Boston, March 27. Floods in nearNew England spots and heavy

holders, who have filed suit against
the company charging waste of company funds, live at 47 Hutchings St.
Sharaf is president of M. Sharaf,
dress manufacturers.

Bridgeport,

March 27.— Henry

press agent at the
at

Majestic,

work following an

is

Lee,

back

illness.

Hall Gets "Fauntleroy"
"Little Lord Fauntleroy" will
into the Music Hall April 2.

go

:

MOTION P1CTURI

DAILY

4

Union Groups
Will Operate

Fox-Midwest Case
Under Advisement
(Continued from page

Mexico Houses
(Continued from page 1)

boycott all pictures containing fascist
or communist propaganda and to urge
the Government to develop an institute which will further the distribu-

abroad

tion

last.

*

*

*

censor

local

board

has

been

by civic authorities to be less
stringent in its action on films. The
rebuff came as a result of numerous
told

complaints from Federal officials and
censors make
that
the
the public
interesting
deletions
in
wholesale
films and ban many worthwhile productions.
is

of eight distributors to intervene, basing his denial on the grounds that they
had insufficient interest in the action;

mildly

The National University of Mexico
making scientific medical and sur-

however, he allowed their attorney,
Leland Hazard, to enter the case as
amicus curiae, with 30 minutes to argue on a temporary injunction which
Hazard used to remotion for intervention.
This also was taken under

films for the first time in this
country, for use in the education of
medical students. The films are made
in a large local charity hospital.

gical

*
Its first film,

*

*

pretty generally kidded.
It
developed that Frank
Cassota had been arrested
for crossing a stop line on
a downtown street, but that
he was one of the other local
Cassotas.

"Vamonos Con Pancho

denied concerted action, adding
independents set up their
1934-1935 schedule but didn't confer
on the present season with the result
that

the

try Doctor," in

Forty More Warner
Music Suits Filed

Hipodromo

seats 3,600, while the
Three
capicity is 2,500.

It

other class neighborhood houses are
under construction, and are expected
to be ready in the fall.

Famous

Restaurant, Hotel Roosevelt,

Door,

Leon
Kelly's,
Stork Club, Versailles,

Jimmy

Eddie's,

and

Roy-

Hawaiian

Club,
San Francisco,
Hotel, Detroit; Oriole Terrace,
Detroit; Trianon,
Cleveland;
Ambassador Cafe, New York Statler Hotel, Cleveland; Statler Hotel,
St. Louis, and Morrison Hotel, Chicago.
al

Statler

;

Allied Unit Approves

Metro Pact Request
(Continued from page

the

roadshow clause of the contract."

Prospects of a floor battle are stirring interest in the organization's convention set for April 20 here, with
more than 300 expected. J. B. Clinton
is expected to be replaced as president following the election of Ben Berger to the board of governors representing the Duluth district, Clinton's
As the president is selected
from the board, this is seen as automatically making Clinton ineligible.

territory.

Jailed in

Game Swindle

—

Chicago,
March 27.
Ladislaus
Babka and three others were in jail
here

today, arrested for swindling
theatre patrons with a Bank Night
scheme, which involved hasty printing
of winning numbers with a portable
printing press.

in

the

as

RKO

attraction,

State average of $12,000 over the
week-end.
Outside competition was practically

tion of "Don't Gamble with
"Sunset of Power."
The

Total

first

Average

run business was $51,750.

$42,000.

is

Total

"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR"

ALLEN— (3,300),

week.

Gross:

30c-3Sc-42c,

$4,750.

7

(Average,

(20th-Fox)
days, 2nd
$3,000)

"PRISONER OF SHARK ISLAND"

$33,500.

is

BLUE MOUSE— (950),

days.

Gross:

30c-35c-42c,

(Average,

$12,000.

7

now

was
said.
Laemmle's intimate knowledge
of the company and his long experience in the industry were counted upon by the new owners for counsel and
been abandoned,

it

advice in an official capacity after the
change of control.

Takes Over Iowa House
Mapleton, Iowa, March

27.

—The

Mapleton Amusement Co., formed by
Abe Friedman, has taken over the
Princess here from Opal Brown, who
lost the lease in a court action and
plans to open a new house here.

Orpheum.

"STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR" (F.N.)
FIFTH AVENUE— (2,500), 25c-40c-55c, 7
Gross:

days.

$7,400.

(Average, $7,000)

"DON'T GAMBLE WITH LOVE"

(Col.)

"SUNSET OF POWER" (Univ.)
LIBERTY— (1,800), 10c-15c-25c-35c, 7 days.
Gross:

(Average, $4,000)

$4,100.

"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" (ZOth-Fox)
MUSIC BOX— (950), 25c-40c-55c, 7 days,
2nd week, extended run from Fifth Avenue.
Gross: $3,600. (Average, $4,000)

"NEXT TIME WE LOVE"
"THE GHOST GOES WEST"

ORPHEUM— (2,450),
Gross:

(Univ.)
(U. A.)
7 days.

25c-30c-40c,

(Average, $6,000)
(Radio)
(Radio)

$5,850.

"SILLIE BILLIES"

"ANOTHER FACE"

PARAMOUNT— (3,050), 25c-30c-35c, 7 days.
Gross:

(Average, $5,000)

$4,200.

"RETURN OF JIMMY VALENTINE"
REX-(1,500), 15c-25c-35c, 7 days. Vaudeand stage band. Gross: $2,950. (Aver-

ville

Expect Garbo

Gross:

days, 2nd week.

$6,000.

—

States on the Grips-

holm.

$12,000)

Wall Street

(Average.

$4,000)

"THE LONE WOLF RETURNS"

to Sail

Gothenburg,
March 27. Greta
Garbo is expected to sail tomorrow

"WIFE vs. SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STILLMAN— (1,900), 30c-35c-42c,
(Col.)

RKO PALACE—

(3,100), 30c-42c, 7 days.
Stage: Cab Calloway and His Cotton Club
Orchestra. Gross: $17,500. (Average, 15,000)
"STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR" (W. B.)

WARNERS' HIPPODROME— (3,800),

35c-42c,

7

days.

Gross:

$11,500.

30c-

(Average,

$8,000)

Board Shows Six Advances
High
Columbia, vtc

3554

Consolidated,

pfd. 1754

Eastman

Wins

Guild
demonstrated its
power here today when William K.
Howard continued production on "The
Princess Comes Across" following
yesterday's flareup and the subsequent
walkout by executives.
Today the studio heads acceded to
Directors'

This has

25c-40c-55c, 7 days,

week, extended run from
Gross: $3,350. (Average, $4,000)

3rd

for the United

(ZOth-Fox)

LOEW'S STATE— (3,400),

27.

clined the board chairmanship recently some hope of persuading him to
serve as a board member remained.

run business was $31,450.

first

Average

age, $3,500)

Estimated takings for the week ending March 20:

Laemmle Not Taking InShowdown onCoast
New Universal Post Hollywood, March —The Screen
1)

was

take

$4,100.

164%

Eastman, pfd ....165
Loew's, Inc. (2a) 48
Loew's, pfd
10656
.

(Continued from page

Love" and

(Republic)

nil.

7

over.

The only other house to reach par
was the Liberty which had a combina-

with Cab
Calloway and His Cotton Club Orchestra on the stage, upped the usual
screen

Directors' Guild

1)

al of 'The Great Ziegfeld' is in accordance with the company's rights under

was held

Estimated takings for the week end27.
second week down-, ing March 21
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
$4,750 at the Allen

"The Lone Wolf,"

:

weather

its

of $11,500 for the week.

Palace

— Cold

Louis Pasteur" garnered $7,400,
over the normal mark by $400.
It

mar- $15,000 take to $17,500.
"The Prisoner of Shark Island"
Fox-Midwest, referred grossed more than half of the Loew

The Alameda,
American product.
(Continued from page 1)
which cost $975,000, is said to be one
involved
are
Hotel Pierre, La Rue
of the most beautiful houses on the
continent.

took

town,

27.

of

that the distributors had an open
ket for the first time in years.

Go

Exhibition in this city has taken a
jump upward with the opening of two
de luxe houses, the Alameda and the
Hipodromo, both featuring high grade

Seattle, March

was a blow to all grosses except at
the Fifth Avenue where "The Story

"Doctor" 2d Week
Lead in Cleveland
—"The CounCleveland, March

tors,

with Pancho Villa),
Sawyer, for
(for to Rhoden's offer last Fall to re-necompleted at the high cost
Mexico) of $79,000, Cinematografica gotiate all contracts if the indepenLatino Americano, S. A., most am- dents thought he had been unfair. He
bitious of the newer domestic produc- declared that the petition based solely
conspiracy
the
allegation
of
ers, has started its second, "Su Gran on
Aventura" ("His Grand Adventure") doesn't mention "when," "where," or
"by whom."
with a cast of 1,200.
Villa" ("Let's

Seattle Chill

his superior.

where $3,000 is par.
"Wife vs. Secretary," also in its
sons and buy from minor producers. second week downtown, grossed $6,000
He asked that the present arrange- at Loew's Stillman as against a $4,000
ment be dissolved and that the inde- average.
pendents be given the right to buy
"The Story of Louis Pasteur"
pictures in a free market for day and
Warners' Hippodrome
topped
the
date showing.
$8,000 average by $3,500 with a total
Rafferty, pleading for the distribu-

Is

Only Draw in

—

— by

1936

Later in the day he was

The

For the first time in a long while
the Mexican industry has been free
of labor troubles, but employers have
make any predictions
declined
to
relative to how long the situation will

The

Oklahoma City, March 27.—
Frank Cassota, assistant manager of the Criterion, went
to work the other morning
and was chided to put it

1)

oral arguments in the case
hinged on the question of whether or
not the defendants act in concert to
set up a zoning plan.
Boatright asserted that the defendants made no
denial of the charge in affidavits. He
put Elmer C. Rhoden on the stand
to show that Fox was supplied MG-M pictures without contract.
Boatright pointed out that the plaintiffs,
despite their need of pictures,
have had to play some from past sea-

"Pasteur"

Somebody Else

Mexican-produced advisement.

of

films.

Saturday, March 28,

Howard's
ference.

demands for less interIt was learned from Guild

Paramount
Paramount

.

.

,

pfd. 73

1

2 pfd. 1054

Pathe Film

.

,

,

10^

.

RKO

1%

20th Century-Fox. 28
20th Century, pfd. 36^
Universal, pfd.... 88

Warner Bros

125-6

Low

Close

35
6
1754
16354
165
47

106J4
9Vi

72
10
1056
754
2754
355i
88

Net
Change

3554
6
17J4
164
165

475i
10654
954

+ 'A
-y
-j|
-X
+ Vi
+x
+A
s

72

—l

10
io$6
754
2754

+
—

-A

36
88

+i

u% im +

Little Fluctuation

v*
v%

-y*
y»

on Curb
Net

High
Sonotone

3
2956

Technicolor

Low
2%
2856
4

Close Change
3
29
4

—

54

headquarters that the entire organization stood ready to back Howard if
the studio executives failed to recog-

Trans-Lux

nize his requests.

High Low Close Change
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40.
2854
2754
27J4
?4
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40, ctf 2854
28
27J4
54
Loew's 6s '41
deb rights ..10213/32 10213/32 10213/32

45-6

Price Recessions on Bonds
Net

.

Lynch

to

Coast 'Change

—

Los Angeles, March 27. Clayton
Lynch, M-G-M branch manager at
St. Louis for the past 12 years, was
today appointed
manager of the
M-G-M exchange here. He succeeds
J.

J.

Milstein.

Paramount
'39

wd

—
—

.

Pict.

6s '55

Warner

.

91

8954

8954

96

9554

96

Bros. 6s

(Quotations at close of Mar. 27)
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No Additional
Studio Shifts,

Otterson Says

YORK, MONDAY, MARCH

Ex-Colonels

Now

Frankfort, Ky., March 29.—
There are 17,000 former colonels, admirals, adjutants, etc.,
scattered about the country
today as a result of a ruling
by Attorney General B. M.

Vincent of Kentucky. Hundreds of them
some say
thousands, but film men are
careless with figures are in
the picture business.
According to the Attorney
General, a commission in

—

Details

Being

Set

for

New List, He States
—
Albuquerque, March
29.

No

further important studio changes are

contemplated

and

production

details

are being set for next season's lineup,
asserted John E. Otterson, Paramount
president, here today en route to the
coast.

"I think everyone will be pleased to

know

this,"

"William

he added.

LeBaron

will

have

Kentucky expires when the
Governor who grants it goes

Ruby Laffoon
out of office.
has been a private citizen for
some

time, and his successor,

Albert B. Chandler, hasn't developed into much of a colonel-commissioner.

full

charge of production on the coast,"
"I am going out
Otterson declared.
to look over stories arranged for production during the coming season."
Otterson's only comment on the
Winfield Sheehan deal was that it was
"definitely off, but that discussions
might possibly be renewed later."
No additional producers are to be
lined up, the list now being complete.
|

—

No new chairman for the editorial
board would be named to succeed Jeff
Lazarus, he said, as that was a problem for studio executives to handle.

Ohio Houses Urged
To Secure Licenses

Para. Options

Upon Circuits
Are Extended

—

organization.

Senator Seeks Vote
On Jersey Censoring

(Continued on page

Warner Flood Loss
The greatest damage to Warner
theatres in the flooded areas of New
England and Pennsylvania was represented by loss of income, rather than
actual physical damage, declared Joseph Bernhard, general manager of
the circuit, following a survey of
properties in the flood sections.
Considerable repair work will be
necessary in the Johnstown and Pittsburgh theatres, Bernhard reported, but
mostly the replacement of furit is
nishings and redecoration. There was
only slight damage to property and

machinery. The income loss, however,
is expected to be more than made up
in the next several months through
increased employment on flood repair
work in the affected sections, he said.
The Warner and Davis in Pitts(Contiuued on page 10)

Editors

Rush Big

List of

Features
—

Hollywood, March 29. Predicting
a flood of pictures at an early date,
studio editors worked feverishly on
59 features last week.
This was the principal center of
company activity with actual camera
work doing a nosedive. Only 33 features and one short were being filmed,
against 41 features and two shorts for
the week preceding.
The production high spot of the
(Continued on page 10)

5)

Reservations Top 700

Mark

On George Schaefer Dinner
L. Nathanson, M.
Mullen, Abe Pinansky, George
Trendle and George Walsh of Famous
Theatres Corp. W. G. Van Schmus,
Leon Leonidoff, Russell Markert, Gus
Eysell and Russell Downey of the
Music Hall.
Sidney R. Kent will
head a delegation of Twentieth Cen-

A.

film

The

ticket list indicates that practievery company executive of

Branches

Order
To High Court

Dismissal

St.
Louis,
March 29.—-Federal
Judge Charles B. Davis has allowed
Warners, Paramount and RKO to appeal direct to the U. S. Supreme Court
from the ruling of Federal Judge Jo-

seph West Molyneaux of Minneapolis
here on Jan. 29, which permitted the
Government to drop without prejudice
anti-trust

civil

its

case

against

the

companies named.

The

defendants' attorneys have filed

an assignment of errors which charged
that Judge Molyneaux erred when he
allowed the motion to dismiss and
erred again at the opening of the civil
case in that he failed to hold the issues
involved as having been previously
decided, in view of the not guilty verthe earlier case Nov. 11.
appeal was opposed by Harry
C. Blanton, U. S. attorney for this
district, on the ground that since the
civil case had not been decided on its
merits, the ruling could not be appealed.
The appeal here is seen as probably
delaying the trial of the new civil
case brought against the three companies and various individuals by the

dict

in

The

Government, which

New York

is

now pending

in

Federal court.

Planes Will Speed
Prints in England
By
London,

BRUCE ALLAN
March 22. — A timetable

has been prepared under which, it is
claimed, every important city in the
U. K. can be supplied with prints four
hours after they leave the London
printing works.
large number of
planes are available and wires will advise each exhibitor exactly when a

A

film will arrive.
G. B. will take over a building at
(Continued on page 10)

H. Blank, N.

tury-Fox executives.
United Artists will be represented
cally
importance in the east will attend. A by Harry D. Buckley, Paul Lazarus,
partial list of those who have made Harry Gold, Haskell Masters, Charles
reservations includes Austin Keough, Stern, Monroe Greenthal and others.
Louis Phillips, Arthur Israel, Norman From the company's New York exCollyer and Ed Cuddy of Paramount;
(Continued oh page 10)

declared

will seek a vote

in All

Distributors to Take

Mostly in Grosses

censorship bill.
The censorship measure was introduced Feb. 29, but no action has been
taken upon it because the Miscellaneous Business Committee chairman.
Senator Clifford R. Powell, Burling(Continued on page 10)

publican,

Ini

APPEAL GIVEN ON
ST. LOUIS RULING

yesterday that he
by the Miscellaneous
Business Committee tomorrow on his

—

the

TEN CENTS

Reservations for the testimonial dinner to George J. Schaefer to be held
Astor tonight flooded the
the
at
ticket committee over the weekend.
The volume of reservations and sales
boosted attendance estimates to more
than 700, with tickets remaining on
sale throughout today.

Trenton, March 29. Senator Horace G. Prall, Hunterdon County Re-

Intelligent

1936

A

90-day extension of Paramount's
options to repurchase the 50 per cent
stock interests in the A. H. Blank and
Karl Hoblitzelle circuits has been
agreed to by the theatre operators, it
was stated on Saturday.
The current options expire April 1

New exand April 4, respectively.
Columbus, March 29. The Ohio tensions were made necessary by the
I.T.O. is urging all exhibitor-members postponement last week of the regular
the
Paramount board,
of
to take out theatre licenses if they meeting
have not already done so. The new which was scheduled to act on the
tax law provides that every theatre options. Indications now are that the
must have an operating license in new three-month extensions will be
order to participate in the returns of ratified today at a meeting of the
The Paramount executive committee.
three per cent tax on grosses.
Negotiations for a new five-year
license deadline is April 1, with a $100
daily penalty thereafter for failure to
procure a license.
The unit also suggests that members cooperate to the fullest possible
extent with the Red Cross, by giving
and running
performances
benefit
slides appealing for funds for that

30,

Alert,

J.

;

Trustee Objects to

Skouras Firm Claim
—

St. Louis, March 29.
Nelson Cunliff, trustee for
Skouras Enterprises,
Inc.,

has

referee

with John A. Hope,
bankruptcy, objections to

filed

in

claims totalling $3,387,093 against the
company by the bondholders' protective committee.
The referee ordered
attorneys for the committee to file an
answer to the objections on April 11.
Cunliff contended the bondholders'
(Continued on page 6)
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"These Three" Shows
Strength at Rivoli
"These Three" with a gross of
§42,000 for its first week at the Rivoli
displayed outstanding strength among
first line Broadway houses last
week.
With the picture now in its
second week, the gross makes a third
stanza look like a certainty.
"Klondike Annie" and a stage show
headed by Fred Waring and orchestra
held up well in a second and final
week at the Paramount. The gross
was $33,000. The Roxy also fared
well with the second and final week
of "Love Before Breakfast" and a
stage show featuring Pinky Tomlin.
The gross for the week was $25,500.

the

Jobless

Town

Hits House

——

Insiders'
ON

Dear Miss
I having seen you in a picture
and
by the name of
have come to find out that you
have answered a question that
I
could never had answered
myself because I have never

known who was my favorite
actres but now I find out that it
you and nobody but you, because you see I do not care for

is

actresses that is I never
did until I seen you upon the
screen because you remind me
so much about somebody that I

know

(I hope this will
not hurt your feelings). Every

really

I ever wrote too, always
wanted money for their pictures,
I hope
is different and

actor

A

MPPDA

in

Annual Meet

talk to

Mr.

"Who

are

Caller:

"I

you?"
I
Mr. Zilch.
Mr. Big Shot."
Outer Secretary "Just a minconnect you with his
I'll
ute.

"I'm

Caller:

talk to

:

secretary."

Inner Secretary: "Does Mr.
Big Shot know you? What do
you do and what is it you want?"
Caller: "I'm Mr. Zilch. Tell
Mr. Big Shot I have a hot tip on
the sixth race at Tanforan."
The next voice, quickly, is that
of Mr. Big Shot.
.

me

women in my life
know that you will

as all the

I only
only throw this letter into the
waste basket like all the other
mail you get but I cant help that
you are now and always will be
my Favorite Movie Actress.
From Yours Truly,

do.

And another
Dear Miss
Miss

saw you play
are beautiful
Will you please
I

You

in

Miss

me

your photograph Miss
I sure like you and
Miss Jean Rogers Miss
Has this been the first time you
ever played in a cerial Miss
send

From

T

Oberon Out of "Allah"
Hollywood,

March

1.

2.

29.

— Marlene

Dietrich and Charles Boyer have been
signed by David O. Selznick for the
lead roles in "Garden of Allah," Technicolor feature. Merle Oberon, scheduled for the film, will play the lead

—They
— They
for

color
3.

must come wrapped
must be in Techniand white fea-

black

•

—They

must not

any

cost

more.

The next day George Dembow
left

town.

.

.

.

T
And

this

manager

"He's asking more to get the
price."

.

.

.

those in Hollywood who
theatres are coining
all
fortunes, there is the story which
somehow or other managed to
slip through the canyons of the
Wisconsin theatre which grossed
30 cents in a night performance
during the blizzard peak.
Now if the picture was one of
those thirty-five percenters, behold the poor distributor.

To

think

.

.

.

T T
:

Dionne quints on the ground
have a chance.

didn't

.

.

.

Hold McCullough Rites

Four or five new directors will also
be elected to the board.

— Bank

set.

The Greenwich

test case has as yet
not been decided, but the Pickwick
continues Bank Night without intervention from officials.

Dramatists to Vote
Upon a 60-40 Split
general

membership meeting

of

the Dramatists' Guild will vote on a
proposal to substitute a 60-40 split of
royalties between playwright and producer for the present sliding scale on
royalties, at the Biltmore, April 8.
The proposal apportions the larger
amount of all royalties to the playwright in place of the 50-50 split of
royalties up to $35,000 and a graduated scale in favor of the author above
that amount as incorporated in the
new minimum basic agreement adopted
by the guild on March 1.

Producing managers who have al1
agreement
will have their choice of either that or
the new 60-40 arrangement if the latter is approved by the membership
on April 8, a guild official stated.
ready signed the March

Screen Writers' Guild
Hits Duffy Bill Wire
Hollywood, March 29.
wire
signed by 65 screen writers repudiating the statement credited to John

Howard Lawson, spokesman

for the

Screen

Writers' Guild before the
House Patents Committee hearing on

Duffy Bill in Washington, resulted
a near split in the Guild's ranks
here and necessitated the calling of a
special meeting of the board which
lasted until early yesterday.
Ernest Pascal stated at the meeting
that many signers of the wire to the
the
in

House committee were not Guild
members and that several who are
members tried to rescind their signa-

He

said that every writer, no
field, is against the
Duffy Bill and he added that the
Guild board would be asked to send
wire to the House committee
a
worded to that effect.

matter what his

New

Orleans Starts
Daylight Time Move

—

New

Brookline, Mass., March 29. Funeral services were held here yester-

other

Orleans, March 29.
Anmovement for adoption of day-

day at St. Aidan's Church for Paul
McCullough, comedian, who died of
self-inflicted wounds.

light

saving

by the executive committee of
the Ass'n. of Commerce.
The com-

—

—

permit her time for only one feature
here. "Garden of Allah" starts April
11 and "Dark Victory" a week later.

been

tures.

As to the
Reflective note
present reactions of the two top
Radio studio executives who
flatly rejected a feature starring

The annual meeting of the board
Joins First Division
She reof the M. P. P. D. A. will be held in "Dark Victory" only.
Buffalo, March 29. Charles
at the Hays office today. Annual re- quested the switch because her arsalesman
with Alexander Korda Goodwin,
Universal
ports of Will H. Hays, president, and rangements
department heads will be submitted.

29.

—A

T T

it

March

received a favorable decision
when City Prosecutor Mitchell Myer
announced it would not be considered
as violating the state lottery law. Reconsideration followed Frederick Van
Doren's operation of Bank Night at
the Hamilton last week in defiance of
the citywide ban.
Adolph Johnson, Bank Night agent
for Connecticut, stated that Mrs. Lena
Sirica has substituted Bank Night for
Prosperity Night at the Lido, and that
Warner's Capitol and State will also
use the plan, although no date had

Skouras' analysis

is

of a visiting sales

same

In Waterbury, Conn.

A

tures.

the

Suggested technique for reach-

.

From Film Row which is in
Los Angeles, a suburb of Hollywood, comes a roundabout outCharlie Skouras
line of what
wants in his trailers from now

in cellophane.

a Lucky Star This is my first
fan letter to a movie actress I
hope you wont be laughing at

.

T T

guarantee I wont miss any pictures with you in it.
So here's
to
who by my predic-

the fail-

canned goods benefit was run by the
Moosup nearby for the benefit of the
unemployed.

wanna

Big Shot."
Outer Secretary:

on

tion will be a big S-T-A-R according to the cards which I
am now reading for your
Future use they say that you
should refrain from liquor and
cigarettes and after that you
will be tops, that is you will

the

executive,

studio

higher the better

wanna

1936

Night

any

ing

30,

Bank Night Scores
Waterbuky,

KANN

me her picture free of
charge, and even if she dont I
will send

—

With

Outlook

women

Plainfield, Conn., March 29. The
owned by Henry Fontaine, is
still closed, with no prospect of operure of employes and the governor to
influence the Lawton Mills to resume
operations, the town is almost entirely
unemployed and may be deserted.

By RED

Hollywood, March 29.
the elusive, yet laudable,
ambition of making more intelligent product
for
the dear
American public, these several
tidbits, picked more or less at
random from the fan mail of a
Hollywood player, may be interesting, sad as they are:

Lily,

ating for the present.

—

Monday, March

E.
for

nine years, and with Educational, has
joined the First Division exchange
here as a salesman.

time

has

been

started

here

recommended that the association petition the Commission Council to pass an enabling ordinance.
mittee has

The movement gained momentum
but the Commission Council
political conditions prevailing at that time it had no
authority to act.
last year,

found that under the

^^U&lOS IMMORTAL COURAGE...
y4AMtCt's HILARIOUS TRICKERY.
.

.

rfutt*f04t'!s UNSHAKABLE LOYALTY ...
portrayed by three great stars at their greatest
.

.

.

make

this

an entertainment

ingredients that

solid with the

make the crowds pay and pay!

.

TH E Eg

REPORTER

si

20TH-FOX 'MESSAGE TO GARCIA'
GRAND THRILLER, R. O. WOW
Notable Portrayal
D \W II
D
DV
Wallace beerV
*

ful

Dory

For a

MESSAGE TO GARCIA"

Maderos and he

>s

(20th Century-Fox)

the doubtful aid.

From

Darryl F Zanuck
Associate Producer. ...Raymond Griffith
u-irei-nun
D.rection
George rviarsnai
Marshall
Story
L.eut
Andrew S. Rowan and

Producer

ward h

v *'°P™nt
i

on-

comica rogue
dominates
es the
e
5
|

l

,

stor V-

P ,nin o
g

wit *

his

against
o

the

Krug.

relentless

of

,

Hubbard.

Elbert

Screen

Play

uene

W

P.

Lipscomb

They see Maderos shot down by

and

K

h-owier

Assistant Director.. ..Booth McCracken
Cast
Wallace Beery, Barbara StanHer "
B
A n Ha
S
bert Mundm, °k'!
Barne. 'c
Enrique
Mona rf
Acosta. Juan Torena. Martin Carralaga, Blanca Vischer, Jose Luis
Tortosa. Lucio Villegas. Frederick
Vogedmg, Pat Moriariry. Octavio

^J ^

$' raud

r.ves.

the

'

circumstances
by

c nnn

Rowan

seeing

t
f
alnno are
are
Soon the
three alone
working their way through the pathless and miasmic
tropical
swamps,
constantly harassed by the ever-following Krug.

throuf>h
throu
Sh

.

.

,

draw and

stellar

mate

production

and more

its

values,

in

profits at

consum-

one of
the little
has struck

glass cage Darryl Zanuck
12 for exhibitors again
For this is as high-tension

a

dis-

of entertainment voltage as
anyone could desire It brings vividly
to life the heroic Spanish -American
war story immortalized by Elbert Hubto
almost
every
bard and known
American It packs a swift succession

charge

.

^

trade

This

,

weeks

for

tne

ln

hard t0 take

s a b(t

b(J ,

le
1$

dra

.

The
the end
numerous Spanish parts are taken by
members of the studio's gifted Spansh stock com pany
with handsome
the
)uan Torena' notable
as
y0
gir ,. s soldier brother
Enrique
and
Acosta as General Garcia There are
matically

Beery unwittingly leads Boles to
the stronghold of Krug He himself is
captured by the Cubans and persuades General Garcia into a ride to
the rescue of the tortured Boles and,
as it happens, of the wounded girl It
is a gory and spectacular finish
This is a grand |ob of picture-making throughout and there are a host
of credits earned The skillfully devised script by
P Lipscomb and

is

|

extensive
Qf
and
admirable
support Alan Hale stands out as the
merciless Krug Herbert Mundin supP"'es a touch of comedy as a cockney
tinware peddler
lost, with his stockM

they

resolves to help the

girl

cause

|

,

Little

ar-

.

,

triple

|ustified

at

,

a

,

so

mer ,t

Mona Barne

by

rious bits

B anca V ,scher Martin Carralaga and
ose |_ U(S Tortosa
,

j

W

Gene Fowler

carefully

is

built

on

Lieutenant Rowan's own published
account and a vast amount of research for picture purposes is evidenced Tact has been used to avoid
wounding
Spanish
sensibilities
as
witness the employment of the foreigner Krug for everything beyond
the Spanish code of honor in war

escapes that makes the
Pauline and all her successors seem child's play on the front
lawn And it brings to the screen a
serio-comic character portrayal desfined for the cinema hall of fame
Sergeant Dory, the renegade exDf hair b readth

Perils

those

In

Cuban

The message of this robustious adventure picture, with its story straight
out of revered American history, its

profits

h
Stanwyck)

before

(Barbara

mee t and

'

-

mgn

daughter

Rudolph Mate

Photography

,

of

and menace and of pungent and tellng detail at every
turn,
however
swiftly taken
The photography of
Rudolph Mate, with ,ts multitudinous
nrohlem<;
l0 ht,noc
,n
nr.
of moht
night lightings
in
unP r °b'ems nf
canny places, is impressively atmospher c and he s sp endid v aided by
the art contributions
William
of
Darling. Rudolph Sternad and Thomas

forced to accept
this point

George Marshall
vigorous in its denever-slacken.ng pace

direction

unsparingly

is

Cuban

the hnes to the ranch of the

'

•'A

The

the mercenary

price

ex-sergeant offers to get him through

of

manne who helped Lieutenant Rowan
get through the Spanish lines and into
the interior of Cuba
as played by
Wallace Beery, emerges as engaging
and heroic a scalawag as any modern
Falstaff
Not since Beery s Villa has
he had such a chance or enacted so

well-rounded

Superbly

and

i
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a

portrait
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John Boles plays the undaunted
Lieutant Rowan, bearer of the mesan
is
too
sage to Garcia, and his
and
vigorous
impeccable portrayal
Barbara Stanwyck is the
dynamic
high-bred and courageous Cuban girl
of history who in the screen version
not only aids the lieutenant but ac-

I

1

,

i

BBj
J
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-

companies him on most of the perilMiss Stanwyck is not an
ous trip

R7

exotic Latin but she gives a forthright
and unaffected performance that com-

t

*

/

bines appealing beauty and convincing

heroism
Events move rapidly from the very
beginning and the pace never slackFollowing a brief prologue in
ens

which

ill

McKmley

gives
the lieutenant is
Rowan
found as a Canadian stoker on a British tug off the Cuban coast But Spanish spies have wind of him and the
been
has
villainous Captam Krug
hired to capture him at all costs
Krug intercepts the boat and in the

President
the message

many chases Rowan swims
first of
.shore under a blanket of bullets
n a low Cuban bodega he is pickup by the disreputable but resource-

tyOU*.

. .

20th Century-Fox

'
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*
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"Broken Earth"
(Edzvard Spits)

—

Hollywood, March 29. This is a
distinguished one-reeler written and
directed by Roman Freulich and starring Clarence Muse, Hollywood's ace
negro actor. Negro spirituals, sung
by the Freita Shaw Ethiopian Chorus, supply musical background and
lend emphasis to the mood. The simple plot shows Muse toiling on a
windy upland behind his plow, worried because his little son lies sick in
the cabin. Believing the child dead,
Muse prays. The child stirs. Muse
gives thanks for what he believes is a
miracle. Simple touching delivery of
lines, nice camera work and the lilt
of negro voices are chief attractions.
Should go in houses specializing in

unusual and artistic films. Previewed
without production code seal. Running time, nine minutes. "G."

"Little Jack Little

and

Orchestra"

EDMUND

is due back from
England tomorrow on the lie de

Sky Parade"
Hollywood, March

29.

—Aided by the exploitation

ward bound and will arrive tomorrow,
Katherine DeMille raise Jimmie Allen, his orphaned son. The fliers,
e
as heads of an airline, perfect an automatic pilot which Grant
Pryor he appears in films
Roger
Withers, also a buddy turned crooked, tries to steal. Jimmie is left headlines the stage show at Loew's
stranded in the flying plane and during the ensuing melee lands safely, State this week.
through the wirelessed instructions of Gargan, which provides a smash
later,

—

—

Otto Lovering directed, inserting comedy between the drama which
The screen play is by Byron Morgan,
is well played by Sid Saylor.
Brian Marlowe and Wilfred Moore. Harold Hurley produced.
The picture should do best aiming for juveniles.
Production Code Seal No. 1890. Running time, 67 minutes. "G.

New Haven

Estimated takings
ending March 27:

Running

Total

Average

—

St. Louis, March 29.
Ascap, Irving Berlin, Inc., and Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. have filed suit for alleged
infringement of copyright on two
popular songs against Irwil Carl,
night club owner. The plaintiffs ask
$500.

New

Films for

May.

Set Saunders Party
New Haven, March 29. —Lawrence
Tibbett and Grace Moore will be present at a cocktail party April 16 for
Matt Saunders, winner of the Febru-

ary Quigley award.

is

run business was $21,800.
$19,300.

the

for

week

week.

Gross:

$2,900.

(Average,

PARAMOUNT— (2,400),
$6,400.

(Average,

$2,800)

(Para.)
35c-50c, 9 days.

$4,800)

"LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY" (U.A.)
"VOICE OF BUGLE ANN" (M-G-M)
POLI— (3,040), 35c-50c, 7 days. Gross:
$7,000.

(Average,

$7,000)

(W.B.)
DAM" (W.B.)

"BOULDER
ROGER SHERMAN— (2,200).
Gross:

$5,500.

Milwaukee's Leader
—
Milwaukee, March 29. "Wife vs.
Secretary" and "F-Man" on a dual
bill at Fox's Wisconsin were good for
$9,800, high in what proved to be a

This
fair week at downtown spots.
was $1,800 above par.
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine"
and "Her Master's Voice" grossed
$6,800 at Fox's Palace for second high
honors, followed closely by "Colleen"
and "Two in the Dark" with a $6,300
take at the Warner. The weather was

mild and fair.
Total first run business was $27,700.

Average

(Average,

35c-50c,
$4,700)

7

is

$23,000.

page

1

The unit has four pictures finished and five vice-presidents.

25:

"COLLEEN" (W.B.)
"TWO IN THE DARK" (Radio)

WARNER— (2,400),
(Average,

Make another picture or drop
one vice-president.

Dan D. Halpin, general sales
manager of Acousticon Prod., left by
Saturday for the coast. He will be
gone two weeks.
•
Thomas A. Kilfoil, First Division
purchasing agent, was home nursing
a cold last week.
•
Al Friedlander, First Division
vice-president, is due today from a
air

exchanges.

trip to

Fay Wray

25c-40c, 8 days.
$5,000)

Gross:

Week Ending March 26:
"TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE"

15c-20c-25c,

7

days.

Stage: Royal Swedish Bel! Ringers, Libonati Trio, Carr Bros, and Betty, Jack
Gross: $4,800.
Guilford, the Human Ford.
(Average. $5,000)

SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
"F-MAN" (Para.)
WISCONSIN— (3.200), 25c-40c, 8 days.
Gross:

VS.

$9,800.

Toward

the Gold Coast.

e

Bill Jaffe,

R.

J.

still

on the coast, re-

(Average, $8,000)

29.

McDonough

town from the

in

coast.

•

Dennis

King due from

London

shortly now.

(Para.)

"HER MASTER'S VOICE" (Para.)
PALACE— (2,800), 25c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $5,000)
$6,800.
"ONE-WAY TICKET" (Col.)
RIVERSIDE— (2,300),

e
heading west.

is

•

Week Ending March

operating deal with N. L. Nathanson Gov. Guy B. Park is expected to defor Famous Players Canadian circuit cide shortly whether he will call a
are reported progressing satisfactorily. special session of the legislature to
The new agreement would permit consider additional appropriations for
Nathanson to acquire an appreciable unemployment relief. State funds will
minority stock interest in the Cana- be exhausted on April 1. The money
His current contract is said to be available, but legislative
dian company.
as operating head of the company appropriation is necessary.
It is expected the majority of the
expires June 1.
o u n t's legislators will oppose any new taxaReorganization of P a r a
Olympia Theatres circuit, last of the tion. There has been some talk of a
company's large theatre organizations three per cent sales tax and a 10 per
in bankruptcy, is not expected now cent admission tax on amusements,
until mid-summer, it was stated at but both suggestions are certain to
Paramount.
meet with vigorous opposition.

m

panies:

turns in about 10 days.

Estimated takings

"WIFE

"COLLEEN"

days.

"Wife," on a Dual,

$6,300.

"DESIRE" (Para.)
"THE EAGLE'S BROOD"

Production problem having to
do with one of the smaller com-

Problem

Paramount Options Expect Decision on
Extended Mo. Special Session
Danubia On Circuits
Jefferson City, Mo., March
(Continued from

In addition to "Az Uj Foldesur,"
Danubia has acquired two more new
releases, "Baratsagos Arcot Kerek"
(Keep Smiling), released March 8,
and "Legy Jo Mindhalalig" (Be Good
Until Death), scheduled for the early
part of

first

"WIFE VS. SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
COLLEGE— (1,499), 35c-50c, 7 days, 2nd

Gross:

Ascap Sues Night Club

Quip of the Day

finish for the youngsters.

form.
White and Burns,
dancers
Peter Higgins, singer
the
Varsity Eight; O'Donnell and Blair,

duction Code
Seal,
0897.
time, 15 2/3 mins.
"G."

who

Jr.,

of

opposition.

;

•
Patterson,

C.

killed

gets to a new station after
shaking the dice the directions on the
"Monopoly" board are carried out in

comedians
Armida, singer, and the
Robbins Family are introduced. Pro-

Richard

The story
the air, this should do nicely as juvenile entertainment.
has resigned as executive vice-presisimply told and punctuated by news headlines to cover the transitions in dent of NBC, is shaping new plans.
Word on them shortly.
aviation from the Armistice to the present.
•
William Gargan, Ktent Taylor and Robert Fiske, army buddies, follow
Jeffrey Bernerd, who has been in
commercial air careers after returning from France. When Fiske is
month, is eastattempting a transatlantic flight, Gargan and Taylor with the help Hollywood for the past

Fun"

;

has received over

in

is

$6,400,

;

it

work

recently finished

"Doomed Cargo."

G. B.'s

"Desire," on Dual,

pictorial

He

France.

{Paramount')

(Vitaphone)
Jack Little leads his band on a bat
tleship and the surroundings suggest
numbers. On shore he visits a night
club with his boys and persuades Mildred Fenton to sing. She informs him
that the orchestra is
out at the
moment. He and his musicians take
New Haven, March 29.— "Desire,"
over and she sings various popular on a dual bill with "Eagle's Brood,"
numbers from Warner features. Dur- was top draw here last week. It went
ing her song Miss Fenton flirts with $1,600 over the normal take at the
a Marine and they go off.
Little,
Paramount to $6,400.
however, after the fashion of sailors,
"Colleen" and "Boulder Dam," also
picks up another girl in no time. Some a dual, at the Roger Sherman, grossed
"Wife
of the famous Little piano playing is $5,500, over the line by $800.
presented as he does "Somebody Stole vs. Secretary," in its second week at
My Gal."
the College, was good for $2,900, over
"Little
a first week normal by $100.
Lord Fauntleroy" and "Voice of
"Playing for
Bugle Ann" took a par $7,000 at the
(Mentone-Universal)
Poli.
A benefit vaudeville show and a
Novel and amusing. It uses the curCharles Kullman were
rent craze "Monopoly," and as each concert by
player

4

Wall Street
Columbia Pfd. Gains 1% on Board
High
Columbia vtc
Columbia pfd
Consolidated Film

3554
4654
6
Consolidated pfd. 1754
Eastman Kodak.. 16354
Loew's Inc
47./8

Paramount
Paramount 1
Paramount 2
Pa the Film

pfd.
pfd.

RKO

.

9Vs
7254

uy2

35

46J4
6
1734
163
47

S9i
72
10

m 10^
m

20th Century-Fox. 27}4
20th Century pfd. 3sy2
12

Little

Low

Close

Net
Change

3554
465^

+m

6

1754
163J4
47

9%

-

- %54
+

Vs

+

54

+

Vt

72
10
1154

27

7>A
27

3sy2

3554,

1154

12

+ v%
- v*
54

Curb Activity
Net
High

Sentry Safety
Sonotone
Technicolor

Trans Lux

Low

54
3

29
3%,

Close Change
54

54

2%
29

3

29

3%

37/s

—'ys

Bonds Off Slightly
Net
High Low Close Change
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40 ctf. 2754

Paramount
tures

6s

Warner
'39

wd

2754

2754

8954

89fi

8954

9554

9554

9554

Pic'55

Bros. 6s

(Quotations at close of

March

— 54
—y
— 54
s

27.)

:
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"Preview" Is
High Despite

Denver Storm

Monday, March

Out Hollywood Way
Hollywood, March 29. — Raoul G-M's "Suicide Club."
Simone
Walsh, directing "Bin Brown Lyes" Simon in lead of 20th-Fox's "Girl's
for Walter Wanger, determined to Dormitory."
David Niven loaned
.

.

.

Goldwyn

.

.

.

30,
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Pasteur"and

Band $23,600
Detroit Smash

Warners for "The
Robert A. Kis- Charge of the Light Brigade."
Denver, March 29. In spite of the sack, Jr., of the University of Min- Buster Crabbe in lead of "Raiders of
Detroit, March 29. "The Story of
heaviest snow of the winter three nesota, looking over Hollywood.
the Spanish Peak," Paramount.
Louis Pasteur" w as a sensation at the
films were in the big profit classifica- Jock
Lawrence, Goldwyn publicity J. P. Huntley, Jr., Spring Byington Fox. It ran $8,600 over average for
tion
downtown.
"Preview Murder chief, week-ended at Palm Springs. and J. Carroll Naish added to War- a gross of $23,600, with Ben Bcrnie's
Mystery," with a Major Bowes' unit
Eleanor Barnes, drama editor ners' "The Charge of the Light band on the stage.
on the stage, grossed $8,000, over par of Illustrated Daily Nezvs, also editor Brigade."
Dick Foran in "Pub"Petticoat Fever" pulled $25,500 at
by $3,500.
of Screen Book.
lic Enemy's Wife," Lulu McConnell
the Michigan.
This was up by $5,"Colleen," with a stage band at the
Louise Bennett, WGN, Chicago in "Stage Struck," same studio.
400.
"The Country Doctor," in its
Denver, reached $9,500, up by $2,500, air entertainer, signed to a term con- Paramount assigns John Halliday third week at the Adams, was
good
and "Wife vs. Secretary" was $3,000 tract by Paramount. ... Sam Bris- and Roscoe Karns to "Three Cheers for $4,900.
to the good on a gross of $9,000 at the kin
contracts Joan Davis, former for Love," Robert Glecker and Matt
Total first run business was $74,Orpheum.
Paramount player, for a long term to McHugh to "Forgotten Faces" and 200. Average is $65,000.
"Colleen" was moved to the Broad- Radio, making the eighteenth added Grace Goodall and Gertrude Sutton
Estimated takings for the week endway and "Wife vs. Secretary" was to the Radio stock list since Briskin to "Poppy."
ing March 26:
held over at the Orpheum.
"Little took over.
Warners buy George
Owen Davis, Jr., gets lead in "THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" (20th-Fo77
Lord Fauntleroy" took a big $5,000 at Bricker's "Shrinking Violet," original Radio's "His Majesty Bunker Bean."
ADAMS— (1,770), 10c-40c. 7 days, third
week.
Gross: $4,900.
(Average, $5,000)
the Aladdin and was held over.
about professional hockey.
ParaRaymond Hatton added to "Un- "STORY
OF LOUIS PASTEUR" (W.B.)
Total first run business was $40,500. mount purchases "I, James Lewis," by dersea Kingdom," Republic.
RusFOX— (5,100), 15c-65c, 7 days. Stage:
Average is $27,750.
Gilbert W. Gabriel.
Frank R. sell Hicks and John Hyams in Ben Bernie's band. Gross: $23,600. (AvEstimated takings for the week end- Adams' "Without the Net" and Owen "The Glory Parade," same studio. erage, $15,000)
"PETTICOAT FEVER" (M-G-M)
ing March 25
Francis' "William, the Second, Comes
Alberto Valentino added to
MICHIGAN— (4,100). 15c-65c, 7 days.
Home"
Stage:
bought by Nat Levine for "Fatal Lady," for Walter Wanger.
Vaudeville.
Gross: $25,400.
(Aver"LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY" (U.A.)
practice his rope-twirling until he can

jump

—

in

and out.

.

.

to

.

.

.

by

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Gross:

(Average,

$2,500.

"HITCH HIKE LADY"

CENTER— (1,500),
Stage

show.

days.

Gross:

(Average,

$3,000.

$3,000)

"PREVIEW MURDER MYSTERY"
(Para.)
DENHAM— (1,500), 25c-35c-40c, 7 days.
Major

Bowes' Amateurs.
(Average, $4,500)
"COLLEEN" (W.B.)

Stage:
$8,000.

DENVER— (2,500),
Stage

Gross:

band.

25c-35c-50c,

Gross:

days.

(Average,

$9,500.

$7,000)

"WIFE

SECRETARY" (MGM)

VS.

ORPHEUM— (2,600),
Gross:

$9,000.

25c-35c-40c,

7

days.

(Average, $6,000)

"NEXT TIME WE LOVE"
"DANGEROUS WATERS"

PARAMOUNT— (2,000),
Gross:

$3,500.

(Univ.)
(Univ.)
25c-40c, 7 days.

(Average, $3,000)

.

(Continued from page

1)

committee had no authority to

file the
since
25 per cent of the
holders of outstanding bonds had not
requested such action. The hearing
on the claims of Warners and others
for amounts totaling $111,605 against
the company has been continued.

claims,

Mintz Gets Fox Music

—

Hollywood, March 29. Sam Fox,
music publisher, has signed a contract
with the Charles Mintz Studio to use
songs from his
catalogue
in
the
"Scrappy,"
"Color Rhapsody" and
other cartoons which Mintz makes for
Columbia.
The contract is for one

companies formed here are
Play
Profit Sharing Co. by Robert Sterling, Henry E. Alexander and Julius
Weisberg, and Phillips H. Lord, Inc.,
by Harold J. Jones, Lloyd G. Wilson
and Sue Mead.
:

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Buys

Joins

Premium Firm

—

been named manager of the Detroit
office

of

the

Metro

Premium

Co.

—

—

Egypt Is Production Increase Authority
Leader in Near East Of Peruvian Censor
— Egypt Washington, March — The PeWashington, March
29.

and operate the Hollywood, in
College Hill, a suburb, has purchased
the theatre and building outright at
a reported price of $150,000.
The property, on which the lease
had four years to run, includes two
stores, two apartments and several
lease

production among the
countries of the Near East according
to a comparison of the number of films
produced or scheduled for production
during the period 1931-'36, reports
Acting Commercial Attache Leys A.
France, in Cairo, to the U. S. Depart-

censor has been given additional authority over films as a result
of official investigations of newsreel
material on domestic events and the
importation by foreign distributors of
films called unsuitable for women and
children, it is stated in a report to the

ment of Commerce.
During the period, a total of 33
features were produced by the 17 pro-

U.

ducing companies in the five available
studios of Egypt.
Four other films
are in work, and will be finished by

is permitted to exempt
ordinary domestic news films from the
payment of visa fees. Distributors of
films which have been banned will receive from the Callao customs office
a refund of 50 per cent of the import

Winchester, Mass., March 29.
The town will have no theatre while
the present selectmen hold office.
The

duties paid.

town voted

June.

first

in

Employment

in

the industry in

Egypt totals about 2,000. Comparing
the Egyptian production to that of
other Near Eastern countries, Palestine and Syria have not yet produced
any films, while Turkey has produced
four and Greece five.

ruvian

S. Department of Commerce from
Commercial Attache Julian Greenup,

in

Lima.

The censor

Take Coffeyville House

—

City, March 29. Moran &
Oklahoma and Southwestern

Kansas
March

29.

— William

Shea, former cutter at Paramount, who
was recently made a director, will
direct

"Good

for

Nothing"

as

his

assignment.
Frances Farmer,
and Henrietta Crosman will be in
the cast.
No starting date has been
first

set.

To Decide Hall Policy
Kansas

Boston, March 29. Frank Grady,
veteran New England film man, has

$20,000)

"TOUGH GUY" (M-G-M)

.

Hollywood,

Two Companies Formed
Albany, March 29. — Two new

.

age,

William Shea Assigned

year.

.

.

29.

Skouras Firm Claim

.

+
Paramount extends Eleanor Whit"BOHEMIAN GIRL" (M-G-M)
ney's contract.
Warners lift sixSTATE— (3,000), 10c-40c, 7 days. Gross:
Writers Robert Lee Johnson on
(Average, $5,000)
$3,600.
month option on Dick Purcell.
script of "Twenty Fathoms Below"
"ROSE MARIE" (M-G-M)
Peter Milne back after 12 weeks of with Wellyn Totman at Republic.
UNITED ARTISTS— (2,070), 15c-55c. 7
motoring
through
the
west.
Oscar Hammerstein II doing days, 2nd week. Gross: $9,200. (Average,
Edward Rhine, who started as a mes- original musical, "Swing Your Lady," $10,000)
"KLONDIKE ANNIE" (Para.)
senger boy on the Radio lot, promoted for Paramount, with Ralph Rainger
RKO DOWNTOWN— (2.950). 15c-55c, 7
to
a casting department post.
days,
2nd week.
Gross: $8,500.
(Average,
Gerald Beauwriting the music.
Ralph Morgan planning to appear in mont writing original at Warners for $10,000)
"Thanks for Three Years" on the Sybil Jason.
Jerry Chodorov
New York stage in the fall.
back at Republic on script of "Sitting
White
Ohio House
+
on the Moon," with Alexander LeftCincinnati, March 29.
Maurice
Casting Louis Haywaed in M- witch.
White,
president
Cohill
Theatres,
Inc., organized several months ago to

ranks

Trustee Objects to

.

—

:

.

.

.

7

.

Republic.

.

(Republic)
7
days.

20c-25c-35c.

.

.

.

7

.

.

.

.

25c-40c,
$1,500)

.

.

.

BROADWAY— (1,500),

.

.

.

.

ALADDIN— (1,500), 25c-40c-50c, 7 days.
Gross. $5,000. (Average, $2,750)
"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR" (20th-Fox)

.

—

City, March 29.
J.
J.
Shubert will attend the formal opening of this city's new $4,000,000 municipal auditorium April 5, and decide
then on the staging of a summer season of light opera and musical comedy.

Isely,

Missouri circuit operators, have leased

Columbia

Kan.,
Perry.
The new lessors will take possession
April 1. Under the corporation name
of Southwestern Theatres, Inc., Moran & Isely operate about a dozen
the

formerly

at

operated

Coffeyville,

by

J.

C.

houses in Oklahoma, and the Mozart
and Mulligan at Springfield.

offices,

in addition to the theatre.

Abe

Libson and Ben L. Hiedingsfeld are
associated with White.
The same interests have just acquired a large corner site in the same
suburb on which they expect to erect
a business block to contain a de luxe
theatre.

Delay Winchester House

—

last April, 2,475 to 1,717,
"that the voters of the town recommend to the selectmen that they issue
a permit for a motion picture theatre
in the town, to be open on weekdays
only."
The licensing board is the Board of
Selectmen.
In a report to the next
town meeting, the selectmen ordered
that the matter be referred to the incoming board. Lack of a suitable location by a substantial applicant is
given as the reason for the refusal
to take action.

May Cut Pensacola Films
Pensacola, March
— Films here
29.

Whitlock to Richmond
Richmond, March

29.

—Brock Whit-

lock has come here from Washington
as assistant manager of Loew's. He
succeeds Irving Martin, who has been
transferred to Baltimore.

may

be reduced to a three-day a week
schedule if the pending city amusement
tax is passed, according to a wire
read to the City Council from the

Saenger

interests,

which

houses in this vicinity.

have

two

NEW YORK

HAS GONE/
CENTER Theatre
April 3rd

"The HOUSE of a THOUSAND

ROXY
March

CANDLES"

Theatre
"DANCING FEET"
"LAUGHING IRISH EYES"

27th

April 3rd

GLOBE Theatre
Extended Run
"The LEATHERNECKS Have

LANDED"

FOX BROOKLYN
April 3rd

"The LEATHERNECKS Have

LANDED"

April 10th

"DANCING FEET"
April 17th

"LAUGHING

IRISH EYES"

RKO CIRCUIT
"The

LEAVENWORTH CASE"

"DANCING FEET"

LOEW CIRCUIT
"The RETURN

of

JIMMY VALENTINE"

*

REPUBLIC

IS

ONLY NINE MONTHS OLD!

!

/

CO'

David O. Selznicks
critics

as greater tnan nis

great deliberation
at tne

initial

world

s

.

.

production for United Artists, naile

David Copperfield/

nas teen selected

to play tne most important season in pictu

largest tneatre

o
C-

NOW

RECORD WEEK AT THE
ALDINE THEATRE, PHILADELPHIA
IN

ITS

4th

.

this

production nas already estatlisned

itself

as

,

.

one

of tne outstanding tox«office attractions of the year!

(Released

UNITED

ill

ru

ARTISTS

:

;
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Another RCA

First

A.C

(Continued from page

FIRST

Mark

1)

mings, B. A. Levy, J. Boan, H. Postman and H. Milieu will attend from
Meyer Lieberman, David Burkan, M-G-M. Nate Spingold, Rube JackArthur Weinberger, Nat Beier, Law- ter, Fred McConnell, Max Weisfeldt,
rence L. Brown, Samuel Rifkin and Louis W einberg, Max Seligman, MorLeon. A. Herman will attend.
ris Grad, Leonard Picker and Harry
From Universal, R. H. Cochrane, J. Takiff will represent Columbia. Local
Cheever Cowdin, P. D. Cochrane, theatre men who have made reservaWillard McKay, Charles B. Paine, F. tions include Si Fabian, B. S. Moss,
J. McCarthy, N. L. Manheim, Myer
M. A. Schlesinger, George Skouras,
Schine and Adolph Schimel.
From Louis Frisch, Sam Rinzler and Sam
RKO, Ned E. Depinet, Jules Levy Springer.

Moe

Streimer,

Ed

Mullen,

Nate J. Blumberg will head a
delegation at tables reserved by that
and

FROM RCA
The

first

permanently-installed

sound projection equipment op-

came
Photophone. This

erated completely by A.C.

RCA

from

made

much

installation

30,

1936

Top
On George Schaefer Dinner Chicago Draw

Reservations Top 700

change,

OPERATION

Monday, March

The

trade press will be represented

"Pasteur"

For 2nd
Chicago,

March

Week
29.

— "The

Story

of Louis Pasteur," with school showings every morning and with heavy
night trade, held up for a big second
week, the take going to $&,900, over
a first week normal by $4,400. The
picture was held for a third week.
"These Three" pulled a fine $20,500,
up by $3,500, at the United Artists,
and "Modern Times" was strong at
.

$6,800 at the Garrick.

"Woman

Trap,"

Martin Quigley, Jack Alicoate,
with Benny Rubin's revue on the
Arthur Eddy, Lou Guimond, Tom
Smith, Jr.,
stage, was somewhat better than fair
Red
Harrison
and
Hamlin,
Pete
Bond, Frank Phelps, Stuart McDonon a gross of $15,400 at the Oriental.
contingent
Kann.
The
industry
legal
ald, Joseph Bernhard, Mort BlumenTotal first run business was $115,stock, Willard Patterson, Abel Vigard will be headed by C. C. Petti john, 700.
Average is $113,000.
Nathan
Raftery
Louis
Nizer,
Ed
and
and Ed Hinchy. In addition, officials
Estimated takings
Burkan.
of this company's Philadelphia, NewWeek Ending March 24:
Table reservations have also been
ark and New Haven exchanges will
LONESOME PINE"
attend.
made by Ross Federal Service, Na- "TRAIL OF THE
(Para.)
Al Lichtman, Joe Vogel, W. F. tional Screen Service, Powers Photo
—
7
30c-40c-60c.
ROOSEVELT
(1,591),
Rodgers, Howard Dietz, W. R. Fergu- Engraving, Graybar Electric, Erpi, days. 3rd week. Gross: $8,000. (Average,
son, E. M. Saunders, Tom Conners, Eastman Kodak, Morgan Lithograph, $11,000)
Du-Art Film
Si Seadler, Jay Gove, C. K. Stern, Gordon
Press
and
Week Ending March 26:
Fred Quimby, W. A. Scully, R. Cum- Laboratories.
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
company.

From

Warners,
Gradwell Sears,

A. W.
Clayton

by

PALACE— (2,509), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days, 3rd
(Average. $15,000)
Gross: $13,500.
"KLONDIKE ANNIE" (Para.)
CHICAGO— (4,000). 35c-50c-68c. 7 days.

less

week.

expensive, reduced

maintenance, made

much

operation
industry

adopted A. C. operation with

tre-

mendous

had

rapidity because

it

is

but one of

Photophone

many

RCA

basic contributions

to your profits.

When

equipping

(Continued from page

sure to get the full

Stage:

Prints in England
(Continued from page

1)

burg open tonight, and the Stanley and
Penn are expected to open April 1.

RCA

Still Closed in Hartford
Hartford, March 29. The Poli,
Palace, Allyn and Crown were still
yesterday. Warners'
without
lights

—

State, over 3,000 of its seats
still
closed, and the

Photo-

story.

flooded,

WPA

is

or modernizing your theatre, be

phone

Mostly in Grosses

will

group

Conditions
other
quarters.
sought
were such that, although subsequents
had the city to themselves for several
days, they still were unable to do nor-

mal business.

its organization
be complete before the Football
Final on April 25, so that over

100 cities will have the film of that
event the same evening.

New Haven

New Haven, March

29.

—A

mid-

benefit show, consisting of 14
acts of vaudeville, will be staged for
flood sufferers at the Poli on April 1,
with the cooperation of the manage-

night

R CA FIRSTS'.

rAito.':..A.C.Ope«<io"

.eMnceandSemce.

ments of the Roger Sherman and Paramount. Harry F. Shaw, Poli division
manager, and a member of Governor
Curley's Boston committee on flood
relief, will be master of ceremonies.
Other benefits in the area are planned
for the Poli, Waterbury, on Tuesday,
and the Poli, in cooperation with the
Allyn, in Hartford, on April 12. In
Shelton, clothing matinees are planned,
and the Palace, Rockville, held a benefit matinee todav.

Flood Relief Show in N. O.
New Orleans, March 29. First
run managers here will stage a big mid-

—

night
ferers

Red Cross benefit for flood sufat the Orpheum on April 4.

Musicians, stage hands, ticket sellers

and executives are offering their ser-

RCA PHOTOPHONE
RCA TRANS-LUX

•

RCA SONOTONE

RCA MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
Camden, N. J. A Service of the
Radio Corporation of America
RCA Sound Equipments Ltd.,

Montreal, Canada

Baltimore Helps Cause
Baltimore, March 29. Morris A.
Mechanic of the New staged a suc-

—

cessful

benefit

for flood relief with
1,000 paying 50 cents

approximately
each to see a show- featuring stage
and radio performers.

ORIENTAL— (3.490).

(Para.)

25c-40c,

7

Rubin's Hollywood
(Average. $15,000)
"MODERN TIMES" (U.A.)

GARRICK-(900),
Gross:

$6,800.

30c-40c-60c,

7

days,
revue.

dav?

(Average, $5,500)

Week Ending March 27:
"STORY OF LOUIS PASTEUR" (W.B.)

APOLLO— (1,400), 25c-35c-50c, 7
$8,900.
(Average. $4,500)
"THESE THREE" (U.A.)

days.

Gross:

UNITED ARTISTS— (1.700).
1

The North Western branch

of the
Ass'n., is

Cinematograph Exhibitors'
to approach the licensing magistrates
of Birkenhead requesting the addition
of a condition to licenses that no free
given to patrons. Recently a
Birkenhead theatre offered an automo-

7

days.

Gross:

$20,500.

30c-40c-60c.

(Average, $17,000)

YOU COULD ONLY COOK"

"IF

STATE-LAKE —

(2,776).

(Col.)

20c-30c-35c,

7

Stage: Frank and Milt Britton and
revue.
Gross: $13,800. (Average, $13,000)
clays.

gifts are

Schemes of this type
are forbidden in the neighboring city
of Liverpool.
$ $ £
bile as a prize.

Benefit in

Gross:

Jan Barber and band.
(Average. $32,000)

"WOMAN TRAP"

Stage: Benny
Gross: $15,400.

1)

Heston Airport and

Cup

real cash value.

This

Warner Flood Loss Planes Will Speed

$28,800.

The

simpler.

cost and

first

A

Editors
List

Rush Big
of Features

(Continued from page 1)

public

petition

has

been

or-

week was the starting of the Columganized in support of the application
bia's "Lost Horizon" under the direcof Odeon Theatres, Ltd., for a license
tion of Frank Capra.
for a new theatre at Rhyl. The appliM-G-M and Warners led the field,
cation had been opposed on the ground
both having
"redundancy," but the existing
of
three theatres, in one ownership, were
criticized
"monopoly," which
as
a
would be intensified if an application
by their owners for a further license
were granted and the Odeon license
refused.

eight features before the

cameras.

Columbia had two features shooting,
four in preparation and scheduled to
get under way in two weeks, and six
in the cutting rooms.
M-G-M had
eight, one and 12
Paramount, five,
two and seven Republic, three, three
and five Radio, one, two and four
Roach, one, zero and one Twentieth
Century-Fox, four, four and four
Universal, zero, one and four
Warners, eight,
one and 10; independents, one, four and six.
In the short subject division Columbia had none in work, three preparing
and three editing. M-G-M had zero,
four and four
Radio, one, one and
one Roach, zero, zero and one independents, zero, three and zero.
;

;

;

;

Senator Seeks Vote
On Jersey Censoring
(Continued from page 1)

Republican, has been ill. Powell
returned last week and will attend

ton

the session tomorrow night.
Prall admitted considerable opposition has developed since the bill was
introduced. However, he said many

and educational bodies
the terms of the
bill a three-member board appointed
by the Governor would approve all
films and charge $2 for each 1,200
feet examined.
church,

were

for

;

;

;

;

civic
it.

Under

Seek Tobias Open Sunday

—

Tobias, Neb., March 29. Two hundred voters have petitioned to have

Sunday show proposition on the
April 7 primary ballot.

the

MOTION P1CTURI

Monday, March

30,

DAILY
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"Colleen" $9,600

"These Three"

Providence Leader

Heavy Draw in
2 Coast Spots
—

"These
Los Angeles, March 29.
Three" went into the big money in
the Hillstreet
a hurry in two spots
At the former the
and Pantages.

—

$9,800 take was $1,800 to the good,
and at the latter the $10,900 gross
was $7,600 over par, a total of $20,700 for the two houses.
"Trail of the Lonesome Pine" was
also a big profit-maker at the Paramount. With the aid of a stage show
that included Al Lyons and his orchestra, the film ran up to $25,350.
Normal for the house is $18,000.

"Fang and Claw" was somewhat

bet-

than fair with $2,250 at the Filmarte, but elsewhere business was

ter

off.

run business was $96,-

first

Average

550.

$88,150.

is

Estimated takings for the week end-

March

ing

25

"WIFE VS. SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
CHINESE— (2,500), 30c-55c, 7 days.
(Average. $12,500)

Gross: $11,000.

"FANG AND CLAW" (Radio)
FILMARTE— (800)
30c-40c,
7
,

Gross:

(Average,

$2,250.

days.

$2,000)

Gross:

days, 2nd week.

Gross:

35c-40c,

7

(Average,

$1,950.

$1,200)

"THESE THREE" (U. A.)
HILLSTREET— (2,700), 25c-40c, 7

"Woman Trap" and "Bar 20 Rides
Again," did $4,000 for four days, the
films supplanting a three-day run of
"Laughing Irish Eyes" and "The
Preview Murder Case."

Gross:

(Average,

$9,800.

$8,000)

"WIFE VS. SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (2,500), 30c-55c, 7 days.
Gross:

$13,000.

first

Average

run business was $36,400.

$39,500.

is

Estimated takings
ending March 26:

(Average, $14,000)

"THESE THREE" (U. A.)
PANTAGES— (3,000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
(Average, $3,200)
$10,900.
"TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE"

for

week

the

"LOVE BEFORE BREAKFAST" (Univ.)
"THE LEATHERNECKS HAVE

LANDED" (Republic)
RKO ALBEE— (2,300), 15c-40c,
(Average,

$6,000.

7

days.

$7,000)

"COLLEEN"

(W.B.)
DAM" (W.B.)

"BOULDER
MAJESTIC— (2,400),
Gross:

15c-40c,
$7,000)

days.

7

(Average.

$9,600.

"WOMAN TRAP"

(Para.)
20 RIDES AGAIN" (Para.)
(2,300), 15c-40c, 4 days. Gross:

STRAND—
(Average, $6,500)
"MANHUNT"

$4,000.

FAY'S— (1,600),
days.

were

RKO

"BAR

(Amkino)

Landed"

the
Albee and "Manhunt" and
a stage revue also was $1,000 below
the $7,000 par at Fay's. "The Prisoner
of Shark Island" fell below the usual
$12,000 gross at Loew's State where
it pulled $10,800.
The Strand, with

(Average, $3,250)

$1,700.

"THREE WOMEN"

GRAND INTERNAT'L— (750),

Have

Leathernecks

Gross:

"VOICE OF BUGLE ANN" (M-G-M)
4 STAR — (900), 30c-55c, 7 days, 3rd week.

29.— Musicals

$1,000 under the usual $7,000 gross at

Total

Total

March

Providence,

continue to make bids for top patronage here and last week "Colleen"
clicked into the big money at the Majestic where it pulled $9,600.
The
usual take is $7,000. No other house
in town reached par, poor business
being due to heavy rains and several
sporting attractions.
"Love Before Breakfast" and "The

"Oriental

(W.B.)

15c-40c,

Nights

days.
Stage:
Gross: $6,000.

7

Re vue."

(Average. $7,000)

"PRISONER OF SHARK ISLAND"
(20th-Fox)

"VOICE OF BUGLE ANN" (M-G-M)

LOEW'S
days.

STATE-(3.800).

Gross:

$10,800.

15c-40c.

7

(Average, $12,000)

Gross:

(Para.)

PARAMOUNT— (3,595),

30c-55c,

7

days.

Stage: Al Lyons and his orchestra, F. & M.
revue, Jess Willard & Bill Hurley. Gross:
(Average, $18,000)
$25,350.
"ROAD GANG" (F. N.)

WARNER

000),

BROS.

25c-40c, 7
$14,000)

days.

(HOLLYWOOD)— (3.Gross:

$9,600.

(Av-

erage,

"ROAD GANG"

WARNER
400),

25c-40c,

BROS.
7 days.

(F.

N.)

(DOWNTOWN)— (3.Gross:

$11,000.

(Av-

erage, $12,000)

Bondholders Insist

On Madison

Sellout

—

Madison, Wis., March 29.
More
than 150 bondholders of the Beecroft
Building Co., owner of the Orpheum,
Strand and Parkway here, have declared themselves for absolute foreclosure of the properties and have indicated they will vote against the reorganization plan recently approved
by Federal Judge Patrick T. Stone.
It was asserted that the theatres are
going behind each year and that no
theatre in the United States has been
successfully reorganized. It was further charged that no reorganization
plan is designed to protect the bondholders but merely the debtor.

Denver Totals Show
Conditions Improve
29—Local film men
an indication of better times in

Denver, March
see

several sets of figures published during the past week.
Post office receipts are up $15,000 ahead of February, 1935, and are above any year
since 1929.
Postal savings show a
gain of nearly $750,000 over last year.
Bank clearings for the first two
months of this year were $212,821,405,
as compared with $177,941,889 in the
same period last year. Building activity locally is ahead of other sections of the country, having increased
more than 100 per cent in permits
over the first two months last year.
Totaling $996,496 this year, they were
only $485,414 in 1935.

Gus Edwards will use the name Gus
Edwards' Broadway Sho-Window on
the theatre at Broadway and 53rd St.,
where he will present his vaudeville

now in production, as a result
request from John E. Grattke,
managing director of the Broadway
Ass'n., that he retain the word Broadway in the name of the house.
show,
of a

THE BOXOFFICE"
—Hollywood
Reporter

fat he done her

vrtotig /

Nick Grinde Assigned
Hollywood,

March

29.

— Nick

Grinde, director who recently signed
a term contract with Warners, will
direct "Public Enemy's Wife," as his
first assignment.
Paul Graetz, German comedian, who
also signed a term contract recently,
will play in "There's Millions in It,"
as his first

To Retain "Broadway"

Will DO
PLENTY AT

American

picture.

has appeared in several
tures made abroad.

Form

'

Graetz

Warner

pic-

Laboratory Firm

Dover, March 29.— Hollywood Film
Industries, Inc., has been formed here
to establish a laboratory, listing
a
capital of $250,000. The incorporators

M. L. Rogers,
M. A. Townsend.

are

L.

A. Irwin and

Chester

MORRIS

Distributed

by

*

Helen

MORGAN

REPUBLIC PICTURES

—

:

:

:

—

:

MOTION PICTURE

DAILY

12

"Doctor" Portland

"Pine" Kansas

Winner
For 2nd Week

Winner

$9,000
—"The Coun29.

at

Gibsonburg, O., March 29.—
D. B. Follett on April 21 will
celebrate his 25th year as
owner and manager of the

Portland, March
try Doctor" cracked a year's record
at the Orpheum by running up to a
of

total

more

$9,000,

than

normal.

March 29.
Lonesome Pine"

City,

Trail of the
ued to be a

— "The
contin-

landmark in its second
week. It took $12,500 at the Newman,
over average by $5,500, and was held
again.

"Love on a Bet," strengthened with
Earl Carroll's Vanities on the stage,
average

upped

by

taking

$3,500,

second week at the Para"Prisoner of Shark Island"
garnered $6,000, over par by $1,000,
with "Love on a Bet" as the other
half of a dual bill.
A last minute change on "Follow
In

its

mount

the Fleet" moved it for its third week
to the Mayfair, where it secured $4,000, over the usual by $1,000.

"Modern Times" came up

$12,500.

Loew's Midland garnered $10,500
with "The Prisoner of Shark Island."
The Tower with $6,000 went under
average by $1,000 with a stage show
and "The Widow from Monte Carlo."
The Fox Uptown held "Show Them
No Mercy" an extra two days because
of the strong showing made on a
The picture
straight 25-cent policy.
took $3,700 in nine days.
Total first run business was $45,200.

tations

Average

700)

is

$38,400.

Artists, securing
week, or over the

first

its

house average by $3,000.
Estimated takings for
ending March 22

the

"NEXT TIME WE LOVE"
"THE INVISIBLE RAY"

BROADWAY— (1,912),
Gross:

days.

week

(Univ.)
(Univ.)

30c-35c-40c,

7

(Average, $5,000)

$6,000.

"HANDS ACROSS THE TABLE" (Para.)
"BARBARY COAST" (U. A.)
BLUE MOUSE— (1,700), 20c-25c, 7 days,
Gross:

(2nd run).

(Average,

$1,700.

$1,-

"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
MAYFAIR— (1,700), 30c-35c-40c, 7 days,

Estimated takings

Week Ending March 19:
"LOVE ON A BET" (Radio)

MAINSTREET —

United

at

$8,000 in

to expec-

(3rd week).
000)

25c-35c-50c,

(3,100),

7

days. Stage: Earl Carroll's Vanities, including Billy House, Buster West, Lucille
Page, Cirillo Brothers, Al Sexton, Charles
Carrer, Gladys Crane, John Haynes, Starr
Harriet, Emerson Frome, and Mickey Alvarez. Gross: $12,500. (Average, combination bills, $9,000)

"PRISONER OF SHARK ISLAND"
(20th-Fox)

MIDLAND — (4.000), 25c-40c, 7 days.
(Average, $11,500)
$10,500.
"WIDOW FROM MONTE CARLO"

Gross:

(Average,

$4,000.

"COUNTRY DOCTOR"

ORPHEUM— (1,700),
Gross:

(ZOth-Fox)
7 days.

30c-35c-40c,

(Average,

$9,000.

$3,-

$5,000)

"PRISONER OF SHARK ISLAND"
(20th-Fox)
"LOVE ON A BET" (Radio)

PARAMOUNT— (3,008),
days, (2nd week).
age, $5,000)

30c-35c-40c,

Gross:

"MODERN TIMES"

UNITED ARTISTS— (945),
days.

Gross:

30c-35c-40c,

7

(W.B.)

TOWER— (2,200),

25c-35c, 7 days.

Stage:

Medley & Duprey; Reilly, Thrower & La
Dayne, Whitey Roberts, and Milan QuarGross:

tet.

(Average,

$6,000.

$7,000)

Week Ending March
"SHOW THEM NO MERCY"

UPTOWN— (2,000),
(Average,

$3,700.
$3,500)

25c,

(20th-Fox)
days. Gross:

9

under

20:

25c-40c

policy.

Week Ending March 21:
"TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE"
(Para.)

NEWMAN— (1.900).
week.

Gross:

$12,500.

"Doctor," $4,000,
Top Lincoln Take
Lincoln, Neb., March 29.
Country Doctor," with plenty
netic appeal for

— "The

magthe women downtown
of

outstanding at the Stuart with $4,000, a margin of $900 over
in afternoons,

par.

25c-40c.

7

(Average,

days.

2nd

$7,000)

Vaudeville helped the Orpheum to
$2,700, which Was $600 up. The three
pictures there were
"My Marriage,"
"Melody Lingers On" and "Church
Mouse." The Lincoln did better than
expected by coming up to the average
with "Lady Consents" at $2,200.
Total first run business was $10,550.
:

Meyer Stern Injured

—

Omaha, March 29. Meyer Stern,
manager of Capitol Pictures exchange,
who was recently ribbed by fellow
members by being made chairman of
"mythical" complaint committee
because of his alleged aptitude for
criticism, slipped and fell on his doorstep when returning from an evening
at the club and suffered rather severe
lacerations and bruises about the head.

the

Pitts

Heads Company

Fredericksburg, Va., March

29.

Benjamin T. Pitts is head of the
Amarett Building Corp., chartered recently. Other officers are
vice-president, J. J. Garner, and secretary and
treasurer, Roger Clarke.
:

Average

is

$9,850.

Estimated takings

Week Ending March 18:
"OREGON TRAIL" (Republic)
CONQUER THE SEA" (First Div.)

"I

COLONIAL— (550),

10c-15c, 7 days.

Week Ending March 19:
"MY MARRIAGE" (2Mh-Fox)
"MELODY LINGERS ON" (Reliance)
"CHURCH MOUSE" (F. N.)

ORPHEUM— (1,350),

10c-15c-20c-25c,

Gross:
$2,700.
Stage show three days.

days.

6
$2,100).

(Average,

"HELLSHIP MORGAN"

VARSITY—
Gross:

$700.

(1,100),

(Col.)
10c-20c-25c, 7 days.

(Average, $1,300)

"LADY CONSENTS" (Radio)
LINCOLN — (1,600). 10c-20c-25c, 7

G. B. Appoints Lind
Salt Lake City, March 29.— Carl
Lind has been named G. B. branch
manager here, replacing F. Shepherd,

who

turn replaces C. F. Rose. Rose
has been transferred to Los Angeles.

Gross:

(Average, $850)

$950.

Gross:

$2,200.

(Average, $2,200)

Gross:

X4.000.

(Average. $3,100)

Set 279 Jolson Dates
a total of 279

Eastern dates for Al Jolson's
Singing Kid."

"The

San Francisco, Mach

Gives

The only other house to go over
normal was the Fox with a combinaand "Man
Louisville, March 29. "Colleen" tion of "Three Godfathers"
The $7,500 gross was up
of Iron."
at the Mary Anderson did well, gross"Trail of the Lonesome
by $1,500.
ing $3,800, and "Man of Iron," with
"F-Man" took a par $15,000
Blackstone, the magician, for four Pine" and
at the Warfield, but all other houses
days, and Blanche Calloway and her
band in for two days, brought in some were off.
Total first run business was $68,550.
Gross
nice business at the National.
Average is $74,400.
was $3,500, over par by $500.
Estimated takings
All other first runs felt the Lenten
Week Ending March 17:
slump, and grosses took a dive. "Mag-

"Colleen" $3,500

—

Obsession" at the Brown
grossed $2,600, but expectations were
nificent

business on the re-run.
Matinees were well attended, mostly
by high school and college students,
but the nights were off.
Weather of the week was favorable
Opposition was at a
on the whole.
minimum, and the only explanation
for the light takings is the Lenten season, bringing the usual lull before
for

better

Total

first
is

run business was $22,300.

$24,200.

Estimated takings for the week end-

March 26:
"THESE THREE"
LOEW'S STATE— (3 ,000),
Gross:

15c-25c-40c,

(Average,

$4,500.

RIALTO— (3,000),
Gross:

7

$5,500)

15c-25c-40c, 7 days, 2nd

OBSESSION"

BROWN— (1,400),
$2,600.

(Average, $4,500)

$3,400.

"MAGNIFICENT

15c-25c-40c,

(Univ.)
days.

7

(Average, $2,800)

'LOVE BEFORE BREAKFAST" (Univ.)
"DON'T GET PERSONAL" (Univ.)

STRAND— (1,500),

Gross:

$3,300.

15c-25c-40c,

(Average,

"COLLEEN"

(W.B.)

"SIX-DAY BIKE RIDER" (W.B.)

NATIONAL— (2,400),
Stage:

7

manager

Wayne

has been named

of the

Strand, Fourth Ave.
Amusement Co. house. He succeeds
Flynn Stubblefield, resigned.

Gross:

(2,440), 15c-30c-35c-40c,
(Average, $6,800)
$6,700.

7

SECRETARY" (M-G-M)
"PREVIEW MURDER MYSTERY"
"WIFE

vs.

PARAMOUNT— (2,740),
days. 2nd week.

Gross:

15c-30c-35c-40c,
$10,500.

"MODERN TIMES"

(U. A.)

UNITED ARTISTS— (1,200),
7

days,

2nd week.

7

(Average,

15c-25c-35c-

Gross:

$11,000.

Week Ending March 19:
"THREE GODFATHERS" (M-G-M)
"MAN OF IRON" (F. N.)
FOX— (5,000), 10c-25c-35c, 7 days. Gross:
(Average, $6,000)
$7,500.
"COUNTRY DOCTOR" (ZOth-Fox)
"VOICE OF BUGLE ANN" (M-G-M)
ST.
days.

FRANCIS— (1,470),
Gross:

$6,000.

15c-30c-35c-40c,

7

(Average, $7,000)

"TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE"
(Para.)
(Para.)

"F-MAN"

(2.680),

15c-30c-35c-40c,

7

(Average, $1,000)

days.

magician,

four

Calloway

orchestra,

two

days;
days;

Gross:

$3,500.

Blanche
straight

15c-25c-40c,

Blackstone,
pictures,

(Average,

one day.

$3,000)

"DANGEROUS WATERS" (Univ.)
"THE LADY CONSENTS" (Radio)
"G MAN'S REVENGE" (Radio)
"I DREAM TOO MUCH" (Radio)

ALAMO— (900),
week.

Gross:

15c-25c,

$1,200.

7

days,

(Average,

Shift Gibraltar

split

$1,400)

Men

—

Bridgeport,
Neb.,
March 29.
Theatres has shifted B.
Boston from the Trail here to the
Gibraltar at Alamosa, Col., and has
brought Robert Harrison of Scotts
Bluff, Neb., here to manage the Trail.
L. E. Smith, who preceded Boston
here, will handle the house at Scotts
Gibraltar

board of the newly organized
I.M.P.T.O. of Connecticut.

Kal-

(Average,

MARY ANDERSON— (1,000), 15c-25c-40c, days. Gross: $15,000. (Average, $15,000)
Week Ending March 20:
(Average, $3,500)
7 davs.
Gross: $3,800.
"PETTERSSON-SVERIGE" (Scandinavian)
"MAN OF IRON" (F.N.)
CLAY— (400). 35c, 7 days. Gross: $850.
"COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO" (Radio)

of the

J.

$8,000.

ORPHEUM —

days.

WARFIELD —

$3,500)

Kalberer to Louisville

—A.

Gross:

Week Ending March 18:
"LOVE BEFORE BREAFKAST" (Univ.)

days.

7

Fishman Heads

29.

week.

(Average, S9.000)

(Para.)

Gross:

3rd

davs,
$14',500)

40c-55c,

(U.A.)

"TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE"

week.

EMBASSY— (1,400), 15c-25c-35c, 7 days.
(Average, $3,600)
$3,000.
"FOLLOW THE FLEET" (Radio)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,850), 25c-35c-40c, 7

Gross:

$11,500)

ing

days.

"LAUGHING IRISH" EYES" (Republic)
"LAWLESS NINETIES" (Republic)

(Para.)

Easter.

Bluff.

March

—"Mod-

$2,000.

Board
Week Ending March 20:
New Haven, March 29.—Dr. J. B.
"COUNTRY DOCTOR" (20th-Fox)
STUART— (2,000), 10c-25c-40c. 7 days. Fishman has been elected chairman

Louisville,
berer of Fort

29.

ern Times" demonstrated exceptional
strength in its second week at the
United Artists by grossing $11,000 and
topping the first week normal by

days.

in

Warners have booked

For 2d Week

of celebration,

Louisville

Average

A.)

(Average, $5,000)

$8,000.

Gross:

(U.

7

(Aver-

$6,000.

By way

DeLu.

1936

Leads Frisco

he will admit all of the people
of the town free on that day.
Cleveland exchanges are donating film for the occasion.

double

30,

Chaplin Film

Free Celebration

City's

Kansas

Monday, March

Oklahoma

Collects
$25,858 for Rogers

Claremore, Okla., March 29.
With committees from 23 counties still
working, the total sum raised in Oklahoma for the Will Rogers Memorial
Commission is $25,858.30, according to
Morton B. Harrison, chairman for
Oklahoma. This total falls far short
of the $100,000 goal, but there is still
a good chance that Oklahoma will secure one of the two national memorials
and that it will be a hospital for crippled children, located here.
Counties that raised or exceeded
their quotas were Delaware, Garvin,

Garvin
Love, Rogers and Wagoner.
county was the banner county, having
raised $2,038.42, or 407.5 per cent of
its quota of $500. Tulsa county raised
18 per cent of its quota and Oklahoma
county 28 per cent. Each had a quota
of $20,000.

Expand Columbia
O. G. Finley Transferred
Tampa, March

—

29.
O. G. Finley,
of the Park for Sparks during the past year, has been transferred
to the St. Petersburg Capitol.

manager

Office

Columbia's foreign department has
taken over the entire seventh floor
at 729 7th Ave., making four floors
for the company's home office in the
building.

Says:

LONDON SUNDAY PICTORIAL
(March

1,

1936)

"Listen to the

MOTION PICTURE
DAILY
ception

which

is

an ex*

among American

film journals

in that it

can be believed .....

The reward

of

sound journalism

—the

prestige of integrity

reader

lieves the publication believes

its

is

the

who

be-

advertiser.

"

OP
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FAMOUS EXHIBITORS Go To Town!

new picture — Mr. Deeds Goes
to Town — is everything that anyone
could expect/ Grand entertainment/

'Capra's
the Skourasoperated thealres:

of

Surefire boxoffice/"

general manager
Hoblitzelle circuit:

"Capra
Capra has given us
us a picture that will
never be excelled / Gary Cooper's performance the most important he has
ever done/ Jean Arthur is tremendous/

ij ~
himself / Cooper
'Capra has- outdone
marvelous/ Story great/ Should be acclaimed by press and public as tops/

"r*

Fanchonand - Marco - operof the

i

ated theatres:

-iiiB**
^US

JJl

W**

Jensen -von
Herberg theatres:

of the

'"

A worthy
mas
"Another Capra masterpiece/
One Night that
Happ<
successor to It Happened
will make exhibitors happy, for it is the
kind of picture that will get the money/"
<

The avalanche of
enthusiasm roars on
...as every branch of
the industry joins in
acclaiming the new

National release date April 12th

Capra masterpiece!

Opening Radio City Music

Hall, April 16th

MOTION PICTURE
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Picture
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Nine Hundred After 30 Years, Laemmle 's No Delay for
Pay Tribute Business Career Nears End Federal Case

To

Schaefer
Carl

Many

Industry Leaders
At Dinner in Astor
By

J.

JERAULD

M.

Schaefer dinner
started out to be just a colossal party
—about 300 guests by Saturday it
had become super-colossal 500 re-

That

George

;

Is

By SHERWIN A. KANE
Laemmle yesterday walked into the comfortably

pleasant office
on the 12th floor of the
Building reserved for his infrequent
visits to New York, to begin what is destined to be his last visit there
as the executive head of Universal, founded by him 24 years ago.
Outside, coming from the elevator, he had paused to exchange greetings with the man at the floor reception desk. Inside, almost hidden behind
a flower-decked table and a stack of waiting mail, the little man, known

RCA

—

Anticipated

Supreme Court Appeal Is
No Stay, Say Lawyers
The Government's new anti-trust
action against Warners, RKO, Paramount and individual defendants filed
recently in Federal court here is not
affected at this time by the order

All day Monday it grew
md grew and by the time the maitre
i'hotel,
or whoever it is puts on
banquets at the Astor, had the tables
set last night, more than 800 places
were ready. It was stupendous.
It might even have become superstupendous, but if Mrs. Astor had
tried to take any more artichokes and
ordinary vegetables out of the Imperial Valley there would have been
nothing left except El Centro and a
couple of irrigation ditches.
It
was a "speechless" banquet
meaning there were only two speeches,

signed in St. Louis last Friday granting the defendant distributors leave
to appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court
from Federal Judge Joseph W. Molyneaux's
order
dismissing
without
prejudice
the
Government's earlier
civil action against the distributor defendants, attorneys here said yester-

(Continued on page 4)

proceedings here.
The right to appeal was granted
the
defendants
by
Federal
Judge
Charles B. Davis at St. Louis in line

servations.

day.

The Supreme Court

would have the

Carl Laemmle: Outgoing

R. H. Cochrane:

merger of

all

unions

projectionists'
in

and

New York

is

the aim of the United Union, organization headed by Bernard Deckoff,
which, although formed two years ago,
is just now making an active drive
for membership.
The organization,
which is a chartered union under New
York state laws, is not affiliated with
the A. F. of L. Last summer it was

involved with stagehands' Local 1 and
operators' Local 306 in a picketing
controversy on 42nd St.
Officers
in
addition
to
Deckoff
are Charles Axelrod, vice-president
George Sofia, secretary Louis Skerl,
treasurer
Harry Baker, sergeant-atarms
Thomas Liccardo, business
:

;

;

;

(Continued on page 6)

Theatres Pay Ascap
$800,000 for 1935
Theatres contributed approximately
$800,000

of

the

gross

$4,505,829

come from music royalties
by Ascap in 1935, according

in-

collected
to the so-

affectionately to the industry as "Uncle Carl," greeted his company
executives, associates for years. On Thursday he will transfer his controlling interests to the group headed by Standard Capital Co. and

Charles S. Rogers, and retire, he said, forever, from the industry of
which he has been a vital part for 30 years. He might have remained,
had he chosen, as chairman of that board or as a member of that body
following the transfer of control.
"There is no point in my doing either," he remarked.
(Continued on

Members of the M. P. T. O. A.
master committee which will be designated to confer with distributor representatives here on trade practices
and industry self-regulation will be
drawn from the organization's executive committee, it was stated here
Indications are that the
meetings will not get under way be-

yesterday.
fore

May

at

the

earliest.

(Continued on page 7)

(Continued on page 6)

financial

is

M.P.T.O.A. Group to Republic Sets 26
For 1936-37 List
Meet Distributors

yesterday.
The 1935 gross compares with a
gross of $3,375,930 for 1934. Net last
year after deduction of administration
expenses and allowance for foreign
royalties was $3,262,556, as compared

annual

connection with its
report made public

"My home

page 6)

No

Shifts

Made

in

MPPDA Directorate
Anticipated changes in the directorate of
M.P.P.D.A. following
the
the recent changes in realignment of
company executive rosters failed to
develop yesterday when the entire
of officers, headed by Will H.
Hays, and directors was reelected at
the association's annual meeting.
Frederick L. Herron was again
slate

Executive committee members who
are expected to serve on the committee are Ed Kuykendall, M. P. T. O. A.
president
O. C. Lam, Rome, Ga.
Jack Miller, Chicago Samuel W. Pinanski, Boston; Lewen Pizor, Philadelphia,
and Charles E. Williams,
Omaha. Morris Loewenstein, M. P.
T. O. A. secretary, is an ex-offieio
member of the committee, but because

ciety's estimate in

effect of nullifying the

(Continued on page 7)

Incoming

Mergings of Unions
A

was

it

district court

New Group Seeking
stagehands'

appeal,

does not automatically arrest
proceedings in the new civil action.
However, if the appeal is decided in
the distributor defendants' favor it
said,

;

;

Republic's 1936-37 list will have 26
W. Ray Johnston, president,
said yesterday after conferences with
Nat Levine, production head, and
other company executives, at the Waldorf-Astoria.
At the same time Levine made it
known that he is building up a stock
company and is on the lookout for
new writing talent.
Approximately
75 per cent of the current program
has been completed, he said, and
features,

"The Harvester," "The Glory
Parade" and "The Girl from Man-

three,

dalay," are

now

"The outlook
uct

in production.

for

Republic's

prod-

shows the planning and sincere

effort that has been put into
it,"
Johnston said.
"Our picture budgets
have been increased, and that alone

(Continued on

page 6)

named

treasurer
Carl E. Milliken,
secretary, and George Borthwick, assistant secretary.
;

Directors

who

attended included

M.

(Continued on page 7)

David Loew in Town
To Close Film Deal
David L. Loew arrived in New
York from Hollywood yesterday to
close a distribution deal for a series
of features he will produce starring

Joe E. Brown. The comedian, now
under contract to Warners, will become available to Loew toward the
end of the summer.
The contracts, covering six pictures
to be made over a period of two
years, will launch Loew, former vicepresident of the company his father,
Marcus, founded, on bis own as a
producer.
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"Last week

rates

per

had a protecwent to Charlie

I

I

Skouras' lavish complaining ofWas I impressed and did
they have a lobby display
fice.

Like real showmen.
"In one corner was a Chinese
lamp with oil. In another a calendar from the Chase Bank
and some crying towels. Also
was there a cutout of Georgie
Raft throwing a bull and a
statue of Harry Houdini escap-

from

ing

Seeing

all

a

year: $6 in the
Single copies:

Americas, and foreign $12.
10 cents.

Para. Signs 2 -Year
Deal with Skouras
Paramount and Fox Theatres have
signed a two-year contract for release
of Paramount product. The deal covers the forthcoming 1936-37 list and
the 1937-38 releases.
Skouras,
confirming the
Spyros
completion of the negotiations stated
that the new arrangement assures
"the continuance of the friendly and
co-operative relationship between the

two companies."

I

Skouras.

"So

took a crying towel
and chased myself home."
I

.

.

.

Hollywood night spot

a

walked

"What

official.

"I haven't seen

it,

but

I'll

tell

you this," answered the captain,
knowing his onions as well as
his
customers
"Anyone who
has had a child, anyone who
will have a child, in fact, anyone

liably

—

was rereported here today that Nor30.

reasonable room for veracity, is
the comment attributed to the
producer which ran

as

want anyone working

don't

"I

me who

for

am."

I

.

Merger Details

.

Only

Leonard Goldstein, that

will sign as

"Harry

Goetz

release
'The Last of the Mohicans' as
'Positively The Last of the Mohicans.' "...
will

T
Gene Fowler

:

"So

in

Hollywood

—

Hollywood, March 30. Norman
H. Moray, Warner shorts head, is
here on a general swing around the
country.
nesday.

He

will

probably leave

Wed-

Otterson on Coast

—

Hollywood, March 30. John E.
Otterson, Paramount president, arrived here today for studio executive
conferences.
Adolph Zukor is due

I'm

.

A producer,

who stemmed from

identical ranks himself, talking to

another independent
"No man so ignorant would be
an
independanything
but
ent."

.

.

.

who

ever

was a

child will enjov

it."

"That's
executive

great,"

replied

the

who heard what

he
wanted to hear. "Your opinion
is
more valuable to me than
these" turning to a group of
studio
satellites
"because you
represent the public."

—

—

.

.

.

T T
super-colossal

"It's

Actually.

.

.

my

self,"

moaned an agent
.

.

clients
to

is

the

same

go

to

work mythe other

T

dole.

.

.

.

Uniform Pacts for
Lincoln Conspiracy
Writers Seen Near
Trial Due April 27
Uniform contracts for members of
Lincoln, March
— Trial
bethe Screen Writers Guild, Dramatists

Guild and Authors Guild were brought
a step nearer yesterday when a plan
for absorption of those three affiliated organizations was adopted yesterday by the Authors League.
Full control of the three guilds is
vested in the council of the Authors
League under the plan for bringing
about a more complete solidarity of
the writers' organizations.
In addition, a writer's membership in the

will

gin in Federal court here on April 27
of the conspiracy and collusion suit
brought
State
by
Theatres,
Inc.,
against local exhibitors and distributors for $444,000. The defendants are
Lincoln Theatres Corp., Twentieth
M-G-M,
Century-Fox,
Universal,

United Artists,
Paramount.

Davis-Slesinger
March

Marry
30.

Davis, associate producer at

—Frank
M-G-M,

and Tess Slesinger, writer, were
married vesterdav at Yuma, Ariz.

Warners,

RKO

and

The action was specifically brought
by G. L. Hooper of Topeka, principal
stockholder of State Theatres, and

Authors League will cover his activi- the Monroe family of Beatrice, Neb.,
in any one or all of the fields which operated the house.
Evidence
over which the three affiliated guilds was compiled by Cal Bard, Indepenhave jurisdiction, thus eliminating the dent Theatres, Inc., executive, who
necessity of his joining more than one will bring a similar suit against the
of the organizations.
The uniform same defendants for $1,353,000 immecontracts for writers will cover their
in the screen, stage, radio,

activities

book and magazine

fields, it

was

said.

The action of Harry Brandt seeking an injunction to restrain the Film
Exchange

Employes'

Union

from

picketing the Globe, Brandt house on
Broadway, has been withdrawn. N. Y.
Supreme Court Justice Carewe last
week reserved decision on the application.

The

withdrawal followed settlethe employes' strike at the
Republic exchange, from which 11
union members had walked out. The
union had concentrated on the picketing of houses in which Republic pictures were showing.
The Republic
film, "The Leathernecks Have Land-

ment

of

playing the Globe,
picketing of the house.

ed,"

led

the

to

Censorship Action

Trenton, March

30.

—The

state tax

which provided for a four per cent
levy on gross receipts of places of
amusement, including theatres, was defeated tonight for the fourth time and
bill

is

During his interregnum, Joe
Shea described himself as the
best dressed man on the Holly-

wood

it

Brandt Withdraws
Suit Against Union

get jobs

.

T T

"A major preview

don't

I'll

day.

to
be
completion of the
T. O. A. and the

was indicated yesterday.
The merger of the two local
exhibitor organizations has been definitely arranged, with only the clarification of details standing in the way
of conclusion of the consolidation.

No

"If
soon,

have

I.

Work

Tax Bill Dead in N.J.;

.

T T

Fred

Meyer's thumbnail description of a preview in Hollywood where all theatres twin

and more

than that," a producer described
his latest endeavor.

ties

tomorrow.

Hollywood,

long.

going back to my office and to
work."
Harry Brand: "Boy, that's
news I'll send a photographer
.

merger of the
T. O. C. C,

30.

Moray

droll

the

in

remain

details

final

ironed out in

fellow, says

.

That action was taken despite
Brandt's repeated indications that he
did not want to retain the post. The
board's recommendation was to have
been submitted to a meeting of the
organization at the Astor tomorrow.

thinks he's as smart
.

T

along."

definitely will decline

run again as president of the I.
T. O. A., he declared yesterday. Last
week, at a meeting of the organization's board of directors at the Astor,
Brandt was unanimously recommended
for reelection.

no doubt, but with

legend,

It

an M-G-M
director following the completion of
the Paramount film "Early to Bed."

man McLeod

T

:

as Director

Hollywood, March

dif-

Twentieth

Centurydid
you
"
think of 'The Country Doctor ?'
he asked the head waiter.

Fox

a

under a

.

.

!

T
Into

A

jacket.
didn't have

bill:

McLeod Seen

.

strait

this,

the heart to complain, even to

Representative;

Subscription

So

tion beef.

Street,

Mexico City
Bureau: Apartado 269, James Lockhart,
Representative; Glasgow Bureau: 86 Dundrennan Road, G. Holmes, Representative;
Budapest Bureau: 3, Kaplar-u, Budapest,
IT, Endre
Hevesi, Representative; Tokyo
Bureau: 47 Higashi Gokencho UshigomeKu. H. Tominaga, Representative.
Entered as second class matter, January
1926, at the Post Office at New York
4.
City, N. Y., under Act of March 3, 1879.
Holt,

Cliff

the
foam from a glass of buttermilk,
was wailing.

Sunday

Quigley Pubhi'
lications,
Martin Quigley,
president; Colvin Brown, vice-

TSi 5]

as a triple feature
ferent name."

blowing

ITOA

Presidency of
to

T

Shobbus,

to Decline

Harry Brandt

KANN

hills:

Editor-in-Chief and Publisher

MAURICE KANN,

Hollywood, March 30
from the Hollywood

Outlook

Brandt

1936

now

considered

dead.

The

vote

was 32

to 26.
action was

No
taken by the Senate Miscellaneous Business Committee today on the film censorship bill,
which calls for a $2 fee on each 1,200 feet of film examined and for
each print. Senator Horace G. Prall,
sponsor of the measure, said he will
press for a favorable report later in
the week.

Independents' Plea
Denied in K. C. Case

—

Kansas City, March 30.
Judge
Merrill E. Otis has denied, but not
dismissed, the independents' application
for
a
temporary injunction
against Fox Midwest and major distributors on charges of conspiracy.
Judge Otis based his denial on the
fact that the independents had not
submitted a clear supporting case.
Fox Midwest and other defendants
are expected to answer on April 6,
probably with a motion to dismiss.

Edward

A.

Cuddy

—

III

ately after this suit

Boston, March 30. Edward A.
Cuddy, division manager for M. & P.

mer
Good

Theatres
home.

is concluded. ForState Attorney General
Paul
is counsel for the plaintiff.

Corp.,

has

been

ill

at

his

Here's one for the book

HOME

.

.

.

OFFICE ASKS FIELD FOR ADVICE
you!

Yes, Gentlemen, we're asking

Because " Under

Two

Flags"

is

so rich in advertising angles,

it

has us

dizzy!

how would you

For instance,

bill its

("Beau Geste"), Claudette Colbert

four great stars?

("It

.

.

.

Ronald Colman

Happened One Night"),

McLaglen ("The Informer"), Rosalind Russell ("Rendezvous")?
to shout

about each one, but type

Would you
title

isn't

place them over or under the

made famous by

We

want

of rubber.

title,

"Under Two Flags"?.

.

.

a

Ouida's novel and play.

How

about the burning love story?

How

about the spectacle?.

of the

made

Victor

.

.

the cast of 10,000

.

.

.

the limitless

sweep

Sahara... the hordes of blood-mad Arabs and heat-crazed

Legionnaires?

And

the

men whose showmanship

tainment?

Any one
them all

.

.

.

Darryl

of the

F.

above

justice in

Zanuck

is

sense has come to guarantee enter-

Director Frank Lloyd?

a great sales

slant. But

one ad!

THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE

you

tell

us

how

to

do

;;;

:

:
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<aii v
I' arkW,
[amnions, president ui'
Educational; Joseph Bernhard, -general manager of the Warner
theatre
circuit;
Spyros.
Skouras,
president of National Theatres, and

Daily Relief Fund and the other half
to the Actors' Fund of America.
Schaefer was introduced as the
"vice-president of the Wingfoot Golf
Club." He seemed a bit embarrassed,
and admitted that he had felt like a
Tireless cooker with heat under his col-

M. H. Aylesworth, chairman

lar all day.

tin

Hundred

[Nine

Quigley, publisher of Motion Pic-

ture

Herald

and

I

To

Schaefer

(Continued from pane

1)

have

ners

in

'em,

but

been testimonial dinindustry before— lots of

this

was

this

Pracfigure con-

different.

important
tically every
nected with films in New

and

there,

cities

York was

over the eastern
also
had

all

the
country
section
of
representatives present.

The dais was one of the most distinguished that the industry in the
From a vantage
East could muster.
point in front of it, one saw, from left
to right, Nate Spingold, one of the
top flight executives of Columbia
James Mulvey, eastern representative
for

Samuel Goldwyn

Robert Ru-

J.

vice-president
of
M-G-M
a director of United

a

bin,

;

Nathan Burkan,
Artists
Harry

D. Buckley, vicecharge of United Artists

;

president in
theatres
Leo
;

RKO

Spitz,

Picturk

board of

of

the

RKO.

"I

fall

into

thai

third

classification

About 10:10 o'clock Hays gave a of speakers," he said, "who know they
few gentle taps with a gavel, but the are going to be called upon and preI'd rather try to sell
hotel management evidently believed pare for it.

Both
Will H. Hays' and Schaefer's.
were good.
Entertainment followed.

Then-

Motion
I

;

Pay Tribute

Tuesday, March 31,

president

of
presi-

the advance ads about speeches. The
microphones were not connected. For
a time the tapping sounded like muffled
signals at a spiritualist meeting. Then
the electricians went to work and the
General was able to make himself
heard.

After a humorous reference to the
"speechlessness" of the dinner, he
continued, in a serious vein
"Twenty-two years ago George
Schaefer was secretary to Lewis J.
Selznick not executive secretary, just
secretary.
Today he is at the same
desk, in the same office, with the
same paneling. He is selling the pictures of Selznick's son, David, who
got his first job under Schaefer.

—

"Sidney Kent sent George to Bosand then he brought him back
again to New York.
He is a great
credit to this great and fortunate business.
This dinner was brought about
by friends wishing to pay tribute to a
ton,

pictures for 35 or 40 per cent than
try to stand mi my feet and make a
speech.''

"Seriously," he continued, "I am
deeply affected by the presence of so
of my friends and associates, especially those
from distant points.
Some of you, I know, will be called
upon to pay me plenty of money.
I
hope, even so, that I will be able to
retain your friendship."
Ed Sullivan, columnist of The
Daily Nezvs, was the first master of
ceremonies, shortly thereafter making
way for Jay C. Flippen, the m. c. of
Station
flagship of the Loew
broadcasting chain.
Milton Berle,
headliner of the Paradise, Broadway
night spot, regaled the assemblage
with a flow of wisecracks that apparently suffered from no danger of
going dry.

many

New

WHN,

Ken Murray and
their

act,

and

on
Jane

his stooge put

Roger

Pryor,

M. Schenck,
Cooper, Benny Rubin, Richard Himfriend.
It
is
impressive.
dent of Loevv's, Inc., and M'-G-M
ber and Jimmy Savo appeared.
"There
is
nothing
a
man
can
earn,
Sidney R. Kent, president of TwenThe party wound up about 11 :30
Frank C. Walker, nothing he can wish for more than the o'clock.
tieth Century-Fox
affecjtionhte
esteem
of
his
friends.
who formerly ranked high in the inThose present included
;

Nicholas

;

ner

councils

dustry

as

Comerford

President

of

and now again

is

general
circuit

active

Roosevelt
in

manager

the

in-

of

the

Austin C. Keough,
of Paramount and
;

general counsel
vice-president
of
its
sidiary corporations
;

various

sub-

Edward

Raf-

member

of the law firm of
O'Brien,
Driscoll
Raftery
Charles L. O'Reilly, president of the
Theatre Owners' Chamber of Com-

tery,

a

and

W. G. Van Schmus, managing director of the Music Hall Mar-

merce

;

;

Schaefer has become a big man by
simply attending to his business, and
he has never failed to step out of his

way for his associates and for the industry."
Hays presented Schaefer four gifts
as mementoes of the occasion, and
then said that one-half the proceeds
of the party would go to the Film

Edward L. Alperson, Harold Bareford.
Nat Beier, Joseph Bernhard. A. H. Blank.
N. J. Blumberg. Mort Blumenstock. Clayton
Bond,
Borthwick,
William
George
Brecker, Colvin Brown, J. L. Brown, Lawrence L. Brown, Harry D. Buckley, David
Burkan. Nathan Burkan.
Ed J. Churchill, W. H. Clark, P. D.
Cochrane. R. H. Cochrane, Sam Cohen,

W.

B.

Cokehill,

Cowdin. James A.

J.

Coolidge. J.
Cron, Clement

Cheever
Crystal,

Industry in East Honors Schaefer

1936

Ed Cuddy, James P. Cunningham, Charles
Curran, Arthur DeBra, Ned E. De-

W.

Gregory Dickson, Howard Dietz,
pinct,
Oscar Doob, Phil Dow, Russell Downing,
Arthur Driscoll.
W. C. Eadie, S. Charles Einfeld, H. R.
tins Eyssell, Si Fabian, Lynn FarE. M. Fay, Max Fellerman, W. R.
Ferguson, Al Finestone, J. J. Fitzgibbons,
Leopold Friedman, Max Friedman, Kay
Gallagher, Robert M. Gillham, Harry Gold.
Louis Goldberg. Jay Gove, Maurice Crad.

Emde,
nol,

Monroe

(ireenthal.

Joseph A. Hanff, Will II. Hays, lien
Hecht, Leon A. Herman, Gabriel L. Hess.
Ed Hinchy, L. George Horowitz, Arthur
Israels. Kube Jackter, J. M. Jerauld. John
Kadel, Red Kann, Percy Kent, S. R. Kent,
Ed Kuykendall.
Paul Lazarus, Lew Lehr, Richard J.
Theodore Lemn, Leon Leonidolf,
Leies,
Jack Levin, Jules Levy, Al Lichtnian.
Meyer Lieberman, W. P. Lynch, Charles
MacArthur, Stewart MacDonald. Charles
E. McCarthy, F. J. A. McCarthy, Fred
McConnell, J. C. McDermott, S. Barrett

McCormick, C. B. McDonald. E. L. McEvoy, Steve McGrath, Willard S. McKay.
Capt. G. McL. Baynes. N. L. Manheim.
Russell Markert, Harry M. Marks. HasMasters, Don M. Mersereau, Fred
kell
Meyers, Dan Michalove, A. John Michel.
W. C. Michel, L. J. Mohrhardt, Abe Montague, C. C. Moskowitz, Joseph Moskowitz,
B. S. Moss, Ed Mullen. M. J. Mullins.
N. L. Nathanson, Louis Xizer. Kenneth
O'Brien, David Palfreyman. William Park,
Leonard Peckes,
Patterson,
Willard C.
Jack Pegler, Robert Perkins. C. C. Petti
john, Frank Phelps, Louis Phillips. William
-

E.

Phillips,

William

Ed

J.

Sam Pinanski, Seymour Poe,

T. Powers, Martin Quigley.
Raferty, Arch Reeve, A. J. Rich-

Samuel RifE. V. Richards, Jr..
ard,
kin,
William F. Rodgers, Leon Rosenblatt, Jules Rubens, J. Robert Rubin, E.
Saunders, Marvin Schenck, Nicholas
Meyer Schine, M. A.
Schenck, L.
Pat ScolSchlesinger, Adolph Schumel,
lard, Si Seadler, Gradwell L. Sears, Jack
Shea,
Moe Silver, Stanley Simmons,

M.
M.

George Skouras, Spyros Skouras, Andrew
Smith, Nate Spingold, Charles Stern._ Moe
Streimer, William Sussman. Harry Takiff,
L. E. Thompson, E. F. Tilyou, Sydney
Towell, George W. Trendle.
W. G. Van Schmus. Abel Vigard. A.
Mike Vogel, George Walsh. William Weaver,

Lou Weinberg, Arthur Weinberger. M.
Norris Wilcox, Jack Wregge

Weisfeldt,

and Irving Zimmerman.

Tables were also occupied by Ross
Screen
National
Service,
Federal
Service,
Powers Photo Engraving,

Eastman
Erpi,
Electric,
Graybar
Kodak, Morgan Lithograph, Gordon Press and Du-Art Film Laboratories.

worth
CfL

CONSOLIDATED
CERTIFIED

PRINTS
— a thousand feet of nega— the only record of months of

There
tive

it is

effort,

the only collateral on a hundred

thousand dollar investment. The dividends it will bring depend on its
performance at the box office. But its
performance at the box office depends
on the quality of its theatre prints.
That's

why

it

is

so important to use

Consolidated Certified

Prints.

They're

an accurate transcription of all the
sound and action brought to your negative by talented actors, inspired directors and skilled cameramen. They're
scientifically

made

in the

world's lar-

and finest film laboratory to
"show your picture for all its worth."
gest

Consolidated film Industries,
NEW YORK
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After 30 Years, Laemmle 's
Business Career Nears End

1)

is not expected to be able
serve on the master committee.
that L. C. Griffith
It is expected
may be named to the committee in

illness

of
to

Morgan Walsh

stead.

his

of

San

Francisco, also a member of the executive committee, may be unable to
serve because of business demands on
his time and may be replaced by Hugh
Major L. E.
Bruen of Seattle.
Thompson of RKO, representative of
theatres on the executive
affiliated
committee, is not expected to serve on
the master

committee.
Kuykendall returned to his

home

at

Columbus, Miss., late last week following the close of hearings on the
Pettengill Bill in Washington. He
expected here late in April when
arrangements for inaugurating the
will
be
meeting's with distributors
completed.
Among matters listed for discussion
when the meetings are held are an
is

unconditional

minimum

rejection privpictures in all
contracts
removal of all conditions
from the present 10 per cent cancellation provisions and an increase
of the cancellation to 20 per cent;
10

of

ilege

or

more

;

grievance

establishment
of
local
boards negotiation of uniform clearance and zoning plans elimination of
overbuying unfair and cut-rate competition,
including double featuring
and unreasonably low admissions
a
simple, standard form of exhibition
;

;

;

;

contract
elimination of the
score
charge, arbitrary designation of playdates and the forcing of shorts with

(.Continued f rom page

California. I can't cross the continent every month for a board meetin

Wherever

ing.

am,

I

any time,

at

I

be at the service of the company
if
called upon, and I could do no
more as a member of the board."
Following Thursday's
formalities
Laemmle will return to the coast to
remain until early in June. He will
return here for a few days then before sailing on a European vacation.
This will be of indefinite duration
and much of it will be spent at Carlsbad, he said.
"Unless loafing bores me too much
my retirement will be permanent,"
Laemmle said, in answer to a question.
"However," he added smilingly,
"I can loaf as good as the next one."
In his last message to the Universal
oersonnel, just given to the company
house
organ,
Universal
Weekly,
Laemmle says
"With the production of 'Show
Boat' I bow out of moving pictures
is an active figure.
interest and
enthusiasm for them will never leave
me. Pictures have been my life work
for 30 years. I have put my heart and
will

My

my soul and sometimes my very
breeches into the business, plus all I
could borrow on many occasions. I
have tried to so conduct Universal
that when I left it the industry would
feel

that

I

had done more for the

1)

for me. I
it had done
have succeeded.
"1 have tried, too, to accumulate by
my efforts enough money to leave my
family in comfortable circumstances.
has
business
this
in
Everyone
I
have
that very laudable ambition.
There is another amdone that.

business than

hope

I

bition in
standable.

that

life

under-

as

just

is

have

1

That

too.

that,

ambition is to leave a business that
have created in the very best
hands. That ambition I have realized
"When I turn over the reins of
Universal, the company will be placed
in the hands of R. H. Cochrane, with-

Set Mickey

whose

out

loyalty,

good

courage and daily advice this
company could never have weathered
the storms that beset it or achieved
the measure of success it has attained.
I am happy to turn it over to him and
to the men who surround him in the

failing

new

business setup.
heart and my interest will always remain with Universal. I feel that
because it has always been a fighting
company, and a fair fighting company
with a consideration for others, it also
has a warm spot in the heart of the
From
great majority of exhibitors.
those exhibitors I would now like to
ask the same consideration for the new
Universal that they have always given

"My

Universal and me."

Mouse Circus Republic Sets 26

—

For 1936-37

—

meeting, passed a resolution protesting the adoption by United
Artists of the policy of collecting
score charges, heretofore not practised
in

last

its

this

A

territory.

letter

was

ad-

dressed to George J. Schaefer, vicein
president and general manager
charge of distribution of U. A., voicing the protest.
Letters also were sent to all exhibitors in the territory, advising them
of the U. A. policy, and urging them
register protests.
The letter to
Schaefer said in part: "(The organization) asks that this pernicious thing
be immediately eliminated as it is a
step backward and not forward."

to

with Singer's Midgets appearing as
the cartoon characters. The circus will
run two hours, and will carry the
usual
complement of animals and
clowns, though the plan now is to
have all actors in miniature. The tour
will start on this coast in about two

weeks.

Wynne-Jones,

former

managing director of Ufa Films, Inc.,
American subsidiary of the German
company, has entered the hotel industry as reception manager of the Hotel
Knickerbocker which he will endeavor
to develop as a Times Square rendez-

Albany, March
fecting

theatres

30.

—Three

have been

bills af-

killed

requiring 30
seconds of film showing fire exits has
been voted down in the Education
a one-mill

calling for
on film has

bill

tax per foot

Taxation Committee,
and the Crews bill intended to provide
a day of rest a week for engineers and
been

lost in the

firemen

in

down by

theatres has been voted
the Labor and Industries

Committee.

Brandt, Bolognino Pool
Harry

Norwalk, March

word

was

received

president

Edward
sales

division

Finney,

of

Herman

;

Republic

England;

ward

Cross that

sufficient

the

funds

had been

manager

advertising

MacMurray

Hollywood, March

— Fred

Mac-

Brandt
and
Lawrence
Bolognino have pooled their interests
in the Circle, Columbus and Park.
Rrandt says the Columbus will be

Murray, has been given a new contract which provides for his appearance under the Paramount banner for

closed.

the next seven years.

30.

for

;

:

W

years.

Union Merger Still Talked
The proposed merger of Allied
M. P. Operators and Local 306, projectionist unions, is

of negotiation,
terday.

still

in the

course

was indicated

it

"Pine" Suit Off to

yes-

May

Trial of a suit for damages against
Paramount involving dramatic rights
to "The Trail of the Lonesome Pine"
which was scheduled to begin in N. Y.
supreme court here yesterday was
postponed to the May trial calendar.

M-G-M

Gets "Quo Vadis"
March

30.

—M-G-M

;

No

spectacles of the early silent days.
yet.

Ed-

Wall Street

director

Horwitz, divisional sales manaNorton V.
ger for the middle west
;

Ritchey, general manager of the foreign department N. K. Loder, treasMorris Goodman, sales manaurer
Lou
ger of the foreign department
Sam
eastern
story editor;
Lifton,
and
contract
manager
Hacker,
Claude Ezell, vice-president of Republic Pictures of Texas.

20th-Fox Issues

;

;

;

;

Sign Karloff for
Hollywood, March

30.

Two

— Boris

Kar-

has been signed by Warners for
two more pictures following the sucloff

cess of

"The Walking Dead." He

to

the

.

.

for Universal.

To Discuss Time Change

—

30.
A proposed
saving ordinance and flood
relief will be the principal topics of
discussion Wednesday at a business
meeting of the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors' Ass'n. to follow a luncheon.

Cleveland, March

Up on Board

Net
High Low Close Change
355*
35% 35
+ Vs
6

6

18
16554
Loew's, Inc
4854
Loew's, Inc., pfd. 10754
Paramount
954
Paramount 1 pfd 7244
Paramount 2 pfd 10

1754
16354

16354

11%

10%

7M

754

Pathe Film

RKO

6

20th Centurv-Fox. 2814
20th Century, pfd 36
Warner Bros.
12%
.

.

Sonotone Gains

17%

47%

47%

107J4
954
71

10754
954

9%
2754
3654

11%
Vt,

71

m

1054
754
2854

36

11%

- V2
+

Vs

+%
%
—1
- Vi
- Vs
- Vs
+154

+

54

-%

on Curb
Net

High

films

make

daylight

Columbia, vtc
Consolidated ....
Consolidated, pfd

will

on his return from
England, as well as the three he still

make

raised.

Para. Holds

1)

operators
Courtney Vieland, business agent for stagehands.
The executive board includes Irving
r
Baker, Pete
axberg, Charles Zoufaully. Deckoff has been in the projection field as an operator and handling equipment for the past eight

agent

Sam

Red has

from

of Unions

(Continued from page

production plans have been made as

the
RifPictures of
Schnitzer,

president

New York exchange

—

Jack Oakie,
visiting relatives in Greenwich, made
a personal appearance at the Empress
at a benefit performance to raise funds
for the Hartford flood victims.
A benefit performance at the Palace in Bridgeport was canceled when
30.

Merger

Herman Gluckman,

:

Oakie Aids Flood Show

bill

Committee. The Moran

recovering

New Group Seeking

Hollywood,

in

committee.

The Dix Assembly

Wynne-Jones is now
from an extended illness.

situation.

has acquired all film rights to "Quo
Vadis," historical novel by Henryk
Sienkiewicz, which was one of the first

New
Frederick

the

discuss

Present at the conferences besides
E. H.
Johnston and Levine, were
executive
vice-president
Goldstein,
Moe J. Siegel, production executive

eastern

vous for film men.

Theatre Bills Killed

our pictures."

in

kin,

In Hotel Post

meeting of all prominent band leaders
has been called for 11 A.M. today to

un-

sense,

Hollywood, March 30. Fanchon &
Marco have signed with Walt Disney
Penn MPTO Hits Charges
List
Philadelphia, March 30.
The for circus rights to Mickey Mouse.
40(Continued
page
from
Plans
are
being
made
for
a
30
or
1)
Pennsylvania,
of
Eastern
M. P. T. O.
Southern New Jersey and Delaware, week tour under a one-ring big top should prove that we have confidence
at

A strike of ISO arrangers, copyists,
proofreaders and pianists against 36
members of the Music Publishers'
Protective Ass'n., has been called
definitely by Local 802 of the A.F.M.
for this morning, in an effort to obtain
higher wages and union recognition.
Attempts on the part of John G.
Paine, chairman of the publishers'
group, to negotiate the matter, were
rebuffed on the ground that the terms
he offered were unsatisfactory.
A

vou

;

features.

Music Union Plans
Walkout for Today

3%

Sonotone
Technicolor

29
4

Trans-Lux

Low
3

2&Vs
4

Close Change

3%
28%

+

Vs

—%

4

Paramount Only Bond Advance
Net
High Low Close Change
General Theatre
Equip. 6s '40 ctf 2754

Paramount

Warner
'39

wd

2754

2754

—

54

90%

90%

9054

+

Vt

96

95

95

—

Vs

Pict.

6s '55

Bros. 6s

(Quotations at close of March 301
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generate into a mere process of censorship applies to the opportunities
as well as the self-restraint of the
The character of pictures
screen.
produced during the current season
demonstrates the ability of the screen
to deal with vital subjects of the day,
(Continued from page 1)
problems and with all draH. Aylesworth, Harry D. Buckley. with social
who com- R. H. Cochrane, Ned E. Depinet, matic forms on which honest enterThis is ascan be built.
pleted a personal appearance tour Earle
W. Hammons, Sidney R. Kent tainmentnotwithstanding
such artificial
which resulted in his being signed up and Nicholas M. Schenck.
Eastman serted,
(Continued from page 1)
may be raised to the
Universal, will continue his stage apKodak was represented by Eugene controversies as
F. & M. is arranging
pearances.
contrary."
and
procedure directing qualiBright
with
the
Willis
Pathe
by
Chrystal;
Ten color films will be produced fied appellants in cases brought by
dates.
Erpi by Whitford Drake.
Referring to the proOrganizations outside the industry in 1936, he said.
the Government to go directly to the
Walter Trumbull, Dave Pal- have aided, rather than hindered, de- portion of films based on originals, high court without a hearing before
freyman gabe hess, louis phil- velopment of higher types of pictures plays, etc., he said they rated as fol- the intervening Circuit Court of ApCharles Casanave, Louis and have helped create the market lows From original stories, 244, or peals. The defendants point out in
LIPS,
Nizer, Martin Quigley and Colvin necessary to make them successful, 47.01 per cent; from stage plays, 41, their appeal papers that they had
Brown among those at The Cinema Hays stated in his annual report. He or 7.90 per cent; from novels, 142, or sought denial of the Government's
from biographies, motion for leave to dismiss its civil
per cent;
27.36
Club yesterday.
also had words of praise for creative
•
three, or .58 per cent; from short action without prejudice when the motalent within the industry.
Lou Irwin will fly to Hollywood to"The new standards of artistry at- stories, 37, or 7.13 per cent miscel- tion was made, Jan. 29. They state
night with the Ritz Bros, who will tained by the screen this year," he laneous, 52, or 10.02 per cent.
that they also petitioned Judge MolyThis was an increase of seven per neaux, and were denied, a motion to
open an engagement at the Clover said, "are a tribute to the creative perthe
originals
over
of
use
will
cent
in
the
Club Thursday evening. Irwin
dismiss the Government's case with
sonnel of the industry.
previous year.
return in about 10 days.
prejudice or on the grounds of res ad"It is a tribute just as full to the
discussing
detail
in
Hays went into
•
jndicata, contending that the dismissal
„reat and growing success which the
that
new
of the Government's earlier criminal
Vyvyan Donner, Fox Movietone cooperation given to the industry by the advertising code and said
News fashion editor, will discuss and educational and religious leadership types of pictures appealing to new action at St. Louis disposed of the
audiences required new kinds of ad- issues in the civil action.
illustrate her work tonight for the has effected in the standards of moThe proc- vertising.
The defendants in their application
tion picture appreciation.
boys and girls of Hudson Guild.
"The rise is to be noted, therefore," for leave to appeal cite 21 assignesses of criticism, selection and edupointed out, "of a new day of ad- ments of error in Judge Molyneaux's
cation have enlarged, not restricted, he
Quip of the
vertising effort in which the right rulings on the Government's motions
the artistic and dramatic opportuniThey are
Unconfirmed report from the
they have increased, product will be 'sold' to the right and their own motions.
ties of the screen
Some of granted 40 days from March 27 in
audience in the right way.
Pittsburgh flood area has it one
not decreased, motion picture attendrecently
distinctive
methods
the
theatre there displayed this sign
which to file their record of appeal
ance."
adopted to introduce the truly great with the Supreme Court, but because
the other night:
of
exsufficiently
in
advance
picture
"Floating Room Only."
Points to Coming Features
of the voluminous records in the case
hibition, the greater artistry that has
additional time will be sought of the
greater
marked
the
exploitation
of
our
Hays named a number of forthcomhigh court for the filing of the apHarold Hendee, director of reindicating upward products, and the new recognition that peal.
as
ing releases
The appeal will ask the Susearch for RKO, will lecture before
taste
are
wholesomeness
and
good
Among them were "Romeo
trends.
preme Court for a reversal of Judge
the Columbia class on photoplay apwelcome
signs
of
creative
stimuli,
are
and Juliet," "Mary of Scotland,"
Molyneaux's refusal to deny the Govpreciation tonight.
"Under Two Flags," "The Life of a new era."
ernment's St. Louis motion for a dis•
The report closes with a critical ap- missal without prejudice.
Beethoven," "Green Pastures," "The
Percy Phillipson entrained for Old Maid," "The Good Earth" and praisal of cartoon subjects in which
make
he said "We are seeing the rise of a
Montreal last night, unable to
Lost Horizon.'
Capital Sees No Effect
the George J. Schaefer dinner after
"Conclusions reached by competent new medium of story telling. With imWashington, March 30.—Justice
proved technique and with the ad- department officials said today that
all.
critics and by commentators of the
vantages of color, sound and music,
press,' Hays continued, "are to the
they do not anticipate that the appeal
Grad Sears, Andy Smith and effect that 'there is more intellectual it is not difficult to forsee dramas spun order issued by Judge Davis in St.
from
kindly
fantasy,
which,
with
fly
plan
to
now
Einfeld
Charlie
distinction in the movies than ever
Louis will have any effect on the
west on Thursday.
that 'the screen has trans- humor or satire, may come to have pending New York case. It was said
before'
siglarge
social
and
even
educational
•
lated into celluloid drama the greatest
that the New York suit is considered
an entirely separate case and that it
Ben Goetz' stay in England has been number of established classics in the nificance."
was not expected that the action in
He will return some time history of motion pictures' that 'the
extended.
new productions have exceeded in
the St. Louis case will serve to dein May.
•
Quality the most optimistic hopes'
lay it.
Archie Mayo, one of the ace that 'pictures of historical significance
Warner directors, is in town from the are ever on the increase' that 'the
(.Continued from page 1)
Successor for
screen has shown its ability to porcoast.
Hollywood, March 30. Following
•
tray the highest concepts of the hu- with a net of $2,514,850 for the preThe net is divided the resignation of Bernard Sarecky
Harvey Yorke, son of Gabe, is in man mind'; that 'pictures are finer, ceding year.
town from Dartmouth. Easter vaca more interesting, more entertaining equally between publishers and writ- today, J. Lawrence Wickland sucers.
ceeded to the post of supervisor on
and more educational than ever be
tion.
The society's relief fund will re- action and serial films at Republic.
•
that 'honest and compelling
fore'
Ben Lyon and Mrs. Lyon are themes are predominating in the out ceive $18,446 from last year's receipts, Wickland had been a serial writer on
the Republic staff.
standing pictures' that 'more meaning as compared with $9,899 in 1934.
staying at the Lombardy indefinitely
•
and dignity has been lent to the
Charles Steele, G. B. executive, screen' and that the industry is per
forming a 'great experiment that will
back at his desk after a long illness.
•
help to determine whether the screen
IN
Sam Dembow has set back his re- is the universal entertainment medium
for the expression of the highest
turn from Miami until Thursday.
forces of art and drama.'
"Not every picture produced by the
Alida Depinet well again after a
industry during the period under re
coast illness, but slightly shaky.
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Theatres Pay Ascap

$800,000 for 1935
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:
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BEAUTIFUL HOME

view

Edmund Lowe

returns today from
England on the lie de France.
•

Jack Sullivan, Fox West Coast
film buyer, arrives today.

•

Fay Wray

has left for the coast
after a vacation here.

Roger Pryor and
the

Ann

Sothern

at

Stork Club.

Lynn
wood.

•
Farnol back from

Holly

LARCHMONT

entirely free from objection."
"There are, and al
admits.

is

Hays
ways

will be,

border line cases, where

opinion will divide as to
the over-all social or moral values of
a given film or dramatic performance
and where the strictest moral rating
will make a necessary and proner distinction as between adult and faniilv
Tn such instance nublic
attendance.
opinion is finally the safe guide."
In discussing the work of the Production Code Administrations Hays
"The vigilance which will not
said
permit our production code to de-

even

critical

Tapestry brick over
For sale, owner-built home in Larchmont, N. Y.
hollow tile; slate roof; ten rooms; three baths; leaded glass windows and
doors; hand carved lintel; satin oak finish; fireplace; tiled porch; two-car
garage; copper screened throughout; convenient to station and schools;
restricted neighborhood. This home will appeal to the lover of the beautiful.
Must be seen to be appreciated. Address Box 500, Motion
Picture Daily, Rockefeller Center, New York.

:

13787 463

TRADE PAPERS JOIN IN....

Capra's Mr. Deeds Goes

to

Town

A

big grosses everywhere/

is

certain of

boxoffice riot/

Scores of excellent sales angles /"

"Spells boxoffice with a
merit

and everything

as outstanding
exhibitor

^^rt^ffaPI

of

\J ^

to

town and so

this hilarious

/

"Plenty boxoffice/ Clicks in

unanimous! The

whole industry s gone wild

new

will

any

combination

comedy and romance /"

Will send grosses soaring

1

about Capra's

/"

who books

Will please

It's

pile

to

"Mr. Deeds goes
exhibitor

KvB

tills

it

smash/ Has names,
takes/ Goes to town
a lot of dough into

all

Can't miss

all

/

departments/

types of audiences/"

Columbia PictUl'eS Coi'p.

"best

of the year" ... a booming

National release date April 12 th

boxoffice b onanza!

Opening Radio City Music

Hall, April 16th
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